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THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING MT OF,1981

-TUESDAY, JULY 21, 1981

112USE OP. REPRESENTATIVES', StnicommiTrF.F. ON ELEMEN-
.. TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOINT-

%

LI WITH THE SUBCOMMIME ON POSTSECONDARY EDUC4-7 T1ON, Comm rrrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.._.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2175 of the Rayburn House -Office Building, Hon. Carl Perkins
(chairman of the full committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Parkiqs, Simon, Peyser,
Weiss, Erdahl,and Craig. _

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; and William Blakey,
counsel; Nancy L. Kober, legislative specialist.

Chairman PERKINS. The Subcommittee on-Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education and the Subcommittee on Postsecon-
dary Education are conducting a joint hearing this morning on
H.R. 1662.

Trext of H.R. 1662 follows:j

1.

(1)
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I.

97TH CONGRESg

1ST .ESSION H. R. 1662,
To requir cettain'inforinktiOn be pr'ovided to individuals who take standardized

educational admissions tests, and far other 'purposes.

. -
:PI THE HOUSE, QF REPRESENTATIVES

. haniuma 4, 1981

Mr. WEISS (for himself, Mrs. COMMIX, Mr. MILLER of California, Mr. GIB-

BONS, Mr. MOFFETT, Mr. RICHMOND, Mrs. SCHROEDER, Mr. WALOREN,

and Mr. DIXON) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the

Committee on Education ai;d Labor

A. BILL
To -require certain information be provided to individuals who

take standardized educational admissigs tests, and for other

purposes:

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Hoase df Répresenta-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

SEOTION 1. This Act may bc.cited antic "Educational

5 Testing Act of 1981".

13

r.
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I.

N_.
1 - FINDINGND PURPOSE'

1..`
6

2. SEC. 2, (a) The Congress .df the United.States finds, ,,.
. , . - 't.;, ...

, 3 fliat--
1.

4 (1) education is fundamental to the development

5 7 of individual citizens and the progress of the Nation as

6 a whole; ,
7 (2) there is a continuous_ need to ensure equal

8 -access. for all Americans to educational opportunities of

9 a high quality; - -

10. (3) standardized tests arp a major factor yin the tad-

11 mission and placement of students in postsecondary

12 education and also ,play an important role in individ-.
13 uals' professional lives;

14 (4) there is increasing concern among citizens,

15 educators, and public officials regarding the appropriate

16 uses of standardized tests .in the admissions decision of

17 postsecondary education institutions;

18 (5) the rights of individuals and the public interest

19 can be assurPd without endangering the proprietary

20 iiglits of the testing agencies; and

21 (6) standardized tests are developetrand adminis-

22 tered without regard to State boundaries and are uti-

:23 ized bu a national basis.

24 (b),It is the purpose of this Act

0 t.
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3

1 . (1) to ensure that test subjects nd persons who
z

2 use test results are fully aware of the ehltracteristics,

34 uses, and limitations of standardized tests in posi-

4 secondary education admissions;

5 (2) to make available to the public approfiriate in-

6 formation regarding the procedures, development, and

7 administration df standardized tests;

8 (3) to proiect the public interest by promoting

9 more knowledge about appropriate use of standardized

10 test Tesults and by promoting greater accuracy, valid-

'tf 'ty and :oliability,in the developrtient, aqininistration,

12. _ and .interpretatiop of standfirdized tests; at d

13 , (4) to encourage use, of multiple eriteia in the'

.14 grant or denial of any significant educational benefit.

15 INFORMATIbN TO TEST SUBJECTS AND POSTSECONDARY

16 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

17 SEC. 3. (a) Each test agency shall provide to any test

18 subject in clear and easily understamiable language, along,

19 with the regist:ration form for a test, the following

20 information:

21 (1) The purposes for which the test is ,eonstr'ueted

22_ " and is intended to,beused.' -

23 ' (2) The subject matters included on such test and

24 the knowledge and skills which the test purports to

25 measure.

12*
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2

3

5-,

4

(3) Statements designed to provide information for

interprtting the test results, including explanations of

the test, and the correlation between test scores!: and

future inccess in schools aid, in the case of tests used

for pustbaccalaureate admissions, the standard error of

measurement and the correlation between test scores

7 and success in the caieer for which admission is

8 sought.

9 (4) Statements concerning the effects on and uses

10 of test scores, includingl----

, 11 (A) if the test score is used by jtself or with

e 12 other information to predict future grade point

7 13 aVerage, the extent, expressed, as a percentage, to

14 which the use of this test score improves the ac-

15 curacy of predicting future grade point average,

16 over and above all other information used; and

---- 1-7-- ----(B) a cornfrarison of the average score and

18 percentiles of test subjects by major income.

, 19' groups; and ;
20 .(C) the extent to which test ,preparation

21 courses improve test ,subjects' scores on average,

22 expressed as a i)ercentage,

23 (5) A description 'of ,the form in which test scores

24 will be reported, whether the raw test scores will be

25 altered in any way before being reported to the test

e'

13
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5 .

1 subject, and the manner, if any, the test. agency will

2 use the test score (in raw or transformed form) by itself

3 or together with any other information about the test

4 subject to predict in ank way the subject's future aca-

5 demic performance for any postsecondary educational

6 institution. .

(6) A complete description of any promises or
_

8 covenants that the test agency makes to the test sub-

9 ject with regard to accuracy of scoring, timely forward-

10 ing or score reporting, and privacy of information (in-

11 eluding test scores and other information), relating to

12 the test subjects.

13 (7) The property interests of the test subject. ir
14 the test results, if any, the duration for which such re-

15 sults will be retained by the test agency, and policies

16 - -regarding -storage, disposal,....and_future_use of test

17 scores.

18 (8) The time period within which the test sub-

19 ject's test score will b.e completed and mailed to the

2rf test subject and the time period within which such

21 scores will be mailed to test score recipients designated

22 by the test subject.

23 ° (9) A descripZion of special services to accommo-

24 date handicapped test subjects.

0
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6

1 (10) Notice of (A) the information whichis availa-

2 ble to the test subject under section 5(a)(2), (B) the

3 rights of the test subject under section 6, and (0) the

4 procedure for appeal or review of a test score by the

test agency.

6 (b) Any institution which is a test score recipient shall

7 be provided with the information required by subsection (a).

8 The test agency shall provide such information with respect

9 to any test prior to or coincident with the first reporting of a

10 test score ior scores for that test to a recipient institution.

11 (c) The test agency shall immediately notify the test

12 subject and the institutions designated as test score recipients

13 by the test subject if the test subject's sccre is delayed ten

14 calendar days beyond the time period stated under subsection

15 (a)(8) of this section.

6- REPORTS-AND-STATISTICAL DATA AND OTHER.

17 INFORMATION

18 SEC. 4. (a)(1) In order to further the purPoses of this

19 Act, the following information shall be provided to the Secre-

20 tary by the test agency:

21 (A) Any study, evaluation, or statistical report

22 pertaining to a test, which a test agency prepares or

23 causes to be prepared, or for which it provides data.

24 Nothing in this paragraph shall require snbmission

25 any reports or documents cOntaining information identi-
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7

1 fiable with any individual test subject. Such informa-

2 tion shall be deleted or obliterated prior to submission

3 to the Secretary.

4 (B) If mie test agency develops or produces a test

5 and another test agency sponsors or administers the

6 same test, a copy of their contract for services shall be

7 submitted to the Secretary.

8 (2) All data, reports, or other documents submitted pur-

9 suant to this section will be considered to be record's for pur-

10 poses of section 552(a)(3) of title 5, United States Code.

11 (b) Within one year of the effective date of this Act, the

12 Secretary shall 'report to Congress concerning the relation-

.13 ship between the test scores of test subjects and income,

14 race, sex, ethnic. and handicapped status. Such report shall

15 include an evaluation of available data concerning the rela-

tiorilliip between test kora antthe-conipletion-of-test- prepa-7

17 ration courses.

18 PROMOTING A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF TESTS

19 SEC. 5. (a) In order to promote a better understanding

20 of standardized tests and stimulate independent research on

21 such tests, each test agency-

22 (1) shall, within thirty days after 'the results of

23 any standardized test are released, file or cause to be

24 fild:in the-office-of-the-Secretary
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8

(A) a copy of all test questions used in calcu-

2 lating the test subject's raw score;

3 (B) the corresponding acceptable answers to

4 those questions; and

5 (C) all rules for transferring raw scores into

6 those scores reported to the test subject and post-

7 secondary educational, institutions -together...with

8 an explanation of such rules; and

9 (2) shall, after the test has been filed with the

10 Secretary and upon request of the test subject, send

11 'file test subject-

12 .(A) a copy of the test questions used in dc-

13 termining the subject's raw score;

14 (B) the test subject's individual answer sheet

15 together with a copy of the correct answer sheet

to-the same test with quation-s countiirg toward

17 -the test subject's raw score so marked; and

18, (C) a statement of the raw score used to cal-

.19 culate the scores already sentlo the test subject if

20 such request has been made within ninety days of

21 the release of the test score to the test subject.

22 The test agency may charge a nominal fee for sending out

23 such information requested under paragraph (2) not to exceed

24 the marginal cost of providing the information.
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1 (b) This section shall not apply to any standardized test

2 for which it can be anticipated, on the basis of past experi-

3 ence (as reported under section 7(2) of this Act), will be ad-

4 ministered to fewer than five thousand"test subjects national-

5 ly over a testing year.

6 (c) Documents submitted to the Secretary pursuant to.

7 this section shall be considered to be records for purEoses of

8 section 552(a)(3) of title 5, United States Code.

9 PRIVACY OF TEST SCORES

10 SEC. 6. The score of any test subject, or any altered or

11 transferred version of the score identifiable with any test,sub-

12 ject, shall not be released or disclosed by the test, agency to

13 any person, organization, rzsociation, corporation, post-

14 secondary educational institution, or governmental agency or

15 subdivision unless specifically authorized by the test subject

T6- -artystare-recipient7-A-test-ageney_may,howeve'r,
release all

17 previous scores received by a test subject to any currently

18 designated test- score recipient. This section shall not be con-

,19 strued to prohibit release of scores and other information in a.

20 form which does not identify the test subject for purposes of

21 research leading to studies-and reports primarily concerning

22 the' Jests themselves.
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TESTING COSTS AND FEES TO STUDENTS

2 SEC. 7. In order to ensure that tests are being offer0 at

3 a reasonable cost to test subjects, each test agency shall

4 report the following information to the Secretary:

5 (1) Before March 31: 1983, or within ninety days

6 after it first becomes a test agency, whichever is later,

, 7 the test agency shall report the closing date of its test-

8 ing year. Bach test agency shill report any change irt

9 the closing date of its testing year within ninety days

10 after the ehange is made.

11 (2) For each test program, within one hundred

12 and twenty days after the close of the testing year the

13 test agency shall report--

14 (A) the total number of times the test was

15 taken during the testing year;

16 (B) the number of test subjects who have

17 taken the test once, who have taken it twice, and

18 who have taken it more than twice during the

19 testing year;
,

20 (0) the number of rdunds given to individ-

21 uals who have registered for, but did no; take, the

22 test;

23 (D) the, number of test subjects for whom the

24 test fee was waived or reducea;-

91-170 0-82---2
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; (E) the total amount of fees received from

2 the test subjects by the test agency for each test

3 program for that test year;

4 (F) the total amount of revenue received

5 from each test program; and

6 (G) the expenses to the..test agency of the

7 tests, including _.

..

8 (i) expenses ineurred by the test agency

9 for each test program;

10 (ii) expenses incurred for test develop-

11 ment Iv the test agency for each test pro-

12 gram; and
._

13
(iii) all expenses which are fixed or can

14 be regarded as overhead ,expenses and not
.,

15 associated with any test program or with
.0.

16 test development;--
17 (3) If'a separate fee is charged test subjects for

18 admissions data assembly setvices or score reporting

19 services, within one hundred and twenty days after the

20 close of the testing year, the test agency shall report

..1 .(A) the number of individuals registering for

22 eaeh admissions data assembly service during the

23 testing year;

r.

'`....

_
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1 (B) the number of individuals registering for

2

3

4

5

6

each score reporting service during the testing

year;

(e) the total amount of revenue received

from the individuals by the test agency for each

admissions data assembly service or score report-

7 ing service during the testing year; and

8 (D) the expenses to the test agency for each

9 admissions data assembly service or score report-\
10 ing service during the testing year.

1 1 REGULATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

12 SEC. 8. (a) The SecretarY shall promulgate regulations

13 to implement the provisions of this Act within one hundred

14 and twenty days after the effective date of this Act. The

15 failure of the Secretary to promulgate regulations shall not

16 prevent the provisions of this Act from taldng effect.

17 (b) Any test agency that violates any clause of any pro-

18 vision of this Act shall be liable for a civil penalty not to

19 exceed $2,000 for each violation.

20 (c) If any provision of this Act shall be declared uncon-

21 .stitutioiial, invalid, or inapplicable, the other provisions shall

22 remain in effect.

23 DEFINITIONS

4

9. "For puii-seialliiS 'Act-
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1 (1) the term "admissions data assembly service"

2 means any summary or report of grades, grade point

3 averages, standardized test scores, or any combination

4 of grades and test scores, of an applicant used by any

5 postsecondary educational institution in its admissions

6 process;

7 (2) the term "Sebretary" means the Secretary of

8 Education;

9 (3) the term "postsecondary educational institu-

10 . tion" means any institution prboviding a cou'rse of study

11 beyond the secondary se,bool level and which uses

12 standardized tests as a factor in its admissions process;

13 (4) the term "score reporting service" means, the

14 reporting of a test subjcct's standardized test scorc to a

15 test score recipient by a testing agency;

16 (5) the term "standardized test" or "test':

_ _

18 (A) any test that is used, or is required:for

'19 the process of selection for admission to postsec-
..

20 ondary educational institutions or thcir programs,

21 or

22 (B) any test used for preliminary preparation

23 for any test that is used, or is required, for the

24- process of -selection for admission to post-

22

>"
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1 secondary eAucationll institutions or their pro;

2 grams,

3 which affects or is conducted or distributed through,

. 4 any medium of interstate commerce, but such term

5 -tis not include any test designed solely for nonadmis-'
6 sion placement or credit-by-examination or any test de-

7 veloped and administered by an individual school or in-,

8 stitution,for its own purposes-only;

9 (6) the term "test agency" means any person, or-

10 ganization, tis`Sociaticn, corporation, partnership, or in:

11 dividual which develops, sponsors, or administers a

12 standardized test;

13 (7) the term "test preparation course" means any

14 curricblum, course of study, plan of nstruction, or

15 method of preparation given ftr a fee whidh is specifi-

16 cally deSigned or constructed to prepare a test subject

17 for, or to improve a test subject's score on, a standard-

.187 ind

19 (8) the term "test program" means all the admin-
.
20 istrations of a test of the same name during a testing

21 year;

22 (9) the term "test' score" means the vitlue given

23 to ihe test subject's performance by the test agency on

24 any test, whether reported in numerical, percentile, or

25 any other form;
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1 (10) the te4 "Lst score recipient" means any

2 person, organization, association, corporation, postsec-

1

3 ondary educational institution, or governmental agency

4 or subdivision fo .whh the test subject requests or .

5 designates that a test gency reports his or her score;

6 (11) the term "telt subject" means an individual
0

to whom a test is administered; and

(12) the term "tering year" means the twelve

9 calendar months which Oe test agency considers either

10 its operational cycle or its fiscal year;

11 EFFECTIVE DATE

12 SEC. 10. This Act shall take effect one hundred and

13 eighty days after the date of itis enactment.

116
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Chairman PERKINS. The bill, which was introduced by our col-
league, Mr. Weiss, requires that certain information be made avail-

-a-btu-to-students that take standardized admission tests.
The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

&Ideation conducted many hearings on this bill last Congresg. We
are delighted to welcome as our first witnesses a panel who will
give us an overview of testing: Dr. Sylvia Johnson, professor of re-
search methodology, school of education, Department of Psycho-
Educational Studies, Howard University; 'Dr. William Mehrens,
professor of measurement and statistics, School of Education,
Michigan State University; George Hanford, president, the College
Board; and Bruce Zimmer, executive director, Law School Admis-
sion Council.

All of you come around as a panel. We will hear from Dr. Sylvia
Johnson first. Mr. Weiss, do you have a statement to make?

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I first want to express my
appreciation to both the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
and the Subcommittee on Elernentary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education for holding, this round of hearings on the Educational
Testing Act of ,1981. As you know, previous hearings in the 96th
Cqngress yielded a wealth of new information arid insight into the
standardized testing process. And yet those hearings were success-
ful at really just beginning to make the far-reaching consequences
of the standardized testing process known to the American public.

Since bearings 'last w ..ire held a little more than 1 year ago, sev-
eral events have significantly altered the testing industry. Scoring
errors were uncovered as,a direct result of disclosure provisions
similar to those contained in H.R. 1662affecting the scores of
more than 300,000 students; prominent test-producing and adminis-
tering agenciesincluding those we will hear fromhave under-
gone major changes in disclosure policies; and, perhaps most impor-
tant, public concern over the accuracy and justness of standardized
tests and .for the glaring accountability gap permitted testing agen-
cies has multiplied among the more than 21/2 million students who
take these tests every year.

In addition, at least 21 States nOw are considering Truth-in-Ttest-
ing legislation which could create a complex regulatory web for
test-givers. I am concerned, as I believe all members of both sub-
committees here today must be, that the likelihood of a prolifera-
tion of State-level disclosure laws may well interfere with standard-
ized testing and thus obstruct our educational process. Federal leg-
islation would improve the testing process by streamlining regula-
tory demands on test-givers, an issue the testing agencies rightly
are concerned about:

Several participants in previous hearings on this issue proposed
that we wait and see how successfully the New Yoil State law
worked and whether public concern decreased. We have been pa-
tient, Mr. Chairman, and today I believe that the fundamental
issue addressed by my legislationmaking the testing agencies ac-
countable to millions of test-takers every yearis far from re-
solved.

.It is my hope that these hearings will lead to enactment of the
Educational Testing Act of 1981. If is legislation is not enacted,-
we Will be continuing to allow testing agencies to operate without

2
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making them appropriately accountable o .the students they are
serving.

thank you, Ir. Chairman.
Chairman JRKIN5. Mr. Peysdr, do you have a statement?
Mr. PEYSE . No, I do not, Mr. Chairman:
Chairman PERKINS. I understand that* our first witness is not

here but Dr-. William Mehrens is here. Come around; Dr. Mehrens,
take a seat, and go ahead and proceed with your statement. Is

George Hanford here? You come around and you be the second wit-

ness.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM MEHRENS, PROFESSOR OF, MEASURE-

MENT AND STATISTICS, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATiONAL PSYCHOLOG1, MICHIGAN' ST4TE UNIVER-,

SITY
Mr. MEHREN6. Mr. Chairman, members of the two subcommit-

tees, I gm pleased, to have the, opportunity 16 testify today on the
Educational Testing Act of 1981, H.R. 1662.

Let me give you a brief overview of my background. I have been

a professor of measurement and evaluation aCMichigan State Uni-
versity. since 1965. I have published widely in the field including

numerous textbooks and articles. I have been active and halk held
offices in several professional organizations. FOr example, I have

0 been president of the Association for Measurement and Guidance
(AMEG) which is a division of the American Personnel and Guid-

ance Association (APGA). I am current:y a senator to APGA and-
remain on the-executive councjl f AMEG. I am currently on the

Board of Directors of the National Council of Measurement in Edu-
cation (NCME).

My professional activities that are most directly related to my
qualifications to testify on H.R. 1662 include: One, working as an
NCME board member on their Published statetnent on Educational
Admissions Testing, two, helping author the AMEG statement on
legislation affecting testing for selection in educational and occupa-
tional programs, three; authoring a critical analysis of the Nader
report: "The Region of ETA: The Corporation That Makes Up
Minds," and four, working as a committee member on the Ameri-

can Psychological Association's standards for educational and psy:
chological test and manuals. I have attached, as appendices to this

testimony, the NCME statement and my critical analysis of tile

=Nader report.
I should make clear that my testimony today is mine alone. I am

nift speaking in any official capacity for AMEG, NCME, nor any
other professional measurement organization. However, Bob Linn,

current president of NCME, .fias approved that I submit the at-
tached NCME statement. r perhaps should also state that I have
never been employed by a commercial test Publishet- although ,I
have, on very .rare occaiions; served as a consultant td a few of

them.
When asked if I would testify today I was asked if I would ad-

drpss -four questions: One,thow are tests developed? two, what do
they measure? three how are test results usegl? and four, what are
the positive and negative asPects of test use? Toansw.er these ques-,

2 r,
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tions fully in. 16-to 15 minutes is clearly impossible. The questions
perhaps could be adequately addressed in a graduate level seminar
in measurement. Nevertheless, I do admire your willingness to
become more expert in measurement anel will try to give brief an-
swers to these questions as they relate to the particular type of test
referenced in H.R. 1662; that is, any test used for the process of se-
lection for admission to postsecondary education.

How aretests developed and what do they measure?
'Test deyelopment must actually start by answering the auestion

of how the results are to he used. Since we are discussing tests to
be used as selection *devices to educational programs, the purpose is
to build a test which will assist in the selection decision process.
Usually, this means the developers try to develop a test which will
predict success in the program. As an aside this is not success on
the job. That is a different issue. It is note what the tests ought to
be doing but rather to predict success in the program. The test de-
velopers determihe, through content specialists and reviews of re-
search, what general areas should be tested. These vary from test
to test, as they should. For exam0e, the new medical college ad-
missions test covers biology, chemistry, and physics and the con-
tent is restricted to areas particularly relevant to medical educa-
tion. The scholastic aptitude test covers reading cbrnprehension, vo-
cabulAiy, mathematiOs, and English, all of which have been proven
to relate to success in undergraduate education. We might think of
these as achievement tests; for example, the New MCAT, or as
measures of scholastic aptitude. The specific terms used are not im-
portant as long as we realize that the tests measure developed
abilities of.the type-important for subsequent education success in
the program fOi which the test wqs developed.

To insure that the tests do this, extensive statistical analyses are
done on a large s -ef developed items and only those which are
shown to, be usefu for the purpose of predicting success are placed
in the test. This tem/test development procesS is costly and time
consuming. All t is is further complicated by the fact that most of
the tests of the ki d,we are speaking of have alternate forms. This

- d requires that the forms, be equated so that a person does not have
an advantege based on the particular form taken. Further, all test
items are looked at carefully and analyzed statistically for poten-
tial bias.

, This' short,Overview does not do jiistice to the question of test de-
velopnient. It is a complicated and costly business. It would surely
be unfortunate to have to build a test which could be used only
once,becalise the items became public information following a test
administration as is required by the, bill. This would result in
poorer tests, complicate the equating process, and increase costs.

How are the test results used? They are used both to help indi- ,
viduals select colleges and Colleges to select individual students. If
students know fheir own results and the _general distributional
characteristics of studehts enrolled in various schools, they can
apply to.the schbols which are most appropriate for them. The abil-
ity of studentsalong with their counselorsto use this infornv- °
tion wisely accounts for the fact that the majority of students are
admitted to the college of their first choice.
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Various colleges use these scores in quite different fashions. At
the undergraduate level many colleges do not require admission
exams. Of those that require students to take an exam, some only

use it for descriptive purposes to help guide students in their deci-
sions. Other colleges use the examination results along with other
data as a basis for admission decisions. I do not know of a single
college that bases admission decisions oniy on tests results.

What are the positive and negative aspects of test use? If one
uses test data wisely, better educational decisions will be made. So
much data have been gathered to show the validity of college en-

trance exams for predicting success in 3ollege that the finding
imply cannot be legitimately disputed.
Tests, because they are objective, are especially useful for those

members of society who may be discriminated against if only the

more subjective data such 'as interviews or letters of recornmenda-
tion were.to be used.

There really are no negative aspects of the wise useof test data.
Of course, it is possible to overemphasize test data in making a de-

cision but college admissions officers, as a group, do not do this.

The error usually goes -the other way. Given their proven validity,

tests are typically not emphasized enough.
To present more detail in answering the four questiOns seems not

to be the best use of my time. While I cannot make you test ek-

perts in 10 minutes, I can give you the beliefs to test experts with
respect to the proposed legislation. As mentioned earlier, I am-here
today to represent my views, I do not formally speak for any orga-
nization.

Although speaking for myself I would like to emphasize that I

believe my views are quite similar to the views of the majority of
the experts in measurement and evaluation. Evidence for this
belief can be seen by some brief quotes from the statements of pro-
fessional mesurement associations. For example, the official

NCME statement referred to earlier states the following:
"Making all test questions and answers public poses problems for

the test developer that may result irf, increasedcosts and dimin-

'ished sefvices for-the test taker."
The AMEG statement. says, "We do not believe legislative action

regarding testing is necessary or desirable." The statement specifi-
cally redommends against the enactment of legislation which re-
quires disclosure of items following testing. The statement of the
Ameridan Psychological Association's Division of Evaluation and
Mensurement on ihe 1979 Truth in Testing Act says "Disclosure of

items used on standardized tests has many disadvantages." Later ,
the statement says, "We believe that students, themselves, would

be the principal losers if the provisions of Section 5 of H.R. 4949

were to become law." That was a reference to the disclosure of
items section of H.R. 4949.

I totally agree with the statements quoted from three major
measurement organizations. I admit that the assertions made re-

. garding' the likely harmful effects of a bill such as H.R. 1662

cannot be proven lieyond a shadow of a doubt but these assertions

.are made by the officers of the three major professional associ-
ations in the area of educational and psychological measurement.

28
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They are seriously thought out, informed opinions by the leading
experts in the field. You would not take their views lightly.

The stated purpose of the Actsection 2.(b).are surely not de-
batable as reasonable goals. However, the bill is not needed for
those purposes to be fulfilled and the bill is not likely to facilitate
the accomplishment of those purposes, but in fact, is likely to seri-
ously hamper efforts to achieve wine of them, for example, greater
accuracy, validity, arid reliability in testing.

The legislation being proposed is in fact consistent with the. ef-
forts by some to do away with, or at least seriously weaken, stand-
ardized testing. There is abundant research evidence showing that
should these efforts succeed, the result would be poorer educational
decisionmaking. In factyit should be obvious to anyone that better
decisions are made with data than without data.

Why do some people in our Nation wish to weaken testingand
therefore the quality of our educational decisionsand why would
the proposed legislation have that effect? Some clues to the first
part of the question are found in the Nader report referred to earli-
er. Often the implication is that somehow fewer rejection decisions
would be made if tests were hot used in selection decisions. Critics
of testing appear to believe that if the reason for rejection is-low
test scores it will be more painful and less understood than if the
reasons,are low interview ratings, low high school grades, or insuf-
ficiently glowing letters of recommendation. Some people even sug-
gest that a positive correlation between .income and test score re-
sults show the test is unfair.

None of this stands.up to a logical analysis. First of all,.no col-
lege is forced to usea selection test. The testing enterprise is sub-
ject to the open market. It is a competitive business. The exception
would be the tests produced by the U.S. Government through the
Civil Service Commission and the Department of Labor and De-
fense. Further, the evidence suggests that the majority of students
are admitted to the college of their first choice. Tests simply are
not ruling lives. Certainly there is no reason at all to believe that,
if tests were not used, there would somehow mysteriously be more
slots available in college and that therefore one could decrease the
number of reject decisionsthis number is already quite small for
most colleges. The implication that rejection for reasons of low test
scores is more painful and less Understood than to be rejected for
low scores in an interview is simply absurd. Hardly anyone ever
understands why he/she received a low score on an interview.

The notion that a positive correlation between income and scores
on a test of developed ability indicates the test is unfair is particu-
larly illogical. The whole notion of compensatory education for the
disadvantaged is based on the very reasonable notion that parental
ihcome is related to education opportunities which are, in turn, re-
lated to developed abilities. In fact, the 'correlation that exists be-
tween income and scores such as on the SAT indicates some con-

, struct validity for the test. It is supportiye evidence for the notion
that the test is measuring developed abilities.

I could dwell at length on the mistaken notions of the critics of
measurement. They voice many illogical criticisms. They do wish to

4- weaken the testing enterprise and that would lessen the quality of

2
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our educational aecisionmaking. How would this bill, if passed,
serve such an ill-advised purpose?

In brief, it is likely, that the bill, of passed, Would a) result in

test of inferior quality,.(2) increase the costs of testing, (3) decrease

services to the students, (4) increase coaching effectsand differen-

tially more so for the wealthyand (5) result in greater use of lo-

cally constructed instruments exempt from the bill in lieu of the
better constructed nationally used tests. These points are ones I am

"sure you have heard before. They are not points which can be
proVen-in advance but they are ones with which I am sure the ma-
jority of measurement experts would agree. Let me briefly expand

on each of those five-points.
The provision of the-15ill-which requires releasing test questions

after use will obviously lower the. quality of subsequent tests. More

test questions will need to be written- and used. There will be less
research on itemsobefore use. The companies-will hot be able to be

so selective in.choosing items to put into a test. I recognize that the
argument has been made that if there is a sufficiently large-pool, a

small subset of the released items could be reused. However, niost

tests do not have a large pool of available backup items of as high

a quality as the ones tliat are placed in the tests and .even if a
small subset were reused, there would still be an increased demand

for more items.
The increase in cost would ensue from the greater number of

items needed as welr as various oth,er requirements of the 'bill. No

one would possibly urge otherwise. The amount of the cost increase

is, of courseopen to debate. I do not think it would be trivial.

Those who unde'rsrand item development costs agree with me.
The decrease in service would be an obvious concomitant to the

necessity of releasing items. Fewer exam dates would be offered.

The result of the LaValle bill in New York documents this.
The release of questions may not, indeed, have too much impact

on the effects of coaching. However, if there were an impact it
would certainly have to be to increase those effects. This would

surely result in a disadvantage to those who could not afford coach-

ing.
Finally, I have suggested that passage of this bill would result in

greater use of the lodally developed test of inferior quality. This

would be true if the huality of the national test and the serviCes

provided went down While cost went up. This would be extremely
unfortunate for both the individual students and society in general.

As an expert in measurement, I urge you not to consider any so-

called truth in testings legislation. It would be a disservice to your

constituents..
Thank you very much foryour attention.
[Material.submitted )y William Mehrens followsl
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NCME STATEMENT ON
EDUCATIONAL ADMISSIONS TESTING

What Is NCME?

The National Council on Measurement in Education
INCMEi is an organization of testing practitioners,
scholars, and specialists having .as its pnmary goal the
improVement of educational measurement practices
and tschniques. Its members include college pro.
fessors who teach and csny on research in the testing
field, persons responsible for the conduct of testing
programs in state and local educational agencies,
individuals in test development and research organiza,
tions. and test users. Together. the members con .
stitute a group with well informed opinions on
matters of educational measurement and testing.

What D0011 NCME Stand For?

NCMF. regards it as axiomatic that the knowledges,
skills, and abilities of people are important and
relevant to individual. institutional, ana soxietal goals,
and Mat many of these characteristics are measure
able As corollaries, NCME endorses the following
positions

Many educational decisions can be improved
by objective and equitable assessments of the
achievements and characteristics of individ
uals.
Tests can provide such assessments which, in
many instances, are more objective and more
equitable than other forms of evaluation.
College, graduate, snd professional school
admissions decisions are among the educa.
tional decisions that csn be improved by
objective snd equitable assessment of indivich
sal achievements and characteristics to the
benefit of the individuals, the institutions,
and society,
The extent to which tests can contnbute to
sound educational decisions depends on the
intnnsic quality of the tests and on proper
interpretation agd use of test scores,

A major objective of the measurement profession
continues to be the'assurance of high quality tests
and proper test use Much has been done by the
profession to achieve the present high level of test
quality snd use, and there as every expectation of

continuing improvement. This statement, snd the
proposal which concludes it, is in the spirit of
fostering that improvement through the professionals
who have the knowledge snd expertise about.tests
snd testing, rather than through governmental
involvement.

What Does NCME Advocate to Help Test Takers?

Test takers should be provided with informs,
tion on the range of,knowledge snd skills to
be tested, the conditions under which a test is
to be taken, the types of test questions to be
included, snd the way a test is to be scored.

This information shoui'd be easily available for-each
test and include, at a minimuhi, a description of the
test, sample questions, a description of the testing
conditions, snd the sconng procedures to be used. It
is desirable to make a complete form of a test or its
equivalent available to all test takers. However, to
meet this objective it is not necessary to make public
all test questions snd snswers after a teses
administration.

Test takers should know that the test
questions which they are called on to
answer have not been made public pnor to
test administration.

If tests were released after administration, and
some or all of their contents used again, some test
takers would enjoy the opportunity of becoming
familiar with the questions snd snswers. Thus, testing
conditiOns in the future would not be equitable for
all examinees, for It is clearly not fair that some, but
not all, examinees have opportunity to become
familiar in advance with the test content.

Making all test questions and answers Public poses
problems for the test developer that.may result in
increased costs snd diminished services for the test
takers. Two such problems are the maintenance of
fest quality and score equating.

Test takers should have assursnee that their
tests have been scored accurately.

Scoring errors are possible, snd consequently pro
cedures to protect test takers fiom such instances are
desirable. Releasing a scored test to the test taker



after the testmg is only one of several possihle ways

to provide this protection but is undesirable for the
reasons stated above Alternstsre procedures to insure

correct scoring, such as optional hand icoring services
to confirm scores, provide a less disruptive way of
accomplishing the objective of assuring a test taker of
fair sconng than total disclosure of the test and

ansWer key

Test takers, and test users, should have

assurance that the tests they are taking, or
using. meet professional cntena of good
question writing, validity, and reliability

cj Measurement experts have developed extensive and

rigorous proreduret for cotstructmg and valideting
tests These procedures ate detailed in the Standards
for Educational and Psychotogical Tests, developed

Jointly by NCME end two other professional
organizations and relied on in several court cases

Typically, admiision test izems are wntten in

accordance with detailed t...intent specifications, they

are tried out in field studies, and they are reviewed
With respect to content, correctness of answers,
potential bias, and empirical properties Reliability
and validity studies are conducted and reported In
addstion, measurement experts support an

independent and extensive review process. For
example, the several volumes of the 13uros Mental'

M e a s u r emen t Yearbooks alone contain many
thousands of pages of critical test reviews.

Although NC.ME generally believes that the most
widely used admission tests are of high quality, it
recognizes its continuing obligation to monitor tests

and test use NCME also recognizes that in the typical
professional review. 'thepoint of- view-of the test

taker .has not always been adequately, represented.
The conclusion to this statement provides a r toposal

for monitoring admission testing that emphasizes the

rights and concerns of test takers, /What Are Some Issues in the Adm ns Testing

Context?

Testing has become entangled' with a variety of
social and personal ideologies, some of which prompt
people to argue for changes in educational admissions

testing. Fitst, some people object to anyevaluation of
an individual and, since tests Produce some Jude-
ments. urge that tests be banned. NCME believes that

the value of accthate assessments of relevant
charactensUcs of individuals to the individuals them.
selves, to society, and to its institutions more than

justifies the continued use of tests.
Second, some tests have been viewed as sexually,

racially, ethnically, or socio-economically owed
because some groups perform leu well on the tests

than others Although some interpret group
differences in performance as bias in a test, it is now
commonly understood among measurement experts
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that the mere'existence of such group differences in
performance is not evidence of bias. These differences

may reflect individualities of health, growth, and
achievement, some of which can be strengthened

through increased services and opportunities. Few
people suggest that differentials us achootrelated
performances wot id disappear if there were no tests.

Since achievement is desirable for our citizens, NCME

believes it is socially constructive to attack the cause

of the unequal performances that measuring

instruments help discover
Third, some people feel that ability and past

achievement should not be a basis for school
admiasions and, thus, admission tests art not needed.

The issue is whether colleges and universities are to
provide universal higher educrtion, or whether some

may choose the role of educating the more

academically prepared at a more intensive and
advanced level. Both roles seem Is, NCME to be
socially desirable, and NCME would not wtsh.to
out either Where ment is considifir Sis selection
decisions, results from admissions tests can provide

objective information about the achievements of
individuals in the areas tested.

Fourth, admissions test information hos

occasionally been misused by individuals in spite of
warnings in many test manuals. Misuse includes
making adlnittion decisions solely On the basis of test

score data, over.interpreting insignificant differences

m test performances, and evaluating teachers and
schools inappropriately using the admissions test

score data. Through its publications and conferences.
NCME has committed much of its resources to the
effort to reduce to a minimum such improper uses

What Is Needed?

NCME proposes .the establishment of a broadly

representative

Commission on the Conduct of Educations!
Admissions Testing Programs,

The Commission's membership should reflect the
interests of test takers, admissions and other institu.
dons] of !leers, Parents, teacher*, testing agencies, and

the measurement profession.
The Commission should be charged with a single.

lompterrn goal:

Monitoring and improving the conduct of
testing programs whose results are designed

to be used in the selection and admissions

process in American higher educalon.

Specific activities likely to lead to the realization of

this goal are:

1. Developing a clear, workable set of principles
that addresa the concerns of.
(a),educators for reliable and valid informs,
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tion for use in the admissions/counseling/
advisory processes,

(ID) test takers for information about tests and
thetesting process and for an equitable,
accurate, and relevant assessment of their
knowledge, skills, and abilities, and

(c) society for selection procedures that
result in an allocation of educational
opportunities to a broad spectrum of
qualified youth and adults in the popula-

t. tion.
2. Seeking voluntary concurrence with these

principles by test sponsors and developers and
by officials of higher education institutions in
the conduct of testing and, admissions pro-
grams.

3. Establishing a, mechanism by which each
testing program can be evaluated with respect
to the way in which the principles are
reflected in its procedures and. publications.

4. Reporting the results of these evaluations to
the various concerned publics and, if
necessary, issuing public censures when
instances are detected of repeated divergence
from the principles.

NCME Board of 1)irectors
April 1980

This statement has been adopted by the 1ICME Board
of Arectors, and can be reproduced and distributed.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

The following artu k is reprinted in entirety from the April 1981 MEG. Readers

should use this 2nd printing, which corrects production errors contained in the

April article, as the definitive version. IVe regret any inconvenience caused by this

inadvertence.

Criticisms of practices in educational and psychological measurement and evaluation

are certainly not anything new. Indeed, the history of these practices shows thatsuch
criticisms have been present from the onset of the profession. Professionals and lay

persons alike have raised innumerable concerns and issues, in manners ranging from

simple.questioning to blanket condemnation. In the main, professionals favoring

"testing- have accepted these criticisms as challenges and have sought to continue to

improve practices so as to assuage criticisms. And so it went, loud attacks and quiet

responses.
It now seems that quiet responses are no longer the best tact. Opponents of testing

capitalize on modern technology, easily swayed public sentiment, and media
prominence to make their criticisms more pungent than ever before. A case in point is

the Nairn/Nader report on the practices and policies of Educational Testing Service,

Clearly this report demands that alternative perspectives be provided. To ignore this

report is to do a grave Injustice to those who strive to provide effective educational and

psychologic.ai measureinent and evaluation practices.
For these reasons, I asked William Mehrens to provide an evaluation of the

Nairn, Nader report. Bill is well qualified for the task:He has served as president and

editor of thislournal for AMEG and has authoried numerous books and articles on

educational and psychological measureinent and evaluation. It should be noted that

neither he nor I.nor AMEG feels any great need to defend ETS: they can do that on their

own. Ve do, however feel obligated to provide an alternative professional perspective.

It is in that vein that Icommend Rill's ankle to you. It is important and vital reading. I

hope you enjoy it and are stimulated to thought and action.
Larry Loesch

ETS Versus Nairn/Nader: Who Reigns?

As most MEG readers are probably
aware, the 551-page Ralph Nader report
on the Educational Testing Service
authored by 'Nairn has been published
under the title The Reign of ETS: The
Corporation That Makes Up Minds
(1980) (hereinafter referred to as the
Nairn/Nader report). The Educational

3

WILLIAM MEHRENS

Testing Service (El-S) has responded to
portions of this document with two brief
reports: 71..st Scores and Family Income
(1980a) and Test Use and Validity
( I980b). In this article, I examine some of
the issues, charges, and countercharges
in those documents.

If you dislike testing and ETS and

ETS vS. HAIRNINADER
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enjoy one-sided reporting, you will like
the Nairn,'Nader report. If you are a fair-
minded scholar who feels positively to-
ward testing and ETS, you will surely be
dismayed, as I am, at its biased treatment.
Other combinations of diaracterisucs
may place you at different ; tIaces on the
pro-con Nairn/Nader report contlnu-
urn. For example, if you generally be-
lieve organizations that are large and
successful are also evil, you will view the
report dikferently than if you think
largeness and success are characteristics
to be admired.

Even if you had heard none of the hype
concerning the report and did not pick
up a bit of the flavor from the title, the
first two sentences in the preface of the
Nairn/NadCr report (written by Nader)
would provide early inskght into the
direction the report takes. 'The concep-
tion for this report on the Educational
Testing Service began with the vithms of
standardized testing. Some of these stu-
dents would come up to me at colleges
and universities around the country to
express a feeling that they had been
unfustO judged by a three hour exam"
(italics added) (p. ix).

The sentences remind me of a quote
by Barclay (1968). He did a delightful job
in pointing out, that many popular Is .
sues are frequently discussed by inap-
propriate generalizing. He told, for ex-
ample, of an article written by a Mr.
Pulling:

Mr. Pulling rambled on about testing being sim
itIr to phrenology Ile said that this article was
occasioned by a douhory contact with some
child who took sorrie test in some place and was
not rated too bright in mathematics. Neverthe-
less, this particular individual went tosome col-
lege somewhere and somehow succeeded, all of
which prove beyond the shadow of a doubt in
Mr. Pulling's logic that an testing sn all places
and on an level& in similar to the cephalic index
of the phrenologists. (Bar.clay. 1968. p. 4)

The Nairn, Nader report ss divided
into nine chapters (398 pages), 110 pages
of footnotes, and 45 pages of appendixes.
It gives the appearance of ,heing a schol-
arly.document, but the title, the preface,
the chapter titles, and the one-sided set of
references soon dispel any such notion.
The sections that follow (except for the
last two) are responses to the major
themes of the rime chapters of the report.
In the last two sections I comment on the
ETS responses and provide a summary.

PAINFUL UPHEAVALS?

Chapter 1, "Hope . . . Will Be Kept
Mann Reasonable Bounds," starts out
with five case studies of students who
supposedly suffered -painful up-
heavals'' caused by ETS. But, the names
and identifying mformation have been
changed. Even after changing the identi-
fying information, however, the argu
ments include some contradictions. For
example, on page 5. we read that Gary
Vladnik "knew that theSAT score meant
the end of his .college hopes." Then, on
page 8, we read that Gary "was lucky
enough to live near 1. good, affordable
college which did not require an ETS
test.' He went there for two years, trans-
[erred to the school that had rejected
him, and graduated. It is certainly hard
to see how this "painful upheaval" re-
sulted in any great harm to Gary, and
clearly his ETS score did not mean
end of.his college hopes."

This example illustrates two of the
underlying themes of the report that dis-
turb me. First, there is a basic theme that
ETS has more control over college ad-
missions than it, in fact, has. ETS does
not have any power over the selection
decisions made by the colleges. Colleges
do not neicipto uw ETS tests. Many do
not. For those that do, ETS does not sug-
gest minimum cutting scores. ETS does
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not tell colleges how much to weigh the
SAT scores in the decision-making pro-
cess and expressly warns them against
placing too much emphasis on the SAT
or any other single indicator. ETS sim-
ply serves as the contractor of the College
Boards to build, score, and report the
scores on a set of tests. For example, a
1978-79' College Board survey (see Ler-
ner, 1980, p. 128) reported that only 30%
of 2,600 colleges surveyed who used the
SAT set minimum cut-off scores on the
SAT. As mentioned, many other colleges

do not even require the SAT. As Lerner
points out, "The inevitableoverall result
is that % irtually all literate and numerate
students and many semi-literate or even
illiterate ones can find some college
which will accept thetn, if they can
somehow arrange to pay the fees" (1980,
p. 128). Certainly, the evidence suggests
that the majority of students are admit-
ted to the college of their first choice
(This would not be quite as true of cer-
tain professional schools, such as law

schools.)
Second, there is an underlying theme

in the report that if students do.not get
into college, it is unfair,and a detriment,
both to the individual and to society. At
the undergraduate-level it is particularly
doubtful that hot admitting a student to
a selective college is of any long-range,
harm to the individual or society. There
are plenty of colleges that will admit
anyone with, i high school diploma
cven if the student is functionally illiter-
ate. If thedecision madeby a college with
admission standards to reject the student
is wrong and the student is capable and
motivated, he or she will likely dc just

' what Cary V ladnik did. be an academic
success. If the decision is correct (and
even Nairn/Nader admit the chances arc
better than 50-50 that It is), the student
likely will be better off at a less competi-
tive college.

At the professional school level, such
as in law sehools, it may be true that
qualified candidates get turned away;
but with the current surplus of lawyers,
that does not harm society. Whether or
not it harms the individual is more
debatable. If there is a surplus of attor-
neys, would it be good for an individual
to be admitted and graduate from law
school if he or she has less aptitude for
law than most other lawyers? As Brown
(1980) points out:

To really gauge the importance of the test, at
might . be useful to ask what happens to
people who apply to professional schools 2nd
are turned down turned down by the law
schools, does the candidate go on to pursue a
Ph.D. in history? What percentage of the
rejected applicants continue to apply until
they 2re finally selected? What happens to the
rest? When all is said and done, how signik-
candy did the test affect the life-chances of
Individuals who already hayi bachelor's de-
grees and are motivated enough to want to go
further? (Brown, 1980,pp. 50-51)

A third underlying theme of the report
that comes through in (he first chapter
(although not perhaps illustrated in the
Gary Vladnik example) is that somehow
reject ior; for reasons of test scores causes
a more painful upheaval than rejection
for reasons of low interview ratings, low
high school grades, insufficient letters of
recommendation from influential advi-
sors, or poor letter-writing skills of the
student's high school counselor. The
point is, if rejection decisions are made,
some individuals will be disappointed.
Decisions based on test scores should be
no more painful than decisions based on

other reasons.

ETS LARGE AND EFFICIENT

Chapter 2 of the report, "Rosedale.
Pow er and Privilege at ETS," is devoted
to condemning ETS for its size, effi-
ciency, and concemfor quality.

ETSyS. NAIRNMADER
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From around the world. Inswei slwet, ait
returned to headquarters in Princeton. Net%
Jersey. Propelkd by jets of compiessed
these are passed shiglMile through the entry
chute of an electronic scoring machinethe
custom-built Westinghouse MRC
sitive scantier. Scannmg .0 the rate of over
three sheets per second-24.000 answer sheets
per hourthe MRC scores pent d nyrks rep.
resenting the answers to mations of multiplt
choke questions each year. The scores are
printed out and forwarded to the mail room
where 230.000 let ters are processed tit an .e.er-

. age day. (Nairn. 1980. pp 32-33)

Taken out of context, we-might think the
above quote an accolade, but in context,
it is obvious Nairn says all this with
disapproval.

At another point in'the chapter. ETS is
criticized for requiring all candidates for
the LSAT "to present a photo ID at the
test center, give a handwritIng sample,
sign a pledge that they were, Indeed, who
they said they were, and submit to
thumbprints" (Nairn, 1980. P. 31). Why
did ETS do this terrible thitig? It was a
response "to reports that candidates were
hiring Impersonators to boost their
LSAT scores" (p. 31). Again, tt seems
most people would praise ETS -for this
response to curtail cheating. Nairn/
Nader condemn them for itl

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY
In Chapter 3, "Five Percent of Nothing.
Aptitude Testing, The Respectable
Fraud" (and in the accompany ing foot
notes at the end of the book), Nairn
makes some obvious statistical mistakes.
The most obvious one is the averaging of
the separate validities of the t)vo parts of
theSAT, rather than using the validity of
the whole test (see footnote 15 to Chapter
3, p. 417). Thus, he averages 37, a valid-
ity coefficient for the SAT-V and .32 for
the SAT-M and,squares this number to
get an incorrect coefficient of determina
tion of 11.9. He then incorrectly Inter-

pets this as a percentage of perfet t pre-
diction and suggests that the SA f pre-
dicts grades only 11.9% better than ran-
dorti prediction with a pair of dice (p.

.59).
Later in the Manger, Nairn re.poi ts

that "inclusion of SAT scGres in ihe
dictive process impros es the prediction,
of college grades by ,au as cram of only
five percent or less'' (p. 66). Ile arrives at
this figure by computing the coefficient
of forcasting efficiency (I 41:72 ). For
example, for 1974, thc index for high
school grades aldne was 13.4, and for
tests and.grades coMbined v. as 18.5. The
difference is, of course, 511, but as the
ETS response points out this is a percent
nnprovement of 38% (5.1 13.4) (ETS.
1980b. p. 19) Yet. Nairn has made mu( h
of his "5% of nothing" claim. Further. as
the ETS response points out, in quoting
Cron bach and Cleser (1965), the index of
forecasting efficitnci is not an index that
should be used in es aluatmg tests, for
selection purposes.

E Ism here in chapter 3-Nairn suggests
that extreme degiees of anxiety are likely
to it] terfere with test performance (p. 86).
that the multiple-choice format could
-favor certain kinds of personalities (p.
88); that paid coaching may improve a
person's score and that this raises the
question of equity (p. 97), that if a cut-off
score is used, a single point can In the
difference between acceptance and rejec-
tion (p, 156). and that such large deci-
sions about a person's future should not
be based on such small samples of per-
formance (p. 159).

Why all these points are made about
tests but not inters mews or pres ions
grades is puzzling. Certainly, extreme
ankiety is likely to interfere with inter-
view performance, an interview may
favor certain kinds of personalities, peo-
ple can be coached to do well on inter-
vies% s, if a cut-off score is used from any
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type of da fa. a single point could make a

differenc between acceptance and rejec-
tion; an an interview is a smaller sam-
Ole of performance (in the sense of time)
than a test. But. Nairn prefers not to
make these points. Basically, the whole
report ignores the limitations of other
sources of data for decision-making as
well as the extent to which these other
measures are currently being.used.

HISTORY OF TESTING

Chapter 1, "The Worth of Other Mor
The Science of Mental Measurement and
the Test of Tillie," is a somewhat biased
review of the history of testing in the
Upited States. Much is made, for exam-
ple, Of the eugenics position ascribed to
Galton and Fermat), and the use of test
data in immigration decisions, quoting
Kanun (1971) as follows about the 192.1
Immigration Act

The law, for which the science of-mental test-
ing may claim substantial credit, resulted in
the deaths of literally hundreds of thousands
of victims of the Nan biological theorists. tp.
27;

One searches in vain for any evidence
that Nairn has read any of the more bal-
anced views of the history of measure-
ment such as that written by Cronbach
(1975), who points out that "proponents
of testing. from Thomas Jefferson on-
ward, have wanted to open doors for die
talented poor, in a system in which doors
often are opened by parental wealth and
status" (1975, P.

Nairn quotes Thorndike in a disap-
proving manner when Thorndike sug-
gested that "the able and good should
acquire power. In order to support the
truth, defend justice and restrain folly,
superior meo should acquire power"
(Nairn, p. 193). The writing does not
make it totally clear whether Nairn is
opposed to the able and good acquiring

power or opposed to the use of test data

to help determine the able and good. I
rather hope t he latter. If the former, then

would we want the incompetent andevil
to acquire power? I would not. In fact, I
would abhor such an occurrence so
much that I would want to use as much
data as are available (including test data)

to decrease the odds of such an occur-

rence.

CLASS VERSUS MERIT?

Chapter 5, "Class In the Guise of
Merit,- presents the argument that be-
cause S.AT scores are related to income.
they must not be related to merita
strange argument. Evidently, Nairn has
not heard of sociological studies such as
those reported by Havighurst and Neu-
garten (1975), »Inch show considerable
within lifetime and cross-generation
changes in social class. Waller (1971)
found, for example, that sons who rise
above the pareiV socioeconomic status
(SES) score, on average, better on intelli-
gence tests than sons whose SES is lower
than that of their parents. The United
States does have a somewhat permeable
social class system where financial ad-
vancement is based, at least in part, on
merit. Thus, one would expect that if the
SAT measures merit, and if merit is
related to social class, then a correlation
between SAT and income should exist.
Such a correlation is another bit of data
in ,the network that would support the
construct validity of theSAT. To find no
correlation between the SAT and family
incorhe would be evidence against the
construrr validity of the SAT

Another incorrect implication of the
Nairn/Nader report is that tests are per-
petuating social classes by keeping poor
people out of college. This is simply not
true. Fricke (1975, p. 110) demonstrated,
for example, that if admission to the

ETS VS NAIRNINADER
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freshman class at the University of Mith-
igan had been determined entirely by
academic aptitude test scores, a majority
of freshmen would have come from low
SES backgrounds rathcr than the typical
10% to 15% actually admitted. Using only
the incorrectly, presumed "biased- test
scores would not decrease but increase by
a factor of 4 or 5 the number of low-SES
students attending the University of
Michigan. Of course, no one advocates
using only test scores to make decisions. I
am only pointing out that it is not low
test scores that are keeping low-SES stu-
dents (in general) out of college.

The ETS response, rest Scores and
Family Income,(ETS, 1980a), make :. the
following responses to three major asser-
tions made by the Nairn/Nader repot t.

I. Assertion, Thai ETS has attempted to sup .
press information on the rdationstup of test
scores to students' flimily incomes.

Fact. The data (rim which Nann worked is
drawn fr m a series of Teports published by
the Coll ge Board since 1971-72 arid distrib-
uted to 4ver15,000 institutions end indjsidu

This a nn ally.
2 Asse lion. hat the relationship ()If SA r
scores o income is-inordinatdy !ugh: that
SAT s ores and..4amily Income rank suldents
m nea ly the same way.

Fat . While average scores s.itre higher f...:
studel ts from families with higher incomes,
stude t; from each income level obtain the
full r nge of SAT scores. Nearly one-thitd of
the . tudents with family incpmes below

, $6, rank In the top half of the total group
in t rus of SAT scores. Other measures of
educ tional achkvenient show a shnilat rela-
tion hip to income. IP.

3. A sertion: That tests are a major instru-
mer t in preserving a social status quo, in
den ing opportwiity to students from poor
and working class families.

act: The admissions anu financial *aid
po mks and practices of colleges are desigwat
to expand opportunities of low.mcome stu-
dents. Use of admissions tests has also wn
trtbuted to increased access of (Mad% imaged

students to !light r edut mum. (E.rs. p.
6)

Another response to the Nairn/Nader
report by ETS is the following state-
ment:

At one potnt Natrn gives a figure of 10 fur the
SKr income correl:ttion. which ht states (in-
correct 1v) 'ts higher than the correlation
which ETS claims to have found between
scores and the first year grades the SAT is
supposed to predict (p 203). Ile dcies not
indicate that this estimate. which he awe-
ows to Doermann (1968), svds based on re
seardi using other tests, not the SAT. Nor
does Nairn quote the following from Doerfr.-
mann tp. 152) 'In the present study an usual
selection of 0 4 was made from among the
plausibk range of choices suggested by the
literature previously noted. While chosen as a
best estimate, It also seemed to be a conserva-
tive choice for the purposes of this study. that
is. of the most plausible chokes it was the
highest one . . ." (italics added)

The ty pical correlation of SA F scores with
tollege grades (CPA) within culkges con-
ducting %Addy studtes di. correla
Iaon is nut direct!) llmiparable to the SA I
mcome correlation of .29 cued abose. smce
the SA r GPA correlations are computed on
selected gioups of admatted-aqd enrolk' stu-
dents. The typical correlation of SA r scores
and income for these restricted groups is
much smaller than the value of .29 found for
ali unrestricted sample of SAT takers. (Ers,
1980a. p. 8)

This last quote serves as another illustra-
tion of the bias in the Nairn:Nader
Report.

BARRIER TO THE BAR?

Chapter 6, "ETS: Barrier to the Bar,"
states that the number of applicants to
U.S. law schools exceeds the number of
available places by a ratio of 2 to 1, that
by 1979 all of the ABAaccredited law
schools used the LSAT to screen their
applkants, and that the ETS Multistate
Bar Examination (MBE) has decreased
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the importance of the state-prepared
essay 9uestions on the baAtam: The
report quotes Lerner: "Most American
lawyers and 'judges practicing today

' would never have gptten into law school
at all if they had had to compete against
the inflated standards whichpow govern
admission" (Lerner, 1977, p. 6).

If all this is true (an'd I assume it is),
what it means is that we should be able to
raise standards in our law schools. Per-
haps aus is bad,,but it seems like a good
thing to me. The news reports in M ichi-
gan cOncerning the number of appli-
cants who have failed the bar exams in
the past two years do not indicate that,
our law school graduates are overquali-
fied for their profession. (Incidentally,
one report charged that the essay portion
df the LSAT was.,graded too harshly by
readers who wanted (o limit competi-
tion. An attorney who was a reader for
the exams responded in part by asserting
that he believed-it reasonable to exjlect a
law school graduate to be able to spell
defendantwhich many could not do:
Whether or not you agree that is a reason-
able expectation, this example should
indicate that increasing the weight of the
essay portions would riot be likely to
decrease the complaints from those who
fail, nth would it be likely to result in
fairer, more reliable and valid data.)

Lerner, by the way, objects to the way
she is referenced and quoted in the Nairn/
Nader report.

There are six references to my work in the test
of the Report ... and all make it appear as if
my analysis of the worth of test scorcs in selec-
tion systems is or was congruent with that of
the Naderites. In fact, it is not and never was.
The Naderites argue against all uses of stand-
ardized test scores in all selection situations:
what I argued against was an excessive re,
!lance on test scores to make tun-split dIstinc-
(ions between high-scoring individuals in

t

hyperseleclivity situations, a very different
mltter.

This is hardly an argument against any use
of the LSAT in law school selection, let alone
an argument against the use of standardized
tests in selection situations'generally. And it
is most cmphaticaknot an argument for the
"new" substituze criieria th5t the Naderites
and their friends are pushing: subjective ap-opranals, inevitably political, bf the worth of
candidates extra-curricular activities and al
litudes,(Lerner,1980, pp. 137-139)

ETS BUSINESS WITH THE
STUDETS

ChaPier 7, "The ETS Way of Doing Bus-
iness: Student Consuniers in Captivity,"
raises concerns about the "moncipoly" of
ETS in the -esting market, the test fees
themselves as a barrier to hifher edUca.
tion, the contractual relationship be-
tween ETS and the test taker, ETS at-
tempts to minimize cheating ZNairn.
seems to disapprove in this chapter's he

did earlier); and the potential for ETS
clerical errors in scoring an'd repórting
exam scores. None of these concerns
troubles me much, burihey might otli-s"

ers. ETS does have the best-selling tests.,
im some areas of the market and the onlY
tests in some other markets. They have -71

these because the people who want tb use
test data require ETS tests 2nd/or con-
tract with ETS to build tests for them.
But ETS does not always win against the
Competition. For example, The Ameri-
can Institute for Researctr(AIR)' was
awarded tvie i2 Ji contract for the Medical
College Admissions Test. My inlerpreta-
lion of the "monopoly"-Lthough not
Nairn'sis that, in general, the market
place for test purchasing and test use is
fairly open. Test publishing is a compet-
itive,business. The obvious exceptions
are the tests produced by the U.S. Gov-,
ernment. Through the Civil Service
Commissjon (Office of Personnel Man-
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agement) and thepepartmenis of Labor
and Defense, the federal goverament
produces its ow n tests and administers
them to about 1.5 million persons annu-
ally (see Lerner. 1980, p. 125).

The test fees issue seems minor. Al
though a 1976 College Board report
stated that test fees themselves consutute
a barrier to higher education for the very
poor, I petsonally am skeptical. I here
are a great many costs associated with
college attendance. If one c .n not come
up with the money to py for an entrance
exam, it is doubtful that the othei costs
could beliandled etther. At any talc, the
point is,moot because, as Nairn admits,
the College Board and ETS have indi-
vidual fee waivers for needy students.
Nairniobjects to this system that requires
a student to present proof of poverty.

Those reluctant to endure this rue ..
, must pay the fee or lose the opportunity

to tak the 'fest" (Nairn, 1980, p. 262).
But, of course, if a stucient ts not willing
to admit to poverty, It would also be
rather difficult to get a scholarship or
any kind of financial aid based on need
so the test expense would not really be
the ddimiting factor.

The' business, contractual relation-
ships ,between ETS and the students
trouble me,not at all. Nor does the fact
that ETS attempts to minimize cheating.
The potential for ETS scoring errors, 4.
course, exists. I believe ETS tries hard at
quality control, but obviously they are
not perfect, and they could try harder.

ETS A TWO-CLASS INSTITUTION?

Chapter.8, "Inside ETS. The Soft Insti
tution,'`devotes 77 pays to such topics
as the nonprofit privileges ETS enjoys,
the relationship between ETS and client
bOards sik:i as The College Board and
the Law School Admission Council, and
the notion that ETS is a two-class sysL

km. Nthwasurement issues come up in
this chapterit is Just a general attack
on ET& -the attack does take some
strange forms. For example, consickr the
following:
E rs representatives are flown at contOity
t xpense 10 avsociation meetings and conven-
tions around the world when an officer de-
termines that such attendant( is justified for
professional or business reasons. ETS staff are
encouraged to publish papers or books in
their fields and hold office in their profes-
sional societies. (Nairn. 1980, p. 318)

These arc indeed curious "criticisms".
Professional organizations have long
been ads ocating such beim% iors as desir-
able professional developtnent and in-
volvement.

The notion that ETS has a two-class
system takes up 30 pages of this chapter.
What the notion boils dow n to is that the
professionals at ETS arc paid more than
the clerks There is a suggestion that this
fact disproves the ETS claim thx they
are like a university! Chauncey and his
followers are taken to task for trying "to
boost the productiv ity and decrease the
relative numbers of ETS' non-profes-
sional clerical staff" (Nairn, 1980,'p.
340). Nairn suggests that "non-profes-
sionals at ETS have been, above all, a
cost to be controlled-through speedups,
efficiency studies, and careful monitor
ing of their Jan Hies" (p. 317, italks
added). Nairn presents no evidence that
the "above all" portion of the quote is
true and logic alone tells us it cannot be.
If that were true, the clerks simply would
have been dismissed. Why a concern for
efficiency is bad and why the fact that
professionals are paid mot e than clerks is
bad escapes my political:social reason-
ing abilities, although I do recognize cer-
tam governmental forms have been ad-
vocated by others that would promote
inefficiency and equal pay for unequal
work.
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TRUTH IN TESTING?

Chapter 9, -.Rays of Sunlight. Winds of
Change," is devoted to plomoting so-
called truth-In-testing legislation, such
as the La Valle Bill passed in New..York
in 1979.1n thislinal chapter, we are pre-
sented with the typical proarguments for
such legislation. Rather thiin pisent
various arguments and counter argo.
ments in.this article, I refer the readers to

the Educatibnal COmmission orffit
States document Searching for the,Tfuth
1lb Out 'Truth In Testing' Legislation
(Brown, 1980). I cannot, however, resist
quoting a bit from this chapter. We are
told that after the La Valle Bill passed the
two Houses, "the testing Industry turned
.tts lobbying and letter-writing forces on
Governor Hugh Carey, ..." but "Ralph
Nader had a conversation with the Gov-
ernor" (p. 374. Italics added). Ah, but
isn't semantics a fun thing?

RESPONSES BY ETS

Test Scores and Family Income and Test
Use and Validity are short (II and 27
pages. respectively) responses by ETS to
the Nairn/NaderReport. I have already
quoted what I consider to be the most
important parts of the first document,
but I urge the reader to read the rest of it.
The second report Test{ 'se and Validity
wints out the samestatisucal errors that
Mirn made and that I have already
noted. An introductory note hyeWilliam
Turnbull gives us an accurate overview
of the document:

This paper presents a caleful rev lew of the
Nairn 4nalysis and finds that in fact it is

incorrect, as experience and research ,have
told us for some time, test scores do indeed
contribute useful informaiion on which to
base admissions decisions, the Nairn exei-
cise manages to arrive at the opposite condo.
sions through a combination of selective
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reporting and statistical error, and presents

them with a rhetornal flourish that fits the
evident intent to demolish the tests rather

than enlighten the reader.

It would be a disservice tostudents. parents,
institutions and the public at large, however.

to lease unanswered an attack that marshalle
half truths to createan advocate's case against

the use of test scores as oneekment in admis-

stons. "rhis paper is intended to help clarify
some of die-important issues that may have

been confused by the Nader/Nairn report
(ETS, 19861). p. 5) ,
SUMMARY

In summary, the Nairn/Nader document
is a big, biased blast at testing in general
and especially at ETS. Why? Because
"the credibility of ETS is essential for its
survival" (Nairn, 190, p. 292). The
report attempts to put some chinks in (he

.5 armor of credibilityor perhaps
destroy it coinpletely. But why use such a
large weapon? Perhaps because the anti-
testing forces would like tcv think of
themselves as David and of the testing
industry as Goliath. (Of course, David
used only a small smooth stone, but then
God was on his side.) The analogy
doesn't hold, as pointed out by Lerner:
The antitesting organizations are indeed
quite powerful (Lerner, 1980). The big
biased blast will likely be successful in
stirring up the emotional forces of the
nonscholarly ETS foes. It is not likely to
win many converts from among those
who favor testing and prefer to make
decisions based, at least in part, on dis-
passionate scholarship. I hope all read-
ers of the Nairn/Nader Report will also
read the ETS responses. ETS does not
reign in the pejorative way the Nairn,
Nader report Implies. But, in writing
the truth about testing, the Nairn/Nader
report has reached a nadir, and ETS still
reigns if we allow.data and logic to rule
our minds:-

ETS VS. NAIRN/NADER
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Chairman P'ERKINS. Thank you, Dr. Mehrens. We have now been
joined by the distinguished chairman 6f our postsecondary commit-
tee. I understand Dr. Johnson has arrived and you are scheduled to
be the next witness. Please take your place at the witness table.
You may proceed as you wish. We welcome you.

STATEMENT OF SYLVIA JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY; SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL STUDIES, HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Ms. JOHNSQN. Thank you.
I am glad to have the opportunity to testify before the subcom-

mittee this morning. I will begin by giving you some brief informa-
tion in terms of my background. I am an associate professor at
Howard University in the School of Education in the area of re-
search methodology and statistics. I hold a Ph. D. degree from the
University of Iowa. While at the University of Iowa I was special
research assistant in testing programs and my degree is in mea-
suretnent and statistics. Years ago I spent 1 year, a graduate year,
at Michigan State University in the program where Dr. Mehrens

" teaches and I have a masters degree from the area which Mr.
Simpn represents from Southern Illinois University and undergrad-
uate degree from Howard Univers4. I was asked to make my com-
ments in terms of some areas related to measurements that have
some implications for the bill you are considering. Specifically, I
was asked to, comment in terms of the use of tests for selection and
what tests can and cannot da I wOuld like to begin by considering
some points that are perhaps less technical than some of the points
that might be raised but I will certainly be glad to go into more
technical points if desired.

I think we need to be aware of the nature of measurement and
some of the comments I will make here are related to a publication
published by the Institute for Study of Educational Po lic)1 at /
Howald University which I wrote a couple of years ago while a / 1
senior fellow at the Institute. In terms of the nature of measure-
ment-, since we cannot measure minds in the same way we measure
the length of a room, all educational and psychological measure- /
ment is done indirectly. We never are measuring psychological fac-
tors directly. By measuring performance or behavior on some task /
we.infer the level of achievement, intellectual functioning or some /
other psychological construction. But beRause measurement is indi-

rect does not mean it is faulty. In fact much of physical measure-
ment is done indirectly. Inferences are made because of certain
theories about how the universe operates. These inferences make it
possible to measure from distances in the solar system to distances
between and within atoms. Physical nwasurement as well as psy-
chology measurement can result in errors. However, our errors in

psychological measurement may be particularly hard to identify
and correct. For example, if I say the combination of ingredients
used in that wall, if they are mixed together will not harden, and I
attempt to 'test that theory by taking a stroll over into the adjoin- .
ing office in this direction I will meet with some solid evidence to

refute that theory. However, the social scientists lack the benefit of

such firm validation or invalidation and is faced with a strong re-

4 4
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sponsibility for careful, thoughtful analysis and empirical valida-
tion. In testing the behavior measure used as the basis for an infer-
ence is the test score. An inference is then made to a level of
achievement, aptitude, personality, interest, or some other human
characteristic which cannot be measured directly. The relationship
between this test score and the characteristic which we wish to
infer may not be the same for all examinees particularly for many
members of minority groups who have been systematically ex-
cluded from educational benefits. As a result test scores alone fre-
quently are not such measure of aptitude or other psychological
constru,gts- for minority groups. Leaders of minority communities
}we- seen numerous cases of discrepancy between ability to per-

--form and measured aptitude. And many regard tests as useless.
The reality is that tests are increasingly uied in all forms of deci-
sionmaking. Their use and misuses need to be more fully under-
stood by policymakers and community leaders. Many factors oper-
ate to attenuate or lower test scores and those factors tend to have
the greatest influence on blacks and other minority applicants.
These include factors which affect the actual performance of indi-
viduals on the tests such as socioeconomic status, differenCes in
educational opportunity, motivation, narrowness of content of the
test, atmosphere of the testing situation, and the perceived rel-
evance of the test to success. They also include factors thatYaffect
the test score more indirectly such ,as composition of the group
used for item tryouts as well as items selection and item analysis
which precede the standardization. The composition of the stand-
ardization of groups and technique and procedures are employed in
item construction. Also validity and appropriateness of tests often
differ for applicants in relation to the same future performance or
criterion. These factors attenuate scores and result in validity prob-
lems raised in terms of measuring scholastic aptitude.

When we use tests for selectbn, many tests as you well know are
widely used for graduate professional school admissions as well as
for admission to colleges. Often people assume that a certain score
of certain cutting score automatically eliminates those who are less
able and chooses those that are better. We have a problem that
arises when it is assumed that if a certain cutting score on a test
eliminates potentially unsuccessful applicants, raising that score
may result in the better applicant automatically eliminating more
of the potentially unsuccessful. In fact this is not always the case.
That is many factors need to be vonsidered in terms of college ad-
mission rather than a single criterion.

A rough analogy can been seen in the following situation.
Suppose one wishes to board a bus ro travel some distance in a

large city where there is an establiShed bus fare. Let us assume
that fare is a consistent fare for going whatever distance you wish
to travel. If you have less than the established fare you will not get
a ride. The exact fare is required. Haying more money will not
take you further under a fixed rate schedule. Whether you reach
your destination does not relate to whether you have more than
the basic fee in your pocket. It relates to other actions you may
take and characteristics you may have, such as how well you check
the route map, bus schedule and whether you watch to see if you

4,i
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are nearing your destination. Your timely arrival relates to exter-
nal factors such as traffic situation, possible accidents, et cetera.

Let us carry our analogy one step further. Imagine an entire col-
lege of individuals waiting to board this bus. And some have the
required bus/fare and others do not. The bus fare will be one
method of determining who rides the bus. In this situation there
are a whole set of antecedent questions that determine who gets a
chance to drop their fare in the box. How widely were the bus
schedules and route information distributed? How many people can
the bus carry? Who regularly rides this route or knows other
people who have taken this bus? Who gets in line first, and who is
driving the bus? Once the bus is boarded the same characteristics
and external factors determine success in negotiating the system.

An educational example would be helpful here but our image of
the test that is the general public's image of the test is as a mental
yardstick which makes acceptance difficult. Let us conceive of the
test as a yardstick that varies in appearance depending on the pur-
pose for which it is used; a medical school aptitude test used to pre-
dict criterion of success as a physician could be viewed as a yard-
stick with numbers clearly printed in integrals 'halfway up this
stick and blank the rest of the way. The implicationthis is a rea-
sonable measure of what we are interested in up to a certain point.
After that we need to look at other yardsticks. The same test might
be a blank yardstick when used for another purpose such as pre-
dicting success as a sculptor or musician. It might be a rubber
yardstick if used to predict success in high school science courses.
Even though the type of content is appropriate, the inappropriate
level would result in measurement with low reliability and valid-

The Per-Sonal attributes and characterlifiat are the focus of
many tests are complex entities. Test developers and measurement
researchers are aware of the multidimensional nature of intelli-
gence and other aptitudes. Earlier writers noted the general im-
pression that intelligence is unit dimension, is borne out by the
common usage of thd word. We speak constantly of individuals as
having high or low intelligence or having some particular degree of
intelligence. This practice is part of our folklore, an example of our
tendency to oversimplify complex concepts. Verbal tests with aca-
demic type tasks are used to measure academic aptitude, general
aptitude and intelligence. The justification of this procedure is that
when nonverbal and performance tasks are used they ,normally
could relate highly with verbal testing. Ana, thus, therefore are
more reliable, easy to administer and cheaper verbal tasks are em-
ployed. However, the correlations between verbal and performance
tasks are not equally high in all groups. They are most likely to be
high in those persons who have had the greatest opportunity to de-
velop their, verbal skills maximally. Those with the greatest envi-
ronmental resources for the development of traditional verbal
skills. The fact other tasks may more accurately assess aptitude in
minorities is often not considered.

So-the point we need to consider first, all psychological meas-
urements are not the same. We measure characteristics of people
by inference. The same test score does not mean the same thing for
everyone. The score of 500 is not always a 500 is not always a 500
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opposite to the rose. Nontest information may give better clues to
potential success for low scoring students. However, we must recog-
nize that nontest information can have the same weaknesses as
tests in terms of validity and reliability and again must be used
carefully. This means the complexity of decisionmaking regarding
the future of our young people must be appreciated and dealt with
accordingly. There is no simple way to make admissions and place-
ment decisions. Because two groups different substantially on the
average on some test, such as SAT, GRE, AMCAT, et cetera, does
not mean one group is brighter than the other. It may mean there
are factors in the test, the tested and the test taking that result in
these differences, typical school and nonschool experiences of one
group may better prepare them for the test material, may even
mean one group is better prepared, at one point,in time for certain
educational experiences but it does not mean that people in a lower
scoring group are not capable of competent work in the proposed
course of study. Even though national legislation regarding tests
has not been enacted, its proposal has created a climate within the
testing industry that resulted in creative approaches to openness in
testing and increased tolerance to those within the industry who
have previously advocated use of tests for opening rather than clos-
ing options. Tests probably have the greatest utility in providing
continual feedback regarding effectivness of educational program-
ing for youngsters. In this use they should be as nonthreatening as
possible, taken when the youngster is ready, often by computer,
corrections and reasons for wrong answers provided and accompa-
nied by instruction in these problem areas. When used as rigid ad-
missions criteria tests only serve to reinforce the bars to entry and
selective programs that have long existed in other ways and they
discourage creative way so treating instructional material to make
it more accessible to students from nontraditional backgrounds. I
would like to thank you for your time this morning and I will be
happy to comment further and my written presentation will be
submitted.

Chairman. PERKINS. Your written presentation will be entered in
the record without objection.

[The prepared statement of Sylvia Johnson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SYLVIA T. JOHNSON, PH. D., DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOEDUCA-
TIUNAL STLIHM, SulUUL UP EDUCATION, HOWARD UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Good morning Mr. Chairman and committee members. I am glad to have the op-
portunity to speak with you tuday regarding the topic of the use of tests in selection
for educational programs.

I will begin with a brief account of my background in this area. I have been a
faculty member at the Department of Psychoeducational Studies, School of Educa-
tion at Howard University since 1971. I teach graduate courses in applied statistics,
research methodology, and measurement, and I supervise Ph. D. dissertations in
educational psychology. I received my Ph. D. from The UM,versity of Iowa in Educa-
tional Statistics and Measurement. While at Iowa, I was a special research assist-
ant, assigned to the professor who was also the director of Iowa Testing Programs.
Several years earlier, I completed a year of advanced graduate study at Michigan
State University in the area of Research Design and Development.

I received my masters degree from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
and wmpleted my undergraduate work in mathematics at Howard University.

Three years ago, I spent a period of time as a senior visiting fellow at the Insti-
tute for the Study of Educational Policy, Howard University. While there, I author-
ized a monograph entitled "The Measurement Mystique. Some of my testimony
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today is taken from "The Measurement Mystique." However, I do not speak for

. Howard University, or for the Institute.
When we consider the quality of measurement that we get from tests, it is impor-

tant to remind ourselves of the nature of the process of measurement.
Since we cannot measure minds in the same way that we measure the length of a

room, all educational and psychological measurement is done indirectly. By measur-

ing performance or behavior on some task, we infer the level of achievement, intel-

lecutal functioning, or some other psychological construct.
Leaders in minority communities have seem numerous cases of discrepancy be-

tween actual ability to perform and measure aptitude, and many regard tests as
useless. The -reality is that tests are increasingly used in all forms of decision
making, and that their uses and misuses need to be more fully understood by policy

makers and community leaders.
How then are tests developed? There are several steps in the process of construct-

ing a test. A test plan is developed which outlines specifications for the test ques-
tions, or for sets of questions. A question on a test is called a test item. The specifi-

cations may include the type of content the item should contain, the process to be

involved in solving the item, the desired difficulty of the item, the format, and any
other item characteristics considered important. After a set. of items has been writ-

ten, discussed, and edited, it should be tried out on subjects similar to those for

whom the test is intended. This is not the norming, or standardization process, but

is an important step, since it helps to determine which items will actually appear on
the test. Here the hunches of writers and editors are literally "put to the test", by

seeing how well available subjects actually perform.
Often the tryout items are administered in conjunction with an actual previously

developed test which serves as a yardstick for judging the quality of the new items.

If subjects who ,do well on the "old"- test do well on the tryout item, and subjects

who do poorly on the "old" test do poorly on a tryout item, we say that the item
discriminated well, or has a high discrimination index. (This is discrimination in a

descriptive sense, not in the sense of racial or sexual discrimination). Such an item

is said to "work,' and is likely to become a part of the test being developed. On the

other hand, if subjects who do poorly on the "old" test do well on the tryout item,

we say that the item discriminates negatively, and the item is likely to be rejected,

revised, or the "correct" answer changed. Often there is something wrong with such

items in meaning, style, or some other factor.
Another category of tryout items may occur. These are items that do not discrimi-

nate in one direction or the other. That is, subjects who do well on the "old" test
perform on a certain level on the tryout item, and subjects who do poorly on the

"old" test perform at about the same level. Such items are omitted from the test by

many test developers, since they do not appear to add to the information to be

gained from the test. These may be called "flat" items, due to the shape of the item

characteristic curve, a graph of item performance relative to total score perform-

ance.
This group of "flat" items can be quite an amalgam. It may include some poor or

misunderstood items, but it may also include iterns with good discrimination power
for subgroups for whom their content is appropriate, and low discrimination power
for others. Items with greater validity for minority group members can easily be

eliminated in this tryout process, particularly if the proportion of minorjties in the

tryout group is small. A test that has been well-constructed in some ways, such as

careful attention to item format and content, may be seriougly biased if the items

selected are chosen after tryouts with groups containing few minorities. Some devel-

opers do not depend as heavily on tryout data in item selection, but place more em-

phasis on careful, logical selection by experienced editors and writers. Yet these

items writers may be very similar in background and life experiences, as well as in

training and academic experiences and thus become an additional source of bias

themselves.
Many factors operate to attenuate or lower test scores, and these factors tend to

have their greatest effects on Blacks and other minority applicants. These include

factors which affect the actual performance of individuals on the test, such, as socio-

economic status, differences in educational opportunity, motivation, narrowness of

content of the tests, atmosphere of the testing situation, and the perceived relevance

of the test to success. They also include factors that affect the test score more indi-

rectly, such as the composition of the group used fo item tryouts and item selection

and analysis which preceded the actual standardization, composition of the stand-

ardization or normative group, and the techniques and procedures employed in item

construction.
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In the use of test fur selection, it ls often assumed by the general public that if a
particular cutting score un 41 test is useful for selection, then raising that cutting
score will be even better in selection. In fact, the inclusion for non-test information
may give better clues on potential success for lower-scoring students. As a cutting
swre is raised, many potentially successful applicants are also eliminated, as one
seeks to eliminate potentially unsuccessful applicants.

Gwen a group of qualified applicants, the fact that one student's test scores are
somewhat higher than those of another does not mean that the first is more "quali-
fied" than the second. Sume basic level uf competency should be establislied, but
beyond that many other factors should be used to determine the changes of success.

A rough analogy can be seen in the following situation. Suppose one wishes to
board a city bus to travel some distance in a large city, and there is an established
bus fare. If you have less than the fare, you will not get a ride. Having more money
will not take you farther, under a fixed rate schedule. Whether you reach your des-
tination does not relate to whether you have more than the basic fare in your
pocket. It relates to other actions you may take and characteristics which you may
have, such as how well you check the route map and bus schedule, and whether you
watch to see when you are nearing your destination so that you can hepd for the
exit. Your timely arrival also relates to external factors, such as the traffic situa-
tion, possible accidents, etc.

Let us carry our analogy a step further. Imagine an entire collection of individ-
uals waiting to board this bus, some with the required bus fare, and others without
it. Then, the bus fare will be one method of determining who rides the bus. In this
situation, there are a whole set of antecedent questions,that determine who even
gets a chance to drop the fare in the box. How widely were the bus schedules and
route information distributed? How many people can the bus...carry? Who regularly
rides this route ur knows other people who have [Weil this bus? Who gets in line
first? And, who is driving the bus?

Thus, we 4;an see that a whole set of factors determine success. A good predictor
un this case, the bus fare) can measure some of these factors, but not all of them,
and more uf one single factor does not necessarily mean that one's chances of suc-
cess are proportionally increased.

An educational example would be helpful here, but our Image of the test as a
'mental yardstick- makes acceptance difficult. Imagine the test as a yardstick vary-
ng in appearance depending on the purpose for which t is used. A medical school

aptitude test used to predict the criterion of success as a physician could be viewed
as a yardstick with numbers clearly printed in even intervals nearly halfway up the
stick, and then blank the rest of the way. The implication? It's a reasonable meas-
ure, of what we're interested in, up to a certain point. After that, we need to look at
other "yardsticks?'

The same test might be a "blank" yardstick when use fonanother purpose, such
US predicting success as a sculptor or musician. It might bc a "rubber yardstick" if
used to predict success in high school science courses. Even though the type of con-
tent is appropriate, the inapprupriqte difficulty level would result in measurement
with low reliability and validity.

The personal attnbutes and characteristics that are the focus of many tests are
complex entities. Test developers Sand measurement researcher rare aware of the
multidimensional nature uf intelligence and other aptitudes. Paul Horst, an early
measurement researcher noted, 'the genera; impressiwi that intelligence is unidi-
mensional is borne uut by the coqimon usage,of the word We speak constantly of
individuals as having high ur low intelligence ur of havdig some particular degree of
intelligence. This practice is part of our folklore and an example uf our tendency to
oversimplify complex concepts".

Verbal tests with academic-type tasks are normally used to measure acedemic ap-
titude, general aptitude, and intelhgence. The justification of this procedure is that
when non verbal and performance tasks are used, they normally correlate quite
highly with verbal tests, and thus the more reliable, easier to administer, and
cheaper verbal tasks are employed. However, the correlations between verbal and
performance tasks are not equally high in all groups. They are most likely to be
high among these who have, had the greatest opportunity to develop their verbal
skills maximally, those with the greatest environmental resources for the develop-
ment of traditional verbal skills. The possibility that other tasks may more accu-
rately assess aptitude in minority youth is not considered.

Now, non-test information can have the same weaknesses as test in terms of va-
lidity and reliability, and thus care must be taken in use of these data as well.

The range of problems encountered in using, tests in selection does not mean that
test information should be thrown out. It does mean that the complexity of decision
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making regarding the future of our young people must be appreciated, and dealt
with accordingly. There is no simple way to make admissions,and placement deci-
sions.

Because two groups differ substantially, on the average, .on some test such as
GRE, MCAT, etc., does not mean that one group is brighter than the other There
are factors in the test, the tested, and the test-taking that result in those differ-
ences. It may mean that the typical school and non-school experiences of-one group
has better prepared them for the test material. It does not mean that people in the
lower scoring group are not capable of competent work in the proposed course of
study.

In considering legislation related to testing, we must recognize the impact that
the proposal of national legislation has had. It has created a climate within the test-
ing industry that has resulted in some creative approaches toward openness in test-

ing, and an increased tolerance of those within the industry who has previously ad-

vocated use of tests for opening.options to students, rather than closing them
What, then, are positive uses for tests? Tests probably have their greatest utility

in providing continual feedback regarding the effectiveneZ of educational program-
ming for youngsters. In this use, they should be as non-threatening as possible
taken when the youngster is ready, often by computer, with corrections and reasons
for wrong inswers provided, and accompanied by instruction in those problem
areas.

When used alone as rigid admissions criteria, tests only serve to reinforce tho
bars to entry in selective programs that have long existed in other ways, and dis-
courage creative approaches to treating instructional material to make it more ac-
cessihle to students from non-traditional backgrounds.

Comments regarding problem areas in HR 1662-Section 3 Information to test Sub-

jects and Postsecondary Educational Institutions.

b. 11-16
A long-range, or conceptual criterion for validating tests used in section may be

s, success in the career field. However, much shorter term validation criteria are em-
ployed in practice. For example, little data exists on the MCAT and its correlation
with success as a physician, but many studies have correlated the test with first-
year medical school grades. One reason for the lick of studies using along-range
criteria is, of course, the time and cost involved. A more important reason, though,
is the difficulty in defining and measuring "success" in a field. The fact that is a
problem for the test maker can be described clearly to the test ta'ter, along with the
reasons, and any proposed plan for msearch.

P. 4, L. 11-16
This section may seem to give the test taker more information than it actually

does: The "percent of variance accounted for" which this statement suggests be
given to the test taker isconceptually not useful, and perhaps misleading. There is
a possibility for the use of some creative appi-oaches by publishers to convey "the

extent - . to which the use of the test improves the accuracy of predicting future
grade point average over and above all other information used" I see an unneces-
sary limitation in the term "expressed as a percentage".

Chairman PERKINS. I think before we go on to the second panel
perhaps we will open this panel up, to some questions. Mr. Simon,

Mr. SimoN, First I have to note that Dr. Johnson received her
masters degree from Southern Illinois University, which is in mS7

district. She certainly is an expert witness.
Chairman PERKINS. I paid careful attention to- that part of her

biography.
Mr. SIMON. Let me ask Dr. Mehrens and Dr. Johnson if both of

you have had a chance to take a look at the proposed legislation.
Mr. MEHRENS. I have. . -
Ms. JOHNSON. I have looked at an earlier version of it. I have not

had a chance to examine the recent version.
Mr. SIMON. I am advised by the sponsor that it is the same bill.

Let me direct this to Dr. Mehrens. Perhaps I should be directing it

,to the succeeding witnesses and I will be doing that ,:oo. Section 3
of the bill which sets forth what you will provide, on page 3 start-
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ing line 21, the purpose for which 'the test is constructed and is in-
tended to be used. That one is no problem. As you go through that
series which are the ones that you find objectionable, if any, in
that particular section.

Mr. MEHRENS. It would-take me a while to read-through them to-
answer. Statements one and two are not ones which I find objec-
tionable and ones whthh are already done by all test companies.
With respect to interpreting the results statement three including
explanation of the test is fine. Correlation between test scores and
future success in schools may not be known by the publisher. That
would be something the school would have to provide. Those corre-
lations would vary from school to school depending on variety of
factors so that is data the publisher may not have available. I
would not be opposed to the school providing it if they had that.

Mr: &mom If I may interrupt. I have another question. How
many schools, agencies, and publishers are involved in the test
scores business?

Mr. MEHRENS. I would imagine not having sound figures most
schools require some tests but not as an admission.

Mr. &Moly. How many entities originate tests? You have Univer-
it\ of Iowa for example.

r. MEHRENS. In terms of test publishers?
Mi\SMON. Yes.
Mr. 'MEHRENS. There are two major test publishers I suspect that

have 'to .flo with undergraduate admissions tests, Educational Test-
ings Service and American Council on Testing. There are other
pubhihers \\such as Psychological Corp., McGraw-Hill, California
Test Bureau.. That is one. So probably I would think about what I
would consickr major publishing enterprises.

Mr. &moist. Bather than go through in detail, and I would be in-
terested in the iTsponse of the next witnesses to the same question,
I woUld be interested in having for the record from you Dr. Meh-
rens.h response to\that question,

MEHRENS. I will be glad to give you that. If you would like
that in *riting in a kw days.

Mr. &Moly. Dr. Johnson if I may ask the same of you if you could
go through that section, 3 and see if there are areas where there
are problems and obviously not just to state there is a problem but
something of the nature of\the problem.

Ms. Jo}u4soN. I would appreciate the opportunity to go through ,

it thoroughly.
Mr. &mom Then if you can submit that we will enter that in the

record.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAIIL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks to our two wit-

nesses for being with us today and others in the audience that are
here as interested participants and liSeners. One of the things I
would address to both of you if I mightDr. Mehrens and Dr. John-
son, is that my understanding isand naybe we should all give
Mr. Weiss proper credit that evidently his bill has evoked some
modification in policies of testing companies and institutions and ii
your bill passes or does not pass maybe you have achieved at least
part of your goal. As I understand this may be a fair policy in test-
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ng so I guess the question I would ask is how does this bill equate
as -ar as need because my understanding is that some testing com- -

pan s and institutions have already achieved what might be some
of the oals or the objectives that are raised in this bill. Would you

care to mment on that.
Ms. Jo INSQN. As I mentioned in my testimony I think the bill

has had t effect of stirring up activity within the testing commu-
nity. Howe er, it is a billin a sense that there can be a lot of ac-

tivity engene4ered by the beginning but it is important to have, I
think, probably some things in place to continue the impetus of the
activity. At the same time I do think that probably there may be

some certain aspects of the bill that may in some ways limit test
companies.in terms of changing test procedures. For example using
different ways of administering tests because of certain feedback

that has to be given. But I think that could probably be modified. I

think that the activity that has been created if it were to continue

on its own might not make the legislation necessary. But I do not
know whether that would be the case.

Mr. ERDAHL. It has been my understanding there has been volun-
tary disclosure by many of the testing companies already. Dr. Meh-

rens, is that not your awareness?
Mr. MEHRENS. Yes; I would like to speak on tat briefly. Perhaps

as a result of the New York bill, perhaps as a result of previous
bills introduced at the Federal level there has been more voluntary
disclosure of some items. We have an example that has been widely

publicized about two scoring errors that were found in a test be-

cause of the item disclosure. The inference has been made by, pro-
ponents of the bill.that this will result in better tests. Of course,
whether that inference is accurate or not depends upon once we
disclose items what we put ih place of those items. We will always
find faulty items I 'suspect. I agree very much with Dr. Johnson's
position that it is difficult to measure. In the psychol3gical and

educational arena the test validation is difficult and to find some
items that are faulty and to assume from that that the resultant or
subsequent tests will be better is an inference I am not necessarily

willing to make. I believe if' we expose enough items and we are
forced to write new items without the detail we have had in terms
of statistical ahalyses of the current items we may end up with a
poorer test. One other brief point with respect to the impact of the
proposed legislationit has stirred up, I think, some forces. One of

Nader's goals was to Put a chink in the armor of credibility of the

Educational Testing Service. I am pretty sure that is not doing
service. That is a disservice. We have abundant evidence that when ,

we compare various ways of -making-decisionsand again I totally .

agree wi,th pr. Johnson we should use a variety of waysthen tests
are much more valid than things apt to replace them such as inter-
views. So stirring up those forces is something I am not convinced

will be a good thing for the students in the long run.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. Another question for Dr. Johnson. How

would the bill before us correct some of the inequities that you
shared with us? It seems to me that the real problem, if there is
one, is the use and application of the test results by the various in-
stitutions. If we, as the Congress and as cohcerned public and as

editors and experts, are quite concerned about the results of the
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tests, that is, some people making poor scores, it seems like me are
shooting the messenger that brings the bad news. Maybe there
should be some other problem, we should be addressing but it
seems' to me the real Problem is how the test results are used and
applied. Obviousl3 they should not be the only criteria fox...judging
whether a person could succeed, in some academic Vursuit. Would
you address yourself to that. I think it is a real problem that you
bring to our attention.

MS. JOHNSON. I think to the extent it promotes a better 'Under-
standing of tests within the general public it does serve to deal
with some of the issues that I raised. That is, if the-general public
becomes more,informed about the limitations of measurement then

think they will Impact on the institutions that serve them. In
fact, actually the test problemtests probably are used less within
institutions than individuals often think. 'However, I think matV
people in the general public th:nk this is somehow skirting or get-
ting around or giving somebody an easy time, whereas I think a
greater understanding of what tests can do and how they are made
and what their.limitations are will make the idea of usini, a vari-
ety of predictors, which in fact many institutions do uk, more ac-
ceptable in terms of the general public interest. As far as the busi-
ness of shooting the messenger I always felt that while tkat may
not be appropriate, there is nothing wrong with asking him to sit
down and be a little more 'specific about his message.

Mr. ERDAHL. I think that is a good explanation. One more ques-
tion, Mr. Chairman, to Dr. Mehrens. You indicated in your testimo-

..ny, and I think most of us would agree, there is going to be some
type of indicators that are going to be used, including testing and
interviews by someone. I believe you also gave the impression or
ma3be you said it directly that the locally originated tests Would be
not as good or would be deficient. Could you elaborate on that?

Dr. MEHRENS. I would not want to say they would be deficient.
The rationale for my opinion on that is simply the sheer difficulties
of making these kinds of predictions and the amount of time,
effort, and money, and years of analyses it takes to build instru-
ments. It seems to me it is likely that the nationally developed
tests which have the amount of money and expertise behind them
are going to be greater, resulting in better test in the sense of valid
tests for predicting success than one that is developed locally with
less expertise, less time, and less money..

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Craig.

Mr. CIL% 1G. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. To both Drs.
Mehrens and Johnson I tt ouhl firA like to make a brief statenpt
and wpuld appreciate yuur comment on that statement as it relates
to standardized testing. In the information that has been made
available tb me, and tine a bjt of information I have read, it seems
the basis for the criticism that H.R. 1662 is attempting to address
is the cotnplaint against the stgndardized testing, and that it dis-
criminates. Now if I were to say that is absolutely correct, it does
discriminate. And it would not sell if it did not discriminate or if it
did not bring about some, process of measurement. I guess you
could liken this to a yardstick. Yardstick measure is feet. You put
two objlts side by side on the table. One of them is 1 foot long and
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the other one is 2 feet long. The yardstick becomes the dcrimina-
tor othe determiner of which dne is 1 foot long 'and which cne is 2
feet king. Instead of arguing that both objects a7e equal and, thece-
fore, something was wrong with the measurement -tool, ought we
not determine from the tool if those two objects were to be equal?
Then, what is the problem in the background or the basis of the
two objects, because one is 1 foot long and one is 2 feet long. Is that
the basis of the argument in a simplistic way? Are 1;ve not using a
measurement tool and, in fact, it does discriminate and it was de-
signed Co db from a basis?

Ms. JOHNSON. There are selevant and irrelevant bases k,f discrim-
ination. I think that the problem is that there are factors that can
affect test scores that are not relevant to the basis orr which wc.
wish to disOriminate. When perhaps it might be useful here to com-
ment in terms of the way the test are constructed although Dr:
Mehrens has done this to some extent. When you set up a test
after a set of items ham been written and discussed and edited they
are tried out on subjects similar to those for whom the teSt is in-
tended. I am not talking about the norming process but this is a
kind of tryout process. When thOse items are tried* out, it is often
done in conjunction with a larger standardized test, a major test
that is being given, at a particular point in time. There are often
tryout items given along with that. Then the scores on those new
items are compared with the scores on the bigger 'standardized tast.
If subjects who do well on the main tests or this old test we might
say, and they do well on the tryout items and people who do poorly

on the major test and also do poorly 'on the tryout items if tint
occurs, then we say we have gond items the test discriminated well.
We ,keep those items. Items that work the other way are said to
discriminate negatively and we often toss those out. 'There is often
something wrong with ,the way they are worded or whatever. Then
there may be a variety of flat items. The new item you try out may
be the people who do well on the old test and the people who do
poorly on the ,old test do not discriminate between so we toss that
out and say it' is a flat item. It does not add anything to the score.
In fact test items such as that may have discrimination within cer-
tain subgroups so that perhaps certainI am speculating because
not that much work has been done in that areabut there may be

some items that have particular relevance for some groups that
never make it to the main instrument that is being constructed be-

cause they, their area of discrimination those with whom, within
the groups within which they discriminate may be smaller than
the total group. So what you end up with is ttems that discriminate
grossly and you may lose some of the finer/Points of discrimination.
So when you talk about the test being a yardstick, I think you have
to realize that yardstick includes both rpeasurements you want and
some you do not want. And that has to be recognized. Constancris
a factor in terms nf test items. There is an. example I use that I
would like to share with you. We do not expect tests to ever be con-
tent free, of course, but it is these kinds, of figures that we try to
get thst publishers to even out by using contents from this and that
and the other but.that does not always \wink. Maybe somebody gets
a break because they know something about European history;
somebody else gets a break because they know something about art
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but that does nut always work. There was a study done by Med ly
and Quirk several years ago using national teachers exam and they
developed a set of items which had contents of specific interests to
blacks even though they developed the items so that the kinds of
process that was involved was similar. Sure enough those students
did better on the black-oriented items and white students did
better on the white-oriented items. Suppose for example you have
an item on the GRE that has to do with Great Britain and that
knowing something about its history would be helpful. Let us sup-
pose the reading passage actually contains the inflmation that
you need to know. Well, someone who knew that before the test
has a little break in it even though the content is already there.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much, Dr. Johnson.
Mr. MEHRENS. I would like to respond briefly also. I certainly

agree with the thrust of your statement but I must admit I also
agree with the first statement that Dr. Johnson made that there
are such things as relevant and irrelevant bases of discrim:nation.
Then she proceeded to give some good examples of the possibilities
uf irrelevant discrimination. As I read the research evidence on the
results of tests fur various ethnic groups the various standardized
admissions tests, the evidence suggests that they are equally valid
at.ross various ethnic groups, that is, the basic correlation between
test scores and what they are trying to predict, success in college is
pretty much equal. Now this does not suggest that we should not
be very alert to the kinds of things pr. Johnson is raising as possi-
bilities. We should be..It is the fact that, as I view, test companies
are alert to these things. Test companies are primarily these days
trying to do pretty routinely three kinds of things to be concerned
with what we might think of as ethnics bias. One is to have people
that represent various ethnie groups and both sexes do a content
subjective analysis, that is, look at the items to see if they are apt
to be the kind that will give irrelevant discrimination. I think ev-
erybody agrees that is not sufficient. That is only a first step in
terms of trying to control that. So they also do statistical item
analyses with respect to ethnic bias. There are varieties of statisti-
Lal techniques where I look at the statistical properties of the item
within ethnic groups and see if that work on the differential to
look at item bias.

Then if item bias does show up in those it is statistically they go
back t, when the pilot study was clone, to the people who took the.
test- and try to find out what their thought processes were or why
that bias might exist. The reason I am emphasizing this, and I
think it relates to an earlier question, is why I believe there will be
those kinds of bias ur discrimination in these standardized instru-
ments than there would be in, for example, in interview or locally
developed tests that clearly is subject to all the irrelevatit discrimi-
nkions also and does nd have the kind of safeguards to steer away
from those.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you both very much. I guess, 'hen, my -next
suestion, which I think will bring forth a brief answer is, do you
'think we can legislate the inaccuracies or the errors that might
now exist in some standardized testing methods?

Mr. MEHRENS. No.
Mr. CRAIG. Dr. Johnson?
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MS. JOHNSON. I think that you can do things through legislation
that may assist in that process, not guarantee it.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you. I would agree. I do not think I can guar-
antee it because of the various kinds of things that both of you
brought up to be very clear as relevant kinds of things that hap-
pened within that testing mode.

Dr. Mehrens, one question of you: I understand you recently
wrote an article on the Nader report on the reign of ETS. Would

you comment briefly on that, especially with their claim that ETS
predict grades only slightly better than a role of the dice?

Mr. MEHRENS. Yes; I have'included a copy of my article with my
written testimony, so it is on file. I do not have that article in front
of me. It is in my briefcase but I think I can briefly respond to your
comment. They make much of what they call 5 percent of nothing.
That is a common phrase they use when they talk about the addi-
tional validity of using a test over and above other material, Now,
let me just find the right section if I can.

There are some prol?lems; there is not a professional measure-
ment person, so you have some trouble with statistics, but Mr.
Nader ends up with an index, to use his figures,- of 13,4 for using
school grades alone and 18.5, using testing grades combined.

That is a difference of 5.1, but if we look at percentage improve-
ment, I used to teach 8th grade math, but if we go to 18:5, as I
taught in 8th grade math, that will be 5.1 over 13.4 or 38 percent
improving, using his figures.

He has not even used a percentage increase notion in comparing
-those two numbers, so even if his numbers were correct, going from

13.4 to 1-8.5we would not have a 5-percent improvement but a 38-
percent impraialt by wing the additional data.

It seems to me that there is really no controversy among mea-
surement experts. The combination of high school grades and some
sort of aptitude test gfves you a better predictor, a significantly
better predictor, than using only high school grades alone.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you both very much.
Let me conclude. In my consultation with some of the universi-

ties in my State, one of the student counseling directors, in refer-
ence to tests made, commetits about some of Mr. Nader's efforts in
this whole area. He speaks of the American Personnel and Guid-

ance Association national convention in Chicago a couple of years
ago, when he splashed this out on the American scene.

He said that his allegatiOns about testing were so inval.ri and ri-
diculous that a fair number of people attending that convention
simply got up and walked ollt. He said his reports and his informa-

tion offer really no credibility whntever to the issue.
I would like to say, for the record, that my observation is that

statement is extremely valid, and I think that the people before us
this morning have testified ih a broadened sense to demonstrate
that there is more to it than''ust the lack of measurements that
Mr. Nader and company are ttompting to project into this issue.

Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Ciaig.
In the course of your testim0y, you stated that the majority of

the people in your field, the majority of the experts in measure-
ment evaluation, hold views thai, an; sirnilar tQyours.
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Now, you are not suggesting by that statement that a ,re are not
a great number of people within your field who in fact support
openness and disclosute, are you?

Mr. MEHRENS. I suspect it depends in large part about how strict
we are in our definition of what constitutes a measurement expert.

Mr. WEISS. People you define as experts; right?
Mr. MEHRENS. I would grant you there is some controversy

within the field. My testimony is one I would stick with, and I be-
lieve my views are quite similar to the views of the majority of the
experts, obviously more thani,50 percent, but I would think that
must be upwards of 85 percent, if I had to take a guess as to the
percent of experts in measurement evaluation who would be op-
posed to disclosure of items. That is a guess.

I believe my views are similar to the views of ate majority.
Mr. WEISS. Well, isn't it a fact that most of the pressure for open-

ing it up, for taking the mystique away from disclosurebecause
that is really all that this legislation is about, it does not seek to
mandate anything of what the contents ought to be or how it is to
be used or whateverthat much of that pressure for opening it up
came from within the field itself, of people who have been involved
throughout their careers in the area of psychometrics, if you will.

Mr. MEHRENS. That is not my impression at all.
Mr. WEiss. Dr. Johnson?
MS. JOHNSON. Certainly, there has been pressure by individuals

within it who have professional backgrounds in measurement to
deal in a variety of ways with problems related to measurement,
and one of them being legislative, so as far as to where the forces
that originated the current movement toward legislation, whether
they come from measurement people specifically, I guess it depends
a little bit on how you do define measurement people.

I think that there are many minorities who have had some back-
ground in measurement and others ,who have had some back-
ground who may not have been active in the professional organiza-
tions but who nevertheless maintained an interest in measure-
ment.

Mr. WEISS. Do both of you recognize Dr. Oscar Buros as being an
expert in the field?

Mr MEHRENS. Yes; he is deceased now.
M. WEISS. He was an editor of the Mental Measurements Year-

bOok, one of the winners of the Educational Testing Service's dis-
tinguished service awards.

Mr. MEHRENS. Yes.
/ Mr. WEISS. I give you a quote of his. In 1978, he said:

, It is practa_ally impossible for a competent test techmcian or test counsellor to
, make a thorough apprdisal to *.unstruction, validation, and use of standardized tests
bei-ause of the limited amount of trustworthy information supplied by the test pub-
lishers:

I '
Wouldn't you consider that. pressure from within the industry,.

somebody who is highly expert as to the reason for opening it up?
MS. JOHNSON, Dr. Burros in the most recent uPdate in the book

said that he had hoped by the publication of the Mental Meas-
urements Yearbook there would be some significant improvement
in the quality of instruments, and he did not find that to be the
case.

0
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Yes; nvould agree with yOu.
Mr. MEHRENS. The quote that yOu are talking about is one, with

which I am familiar, of course, and there is nothing in that quote
that suggests that we ought to disclose items to the p,ublic.

He is concerned about the availability, within your quote, I
happen to believe incorrectly, but he is an expert, he is concerned
about the availability of evidence regarding the validity of the test
to the reviewers. He is in no way suggesting in that quote that we
ought to disclose items to the public.

Mr. WEISS. You must be very unhappy with the action of the
Educational Testing Service and the College Entrance Examination
Board in making 5 out of 12 of their major administrations every
year open to the students who request those test answers.

Mr. MEHR.ENS. Yes; I think that will result in inferior quality.
Mr. WEISS. You are opposed to that policy?
Mr. MEHRENS. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. So long as we know where we are coming from.
You make a statement that you don't know of a single college

that based admissions decisions on test results; page 5 of your testi-
mony.

Do you know of any colleges which use the test result as a
cutoff?

Mr. MEHRENS. Not as a direct cutoff, I don't, although I have
been informed that there are some who have used it in corrobora-
tion with other things.

Mr. WEISS. Have you ever looked at a catalog by Lovejoy which
lists the various universities and colleges and tells the student and
potential applicants that you have to have an SAT score of this
amount to be considered for admission?

Mr. MEHRENS. I am familiar with that catalog; yes.
Mr. WEISS. Wouldn't you say that is a cutoff?
Mr. MEHRENS. Surely, that iS a cutoff.
Mr. WEISS. I was impressed with your analogy of the bus ride,

Dr. Johnson, and the people who have the chance to get on it to
begin with, if they have the exact fare, and I wonder if you would
comment on the utilization which colleges and universities make of
the SAT scores by way of that exact fare provisiOn.

Ms. JOHNSON. Well, if a variety of other predictors are used
along with the SAT, then I think you have an improved situation.
By the analogy with the bus ride, I meant that if you continually
raise the cutting score on the hope that you are getting better and
better students, it is really a fallacy.

But if you operate with a certain Minimum and then use other
factors to determine admission or actions beyond ' that, you are
going to do a fairer job or if you use alternate procedures so that
you will examine, if someone should have low test scores, if you ex-
amine also their high school grade point average, and the kinds of
courses specifically that they had in high school, if one takes a look
at some factors that might have entered, into the test séore and rec-
ommend to the students certain programs or certain independent
activities that might result in that student being better prepared to
take.a particular course of study, then you are doing a better serv-
ice to the students and to the institution than if one is using an
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arbitrary and increasingly raised score as the number of applicants
increases.

Mr. WEISS. I have one final question because time is going on.
Dr. Mehrens, you indicated one of your concerns, although you

said you didn't think disclosure would have much of an effect on
coaching, but whatever effect it would have would be negative.

You are aware, I am sure, of the recent FTC finding that in fact
sime -the testing companies had been giving insufficient or inac-
curate information as to what the effects of coaching would be on
those who took the SAT, that is, the position of ETS had been that
there was practically no effect at all of coaching.

The Frc found that that was not so. Now, what is your attitude
as to what use those tests should be put to?

Why do you say that it would only benefit the wealthier if you
open the tests up at this point, if you made it available to studentb,
test results?

Mr. MEHRENS. That, of course, is not my testimony. What I sug-
gested in my testimony is that it would only benefit them, but to
the extent that opening up the test questions will avail the coach-
ing schools of more material to use in their coaching and to the
extent that it will be an effect, I don't know how much it is going
to benefit those that ca'n afford to go to coaching schools if coach-
ing schools have an impact, I would put the word "binding" in
quotes of the FTC study, but certainly they are some of their con-
clusions, but if you assume that coaching has some impact on test
scores, then surely it seems logical to assume that the people who
can afford to go to coaching schools will be the beneficiaries of
that.

Mr. WEISS. Don't you think one of the effects would be perhaps if
you really opened it up that people who otherwise cannot afford to
go to coaching school can have local organizations be able to use
the return test as a basis for further study?

Mr. MEFIRENS. They could. Of course, to the extent that the ques-
tions will not be reused, there is no advantage over releasing the
questions as opposed to using the current practice prior to the pre-
vious practice of having copies of test questions available, so those
could have been used all the time.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Johnsod, any comment on the coaching issue?
Ms. JoiINSON. Well, I think that part of the problem in terms of

looking at coaching is that one person's coaching is another
person s instruction, that is, the idea of what is coaching and what
isn't is one of the reasons for conflicts in terms of what has been
found.

I think that one thing that coaching can do is to motivate indi-
viduals, that is, if kids feel that, hey, that test score isn't the
bottom line, in fact, somebody says I can do better if I go and really
zero in on this, that may result in improved performance.

That motivation in itself may help to get the student really into
learning how, the test operates, what attributes of the test taking
situation one needs to be in contact with.

I think that there are a lot of things that can be practiced in the
sense of getting ready to take a test. A lot of test taking skills, and
in a sense almost an emotional readiness, the feeling that one is

t.)
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really able to do it, a lot of that can take place in a coaching or
preparation session that can assist a student in doing better.

I would agree that a lot of this is already being done in terms of
middle and upper income students, and there is the potential for it
being done with lower income students. I don't know whether this

will in fact result.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Simon? .
Mr. SIMON. What does coaching cost?
Mr, WEISS. On the basis of prior testimony that we have had, it

can run around $300 plus a rental fee for some of the materials, so
it can come out to $350 Al the most expensive of the schools.

Mr. SIMON. Thank,you.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Dr. Mehrens, Dr. Johnson.
You will submit responses to the questions that Mr. Simon asked

you about and we appreciate your taking the time to be with us

today.
Our second panel has George Hanford, president of the College

I3oard, and Bruce Zimmer, executive director of the Law Schools
Adm ission Council. . .

We have your full statements and, without objection, they will be

entered into the record and you may proceed as you wish.
You may deliver the entire statement; whatever is your pleasure.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE HANFORD, PRESIDENT, THE COLLEGE
BOARD

Mr. HANFORD. My name is George Hanford. I am president Of the

College Board.
I am a son of a graduate of Carbondale Normal School before it

became Southern Illinois University.
I am married to a Minnesotan whose brother is a graduate of St.

Olaf's, and I work in New York City,
Mr. ERDAHI.. He better stop while he is ahead.
Mr. HANFORD. As you know from previous hearings, the College

Board is a national nonprofit association of more than 2,500 schools

and colleges committed since 1900 to helping young people get into

college.
We are best known for the tests we sponsor, but we provide a lot

of other services to help students gain access to higher education.
Among them are three testing programs that are administered for
us by ETS that would be affected by H.R. 1662.

Because the College Board continues to oppose its provisions and
particularly those having to do with tegt disclosure, I am grateful

for the invitation to testify today and to answer the three questions

asked in your letter of invitation.
My written testimony makes the case that the College Board has

been committed to fair and equitable access to higher education
throughout its history.

We have been trying to provide common currencies to make it
easier for young people to go to college, academic currencies
through tests like the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the SAT, and a cur-
rency of financial need through our College Scholarship Service.
These common currencies have, made it possible for any student
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anywhere in the country, regardless of status, race, or income to
conSider any college anywhere in the country, and vice versa.

We oppose H.R. 1662 now particularly because its unlimited dis-
closure provisions would diminish those possibilities by compromis-
ing the utility of the tests used in the admissions process, despite
the declared intention of this bill, as we understand it, to promote
fairness, equity, and accountability.

In the matWr of fairness, our SAT and achievement tests are the
most objective assessment instruments of their kind yet devised,
free of differences in grading standards among teachers and among
schools and free from the taint of personal influence, social posi-
tion, or family income.

In the matter of equity, we have in my quarter century with the
College Board seen the proportion of minority youth in higher edu-
cation grow from 3 percent to about 16 percent. And as for account-
abijity we have seen the number of young people in higher educa-
tion increase from 21/2 to 12 million, a remarkable record in itself
and all the more so when compared to that of any other country in
the world. I see no reason for this kind of governmental interven-
tion in a process that has succeeded this well without it.

Now to the three issues you have asked me to address:
First, the reasons why the College Board changed its policy with

respect to disclosure. There are ,essentially three: First, to be sure,
we have changed our practice with respect to teit disclosure but we
haven't changed our position with respect to openness.

When I joined the College Board staff in 1955 high school seniors
were not allowed to know their SAT scores. But by the time my
older daughter took the SAT in 1962 we were not only reporting
-scores but also making half an SAT available for practice.

By 1978 We were publishing "Taking the SAT," a full practice
form. Disclosure, in this evolving context, is but a natural exten-
sion of the process of opening up the college admissions esting
procesethat has been going on since World War II, an extension
obviously accelerated; I am the first to admit, by the spotlight of
public attention put on the process by this controversial truth-in-
testing legislation.

Secon& was the board's desire to demonstrate again that it is
both sensitive and responsive to public interest in the testing proc-
ess, and that it is possible for the board, given the time to do so, to
develop an appropriate program of action, even where we may
question the educational value involved.

We have by our action proved that the "klf-regulating and volun-
tary system, given the time, can address legitimate concerns with-
out this kind of governmental intervention.

,The third reason for the change has to do with the New York
experience. When the New York Act was being considered we
argued not only that it was unwarranted but that it was also too
hastily conceived. A series of amendments have had to be enacted
to deal with some of the more troublesome features of the legisla-
tion; but other problems remain.

When similar bills were subsequently introduced in 25 other
States and in this Congress we argued, "Let's wait and see how the
New York law works." Our advice has been heeded; so far no other
bills have been enacted.

1
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We carefully and deliberately studied what was going on in New
York. Most importantly we found out that not many candidates
wanted the disclosure service. No more than 3 percent of the stu-
dents who took the SAT in New York' in 1980-81 took advantage of
our question-and-answer service.

We concluded that, at that level of demand, five national admin-
istrations which now accommodate more than 70 percent of our
candidates would effectively meet the wishes of any student any-
where who would want to utilize the service.

We also used the opportunity to confirm that we could indeed
live with the disclosure of five SAT editions a year without compro-
mising the convenience, the quality, or the fairness of the tests,
and so we have chosen to disclose five editions nationally to pro-
vide limited, I stress limited, disclosure with full service nationally.
while we are forced by the unlimited provisions of the New York
law to curtail services and increase prices there.

The board's continuing comrhitment to opepness in the college
admissions testing process, our demonstrated responsiveness to
public concerns, and our good faith follow-through on our ex-
pressed intention to act in the light of experience with disclosure
in New York demonstrate, I believe, Messrs. Chairmen and mem-
bers of the subcommittees, that the board is not at odds in princi-
ple.with the stated objectives of these bills.

And I should say here that however much we may differ on the
substance, legislators like yourselves, concerned about education,
have performed an important service by raising the issues which
we are addressing in this forum.

At the College Board. I can assure that that we are doing all we
can at this point in time. If we are asked to publish each and every
SAT edition after one-time use, the quality and the fairness of the
tests will be compromised and the opportunities to take them, par-
tkularly on the part of the handicapped and Saturday Sabbath ob-
servers, will be greatly diminished if not destroyed.

And if H.R. 1662 were to apply, as is proposed, to our subject
matter achievement- tests, the character of those offerings is such
that we would undoubtedly, albeit most reluctantly, be forced to
discontinue them. I doubt that you really want to do such damage
to a process that has served so many so well.

The second and third maiters which you have asked me to dis--
cuss relate to the two flawed test questions which received so much
attention during the past year. The discovery of one was the result
of a voluntary service of the College Board which is to return
PSAT forms free to all students nationally. The other, of legisla-
tively mandated disclosure of the SAT in New York State. I3oth
questions were found to have, among the answers presentdd, one
that was correct in addition to the one that was intended' as cor-
rect.

The meaning of these flawed questions is that the tests, like all
human artifacts, are subject to human fallibility. In one sense, the
wonder is that anyone would be surprised that a mistake can occur
on a College Board test.

In another it is that out of more than 1;500 questions placed
under scrutiny by students and the public as a result of our various

(3
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publications since January of 1980 only these two were found to be
flawed.

In both of these instances, where scoring was already completed
and reported, the Educational Testing Service at our direction re-
scored all 'of the tests, giving credit for both correct answers and
rereporting the scores to all receiving institutions even though the
difference in, any individual SAT case was no more than 20Gpoints
on the test's 200-800 scale.

In other words, even when differences are small our policy is to
correct them, not only to avoid any possible unfair consequences to
the students but bemuse to do otherwise would be to compromise
the credibility of a process which we view as a public trust.

Although our policy for many years has been to entertain and
consider seriously any challenge to the accuracy of a test score, or
the soundness of a test question, at any point, and when apPropri-
a,te to take remedial action, we have recently formalized and ex-
panded the procedures for doing so. Where the views of a challeng-
er, generally a student, and the view of Educational Testing Serv-,
ice cannot be reconciled, we have added a procedure for independ-
ent, impartial fliatt.party review and determination.

I believe this as well as other actions I have described to you
demonstrate my basic point. The College Board was founded under
voluntary educational auspices and functions as a public trust to
perform a variety of services to help students and institutions
make better decisions about each other and themselves. We do not
make those decisions. The tests we sponsor are means, rather than
ends, means to help implement a process which is profoundly
rooted in the American way of doing things.

We intend to keep those means responsive to the interests of stu-
dents, institutions, and the public. They are part of a system which
is certainly susceptible of improvement but which works better
than any other in the world, is more consistent with our national
values than any other could be, and should be given the opportuni-
ty to continue Rs pursuit of equal and expanded opportunity, open-
ness, fairness and accountability without the burden of the kind of
governmental regulation proposed in H.R. 1662.

May I say simply in conclusion that I look forward to the possi-
bility of returning to Washington later this year to discuss with
Mr. Perkins' subcommittee the pressing matter of upgrading the
quality of sc,hooling in America.

H.R. 1662 focuses on the role of tests in the educational enter-
prise, but a much more fundamental public concern today has to
do with the performance of our schools. For the eighties the Col-
lege Board initiated a decade-long project, Project EQuality, for the
purpose of helping to direct attention to hasic ac demic skills and
raise educational standards.

I would, welcome the opportunity to share with the subcommittee
more about our plans and objectives in this effort.

[The prepared statement of George Hanford followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. HANFORD, PRESIDENT, THE COLLEGE BOARD

Messrs. Chairmen and members of the Subcommittees, my name is George H
Hanford. I am president of the College Board.

6
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The College Board is a not-for-profit national association of more than 2,500
schools and colleges, both public and private in their governznce It was founded
eighty-one years ago for the primary purpose of making the process of getting ad-
mitted to college easier and fairer for more students than had previously been the
case; in other words to expand access to postsecondary education This has contin-
ued to be its purpose.

The Board provides services to students an institutions in college admissions, stu-
&fit financial aid, counseling, guidance, placement, and credit by examination
These services are sponsored by the members in furtherance of the Board's purpose,
but are available to all individuals and educational institutions that wish to make
use of them. The policies under which they are provided are established, and the
services themselves are continuously overseen, by a Board of Trustees elected by the
membership.

Among those services are certain standardized test, -including the Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Tests/National Merit QualifYing Test (PSAT/NMSQT), the
Scholastic Aptitude Test SAT), and various Achievement Tests, which would be af-
fected by HR 1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981.

The Board contracts with Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey to
prepare and administer these tests. But as sponsof and representative of the institu-
tions which use the tests, the Board set the policy and is responsible for the,process

I am therefore grateful for the invitation of the Sulsconamittees to testify on HR
1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981. The invitation specified three questions
which the Subcommittees wished me to address. I shall do so in the context of a
briqf general statement.

The dechired purpose of these bills is, among other things, to promote fairness,
equity, and accountability in the use of tests in college admissions by giving stu-
dents and the public more information about these tests.

The Issues of fairness, equity and accountability have been primary concerns of
the members and staff of the College Board from its inception. Our tests them-
selvesfirst only in academic subject matter areas, later joined by standardized
tests of developed mathematical and verbal reasoning abilitywere introduced at
the outset as one reliable means of establishing a "common currency" of academic
attainment by college-bound students no matter where they came from or where
they wanted to go to college. They afforded one of the few assurances of objective
and uniform assessment that our educational system could offer to document mas-
tery of the skills and knowledge that wereand areconsidered essential to success
in doing college work.

These same tests, because of their uniformity and objectivitytheir freedom from
the taint of personal influence or social or economic position, have made it possible,
especially in the years since World War II, for millions of high school graduates who
might not otherwise have been considered "college material" to validate their quali-
fications for such opportunity and gain admission to college They have been an in-
dispensable tool in advancing the cause of equal as well as expanded educational
opportunity.

The Board's concern with equal and expanded opportunity has not, however, been
confined to testing as such. In the 1950s, the Board pioneered the concept of need-
based student financial aid, thereby helping to open the door to college for millions
of economically disadvantaged students. It developed, and today conducts, the
nation's largest program to help students present thefr economic needs to colleges,
and to help colleges work out the means to help theM through scholarships, loans
and jobs to pursue their educational aspirations. We see this service as an essential
complement to the service of helping students to present their academic credentials.

In the early 1960s, the Board moved to make those services equally and insepara-
bly available to minority and-majority students alike by desegregating all of its test-
ing centers throughout the nationoften at the risk of personal harm to those in-
volved. But it was done, and even today testing sites are selected with attention to
minimizing the sense for any student that he or she is entering foreign territory to
take the tests.

The cause of fuller information for students and better public understanding of
tests and the admissions process (including the intricacies of student financial aid)
has also been the Board's cause. Again in the 1950s when the conventional wisdom
in education said that students should not be given their scores on standardized
tests because they might not understand them properly, the Board adopted the prac-
tice of reporting scores directly to students as well as to their schools and the col-
leges to-which they were applying.

The standard practice of presenting sample questions and a full explanation of
the nature and form of the tests was adopted in the Board's earliest years And the
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Board has consistently acted to expand the information provided to students as ad-
vancing knowledge demonstrated the educational soundness of doing so, and the in-
terests of students indicated ite desirability. The Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test was devised as a means of providing guidance information earlier in their high
school careers. Practice samples of the SAT we're offered in the 1960s and in 1978
the Board began providing free to all registrants a full sample SATan actual
testwhiCh could be taken under timed conditions for further familiarization and
guidance.

All of which means, Messrs. Chairmen and members of the Subcommittees, that
the Board is not at odds in principle with the stated objectives of this and similar
bills. And I should say here that however we may differ on the substance, legislators
concerned about education have performed an important service by raising the
issues which we are addressing in this forum. The broad public discussion that has
been generated in these halls and in state legislatures across the nation has helped
us to create broader public awareness of how admissions tests are usedto help stu-
dents get into college rather than turn them awaythan our educational efforts
could have achieved alone.

Nevertheless, we oppose such bills. Not because we oppose the interest and con-
tern they dxpress, which we share, but because we believe that the Board's educa-
tional commitment and actions, and those of other test sponsors, make these bills
unnecessary and therefore inherently undesirable; and because the specific provi-
sions of these bills would adversely affect our ability to sustain the present level and
quality of service which we offer to students and institutions. Other test sponsors
will surely speak for themselves, but I believe it is fair to say that all of them .are
committed, as is the Board, to providing leadership in promoting fairness, equity
and accountability, and to the furtherance of public information and understanding
of testing and its place in the process of admission to higher education.

The college admissions process no less than curriculum content is a sensitive edu-
cational area which is aniquely carried out in this country by purely voluntary and
pluralistic means, consistent with the deepest values of our democratic system. We
feel that standardized testing and the admissions process of which it is a part should
remain the responsibility of the educational community, in a voluntary and pluralis-
tic system nurtured by the schools and colleges themselves without federal or state
intervention. This country is blessed With perhaps the best and most egalitarian
system of higher education in the world, and the system that created it should not
be altered without compelling reasons. We do not think such reason exists.

Let me now turn to the first of the Subcommittees' questions. the reasons that the
College Board adopted a policy in March of 1981 to provide a national question-and-
answer service at five administrations of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, so that any
student at such administrations could order copies of his or her answer sheet, the
correct answers, and a copy of the questions that counted toward his or her score.

I have said that the Board historically has pursued a policy of opening informa-
tion about the tests to students and the public, and I have highlighted some of the
earlier actions along this line. I should also note that just in the last year and a
half, the Board has substantially iticreased its information services in several other
ways first, by providing a simdar *iestion-and-answer service to all students taking
the PSAT:NMSQT, by providing a national score verification service option for stu-
dents who wanted to check their scores but did not want all of the questions and
answers, and 'by publishing and distribututing widely copies of additional actual
tests, including one accompanied by full technical data on its development and per-
formance in use.

In this context, the March action is an extension of policies already in effect, and
it was taken for three main reasons:

The first reason was, in fact, our standing policy of commitment to full informa-
tion. to expending information abeut tests to students and the public so long as it
does not adversely affect the cost or quality of services to students, and/or the reh
ability and fairness of the tests.

The second reason was the conclusion, reached by our Board of Trustees after
careful stilt!): of our experience with a New York State law similar to HIL1662 that
1) such service and information could be offered on a limited basis to all students
without damaging the quality of the test or disadvantaging students who need spe-
cial administrations, and 2i that the very small demand demonstrated in New York
State for the question and answer service the overall total for the 1980-81 testing
year was 3 percentmeant that to offer the service nationally at administrations
which now accommodate 70 percent of students would effect,cly meet the wishes of
any student anywhere who would be likely to want the service.
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The third was the Board's desire to demonstrate again that it is both sensitive
and responsive to public interest in the testing process, and that it is possible for
the Board, given the time to do so, to-develop a program of action that demonstrates
such responsivenesseven where we may question wnether there is educational
value to be gained. Our goal in the words of the Board's chairman, Dean Fred Har-
gadon of Stanford University, was to "satisfy both proponents of test disclsoure and
proponents of a testing program that produces reliable and valid results." In short,
we sought to prove that the self-regulating and voluntary system, given the time
and opportunity, can address legitimate concerns withdut the penalities that accom-
panyAhis kind of governmental intervention.

We \believe we have done that. Although offering very extensive opportunities for
the question-andanswer service, the 'schedule adopted by the Trustees does not sac-
rifice tliose additional opportunities to take the test that afford convenience to some
students and institutions, and meet the special needs gf many more of them.

I must also tell you in all good faith that we are atl this point doing as much as
the current state of the testing art permits in our program. If the Board were re-
quired to provide question-and-answer service at additional administrations of the
SAT, _the character of our program is such that we would be forced to reduce our
schedule to those administrations where we now plan to offer the question-and-
answeq feature, and to eliminate all other regular administrations, and most special
adminkrations for institutional purposes, makeup, and to meet the needs of handi-
capped sttidents.

Furthermore, if the law were to apply to our subject-matter Achievement Tests,
the character of that program is such that we would undoubtedly, albeit most reluc-
tantly, be forced to phase-them out.

The second and third questions which the Subcommittees posed had to do with
the discovery of two flawed test questions, one in a nationally administered edition
of the PSAT/NMSQT, and another on a form of the SAT administered in New York
State. The discovery of one of these was therefore the result of voluntary-service of /
the Board, in returning PSAT forms to ail students, and the other the result of a
legislatively mandated service in New York State. Each question was found to have,
among the answers presented, one that was correct in addition to the one that was-
intended as the correct answer.

The meaning of these flawed questions is that the tests, like all human artifacts,
are subject to -human fallibility. In one sense, the wonder is that anyone would/be
surprised that a mistake can occur on a College Board test In another, it is that out
of more than 1,500 questions placed under scrutiny by students and the publie as a
result of our various publications since January 1980, only these two were found to
be flawed.

We are not complacent about such flaws, and we try to avoid them through exten-
sive quality control. Test authors, editors, and test development cOmmittees of high

school and college people all review the questions rePeatedly and intensively for
flaws of all kindsinclyding content bias, ethnic bias, and amniguity.

This scrutiny continues beyond the administration and scoring of the test, and in
those rare instances when a flaw is discovered by us or anyone else at that point,
our policy is very simple. We correct the error with a primary regard to-fairness for

all students. In both recent instances, where scoring waS atteady completed and re-
ported, the Educational Testing Service at our direction rescored all of the tests,
giving credit for both correct answers, and re-reported the scores to all receiving in-
stitutions even though the difference in any individual caSe was no more than 3
points on the PSATs 20-80 scale and 20 points on the SATs 200-800 sea-ie.-11i Other
words, even where differences are small, we correct them not only to avoid any pos-
sible unfair consequences to the students, btit because,to do otherwiee Would be to
compromise the credibility of a process which we view as a public trust.

Although our policy for many years has been to consider seriouslY any eh-allenge
to the accuracy of a test score or the affitZlirea test question at Tay point, and
where appropriate to take remedial action, we have recently formalized and expand-
ed the procedures for doing so. Where the view of a challengergenerally a stu-
dentand the view of Educational Testing Service cannot be reconciled, we have
added a procedure for independent, impartial third-party review and-determination.

believe tips and the other actions I have described to you demonstrate my basic
point. The College Board was founiled under voluntary, educational auspices, and
functions as a public trust. to perform a variety of services to help sttidents and in-
stitutions make better decisions about each other and about themselves We do not%
make those decisions. The tests we sponsor are means, rather than ends, to imple-
ment a procms which is profoundly rooted in the American way of doing things. We
intend to keep those means responsive to the interestmf students, inititutions, and
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the public. They tire part of a system which is certainly susceptible of improvement,
but which works better than any other in the world, is more consistent with our
national values than any other could be, and should be given the opportunity to
continue its pursuit of equal and expanded opportunity, openness, fairness and ac-
countability without the burden of the kind of government regulation proposed in
HR 1662.

May I say, finally, that I look forward to the possibility of returning to Washing-
ton later this year to discuss with Mr. Perkms' Subcommittee the pressing matter of
upgrading the quality of schooling in America. HR 1662 focuses on the. role of tests
in the educational enterprise, but a much more fundamental public concern today
had to do with the performance of our schools. For 1980s the College Board has ini-
tiated a decade-long projectProject EQualityfor the purpose of helping to direct
attentwn to basic academic skills and raise educational standards. I would welcome
the opportunity to share with the Subcommittee more about our plans and objec-
tives in this effort.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Zimmer?

gTATEMENT OF BRUCE ZIMMER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LAW
SCHOOL AQMISSION COUNCIL

Mr. ZIMMER. My name is Bruce Zimmer, executive director of
Law School Admission Council, a nonprofit educational, association
whose members are all of the ABA, approved law schools.

Directly and throu0 our operating corporation, Law School Ad-
missions Serv;ces, welkov.ide a wide array of services &id publica-
tions related to law school admission.

One of those is the Law School Data Assembly Service, the na-
ti tional system of gathering and distributing academic and bio-

graphica information for the law school admissions process.
We put a substantial effort in this program in order to render

more feadily comparable And democratic records "and evaluation of
applicant academic records in the admissions process.

Each year information concerning 100,000 'people from 3,000 col-
leges applying to over 250 law schools is colledted, processed and
communicated through this system. The law school admission test
is another valuable component of the national law school admis-
sion program. We contract with the American college testing pro-
gram and Educational Testing Service for the development of' tht..
law school admission test.

The test is administered under the auspices of our operating cor-
poration, Law School Adihission Sexiices. ,

The Law School Admission Council does not support added legis-
lation to regulate educational test* agencies or test use. We are
not persuaded that there remain problems which demand legisla-
tive rerb.-yiy, or that the asserted benefits of such legislation would
outweigh the detriments of additional regulation of an educational
community already burdened with extensive regulation.

Further, the impact of voluntary and responsive actions of tesi-
ing organizations is steadily becoming. more apparent to our con-
suzning and evaluating publics, And especially to our critics. The
recent record of test programs like ours may or may ha document
a need for some forms of regulation of educatiimal testing. We wel-
come study of this question. .

We support the continued oversight of Congress in this matter.
But we do not think a case for Federal admission test legislation
has as yet been ma.14:

91-170 0-82---5
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The idea of Fetleral testing legislation is not in itself unthink-
able. Under certain potential circumstances a national law could
preempt conflie.ing, confusing and oppressive State enactments.
One appropriate and coherent scheme of, regulation wouldbe pref-
erable to many uncoordinated and burdensome schemes.

Indeed, our own researcK has led us to conclude that a sound
model preemptive act could readily be developed. But the circum-
stances we face today suggest that enactment,of a Federal test law
in the near future would be premature and probably unnecessary.

The national debate on testing for higher education admission
has come a very long way id the 4 or 5 years that testing bills have
been receiving serious attention from State.legislatures'Ind from
Members of Congress and their staffs. The environment in which
testing programs,operate :las changed dramatically since July 1979.
when New York enacted a test disclosure law to become ,effective
at the start of 1980.

At different rates, many teeting organizations have made major,
indeed what 2 or 3 years ago would haw been thought reyolution-
ary, commitments to openness in their testing programs.

The Law School Admission Cduncil has offered test disclosure for
all of our tests throughout the United States and throughout the
world, other than some very limited special administrations, since
the New York law took effect.

The New York test law did not permit us to continue our historic
method of making scores comparable from test to test,:and still dis-
close every form. Our decision to adopt universal test disclosure-
thus triggered a significantly revised.structure-for qur test.

As-a result of that change we are planning to introduce a revised
LSAT in Jdne 1982. It will be comprised of four scored reading and
reasoning Sections, two unscored pretest or equating sections and
an unscored writing exercise for individual law school evaluation.

A 10 to 50 score scale will replace the current 200 to 800 scale.
We have put into the record some substantial explankory
material.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection, that will be received.'
Mr. ZIMMER. We are presently contracting to develop an ade-

quate inventory of ,this education of the LSAT. Having developed
such a supply,iwe plan to address ourselves to emerging methods
and technologies in evaluation in:order toprovide to law school ap-
plicants in the late eighties and early nineties the best acrdemic
measure that can be provided at that time.

Test disclosure is a service law school test-takers desire, and for
which they are willing to pay. Because consumez\ demand for dis-

- closed tests ,had become so substantial, about.60 perceneof our test-
takers, by the second year of test disclosure, and *ause of an en-
hanced interests on our part in providing an exgra increment of
quality assaance for our test, the Law School Admission Council
Board of Trustees elected to make test and answer record disclo-
sure an automatic part of the reporting procedures for test-takers,
beginning with the 1981-82 test year.

This is a culmination of basic commitments on our part. We are
\ rebuilding our services to accommodate our consumers inti.rest in

openness in testing.
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TiV6 years ago the State of New York took a decisive position on
test disclosure. It insisted on immediate action on full test disclo-
sure: A sensible scheme of phased applicability would have been
more fruitful. By giving 4 or 5 months notice for radical change to
organizations that had hitherto operated on much longer test de-
velopment leadtimes, New York disrupted the orderly conduct of
testing, programs like ours.

Ifs actions caused increases in applicant fees that probably would
not have been under,taken on the initiative of testing organizations
alone. The 1979 New York law produced substantial technical prob-
lems and some areas of unintended encumbrance and intrusion.
Several of these problem areas were modified in 1980 in a coopera-

'tive effort in which our organizatiOn took an active part.
Over time full analysis of the impact of disclosed testing on *test

results must await research that can be performed only after sever-
al years of disclosed testing.

In no small measure the New York act has worked reasonably
because c- the prudent regulations and sensible enforcement proce-
dures of tne New York Education Commissioner and his staff.

Indeed, as the varieus test programs adjust to disclosed testing,
there is a greater risk that ill-advised regulations and enforcement
procedures will emanate from the State educational bureaucracies
than there is a probability that substantiVe provisions of a New
York-type law would, themselves, prove intolerant if enacted in, an-
other State.
'There is little question that to date New York has effectively

preempted the national testing issue. It has acted, in effect, to set a
national standard for many test programs. As Pennsylvania has
done in the area of agricultural product standards and as New
York itself has done in the insurance law field, it has established a
de facto national standard.

New York has done this by providing a powerful impetus to
creased test disclosure nationwide. That impetus has come by ,
virtue of the need and desire of test sponsors to maintain testing
opportunities for New York students and schools, as well as from
the momentum of public opinion arising as test disclosure in-
creased scrutiny of the underlying soundness of admission testing.

Testi lig organizations like ours have discovered that, on balance,
test disclosure promoted public confidence in the integrity of the
test instrument and the testing process. It became symbolic of our
public accountability. Indeed, openness has helped us In our quality
control efforts.

As. other States haye considered test legislation in the last 2
years, nearly all have deferred to the New York law and experi-
ence as reference points. Most haye concluded that the cotsider-
able progress toward national test disclosure made by programs
like ours, steadily joined by a growing list of major test sponsors,
had obViated the need for State-byState regulation.

In many instances, test sponsors have accelerated their commit-
ment to openness in order to show good faith and thils eliminate a
need for potentially burdensome regulation, During this past year's
sessions there was support in several State legislatures for lesser
included variants of the New York law.

tj



One such bill is still under active review in California, another
due for renewed consideration in the next session in .Minnesota.
Florida considered such a law ip this year's session. In each of
these cases, more than trivial isupport for legislation, none of it as
yet enagted, came from education committee members and mem-
bers on the legislative floor only after acceptance of provisions sig-
nificantly less harsh than New York law or FI.R. 1662.

Legislature study of,varied problems of developing and producing
tests led to reduction in the demand that every test form immedi-
ately be disclosed, so long as a substantial right to disclosed testing
was preserved for those desiring that service.

Careful analysis of the need foci- research and technical informa-
tion about tests led legislators it; modify, eliminate or focus the
",dragnet" style research filing requirements of the New York law.

Oregon, a State_with an effective consumerist base, provided
strong legislative support, still short of that needed for passage, for
the 190 amended New York law.lBut, none of the many Staths evi-
dencing strong interests in testing law has ignored the experience
of the past 2 years.

None has sought to limit pr4aturely the self-regulating effort
evident in most parts of the national testing community/. While
every State legislative prOposal given, serious consideration! in 1981
has reflected the progress that has been made in the last/ Year or
two, H.R. 1662 has remained materially unchanged from, its H.R.
4949 progenitor, drafted in 1970 after the New York Jaw was en-
acted and before its effect prodficed radical changes in the proce-
dures of many testing programs.!

State legislators have learned that when it may be possible,
indeed useful, in testing for admission to one career oil profession
may not be so for another. They have come in some ,,measure to

accept the differences in the character of tests and of /their use in

admission processes. 1 1

The Congress should avail 4self of records, memoranda, and
other products of hundreds of hours of State hearin s thathave
taken place in the year since laSt we spoke of these m tters in this
hearing room.

I respectfully reqaest that if tL Congress is to consider a nation-
al testing law that it not disregard the major changes, both volun-
tary and coerced, that are so rapidly taking place in the admissions
testing environment. As long aS no State adopts a conflicting law,
rather than a lesser included la?v, New York will prov'cle a nation-
al standard admission testing lav.

Steadily, many testing organizations voluntarily and by coercion
are adopting national test disclbsure policies. The for es that are
getting them there should be allowed a bit more tifne to take 7
effect.

If, in a year or twu, the progress hitherto made teward\voluntary
openness in admission testing has not been maintained or if in
that time conflicting State laws and regulations have actu lly been
enacted, he Congress might then consider a preemptive Federal
testing ac

We will be pleased, at that tim' , to assist in the effort.
Thank ou very much.
[The pi-Oared statement of Brdce Zimmer follows]
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PREPARED STATEMII OF BRUCE ZIMMER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, LAW
SCHOOL ADM SION COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Law School Admissionouncil is a nonprofit educational association

whose members are the 171 law echools approved by the American Bar Asso-

ciation. Directly and through our operating corporation, La.w School

Admission Services, we provide a wide array of services and publications

related to law school admission. Our most administratively and operationally

complex program is carried out by our own corporation. It is the Law School

Data Assembly Service, the national system of gathering and distributing

academic and biographical information for the law school admission process.

By virtue of our substantial effort to render diverse academic records readily

comparable, this system has been instrumental in encouraging the considera-

tion and evaluation of applicant academic records in the admission process.

Each year, information concerning 100,000 people from 3,000 colleges applying
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to over 250 law schools is collected, processed and communkated through this

system. Our many other varied activities aimed at the support and improve-

ment of the law school admission process are described in Appendix B. The

Law School Admission Test is another valuable component of the national law

school admission program. We contract with the American College Testing

Program and Educational Testing Service fo; the development of the Law

School Admission Test. Tlie test 13 administered under the auspkes of our

operating corporation, Law School Admission Services. On behalf of the

Council 1 wish to thank this 'Committee for the opportunity to present our

views and, to respond to.your questions.

Proposed testing legislation has impact upon a large number and wide

variety of test sponsors, testing agendes, and test score users, as well as

upon test-takers. No one can speak for all members of any of these cate-

gories. We speak only for ourselves and for the test-using law schools that

are our members. No other test sponsor or test agency speaks for us. The

Law School Admission Council does not support added legislation to regulate
-

educational testing agencies or test use. We are not persuaded that there

remain problems which demand legislative remedy, or that the asserted bene-

fits of such legislation would outweigh the detriments Of additional ,regulation

of an educational community already burdened with extensive regulation.

Further, the impact of voluntary and responsive actions of testing organi-

zations is steadily becoming more apparent to our consuming and evaluating

publics -- and especially to our critks. The recent record of test programs

like ours may or may not document a need for some forms of regulation of

72
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educauonal testing. We welcame study of this question. We support the

continued oversight of Congress in t'lls matter. gut we do not think a case,

for Federal a,.1m6sion test legislation has as yet been made.

The idea of federal testing legislation is not in itself unthinkable.

Under certain potential circumstances a national law could preempt conflicting,

confasing and oppressive state enactments. One appropriate and coherent

scheme f regulation _would be Preferable to many uncoordinated and bur-

.1cnso ne schemes. Indeed, our own research has led us to conclude thal a

,iound ,nodel ->redMptive act could readily be developed. Rut the circum-

stanccs today suggest that enactment of a federal test law in the near

futur .?. aiould he premature and probably unnecessary.

The national debate on te;ting for higher education admission has come a

very long Nay in the four or five years that testing bills have been receiving

serious attention fro-n state legislatures and from members of Congress and

their st iffs. The environment in whkh testing programs operate has changed

dramatkally since July 1979 when New Y.ork enacted a test disclosure law to

become effective at the start of 1.980. At different rates, many testing or-

ganizatio.ns have made major -- indeed what two or three years ago would

have been thought revolutionary -- commitments to olienness in their testing

programs. The Law Scitool Admission Council has offered test disclosure for

all of our tests throughout the United States and throughout the world, other

than some very limited special administrations, since the New ,York law took

effect. The New York test law did not permit us to continue our historic

meth,.d of making scores comparable from test-to-test, and still disclose every

7
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form. Our decision to adopt universal test disclosure thus triggered a signi-

ficantly revised structure for our test. As a result of that change we are

planning to introduce a revised LSAT in June 1982. It will be comprised of

.411
four scored rea ng and reasoning sections, two unscored pretest or equating

'sections and an inscored writing exercise for individual law school evaluation.

A ten to fifty score scale will replace the current 200 to 800 scale (See
a

Appendix A for description of the 198Z LSAT revision) We are presently

contracting to develop an adequate inventory of this edition of the LSAT.-

-flaying developed such a supply, we plan to address ourselves to emerging

methods and technologies in evaluation in order to provide to law school

applicants in the late 'eighties and early 'nineties the best academic measure-

ment that can be provided at that time.

Test disclosure is a service our test-takers desire, "and for which they

are willing to pay. Because consumer demand for disclosed tests had become

so substantial (about sixty percent of our test-takers) by the sesond year of

test disclosure, and because of an enhanced interest on our part ln providing

an extra increment of quality assurance for our test, the Law School

Admission Council Board of Trustees elected to make, test and answer record

disclosure an automatic part of the reporting procedures for test takers,

beginning with the 1981-82 test year. This is a ,culminatlon of basic commit-

ments on our part. We are rebuilding our services to accommodate our con-

sumers' interest in openness in testing.

Two years ago the State of New York took a decisive posilion on test

disclosure. It insisted on immediate action on full test disclosurs. A sensible
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scheme of ohased applicability would bave been more fruitful. By giving four

or five months notke for radical change to organizations that had hitherto

operatthl on nuch longer test development lead times, New York disrupted the

orderly conduct of testing programs like ours. Its actions caused increases

in applicant fees that probably Would not have been undertaken on the initia-

tive of testing organizations alone. The 19 ' New York law produced substan-

tial tec',n,cai problems and some areas of, unintended encumbrance and intru-

sion. Several of these problem areas were modified in 1980 in a cooperative

,Thrt ir hkh our organization took an active part. Final analysis of the

impict fisclosed testing on test result's must await research that can be

Performed oni, after several years of disclosed testing.

In no small lieasure the New York Act has worked reasonably because of

the pradent regulations and sensible enforcement procedures of the New York
.

,7dlicttion Commissioner and his staff. Indeed, <Is the various test programs

tdpist tO disclosed testing there is a greater risk that,ill-advised regulations

and enforcement procedures will emanate from the state educational bureau-

cracies than there is a probability that substantive provisions of a New York-

type law wouid, themselves, prove intolerable if enacted in another state.

There is little question that -- to date 7. New York has effectiveiy pre-

empted the national testing Issue. It has acted, in effect, to set a national

standard for many test programs. As Pennsylvania has done in the area of

r agricultural product standards and as New York itself has done in the in-

surance law field, It has established a de facto national standard. New York

4
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has done this by ,providing a powerful Impetus to increase°c1 test disclosure

nationwide. That impetus has come by virtue of the need and desire of test

sponsors to maintain testing opporturhtles for New Ydrk students and schools

-- as well as from the mainentum of public opinion arising as test disclosure

intreased scrutiny of the un,..-rlying soundness of admission testing. Testing

organizations like ours have discovered that, on balance, test disclosure

promoted public confidence in the integrity of the test Instrument and the

testing process. It became symbolic of our public accountability. Indeed.

opennesshaz helped us In our'quality control efforts.

As other states have considered test legislation in the last two years,

nearly ail have deferred to the New York law and experience as reference

points. Most have concluded that the considerable progress toward national

test disclosure made by programs jrilke ours -- steadily joined by a growing

list of major test sponsors -- had obviated the need for state-by-state regu-

lation. In many instances, test sponsors have accelerated their commitment to

openness In order to show good faith and thus eliminate a need for potentially

burdensome regulation. During this past year's sessions there tvas support

In several state legislatures for lesser included variants of the New York law.

One such bill is till under active review In California, another due for re-

newed consideration In the next session in Minnesota. Florida considered

such a law in this year's session. In each of these cases, more than trivial

support' for legislation (none of it as yet enacted) came from education com-

.mittee members and member on the legislative floor onix after acceptance of

provisions significantly less harsh than New York law or H.R.. 1662. Legisla-

tive study of varied problems of developing and producing tests led to reduc-

4
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Lion in the de 4 that every test form immediately be disclosed -- so long as

substantial right to disclosed testing was preserved for those desiring that

service. Careful analysis of the need for research and technical inkirmation

aboot tests led legislators to modify, eilmlnate or foCus the "dragnet" style

research filing requirements of the New York law. Oregon, .a state with an

effective ccutsurnerist base, provided strong legislative support -- still short

of t'iat needed for,.. passage -- for the 1980 amended New York law. But,

lone )f the many states evidencing strong interest in testing law has ignored

Cie e.caerlent,e f the past two years. None has sought to limit prematurely

sel( reguitting effort evident in rnost runs of the national testing commu-

litv. %%tie every state legislative proposal given serious consideration in

1931 'las reflected the progress that has been made in the List year or two,

,I.R. 1562 has remained materially unchaneed from its H.R. 4949 progenitor,

irlfted in 1979 afte.- the 'Jew York law was enacted and b.f.:fore its effect

ridicai changes in the prodedures of many testing programs. State

legislat)rs V.! learned that what may be possible, indeed useful. In testing

for admi,sion to one career or profession may not be so for another. They

have come, in some measure, to accept the differences in the character of

tests and of their 1sc in admission processes. The Congress should avail

Itself of records, memoranda and other products of hundreds of hours of

state hearin4gs that have taken place in the year since last we spoke of these

matters in this hearing room.

1 respectfully request that if the Congress is to consider a national

iesting law that It not disregard the major changes, both voluntary and

coerced, that ire so rapidly taking place in the admissions testing environ-

a
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7

ment. As long as no state adopts a conflkting law, rather than a lesser

included law,_ New York will provide a national standard admission testing

law. Steadily, many testing organizations voluntarily and by coercion are

adopting national test Asclosure polides. The forces that are getting them

there should be allowed bit more time to take effect.

If, in a year or two, the progress hitheito made .tosyard voluntary open.:

ness in admission testing has not, been maintained, or if in that time coriflict

ing state la.vs and regulations ha ie actually been enacted, tile Congress might

Ahen consider a preemptive federal testing act. We will be pleasel, at that

timeto assist In the effort.

7
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APPENDIX A

When the New York Standardized Testing Act was p.assed in 1979, the
"sponsors intended to preserve the testing organization's' ability to make scores

Comparable from test torm to test form and from test administration to6 test

administration. But stheir inquiry into the process of equating, as the above
described process Is called, was limited to one or two of the largest volume ti;st
programs. In eqUating, as In other areas of su l stance, admission tests are
diverse In content, structure an-ci goal. Test proikr

i
ms in law, graduate school,

Iand business admissions were overlooked by the test sponsors' broad legislative
brush smokes. Thus, the New-York test statige, \)y virtue of its requirement

.. that each test form used be published, required us o abandon a method of test
-.production that had been effective for Our test and to commence a crash re-

search program to find another equating method, Until January 1, 1980, new
editions of the LSAT were placed .on the score scale by administering to com-

.parable populations the new edition and, at the same time, editions alreidy on
the scale. In other words, whole editions of the LSAT were "spiraled" with
other editions of the test at the same administration. ,Editions of the test were
typically used at two or three different administrations. As a practical matter
this production method WAS precluded by the statutory requirement thUt each,
test form used be published after every administration. The Law School

--AdmissCon-Councir had a: Its disposal a very limited number of usable test forms
which were placed on scale before The New York Test Law was enacted. These

tests have been used to bridge the time gap until a new equating method can
be developed and implemented. The intro.duction of a new method of4equatil.g

' required chanms in the LSAT itself, as well as in the statistical procedures
used to assure that scores achieved.on one edition of the LSAT mean essentially
the same thing as those achieved on another. Development of a revised Law

School Admission Test, ada.pte.i to a test disclosure environment and encompass-
ing other desired improvements Is under way. The revised test, to be Intro-
duced in Ju.ne,1983 is described in preliminary fashion In the materlals. that
follow as part of this appendix. Please note that the July 1981 Law School
Admission Bulletin will soon be supplAted by a more current revision. The

material concerning Question Type III, in particular, will be subject to revision
as the refinement of the test continues through its final developmental stages.,

...

0
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Dere looniest of New LSAT
; Proceeds \

Developmeit work Is under way on the
most signi cantly dif ferent Law School
*dmIssion est in the thirty-two year
history of hat test. The i.awSchar
Admission Ultra cirrarri of\Trustees.
approved t is major,' effort at its
Spring 1980 eeting. Approval followed '

a series of ecommendations made by
the Council's\ Test Development and
Research Committee after thorough
study. As as two mIllion dollars
Is to be expen led on the development
and introduction of fifteen new forms of

--We LSAT. The\ LSAC Board reported
on the decistmi hand its implementation
daring the educational component 'of the
LSAC Annual Mee ing In late'May, 1980.
The new test Is xpected to be given
for the first tim in the ,,summer of
1982. That test is expected tot

1ConsIst of si thlrty-five minute
sections, two of which will be
equating or pr test sections that

. will not contri ute to candldate
' scores. The foitr scored sections

will Include four \different types of
questions, only pne of which is
currently used. \

'Measure abilities are skills related
to-pn'b.lem identiflation. analysis,
logic, reasoning and reading.

1Also contain, subject «to modifica-
tion based on futuge research, an
unscored writing. or exer-
cise. A cdpy of the completed
exercise would be ransmItted to
each law school to v;hich a candi-
date directed an t LSD,AS/LSAT
report.

1Be equated, that is liave scores

statistically made to 'mean the
same thing,', only to other !Cm
forms of the \test and not to the
present LSAT.

1Be placed on a score scale
different from the 200-800 scale
current y employed.

Even though scores on the_new LSAT
will not be directly comparable to scores
on the present test, the design specifi-
cations have been set to cause the test

o to have psychometric, qualities which
will achieve at least the levels of per..
formance of the present test. This
means that the new LSAT will be dr
signed to distinguish among law school
applicants at various ability and talent
levels as well as the present test does.

Questions for Incluslon on the new test
are now being developed at Educational
Testing Service under contract with
Law School Admission Services.
General direction and policy decjslons
related to the project are vested In the
LSAC Test Development and Research
Committee. Day-to-day management of
specific components of the work is
being carried out by relevant
LSAC/LSAS professional staf. f.

Questions for the new stost are being
pretested In current adininistrattons of
the LSAT, The Initial phases of the
project are proceeding- according to
schedule.

Many of the contemplated changes have
been under conslderation by the Test
Development and Research Commlttee ftir
ths past few years. These changes are
of a kind that will permit the retention
of the principat design consIderations 'of
the past -- strong validity, high retie-
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bility and difficulty, and good differen-
tiation among persons of high levels of
ability'and training.

Writing Ability Score Eliminated

The current Writing Ability score will
be eliminated when the new version of
the LSAT becomes operational. There
are a number of reasons for this
chanee. First, the WA score adds Attie
or nothing to prediction of academic
performance for the great majority of
law schools. Second. 'Writing Ability"
is a misleading title, given the type of
question on which the score is based.
Finally, no .type of question testing
writing skills in a multiple-choice format
has been judged particularly desirable
for inclwdon in the new version of the
LSAT.

LSAC has approved, subject to future
research considerations. an unscored
writing ,sample or exercise for the new
version of the LSAT. Copies of a

candidate's written work on this
exercise would be forwarded to law
scnools that receive his or her LSAT
score. Such an exercise would be
intended to stress to candidates the
importance of writing In legal education.
It should enable a law school to make
an informed judgment concerning the
basic writing skills of a particular
applicant.

Inereased Law Faculty Participation

In order to provide a substantial oppor-
tunity for law faculty reaction to speci-
fic questions proposed for the new test.
LSAC President Waiter B. Rausbenbush
Is appointing a Test Question Review
Committee. That Committee, a diverse
group of law professors, is to begin Its
work in January. 1911. It will review,
analyz and critique prospective LSAT
questions. The goal of the review pro-
ject is to assure that every question on
the new LSAT has been screened by
experienced law professors. The
committee will review questions for
clarity, fairness and other relevent
tests of appropriateness.

Background for Changes: New York
Law

In 1980, legislation regulating post-
secondary admission testing programs
became effective in New Yc.k. Similar
legislation is being considered in twenty
states and In Congress. One result of
the legislaticin Is to require LSAC/LSAS
to make changes in the way In \which
the LSAT is constructed and admini-
stered. The New York .Testing Act
affects many aspects of the LSAT that
have been under discussion since 1977
by the Test Developmtnt and Research
Committee of LSAC as well as staff and
consulting profeisional advisers.

Equating. Test Production and
Statutory ComMiance

Because it requires the disclosure of
each form of the LSAT (other thin
those used a limited administrations)
the New Yo k Testing Act makes It
necessary to develop a new method of
equating the test. Equating Is the
stadstical process by which scores
attained on different forms of a given
test are adjusted to take into account
slight differences in difficulty. By
equating, differences in scores which
might result frbm,a person having taken
one form of the LSAT rather than
another are minimized. In the past, a
new form of the LSAT was equated by
administering the new form along with
two previously equated forms of the
test. Approximately one third of the
group taking the test used the new
form and one third each of the
previously equated forms. Difficulty
levels and scaled scores fors.,the new
test could then be determined by coM-
paring the pe.rformances of the three
randdmiy selected groups of test
takers. TM...method of equating a new
form of the LSAT Is generally known .as
spiraling.

As you can see, the New York Law
precludes the use of the spiraling.r
equating method. Because the law
requires the disclosure of every test
form Immediately following the use of
that form, there can be no previously
equated and undisclosed forms to sliiral

.1
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with new forms of the LSAT, once the
I present supply i; exhakisted. A new

method of equating needs to be found if
the LSAT program is to continue in the
same manner as in the past. Of equal
concern is the need to produce many
more new forms of the LSAT than In

the past. Until disclosure of each form
of the test usecr was required/ a torm
of the test was tisuilly administered
three 'or four times before being
retired. With disclosure of every form
of the test administered no form could
be reused without riPting compromise of
the accuracy and fairness of the testing
process. Production of the new LSAT
forms will have to exceed by a
considerable amount the number of
'forms required In the past. In turn,
thIs leads to concern for the quality
and quantity of questions.

-
The needs to .fInd a new equaling

" method, 'to maintain the quality leiel of
the LSAT and to produce more editions
of the, LSX:1 every year die:ate changes
in both the types of questions being

, used on the LSAT and in their
presentation. These same changes will
also result in ail increase,.ba flexibility
In the way the LSAT is IdmInistered
and provide an additional method to
deal with the concern for the test taker
who` may be tempted to copy from
another. Applicants sitting next to
each other during a test administration
will be less likely io be tempted to copy
from those seated beside them if they
'know that they ae working on different
sections of the test at the same time, as
they ,may well be.

Pretesting _Methods

As just noted, sections of equal length
vriU make possible *scrambling, or re-
ordering, of test sections, on ths same
form and among various forms of the
test. This process will permit pretest-
ing of different sections of the test at
different plates in the test.

AU LSAT questions are pretested before
being used operationally on a form of

3

the test. Among other reasons,
questions are pretested to establish
their level of xlifficulty and to Identify
any that appear to operate poorly Or
differently than anticipated. Answers to
nuestions being pretested dr not
contribute to candidates' LSAT .cores

/ and, consequently, the New York
Testing Act does not require that these
questions be disclosed. Reviews of
recent forms of the LSAT produced
Information that pretest statistics for
some questions differed from the
statistics demonstrated when' the same
questions were included as operational
items on the test. Some explanatiobs of
this phenomenon are plausible. Until
this year, pretest sections appeared In
the same place on all forms of the
LSAT. This fact was known by many
candidates. Caddidates may have been
tempted to `loaf' or 'let up' on pretest
sections. If thr., did, their
performance on pretest questions did.
not accurately reflect the way In which'
they would approach operational
questions. Since the objective of the
pretesting process Is to gather accurate
information about the performance of
questions being considered for use in
the LSAT, the practice of consistently
placing pretest questions In the rams
positions on each test might have
detracted from the reliability of the
information produced.

RcducinePotentlal for Coachab ity

The effects of coaching the use of
artificial or short-term learning to
improve tan performance -- haye also
been considered In the design of the
new LSAT. Coaching success may be
related to. question or Item type format,
particularly to the fixed format' nature
of the question Involved. Questions
being considered for the new verelon of
the LSAT have been examined for
potential coachability. Only ihose types
of questimts for which success in
coaching nas been judged to be low will
be selected.
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The Score Scale

The 200400 score scale of the LSAT
was established in 1940. It was based
oh the performance of candidates who
took a test far different from the one
now being administered. Over time, new
verslohs of the LSAT; containing dif:
ferent types of questions; have been
Introduced gradually and equated to
previous versions. Despite these
changes, the 200400 score scale was
preserved.

Because of the major change in
questions employed on the new LSAT,
that version will not test the same
qualities that were tested by older
versions In exactly the same ways.
ConseqUently, even if the 200-000 scale
were to be retained, scores on the old
and new versions would not likely mean
the same thing. While there Is no
change in the criterion for tfie test --
or the 'Mended use of the test, groups
of applicants might be ordered slightly
differently by the notAest than they
would have been on the eurreR-Th. AT.
In addition. the particular 200-100 score
scale employed in the LSAT program
has been a subject of concern to LSAC
for some' time. This ttree-digit score
scale can create an Impression of
precision that is not warranted.

The problems described abovemasking
the non-comparability of old and new
versions of the LSAT by using the same
score Scale, and creatinor a misleading
appearance 'of precision with the
current 200400 score scale--can most
effectively be resolved by establishing
an entirelz different score scale for the
new versionoitie LSAT being devel-
oped. The LSAC is actively discussing
alternative score scales. No final
decisions have yet been made
concerning the score scale that will be
adopted for the newr imrsion of the
test. It. Is very likely that scores
earned br candidates taking the new- version of the test will look quite
different from scores that have been
reported on the 200-000 scale In the

9i-170 0-82---6

past. Scores will probably be reported
by use of fewer digits, fewer score
Intervals, and a slightly smaller range
than is the case with the current
LSAT.

Further Reports

As work on a new LSAT progresses,
periodic reports will fie made In this
publication, as well ; as at various
GmLeeptlinsRand programsiof LSAC.

TOW/BIZ
I
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Board Deciiiona Advance
Program POr New LSAT

In the flovembpr issue of this publica-
tion a comprehensive report on the
development qf a new LSAT was

offered. At its December meeting, the
LSAC Board decided sIgnificant Issues
related to thel, implementation /of that
project. -,

A new score scale has been s, elected for
the test curretntly being developed.
The new LSAT will be scored on a 10 to
Crsar;.Tre7i-ean score wilr benc
it'e standard de1dation will be 8. Thus
about two-third% of scores will occur In
the 22 to 30 range. in contrast to about
:he 450450 range on the present test.
The scale will utilize 2 1/2 standard
devistIons fro-1 the mean, rather than 3
as on the present test. This means
that about one percent of the top and
bottom performances will be compressed
downward or upward respectively.

0
Readers of the Bulletin will recall that a
scale other than 200:800 was selected
for the new LSAT because that instru-
ment will not test the same .qualitles
that were tested by older versions of
the LSAT iii exactly the same ways.
Consequently, ex:en If the 200-800 scale
had been retained, scoFes on the old
and 'new versions would not likely mean
the same thing. While there Is no
change in the dclterion for the test --
or the intended use a the test, groups
of applicants mlght be ordered slightly
differently by the new test than they
would have beeh on the current LSAT.
In addition, th three digit score scale
employed In the LSAT program has been
a subject of c cern to LSAC for some
time because the three digitkcan Create

^ an Impression of precision that Is not
warranted.

In order to preserve current expecta-
tions of applicants and law schools,
both old and new LSAT scores will be
FiToria- 7Tive----.yrarFirociTfte7
the intrc.cluction of the new LSA r. Ann
finally. the Board ratified the use of
six 35 minute sections, two of which

Tfl -*be variableC7,7tent pretest or
equating sections. A writing sample
section is to be included, however its
length has nOt yet been determined.

The calculation of an LSAT College
Mean (LCM) his for some time been
controversial both ,,as to reliability
and utility. The Board has tentatively
decided to abandon LCM calculation with
the intcroduction of a new test. A

fuller discussion of the LCM issue will
take place at the 1081 Annual Meeting.

11
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( APPENDIX B)

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION COUNCIL

The Law School Admission Council (LS.AC) Is a non-profit educational
association of the 171 ABA-approved law 'schools organized to facilitate the
admissions process. According to Its charter of Incorporation, the Council's
Purposes are *to construct, administer, and repori scores for tests foradmission to law school; to conduct educational research; and to provide
services to law schools and the educational community.° As the number of
applicants has Increased, the law school admission process has become more
competitive and complex. The range of Council services and activities has
e0anded to serve and inform those involved in that processlaw 'schools,
applicants and undergraduate inslitutions. Services, programs and publications
are provided by the Council to assist each of these groups.

History. In 1947, representatives of a group of law schools met with
College Entrance Examination Board staff to discuss the possibility of developinga common test for use in admitting students to law school. There wasconsiderable interest in proceeding with the project, and efforts to develop
such a test were undertaken by the Educational Testing Service. The first Law
School Admission Test (LSAT) was administered in February, 1940. Nineteen
law schools used the test that year- Those schools became associated as the
Law School Admission Test Council, ,rith a Policy Committee to set operational
guidelines for the new testing program. In later years, additional committees
were established to oversee aspects of the program. The Policy Committee
evolved into the Executive Committee and then the Board of Trustees. In 1968
the Law School Admission Test Council was incorporated and in 1973 the
corporate name was changed ,to "Law School Admission touncir to reflect t
broader activities of the organization. In 1978 the Council opened a national
office in Washington, D.C. to conduct public affairs and government relations
work and to provide support for numerous Council activities. In 1979, the
Council incorporated a wholly-owned not-for-profit subsidiary called Law School
Admission Services (LSAS), governed by a nine person Board of Directors
appointed by the LSAC Board. LSAS, operating as of July 1980 in Newtown.,
Pennsylvania, has full responsibility for operation of the Law School Data
Assembly Service, and all other Council services other than the development
and administration of the Law School Admission Test. ETS remains, at present,
contractor for these aspects of the LSAT.

Governance. The Council conducts formal badiness at an annual meeting,
held in recent years in late May. Mernter schools have one vote apiece, cast
by a Council representative selected by the dean or faculty.

The ongoing governance of the affairs of qhe Council is conducted by itsBoard of Trustees. The Board normally meets three times a year (in early
December, in late April or early May, and at the Annual Meeting) and has
fifteen members: the President; the Immediate Past President or the
President-Elect in alternate years; the chairpersons of the five standing
committees; six members elected by the Council (three each year) for two
years. The term of the President is two years: the President-Elect becomes the
President on completion of one's service as Preaent-Elect. The Secretary is
elected for a one- year term by the Board of Trustees at its meeting immediately
following the Annual Meeting.
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Staff. The Executive Director of the Council operates an office in
Washington. D.C. which provides support for a variety of Council activities. A
substantial LSl'AS staff is maintained ln Newtown, Pennsylvania. It operates
under the direction of the President of that organization.

Finances; Virtually all of the Council's income is derived from fees paid
by those who register for the basic admission servkes (LSAT and LSDAS) and
those who purchase the Pre Law Handbook. The Council's operating budget for
1930-81 is about six and one half million dollars.

Committees. The Council has five standing committees (Finance; Legal
Affairs; Frograms, Education, and Pre law; Services; and Test Development and

Research', The .chairpersons-and members of theie-coMmittees are appointed by
the. President and are responsible to the Board of Trustees. Policy
recommendations and appropriation requests from committee are generally
referred to the Board for final action, although matters requiring an immediate
decision can be handled in consultation with the President. Standing committees
meet at least twice a year on a regular basis.

Organizational Affiliations. The Council Is a founding and continuing
sponsor of the Council on Legal Education Opportunity and has working
relationships with many organizations active in léa1 education.

Annual Meeting. The Annual 'leeting. which has been held in ilecent
years during the last week of May, includes workshops, seminars, and a
business meeting. Workshops and seminars cover topics of current conce..n to
those responsible for admissionse.g., affirmative action, statistical concepts,
legal and legislative developments and use of non-quantifiable factors. At the
business session, reports are consulered and officers and new trustees elected.

Other Meetings and Workshops. The Council sponsors several educational
programs during the year, including:

Regional Workshops are one day programs designed for law school faculty
members who Serve on admissions committees and administrators. The regional
workshops are scheduled during the, fall and are designed to explore major
issues in depth.

Ohe Summer Workshop is a 3i day program in late June or early July,
deslAned for faculty members and senior law school administrators with
responsibility for admissions. Significant subjects are considered in large
general sessions and small clihcusslon groups.

Prelaw adviser workshops ire one day programs for those hi
undergraduate institutions who advise students contemplating admission to law

schooL The workshops are designed to acquaint advisers with Council services
and with various' aspects of the admissions :rocess.

Services. The LSAT is a half-day multiple choice test designed to measure
abilities important in the study of law. It provides two scores: an LSAT score
and a writing ability (WA) score. The LSAT portion measures the ability to
understand and reason with a variety of verbal and quAntitative materials. The

'writing ability portion measures the use of standard English. The test is

intended to supplement the undergraduate record and other information about

86
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the student in the assessment of potential for law school work. It covers abroad range of disciplines, measures skills usually acquired over a long periodof time, and gives no advantage to students with particular specializations:

The Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) centralizes the collectionand analysis of college transcripts,required for law school admission decisions
and combines a summary of these transcripts with LSAT scores and background
information (e.g., address and date of birth) to produce an LSDAS Report foreach candidate.- The-LSDASeport contains a summary of all the data collected

grades and measures of credit reported in a standard form of notation),is attached to copies of the candidate's transcript(s), and is forwarded to lawschools desisnated by the candidat&.

The Law School Candidate Referral Service (LSCRS) provides law schoolsapproved by the ABA an opportunity to have the LSDAS file searched to
Identify candidates who have given their permission to be in LSCRS and who
have characteristics specified by the schools participating in the service. Itthus provides students an opportunity to be made aware of educational andcholarshlp possibilities that they might not otherwise have considered.

The ,Council also sponsors services, for internal use by law schools inmanaging their admissions operation--e.g., Extended Services Reports (a seriesof status and statistical reports produced periodically from the LSDAS system)and the Validity Study Service (which provides for continuing evaluation of theeffectiveness of LSAT scores and undergradtiate grade point averages inpredicting academic performance in law.school).

Publications. Several Council publicationse.g., the Guide toUndergraduate Colleges (which provides statistical data and information aboutthe grading systems of undergraduate institutions), the Operations ReferenceBook (which contains operational information abo t Council services), theValidity Study Service binder (which includes reports of an individual law
school's validity studies and general background material), the Directory ofPrelaw Advisors (which lists the names and addresses of advisers atundergraduate Institutions), and a widely distributed newsletter published byboth LSAC and LSAS, Law School Admission Bulletin. Other publications,listed below, are more genera iffiature.

The annual publication of registration materials is intended for candidateswho take the LSAT and use the LSDAS. It explains these and other Council
services, provides complete registration information and forms, and discussesthe meaning of scores and contains some sample test questions. Copies areavailable without charge. In recent years, the materials have been expanded toinclude an actual LSAT form with an answer key, information on preparing for
the test, general test-taking strategies, and materials on how to answer LSATquestions. It also includes a discussion of the different types of test questionsand an analysis of the correct answers for some sample questions.

Reports of LSAC Sponsored Re earch is a three volume set of research
'reports completed before December 1977. In addition, a green looseleaf binder
entitled "LSAC Research" contains a prief overview of all Council sponsored
researai, and a summary of each completed project. As new projects are
completed, a summary and full report will be issued to update the binders.
Two sets of binders and bound volumes have been sent to each law school--forthe law library and one for the admissions office.
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The Legal Affairs Manual, published jointly by the Council and the
Association of AiWei:11 rilTrchools (AALS), contains a checklist of federal
stat..tes and regulations which affect the Jperations,Of law schools, memoranda
analyzing the impact of particular statutes and regulations on law schools and
suggesting ways in which schools might respond, the pertinent federal statutes
and regulations, and a litigation bulletin summarizing state and federal cases of
particular interest to legal education. The' Manual and its supplements are
distributed without cost to all Council member schools; the subscription rate for
others is 350 for the original binder and an annual $25 fee for the up-date
service.

The Annual Council Report contains financial reports and a variety of
other materials reflecting Council activities for the year. It Is distributed to all
member law schools.

The Preiaw Handbook Is a publication of the Council and the AALS. It
contains geTiWil 17-11Ei7"-nattom on the legal profession and law schools for those
interested in the study of law, a description of the program of each American
liar Association approved law school, and the admissions profile for the most
recently admitted class for the great majority of these schools. 'It may be
purchased at most college bookstores or by mail from Law Tchool Admission
Services.

Law as a Career/Prelaw Advice fot Minority Students. The first of these
pamphTeTs Ts 7written for high 7a73751 seniors and WJWFU.iderclassmen, while
the second is directed to minority students. Both are available from LSAS in
quantities of 100 for $6.00:

The "Prelaw Adviser Issue" of the Law School Admission Bulletin is
pubjohed quarterly to provide pretaw adv-isTis v.-Mr in7.77117111 a oThbirCouncil
services and general admission matters.

The Prelaw Advisor Kit is a portfolio for advisers, containing,materials
explaining-177AZTMincirservices and polides. Afso included are copies of
several Council publications. A Kit is sent annually without charge to each
prelaw adviser; additional copies are available for $5.00 each from LSAS.

f;
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In General

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
Preliminary Dekriptive Material For

Question Types For 1982 Revision
will be equating or pretest sections that
will pot contribute to an examinee's a
score. The four scored sections will
include four different types of questiow.
It is anticipated that these four sections
will consist of between 110-120 questions.

The LSAT is designed to meastu're jertain
mental abilities important In the study of
law and, thus, to ald law schools in
assessing the academic promise of their
applicants. The test covers a broad
range ol Academic disciplines and is
intended to give no advantage to candi-
dates from a particular Academic back-
ground. The questions yielding the
LSAT score are designed to measure the
ability to read, understand, and reason.

in the Spring of I900, final approval was
given by the lioard of Trustees to the
Law School Admission Council for the
Introduction of a revised version of the
Law -:chool Admission Test. This anew'
versio.. a the LSAT is scheduled to be
admini erred for the first time in June,
1082.

cven though scores on the nev; LSAT
will not be directly comparable to scores
on the present test, the design specifica-
tions have been set to cause the test to
have psychometric qualities which will
achieve at least the levels of performance
of the present test. This means that
the new LSAT will he designed to distin-
guish among law school applicants at
various Ability and talent levels as well
Ai the present test does.

The Questions
The 'new LS AT will consist of six

ninqro ?Tettionv, two c4 hich

Also planned is a 20-30 minute writing
sample or exercise. This writing spriple
will not be scored. A copy of the
examinee's written work will be sent to
each law school to which an LSAVLSDAS
Report is sent for the examinee.

The ScoreScale
The 200-800 score scale of the LSAT was
established in 19411. It was based on the
performance of candidates wilo took a
test far diffcrent from the one now, being
administered. Over time, new versions
of the LSAT, containing different types
of questions, have been introduced
gradually and equated to previous ver-
sions. Respite these changes, the
200-800 score scale was preserved.

Recause of the major change in questions
employed on the new LSAT. this version
will not test the same qualities that were
tested by older versions in exactly the
same ways. Consequently, even if the
2o0-800 scale siert to be retained, scores
on the old and new versions would not
likely mean the same thing. While there
is no change in the measurement objec-
tives for the test, or the 'intended use
uf the test,, groups of applicants might
be ordered slightly differently by the

ro,,,neI 0,0 y Lw Schoo1 Admisilon Co^viceo, Inc. All rights reserved.
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new tc,i than they would have been on
the 'current LSAT.

In addition, the particular 200-800 score
scale employed In the LSAT program has
been a subject of concern to LSAC/LSAS
for some time. This three-digit score
scale can create an impression of preci-
slon that Is not warranted.

4.
It has been determined that -en entirely
different score scale will deal most
effectively with these and the many
other considerations which must be taken
Into account when making a decision
about the scale to be used on a test
siach is the LSAT. The scale decided
upon w,11 yield scores across the range
10-50. ',he lowest score will be 10, and
50 will >e the highest score. It Is ex- ,

pected that these extremes will be ap-
proximateiv two and ,one half standard "
deviations from the mean.

Preparation Mateqals
LSAC/I.SAS recognizes that there is
interest in and concern' about this revi-
sion In the LSAT. even though it will
not be administered until June, 1982. Of
particular concern are the types of ques-
tions which will be hicluded on the
'new" test. The descriptions of the
for& question types which will comprise
the 'new' LSAT provided here are
Intended to meet these interests and
concerns at this early state of Introduc-
tion of the "new" test. Additional
Information about the test and Its Intro-
duction will be made available during the
1981-82 school year.'

On the following pages there are sample
questions similar to those which will be
used In the revised version of the LSAT,
and discussions of the answers, includ-
ing explanations of bow the ,answers
were determined. For each _typo of
question there is first a general descrip-
tion and discussion of the objectives and
techniques for that question type. Then
follow the directions preceding that type
of question and sample questions with

discussions of the answirs. The gerieral
level of difficulty of mat of these ques-
tions is given to provide a guide to how
examinees have performed on these
questions.

As with the present LSAT, actual test
forms will contain a number of trial
questions, and all examinees do not
necessarily receive exactly the same test
book. Answers to trial questions will
not be eounted in the scoring.

The descriptive materials represent the
general nature of the test. LSAC/LSAS
have tried to present information here
about the types of questions which will
be used in the LSAT. But, circum-
stances mky require that other question
types be used. Thus the caution that,
material not described In the discussions
of question types may appear in the
test.

The 'General Test-Taking Suggestions"
In the 1981-82 LSAS General Information
Booklet will be appropriate to the re-
vised version of the LSAT. ,

In the questions which follow the ideas,
presentations and views are those of the
originai authors and are not intended to
represent the opinions of Law School
Admission Council, Law School Admission
Services or their agents and contractors.

Please remember that the 'new' LSAT is
In the final stages of development and
that some changes in the materiai pre-
sented here are expected.

Question Type I
The purpose of this question type is to
measure the ability to read with under-
standing and Insight. This type of
question explores the examinee's ability
to analyze a written passage from several
perspectives: the ability to recognize
both explicitly stated elements in the
passage and assumptions underlying
statements or arguments in the passage
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,

as well as the implications of those
statements or arguments. Because the
written passage upon which questions
are based presents a sustained discus-
sion of a particular topic, there Ls ample

O context for analyzing a variety of rela-
tionships; for ,example, the function of a
word in relation to a larger segment of
the passage, the relationships among the
various ideas in the passage, or the
relationship of the author to his or her
topic or to the audience.

There are six specific kinds of questions
related to this type. These kinds focus
on (1) the main idea or primary purpose
of the passage; (2) information eiPlicitly
stated in the passage; (3) information or"
ideas implied or suggested by the au-
thor; (4) possible application of the

. alithor's ideas to oth'er situations; (5)
the author's logic, reasOnIng, or persua-

-sive techniques; and (6) the tone of the
passage or the author's attitude as it is
revealecrin the language used.

c-----------8----A.
This question type contains passages of
approximately, 450 words, each passage
proViding the basis o'f answering six or
more questions. The passages are
drawn from a variety of sources and
subject matter areas.

Suggested Approactf
.---Shince --reAdtreg passages are drawn

from many different disciplines and
sources, you should not he discour-
aged by encountering material with
which you are not familiar. It Ls

important to remember that ques-
tions are to be answered on the
basis of the information provided In
the passage. You may, however,
want to do last a passage that
seems to you particularly difficult
or unfamiliar.

iThere art: different strategies for
approaching the questions; you
should decide which works most
effectively for you. You might

experiment with different strate-
gies. Some different strategies
are: reading the passage very
closely and then proceeding to the
questions; skimming the passage,
reading quickly through the ques-
tions, and then rereading the
passage closely; and reading the
questions first, then reading the
passage closely. You may find that
different strategies work better for
different kinds of passages; for
example, it might pe helpful with a
difficult or unfamiliar passage to
read thtough questions first.

Whatever strategy you choose, you
should analyze the passage carefully
before answering the questions. As
with any kind of close and thought-
ful reading, you should be sensitive
to clues that will help you under-
stand less explicit aspects of the
passage. Try to separate main
ideal from supporting, ideas or
evidence; try also to separate the
author's own ideas or attitudes from
information he or she is presenting
in an objective manner.`It is impor-
tant to note transitions from one
idea to the next and to examine the
relationships, among the different
ideas or parts of the passage: For
example, are they tontrasting? Are
they complementary? You should
consider the points the author
makes and the coaclusions he or
she draws and 'also now and why
those points are made or conclu-
sions drawn.

'You may find It helpful to underline
or mark key parts of the passage.
For example, you :night underline
main ideas or important arguments,
or you might circle transitional
words (although, nevertheless,
correspondingly, and the like) that
will help you map the structure of
the passage or you might note
descriptive words that will help you
identify :he author's attitude tikward
a particular idea or person.
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lAlways read ail the answer choices
before selecting the best answer.

1Be careful not to pick, an answer
choice simply because ih is a true
statement; be careful aim not to be
misled by answer choices that are
only partially true or only partially
satisfy the problem posed in the
question.

lAnswer the questions on the basis
of the information provided in the
passage and do not rely on outside
knowledge. Your own views or
opinions may sometimes conflict with
the views ekpressed or the informa-
tion provided in the passage; be
sure that you work within the
context provided by the passage.
You should not expect to agree with
everything, you encounter in read-
ing passages.

Sample Questions
Each pa'ssage In this group Is followed
by questions based on its content.
After reading a passage, choose the heat
answer to ekcit question and blacken the
corresponding'. space on the answer
sheet. Answer all questions following a
passage on the basis of what Is stated or
implied In that passage. (Some-E.in of
the passages for this test have been
adapted from published material to pro-
vide the ,examinee with significant pro-
blims for analysis and evaluation. To
make the passagss suitable for testing
purpos'is, the style, content, or point of
view of the original may haye been
altered in some cases.)

There are two social conceptions'
which can be expressed only in terms of
myth. One Is' the social Contract, which
presents an account. pf the origins of
society. The other Is the utopia, which
presents an Imaginative vision of the
telos or end at which social life aims.

myth.of the social contract and the

myth of the utopia both begin in an
analysts of the present, the society and
concerns that confront the mythmaker,
and they project this analysis. In time or
space. The contract projects It Into the
past, the utopia into the future or to
some distant place. To Hobbes, a con-
temporary of the Puritan Revolution, the
most Important social principle was the
maintenance of de faCto power; hence he
constructs a r,nyth of the social contract
that turns on society's surrender of that
power. To Locke, a contemporary of the
Whig Revolution, fhe most impartant
social principle was the relation of de
facto to legitimate' or de jure authority;
hence he constructs a myth of the social
contract that turns on society's delega-
tion Of power. The value of'the myth of
the soda! contract - as social theory
depends on the depth and penetration of
the social analysis that inspires it.

The social contract, although it is a
genuine myth that disguises opinion as
fact, is also usually regarded as an
integral part of social theory. The
utopia, on the other hand, although Its
origin Is also social analysis, ls thought
of as fiction. The reason for the differ-
ence in the way the myths are perceived
Is that the emphasis In the contract myth
rani dii' the present facts of society,
facts that it is supposed to explain.
And even to the area where historical
evidence lies; and so the myth preserves
at least the gesture of making assertions
that Can be definitely verified or re-
futed.

The utopia, however, cannot even
pretend to make verifiable assertions
because it is, an overtly speculative
myth; it is ,designed to contain or pro-
vide a vision of one's social ideas, not to
be a theory connecting social 'facts
together. There have been one or two
attempts to take utopian con:ructions
literally by trying to set them up as
actual communities, but the histories af
these communities make melancholy read-
ing. The utopian writer looks at his or
htr own society' first and tries to see

4
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what, ifor his or h..- purposes, Its
significant elements are. The utopia
itself shows what a society would be like
if those elements were allowed to exist in
their ideal form. Plato looked at his
society ana saw its structures as a
hierarchy of priests, warriors, artisans.
,and servants--much the same structure
that Inspired the cast system,of
The Republic shows what a society would
be like In which such a hierarchy func-
tioned on the principle of justice, that
is, each person doing his or her own
work.

The author believes that the myth
of the social contract can be valu-
able as social theory when the
writer of the myth

(A)

(B)

(()

(n)

(F.)

has studied the history of the
myth of the social contract
has analyzed the differences
between the conceptions of the
social contract and the utopia
has made an insightful analy-
sis of society
is concerned with the justifi-
cation of power
is interested in social goals

This questiOn refers specifically to a
statement made by the author at the end
of the first paragraph. The author says
that the value of the myth of the social
contract depends on the quality--the
'depth and penetradon"--of the analysis
of society that forms a background to
the particular myth. The answer to this
question of moderate difficulty is, there-
fore, choice C. ANorie of the other
answer choices relates directly to the
author's view of what makes the social
contract valuable as social theory. While
the author might agree that the activities
described In choices A and A and the
kinds of tnotivatIvo ,gosted In choiced
D and R might affect the nature or value
of a particular myth of the social con-

- tract, none of these sour choices directly
or adequately answers the questiop as it
I. posed.

2. With which of the following state-
ments about an actual utopian
community would the author be most
likely to agree?

(A) A utopian community is more
equitable to all of its members
than is a non-utopian commu-
nity.

(B) Life In a utopian commtngtx 11
not likely to be much more '
pleasant than life In present-
day society.

(C) In the future there will be no
more utopian communities; they
will be founci only in books.

(D) A communityv-based on utopian
ideals Is more likely to survive
than Is one based on the con-
cept of the social contract.

(F.) Although it is unlikely that a
utopian community Will flourish
in the future, any attempt to
fourid - a utopian community
sbould be encouraged.

In order to answer this rather difficult
question, you must evaluate each of the
answer choices in ieference to the au-
thoed various stauments about actual
utopian communities. The statement that
the history of actual utopian communities
makes *melancholy reading' implies that
fhe author believes that historical utopia
communities have generally failed to
achieve their goals. Choice A can be
eliminated because ther is no evidence
in the passage that utopian communities
have, in the authorl view, achieved
greater equity than ordinary communi-
ties. Choice B, however, is compatible
with the idea that actual utopian com-
munities do not accomplish their goals,
and it is the best answer. Choice C.
while at first appearing plausible given
the author's,lack of opthnism with oregard
to the success of these communities, is
not suppOrted by any evidence in the
passage; the author nowhere Indicates or
implies that utopian communities are
unlikely to be established In the future.

can be elhdnated because there
is no e kience'In the passage to support

9,)
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It and because the aulthoes descripilon
of the social contraci in fact suggests
that a society based on present facts'
or analysis of the past might be more
viable than one j.Jased oft the Imaginative
"fiction of the/utopia. Although choice
E acknowledges the author's skepticism
with regard/to the utopjan communities,
It IncorryOtly attributes support of
utopian communities to the author; a

positive view of the worth of such com-
munities Is not borne out by anything In
the passage.

3. According to the passage, Plato is
an exampfle of a mythmaker who

(A) contructed a utopian society
based on elements of his own
sdclety

(El) contructed a utopian soyiety
as a way of criticizing his own
society

(C) contructed a utoplian society
set In a period before recorded
history

(DI used the myth of the utopia
to convey the concept of the
social contract

fE) used the ntyth of the utopia to
ake veriflahle assertions

about history

This question refers tp the last two
sentences of the last paragrapb of the
passage. There the author describes
die structure of Plato's society and
indicates that The Republic projects that
society into one operated *on the princi-
ple of justice" - a utopia. Once the
links between Plato and The Republic
and a society operated "on the principle
of justice* and-"a utopian society" have
been made, choice A can be seen to he
the hest answer. While each of the
other choices might be accurate state-
ments there Is ho information In the
passage to support their accuracy and
thus none of them is preferred over A.
This question Is of moderate difficulty.

4. In the passage the author is pri-
marily concerned with
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(A)
(D)
(C)
(D)
(E)

analyzing a process
developing an analogy
explaining differ'ences
settling argumerits
refuting .opponehts

This relatively easy question requires a
choice among very brief summaries of the
purpose of the passage. Differences in
the myths are directly referred to in the
passage and examples and evidence of
contrast are the constant focus of writ-
ing. Ail of the chokes other than C

0 refer to activities in Whtith the outhor
expresses no Interest nor Is in any way
involved In the passage.

5. According to the passage, which Of
!he following }last descrihes the
difference between the' way in which
the myth of' the social contrbct and
the myth of the utopia are per-
ceived?

(A) Themytk of the social con-
tract is often regarded as ad
accurate explanation of- present
sodety, whereas the myth of
the utopia Is often regarded as
a fiction Involving elements of
presedt 'society.

(D) The myth of the social con-
tract k often helieved to by an
accurate account of sochhy's
past, whereas the myth of the
utopia Is usually regarded as a
probable account of society's .
future.

(C) The myth of the socill con-
tratt Is usually regarded aS a
less imaginadve treatment of
the themes that are the....hasts
of the myth of the utopia./

(DJ The myth of the social con-
tract is usually thought of as
a Political statement, whereas
the myth of the utopia Is
usuaRy thought Of as a senti-
mental treatment of social
goals.

(E) The myth of the social con-
tract Is u%ua Ily thought of as



Insightful social analysis,
whereas the myth of the utopia 4

4....js usually thought of as a

psychological analysis.

This question requires the revkw of
answer choices whic,11'purport to sythe-
fuze aad integrate views Slot, lid in the
passage. Choice E can be eliminated by
virtue of the reference to psycholOgical
analysis as the way in which utopia is
usually thought of. No .dtret _support
for this conclusion is found in the pas-
sage. Roth the references to politkal
statement and sentimental treatment in
choke D are very difficult to_support
based on -anything directly stated or
-suggested' by the author in the passage
and render the choice weak. Choice C
suggests a comparion based on how
imaginative the therllEs of the myth are,
perceived to be. This contrast is ng
where directly stated aild for 9 to bq
the preferred answer would requiik you
to infer an evaluation uf social contract
as to the levei of imagination shown by
it ' since. ,the myths. are not directly
cohipared by the author in this way. It
too becomes a ,weak choice. Cholge 11 17

not preferred besause it Mates tha't
social contract Is an accurate account of
the past while the passage declares that
it emphasizes the present and because it
declares that utopia is perceived as
being probable though the passaJE______._a
intficates it to be an ideal with no sug-
gestion of -.its ,probability. The boat
choloe for this difficult question is A
since it directly reflects the first part of
th e second paragraph pf the passage.",

6. The primary purpose of the passag/e
Is to
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the writers who have written
about the concept of the utopia

(C) compare the origth of the Myth 4
of the social contract with the
origin of the- myth of the
utopia on the basis of the irr-
terrelationship betweenwolitical
and economk factors

(D) explain why there is a diffr
ence between the way in which
the myth Pf the socialcontract
hag been perceNed and the
way in which the myth of the
utopia has been perceived in
the past
contrast the my,th of the social
c ntract anet the myth of the
ut a onsthe.basis of the way
in hich each type of myth is
re ited to 'social analysis an
t e way in which each type o

, myth Ls perceived.

Choice A in this question refers to the
contalluvd popularity of the myths which
ls, no where addressed by the author in
the passage. While political events are
made in the passage to establish refer-
ence voints for Locke and Hobbes, lao

scontrast between these writers and those
dealint, with utopia is ever offered by

411. author:4 Thus choice is a <goat
on:. :The `comparison suggested ,in
Choict C. is also not made by the pas-

m ths Is in the present but does not
whkh.stMes that the origin of both

focus on political, economic or other
specific factors in sodety in its refit.-

4 ente3 to the origin of the myths. Choice
C Is not preferred. Choke D is not

, preferred because it deals only with the
perception aspect of the passage while
c'holce E integrates 11oth perception of
ehe myths and their relationship to social
Ina!, tot and is the best answer to this
moderately ckist:ficult question.

(F.)

(A) offer some reasons for tht
continued popularit y of " the
myth of the social contract aro
the myth of the utopia

(8), show that political events have
influeneed the writers who
hay`e written -about the cons
cepts of the social Aontract

,rnore than they have influenced

'C.

T°.

Question Type II
Type 11 questkns focus on the ability a
tthderstand a structure vf relationships

r
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and to draw conclusions about that
structure. The examinee Is asked to
understand the conditions used to esta-
blish the structure of the relationship
and to deduce new information from
them, Each group of Type II questions
consists of (I) a set of some three to
se4en related contittions (and sometimes
other explanatory material) describing a
structure of relationships. and (2) three
dr more queations that test understand-
ing of the implications of that structure.
Although each. question In a group is
based on the same set of conditions, the
questions are independent of one an-
other; answering one question in a

group does not depend on answering any
other question.

No knowledge of formal _logic" is required
for solvipg these problems. Type II
questions are intended to be answered
using knowledge, skill, and reasoning
ability which are expected of college
student4 and graduates.

Each group of questions is baimd on a
set of conditions that establIshi,re don-
ships among persons, places, t in s, or
events. The relatIonshoos are ommon
ones such as temporal o der (n, irrived
before Y but after Z); spatial bfriler (II
always sits in front of G and bq'hind F):
group membership (If, ,Professdr4 Green
serves on the committee, then Prbfessor
Brown must also serre); and family
structure (Mary is Juan's mother and
Belinda's sister). The conditions should
be read carefully to determine the exact
nature of the relationships involved.
Some relations/dps are fixed (P and II
always sit at th; same table). Other
relationships are .ariable (0, must be
assyco.scrto either table I Cni table )).,

__.-Some, relationships that are not stated ii
..--- the cOnditions can be deduced from those

that are stated. (If one condition about
books on a shelf specifies that Book I. is
to the left of Book Y. and another
specifies that Book P is to the left of
Book I., then It Can be deduced that
nook P is to the left of Book Y.)
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Suggested Approach
'Some examinees prefer to answer
first those questions in a group
that seem to pose little difficulty
and then to return to those that
stem troublesome. It is best not to
start one group before finishing
another because much time can bes
lost in returning to a question
group and reestablishing familiarity
with its...zelationships. Bo not as-
sume that, because the conditions
for a set look long or complicated,
the questions,based on those condi-
tions _will be especially dif ficult.

I
lin reading the cdnditioils, do not
introduce unwarrant d asiumptionst
for Instance, in a tet -establishing
relationship of hel pt and weight
among the members lot a team, do
not assume that a kersOn whO is
taller than another person must
weigh more than that person.

lit is intended that the conditions.be
as clear as possible; do not inter
pret them as if they were designed
to trick you. For example, if a

question asks how many people
could be eligible to serve on a

commit tee, consider onl y those
people named in the explanatory
material unless directed otherwise.
When In doubt, read the conditions
in their most obvious sense. How-
ever, the language In the conditions
is intended to be iead for precise
meaning. It is essential, for in-
stance, to pay particular attention
to words that describe or limit
relationships, such a only, exactly,

never, always must be, cannot be.
=the like. The restITEOFTRe
careful reading described above
should be a clear picture of the
structure of relationships involved,
including what kinds of relationships
are permitted, who or what the
participants in the relationships



are, and what. Is and is not known
abont the structure of the relation-
ships. For instance. folMwing a
careful reading ft can often be
determined whether only a singie
configuration of relationships is
permitted by the conditions or
whether alternative configurations
arc permitted.

1Many examinees find It useful to
underline key points in the condi-
tions or to draw a diagram repre-
senting the configuration. as the
directions for the sectioo suggests.

1Even though some people find
diagrams to bc very helpful. other
people seldom use them. And
among those who do regularly use
diagrams in solving these problems.
there is by no means universal
aweement on which kind of diagram
i3 best for which problem or in
which cases a diagram is most
useful. Therefore, do not be
concerned if a particular problem in
the test seems to bc best approached
without the use of diagrams.

1Each question shouid be considered
separately from the other questions
1n its group; no information, except
what is given in the original condi-
tions, should be carried over from
one question to another. In some
cases a question will simply ask foe
conclusions to be drawn from the
conditions as originally given. An
individual question can, however,
add information to the original
conditions or temporarily suspend
one of the original conditions for
the purpose of that question only.
For example, if Question IL adds
the information 4if P I sitting at
table " this information should
NOT bc carried over to A n y other
question in the group.
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Sample Questions
Eadk group of questions is based on

a set of conditions. In answering some
of the questions it may be useful to
draw a rough diagram. Choose the best
answer for each question and blacken
the corresponding spade on your answer
sheet.

Questions 1-3

Six people are standing in a ticket
line, one behind the other, all
fadng the ticket window.

Each person is wearing a colored
hat.

There arc two people wearing blue
hats, two people wearing red hats,
one person wearing a green hat,
and onn person wearing a yellow
hat.

The number of people between the
two people wearing red hats is the
same as the number of people
between the two people wearing
blue hats. That number may bc
zero,

All of the following arc possible
color arrangements for the first
three hats, in order from first to
third, EXCEPT

(A)
(8)
(C)
(D)
(E)

blue, yellow, red
red, yellow, blue
red, red, blue
yellow, blue, green
yellow, green, blue

The answer to this: moderately difficult
questicr can be determined as follows:
examine each answer choice and decide
whether it is possible to complete the
arrangement of the hats in a way that
would not dolate any of the conditions.

In choice (A), the arrangemerit BYRBGR

9 1
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-
is possible (with B standing for a person
wearing a blue hat, Y for a person
wearing yellow, and so forth.) This
rules out (A) as a possible answer,
since the question asks you to identify
the arrange,ment that- is NOT pos`sible.

In choice (B), RYBRGB is possible,
which rules out (B) as a credited an-
swer.

In choice (C). RRBBGY is possible,
which rules out (C) 7.3 a credited an-
swer.

In choice (E), the arrangement YGBDRR
Is possible, which rules out (E) as the
credited answer.

In choice (D) however, no acceptable
order can be constructed. The flrat
three hats are MG, leaving one blue
hat and two red hats to complete the
line. An attempt to place the remaining
blue hat in ei.ch of the remaining posi-
tions (fourth, fifth, and sixth) hows
that no acceptable order exists:

YBGBRR
or

YBGRBR

Yh:.3R3rRB

In each arrangement, there would be an
unequal number of people between the
people wearing the two blue hats and the
people wearing the two red hats. Choice
(0) is the credited answer, since it is
the only arrangement that is NOT pos-
sible.

The explanation of the /waV 'to answer
this question demonstrates several points
that may be useful in answering other
questions of this type. First, ,a 'simple
diagraming system in which B etahds for
a person wearing a blue hat, Y stands
for a person wearing a yellow hat, and
so forth, makes it easy ,to diagram each
order in a concise manner. Second. in
this question, which asks you to deter-
mine which i not a possible arrange-

ment, it is necessary to determine only
one possible arrangement to rule out
each of the offered choices, even though
there might be other postible arrange-
ments that would satisfy the conditions.

hird, in a question that asks you to
determine which choice is NOT accept-
able. it is very important to keep in
mind that what you are seeking as the
answer is an UNACCEPTABLE combina-
tion.

2. If the fourth person is wearing a
yellow hat, which of the following Is
a complete and accurate list of all
of the people who could possibly be
wearing the green hat?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(0)

(E)

The third person
The first and third persons
The first and sixth persons
The first, second, and third
persons
The first, third, and fifth
persons

This moderately dificult question can be
approached by considering each of the
choices in turn.

In choice (A) It is relatively simple to
determine that the third person could be
wearing the green hat. The arrange-
ment BBGYRR satisfies all the condi-
tions. Tgls makes choice (A) attractive,
but the careful test-taker will notice that
the question asks for a "complete" list of
the people who could possibly be wearing
the green hat; therefore it Is necessary
to continue.

In (B), it can be demonstrated that, the
first person could be wearing the green
hat. For example the arrangements
GBBYRR satisfies all the conditions.
This demonstrates that choice (B) is a

possible answer, and also rules out
choice (A) since (A) is not a complete
list of the people who could be wearing
the green hat.

In choice (C), it Is not nccessary to
make a. diagram. Since it has already
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been shown that the third person could
be wearing the green hat. (C) cannot be
a "complete" list of all the persons who
could be wearing it.

In choice (D) it Is necessary to deter-
mine whether or not the second person
could be wearing the green hat. One
way to do this would be with the follow-
ing diagram:

1 2 3 4 5 6

This shows that no matter how the red
,and the blue hats are distributed,

will not be an equal number of
people between the two wearing the blue
hats and ,two wearing the red hats.
This rules out choice (D) as the credited
answer, since the question asks for
complete and accurate list of the people
who could be wearing the green hat.

In choice (E) a similar diagram could be
constructed:

1 2 3 4 5 6
Y G

This also shows that no matter how the
red hats and the blue hats are distrib-
uted, the conditions cannot be satisfied.

Chche (F3) therefore, is the credited
answer. Notke that in order to answer
this ,question, it Is not necessary to
determine that the sixth person cannot
be wearing the green hat, nor is it
necessary to determine all of the dif-
ferent acceptable w'rangements. It is.

however, very important to pay close
attentIon to the wording of the question,
to be sure that the answer chosen is the
"complete and accurate list of all of the
people who could be wearing the gteen
hat.

3. If both people wear(ng red hats are
farther back in line than both
people wearing blue hats, and if
there is at least one person betweere
the person wearing the yellox hat
and the person wearing the green
hat; which of the follov.ing must be
true?

I. The third person is wearing a
blue hat.

II. IF the first person Is wearing
a blue hat, the fourth person
is wearing a red hat.

III. The third and fourth persons
are wearing hats of different
colors.

(A)
B)

(C)
D)
E )

I only
II only
III only
I and III only
II and III only

On.: approach to this difficult ques-
tion would be to construct a diagram
showing all of the possibilities allowed
under the reserictions. From line (I) it
can be determined that I need not be
true. Lanes (i) and (iv) show that II
must be true. The diagram as a whole
shows that III must be true. Therefore,
(E) Is the answer to this question.

_Question I 1 2 3 4 5 k, 6

(1) B B or Y R R G or Y

(11) G or Y fl B G or Y R

G or Y B rs R R G or Y

(iv) B G or Y fl R G or Y R

91-170 0-82--7
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Question Type III
This type of question is designed to

evaluate both reading and reasoning
skills. With respect to reading, the
questions require an accbrate and de-
tailed understanding of the situation
established by 1) a descriptive set of
facts that leads to a dispute or case
and. 2) two rules that can be used to
govern the outcome of the dispute or
case.

With respect to reasoning, the
questions require an ability to identify
relevant information and recognize how
to apply' ti.at information in a sequence
of steps. Specifically, this will require'
the ability to: recognize when or under
what conditions a general rule should be
applied to a specific set of facts; recog-
nize when the application of two rules to
a dispute or case will lead to dif ferent
outcomes: determine whether new infor-
mation Is relevant to the application of
general rule to a specific set of facts:
determine how the issue raised by a
question bears on the application of a
rule to A given sit of facts.

Although the facts and the rulei
may be real or imaginary, they do not
presuppose knowledge of law. The rules
may be written using language similar to
that used by advocates and jurists, but
no actual knowledge of law.is needed to
understand the rules. If It is necessary
to know the meanings of any technical
terms that are present, their meanings
will be explained. It must be kept in
mind that though these problems may
seem like those dealt with by the law,
they are tests of reading and reasoning
abilitie-r only.

All of the questions of this type are
presented In sets. Each question in a
Act must be evaluated independently of
all other questions in the set. Each
question and the issue that it raises
must be examined only an terms of the
facts and the rules given for that set.

The basic elements of these pro-
blems are:

The Facts: a factual description of
the characteristics, the
specific actions, and the
relationships between peo-
ple or institutions;

The Qispute
or Case: a conflict that arises be-

tween the people or insti-
tutions, decribed in the
facts:

The Rules: the two rules that, when
applied to the facts either
independently or togeth-

i... er, govern the outcome of
the dispute or case:

The Questions:the issues to be classi-
fied in terms of their
importance in applying
the rules to resolve the
dispute or case.

The exercise in these problems is
one of classification. The issues raised
must be classified in terms of their
relationship to the application of the
rules to the dispute or case described in
TRfacts. Issues can-13W. classified in
four ways.

(A) A major issue whose4 resolutipn
requires a choice between the
rules.

Issues of this type require the
application of the rules given
to govern the outcomes of the
dispute or case. If the appli-
cation of each of the rules
leads to a dif ferent outcome,
and there is no basis for
making a decision about which
rule to apply, a choice be-
tween the rules must be made.

(13) A major issue whose resolution
requires additional facts or rules
but does not require a choice
between the rules.
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Issues of this type require
further information that will
establish important facts,
clarify important 'terms in one
or both of the rules, and/or
provide additional rules rele-
vant to deciding the outCome.
However, these issues do not
require a choice between the
rules; they establish whether a
major condition of a rule is
met.

.(C) A major issue that is readily an-
swered by logical reasoning or by a
reasoned application of the rules.

Issues of this type can be
determined b y understanding
the facts or by the application
of the rules to the facts.
This determination requires
only the careful use of common
sense.

(D) An ittsue that Ls not logically rnle-
vant to the dispute or case at the
end of the facts or that raises
remote and unlikely possibilities.

Issues of this type, though
they may be significant in
other contexts, do not bear on
the outcome of the dispute or
case as governed by the given
rules.

Some questions only raise issues;
some questions supply new information as
about facts and/or rules as well. Each
question must, however, be considered
independently, In terms of any new
information the question may contain and
the given set of fatits and rules.

Do not assume that there will be a
single right outcome for th(dispute or
case, The rules can conflict with what
seems right or just to you. Precon-
ceived notions of how the law works or
ought to work should not be considered
In classifying the issues. The issues
must be classified on the tiasis of what

e

is stated in the facts and the rules, and
what may be logically inferred from the
facts and the rules& and common sense.

Suggested Approach
.1Read the facts carefully. Determine
accurately and completely the kinds
of relationships that are established
between or among the people or
institutions described. Determine
what the dispute or case is about.
who the parties involved in the
dispute or case are, and how the
dispute or case defines the conflict.

1Read the rules carefully. Deter-
mine what requirements and respon-
sibilities are established. Determine
specifically and In detail what the
differences are between the two
rules. Pay particular attention to
such words as if, and. or, all,
cannot, and oriTy
words, and words like them, are
very important in establishing how
the rules are related to each other
and how the rules will govern the
outcome of the dispute or case.

1Corroltne the terms, requirements,
and responsibilities estabiLshed by
the rules with the persons, institu-
tions, and actions given in the
facts.

1Read each question carefully. The
task Is to identify the iisue,

lAsk the following questions: Does
the issue concern information that
is relevant and Important to the
dispute or case? If It does not,
classify the Lssue (D).

lIf the Issue Is relcvant and impor-
tant to the dispute or case, ask the
following question: Does the issue
make it necessary to choose between
the two rules, both of which, as
far as can be determined, apply to
the case? In these problems, you
must not automatically suppose that

lOi
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one of the two rules takes prece-
dence over the other. You must
accept that the rules are of equal
importance. If you must choose
between the given rules to resolve
the issue, then 'classify the issue
(A).

IDoes the Issue concern missing
information, such as facts or rules,
that is important in delermining how
to apply the given rZies but that
does not require you to decide
which of the rules takes prece-
dence, Classify such Issues (B).

1Boes the isSUe Concern matters that
can Adequately he determined by
understanding the facts, by logical
inferences.from the facts, or by a
logicsi and justified application of
the rules to the facts/ If so,
classify the issue (C).

Sample Queezions
Rach of the sets in this section

contains a statement of facts ,and two
rules. These rules may be, either real
or imaginary, but for purposes of this
test you are to assume them to be valid.
The rules are followed by questions
raising issues that may pertain to the
application of one or both of the rules to

the dispute or Case presented -Ai Ihe end
of the facts. Classify the issue racie-d
Fir -rich-iiiation according to the follow-
ing choices and blacken the correspond-
ing space on the answei sheet.

(A) A major issue whose resolution
i}requires a choice between the rules

(P) *. 1 major issue whose resolution
requires additional facts or miles

but does not require a choice
between the rules

(C) A major issue that is readily an-
swered by logical reasoning or by a
reasoned application of the rules

4

(0) An issue that is not logically rele-
vant to the dispute or case at the
erid of the facts or that raises
remote and unlikely possibilities

Facts: Andy and John had been
parpers for twenty years
wnen Andy's wife, Beth,
divorced him and married
John. Andy decided to get
even with John by arninging
the theft of a gold necklace
that John had given to Beth.
Andy was afraid that if he

tried to take the necklace
himself he would be recog-
nized, so he told Oscar, his
younger brother, that if Oscar
did not steal the necklace and
keep it for himself, he, Andy,
would kill him. Andy knew
that he could not kill his
brother, but Oscar, who had
been afraid of Andy since
childhood, was frightened and
so he decided to take the
necklace. The night that
Oscar took the necklace from
Beth's dresser, Beth wakened
and recognized Oscar. Oscar
was charged with the crime of
grand larceny.

Rules: I. One who takes personal
propyrty with a value of
over one hundred dollars
from the possession of
Another with the intent to
steal the property is
guilty of the crime of
grand larceny.

A person who commits
what would otherwise be a
crime concerning property
because he helieves that
his life will be endan-
gered if he does not do
so has not committed a

crime.

How did Oscar get Into the
home of John and Beth?



2. If the necklace was worth five
hundred 71o1 tars and if Oscar
intended to steal the necklace
because he believed that he
would be killed jf he did not
do as Andy sard, has Oscar
committed grand larcency?

3. If the necklace was worth
eighty-five dollars and if
Oscar believed that Andy
would kill him If he, Oscar, S
did not steal it, has OscaF
committed grand larcency?

4. Wha t was the value of the
necklace taken from Beth's
dresser?

I. HOW did Oscar get Into the home of
John ,and Beth?

This very easy question focuses on
the distinCtion between a major
Issue arid an issue that Is not
logically relevant to the case.
Oscar Is being charged with grand
larceny, and the two rules establish
conditions that determine whether
or not grand 'larceny has taken
place. The conditions have nothing
to do with the way in which Oscar
entered the house. Thus, the
credited answer is (0).

2. If the necklace was worth five
hundred dollars and if Oscar in-
tended to steal the necklace because
he believed that he would be killed
if he did not do as Andy said, has
Oscar committed grand larceny?

In order to classify the issue raised
by this question, you must first
apply the new Information in the
question to the situation created by
the facts and the two rules. In
order for Rule I to apply, two
condRions have to be met: first,
the necklace has to be worth more
than one hundred dollars, and
second, the person who takes the
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property has to take the property
with the intention of stealing it. If
the necklace was worth five hun-
dred dollars and if Oscar intended
to steal the necklace, then Rule I
does apply. If Oscar believed that
he would be killed if he did not do

Andy said, then Rule II also
applies to the case. Note that both
^riles apply but that there is no
logical basis for choosing one rule
over the other. Moreover, the
outcome woutd be different under
the two, rules: the issue 'has
Oscar committed grand larceny?" is
a major Issue that cannot be re-
solved without choosing between
Rule I and II. The credited answer
to this question of moderate diffi-
culty is (A).

3. If the necklace was worth eighty-
five dollars and if Oscar believed
Prat Andy would kill him if he,
Oscar, did not steal it, has Oscar
committed grand larceny?

The issue raised by this question is
one that can be answered by logleat
reasoning. If the necklace is worth
less than one hundred dollars, then
Rule I does not apply, regardless
of whether Oscar Intended to steal
tfie neeklace. If Oscar believed
that he would be killed if he did
not take the necklace, then Rule Il
does apply. The conditions that
would make Oscar guilty of grand
larceny do not apply to the case,
while the conditions that would
establish his Innocence do apply:
theiefore, Oscar, has not committed
srand. larceny as it Is defined by
the rules. The issue raised, then,
should be classified as (C). This

aufairly difficult question.

4. What was the value of the necklace
taken from Beth's dresser?

Refore classifying the issue raised
by this question, you should review
the facts. The facts state that

tt
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Beth's necklace la gold, which
suggests that the necklace might be
of great value. However, since it
is not known how much gold is in
the necklace or what the
necklace is In, it is mpossible to
infer the necklace's v iue from the
facts. The value of arnecklace,
however, is a major issue, since
Rule I applies only If the value o(
tbe neddace exceeds one bundred
dollars. The credited answer to
this question of average difficulty
is (3). Note that the classification
of the issue ralsed by this question
should be made independently of
the nu* information supposed in
questions 2 and 3.

Question Type IV
The purpose of this type of question is
to evaluate aptitude for understanding,
analyzing, using, and critking a variety
of argtiments. The questions arc based
on shat arguments that are drawn from
philosophical treatises, literary works
and criticism, and other materials from
the humanities, (ran the sodal sdences,
from scientific articles, and from sources
such as political speeches, advertise-
ments, and informal discussions or
conversations.

The questions sample a variety of abili-
ties that can he consideiled subtypes of
the ability to -eason logically and old-
cally. Ouestio,,s measuring this ability
recluire that you be able to (1) -recognize
the point of an argument, (2) perceive
presuppottitions essential to or support-
ing an argument or chain of reascining,
(1) thaw conclusions from given evidence
or premises, (4) infer missing material
(such as implied arguments or antècedent
and follow-up statements), (5) apply
prindples that govern one argument to
another argument", (6) Identify methods
of argument and persuasion, (7) evaluate
arguments, (8) differentiate betweefi

statements of fact and opinion, (9)

0

analyze evidence and (10) assess claims

critkally.

It should be emphasized that the ques-
tions do not pre*ppose knowledge of
the terminology of formai logic. You

would not be asked, for example, to
evaluate an argument bPdescribing it as
argumentum ad homtnem but would b.e

expected to recognize the unreasonable-
ness of an attack on a person when an
attack on an idea is more appropriate.

Suggested Approach
'Read each question carefully. This
type of question does not require
any formal background In logic.
All that each vestion requires is a
close and careful evaluation of the
reasonableness of the material
given. This evaluation can be based
completely on common sense.

'Make sure that you understand the
mewling of each part of the ques-
tion. What relationships are esta-
blished? What steps in the argu-
ments are given? Are any seeming-
ly necessary relationships omitted?
Are any steps in the argument
omitted?

TRead each choice carefully. Remem-
ber that you are baskally evaluat-
ing the reasonableness of a given
argument or inference or being
asked to reach reasonable con-
clusions from a given argument or
Inference.

'Make sure that you understand the
meaning of each choice and the
ways in which it may or may not
relate logkaliy to the question
asked.

IThls type of question does not
involve any tricks or hidden mean-
ings. Simply apply commbn ;ense
to each question.
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Sample Questions
The questions in this .section requtre

yo 4. to evaluate the reasoning contained
in brief statements or passages. In
some questions, each of the chotces is a

\conceivable solution to the particular
,problem posed. However, you are to
'select the cne that is best, that is, the
one that does not require you to make
what are by common-sense standards
implausible, superfluous, or incompatible
assumptions. After j. haVe chosen the
best answer, blacken the corresponding
space on the answer sheet.

I. Since all rabbits that I have seen
have short tails, all rabbtts proba-
bly have short tails.

Whtch ol the following most closely
parallels the ktnd of reasoning used
In the sentence above?

(A) Since all chemical reactions
that I have seen have been
undramatic, probably only
minor changes took place in
the substances involved.

(B) Since all the human soctal
systems that I have heard of
have sexual taboos, all of
these sexual taboos have
probably had survival value
for the human race.

(C) Stnce all of the plays of Jovita
Maldonado that I have seen
feature a spruned lover,
probably all of her plays
feature thts character type.

(D) Since all eating utensils that
I have seen are made of metal,
metal is probably the most
desirable material for eating
utensils.
Stnce sight Is the most Impor-
tant of 'human's five major
sense, its failure probably
seriously affects an tndivi-
duaPs apthilde for all formal
education.

(E)

;

:7

The gtven statement reflects inductive
reasoning, that is, a generalization about
an entire class based on specific ob;erva-
tions. The concluston reached could be
criticized because of the limited number
of observattons, but the questton asks
only for a recognition, oi a parallel
example of the game ktnd of reasoning.
The question is quite easy.

AU the answer chotces are similar in
some waysbut only one Ls a statement
about specilic observations followed by a
generalization based on those observa-
ttons. In (A), (B), and (D), the second
part of the statement Is not a generaliza-
tion based on the observations menttoned
in the first part but Ls an explanatton or
suggested reason for what was observed.
In (E) an assumption is followed by a
conclusion. Only (C) refers to specific
observations (about some of Maldonado's
plays) and proceeds to-generalize (about
all of Maldonado's plays) on the basis of
those observations, however limited they
may be. Therefore (C) is the credited
answer.

2. A good hotel can give you a beauti-
ful room for $30 a city, with three
meals, a-id make a profit and pay
taxes. And yet a taxTexempt
hospital operates in the red for $65
a day. I say tt must be bad admini-
stration. The author's argument
would be considerably weakened if
attention were drawn to the fact
that:

(A) hotel managers receive better
tratntng than do hospttal
administrators

(B) the qualtty of food served by
hotels exceeds that .of food
served in hospttals

(C) hospitals are run by dishonest
administrators

(D) hospitals provide other ser-
vices besides room and board

(E) hospitals deficits are a recent
phenomenon



This very easy question focuses +3 n the
reasonableness 41 drawing a coridution
from the evidence presented. The
author's contention is based on some
evidence--the discrepancy between a

hotel's and a hospital's operation ex-
penses. The question asks you to identi-
fy additional evidence that would weaken
the argument that bad administration is
responsible for the discrepancy in ex-
penses. (A) and (B) cannot be that
evidence because these choices, if true,
wou/d actually strengthen the author's
argument. (C) is slightly altered version
of the a3ithor's.own statement of a reason
for the discrepancy. 1E) w?aken
the argurrient, but only if more informa-

r. tion were given. Only (D) pralides
evidence that casts doubt on the argu-
ment. If hospitals provide services
other than those mentioned, then the
costs of those services rather than bad
administration are likely tp be the reason
for the difference between hotel and
hospital expenses. Therefore (0) is the
credited answer.

Questions 3-4 refer., to missing portions
of the following passage. For each

question, choose the completion that is

best according to the context of the
passage. ,

3

If. a hpok disgusted everyone, no one ,
would read it. however, one can be
sure of selling many copies of a book
that is publicly proclaimed obscene, for
the officially held standards 'of propriety
do not prevail throughout the commu-
nity. At this point I may be expected to
denounce the hypocrisy of the age. I

shall not do so. The concept ..of hypo- ,
crlsy applies to morals: a person should
be good and not merely seem so, and
bad per'kon Is lithe mended by pretense
of goodness. But propriety is altogether
a matter of how actions appear, so that
3. If a person seems to give no offense.

'Ke gives no offense. Why, then, should
a society not hatk public.standards of
propriety different from those applied by.e

1 0 d

9 8

each citizen tn his own private conduct?
It would be no more absurd to advertise
filthy movid by decorous posters than it
is to advertise decorous movies by filthy
posters: and if a socie.ty in which every-
one avidly reads pornography were to

forbid Its, public sale, that would mean
only that it combined a taste for such
readirrg with a taste for 4.

3. (A) bad men rarely Isucceeded. In
appearing good

(B) the concept of hypocrisy does
- not apply

(C)",actioni appear different to
observers with dif ferent Stan-,
dards P.

(0) the issue is basically a moral
one

(E) the concepts of impropriety
and immorality are indistin-
guishable

Both this question and the next require
that you follow the author's reasoning
well enough to fill in missing material.
The first question focuses on the distine-
than that the author makes between
morality and propriety. The author
suggests that propriety, unlike morality..
is entirely a matter of appearance and
has nothing to do with what is re.dly
good or bad. Because the author con-,
trasts morality and priopriety, (0) and
(E) can be eliminated. (0) assumes that
propriop ls q moral Issue. (E) suggests,
that at:propriety and immorality (and by
inference propriety and morality) are
Indistinguishable. Since "bad" and "qood"

in (A) refers to 11orality, (A) does not
follow from the author's idea on pro-
priety. (C) is an appealing answer,
since it focuses on the way actions
appear in public. But ('".) does not
follow from the words "so that," leading

from the first clause ("propriety is
altogether a matter of how actions ap-
pear") to the second clause. Only (B)
is an acceptable answer. It follows from
the author's distinction between pro-
priety and morality because it states that
hypocrisy (associated with the concept ot
morality) does not apply to the question

Ci
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of propriety. Thth question is dif ficult.

4. (A) 'obscenity
(3) hijakrth'y ':
(C) oppression
(I)) good ail
(E) decorum

_The answer to this vftry difficult gluey
lion must ,. Meet two rtquirements. It
must describe something that is consis-
tent, chi the context of the author's
dthcussion, with the reathng of pordo-
graphy. It must also explain the para-
dpx, described in the Vreceding lines, of
a:society in whkh pornogrlphy is .read
althpugh publiF sales of, pornography Is
forbidden The sense of the author's
argument is that it a' possible not to _call

19,

such a society hypocritical (lines 4-8).
Thereflre- (B) a Is a poor choice. (8).
;obscenity." is A term similar tb porno-
graphy" and does not suggest any
contrast that could explain the paradox.
"Optkession and "good art," though
relevant In general to the topic of porno-
graphy, are not relevant tq the authqr's
discussion hfre. Thus (C) eind iD,) can
be eliminated. (E), "decorum," a tyno-
nym of "piropriety," does fit into the
context. It explain? the contrast be-
tween privately reading pornography and
publicly hanning it. according to the
author's view thai propriety has to do
with public a4pearanue only and not with
private actions. Thus (E) is the cre-
dited answer.

Mr:WEISS. Than 1 yo , -/I r. Zimmer.U-
. ,

1 Mr. Erdahl? .'
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you v.3ry much:Mr. Chairman.
Thanks to both of you for what i fliknk has'been.an especially

reasonable and studied approach, almost cowiliatory, we might
say. . I .

1 ..
We heard, Mr. Zimmer, you are telling us go slow and see 'what

happens in the New York experience. .
Dr: Hanford, would that be your similar advice.?
Mr. HANFORD. Yes, §ir, it wotlid.' .. .
Mr. ERDAHCAlso, as we look and read and )istpn to the testimo-

ny of both of you, it seems apparent that you are underscoring
what others have told us today and in past times, that some type of
selection process is bound to be used, the exact alternative or com-
plete opposite alternative would be to put everybody's name .in 'a
hat and draw out a number. .

But I gather from what both of you have said that these tests gre -
a supplement to other things that go intcotite selection.of a student,
not so much to help the institution to select students that might
have an ability to succeed and achieve, but it alsa seems to me that
the tests are a very valid tool that identify 'applicants, and that stir
(lents can Use to determine, if they should go to St. Olaf College or
to the University of Minnesota. .

Can you comment on that? We have often approached this from
holy they are used by the institutions and by the testing agencies,
'but could each of you elaborate a bit as you 'see the use of tests for
students?

Mr. HANFORD. I mentioned in my comments that.when I ;joined
the board students were not allowed to know their scores. That de-
cision was reversed by the members of the board in 1957, and the
minute we began making the test scores available, we committed
ourselves to a process of guidance in connection with college admis-
sions.

..

We developed the preliminary scholstic aptitude test as a guid-
ance tool for young people to use. Sure, practice before you take
the SAT test for real.

I think you will findjunisping ahead 25 years, in our most recent
literature, that tl 1 college admissions'process is no longer as com-

..f
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petitive a process that it, was some years cpgo, that it is More a
matching process and that new testing programs, and new services'
that, we are trying to develop, are as much if not more to help
young people make decisions about their higher education opportu-
nities than to help institutions make choices among candidates.
There aren't very many of them that have that Opportunity..

ERDAHL. Thank you.
MN' ZIMMER. There is a slightly different coloration in our case

because of the fact that law school admission remains intensely
competitive, only slightly more than 60 percent of those persons ap-
plying to the ABA credited law schools last year Were admitted.

I think that, so that our test has rather moie force in the fair
allocation of those places than it has in the guidance of mane
people. I think it helps people, particularly at the margins, develop-
ing disadvantagklhpeople in particular.

That is the greatest use as a diagnostic device in determining
readiness for legal study, but for very many of our people if is oper-
ating far above the threshold of minimum competence, so it is help-
ing the,individuals select a law school at which they would do best
and it is helping hll of the law schools to allocate their places in
the fairest fashion.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much and again th,anks for some
very well thought out testimony.

'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Zimmer; let me see if %re carijollow up a little bit

on the last question Mr. Erdahl asked, that in'this context of con-

tinued competitiveness for positions within law schopls, the
Law School Admissions Council hos decided thatthe validity of its '
tests would. not' be compromised by full total disclosure; is that
right?

Mr. ZIMMER. lkdon't think we can know that in advance. I think
that this is a sifuation riot free bf ambiguity. It is a question of
trading off values in a rather complex way. We as lawyers and per-
sons who are primarily consumers of tests have had a great deal
invested in our own value structure in the concept of openness and
it was something we brought a lot to. ,

We are 'doing everything we can, and our tep' developers arq
doing what they can to assure that there won't be a coMpromise in

validity, but I don't- know that I would tell you that if I thought
there was a compromise of one or two numbers in the hundreds or
thouslnds places, that I wouldn't be willing to make that tradeoff.

Mr. WEISS. The decision that you have made, that ik the cpuncil
has ,made, is to disclose automatically now the test results and the
quettions to all those who take the law school admission test; is
that

Mr. ZIMMER. Yes, sir.
Mr.. WEISS. So that when' you are saying wait and see, you your-

selves have in fact gone beyond the waiting and the seeing, you
have come to a judgment and are following through on action on
that judgment and making full disclosures?

Mr. ZIMMER. In our program ilth proven high demands for this
service, much of the decision is a practical business decision, that
to respond to and answer orders from 60 percent of the people 13,

for, example, more costly than simply to send it out automatically,

10 S
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so at a certain level there is a simple business judgment, a test of
the marketplace in our area which has shown that law .A.-nool ap-
plicants in a competitive environment want this service has led us
to make that decision.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Hanford, you have indicated that you have had a
feedback of only 3 percent of those who take the SAT or took it
this past year asking for their test results.

Mr. HANFORD. That was-the average in 1981, yes.'
Mr. WEIS. Right; now, I understand, and you two gentlemen cor-

rect me if I .am wrong, that there is a difference in the form, the
method Of request for disclosure, between the LSAT's and the
SAT's.

Would you each explain how a person has to request their test
results and the questions?

Mr. ZIMMER. There is no request necessary. It is an automatic
part of our service.

Last year it was a part of our regiStration form, a person could
dpsignate the request for this service by checking a box on the ap-
plication form and paying the fee.

Mr. HANFORD. In our program we have a National Bulletin that
goes to all students to register for the SAT, and it has at the
bottom special information for students who plan to register in
New York.

We have to have a special section because of the particular re-
quirements of the La Valle Act, in any event. There is a form
which is right here which is no more complicated to fill out than
the registration form itself, right next to the envelope in which you
send it with a description of the procedures for 'requesting your
SAT questions.

The law schools last year had a checkoff; this year it is automat-
ic. Ours is a form that the student has to write his or her name
and address and submit it.

Mr. WEISS. A separate form?
Mr. HANFORD. A separate form, right.
Mr. WEISS. It doesn't go in the same envelope as the registration?
Mr. HANFORD. Right here; the same.
Mr. WEISS. Is it the same envelope in which the person files the

registration?
Mr. HANFORD. It can be; it doesn't have to be.
Mr. WEISS: Is there a box on the envelope which says check this

off if you want your test results?
Mr. HANFORD. No.
Mr. WEISS. Has any thought been given to making it really

simple for an applicant to check oft a box?
Mr. HANFORD. We thought very seriously about it. We felt it was

important to test the demand.
Second, we still question the educational value of.disclosure. One

of the telling comments made to me by Senator La Valle in talking
about his son who wasn't much interested in the law until he took
the tests, and when the scores came he was kind of curious as to
where he had gone wrong. For that reason, if someone wants to
know where they made a mistake, this kind of service is available,
but we.didn't feel that it was_educationally sound.

10
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We still don't believe disclosure is edudationally useful. For that
reason we felt it was perfectly appropriate.

Mr. WEISS. Are you tiying to discourage people from asking?
Mr. HANFORD. No, sir; I do not think you will find this format

and procedure discouraging. I think any young student irl New
York today is aware from the bulletin, from the press, from a guid-

ance counselor, that this service is available. There is a real differ-
ence.between our situation and the law schools.

lily the time the young person sits down to take the SAT, that
young person has probably had a chance to take what we call the
PSAT, which -is a practice test for taking the SAT. Then they re-

- ceive "Taking the sArr and then they take the SAT itself. So they
have three cracks at a tgst like the SAT and I think that 3 percent
is' probably a reasonable measure of the demand.

Mr. WEISS. But you don't really want to find out for sure by

making it very simple for them to ask. -

Mr. HANFORD. We don't think at this point that would be educa-
tionally sound.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I must tell you, I am impressed and at the same
time sort of disappointed by ETS and the College Board. I think
that it is true that the College Board and the Educational Testing
Service people have come a long, long way in a very few short
years, and that is because for being proud on your part that you
are responsive to what American society seems to be asking of you.

At the same time, I think that your attitude in this particular
instance sort of typifies how you came to the point of whiqb you
are so proud.. now, you came more or less being dragged by your
heels, when, in fact, you had no choice anymore, you said OK, you
will do it and that seems to be what you are doing at this point and
in a couple of years you will probably come around to at least
making it simple for people to ask for their forms and take great
pride in the fact that you are doing it, even though you are coming

to it with the most extreme reluctance, and I don't understand
why, because it undercuts some of the very major accomplishments
that you have achieved in the last couple of years.

You may comment on that but that is the way it seems to me
sitting on- this side of the table.

Mr. HANFORD. It's a very honest difference of opinion, Mr. Chair-
man. We feel we have made an honest effort here; I still don't be-
lieve that anybody can say we have been trying to hide anything. I

think 3 percent is a perfectly reasonable response, a good measure
of interest on the part of the students, for reasons I have suggested,
and all the more reason not to try to con some kids into buying a
service they do,n't really need or want by providing a checkoff.

Mr. WEISS. Do you have any information on any of the other
postsecondary cinstitutions admissions tests, higher education insti-
tutions admissions test results on any of the graduate schools?

Mr. HANFORD. The College Board is responsible and concerned
only with the tests for undergraduates. While I know something
about the others, I should not comment. It would be inappropriate.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Are you familiar at all with what the American
Council on Testing has been doing and how at all does that fit in,
with any of your programs as far as their disclosure policies are
concerned?

h u
i
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Mr. HANFORD. The American College Testing program?
Mr. WEISS. I am sorry.
Mr. HANFORD. I am really unfamiliar.
Mr. WEISS. Information that We have is that in fact they have up

to this point refused to disclose at all, and in essence it is part of
the problem that we face in a situation where some of the testing
companies have gone forward at least a significant portion of the
way and then they say, well, wait and see when in fact there are
still large portions of our set out there which have tests adminis-
tered by other people where there is no disclosure.

Mr. HANFORD. You point to another interesting difference be-
tween the law school circumstance and the College Board circum-
stance which is that people occasionally tend to think of the Col-
lege Board or Educational Testing Service as a monoply, and we do
have competition.

Mr. WEISS. Limited though it may be.
Mr. ZIMMER. We are for openness but we don't tolerate-competi-

tion.
Mr. WEISS. I gather, Mr. Hanford, that there has been some

change now in the attitude of the College Board as to the effective-
ness, if not desirability, of coaching, of preparation schools.

Could you comment on that?
Mr. HANFORD. I would like to associate myself with the com-

ments that Dr. Johnson made earlier. I tend to put it in my own
context. It all depends cn how you define coaching on the one hand
and instruction on the other, and the problem gets to be a semantic
one in the middle.

When does coaching, cramming, drill on item types stop being
cramming and coaching and when does it become good instruction?

Our statements over the years, I think, have been consistent if
one takes the very narrow definition as we always did of coaching,
as the drill practice and so forth on test items.

You called attention in your comments to the FTC study. I would
invite the committee to read very carefully the caveats and demur-
rers that accompany both the initial report and the subsequent one
that was just recently released, because they do suggest that there
are problems having fo do with the nature of the technical quality
of the research, and with what is known as the self-selection factor.

The young people who go to commercial coaching schools tend to
be students who are highly motivated perhaps and so please read
carefully the demurrers that are at the beginning that cover the
release of the latest FTC study.

We still bflieve that what we do for young people in getting
ready for the PSAT and taking the SAT is all that young people
really need to get themselves familiar with that type of instru-
ment, that commercial coaching that emphasizes simply drill and
so forth really does not work.

But when you get over toward the other end of the spectrum to
studies that go on for a year's time you may have something else.
After all, seniors do better than juniors on the SAT, and we expect
them to because we expect tlie SAT scores to be influenced by edu-
cation. That is what it is supposed to measure.

Mr. WEISS. Of course, as you know, part of the criticism that has
been directed at testing agencies was that by creating the impres-
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sion, perhaps unintended, that you could not really study for the

SAT's that the people felt in fact it did not test what they were

learning.
It tested some vague undefinable aptitude, if you will_

Mr. HANFORD. One of the things that is happening in the psycho-

metric world, and I should say to you both that I don't have that
doctor in front and my training was in business. I am not a psy-

chologist or psychometrician, but I know a little now about the
field and I think we have tended to emphasize, we have not empha-

sized but, as you suggested the context in which we thought about

the test has misled people to equate it with the old-fashioned IQ,

which has never been our intention. It is in the record that this is

not what we are talking about. Schooling has an effect, but I think

in emphasizing that cramming, drill, and so forth, was not really

good education and saying that it did not work, we may very inad-

vertently have left the impression that the SAT was not susceptible

to education. But that simply could not be the fact because, again

as I said, seniors always have done better than juniors because it is

a test that responds to education.
Mr. WEISS. The other part of the universe we are discinsing that

the legislation address as itself to is not simply the educational

benefits to the students who take the test, but of improving the va-

lidity and reliability of the tests themselves and the questions by

making the test results, and the in-house studies, available to out-

side experts other than in-house experts and I think that was the
area Dr. Mehrens was commenting on when he suggested he was

not in favor of releasing it to the students or to`the whole world;

but he seemed to be in favor of having the field of expertise broad-

ened.
I am wondering whether in fact the College Board sees merit in

this disclosure and mandated disclosure so that in fact you would

not just have an in-house group which all the intended objectivity
in the world may not be as capable of picking up flaws or faults in

its work product than if it were subjected to regular critiques by
outside experts who are interested in the whole testing world and

the consequences of testing.
Mr. HANFORD. An inference that I draw from your question is

that we have tended to be very secretive about the tests and avoid-

ed criticism of the SAT. In fact there has been a policy of making

copies of the tests available to researchers so long as they agreed to
maintain the security of the tests and not publish items, so to

speak.
It has not been a matter of not making it available to research-

ers. In fact some years ago, the education editor of the New York
Times did a piece on test items. We made them fully available to

the people he wanted to have review them. So I have to say we
have not been secretive in that sense and as I said earlier, there
are 1,500 test items them out there which we have published since

January 1980 that people have had a chance to look at.
Mr. ZIMMER. If I may, I would like to add my suggestion that you

survey the New York education commissioner to see how many re-

quests have come from researchers to review the materials that
have been' filed there.
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I think you would find that it is surprisingly few. There is a need
here to focus on the aptness of the remedy for the perceived prob-
lem.

There are just not people breaking down the door of the New
York commissioners to get stuff that is filed there.

Mr. WEISS. You notice we have had testimony in the course of
the 2 years during which we have. had the legislation under consid-
eration, coming from people with knowledge in the field, as to the
difficulties they have had in getting not the test results necessarily,
but the in-house studies and surveys and critiques.

We had testimony which indicated people had to go to court to
try to get some information. We had testimony from a couple of
Harvard psychologists and sociologists in a panel we had a year
ago in which we had indications that the ETS had in fact omitted
certain studies from some or its conclusional reports.

We have Dr. Burrow's statement as to the difficulty of really get-
ting trustworthy information of adequate supply. So there seems to
be sufficient basis for our concluding that the people in the field
feel less than happy about the openness of ways an academic field
really and should, in fact, be subjected to the rigorous testing and
challenging of other experts within that field.

I don't know what there is to be lost by becoming more open in
thaearea.

Mr. HANFORD. Let me say that you may recall our chairman,
Fred Hargadon, said in his testimony before you 2 years ago that
we would like every person to be able to take home the test after
their administrations.

What you have to balance off, and W,hat we are trying to do is
balance off questions of quality, cost, fairness, and convenience for
students.

As I said, if we have to disclose more than five SAT's, given the
current state of the art, and the current availability of people, we
will have to restrict the number of administrations down to some-
thing on that order.

It is a matter of training people to write items. It is a matter of ,

pretesting items; it is a matter of putting the forms together. These
are im-ocesses that take time. We can't do this overnight.

I just don't think that is what you want to do, to restrict the op-
portunity for young people to help themselves get into college.

Mr. WEISS. Of course. I don't and nobody here does, but two
things: First, Dr. Irby, who is in the audience, was good enough to
invite a number of us down to ETS headquarters outside of Prince-
tonI guess about 1 year or 11/2 years agoand it was a very edu-
cational and informational experience for all of us.

One of the things that I learned was that some 80 percent of the
questions that anyone in the adtninistration asked were, in fact,
not new material.

It is not as if we are asking people to start from square 1. They
were able to use 95-percent old material.

The second thing is that apart from the benefit and the role of
the individual students, what we are addressing ourselves to in
part of the legislation is the sharing, the openness, if you will, of
information that goes into the test makeup, the test validation, the
critiques of experiences with the testall the things which social

14
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scientists in the field would be interested in, not part of curiosity's
sake, but so they can make the field of testing a more valid and
more reliable and more accurate one.

Again, I don't understand why ETS college boards have been so
reluctant to provide that kind Of access.

Mr. HANFORD. Mr. Chairman, I insist that we have been Making
studies available about the SAT. In my office, we have what we
call a green Bible which describes the mechanism by which the
SAT and achievement tests were put together.

It was published in 1970. We have been making information
available regularly to young people, to colleges, about how tests
should be used, that they should not be used alone, that they

should be used with other criteria in the administrations process.
Mr. WEISS. Do you object to it being used as a cutoff?
Mr. HANFORD. Not exclusively; no, sir. I think there are times in

our society when it- is necessary to use gross means to reduce a
large pool to snme size. But in most cases, I would certainly not tol-

erate it.
.

If I may, I would like to take a brief minute because the purposes
as set forth in section 3 about test informationand it relates to
Mr. Simon's questionsthat I just want to cite for the record that
we will respond in detail to his concerns and questions about the 10

provisions of section 3.
I simply say at this point that I note in the third article the dis-

tinction made between tests used in baccalaureate and postbacca-
laureate ddmissions. As I read this, I am not sure whether you are
talking about success in careers as related to ihe SAT.

It seems to meand I would echo indeed Dr. Zimmer's point.
that I know of very few studies in which success in careers has

been measurable.
Mr. WEISS, The reason that is in there is because a number- of

the testing companies and tests, if you will, in their promotional
materials suggest or state to the would-be test-ta6r as to the corre-

lation, the positive and affirmative correlation, between the results
of those tests and how they will do either in school or how they

will do in their careers.
What we have said in here is that, "OK, friend, if you are going

to make that kind of statement, prove it. Show it."
Mr. HANFORD. I wanted to make sure it did not relate to the SAT

because it would hot seem to me to be applicable.
In 4(A), I just have to say that the expression of predictions as

expressed as a percentage is not useful: Wu have encouraged insti-

tutions to try to have a validity study and make sure that they put
the SAT-in its proper balance and perspective. I would say the
same thing as to (C).

In No. 5, it says, "the teSt agency will use the score"I must
point out that we don't use the score. Institutions use the score.

But in general, my response 4..o your questions in terms of section 3

is, that we feel we have been doing this and are doing it now.

" Mr. WEISS. We look forward to your response and may I just indi-

cate both to this panel and to the previous panel that we would

need to have your written responses in to us within 10 days. The
record will be kept open for that 10-day period and then will be
closed so we can get it printed.

114
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If there are no further questions, I want to express my apprecia-
tion on behalf of both of the subcommittees and we will go on and
we willwe are again appreciative of your participation in the
process.

The committee stands adjourned until tomorrow morning at 9:30.
[Whereupon, at 1.50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-

convene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, July 22, 1981.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

911711 0- g2---8
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

AUG 4 1981

CCILWE Of tIVGATION

DfIARTMEO Of COU,SFING AND EDLCAT1ONAL tsunami(

July 27, 1981

IASI' LAMING SIICHIGA,1 .424

Mr. Paul Simon
Committee on Education and Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Simon:

- When I testified on July 21 on H.R. 1662 you.asked me to respond to Section

3 of that bill in writing. My response follows:

Section 3(a) (1) and (2)

These two subsections are unnecessary sinte every test agency already pro-

vides-such materials.

Section 3(a) (3),

The first part of this section is unnecessary since such data are already

provided. The subsection requesting the correlation between test scores

and success In a career is very unwise. Tests, by and large, are not

designed to predict success in a career. They are designed to predict

success in an educational/training program. While it is true that there

is an empirical relationship between admission scores and success in a

program aqd there must be some logical relationship between success in a

training-program and success in a career (e.g. knowledge of anatonomy and

success as a-physician), it is extremely diffjcult to empirically show a

relationship between the first and third variables. This is primarily

due to the difficulties of defining and measuring career success (e.g.

income does not define success as a physician).

Section 3(a) (4) (A)

To communicate prediction "expressed as a percentage" is essentially meaning-

less and certainly not comprehensible to most candidates. A good example

of how misleading-this can be is found in the Nairn/Nader report (see my

critique of this report appended to my July 21 testimony).

Section 3(a) (4) (B)

This information, if gathered, would be misunderstood by many people. Weiss

himself does not understand the meaning of such data (see his July 31, 1979

testimony) and he has been informed many times of its meaning in previous

testimony.

HSU... Or... Ail re/r4.41 Opt.16.1y M00..
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Mr. Paul Simon
July 27, a981
Page two

Section 3(a) (4) (C)

No one really knows this and, if so, one certainly would not ihterpret
it as a percentage!

Section 301_121

The test agencies provide data to colleges where the data get used. A
test agency simply does not know how every college will use the data.

Section 3(a) (6) to 3(a) (9)
A

These sections are not terribly bad nor at all necessary.

Section 3(a) (10)

Since I don't feel the section 5(a) (2) is advisable, I can't approve of
this section either.

-Section 3(b) and 3(c)

Not needed.

Obviously I am opposed to Section 3 just as I am to other sections of the

bill. It 'simply does not appear to be written by a person with any expertise
in measurement.

Thank you for requesting the above comments.

Sincerely,

WM:cd

,N

William Mehrens
Professor
Measurement and Evaluation

462 Erickson Hall
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The College Board
AM Sventh Avenue New YOrk NovYak 10019

(2I2 1 92-6210

Cr P,S1 4tesl

Honorable Carl D. Perkins

Chairman
Subcommittee.on Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Educitiop
Committee on Educatton 'ahd Labor

U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Honorable Paul Simon

Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor

U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

July 31, 1981

Dear Sirs:

1 want to thank you for the opportunity to testify before your subcommit-

tees last week on fiR 1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981.

During the course of the testimony, Mr. Simon requested that witnesses

later submit comments for the record on the provisions of Section 3 of

HR 1662, which specifies the information
test agencies would-be required

to provide to test takers and to educational institutions. Our commentary

in response to this request is enclosed,
indicating which types of infor-

mation the College Board now provides and
in what form and noting where

the'requirements of Section 3 would be impractical or inappropriate with

respect to the SAT and other tests we sponsor.

The enclosed supplemental statement also
clarifies our answer to a ques-

tion raised during the hearing by Representative Weiss regarding.the

College Board's procedures for enabling students to see their test ques-

tions and answers.

1 am by copy of this letter providing the same
supplemental materials to

Mr. Weiss for his information.

1 hope this additional information is helpful. Please let me knoii"if the

College Board might be of further assistance.%

Sincerely,

01)

Genrg H. Hanf d
President

GHH/dce

Enclosures

cc: Rep. Ted Weiss
A nenprot4 edueat,onal assopOort sennng Idedenm

SOWS arud colleoes thrOugn programs deVgned to expand
ed (teal mat oppor tunny
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- Supplemental Statement for the Record*

The Collegejloard

Comments on Section 3 of fi.R. 1662

H.R. 1662 would require test agencies to provide certain informhion to

test-takers and to educational institutions that receive test scores. Section

3(a) of the bill specifies the types of.information which each test agency

would be required to "provide to any test subject in clear and easily under-

standablanguage, along with the registration form fe-r-a-tett...:" Section

3(b) requires that the same information be provided to any institution "prior

to or coincident with the first reporting of a test score or scores".for a

test to the institution. Section 3(c) requires test agencies to notify

students and institutions "if the test subject's score is delayed ten calendar

days" beyond the date itis due to be mailed.
,/

H.R. 1662 would apply to three testing programs sponsored by the College

Board--the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the Achievement Tests, and the

P5eliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National,Merit Scholarship Qualifying

Test (PSAT/NMSBT). The results of the SAT and Achievement Tests are 6sed

by colleges and universities as part of the admissions process for undergraduate

prograMs. The PSAT/NMSQI is a guidance instrument that helps high-school juniors

make plans for college and prepare for taking the SAT, it is also used as the

qualifying test for students who wish to participate in the scholarship

competition conducted by the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.

ihe College Board now publishes and widely distributes materials con-
.

taining most of the' information specified in Section 3 of H.R. 1662. Copies

of most of these publications have already been submitted to the subcommittees;

s another set is enclosed with this statement.

;Bearings on H.R. 1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981, before the
.Subcommittees on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education and
Postsecondary Education, July 21-22, 1981
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These regular program publications cover the purposes and content

of the tests, score reporting procedures, information to aid in score

interpretation, confidentiality of data, and description of special

arrtngements for handicapped students. Thus, information that would be

required by Subsection 3(a) paragraphs 1,2,3,6,8, and 9 is incorporated

in College Board materials provided routinell to test takers as well as

test users (institutions). Information is also provided about the

voluntarj question-and-answer disclosure service,

privacy of s-ccTe-s;aidtt.,itt--ave.hl-abil.a.t of procedures for appeal

revieW of a test score (Section 3(a)(10)3. In addition, the Co

Board already follows the procedures that include notification of delays

in score reporting to test candidates and institutions as would be required

by Section 3(c).

Not all of the:publications containing this information, however, are

provided to test candidate5 along with registration forms. (In fact,

for the PSAT/NHSQT there is,no student reoistration form, since the answer

sheet completed at the time of testing gathers the necessary information

from individuals. School officials merely order the number of tests they

will need to.satisfy the demand from interested students in their schools.)

College Board practice has been to provide information at the time it is

most likely to be useful to and of interest to test candidates: some before

the test is given, some at the test administration, and some when scores

are sen, to students. H.R. 1662 would restrict the College Board's ability

to continue to provide information in the most timely manner throughout the

entire testing process.

Another general concern we have about Section 3 is simply practical.

While there is no reason test candidates should not have access to any

available
material about College Board tests, a requirement that all of ,

it be included in program publications ("...along with the registration
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form for a test...") creates a problem of size and volume. The main

registration booklet for the SAT and Achievement Tests, the Student Bul,letin,

already attempts to convey a large amount of procedural, theoretical and

background information. The current edition contains 15 pages of text as

well as 15 pages of regional codes for reference. We have found that many

test takers--the overwhelminj majority of whom are high-school students--

have some trouble reading through, let alone fully understanding, all of

the material provided in this publication. A law of diminishing returns

tends to operate: the more information the Board must incorporate in the

text, especially informatio& of,a technical, legal: or excessively detailed

nature, the less likely students will be to grasp it fully and the less

inclined they will be to try. (A student intern A has spent the summer
.

reviewing our publications has reached the same conclusion and has corroberated

our sense,tvt more is not always better.)

The College Board's goal is to explain tests to students as clearly,

comprehensively, and concisely as possible. We continually review and revise
N

our publications to try and make them more relevant and useful. Some of

the requirements under paragraphs 5 and 7 of Section 3(a) of H.R. 1662 are

examples of information that we do not currently provide, exactly as specified,

ti.all test takers.

Although the College Board already does or could comply at least Ili

.spirit with most of the provisions O'f Section 3, the requirements of 3(a)(4)

would be especially problematic and their enforcement would add little, if

anything, to public understanding of the tests.

Section 3(a)(4)(A) requires publication of statements o "theextent,

expressed as a percentage, to which4the use of Ethel test score improves

the accuracy of predicting future grade point average, over and above all

other information-used." The College Board now describes lp.its publi-

cations the ways in which SAT scores are typi:ally used by institutions,
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in combinatio rmwith infoation about the student's hi3h-school record,

to help pr / dict freshman grade point average. It would be misl-ading,

however, to attempt to atteibute a genraIied percentage increase in

predictive validity to SAT scores alone. Even if it were possible for the

College Board to know to what extent SAT sco.'es alone improved the fore-

casting of college grade point average at every postsecondary institution

in the Countryj sach data would vary widely from one infstitutioh to.another.

The Co1JeBi.ird and ETS have publyshed ccniside'rable in. fonmatiog about the

predictnre va-idity of test Scores, much of which is summarized in the
1

enclosed booklet, Test Use and Validity.

Section 3(0-(4)(B) would require,. providing all test takers information

about the 54atis.U.sal relationship of test scores and family income. Such

data are widely .vailabTe 'through other publications of the College Bovd and

ETS (see the enclosed ilamphlet on Test Scores end Family Income); howev61,,

we save serious reservation about ,h9. Jesirability of incorporating this

material in routine program publications tor distribution to all test"

takers. While scores are, on the .averaqe, hi),her for students f.om families

with higher incomes, students from each incme level obtain the full range

of SAT scores. Nearly one-third of the ttudtnts with family incomes below

$6,000 rank in the top half of the total group ntems of SAT scores.

One cannot forecast SAT scores from family Incre. Thus, the College Board

avoids making statements which might dist:Wage low-income students from

aspiring to higher education or fr'on'takinb the SAT for fear that their

scores will be low.

'Section 3(a)(4)(C) would require providing test takers with informatian

on the "extent to which test4-preparation courses improve test subjecte scones

'on average, expressed as a percentage." Over the years the'College Board

and ETS have published numerous studies on the effects of various types of

12 2
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special preparation and, more recently, the Board has distributed to students
.

a statement about special preparation for the SAT. A copy of.the most recent

summary of research on thistsobject, The Effectiveness of Coaching for the

.

SAT: Review and Reanalysis of Research from.,the Fifties to the FTC, is

enclosed. The Iext ofthe statement for students about special preparation

is included on the back cover of Taking the SAT, which is provided to all

students who plan to take this test.

4
Presumably the intent of Section 3(a)(4)(C) ts to summarize all available

data about special test preparation courses in a single number. Since such

activitiei'vary widely in their quality, inlensity and duration, the average

score Change that might be attributable to test preparation courses will

also differ. Furthermore, studies on the effects of special preparation

cannh-separate.the actual effects of the course itself from the roleplayed

byomotivatioq, interest, effort, and ()Cher individual attributes on any possible

score change. Oversimplification,of the results of the numerous studies on

this topic would be misleading and a disservice to many test Candidates who

may conclude that any test preparation.course will yield the stated average

percentage inciease.

Most of Che ab ve comments regarding Section 3 of H.R. 1662 relate

specifically to th- SAT; many similar concerns would apply to the

Achievement TeAs and the PSAT/NMSQT. Some of the required information as

, it relates'to the latter two programs is not readily available or wOuld not
.c.

be particularly meaningful. For example, there is no recent reliable data

on ipecial preparation courses for the Athievement Tests.

In summary, the College Board routinely provides to students most of

the information called for by Section 3 of H.R. 1662 at some point during

the testing process, which extends from registration through receipt of

1. 9 t.)
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scores. Other information, while not provided to test takers in exactly-

the form specified by H.R. 1662, is either coveted in general in the

regular student-oriented program publications, is in the public domain or

is available on request.

Procedures for SAT Question-and-Answer Service

For the 'record, the College Board would also like to clarify the procedures

under which students may request to see test questions and answers on the

SAT, both in New York State And nationally. The New York State Sta-ndardized

Testing Law requires that students taking the test in New York be given the

option of disclosure. Beginning in the 1981-82 testing year, the College

Board had voluntarily adopted a national SAT question-and-answer service

at five administrations of the SAT, giving students the opportunity after

taking the,test to order copies of their answer sheets, the correct answers,

ana the questions that counted towards their SAT scores.

During this past year, New York students received a special edition of

the Student Bulletin and a New York State Supplement which contained the

ordee form for disclosure materials. (See page 7 of the enclosed 1980-81

New York State Supplement.) Cecause of the large number of students who

take the SAT, it was necessary to have a procedure that would match a

particular request for disclosure material with the correct records. The

most reliable method to accomplish this was,to have students provide their

test registration numbers.
Although students could send in their requests

Orior to receiving their scores, they
did need to provide their registration

number which they received on the
admission ticket, the form sent to them

upon receipt of their registration form. Incomplete requests, including

those without this number, were generally returned to the test candidate.

However, no major problems were encountered
with this system And most students

-had no difficulty in completing the form as instructed.

12 4
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For the national disclosure service of the SAT being introduced in

1981-82, the general system is similar. Large quantities (nearly four
4,0

million copies) of the enclosed Special Announcement about the SAT Question-

and-Answer Service are being shipped this summer to secondary schools for

distribution to students along with the'Student Bulletin. An order form is

part of this announcement. The Board of Trustees of the College Boarcrmade

the decision to offer this service after most of the revisions had been made

in'the regular program publications for 1981-82, therefore precluding

incorporation of all-this information in the Student Bulletin and other

publications. It was possible, howeVer, to call attention to the service by

means of special notices on the covers of most of the publications: Staff

are currently investigating other methods to offer the SAT Question-and-

Answer Service to the more than 1.5 million candidates who are expected to

take the SAT in 1982-83.
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The Committee for Fair and Open Testing

CO.DUIECTORS:
John Wen.

Siem Solomon

5 Beckman Street. Room 1000. New York. N.Y. 10038 (212) 349.6460

TESTIMONY
of

STEVE SOLOMON
before tho

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITI-ON_ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

and

SUBCCMMITIEE-ON'POSTSECONDARY-EDUCATION

July 21, 1981
Washington, D.C.

Good day. My name is Steve Solomon. I aR Co-Director of the Committee

for Fair and OpenoTesting, a non-profit researoh organization affiliated with

the Center for the Study of Politics and Education, Inc. I was previously

the Director of the New York Public Interest Research Group's (HYPING) Testing

Project. My goal here today is to provide this Committee and the public with
the Committee for Fair and Open Testing's views .oward disclosuro legilation,

the Committee's concern that standardized feduzsl lmgislation would be better
than state statutes fbr the testing industry, and an up-to-date progress re-
port on how well the law is working in New York. Lawrence Kronick and Debra

Ettinger, Associates of tho Committee, assisted in the writing of this testi-

mony.
.

-The.American public''s proclivity to believe in concepts adorned with

numbers, the'politician's need for some objective method of making oureduca -

tional structure accountable and the tooting industry's promotional practices

all help to explain why each year over fifty'million standardized multiple-

choice tests aro administered to Americi's students and workers. Indeed,

the standardized testing industry has grownie bMcomo Ohs "cradle to grave"

arbitrator of social mobility and one of the most powerful corporate entities

in the United States. Those tests influence, among other things, whether or

not one is plac:d in elementary school programs for the mentally retarded or

fer the gifted, awarded a high school diploma in over a dozen states, accepted

into most Americin undergraduate programs 75% of all graduate school programs,

and 100% of the nations law schools. Sta;r1ardized tests also PlaY a part in

determining who ii given the opportunity to sell insurance in Illinois, fight

fires or walk a rolice beat in Philadelphia, fix cars in Massachusetts,

design buildings in Ohlo, practice law in forty-two states, or receive a

scholarship from the State of Georgia, Union Cart:die, or the Brotherhood of

Steam Fitters.
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Yet despite the importance of these tests, the testing process has been
shrouded in secrecy. Vital information concerning tests as well as test
questians, have been shielded from public scrutiny by the testing industry.

In 1978 the late Dr. Oscar K. Buros, winner of the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) Distinguished Service Award and editor of the,authoritative
Mental Measurements Yearbook, lamented, "It is practically ihpossible for
a competent test technician or test consumer to make a thorough appraisal of
the construction, validation, and use of standardized tests because of
the limited amount of,trustworthy information supplied by the test pub-
lishers.

With the enaction of New York's "Truth-in-Testing" lam on July 13, 1979,
the secrecy surrounding the testing process has begun a slow metamorphisis.
New York's "Truth-in-Testing" law, which the-Federal bill is-modeled after,
is primarily disclosure legislation, requiring the testing industry to
provide students and researchers with some baaic information about how
standardized tests are constructed and,scored. Specifically, the law mandates
that the putlishers of college and professional school tests:

Proiride test-takers, upon requesi and at cost, with a copy of the
questions scored, their individual answer sheets and the correct
answers;

* Fdle with the Commissioner of Education a copy of the test questions,
the acceptable answers and all studies relating to their tests'
reliability, validity and possible cultural bias; and,

* Inform test takers of the purpose of the test, policies concerning
scoring errors, length of time that test scores are kept on file and
the relationship between test scores and predicted performance.

WRY IS A PREEMPTIVE FEDERAL BILL NECESSARY ?

Despite the claims of the testing industry, "Trath-in-Testing" in New
York State and on the Federal level is not regulation. The bill is simple
information legislati* similar in concept to Truth-in-Labeling and Truth-
in-Packaging laws. I's no way does it regulate the content, administration
or development of these testa, it only requires that the testing procems be
open to the public.

Now thatSwo states have enacted their own Truth-in-Testing measures
and twenty-four other states are considering similar measures, it makes sense

to have a single preemptive national statute. The Law School Admissions
COuncil ard the American College Testing Program have testified at the state
level that a federal bill would be preferable to having more states enact

their own Truth-in-Testing laws.. Bruce Zimmer, Executive Director of the

, LSAC, in his testimony before the New Jersey State legislature on February 11,
1981, asked the following rhetorical questions referring to the difficulties
the testing companies face if a. variety of schemes of disclosure are enacted:

0

12
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What will happen if a state enacts as law the provision introduced
in Texas in 1979 that even equating and pretest questions be
disclosed? Or if conflicting time deadlines and notice requirements

are introduced in Hassachesetts, Maryland, New York, and
Connecticut? What are our member institutions to do if one
state protects user institution privacy and another does nqt?

What shall we do if a state enacts a provision that provides
some benefit to local test candidates "without aT fee or

charge?" Shall we recoup our costs only outside of that state?

Or shall we add these costs to our basic fees for everyone
across the nation automatically?

Clearly Mr. Zimmer has a legitimate-concern. There is a great need for a

preemptive federal statute that will standardize the disclosure process making

compliance reasonable, practical, beneficial and economical for all parties

concerned. In addition, it seems logical that due to the traditionally interstate
nature of post-secondary education that any law dealing with this process

should be enacted by the federal government.

Last year, befbre this committee the testing industry successfully

argued that before any federal action be taken, the ramifications of the

law's enaction in New York must be assessed:

1. The tecting companies claimed that test quality'would be threatened

if they were required to release the questions for public inspection.

Truth-in-Testing proponents predicted an improvement in test quality.

Now that two years ham: elapsed since the New York law was passed,

many testing companies and their employees have acknowledged that

test quality has improved due to disclosure. Students have discovered

errors affecting over half a million test-takers as a result of New

York State's "Truth-in-Testing" law, many of ihem being faulty

questions. Bruce Zimmer, of the LSAC, explained:

"Test disclosure promotes confidence In the integrity of the

test instrument and the teating process. It is symbolic of

our public accountability. Indeed it helps us in our quality

control efforts."

2. The testing industry claimed that the law gave students rights they

didn't want and wouldn't use. Truth-in-Testing proponents stated i

that students were very interested in their. performance on these

tests and would take advantage of 'this opportunity if properly

informed. On the May 1980 Law Sthool Admissions Test (LSAT) over

65% of the test takers requested a copy of their questions and

,answer sheets. As a result, the LSAC decided that next year LSAT

-test takers will automatically receive a copy of their test questions

and answer dheets (see section on How the Bill is Working in New

Y2EL).
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Not only is the New York law working well, it has, in conjunction with
the possibility of other states and congress enacting similar statutes and
the discovery of so many errors, caused many of the testing companies to
extend natiomile some_of the benifits the law provides to New York test
takers. Despite thiz seemingly altruistic change in policy, test publishers
are still opposed to Truth-in-Testing in concept and have only implemented
their national disclosure policies to hinder the efforts of other states and
Con,p.ess to enact their own laws. Once the possibility of new laws is removed,
the test companies could very easily resind their national disclosure policy.
It is imperative that statutory guarantees be provided so that test takers
now and in the future can be sure that the teat which they have taken is
scored correctly, reported correctly, and contains no faulty questions.

AM1SNDKENIS TO ME BILL

/n addition, federal legislation can be used to improve upon the New York

law. New York is working well, but more needs to be done. The following are

several amendments that should be added to the bill. They require the test
publishers to provide more comprehensive infbrmation, which will increase public

understanding of the testing processs

1. Test publishers should be required to report their scores in a 95g
"true score range " (i.e., the range of scores that 95% of the test
takers who take the test once and then retake the test without
taking a coaching course or learning of any kind would receive. For
most E7S tests this is a 120 to 140 point range -- a 500 would be
reported a 440 - 560).

2. The test publishers would have to provide the Department of Education,
for public review, a description of every complaint they have received
from students who believe that there was an error made on their

examination.

3. That if a test publisher incorrectly scores, reports or administers
a student's test, the test taker should receive his/her money back

plus the right to re-take the test at ho extra cost within'40 days

of the error being discovered.

2
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THE KEW YORK EXPERIENCE

The New York State legislature enacted
Truth-in-Testing because New York

Congress of Parents and Teachers (PTA), New York Educators Association, New

York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG), New York Personnel and Guidance

Association, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,(NAACP),

Puerto Rican Legal Education and Defense Fund, New York State Consumer Pro-

tection Board, New York State English Council, National Conference of Black

lawyers, New tork's Attorney General's ()ince, dozens of research scientists,

including three former ETS employees, joined every major New York student

group in enthusiastically supporting the measure.

were:

These individuals and organisations supPorted the measure-because-they

* Concerned about test publishers' claims that they did not make mistakes,

when nearly everyone seemed to know someone whe had trouble with ETS

processing or scoring their tests. Documentation of fourteen separate

errors, affecting 200,000 students test scores, prior to the enaction

of the New York law is in Appendix B (An in-depth explanation of the

,eight errors discovered due to the law and their effects on the

testing industry is discussed in the Error section).

* Concerned about the fact that ETS and other publishers awarded students

precise aptitude scores when their own statistical studies indicated

that, due to test error there is a one in ten chance that a student

who retakes a test will have a score which will fluctuate by over 100

points (fifty points in either direction). This fluctuation is important

because on most ETS tests a $00 is in the 50th percentile, whereas a

600 is in the 84th percentile.

* Concerned that EIS has denied independent researchers acpess to the

data necessary to evaluate their test's validity, reliability, and

culture-biased (for one example of this, see the artical by Tamar

Pacher in Appendix C).

* Concerned about the fact that in the one case prior to the enactment

of New York's Truth-1F-Testing lax where ETS released a test form --

the February 1973 Multi-State Bar Exam, law professors from four

'faculties disagreed on over 35g_of the correct answers.

4 Concerned about the fact that researchers from the National Conference
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of Black Lawyers reported that black law applicants who had comparable
,grades (t. .01 CPA), identical majors, and attended the same undergraduate
institutions as their white counterparts scored over 109 points lower

on the LSAT.

'Difference in LSAT Scores Between White and Minority Law
School Applicants Who Have Comparable Grades, Majors, and

Undergraduate Institutions

..

Minority Croup Number in Sam le Score Differenne
Mean Median

Blacks 122 -109.6 -101.1

Chicanos 352 - 99.4 -106.5

Native Americans 46 - 77.8 - 79.9

Asian Americans 277 - 34.5. - 23.8

* Concerned about the fact that the LSAT sample booklet features dozens
of famous men -- presidents, senators, journalists, scholars and the
like -- and not a single famous woman. This is important-because
several studies, including some by ETS, report that women score better
on questions featuring females or persons of no specified sex while

men score higher when males are featured. And the questions that do

feature women are disturbing. For instance, this item from the LSAT

makes some interesting assumptions. It reads as follows:

20. Many cultures do not share our assumptions that women are
innately passive and emotional, that their roles must be domestic,

and that they cannot function effectively in position* of authority. 1

* Concerned about high school students who are taking Courses on how to

take tests instead of Algebra, Chemistry or Art. Conceined because

teachers are altering their curriculum to teach the tests. Writing in

the New York Times Magazine of September 2, 1979, Thomas C. Wheeler
made a strong case that the objective test system has been a "devastating

influence" on students' writing ability. "The American language --

supple, imaginative and alive -- has lost ground to the pretense of
measurement," he wrote. And of thelqAT in particular, Wheeler concluded,
"/ts verbal part, like other objective,tests in language, does 116t ask
for writing; and because it doesn't, the act of writing has withered

in our schools."

* Concerned about the fact that in 1979, the American College Testing
Program asked five health experts to eliminate the obviously incorrect
answers from their 126 item multiple-choice health care proficiency

test. ACT researchers planned to estimate the difficulty of their

test by the number of answers that remained. To ACT's chagrin, each
expert eliminated, as being obviously incorrect, between 9 and 26 of

the answers ACT stated were correct.

* Concerned about the fact that MS deceminated false statements concerning
coaching's impacteon test scores and on the costs involved in implementing

Truth-in-Testing legislation.

1 See Appendix for further test questions.

91-170 0-82--9
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* And finally, concerned because one number from a test publisher can

unalterably affect a person's life; yet that person must blindly trust

the testing companies that the test is fair and is scored correctly.

The Educational Testing Service (ETS) and the College Entrance Examination

Board (CEEB), the bill's major opponents, reacted to the legislation by hiring

the lobbying firm that represented the State's tobacco and pharmaceutical

interests, Indtially, these two "non-profit" firms and their lobbyists argued

that testing is a very complex technical
isaue that could not be dealt with

in the legislative arena. In addition, they argued that there were.few, if

any, problems with testing, thus legislation was unnecessary.

It soon became apparent that this simplistic and condescending strategy

was not convincing legislators,
and EIS and CEEB committed the woret sin a

lobby can committ -- they lied. A few illustrations of EIS and CEEB'a

intentional distortion of facts concerning the consequences of New York's

Truth,in-Testing_bill are as follows:
- - -

* An ETS "Memorandum-in-Opposition"
circulated to New York legislators

and educators in May and June 1979, stated that the New York Truth-

in-Testing bill would require public filing of "all statistical data

and reports" filed by the testing companies including "confidential

information .a.. about test subjects" when in fact the bill mandated

that To Information identifiable with the teat subjects be disclosed.

* EIS and CEEB mailgrais and memos distributed to every high school

principal and college president in New York State which claimed the

bill "would seriously disrupt equating
procedures," when in fact

questions usedsolely for equating were specifically exempted from

the bill (equating is the process for making tests given at different

timea comparable to each other).

* On June 13, 1979, the day before the New York Senate was to vote on

the bill, ETS distributed a
"Memoramdum-in-Opposition" to all New

York State legislators. The Memorandum Stated that:

Publication of the test questions will increase the cost of the:

SAT, between $4,73 and $12.73

GRE: between $9.73 and $32.73

LSAT: between $21.60 and $35.60,

GMAT: between $14.13 and $26.63

* EIS argued that large fee increases were
necessary to offset their

additional costs due to having to write new questions for every test.

EIS eventually retracted the above statement when:

1. Truth-in-Testing supporters publisized two internal EIS documenta

which revealed that test development was only a small portion of

costs (330 to 860 per test in one study, 170 por test in another.

See charts I and III).
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2. Several former E7S empioyees testified that approximately 70%

of the items of ETS' tests were made up new for each form.

E7S therefore woad have to increase its item writing capacity

by about 50%. Since the total test development costs for the SAT,

GRt, WAT, and GMAT were lese than a dollar per candidate,

Truth-in-Testing legislation would only increase students' test

fees by a few cents.

3. IRS documents revealed that between 1974 and 1976 EIS and CEEB

earned over $10 million in "non-profits" from just their Admissions

Testing Protram (see Chart II).

There are several other examples of ETS and CEEB's use of inuendO,

unsupported statistics, and selective misinformation to promote their

programs and mislead legislators, researchers and the general public. Two

specific examples are coaching and the 17S and CEEB operatqd Student Search

Severvice (see Appendix A).

Chart I: How Much of Candidate's Fee Goes to Test Development?

Test Program

' College
Board LSAT GRE

ATCSB
(now GMAT)

Fee Paid By Candidate $5.75 $13.50 $8.00 $10.00

Total Cost (per session
candidate) to E7S

$4.82 $10.83 $7.17 $ 9.22

Coat of Teat Development $ .33 $ .49 $ .86 $ .44

Teat Developtent ms % of 6.5 % 4.5 % 8.7 % 4.8 %

Total Cost to ETS

Source: "Activity Analysis," Internal ETS Study, January 31, 1972

Chart IIs Admission Testing Program Revenue and Expenses

Revenues Expenses Surplus % Profit

1974-75 $16036,276 $12,550,541 $3,485,735 27%

1975-76 $16,260,652 $13,232,474 $3,028,178 22 %'

1976-77* $17,640,000 $14,099,000 $3,541,000 25 %

*projected

Sources College Board Statement of Revenues, lbspenses and Fund Balance,

Year Ended July 30, 1976, with Comparable Fivres for 1975 and for

1977 Current Projections.

1 3
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Chart Ills TES_TtLI141.mmug,SzTEURLEIrlakdown and Budget for College
Boardis.rAdm icIsTestin(PrograsoSAT and Aohievement Tests)

1976 Actual 1977 Budget

Test Construction Expenses $ 291,000 $ 389,000

Program Administration Expenses $10,079000 $10,864,000

Test Construction as % of Program 2.9 % 3.6 %

Administrative Expenses

Admissions Testing Program Volume $ 1,737,000

\ (in number of Test Subjects)*

$ 1,430,00o

\Total Construction Expenses per $ .17 $ .27

Candidate** .1

\
lest Subjects Volume figures are from ETS In Fact, and ETS publication

"Expenses Per Candidate calculated by dividing Test Construction Expenses

by Candidate Volume
.

Sou7e:
"ETS CONFIDENT/AL Project Operating Statement by Pos.- Category/Project,

Period Ending 3/31/77," a 66 page computer print out

,\

HOW IS THE BILL WORKING IN MI YORk ?

\
0 January 3, 198o, just three days after tho law went into effect, the

test p blithers announced that twenty of the twenty-six tests covered by the

new law would no longer b) administered in New York. This occurred because

the tes ing companies took an inflexible position against any form of the

legisla ion and made no suggestions for amendments while the bill was being

conside ed. This resulted in a law which was insufxiciently clear to insure

the 140sti effective administration. After the New York legislattum adopted

several amendments in February 1960, test publishers reinstated fifteen of

the previously withdrawn tests. The following is a brief synopsis of specific

test comay reactionss

* The AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION (ADA) initially announced that they

woula withdraw their tests from the state. In November 1979, after

meeting with state legislators, the ADA pledged to administer the
Dentil Admissions Test on a normal schedule and to keep test fees the

same. State legislators, in turn tentatively agreed toexempt for
1960 ,the "perceptual ability" section of the test from the law.

* Four days after Governer Carey signed the Truth-in-Testing bill into

law, the ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES (AAMC) announced that

they would not administer their test in New York. /n November 1979 the

AAMC tiled suit in federol court charging that the law, by forcing them

to make Nblic their test Questions, violates federal copyright laws.

AS
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On JanuksY 21, 1980 U.S. District Court Judge Neal McCurn granted the
AAMC a preliminary injunction until the case is heard. As a result,
tha Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) is exempt from the disclosure

17

pro sloil of the law untiI/the case is heard and was not withdrawn from
th state. A recent issue of the Columbia Law Review (January 1981) '

jacts the AAMC's arguments against the legislation, and concludes that
the Truth-in-Tasting law should be allowed to stand. Also, New York's
medicil schools and the American Medical Students Association (AM1A)
have told Senator LaValle, sponsor of the New York bill, that they, were
not consulted and do not endorse AAMC's decision to withdraw the MCAT
from New York or AAMC's decision to file suit in opposition to theaaw.

.

* The PSYCHOLOGICAL CORPORATION, a subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace,
Jovanovich, Inc., withdrew its tests from the state. Mort of these
teats have an extremely low-volume and are now exempted by amendments
to the law. .

b
* The EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE (ETS) And the COLIZGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
BOARD (CEEB) 'Continued their efforts to undermine the law. They made it
extremely difficult for students to obtain materials made available by
the law. They instituted a $1.75 surcharge to all New York test takers
in an effort to "punish New York," and they charged an extra $4.76 to
those who requested the information. CEEB also reduced by 2.5% the
nuaber of test datea for the SAT and ctit back by 75% the number of

test dates available to students who cannot be tested on Saturday for
religious reasons.

, In addition, they provided little if-any information to students or
educators that additionalleaterials are now available. George Hanford,
President of the College Board, told the New York Times, site- the bill
wee enacted, "Why should We go out of our way to push something we don't
think is uaefUl." SAT takers must fill out a special form,to obtain
a copy of the test. In several instances this form hall not been included
with the regular registration form.

* The reaction of the LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS COUNCIL (LSAC), the t3RADUATE
RECORt6 EXAKINATION BOARD, and the GRADUATE MANXEMENT ADMISSIONS TEST
BOARD sponsors of the LSAT, GRE and tpe GMAT, respectively, were much
more favorable. They clearly informed students of their rights and
broke with ITS and the College Roard, extending the benefits of New York's
law to students throughout the U.S. The LSAC enabled students to receive
the additional information without raising prices initfilly. They, unlike ETS,
enabled those individuils who wanted the materials to just check a box
on the registration form.
After 65g of those taking the May 1980 administration of the LSAT

requested the information provided by the law, the LSAC in an effort to
compliance cost effective decided to make disclosure not only-national,
but mandatory. Starting next year all teet-takerg will receive a copy
of the questions ocored as well as a copy of their anawers. Bryce
Zimmer, Executive Director of the LSAC stated, "The +Tie of persons who
apply-bp Law School are quite intereated in their individual rights."
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Recently, ETS and other members of the testing industry have been forced

ko reeyaluate their position with respect to compliance% Eighteen months ago

ET§ Vice.President for Law Programs, Thomas 0. White, wrote an internal memo

to EIS President William Turnbull (Fall 1979 Testing Digest), stating that

since Truth-in-Testing had become law, publishers should do their utmost to

comply with it. Today White is President of a new non-ETS affiliated organization,

the Law School Admisiions Service (SAS) of Newtown, Pensylvania, which

administers several programs previously run by EIS (including the LSAT). Me

told The New York Times (November 23, 1980) that'as a result of the New York

bill: "Peoplr. can see more of the elements of a process that is critical to .

their car.ar decisions, and they can corract any mistakes." ETS Senior Vice

President for Testing, E. Belvin Williams, told The New York Times education

editor Edward Fiske that New York's Ttuth-in-eesting bill has prodded his

company int. a "healthy re-examination" of the organization's internal pro-

cedures. Willitots concluded that due to Truth-in-Testing"/ can say with
absolute cehainty that the quality did not go down on any of our tests. To

the contrary, it al better than ever."

Yet despite the high rtquest rate for the LSAT and CEEB's new disclosure

policies, ETS and CEEB have spent thousands of dollars on high pric(.3 lobbyists,

to prevent other state and Congress from extending the beniflts,of Truth-in-

Testing to their constituents. In August 1978, ETS Presdent William Tbrnbull

wrote a memorandam titled Ntlic and Professional Attitudes Towards Testirg

and ETS. The 21-page confidential document outlines Turnbull's plan to spend

15r1-5700 to influence legisilators, government officials, teachers' unions

and civil rights organizations (see Appendix D). Testing lobbies in other .

states have continued their, efforts, presenting questionalble arguments against

the bills. For example:

1. they claim that the New, 'fort' law would be repealed, when in kact the

legislature.in NJW York.mever considered such action.

2. legislators in other states were told that "Truth-in-Testing" is really

a federal issue; when at the same time ETS lobbyists were telling members

of Congress,consiciering the bill the the Federal governssnhad no right

to interfere in education; and,

3, the cost of administration of the law would be in the area of 50,000

dollars when in fact the New York State legislature for the past two

fiscal years has budgeted abselately nothing for the laws administration.

In February 1980, six weeks after the New York bill became law, Senator ,

LaValle told the following story to illustrate his frustrations witl, EIS and

CEEB officials: "In the early 1960's when Congress enacted autoemission

regulations, both General Motors and Toyota hired 1,000 ne employees. Toyota

hired 1,000 engineers and CM hired 1,000 new lawyers." The following are

just a few of the lobbyists EIS and CEEB have hiztd to defeat T'ruth-in-ltsting

legislation:

* florid& - Bruce Smothers, the state's former Secretary of Stote;

* Maryland - Tom Lord, the state's former Assistant Attorney General;

* Massachusetts - Tom Joyce, the lobbyist retained by that state's

banking and nuclear interests;

13
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* New Jersey - Joe Katz, Lobbyist for that state's resta nt, motel,
cigarette, auto dealers, race track and casino interests; and,

* Washington, D.C. - the law firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickerirg, whose
other clients include General Motors, IBM and DuPont.

ERRORS AND TEEIR RAMIFICATIONS

Mew York State's Truth-in-Testing law has resulted in increased public
scrutiny of tests as well as provided college and graduate school applicants
with the right, after scores art reported, to a copy of the questions asked-
and their answer bheets. Prior to the enaction of Truth-in-Testing in New
York, students had little if any way of detecting or proving that there was
any problem with test items or reported scores. In fact, as mentiened in the
accompanying article, ETS clai.med that they were virtually infallible. Since

. . the enattion of the law, errors effecttAg the scores of nearly one-half million
studentsfhave betn discovered. Six different categories of errors have

been brought to light: administrative errors, factua2ly incorrect questions,
scoring errors, reporting errors, ambiguous questions, and biased test items.

The first error detected after the passage of the law was discovered by
a Pittsfbrd, New York high school student. He wrote ETS pointing out that
one of the test's reading comprehension passages that dealt with how migrating
birds navigate, was incorrect. "Reading false, statementg does tl.ed to jar,

one's senses," he said, "possibly causing,errors to be iade in answering the
questions."

Nex.t, Michael Simon, a re8ent graduate of Columbia University's Masters
Program'in International Affairs, who took the LSAT lust summer wrote ETS
that their computer had incorrectly marked a "no answer" in five places
where he had entered a reply; i.

Similarly a graduate of Arizona University, now a Hew York resident,
took the LSAT in Febroary 1981. Approximately three weeks later she received

a score of 564 on a scale of 200-800. Several weeks later she received a copy

of the questions scored, her answer sheet and the correct answers to the

questions. When computing her score from the information provided she found
that her score was actually a 624, Eo points higher than the ISAS had reported.
After several rechecks she phoned EIS, ahe acknowledged their mistake, claiming

a cOmputer had errored. ETS then issued corrected reports to the law schools

she'had applied to for admissions.

Without Truth-in-Testing, errors like these would never have been discovered.

. In April 1980 NYFIRG and the Committee, in an effbrt to determine the frequency
of such ocgurences, se"t questionaires to the nine major testing companies
asking for infbrmation. To date they have received responses from two

agencies, the College Board and the Graduate Records Examination Board. Both
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letters acknowledged the request and stated that further information would be

forthcomine. Unfortunately NYTIRG and the Coaaittee have received no further

information.

The fourth error discovered got quite a reception, making the front page

of The New York Tires on March 17, 1901. Daniel Lowen, a 17 year old Cocoa

11

Beach, Florida High School st ent, proved that the answer ETS and its panel

of 16 college professors sells ed on a question from the October 21, 1981

?SAT was inferior to another c ice. Senior Vice Preaident for Testing

Programs at ETS told The New York Timms that the question waa a "lousy item."

Why ITS and the.College Board kept this error a secret for three months still

remain; unknown. Could it be that this information could have had a profound

effect on pending legislation?
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Deiending on whether'
the faces conaidered
are those of the ,

original two solids
or those of the com-
bined solid, both
choices (A) Five arA
(C) Seven have merit
as correct answers.
vlen the question
,us originally scored,
only choice C was con-
sidered correct. Al-

though seven of the
original faces,remain
exposed, the solid
that resulta if face
ABC is placed on EFG
contains but five
distinguisable faces.
Sone of the faces of
the original figures
(for eample, faces ABD
and EGH in the diagram
on the bottom) lie in
the same plane and form

a parallelogram when
the solids are placed
together. The diagram
provides an illustratioh.

4

The October 1960 ?SAT was the first ItAT wier released to the public.

This disclosure of the ISAT MILS a result of a new College Board policy,

introduced due to the increasingly apparent success of Truth-in-Testing in

New York and the impending threat of the paasage of a similar bill by one

of the many other states considering this type of legislation.

Kr. Lowen's disCovery resulted in 240,000 students' test scores being

upgraded, 60 additional studenis being awarded financial scholarships and

over 100 additional "letters of comendation" beirg awarded by the multi-million
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dollar National Merit Scholarship Program who annually awards students with
high PSAT scores.

In addition, the test Mr. Lowen had taken was made up of old SATs.
Robert Moultrop, ETS spokesman, estimated that the scores of about 80,000
of the 316,000 persons who took tests using the "lousy item" in recent years
should probably be raised by as much as 10 points. Their scores have never
been corrected.

Mr. Lowen's discovery, to quote a New York Times headline, opened a
"Pandora's Box." The Times and the testing companies received a "deluge of
letters" suggesting a variety of new answers to the same questions. E. Bevin
Williams, Director of Test Development at ETS in response to queries on the
legitimacy of alternative solutiops presented in the correspondence said with
a shrug, "Poseems as if every answer was correct except oUrs."

Just one.week later on March 23, 1981, the fifth mistake, discovered by
Michael Calligan, was announced by ETS. Galligan, a senior at Clarkstown
South High School in New City, New York, discovered the error on the October
SAT. Again the public was not informed until well after the error was discovered
and rescored. In a letter to ETS, Mr. Calligan pointed out that a question
abcuL integers on the exam had two right answers. Despite admitting that Mr.
Galligan was correct, Ernest 'Kimmel, Director of Test Development at ETS,
declared, "We know the people who chose C (the other correct answer discovered
by Calligan) were less ables they skipped over the obvious answer.",

Row A 7 2 5 4 6
Row I 3 8 6 9 7
itcriv C 5 4 3 8 2
Row D 9 5 7 3 6
Row E 5 6 3 7 4

. 16. Which row in the list above contains both the
square of an Weser and the cube of a different
integer?

(A) Row A (I) Row B (C) Row C
(D) Row D (E) Row E

( ift,H1 1960 NV F S AND t HE COLA EGE 1110ARD

A student pointed out that (C) should
have been accepted as a correct

answer, as well as the "Qffirial- (B).

-
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As a result of Mr. Calligan's
discovery about 16,000 of some 84,000

"less able" test takers in New York State had their scores increased and

several hundred thus qualified for state
scholarships worth $1,000 over

a four year period.

Mr. Lowen's discovery, coupled with
Mr. Caligan's caused quite a disturbance

in the testing industry.
Just three days later, the College Board Trustees,

faced with convincing evidence that opening up the teiting process had and

would improve test quality, not to mention the effect these discoveries

would have on pending legislation, voted to
partially extend the "Truth-in-

Testing" concept nationwide. Their new policy, however, is limited to selected

test dates and unlike "Truth-in-Testing"_legislation,
provides no concrete

guarentees that disclosure will continu6 in the fUture. It is inmeresting to

note that College Board officials
.d'alSt three days earlier testified against

Truth-in-Testing in both MassSChusetts and Florida.

Many things concerning the*ixth and seventh mistakes which occurred

on the CRE-in advanced,engineering
and advanced psychology are still unexplained.

Both,questions, according to ETS, were not released by the CRE Board because

of the possibility of the questions
being reworded and used in future admin-

istrations of these exams. Who discovered the errors is also open to debate.

Edward Fiske, New York Times Reporter, on April 28, 1931 said that, "students

successfblly challanged questions on the GRE.!' ETS Public Relations person,

" Marilyn Ballis claimed that both mistakes were discovered as part of the

ongoing review process after they were printed and administered.. Assuming

Mr, Fiske was correct, students who had discovered these mistakes would have

gained no satisfaction, for the GRE Board voted not to change any incorrect

,scores unless diMrences of more than 10 points would result.

Ms. Ballis, in referene to the two errors remarked, "it was only a

matter of four points" and " was not statistically eigniticant." Robert

Altman, acting Vice-President for Higher Education Programs at ETS, in

defense of the Boards decision stated, "We continually tell colleges that

it is dangerous to make judgements
about students on the basis of 10 point

differences. If we sent out corrections of this magnitude, it would contradict

everything we have been telling them." When asked about the CRS Board's

decision, Thomas White, President of the LSAS, remarked, "I wouldn't want to

Apply the same logic to our test or to the SAT. There axe instances, even

if we do not consider them Justified, in
which 10 points can have an impact

on a person's educational opportunities."

A recent FTC report entitled "Coaching for Standardized Admissions Tests"

reprted that "42% of the private four year colleges and 37.9% of the public

four year colleges responding
(to their survey) indicated that they had minimum

SAT score requirements below which applicants
generally are not considered

eligible for admission." In addition, although teat makers "discourage" the

use of cut-off scores, preliminary selection for National Merit Scholarship;

axe baSted on "cut-uff' scores on the PSATP Finally, according to Bevin

Williams, the testing industry isn't always aware of hew test scores are used.

He stated, "As long as there is any chance that not rescoring will affect any

individual, then it is irresponsib,le not to do so."

Of the 23,200 students who took the February 21 administration of the

LSAT, almost 22,000 had to have their ecores changed. The eighth error was
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discovered by Christopher Laucks of Brook...Ine, Massachusetts when he realized
that their were two possible answers to a Geometry question on the exam. (see
diagram). The discovery resulted in 15,000 students' scores incresing, 1,600
3C01,03 remaining the sass, and 6,600 Scores dIcreasing.

.
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EXPLANATION

Figure I Aow, civest,on 23 as it appsarcd on the OAT This
question involves the tompanson ol two quantities the length ol
XV and the integer 5 The ciedced response to the questivo was
(C) that 0. that rhe tw. quantities are equal The intent al the
question was to have the vant.l.orit that d Lie segments
labeled a and d were extended they would meet in right angle
and lam a right triangle with hypotenuse al length XY and sides
of lengh +6-.4 and c+ dis3 tsee Flute 2) The length XY
would then be y41773r 7. .2.5. 5 and the answer would be ICI

This reason.ng o correct 4, as many people assumed from the
way the figure 0 drawn. the angle between the two triangles

where fine segments labeled b and c meet is a right angle or if Lne
segments labeled a and b tor those labeled c and dl are known to
be parallel However, since this infotenation is mispng, there can
be other mangles that satisfy the given conditions. but lot which
the length XY is not 5 The person who made the initial Inquiry
pointed out one such case lwe Figure 3) In this case line
segments labeled c and d are not parallel. and the length Xt ts
,770727 s'Irrr + il who, is greater than 5 Since
Oleic are cases for which iht length XY is 5 and other cases tor
which the length Is not 5, the answer to the question as it
appeared is ID). that is. the relationshp cannot Fe determined
horn the In(cemation given

Three days after the mistake was reported, the LSAG, which represents
171 law schools, approved by the American Bar Association and is sponsor of
the LSAT, annourced drastic changes in the structure ani scoring of the LSAT.
According to the Associated Press, begining in the summer of 1582 stuients
taking the LSAT would 113 longer be required to cLzrect ungramatical sentences
or solve geomotry and other "quantitative" math questions. Also the seal used
to report LSAT scores (200-800) would'be replaced by a scale ranging from
10-50. Bruce Simmer explained the council's actions are an effort to "discourage
the use of small score differences to shape adaissions decisions." It is
Important to note that generally Law Savoie. p/ac 60 to 70 pwr cent of their
emphasis In admissions on LSAT scores. Only 30 to ho per cent is placed on
other criteria, like GPA and extra-curricular activities.
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DEMISTIFICATION

/

Truth-in-Testing legislation in New York is also having a positive impact

on the availability of
quality test preparation courses to low income and

minority test takers. Patrick Shields of the Eaat Harlem College,and Career

Counseling Program, a federally fUnded organization designed to provide additional

assistance to college and career bound students, has been providing a three

,week coaching course for program participants.
He characterized the materials

available prior to the enaction of the law (inablished commercial materials and

ETS sample booklets) as of questionable value. There was a very limited

number of sample items of which many were of perhaps little value.

Due to the enaction of the law, hr Shield maintains that having realistic

SAT items available has enabled him to do a "better job." "Students," he

described, "feel more comfortable about taking the tests now that they've had

their hands on the real thing."

Jeannette Burgos_senwedlo, Head Counselor of Talent Search, also feels

that Truth-in-Testing is providing information to her which helps her to do

a better job. In a letter to the Committee she states:

At the request of students in our program, we at Talent

Search Program of Bronx Community College sponsor an SAT coaching

course ever academic year. Presently, we charge the students

$10 for an average of eight two-hour sessions. We are now in

the process of writing the course into our project so that we

an offer the course at no cost and, therefore, make the course

available to an evemgreater number of our student population.

Throughout the oso-ei academic year, we had four sessions;

and we got a opportunity to use actual SAT tests with the students

in the last session. Their responses, in comparison to those

students who only got an opportunity to use sample tests, were

more positive. They felt that having had an actual test before

them helped not only prepare them more adequately for the exam,

but they also felt that the level of familiarity they gained

by having the test would help relieve much of the anxiety they

would have gone into the exam with. This, in turn, would

enhance their chance of obtaining a better score.

As a counselor, I feel that, regardless of what others may

feol about coaching, coaching does help our student population.

That population being predominantly low income, minority students.

Coaching for these students gives them an opportunity to learn

test taking techniques theydo not necessarily pick up in the high

schools. It alao raises their level of confidence.

According to Luis DeCraffc, of the PUerto Rican Legal Education and

Defense Fund which administers a coaching course to about 60 'paw school

candidates'overy year, Truth-in-Testing helps his students in two major

ways:
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1. students who take the exam more.than once are enabled to see what
part of the exam they are weakest in. They can then prepare accordingly.

2. it enables us to institute a simulation of a teat situation. This
can help to relieve much of the test anxiety which students generally
experience..

The ultimate solution to the problem of disclosure is for the federal
government to enact a nation-wide "Truth-in-Testing" law. This will eliminate
the difficulties the testing industry faces having to comply with a variety of
forms of state legislation and the costs incurred thereof. In addition,
students now and in the future will be assurred that the testing process is
conducted in a fair and open manner.
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APPENDIX A

'Coaching

In late 1976, the Boston Regional Office of the Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) began an industry-wide investigation into the validity of claims made

regarding the effectiveness of coaching for standardized admissions tests.

They subpoened the files from all of the commercial coaching schools, as well

as frora the testing companies. Ironically, although their "investigation was

spawned by concern that commercial coaching schools were misleading prospective

students by deceptive claims," they found the opposite to be-true. In fact,

they reported that students who took a coaching course before taking the SAT a

second time, score 100 points higher than those students who simply retook

the SAT without takirg a course. Additionally, research, including some done

by ETS, has shown that coaching improves Minority students' scores the most --

yst minority students are probably the least able to attend coaching schools,

which cost az much as $350.

In the Spring 1980 Harvard Educational Review, Drs. Warner Slack and

Doug/as Portor of Harvard Medical School report in "TheScholastic Aptitude

Test: A Critical Appraisal" that

In publications sponsored by EIS or the College Board,

wee found nine cinclusions that studies to date had demonstrated

coaching to be ineffective, even though the published exper,

imental evidence indicated the contrary. We also found seven

assertions that gains in scores from coaohing were no signi-

licant, although they were statistically significant.

The Harvard suthors concluded that the:

Educational Testing Service's technical and promotional
publications are characterized by omissions and misleading

statements. They have enhanced the product's image at

the risk of the students' ,ielf-esteem. The students'

trust has been broken.

In addition, Slack and portor came across a 1968 EIS/CEEB booklet titled

"The Effects of Coaching on Scholastic Aptitude Scores." This booklet summarized

seven studies of coaching programs which failed to produce significant score

gains. It conveniently did not mention a College Board sponsored study at the

U.S. Military Academy which showed a coaching gain of 136 points on the SAT.

The studies which the booklet did choose to report invloved coaohing programs

substantially shorter and lessintense than those offered by the commercial

ciaching schools. The Harvard researchers stated that, "there is ample

evidence that students can successfully train for the SAT" and that such

evidence was available at the time the College Board booklet was published

in 1968.

In 1972, EIS researchers Dr. Louis Pike and Dr. Franklin Evans analyzed

the studies cited by the booklet on coaching for the SAT math section. They

concluded that ET3' unequivocal denunciation of coaching was "hazardous."
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Yet ETS continued to distribute this pamphlet until last year. .

Despite convincing evidence of the effectiveness of coaching courses,
the Federal Trade Commission report contended that the College Board and
ETS "continued to indicate that special preparation was unlikely to be of
significant beni-fit."

Taking the SAT, a student guide published by the College Board, made the
following statements

The verbal and mathematical abilities measured by the SAT
develop over years of study and practice. Drilling or
last-minute cramming probably will not do much to prepare
you for the teat. However, if you are not taking a
mathematics course, a review of mathematics concepts, such
as those given in this booklet, will be useful.

"The Student Bulletin 1979-1980" addressed the coaching question in
three sentencess

Befbre the test date, read the appropriate descriptive booklet,
Taking the SAT nr About the Achievement Tests, which will give
you a better understanding of the test. Studies have shown that
cramming does not raise scores, but knowing what to expect can be
helpful. A good night's sleep and a nourishing breakfast
before you take a test are also helpful."

The FTC study concluded that the 1979-1980 SAT materials "did not appear
to fully apprise students or educators of the possible benefits of coaching,"

Student Search Service (SSS)

In 1979 E7S and CEEB's most profitable activity was the CEEB owned, ETS
operated Stadent Search Service (SSS). Last year the SSS sold mailing lists
contairdng over 22 million names and aith.esses to 1800 clienss. SSS collects
its lists from the forms the 1.8 million high school students fill out when
they take any one of the fourteen CEEB sponsored, ETS developed multiple-
choice college entrance "aptitude" and "achievement" tests. ETS 1979-1980
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) promotional booklet informs students that thes

Collage Board's Student Search Service is an information service
for students, colleges and garvernnental scholarship programs.
It is free (their emphaais).,.. and works this way:

If you ask to participate, college and scholarship agencies '

interested in students with your characteristics can ask for and
receive your name, address, sex, high school and intended major.

Somehow ETS and CEEB forgot to inform high school students (or their
parents) thats -

* the SSS considered the Defense Department to 'be a governmental
scholarship agency.

14,)
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* the Newspaper Fund, Inc., a foundation affilialed with The Dow Jones,

Inc., the owners of the Wall Street Journal, was also considered to

be a.governmental scholarship agency.
-

* besides the characteristics cited above, the SSS also provided Ste
clients with infbrmation concerning the students' race, socio-economic

status, and test scores.

* their nawea wore going to b. sold at a large prolit. In FY 1979-80,

the SSS sold lists containing over 22 million names, earned ETS/CET03

over $2.7 million in revenue and $2.1 million in "non-profits"
(excess income over expenditures ).

In late 1960 17S/CEEB, reacting to legal action brought by the Committee

in a Brooklyn, New York federal court, started informing studente, .for the ,

first time, that they will be categorized by ethnic background and fanny

income. Today's BTS/CEEB solicitation, however, does not infbrm students that
their names will be provided to the military or that the non-profit corporations
,sell.(at a larie profit) the information they provide (see Testing Digest,

Wintir 1981, pages 1-3 in Appendix).

.14d
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Appendix 1- Mistakes

In 1974, Jean Kerr, ETS director of Testing services, stated:

I think that in terms of our reporting and our processing,

we have been virtually one hundred per cent corredt....

I would silk over the past few years, at least in my associ-

ation with this division of operations, and that's really

what I speak to, there have been virtually no errors."*

In the following yearwilernard Tehorni, ETS Vice President in charge of

operations, was asked, "What percentage of the reports that you send out are

free of error?" He responded, "Free of error? One hundred per cent."*

1

In November 1976 ETS Executive Vice President Robert Solomon, testifying

before the Privacy Commission was "asked specifically and repeated about

'errors that might be correctable if students had access to their ETS files."

He responded that to the best of our experiences, ETS doesn't make.mistakes

so no corrections would need to be made.

What follows are brief descriptions of over a dozen scoring errors and

reporting errors effecting nearly a quarter million students that have occurred

\ since 1972. These discriptions were obtained from press clippings people

have mailed to The Committee during the past three years. In all liklihood

\ a more systematic approach to discovering errors would have undovered mistakes

\ affecting thousands more students opportunities for graduate and professional

\\ uthool.

What disturbs me about the following mistakes is not that they occurred--
for mistakes will always happen, but test publishers seeming inability
to reci.ify mistakes once they've been made. Truth-in-Testing will help

remedy this situation by giving students accesi to the information they need

to verify that their tests were scored correctly.

Error 1 \\,

In January 1973, the Educational Testing Service (ETS) informed Harvey Block

that he had scored a 270 Out of a possible 800 on the Graduate Records Examin-
ation (GRE) in,Advanced Psychology, taken in December of 1972. Harvey Block, then

a senior at Yeshiva University, majoring in Psychology, with a 3.92 grade

point average, Vas, to put it mildly shocked by his low score. He immediately

called ETS requesting that they rescore his exam. ETS initially responded that

they did not make mistakes or rescore exams and that many people thought
they would receive higher scores than they actually achieved. Mr. Block

was persistent and in\late January 1973, ETS agreed that within a week they

would rescore his exam, The following week Mr. Block contacted ETS only

to find that no rescore,had occurred and again received a similar assurance from

ETS that a rescore would soon take place. Mr. Block taking no chances followed

this up with a written request.

Some time between February 14 and February 23, 1973, ETS upon rescore
found that an error had occurred and Mr. Block's correct score was a 570,

three hundred points higher than what was initially reported.

*See The Reign of ETS by Allan Nairn 4 Ralph Nader

91-170 0--112---10
1 4
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In mid-March 1973, Block received notification of the score revision.

Included was a list of schools-to whom corrected cores were ient. Block

discovered that the revised score had not been sent to over half the schools
he had applied to. During this period Block received several rejections
letters from many of the schools that had not received his corrected score.

On DeceMber 13, 1974, Mr. block, who is currently a doctoral student
in New York University's Social Psychology Program, filed a lawsuit against
ETS seeking damages for income lost due to his inability to enter a doctoral

program. On November 17, 1979 Block lost his case. ETS admitted

eas-scoring Block's test, but successfully argued that he might not have
been admitted to the graduate program even if his scores had been correctly

reported. During the trial ETS Director of Higher Education Programs,
Robert Altman stated that Block's answer sheet was mis-scored because Block
gridded the second letter of his last name incorrectly on his answer sheet
as "i" instead of "1" and provided an incorrect registration number. In

the process of making the two corrections an ETS clerk also revised the number
indicating the specific form of the test taken by Block (which was entered

correctly) to an incorrect number. Altman continued that:

."Although we do not know why this action waS taken, it caused
an incorrect scoring key to be applied to his answer sheet,
with the resulting incorrect score.. The quality control pro-
cedures described did not uncover this error, probably because
of the low incidence of similar errors at this administration
date, none of which had been Identified as quality control

Yet Altman later went on to state:

"in addition to the mis-grading of Mr. Block's answer sheet,

eleven other answer sheets for the Advanced Test in Psychology
administered on December 11, 197. were mis-graded."

When questioned by Block's attorney la 1075, ETS claimed that they could

no longer identify or ,produce information about the other eleven scGring errors

or whether these test-takers had beenhnotified of the error.

Block can at,least be thankful that ETS discovered his mistake. What

happens when the test publisher doesn't find the mistake. Equally disturbing is

what happens to a student who skips . question on a multiple-choice test,

but doesn't skip the corresponding spoce on his/her answer sheet. Such clerical

errors are all to easy to make.on speeded multiple-choice tests, especially when

a student is under pressure.

Truth-in-Testing legiaiation will grant Connecticut test takers the

same rights New York students now enjoy - the ability to make sure that their

test was properly scored and that they filled in their mower sheet correctly.

Trenton Times, N.J., 11/16/79, Superior Court of New Jersey Law Division -

Mercer County, Docket No. L-13177-74 (Civil Action Interrogatoriss)
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Error 2

ETS' 1975 and-1976 Law School Admissions Test (LSLT) registration fcrm

asked students whether they have taken.the test before. This question appeared

among a series of general clerical
questions (name, address, and so on).

Applicants had no way of knowing that failure to indicate that they'had

taken the test before (whether by answering the question incorrectly or

merely leaving it blank) was important. "

The reason for asking this question was not clerical. ETS researchers

had found out that students who netook a test, improved their scores

by an average of 30 points. The increase occurred beeause these test-takers

were now more familiar with the test'a format. It should be noted that at

this time ETS official position was that
coachiag would not improve students

telt scores.

According to the February 5, 1977 New Republic:

The test score report form sent to law schools contained-

unbeknownst to the student who was paying to have this infor-

mation sent - a space labeled. "unacknowledged repeater.".

When this space was marked by an asterisk, it indicated that

a candidate applying to take the test for the qikond time had not

indicated that this was the case. The asterisk appeared even if

a candidate (possibly, by accident) failed to answer the question

at all. Ralph Smith, a professor and admissions committee mem- '

ber at the University of Pennsylvania Law School, explained

that the "unacknowledged repeater"
designation raised "A question

of (the applicant's) integrity." A number of other law school

admission officers confirmed that this was the construction

admissions committees put on the asterisk."

Smitili and several others think the Appearance of the

a'Sterisk kept some applicantNut of lsw school. Of

course there are such a variety of reasons an admissions

committee can give for denying Admission to any one
applicant that it is all but Impossible to prove that
anyone was excluded because of being designated an

"unacknowledged repeater."

In the 1975-76 applicant year, the dean,of admissions

at the University of Pennsylvania Lim School noticed that

more and more of these asterisks were appearing on LSAT score

reports. He reported this to ETS and asked whether the

designation was correct in all these cases. Shortly

thereafter ETS responded with a memo sent to all law school

admissions deans, which read in part:

It has recently become apparent that a problem

exists with regard to the flagging of candidates
as "unacknowledged repeaters" (an asterisk in

the area under "Unacknowledged repeater" in the
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tannery sectiowoUreports). This problem has

been caused by several factors, some ofwhich raise
policy'questions which will be copstderid next spring.
The result for the current year, however%is that
some candidates who'are not "unacknowledged repeaters"

have been designated as such.

\

The memo warned that the designation should be disregarded and
explained that "it will not be possible to identify all such candidates"
.(those wiongly identified as "unacknowledged repeaters"). '

There ire ,several disturbing things about this incident. Fitst of

all, since applicants have had no way of knowing that the "unacknow-
ledged repeaters" designation existed, discovery of this error de-
pended on the fortuitous curiosity of one admissions dean. Second,

since applicants are not,permitted to see the reports ETS sends to
law schools, individuals would have had no way of clearing themselves
of false charges even if they had known that the problem existed.
Third, even afler the error was discovered, ETS kept it quiet
apparently made no attempt either to correct its past mistakes or
to inform the applicants who were harmed hy them. In short, candi-
dates who were perfecrAy acceptable may have been denied access
to their chosen profession without ever suspecting the reaion.

ETS avoided any mention of the "unacknowledged repeater" incident
in testimony at a Privacy Commission hearing in November. Robert
Solomon, vice president of ETS, was asked specificaily and repeat-
edly about errors that might be correctable if students had
access to their 'EIS files, but he failed to mention tha asterisk
episode and insisted that ETS errors were "to the best of our
'experience" no problem.

. o

Kim Masters, "ETS's Star Chamber," New Republic, February 5, 1977

Error 3

ETS changed the content of the Law School*Admission Test (LSAT)
between the July and October 1977 administrations, apparently
without notifying ihe nation's law schools. The resu}t wis that

nearly twice as many students scored 750 or better in October
than July, with triple_the number of perfect aoo scores reported.
Law schools with rolling admissions policies (that is, admitting
applitints when the application is completed as opposed to waiting
for a set date to look at all the applications at the same time
admitted students on the false assumption that LSAT ecores from
October 1977 meant the same tning as those from July 1977 and

earlier. Students who took the LSAT in July 1977 or earlier were,
in effect, penalized in terms of their chances for adotssion. The

score variances weren't'explained to law schools by ETS until

February 1978.

Cosey Winfrey. "Revised Law School Test Leads to Dispute," New York Timea
4128178, p. A23.
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In Mav 1978, the American College Testing Program (ACT), which ad-
ministers the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT), wrote to
medical schools to inform thempthat the MCAT scores they had been

sent were incorrect. Due to tin error in the scoring key sent to

ACT by the MCAT development agency, the scores of roughly 90 per-
cent of the test-takers were too low.

Maxwell Gould, "MCAT Scores Fall irom Past Level, Prompt Regrading,"

Harvard Crimson, 5/19/78, p.l.

Error 5

ETS misscored over 50,000 Graduate Management Admissions Tests.
(GMAT) taken in November 1977. Before ETS corrected the mistake
numerous business schools had mailed out letters of acceptance

and rpiection,

J. Wyatt Emmerick, "Erior In G147 Scores Affect Applications," Harvard
Crimson, January 18, 1978, p. 1.

Error 6

Several South Carolina school districts require teachers to pass
ETS' National Teachers Examination (NTE) as part of the job

certification process. In 1977 a South Carolina teacher was
fired because ETS incorrectly reported that her NTE test score

was below the school district's passing rate. ETS corrected its

error in 1979, but the teacher was out of work for eighteen

months due to the mistake:

Spring 1980, Testing Digest, p. 2

Error 7,8,9

Kenneth Drexler, the President of the Student Government Association of

North High School in Great Neck, New York, explained to the U.S. House Committee

on,Education and Labor three mistakes that occurred in his school in 1978;

Our school has gotten involved in the questton of the testing
industry and the truth in testing bill primarily as a result of

several incidents which occurred at out schools. There were errors

made by the Educational Testing Service. I described them in my

testimony and have given them titles. They are not official titles but

are used to give identification to the incidents.

First, the C3SC of the missing paper and the duplicated test.
t.

=In I97v the Great Neck school district notified ETS that a test

booklet of a SAT exam was missing. It subsequently developed that

th missing booklet was taken by a Great Neck teacher who made

copies and used it to give students practice in taking the SAT tests.
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There was no question but that what the teacher did was illegal,

but the test was used for purposes of coaching. Other examplqs are

reported as missing and such tests should never be repeated. The

teacher never contemplated, even as a remote possibility, that ETS

would repeat the same test.

When ETS unaccountably did repeat exactly the same test only 2
years later, almost 50 Great Ned students, fewer than 5 of whom
had even seen the earlier test, had their scores invalidated. ETS

promptly brought a suit of copyright infringement against the
teacher which waS subsequently settled out of court.

No justice, however, was available to the 50 Great Neck students
whose tests were invalidated due not to any fault of their own but
to the gross inefficiency of ETS in repeating a test when a copy had

been reported missing.

The October weekend fiasco: ETS, to its credit, is aware that

some students observe Saturday as their Sabbath, and it gives such
students the option of taking its exams on Sunday.

On Sunday, October 29, 1978, 13 Great Neck. North students took the

PSAT exams. Incredibly, ETS administered to them exactly the same

test that waS given to their classmates on Saturday, October 28.

The results: (1) The National Merit Scholarship Corp. disqualified
the results of the 13 students who took the Sunday exam, and (2) to
make amends, ETS asked the NMSC, which bases it scholarship
awards_on a formula based upon PSAT scorers, to use the regular

SAT scores which the 13 students obtained the following spring in
making the scholarship awards.

This has caused protests from others who claim that the scores
on the regular SAT's are generally far better than those on the

_2SAT's, that the two are not comparable, so that in the words of a
schOZTFEwspaper editorial, "It's like comparing apples and oranges,
or more appropriately, it's like comparing responsible organizations
to irresponsible profitmaking groups such as the ETS. It just

cannot be done."

How to demolish a student's college prospects: ETS permits a

student to cancel an exam by filling out a cancellation report when
he turns in his test paper. If he does so, ETS promises that it will
not grade the exam nor, make any report thereof.

One of the better students who had been rejected by some colleges
later discovered thaiETS had reported to all colleges to
whAzh he applied the results of an exam which he had canceled
after completing fewer than half the questions.

There is no way to asdertain how substantially this ETS blunder
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affected the decisions of thd colleges from which he was rejected.

But how do you make restitution to this student? One must surely
speculate as to how many tines this has happened and gone undis-

covered.

All three of,these events occurred in one school with a population
of 1,200 students in 1 year's time.

Truth-in-Testing Act of 1.979, The Educational Testing Act of 1979, Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education
of the Committee on Education and Labor House of Representatives.96 Congress,

October 11, 1979.
it

Error 10

In 1979, National Evaluation Systems of Amherst, Massachusetts, made a re-
porting error on the scores of New Jersey's ninth grade reading test. The error,

.1 of a percent, made the difference in 1,300 students falling or passing the
test. The company notified school districts, who then had to notify students

and parents. Before this process was completed, many students had already been

told they had failed the test.

(Testing Direst, Winter 1981, p. 15)

Wor 1.1

In February 1979, a graduate of tile Georgetown Law Center took the Maryland

bar examination. Part of this examination consisted of the Multistate Bar
Examination (MBE), a standardized test administered by ETS. In April 1979 the student

was told that he had failed the bar exam and would have to take it again if he

wanted to pass. A few months later ETS informed the student that when someone
was conducting a random quality control check, they discovered a "crinkle" in

his answer sheet. This had covered part of the answers the student had made, and

the computer had scored that portion as all incorrect. When the test WAS rescored

by hasa E7S found that the student had actually passed the test. ETS' Director

of Public Relations told 1jatuazi. that "to his knowledge (this) WAS the first time
a mechanical error (had) interfered with the accuracy of computer corrections.

"In Short: Wrinkled by a Crinkle", July 31, 1979, part II, p. 2

Error 12

The Washington Post reported that ETS lost the answer sheets of 163 Mongomery

County, Maryland high'school seniors.

Spring, 1980 p 14)

Error 13

"A 1. iky watermain" according to an ETS spokesperson, caused a
COr", tater to fall to send thousands of students admissions tickets

for the October 13, 1979 Law School Admissions Test (LSAT).

ETS' switchboard, were unable to handle the thousands of calls
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from students whose checks had been cancelled by ETS, but

were not mailed test registration forms. One frustrated

young man reported that he called ETS thirty times a day

for a week without getting through.

Those lucky ones who did get through received a variety

of responses. Some received mailgrams confirming their

registration. Others were mailed a letter indicating

which test site they should go to. Others were assured

that a test would be waiting for them at their originally

designated test center. Still others received two or

three different responses from ETS. One student received

four identical admissionsletters.

Three hundred students directed to Georgetown University
in Washington, D.C. found that there were only two hundred

and fifty tests.

The test administrators admitted students on a priority

basis: those with regular registration tickets were al-

lowed in first; those students holding mailgrams, second;

next were those with letters. Fifty students with verbal

assurances found themselves out in the cold.

One such student, Steve Pearlman of Georgetown University,

had completed an expensive preparation course. The course

was designed to prepare him for October 13. "I took half a

week off from school, in order to peak on that day," he

lamented.

Theresa Koncick wrote that the entire situation was

"chaotic". "We were all nervous about the test and then
they announced that some of us wouldn't get to take it.

Since I arrived early, I got in. But the test started an

hour and a half late and I'm sure the waiting around less-

ened my concentration and my score."

Konick continued that "on November 13, 1979 I recieved

an admissions ticket" for the October 1979 test. ETS as

of today has not offered Theresa Koncick or others affected

by this mistake an apology or even a written explanation of

what happened.

Spring 1980 Tgating_Xges,t, p. 2, 15

Error 14 \

In 1980 thousands of law school applicants' scores arrived late due to a

computer foul-up at the Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) in Newtown,

Pennsylvania. The LSDAS, an ETS subsidiary, compiles law schwol applicants'

grades and Law School Admissions lest (LSAT) scores and sends them to the nation's

1 5
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220 law schools.

ETS did not publicize their mistake until New York State Assemblyman
Mark Allan Siegel, Chairman of the Assembly Higher Education Committee, con-
ducted an investigation. Siegel found that the ETS mistake had caused pro-
cessing delays of about 80,000 law school applicants and that ETS had not in-
fc<med students that there would be an eight week delay.

Siegel's investigation also uncovered the fact that 30,000 yellow matching
forms were not mailed to students. Applicants fill out these yellow forms
and send them directly to law schools. The schools then forward the forms to

LSDAS. In turn LSDAS sends back the yellow forms to students to verify the
arrival of their transcripts.

After learning about the legislators' investigation, ETS on January 28, 1980
mailed a press release to college newspapers announcing the eight week pro-
cessing delay.

Assemblyman Siegel in a February 21 interview described the delay as
"unprecedented-in terms of a complete collapse of service." He continued that
ETS, by not individually informing students of the delay "had failed in their
judiciary duties."

The forms the LSDAS were able to process contained an unusual number of
error,. For example, a student from Beloit College in Beloit, Wisconsin was
listed as attending a college he had never attended,tniling courses he never took,
and having been disciplined by university officials in 1967, even though he was
only 9 years old at the time.

Michael Rappaport, assistant dean of admissions at UCLA Law School told
The Chronicle of Higher Education, that he's "noticed a lot of mistakes-more
than usual. We are beginning to wonder if we are missing things."

Sandra G. Mannix, director of admissions at Villanova University's law school
also reported finding numerous errors. For example, one applicant's score should
have been 100 points lower than was recorded by ETS. Before the mistake was
corrected, the applicant had been accepted by Villanova and several other law
schools.

Admissions officers at the Temple University law school ran a spot check
for errors in January an 80 reports. They found errors in 20 per cent of them.

Students currently pay $15 to take the Law School Admassions Test and an
additional $38 to have their transcript and computerized sumzary sent to five lay
schools.

(Testing_Dizest.. Spring 1980, n. 15)
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Appendix (=Tamar Pachter Article, $450,000 Fund ArticleTesting Digest,
Spring 1981

I ETS Tests Researchers' Wiles
Many people believed that

s when New York state passed its
1 Truth in Testing bill in 1978, st
; lud lifted the cloak of secrecy suf.

rounding the Educational Test-
1 fag Service ( ETS) and other test.
' ing institutions. The New York

law, which requires standardized
testers to provide full gradiny and
test question disclosure, did open

' up the floodgates of legislation
About twenty states have now
passed solne form of open.teoing

arid some of these
bills are more strict than the New
York prototype. But it appears
that all this lawmaking. rather
than opening the industry to
closer senitany. has served to
make ETS sn Princeton an in.
reas1ngly turded bastion of test.

ing ETS is no more willing now
than it was last spring (see "US
and the 'Coaching' Cover.Up.

i NIA! March '79) to share the
I him of its years of catalogued

studies on the effects of coaching
on aptitude test scoreS. research
w his h some independent Imes.
tigators have called intoquestiurn

lust recently, two outspoken
emits of standardized testing say
they were d enied admissi on to the
HS library archive, despite their
having nude appointments to
siudy its olles n on The archive IS
101110fed 10 contain not only early
f- TS history, . but als0 the resultS
of studies EIS Wes as evidence
that coaching does not improve
test score, budently. ETS did
not consider 1110 be in its interest
to allow Mese Solomon, testing
protect director for the New York
Public Interest Research Group,
and.John ciu, codirector of the
(ommittee for Fair and Open
Jesting, to esarnme the archives

the ars hive is only open to re
sponohle researchers." Weiss
1.11,1, he was told by a /thranan
!he Mosul ITS position has J
siimlar ring Those two edit a
paper which is the National En .
quire, of testing," says Mary
Churchill, tlie public information
officer at LI'S The paper, actu.

' ally a newsletter of the Committee
, for Fair and Open Testing."con.

tains slanderous things about
ETS." adds Churchill "As far as
those Iwo MC 011Cerlled. the Jr,
shoe in not nutter of public
snfornution

, But S,olomon and Weiss are

t
not the only researchers who re .

t cently have had trouble getting
their hands on information in Mc
EIS archive When IX]

' Warner Slack and Douglas

1 r 0

Porter of Harvard Medical
School mut to review results of
ETS research on soaching
including the Pike Study, which
indicates cd:sching ean wOrk
for a study on the SAT published
an the May edition of the Ilar
mill I. dui IlliOnaf RCM W. they
also were thwarted "People
were vet) cagey ahout the Pike
Study." says Dr Porter 'They
said that they would send 0 10 111
when at was ready, but of course
it was already ready " NMI
Wys dul he finally received the
controversial study, prepared in
1972. from memher of the Col
lege Board, an ETS them

Slack and Porter's
investigationbased on ETS's
our published research
concludes that the SAT should be
eliminated as a requirement for
college applicants because it is
highly susceptible to coaching
and iS not a test of aptitude
Wrote Slack and Porter "In
publications sponsored by ETS
or the College Board, we found
nine conclusions that studies to
date had demonstrated Loathing
to be ineftective. even thcugh the
published experimental evidence
indicated the contrary, We also
found seven assertions that gains
11COren from coaching were not
significant, although they were
statistically significant

While EIS freely admits that
the coaching issue ments further
study, it uys that this research
will he conducted m.house One
wonders, though, how seriously
college admissions officers
should take the studir, of an in .
stitufion that is so unwilling to
provide its mho with uncen
sored information,

Tarruir Parhter
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A copy of the entire 21 page confidential neno was attached to ny testimony
Tht following is a portion of the memo that via ;sprinted in ghe Spring 1980
Testina Digest.

.111111k

ETS' $450,000
Secret Fund

he Mout !PE, ETS Prower Waken TioWiell wok
tweRorouwism Ord Mae mea Peehmelesel Aeneas

Ulf* sad !TS. Thr 2bpar rowlideNtiel
Ammar malign Tarnhalts plan is spoof 5IS0.000 is
ktflworr iseiskort **trawler afkisli. emerhere tam,
sod rivil rights orienhorions Following err mopes:

Thiny yeas apo. Mien ETS was established. wumg for
selection ww not much in tk- public ep.....The miaow of
criticism was mad up in the '10s and aOs by bash
Hoffewan's wring ea the 7Wainty a Trill theme conga-
ling objective wets for dirk alkyd failure to reword deep
Waking., .1a.the nth dse 204o1d mansion in use
of stets for *election Awn pew as be a Itep amaipmem

Accordingly. by Re early 10 ETS wood as a powerful.
listkanoms ow** that may people hod so nol,wids
involuntarily in order to pin (or k, denied) access so
education' aromatics. Winovided scores that were
mysterious ma only es stwissa wal me* but alms se dm
'whiten's se alms Pp mit* as for piderm.

Thh lissiNi0e ushered in the cm of wary. hank. and
sometinws penewid sacks on wag and on EIS. T'he
'moratorium' onolutkosi tame ma I. It72. At about du wpm
time. the Autecostiom of Week Psychologius and ether
minority paps aniceleted their autisestieg pinion ...T'he
lint clear 'expression of the mood of an extremist Mime
ageism EIS pr re was probebly it 111611 rick of Int
tosly four run alp ... 'Since Pen, it skill wise ha bees
carried fonvard is the PIRG attacks, +Mkt' mem Brill
atansively. is Nines appearmem APA Int). in the
NALSP Panels ma books

Associations like APA. AERA. andNCME, sad other
poop ponseissay ounanuid with mons ad its mt. led
been passive observers a develometudUknaduiwasen
70s.'bie by about 1975 day born to set Pm die henlity

6

had wider twiwAnnions mid hear signikaert then *ay hal

hope le swim sawmaine eel* lie mmI we new le
nie MI wind esseeirmu wt se wavity....

IOW swell lineal we ea Sew* re is
racy non an isthmus Omani me* amiss I positive et
then waft she peep Mob a tesural news Se wain
Desnethai a pemin meink pie weIl beyond nospnieg se
criticisms sims k sesphes emehl awn* eta perear
sive retierth for ihsir .

We in *ea *ice so embe bowels a minively
'active en a seksiway *in *mai. En bas nine.
Any *se a re* *Min ens nap
ucal appeoad se maks Fin comoveny. I believe
we men so semi ear eigaity bed wane dr the pobleass
he meth one is dm man of swenemicatiem
psi* ism i legic ea Ore Pe mincer we pin so .
be load ne lie bathes leen le skew is in*
awe 'eel mom

Ia wee comummicenas sonpsyelmenetrk romps. we ;
sinack fewer adwies sald ma Wawa Imam cases. '

Willie 1mA:omen of active appromb combining ton
loPeal ma anamews; vre dial&

I. Aesop to Improve the Pesti= wal let popk knew what
vie we doing. ated

2. latnew awl improve ow coanancedos with wowing
. paws: honk, ad in between. ,

Each a Pees two lima sboeie be pima pee* by EIS
as its own ea wady le count:time me at acInne alter
apities. Accoramply. we would hart a farfold approsch:
important awl comesmicalia. same piewarelap.

Wilia nib kay Ipso* insallea se ethical of
ein (ffionebies. reseses. onetime pow. sociel Mks)

Pam Ila amen dam I feet we nal dipeeed. We should
mak ea sad tievelop Minces win aka elemeass....

Is
ppim.

Iliassig mom. I summed two lints of action:

I. Anonym 'to beprove the.situation and

t 2. Efforts as communicate so the partial public

Diaplisy F (art) due kinds of projects due might
&W.elop.

((mimed on *girl me)
thooght when Hoffman was masking meting% tell. They

151
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MOM F
Poso Me Activities weds Mho Impact

10 of It Propos hosed)

Espiore the pooddey of esealishing a 'um ma mom
board loader boner name) to whkh complaints of
improper. emprofmoorsal. mashies) mecum ess be

referred

Doti° p a penrom of *semi sod um outdoes after

the style of pea workdops with NCME- Seek Ammon,
from NIE. Look mead holding at led SO in the sew two
yews Could be tamely nod. NCME or mat Widen to,

walk with AW. AMEA. pettily APA.

Commission otf andyre pvII by Gaup so Income

what varnva sabwoups of warmi think ansm Irma and

tramp
Work nal Chef Sone School Officers land Stec Trump
Leaders') on developmem of shadow rwelele for damp
of dwriode ameennenemnschily bee competency
and for reportinp of worm sn whoole and pareras IrrA
mire* be ovniveth

With AFT develop recommended models for *who
evaluation inchading prover role of sass of teachers and

pupl gon dam

WA Casiortaaln. dank* papa on Abased,*
Evsluation Symms ad a raising worms for school
people on how so ere them.

With ACE. convene romp o etarngrat impleaticen of

governmental encroachmene on isaindional and

professemal mammy im decisson mtA.np aboap adanlisk
awl offer sedum. raised copes Rana from Bate to
Hareingsoo. rad lekIndes privEy (Snaky), sone
provisions for Kandicapped. gradation miens. Could be
cosponsored by dims youth.

Convene a conference on self.pohong by be profession.
looking toward definition of areas of concern. preient
swamis**. pae. nealed action

Wort with legislators' offices on the Mann of toffs
affecting seams or policy bawd on Mobs of asseurnent
Do aorne of this mod pp boas,

D C Office esposmeme. This maw dy We shmeld be sure

to give * the fulthat sawn.

It may be that vie we wanton a long.lerm rad io step
sip o.r communkatica efforts In any caw I'm Mimed so the

view that we ougN to Ne the meet 3 or 4 yews as a lone of
unusual need and opportunity. Some of the actions to be
taken can be smponsd oder ousting budges (or )dommon
Services, Advisory AM liananoned. se lUtb. Ma some of
them probably eulliol ad shmdd not he so supponed.
Accordingly. 1 link we should adulate so ennonbnary
410C01 of funds out of ETS se for this work in In7l.79
Wreath nil, oa the mar of S30OM, 5I3C14 utd SlCOM foe

the three respective yews. This mould play liob with Mr
Solomon's formula for allocution of ass.

Willitha W. Twine
Aiwa 14.

Abbreviations Used in Turnbull's Memo ,
ACE - Amesicsa Coma os Edmation
AMA --/unerkses Ear-aka Raison* Maotianon
Aff - Maness Fade:Mica of Tadao
APA Americas Pthohologiti Asmacmame
DM Mick 'Ile Sonny SAW she Coffey

karels" by Somas Will, New Yee! Motocine. Cooke
4, 1974.

Cammaisa Mamma Comma. as Tears
Ftheamigan :Conpresasmi Michael Hartagan

1E7.7400 imerodasd a TraluiesTdal hell is lt77
NAM' Nadas& Associate, of Elemamary School

Primulas (Sse the hely/Augm 197S isse of Prin.

rips! Moraine)
NOM - Naomi Council on lemortfnern and

Evanahce
NIA Naomi Educand Association
NEE National lasonae of &Kama
MIA - Named School Roads A SWIMS=
PUG Rabic Irma Research Cosups. Sadao

leaded research sad faloocacy orgunizations
Mr. Saisma Men Saloom. ETS Esecative

Via leaMest.
Tyrtaay MTN*. - look putbahal at 1%2 by Dr.

Ramesh Hoffina. road mtheenstinals and plyeacia
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mg,

Question: "Mts.. Wilmit is ready si so home. She h`as
worked all day and will wock at home tonight. She is takii.g.
some bOoks and papers hente. with her. Mrs. Wilson is
probably:

a) a Waitress in a restaurant,
b) a schoolteacher
cis store clerk.

Stanford Achievement Test, 1973

Rote thartbe choices do not include lawyer, executive,
sales manaser, or professor. Even the-fact that she works
outside the home makes this an unusual test hem.

Sex Bias,in Testing
PlayiNe Reeelie unverified sex ia them than as quesdons

dut featured maks. Skim females wereTwo immune' midithenties studies
were inspired by dm pewee of lide IX
of the Education amendments (which
sal it was illegal a discriminase yeast
women in testing or counseluig). One of
them looked at eight of di most fre.
queady used achievaragt test slides lad
famed %somas sod gids portrayed I. ae-
reonved isome-nfekine roks; passively
witching boys play or work while men
weft actively involved in & variety ofjobs
made:aims. Male nouns and pronouns
ovesumbered females in all but one ast
series. sometimes at a ratio of 14 ta one.
The second study looked at thh. /di and
10di grade tests meet if sesbiamd con-
sent had en effect on girls scthes end
found that girls wed a do better on qua"
dons with more females, equal numbers
of males and females. or people of

Phyllis Rosser. ecounbming ohm. ot
Ms. Magostrie. wriles on edmeorMnel

less frequendy meadomed in theme leSNI.
the inclication mes ciemnot only were
they presendag & demesMag mei eereal-
ietic picture of females in society, they
were also mask :Measures of achieve-
mem. With dasemsdies in mind.lauste
Med several widely used stamthrdised
achievement. aptitude and birthrate

Acta/Mama Vass

In lue Spring Most children take
somc Conn of achievement ast lo call-

thth mach *Was isthaid ovar
Vasa of thiathool pathari dinner
their level iv trick torthe toile** yea
Ashievemeet sat Scores am also seed*
check teachers' effectiveness and to corn
pam a school m school district with de
others.

lhe following widdy seed tau pub
Wad bakes 1971 sal 1974aielevisesd
Mee id a lithe *Ms rablahad
HcesetherMelle: With& Addeamma
id published by allMcGtorWill:aid
The Mhampalisei Achinemsed lit me
The Slidlad Acklmanisa UN bah o
which are pabhdad by The hyrhothsico

CapormiseearkeMitstyrifithetteirrthaa
Jowelovich.

Eedieltheee tags pearl* wort,
, in subsarvisat sad/or demeaning situ.
tom. Niemen Wen shows in thdtradi
sloes] roles of komarnaker. Pam nurse
sad babysimn sad girls helped moths
cook wrote lo pea pals or watched pas
sively while men and boys led active
intercedes snd varied lives. Most /ends
specific hems on these teas used met

'examples. For instance. on the Iowa*
dank Skills, male nouns and mama
outeumbaed fertile nouns by a ratio o
nearly 3 to 2.

Revisions of eacha tamales pub
listed between 1977 and 1979 show
significant egalitarian gam. Males ant

(pima tem so page 3

Inside...
0.thaeldr" 1.Q, isis

Subscdpdon Dank
Taring in China
thdult Cornpanicy Testing

OiuckSsonecisETS 10

LSAT ham 13

, 2 Smits* Outwit ETS 14,16
3 Mao Conkrence-,-'
6 May. 1911

lluti-ialkatiag 7thrimony 16 '
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The tutture-Faie
WISC-R I.Q. Test

In 1969 the Amencan Black Psychological Association
called for a ten.year moratorwm on die I Q. testing of
minority children By 1974 the NAACP and the National
Education Association were both publicly urging schools to
oats .administenng tests to chikken of all colors. Reacting to
these pressures the Psychologies:Corporation. then an inoe-
pendent company and now a subsidiary of Harcourt Brace
Josanovich. revised their Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (W1SCs to create the culturetair Wechsler (meth.
gence Scale for Childre n-Revisco swISC R) The WISC.R

was standardized on population winch was 50% male. 5CYk

f emit SVI %One Jnd Ifft Black. Latino Asian or Name
Anserican Today the WISC.it is Americas Most widely

admintste;ed I Q test
Last October Northern Californian Federal Judge Robert

Peckham ruled that the WISC.R as well as the other
commercially available I Q tests were biased, and could
therefote no longer be used by the pubbc schools in his
district Jurisdiction to track almond children

In Ikcernber 1980 an Illinois federal oldie ruled that the
test was not biased and sould be used to track

h Alien In an effort to bring some empirical mule rice to this
dispute. le! s e scum( several questions tram the culturefair

WISC.it IQ test

II What Is the thing to do when you cut your finger?
2 point response: Put a bandaid on it
I point response: Go to the hospital
0 point resgionse: Cry. bleed or suck on it art

--WISC.R IQ Test

Minority children usually peiforptpoorhe On this arm A

lea Wars alto a Baltimore Maillatid aoetologutt ailed
teseral inner sits souths ohs thes ono, ered thr question the
was then did She foundawanons of these Itdsunsuered 'go
too hospital' &taut( Met thought that sot meant a big tut

&then thought Italian ut --and same then didn Ante

anv bandaids at home airs answered sucked on it" -and
melted no Patna

2. What ls the thing to do if you lose ball that belongs to

one of your friends?
2 point response: Buy him a new one sad pay for it
I point response: Look all over (or it, try to find It
0 point response: I'd lust cry, tell him you're sorry.

apologize
-.-WLSC-11 IQ list

//you're poor a often is not possible to bus another one
airdttts unlikely that you have otie tO fine, lf the baths really
/vadat:dun:for a lie svwte of ttme , And it'd 11 nor really lost
but could be found, wouldn't looking for it be more 'Intelli-
gent" than buyinga newone?Cryingorapologaing might be
the best response for a poor child, but such an answer will
yield a lower "intelligence score

3. What are you supposed to do If you find some.
ode's wallet or pocketbook In a store?

2 point response: Return it
I point response: Glue it to the store owner
0 point response:Keep ill make belkve you

didn't see It
WISC.R IQ Test

is a poor hungry child really OM intelligent if s/he keeps

the money, Also a child -especially a minonts child-might
ignore the walleapotketbook for fear that slhe would be
accused of stealing a Such a response would ram dr child

Other WISOR Items Include:
Wh'at ate some reasons why we need policemen '

Why is it usually better to pve money ma well-known
charity than to a beggar

Firom ss hat country did America become independent

In 1776,
who discovered America'
What is the capital of Greece
What are hieroglyphics'
Who was Charles Darwin ' JAY,

ETS on Test Bias
In 1970 ETS reacted to charges that their tests were

culture.biased by making one out of every eight reading
quettons minority oriented Nen Bak Alogoeine %porter
Steve Brill's interview (110/7/74) with Eis senior
psychometrician Marion Epstein about the addition of
the minontyonented section follows

B,illfQ)'lf the test weren't culturally biased in
the first place. why did you make the change',"

Eprtem IA) "Because MinOrttles feel st case
reading this kind of passage "

Q "If they feel at ease reading this one. does that
Mean they don't feel at CMG reading the six or
seven other passes in the lest',"

'`No. it yust means they feel more com ratable
with this one

Q "Well, if they feel more comfortable, does
that mean their seOres will be higher?

A "No. !don't think there will be any difference
in scores."

Q: "Well, if there won't be any difference, why
would you nuke the change. Was it just so you
could look like you were doing sornethangr

A "No, it's because when people are more
comfortable, they'll do bedu on the lest. They

feel less threatened"
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Sex Bias
Coati Mad froll Rage I
females arc mentioned in equal number.
Guls ate thown panicipating in sush
previously boys-only activ dies asbicyc le
riding fishing cutting the grass delivering
newspapers handling nsoncy and even
winning Wien( C awards Women were
shown driving, not only cars bur even
cabs aod trucks. shooting rapids in a
canoe and travelling in space

approxunately the same number of ques.
lions, correctly though not the same ones

The message one gets from looking
at the W ISC R and the WAIS is very
clearirs amazes world In a general
information section. hildren are asked
questions about yilumbus. Edison.
Darwin. while adults ate overwhelmed
by references to such famous or high
status men as Long fellow. 11a:islet. Goethe.

Ii S presidents (-name four since I900".i

"Women are never depicted as inventors, doctors, tawYers,
pohhcians or in a position of power higher than a man's within a
question,"

Women for thve first tine are allowed
so enter the professions as dentists, veter.
thanans.even scientists including a black
woman on the California As hievement
Test Women. host-se r. are never depicted
as inventors, doctors, lawyers. politicians
or in a position of pswer higher than a
inan's within a question

But these new improved tests= not
widely used Most school,distriets save
money by buying answer sheets for the
older, stereotyped test hooks they already
own

1.0: Tests

Measunng the Intelligente quotient ,
.or I Q of an individual is a mysterious
activity brcause no one knows exactly
what the components of native meth.
'pee are Nevertheless I Q tests are
used to label children as 'smart or stu
par at a very early ageaffecting rather
expectations. placement in class, and
ultimately. determining a child's future
TWo of America's most widely used I Q
tests were teviewed. the Wechsler Intel
"met Seale for Children-Revised (WISC
Rh administered to ch ildren between ages

of 5 and 16. and its companion test for
persons 17 years of ape and olderthe
Nhdisler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAlp
Both of these tests are published by the
Psychologkal Corporation. a subsidiary

of Harcourt Brace A lovananch These
exams ate wnten with the egalitarian
auumption that men and women'saserage
intelligences are ectual Harcourt Brace
accomplishes this by statistically balancing

the test so that each sex will answerA ttention-
*have you fin I this complmen.

asymerTheblaiDlpi eirmar
ave. Seamerlhe *doe

Yet not a single tamous woman is
mentioned in this section

The math sections, where girls Era
thtionally petform poorly, are even worse

On the WISC.12 there is one first grade
level question about a girl losing some

Page ?
AMU

nbbons while many of the c.her ques.
tens show boys and men buying. selling
or %socking. On the WAIS math section.
there are no females mentioned in any of
the fourteen items

On the WISC-R picture arransement
section spotting a senes of pictures in
ceder to tell a storywhich purports *
nvasure a person's ability to analyze corn- ,
plea situations) 10 of the stones feature
males, only three involve krnaks. In a
sequence titled 'Ile flirt" a king asks his
dnver to skip the car so he can flut with a
beautiful v%vman. The correct arnwer has
the sequence cod with them strolling down
the street together Another sower= fea-
tures a man with a female department story

The sontent of these tests raises sev-
eral important \questions Dirsthe WISC R

(continued on page 4)

Which is prettier?
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-Steam a neN an andardisrd woes
dr rarer mitqlke Wm* wise Mr

(Wore Phylks Rymer

ken Bias...
Continued/dm par 3
and WA& mak comae have so effect on
knell lids scam? Does the demeaning
cement have m eNect en femitle
confidence deriag the sest and in later
lift? And why must an 1.Q.. test cootain
menial that is offensive so women/

Melinda lbele

Aptitude whkh attempt to
measure a person's pmentialare used
by vocational counselors and by co)lege
and gradient school admissions depart-
ments. One of the, most popular cow
ieIing examstleDiffferennal Aptitude
list publnhed by dMPsychologscal Cor-
potation, a subsidies') of Harcourt grace
Jovanovichcontains a section on
mechaakal reasoning where boys score
much higher than Idris. The conent is
highly male-orkeed: there were pictUres
of men koking in moon, riding horses,
theowhig a bail. using slew. and *tending
on the mooe. The only woman on the test
is sitting in a wheekhair Na famous
women appear in the *Mal Ressoning
section akbough there are two questions
featuring famous der. In the Language
thaw section. male nouns and pronouns
oumundier femaleo three kt one. Men
?Who's see involved in imponant sctivi-
ties while girls we careless, break their
dolls or are part of trivial comparitoos.

Sex belaseing becomes critical on
aptitude lees when cotter nuance is at
Rake. On de Scholmie Aptitude list
(SAT) which is adminlseered by the
Educadoed 'hating ,Serrice (ETS) and
tied by most whom cotters for admis.
dem purposes. gels and boyw have the

same aversge verbal scores. Gels used eo

score higher on the verbal section, hue as
ETS veseember carol DW,Cr explained
"the verbal section has beea rewnthe so
the boys and girk now score equilly
welt "

Wink the .serbal 'section hoe Men
"behmeed" for sex. no similar equaliiing
deers has occurrodon ihe SAT's Math
sectsea where boys outwore girls bi m
avenge of SO poises. he fact in the Me
few yeses. En' ha. ehminemd several
alp' and data sufficiency qui:diens
(Jmoreassog *helm cieselemougle inke
maim to solves problem) which usedly
favored skis, ETS researcher Moines
Donlon observed in ond study of; the
SAT's mascb section that his company's
psychometricians had the powerse Vary
the =Ms between the sexes by as much
as 60 points depending upon the ques-
tions they seleceed. Dwyer earthed:M.
sion to "equalise" the valet section
hemmed gradually over a period of 20
yeses, According to Donlon it refleCts a
shift in the inmate of colleges from
liberal arts to mom emphasis on techiiical
subjects and engineering. This shift in
ineerests undoubeedly affected content.
As Donlon nosed. ins 1973 study od the
SAT, if the thirty iLICDCIt and practical
affairs ierns had been mmched in number
io equal the twenty.four aesthetic. phi la
sophical and, human relations items,
women's SAT Cabal scores might have
been higher than men's scores."

Questions in the EIS guklebtiok.
Taking the SAT, seem to emplesice power
and accomplishment. English questions
refer to "rulers and administrators who
hold the world in their bands," "man's
ambitions and tundesmenli," and inivid-

;WM who belime the *ay hive the MO to
tearrgleevermteatypaeçle.Fwsessmm
(Shabeepesee, Dylan. Ma. Heel, Napo.
kenVerctimanter lime women, eves) in
mimeos about the ania coment area
that's swaged to free waren.

Male noun, and pronouns predomi-

nee in all secteons of the inn)* lest (no
females are mentioned in the math mo-
dem although ..mais ammo are Used in
three questions). Mak occupations out-
numker females (who are mai.My writes)
almost 3 lo I. but there is a Woman major

in the English grammar section.
A mon published by a College

EmmietExamination board commission
openly admits dem "the SAT scores tend
so reduce the advantage girls enjoy in
graded school work " ETS researcher
Mutable Lockheed raises a critical
questiohlf the lest contains more
female-oriented content. will male est
scores go down?" Since girls' college
grades end he be better than bor, we
know the SATdoesn't predict how well
they Will do in collenc even though this is

the purpose of the lest.
Most colleges and professional

IC110011 Ufle a mathematical fOrMilla so
combide grades and aptitude scores into a
single admksions number that is summed
to predict first year grades. According to
a 1973 study by the American Collene
'kiting Program (an ETS competior) the ,

equations most universities use tend to
systematically under-predkt girfs' actual
performance in collige. Nincy Cole.
DIreClOr, of Educational Research at the
University of Pittsburgh. believes that it
coney:limed a fomeda the kirly predicted
girls fitst year grades.they'd be accepting
two-thirds girls lo one-third boys.'

On the Adam Mel, de Law SMoti
Admission Test (LSAT) sample book fea-
tures questions oesting "data evaluition;
"data application" and "loge`al reisoning
ability" that ofen hove a business and
economiM content. Men predominar
thoughout the test end am shown as
presidents, lemma, famous wrier' and
political thiekets. Not a single femme
woman is mentioned snd no women are
shown in a position of power or even
working m a profession. Onlyone warm.
a partner m a family businese, is allowed
to make business decisions. And soother

(please turn to page 3)
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Continued from page 4
woman, referred so as "a businesswoman
with a reputat ion for horiesty."is involved
In a slander Wit against her neighbor

Several questions seem geared
towards disrupting a woman's self
confidence For instance. this sem reminds
law school applicants that women have
been regarded as property for A longtime
"In Roman law. a woman was known first
as her father's daughter and later as her
husband's wife. she had no wlentity of her

own "
Or this LSAT seasoning ability item

where est takers must chooseselect the
answer that most nearly resembles the
question "Do you think that our um en.
sity ought so goon discomma ling against'
disavantaged students by continuing its

current &Musson polices '"The

"Should your neighbor stop boating his
wife," This seems like a double whammy
for mintoty women

Anomie s Ten Roth and David White
report in Harvard University's Hbvnen
Law Journal that the women who take
the LSAT are superachievers They have

that the LSAT "has increasingly empha.
sued mathematical ability even though
math is not a high priority skill for law.
rrs" White continues -that since women
usually lave lets tnterest in math than
men. the LSAT's math orientation puts
women at a disadvantage" Perhaps as

"The only woman on the test is sitting in a wheelchair."

extremely high LSAT serbal scores, higher
college grades and will hive higher law
school grades than the average male ISAT

test raker. Yet male and female LSAT
score averages arc identical If the pu -

post of this tesi. liketlseSAT,issispeedic
success inechool. then it doesnit work as
well for women as It does for men

Over the past decade White report

"types of Eflas
Stud les done tint Q . achievement and aptitude tests have identified five As

of potential sex bias
The most blatant type I s the demeaning and stereotyped tepid ion of women

and girls on many tests
Another common type of bias is that males are more often featured in test

questions A 1975 Edusational Testing &rime (LIS) study found thiS has a direct

effect on achievement test scores Girls are more likely so get a question right if

there are more females, an equal number of malesand females, or people of

unspecified see within the question
A pcsential source of test bias results from difference in interests andskills

which emerge in Junior high scffool and follow the lines of traditional socialization

Several studies have shown that git Is perform better' on math question s that involve

"typicar female activities For example. girls answered a questfon about feet and

inches correctly more frequently if at was put in the context of drapery making than

, the heights of male basketball players This source of bias deserves more than the

small amount of reseanh that now exists because poor scores may now be

discouraging girls from entenng there traditionally male-oriented occupations

Girls score higher on questions involving the arts and humanities while
math, science and business oriented questions javor boys Girls excel in reading

comprehension, algebsa and biology, while boys" vocabulary. analogies. geometry

and physics scores ale higher
*The sex of the examiner may alsocontnbute to bias One study indicates that

girls score higher on the WISC-R anthmene section when toed by a female

examiner and boys score higher when ksted by a male &Dee most clinical and

school psychologists are male this might be lowenng girls scores Harvard
psychologist Robert Rosenthal report: that "the sex and interaction of the testers
have significant effect on results 1Even though they re not supeosed to give any
feedback...a warmer examiner will get a performance that ss supertor to a colder

one." he says
The rushed nature and multiple-choice format of most standardrted tests

may be other sources of bias Initial research indicates that on multiple choice

tests, women answer a higher percentage carte% than men, but have fewer

completions Therefore it is probable that if est takers were given more time,
women s scores would go up There ss also slime evidence that essay questions
improve plc scores. Over the past two decades. however, essfy questions have

been deleted from tests because they can t be scored by a computer.

91.170 0-82-- 11

result of White. Roth and others' en-
nques.the Law School AdmissionsCouncil
recently announced that starting in mid-
19E2 they will el iminate some math roes."

tions from the LSAT

0 0 0 0
'Lliminating sex bias in tests that

affects both girls' est Score sand their
self-confidence seems like a matter of
simple juakeprovidinggirlsivithequal
opportunities for success in life

But this doesn't deal with the poster
which-est makers have over our lives in a

larger sense
Depending upon the test publishers'

ludden or not so hidden agendas, dlr.
fere nt groupsof people will be labelled as
intelligent, achievers. or having apoitide
Currently people with math and science
talent are likely to score highest on tests.
The answer, however, as not simply to
give more. weight to verbal questions
Instead Amencansrnustrealtre that since
standardized ens can be so easily manilas.

lazed, it is impossible to make them com-
pletely fair. We need to accept this fact
anddevalue est scores insead of allowing
them so be the major determining factor
for getting ahead in life.

Women at ETS
Marlaine Lockhead, the newly

appointed Chairperson of the Committee
on the Status of Women 1CSWI at ETS.
announced the completion of a recent
study entitled, The Status of Women at
ETSCompenumon and Clarificasion
"One of OW map( findings is that t`
average salary of women at ETS as of
July I. 19$0. was60 percent of theaserage
salary of men at ETS That's close to the
national figure of 59 percent and reflects
the higher concentration of women at
lower salary grades.- stated Lockhead
ETS has Jeferted any action on this stud,/

pending the completion of another study.
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Cheating in China
Anesirehigipsehoolvaduatmgclass

has been charged with acting in collusion
with a tacher and an assisiant principai
tt cheat On university entrance examina-
tions. according to a repOrt in China
*.ith News. a national newspaper for
young people published here.

The case has dramatized the intense
pressures on students to get high trades,
in a country where nay fcw qualify for,
admission to universthis Tins year. fa
instance. only 300.00 of the 5 milhot,
smdcnts who look the examinations were
admitted.

The cheating incident took place in
Henan Province According to the news,
paper account. the assistant principal and
the leacher told the students to disregard
ruks on ihe examination. to help each
other with the answers, and to bnng
rekrence modals to the classroom. WIsen
students said they were afraid they would,
be caught. i heywere told that 'the exam.
Motion proctrs' reports of cheating will
never kave the province:*

By Boinnk Sexton
Peking. China

As a eftriSequenCe. the students
brought noes and books tulle test rooms.
worked with each other to formulate
answers, and took a bort time than yvas
allowed.

teventually, word of the cheating did
reach higher authorities, apparently from
a proctor who said he had been threatened

by the assistant principal and some of the

students.
As a result, the exan.nation results

wece declared invalid and the students
were told they would not hane a second
chance-to take the tests The assistant

oust-pal was fired and the teacher anestd
In an editorial tHat appeared along

with the account of the incident, the
newspaper blamed the cheating on the
fact that tfie Cultural Revolution had,
weakened respect for law and order and
had concentrated power in the hands of a

fcw people
The treatment of those involved in

the incidebt a harsh by Chinese sten.
dards, since dismissal from a gob is a

Nate 6

-1

Special Report

China

severe and rare punishment and the stu-
dents may have been permanently denied
a college education

There are other reports of pressure
on students to do well on the entrance
examinations. and on teachers and school
administrators to prepare them for tests

Parents in Peking are reportedly
asking for longer school bouts in the
weeks before the examinations are gin en,

and one foreign tache r in southeast China
said that physical edu.ation, an. and
music had all been dropped for several
weeks before the ccanithations so stu-
d e nt. could devote more time to
preparation

Bonnie Sexton lawn/or The Chron
tele ot Higher Education,
IO The Chronkk 1980

PAC Professors
Visit ETS

ETS recendy hosted two pr ofessors
from the,University of Peking Foreign
Languar Instthne's English Department
The Chime tam's pnmary goal van lo

z leant how to score and construct the Test
Englith as a fawn talguage (MEM.

a test that most U S colleges ratline for-
eign applicants to pass.

ProfessorDing Wardoo told The EIS
Examiner that "in the People's Rtpublk
of China out methods are somewhat con,
satvative andwe want to improve lie
continued d2i today standardized
choke dts are rarely, if der, used in the
PIC If details can be finslized, a PRC
research tans will travel to ETS later this

*cat so stud y"the whole itasting process
&Idaho to learn about ETS' International
Inductional Progninn."Dingeoncluded

The Committee has wntsen toETS.
the Chinese Ezdauy in Washington, and
the University of Pekirtg English Depart.
mere requesting a meeting with the PfiC's
mining tam. a you would like to attend
thiermetingpleasecontactlheCondinee,

And You Think You've Got It Tough
"The examinations usually took place at permanent quarters which were

created indifferent cities espeeilly for this purpose The halls were arranged in
alleys and further disposed in rowtof cells each alley being named and each
cell numbered. Tbe cell was about-four feet by three. with the height of a man.
and open on but one side. Grooves were riacle in the wall to airlift a plank.
which served as an eating table or a writinidvk by day and a bed by night

lieforcentering the examination hallNalkthe candidates had to be strictly
nspected. t heir robes. pockets, shoes. inkstort s: and other pe r..onal belongings

being searched. lest"skinning paper" or "cribbing compositions" be smuggled
in Each examination consisted of three sessions, lasting for a Nriod of about
three days In the name of the emperor. tbe chief examiner called upon the
spirits to inspire the mind. of the candidates according to their ancestral innits
As he intoned this prayer many euecraciers were sct off Tnus the examination
began.

'During the three day s of confiriemet t in the cramped cells neither examiners
noteandidates were allowed outside communication. ?so book or written paper
was permitted m be earned upon any person Names were soled and each paper
% as marked with a cipher. thus no e Inner could discover the possible identity
of the candidates Strict regulations concenuni the examination and severe
punishments for Offenders were enacted so as to guarantee honor. spirit, and fair
play A single instance of cheating an the examination might lead to wholesale
execution of a/I involved, eduniners and candidates alike "

From a description of iissl service examinations in China in the 14th
Century, The 1:t.nceton Univeisay Library Chronicle. Summer 1959. page
178
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A fully-documented expose
of the standardized testing
currently used for college,

the professions, civil service,
husiness, and industry

AC IMED
44 An impoetant book whkh judiciously tells us

whet it wrong wkh tundatdized toting end the
testing industry...ft it a book which should be
widely teed7, ASHLEY MONTAGU

fiA Itwi headed, informative assessment of temins
that will be useful ID tryone concerned about
eduotion. and insakabk fbe puma and students
who Ace encounten with standudized tests."

JA M ES !ALLOWS, Washington
Edna; The Aden& Afentily

WITH ENTHUSIASM
'1An instouabie service ID the many people vkdm

Led by tots It should Motivate Amerkans
open up the testing industry"

ALTI I EA SIMMONS
Director, NAACP. Wash

4 4Strenio has raptured the essence of one of the
most' complex educational usues of the ens and

has set a course of action for much needed
than REBECCA FISHER.

Nations! PTA

THE TISTING1R41:314 fivo.1.10 i.4.1 Al 11040
S14.. red ark Obi Si Po prior art Sostilkar io
Amor Irak Prblilors. ter..610 Mk 'Immo. Sri, Yr&
SY MO

RAWSoNitoWADE
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One-out 14 Use Ameman adults lacks tile skills and knowl-

edge, (me) to funetton effedively in the basic day-to-day

struggle to make a living and maintain a homeand family"

HEW News, 10129175

by Lawrence Kronkk
%hal led the tkportinent g tel

issue suiel pr,?arnattine surds

jut II a ,faie ''iaufwriss at nolliPinle as
sin nnemplastnent rale 512,1pers VII hie

dm nen, leleil>t ns,1 Plst thai addils

las* lobs it !us k stills fs, job Ina Mai
ayes las( the pre/No.1re, to Inns hen
elf...se/sets in hie /loss did /ILLS reiWit

this ominous ionilusian " this question
is esphiled .n a ter eM AIL report enn
ded The "'PI, Studs Saone Chum
mason and the \nture of Adult EsilIsa
fit,n 1To iislisn Institute retest/thee Watt
dines and I find Paso, f the ( °nun

uott Idinotion Institute A soupsts af
their findinks

Reacting to a shaman., increase in
adult educatuxul progrorris the Adult Dist
sion of the l, S Office of Mac altos,
4 SM1 in August 1970 issued a ReqUest
for Proposals (RI Pt for a fesCare h project
that would establish "the functional eom
petense necikd for meeting the requite
mcnts for adult living USOE officials
hoped that once "the requirements for
adult lising" had been defined. educators
(041W use these specifications to warp
adults 'Ise skills they needed to function
in modern America

In tre summer of 1971 St5hassanks1

the texas State Idusational Assooation
t TM Ai a Million dollars tosomplete this
peotest The I SI, A then suti.ontracted
with 'he Division of I metros!) of the
I niversits of texas al Austin (0 a, wally
deselcp 'the requirements fin adult Its-
sng & MSC/say ol Rita, researsbcis

On !he basis of a review at related
literature and research doeided that a
(ream s NAKs CV, In life..VCCia led frnitnely

with Maher yeata of sstuoling income
level and so, upahonal status rhe Tent
resears.hers then de deloped a list of bask

skills ancl general knowledge areas that
suitesstul people possessed From this
list test items weez deselopcd and then
administered to 4 000 adult solanteers

most 01 whom were panisipants in adult
education progriis in 10 states

The Te fa% Stare Education Associa-
tion reported to the I 'S01-, that the most

imponalt produst of the Unisersity at
le sas wink was a listing of the nNuire
ments for adult loang which we have
icinatisely identified as sontributing to
susses, in adult life The report (on
eluded 'lot the tirst tirne. there lc a body
of research which offers guidan...e on
What we should bc teaching our students
in Adult Basic LIsleatiOn

In 1973 an'Adultftefofmance Lott
Test consisting of a 4( of adult compe.
teneysex items basedonthe Te xas research,

was administered toa repreientause sample

ot 75004.10s ihroughout,the continental
I mted States Die llk.W's Final Report
on Adult Competency Education Profile,
based tin the reiiilts of this test concluded

In general the answers to the questions
posed by this s'estion is nix as competent

as we thought
Oserall, One out of Me 119 tiqt

adults were said to lack skills and knowl
edge neetkd toiunction elfectisely another

35 9% were r teat as marginally sornpe-
tent, anti only 46 8% were said to be
functioning st,ith any degree of real
cornpetense

( he recx,irtsonstuded that mare than

40,4 of Blast( and Spanish surnamed
adults were funstionally insompetent

This study and its findings roused

considerable attention the title of Edith
Roth's lead article in the May 19761.3501,
published journal Amerisan Ldusation
sredited the study with causing 'A Fer-
ment in hduceaon She wrote

link" -not quite Joe sears since
the APL stuik began MOle than
Li/stares are either kearing up to
teat horarealreads tearlungadual
to Tata competent, in rhe 6f mac
tut al akin tit ea ninth the Linnet
sits .fTe rat team deselaped

In !starch. 1975 the API, approach
also reCeised the seal of approsal from
the Joan Dissemination Review Pancl
t1DRPI iu 111.9, s Education 1)isisnm
Just a fess Jays after thc JDRY'sapproval.
US01, and the University' of Texas at
Austin entered into an agreOent with the

American CollegeTestingf ACT1Program
under which ACT received the "exelu-
use right to refine, adapt. publish, and
distribute the APL materials"

API. Res idled: IgUses a nd Adap-
tation in States can h,a obtained frrnn
Jerome Lord. At:lair ;Laarning Team
Nattonal Instaute a/Education, ITOO Nth
Sr N W .Waahtnerom DC 20208 (2021
254-5706

By the end of, 1976 there were at
least 120 API, based adult competency
educational projects in 10 states, In addi-
tion ses eral Stales Used A PL items In their
minimum-competensy tests that high
school students had to pass to receive a

high school diploma
In 1976. tRc USOI, cued the APL

project as an c ernplary educational pro,
grain, and C'o gress authound 10 mil
lion dollars t sUbssifire states Adult
Basic Liman in Prograirixflic 7S01
then pose pn any for funding to those

(continued on page 91

APL [tern I

Mary Dilly is a housewife. She needs ito make some
extra money for a while. She can type, bake, and sew.
The quickest thing for her to do to ma e money is to

a.,Apply for temporary office work
b. Go to school.
c pake a cake,
d. Make her own clothes.
e. I don't know.

The Adult Performant e Ler 1 Sludy, 1973



Continued from page 8
states that implemented programs based
on thc API research In addition HEW
spent additional monies sponsoring
numerous workshops vn the APL. pro
gram All these factors combined resultd
in the ssotespread utilization of the I. m
sersny of relic reSearChers' work

In 1976 the University of Texas
researchers recni,ed gunk from Mc
SLUG of Texas to build a curnculum so
complement the API. test Three years

later the University of Texas at Austin
entered into an agreernint with Iiarcturn
praCe & Joyanov xh to market the cu roc
ulum program e rustled:The APL Senes
Today ACT s API Test and Harcoun s
APL Series are used in hundreds of Adult

Basic Education Programs nationwide
In addition A PL. test stems are used by at
least a Soren states in constructing the
minimum sonspcienx) tests high school
students must pass ID retewc a diplorna

The pent eding tit ount reseals hoo
an PI million phis gosernment lobo&
sombined otth entrepreneurial minims.,
can result in the implement000n of a
Wong program sit near!, three doren
nates and the oderpread dissemination
o f a conclusion that near/. 20 pert en! of

Americans. erefunctionalls incompetent
Hanes and David vend the bulk of their
report anolsrthg the forces tharpromoted
the Aft program and summit/tang other
researchers i ratessms of the APL ten
following is a sumrnarv of their remarks

Criticism

One of the rust to comment on the API.
approach was II Acland in 1976 Ile
questioned ihe University of Texas
researchers assumption that lite skills

can be measured by a competency lest
Ife argued that silpeopte do not face the
WM problems; and (2) there an a sanely
of ways of solving a problem Acland
cites several APL Items to show how hint
it IS kr hod Ide-skills problems that all
people actually encounter in their lines

One item Acland analyzed asked
people So use a mock airline schedule ID
select a flight -so that they coula make an
appointment in another city at a partic-
ular time According to the API. study.
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APL Item
The city garbage truck has not picked up Esther

Maxey's garbage of three weeks. Esther is having
trouble keeping the flies and mice away. What should
she .09
a. Take the garbage down the street to an empty lot.
b, Call the hospital to complain about the mice
c. Call the sanitation department about the problern
d. Cover the garbage with a sheet.

American College Tesiing Program. 1978

30 percent faded to shoose the correct
answer As Acland notes. the APL &set.
open apparently assumed that the airline

schedule item uleasuriAl Wine general
life-skill or sompetence Nesenheless.
Acland observes

The cane can be made that there
ale stills hhich opals ro checking
airline Si hedtdesoluchare nor nee
ensarv for other tasks In that ease
a is pertinent to ask how mans
people use airlines In September
1974 ants one person in too 0.5
pert ent) had ever Ikon Wallop.
1974) This mates the "bad' resalt

loot it lot less depressing. it (the
APL finding) now seems to reflect
different es in the tasks people fat e
rather than differences rtt their
problem soiling skills

To illustrate his pitint regarding dif
(erent ways in which people wise Me
%a= problem. Ac land cites results on an
APl. nem indicating thationly 39 percent
of the population could correctly CQT
plele c alculations for a partially completed
Federal income tax form 1040 when pro.

voted with the pertinent iriformatron in
contrast. he cites Internal Revenue Ser-
vice data indicating that only about 6
percent of indsvolual returns actually con-
tain anthmatic errors of any kind

The two points raised by Ac land are

essentially questions of measurement
validity ones that are paniculafly cm

ial to any effort to assess life skills c om
petenie First, it cannot be inferred that a
person lacks a particular skill simply
because he or she is unable to demon
strate it in a testing situation Second. just
because someone lacks a particular skill
does not mean that he or she will be
unable to deal with a problem in a panic-

ular real life situation People ask for
help

Along these same lines R R lid er
rt A 1197S) criticrzes APL Study Direc-
tor. Norvell Northcutt's statement th
'A shocking 34% of the (national asses.-

mentl sample felt that police had the
authority t (feta n a suspect for as long as

a week without bnnging charges against
lum (not recognizing) the illegality of the

situation Because of the way the items
and options are worded. Heller wrote.
their is no correct answer. 'Under no
CitturnstanCes- is not correct accordini
to the Constitution of the United State
which allows for the one exception if
therms a stale of martial law This example
is not meant to be lightheaned nor eru.,
dite We include it as an illustration of
two problems that are common to the
items First, as an example of poor item
construction and/or second, of an elitist
value systern.that suggests that most people

need not know 'the full story"
Heller also examines the USOE 1

nding that "i2 percent of the sample felt
that perrnissum to have public meetings
should not be given ao certain kinds of
groups, e s radicals' an I 'troublemak-

ers' Clearly, the wording or this nem
asks the respondent for an opinion rather
than the constitutional guarantee the pro-
portion of 'incorrect-responses may not
be as surpnsing when interpreted in this
manner

The bas researchers defined suc-
cess in soc.ety stnctly in terms of income,
education and occupational Status Yet,

Haney and David show that APL items
apparently discriminate far more effectively
in terms of people's ethnic ity. age and c ity

size, than they did in terms of respon-
deal's income

Please wen I. pa:e 15
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Why I Resigned from ETS
teases me ate a fewesserpts front

am k Snow knnere address to the
forneenee s '.sJ11 NJfli ss and
w rtm,,t,,rober lartf trnferense so

Stahl/el:wash

II is a pleasure to be here among SO
Ittat,hltrk.ndsand new acquaintances
lis he honored on the taint program with
lit flaneshllotiminnithegueling genius
allte tW'sotsd the Way tor all Ol us Ito a

disea:l.tou I shall treasure tor the rest of
MN Me

flier KO quilt. 41 AMerts an otters may
ro the polls OeO month tic ohoo'e a

pre sisteut .sod ect neu ow 4,1 thein hat one

WOO b, sat atiout the somposition
rees arse or fairness of t:TS tests Much
O 0 ise4tiIiCd todas Si cntcr sollege law
ssiseret 5rw1uate w.hools flivenes and
ois die irw in some 41tIes aad states the
as ri hew rtottssion and several

01,1 prole...4141s su5fs as real

estAtebr,Ais is autoroototerneshanissand

potiserven
f I has tth h a erranglehold on

Snwrivan idus.11.,1hCsaUse its tests are

are4t aitdatots the preStigoilis
Jotter trot ers the Gssnitatotylegstanacrs

thglisr eihitatiiiii KIS san raise test
ti-es Ind a de csui periodically merely

to in, re is, what it etipbernistn. ally talk
oter expenses but it

trans/ ite, as profits vr, is J business
sotrohit on with the sonsc major goal as
6,010,0 Slotors tir ans multinational
group make awes and may the

nstinser hr itainned

Vu m m
IS( ontorense( enterhasa new

I_ so close C het titian Lager According
to the 1 IS I Gomm/ Lager 'has pre-
pared sewn.: al tine hotels and restaui
rants on three sontinents and sooked tor
1.1,11 es 4.1int, ligums at LICSold I ma.

Dod kmketellet Prank Sinatra ascl

task. (ifeason Gleason onse gase him

S2140 tip

I ago supersises a staff tel 12.

ins AA ing tor t out, softie tit whom were
trained at the Lulinary Institut< in :Yew
tort. I cal ...onsentiate ott provehns
mill, exquisite tood here Lager says I
want th Conference Center lu have the
reputation of being the best restaurant in
the Princeton area

Ss an organitation. VIS has its hands
deep into the sodoe tar of federal grants
awarded besause eel sery strong ITS
sontasts as 5 result uf an interchanging
relationship between !okrat and private
employees Federal officials know that
taking good sale of FilS in awarding
ontraett can result in a gOotl job during a

shange in admmistration uti a cutback in
department appropriations

The year before I left 1971 LIS had
successfully bid on a project known at
Task Et 6 named atter the outrnoded
bomber Its title was A Study of the
SPIt.131 Sersase Programs in Higher
I ducation for Disadvantaged Students-
and would aSiCss etisting programs for
disadsantaged students and identify thc
elements and sharactertstiesof successful
Ircogramslnceillegenanduniser.eities with
all minority and racially mixed student
populations for research comparisons

In the RI- 1. (Request for Propos-01f rom

the Office of Education I was lasted
thusly 'Mr Stone would woe al a kind
of senior ash ism in residence . desoting
10 percent time over the eourse of the
project

When I resigned in February. 1972
Task If ()wilt ivOc fully behind ift sthedule
and oserspendtng its budget I

subsequently received a fetter on Starch
16 1972 from an F:1S executtse which
read-- mind you, now I have resigned--

You may not agree but I suspect that it
is sotical tor you to retain the title and
responsibility of emdirector The trick
then land it would base been a trick/ will
he to find ways that you can continue to

skip: die prowo And the final report
without in longe nisnt tin your nett
responsibilities"

1 hc letter goes on to state that two ol
the prolest s top oserseeing ollisuls Pn
the Of fice ot Lifucatton had been intonwed
ot my resignation And that they would
probably want a letter front me that I
would not teak anii inlormation and a
personal letter that im restgnation p tn
00 was prompted by the project \

It wasn I I resigned becahse I

docoserol that a small group tel people at

LIS led by its exesultst sue president,
Robertl Solomon are hamoreinterested '
tn making a poet!t than educating
America s children

Last year ITS mobilized rine of the
most expensiselobby mg efforts in h istory
to defeat resting reform legislation, a GOSt

1)16 Nal csotually result in increased
test fees Due to tt: brdltant a nd e ebera nt
leadership of the Committee for Fair and
Open Testing and ma ny other indisiduals
gathered here todas Nev. Soil, State
enacted Amen, tiro somprehensise

fruthim-lesting- legislat Ion I he

enastinent ot this legislation show s that J
Coalition eXists tO make the testing
corporationsacsountable he thesonsumers

who pay taxes to keep it afloat Our task
coda) Is to doclop strategies that will
Inake this testing reform inoserrient of
ours streng enough to drag ETN. locking
and wireaming intothe twentieth century

Once again, It is a pleasure to be here
today --thank you

Chuck Stone, as fooner Director of
Malcom Affairc rs tenter hditor tithe
Pluladelphia Dads News

In many communities around thc country. thc quality of edu-
cation is being measured by the scores children achieve on stan-
tardized tests. Educatton thus falls under the jurisdiction of the
language of statistics, and it is a fact that many schools arc now
designing their programs almost solely for the purpose din...teasing
their students' mean test scores. Here, it is slightly unfair-fps me
to repeat the joke about the statistician who drowned while trying
to wade across a river with an average depth of two feet The fault
is not with statisticians, whose special language is a remarkably
useful Instrument for uncovering abstract facts The fault is with
those educators who have fallen under its spell and have allowed
their purposes to be subverted by the seductions of precise mea-
surement --Neil Postman

Crazy Talk, Stupid Talk
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Commued from page 16

worried by the fact that no one knew how ETS
scored or equated its test s or what the Company did

with the information they had on met 70 nulhon
stoday 85 million) Amcncans
worried by evidence indicating that the multiple,
choice test format penalized deep and creative stu

dents (See The Aramtv of Testing by Banesh
Ho ffmann. The Ciowell-Col I dr Press. 1962 )

cconied by the fact that research, including some
done by ETS. has shown that coachrog improves
black students kst scores Se MOM yet black stu-
dents arc probably the least able to attend coaching
schoolsschools that can cost as much as $300

worned by the fact that in 1979. the Amencan
College Testing Progtam asked five health experts
to examine their 126 dem multiple-choice health
care knowledge proficiency test and eliminate the
obviously incorrect answers. /CT researchers
planned to estimate the difficulty of their test by
the number of the possibly plausible answers that
temained To ACrs chagrin, each expert elimi
nated ts being obviously incorrect between 9 and
26 of the answers ACT stated were correct (Ste
Fall 1979 Telling Digest.)

worried by EIS past practices of sending one scote
io students while sending universities different scores

that were derived from secret statistical manipula
dons that had the effect of reducing minonry and
lower socio-economic status students' chances for
admission, (See Reign of E7S by Allan Nairn and
Ralph Naderip, 246)

worried by the fact that an ETS employee leaked a
"confidentiar ETS report dated August 14. 1978
outlining the nonprofit company's plan to increase
by $450.000 ETS expenditures to improve "Public
and Professional Attitudes Towards Testing and EIS

worried by the fact that rust ohe word, or more
accurately, one number from a test publisher can
unalterably affect a person's life.yet that petson must
trust ETS that the test is fait and is scored correctly.

How ThrthInlksting Is Working In New York

After taking a recent Scholastic Aptitude-fest (sAn. a
Pittsford. New York high school student wrote to ETS pointing

out that one of the test's reading comprehension passages that
dealt with how migrating birds navigate was incorrect

"Reading false statements does tend tow one's senses,"
he sasd."possroly causing errors to be made in answering the

questions "
Another student identified a discrepancy on Ers. Cc sobcr

21. 1980 Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test IPSAT). Ile
plowed that the insWCT ET'S selected as correct was inferior to
another choice. ETS acknowledged their error and decsded to
count both their initial solutrtro and the actual correct answer

(see btek covet) 411,

Michael Simon, a recent graduate of Columbia Usher.
sity's Masters Program in International Affairs who took the
LSAT last summer, wroae to ETS that their computer had
incorrectly marked a "no answer" in five plsces where he had

entered a reply.
Such increased scrutiny of adind DOM teas IS one result

of New York State's TruthinTesting law, which went into
effect January 1, 19$0, and gives college and graduate school
applicants tbe right. after scores are reported. so obtain a copy

of the questions asked and their answer sheets.
Test publishers, who uniformly testified against the New

lbrk bill. have reacted differently new that the measure has
become law. Eighteen moths ago ETS ViCe.President for
Law Programs Thomas O. While, wrote an internal memo to
ETS President William Turnbull (Fall 1979 Testing Digest)
stating that since ltuthinTesting had become law, pub.
lishers should do their utmost to comply with it Today, White
is president of a new nonETS affiliated orgumation. the
Law School Admissions Service (LS AS) o f Newtown, Penn-
sylvania, which administers several programs previously run
by'ETS (including the (SAT).

45% Response Rifle

'The Law School Adrnisoon Council (ISAC) has extended

the benefits of New York's law to students throughout the
Urded States. On the May 1980 Law School Admission Test
(LSAT) Met' 65% of the test takers requested a copy of their
questions and answer sheets.

One of the reasons that LSAT test takers have taken
advantage of the law is that the ISAC has clearly informed
students about their new nghts Test takers can obtain a copy

of the icst and their answer sheets by just checking a box on
their original registration forrn.

isAS President WhhetaldTheNnOtek Tr/n(3(November
23, 1980) that as trawls of the New York bfil:"People can see
more of the elements of a process that is critical to their career
decisions, and they can cOnect any mistakes"

Law School Admissions Council Director Bruce I.
Zimmer, in has testimony before the New Jersey legislature
on February II, 1981. explained that:

Test disclosure pronsoser confidence in the integrity of
the test inniwnent and the testing process,. It is sym-
bolic of our public accountabilny Indeed. openness
helps us in our quality control efforts. Consequently.
our Board has decided that, effenhe in the 198142
testing year, duclosure of ten forms. answer sheets and
credited answers will become a "builpin" and auto.
matte part of our testing program for all candidates.
This result comes first because it will be con effective
for us to send le:levies to all test takers rather than to
handle tens of thosuands of ordersbut alto because
test disclosure, if it Is technically feasible, appears to

be a service our constituencies support and are willing to
pay for

Please turn to page 12

Committee Co.Directon John Wein drafted America's
first federal Thuh.m.Ternng bill for Congressman Michael
Harrington In 1971.

1 4i
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Continued from page 11

Despite the high request rate for the LSAT. the College
Entrance ExaMmation Board (CEEB). the sponsors of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). maintains that the law vves
students rights they do not want. In a November 23, 1980
interview with The New )(irk Times, CEEB President George

--Hanford staled that the percentage of New York students who
have so far been willing to pay 54 65 to obtain a copy of their
SAT (approxunately 5 percent) confirms ilus. The Board has
also imposed a 51.75 surcharge for all New York ts btakers

There is a simple reason for the high school students'
low disclosure request rats, ETS and CEEB officials have
gone out of their way nor 10 InfIrM students about the law
CEEB President Hanford told The Ne. Yoe* Tinnex Wby
should we go out of our way so push something we don't think

is useful',"
Another reason the SAT response rate has been low ss

that instead of rust checking a Dos on their Initial registration
form. SAT test takers must fill out a spacial form to obtain a
copy of the test In several Instances this form has not been
included with the regular registration form These special
forms are needed because the College Board only allousNeW
York tesutakers access to their test questions

Sponson of tbe (wadi's: Record Examination ICiRE),
and the Graduate Management Admission Test t6MATi have
)omed.LSAC in voluntarily making disclosure national pot.
icy National disclosure allows publishers so spread the cost '
of making new test questions oser a much larger number of

test takers An EFS of ficial told TheNew lbrk Times ill21401
that were the College Board to adopt a similar policy the
additmnal cost for each SAT examination could be kept to
about 10 cents, but 'the view was to punish New York State "

In February. 1980. six %seeks after the New York bill
became law, New York State Republican Senator Kenneth P
LaValIt told the following story to illustrate his frustrations
with EIS and CkEfl officials In the early 1960's w henCon

gress enacted auto emission regulations. both General Motors
and Toyota hired 1,00) new employees Toyota hired 1,000
new lawyers See Winter 1981 Poing bietsi for list of
lobbyists ET'S has hired )

Test Quality

ETS President William Emboli recently told his senior
staff that if publishers stand firm, the turns reform 'nave
ment will wither "If I read my ta leaves right," he con.
cluded. -the tide of public opinion may be turning

In spit of furnbull s call to stand firm. several ETS
officials have publicly endorsed the measure In October
1980, ETS Vice President for consumer Affairs lean linnet
add a group of students at Harvard University. Inith.in
Testing legislation has not banned the quality of our tests in
fact, test quality probably has gone up

And ETS Senior Vice President for Testing. F. Belvin
Williams told Tht New York Times education editor Edward
Hsk that New Yoek's Ihnh.m.Tesfing bill has prodded his
company into -a healthy re.examination" of the orgasms.

bon's internal procedures Williams concluded that due to
Truthqn.Testing "I can say with absolute certainty that the
quality did not go down on any of our tests. To the contrary it

is better than ever"

Cora of Administering ltuth.lnTesting legislation

In FY 1980 the New York Sur Education Department
incorporated the cost of administnng the Truth in-Testing
law into their general overhead budget The' state's pnn
mile expenses were to file and store the data provided by
the wst publishers In FY 1981 the State Legislature made
no special allocation to COM the costs of the law

llow Many Tests Are Still Administered in New York

Three days after the Ncw York State legislature enacted
Truthln-Testing legiclation, test publishers announced that
twenty of the twenty ox re,ts covered by the new law would
no longer be administred In New York Stat Most of the
publishers who withdrew their tests did not testify at the
Legislature's May 9, 1979 hearing on the bill Afkr a
February 1980 hearing, the New York legislature adopted
several amendments (outlined in the appendix) and test
publishers reinstated fifteen of the previously withdrawn
tsts Today 97% of the tsts covered by the bill are administred

in New York

What is to be done?

Unfortunatly, there is no simple answer to our surrent
oveerehance on norm referenced. multiple.thince tests The
process through which reforms will be implemented, how.
ever, should be analyzed in terms of an evolutionary process

The first step In this process is to provide teachers.
parents. researchers, students and legislators with access to
the information they need to make astringent decisions about

Ism America s students and workers should evaluated
LTS is currently promoting the Inklings of a Gallup Poll

they commissioned which found that 81 percent of the
American public IS opposed to government regulation of
standardized testing. Truthqn-Testing. houever. Is not regu-
lation No boards are set up No requirements are mandated
All that test publishers must do is provide students and
reearehers access,,to the data they 'iced to ensure that tests
have been correctly scored and accuratly reflect what they
arc supposed to be measun ng

As Patrick Rooney. President of the Golden Rule Inure
&MT Cor-stly and member of the Stak of Indiana's Repub

.aoverniiig Council testified in New York, "If this piece
oi legislation dealt with the insurance industry or with
other profit making ventures, there would be no question at
all of its passage

A corvine unabridged copy Wolin Wens stimorn is

available from The Commute Room 1000 5 Beekman
Suter. New York, N Y 10038 for $10 00. $5 00 without
appendices

ij
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Starting wish this issue, The Testing Digest wilt/comer
items front sem disclosed under New kbre's Tritth.in Testing
LaW The fest test vve shall examine it the Law School
Admissions Test a las oholtis required by every acv rated
lawschooladmissions department The following ISATitems
focus on Issues relating to coil rights arid labor union
activities These questions subject matter could adversely
affect certain test takers concentrationand scores

clvii rg ts items
3 Before he was assassinated by his teother ks 1824. King

Shako built a Zulu empire euendine user hundreds of
thoutaryls of square miles and that contained some two
outland inhabitants

(A) extending over hundteds of thousands of
square miles and qua contained

OD extensive over hundredt of thousands of square
miles. and it tentained

tC1 that exended arc hundreds at thouunde of
square miles and Containing

Wi Mat extended cote hundreds of thousands of
square milts and contained

iEf which was Cs ending over thousands of square
mile% and contain tog

6 Afrikaans ii the language of the ruhax Pan', it SOsith
A

Africa and ophe Afrikaners whose votes montain rhe
It C D

sums quo No error

1 The Supreme Court rukd that it Is nc inherently
unconstitutional for a white suburb to refuse lo change
zoning rules which protocol effect was to block
ccostrutoon of racially inlet rard housing

OM %Ouch racocal effect was so block
110 which protocol effect Mde to block
(CO whose prottreal effect was so Mack
(DI of sstuch the proctical effects were blocking
I Ei whose pracocal effects were blocked by

12 Do you think that our university ought its ooO
discriminating against disadvantaged students by
sononuing its current admissions Poltoes
In terns of its kraal textures the question above
mow slosely {6kmbles which of the following,

sAl Dd you think that whateser people do is
ng hi°

tIlt Should sour neighbor slop beating hts wife°
IC) Do you think Children should be truest so

behone on the deed"
105 Should forte be used to present person from

commuting sloe ode '
ski Does power sorrups people and absolute

rower corrupt them a/xohnely

I I odsKonney svoksiesccenapt Du Bois the scholar
A

and dismies as tut of eldest, foolishness Du Boos

riming the Communist Pans at the age ot Vi No enor
D E

This trrm ts the onl ottestron oft the pmt three
1.141 t thin Mowed ta IiiMoas Nati perrson

union items

4 Dorothy Day, the founder of the Catholic Worker
A

movement, has been tailed eight ornes. most recent 1$
B5 C D

an olkeol picketer for Cesar Chas et's tinted Fann
, .

Workers in 1973 f,çjor
Is

II Thc building trades unions appear willing to make
A

wages and benefit co(scessions in order id becyrne
e C D

more Competitive with nornonani !oboe No C170(
1) b

13 Real wapesbegatsisnteloivebrfrneiinionsheeanie

powerful. and the level of real wages in worms
A /3

countnes btu no relation to the strength of the union
Li

movement in those muntoes ltkcyym

2$ In the petted since (951 when wages. salaries and

fringe benefits elinthed to the hiehest leves in hiseey

absemeeism resulting from real«. fancied InnesSes

base been increasing si an event, annual rate of 2

per cent No error

How To Order Tests
As a result of New York States Ihnh.m.Testing Law,

comes of aetual standardtzed tests are now available to the
general public,

Scholastic Aptitude Test ISAT)The lour SATs
disclosed in New York State from administration in the
January-June 1980 period are available by writing to College

Board Publication Orders. Box 28(5. PrInceton. Hi 08541
Request a copy of toueSATs with 53 00 per copy prepayments

*Graduate Record Exammattons IGRE)GREs may
be ordered by using the order forrn in the Bulletin. which
gives dates the tests will be available, or by letter to Graduate
Record Examinations. Box 955.A. Princeton. Hi 08541 for
52 00, prepaid. Also available in the same wayby order
form or letterate the two GREs disclosed in the January.
lune 19$0 penod, now published together for 53 00 prepaid

Law School Admission Test (LSAT)May be ordered
by writing to the Law School Admission Service. Box 2.
Newtown. PA 18940 Send $4 00 prepaid.

etGraduaie Management Admission Test (GMAT).- "By

policy of the graduate Management Admission Council
disclosed teSts an, axit available to noneandidates "(There are
sample questions in the Bulletin, a full test is in thc Guide to
Management Education, available through bookstores at $5.00.

or by order form in Bulletin or letter to EIS for $4.00.
Graduate Managemer4 Admission Test. Educational Testing
Service, Box 96641, Princeton, Hi 08541 )

I
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It renZain 40041510041.11 40,,Onth Low nt04

'she re no longer J. 4.11111..100% C

1.0 re a tn. noting &pathos nt

ETS Caught With Its Integers
Down a 2nd Time

, A attend high tolsta udm
atatotaulls..fullentstl Toollo, alit .0004
arto.00 00 .1 ttendAnTed ntakoulot tea
Ira! 0 oolkge Ahntsw.r. an thc

ANnud.: ksl

J 15.50h MC IA. 4110041 laTno
Sertoc amount-Mon Myth II 19111 th0

.111 upp-Alc Z04109\1., Nott

111delX. 101.4.V1t,
NC. SOIl. Inkkanon olIk oh predicted

thaf 40 to '14 .14411000.11 student. Ian he
.o0.aktf SI tto Regents Ss-Mashy, luiatee

the error to at 4.100ose0ed

.14 Ihdn'd %lake Sense"

Og student toto404ontedouidk lanir,

quoton, tow old %It hael Ttelltg.m.
wrote (Laktsnan South High School in

;sc. ( its Nes. Noqb told the %no NOti.
Thnet that he .10k to Frs het auto Que.

foa 10 on to. \ AT doing nuke sena: to
toe 11911.11001 :1 had bat

the aucaoln .141104

imb tou to the fgrabolv
PIO, both the yquoll In, ineeef Ind

rhe 40 different wee,'
":144

1111 1 A

(Olt! CtO2
0)91 o

1106 74

the anal tnsta at 1111 .00C 90

the arteue tot I rot X a the Ildr 01
AnsWor I( I W35 1nt IAA as a possibk

3019er for stuidents oho recoetured that 4
man the umarti of and that (t ssas the ,uke

01 .1 0.iJ Ii 0, flUtkoki *rong lote.o0c the
qunon %Ix am! 11431 1110 Integer. he

410k-tent

Talltpant.wkalthenottottntoer
11t1 but 41 the 1111W Ig also noted that IC)

would also he snITCC1 ht.VJUsC it, also mg

4art14re of from, : Oho?, a a &Skeen(
Inky:et 10400 flestuiie he had 0015151N
flow otTe f,1l1 410000 00 exertned
orolon to tee th: tea truesnont am!

I IS 0110141. told Ple 001101 that
Galligansdnoneni was. direst sonsequente

ot iNev. Yott Ingh in Testing" ohich
IV/nuts 10.1111.1k1110 1.001k 501t1C111, oflO

ttft..4411491 tea end then Artatrt thcra lIt

des. Act their scores arc torsoled
Me error did not Zest student, out

ode 'Se,. Sod. Stag Fs:cause. unlike span

son .4 the Us, Sdosol Aptitude Test and
°Ma admission, tools. the Coll. Board

desnkslrgritoinake disckhurt osnanotsai
polKs

SATs Not Required
By 28 Minnesota Colleges

Nentyclght 01 \ hone-tete 11 tol

kw. and uninersine, allos. student, to
subniit Preliminary S.hotastic Aptitude
last IPS SO in Iteu of Scholastic Arlo
tude fest lS,\Ji lbe three . ollege, that
still mdodate the SAT are smell re hpous
Inattutta4 The I11t11111111ffit that Allepi
PSAT x.re, ahloJe ( Mum I be Um
soots o) Mtnneate, 31141 the crane state
Oleic ty4tefll lb, Ps A r ost students

SI 71 the 551 oot S9 21

-Solution to PSAT Question #44 -
Mr Lovien proval that ansuct 1.%fne was t ormihecanw

faLcs ABC and EGH and faces ACI) and Eli fonn paralklograms
when the soltd. arc placed together ;sec helon

AE

BC
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1 he holing OntrafSpring Pam 15

AM Study
( 544(4,1 8t#1

atttpk, a., asy..1 hat

t titles t 15. b. 4 3:Ad ts ht two!

.0,0111, MI .,,,,a0041, a ab S. kr,
0.h4 ah toskuptassonal

arida l'r .401htnionio tso4h propor-

tion ot lb. O40 Is 0.10, 4(N 4,,4.1.0"1
voth the tat, r.stbra, it. 49,i at Oa
010C,4 44% I i(V. Jrwi.ils 0/e 019'.

1441%, an,1 Das wl .040,re the or
.40,1 hs tro I nor t0ts .41

110,4. styhtt, Ihss note that aft,
Jett, ne tht \ PI forts %Otto!
noohesplaolla 5 r, 5.11 n,..liearoa.
torn at44,,t is I 11,ti op, t 440 V, ,utt
riostrtg 'hat ad0It..W!
ills .c..4.44looni I hi.sorofu.ion t. vie

losO adotiars a pnshot avds
radial° a, ,n,.44ope

whoh wow stmrounc.1 Os Lbs rotas.*
, tacit, 41,lt Kiops
tit 4,0 4.00,

si 00. 5 tss as 100.4,14

Jtairt. arout it. .4 4 4'it 0041

t I 44011 4,4,4 ss Or-mush
qr..ttinihn,. (hat 01. 10441 f

.111 adult. sr, turo t halts ',stoops.

O At vrt th. !to sondvst

The Committee For Fair & Open Testing. Massai.huselts PTA,
51,1,.ii.husets Publis IntenN Researth ()loop. Nlassashusetts kashers.
Association and the Nalional Conferen,e id Mask Lawyers are
jointly sponsorio4 an information anti ideas sharing sonterense on

Evaluation Reform:
The Next Five Years ,

When:
Saturday, May 2, 1981

Where:
Northeastern Lao School,
Boston, Massachusetts

For more information sontast

John Wets%

Room 1(8)O. 5 Beekman Street
New York, NY 10038
1212) 349 6460

nd ti.porvng 01 the API studs 10 .4110-
erthrt untenable

onclusion
Thu API studs isa 4.1.4,st, enatnple

ii laulls mw<atshrettulting anilatwt sicscpt-

any. and cstcnwss pronivaion and do
scnonalton isithout an in depth exam,
natton iii thr ondrrIsing as.uniptiorts
Ihr I...son to to Itarnrd Irons
studs Mat it as clangerOtis to tOse sight

tit th, astual lest 414116,10411, whsn
inorpr.hrit. test rrsults and haniulattng

{fano and Das141 is assi.ssIng as,
015.1 01 thr program .4insIods II
has hcl1o.441 to hroaskft yomsolow. ot
how sw.1011 bast, edthatittil sank .4ran
ard and 1,041) 4

alum 01.04.041, awil.Ahl, to 4,10,001.
Yet it has s.ts.ii to proniot,
questionahls nainio apploa.h it/ Ito
assessment id adult .ontpoon.,

14 m rem A liPIllt A a pent," (
or, 11451 4.04/4K4 is %/a r"1s's, ill rink

"ertme I,, JIm, ( oarrnalti

CHANGE
JOBS

Cha

World

Fsery sear (ommumt Ms lots
oser 2.000 tob-openingsincornmurtilk
and social-change work nationwide
And Offs mOnth our swat features
help you get the gob done If sou arc
a college student looking kr an
internship a disgruntled worker
looking kr meaningful work or 3n
aCtIslat wanting to keep inkrmed
about what ts rolls happening at the
grassroots soull ward to subscribe
to ( amms ma Job%

',PI( !AI, OF F F It r,cr s151 lass asur ssl (ernmu,d, JO, Absortitely
F go 1,01,4100 0,0 Ao r0.4 v,h,srlphor,.04.iportitslas Oro at, It sou tate,
4544 ix 4., rn..r4r 4 oser dont oish

Tic ...dr if 4.1( 4,45 and s.op s0at 4 ir0

NsrA

it /I I It

stir*
i'ot II mica iaa.nngton ta ( Z0)09 C34:DEST:C

Federal Government
Stops PACE Testing

On February 24 1901 a group 01
minced), tort applicants vitthdrcw thor
lawsuit against the S Ciosernrnent s
Oftter of Ikruinricl blanagrnsent oho
thc federal a gen, s acseplssdthoalsktm,and.
that lob appIoant. mould no hanger has.
to pass the hse,,eur 41.1png, so war
Admonalalne C nlfaCrI 40.01Pt4 I 4 the
tokrul Gosernnwrit tried thr P.4'1, rest
to narrow doss n the numbcr of a ppb. ant.

for lltnlnapttient ksel goscrimis nt taw
ranging from LICIJA spe. ON to notscuill
4.4Itator

Iletween 1970 and Noir PA(
0.reentd ovt almost all ovinows aprIs
tants In tanuars 1970, torosantple !ciao
than I prr.ent of Flasks anti owls
persent 01 the tosrawtts ales took Ills
e4301 iiltred high unotigh Itt Stk 400.41
the 04,e,s tale for sshtres isis LI 2
posent

The PACE test wall he repl3scs1 by
between 50 and tot tsris exam, that oill
he noire closely tied to the spesitis
needed in each joh satcgors

17
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Center foc the Study of
Education and Politics
'Me Testing Digest
Room 1000
5 Beekman Street
New York. N.Y 10035

Scwhont Orr.
US Postase

New, Xo.t.tiY
Mug re* 7217

EX( k RVIS IROM 1111. TESTIMONY
of

1011N GORDON WEISS
bcfoce the

MASSACHUSETTS STATE LEGISLATURE
EDUCATION COMMITME

Marsh 21. 19RI

Why New York Parsed lkuth.in. Testing

New York enacted TrirthomTetting kgiitstron bc,au,e
New York VIA. New York (+Alcamo, Association New York
Personnel and Guidance Association, NAACP, Puerto Ruan
Legal Defense Fund, New York State Consumer Protection
Board New Sod( State Ingloh Council. National ( order
owe of Black Lawyers. New York% Ammo Gerstell..
Office, and dorens of research scientists, including three
former ETS employ-ter, procalthettudentthrecroti New Sark
/UMW Interest Research Comp irs,) piau
sall supporting the measure

Thesmindoodual and swam/atoms supported the bill

because they Here
.4.ened4bout test pubIolicrs repeated. laons that

they rarely if ever make processing mistakes
when errors affecting at least 450 OM students
scores bast occurred in the past fess sears nbc
nest issue of The Dome Disco .111 d011.011ent

these errors
wonted that The National Conferense 01 (Bask
Law yers refortedthathbok bis whicol applicants
who had comparable grades t I to PA I Wen
ticalmaion, andattended the same undergraduate
institutions as their white sounterpart scored
o'er I00 points lower on the LSAT Ike Fall Pout
/inure/howl
scorned that 1 IS awarded students pus or arit
tosit worm when their own studies inch. ated that
them is a 1101 dom.., that a students score will
fluctuate riser 41 points in either direction II he re-
take, the tert This fluctuat1011 is important bet,ause
011 MOM EIS tests 3 500 is the 50th percentile while

600 is the lialh perteohle
("trimmed on pate lb

Question 44
4

N

4-1

I

hi ps tumid, VICD turd tFGlll %boll n aim( all
etirpt hare TOOl ore equiluterill mangler aol

evwl 51:1 If far r ABC were pushed on hue LEG SO

thaa the aceiu irs ol Ow triangle, tOr/Illde [um mat
r;ioitti 1414 es WOW Ihe roiling, sold hale'

oir Mr all) Set IC I erell hero rt.) Nine

PSAT October 1980

I TS and the pantl of 16 college professors the testing
lam bored us nts cm, that math rests both agreed that on the
afro,: item shorte gil <et err was cotrect Daniel town. a
17 searold Cocoa Beach flocida High School student son
sowed the testing coropany that answer IA I be 11as setTecl
iscc p I( toe solution)

LT'S Senior Vice President for Testing Programs told
fro Sew hot Timer 43,17fil Pe I; that the question was a
togsS delta Ile continued, that in the future new safeguards
woukl be added to assure test quality

PSA1 scores arc used to award millions of dollars fix
scholarships and for admissions to Minnesota s colleges and

unis cisme, Because the diserepanes was identified thou
sands ot students test scores were upgraded by between one
and two percentage points points that could prose the
dui terence between them winning a nd tow ng one orate 700

imam cif 'A bola rhips and or 50 (XX) letters of sommenda

lion the multi million dollar National Merit Scholarship
peo;:lain annual!, awards students Huh high ENAT won,

Ilse PS Al Mr Omen took was somportdol old Sch..
List.. %Natick lest ISA!) questions ETS Public Relations
Diresfor Robert Moulthroup said that in the pau about
rt(tXtrrughwhoot urtstent. SAT s(Pres were took». becao,e
thes selects,' choice A and were marked wrong

I (ktober 1950 PSAT was Me hrst BAT eser to Is.;

released to the public

1 7
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LS'AT question,. released as a result of Truth-in Testing legislation

IS P. no Una am onnwAn ont. to go ea dt-
nnonon. open. Onnorned modooro 1, noun
lop Inconel polkno?
b. sons el Inkal noon*. A. ~no Mow ono
Ono., ennolnonOch .1 1.11.1.0?
(A. Don. Wok In *born in.4. to AO.?
(11) Snot4 nor oapOn. N., Anon Anon?
(C) D. pn WO) tithino Avoid lor nook. I. Arbon I.

doe nnl?
ID/ fAnold Inn b end Po pennO noon toot env

NiNhig n1/414.7
a, CM now nonpt otopi owl Oran. peon no

no. Ann obsonielp?

Onion 7-4 .04.1. On11....1 pang.

A /noon on or noon ona In AO Mono on pegboard
n os P, In Ironton Non Of en In. In no
WM. tAo hAA Amon to in Ooln. dr mad. oohed vont
414 on of an ono bp The moo onoond nowt
An more d ore NI Tbo moon. on non too doemlono.
voni, Al. onnolopontal000 benn I. poonnol Ar. noI
0111.401 A. OW lift I. A 1014 Mom A.n 110e'1.etit 'sok
Orono non In TY mono nood ononnono NA. .).
O r. An 0. moo. ohoond the KM pot aro Ono *On
Yip art Ron loon "AA. .1..".1.1 tr wenn "no Old oot Om.

owl Ann oncony yoo 101 A. no would ban
abogam1bab loam Li-

MINGLE
A. bra O Yowl Podlor boyoboabb 1. owe b paw.
no noon teadOVNI 10 OP. boobb bowl bo.looto
...M.. MP.** I* af Mineglia 4.esI4 no.... A.. boa
tb bodoo opeow oiMbl,b bow. An.. ono ...no

r Inwoond I prI N toroonn leo of noollin.
how.
74 A. sak wean Awn on onni Ow Inked On Ow no

Inn loloonl 1), o ono on AI dr. Oro Whoa oto mood
n . hi,.. no. nan4 non. anAn. An own.d

ha on Inn b. Up VAno Ono ofoomowl An On no
An now. An* noon ow/III. non Ho nano*.

on on Y4.n11.4 se Ann N. 4. 1), $14, oonn Aro
hi, ormi.
(A) on Wenn Ao kJ an Men tor Ivo

.4 Wt..* non ilw1 Ow In
ICI loot non. nor to.4 aool ran
ID/ On Mono non AI on onothra to N.

17 Asno no. I. Aso 1=11.1.1. 71.0. @T.

rowel%) end the 1...1 One) or. 4,es lo
IA)M. ..1011. 10 N. rrglh *I A. ...I. sm.seasni

In Aso ...inn fl

IS I. .A. pond One I AS? .4.. non "non od

Anolin &nod
tatta4.14. ........ tool otletelell Moan.,

Ina. .1 2 .....

141,1 IA.

11. 77.7 A. Win, . trade. unfree anrel. olIllne In mbe

Are% 3,4 bUIC111 COW If en% in 4,re.

terome more comperttive nith nnnunion labor

1,11, error

I A wool ponied ko IMP Wane two mann Mina Dip
Wor Immo e4.lnp.,. 1.11. WOW. Cm Son non.
non It pron. Oo rnkno Anon el Oa Wel or
On nor In Arno fon

nonor el On lon. often. A. on.'
eittlalo no411. toonon ran Anna* I. on. Ao
Onshoo. tto hooln, owl In Wan. noun* loon no
proanon hi A. onion Id Apae114....64.1
earMaftfaft

7. The Supreme Court Med In NM. ($711, Mu stater

may first try dam:tants on newt,. crifruna I
A

ch_gia wIthoin a Jury If It Isierepreoldes the

, defendants with a.. oprtrtiunitt for new trial
C.

. )42se
o

'7. The Supreme Chart ruled Mot it 11 Mt hOolIAtilly
I unconstitutional b.ra white suburb N refuse IA

ChlA(s wing rules which pismire) effect was to
block minetructianerracially lategruee hounAg.

(A) Wlich peat:Mal effect was as Meek
(I) which proctiCal effeCtit went el block
(C) WY's& practical effect was to beet
(0) of which the prudent effect& were Mae king
(E) .11011t privies! Ohms were 'Oohed by

4. Dorothy Day the /pander ef the Catholic Worker

Monernefl, ISA Ann &ISO! sight time,.

most recent as artipp_e picketer An ClIn7

Chaveit' Ualtee Form Wafters la 1473.

Igo error

13. McKinney apeolio rtootrenly_Of Du Bois the scholar
A

and disinfests st a hit ef elderly foolishness

DrOols'e joiniso ose Ciornmurdst Pan. at me

?Artist,. fa. ,No error

22. Tm events AI STAMM I', 1471. Sen trucIsco

Ilkistrate not fully the woolen. ihm typically

t maid eesegreption Mt also the IdInvenera tie

eireurnatances that mate each clty's anperlente

with the lime rum. unique. ermr

Afrlaans sib. language el the tulf2c party In

Sewth Atria see of the Afrikaners.. *Mr A01.1

maintaln des Stowe quo. No errorE-
33. Lengthy unemployment *hat au oto N thou who

A
cannot fin! JOU OW they live Is America that

(C)
Iperes Ole mole soil atrtda 54 ite common

4



3. )46.0 el tne elsIfote gstnst Inc film's soli/nen SI
d.stortion of loot Kern's life Cones from traits

internsisierelt, rs mid so protest apiarist the
sex inieres1 gammen IC Annette Meyer 5 fiction

, It its film version
It which of the following osi 5 might the Celtics

' referred to above wpe thet the> were no in
,Contistent,

I. Theft it'an importsre distinction between
\ distorting the slam of 5 person's lite snd

dislOrtine S worleol fiction
D. Protest srd dissppro, 51 are stceosble sis

for sidienere 10 'fleet Change in entertain
merit
5eneirnents110 is ro a distortion bot is sn
expression of (mine feeling.

\
(A) oon),
(II) II h

LSAT( C) sed II only
(D) l srd III cot,

(1) U. :"'3--1-1!--JUT-1980
4, How edov r) Men use He.)lan opt' Oell

oe've Wen cheemnr the locked itorno here st ,

Assrnn,ocS Sodom The lest Cro(t:Obeli tesrni
la tie coiner) are saes us rods), And rune ad 01
ten of iher top Miner have HeMsn Cologne in
th eir bock re Sho.ldn't you be using it too"

It is liteliorst the spoil of the sdiertisemenl
Move woad he n estate! LEAST In ddideiZe that -

(A)HeMa COlore manufmture r 5 hsd Elven
comp !mom, bottles 0 cologn( mese
playir lust before the pMe SI Mstnrrt0r2
leediu

(I) people Antrslt) believe rhsn who uses
COlOgne CennOt be 5 "real man- nO matter

(C) the per yho ;srOte the sdvertisernew
Mist e.v.tnce exists tO the Contrar .

*either uses HeMsn COlOgne nor (Its die
atereceype of the -reoeman

(DI most pro& do not canal-Or too/boll pl
to be -re 5 ,tnnefrn

(E) HiMan Col Is vsed Its more women thin
men 1

30. Many eutntres do rOt share ore laavm(ricrns that
women 5 re Mostely passive snd ItmOtionsi that
their role. Atm be \done stac. snd dmi the) CrionCe
LWOW, elteCi.e1) n positiont Of suthoriti

Xi According to %tars E !mann. knionne psssIvily Is

Closely r elsted In lils I. spsth) in esCh csse.
Mbahaving restricted the rt atiOn 01 the ouP

.aoctel) (inds that InaCtavit) is sn Inhale group
iCip 5

: cha r Sae tittle

311
Sulsons Mlles has S4 Molts will le a Pees*,who

valves bet professional reibistion ShOve Mancial

gain

Torn' YLS2-2

Femlelst Cpporieres of die Eons! Plights Afford.
meat Cleimed Met the amendment wculd deprive women
of society's traditional Protections. Sy ImIST"Ing lhof
women must be protected IM the Isere loolel) these
aPPonenie eberebt implied that women cannot protect
themselves, ThOfe oho with ea.-protect" women 4
shoutd, b e/lMIASItng loom,. sPeclal plOirctioWS,

ofe0fOOn an 8040 OppOtfUtolf Of Sef.pfatellOO

ateni COmMentatOr t the xarrage woman Is
physicelj thsa ihe tvera Man. therefore,
MI> smen need sid Mould/use the speCisi protectnyn
o( sorter)

21 lowt dt. the told:A.1n coula Com I num 10 a aroma
sk4 relevant srpoment against the Dews corn-
rnomsIN .5 ChM,

Man) °rootlet) 'I traditional ertaeCtiOns
hat e nothing lotto with {tyska! harm

II Prmiding aoeiet)5 pr Mellon CAI) No women
VII ltsve physleslIt west Mott unprotected

III n specific difference between ge
IisdIvI&stsI,t*vCIaOIOs Cl Mock Orns
not nteessIgste tresting those two classes
dltfe

(A) onli
(IN) Horn,
(CI HI onIt
(DI I and II eat,
(E) I. II, and Ill

22 In hera rpornent, the (mutat pre.uprosea wench
Oa the following'

I The main &fiction of owlets Is to protect
Its members.

" II .011 rnen'snO *omen are equslh Capable of
protettine themselves

III Thom who wish to 'protect" women hsve
Me Meer 10 extend te wrOnt. n the opportunity
IC sellprotection.

(A) 1 (nt)
(0)11..4
(n) Ill CrnII
(D) 1 ard II onh
(El Ill, end Ill

23 Of the following which exp the most so.0,4
and !tele, ant C Within of the feminist 's nis in point

(m) Selfprotection and protection lit the Isrper,
mein) sre not incomPatible

( /1) The Original natives /ceding tOlsa tO
isrtge= women were actmIrshle one.

(C) All peOPle hme the !HIM mine, liberm, and
the pursuit oghsppiness

(DI (oust rights Inv!, wqvsl respontibilities
(E) Men as n ell as wOrnen Seed SOCiet) '8 prfs

leCtsart

ll'. Canons in navies Of Csk re leMslost often Cones,..
her^ or heroweishope Pirm sinstine feats m

Filier"epTrntortorufFE7irrns
(A) tontsins 5 etro or he (rime who perform

.

ee(r me who perform,On) Coots,: s hero Of m nhekn,e

C1 cons, 5 herr or he
I(1) (retains 5 hero or heroine Met perform,
I El Centsin s hero or hole which Preforms

"1 -
I 1 ()

6

lh -The women enrolled In the Judo [nurse In order to
leso sj.eya_t±protect oneself from en eirzigst
Dig foetal.
(Ai learn ways to )rotect oneself' from sn exferi

enced Ina ructor
(II) learn w1y5 to Weer= heraelt fron an expesi.

enced Inatome
(C) /mini issts of prOtallne themselves frOm

experienced ins1toCter
(DI turn. from an experienced inoruCter..M.

i Matta IhenMelnes
(El !Men. fron an experienced IniereCIOr. In

what osy to motto °motif
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IMS. Sodas dietetered thst CblerdIrs. the Gamer
of 101.1n farm, 744 len the stete !emote Chleholm

tanng sought hy Che petit e, Stlistand Mel he wee
WM IOW to Jose, l'ImAln mote/ Ism the le rmhode In
Chet year 0..1 wed mooch M ennal Me loose I lc

seeette Oet Ami 171,11, selprIly pant prey for
the weekend, ast tselt tee seas vacatioa tech ye.,
Ms trot 14 select she mooed the leen 1111414 the
berme Pt &I owning oath the Were, of the patent
llot helmet Mul oripinally beffi wOrta for crops. Roma
ntletenerul 10b that Crasholm finalli Mon
streets! no 101ml men(1ge of Crime SW wee InII. 1. 1473. Wile SWIM nes sIll short memos
Peoria wood Me le rrnhoule Ise one II). She mooed
0,7saiir II ow Om 7 by start In; i fire. the
71.111 Pao OteCo Wet bop lotOst by Sioll,. V* NJ
Peed It before the fire lort no longer Pal thersolter.
be 1117.. Lerma, a otedhhor. eareleml stetted a
fare talk* cnsol the 4*lli3ClIlII VIM pray..
Lerent 14 net here MOM'S pernstselpi to be ea the
spondees. Al the time of the pre, 6 In had been
oiling 01 prOfr thereeheir dal het toe I,. Dentin
eel see repair the etr,ette derneend 10 Me.

27,-, thaws to both ktolcslm she till fernlly, Malcolm
Paltered from termInel end ineurlhlt cancer.
Malcolm appldd XYZ lnearerc Company Mr. a

Meurance polity Mich dal reeplre en
mamlnetIon It) $ doctor, One of the *Amiens on
the ...placation faked orotener the *politer*
eadleting from center, Malcolm, &mows) In Me
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THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT OF 1981

WEDNESDAY, JULY*22, 1981

'HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND V4CATIONAL EDUCATION, JOINT-
LY WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-
TION,COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington; D. C. .
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m.ir. room

2175 t Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins
.

presiding.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Weiss, Simon,

Erdahl: Bailey, and Erlenborn.
Staff members present: JOhn F. Jennings, counsel; William A.

Blakey, counsel; Betsy Bradd, minority legislative associate; Rich-
, ard DiEuienio, minority legislative associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will be in order.
A quorum is present.
The Subc4mmittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

Education and the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
continue its hearings that we started yesterday on H.R. 1662, a bill
introduced by Mr. Weiss and other Members of the Congress, a bill

,to require certain, inforthation to be provided to indiViduals who
take standardized educational admissions tests and for other pur-
poses.

Chainfian PERKINS. Ne are glad to welcome here this morning a
panel of experienced tgstr,takers and testing expert., Carolyn Ben-
nett, a student from Johns Hopkins University; Michael Galligan,
graduate, Clarkstown South High School, New City, N.Y.; Dr.
Banesh Hoffman, professor emeritus, Math and Physics Depart-
ment,'Brooklyn College; and Dr. Michael D. Priddy.

All of you come around and get atound the table.
, We will hear from you first, Miss Bennett.
Yes, Congressman:Weiss?
Mr. WEISS:We have a very outstanding group of panelists today,

and I especially want to take note of the fact that Michael Galli-
gan, who is sitting at the table, got up at 4 o'clock this morning in
order to get to New York City and catch the shuttle and get to
Washington on time.

Chairman PERKINS. Very energetic.
Mr. ERDAHL. I Nyould be quite concerned because anybody with

that ambition is a-potential opponent down the road. That is what
you have tO.do oftentimes.

Chairman. PERiINS. Go ahead, Carolyn.
(171)
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STATEMENT OF CAROLYN BENNETT, STUDENT, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY

Ms. BENNErr. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. Thank you for allowing me to speak very briefly this
morning.

My name is Carolyn Bennett. I grew up as the dependent daugh-
ter of an Air Force pathologist. I recently graduated from Johns
Hopkins University with a bachelor's degiee in natural sciences
and will be attending Johns Hopkins Medical School in the fall.

Several summers ago I worked as a summer staff member at
Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J. My duties included
reviewing items for the SAT to insure that any racially or sexually
sensitive words or phrases were removed befot- the items were
printed. I also worked on several task forces to provide a college
student's perspective on testing issues.

I have also served on an informal advisory group whose function
is to exchange information between ETS and some of the groups it
affects. Since then-I--have worked a variety of summer jobs' as a
medical secretary.

I am here this morning to talk about my experiences with stand-
ardized testing.

My first encounter with a nationally administered standardized
test was in 1976 when I took the PSAT. At that time I was a junior
at a Departmep of Defense high school in Wiesbaden, West Ger-
many.

the school was average academically. Accelerated classes such as
AP English and AP biology were not offered.\Though not certain of
medicine as a career choice at that time, I was certain that I
wanted to attend a 4-year college.

Taking the PSAT helped me out in a number of ways: It intro-
dured me to staridardized test -format. It started me thinking seri-
ously about what colleges and degree programs were most suited
for me. It served to identify me as a candidate for a national merit
scholarship for outstanding Negro students which hOped pay for
my first year of college. And, most importantly, it let me know
where I stood in comparison to other college-bound high school stu-
dents,

This was pae.icularly important as I was tackling college deci-
swris from if.rseas. There was a small percentage of college-bound
students in my graduating class and very little academic interac-
tion with students from other schools. I took the PSAT and knew
that I could compete for a spot in a selective college. ft was a posi-
tive, motivating experience with standardized tes' ing, and not an
unusual one.

I took the SAT the following year, in 1977. I did not takela coach-
ing course. I went into the exam armed only with my 4 years of
public high school course work, and I walked away thinking that
the answer sheet I turned in was a fair representation of my math-
ernetical and verbal skills. In all honesty, I am not ,a test-taking
wizard. I struggled with a lot of items and found others simple.

The scores I received a few week's later made me feel good-about
myseii un y academic abilities. I did not receive 700's, but I
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thought that my swres would give me a crack at a good premedical
program, and they did. The SAT did not hinder me academically.

As I took the test, I did not feel as though I was falling into a
test trap or that I was being manipulated in some way. I did not
find items that offended me a a black woman._The items were fair
game. to evaluate me as a hio school student. I benefitted from
taking the SAT. It, too, was a postive test-taking experience.

In my third year as an under4raduate at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sits in Baltimore, I began making plans to apply to medical school.
I worked hail. in college and received good grades but was not at
the very top of' my class. Knowing too well how competitive medi-
cal school admissions procedures are, 'I relied very heavily on the
MCAT, to show me and to show the schools considering me for ad-
mission just how my academic strengths stacked up against thotse
of Other students.

True, I dreaded taking it and sweated through it, but it was
orthwhile. Without it I would not have made tha same decisions

about what schools to apply to, and I would not have receiVed the
same favorable consideration I received from Johns Hopkins Medi-
cal School.

The experiences I have just described are not newsmakers. Up to
now, there has not been much interest in a string of stories about
students w ho do not despise standardized and use test data objec-
tively. I owe the fact that I am going to the medical school of my
choice because standardized tests identified me to the school I am
headed for as being capable of doing the work, this was the biggest
benefit of all.

The single point I would like to leave with you this morning is
that I am not alone. I am not the only college student to have bene-
fitted from standardized testing. My personal circumstances are
not too unusual to be shared in some, part by thousands of other
students, from both public and private high schools, attending
public and private colleges and universities and working toward all
kinds of'professional degrees.

They would agree with me that standardized testing is the means
to broader, not narrower, educational opportunities and tha,t stand-
ardized Itests are critical, fair and accurate tools to use, in academic
decisionmaking and that they open, not shut, doors.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. Galligan?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GALLIGAN, GRADUATE, CLARKSTOWN
, SOUTH IIIGH SCHOOL, NEW CITY, N.Y.

Mr. GALLIGAN. Good "morning, Mr. Chairman and members of
the 6ubcomMittee.

I would first like to thank Congressman Weiss for inviting me
here, this morning. It is an honor for me to be here.

In the past couple of months:I have been called upon to examine
my feelings about standardized testing very closely. I have also had
the opportunity to hear the opinions of other students whose fu-
tures will be affected by the scores they will receive on these tests.

C)
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1, therefore, hope to speak for a large Ropulation of students, that
their opinions and feelings may be coliSidered in the important
issues which are decided here.

In October 1980, as I was taking the College Board SAT examina-
tion, I noticed that to question No. 16 of section 2, two correct an-
swers were listed as choices. This was in contradiction with the di-
rections which indicated that there was one and only one correct
answer for each question.

As the truth-in-testing law is in effect in New York State, I was
able to receive a copy of the SAT exam, the answer key, and my
graded test paper. Upon reviewing the question, I confirmed that
,there were two correct ahswers listed and only one was being
counted as correct.

I then wrote to the College Board and informed them of the ap-
parent mistake. In March 1981 , I was notified by the Educational
Testing Service that I was correct and that both answers would be

.counted as being correct. As a result, the grades of almost 20,000
students who had chosen the alternative answer were raised 10 to
20 points.

Also, an additional 50 students were awarded Regents scholar-
ships as a result of their raised scores. Unfortunately, students out-
side of New York, where the truth-in-testing law is not in effect,
have not had their scores adjusted.

Are not the students in those other States just as correct as the
students in New York?

I support the proposal to extend the concept of the truth-in-test-
ing law nationwide. Any test should be based on a mutual agree-
ment between tester and test-taker that there exists a body of
knowledge which mankind agrees upon as being true.

It is perfectly possible for a young person to recognize truth by
way of insight, even without the formalized education to knoW it. It
is also conceivable that a person with more education but less in-
sight would not see what the student was able to recognize. Twice
this has been prbven.

Truth is what men live by. To protect, praise, and preserve it is a
most holy endeavor. To compromise it is to insult the way we live
and degrade the very thing,students are told to search for. I know
the reason that I wrote away was' because I love mathematics.
When I saw the mistake, I felt that a terrible injustice had been
done. I had nothing to gain from challenging the question but
peace of mind.

I feel that if we deny a student the right to see his test, we are
breaking a trust with studenth and ourselves. This country has
never been one to deny a person of rights. I think a right that all
people have and which is one no person would want to live without
is the right to know the truth.

I think. I speak for all students in America when I say the truth-
in-testing law is a step in the right direction. The promotion of
such a concept, as this bill would do, is a positively 'righteous
action.

Furthermore, the Educational Testing Act would assist the Stu-
dent in educating himself by allowing him to recognize his mis-
takes and, in so doing, learn more about himself and howThe func-
tions in testing situations.
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While the bill proposes some necessary rights for test-takers, I
have to express my feeling that it misses some of the major faults
'of the Standardized Testing System as it is now. I think the Educa-
tional Testing Service s',ould feel a sense of obligation to inform
the students of what they will.be tested on.

Students as well as universities should be aware of how this test
should be interpreted and how accurate or inaccurate it may be.
This should be followed up by studies of how the tests are being
used and how much weight is given to them.

Are they a primary criterion or are they used to highlight other
information about a student? The testing organizations themselves
rdust take responsibility for how the tests are used. If they don't,
Do one else will.

No test is able to perfectly measure that which it is designed to
measure. There is always a margin for error. This is true of all
tests and other indicators by Which students are evaluated. Look-
ing at all the indicators and other personality characteristics is the
unly way to get an accurate picture of a person's accomplishments
and potential.

I have seen a person's dream ruined because he scored 20 points
too Av on the SAT exam. I think when an exam is given more con-
sideration than factors such as motivation, insight, virtue, and de-
termination, there is something wrong with our system of evalua-
tion.

To provide equal opportunity for the individual and for the
strength and grcwth uf our country, our testing system must be im-
proved. It should be consistent with the values of our society. If
standardized tests are to be used as widely as they are now, they
should be available to everyone regardless of geographic and eco-
nomic status.

The users of such tests, namely the educational institutions
which require them, should also share in the responsibility of
making the tests available It may involve financial contributions
t,o cover additional expenses. Also, they should be keenly aware of
the limitations of such a test.

By limiting our interpretation of others to a number on a piece
of paper, we are losing those qualities al-uut a person which truly
serve the needs of our country, qualities such as honesty, integrity,
charity, compassion, and wisdom, all of which have marked the
great men of our country.

There is no way to test for this type of gift, there is no way to
measure one's ability to perform, to contribute, or to care. There is
no way to see if a person will succeed or fail at something except to
give him a chance. There are those who have little chance, who
have tu sti ive tu overcome barrierk of culture, poverty, and location
to try to educate themselves.

It is not possible to provide everyone with a very fine education,
but it is possible to give everyone the facts about what they should
learn for,a particular test so that those who do have the motivation
can educate themselves and also seek it at their schools where it
should be taught.

Our fine government should be an example for the efficiency and
integrity of a system of checks and balances.
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Mr. WEISS. I think we wdl go to the questioning of the two peoi:de
who just testified since they are the test-taker part of our witnesses
this morning. After that we will go to Dr. Priddy and perhaps Dr
Hoffman will be hereby at that time as well.

Carolyn, I think I perhaps did you an injustice in not asking you
how long it took you to get here.

Ms. BENNETT. Twenty minutes.
Mr. WEISS. I wonder if each of you could give us some idea, not

Jost of your own personal experience, but of your involvement with
other students' attitudes toward the tests, as to their impression of
whether, in fact, there is sufficient information given about them,
whether, in fact, they have sufficient opportunity to study for
them, whatever.

You are bpth obviously outstanding students and you maY,not
have some of the same problegis others might.

Carolyn?
Ms. BENNETT. Thank you. My feeling is that my peers and the

students that I have spoken to, both about the SAT and MCAT, is
generally positive. I emphasize that for the MCAT, as well. It is
better if I discuss the MCAT in particular.

Mr. WEISS. When did you take it?
Ms. BENNETT. In the spring of 1980. It is critical to the pre-med

population at Hopkins to do well on the exam and everybodk was
coaching and practicing and they want to see as many of the items
as they can. It is competitive and takes 6 1/2 hours, but generally it
is a positive feeling. The feelings of the people that I took the exam
with was that when they came out of it it was a fair representation
of the work that they had one in college and it was going to be a
good index as to how they were going to perform in medical school.

Mr. WEISS. Did most of the people who took that test study for it?
Did they attend coaching or preparation school?

Ms. BENNETT: About a fifth of the medical class took a coaching
course.

Mr. WEISS. That was the new MCAT?
`Ms. BENNETT. That is right.
Mr. 'WEISS. In 1979, I believe, the medical college testing group

decided that they really needed a new test. They were unhappy
with the old test, I guess from the point of view of reliability, and
they decided that they would try a new series of types of questions,
a new area of limitation as to where they would ask the questions
from.

Even the testmakers themselves do not contend that they have
always given tests which they have been fully satisfied with.

Ms. BENNETT. I believe that the students that were taking it
when I was taking it believe that the material on the exam was
appropriate for the purpose.

Mr. WEISS. My understanding is that MCAT is limited to the
'second year college equivalent biology course level.

Ms. BENNErr. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Everybody knew going into that test what the general

area would be that would be covered?
MS. BENNETT. Level of difficulty? .

Mr. WEISS. Well, the subject area that would be covered.
MS. BENNETT. Yes.

Pi
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Mr. WEISS. That is sort of different from the SAT, though.
MS. BENNETT. True.
Mr. WEISS. Did you. have a clear idea going into the SAT what

areas would be _overed?
MS. 'BENNETT. Yes, I did, but because of a different reason, from

the PSAT.
Mr. WEISS. Michael, what was your experience?
Mr. GALLIGAN. Going in toAake the SAT exam, I had very little

idea as to what specifically the format would be. I had not taken
the PSAT so I had no idea in that respect, nor did I receive infor-
mation from my school as to what the format was.

However, I was fortunate enough to have a fine educational
background, so that I was able to handle what was presented to me
OK. A particular experience which I would like to tell of is when I
went to visit the Jackie Robinson Foundation Youth Convention in
Columbia University a couple of months ago.

The students there also did not have the information, the appro-
priate information, as to what the test would actually test, as to
what the format would be and what the necessary levels of math
and verbal skills had to be attained so that one could actually do
the exercises of the test and display his knowledge in that manner
to make the test valid.

Nor did they haye the necessary skills in many cases, OK, so I
feel that the responsibility really cannot lie with the school. If you
are going to say that there has to be complete equality for this test
which is designed to measure aptitude so you have to have com-
plete equality as much as you can, then each student has to be per-
sonally given the information and it is necessary that all the infor-
mation Ab gotten to each student so that he is fully aware of what
the tests will be, because in many cases the students did not know
what they had to attain educationally nor were they taught it at
their schools.

I can't speak for myself in that manner. I have to speak for them
because that is where the fault is. I was fortunate enough to go to
a very fine school but there are a lot of other people in this world
who aren't.

Mr. WEISS. Flow do you feel about the policy which ETS and that
which the College Entrance Examination Board people have now
adopted, of disclosing upon request the answer sheets together with
the questions, in I think five out of the seven major administra-
tions of the test?

How do you feel, Carolyn?
MS. BENNETT. I support it.
Mr. WEISS. Expand on it if you will. Why do you think that that

is a good idea?
Ms. BENNETT. I think it is important to give students an opportu-

nity to see a copy of their exam but I also think, from what little I
know about testing, that it is important to keep some of the exam
sec ure.

Five out of seven is a good decision for ETS to have made in that
case. If I was taking the SAT and I Wanted a copy of my exam, I
would take it at one of the disclosed administrations, and not at
one of the secure ones.

Do you se2 what I, mean?
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Mr. WEISS. Yes. Why do you think it is worthwhile for students
to be able to get their answers back?

Ms. BENNETT. Well, in all honesty, I don't know if I would re-
quest a copy of my SAT. On the MCAT, that I would but mot on the
SAT.

Mr. WEISS. Why would you request it in the MCAT?
Ms. BENNETT. Level of difficulty of the exam, particularly on the

quantitative analysis questions where the answer takes quite a
while, and I would be able to check levels of difficulty, but I
wouldn't feel the need to on the SAT.

Mr. WEISS. That has to do with some extent with your sense of
confidence about the subject matter in the two tests, is that right?

Ms. BENNETT. That is right.
Mr. WEISS. Michael, how do you feel about the disclosure pcolicy?
Mr. GALLIGAN. I support it for two reasons: First, as I said, there

is an educational benefit in seeing a test which you took and what
you got wrong; OK. For just the sake of knowledge, knowing what
you got wrong and learning that.

Second, for seeing how you test, which is a very important'skill.
The second reason is that no one has a corner on truth. Truth is
something which everybody has to contribute to, young and old, re-
gardless of age or religion or anything else. Everybody should be
able to see what they did so that they are convinced that either it
was wrong or right and graded accOrdingly.

My experience with the SAT testifies to that. .1 was dissatisfied
with the particular question from a personal standpoint, and I
think it is very important that a person is able to satisfy that lin-
gering feeling about a particular question.

It is very important to make the truth consistent with the
person. He has to understand what is right and what is wrong. A
very good way to do that is just to allow people- to see the tests.

Mr. WEISS. Carolyn, did you make application to get your MCAT
results and were yqu able to get them?

Ms. BENNETT. No; they are not available.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bailey?
Mr. BAILEY. I don't have any questions.
Mr. SIMON. Let me add my commendation to both witnesses.
I think it is a great thing to have student witnesses, meahing no

disrespect to other witnesses, but wg too often hear from profes-
sionals in the field and not often enough from people like the two
of you. Thank you.

Mr. WEISS. Again, my appreciation and that of the subcommit-
.tees to both of you for taking time out of your leisure or worktime
to be with us today. Thank you so much.

We will proceed with the rest of the panelists, so if Patrick
Shields, Dr. Schafer, Dr. Kasteen, Mr. Sjogrent'and Dr. Robinson
will join Dr. Priddy at the witness table, we will have one large
panel and Dr. Priddy will be the lead witness.

You will have to move the microphones back and forth in front
of you.

Dr. Priddy, why don't you proceed.
Do you have a prepared statement that you submitted to us?
Mr. PRIDDY. NO, sir.
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Mr. WEIss. I should tell all of the witnesses that if you do have
prepared statements we will enter those statements in their entire-
ty in the record without objection.

You may read it, extrapolate or excerpt from it, handle it what-
ever way you like.

If you wish to add additional material to the teStiniony you give
here the record will remain open fce a 10-day period and if you
submit it to the committee during that time. We will include other
additional material in the record as well.

Dr. Priddy?

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. PRIDDY, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
PLANNING, AND EVALUATION, GUILFORD COUNTY SCHOOL
SYSTEM, GREENSBORO, N.C., ACCOMPANIED BY MARIAN EP-
.STEIN, EXPERT IN TEST DEVELOPMENT
Mr. PRInbv. Thank you, Mr. Weiss. I would like to thank the

other members of the subcommittees for the opportunity to speak
before you.

I am Michael Priddy, and I live in Greensboin, N.C.
. I work in a school system in that area. It is in the Piedmont sec-
tion of North Carolina, industrial service area with a strong agri-
cultural base and.a county of about 315,000 people.

I work for the Cuilford County School Sy Rem, 25,000 students,
sixth largest in North Carolina, and made up of 44 schools.

Before I proceed with some detail about my work and some expe-
riences, I would also like to make the Chair aware that I am ac-
companied by Dr. Marian Epstein, nationally recognized expert in
test development, and she can respond to specific questions by
types of tests administered by ETS.

My work involves planning for instructional and administrative
purposes, research, that is the conduct or the oversight of it, evalu-
ation of curricular programs as well as administrative programs
and the standardized testing program.

That program is made up of a State-mandated program that in-
volves grades 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 11, and is completed by a local compo-
nent that fills in at some of the other grade levels.

If I may, I will limit my remarks to that area specifically, test-
ing, and as it is related to program evaluation.

The plain thrust of the office and its staff is to serve as an advis-
er to the superintendent on the board of education, and if you will,
functions as a gyroscope for the school system in a sense of at-
tempting to keep us on track and insuring that our resources and
efforts are pointed toward things that will improve the curriculum
and instruction for the students.

For that reason, we draw on multiple sources but one is stand-
ardized test results, and I will share some of those experiences with
you, particularly She effect of those results on curriculum instruc-
tion.

For years we have been accused of letting others dictate what we
do, test developers, book publishers, and it is very easy to fall into
that trap because they are expert at what they do and public
school.people can easily rely on them, but that does not have to be
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the case and it is not the case in many school systems and one is
burs.

We take those results each year and very systematically go
through them on a system basis and on a school-by-school basis in
an effort to determine where the strengths are and where the
weaknesses are.

If I might use one example that many people are currently famil-
iar with, minimum competency testing, which has become a perva-
sive force in America in the last 4 or 5 years, and I think because
of public reaction, that is, a perception that we were not producing
people who were minimally literate in reading and Math.

That wasn't the case in Guilford County when tests were first ad-
ministered. We did have a small percentage of students who were
identified as needing additional help, but the point is, even with
the better students, we could see trends in those test results that
indicated that. the curriculurri and the instructional program in the
sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth grades needed some mending,
needed to be defined, refined, and revised.

Why do thirkind of trend, this trailing offlater in the
grades and we were looking at the text and curricular guides and
finding various resons for it? We were and we are making decisions
on the basis of standardized test results, feedback, program evalua-
tions, feedback from committees, and so on.

Then there is the other group that are affected besides teacLiers,
and that is ithe students, and, of course, that is what we are all
ubout

We found that using multiple indicators, as a way to detern:zie
where those students stand is a far more appropriate method for
insuring that we are addressing their needs, the individual's needs,
as opposed to random processes that vary from year to year.

I would like to stop with that for a moment and move to an earli-
er part uf my career when I was teaching. I chose to teach in an
area of North Carolina for 4 years, rural, deprived, made up pre-
dominantly of minority populations.

When I first arrived at the school system, I learned many things
about it, and most of them were biases and prejudices of the people
that were there. One prejudice I formed very early is that students
were being encouraged not to strive but to do what others before
them had done, and that had been based on experience of guidance
couriselors and principals and particularly with admission to post-
secondary institutions.

Students were being encouraged to accept a lower quality of post-
secondary instruction than they could handle and that was often
associated with standardized test scores, and things like that. Those
schools will not consider you, things like that.

We attempted to alter that view, some colleagues and myself,
and began pointing out to students that the test scores are only one
of many indicators used by colleges and universities to make deci-
sions, and particularly in North Carolina I can think of two or
three schools at that point in history were making sincere efforts
to look at grades, community involvement, school involvement, so
on, and used in the standardized test scores as an indication of
present ability, and the others as independent indicators of poten-
tial.

I
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I say that with some confidence, ibecause my wife worked in ad-
missions at one of those schools and I am drawing on her experi-,
ence rather than mine there.

I think the critical point there, though, is the tests for both
achievement and ability were providing some indications of where
people stand and those in turn could assist the student and the
educators with decisions about where they could, can, and should
go.

If I might drop back and catch some *of that in another phase,
yesterday I had the opportunity to work with a group of people rep-
resenting various organizations, universities, political world, the
State bureaucracy, and so on, and a question which this group has
mandated be addressed add that is, what is adequate education in
the United States, and how should that be promulgated by the Fed-
eral Government.

Congress has asked that position papers be prepared on the sub-
ject and submitted by December and we were in fact working on
one of those yesterday.

Among other things, we concluded that adequacy must be de-
fined in terms of society as well as the individual and to have some
indications of what is adequate, one must have some indicators
which,can be many different kinds of things.

In 16articular, regardless of limtiations, because they are in our
world, we need some things that allow comparisons across groups
and among individuals, and standardized testing for us allows that,
particularly things like minimum competency testing. We need to
know whether or not students can read, write, and recollect and, if
they can't, what are we going to do about it.

Then you get into some questions when you are talking about
things like that, whether or not students pre adequately prepared
to deal with those matters, and I think that is the responsibility of
the public schools.

We can do that by informing parents, students, and working with
teachers, and so on, and that matter can be addressed very easily.

In summary, I would simplyJeave you with the idea that when
you have a school system like Guilford County that was already
performing above national norms when the mandated tests were
first administered in North Carolina, that does not leave you in a
position of satisfaction.

That leaves you in a position of being able to do more and we
just reported to our board last nightour board of educational-
though I was not there. because I came up here, that over a 4-year
period scopes have continually gone up in all areas across the
system, and in every school in all the areas measured.

I think that is what we are all about in education, improvement,
and do thole kinds of things and to show other people there must
be some' standard wdy of doing it.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Dr. Praidy.
Mr, Shields?
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STATEMENT OF PATRICK SHIELDS, DIRECTOR, EAST HARLEM
COLLEGE AND CAREER COUNSELING PROGRAM, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. SHIELDS. Good morning. My name is Patrick Shields, present-
ly the associate director of an organization known as the East
Harlem Career Counseling Program.

My past experience in the field of education includes working as
an assistant dean in the admissions office at Amherst College, in-
cludes teaching literacy up in Massachusetts for the New England
Farm Workers Council, as well as runningt neighborhood center
in Holyoke, Mass.

My masters work is in educational administration at Columbia
University, with emphasis in Federal policy, mid I am also present-
ly serving on an advisory committee for the College 'Board for a
program,thay are trying to put together to identify talented His-
panic students throughout the country.

I have been asked to come here because I am from New York
State and we have a truth-in-testing law, and so I have worked
under it for the last year and I have been asked to speak about
that, but it is important to note first where I work and how work.

I work in East Harlem and the students with whom I work range
in age from 14 to 27 in East Harlem and the South Bronx. Those
names, of course, ring bells in your ear,s. They are very impover-
ished areas. East Harlem has an unemployment rate of around 50
percent, median income between $5,000 and $6,000, depending on
the group we are talking about, whether or not it is Hispanic or
black.

Those particular aspects of the community, orcour4e, have their
effects on the students I work with. The lack -of employment Oppor-

, tunities, -the welfare dependent lives of so many of the families,
affect students greatly.

They are, of course, the ones for whom there are the fewest occu-
pational jobs opportunities amailable in the city. The educational
opportunities available to my students to make up for that, in no
way compensdte for the bleak occupational outlook.

In New York, 45 percent of the students who enter high school in
the ninth grade do not graduate. That is in the city as i whole.

In our local academic comprehensive high school in East Harlem,
there are 1,800 students, 71 of whom graduated, 7 of whom gradu-
ated with New York State Regents diplomas.

Statistics, of course, can't really talk about what those students
have to go through. They don't really represent the reality_of the,
situation there

Walking. into a high school in the morning and seeing the kids
out an the steps getting high, or playing basketball over in the
park across the way, says a great' deal more than those statistics
do,- yet somehow too many of those students sometimes for our
likes overcome those incredible roadblocks and continue to strive
for some ill-defined measure of success in their eyes.

In other- woids, they stay in school or they try to get back into
school. During the school year, our appointment calendar is filled
up<2 and 3 weeks in advance. These are eighth- and ninth-grade
students who want to go into high school, students who dropped
out and want to get back in. They are, however, in the majority,

1
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students who aro in the 11th, 12th grades who are faced with the
maze-like process of testing and financial aid and admisgion forms

It is our job as college counselors to help them through this
maze. Unfortunately, the simple fact that they have made that de-
cision to continue their education in no way does away with the
-obstacles that have been thrown up in front of them in the educa-
'tional process.

Unfortunately, too many of those obstacles are in the form of
standardized tests, and my students perform extremely poorly on
those tests. It is not my purpose today to expose the negative side
of standardized tests in America. The validity of these tests has
been argued back and forth on both sides of the political spectrum.

However, the facts and arguments of those particular argurfients
concerning standardized tests are germane, to the discussion of how
my students confront the Scholastic Aptitude Tests.,

Standardized tests pjay an extremely irriportant role in the edu-
cational life of the students who come to see me. In such a large
system as New York, there are many, many educational options. A
student coming out of the elementary school, going on into junior
high school, has a number of junior high schools to choose from,
and within the junior high schools, there are specialized schools.

Moving into high school, there is a myriad of five options that
the student has. New York has the distinction of having some of
the very finest high schools in the countryand some of the worst

The decision on who gets into the very best high schools is made
upon a student's performance on one standardized test. That is not
true of all the high schools.'

There is no question that the.guidance counseling in the schools
depends a great deal upon the students. In other words, where they
are guided to go to high school.depends Upon their results on stand-
ardized reading and math tests. Almost all of the important deci-
sions in _a student's schooling have been based all or in large part
on the performance of standardized tests, and so, by the time they
reach my door, they have come to perceive those tests as having
some type Of mystical powers.

Most frequently, this is fostered in the form ot a negative self-
attitude. These tests have proven them to be, in their own eyes,
somewhat stupid. Given this mysticism of the test, it is often very
difficult for me to prepare a student for the Scholdstic Aptitude
Test.

This difficulty is compounded because the test is becoming More
important every year for my students in terms of their chances of
attending the colleges of their choice. This is not because the, ad-
mission process is getting tougher. There are less students applying
to college now. It is because of the role of the test in the financial
aid process.

As the Federal financial aid dollar continues to shrink in 'both
real and -inflationary terms, the competition for Colleges' own
campus-based money becomes much more keener, and as a total
applicant pool decreases, colleges begin to compete for those stu-
dents by kuying them.

I know of many schools where scholarships are offered regardless
of need, any kind of financial need, for three-quarters of tuition for
a certain combination of SAT scores, and full scholarships for a

,
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certain SAT Sl-orl' ombined with a comparahly higher rank in
class:

Very few of the students ever receive any of those merit-based
moneys, so when a student first comes to me for assistance in the
college application process,and I tell them that they have to take

4 the Scholastic Aptitude Test, I really am faced with a dilemma be-
cause a student, the tyile I work with, almost always appears ex-
tremely anxijaus. Their most frequent response is, know I am
going to fail it. I see a need to try to lessen that anxiety but, at
the same time, it wovild be unfair of Me to minimize the impOr-.
tance of the test.

So, confronted with this when I first began to work at the East
Harlem Counseling Program, I spoke to some people in other orga-
nizations and decided to establish a seminar that the students,,,,,,
could attend for ,the 3 weeks before the examination where we
could begin to deal with some of these problems.

The purpose of the seminar was not to further develOp the stu-
dents' verbal or mathematical abilities, unlike commercial prep
courses, we didn't hand out vocabulary lists and algebraic and geo-
inetrk Loncepts. We set up a course in such a way students became
intimately familiar with the examination, the types of questions
asked, the way the questions were Phrased, and the amount of
time.

The whole, purpose of the course was to get the student to a point
that they were so familiar with the exam and the process of taking
it that theY nu longer harbored the fears and anxieties that he first
encounters.

Mr. WEISS. The bells have rung. There is a vote on _the_floor of
' the House, so we will take a 10-minute recess.

[A short recess was taken.]
Mr. WEISS. The committee Will resume its,hearing.
If you will pick up, we can .cohtinue. .

Mr. SHIELDS. Thank you,
I was talking about the seminars I ha d established to help stu-

dents prepare to take the Scholastic Aptitude Tests. After a few of
the seminars, twu serious flaws;became evident which are relevant
in today's discussion. Both of' these robIems resulted directly from
my need to resort to various com rcial AT prep guides in the
abSence_of copies.of the actual Ost.

Gien the nature of the seminar, to instill confidence through fa-
miliarity, not haing real SAT questions in the stadents exercises

iouly reduced our chances of success. Withoht actual test ques-
tions, it was difficult in most cases and -impossible in many to con-
vince the students that they were walking into th exam with accu-
rate knowledge of what they wohld COnfront.

The second problem resultingifrom lack of,ac ss to the test con-
icerned my effectiveness as an nstructor of thgt prep course. Com-

merciallY published prep books and Education] Testing Service
publications on the SAT contain all the different types of questions
that are asked on the tests. The commercial texts, however, do not
contain questions of consistentlylhigh quality.

You cannot compare the text and detect subtle emphasis within
certain sections. The truth-in-te+ing legislation remedied those two
problems for me. With actual Tpies of the SAT to show the stu-
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"dentb, I have been mut..11 more successful in instilling confidence in
my students.

I believe it is telling to note attendance has doubled since we
began to use the actual SAT in the course. Ctur preparation has
been significantly more successful, and they react very favorably to
hal," ir the actual copies of the tests themselves. My coaching has
imprUlred since I hae been able to study the exams and compare
the tests. %

, The enactment l, f truth-in-testing in New York State has also al-
lowed us to add another dimensio-i t., our counseling services vis-a-
vis the-SAT's. Before the law, if a student came to us after taking
the SAT with the feeling that he had done poorly, or if his scores
were way out of line with what % c had expected,, we had no re-
course 141 to sit down with the Aucent and try to remember what
he had done. Rarely were we evs.r .,uccessful in fit'ding any prob-
lems. , -

Now, we can request a copy of the examination, he actual cor-
rected test, sit down and begin to analyze where arid how the stu-
dent went wrong. This may afford us the ability to reveal concrete,
nonaptitude related rea ns for poor performance.

For example, a stude t may have guessed too often, rushed an-
swers at the end of cer in se tions in order to rmish and not leave
blanks and, very importantly foi some students, the students with
the highest test anxiet,i.:es, they are able to sit down and review all
the questions and ansSvers and realize that they could have per-
formed better' on the test, that they were capable of Answering
questions that they missed.

If their poor performance on the exam had been due to a test
anxiety, they can begin to understand and deal with it.
, I came here today to speak because of my personal experience

with the effects of truth-ia-testing legislation in New York State. I
have outlined that experience, and showed its overWhelmingly posi-

___Aive effects on my work, with students in East Harlem. I do hope,
however, that my discussion today has attested to more than just ...,--
this experience. ,

It is my opinion that if the Educational Testing Act of 198,1 is
enacted and carried out in good faith, it will have-its greatest effect
on the most educationally disadvantaged of the students who take
the SAT. It will be my students' counterpart.s in the urban and
rural ghettos across ehis country who will be given a much fairer
shot at succeeding in the educational process.

Truth-in-testing promises these students the opportunity to con-
front their attitudes toward the tests directly. As declining enroll-
ments make tesis less important for the rich who can afford the
full cost of education, the :shrinking financial aid dollar and the

,per_aicious practice of no-need, merit-§asea awards make tests more
important to the poor.

The Educational Testing Act of 1981 recognizes that "there is a
continuous need to ensure equal access for all Americans to educ-
tional opportunities of high quality." It is, however, beyond the
scope of both this bilLand of the jxlWers dr the Federal Government
in general to legislate how students are educated on the elemen-
tary and secondary levels and how colleges choose to spend their
private moneys. 7
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What you can do, given the,present stuation, i to give students
like the ones I work with in East Harlem just a little better shot.
You can provide tliem with one more instrument in their fight to
overcome the obstacles inherent in our educatiOnal system which
have served to keep them down in the past. .-

Furge you to enact the Educational Testing Act of 1981.
[The prepared statement of Patrick Shields follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATRICK M; SHIELDS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR. EAST HARLEM
COLLEGE, AND CAREER COUNSELING PROGRAM. NEW YORK CITY

Good morning. My name is Patrick M. Shields. I am Presently

serving as the. Associate Director of the East Harlem Coll,cge and

Career Counseling Program in New York City. Ours is a not-for-

profat Talent.Search agency which works with over one thousand

students annually, assisting them to formulateaind carry out their

educational and career goals. My previous experience in the field

of education includes teaching literacy for the Ecw England Farm

Workers' Council, directing a.,neighborhood center in4the Puerto

Rican ghetto of Holyoke, Massachusetts, and working as an Assistant

to the' bean of Admission at Amherst College. My Masters work

at Columbia University is in Educational Administration with an

emph'Asis in Federal Policy._

I have been asked to speak here today becausg of my experience

with the Scholastic Aptitude Test after enactment of truth-sn-

testing legislation in New York State. clientele at the

East Harlem College and Career Counseling Program(EHCACCP) ranges

in age from fourteen to twenty-seven and comes predominantly froM

the East Harlem and South Bronx areas. These are npighborboods

which are designated by the Mayor's office au po'verty areas within

a city of manifest poverty. Our mast recent statistics on El Barriokli

as East harlem is termed by its residents,show an unemployment rate

hvverinh; around fifty percent and a median family income of between

five and,six thousand dollars. The lack of employment opportunity
1

and the defid-end, welfare-dependent- lives_orso_Many_of the_arta:'s

residents has its most chilling effect on the.youth of East Harlem.

I recently a.rd a yuung wuman who was in my office advertising a

193
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Yet somehow many, very many of these young people, overcome

most of these incredible:roadblocks' and continue to strive for

some ill-defined notion of success. The demand for access to our

program is evidence of that fact. During the school year, it takes

from tw-o to three weeks to get an after-school appointment. These are

eighth and ninth graders who are seeking aisistance in choOsing

.high school; they are teen-agers who left the frequently unbearable

conditions of their high schRols, but now want to return to the

educational system after experiencing the frustrations of.an already

too tight job market without a high school diploma; they are tenth

and eleventh graders who need curriculum guidance in their preparation

for myriad professions; they are, in the majority, seniors in

high school preparing for4college and faced with the maze-like process

of testing, financial aid, and admissions forms. The EHCACCP is

a community ag.ency, not affiliated wilth any educational institution,

and so none of these people have to come to see us. Thus, our

clientele is a highly motivated, self-selec.ted group. This does ,

not mean, however, that they are any less educationally or cuAurally

diaadvantaged than their counterparts who, for the moment, stay out

on the street. Our atudentiliave simply yeached a point in their

lives where they are able to take what they see to be long-range,

positive steps. It is our job to help them to take these steps;

the fact that they are resolved to succeed in no way leisens the

obstacles which they will face throughout the educational process.

Unfortunately, too many of these obstacles are thrown up'by

standardized tests. Our students perform,extremely poorly on

these tests.

91-170 'O-82--13
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It is not my purpose here.today to expose the negative side

or prejudicial nature of standardized tests in America. It is a

known fact'that black children score on the arerage one standard

deviation below their white counterparts on standardized intelligence

test. The,validity of these tests continues to be argued by scholars

on both sides of the political spectrum. The'constitutionality

of the
ustkestandarilized tests to assign public school pupils has

been battled out in a number of Federal Courts. Most recently, both

the Fifth and Ninth Circuits have ruled some of the use of these

tests unconstitutional. These facts and arguments, although not

the focus of today's hearingt'are germane to a discnssion of

how minority students confront the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Standardized tests have played an extremely large role in the

educational lives or our students in East Harlem. In such a large

school system as Npw 'fork's, the educational options are much

more numerous and broader than they are in small systems with only

a handful of,schools. Moving from elementary school to junior high,

students are faced with the options of various speCialized schools

in addition to various programs within their local school. Moving

from junior high into high school, the options are nearly limitless.

New York,.City has the distinction of having some of the very best

high Schools in the country and soma of the very worse. Admission

to the very best of the schools is based upon a student's performance

on one test. Eves in the case of schools where admission is

not based on a standardized test, students are oftn counseled on

where to apply or not to apply based upon their performance on

standardized reading and math test which theY take throughout their

school careers. The point hera is that Almost all of the important

19,;
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decisions in a student's schoolang have been made based all or in

'a large part on their performanbe on standardized tests. By the

time they reach our door, they have come to perceive these tests

as possessing some mythical powers. Most frequeptly, this has

fostered a negative self-attitude. These tests have proven them
a 40a'

to be, in their own eyes, stupid. Given this mythicism of the test,

it is often difficult to help prepare students to take the
- ;

Scholastic Aptitude Test This difficulty is compounded by the

fact that their performance on the SAT is becoming more important

in their; chances of attending a college of their choice. Interestingly,

but not suiprisingly, this is not because the SAT is becoming more

instrumental in admission decisions. Rather, SATs are more important

now because of their role in the financial aid process. Last year

at the private colleges in my state, New York, only fifty-five per-

cent of the accepted applicants received sufficient financiil aid.
N A

And we are talking about a state with a generous financial aid

program of ats own. As the Federal.financial aid dollar continues

to s rink, in i)oth real and inflationary terms, the, competitia

lifor he colleges' owh campus-based ald becomes-much keener. As

. ...v-rl.

the total ap*Icant pool decreases, colleges compete more for

students by literally buying them. I know of schools where

scholarships,are offered, regardless of need, for three-quarters

tuition for a certain combination of SAT scores and class rank, full\
scholarships are'pffezed to those with better SAT scores and a

.

comparably highernOery few of our students, even,our very

best who are accepted at to^t selective institutions in the
. q..,....,

a
country, receive these solely meritsed monies.

. ,....,

1 9 6
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And so when a student first comes tO m'e for assistancd in the

college application ,process and I inform him-that he will meed

to take the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, I am facedyith a dilemma.

Tilt 'student is usually
extremely anXious about the test. The

most frequent response is, "I know I'm going to fail it". As a

counselor, 1 see a need to lessen the student's anxiety, to demythicize

the' role of the test. At the same ti,4e, it would be both unrealistic

and unfair to the student if I were to-minimize the importance of

the SAT.. After discussions with my
colleagues at the East Harlem

College and Career Counseling Program rbvealed that their students

exhibited the same intense anxiety and fear at the mention of tlie

SATs, I established a SAT
preparation seminar for our students to

deal with these problems. The purpose of the seminar, then, was

not to further develop
the students' verbR1 and math abilities.

Unpke many commercial SAT prep Lourses, which are normally -

much longer than oar three week seminar, we do not hind opt vocabulary

lists and review all of the algebraic and geometric concepts. Nor

0

do we attempt to key the students Into any magical test-taking

tricks. I simply set up a course in such a way that the students

become Ultimately familiar
with the format of the SATs, the type

of questions which are askbd, the way questions are phrased, and 4

the amount of time alloted for various sections of the'test. The

sole purposc of the course is to demythieize the SAT, to get the

student to the point that he if: so familiar with the exam and

the process of taking it that he no fonger harbors the fear and

anxiety that characterized his first
encounter with the idea of

taking the-test. Ourhope is tlat with a more realistic perspective

and.a more positive attitude,.he
will be able to perform up to hia

potential.
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After a few of the seminars, two serious flaws became evident

which are relevant to today's discussion. Both otthese problems

,resuKed directly Lon) my need to resort to various commercial

SAT prep guides in the abInce of copies of the actual 'test. Given

the nature of the'seminar, to instill confidence through familiariiy,

not having real'SAT questions in the students' exercises obviously

reduced our chances of success. Students were told that they

were taking practice tests which resembled the Scholastic Aptitude

Test, but I could not honestly tell them how close the resemblance

actually was. Without actual test questions, it was difficult in

most cases and impossible in many to convince the students that

they were walking into the exam with accurate knowledge of what

they would confront. The second problem resulting from lack of

access to the test concerned my effectiveness as an instructor of

the prep course. Commercially published prep books and Educational

Testing Servicepublications on the SAT 'tontain all the different

types of questions that are"asked on the 4te9tS. The commercial

texts, however, do not contain questions of consistently high quality.

The ETS publications did not prOvide a sufficient quantity of

quesiondit.such that one could begin to detect subtle emphasis within

, the different sections. For example, there are certain algebraic

concepts which are emphasized more on the math section than others.

Without access to a number of tests, I could not begin to get the

type of grasp of the exam I needed to,be an effective teacher.

The truth-in-testing legislation,which was enacted into law

in New York State remedied these two problems,in our seminar on the

ot
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SAT. With actual copies of the'SAT to show to the students and

from which to compile exercises: have been more successful in

Instilling confidence in my students. These are young men and

women who have grown up surrounded by a plethora of social service

agencies offering to help them in some aspect of their lives. They

a
are extremely perceptive of programs such as ours and have learned

to distinguish quality assistance from the ineffectixe services

offered by many agencies. I believe that it is telling to note

that attendance at the SAT seminars has doubled since we began to

use the actual SAT exams in the course. There is no question in

my mind that cvr preparation has been,significantly more successful

in easing the anxiety in our students. They simply react very

favorably to having actual eopies of the SAT in their hands. They

feel as though they know what they are getting themselves into.

Likewise, my coaching has improved since I have been' able to study

a good number of.SATs and begin to compare the tests.

.0*

The enactment of truth-in-testing in New York State has also

allowed us to add another dimension to our counseling services t

vis--vis the SATs. Before the law, if a stuaent came to us after

'taking the,SAT with the feeling that he had done poorly, or if

bis scores were way out of line with what we had expected, our

only recourse was to have the student sit down and try to remember

everything he did or didn't do during the exam. We would then try to

figure out where he had gone wrong. Rarely were we successful in

uncovering the problem. Now we can request a copy of the student's

a'ctual-corrected test. We can then proceed to'analyze where and

tow the.stuAent went wrong. Not only does this serve to further
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-aemythicize the exam, bAt it may also reveal concrete, non-aptitude

related reasons for a poor performance. -For example, a student

may hlye guessed too often, or may have rushed answers at the end

of each section in order not to leave.blanks. IMPortantly for

some students, being able.to sit down with the teat and review the

questions slowly:demonstrates to them that they could have performed

much better, that they were capable of answering questions that

they missed on the exam. Their poor performance may have been, again,

due to a test anxiety that theyi,can now begin to understand.'

I came here today to speak because of my personal experience

with the e&ects of truth-in-testing legislation in New York

State. I hale outlined that experience and-shOwed its over-
.

whelmingly positive effects on my work with students in East Harlem.

I do hope, however, that discussion today has atteWd to mord

than just this experience. It is my opinion that if the "Eclucational

Testing Act of 1981" is enacted and carried out in good faith that

it will h.ve its greatest effect on the most educationally

disadvantaged of the'students who take the SAT. It will be

my students' counterparts in the urban and rural ghettos across

this country who will be given a Tuch fairer and better shot at

succeeding in the educatipnal process. These are the students

who perform most pod1ly on the SAT and so those who have the most

tO gain from passage of the legislation. It is these students

who are most alienated from the testing process. Truth-in-testing

promises these students the opportunity to confront their attlthdes

toward the tests directly. As declining enrollments make testS

less important for the rich who canafford the full cost,of education,

2 u
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the shrinking financial aid dollar and the pernicious practie of

no-need, merit-based awards make tests more important tor. the' poor.

The "E ticational Testing Act of 1981" recognizes that "there is a

conti ous need to ensure equal access fti all Americans to educa-i
tion 1 opportuniti.s of high quality". It is, however, beyond the '

sc pe of both this bill and of the powers of the Federal government

to legislate how students are educated on the elementary and,

secondary levels and how colleges choose to spend their private

monies. What you 'can do given the present situatiOn ib to give

students like the ones I work with In East Harlem just a little --

better shot. You can provide them with one more instrument in

4.

their .fight to ovcrcome the obstacles inherent in our educational

system which have served to keep them down in the past.
I urge you

to enact the "Educational Testing Act of 1981".

Mr. Wgiss. Thank you very much.
, Mr. Schafer?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. SCHAFER, PROFESSOR, EDUCATION-

AL MEASUREMENT AND STATISTICS, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,

DEPARTMENT OF MEASUREMENT AND STATISTICS, UNIVERSI-

TY OF MARYLAND

Mr. SCHAFER. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my
name is William Schafer, associate piofessor of measurement, sta-

tistics, and evaluation in education at die University of Maryland.

It gives me great pleasure to be here on behalf of the American

Personnel and Guidance Association, the National Professional As-

sociation of over 40,000 personnel, guidance, and counseling work-

ers, and the Association for Measurement and Eyaluation in Guid,
ance, one of its national divisions.

I appreciate very much this opportunity to eipress the reserva-
tions I have_concerning Several aspects of the Educational Testing

Act of 1981.
I wish to .preface my remarks by noting that the Association for

Measuiement and Evaluation in Guidance has adopted a position

with respect to legislation affecting testing for selection in educa-

tional and occupational programs.
In that statement, we identify an environment in which tests can

contribute most effectively to society and indicate that there,,is no
obvious need for legislation affecting ,testing, since most test pro-
ducers already follow the practices we recommend.

We do recognize,.though, that others may feel differently regard'.

ing the need for legislation on testing, and have developed a series

of provisions which we might Support as well as a list of proposals
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which we recommend against. A copy of the stateniêni is appended
to my remarks today.

One major concern I have about H.R. 1662 is refleded. ih. my
association's statement, which recommends' sPecifically against en-
actment of legislMion which requires disclosure of items following
testing. The provisions in,sections 5(a) (1XA) and 5(0 (2XA) of H.R.
1662 would do just that. .

I see little value and much harm in disclosure. The value.lies in
examinees being able to check their scores. an&evaluate 6n a sub-
jective basis the ifems they took. On occasion, as has happened aI
ready, they or others may convince a test produbey of the correct-
ness of a nonkeyed 'answer; thus aff.ecting test scores.

On the surface, this seems to argue strongly that test review by
examinees, available from full disclosure, is desirable. HoWever,
this benefit is not without qualification.

Let us consider the value of score changes. Competent test use
entails the interpretation.of a reiult as indicative of a range of .po-
tential values for a score as opposed to a specific point value. An
analysis of responses to fest tterns is used as a basis for establishing
the range and the extent to which poor items exist is reflected in
its size. Thus, a change in scoring for some items on a test is un-
likelY to move the score range of a given examinee totally outside
its original limits.

The harms of disclosure are manY-. First, assuming the items are
to be reused, effects of inequality in access to information about a
test for future examinees would, probably increase, since the items
themselves would be part of that information. Also, the measure-
ment properties of the items would be affected, likely harmed.
Thus, disclosure would effectively destroy further usefulness of the
items.

On the other hand, if the items are not to be reused, new items
would need to be developed for each test admir%tration. This

pewould result in more exnsive tests as well as poo r tests, since
the best items could be used only once.

Second, without the capability of reusing items, the ability of test
producers to equate tests would be impaired, reducing comparabil-
ity from administration to administration and thus the ability to
study trends dver time, unless nonscored items were included for
equating purposossWhile some producers already include non-
scored itemsthe net result is often a poorer test since, in general,
the-treater the number-of itdins comprising a score, the more accu-
rate it is.

Third, attention of future examinees mai be diverted from what
could be valuable preparation experiences to merely a review of a
large number of previous items. And fourth, since items over cer-
tain content areas are likely to be easier to produce than over
others, the proportional content of a given test may be altered over
time front that which has been judged most appropriate,

The net result of these factors would be harmful to the predictived
properties pf tests. But some-may ask what harm there is in reduc-
ing test effectiveness since 'many other predictors of success are in
common use as well.

To address this paint, it should be noted that the relationship be-
tween tests and other predictors is less than perfect. This means

2 1)
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that the/ e exist individuals for whom a low teat score is one of the
few indicators of a low likelihood of success; and others for whom a
'high .teSt score is one -of the. few indicators of a high likelihood of

success. .
If the impact of tests on admissions processes is reduced, as I

think it would be with mandatory disclosure, app1iCants for whom

a high test score i§ one of the, few positive indicators would be the
losers, in favor of those who -can present other positive indicators

-bUt who do not scorewell on tests.
But is this harmful? Yes, since the other indicators will be used

regardleis oP the weight given tests, or whether or not they are'
.. used at all.

Thus, tests are providing additional informtion, and' it is aw-
matic that additional information cannot harm, that is, can only

improiie the performance 'of a selection procese. Can it be wrong to
allow all segments of society the full range of oppoOunities to dem-

. onstrate pdtential?
I should like now to examine several other provisions of H.R.

1662. In section 3(a)(3), relationships between test scores.and care,er
-suc:ess would be required. Actually career success fs not easily de-
fined,. let alone measured, and is affected by choice among subspe-
OinIties'offered at postbaccakureate institutions, which information

not available at the time of application.
Tests are intended to be predictive only of success in studying for

a specific career and not of success in a career after studying for it.
Therefore, no test within the raue of tests specified in this bill in

section 2(aX3), namely "admissions arld 'placement," atterppts to

predict career success. The only role played by the considered tests
in a person's professional life ie in selection for admission, and it.is

on this basis that they should be judged.
Section 3(aX4)(A) would require it to be determined to what

extent test scores improve prediction of grade point average over
and above all other information used. But the indicators used by

various institutions differ, and with varying success. It seems to me

that it is sufficient that a test producer convince a given institution
of the value of its product, and I have no objection to this informa-

- tion being made public.
However, justifying the use of any element in a selection piowss

-should be the responsibility of the institution using it, not of the
i'upplier of some aspect of the procedure.' No test prdducer can
:peak for the varied procedures used at all institutions, and surely
it cannot be the intention of the bill to impose a mandatory, uni-

.
form selection process on all institutions.

In the same section, it is specified that the eitent of improve-.

ment be expressed as a percentage. This is ambiguous and has been
the source of some abuse of statistics. The basic question is: A per-

centage of what?
The moct widely accepted measure of pred.iction accuracy is a

"squared correlation_coefficient or some variation thereof. Assuming
the use of multiple linear regression for prediction, there are two
relevant square correlations: With and without the test as a predic-

tor, the forrner being the larger. Test critics .prefer to use the dif-
ference between these, which can be interpreted as a percentage.
Test supporters tend to divide the difference by the square correla-

k
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tion without theJest, which can also Ise interpretet as a percent-
age. /

I would vcommend the latter method, since it reflects the ability
of the Other indicators to predict grade point average as well as the
:value 'of the test, itself. As a minimum, more specific direction is
needed. HoweverI am, rather skeptical of the valtie of either_ of
theie indi4,for A public untrained in statistical methods.

Section 3r1a)(4)(B)ss4116'.for an examination of the relationship be-
tween test score arid income level. This invites interpretation of'a
casual relationship between these variables which is based, on clues-
tionable assumptions. Moreover, such data are available now to
competent researchers who are skilled in its interpretation.

Section 3(aX4XC) would roquire an analysis of the value-of test
preparation course. Since in most cases the tests we are' discussing
measure learned abilities, it i reasonable to expect that such pro-
grams can improve test scores, though available evidence indicates
that short-term experiences do not do so appreciably. It -seems to
ine that it is more the responsibility of these programs ta advertise
themselves than it is the responsibility of test producers to do so.

Test preparation courses are the ptovince of nurZerous private
tRtors, schools, and even books, very few of which repozit.to-testing
agencies. Sepatation of the effects of these programs would be a
monumeiifal task, but necesso-y, for meaningful interpretation of
the data. I should also mention in passing that a test. avenue
is. not suitable as the base for a percentage, as calle for in this
section

Section 4taX1XA).would require makieg public studies \about or
using these tests) This seems to me to carry the potential of dis-
couraging research unless test agencies were also required to .pro-
vide test data under certain conditions. This area needs more
thought, which should be undertaken before enacting ,a pravision
such as this one. -

I also note that, while subject anonymity is guaranteed, institu-
tional anonymity is not. This would algo tend to discourage valua-

-breresearch. ,
I would like to close by pointing-out that r am not at all against

scrutiny of the testing industry by the public. Actually, I feel the
testing industry, as a whole, is turning' in a creditable performance.

- But I find H.R. 1662 to be, in_general, both harmful and mrsdirect-
ed. I would prefer to see, instead, inquiry into the uses of testh and
other indicators of success, as well, made by institutions.

Many of the suggestions in the Association for Measurement and
Evaluation in Guidance statement appended here are pointed in
this directiort:

Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Dr. Schafer.

Casteen?

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. CASTEEN III, DEAN OF ADMISSIONS,
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Mr. CASTEEN. I am John Casteen, the 'dean of admissions and abs-
sociate profetsor Of English at the University of Virginia.

3
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I have come today as a representative -ot the National .Associ-

ation of College Admissions Counselors, with a missiqn df sharing
with you a description of a research project and planned national
forum on a,publication having to do with college admissions teats

that my association will 'undertake.
The prepared materials given to you include.' a prepared state-

ment, which will be a somewhat longer version, as well as a copy of

our proposal and, <finally, an appended article to which I Will refer

tci. in a moment. .
Mr.'WEIss. Your entire statement will be entered into the record

in full.
Mr. CASTEZN! I aM a member of the American Personnel and

Guidance Association, American Association of Collegiate Regis-

trars and Admissions Office, a trustee to the College l3oard. The
NACAC plan calls for three tests, and the defenses made with
regard to it as it relates to the college process, the college admis-

' sions prooess, and not other aspects oftesting.
We intend, first of all, after having secured proper financial sup-

port, probably from foundations, to commission a group of four in-
vestigative papers having to do with specific aspects of the contro-
versy about college admissions tests. In my prepared materials I

have described the likely contents of these papers as well as likely
authors for them as a way of indicating the scope --.nd the quality
of 'investigation.

The titles proposed at the moment include:
What is the "Truth About Testing?" a paper that would explore

many of the issues that have been referred to earlier by members
of this panel, a paper having to do with admissions tests and the
admissions process, trying to describe with soine accuracy the

number of different processes used to indicate the rating given, dif-

ferent credentials in the process and experiences students and in-
stitutions have had with the procesa.

Third, a paper having to do with alternative ways to match up
students and colleges, a paper exploring specifically other kinds of
admissions tests that might be used to provide the kind of ongoing
and comparative data that we now get from standardized tests, as
well as ways to match up students in a larger sense, to see to it
that they do not incur the wasted experience that some stutents
have when they begin.

Fourth, a paper that will embod37 some retommendations to your

committee,,,ernitled "College Admissions Tests and the Public In-
terest," trying to define on the basis of the first three papers what
in large terms ought to be the' Federal or congressional stake in

, college admissions tests, and what national policies perhaps includ-

ing a document with legislation like that proposed today that
might serve college admissions.

After having secured production of those papers, the National
ACAC intends to sponsor a national forum on college admissions
tests and the admissions process to invite representatives of the
major professional and academic Organizations that serve this area,
representatives of the public, and we would hope to have repre-
sentatives of your coinmittee attend and take part in a forum that
will deliberate the findings of the four papers, make further recom-
mendations that we might sponpor concerning revisions to be made
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to the papers and forward a document to be the NACAC report to
the public in the form of a published book.

We envision having the papers completed by early fall and
expect to convene the conference in late fall or early winter and
publish the report as soon as possible thereafter with an eye
toward providing a timely document for your use.

We want to achieve what we hope will be a balanced analysis of
the facts.

In my prepared statement, I said we are apprehensive that the
bulk of the material currently available to the public and.to your
committee is political and partisan in nature, and that the organi-
zations have not devoted the-kind okime, energy, money, and con-

. cern to the project that we think it deserves, and we intend to do
that.

We want to inform the admission s profession about the Contro-
versy in admissions testing and to see to it that our organization
hat practitioner4 that have the best possible advice.

Third, we do want to pursue alternative ways of matching up
students and colleges. We believe other methods are possible. We
are conscious that in Great Britain there is a very different kind of
admissions test, the discursive testi that is represented by level A

and 0 examinations sences the system, and that-students progress
to college in other parts of the world and, finally, we hope to offer

<reasoned recommendations to the public and to the Congress con-
cerning the proper public stake that exists in this area of admis-
sion to college.

In concluding this overview of my prepared materials, I need to
express some areas of persoral concern that I recall having first
expressed to your committee in 1979 when I came to
t eacher and dean to express my personal concerns about legislation
'proposed to you at that time.

Education's problems are at this point quite large. We have prob-
lems of funding, serious problems of teacher morale and concerns
about the quality of teacher preparation. Ample evidence that the
curriculum currently existing in high schools is less than optimal
in its service to -our students, ample evidence that we are less suc-
cessful than we ought to be in serving nonmainstream students
with access to higher education.

No serious critic of the educational scene at this point blames
either declining achievement throughout the system or the con-
tinuing inequity of opportunity and achievement that separates
noninainstream, especially racial minority students, from main-
stream students or students from relatively poor economic back-
grounds from relatively rich economic backgrounds or what ap-
pears to be evidence of the diminished overall effectiveness of edu-
cation during the last 15 years or so, the kind of evidence that
turns up in the report of the President's Commission on Foreign
Language Study.

I am concerned to note that while your committee is deliberating
standardized tests, no serious critic who has looked at these prob-
lems blames the test for these conditions. We do have initiatives
within education to try to see to it that we face squarely some of
the problems that have been evidence.

2 0 d.
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You have heard one described earlier by my colleague from Guil-
ford County in attempting to decide what. schools sought to do. I

have attached a newspaper article desbribing the College Board's
Project Equality, which is one of several efforts,to address the ques-
tion of what goes on in the academic courses that students take in
high school, whether to prepare for college or life in general.

It seems to me Congress may or may not find sufficient cause to
enact H.R. 1662 or analogous legislation, but that it ought to do so
only in light of a broader examination of American schools and

schooling than has yet occurred, and my concern in the largest
sense is not so much the presence of this proposed bill or of earlier
bills of the same kind, ,as it is the absence of initiatives undertaken
by the Congress in the direction of solving other problems of which

I suspect the testing controversy is merely one symptom.
It seems to me we need to look into the whole question of how

schooling works in this country and to separate the core issues
having to do with what students learn in schools from what I see
as procedural issues having to do with how we measure and report
and compare those resifts in student to ptudent.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John Casteen followsl

0
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PrePared Statement of John T. Casteen, III,

Dean of Admissions, University of Virginia

-" I am John Casteen, Associate Professor of English.and Dean

of Admissions in the University of VirginiA. i came to you in

October 1979 to express ooncern about what I believed would be

the adverse effects of passage of H.R. 3564 and H.R. 4949 (as

then written) on education in this country.. At that timel I

spoke in my-own behalf as a teacher,and dean. Today, I

represent the National Associatlon of College AdMissions

Counselors (National A.C.A.C.) , a professional association of

some 3000 illdividual practitioners of college counseling in

high school's, colleges, and other settings. My missions are io

share with.you a report o6 the progress of the National
9

A.C.A.C.'s task force on college admissions tests and to urge

you to delay passing legislation until receiving our report on

tests and the college admissions process.

The National A.C.A.C.'s members voted'at our fall 1980

meeting to call a national forum on college admissions tests,

the admissions process, And other related educational matters,

and to provide a report that may serve you and other lawmakers

who take an interest in the controversy about tests. To this

.end, a Special task force has produced a comprehensive

description of the project, and the National A.C.A.C.'s

Executive Director has begun seeking financial support for it.

I 'have iirovided for the reCord a copy of this descriition as it

20d
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now exists? Our plans for the forum are all but complete at

this time, and our leaders are working.to recruit the best

Available talent to write investigative"papers for our eventual

report.

We plan to commission four investigative reports:

--What Is the Truth about Testing?

--Admissions Tests and the Adigissions Process*

--Alternative Ways to gatch Up Students and Colleges

--College Admissions Tests'and the Public Interest

Each investigator will work with an advisory committee to

develop a-suitable outline and to agree on basic methods and

go*als. A special National A.C.A.C. tAsk force will oversee the

designs-of all four investigative papers in order to guarantee

that all relevant topics are covered. We expect to receive

complete drafts of these four documents by early fall. We can

provide draft copies for you at that time.

In late fall or early winter, depending on funding and on

the progress of our foLm papers, the National A.C.A.C. will

convene a national forum on college admioskons tests. The

formal description identifies likely participants. We hope to

%

persuade members of this committee to take part or to attend as

.observers. Each investigator
will present his or her draft

report to this forum, and fo'rum members will advise the

investigators and'their advisory committees on the content,

methods, and conclusions that ought properly to appear in the

final report. We'expect to hold this forum in the Washington,

2Oj
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D.C., area and to attract paiticipants who will bring

expertise, commitment to thoughtfpl deliberation, and

credibility to it.

Following the forum, the National A.C.A.C. will publish its

report on college admissions tests. This report will include

the four investigative papers in.their final formsi a Suitable

introduction and perhaps afterword written by the moderator of

the forpm, and any other documents that may seem appropriate

to the National A.C.A.C.'s Executive Board. We will provide

copies of the final report for you and for others interested in

the issue as soon as possible after the forum. We will offer

additional copies for sale to the public at cost.

The National A.C.A.C. has entered into this project only

after the most serious deliberation. This investigation marks

a new departure for us. Our previous endeavors have addressed

the professional concerns of high school counselors and college

admissions officers. We have not previously addressed issues

of public, policy. At the same time, -0= members and leaders

include admissions professionals and others competea to

conduct investigations in the field and to óerei--

recommendations that may prove useful to you. By voting to
Xt-

sponsor this investigation, the members oftthe National

A.C.A.C. committed themselves to collect the facts', to seek

conclusions based on the best evidence and experience

available, and to share this information with you and with the

public. Everydne in education probably has some opinion on

(3)
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college admissions tests. We want to get beyond opinions,

whether ours' or others', and to offer the substance that has

so tax not appeared in the controversy about admissions tests.

When I cama_to you in 1979, I spoke about my concerns about

the accountability of our systems of education and especially

my sense that CcAgreas might will- enhance the quality of life

in the U.S. by addressing the problems of our,nation's schools

and colleges. Since that time, little has occurred-to_allay my

concerns about'our schools. In recent months, the Secretery-6f-e
Education has found it necessary to speak out on what he terms

the flabbiness of our public "high schools. National news

magazines have repeatedly told us that schooling does not work

as well as it should for many of our children. James S.

Coleman and others have contributed to our awareness that wet

need to recapture Ehe excellence that our educational system

devekoped (however briefly) in the years between Sputnik and

Vietnam. Virtually all commentators have told us that we need

to address the core academic skillsreadiA, writing,

arithmetic, foreign la'nguages,--and the like. With support from

the Ford Foundation, the College Board has begun an

investigation of college preparatory curricula that is (from my

personal perspective) the most exciting new development in

edbcation since the Conant Repokt. (I am providing a

description of this project that I wrote in May for Ehe

Richmond News Leader.)

With others in education, I welcome your willingness to

explore our problems and to seek remedies. We look forward to

working with you to understand what problems exist and to seek
(4)

solutions that will work.
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July 18, 1981

Proposal for the National Assqciation of

College Admissions Counselors

Forum on College Admissions Tests

1. Background

In both 1979 and 1980, the National A.C.A.6. annual

gonference considered motions on the controversy about college

admissions tests. In 1979, the National A.C.A.C. elected not

to take a stapd in the testing controversy. In 1980, the

National A.C.A.C. voted by a substantal majority to take this

position.

Resolved: That the Natiqnal A.C.A.C. go on record as

opposing passage of the Weiss Bill as piesently

stated, or any legislation currently groposed to

regulate the design or- use of standardized tests in

the admissions process or to regulate the process

itself; and that National A.C.A.C. now issde-an_urgent

---------call for a national conference of competent

professionals, representatives of appropriate

professional and academic organizations, and

spokespersons for major test preparation companies to

provide a responsible public forum of professional

2 1. 2
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counselord and admissions-officers from which may come

creditable independent evaluations of the development,

construction, and use of standardized tests.

The effect of this motion is to ask Congress and seate

legislatures to delay further legislatien in the areas of

admissions testing and the admissions process pending a

comprebensi.ve professional inquiry to be initiated by the

National .A.C.A.C. /n a letter dated March 20, 1981, National

A.C.A.C. President Ann P. Fritts and Executive Direttor Charles

A. Marshall communicated the sense of this resolution to the

Honorable Carl D. Perkins, Chairman of the Subcommittee on

Elementar y, Secondary, and Vocational Education of the

-

Committee on Education and Labor of the U.S. House of

Representatives. Similar letters went to others who have taken

, an interest in ogillege admissions teste.

The resolution does not commit the National A.C.A.C. to any

prescribed position in the controversy about tests. Rather, it

commits the National A.C.A.C. to investigate the charges

'currently made *ith regard to college admissions tests, the

predictive validity of the credentials used in admissions, and

the admissions process itself, and to publish its findings.

,The members of the National A.C.A.C. bulieve that the relevant

facts about college admissions tests have not been fully

examined. As_I professional association whose membeii deal on

a daily basis with calege admissions tests and the admissions

process, the National A.C.A.C. feels responsibllity to

4
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undertake an appropriate investigation.

This proposal calls for the National A.C.A.C. to conmission

a group of studies on the barious elements.of the controversy

atalt college admissions tests, then convene.a national forum

of competent and scholarly professionals from relevant

disciplines to conduct a full inquiry and publish its findings.

Three constituencies stand to gain by a properly prepared

report: the general public, whose confidence in the admissions

process may have deteriorated in recent years; admissions

counselors, who look to the National A.C.A.C. for guidance on

professional matters; and federal and state legislators, to

whom the National A.C.A.C. ought to present a thorough,

competent% and reasonable explanation of the controversy about

admissions tests. To date, no °balanced investigation of the

charges and responses has appeared. The controversy has

developed through a series of partisan, polemical documents.

The National A.C.A.C. believes that public policy ought to be

grounded in more objective and complete evidence than we now

have.

2. 'The Investigative Papers

The National A.C.A.C. inquiry is to move in three staw:

advance preparation of four investigative papers, each

addressing a discreet topic relevant to the controversy and

each prepared by a prominent investigator in an appropriate

discipline; convocation of a national forum to receive these

four papers, debate the issues, and propose revisions;

t3)
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publicationOf the National A.C.A.C. report on the controversy

about college admissients tests, this report to include the four
,

investigative papers, any other materials that may seem

suffiCiently important to the National A.C.A.C. Executive

Board, and a general overview of the ooqtroversy. The National

A.C.A.C. is n seeking foundation support for All phases of

this project. The`Executive Board believes that-the

arrangements can be completed by late summer 1981. The.

NationaliA.C.A.C. 48 now negotiating with person's qualified to .

prepare,the four investigative papers. Our goal'is to convene

the national forum in late fall or early winter,1981, and to

'publish the National A.C.A.C. report as soon as possible '7./

thereafter.

The National A.C.A.C. will commission special investigative

papers on these topics:

--What Is the Truth about Testing?

--Admissions Tests and the Admissions,Process

--Alternative Ways to Match-Up Students and Colleges

. ,
--College Admissions Testi and the public Interest

In each instance, the National-A.C.A.C. will seek an'

Investigator,whoSe name is known to the community of counseling

and admis4ion5 professiOnals, and whose accomplishments prior

to this project qual him or her to render advice useful to

Congress ahd to admissio professionals.

'"What I"s the Truth in Testing?" will be directed tb a

general audieRce, including the public, admissions

(4)
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professionals, and federal and state legislators.0 Topics to be

% addressed include: What are college admissions tests supposed

to predict? What can such tests determine, and wha't can they

not determine? Within what limits can test score reports be

said to be.accurate oi inaccurate? How faithfully do the

makers of college admissions tests tell the public and the

admissions profession.thefacts about their products? To what

extent does reliable evidence suggest that admissions

professionals use test results properly or improperly?
4

--AAls..0118ion's Tests and the Admissions Process" will also be

directed to a general audience. Topics to be addressed include

the variety of admissions systems used by our colleges and

universities and the predictive value of allcOommonly used

admissions credentialg'. As the investigation may bring to

light non-traditional credentials or unusual combinations of

crbdentials that can improve the quality of admissions

decisions, the National A.C.A.C. invesfigators will describe

their findings so that the public and the admissions profession '

may know about alternatives to current practices. With regard

to minority students, this investigation should consider

whether reliable evidence" supports the claim that admissions

tests diAcriminate or support discrimination. These questions

are likely to matter.: What role have college idmissions tests

played in opening or closing acCess to higher education for

populations that were excluded before the tests came into

widespread use? To what extent have admissions professionals
a
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'used tect score reports properly or improperly in assessing the

credentials of non-mainstream populations? In instances of

genuine abuse, how-can admissions professionals protect

applicants from the use of inappropriate selectioo criteria?

"Alternative Ways to Select Students° will be directed

primarily to a more specialized, professional audience, whose

expertise in admissions will tequire that the author be a

prominent admissions professional. Topics to be addressed

include alterneerves to the college admissions tests currently

used (no teats, discursive tests, and so on),.and their

implications foi education, alternative ways toofit colleges to

students and students to'c011eges, and the essential strengths

and weaknesses oflcurreA methods,and available alternatives.

"Admissions Testi and the Public Interest" will be directed

to a general audience, with special concern for the'

requirements of lawmakers. Topias to be addressed include an

overview of the controversy, suggestions for further or related

research, and the ppblic policy implications of college

admissions tests and the sundry processes by which students,

progress from secondary to higher edpcation.

The National A.C.A.C. will designate advisory committees

made up of,admissions professionals, academics in appropriate

:disciplines, and distinguished citizens to referee these papers

as they are produced. Each author wial confer,witb his or her

advisory committee before beginning work and will Submit an

outline-to the Wational A.C.A.C. task-forCe charged with seeing

21:/
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that the topics detailed above are treated in 'Sufficient

breadth and de Each author will submit a complete dratt,to
-

the approiriate oommittee of ieferees in sufficiept time to

pdrmit revision as the author and the committee of referees may

agree. TheNational A.C.A.C. will provide.blerical support,

oopying services, and reasonable Apport funds for original

researchip accordance with the principles of good practice
4

that apply to the research commuhity.

The National A.C.A.C. Executive Boird envisions an initial
P ,N

.".44

report (prior to the national forum) of cr.: 180 pages,

including the four investigative papers, a suitcble

introductory statement by the Executive Director of the

Mational A.C.A.C., and perhaps brief notes to be prepared 0
the designated moderator of the forum. TO be produced

-inexpensively and as a draft, this document will go in advance

to forum participants and to federel and stae legislators who

may request drafts, with notes indicating tIlaithefinal.

publication willidiffer from the pre-publication.

3, The National Forum
. ,

In late fall or earlrwinter 1981, the Ntional A.C.A.C.

Executive Board will convene a national forum to assist the

investigators and advisory committees in revising the Ar,afts of

the investigativeb 13apers and to debate the issues of the

controverty about college admi,sstons tests.- Certain
-

constituencies, must be reprfsented in this forum; othert may be

invited as they express interest in participAting and as, the

_
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National A.C.A.C. Blecutive Board comes to b2lieve that they

,may oontrtbute significantly to the deliberations. The

professional leadirship of the National A.C.A.C., the AmerIcan

Personnel and Guidance Association, of national pyschomitric

and psychologkcal associations, and of other academic or

professionaLgroups with an interest in college admissiond, -

tests will be included, along with recognized individual '

practitioners ln admissions4-psychcmetrics, and related
,

feds. After consulation with the National A.C.A.C.'s,

'eventual finagcial backers, the National e.C.A.C. Executive
.. , . .

Board will decide how tb include the College Board, the
_-

American College Testing Company, the Educational Testing

Seri:6:m, and perhaps other test makers and test sponsors, as

wall as their more prominent critics...Commissioners of

Education from states where testing legislation has been an ,

issue (New Ydrk, California, Louisiana, and'so on) will be

included,if they have oonducted independent research into the :
...

. . s -
.

validity of admkssions tests or the practicality,of legislation

proposed or enacted in their states. Testing's lay critics,

Will be included if they provide,academically Sound

documentation in suppport of their published claims.

Representatives of other constituencies, including the U.S.

Department of Education, the National Science Foundation, the

American-Academy of Science, members Of Congress concerned with

legislation about' tests, mid perhaps the National Educatio'n

Association ahd Azerican Federation of Teachers, will be

,
4

(8)
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invited to take part.

In the public interest, the National A.C.A.C. will seek to

enlist prominent partickpants-frow-the lay public-, including

citizens who have not previous y take!, part in the controversy

but whose capacity to judge the evidence and to speak clearly

on it is well established.

All forum participants will be invited to offer written

comments on any aspect oe the topic, with the understandirfig

that tbe National A.C.A.C. Executive Board will exercise sole

discretion in determining what documents in addition to the

four commissioned papers paght to,appear in the final National

A.C.A:C. report on the controversyabout college admissions

tests.

4. Outcomes

The National A.C.A.C. realizes- that this topic is a

volatile one, and that this project may matter to groups

out:0,de the admissioni profession, including lawmakers. The

National A.C.A.C. intends to produce comprehensive 'report

embracing relevant issues that may present themselves in the

course Lc end debate, and to share this report as

widely as pdsiible with concerned citizens. The National

A.C.A.C. realizes that testing's Critics and friends will have

equal motives to "winr the debate; at the same time, the

National A:C.A.C. believes that its membel-s, general public,

and the nation's students deserve uncommonly,hightstandards of

objectivity and professional responsibility. We seek to offer

(9)
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A reasoned report, perhaps offering alternative judgments of

the validitY of the evidence or the cogency of the arguments.

The National A.C.A.C. wants this report to be the definitive

word on the 'truth° in testing, as well as a durable guide for

the immediate future for legislatocs, students and their

parents and teachers, and admissions professionals. We belieye

that these persons have the right to know what college

admisiions tests are worth, how they work, and what they can

_-
and cannot do for or to an individual student. In addition,

this report will treat the

guidelines of good practice

perhaps also for admissions

integrity of admissions credentials,

for admissions officers, and

test takers and-makers, and-

statements of specific advice to federal and state legislators

who must decide whether to regulate coll/ge admissions tests.

With the seriousness of these putposes in mind, the National

A.C.A.C. will enforce throughout this project the strictegt

standards of professional ethics and academic rigor, for itself

and for all participants.

22i

40,

Prepared by John T. Casteen, nr"

for the National A.C.A.C.

Task Force on Admissions Tests

(10)
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Mr. Wziss. Thank you, Dr. Casteen.
---Mr.-Sjogren7

STATEMENT OF CLIFF SJOGREN, DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Mr. SJOGREN. Mr. Weiss, my name is Cliff Sjogren, director of ad-
missions at the University of Michigan, and president of the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Adhiissions Offi-
cers.

I appreciate this opportunity to testify on H.R. 1662.
My comments will supplement rather than summarize the more

generalized statement that was submitted earlier, and I will speak
from the perspective as an undergraduate admissions officer.

The University of Michigan is a large, public supported universi-
ty that practices a highly selective admissions policy. We are selec-
tive because the number of applications from qualified students far
exceeds the places available.

The University of Michigan is also characterized by a great di-
versity in terms of the racial, economic, ethnic, age, and"geographi-
cal composition of the student population.

AACRAO, founded in 1910, is an important higher educational
association with over 7,000 members representing over 2,000 col-
leges and univerSities. AACRAO is a member of the. ACE secietar-
iat.

I would like to mention that this statement has been prepared
after I have thoroughly- examined the previous testimony since
1979, both pro and con, and I might add I have learned a great deal
from that examination, and my comments today are going to be di-
rected toward those critical and controversial issiles that I saw as
important in that earlier testimony.

MY colleagues at the university and in AACRAO share with the
sponsors of H.R. 1662 their wishes to insure equal access for all
Americans to educational opportunities of high quality. As we
-pursue that lofty.goal, we are continually reminded of the fragile
nature of standard measurements of educational achievement, but
we will challenge any effort to remove those evaluative devices.

I will, therefore, speak in opposition to H.R. 1662. Some provi-
sions of that proposed legislation if enacted would severely restrict
ounability to carry out our responsibilities to conduct and improve
educational access for the citizens of this country.

Specifically, I- refer to sections 3(A) 3 and 4 which reveal a seri-
ous misunderstanding on how tests are actually used or what ad-
missions officers expect from thein and section 5(A) (1) and (2) test
disclosure provisiohs, which will likely reduce test flexibility in
terms of the numbers and locations of test sites would also increase
costs and add little, I feel, if any, benefits to consumers beyond
those now provided by the recently disclosed plan by ETS to dis-
close test answers.

At first glapce an admissions .officer might assume that H.R.
1662 is an antitesting effort rather than a consumer interest pro-
posal. Indeed, the catch phrase associated with this effort is "truth
in testing," which implies that ekisting testa are untruthful.

2 2 -
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I shall assume that H.R. 1662 is not an antitesting bill and slem-
onstrate, I hope, that consumer interests will best be served by
properly used and educationally reliable standardized tests.

As an admissions officer, I hope we can preserve the educational
features of testing, however, because I feel a few of the irovisions
in the proposal are counter to sound educational principles, my tes-
timony will in part be a defense of currently practiced responsible

-college admissions testing.
A key provision of H.R. 1662 is test item and answer disclosure.

If the committee feels that such disclosures serve consumer inter-
ests, the recent actions taken by the College Board and ETS in its
announced plans for the 1981-82 administration of the Scholastic
Aptitude Tests,should satisfy that provision of the proposal.

The College Board reports that students taking the SAT's on five
testing dates will have the opportunity to obtain questions, the an-
swers, and their responses on test items. The dates selected will
affect approximately 75 percent of all SAT takers in 1981-82. It is
a responsible initiative that will allow the ETS to maintain test in-
tegrity and, important data for test validity. There is little evidence,
however, that test item and answer disclosure will "demonstrate"
the process.

The College Board found that in New York where similar legisla-
tion was passed only 5 percent of the test takers requested the
service during the first three administrations. Further, the average
median family income of all test takers was $24,500, while that re-
ported by requesters was $32,300.

Orientals and whites requested disclosure at a substantially
higher rate than blacks and Puerto Ricans. Of all students who
topk the SAT's during those three administrations only 2.2 percent
of the Puerto Ricans and only 1.5 percent of the blacks requested
test item, answer, and their responses be made available to them.

The best predictor of academic behavior is previous academic be-
havior. Nearly all colleges and universities that employ selective
admissions base decisions on a complex and interrelated set of fac-
tors that combine to provide evidence of academic potential and
educational readiness.

The secondary school record, which includes grades, class rank,
selection of courses, and the educational standard of the high
school, provide the most significant influence on admission deci-
sions. The entrance test, in varying degrees, will also be an impor-
tant factor in many cases.. Numerous studies have proven that
standardized tests when properly useel significantly improve the ca-
pability of predicting academic success in college.

The importance of the test score diminishes, however, as consist-
ency and quality, both at high and low levels, are revealed in the
high school record. It'frequently occurs that a student with border-
line grades, or one from an unaccredited, rural, or innercity school
will demonstrate very high promise by scoring well on a test.

That student would probably be overlooked if test scores were
not a part of the process. Admissions officers generally consider
low test scores as ambiguous and high scores, on reliable tests, as
relatively free of ambiguities. For minority students, for poor stu-
dents, and rural students coming out of very small high schools,

2 2
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test`scores, it has been our experience, will tend to work for those
students rather-than against those students.

Reliable test data helps hold back the negative influences of
grade inflation. It would be impossible for the Univeriity of Michi-
gan, for example, to assess the quality of the more than 1,000 high
schools from which applications are received. Standardized meas-
urements are needed to-maintain our efforts to treat fairly all can-
didates for admission and to not rely solely on subjective teacher
evalpations.

Interestingly, if we were to remove tests from the admissions de-
cision,.it would be likely that students coming out of the preparato-
ry schools, private, prestigious schools, would have a clear advan-
tage over studentt coming out of schools where counselors were
less sophisticated; lower paid, and did not have the ability to ar-
ticulate thoughts on evaluations and the types of commentary that
we typically get out of the more suburban schools.

The admissions process at Michigan, therefore, depends on and is
strengthened by a relatively low cost, frequently administered exl
amination plan that will allOw students to demonstrate their apti-
tudes and achievements without coming to Ann Arbor for a locally
constructed and administered entrance test. Standardized examina-
tions were originally designed with that convenience for the stu-
-dent in mind.

Also, test information, when properly displayed in an
institution's 3preapplication literature, will allow and encourage
students to "select a college." One might argue that the ultimate in
consumerism is to require institutions to display a profile on which
are described important institutional characteristics, thereby allow-
ing self-selection to become the single most significant factor in the
process.

Finally, a few comments on some things that admissions officers
agree testA cannot do. Generally, college entrance tests cannot help
.predict success in a career. Tests are of little value in predicting
academic achieveinent beyond one -year of college, but for fresh-
men, particularly, that one year is crifical.

Tests are almost useless when used as a sole criterion for admis-
sion. A recent AACRAO/College Board survey revealed that less
than 2 percent of U.S. higher educational institutions consider tests
as the single most important criterion in the selection process.
Probably none consider tests as the only criterion.

TestS should not, and generally are not, interpreted as specific
scores but rather as ranges within which falls the margin of error.
Thus, it is unlikely that the oecasionl. incorrect answer that sur-
faces will influence an admissions decillon.

Tests administered by companies that do not provide students,
counselors, and admistions personnel with complete descriptions as
generally described. in H.R. 1662, section 3, with some exceptions in
provisions section 3A (3) and (4), should be fernoved from the
market and the companies responsible should be punished.

Failure to obtain admission to a college of first choice because of
unacceptable academic qualifications will almost always be disap-
pointing to the applicant and sometimes traumatic. Dismissal from
a college because of insufficient ability or preparation will almost

. always be traumatic and sometimes tragic.
'
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Properly developed and administered tests when fullY understood
by the student and admissions officer will greatly inCrease the
probability that the college choice will be a wise one. There have
-been abuses in the past, and there will undoubtedly be some, al-
though fewer, I suspect, in the future.

The responsible testing agencies, however, have responded quick-
ly and positively to the issue of test misuse. Admissions personnel
have been increasingly knowledgeable on what tests can and
cannot do'and are adjusting their practices accordingly. And the
public attention that has focused on this critical issue in recent
months will likely flush out further abuse.

past experience has shown that when well-intentioned laws are
submitted to the regulatory agencies for the preparation of the im-
plementation plan, the intent of Congress is frequently misunder-
stood or ignored.

Traditionally, education in-the lUnited-States-has been relatively
free of unnecessary political influence. That is a tradition which
must be preserved as it has served this country well.

We would do well to remember that at the turn of the century
Iiberal and progressive thinkers demanded that a national testing
plan-be devised to encourage college access on the basis of demon-
strated ability and not- as was practiced at that time by chance of
birth or attendance at the proper prep schools.

Let us not return to the 19th century.
Thank you.
[The prepared stateniefit of Cliff Sjogrek follows:]

.

91..170 0-82---I5
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1 StEMIT MIS STATEMENT FCR ,THE RECORD FIRST AS TIE DIRECTOR OF ADMISS/ONS Al

THE tkiivERsiTy OF MICHIGAN, A LARGE IIISTITUTion OF HIGIER LEARNING THAT CONSISTS OF

EIGHT UIDERGRAIXIATE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES MO TEN GRADUATE MD PROFESSIONAL SCH:OLS,

EACH OF MUCH EIPLOYS SELECTIVE MD cain-firivE AomissIops.
t.

ALSO TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF THE ANERICNI ASSOCIATION OF COU-EGIATE REGISTRARS

AND AWISSIan'OFFICERS IAACRAOL A NATIONAL, 933-.PROFIT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

htlIal is cams) OF APPROXIATELY 2,030 ACCREDITED COLLEGES MD UNIVERSITIES THAT

ME REPRESENTED BY OVER 7,160 MOIVIDUAL MEMBERS FROM THE FIELD OF RECRUITMENT/

ADMISSIONS, REGISTRATION AID RECORDS, STUDENT FINANCIAL AID, AND itismuriom

RESEARCH. AT. TIE LNDERGRADUATE,-GRAIXIATE, MO PROFESSIONAL LEVELS, I CURRENTLY SERVE

AS PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION. ,

COLLEAGUES NO SHARE WITH THE sivisoRs oF 1662 THEIR BASIC PHILOSOPHY

OF PROVIDING EOLUIL MD THE BEST POSSIBLE HIDER IILICATION OPPEXTRINTIES FOR ALL OF

TIE YOUTH OF OUT NATion..--AND 1 MIGHT ADD WE StPKRT
THESE OPPORTLNITIES 'FOR AU- ADULTS

AS TE11. WE DO NOT, SHARE WITH TIE SPONSORS N1D
TIE PROPONENTS OF THIS PROPaRED

LEGISLATION me THESIS THAT TESTS_ARE THE SOLE OR PRIMARY CRITERIOT FOR ,ADMISSIONS

TO MUER EIXICATICO.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF NSCRAO HAS REVIEWED CNREFIALY THE CONTROVERSY

SLRROUVING DE INTERPRETATION Of ADMISSICNS TESTS AS DISCUSSED IN TIE NADER/NAM

REM, PAR1ICULARLY CHARGES DAT ADHISSIONS TEST SURES ARE GROSSLY N:SUSED AS

INHIBITORS NI LtdDERGRADUATE Aoriissials DEcistous. MCRAO's PROFESSIONAL JOLVIIAL,

COLLEGE AND IN I VERS Fa" I S REPLETE MITH NUMEROUS RESEARCH ART ICLES Eti'WSIZIIIG A

BALANCE OF CRITERIA THAT SHY.LD BE REVIEWED Ill THE ,ADMISSIONS PROCESS, E.G., HIGH

SC1001.. GRADES, COLNSELORS RECCMENDATIONS,
LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL" INOICATIO"S OF LATENT

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMIIT ETC., AS WELL AS,ADMISSICNS TEST SC&RES. ALSO, THESE JOURNAL

ARTICLES PARTICULARLY STRESS TIE PROPER MIERPRETATHM OF ADMISSIONS
TESTS IN DETERMINING

TIE POTENTIAL OF SUCCESS FOR MINORITY NID DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS, THE ASSOCIATION'S

0

a
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RECENT COOPERATIVE STUDY ON ADMISSIONS POLICIES AND-PRACTICES IN7THE 199rS CLEARLY

INDICATES THAT ADMISSIONS TEST SCORES ARE USED IN ISOLATION ONLY IN A RELATIVELY

SMALL MEER Cf INSTITUTIONS.

THE PAM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REVIEWED A PAPER PREPARED BY A SUB-COMITTEE OF

ITS PROFESSIONAL COMMITTEE ON LNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS. AACRAO ESECRSES THIS STATEMENT

AS INDICATIVE OF THE ASSOCIATION'S PERSPECTME ON THE CONTROVERSY ABOUT ADMISSIONS

TESTING AND THE,USE OF TESTS'IN THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS.

-

A CIKNT PERSPECTIVE ON STAIVARDIZED TESTING IN LICERGRAIXATE ADMISSIONS

AN AACRAO POSITION PAPER WARS BY A SUBC011IT1EE OF THE

lIttlITDEECN WERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS

AS AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION HAS MARRED. IT HAS BECOME MARKED BY INCREASINGLY

DIVERSE MODELS Cf INSTITUTIONAL PURPOSE. OF GOVERNANCE. AND Cf ACCESS BY STUDENTS.

PERHAPS THE EVIDENCE OF THESE TREWS MOST VISIBLE TODAY IS A GENERATION OF STUDalffS WHO

ARE.MCRE DISSIMILAR TO EACH OTHER SOCIALLY. ECONOMICALLY. AND INTELLECTUAI,LY THAN ANY

WHICH HAS PRECEDED., THIS DIVERSITY REFLECTS A BROAD SPECTRUM OF ADMISSIONS PRACTICES

WHICH RANGEFROM SKIMMING ONLY A SMALL FRACTICN FROM A HIGHLY QUALIFIED APPLICANT POOL

TO ADMITTING ANYONE PAST A GIVEN AGE OR WITH ANY KIND OF EDUCATIONAL HISTORY.

FEW OF PhERICAiS NEARLY THREE THDUSAND.COLLEGES HAVE ADMISSIONS POLICIES WHICH ARE

EXACTLY ALIKE. BY AND.LARGE. THESE DIFFERENCES ARE IOT-ARBITRARY, SIMPLISTIC. OR

CAPRICIOUS. BUT INDEED REFLECT REASONED CONSTRAINTS BASED ON RESOURCES AVAILABLE.
-

PHIUMPHIES Cf INSTRUCTION. QUALITY AND MISSION Cf THE RESPECTIVE FACULTY. AND

CaPUTMENTS TO VARIOUS CONSTITLENCIES. JUST-AS THESE ONISIDERATIONS ARE DIVERSE. SO

IS THE DESIRED NIX OF STUDENT AnRIBUIES WHICH THE MANY COU-tGES PURSUE. AND UPON

WHICH ADMISSIONS DECISIONS ARE JUSTIFIED.

TYPICALLY. SELECTIVE ACMISSION IS BASED.ON A CCMPLEX AND INTERRELATED SET OF

FACTORS WHICH COM3INE TO PROVIDE CONVINCING EVIDENCE OF ACADEMIC PROMISE ND EDUCATIONAL

READINESS. ALTHDUGH COLLEGES WITH SPECIAL PLNPOSES'PAY ALSO VALUE SUCH OTHER QUALITIES

AS RELIGIOUS CONVICTICM. INTERESTS. AND CHARACTER TRAITS. THE BEST PREDICTOR OF

'2
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ACADEMIC BEHAVICR tam HAS BEEN ACEOCREDGID AS PREVIOUS ACADEMIC BEHAVIOR. USUALLY.

TH/S CONSISTS OF PERFORMANCE
ABSTRACTED FROM THE HIGH SCHCOL RECORD, NOTABLY THE NATURE

OF,COURSES TAKEN, GRADES RECEIVED, AND RAPIN THE GRADUATING CLASS.

;NOTETHELESS0 AS STRONG A PREDICTOR
OF_SLOCESS AS THE SECONDARY,RECORD IS, IT IS

FAR FROM PERFECT, OUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES AMONG HIGH SCHOOLS ACROSS-iNE NATION, YEAR

TO YEAR FLUCTUATIONS AMoNG GRADUATING cussgs WITHIN SCHOOLS, TATIONS IN WADING

PRACTICES AMONG TEACEERS AND SOHCO150 AND MARKED
INCONSISTENCIEgITTHIN A STUDENT'S

OWN RECORD ALL HAVE BORNE OUT THE NEED FOR'A SECONDIMEASURING DEVICE WHICH CCWARES THE

ACADEMIC ATTRIBUTES OF NOIVIDUAL
CANDIDATES WITH THOSE OF A NATIONAL COLLEGE4AND

PORLATICH SPAMINNG MANY YEARS.

ADMINISTRATORS CHARGED WITH MAKING RESPONSIBLE ADMISSIONS DECISIONS LONG HAVL":

WELCONED THE EQUALIZING INFLUENCE
THATTESTS WITH WELL ESTABLISHED PROPERTIES OF ,

STABILITY AND PREDICTIVENESS MO 70 THE USE OF THE SECONDARY RECORD N.E. WHILE TEE

' ITROVETEITT THAT STANDARDIZED TESTS
UENDtTO TEE PREDICTION OF FIRsT YEAR PERFORWICE IS

NOT ALWAYS LARGE, IT CONSISTENTLY AND SIGNIFICANTLY
ENHANCES THE PROBABILITY THAT AT

LEAST 74 EARLY PHASE OF THE
APPLICANT'S ACADEMIC CAREER WILL BE A SUCCESSRL CCE.

IN PREDICTING PERFORMANCE, COLLEGES
HAY:COTERIE SUTED OR AMMO SCORES FROM

WHATEVER BATTERY OF TESTS-IS AVAILABLE
WITH PREVIOUS GRADES. diR, WHEN PREDICTION IS'

MORE SOPHISTICATED OR SPECIALIZED, GIVE
ADDITIONAL WEIGHTING TO CERTAIN SCORES OR

SLOSCORES.- SIMILARLY, A NUtIBER OF SUCH SCORES SAY BE VIEWED AS A PROFILE OF IIENVIDUAL

ABILITIES. *ERE RELATIVE STRENGTHS MAY BE
EVEN MORE REVEALING AND HELPFUL Ta THE'

Smarr IN ADVISING, PLACEMENT, AND GRANTING CREDIT EQUALLY INPORTANT DIM1NSIONS Of

THE Artussicas FLNCTICNS.

STANDARDIZED TESTS ALSO ARE INSTMENTAL IN THE
STUDENT'S CHOICE OF A COLLEGE

A EINAMIC WHICH IS FAR pORE POTENT IN NATIONAL ENROLLMENT PATTERNS THAN
IS THAT Oc

COLLEGES CHOOSING STUDENTS.
TYPICALLY, TIE PROSPECTIVE STIDENT CONFRONTS

A,NUMBER OF

POibiTIAL INSTITUTIONS, NARROWS THESE TO THE ONES TO WHICH
APPLICATION IS MADE, THEN

CHOOSES AMONG TIOSE WHICH EXTEND THE OFFER
OF ADMISSiON.. TEE INTERPRETATIONS WHICH

STUDENTS AND MIR ADVISORS ATTACH TO ItIOIVIDuAL
SCORES WITHIN TEE CONTEXTS OF PREDICTED

SUCCESS IN TEE PROSPECTIVE COLLEGES ARE VITAL
ELEMENTS AT EACH STAGE OF THE DECISION,

3
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PROCESS. lREaR, THE EFFECTIVEIESS WITH MUCH PROSPECTIVE STUNBITS CAN CCVMUNICATE

WITH A NU OF INSTITUTIONS UNDER CONSIDERATICN IS GREATLY FACILITATED BY THE NATIONAL

:TESTING F4CGWIS, *0 DISSEMINATE ATVERY REASONOLE COST TO THE STUDENT NOT ONLY TEST

DATAHMICH IS NATIONALLY COMPARABLE AND READILY INTERPRETED, BUT A BODY OF PERSONALAND

ACADEMIC INFORMATION ALSO COLLECTED DURING 'ME TESTING PROCESS.

WERE THESE SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE, COLLEGES Ati) STUDENTS ALIKE WOULD FACE PROHIBITIVE

COSTS OF CCMMUNICATIN( INDIVICUALLY WITH A LARGEJAMER OF INSTITUTIONS, SUEMITTING

SETS OF INFORMATION UNCLE TO EACH, AN) SITTING FOR A NUMBER OF LOCAL EXAMINATIONS WHICH

CAN EVALUATE APPLICANTS ONLY WITHIN A LIMITED CONTEXT. OUT OF COST AND INCONVENIENCE

ALONE, OPTICNS FOR STUDENTSIIDULD SEVERELY BE'CURTAILED - AN INTOLERABLE SETBACK TO

FREECCH OF CHOICE AND DEMOCRATIZATION OF ACCESS. AND WERE THERE NOT AVAILABLE THIS

MEANS OF DISTRIBUTING TO A RIVER OF COLLEGE'S SLCH INFORM6TION RELEVANT TO PREDICTED

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AND THE DESIRED CP/COS MIX, THEY, TOO, WOULD FIND MEIR FREEDOM

OF CHOICE TO.gEAJW11 FOR.10 ATTRACT, AND TO SERVZ STUDENTS SIMILARLY CONSTRAINED.

PERHAPS TIE rosT corNMING EVIDENCE Of TIE VALIE OF THIS'SERVICE HAS BEEN

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINORITY AND mu DisArtomA9m STIDENTS WHICH HAV4 INCREASED

COINCIDENTIO0IITH THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE ADMISSIONS TESTING PROGRAMS,

SO THAT THE USE AND UMENSTNVING OF ADMISSICNS TEST INFORMATION MIGHT COVTINUALLY

BE ENFORCED, THE TEST PUSLISHERS.ADVOCATE THAT COLLEGES SYSTEMATICALLY EVALLATE THE

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF THE FACTORS EACH LSES IN THE SELECTICN OF STUDENTS. CONSEQUENTLY,

THE RELATk WEIGHTING OF GRACES: SCORES, AND OTHER MEASLRABLeQUALITIES CAN BE ACUUSTED

EMPIRICAiLY TO RANKS IN THE SOCIAL AND ED&ATIONAL MILIEU/ AS WELL AS TO CHANGES IN

THE COLLEGES' CHN AIMS. SO LONG AS CUR HIGHER INSTITUTIONS CAN CEAEXISTRATE TO THEIR

GAN TISFACTICN THAT WHATEVCR DEVICES THEY EMPLOY BRING ABOUT THE MST EFFECTIVE MATCH

ABILITIES, ACADEMIC SUCCESS, AND THE EDUCATICNAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE,

AACRAD AFFIRMS THAT THE USE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS IS A LEGITIMATE AND VALUABLE

driiPaerr IN THE EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF LIFOEIKRADLIATE STLOENTS.

IT IS NOT AN'UNCOMMON TENOENCYyOR THE LAY144N TO MI.STRUST A TECHNOLOGY WHICH HE OR

SfEJOES NOT FULLY UNDERSTAM AtI) TO CASTIGATE IT IN 7fE EVERT OF ACCIDENTAL OINTEUDED

MISUSE. BUT A PROPERLY REFINED TENN:LOGY IS BLAMELESS: iT IS PEOPLE WHO USE TESTS,

AND WHOSE PROFESSIONAL ACUMEN MUST DE ADEQUATE TO THE STRENGTHS AND LDUTATIONS'OF

THE-TOOLS THEY Emmy. Ato IT IS THE EDUCATED JUDGMENTS, FUME AND SCIENTIFIC, ON

THE,PPAT OF DOSE WO MATCH STLOENTS WITH INSTITUTIONS WHICH WILL CONTINUE TO MOVE

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL 40 SEEK THEM.

rt'
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Dr. Sjogren.
Dr. Robinson?

STATEMENT OF SHARON ROBINSON, DIRECTOR, iNSTRUCTION
AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION.

ASSOCIATION a

Ms. ROBINSON. I am Sharon Robinson, director of instruction and
professional development for the National Education Association.

I am pleased to teatify today on liehalf of the NEA and in sup-,

port of 1111. 1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981.
Before I get into the remarks that I would like to share with the.

panel this morning, let me take an.opportunity to perhaps clear up
a common misunderstanding.

I would like to Share with you the NEA resolution on testing.
The National Education Association recognizes, thi0 testing of

students preschool thrmigh job entry may be appropriate for such
purposes as identifying learning needs, recommending instruc:
tional activities, and oescribing oppOrtunity progress. ,

The association opposes the use of tests that deny students full
access to equal educational opportunities or that are used to evalu-
ate teachers:

The association believes that standardized tests should not be ad-
ministered when they are potentially damaging to students' self-
concept, bi , used as the only criterion for student placement, in-
validcunr liqble, or out-of-date, used as a basis for the allocation of
Federal, te, or lodal funds, used by testing companies or publish-
ers to pri ote their own financial interest at the expense of sound
educatio al uses, used to compare individual schools, used in an ex-
ploitive anner by the media, used as the sole criterion for gradua-
tion or romotion, and appropriate for the use intended, and last,
used as criterion for the development of,a State system of classifi-
cation o schools and/or school systems..

Clear , the NEA hais recognized that tests have their place. We
do not ispute that testing has value,,and that through testing we
are aid in making some very difficult discrithinating choices by
studen and by educators.

But often test scores result in an assumptive pronouncement
about tudents, about schools, and about educators. Such a pro-
nounc ment is based solely on those scores as it often is likely to be
ifivali and incorrect.

ale ly, the measure of accountability, some measure .of account-

abilit for the testing indui.ry and for the uses of tests is long
overd e. NEA research confirms that test usage [standardized test
usage] is pervasive throughout this country, and a recent survey in
1980 .of various school systems, the sample reported 81 percent of
the school districts are using some form of group.administered
standardized intelligence tests.

Usage of some' group-administered standardized achievement test
was reported by 99 percent of the sample. Ninety-five of those dis-
tricts reported using group-administered, standardized, reading-
readiness testa; 91 percent of those districts use group-administered
aptitude tests, and 89 percent used some forni of group-adminis-
tered standardized interest tests.

2 3
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I wiil suliply a written- copy of this report to the repprter for the
reco

Mr:Wins. Wit outobjection, that will be entered.
[The information referred to follows:]

!Ps
RESEARCH')
MEMO National Education Astocisdon

1201 Shastinth SOW, 1. Washington, D.C. 20036
INIMM11111,

Survey of _School
Programs and Practices

1980

v

232,

<

fi lac

a
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3

NEA Research Memo September 1980

SURVEY LW SCHOOL PROCRAMS AND PRACTICES-1988

This 1980 survey of school systems regardingsome of their proirams and practices was sent to

805 school systems. The school systemi were selected tc, be representatittg,i approxi-
mately f1.600 public school systems in the United States with 300 or moieltudents. Exactly
508 usable questionnaires were returned for, a 1 percent response. The stindard error for

population estimates is 5 percent or less and for estimating population differenees is (0 percent
-

Or Mire,

Each topical area includis highlights of the responses plus a more detailed analysis of each

.question 3)y regim and by size of school system. The topical areas are as follows:

Numbers of students and teachers

School organization patterns

Instruction ispcial areas
Student evalquon
Student discipline

Financing

'Censorship
Handicapped students

. Professional development

Teacher evaluation

:Discrimination
Specialists

The states comprising each region are as follows:

Northeast: Connecticut. Delaware; District of Columbia. Maine, Maryland. Massachusetts.

Nei. Hampshire. New Jersiy. Pennsylvania; Rhodellsland. and Vermont.

Southeast: Alabama. Arkansas, Florida, Georgia. Kentucky,Louisiana. Mississippi. North

Carolina, South Carolina. Tennessee. Virginia, and West Virginia.

Middle: Illinois. Indiana. lowar Kansas, Michigan. Minnesota, Missouri. Nebraska, North

Dakota. Ohio, South Dakota. and Wisconsin.

West: Alaska. Arizona. California. Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada. New Mex-

ico. Oklahoma. Oregon, Texas, Utah. Washington, and Wyoming

School syltems by stratum arc Small: 300-2.999 students: Medium, 3,000 to 24.999 students'.

Urge: 25,000 or more students.

2 3
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Numbers of Stpdents/Teaebers

School systems in the Southeastern and Western regions are generally larger than
school systems in the Northeastern and Middle regionsin fact. more than twice as
large on the average.

Almost two-thirds (66 percekt) reported that student enrollments have decreased
over the past three years it e., since 1976-77). More school systems in the
Northeastern and Middle regions reported a decrease than d id school systems in the
Southeastern and western regions.

'Decreases in the number of teachers (reported by 41 Percent) were accomplished
primarily by normal attrition (El percent) rather than by reduction in force (10
percent).

About half feh that the number of stuOents (52 percont)and number of teachers (48
percent) should decrease within the next three years (i.e., by 1982-83). Only about,
one-sixth (17.percent) felt the number of students and teachers should increase.
Northeastern and large school system% were more likely to think that the number of
both students and teachers would decrease in the next three years.

NUMBERS OF STUDENTS/TEACHERS

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle
300-

West 2.999
3.000- 25.0004

24.999 .or more

What was the total number etrachers in
your school system as of Octot.er 1979?
(Percent responding.)

Elementary (K.6):
Less than 30 16 12 6 20 15 48 0 0

30 to 49 9
12 4 9 8 27 0 0

5016 99 17 27 14 16 17 23 23 0

100 to 199 17 29 22 14 9 2 42 0

200 to 499 13 9 14 13 16 0 29 6

.500 to 999 12 5 t 13 17 0 2 40

1.000 or more 16 5 34 14 19 ,0 3 55

444:adn
ian

696
129

228
98

1531
247

439
121

1.114 44

222 31

283
149

2.102
1.039

Secondary (7.12): c

Less than 30 15 t 5 20 16 46 0 0

30 to 49 10 15 5 10 11 28 3 0

50 to 99 15 17 13 16 13 23 18 0

100 to 199 18 33 24 15 10 1 44 1

200 to 499 w 13 14 11 12 15 1 27 6

500 to 999 15 6 15 15 21 0 5 48

1.000 or more 14 7 27 12 16 0 3 45

Mean 609 281 1.187 414 879 41 289 1.751

Median 140 116 ,216 128 205 34 150 941
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NUMBERS OF STUDENTS/TEACHERS--(CONT1NUED)

'Question

Please gise the October 1979 ENROLL-
MENTS requested below Do nOt

lncludi enrollment in adult education
and Junior college,,

a. Nursery and prekinderprten
Percent responding
Mean
Median

o

b. Kindergarten and prefirst grade
Percent resPonding-
Mean
Median

c. Elementary (1-6)
Percent responding
Mean
Median

d. Secondary (7.12)
Percent responding
Mean ,

Median

To what extent have student enrollment
and number of teachers changed in your
school system over the past three sears
(since the 1976-77 scliool )ear)?(Percept
responding.)

a. Itudent.enrollment
Increased

Median percent of increase

Decreased
Median percent of decrease

b. Number of teachers
Increased

Median percent of increase
Relatively no change
Decreased

Median percent of decrease

Generally. how has any decrease in the
nu mbcr of teachers octurred:-:by normal
attrition or by "reduction in force"? (Per-
cent responding.)

Numbers have NOT decreased
All by normal attrition

23j

/

Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle
300- 3.000- 25.000-

West 2.999 24.999 or more

N
0

27 23 24 24 32 10 30 44

398 105 523 280 743 33 69 832

86 44 192 82 90 '15 41 303

.

90 90 96 93 86 85 90 97

1.433 540 2.485 970 2.303 II 442 4.299

312 215 , 623 264 616 62 331 2689

94 93 96 97 U 89 95 97

8.646 3.568 15.709 6.690 11.901 551 3.073 26.220

2.100 1.600 4.472 1.734 4,231 437 2.395 17.553

.
4,98

/

95 93 98 96 95 89 99

11.773 4.028 15.970 6.571 11.560 565 ,3.356 26.247

2.241 1.800 4.082 1.750 4.429 416 2.354 17.909

16 9 12 11 30 20. 15 10

8 6 8 7 10 10 7 7

17 29 18 15 26 20 11

66 74 78

9 8 10 11 7 9 8

25, 14 36 17 34 25 26 21-

7 7 7 6 10 8 7 6

34 31 34 40 34 47 28 29

41 56 30 43 32 28 42 50

6 5 10 7 5 6 7 6

48 35 60 41 57 63 44 34

32 27 24 39 27 22 29 47
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NUMIERS OF STIMENTS/TEACHERS(CONTINUED)

Question ;nal

Region Stratum

Northeast Soutlicast Middle West
300- 3.000- 25.000-
2.999 24,999 or more

About three-fourths by
normal attrition 10 18 4 10 10 6 13 11

About halt by attrition and
about half by **reduction.
in force" 5 9 8 3 4 4 7 11

About three-fourths by
i

'reduction in force" 3 8 1 4 0 2 6 2

All by "reduction in force" ' 2 4 3 2 2 3 2 ., 2

How dots your school system estimate
that student enrollment and numbers of
teachers .will change in the next three
years (by the 1982-83 school year)?(Per-
cent responding.)

a. Student enrollment
" Should increase 17 8

.
14 12 31 23 18 10

Should remain relatisely -
constant 31 28 35 37 23 41 28 22

Should decrease

b. Number of teachers

32 65 51 $2 46 36 54 68,

Should increase 17 7 18 10 29 20 18 II
Should remain relatively
constint 36 30 42 40 29 48 29 31

Should decrease 48 63 41 50 43 32 54 58

.,

a

r

r

-0 3 . ,
4, 0

I
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School Organhation Patterns

One-fourth (25 percent) of the school systems reported a 6-3-3 school organizatidn

for grades 1 through 12. 5-34 and 6-2-4 organizations were reported by about

one-sixth (15 and 19 percent, respectively).

The 5-3-4 and 6-3-3 organizations were most common in the Northeastern region.

and the 6-3-3 organization maost common in the Southeastern region, and the 6-2-4

or 6-3-3 organization most common in the Middle and Western regions.

Th rger school systems were MOM likely CO have a 6-3-3 organization, with a

luificant number having a 6-2-4 organization. whereasthe smaller school systems

were more likely to have a 6-6 organization. with a significant number having a

6-2-4 or 6-4 organization,

SCHOOL ORGANIZATION PATTERI$S

Question

Region Stratum

300- 3,000- 25,000.

Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2999 24,999 or more

What type of SCHOOL ORCANIZA-
T1ON by grade (not including kinder-
garten) is the most general practice an
your school system?

3.3.3.3 - _ I 3 1 1 1 I 1 2

3-3-6 1 1 1 0 0 I I 0

4-44 6 8 4 7 4 II 6 2

5.3-4 15 23 18 16 IS 8 16' 23

6-24 19 13 9 21 16 22 17

6-3-3 25 18 33

.20
23 26 8 30 38

6-6 9 it 10 12 3 22 4 0

7-5 2 1 5 I I 2 1 3

8-4 . 9 4 6 13 8 16 5 5

Other 14 20 12 9 20 16 15 11
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Tbe Curriculum

A majority of the school systems said their school system has felt pressure to
"enforce stricter discipline" (61 percent). That pressure was less likely to be felt in
srrialler school systems. A majority of the large school systems were also likely to
feel pressure to "increase the time spent on the basic curriculum" (73 percent),
"require higher studenrachievement standards" (74 percent). "require students to

' pass. a test before being promoted or graduated" (59 percent). and to "enforce
stricter attendance requirements" (62 percent).

At the elementary level, reading. ?imerican history. general sciense. mathematics/
arithmetic, physical education, and spelling a re required by practically every school
system. Citizenship, geography, and state history are required by more tha n 115,pe r-
cent. Music is required by 81 percent, world history by 78 percent. and fine arts
by 70 percent. A fbreign language is not even offered by 70 percent of the school
systems.

At the junior high level, almost every school system requires English. science.
mathematics, and physical' education: American history is required by 92 percent,
and world history and state history are required by more than two-thirds (67
percent and 711 percent, respectively). Fine arts, instrumental and vocal music,
home economics, and industrial arts are-offered by most school iYstems, but
generally as an elective. About half offer typing (56 percent) and vocational
education (48 percent) generally as an elective. As an elective. Spanish is offered by
6: percent, French by 54 percent, and German by 28 percent. Very few junior high
schools offer Russian or Chinese.

At the high school level. English, American history, and mathematics are the only
courses required by most of the school systems. A significant number require world
history (52 percent), biology (44 percent), and/or another science (60 percent),
while most of the other school systems offer them as an elective. A wide range of
other courses is offered as an elective by most school systems with the exception of a
state history offered by 68 percent, German by 63 percent. Russian by 22 percent.
Chinese by $ percent and agriculture by 61 percent.

THE CURRICULUM

Qua' tion

Region Stra.um

Total Northeast Southeast Middle
300- 3.000- 25.000-

West 2.999 24.999 or more

There has been a much-publicized
demand for schools to get 'back to the
basics." To what extent has your school
system felt pressureto do each of the
following? (Percent responding "much"
or 'moderate" pressure.)

a. Increase the time spent on
the basic currkula

b. Increase the amount of
student homework

49

28

49

30

56

2$

43

25

54

35

4

34

15

37,

25

73

49

2 3
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THE CURRICULUM(CONT1NUED)

Question

Region Stratum

Total Northeast Southeast Middle West

300-
2.999

3,000- 25,000-
21.999 or more

c. Structure the schools in the
-traditional" manner 21 32 30 22 30 19 28 3t

d. Enforce strict discipltne

c. Require higher student
achievement standards

61

57

61

54

63

65

62

56

61

57

52

39

59

58

74

77

E Require students to pass a
test before being promoted
or graduated

g, Enforce strict attendance
requirements

35

46

27

39

60

53

26

42

38

50

15

36

36

45

59

62

Which of the following COURSES does
you'r school system consider as basic sub-
jects; that is, thcy arc required of all regu-
tar Students for .graduation from the
public schools? (Percent responding)

ELEMENTARY;

a. Reading
Required 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 99

Ekctive 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I

Not offered

b. Citizenship

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Required 88 95 83 87 17 87 89 89

Elective 4 0 7 2 5 4. 4 2

Not offered a s to II 8 9 7 :

c. Geography
Required 91 95 88 95 86 96 86 94

Elective 5 I 8 3 7 2 8 3

Not offered

d. A merican history

4 4 4 2 7 2 5 3

Required 95 100 92 96 93 94 95 97

Elective 1 o 3 1 1 I 2 I

Not offered 4 o 5 3 6 6 4 2

c. World history
Required 78 86 79 77 79 77 80 76

Elective 7 7 7 a i 7 6 8

Not offered 15 7 14 16 20 16 14 16

E State history
Required 87 91 91 89 82 89 85 87

Elective 4 , 0 4 3 2 3 3 s

Not offered 9 9 5 9 16 8 12 8

2 3
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ME CURRICULUM(CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middk West
300. 3.000. 25.000.
2.999 24.999 or more

g. General science
Required 98 91 99 91 91 96 98 93

Elective I 3 0 1 0 1 1 2

Not offered

h. Mathematics/arithmetic

I 0 1 I 2 3 1 1

Required 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 MO

Elective 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0

NOI offered

i. Fine arts

0 "0 40 0 0 0 0 0

Required 70 82 64 74 63 70 61 73

Elective 21 9 23 20 27 It 22 24

Not offered ",..

j. Music
Required

9

$I

9

92

12

71

7

16

10

71

12

81

10

$O

2

12

Elective 17 9 27 12 19 It 17 IS

Not uffered 2 0 3 2 2 2 3 0

S. Physical education
* Required 93 99 95 91 100 96 91 99

Elective 1 0 4 1 0 1 1 1

Not offered 1 1 1 2 0 3 1 0

I. A foreign language
Required 5 *5. 5 4 6 5 4 7

Elective 25 14 39 17 35 20 19 42

Not offered

m.Spelling

70 32 57 79 59 75 77 SI

Required 97 96 -99 91 99 91 96 93

Elective 2 I I 2 0 1 3 1

Not offered I* 3 0 I I 1 I 1

JUNIOR HIGH: ,

a. English
Required 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Elective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

No offered

b. American history

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Required 92 95 St 91 94 92 90 94

Ekctive 4 1 3 4 2 3 4 2

Not offered

c. World history,
Required
Elective

5

67
13

4

79
9

10

64
20

5

66
13

4

65
10

5

7/
10

6

72

II

4

.
57
20

Not offered 19 12 16 21 24 19 17 24

&State history
Riquired 71 12 73 77 12 33 75 74

Elective 7 4 12 7 4 4 9 3

Not offered 15 14 15 16 15 12 16 13
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THE CURRICULUM (CONT1NUED)

Question

'Resion Stratum'

Total Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2,999

3.000- 25,000-
24,999 or more

e. A science
Required t 9$ 97 99 99 9$ 99 91 97

Elective. 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 3

Not offered

f. Mathematics

0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0

Required 99 RI 100 100 100 100 99 100

i. Elective 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

Not offered

g, Physical education

0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0

Required 9$ 99 96 9$ 99 97 97 li
Elective 2 0 4 3 1 3 3

Not offered

h. Finc arts

0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0

Requited 50 Il 32 54 40 55 54 3S

Elective ,, 44 14 61 39 It 35 44 60

Not offered 6 5 7 7 2 10 2 2

I. Initru,mental music'
Required 7 15 4 6 6 10 $ 4

Elective 90 $3 U 91 93 $6 $9 96

Not offered 3 3 $ 3 I 5 3 0

J. Vocal music
Required 26 46 16 30 IS 27 26 23

..."
Elective
Ncrt offered

70
4

53
I

75 66 79

9 $ 4
63
'10

72 77
3 0

Foreign language:
k. Spanish

Required 2 3 0 1 2 I 2 2

Elective 59 64 71 44 63 22 63 $9

Not offeied 39 33 29 54. 33 71 35 9

I. French
,

Required 2 4 0 2 1 2 3 1

Elective 52 67 69 43 44 3 55 $4

NOt offered 47 29 31 5$ 51 90 43 15

m.German .

Required 1 2 0 1 0 1 I. 1

Elective 27 26 30 23 31 10 25 52

Not offered

n. Russian

72 72 70 76 69 90 74 47

X equired 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0

' Elective 5 7 10 2 4 0 2 17

Not offered

o. Chime

95 94 90 97 96 100 97 114

Required 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Elective 3 2 3 I 3 0 I 10

Not offered 97 9$ 97 91 97 100 99 90

241
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THE CURRICULUM-14CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

NOrtheast Southeast
300- 3,000. 25.000-

Mo.hile West-, 2.999 24.999 or more

P

p. Home economics
Required 34 64 16 36 28 37 37 25

Elective . ... 59 32 77 56 66 47 57 75

Not offered

q.Typing

8 4 7 8 6 16 6 0

Required 4 4 0 . $ 4 6 3 2

Elective ., 52 38 75 46 52 29 51 81

Not offered

r. Agriculture

44 58 25 49 45 65 46 18

Required 1 2 0 2
.

0 4 1 0

Electhe 22 II 41 17 21 20 18 29

Not offered

s, An industrial art

77 88 59 81 79 76 81 71

Required 33 65 15 36 27 34 38 23

Elective 56 30 71 52 66 46 52 76

'Not offered

t. Vocational education

II 5 15 12 7 20 10 I

Required 5 7 4 5 4 6 ' 4 4

. Elective 43 26 69 311 44 25 42 66

Not offered 32 67 27 58 53 59 54 30

U. Driver education
Required 3 2 4 3 1 3 2 3

Elective 18 12 24 18 10 19 17 16

Not offered 40 87 72 79 89 77 81 82

SENIOR HIGH:

a. English
Required 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 ' 100

Elective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nol offered

b. American history

1 0 . 0 0 1 0 1 0

Required 98 100 - 99 91 99 99 98 91

Elective I 0 1 3 0 1 v 1 2

Not offered 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

C. World history
Required 52 61 57 41 55 53 59 42

Elective 47 39 42 57 44 45 40 58

Not offered

d.State history

/ 0 I 2 1 2 / 0

Required 35 46 29 32 42 41 33 30

Electis e ......... . ..... 33 26 34 31 34 74 34 42

Not offered
e,

32 29 37 37 25 35 .33 28

111-170 07112-14

2 4 2,
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'THE CURRICULUMa4CONTINUED)

Question

c. *elm
Required
Elective
Not offered

f. Another science
Retloir1.P
ElectWe
Not offered

m Mathematics
Required
Elective r

Not offered

h. Fine ans
Required ,

lective
ofkred

i Perfortling arts fe m, drama/
Requt
Electiv7 91

N.t,aered

Remion Stratum

Total Northeast Southeast Middle West

300- 3.000- 25.000.
2.999 24,999 or more

'44 44 55 40 41 50 44 31

55 , 36 45 60 56 50 36 62

1 ', 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

60 63 66 48 71 60 59 60

40 37 31 32 29 39 10 40

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0,

1/ 86 96 89 II6 90 91 95

1 14 4 11 3 10 9 3

1 0 . 0 0 I 0 1 0

I

14 22 8 11 16 19 14 9

112 77 82 85 82 74 83 ' 91

4 1 ' 10 4 2 7 3 0

.
2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

91 88 $I 96 84 92 99

9 9 12 11 3 15 8 0

A 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 1

9$ 100 96 97 96 97 If 19

1 0 4 1 0 2 1 0

1 0 1 2 0 1 1 2

''' /6 97 91 95 97 91 97 98

4 ' I 8 3 3 $ 2 0

2 0 \ 1 2 1 1 2 2

17 97 87 110 95 68 95 98

11 3 12 18 3 31 4 0

, I 0 1 2 0 2 1 1

\ 13 99 66 79 SO 53 95 99

35 2 13 20 20 47 4 0

k o 2 . 2 0 2 1 1

62 79 55 51 70 25 70 91

37 21
o

43 411s 31 73 ' 29 g

0 Os 0 0 0 1 0 0

72 33 30 11 21., 3 13 53

78 67 70 81 79 97 85 47

j, Instrwiental
Required
Elective
Not afraid

k. Vocal Music
Required

, Elective .
Not Offered

. .
Foreign koldoorr:

I. Spaniel,
Ilegilired . ,' ..

, Elective
Not offered

in. French
Required
Elective
Noi offered

n. German
Required
Elective .
Not offered

.o. Russia*
Required ..
Elective
Not offered

a

2 4,3
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THE CURRICHLUK7(CONTINUED)

Region Stratum

300. 3,000. 25,000.
Question Total Northeast Southeast Middk West 2.999 24099 or more

p. Chinese
Required 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 . 0
Elective 8 8 12 3 7 2 3 23

Not offered

q. Home ecOnomits
Required

92

4

92

6

88

0

98

4

93

5

98

8

97 77

3 I

Elective ....w ........ 96 94 100 96 98 92 97 99

Not offered

r. Typing

0 0 , 0 0 1 I 0 , 0

Required 3 3 1 3 3 8 2 I

Elective 97 97 99 97 96 92 98 99

Not offered 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0

s. AnOt'her businesaeducation .
Required 2 0 0 3 3 4 I I

Elective 98 100 100 97 97 95 99 99

Not Offered

t. Agriculture

0 o o

,
I o I o o

Required 0 0 1 .0 0 I 0 0

Elective 61 25 76 61 7, 64 53 71

Not offered .39 75 23 39 2a 36 47 29

U. Industrial arts
Required 2 1 0 I 1 3 1 J
Elect ive 96 99 92 96 98 92 96 99

Noi offered

v. Vomtional education .

3 - 0 8 3 1 4 3 0

Required / 2 0 I 3 2 3 2 2

Elective ......, ......... ,. 93 91 93 93 98 87 95 98

Not offered 4 2 5 4-- 0 10 3 0

w.Workstudy (e.g.. DE)
\

Required .. . I 0 0 2 0 1 1 2

Elective 92 97 92 Et 94 79 96 98

Not offered

x. Driver education

8 3 II 10 6 20 3 0

Required 10 12 16 20 21 IS 18 21

Elective 77 77 80 78 76 79 77 73

. Not offered 4 12 .4 3 2 .1 3 6

3
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Instruction in Special Areas s_

Of the specialized areas, only health education is more likely than not to be offered
as a separate curriculum course in 63.percent of the school systems but integrated.

into other courses in 37 percent.

Safety education is offered in every school system but is integrated into other

courses in 113 percent-of the school Systems.

Drog education, alcohol educaS0sn. mctric education, consumcr education, and
career education are 'offered 4 99 percent of the School systems. More than

. nine-tenth, hOwever. integrate drug education, alcohol education, and metric.
education into other courses. One-third (34'percent) offer consumer education and
one-fifth (20 percent) offer career education as a separate course.

More than 90 percent offer sex education, environdiental studies, and human
relations studies. The vast rnajority (i.e., over 80 percenWntegrate these into other'

courses,

pusses in international studies arc not offered by 17 percent: the majority (71
perces° integrate such studies into other courses.

A little more than half (57 percent) offer. bilingual education 34 percent as a
separate curriculum coupe and 23 percent as integrated into other courses. While
only 33 percent of the small school systems offer bilingual education. 90 percent of
those with 25,000 or more students O'er this.

INSTRUCTION IN SPECIAL AREAS '

Region Stratum

300- 3.000. 25.000-

Question 1' Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2.999 24.999 or mote

In general. does your school provide
jiittruction in each of the following areas?

a. Drug education
Not offered 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0

Integrated into other Courses 92 80 95 93 94 92 91 92

Separate curriculum course

b. Sea education

8 20 5 5 ; 6 9 9

Nor offered 1 11 9 9 7 6 7 8 II

Integrated into other courses 82 69 82 87 82 le II 80

Separate curriculum course

e Alcohol education

11 23 9 6 11 9 II 1.3

Not offered 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 0

Integraied into other courses 93 83 96 . 93 97 93 92 93

Sep curriculum course ....

d. Bilingual cducition ,
Not offered

6

43 i

17

58

4

42

f
53

3

33

5

67.

7

46

7

10

Integrated into othcr courses 23 11 28 20 26 19 22 29

Separate curriculum course 34 31 3i 27 41 14 33 61
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INSTRUCTION 11.4 SPECIAL AREAS(CCNTINUEQ)

Question Total

Region \ Stratum

\ ,
Northeast Southeast Middle

300- 5.000. 25.000-
West 2.999 24.999 or more

e.-Metric education
Not offered 1 0 0 2 0 2 o
Integrated int0.01her courses 96 98 96 95 96 95 9$'
Separate eurritulum course

f Health education

3 3 4 4 3 2 5

Not offered o I o ino 0 I o
Imegr-ated lido) other courses 37 37 41 32 .31 37 . 35 40
Separate curriculum course 63 62 59 67 69 63 65.

g.Safety education ,
Not offered
Integrated into other coursei

o
83

o
79

, o
83

1

84
0 0

80 80
1

81

Separate curriculum course ' 17 21 17 15 20 20_- 18 12

h, Cdnsumer education 0
Not offered 1 o 4 1 0 1 3 o\
Integrated into other courses 65 67 65 63 69 63 64 70 \
Separate curriculum course 3,4 33 31 36 31 .37 33 30 \

1. Career education
Not offered 1 o I I I 0 2 0
Integrated into other courses 79 84, 72 81 ' 81 79 82 77

Separate curriculum.rourst 20 16 27 18 18 21 .4 16 23

j. Internattonal studies ,
Not ofiered (7 9 19 18 16 24 14 11

. Integrated into other courses 71 74 61 72 78 66 . 73 76

Separate curriculum course

k. EnsirOnmental stydies

12 17 16 ta
o

6 10 13 14

- Not offered 3 1 I

.c

$ 3 4 . 2
Integrated into other courses 87 82 86 87 90 86 82 1 90
&pirate curriculum course 10 17 ....13 9 5 12 10 9

I. HumalLelations studies
No( ol fered 5 .. 4 , 5 7 4 7 4 ,.3

Integratedinta_othetsoutaes 89 88 90 85 91 87 90 88
Separate curriculum cO-urse 7 9 $ 8 5 5 .6
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Student Evaluation

About half (51 percent) of the school systems require minimal competency testing

of students, 35 percent for grade promotion and/or for graduation from high
school and 17 percent for other reasons. School systcms an the Southeastern region

and those with 3,000 or morc students arc morc likely tp require such testing than

arc other school systems,

Almost three-fifths (59 percent) provide the opportunity rorearly graduation from
high school, with 2 percent actively proMoting it. APout three-tenths (29 percent)

allow it only undcr unusual circumstandes, whereas 13 percent do not allow it.

When elementary students do not successfully complete the requirements for a

grade, about two-fifilis (38 percentiretain,themin that grade until they do so. Morc

than half (53 percent) prcrmote them to the ncxt grade,with most of thoSe giving
specially designed remedial help. Only 9 percent assign thcm to specially designed

programs,

Ihe majority require the usc of GROUP STANDARDInD achievement tests (88

percent) and reading readiness tests (67 percent). About half require thc usc of
iqtelhgence tcsts (52 percent) and aptitudc tcsts (46 percent). About one-fourth (28
percent) require the use of interest tests. Large School systcms arc slightly morc
liken, to require achievement tests but les' .kaly to require the other four than arc
sMall school systems.

No published GROUP STANDARDIZED achievement test is used by a majority

of the sehoot systems, although the California Achievement,Tests.the Com prchen.

Saw Tcst of Basic Skills, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and the Metropolitan
"Achievement Tcsts arc required by a little morc than one-third of the school

systems. About one-fourth require the,SRA Achievement Series and the Stanford
Achievement Tests. Some school systcms require thc use of two or morc. The

PSAT SAT, and ACT arc generaly made available but not required.

More than three-fourths (78 percent) of the school systems rcport using criterion-
referenced achievement tests. These are used less often in the Northeast but morc

often in large school systems,

About two-fifths (43 percent) place some reliance on GROUPSTANDARDIZED
achievement test scores as reliable measures of the effectiveness of indiVidual

schools.

In almost two-fifths (37 percent) of the school systems, the mean of GROUP
STANDARDIZED achievement test scorcs for each regular school is rcportcd to

the media. This is practiccd morc often in school systems in the Southeastern region

and in large school systems than in others.

The majority use scores from GROUP STANDARDIZED achievement tests at the

building level f9r diagnosing individual studcnt learning needs (87 percent) and
evaluating thc curriculum (75 percent). A significant number usc the scorcs for
trackinkat grouping studcnts (43 percent) and evaluating effectiveness as com-
pared with that of other schools (32 percent). Fcw usc them for determining
promotion/retention of students (9 percent) or evaluating individual teachereffec-

tiveness (5 percent).

2 4 't1
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STUDENT EVALUATION

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-

2,999
3.000-z 25.000-
24;999 or morc

Dots your school system requite MIN-
IMAL COMPETENCY 'I EST1NO of
students? (Pereenrresponding.)

s

Yes, for grade promotion 3 1 5 3 6 I 4

Yes, for graduation from
high school 25 24 ' 41 13 23 9 31 34

Yes. for both grade promotion and
graduation', from high school 6 5 14 3 8 4 6 10

Neither of those, MA for
other reasons ...... ........ ..... 17 19 14 19. 16 11 17 21

No ..... .. ............... 49 51 28 MO 50 67 46 30

Which of the following HEST describes
your school system's policy on EARLY
(iRADVAIION (e.g. when A student
meets graduation requirements at the end
of the eleventh grade)? (Percent
responding.)

Early graduation is actively
promoted ........ .....

All students are gisen the oppor.
tunity-roxaduate early but it

SOT achsely promoted
Earl'eaduation is allowed only

under uninuarei(etmistanoes......... --
Early graduation is NOE allowed.

When eR men ta ry students DO NOT sue-
cessfully complete the requirements for a
grade, Which of the following HEST des-
cribes the policy of )our'sehool system/
(Percent responding.)

Retain them in grade until they
treet the requirements . .......

Take then) out of regular program
and as n them to specially
designed programs

Promote them to nest grade but
give them specially designed
remedial help .., ....... ....... .

Promote them to, nest grade .,

2 1 1 I 3 1 1 4

57 17 55 58 55 46 58 68
1

-29 34 31 i 29 26 30 33 22

13 17 8 ' 13 16 23 8 7

38 42 41 40 36 43 33 37

9 II 13 8 8 9 8 12

49 17 43 41 -52 45 56 45

4 3 5 5 3 3 6

\ I
i
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STUDENT EVALUATION(CONTINUED)

Question

Region Stratum

i 300- 3.000- 25.009.

Total 'heast Southeast Middk West 2,999 24,999 or more

lasted below arc Some areas for which
GROUP STANDARDIZED TESTS
are available, For which of these areas
doe% your school system require (either
hy state mandate or local option) t.. :use
of the tests, for which are tests made

_ asatlable but their usc noptiond, and for
which are no tests made available' (Per-
cent responding)

a. Intelligence
Required .. 52 57 62 63 35 53 56 43

Optional ............ ........ .29 29 25 25 34 37 27 22

Not used ., . , . ........ ..... 19 14 13 12 31 11 17 35

M Achievement
'

Required , 88 84 96 82 85 89 89. 97

Optional 11 15 4 12 II 18 10 2

Not used , ......,
c Reading readiness

. ........ .. / 1 0 1 1 2 1 1

Requited . 1, ....... . 67 68 72 71 61 67 74 59

Optional 28 27 25 28 26 28 22 34

Sot used

d. Aptitude

5 5 3 1 13 4 5 7

Required 46 49 36 44 42 48 49 38

Optional 45 39 37 51 43 42 44 50

Not used ....

e. Interest

,,, ........... 10 12 7 5 15 10 7 12

Required 28 27 35 33 21 36 28 18

Optional 61 57 51 64 61 51 63 72

Not used 11 16 14- 3 19 13 9 11

Specifically. which of the follow-
ins GROUP STANIMRD1ZED
ACHIEVEMENT TES TS does your

i -school System( _require. which are

optional. and which are nor titid?
\ (Percent responding.)

, a. California Achiev'ement Tests
Requo.4 40 27 39 42 47 37 38 43

Optional 19 15 12 28 16 25 14 18

Not used 42 58 44 39 38 18. 47 39

1, b. Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills
\ Required 39 34 30 27 38 29 43 44

`. Optional 17 115 16 23 19 118 19 14

\ Not used 44 52 34 50 44 53 33 42

,
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STUDENT EVALUATION(CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle
300-

West 2.999
3,000-
24.999

25.000-
Of more

c. Iowa Test of Basic Skills
Required 35 34 18 44 30 42 33 30

Optional 19 16 26 24 16 25 16 17

Not used

d, Iowa Test of Educational

46 50 56 32 54 34 52 i,r, 53

Development
Required 17 4 18 23 20 24 IS, 11

Optional IS II 16 17 20 23 11 12

Not used

e. SRA Achievement Serief

68 85 67 61 61 53 74 77

Required 26 19 38 26 21 33 25 17

Optional 27 22 25 31 27 30 30 21

Not used

f Stanford Achtesement Tests

47 39 38 44 52 37 45 62

Required 29 31 26 28 38 38 28 22

Optional 28 31 17 36 28 34 24 27

Not usejl 43 39 57 36 35 28 49 52

J. Metropolitan Achievement Tests
Required , s 34 47 39 33 29 31 40 27

Optional 26 24 24 33 17 31 23 24

Not used

h, PSAT

41 29 37 35 54 38 36 49

Required 11 II 10 13 7 16 13 2

Optional 78 78 75 81 75 70 79 86

Not used 11 II 15 6 19 14 9 12

I. SAT
Required 13 12 I I 13 9 16 17 2

Optional 81 80 82 85 77 73 79 90

Not used

j. ACT

7 $ 7 2 14 10 4 8

Required 9 5 3 II 10 12 12 2

Optional 76 62 SO 79 77 75 72 82

Not used 16 33 17 10 13 13 16 17

Does ,your school system use any
criterionreferenced achievement tests

(these identify ipecific learning tasks stu-
dents can perform) in all or most schools',
(Percent responding.)

Yes, required by the state 25 10 40 27 25 11 25 40

Yes, but only recommended
by the slate 3 3 3 3 2 5 2 2

Yes. but it was a local option 50 53 42 47 50 49 s.51 49

No . 22 35 16 23 23 34 22 9

0
0 .
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STUDENT EVALUATION(CONTINUED)

Question

Region Stritum

Total Northeast Southeast Mict.dk West
300- 3.000- 25.000-
2.999 24.999 or more

Don ydur sc hoot system rely on G RO UP
STANDARDIZED ACHIEVEMENT
TEST SCORES as reliable measures of
the effectiveness of individual schools?
(Percent responding.) /

Yes. definitely 4 0 3 3 II 2 t 8

Yes. somewhat 39 37 47 41. 35 41 3$ 38

No 57 63 51 56 54 57 58 55

Does your school system report the
mean of GROUP STANDARDIZED
ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES for
each regular school to the media? (Per-
cent responding.)

Yes 37 31 55 26 42 26 34 55

No 63 69 45 74 58 74 66 46

For the most part, how are scorn
from GROUP STANDARDIZED
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS uscd at the

"school building level? (Percent respond-
ing. Percents may add to more than 100 )

The tests arc not used in
this school system 2 5 0 2 2 2 2 I

Scores are not used at the
butlding Iciel 3 3 1 1 6 2 3 2

Diagnosing individual student
learning needs 87 86 92 90 84 86 81t 87

Tracking or grouping students 43 55 37 48 37 3$ 51 39

Determining promotionlretention
of students `- 9 9 9 $ 13 7 10 10

Evaluating individual teacher
effectiveness 5 3 10 5 4 0 4 3

Evaluating the curriculum 75 78 77 69 79 63 81 80

Evaluating effectiveness as compared
with that in other schools 3- 29 32 30 40 32 32 30

251
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Student Diecipine

Only 7 percent report that student discipline is NO problem in their school system.
Although fcw (3 percent) say it is a major problem, about two-fifths (39 percent) say
it is a moderate.problem. Almost two-thirds (66 percent) of the larger school
systems;however, report dacipline as at least a moderate problem, with 8 percent
calling it a major problem.

On the average, 7 percent of the individual schools in the school systems have
SERIOUS student discipline problims.

Although a wide variety of practicel to help schools and teachers with their
discipline problems are mentioned, about half of the school systems surveyed say
they have "provide4 more extensive vocational programs" (51 percent) and "pro-
vided special staff training on how to handle students misbehavior" (50 percent).
About 40 percent report 'providing more work-study opportunities," "writing
strict discipline codes," and "allowing limited corporal punishment." In addition,
about two-thirds of the large school systems provide "special schools or classes for
students who arc chronic problems."

STUDENT DISCIPLINE

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast
300- 3.000- 25.000-

Middle West 2.999 24.999 or more

In general. to what extent is student disci-
pline a problem in your school system?
(Percent reiponding.)

Major problem 3 3 $ I 5 0 1 8

Moderate problem 39 26 59 36 36 25 39 5S

Small problem 51 59 31 56 52 60 56 33

No problem ,. 7 12 5 7 7 15 5 2

What percent of your schools would you
estimate as having SERIOUS student
discipline problems?

5 percent or less 63 59 46 66 72 81 54 57

6 to 14 percent 24, 26 , 26 31 16 13 29 2S

15 to 29 percent 9 * 15 ,. 15 3 6 3 12 12

30 to 49 percent 3 0 9 0 6 0 5 4

SO percent or more I 0 4 0 0 3 0 0

Mean percent .. 7 -, 6 12 5 7 6 8 It

Median percent 5 5 10 5 5 3 5 5

0

r
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE(CONTINUED)

Question

What has your school system done to
help schools and teachers with their stu
dent discipline problems/ (Percent
resporidirg. Percents may add to more
than 100.)

''.
Nothing specific
Provided more work-study
opporlunities

s Provided more extensive
vocational programs

Required at least some schools to
provide more traditional curricula
and classroom organization

Provided special staff training
on how to-handle
student misbehavior

Hired more paraprofessionals to
work with teachers

Made parents more responsible for
the discipline of their children....

Hired more counselors and
other specialists to work with
problem students '

Reduced class sizes in
problem schools

Written strici diicipline codas
Hired security personnel in
problem schools

GiVen leathers more authority to
handle discipline problems

Provided special Sehool(s) for
students who are chronic
problems

Provided for special classes in
some schools for students who are
chronic problems

Allowed limited corporal punishment
Established broader provisions
for suspension

Established broader prOvisions
for ea phision

2r"

Tots/

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2.999

MOO- 25.000-
24.999 or more

7 A 1 11 8 15 3 2

44 35 47 46 42 29 30 55

SI 44 63 55 49 35 59 61

15 13 18 13 14 8 15 23

SO 38 54 49 52 -29 50 77

31 26 30 31 34 24 33 38

35; 38 38 32 34 37 31 37

27 29 22 28 24 15 27 41

14 13 II 6 13 15 52 II 23

42 46 51 . 38 46 35 43 49

18 19 20 12 26 2 14 45

25 23 18 19 29 29 21 25

31 26 37 26 34 8 28 66

31I 31 43 38 39 57 38 65

39 IS 49 43 48 36 39 .45

32 26 34 36 12 34 30 33

21 14 28 22 24 16 21 27
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Flow*
Thc median budgct is $10 million with a low of 5127 thousand and a high of almost
$3 billion.

Thc majority (86 percent) rcport an increase in their 197980 budgct.Thc mcdian
increase was 8 percent, with only 6 pciccnt rcporting a 3 percent dccrcasc on thc
average.

For 1979-80.15 pacent rcport cutbacks in some programs/services and 29 perccnt
rcport cxpanding somc programs/services A slight majority (56 percent) havc
maintained the staius quo.

When cutbacks arc made, thcy arc morc likely:to be madc in numbers of tcachcrs
(59 percent) or numbers of administrative/supervisory personnel (52 Imam).
Forty.two percent havc cut back on maintenance/custodial services. Fcw have cut
back on kindergarten and/ or othcr preschool programs (5 percent) or food services
(7 percent).

One-third (33 percent) considcr the funding of their currcnt program adequate.
anothcr one-third (33 permit) barcly adequate. morc than onc-fourth (28 perccnt)
inadequate, and (6 percent) vcry inadcquatc.

To cnablc thc school systcms to do a job in 1979.80 that they fclt was average would
generally havc required a median increase of 20 percent ovcr thc 1978-79 budgct.

Three-fifths (61 permit) rcport thc funding of their 1979-80 budgct as a problem
which they expect to continue for thc next three years. Another 27 percent say that
although it is not now a problem, thcy expect it to be onc in thc ncxt three ycars.
Only 12 percent foresee no immediate problcm.

Four-fifths (81 percent) fccl funding of education is a problcm for at least three-
fourths of the school syitems in their state.

Only 3 percent blame inadequate amounts of fcdcral aid as thc major difficulty tn
maintaining adequate school funding. Morc than half (53 paccnt) say thc major
problem is movcmcnts to"hold the linc on property taxes." and 44 percent say it is
"inadequate amounts of state aid."

More than one-fourth (27 perccnt) rcport successful reductions or limitations on
property taxes in thecommunity whcrc thcir school systcm is located. Aaother 13
perccnt rcport unsuccessful attempts. About onc-third (34 percent) say that
altnoug0 it hasn't happened yet, it's likcly to happcn. Only 27 percent foresee no
such attempts,

Thc mcan percentage of currcnt expenditure revenues providcd by thc thrcc levels
of govcrnmcnt are local. 44 percent: statc: 49 percent:and fcdcral. 7 percent:About
onc-tcnth (9 percent) say morc than 75 percent comes from local sources. and 7
percent say morc than 75 percent comes from statc sourccs.

Thc majority (57 percent) opposc thc contention that thc fcdcral government's
sharc of thc cost of public cducation must be at least one.third.

Nine.tenths (91 percent) rcport receiving.DIRECT fcdcral aid through ESEA's .
Education for thc Economically/ Educationally/Disadvantaged Children. 73 per-
ccnt through Education for All Handicappcd Children. 49 pacent through impact
aid. and 12 percent through Tcachcr Ccntcrs and/or Teacher Corps programs.
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Half (52 percent) prefer that federal aid be distributed generally among all school

systems, while one-sixth (1$ percent) Prefer it be distributed categorically. Almost

one-third (31 percent) prefer a combination of general and categorical aid.

Only about one-third (36 Percent) of the school systems are fiscally independent,

with morc than threc-lifths (62 percent) being
fiscally dependent. School systems in

the Southeastern region are more likely to he fiscally dependent than others.

To meet the increased energy costs for busing of students, about one-third (34

percent) cut back on the use of energy. Another two-fifths met thc energy costs by

finding new sources of revenue (16 percent) or reducing services in other areas (23

percent).

Two-thirds (65 percent) cut back on the use of energy for heatingfair conditioning.

whereas most of the remaining school systems (30 percent) met the increased Costs.

, FINANCING

un-

Region Stratum

Total Northeast

,

Southeast

300-
Middle West 2.999

3.000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

What is your 1979-10 school year budget
(in xhousands of dollars) for current'
expenditures? (00 NOT include capital
outlay or interest on building bonds.)

, (Percent responding.)

Less than S1.000.000 6 4 3 9 4 111 0 0

31.000000 to 39.999.999 44 59 37 4S 34 77 46 0

310,000000 to 349,999,99 24 22 24 23 25 1 .49 17

550.000,000 or morc 26 15 36 21 -36 4 5 13

Median budget
(Millions of dollars) S1OM 57.5M SI6M S7M 517.6M S2M SI IM 575M

What percentage change was this over
your 1978-79 budget? (Percent
responding.)

Increased
86 90 III 87 87 84 U 86

Median increase (percent) 8 6 8 8 9 9 7 7

Relatisely no change 1 9 10 9 7 10 6 10

Decreased
b I 6 5 6 6 6 4

Median decttase (percent) 3 3 4 5 0 7 2 2

In general, to what extent were you able
to maintain instructional servkcs for

1979-30? (Percent responding.)

Cut bock'some services/programs ., 15 16 II 10 19 9 17 20

Cut beck some services and
expanded some services, but
generally maintained the status quo 17 17, 23 15 15 II 16 27

s
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F1NANCING(CONTINUED)

r Question

Little or no change in any
services/programs

Expanded some services/programs

If CUTBACKS were made (1 or 2
checked above), in what areas did they
occur? (Percent responding who had
"cutbacks.' Percents may add to more
'than 100)

Class sizes
Numbers of teachers
Numbers of profestional
insuuctiortal support personnel
(e g., counselors)

Numbers of supervisory/
administrative persOnnel

Numbers of nonprofessamal
instructional support personnel
(e.g.. teacher aides)

Maintenance/custodial services
Busing/transportation services
Food services
Kindergarten or other preschool
programs

Some curricular programs (1-12)
(et- music, art)

Extracurricular activities
Sports programs
School construction/remodeling

Regardless of whether or not you have
made cutbacks in services, do you con-
sider the funding of your current pro-
gram adequate or inadequate for you to
provide a good education for your stu-
dents? (Percent responding.)

Funding is adequate
Funding is barely adequate ..-
Funding is inadequate
Funding is VERY inadequate

What percentage increase in your 19711.
79 budget would have enabled you to do a
job you think would lie average?

Median percent increase

Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300- 3,000- 25,000-

2.999 24.999 o'r more

39 37 31 49 36 53 34 31

29 30 35 26 30 29 34 22

18 19 12 17 13 14 21 15

59 73 50 74_ 53 57 63 54-

30 12 23 3L 41 14 27 41

52 27 58 40 75 14 47 75

33 23 35 '29 47 21 26 46
42 19 50 34 63 18 44 53
19 15 15 23 16 32 21 12

7 8 4 9 9 7 10 5

5 0 15 9 3 4 2 9

34 39 18835 29 34 36 39 29

19 12 23 14 13 18 23 17

23 19 27 14 22 18 24 25

27 12 31 26 311 21 19 37

33 42 25 26 39 39 34 23

33 32 35 39 211 36 32 32

28 22 33 29 26 21 29 37

6 4 6 6 7 5 6 8

20 23 20 15 20 20 20 15

25 0
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FINANCING--(CONTINUED)

Question

To what extent is the funding of your
budget going to be a problem in the next
three years? (Percent responding.)

It is NOT now a problem a ndkhouldn't
be one in the next three years

le is NOT now a problem but will
be one within three years

It is now a problem but should
get better within three years

II is now a problem and probably
will continue to be one in the
next three years

To what extent does the funding of tilts-
Cation seem to be a problem In) our stare!

(Percent responding )

Not a problem for any school system
in this state ..

Only a problem for a few school
systems in this state ....,.........

A problem for about haf of the
school systems in this state ..... ..

A problem for about three-fourths
of the school systems

A problem for most school systems

As far as 'your school system is cow\
serried. what is the major reason that'
keeping the schools adequately funded is
difficult ' (Percent responding.)

Mosements to "hold the fine" on
local property tax increases..

f he inadequate amount of state
aid to local school systems

The inadequate amount of
federal aid

Has there been iny organired attempt in
the community %here your school system
is located to reduce Or limit property
taxes'

Yes. it has happened successfully
Yes, it has happened but

i NO 1 successfullyq'No. but it it likely to happen
No. and it is NOT likely to happen

Region Stratum

Total Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2,999

3.000. 25.006-
24.999 or more

9 6 12 7 12 14 6 6

27 20 14 35 31 37 28 15

3 3 4 5 2 4 3 2

61 72 71 53 55 46 6 76

1 3 1 0 I I 1 2

7 5 8 9 6 8 6 10

,10 .8 7 12 lu 14 7 12

12 13 8 13 15 17 II 5

69 73 76 66 62 61 76 71

53 48 69 56 51 47 56 ` 56

44 51 .28 42 45 48 44 40

3 I 3 3 4 5 I 4

-

27 30 24 14 35 14 29 39

13 15 15 14 9 8 13 18

34 ao 36 39 26 43 35 21

27 15 24 13: 29 35 23 22
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FINANCING,(CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle
300-

West 2.999
3.006..' 25.000.
24.999 or more

What percentage of your current even.
dilute rmienhes comes from local. state.
and federal trees? (Round off to the
nearest wh le percent.) (Percent
responding.)

Local
25 percent 23 10 27 15 130 18 26 24

26 to 50 per nt 39 24 44 41 43 40 37 43
51 to 75 per nt 28 43 2i 32 21 28 28 28
76 percent or more ... 9 24 4 12 [ 6 14 9 4

Mean percent 44 59 39 48 40 48 43 42

Median percent 45 60 35 49 41 48 43 41

State [

25 percent or less 13 34 4 15 9 20 12 6
26 to 50 percent ....... , [, .. ; 39 44 35 43 38 40 37 41

51 to 75 percent ,... .... .. 41 20 60 39 41 36 44 44

76 percent or more 7 3 I 3 '12 5 7 9
Mean Pcrcent 49 37 52 47 53 46 50 52
Median percent ...... ...... 50 38 56 48 53 45 SI 52

Federal
Mean percent 7 5 10 6 7 6 7 9

Median percent 5 4 9 5 $ 5 5

Some people contend that the federal
government's share of the cost of public
education must be, at least ,Xne.third,
Would you sdpport or oppose that con-
tentton? (Percent responding.)

Strongly support
Tend to support
fend to oppose

Strongly oppose

Dots your school receive any DIRECT
aid thtough any of the following federal
aid programs' (Percent responding
-yes.")

Impact Aid ((or children of
parents who Inc or work

17 28 23 14 12 18 1$ 21

26 29 37 25 19 23 28 25

29 25 20 35 26 27 32 28

28 19 20 27 43 32 25 26

on federal properly) 49 43 52 39

ESFA Tducation for the
Economia!), Educationally
Disadvantaged Children.... ...... 91 91 94 89

91-170 0-82---17

61 7.9 40 .

92 91 87 ,4-6

253
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FINANCING(CONTINVEDI

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2.999

1000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

Education for All
Handicapped Children 73 57 80 49 11 53 79 88

Teacher Centers andlor
/

Teacher Corps 12 7 19 16 I 6 34

Does your school spterll prefer that fed
eral aid be distributed CATEGORI.
CALLY as it is now. or that it be prorated
GENERALLY among all school
systems?

Categotici aid 15 19 12 14' 14 16 16 12

General aid 52 44 38 .53 49 36 ' 30 48

A eoinbination of categorical and
general aid 31 32 28 32 36 23 i 33 39

Neiiher 2 5 1 1 5 1 1

1.s./

It your school system FISCALLY
INDEPENDENT or is it FISCALLY
DEPENDENT upon another level of
government for fig.iding? (Percent
responding )

Fiscally independent 36 48 18 42 31 39 38 31

Fiscally dependent 62 51 78 .57 67 60 61 65

Other 2 1 4 3 2 1 1 4

.....
busing of students and heating/ a ir condi-
tioning the schools are Iwo big uses of
energy by the public schools. ?That has
your school system done in each case to
meet the increased costs? (Percent

responding.)

Busing
a. Cut back the use of eneigy
b. Found nes, sources of revenue

34 )7

.,
25 36 33 42 33 27

to meet increased costs .16 7 24 16 25 11 19 20

c., Reduced services in other areas
t.

to meet the increased costs 23 19 19 28 22 23 24 21

d.. None of these 27 37 33 21 20 25 25 32

Heatingrair conditioning
a. Cut bask the use of energy 65 73 61 59 68 64 68 61

bi Found new sources of revenue I
to mCet mcreaVed costs.:

c Reduced services in other areas
to meet the increased costs

d. None of,these

9

21

5

4

16

7

13

21

5

10

27
4

14

15

3

7

20,
9

10

20
3

I I

24

3



Cason Isip

About one-sixth (16 percent) of the school systems have faced attempts at censor-
ship over thc last two years; however, only one-seventh of those attempts (2 percent
of thc total) were sticcessful. Attempts at censorship-occurred less often in school
systems in the Northeastern region and in small school systems.

When attempts were'made. in a majorii of the cases textbooks and library books
were the main targets,sex and pornography were the' area of attick. and individuals
in the coirimunity acting on theirpwn were responsible. At'

31,

CENStiaSHIP

Quest ion Total Northeast

Ilas your school system faced any
attempts at censorship in the last two
years (1975-79 and 1979-80)?

t*Yes, some successful attCmPts
Yes. some serious threats but

2 o

with little success 14 10

No ..... ...... . ............. 84 90

If YES, answer each of the fo llowing:

Who was primarily responsible for the
censorshiP .attempts? (Percent
responding who said *yes" above.)

Individuals in the community
siting on their own, ' . 71 100

Organised group(s) (Seim the .
conrunity 22 o

Organized group(s) in the state
arrting :his community ' 4 0

Organised national group(S)
targeting this community ......... 4 ....0

What were the tarrts? (Percent
responding who said "yes' abo.c. Per-
cents may add to mcve than too

1

Textbooks 56 57

ibigaariin b7csek tsc.

i

59
11

57
II

..c curriculum coursesS A ,,
or ess 40 22

'Specific teachers or administrators 9 o
Others 9 II

Region Stratum

SoUtheast

57

36

7

0.

/4(
14

50
II
o

Middle West
300-
2,999

1000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

i
Z.

2 1 2 1 .; 2 *

11 23 5 13 28
83 76 93 86 70

68 65 92 79 ; 59

23 22 8 II 28

0 9 0 ,. 4 5

9 4 0 0 8

52 63 67 48 59
SI 33 13 62 49
19 0 33 10 5

24 50 33 38 44

10 4 25 7 5

0 17 0 1 10 10
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CENSORSH1P(CONTINUED)

Region Stratum

3007 1000- 25.000-

Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2,999 24,999 or more

What were the general area(s) of
attick? (Percent responding who said

'les" abose Percents may add to
more than 100.) . .

.. Sex and/or pornography 66 78 78 73 46 83 - 75 55

Drugs/tobacco/alcohol . , II II 7 9 17 33 14 3

Religion sersus science 34 35 71 18 33 33 39 30

Political andlor economic *stems ,, 15 II 29 9 .2i 25 14 13

Race and/or ethnicity 1$ 0 14 23 13 0 7 25

Sex role stereotyping 10 "0 0 9 21 8 4 15

Other 25; 22 7 14 38 17 25 28

4

2 6
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Handicapped Students

In over hair (55 percent) of thc school systems, handicapped students attend thc
school in their attendance arca. One-fifth (20 percent) bus them to selected scho'ols
and one-tenth (I I percent) have specifieally designed centers for handicapPed
students. About one-seventh (14 percent) have no dominan5 practice. School
systems in the Southeast are slightly more likely to scnd tl.:m to schools in their
attendance areas.

Aside from a few exceptions (5 percent or less), most school systemsprovide for the
instruction of students who arc speech imAatred. deaf or hard of hearing. Visually
handicapped, mentally retarded. sertously" smotionally disturbed. ort hopeducally
handicapped or othcr health impaired. I.

Students who arc speech impaired arc m re common)y_matnstreamed for ALL
instruction while ftWe-iiis iiiihih-Collicrihandicaps arc more likely to be main-
streamed only for some Instruction. Students who arc seriously emotionally dis-
turbed arc more likely than thosc with other handicaps to have ALL instruction in
special classes.

i The estimates of percentagesof students in he school systcms who have the kinds of
learning disabilitiss-defined in Pl. 94-142 averaged a mcan of 8 percent. '

I i
i

More then nine;tenths of the school systeMs prow:tie thc following for all or most
handicapped student& established procedures toassure early identificaton (98
percent). individual education program '(95 permit). all education in a "least
restrictive environment" (94 percent), an4 scheduled time with specialists in their ,

handicap (94 percent). About foun.fifths III percent) providetransportation to and ,

from school for all or most handicapped students. although only 69 percent of the
Ilarge school systems provide such transp dation.

In general, special provisions to help teae ers who have handicapped students arc,
available more ofrn for the special educ tion teacher than for thc regular classJ
imoni teacher. A large majority of school ystems provide informatton on P.L. 94
142. in-service education, procedures to r quest instructional materials, help fro
specialists, procedures for review of placehsent, involvement in IEP's, informatio
on due process rights of parents, and help from special teachers for both speci I
education and regular classroom teacheri. Thc three eXceptions arc as follous

a. Two-thirds(66 percent) decrease the ainrage student load for special educati n
teacher& but only 12 percent for reg lar classroom teachers.

Only two-fifths (39 percent) provide teacher aide or parent volunteer foij a
special education teacher whcn a stud4nt is mamstreamed, and only 28 percc
for regular clissroole teachers.

c. Only one-third (34 percent) provide released or compensatory time for speeuul
education teachers, but only 13 percent for regular classroom teachers

tu.

C
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HANDICAPiT STUDENTS (P.L. 94-142)

Question Total

,Resion StratUm

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-

2,999
3,000-1 25.000-
24,999 \or more

In general, how does your school system
handle the education of handicapped stu-
dents? (Percent responding.)

They attend the school in their
attèndanc area 55 54 65 47 55 60 52 53

Most are bused to selected schools 20 i 21 15 25 18 15 26 19

They attend specifically designed
centers for the handicapped 11 10 9 14 10 12 II 9

No dominant practice 14 15 12 :. 17 14 11 19

P.L. 94142 tries to aSSure that each han-
&capped child is placed in REGULAR
classes (mainstreamed) when it's approp-
riate In general. for how much of their
instruct (mare children who have the fol-
lowing nods of handicaps mainstreamed
in your school system' (Percent
responding,

a, 5peech impaired
Elementary

No provision for instruction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

All insiruction m
special classes 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 2

Mainstreamed for some
instruction 34 32 41 32 36 42 26 36

Mainstreamed for,all
instruction 62 66 56 65 61 54 70 63

Secondary
.

No provision for instruction ..), I 0 0 1 2 2 1 0

All instruction in
special daises 3 3 1 3 4 5 4 1

Mainstreamed for some
..

'mstruction 31 28 39 30 30 37 26 32

Mainstreamed for all
instruction ......... 65 69 60 67 64 56 70 67

' b Deaf Of hard, of liearing
Elementary

No provision for instruction .,, 5 3 I 7 7 10 5 0

All instruction an
- special classes ..... ...... .. 15 18 18 16 14 18 16 10

Mainstreanied for some
instruct iost ,.... ....... 62 49 65 62 71 49 57 85

Mainstreamed for all
instruction......--- 18 31 15 15 8 23 22 5
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HANDICAPPED STUDENTSr(CONTINHED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2.999

3.000- 25,000-
24.999 or more

Si:condarr
No prosision for instruction , 5 1 1 7 8 I 1 5 0
All instruction in
special classes 12 14 17 13 9 13 13 9

Mainstreamed for some
instruction 61 44 65 60 73 47 57 81

Mainstreamed for all
instruction 22 40 17 21 10 30 24 11

.c Visually handicapped
Eleinemar

No piovision for Instruction ... 5 1 I 7 7 8 6 0
All untruction in
special classes., ......... ... 12 14 14 13 12 14 13 9

Mainstreamed for some
instruction . ...... ... 57 51 58 56 61 46 54 73

Mainstreamed for all
instruction .......... ....... 26 34 27 24 21 32 26 18

Secondary
No provision for instruction ... 5 I 1 7 7 8 7 0
All instrtiction on

special classes 9 10 13 10 10 I I 8 8
Mainstreamed for some
instruction 54 48 54 56 57 43 65 65

Mainstreamed for all
instruction

sl Mentally retarded

31 41 31 27 26 39 28 28

EkmentarY
No provision for instruction 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
All insttuctton in
special classes, . ...... ..... . 17 14 16 15 19 20 17 16

Mainstreamed for some
Instruction 79 84 84 81 76 74 82 81

Mainstreamed for all
instruction ,, , ......... . 3 1 0 4 4 5 1 3

Secondari
No provision for instruction 0 0 0 s 1

1 I 0 0
All instruction in
special classes.. .. ..... 15 14 12 13 17 16 14 15

Mainstreamed for some
instruction . . . ... . . 81 85 88 81 77 76 85 82

Mainstreamed for all
instruction ....... ..... ... 4 i 0 5 4 7 1 4

2fJ4
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HANDICAPPED STHDENTS(CONT1NHED)

Question

c. Seriously emotionally disturbed
ammo')

No provision for instruction
All instruction in

special classes
Mainstreamed for some
instruction

Mainstreamed for all
instruction

, Secondary
No provision for instruction
All instruction in

special classes
Mainstreamed for Some
instructioh

Mamstreamed for all
pnstruction .

f Orthopedically impaired Of

other health impaired
Elementary

No provision for instruction ... -
All instruction in
special classes......... ..... ..

Mainstreamed ?or some
instruction

Mainstreamed for all
Instruction

,Secondan,
NO provision for instruction
All instruction in

special classes
Mainstreamed for some
instruction ......

Mainstreamed for all
instruction

What do you estimate as the percent of
students in'your school systernwho hase
thc kinds of learning disabilities &fined
in P L 94-14r

Lcss than 5 percent ... ....<
5 to 9 percent............ .,
10 to 14 percent
15 to /9 percent
20 percent or more ...... r.
Mean percent ....... ...........
Median percent

6 3

Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2.999

3,000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

3 1 1 5 5 7 3 0

36 43 48 38 28 31 38 39

57 54 44 54 65 54 59 57

4 1 7 3 2 8 1 2

4 3 1 7 7 4 1

34 38 44 36 28 28 37 35

59 58 49 55 63 56 58 63

4 1 6 4 3 8 1 2

2 0 0 4 2 6 / 0

16 16 19 17 17 10 21 17

59 49 SI 63 64 55 55 71

22 35 30 17 17 30 23 12

3 0 0 4 3 5 3 0

13 13 16 16 14 9 17 13

60 53 50 62 65 55 55 73

24 34 34 18 18 31 26 14

25 19 26 23 30 26 25 24

35 33 36 37 38 35 36 32

28 30 25, 28 26 23 28 35

8 12 7 8 3 10 7 6

4 6 6 4 3 5 4 3

8 9 8 8 8 8 9 9

8 9 7 8 7 8 8 8
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HANDICAPPED STUDENTS(CONTINDED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeatt Middle West
300-

2,999
3.000. 25.000.
24.999 or more

In gentratlfow many handicapped sm.
dents WC provided each of the following'
(Percent responding.)

a Transportation to and from school
For all or most .....,.. 81' 88 91 $8 69 86 85 69

For about half 8 1 5 4 16 7 5 14

For more or only a few . ,

b All education in J least
restrictive environment"

f or all or most ..., .,....

II

94

II

95

4

87

9

97

15

93

8

94

10

91

17

94

I. or about half 4 4 8 2 4 2 5 4

For mote or only a few

c An Individual& Education
3 1 5 1 3 4 2 2

Program
for all or most 95 98 97 94 97 89 99 97

For about half .. 2 1 1 5 0 6 2 0

for more or only a few , .,.
d Scheduled sone with specialists

in their handicap

3 1 I 2 3

I

6 0 3

For all or most ... , . ....... . 94 99 94 94 92 88 98 95

For about half ..... .,.. . , 3 0 4 2 2 5 1 2

For more or only a few

c Procedures established to assure
early identification

4 I 3 4 6 7 1 3

For all or most ..... ........ . 98 100 99 98 97 96 100 9)
For about half ..,. ..... , 2 0 I 1 2 2 1 2

For more or only a few 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

What special provisions have been made
to provide help for both tpecialeducarion
leathtrs and regular classroom teachers
who !use handicapped students main.
streamed in their classIcsr (Percent
responding -yes

a. Information to ALL teachers on
the implication of P.L 94.142

Special education teachers 97 97 100 98 97 97 97 98

Regular classroom teachers 86 80 88 85 .s 92 89 85 84

In.sersice education o'n how to
work with handicapped children

Special education teachers 95 92 97 94 97 92 96 98

Regular Classroom teachers 81 89 78 81 77 80 81 80

J
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HANDICAPPED STUDENTS(CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middle West
300-
2.999

3.000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

e. Procedures for requesting and
receiving apPropriate instructional
materials and equipment

Special education teachers 95 90 99 94 96 92 94 99

Regular classroom teachers

d, Procedures for requesting and
receiving help from a school
psychologist. counselor. or
other specialist

71 80 78 70 68 75 69 79

Special education teachers 97 93 99 96 99 96 97 99

Regular elassrooni teachers

e. Released or compeMatory time
for the extra ssork involsed

94 91 93 93 98 90 94 96

Special education teachers 34 34 26 36 33 38 34 30

Regular classroom teachers 13 18 5 14 7 14 15 8

I Decrease from the average
student load

,

Special education teachers 66 58 69 69 70 62 74 59

Regular classroom teachers ...,

it, Procedures for requesting
review of placement of
a handicapped student

12 II 9 15 12 11 12 12

Special education teachers 94 90 96 92 97 90 95 96

Regular classroom teachers

h. Insolvement in the
preparation of Indnidualired

87 86 93 86 88 82 89 89

Education Programs
'

Special education teachers 96 97 96 97 97 92 97 99

Regular Ciasst00111 teachers

i Specific information'provided
to all teachers on the due process
rights of parents

75 70 75 77 78 74 77 74

Special education teachers 94 90 96 9$ 96 92 95 96

Regular clasSroom teachers

j, Help made available qci'rn special

77 75 82 76 81 75 77 81

teachers ssheneser it's needed
Special education teachers ' 83 86 85 81 80 81 83 84

Regular classroom readers 78 81 76 77 77 74 79 81

LA teaehd aide Of parent
volunteer assigned sshen A
handicapped student is
mainstreamed

Special education teachers .. 39 42 30 38 41 39 44 30

Regular Classf Wm teachers 28 29 17 26 29 31 29 22

2 6
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?rotational Development

For one-third (33 percent) of the school systems. thc primary intent for the profes.-
sional development of teachers is to provide group training that meets school
system needs. Another 13 percent have the primary intent of providing opportum,
ties that meet individual teacher needs. Half (50 perccnt) give bothssf theseispecial
attention,

Thc most commonly uscd proyision for the professiona I development of teachers in
1979-80 wcrc workshops or special courses orrery.' during the regular school year by
86' percent of the school syslems. Provisions for university/College extension
courses offered in the community were made by 67 percent of thc school systcms.
About half provided for workshops or special courses offered during the summcr
(54 percent) and a specified number of days of released time for conferences. etc. (51
percent). Only about one-third provi '- tuition reimbursement (32 percent) and
sabbatical leaves (36 percent).

A majority of school systerits (63 percent) REQUI RE. when appropriate,m-service
education to prepare teachers for new curricula. About one-third require it to
correct identified weak qesscs in performance (39 percent). for state certification (35
percent). (or advancement on the salary scheduk (35 pereent)..and for state recerti-
fication-(32 percent). Only about onc-sixth require it to comply with negotiated
agreements (IS percent) and to help fulfill degree requirements (17 percent) Eight
percent require it to fulfill requirements for tenure.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Region Stratum

300- MOO- 25.000.
Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2.999 24.999 or more

Which of the following best describes
your sehcol system's primary intent.for
the professional development of
teachers/ (Percent responding )

To provide group training .

that meets school system needs
(e.g.. preparation (or new
curricula. training in classroom
management techniques) 3)- 21 30 33 39 37 31,. "'" 32

To provide opportunities for
professional growth that meet
individual teacher needs
(e.g.. supporting advanced

'degree programs. released time
,for individual activities) 13 II 14 II 14 17 15 5
Both of these get equal
attention ..... 50 64 51 51 46 41 51 61

Neither of these 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 0
Don't have any programs 3 4 4 4 I 5 2 2
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPME4T-(CONTINUED)

Region Stratum

Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle

What specific provisions arc being madc
by your schooksystem in 197980 for the
professional deselopment of teachers!
(Percent responding. Percents may add
to more than 100)

Sone 2 1 1 3

Illnisersityr college extension
courses offered in the
community ..... .... , 67 53 83 67

Some or all tuition reimbursed
.:fcrittdrif colleges di
unisersities 32 57 40 30

Workshops or special courses
iiffered during the regular
school year

'

, 86 89 94 80

Workshops or Special courses
offered during the summer 54 40 72 49

Staffed Teacher Center(s) 17 9 22 17

Unsuffed Teacher Centerts) ..... .. 5 3 8 4

A specified number of infs..
Nitwit leases, either for A year

or a leniester 36 58 28 29

A specified number of days of
released time for each teacher
to attend conferences. visit
other scho alsr programs. etc 51 63 44 48

Shon periods of released time
available for individual study ..... 22 IV 32 20

A dollar allocation for each
teacher to use for hisrher
own professional development . ... 4 4 1 6

Other 9 12 12 7

Is in.service education REQUIRED of
teachers. whenever appropriate, for any
of the following reasons', (Percent
responding. Percents may add to more
than 100.)

To help ful511 degree
requirements

For state.cettification.....
Poe state recertification
Rd advancement on the

a siolary schedule ...... ...... ,
To fulfill requirements
for tenure

266

17 19 28 14

35 34 49 31

32 19 53 38

35 44 28 31

I 1$ 6 7

ci

West
300-
2.999

1000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

2 5 2 0

68 54 73 73

18 27 37 29

86 74 89 95

61 28 60 80
23 7 10 39

4 5 4 6

35 18 41 51

51 53 54 47

21 18 24 24

3 5 4 2

7 6 9 12

II 18 15 17

35 37 31 37

22 30 26 41

34 35 35 34

1 6 5 16
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT-4CONTINUEDj

Region Stratum

300- 3.000- 25.000-

Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2.999 24.999 'or more

To correct identified weak.
nesses in performance .,.. ....... 39 26 34 39 34 35 41 40

To prepare teachers for
new curricula 63 62 64 59 66 '56 67 67

To comply with
negotiated agreements 18 25 .' 8 20 15 17 17 19

Other 9 3 7 6 20 6 8 17

1

.
o

o

I
..

0

2 6 j
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Umber Evaluative

Almost nine-tenths of the school systems (88 percent) DO NOT require teachers to
pass a ComPetency test before thcy arc certified to teach. However. 12 percent have
such a requirement for first certification only, with almost one-third (33 percent) of
the school systems in the outheast maintaining thab reqiirement.

Of those school systemc requiring teachers to pass a Fompetency test, most (94
percent) do so because of a State requirement. ,

WherF the tests arc used -. about half of thc school systems (4$ percent) said the
competency test was developed,by thc state, and al ttle less than half (44 percent)
said it was commercially developed.

About half (53 percent) evaluate ALL professional staff at least oncc a year by
means other than a competency test. One-sixth (17 percent) evaluate only class-
room teachers, with.neaely another one-fifth119 percent) evaluating only somc
classroom teachers (e.g.. nontenured). Eleven perce t evaluate all building-level
professional staff, including priiici!els.

Evaluations othcr than competency tots are uscd by school systems mainly for
reappointment/dismissal of teachers (72 percent), selecting teachers for tenure (51
percent). and selecting teachers for admInistrative/sdpervisory positions (39 per-
cent). Only 14 percent usc other means of evaluation for advancing teachers on thc
salary schedule and 4 percentfor awarding merit pay,

TEACHER EVALUATION

Region Stratum

Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle
300- 1000. 25,000.

Wcst 2.999 24.999 or more

Are classroom teachers in your school
system required to pass ii,COMPET-
ENCY TEST before they are certified
(licensed) to teach?(Perant responding )

Ycs, for first certification only 12 3 33 16 2 8 II 20

Yes, for recertification only .., 0 0 0 t) 0 0 0 0

Yes, for both first certifp.
cation and recertification .... 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

No 88 98 65 84 98 92 89 80
.

. ..

If YES, answer each of the following:

h it a state requirement or your school
system% requirement? (Percent
responding who said yes above.)
A state requirement 94 !CO 93 !CO 0 100 95 88

Out school system's requirement 6 o 7 0 100 0 5 12

0

2
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s TEACHER EPALUATION(CONTINUED)

_QueStion

.

Who ssas.responsi le for dessloping
the test (or having it developed)?(Per-

Region Stratum

. 300- 3.000,--25.000-
Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2.99: 14.999 Of more

cent responding
above )

ho said "yes"

The local 7 0 ' 7 0 100 6\ 5 12

The state 48 100 33 56 0 85 41 .36

It is a commercially
developed test . 44-^ 0 59 44 0 15 55 48

Other -----'------2;--S ° 0 0 0 0 0 4 --

Much members of the prole sionAstaff
arc evaluated at least once ay sr- other
than by a competency test. -o the qual.
Hy of sef1,1CC they prosaic? (Percent
responding.)

No one as esaluated
.perioelitally ... ..... . ... .....

Only some classroom teachett
(e g.. nontenured leachersh ..

All classroom teachers ,.....
All buildinglevel professional
staff. including principals.--

Aq professional staff... .... , ... .

Arc the results of compervicy tests r
other esaluahons used for any of the f
tossing ,purposes' (Percent rcspondin
Percents may add to more than 100.)

a. Not used In thls schodl system
Competency test scores . ...
Other evaluations

b Xeapiointment.4ismiV4I of
teachers

Competency test scores --...
Other evaluations ............

c Selecting teachers for tenure
Competency test stores ...... .
Other evafuationt ..... .......

d. Advancement on the salary
schedule

Competency test scores
Other evaluations

e Asyarding of merit pay
Competency test scores ...
Othei evaluations ...., ...

,

..
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

19 12 14 20 22 9 17 35

17 24 . 9 23 14 29. 15 5

11 10 13 10 11 18 9 6

53/ 54 62 ' 48 53 44 .59 54

67 74 65 68 65 73 74 54

9 10 12 10 7 9 10 8

\
2 0 2 3 ' 4 2 ' 2 2

72 61 77 70 77 74 70 71

s

\i 0 2 1 2 1 1 1

l 60 52 51 51 52 51 51
t

0 0 2 2 1 2 0

1.1 24 16 9 14 15 12 15

\
1 2 0' 2 2 I 3 0

4 9 3 2 1 4 6 2

2 7
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TEACHER EVALHATION(CONTMED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middk
300. 3,000. 2 000.

West _2,999 24.999 c4r more

f Selcetingleachers for
adMIntstrative,supersisory
positsons

Competency test scores 3 0 7 3 $ 1 3 6

Other esaluations

it. None of these purposes

39 36 53 30 43 17 47 56

Competency test scores 33 32 30 32 37 30 26 46

Other evaluations 16 24 12 13 17 16 1$ 17

gra

274:
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Discrimination

Three-fifths (61 percent) of the school systeriss hase a WRITTEN plan specifically
designed to eliminate discrimination against somc groups in some areas.

Of thc te 61 percent that has'e a, *.s ritten,pla n:

a. Almost all (94 percent) speak ye initial employment andsihree.fourths (75
percehty.to assignments to alininistratrs'elsupervisory positions. A smaller
majority speak tc(.ex role stereotyping in instructional materials (70 percent), ,

and inipmuralfintermuraTsports (about 60 percentt.
b. More than fourfifths provide for female employees (87 perccnt), female sm.

dents (82 percent) and, blacks (81 percent). About sesentenths (71 percent) ,
provpc for Hispanics' and some other minorities.

e. A majority provide for nationaVorigin (82 percent). religion (80 percent).,
physical handicaps (80 percent). agc (78 percent). marital stays (63 percent);
and political beliefs (55 percent). One-third or less provide for sexual preference
(34 percent). organintional memberships (33 percent) or life style (26percent)4

DISCRININNATION

Region Straturn

Quest ion total Northeast Southeast

Does your school system have a WR I T.
itti plan that as specifically designed
to ehtninate discrimination against SOW
groups en somc areas"' (Percent
responding ) AO

Yrs : 61 68 58
No . . , 39 32 42

If yrs. anssser each of ihe follossing:

Arc tilt' follossng grew, SPECIF1.
CAL 1.Y prosided for in the ,plang
(Percent responding ssho said ")es'
ataise Percents may add to morethan

,

Initial employment . 94 92 93
Assignments to adminotratisel
and supersisory positions, ... , 73 69 79

Intramural 'poets 61 71 58
Intermural sports .... . ....., 61 71 67
Sex role stereotyping in
instructional materials TO 80 74

91-170 0,132--18

Mid&
300- 3.000. 253000-

West 2.999 24,999 or more

4.33 e
i

53 6-1 51 62 74
4.'7 36 49 38 1 26

.4

a
93 95 95 95 91

...../
70 80 % 62 75 86
61 48 66 59 40
65 51 61 4 46

68 553 70 75 64
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Region Striit um

DISCR1M1NATION(CONT1NQED)

-
300. 3.000. 25.000.

Question Tral Northeast ciutheast Middle West 2.999 24.999 or more

t
. Arc the following groups SPECIF1.

ICALLY prosided (or in the plan'
:- (Percent responding wh. said ')es"

abos c.. Percent may add to mote caiin

-

100) . .

'Rlackt 81 75 90 79 84 66 9 95

Hispanics 71 68 63 61.,
8

60 68 115

Some other minorities 71 as 68 61 7 66 69 80

Female employees 87 91 95 85 86 88 88 87°

Female students 82 80 90 81 73 81 , 83 82

Are the following charaererisriegSPE-
CI FICA LLY provided for in the plan?
(Percent responding who said 'yes"
abose. Percents may add to m ore t ha n

100 ) ...

Age ..... ........ ......... --78------90 74 75 75 86 83 67

Religion .........., 80 90 74 tcr 80 434 86 70

Political beliefs ,.... A ... ..... 55 51 50 59 45 64 56 46

Physic-al handicaps . .. ...... 80 82 79 75 82 ' 86 76 80

Matila status..... 63 62 58 65 59 84 59 SO

Life style ....... . , ... ...... 26 31 13 33 112 ' 33 24 22

Seaual preference 34 36 26 44 29, 46 26 34

National origin ......., ...... 82 82 76 77 84 74 88 82

Organitational niemberships 33 33 21 35 26 41 32 28

s

274
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Specialisti

The following definitions are used;

*kNot available': system does not have sal' h personne . .1

"Available only on request": not housed ; any sehoOls.

"Limited provision": housed in some schooi and available to others on request.

idl providur:

Morc school systcms prbvide for special music and phy cal education teacherS in
1

y ud in all regular sehmIlls. \r
;

thi elementary schools than for special art teachers. Onc4ourth(26 percent)do not

pprlvide
special art teachers,awlmeas only 5 and 14 percent, respectasely, do not

r vide special music and sPecial physical education teachers. Furthermore, only
41 rercent fully provide special music teachers but 64 a nd 150 percent. respectively,
full provide special music and special physical education teachers,

-- Ses n4enths (69 percent) fully provide special reading teachers in elementary
. schsiols, with only 55 percent fully providing them in second ry schools. Only 3 and

8 Orcent. respectisely,i do not make special reading tea hers available at thc
elerdentary and secondary levels.

Sthool nurses, libra nabs. and guidance counselors arc more likely to be fully
provided at the secondary level than at thc elementary level. iMmost all (96 and 95
percent, respechsely) fully provide librarians and guidance counselors an Ilse
secoddary schools whereas only 65 and 28 percent. respectiveli'. fully provide thcm
in eltentary schools. About one4hird (30 percent) do not s.en make guidance
coun lors available at the elementary level. Two.fifths (42 percent) fully provide a
schonl nurse an secondary school with 37 percent making Milked provisions,
whereas pnly 33 perccnt fully prOvide a school nurse an elementary schools with 45
percent making limited provisions.

Most .chool systems make somc provision for a psychologist (94 percent) in both
elemeltary and secondary schbols, With Only abbut iiiii.third (32 percent) making
full provisions. Only half (about 50 percent) make psychiatrists available and thcn
primarily upon request, with only 10 perccnt makangat least limited provision for a
psychiatrist at both levels.

s----
One4h1rd do not make a social wo(ter available at either the elementary or
secondary levels (33 and 35 percent. respectively). About 40 percent make at least
limiteellprovision at both levels,

More than half (57 percent) fully provide a speech theraporiat the elementary level
and alMost half (47 percent) at thc secondary level. Only about 1 percent make no
provislon.

Teacher aides and unpaid voluntecraides both arc more like to be madeavailable
at the elementary level than at thc secondary level About half (52 percent) fully
provide teacher aides at the elementary level with another 42 percent making
limited provisions. At the secondary level 40 and 38 percent, respectively, make full
and 1 mited provisions. Almost sevemtenths (70 perceni) make at least limited
provi ion for unpaid volunteer aides at the Flementary lesel, whereas only about
half (50 percent) make such provisions at the secondary level.
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SPECIALISTS

Region Stratum

3o0- 1000- 25.000-

Question Total Northeast Southeast Middle West 2.999 24,999 or more

To what extent are each of the following
special kinds of SCHOOL PERSON-
NEL made available to the schools in
your school system?

Not availablesystem does not
liave such personnel

Available only on requestnot
housed in any schools

Limited provision housed in
some schools and available
t" others on request

Fully providedhoused in all
regular schools

a. School nurse
Elementary

Not available ...... .,..,. 10 3 li 14 6 13 10 8

Available only on request 12 o 18 16 9 16 9 II

Limited provision 45 37 40 46 51 34 45 58

Fully provrvted .. ...... ... 33 61 25 24 35 37 37 23

Secondary'
.

Not available . , ... .... 10 1 20 14 5 13 10 7

Available only on request II 1 17 14 10 lo 7 11

Limited provision ... .. 37 18 34 46 )7 36 34 41

Fully provided

b Librarian

42 80 30 26 48 36 50 50

Elementary
Not available ......... 4 3 0 4 9 3 6 3

AvadaLle only on 'moat 3 1 o 3 5 3 2 ,3

Limited provision 29 39 21 25 35 27 31 28

Fully provided .... .. 65 Si 79 68 52 68 61 66

Secondary
Not available , o o o o t I

Available only on request 0 0 o o o o o o

Limited provision 4 7 3 3 4 7 3

Fully provided

e. Guidance counselor

96 93 97 93 95 93 ,97 96,

Elementary
Not available 30 33 28 30 32 22 37 29

Available only on request 9 P 4 12 11 1 1 7 7

Limited provision ...... 34 23 44 ° 33 29 26 31 47

Fully provided 28 33 24, 25 28 41 25 17

Secondary ,
Not available 1 o 3 1 1 3 I 6

Available only on request o o 0 I I i 0 o

Limited provision 4 5 1 6 0 It 2 2

Fully provided. 95 95 96 92 911 88 97 99

276
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SPECIALISTS(CONTINUED)

Questwn Total

Itegion Stratum

Northeast Southeast Middk Wcst
3C0-
2.999

3.000- 25.000-
24.999 or more

."

d. Psychologist
Ekmentore

Not availabc ...... ...., 6 .3 9 5 7 11 5 1

Available ;illy on cc-quest .. 33 23 40 31 44 33 30 38

Ihnited provision ..... ..... 29 29 23 31 23 29 25 36

Fully provided 32 46 28 33 27 21, 40 26

Veondary .

Not asaslable ...... 6 3 09 5 7 12 5 I

Asarlable only on request ... 34 22 41 10 42 35 30 38

Limited provision .. .... 29 30 21 32 25 28 23 38'
Fully pros Wed ..., .. ...... ..

e School social ssorker

32, 45 30 32 27 25 43 24

Elementary .

Mit available 31 29 20 26 50 43 31-, 24

Asadablc only on request . 26 25 35 24 23 29 24 24

I united provision ...... . 22 21 26 26 16 16 22 31

Fully prosided .. ..... 19 24 20 25 11 12 23 21

Second:op
Not available ....,.,,... ., , 35 30 21 26 52 46 33 24

Availabk only on request . 27 25 37 26 21 29 25 25

limited provision r, . , 19 19 24 . 22 14 13 19 27

Fully provided ., . , . , 20 '26 18 26 14 12 24 23

C Psyehiarist
Efrinenrari

Not available .. ....... 51 29 44 53 59 56 45 53

Available only on request . 37 57 35 32 35 36 44 29

Limited provision .. ..... . 8 II 04 5 5 5 8 12

Fun) pros Wed ..... .... 4 4 ? 5 , 3 3 6

Secondart
Not as alb hle .,......,., 50 29 44 52 58 54 45 54

Available only on reqUest , 38 57 35 38 36 36 45 30

limited provision ..,..,. 8 11 16
,... 5 5 7 7 11

Fully provided ......., ....

g. Speech therapist

3 3 5 5 1 2 ,3 6

Elernentan
Not 'il, allable .. .... 1 1

5

1 1 3 2 0

Available only on request t ... ..11 It 4 10 10 10 8 16

Limited provision ...... 31 30 6 26 40 27 27 41

Fully ;lopsided . 57 61 5 t 63 48 61 64 43

Se, ondar) a

Not as adable 2 1 5 2 1 2 3 I

AvadaWe only on reqUelt 15 16 17 15 13 17 13 17

Limited provision ..,. , ... 35 32 33 33 ' 46 35 30 44,

$ Fully proilded ......., ..... 47 51 46 50 40 47 55 38

2 7
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SPECIALISTS(CONTINUED)

Question Total

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Aliddk West
300-
2.999

3,000-
24.999

25.000-
Of MOIC

h Teacher aides
Elementars

Not availabk 4 5 9 4 3 7 3 2

Avadabk only on request 2 3 0 1 1 3 I 1

Limited provision . ... 42 37 ' 49 45 40 28 42 61

Fully provided ...... 52 56 43 50 ,56 63 54 36

Secortdort
Not available 18 15 21 23 IS 30 13 11

Available only on request . 4 3 3 3 4 6 3 2

I imited provision 40 33 50 40 36 25 41 57

Fully provided ....... . .. , i,

i 1inpaid volunteer aides

18 19 26 34 45 40 43 30

Elententars
Not available .,. . , 18 14 18 20 16 33 13 7

Available only on request .. 15 21 12 15 13 19 14 11

I muted provision . ,. 43 42 4 I 46 44 29 48 ' 51

Fully pros.tIed 25 23 39 19 28 19 25 32
. 0

Serum/art
Not asailabk .... .. 30 29 26 33 28 53 25 11

Mailable onlY on request 16 17 12 19 12 18 17 12

I imited provision .. .. lic 41 . 38 35 43 22 43 48

/ ully prosided .

r, Special reading teaehe7s
tlemrnrars

16 13 25 13 17 7 13 28

Not available .....-
3 0 3 3 3 4 3 1

Mailable only on request , ... 3 0 4 4 3 l 5 2

I united prosislon .... , . .. . 26 18 26 29 27 14 22 48

Full% provided .., ,... 69 82 68 65 66 81 70 50

Sirondary
Not available ., ...... ... 8 7 12 9 3 18 4 3

Avadabk only on request . 3 0 1 4 5 3 4 3

limited prosisiv.-. . . . 11 26 33 40 29 27 31 45

Fully provided,....... ..... . 55 Si- 54 47 62 52 61 49

k Special AR I teachers in
the elementary stheols

Not available. 26 8 22 25 35 32 26 20

Avairabk only on request 5 I 7 5 3 3 4 5

I ignited pro,ision 28 24 39 26 31 18 24 45

Fully prov.ided 41 m 33 44 31 48 46 21

1 Special MUSIC teachers in
the elementary schools
Not livailahk , 5 1 8 6 7 5 7 1

Mailable only on request 1 f 4 1 4 1 4 4

Limited provision ..,. 28 25 34 25 31 15 29 44

Fully provided 64 73 54 68 58 80 61 49
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SPECIALISTS--(CONTINUF.D)

Question lotal

Region Stratum

Northeast Southeast Mu kik West
300-

2999
3.000- 25.000.
24.999 or more

-TY
-

rn Spessal PHI S1( Ai LD(iCA.
1-10s1,;.1shers in the
ekmentars schools

Not asaitable .....,. .... .. 14 4 12 1% Ig 14 17 12

Mailable onh. on requet . 2 1 1 1 i I i 2

1 united prosision . ,.. , 24 20 31 22 28 17 22 U

I ulls pros ided 60 74 .56 63 51 68 59 53

a

27
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MS. ROBINSON. The suppliers of these group-administered,
normal, reference-standardiied exams at this point have a relative-
ly free hand in the way these tests are constructed and used based
on their appeals to decisionmakers of tests purchased.

We are pleased to note that some reform is currently underway
within the testing enterprise itself, and we are somewhat encour-
aged.. However, we do not see that this bill would in any way
impose on the legitimate uses to which tests currently have been
applied.

In fact, we find that this bill would encourage grealer reform
and greater-scrutiny from within-the industry itself.

buring this time, the political environment that we might now
observe, when a theory and an unproved theory of supply-side eco-
nomics being applied to every aspect of human endeavor, we would
urge this panel to look clOsely and resist any temptation to apply
this economic theory to the yet unsound.and unproved definitions
of many of the tests that I have indicated are currently in use.

Intelligence tests, aptitude tests, and reading readiness lack clear
technical definition within the industry itself Therefore, our rush
to apply objective measure has to be caution I find that in this
debate we might be faced with,a rather common conflict of values,
that being a conflict between our need for effective,and objective, if
you will, measure of our human endeavor and some other less
easily measured' yet cherished values. '

Can we indeed apply high technology industrial model of produc-
tion to every human activity? And, indeed, if we can, are we will-
ing to pay the cost of that application.

This bill is opposed because it will be financially inconvenient to
test,developers, and indeed to some test users, but given the choices
that we have to make and given the values that we might apply to
our decisionmaking process, I would urge greater consideration for
the individual, for the productiVity and support of our society
rather than for financial considerations of industry.

Thank you. I look forward to questions and interaction with the
panel.

[The prepared statement of Sharon Robinson followsj
.
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PREPARED STATEMENT or SHARON ROBINSON, DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION AND
PROFEMHONAL DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am Sharon Robinson, Director of Instruction and Professional

Development for the National Education Association. I am pleased to have an

oPportunity to testify in support of HR 1662. We want to compliment Mr. Weiss

and the cosponsors of HR 1662 for their commitment to equal educational

opportunity. Our members are greatly concerned about the problems of testing.

Your willingness to advocate a major change to open up,college admissions

testing to public scrutiny will assist parents, students, educators, and

the public in understanding the issues surrounding testing.

NEA believes that there is an urgent

HR 1662. Weofavor the bill because

important information needed by tSe

scrutinize college aptitude tests.

parents are deprived of information

them directly,. Openness in testing

step in providing students who take

need for the Congress to enact

we believe it will improve access to

public.and the education profession to

Too pany of the nation's youth and their

about the testing process which affects

or "truth-in-testing" would be'i major

these tests with, the knowledge of what to

expect and allow teachers and parents to have the best possible information

-available to help students prepare properly.

a

The NEA.believes that all standardized tests administered by school

districts must be open to public scrutiny. We believe that the enactment of

HR 1662 would be an important step to open up the entire testing process in

this nation.

The NEA suPports HR 1662 because we belIeve it will

provide information where there has been sechcy;

serve as the basis for discussion of the serious issUes

surrounding testing;

,s result in improvements 'in substance and process in assessing

2 r's
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student aptitudes;

contribute to fairness by providing students with an opportunfty

to verify their test scores, to compare their responses with

those required by the test companies, and to make sure that tests

are accurately scored;

bring about improvements in-the tests; and

lead to the utilization of a variety of viaole alternatives.

The 9,000 delegates to the 1981 NEA Representative Assembly'adopted four

resolution; on testing. "hey are attached to this statement in Appendix A.

In. addition to the.resolutions the delegates adopted a legislative program
0

which included the foll item.

"Standardize, tests shoulo not be used to deny students

full access to equal educational oppOrtunity to evaluate
students on a sing e national or state basis. Truth-in-testing

legislation should be passed and the,Congress should investigate
the standardized t sting industry."

/

rket, and in many cases administer and interpretThose who design,

th tests must be accountable.

They must be accountable because children, the public, and the teachers need

pro ection from tests which much too frequently contain awkward items, ambiguous

,terAinology, and stark inaccuracy. If the tests were not uSed to make

decisions about students so important that their entire life chances may be

affected, it might be different. But tests in general are used to rank, group,

and trackittdent%. They are used to promote and retain students. They are

used to grant and deny diplomas. Students are admitted to txograms for the

gifted on the basis of te;t scores. They are placed in remedial and retarded

classes on the basis of tests. Individual schools, school systems, and

total state educational efforts are judged on the'basis of tests.

All these things happen in the name of aptitude assessment, more recently

2 8 2,
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renamed developed abilities by some testing agencies. The tests being

considered here measure neither aptitude nor general abilities. They are

achievement tests pure and simple. One has only to examine items in the verbal

part of the SAT. Large proportions of these require vocabulary identifiCation,

learnable by almost all students given the opportunity and'the time.

In particular, the so-called aptitude tests to which the proPosed

legislation will apply are used in ways that deny students admission to

particular institutions and prevent their pursuing specific career objectives.

Such denials frequently reflect an exclu-sionary posture that is unfair. It

is unfair because denials are often based on criteria which represent past

socio-economicivatus and opportunity rather than future potential. The

findings of Alan Nairn in the 1980 study of the Scholastic Aptitute-Test will

illustrate bow the test results reflect socio-eConomic disparities. The study

repnrts that "X Ranking of people bY SAT scores remains bj; and large a ranking

by family income."

And it goes on to say that "Although it is advertised as a test of 'scholastic

aptitude' and although it is used by colleges to accept and reject applicants

ostensibly on the basis of merit, for many students the SAT may be more a

reflection of their social class than of their potential for accomplishment

inside or beyond the school."

These discriminatory effects of the so-called aptitude tests, pazticularly

on poor and minority students, threaten to rob, the society of some of its_

highest potential leadership, particularly when one considers that test scores

2 .c'7J
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do not predict success in later life. In the unique pluralistic society thit

is America, we neecCto seek means which will open doors for a broader range

of contributions to the body politic from the-broadest range of diverse back-

grounds Nbich we as Americans cherish. NEA believes this will eventually be

best accomplished by substituting for tests a variety of multiple criteria

for decision-making about students. But as that is being worked,at, we believe

the proposals in HR 1662, if adopted, will provide access:to the testA them-

selves and a scrutiny heretofore impossible. Such scrutiny will cause

public policy makers-and the profession to make'haste to employ a broad range

of alternatives which, in the long run, will be more accurate, more fair,

and more contributin to Inc easing the pools of talent required in many walks

Of life in America..

In'the broader sense, NEA is concerned that the-nation's schools are

inundatet by by norm referenced, group administered, standardized tests (of

1 which aptitude tests are a oars) and 'that these tests have toMe to Control and narrow

the options of local school decision-makers on both curriculum and instructional

processes. Local conN, of education by parents, educators, and elected

lotal officials is being usurped by the products of testing firms, firms which

are not accountable to any electorate.

Standardized testing has become pervasi4e in kierican educi ion. Students

in 86 percent of our schools are required to take standardized, ievement

tests according to a 1980 study by NEA's Research OivisioZ Only onr percent
,

of the school districts reporiid that they did not admihister standardized

/
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achievement ests. Standardized intelligenr tests are used by 81 percent

of the na on's school districts while 95 percent use standardized reading

readiness tests. It is clear from NEA's research that there are few

schools indeed in this nation which do not administer or require students

to take some form of standardized tests.

Congress has passed few education laws which do not 1-equire sorpe

form of "objective" measures. In-almost every instanCe these. "objective"

measures are interpreted as standardized tests. In its effort to reconcile

the federal budget last month, the House adopted language for "objective

measures of educational achievement" which if adopted in the final version ,

would probably lead to an annual nationwide, state administerled, locally based

standardiied test of student pro'gress -in basic skills.' I? ESEA Title I,

this approach has not proven to be satisfactory. Local results show a clear

improvement on standardized tests, but no satisfactory way'has been found to.

aggregate these scores nationally. Those who have pomised to take the
4

government off the backs of the people,have adopted an intrusive, narrow, and

onerous method of assessing public edOcatiod.

We are concerned that.the direction of education in,Amertca is being

controlled by standardized tests. Many teachers express the opinion that

school districts place too mudil amphaLis upon standardized tests. In a
4

survey of a major school system in Texai% 60 percent of the teachers stated

that there was pressure to raise test scores at any cost.

Many of these teachers wrote unsoiicited comments upon the survey form,

r such as, "The pressure of test scores has caused great streSs and anxiety."

Another said, "We have spent this entire school year teaching for tests. We.

/

0 c
4 .:7.1 tj
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have reithed the point that we are no longer teaching test taking skills but

for all practical purposes, we are teaching the test.". A third educator
0

'. said, "I have no time to cover content areas because I am always teaching

;
for the test."

5

Parents have almost come to accept a computer printout of their child's

test scores (ranking him or her-against_a nationaf sample) as a full measure

t of the child's education progress and ribtential. NEA objects to the use of

0SAT or other standardized test scores as an indicator of scholastic aptitude

or as a measure of thequality of Amerfcan edacation: We believe thit the

results,of these tests do got aceurately reflect tither.the quality of the

;
4

-schools generally or the learning progress of students specifically.

We remain steadfast,in'our support-of-HR 1662 and our opposition to the

secrecy and app)ication of norm referenced, administrered, standardized

testsregardleis of whether scores are going u or.down. Our considered

judiMint%is that the'SAT's do more iiiTTIZTWood:---

NEA supportS.HR,1662'because it will require testing companies to proVide

InfOrmation to substantiate claims made for Oleir products. One important

exax,ple of the need for information is the coaching studyAne by the Federal

Trade Commission (m). NEA along with'seve'ral other education organizations

exerted pressure upon the FTC to release datl peetain to the effe,t of

coaching upon SAT and PSAT scores which we wire unablt to secure frodthe
. '

I

testing companies themselves: After repeatq regilests and a Freedom of

Information c6M5laint, the FTC released-raw 4ta-to the NEA. However, it wasn't

until this spring that the FTC published itslown report on coaching d its

effect upon test scores.
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The coachability of standardized tests was the subject of an'NEA study

7

repurted 11141980. A copy of that study has been prov.ided for the record.

Te,study was an independent analysis of.an E3T data initially

tOnveseigate the claim that coaching does improve individual test score
7

nerlormance oethe.SAT and PSAT.

qased on these analyses, NEA reported a significant Ofference between

, the test score.performance of coached and noncoached student grouns.1,Ini

. SAT averages were higher for coached than for noncoac d groups.

analyses, the differences were statistically significa t. This

all analy

In near.1

being so,one must ask "What of the ltudents whose parents can't afford expensive

r f
i private coaching schools? What ki 0 of fairness doctrine does this provide

them?" Parental income was thelon characterist c,external to Sp and PSAT

A
,

scores which appeared a§ a sign4antly discriminating variable. For example,

r" the greatest average gain repOr for total scores was fount/ for students
.,1 .

.., ,

. ev

fin 1976 who were coached between the PSAT and the first time'they took the'

S,AT and whose average family income was $29,000. For this group an average

gain of 143 points was found. This confirms the Nairn findings I cited earlier.

Mr. Chairman, the NEA endorses openness in all standardized testing. We

12.0.1.e.ve; that standardized te.ting has beLome aLcepted as &A almost infallible

measure of education progress by the media, by parents, and by,student s who

are caught in t he testing "secrecy trap." The example alone of their coach-

ability discredits such infallibility.

NEA, supports HR 1662 because we believe that its enactment will provide

a first step to opening up all standardized tests to public scrutiny. It will

1

proVide information where there has been ferrecy. It will provide accountability

where there has been arrogance. It will provide a basis, for productive dialogue'

on college aptitude tests based upon relevant informatOn.and data. Above all,
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it will contribute to the fairness of these tests because.it will provide

all studtnts with more equal,opportunity.in preparing for and submitting to

the tests. It will provide elected officials, professional educators, parents,

and students with the infomation necessary to judge whether or not standardized:,

testing as presently practiced should determine the future educational and

career opportunities for millions. And we are prepared to abide by these

juderents, because we have caith that reasonahlo nPnn10,wil1 co.,c1u4e, as

. the research ciled earlier,has conclucfed, that the tests are more a measure

social class than student potential.
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E-20. 'Accountability and Assessment

The National Eaucation Association recognizes
that the term alcountol;:lity, as applied to public
education, is subject to varied interpretations. The
Association maintains that educational excellence for
each child is the objective of the education system.
The Association believes that classr om teachers can
bs accountable only to the degree tha other parties

.who share this responsibility--legisla ors, other
government officials, school boards, administrators,
parents, students, and tdxpayers--are also held
accountable.

The Association believes that there should be
no single or statewide accountability system. It

will resist any attempt to transform assessment
results into a national or state testing program
that would seek to measure all students, teachers,
or school systems by a single standard and thereby
ioase.upon them a single program, rather than
providing opportunities for mmltiole programs and
objectives. The Association believes that specific
behavioral objectives should not be used as course
objectives, nor as a basis for determining
accountability.

The Association opposes the unquestioned
pursuit of behavioral objectives and insists upon --

a. A critical examination of the effects of
use of behavioral objectives

b. The identification of areas where behavioral
objectives are useful but not harmful

c. The acceptance of alternative statements
of objectives

d. Recognition that evidence of learning is
not always available upon request or demand

e. Recognition that performance criteria are
not always uniformly or universally applicable
to a given population. (71,76)

91-170 O-82--19
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H=10. Testing

The National Education Association recognizes
that testing of students, preschool through job entry,
may be appropriate for such purposes as --

a. Identifying learning needs

. b. Recommendinj instructional activities

_41J.E... Describing student progress.

usf`ot,'

The Association opposes the use of tests that
deny students full access to equil educational
opportunities or,that are used to evaluate teachers.

The Association believes that standardized tests
should not be administered when they are --

a. Potentially damaging to a student's self-
concept

b. Biased

c.' Used as the only criterion for student
placement

d. Invalid, unreliable, or out-of-date

e. Used as a basis for the allocation of federal,
state, or local funds

f. Used by testing companie- ^r publishers-to
promote their own financial 4nterests at the
expense of sound educational uses

9. 6sed to compare individual schools

h. Used in an exploitive manner by the media

i. Used as the sole criterion for graduation
or promotion

j. Inappropriate for the use intended

k. Used as a criterion for the development
of a state system of classification of
schools and/or school systems. (78,80)

H-11. CriteriA-Referenced Tests

The National Education Association believes that
criterion-referenced tests are a viable alternative

to standardized norm-referenced tests. Such tests

should be designed to describe student performance
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based on carefully developed curriculum. It is
inappropriate to administer criterion-referenced tests
that do not specifically measure instructional content.

Staff, tilre, instructional materials, and other
resources should be provided to assist students who
experience difficulty achieving the desired criteria
reflected by tests. (80)

H-12. Truth in Testina.

The Nattonal Education Association believes that
intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests-have
historically been used to differentiate rather than to
measure performance and have, therefore, prevented
equal educational opportuoities for all stadents,
particularly rinorities, lower socioeconomic groups,
and women. Contemporary research on the structure of
the intellect identifies multiple and varied mental
operations and advances the significant premise
that these operations can be taught, that intelligence
is dynamic rater than fixed.

The Association further believes that the truth-
in-testing movevent is.an important step for bringing
about long-needed test reform. Therefore, it urges all
state affiliates to strive for passage of truth-in-
testing legislation that includes a provision for each
individual test taker to receive a copy of all test
questions, scores, and rationale for correct answers. (80)

2 9 i
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Mr. WEISS Thank you very much, Dr. Robinson.
First of all, Dr. Casteen, let me express my enthusiastic support

of the effort that you have described. .

The only question I have is 'that I thought that you had' men=
tioned in your statement that you had a list of the proposed au-
thors or researcners, but I don't find that.

Mr. CASTEEN. I may have spoken imprecisely. We have described
the kinds of people with whom we are negotiating. Our concern of
releasing a listing of persons with whom we are talking before we
have a commitment may drive away competent persons whom we
would like to recruit.

Mr. WEISS. The only potential problem is who is selected to do
those studies.

Mr. CASTEEN. In the prepared statement I explained the areas of
possible mismanagement that we see in the project. We see this as
a volatile area and we think parties on both sides of this discussion
will have ample notice to try to win a debate, if this becomes a
debate.

We don't want to go that way. We want to try to engage aca-
demically and professionally competent persons who can work with
the guidance of a steering committee, the kind of committee in
which we would hope at some point to involve persons like you, to
see to it that what is produced is a thoughtful, dispassionate docu-
ment that might indeed serve as a basic public document. The pit-
falls are there.

Mr. WEISS. Ithink it,is a very welcome approach..
One of the aspects of this whole discussion about this legislation

and its predecessor that I commented on previously is the discon-
certing sight of otherwise independent, intelligent professional
people taking marching orders as to what their position ought to be
on a specific issue. -

Now, my own prejudices lead me to believe that they were all
primarily on the part of those_opposed to this legislation, and I
know that whenever the College Entrance Examination Board
senses that there was a hearing coming on or legislation being in-
troduced, letters and telegrams would be sent to college and uni-
versity presidents telling them what their positions ought to be
and, almost uniformly, those college presidentswithout any inde-
penden't valuation of what the legislation waswould feed back to
us, Members of Congress, precisely the arguments that ETS or the
bureaucracy of CEEB had decided upon.

That is a problem and 1 hopeyour study can lend some light and
objectivity to tHs whole question.

Mr. CASTEEN. I think the object of it is crucial. I don't really
know enough to argue either way, but it may be useful to observe
that the other side has also tried to recruit probably the same pop-
ulation to argue on the opposite side of the question.

It is a fact tha we in educatiOn who have some kind of ongoing
stake in the quality of what happens to ehildren in schools are
fearful of changes that may have the effect, and I have to empha-
size "may," that may have the effect of taking away the indicators
that we have been able to use to try to judge where we are and
where we need to go, and it is the uncertainty about the effects of

'2 9 i.
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the legislation and the .unk.ertainties uf separation of hat I see as,
an important mandate.

My association, NACAC, honestly needs guidance 'of the kind we-
can provide in the sort of report I am describing.

The same report may be useful to you, and it is worthless to us if
it is biased at the outset. It has to make some reasoned judgments
as to how we as practitioner, who must make decisions can best
deal wteh the interests of our institutions, society, the student, and
so on.

Mr. WEISS. I think that ilDr. Sjogren had indicated that he had
read the prior record of hearings, and I think that again, if your
people do that, you will find, nut answers necessarily, but you will
find the questions posed by buth sides to this debate and discussion,
certainly as a guide to what some of those questions ought to be
that need to be answered at this point.

Let me just ask as a start-off one question which has been very,
very critical to this whole discussion, there is a factual dispute on
this, and it seems to me that there ought not to be.

Sometimes I. don't know whether it is factual or semantic. We
have heard un at least two occasions in the cuurse of this panel, I
think Dr. Sjogren, you know of no one, or no admissions officer
whu uses the test scores solely as the determinant for admission.
That statement is made repeatethy.

At the same time, and I am going to put it by way of a statement
but I would like it to be interpreted as a question for a response, at
the same time I knuw as a matter of fact on the basis of statements
in the collede catalogs, those that summarize the various colleges
and universities and indicate what their areas of specialization are
and what is needed to be for likely favorable consideration, that
there are cutoff scores indicated, and it seems to me it is only half
an accurate statement to say that the test scores are not used
solely to determine admission, when in point of fact the test scores
are used solely for denial of admission.

I would like all of you to respond to that, is there or is there not
the utilization uf test scores fur denial of admission tu colleges and
universities?

Mr. SJ9GREN. I too haNe read of your and others' concerns on
that issue and looked at catalogs, and there may be a misunder-
standing. I am again speaking from the undergraduate point of
view.

At the undergraduate level I, too, have observed in some catalogs
that there is a minimum test score that will allow entry into a uni-
versity, but usually that statement is a secondary consideration if
the student does not meet the established standards on the basis of
a high school record.

Mr. WEISS. It does not say that this will give you unfavorable
consideration for admission. What it tells the perspective applicant
is that if you score below this level, do not"bother applying to that
school because you will not be considered for admission.

Mr. SJOGREN. I would be very disappointed if that did happen. It
would certainly r,un counter to the practices constantly discussed
in annual meetings and through professional literature.

There will be scores below which students will not be admitted if
those students have not met the other standards..

290
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A very prominent western univeisity requires students be in the
top 12/2 percent of their high school class. If they do not qualify,
there are other ways that they might qualify, and one of those
other ways is through cumulative ,scores ^on a series of tests, and
virtually all of those institutims beyond that will have special con-
siderations given to students from minority groups, older students,
low income populations, rural populations, so these statements,
while they are in the catalog, sometimes are not the ones that are
actually practiced.

I would be disappointed if an institution at the freshman level
did require a single test score for admission.

Mr. WEISS. Pr. Casteen?
Mr. CASTEEN. Just a series of not well-ordered thoughts on the

question you asked. -
As Mr. Sjogren indicates, the test user advice that we receive

from the test makers and sponsors with whom we deal always tell
us that that use of a test is inappropriate, so begin with that.

Having filled out the questionnaires on which many of those
standards are based, I should observe that often the way they ask
the question predicts the answer-.

For'example, if the answer says, what is your cutoff score, and if
I mark through cutoff score and put average or mean or ranking of
students commonly admitted, that, in fact, indicates the extent to
which we do not do that, the publication indefinitely goes back to
the phrase "cutoff" score, and my effort to give a valid picture of
what really happens has been abbreviated.

To the extent that colleges may misuse test information, and I
agree with my colleague, anyone who looks at the situation, that
there are some instances of that, H.R. 1662 does not correct the
problems'. It has to do with the test sponsors.

If, for example, the cutoff scores are used in admissions, and I
can make that from "if" to "since" cutoff scores are used in award-
ing financial aid, a condition about which I am as alarmed as my
colleague to my left, that use clearly violates thedirections given
by the sponsoring organizations and professional agencies

The legislation does not address that, and so the jeopardy in
which students may find themselves when bad practice prevails
would survive this kind of legislation.

Mr. WEISS. The legislation does riot cure it because the legislation
is not intended to mandate any course of action as far as admis-
sions practices are concerned or utilization of the test.

All that the legislation seeks to do is to mandate disclosure, so
that the student, the academic community, the world at large
kpows what those tests are about. Implicit in that is the concept
Mat if, in fact, all the information is out there, the cures will
follow, because of the. normal dialog and intercourse that will take
place within the community affected.

In my judgment it is not the role of Congress to tell you how to
use tests or any other criteria as far as admission practices are con-
cerned or awarding of financial grants or so on.

Mr. CASTEEN. I think you are right, and correcting the problem is
the business of education. I would simply observe that in this area,
the use of cutoff scores and so on, evidence to the contrary or
advice to the contrary has been available for years, and to the

9,4 4
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extent that it goes on, we probably have evidence of the people who
make decisions don't always follow the best advice given to them.

Mr. WEISS. Perhaps one of the areas where the.study that you
spoke about can be helpful. is in fact focusing some new attention
on this problem and determining factually whether in fact the
charge is valid and to what extent, if it is valid.

Anybody else want to comment on that aspect of it?
Let me touch, if I may, ,Mr. Shields, on your discussion of the uti-

lization of the test pursuant to the New York law in the prepara-
tion courses.

What kind of response have you received, within the community,
in terms of participation in those preparation courses compared to
what existed presiously? How are they set up? What kind of fee
structure if any exists?

Mr. SHIELDS. Sir, there are no questions for our program, nor are
there any fees nor any classes that we might have connected with
the program.

Students come to us basically, the majority, wanting to go on to
college. They are sophomores, juniors, seniors in high school, and
they come in and say, !,`I want to go to college. What do I need to
do to get there?"

In order to help prepare them to do so we have established semi-
nars that take place before each one of the testing dates, 3 weeks
before each one of the testing dates and any student is eligible to
those free orcharge.

The purpose of them again is not to teach those stUdents how to
read better or write better, et cetera, but rather simply to get them
familiar enough with the -tests so they are walking in, and they
know what they are getting themselves into, because with the type
of student I work with, the problem we face most often, kids scot e
200 flat on the verbal, which means a zero basically yvhen their
competency is much higher than that, and-so it is a problem with
taking the test.

Since we have been able to use actual copies of the SAT's, at-
tendance at these seminais has doubled and for the October test
date, which is the largest test date for most students of my group,
it has tripled, in other words, the response has been much

bareater,and I also have in my hand letters from another talentsearch
agency, Bronx Community College in New York City, likewise indi-
cating that since they have been able to use,these seminars, there
has been an increase in attendance and a more positive reaction on
the part of the students.

Mr. WEISS. We have received testimony in the course Of these
hearings, testimony on the so-called kreparation, coaching schools.

We had some testimony yesterday to the effect that in fact if
those tests are utilized by way of preparation and coaching, the
people who are going to benefit from it are going to be the wealth-
ier students, because they say now the coaching schools which
charge anywhere up to $300 or more for those courses will have
more material available and it will make it easier for those who
can afford those courses, and I would like your comment on .that.

Yours is the first testimony we have had in the course of these 2
years of hearings as to community-based preparation ,or coaching
schools and I 'wonder if you have any comments about that argu-
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ment, that really the benefit -accrues to' the wealthy rather than to
the disadvantaged.

Mr. SHIELDS. There "is a question of magnitude, on-lhe-margin
benefit,

Mr. Kaplan. whom I.know, does an awfully good job with Nis pro-
gram; he has some very, very good materials, and he its been
working for a number of 3 ears to develop them. His getting a hand
on a real, copy of the SAT is going to help him, but it is not going
to help him nearly as much as it will help a program like mine,
whereas before we got our hands on the SAT all we puld do was
go by the prep guide.

We have taken a jump here in our ability to work with those stu-
dents whereas Mr. Kaplan will take a small step.
-,-Mr. WEISS. A number of you, Di. Schafer, among you, have indi-

/ cated an attitude toward disclosure, which seems to be more
conservative than that which is the current practice of the Educa-^
tional Testing Service.

Now, would you care to continent on that?
Do you oppose the College Entrance Examination Board, the ETS

policy of disclosing five out of seven major...administrations?
Mr. SCHAFEk. I think in general the Educational Testing Service

has for whatever reason chosen to disclose, and I think perhaps
some of this may be in response to criticism as well as the LaValle
law-in New York State. -

With respect to disclosure, my Qomment has to do more with the
balances of the advantages and disadvantages. There is a little
doubt that better testing enhances accuracy, evidences that disclo-
Aire does enhance accuracy.

The gain is minor and the cost is major. Balanced against great-
er costs, the argument for disclosure becomes far weaker than the
argument against it.

Mr. WEISS. You would think ETS ought to reverse the policy and
go back to where it was previously?

Mr. SCHAFER. As I understand it, that would disadvantage stu-
dents in New York State who would then not be allowed to take
the test. Whether or not that is an advantage, I care not to com-
ment on.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Hanford, who is the president of the College En-
trance Examination Board, testified yesterday that the disZlosure
policies in effect now have been an actual outgrowth of the direc-
tion in which they have been heading in the last 25'years or so

You don't consider the current policy to be a national outgrowth
of which the C-illege Board has undertaken over the last qualier of
a century?

Mr. SCHAFER. I do think it iS a step a bit too far.
Mr. CASTEEN. I should make clear that the decision to disclose on

the limited basis currently in effect was a College Bo4rd decision
undertaken under the terms of the contract between the College

'Board and the ETS, and I should also say as a trustee of the Col-
lege Board, that I voted for that proposal with a good bit of uncer-
tainty as to-its ultimate effect.

We believe that the public interest called for the step in the di-
rection of the disclosure. We went as far as w could within our
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present financial resour4ATSThlitt other educational rfsources in'tne
. .

direction of disclosure, but frankly it is a risk.
Our experience tells us that there may be, probably, over a fairly

short run, some deterioration in the quality of the tests that we
were able to provide -to our client colleges, and so on, and we-enter
into this also with some sense that this risk is a fairly large one
because the extent to which the SAT score Lan be uSed as an on-
going gage of educational progress.

We need to be more certain than we are presently able to be that
complete disclosure would protect the year-to-year comparability of
test scores across time as a way of seeing to it that we can make
the kind of diachronic analysis that was made ,in 1975 and 1976.

Mr. WEiss.,Ms: Robinson?
Ms. ROBINSON. The comment that I would offer at this time has

nothing to do with the degree of ambiguity and the degree of un-
certainty around the use of these.test scores and the various proce-
dures in which the test might become involved.

I must note that in the admi§sions process a number of caveats
seem to preail in terms of how the score might be used, in terms
of how the score is to be regarded, and as it relates to disclosure
around an instrument that las some uncertainty and insecurity in
terms of accepting the instrument, that score, for what it might
tell you, callbes me to seriously question the test agenda overall.

It was stated during the course of the panel presentations that
perhaps there are some more significant underlying questions that
must be considered, and I guess I would have to echo that concern
in that have we indeed decided the amount of standardization that
we want to apply to`the overfill education througli country?

Have, we agreed on the content or the curriculum that these in-
struments will seek to measure in terms of student progress, stu-
dent learning?

Have we indeed decided that we can make a distinction between
student aptitude and student achievement?

These are very significant questions, underlying questions, and I
think in this age of high technology, the ethical question of where
we apply what is technologically possible to these decisions that we
must make as members of a society is going to be of critical impor-
tance to tIqe panel, to the Congress and certainly to educators.

Thank you:'
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Erlenborn?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
While listening to this testimony I was reminded of an old story,

and I would like to preface my questions or comment by retelling
it.

Mr. WEISS: IS it clean?
Mr. ERLENBORN. Very clean. It is somewhat dated in its refer-

ence to the cost cf election campaigns, but the story goes. The
young man went to the head of a great university and said. 'Sir, I
desire to' be a captain of industry, and I would like to run one of
the great railroads in this country. What course of study should
follow-and how much will it cost me?"

The university, president said. "Well, such a course of study
would take many, many years end cost thousands and thousands of
dollars. I would suggest, young man, if ycu would just devote 6
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Months of your time andrauch less-money, you could kin for Con-
gress and, when elected, you would feel _competent to run all the-
railroads in the United States." ,

I think that has some bearing on why we -are here today. It leads
me to ask a question of all the panelists:.

Is there a problem' that can only be solved or best be solved by
legislation and, if so, is the CongreSs of the Uilited States jest
equipped to provide that legislation?

Ms. ROBINSON. I will begin. Yes, I think there is a problem that
'can be addressed by this legislation.

The problem has to do with consumers, with the consumers' in:,
terest ir1 The whole endeavor of testing, measurement; evaluation.

I guess the interest of the Federal role here in terms of deciding
on proprietary and the appropriate degree of Federal intrusion
causes me to suggest that we have a set of principles and values
which 'represent part of the foundation of oursociety, a part of bur
foundation of this democracy.

I think if is entirely within the purview of the Federal Govern-
ment to articulate legislation and regulation which encourages,
,which helps to interpret an understanding of those values, and
indeed which helps us to apply those values in every aspect of our
humar) endeavors.

I see this bill as being in concert with that overall responsibility
of the Federal Government and, therefore, -the NEA has supported
'trail in testing legislation-, if yoti will, certainly this bill, H.R.
1662.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Throughout the hearings there has not been A
very clear line drawn between the complaints about the openness
of the various tests, and the utilization .of the tests.

Mu,ch of the testimony has Wen directed to the utilization of the
tests and whether they are the sole criterion for admission Based
upon your answer, can I assume, if there are Problems in the utili-
zation of these tests, that you would again see the Federal Govern-
ment legislating the best solution?

In other words, do you think the Federal Government should get
involved in the practices of our educational institutions as to ad-
missions?

Ms. ROBINSON. Are you speaking in terms of the colleges?
Mr. ERLENBORN. When and how do you use the tests, how mucb,

value you place on them?
MS. ROBINSON. Certainly not, but indeed in Federal legislation, in

the numbers of areas that relate to education, there is an indica-
tion that you will depend on some standardized measure of student
performance, then indeed you also have a corollary responsibility
to see tiiat that measure has integrity and since that same meas-
ure which is often r@quired in several Federal programs is like
measures requieed in other aspects of education, we are talking
about similar kinds of instrument's.
- Therefore, achievement tests, which are some measure of student
performance, is often required in Federal programs, that is imme-
diately interpreted in most instances as the need for some stand-
ardized tests, nationally normed referenced standardized test
groups administered and this subjects the entire industry to rulas
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and procedures which suggest .,lle Federal standard of integrity
and quality. /

Mr. ERLENBORN. I would like to have your comment, but first let
me say .the I am a bit surprised to hear a representative of the
NEA suggesting a national testing standard.

I thoeght you would have a little different approach. f might sug-
gest, if we Iwin to do this with students on national testing stand-
ards, mayb(Werformance standards for teachers will follow, a na-
tional performance standard which might supplant the tenure that
is so highly criticized.

Mr. &OGREN. I much prefer to look at this as a critical issue,
iAhich has within this issue stneral problems but also a good many
of strengths that we must preserve.

I feel that the great media attention that has been brought to
this issue in the past 2 or 3 years, the work of this committee and

t r.State committees and in ,est groups, has caused those of us hi the
institutions and agenti s and associations to really take A good
hard look at uursehes, and start eNaluating those problems and de-
Nrelop:ng strategies to respond tu those and remove those problems.

I haNe great faith in our'system to be able to regpond to that and
du it, effectiNely withciut influences from the Federal Government,
and I would plead with the committee to allow us to try this, be-
cause great steps haNe been taken and acconiplished in the past 2
or 3 years due Cu a gre.a. extent to the efforts and attention that
you hae already brought forward to this, and I would\ likc more
time to allow us to seg if we can't correct this ourselvps. ,

I think we can.
Mr. ERLENBURN. May L ask your opinion as to the value of diver-

sity in these test.s. Should we move toward some national, congres-
sionally endorsed testing standards'and have then, jn effect, one
,test rather than a diversity uf tests, would that be a good move or

. bad? J

- Mr. &OGREN. I think it would be a bad move. At my own institu-
tion we do not rely on one test but several different ones.

Mr. ERLENBURN. What about the progress of the testing stabd-
a-rCIS- and so forth? Is-there a le% el that has been achieved today?
We don't want to get frozen in place either, do we?

Mr. SJOGREN. That is correct.
Mr. PRIDDY. First yOu ask, is there a problem. I spoke earlier

before yuu were able to juin us and in my opinion I indicated clearz
ly there is not.

You asked what contributions does this bill, H.R. 1662, make. I
have difficulty seeing those contributions. If you take section 3, a
number of things are laid out that would be made available. I

think those thi-ngs are already available. ..

Take, for example, income, there is a subsection on reporting and
income as it relates to achievement on these, tests or performance. I
think we already know the correlation there. It is vei4 clear. .

, An educator is an educator is an educator; my response iz, so
what? What are we going to do about it now that we know he is
having some difficulty?

Section 3 is a clear infringement on the private sector and totally
unnecessary for the Secretary of Education to have another stack

,
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of reports to rek.id each week, and those are.already av4ilable in the
general press.

Sectic n 5, disclosure essentially is what it is about. The busihess
of developing good tests is very complex and to throw all of that
away every year is a waste. The costs that would be associated in
terms of time is unreasonable, but the cost in terms of money to
test takers will be exaggerated beyond reasonable proportipns.

I am at a public school system, and we feel it is our business to
be yesponsible to oiir communities and to our boards for instruction
.and.so on. Testing is,only one of the means that we use to be re-
sponsible to them. We use the results of group and individual tests
to make decisions about curriculum, instruction, and so on.

We do not use them as a sole indicator, indications where cur-
riculum needs to be revised. It is only one of the means that are
used, and we are not having any trouble at this point using what is
available to us to make those decisions.

Mr. SCHAFER. In the testimony that I gave' I mentioned a docu-
ment that "the association has produced. In this, our association
takes the position that we do not have an urgent Problem, and I
should also note that with respect to Measurement-oriented profes-
sional associations, I know of several who have taken a position
which is opposed to legislation with respect to testing, specifically
disclosure, and I know of none which has taken a position in favor
of it.

There are several things in our statement which speak to, at
least a beginning, with respect to look at the problem of test use

Mr. SHIELDS. You asked the question whether or not there was a
problem. There are a number of problems in education, and just as
obviously most of them should not be legislated by the Federal
Government. Education is a State function.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I like to be reminded of that from time to time.
Mr. SHIELDS. Tenth amendment. However, this bill does not try

to legislate how admissions officers should use tests, nor should it,
but if tests are going to be used and if there are going to be such
things as cutoff scores and if fests are going to be such an integral
process of the admission and financial aid process, more importan
then we have to ask ourselves, is there anything that any of us can
do which might help those students who have to go through tilis
process?

You cannot tell an elementary and secondary school how to
teach their children. You can't tell admissions officers how to use
those tests, buti do think it is possible for you to be able to provide
more information to the students who have to lake those tests, es-
pecially those students who would not receive it otherwise.

- Yes, there are things out on the market concerning tests. They
cost money. My students come about 70 percent from welfare fami-
lies, and they buy no hooks, certainly not commercial testing
guides. One -of the nice things that ETS has done is that for those
students who receive fee waivers to take the examination they can
receive their test scores back for free.

Basically, what I am saying is that the children that perform
most poorly on those examinations could benefit most from having
more information about them in their hands and requiring them to
buy things, requiring them to sende-

in special forms to get that, it is
_ _ _
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not going to get those kids that information most quickly, and I
think this legislation will.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have no further questions.
Mr. WEISS. I think that perhaps in the course of the last couple

of responses we have gotten some clarification of the thrust which
the legislation has.

My distinguished friend and colleague is a marvelous devil's ad-
vocate, and sometimes includes in his questions premises which
you never intended, and he knows that in fact they are not actual-
ly premises but he does it to provoke responses, and I think that is
good.

Dr. Robinson, perhaps you ought to amplify the comment that
you made because, as it was left as a response to Mr. Erlenborn's
question, it put you and NEA in exactly the opposition position of
where you are.

Ms. ROBINSON. Certainly in the interest of consumerism, and if
we would view the bill in that manner, I would just recall that as
consumers hm.e become better informed about the various products
that we require, the quality of those products coming under closer
scrutiny has helped to encourage better quality indeed.

I suspect that would also be the case with standardized tests, and
this bill would encourage.hetter ,quality of tests.

I do not fear it and I liave great faith in the technological skills
of those who help to develop tests, and I feel that flisclosure will
simply encourage all of us to become much better experts in all the
endeallors that we undertake in this regard, so while the bill does
not indeed, it dues not even attempt to establish a Federal standard
for the, tests themselves, it does establish a value in terms of pro-
tecting the consumer, the interest of those *lb take and use test
information.

Mr. WEISS. In the course of your prepared testimony, on page 5,
you have a statement in which you say:

Congress has passed few eduk...ition laws which do not require some form uf "objec
tive measures. In almost every instance these "objective measures are interpreted
as standardized tests In its effort to reconcde the Federal budget last month, the
House adopted language fur objective measures of educational achievement"
which, if adopted in the final version, would probably lead to an annual nationwide,
State-administered, locally based standardized test uf student progress in basic
skills

Are you saying in the course of that statement that in fact it is
not those who are asking for disclosure legislation i,at those who
seem to be opposed to it who have now gone the full route and are
in fact attempting by the legislative provisions already adopted to
put u's on a national standardized test basis?

Ms. ROBINSON. We wonder if perhaps that is not indeed begin-
ning to occur, and we }cave to ask ourselves then, when did we de-
termine the level of standardization that we are ready to accept
through mandates such as this?

I think that we have a need for objective measure of all of our
work, and we have procedures. We know we have the technology
necessary for educators to determine objectively a measure of stu-
dent progress without such heavy reliance on nationally normed
reference group administered tests.

31)1
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They are, however, convenient and the economy of scale becomes
very appealing, so we often give in to that value rather than take
the time to question other underlyitig considerations, such as
making a careful examination of the match between the test con-
tent and the local curriculum or how are we going to accommodate
differences determined by the local community or by the State as it
relates to what you will teach and what those various tests will
measure.

Certainly, I know that school administrators and educators,
teachers themselves all across this country spend a lot of time in
trying to make careful selections of those instruments so that they
are indeed applying the most appropriate one for their needs and
for their students, but the degree, that same amount of time, that
same amount of money might be better invested in a kind of as-
sessment procedure which is developed locally, which teachers
have greater control over in terms of applying when they have the
need to apply, which can be applied whenever they choose, and can.
provide the kind of informatio., they need on an ongoing basis to
truly assist student need and help to measure student progress.

This does indeed suggest that we are going to recognize perhaps
the validity and a national measurement scheme that we have not
thoroughly examined. The national assessment project notwith-
standing, we know that a number of accommodations are made so
we are not reporting inaccut ately to the public.

This I am not sure how we will implement
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, might I say I accept the gentle

chiding of the chairman as to the premises of my questions, and I
think I owe you an explanation.

I guess I just failed to articulate part of my thought process.
After 25 years as a legislator, I have learned something about

what happens to legislation. I have observed it over the course of
the years.

It is my opinion, once a legislative body establishes the principle
that it has the right to regulate an industry it seldom is reversed,
nor does it stand in place. It grows and grows and grows, and I

guess I just didn't articulate that too well.
Mr. WEISS. Well, I am glad that you clarified your position, Mr.

Erlenborn.
I have one final question.
Dr. Sjogren, in the course of your statement, I am not sure ifI

caught the full impact of what you meant when you said that com-
panies, I assume testing companies, should be punished if they
misuse the test in some way.

Clarify what you meant by that.
Mr. SJOGREN. I am sorry for that ambiguity. What was intended

there was to state that testing companies who do not act responsi-
bly such as, I believe, ETS is now acting, the American College
Test, the College Board, those are three oflhe groups with which I
am most acquainted, I feel they are acting very responsibly and
should be licensed to continue on in- doing the good things that we
are doing.

However, there are testing companies that fail to act responsibly
and fail to meet most of -the conditions specified irr your-proposal,
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and those companies should be made to, should be punished: That
was my intent.

Mr. WEISS. Well, you know and I have been sometimes taken to
task for appearing to be too critical about ETS.

The American College Testing group has in fact to this moment
to the best of my knowledge refused disclosure of any kind I am
not sure you would-mot include them as one of those who should be
subject to some punishment.

Mr. SJOGREN. The item of disclosure was exempted from my
poin t.

I still have very mixed feelings about disclosure but I am talking
about the other kinds of information that is provided to the con-
sumer prior to the testing.

Mr. WEISS. Before we conclude our session this morning, if there
are any of you who have some additional comment or comments
that you care to make just to total out your presentation, so that
we don't have iou hanging, feel free at this ,point to do so.

,. Kr, C4s1EEN. This,question of the Federal interest in testing and
especially college admissions testing is one-that has interested me
for a couple of years.

I didn't answer Congressman Erlenborn's question earlier be-
cause I am really not sure where I would come down on that one
on the end concerning some of the things Ms. Robinson said on
behalf of NEA.

On page 2 of the resolutioni appended to the NEA presentation,
it is said that the NEA opposes the use of tests that deny students
full access to equal educational opportunities. The extent to which
that happens needs to be examined. That is the kind of matter we
intend-to look into seriously, but that is one point.

Second, as to evaluation of teachers, that is a State function You
asked about State interest in this type of topic, and then the exam-
ples of tests that should not be administered, and also Ms.
Robinson's expansion on this matter of locally based assessment to-
gether I think concern me more than I realized.

The first example given is tests that are potentially damaging to
a student's selfconcept. Because we must administer 9,000 or
10,000 rejection letters to college, we deal with those people regu-
larly because they have been told no, and it is worth exploring the
possibility.of the student who does not read well enough, who reads
poorly,, he ought to know that at a rather early age than local as-
sessment guarantees deliver that information.

The trend toward grade inflation is essentially a locally based
form of self-perpetuation of,reward. That national measure that
might provide a notion as to whether students do read well enough,
that that niay have some societal value that needs to be weighed.

Students who have not benefited adequately from schools, those
who come from ethnic groups, those students deserve early notifica-
tion, early information of a kind that I fear is not available
through most of the local assessment programs that I know about;
so I am concerned that the Federal interest in this question may
well have to do with protecting the quality of experience of the
children who go through schools or in some other way protecting
the reachers-orthe-other interest-groups.

s,
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I am not sure that the Aderal interest is defined in this particu-
lar set of objections to certain kinds of testing that Ms Robinson
has presented. In the end, the attention foCused by your interest in
this topic on the whole question of testing has been healthy for
education, but I am apprehensive that our best as a nation is
served by legislation that may serve to diminish the amount of na-
tionally referenced measurement information that is available to
us as we try to assess our progress in schools.

Mr. WEISS. Your statement leads me to ask this question.
Are you at all bothered by the confusion that may well be cre-

ated in the minds-of students as well as their parents by the use of
the term "aptitude" when in fact it is achievement that is meant
by that word in Scholastic Aptitude Tests, does that bother you at
all?

Mr. CASTEEN. That may be a loaded question. I recall that in
1979 I suggested to your committee that what we are looking at is
a certain set of skills that can be used to learn, reading, and so on,
and a certain set of bodies of knowledge that can be demonstrated
on-certain-kinds-of tests

Personally, I do not find the word "aptitude" especially useful. It
is as ephemeral for me as is the word "intelligence." I know what
skills are, certain bodies of knowledge are, and I am concerned
about the convertibility of those phenomena to educational prog-
ress or achievement.

I suspect that the word itself means what one wants it to mean,
aptitude, and that we may in the future want to take a good look
at that, but I doubt that there is a Federal interest in that word.

Mr. WEISS. Well, the only reason I asked the question is because
you confronted the issue raised about people's self-worth, and we
have had testimony in the course of these hearings over the last
couple of years about how people having taken those tests which
they are led to believe because they are told that no amount of
coaching or preparation will help them, that, in fact, it is some
vague, inherent aptitude for academic pursuits th,at is at stake and
when they don't do well, it is not that they have not been taught
well, that they have not studied hard enough, it is that they them-
selves are not good enough inherently.

That is the problem and, again, you are right. I don't think that
I want to mandate by law that you can't use the word "aptitude"
but I would think that the educational establishment, both test
makers as well as test givers, would want to think real hard as to
whether they are not doing themselves as well as the test takers a
grave injustice by allowing others to misinterpret what is meant by
that word.

Mr. CASTEEN. Good point, I think.
Mr. WEISS. If there is anyone else that wants to comment on. any-

thing at all, now is the time.
If not, I very much appreciate your participation this morning
These hearings will undoubtedly continue and hopefully some-

time in the near future, not, the day after tomorrow, we will have
some further legislative progress UT report and I look forward to
the reports about the study which you spoke about.

Thank you all very, very much.
The subcommittee slands adjourned.
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[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the joint hearing of the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education and the Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education of the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor adjourned.)

[Additional materials submitted for the record follow:]

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERN, ICE

(.00, 31/
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PIIINC ETON, N.J. 08541

August 6, 1981

-The Honorable

Paul Simon, Chairman

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairm:in Simon:

I am writing to you today to request the inclusion of additional material
into the official record of the hearings held on July 21 and 22 on H.R.
1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981. As you know, I was present
as a technical adviser at the hearing on Wednesday, July 22, accompanying
Dr. Michael Priddy of the Guilford County, North Carolina school system,
a witness on the "Experiences of Test-Takers" panel. Inasmuch as the
hetring record is being held open for ten days following the hearings,
I would like to take this opportunity to supplement the record with the
following:

(1) A correction to the testimony of Michael Gal1iga9, a witness
on the "Experiences of Test-Takers" panel on Wednesday, July 22.

Mr. Galligan, a student who found a flaw in a question on the SAT,
indicated in his testimony that because of his finding the error, the
grades of almost 20,000 students who had chosen the alternative answer
were raised ten to twenty pointa. He further stated:

"Unfortunately, students outside of New York, where
the "truth in test19g" law is not In effect, have
not had their scoreslad3usted. Are not the students
in those other states just as correct as the students
in New Yolp"

Inis statement is grossly misleading because the particular question chal-
lenlyd hy Mr. Calla:an was not included on test forms used in any other

states and therefore no other students'scores should or could have been
changed,

(2) A response to statements made by Michael Galligan during the
Question-and-Answer period follWing his testimony. Rep. Weiss asked

91-170 0-82--20
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both the student witnesses to comment upon their experience as to

students' attitudes about tests, their impressions of whether suffi-

cient Information is provided about them, uhether students have an

opportunity to study for them, etc. Mr. Galligan indicated that prior

to taking the SAT, he "had very little idea as to what specifically the

format could be..." He explained that he had not taken the PSAT so

that, "1 had no idea in that respect, nor did I receive Information from

mv school as to what thejormat was."

Mr. Galligan then reported that students who attended the Jackie

Robinson Foundation Youth Convention at Columbia University a few months

ago also "did not have the information, the appropriate information, as

to what the test would actually test, as to what the format would be and

what the nect.ssary levels of math and verbal skills bad to be Attained co

that one could actually do the exercises of the test and display his

knowledge in that manner to make the test valid (sic)."-,

astonished_at hearing the above statements bv Mr. CallIgan

heeause of oar extnsive distribution to high sehools and to indivldual

student requestors of material describing in detail the nature of the SAT,

the skills and abilities measured, the format of the various question types,

suggestions as to how to approach answering the questions, as well as

hints for using time efficiently and for guessing. This information is

included in the booklet entitled, Taking_LeatIT
(Attachment A) almost

three million of which are sent each year to high scho61 counselors across

the country for free distribution to students along with test registration

materials. Included in the booklet is a complete sample test, with a

sample answer sneet and the list of correct answers, as well as an explan-

ation of how to score the test. The memorandum to Directors of Guidance

or Counseling (included with Attachment A) recently sent with these materials

includes the instruction: "Another change in the ATP for 1981-82 is that

Takillg, the SAT contains a new sample test. Please be sure that all

students who register for the SAT receive a copy of this publication as

far in advance of the test date as possible so that they have ample time

to become familiar with the test."

Unlike Mr. Galligan, the majority of students who take the SAT have

elected to take the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test (PSAT) in October

of their junior year, This test is a slightly abbreviated version of the

SAT and acquaints the student with the test questions and format and

provides a tree-to-life practice testing situation. High school counselors

provide to interested students the
PSAT/NMSQT Student Bulletin, which in-

cludes a full-length test with answers and scoring directions. PSAT test-

takers now automatically receive through
their high schools a copy of the

test qge-ill.ms, the eorreet answers, and their own answers at the time

their scores are reported. They can then uSe this information in pre-

paration fcrr taking the SAT.

306 .
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(3) A reprint of an article which appeared in last month's American
School Board Journal, entitled "Standardized Testing Has Become Education's
Latest Scapegoat." (Attachment B) This is a short article which provides
some basic information about tests, including types of tests, how to take

them, how to prepare for them and who develops them. I think the "crash
course on test design" included at the end may be particularly helpful as

an introduction to tests for new members of the committee and their staffs.

(4) A short brochure entitled, "Developing a Test." (Attachment C)

This document describes very briefly the lengthy and elaborate 19-month
cycle followed in the development of an ETS test. This brochure should

also be helpful to newcomers to the field and will point out the meticulous
care taken to identify defective questions throughout the developmental
process.

, (5) &document entitled, "Questioning the Questions" (Attachment D),
which describes the process for challenging a question on an ETS test,
from inUial inquiry through appeal. Attached to this document are two
charts which indicate the frequency of the different types of inquiries

or challenges to ETS concerning questions on the six admissions and
guidance testing programs adminictered by ETS, that are covered by the

New York State law. The first chart shows the numbers of inquiries about
test questions on all forms of the test (not just disclosed tests) from
January 1, 1980 through June 1981. This table points out that the large

majority of inquiries is made by test-takers immediately or shortly after
the test administration, but prior to receipt of test questions and answers

on disclosed tests. Only a very small portion of the 1980-81 inquiries
were received as a result of test disclosure. In all, ten questions that

were faulty or contained misprints were discovered; seven of them early
enough so that they were not counted in scoring. The second chart deals

only with disclosed tcsts and shows, for each of the six testing programs,
how many tests have becn disclosed, the number of questions disclosed, the
number of questions challenged (after test-takers' receipt of questions

and answers), the number of flawed questions, and the disposition made.
The percentage of flawed items identified after disclosure is only five
one-hundredths cif one percent.

(6) A chart which indicates the numbers and names of states whose
legislatures have introduced bills to regulate and disclose admissions or

occupational tests. (Attachment E) This chart shows that there has been
a decreased level of legislative activity in this area in 1981 compared

to previous years, and that only one state has enacted a test disclosure

law.
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Finally, I also itspectfully request that th'is letter be included as a

part of the hearing record.

I thank you very much for your attention.

MGE:tgm
Attachments

cc: The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
The Honorable Thomas E. Coleman
The Honorable William F. Goodling

3 0

Sincerely,

7/a/.4ep)

Marion G. Epstein
Senior Adviser
Educational Testing Service

A
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Domestic Shipments (Non-NY) .

ADMIS2IONS TESTING PROGRAM OF THE COLLEGE BOARD
BOx592 oRincETON W08541 (6091-

111. 7 b00

To: Directors of Guidance or COunsaing

Subgect: Information about the Admissions Testing

Program (ATP) for 1981-82

This shipment of ATP materials includes copies of a Special Announcement

to students about the College Board's SAT Question-and-Answer Service
which will be Introduced in 1981-82. This new service offers students

the opportunity to order copies of their SAT test questions and answers
if they take the SAT on the dates specified in the Special Announcement.

Notice', on the front covers of the ATP Student Bulletin and Taking the SAT
refer students to the Special Announcement for more Information about thc

SAT Question-and-Answer Service. Please display this Special Announcement
in a prominont.place in your guidance office along with the ATP Student

Bulletins so that each student who receives a copy of the Bulletin and

Taking the SAT also obtains the Announcement.

Another change in the ATP for 1981-82 is that Taking the SAT contains a

new sarp4e test. Please be sure that all students who register for the
SAT receive a copy of this publication as far in,advance of the test date
as possible so that they have ample time to become familiar with the test.

The College Board will publish this September a compendium containing the

five SATs made public during 1980-81. This booklet, 5 SATs, may be ordered
for $5.00 each ($2.00 each for orders of 50 or more) by using the speciil

order forms included in this shipment. Please note that 5 SATs is not

intended to replace Taking the SAT, but rather is being made available tO
students and others who may be interested in seeing additional samplc

test questions.

The ATP Student Bulletin and Taking the SAT are being sent to you in

separate shipments during the next few weeks. The quantity is based

on the total number of copies you received last year and is noted on the
Putplications Shipment Notice enclosed with this shipment. Zf you need

to reorder these or the Special Announcement about the SAT Question-and
AnSwer Service during the year, please use the second copy of this form
(Publications Reorder Form). Additional order forms for 5 SATs can be

obtained upon request.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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The Scholastic Aptitude Test

The Test of Standard Written English

Preparing for the Test

SAT-Verbal Sections

' SAT-Mathematical Sections

TheTest of Standard Written English

The Sample Test

How to Score Your Sample Test

Receiving Your Score Report

Answer Sheet

Six Points about Special Preparation for the SAT
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The purpose of this booklet is to protdo intmation

(SAT) and the Test of Standard Written hglish itSWE)
that will help you take the Schoiasticrptit e Test

with greater Confidence
Taking the SAT includes descriptions b tIre S(iT and

TSWE. an explanation of the dillerent emes ofiques
bons, and suggestions about how to appioach aqswer
ing the questions In addition. tha bookiiit corttains
hints for using your time efficiently anti guessing
Finaity, a complete sample test and ans er shee) are
,niuded as well as an explanation of tiol the a4wer
sheets are scored

If you have not already received a COpy 91 !his yeers
Admissions Testing Program Strident BulketIn askIlor
one at your school The Bulletin tells how t register for
the test, where and when to take it, anji flow y ur
notes will be reported

The SAT liS a multiple cholco test made uP Of seP
rately timed verbal and mathematical sections Verb

i
I

Questions measure your aciiity to understand what yoti
read and the extent of youi vocabulary Mathematical

.9uestions measure your ability to solve problems.in
volying arithmetic reasoning. algebra and geometry
These abilities have been shown to bo related to lire-
tessful academic performance in Coilege The SAT
doesnot measure other kinds of abilities whih May be
associated with Success in college. such as Societal
talents Or motivation

4.

your high schooi reord is probabiy the best evi
deuce of your preparation /Or College BeCause appli
cants have taken different coulees and come Irons high
Schools with different grading practices. coileje ad
missions officers need a common measure ,it ability
such as the SAT However. Mores on the SAT are rust
part 01 the inutmahon useO ri making an admissions
decision

M=NIMMIMMINNEMMI
THE TEST OF
STANDARD WRITTEN ENGLISH

The TSWE is a multipie-choice test administered with
the SAT The cwastions measure your ability to recap
niCe standard written English. the language of most
college textbooks and the English you wilt probably be

expected to use In the papers yOU write In College The
TSWE IS not intended to be used as an admissions test
instead, alter you have been admitted to college, TSWE
scolds may be used by the College to choose an Elt
glishcburse that is best lor you

PREPARING FOR THE TEST

The abilities measured by the SAT develop over years
of study and use, both in and Out of school For a state-
ment about special preparation for the SAT, see the
back cover of this booklet

Studying the sample questions, directions, and ex.
planations in this booklet will help you prepare for the
test The directions tor the questions and the examples
Ore printed here as they appear in the test book It you
study them now, you will understand them when you
take the test

The total testing time is three hours, Each test book
is divided Into six 36-minutefbections

2 SATverba I sections (a total of 65 questions)
2 SAT-mathematical sections to total of 60 questions)

1 Test ot Standard Written English (50 questions)
1 section of experimental verbal, mathematical. ar

TSWE questions, which do not Count toward yOur
3COM

The questions in the experlrnentel section are used
tO maintain the quality of the tests and to provide es
3E0141 information fOr future editions The arrange.
ment of sections is not the same id every edition of the
test

Within each group of questions of i us same type, the

questions are arranged more or less according to chili
culty The easier questions are usual y at the beginning
of trio group and the More difficult at the erid Them
lore,i1yOu are working through a set of questionl of a
Particular tyPe and you find that the questions are be .
coming difficult !Or you, simply read quickly through
the remaining questions in the group, answering only
those that yOu feel you know You should then begin
working on the next group of questions- You Can return
to the questions yOu omitted If yOU have time. Flamm
her, yOu get just as much credit for correctly answering
easy questions as for correctly aoswirtng hard ones

You get one point for each question you answer cor
redly. and you lose a beaten of a point for each ques
lien you answer ineorrottly You neither gain nor lose
points for questions you omit (See page 44 for scoring
mlotmation )

3
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YoiKaq dee Scratcwwriik in the test book br mark
quesgowpsmaiiiitted and may want to go back to, You
should make extra marks op the answer NAM, ths.
cause they could be misread s answeks by the scoring
machine,

Because of therw1y.th test, Scared, haphazaror
random guessing for duostirns you know nothing
about is unlikely to charige your score When you knsw,
that ono or more ChONgs con tor eliminatod. guessir%
from among the remaining chOices should be to your
advantage

Many students who do well on the SAT omit some
questions Many students who receive average or
slightly above average scores answer hum AO lo 60 per
cent of the questions correctly. Questions vary In dIffi
culty Some are answered correctly by as many as 90
percent of the students, but some are answered cor-
rectly by as lew as 10percent

Suggestions for answering specific types of ques-
tions

ININSMOMMOIM11.
SATERBAL SECTIONS \

z

Thereof* four types Of questions In the verbal sectIons
ot the SAT 25 antonyms, 20 analogies, 15 sentence
A,omplolions. and 25 questions based On reading pas.
sages The antonyms usually take (he least lima, lot
towed by analogies, sentence Completion questions.
and. finhily. the comprehension questions
High scoring students can do between 2 and 3 ant
onyms minute. but the same students may talus mon
than 7 minutes to read a 400-word passage and answr
5 questions onit

Your answers to the 55 questions in the verbal sic-
horn mike up your total verbal score (See Page 44 )
Tn. scoria report you'll receive will also show Iwo
subscores.(1) a voCabulary subscore, based on the ant
onym and analogy questions. (2) a reading subscnn.
based on the sentence completions and the questions
on reading passages

A careful balance of reading materials and words
drawn from a variety of subject-matter folds helps as-
sum that the test is fair 10 studonts with different Inter.-
osts However, no specialized knowledge In science.
social sciences, literature, or other folds is requIrod.

Antonyms (opposites)

Antonym questions lest the extent of your vo;abutary
The vocabulary used In tho antonym questions In-
Curios words that high school stUdents come across In
their general reading, although somo words may not be
the kind that you use In everyday speech

Directions. Each question below consists of a word In capital
loiters, tollowed by !Iwo hottomod avoldo or phrsims. Choose the

word or phram that N most moony eapostte In mooning to the
wont In capitol Nttees. Since some of the questions noquIre
you to distinguish fine shad...of mooring. conslay oil the
choicos bolas deckling whkh Is hest.

fiarome
0000: (A) sour (1) laod (C) red

(0) hot (0) killy
rPOYOnigla

You can probably answer this example without care-
fully considering an of the choices. However. moSt of
lho antonyms in the verbal sect-on require more careful
analysis. When you work on antonym question., re-
member that:

t Among the five chcftes offend. y onlooking for
the word that means the opposite he given word
No words that have the same meaning as the given
Word aro Included among the livocholces

2. You are lOokIng for the best answer Read all of Me
choices before deciding which one Is best. Oven II
you nel sure hit know the answer. Ft:tr./sample

SUBSEOUENTO (A) primary (II).rooent
(C) contamlooml (0) Prior (E) slmulteneous

Someone working quickly might choOse (0) recent
beaus* It refers to a past action and subsequent
refers to a future action However, choi ce (D)pnor is
this best answor.

3. Few words have exact opposites. that Is, words thil
are opposite In all of their rneanings..You sr ould find
Ito word that Is wioNnearlyopposite For example:

SEP sailiTiNel: (A) laprevIstnip (II) Marinating
(C) severing (0) plunging deoply (E) dissolving

Even though fermenting is normally associated with
chemical isactions.omoreas stagnating Is normally
associated with water, fermenting means being apt-

, tilled and stagnating means being motionless.
Thereforhoholco (S) stagnating is the best antonym
of fermenting.

4 You need to Do Ilexiblo A word can have semral
meanings. For *sample.

0008C0S: (A) Nice (II) saw (C) clarify
(0) Nate (1)105en

The word depress can moan 'to push down."
Howevor, no.word meaning "to till up" is included
among the choices. Therefore. you must consider
another moaning of depross. "to sadden or
discourage." Option (D) Nan means lo fill with toy
or pride. The best answer Is (D) elate.

5 You could try to put the word in a sentence, It you
don't know the dictionary meanIng of a word but
haves feeling for how lho word should be used. try
to make up a short phrase or sentence using the
word. This may gip you a clue as to which choice Is



an opposite, even though you may not be able to
define the word precisely

INCUMIIIENT, (A) conscious (8) et forties+
(C) *Phone (01,tmllirotw (E) Irrelevant

One of the meanings of inCumbept, and the one you
may know best, is "the holder of an,flice" as in the
senterice. The incumbent president usually has a
better chance of winning an election than the
challenger,"kelowever, an opposite of that meaning
Isnot included In the choicesqry to think of another
use of Incumbent such as in the sentence. "It is in
cumbent upon me to finish this If you can thLnii of
such a phrase, you realize that irlcumbent means

/*Imposed as a duty" of "obligatory "
'Of the five choices, (A), (B), and (D) ars in no way

opposites dl incumbent and you can easily
eliminate them Choice.,(E) means "not pertinent"
and Choice (C) means "not compulsory Although
choice (El may look attractik choice (C)optional is
more nearly an exact opposite to incumbent Choice
(C), theref ere, is the answer

6. BeCtuse answering antonyms depends on knowing
the meanings and uses of *words, memorizing word
ests is probably of little use', Anything that helps you
to think about words and how they ars used im
proves your verbal ability and is likely to improve
your performance on antonyms and other kinds of
verbal questions Road carefully some moderately
complex bOOks or some good magaZines on topics
with which yOu are not familiar If you Come aCross
unfamiliar words that you Can't understand from tho
context, use a dictionary Do crossword puzzles or
play word games with your friends or family 'Truse
exercioes should be at least as helpful as studying
word nsts and certainly more interesting

Analogies

Analogy questions test your ability to see a relation
ship. in a palr of words, fo understand the ideas ex.
pressed in the relationship, and to reeognize a similar
or parallel relationship
Olrectione: Each Question below conslits of a related pair of
word% or ptwassis. followed by tire lettered pairs of words or
phrasee.Seiect the lettinedpair thellosterr &relation.
ship limiter to that eeptessedln the ealgtna I palr

EXAMPLE:
YAWN 1110REDOM (A) dream: sleep

(8) eng4r:madness (CI smile-amusement
'11

(0) lace: expression
(E) Impanel:pee ,rebellion (Ocoee zcb

Wnen you answer analogy questiOns.

Try to establish a precise relationship between the
first two words before examining the answer
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choices State thls relationship as clearly as you can
in a sentence or phrase. Next, find the choice with a
pair of words that have the same relationship, and
that express the same Idea as the original pair of
words In the example above, a yawn Is a sign of
boredom in the same way that a smile is a sign of
amusement. Another example Is the following,

SUBMISSIVE LEO (A) wealthy:employed
(Bi Intolerant:Indulged (C) humble humiliated

(0) Incorrigible: taught
(E) inconsekueuP,orarlooked

The relationship between submissive and fed could
be xpressed as "to be submissive is twilit, easily
led ' Only choice liE) has the same relationship as
SubmisSive and led, "to be inconspicuous is to be
easily overlooked" parallels "to be submissive is to
be easily fed

Although the wealthy may find it easier to get em
ployment than do the poor, the statement "to be
wealthy IS to be easily employed* is an expression
of opinion and not an expression of the relationship
between the words according to their dictionary
meanings Remember that the relationship that is to
be established,between the two words should take
into account either the dictionary or implied mean
Ins of the words,

2 Practice recognizing relationships Below are three
examples of the relationships (hat could be used

SONO . REPERTOIRE IA) score melody
Instrumint:edist (C) solo:chorus

(0) benediction zchurch (E) sui(: werdrobe

The best answer is choice (E) The relationship ber
tweet) the words can be expressed as "Several (fest
word) make up a (second word) Sevital (songs)
make up a (repertoire) as Several (suits) make up a
(wardrobe).

REQUEST . ENTREAT (A) control: explode
(11) adnrlr.zldoilz. (C) borrow:21M

Mt repeal. plead (E) cancel Irv/Midst*

Th4 Oest answer Is choicis(B) Although both words
have similar meanings, they express different dc .
gree's of feeling. To (entrea)) is to (request) with
strong feeling as to (idolize) is to (admire) with
strong feeling.

To answer analogy questions, you must think
carefully about the preclso meanings of words For
instance, if you thought the word "entreat" meant
only "to isk" Instead of "to ask urgently," you
would have trouble establishing tho correct feta.
tiogship betweed request and enireilf

FAINE: STARVATION 11(A) delug.: flood
(11)drought vegetetton (Cr war: treety

(0) suocess : echlevernsint (E) seed:mutation

The bast answer Is choice (A) (Famine) results In
(Starvation) is a (deluge) results tg,a (flood)
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3. Don't be misled by relationship% that are close to
but not parallel to the relationship In the Original
pair AN of thessirsol Words listed In.the cholcee
havo relationships that can be stated; however, the
correct answer hes most nearly the same relation-
ship as the original pair. LOOk at the fohowing exam-
ple. ,
KNIFE: INCISION ::(A) Widens: excavation

(5) tool :operation (C) Pencil : calculation
(D) hew : irrigation (E) plow agriculture

On the most general level, the relatloishlp between
Anil@ and Incision Is that the object Indicated by the
first word is used to perform the action indicated by
the sicond word. Since "a knife is used to make an
(Vcision)." "a bulldozer Is used to make an (wave-
lion); and "a hoSti is used for (litigation), there ap-
pear to be two correct answers. You need to go back
and stale the relationship more precisely. Some as
peel of the relationship between the original pair iM
ISIS In only one of the choices. A more precise rela-
tionship between hello and incision could be ex-
pressed as. "a knife cuts Into something to make an
incision and "a bulldozer cuts into something to
make an excavation. This relationship eliminates
hose irngation as a possible answer, and no other
relationship between hose. Irrigation parallels the
relationship to knife, incision as well. The best
answer Is choice (A)

4, Remember that words can have more than one
relationship. For example:

PRIDE:LION : (A) snake : withon (il) Pilch:wolf
(C) rat :mouse (D) bird: sterling (E) dog t canine

A possible relationship between pride and lion
might be that "the first term describes a character.
istic of the second (especially in mythology)" Using
this reasoning, you might look for an answer such as
wisdom owl, but none of the given choices has Mkt
kind of relationship. Another relationship between
pride and lion is "a group of lions Is called a pride";
therefore, the answer is (8) pack !roll, "a group of
wolves Is called a pack."

Sentence Completion OuostleMe

Sentence completion questions test your ability to
recognize the reletionships among parts ot a sentence.
You are given a sentnce from which one or two words
hav been removed and asked to complete the seri.
tense by choosing the wOrd Of words that are conals
tint with other parts Sentence completion cprestions
ask you to know the words listed as cholcos and their
proper use in the context of a sentence. The Seri le noes.
taken from published' material, cover a variety of
tOpice Each Sentence provides enough Information so
that you can (Ind the correct answer without any Odor
Mallon beyond what is contained in the Sentence itself.

Woollens; Earth mien** below hes one et two blanks, each
blank Indicating that itemething has been emitted. Beneath
the minignoe ete floe lettered wends cc tete of words. Cheese
rho wend sr eel of mole that twat HU Me ~nine et Me
sentenee as a whole. "

EXAMPLE
Although its publicity hes been Oho Rim huh I. intent.
gent. welSecied, handeemoly produced, and altogether ,

(A) timeless .. respectable (A) palmetto .. moderate
(C) Mphisticatest.. ameteu«D) delu =de

perteet spectscular
wid)C>co(D

The word although suggests Mat the publicity gave the
wrong Impression of the movie. so look for two words
that are more or less opposite In messing. Also, the
second word has to fit In with 'intelligent, well acted,
handsomely produced." Choices (Et), (0), and (E) are not
opposites. Choice (C) can't be the correct answer even
though sophisticated and amateur are nearly oppci
sites, because an "Intelligent, weRacted, handsomely
produced"iiim isn't amateurish. Only choice (A), when
Inserted In the sentence, gives a logical statement.

Here are some suggestions to keep In mind when
you answer sentence completion questions

I Read the entire sentence carefully; make sure you
understand the Ideas being expressed.

2. Don't select an answer simply because it Is a pop.
ular clIchi or "sounds good."

3 Look tor grammatical clues within the Sentence. For
xempt*:

The excitement does not but his senses, giving him
beenWpeibeption el a thoseend details.

(A) slew ..41mrts (5) blur, ..sharpons
(C) overrule.. constricte (0) heighten segrayetee

(E) Ionewam .. quickens

The word but implies that the answer will Involve two
words that are more or less opposite In meaning. If
you keep this In mind, you can eliminate all of the'
choices except for (8) blur.. sherpens Only the
words In choice (3) imply opposition Also, "sharp.
ens his senses" is consistent with the notion that he
had a "keener perception of 8 thousand details."

4 If the sentence has two blanks to be filled, make
sure that both words make sense in the sentence
For example:

They argue that the author was determined I. hie mon
conclusion, so he any Infonnetion that did not support rt.

(A) ujhold teamed (5) revise.. destroyed
(C) advance devised (0) disprove., distorted

(E) reWM$11 venlIscald

The first words Jr) choices (A) uphold . ignored and
(C) advance devised seem all right. However, the

:3 1
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second word In choice (C) advance devised does
not make sense. In the sentence; why would an
author who wished to advance hls theory devise in-
formation thst did not support It? Only choice (A)
makes a logically consistent sentence.

Mr. Callon Is s skeptic. to believe Mat the accepted *pin
lentil the mishit, is generally .

(A) prone .. Int Able (II) afraid.. mlaleading
(C) Inclined .. fustifteble (Weskit.. significant

(E) elseewed erroneous

The words to be Inserted in the blank spaces In the
question &Dove must result In a statement that IS
consistent with the definition of a skeptic Since a
skeptic would hardly consider the accepted Opinion
of the majority as Walla% jusilliabl., or sIgnIti.
Cant, yOuiCan eliminate choices (A). (C), and (0). A
skeptic would not be afraid that the accepted OPin
ion of thtmajority is misleading, he would Delleve

that it was Therefore, choice (8)13 not Carect Only

choice (E) disposed liOnOus yields a logical
sentence.

5 After choosing an answer, read the entire sentence
to yourself Mak* sure that the sentence is logical

-
Reading Passages

The reading comprehension section of the SAT pre-
sents a fairly familiar 180.r/specially if you have read

widely. The reading comprehension section tests a
variety ol skIlls, Som. questions test your understand
ing of what is stated directly. Sometimes you have to
Interpret and analyze what you read, Some Questions
test your ability to recognize applications of the
author's principles or opinions Others requiro you tO
ludge what you have readto identify strong and weak
points in the presentation, to determine hOw well the
author supports any claims with evidence; and tO

recognize the means by which the author communi-
cates oolnts Each test contains passages drawn from
the following categories'

Narrative. (novels. short Stories, biographies,
ssays)

Biological Science. (medicine. botany. zoology)

Phycat SCience. (chemistry. Physics. astronomy)

Humanities

Spcial Studies

Argumentative:

(art, literature, music, philosophy.
folklore)

(history, economics. Sociology,
government)

(the presentation of a definite
point of view on some subject)

Each passage Contains ail the information you need tO
answer a question However, passages about subjects
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you are familiar with or interested in may be easier for

you. If you find a passage that Seems difficult to you,
skip It and go on. You will bit omitting only a few guars .
tiona and you will be saving yourself time that can be

better used somewhere else.
Is it better to read the questions Mom reading the

passage? Probably not, but the, content of a passage
may help you decide. For instance, 11 you're good in
science. }Ou may follow the reasoning in a science
passage and remember most of the details. Looking at
the questions before you road the science passage
would probably De a waste of time for you. However, if
you flne science passages confusing, reading the
questions first may be worth your time. While yOu are
doing the sample test, try both methods and See which
works better for you in terms of selecting the Dorre&D

answer quickly
Read closely and attentively. Follow the reasoning,

notice how each piece of information relatos to the
ideas being presented Notice attitudes, tone, and gen .
eral style. You may want 10 chCk an important tact Or
Idea, but don't waste time underlining or making notes
In the margin.. Try to get a Sense of the principal Ideas,
fact s, and organization of the passage.

Here are some suggestions that may be helpful

I. Road an of the choices before you select an answer.

2. Answer questions On the basis of what Is In the pas.
sage, Do not answer questions on the basis of your
personal Opinion or knowledge

3 Answer the question that is asked go not pick one
of the choices simply because It is a true statement

4. Make sure that the answer you choose is completely
correct. Do not be Misled by choices that are par
flatly true,

Seversl types of qgestions are asked about the pas.
sages, Some questions test your ability to differentiate
bntween the main Idea of a passage and secondary and
supporting Information In answering questions that
ask for the main Idea, dOn't be distracted by state-
ments that are true according to the passage but that
are secondary or supportive to the central point Below
is a short excerpt from a Passage that Presents a Par.
Ocular point of view of Plato's Republic, The author of
I hls passage expresses ideas Strongly So the Passage
wOuld De classified ad argumentative,

Divecriepir The posaii Wow Is leltower) by question. based
en its content. Answer all questions tellowine the pester on
the Wiser what Is Mated odmeNser In Mate/4We.

That Plato's eireueee should have been admired, on Its
politics( OH by docent people. is perhaps the most
astonishing enempleel literary snobbery In ell history.

Let us cohere« iew points In this totalitarian tract. The
main'purposo of education is to produce dump" In battle. T.
this end, there le to bli field cenaorship 01 the stories told by

mothers and nurses to young Children: there la to be no
reeding ol Hemel because that deersded versifier makes

7 ^
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heels laelint end dodo Woe% the *tem. I. lo bs !creation
because it contains villaIns and women:music Is to be only ef
certain Itinds, "mkt., in modem tonne, would bo nen !try bands
ester* "Sty Country Tin el Thee" and ''Sters and Stripes
Foresee

Am., Ries question that might be asked Is.
I. TM men pent of the pewit...It tp.

(A) cast untentpt en the kind ot music advocated M
Plato's Republic

01) describe the content of Plates Republic
(Creosote the positive and negative aspects of Plato's

peop at the tkne --_
(0) show how ',kite...Republic kit 1'474 IIVMS of

le
(E) snitch* the politics; philoeephy-siontelned In Plates

Republic

Another main ides question that might be asked Is

2. Which el the following would bo the meet appropriate MN
for the/image?
(A) Tho Perfection ol Plates Reewarto
(I) Why Plato's Republic lis is Mon Censored
(0 Plato's epublic: A Tetsinedim Tract
(0) TM Harms al Plates Republic
(E) Plato: Me Morel I at

Both questions require only that you understand the
main point, which the author makes In the first two
sentences, the rest Of the passage gives supporting
detail Note that the main point of a passage is got
always stated at the beginning. In question 1, the
statement in choice (A) mentions one of the sup-
porting points, not the main idea Choice (8) glyeS
some of the content ol the passage, but the main
thrust Of the passage is much mono negative than
the statement in Choice (B) Choice (C) Is Inaccurate
because the author doesn't admit that the book has
any positive aspects Choice (0) Is not supported.
Only choice (E)-adequately describes the main Idea
For the seCOnd question. follow the klrld of analysis
made Of question I You II sea that only opilon (C)
accurately reflects the main idea'of the passage

Another type of question asks for details stated In
the passage. Once agatn. be sure to answer the
question that Is asked, For example:

3. Accenting to the passage. whkh of the following are
stetements of Floes beliefs?

I. Nemo shOUld expose the weaknesses of villains.
II. Only those pans ol Homer Mating wIth the Woos snd

gods may Mused.
III. Stones told to children should be strongly censored.

(A) !only (I) 11 only (C) Ill only
(0) 11 and Inertly (E) 1.11, and III

Statement I IS inaccurate because no drama is per
mined. and statement ii rs inaccurate as no parts of
Nome( may be read Only statement ill is accurate
and the correct answer is choice (C)

You can use partial information to held you.1even
of you re not sure of tho answer in the question
above, it you know that statement I is incorrect, you

can eliminate Choices (A) and (E), leaving only thrm
Other answers to Choose from. If you are doubtful
about It but sure Of III, you can eliminate (4(0, and
(13), leaving you one chance In twO of Choosing Car
rectly between (C) and (C),

4. The passege suemsts that all t the following ars loh
bidden In Plates Republic EXCEPT

(A) dense music
(II) patriotic music
(C) plays about T11101110
(D) portrayals of the smummonts of the gods
(E) stories about Poor Mole, stealing to loud their families

Question 4 asks you to Identify which of the Choices
Is net forbidden Since the author mentions only that
songs played by military bands are permitted, you
must recognize that the suggestion Is that patriotic
music Is allowed. This Is reinforced by the Connote..

_ _thins of the titles of the songs given as examples.
The correct answer Is option (B)

Some of the-questions ask you to evaluate or inter-
pret the passage. Foltbwingis an example of such a
question:

5. TM euthor's attitude towed Plato's Republic le one of
(A) quiet concern (I) cautious acceptance

(C) rovorertt admkallon (D) outraged dleaPPrmal
(El total indllfemnce

Question 5 requires you to identify the author's ath
t ode toward Plato's philosophy. A strong attitude of
disapproval is evident in almost every sentence, but
most obviously in line 4 in which the author refers to
Plato's Republic as a "totalitarian tract," The Car-
reCt answer is (CI)

You can improve your reading comprehensiorkby
reading extensively and, what is most important,
thinking while you are reading If you hage limited
your reading to only one or two particular topics.
practice reading about "unfamiliar subjects Many
bOOks and good sciOnCe, news, literature, and art
magazines provide Interesting material While you
are reading, tallow the author's argument, line of
reasoning, methods used to make a point, and the
Implications of what Is said.

SAT. MATHEMATICAL SECTIONS

Some questions In the mathematical sections:of the
SAT require you 10 apply numerical, graphic, 'spatial,
symbolic, and logical techniques to SituatIons familiar
to you, these may be similar to exercises In your text
books. Other questions may require you to 00 tome
original thinkino The mathematical preparation x
pected Is a year of algebra and some geometry. Al
though most of the geometric ideas Involved are us

3 l
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ually taught in the elementary and ItinlOr high years, a
few of the questions involve topics that are first taught
in high school geometry. Many of these geometric con.
cepts are reviewed In the material that follows.

Two types of multiplechoice questions are used In
the SAT.mathematicalieect ion s;

Standard multiple.choice questions (approximately
two-thirds 01 the questions)

2 Quantitative comparison questions (approximately
onethird of the questions)

These types vall be explained rater Most of the cues
lions are classified as arithmetic, algebra, or geometry,
and there is approximately the same number of oach
type

Some Mathematical Concepts
with Which You Should B. Familiar

Arithmeticbaste addition, Subtraction, multipaca.
lion, and division. percent; average, odd and even num.
bers, prime numbers, divisibility (for example, 24 is
divisible by 8)

Algebranegative numbers, simplifying algebraic ex.
pressions; linear equations, inequalities, simple quad.
lane equations; positive integer exponents; roots

Geotneuyarea (square, rectangle, triangle, and cir.
ate), perimeter of a polygon; circumference of a circle,

volume of a box and cube, special properties of
Isosceles, equilateral, and tight triangles, 30'
60*-90' and 45'-45*-90' triangles, properties of
parallel and perpendicular lines, locating p.oints on a

coordinate told

This section will help you review or ref resh your Mow!.
edge about mathematical vocabulary and concepts Ire.
quently needed to solve Problems.

Words and Phrases You Should Know

When You See: Think:

Positive Integers
Negative integers - 1, - 2, - 3, - 4, .
Integers - 4, 3, - 2. - 1,0,1.2, 3, 4,
Odd Number.
Even Numbers
Consecullve Integers n,n * 1,n * 2.... (n = a n Integer)
Prime Numbers 2.3.5, 7, 11, 13, 17.16.

Average The Sum of terms divided 14 the num.
bgr 01 terms, for example: Average of

11 111
901, and 16 0,

+ = 12
3

3 1 d

Concepts You Should Know

Odd and Even Numbers

Addition: Multiplication:
even 4. even w even even x even w even
odd + odd even even x odd = even
even + odd .= odd odd x odd w odd

Percent

Percent means hundredths or number out of 100, so that
40

3
40 percent and 3 Is 75 percent of 4 (because -

100
4

75 = 75 percent).
100

Some Percent Equivalents Generat Method of Converthnt

Fraction L to a Percent:

1 a 0.1 a WA
f 0

u02 20%
5

1 a 0.5 a SO%
2

w 1,0 100%

2 a 2 0 100%

Note:To convert a Itccllon
or decimal to percent.
multiply by 100.

X

b 100

x = 100(t)

Exempt...I .N 1010

Therefore,* 1001-1) 75

2. 11 25%
4 100

Percents Greater Than 100

Problem 5Is what Woe& of 2?
x

Solution:-5
2 100

250
2

Therelore,-5- w2-L° w 250%
2 100

So, 5 Is 250 percent of 2. Note that this Is equivalent (a saying

that 51.21 times 2.
2

Problem:Sue eamed $10 on Monday and $12 on Tuesday. The
amount earned on Tuesday was what Percent of the
amount *emotion Monday?

An equivalent question is "$12 fs what percent of $W?"

12Solution: w
le 100

12.°2 al 120
10

12 120
oo,

10 100

0

9
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P444111118 Less Then 1

nimblest 314. what percent of 1,0007
3 3 .Solutinc . 0 003 . 0.3% sr of percent

1,000 10

Angrione Socks are SI 00 a pelf or 2 pelts ler $1.11. The saw
Inge In buyIng 2 peke is whet percent el the tent

sett at the simple gob rate?

Selutlerc At the single pair rite, 2 pairs would test 8200. so
the savings Ie only 10.01. Menders, mu must
answer the sweetest. '10 01 Is what porcent of
mar

Sof; use 11/0 . 14, the savings Is 0.3%m of moment.

Wenn el intern. _ -

n14114447 411141111
FP I 4 14 74 14 N 41 140 IN 144

fo Ill ii SI ISI tot 1St rel tot S'l'Nl 1211 144

Signed Number Preportioe

positive x peallIne smith*
negative x negatIve Hein,.
meetly* x penny* negative
- (a - b) -

II. <0.0 > 0

1 0 I

On Ms number Ilne above: a <0 For exempts, - 2 < ji
0' >0

a' <5 Fru exempts, (.1)' <

20>2 For clample,r 42y> 2
2

< w
a 44 z< 0
O - a> 0

of 2A 2(0 + 2)
ar - I (0 1)4 - If
ar 2.4 1 (a .t 1)(0 I) I.

.= 3e - 4 . 4 = 4)(0 1)

10

Properties et Peralbet Llnes

1.11 iwo perellei lines are cut by a third Ons, the alternate hr
leder angle. ore onset.
For mempie:

2,11Mo wallet lines are cut by a third line, the corresponding
angle. are equal.
Fee oesnmis:

Of

note' Wags Ake "alternate interior' Ix '''orreepondIng" are
generally not used on the Met, but you ele need I. know which
angles:ire equal,

Angle Astationehlps

+ 0 + 2 ISO

(1144ceum the sum
f the Interlor
angle. of a
Mangle Is 1101

w

(When hve stralIM Iff.b
intersect, vortical angles
are equal.)

y 70
(llecause
Is squill to
and 10 SO

a 180)



o.

y c 30
(Dec* use a
fIf bight angle Is
190% y . 160 - 150)

60
(Because 70 * 30

1110)

The hum ol all engles of ths
polygon above Is 30/101
540' because It can be
divided Into 3 triengles,
each containing 160'

Side Relationships

y o 1
(Because the
lepith of the Ode
opposite Me 30%
angle In s dght
*dangle Is hilt
the length of the
hypotenuse)

(Byth* Pythagorean
Theorem.
sr tr

3
c VT)

A

314

e tO
(Because r So
c 901 Also, the
isnot h of old, AC
Is greeter than the
le ngth of side BC
(Because ZAN
greatr thanL A)

If AB is parallel to CD, then
y 1110 (Because . .0

160 and y o z)

o y 10
(Because the un-
marked anglels
PO% all angles of
the triangle ate
equal, and, there.
fore. all sides of
the triangle at*
equal)

1

t)

4

5
(By the
Pythagorean
Theorem,

0 31 41

e 5 + 16
25

.N,r21 5)

o )l 0 45
(Because two
aides are equal,
the right Ids note
Is leosoeles and
angles and ere
OCIUOI.Also, 0 4 y
90 which makes
both angles 45')

z r2-
(Bus us I' 1r

Area and Perimeter ForrIllIfes

Arita of a rectangle c length x width o L. x
Pfilllellf of rectangle 0 2(1. V!)

Examples:

3

4

Area 0 12

311 I

33

Aria . (o b)(o * 3).0
9

Perimeter o 14 Perimeter 0. 2 (is + (c 3)1
2124

Area of a circle fre (where I Is the radius)
Circumference of a circle 2 wr srd (where d Is the

diemeter)
Examples:

Area e Wl3 0 9sr
Circumference 0 2r(3)

05W

Area c W(S . tor
CIrcumf stance 0 elle) 111sr

it



Area of a Wiens* 1(011Mde x Mea(

Ares .24.10 ;30
2

I. 1.1
Ales .1.14 .24

2

x . 2
Anw.1.12.5 . 20 (Nexus. + a.. (21/1).

2
Penmetw . 12 + 3 + 13 30 21.4.2

ar 4
2)

Arm .2 2

Perimeter 2 + 2 + 2 VT
4 + 2 VT

Yltilililta IMetemputer 3o1141(box)

Velum Ma box leer% x width x WON W H
Example.:

Volume 0.3 . 4 $O Volume (3k) (2t) (2t) 12k'

The formulas and symbols given in the directions
that follow appear in the lest book. Learning them now
will help you whenyou take the actual test.

12
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Standard Multipia-Cheles Cluaatlana

Oireetions: In Ilds *Wien solve earth pre34se. using any
assureNe spew en the Hee 1.1 serotenwerk. Then Melds
"MIMI Is the Met of Ihe eheleis elven and Simko. the now*
apending %wee en I00 araw0( SAW. The followIns Weems.
Om I. ler yeur mimeses In solvIns seam of the problems.

Cagle el rodeo n
Area
Chosenfament swr
Taw milker 414 dorms
el we In a
MI** Mt
The meemant Indorses
of 11131 angle I.1N.

Tnanakerhe
awn of the
1011110110 Si

depot of the
wilesal a
blenals I. NO.

A 0
If G. UM le I tisht onsae,
then (1) Nee el AOC

AI CO
2

(2)Ae + DC'

Delhatten of symbeis:
Moral Ie. 1 Is Ism Men sr equal to
le unequal to roofer Manor 4,10I le

<Is less Mon II Is pars** hi
> le moaterMan j porporMleulm to

ftty Flamm whish mossmany problems In thle tool aro In.
tended m pm** Information useful In oohing the problems.
They we drawn se seametely se possible ECCIPT when 11 Is
stolid In a spoolde problem Mel Ifs news Is net *own to
scale. All Ilguros N. In a plane wafts otherwlee Inelleated. All
numbers used merest numbers.

When you take the SAT, remember to use the avail.
able space in the test book for scretchwork. You are ,
nof expected to do all the reasoning and figuring In
your head.

The problems that lollow will glee you an Idea of the
type of .mathemistiCan thinking riquired. First, try to
answer each question yourself. Then reed the airplane.
lion, which may give you now Insights Into solvIn6 the
problem end perhaps point oul techniques that you will
be able to use again. Nolo that the directions indicate
to select the bee f of the choices given.

1. NU + Lenin 4e + 25 .
II I

4,4 ttl 10 (D) 20 OD 25
4 2

ThIS Is an example of a problem which requires realiz.
Ing that la + 2b 2(2e, + b). Therefore, ta + 21)

+ b) 2(5) M.Th. correct answer 13(C).

2.1111.11.1e .144%11166P w
(A) 4 (11)1 (C)32 (0) (I) 54

This question can be solved by several methods. A
timwconsurning method would be to multiply the three
16e and then divide the result by the product of end S.
'A quicker approach would be to fInd -what additional
factors are needed In the right side of the equation lo
match those In the left side..These are two 2s and 16,

the product of which Is 04. Y et another mat hod Involves

91-170 0 82 --21

a 321
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sOlvIng for P as follows:
z

P = fe110-111 2 2 16w64

The correct answer is (E).

3, The town of Mason Is located on Eagle Labe. The town of
Canton` Is west of Mason.,Sinclair Is east of Canton, but
west of Meson. Dexter Is inlet of Richmond, but west ot
Sinclair and Canton. Assuming alt these towns ant In the
United Slates, which town Is farthest west?

t.4) Masan (2) Dein% (C) CanhPn
(P) Sinclair (E) Ilkhmond

For this kind of problem, drawing a diagram may help
In this case, a line can be effectively used to locate the
relative position of each town. Start with the statement
"The town of Canton Is west of Mason" and, using ab .
brpviations, draw the following.

Mint Eau

From the remaining information, place the other towns
In their correct order

'w I
IA 0 E. s

The final sketch shows that the town farthest west is
Richmond (R)and the correct answer Is (E).

4, If the OM Ste if Ilwren x's Is 7, what I. tit:average of four.
teen x's?

(A) l (II (C) 1 (D) 7 (E) 14
7 2

Don't get caught Up In the Wording of this, problem
which might lead you to choose (E) 14 The average of
any number of equal numbers such as x Is always x.
Since you are given that the average of seven x's Is 7, it
follows that x = 7 and that the average of fourteen x's
Is also 7. The correct answer Is (0).

S. If an asterisk (*) between twe expressions Indicates, that
the expressien on the HIM exceeds the expression Ori

iott by I. which el the leitowlisa Is (am) true ler
numbers s?

P.* 2) ir
II, x1 (x + ty

x x + I
Y +

(A) Nene (II) I only (C) tionly
(D) only (E) I and Ifl

This kind of problem Invdves working with a newly de .
fined symbol. One approach Is to check the statements
one at a time. Statement I reduces to X' + 2x x' + 2x
+ I, so the expression on the right does exceed the ex .
pression on the left by I. Therefore, statement I Is true
Statement II reduces to a' a" + 2x + 1 so the right ex.
pression exceeds the left expression by 2x + I. which
Is not equal to 1 except when x = 0. This makes state.
mint II false. Statement III Is more difficult to check,

but you can verify by subtraction or by substituting
humbers (for example, x = 3, y = 5), that the expres.
skin on the right does not exceed the expression on the
left by I. Therefore, statement III Is raise. The only true
statement is I, so the correct answer Is(8).

In a problem of this kind, if you are able to decide
about only one or two statements, you can still slim!
nate some choices and guess among those remaining
For example, If you con conclude that I Is true and Il is
false, then the correct answer is either (B) or (E) be.
cause these choices contain statement I.

IL If s car travels X kilometers of a trip In H hours, In bow
many hours can It travel the Mixt Y kilometers st this rate?

XY HY HX 11+ Y X+Y
(A) (I) (C) (0)

You can solve this problem by using ratios or by using
the distance formula.

Using the ratio method. X kilometers Is to H hours as Y
kilometers is to 0 hours, where 0 represents the
amount of time required to travel V kilometers

X
H

X 0 = HY, HY
X

The correct answer !s(B).

7. if 110 percent of P Is 30 percent of 0, then 0 Is what percent
of P?

(A) 3% (1) 27% (C) 30% (0) 270% ,,(E) 300%

Writing an algebraic equation for this percent problem
not Only simplifies the work, bUt also helps you to
organize your thoughts "90 peTent of P is 30 percent

9 3
of 0" can be written as 90P = 3C"' (or P = 0) "0

10 10

Is what percent of P" tells you to lind 3 and express it

as a percent.
0

= 3 and, therefore, 0 Is 300 percent of

P and the correct answer is (E). (See Pages 9.10 for re.
view of percent.)

Ii

a

S. The figure /above shows a piece of paper In the shape of a
parallelogram with measurements as Indicated. If the
paper la tacked at Its center to a flat surface end then
rotated *bout Header, the points covered by the paper
will be a cIrcuter region of altimeter

(4) V-3 1)3 (e) (5) ,51 (E)

13

32 )
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The first step In solving the problem la to realize that
the center of the parallelogram Is the point of Inform-
lion of the two diagonals: thus, ths diameter you are
looking for is the length of tne longer disports! AC- One
way to find AC is to think of the additional lines drawn
55 shown below.

The triangles at each end are congruent (equal in size
and shape), so the length of DE and CE are 1 and VS,
respectively, AEC is a fight triangle, therefore, the
Pythagorean Theorem Can be used In solving the prob.
term

AC' CE' +
AC' (VW + (6). 3 + 36 39

The diameter AC Is VS9 and the Correct answer IS(E).

IL An miswrite 134mur deck shows 3 O'Cl(Kk et a certain
lostaaL Ethetly 11.0011.9114.01 hours later. what time Mee
the clock stew?

(A) 5 o'clock IS) ?o'clock (C) o'clock
(0) *o'clock (E) 10 e'dack

Every 12 hours the clock will again show 3 o'clock. You
want to know the remainder vihen 11,90,90,995 Is
divided by 12 to sae how many hours to add te 3
o'clock. Because this division Problem will be cumber.
some, think about a shortcut, Twelve divides
12,000,000,000 with no remainder and 11.999.999,995Is
5 less than 12,000,000,000 Ader 12,000,000000, tho
clock will Show 3 o'clock. so 5 hours before
12,000,000600, the clock will show 10 o'clock. The cor
rect answer is (E).

10. In the trimMes Mem, If AS. CD, and EF ars line segments
whet Is the sum of Me mewls el Mesh marked angles?

Vi) 180' 011310' (C1 S40' (D) 720'
M) it cannot bo determined (rem the informatien elms,

This problem requires a Creative probigripsolving apt
proach. On* solution Involves recognising that the sum
01 the three unmarked angles in the Mentes Is 160,

05
14

This Can Ith Seen horn ths following figure:

Because CD Is a line segment. the sum of angles o, y.
and z Is 160'. Also. y w because they are vertical
angles. Therefore, x + w + z ISO. Since the sum of
the measures of all angles In the three triangles Is 540'
(3. 160'1 and the sum of the unmarked angles'of the M.
angles In the original figure equals 180% It follows that
the sum of the marked angles Is 540' - 180' 360'
The COrreCt answer IS (8). With this type of problem, II
yotido not relic h a solution In a minute or so. go on to
the next problem and return If time pefinits.

Quantitative Comparison Questions

OuantItative comparison questions emphasize the Con.
coots of equalities, inequalities, and estimation. They
generally Involve less reading, take less time to arv
seer, and require less computation than regular multi.
ple.choice questions

Begotten*: Eimh of the follerlop queetions coosists of the
ementities, one In Ceiumn A end one In Column S. You ars I.
compare the two quathltios end en the answer sheet blacken
Hem

A II the quantity In Coiumn A Is greaten
S lf the toothily In Column II Is grim leo
C If the toe quantities ars equal:

If the reletienship cannot be determined from the Informs.
tion given.

MONK 1.1n certain swollen& Informatim concerning one er
both ref the imentitlos to be cerniored Is cantered
these the Iwo eolumns.

2. In given question, a symbol Met appears In beth
columns reprrommis the same thing In Celumn A ss- it elms In Ceram S.

3. Letters such es x,n, end k stand fa Nal numbers.

EXAMPLES
Column A Column S Answers

El. 2 x a 2 o 4 O1>CbcD

GINDOCDEt ISO - x y

£3. P - 0 ri - It GDOSCthb

3 2

(TM anew/MI( A
memos this
memo MINIM

(TM mewls C
Newss a s y

Manny
mains 180
o pal y.)

db. areaway 0
begone SWAMI Ia
known Neat nithar
pare)

\\ I



Quantitative comparison questions may not be as
familiar to you as other types of questions. Therefore,
give special attention to the directions ahead of time.

To solve a quantitative comparison problem, you coal
pare the quantities In the two columns and decide
whether one quantity is greater than the other, whether
the two quantities ere equal, or whether the relation

ship cannot be determined from the inlorniation given
Remember that your answer should be.

A if the quantity In Column A is greater;
B If the quantity In Column B Is greater,
C if the two quantities are equal;
0 if the relationship cannot be determined from the

information given.

Problems are clearly separated and the qua atttles to be
compered are always on the same line as the number
ot the problem (30. example 2 below/ Figures and ad
ditionaf information provided for some problems ap.
pear above the quantities to be compared, The follow.
ing are some practice problems with explanallons to
help you understand this typi of question.

mem
1. on *Oil

ooromn

Because the numbers in this problem are fairly large. it
may save time to study the multipliers first before at-

tempting the calculations. Not, that (37) and (-.1-)
43

appear.in both quantities, thus, the only numbers left
for you to compare are 58 and 59 'Since 59 > Se, the
quantity on the right Is greater and the correct answer

Is (B).

ctumliA Column p

2.
...Me/WON le

be compered

To sOlve this problem, you need to recall that when two
lines intersect, the vertical angles are equal Therefore,

23x = 2y or x = - y, which implies that y Is greater than
3

x. The correct answer is my Hole that the question
asks for a comparison of x and y, not 3x and 2y

CotwnnA Column .)

a A.

32
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SincecAB = BC, the angles opposite AB and BC are
equal Ied,therefore,x = y The correct answer is (C)

Column A Column II

4. x + 1 2x + 1

Because both expressions contain a "1," the problem
becomes one of comparing x with 2x When you com
pare algebraic expressions, a useful technique is to

consider zero and negative numbers for possible
values of the ukitzwn

2x > x lor positive numbers
2x = x forzero
2x < x for negative numbers

The correct answer Is (0), as the relationship cannot be

determined from the information given If you had been

given that x was positive (that is, 1 > 0), the correct
answer would have been B because 2x would be
greater than x.

Column A Column!

Net Rowels nOt
drown to see. '

5. y 00

Because the sum of the angles of a triangle Is 180, x +
y + 45 = 180 or x + y = 135 Since x < 45.11 follows

that y > 90 The answer is (A) In this problem you
should not try to determine the answer from the ap.
pearance of the figure because the noto Indicates It is

not

Column III

x a 1

I. x - 1

Th condition x 1 (read x Is not equal to 1) is given
because the algebraic fraction in column A Is notde

lined for x = 1 (the denominator becomes zero) The

solution of thls problem Involves simplifying the frac.

lion In Column A as follows:

x' - 1 (x + 1)(X - 1) X +
*x - 1 x - 1

Therefore, the quantity in column A Is equal to x + 1.
Since x + 1 Is always greater than x, the answer Is (A).

Column A COlumn 111

7. Area et s trier** Ares of Mangle
with altitude 4 with bete 5

To answer this question, you need to know how to find
the area of a triangle. To find the area of a triangle, you

15
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need to knoy the length of a base and the altitude to
that base. Y u can't find the "area of a triangle with
altitude 4" ithout knowing the base, so the area of
such a tria pie could be any number depending on the
length of the base. Likewise, you can't find the "area of
a Mangle with base 5" without knowing the lingth of
the aliitude.Since you can't tell anything about the two
areas. the correct answer Is (D).

THE TEST OF
STANDARD WRITTEN ENGLISH

The questions on the Test of Standard Written English
evaluate your ability to recognize standard written En.
glish, the langusge of most college textbooks and the
English you will probably be xpected to use in the
papers you write for most college courses. The TSWE
tests some basic principles ol grammar and usage
such as agreement of subject and verb and of pronoun
and antecedent, and It also deals with more compli.
catod writing problems such as whether or not the
comparisons made in a sentence am logical.

No question asks you tO define grammatical terms or
identify particular verb tenses or correct spelling or
capitalization. In only a few questions am punctuation
marks like the semicolon or the apostrophe Important
In arriving at an answer.

The best preparation for the TSWE is to mad widely
in works by skilled writers and, of course, toot regular
practice In both analyzing good modele of prose and in
writing and rewriting your own prose. However. YOu
should also lind it helpful to read the materials In this
publication and become familiar with the directions
and the two types of multiple-Choice questions used on
the trrst.

The test begins with P5 triage questions. then has 15
sentence correction questions. and ands with 10 mOre
usage questions

WAN Ouendlons

tillesz The luseekm sememee moron problems Ingram.
oar, swum Alba Welke el medal, awl idleni. Some sew
*wee ere wrest No lisederrie eentitine mere than one um.

You rid lInd that We ewer, If Own Is one, is underlined and
lellerwl. Assume ISM all ether stintents MV.. Bantams are
alma and camel Id oltanend. In ellowing mows, Whew
We requirentsals el Woodard wrthen English.

If Own is an wee, mien the ewe underlined pert 14,54 rih=f
he alionged le melt the sentense ewer, one blaciwn the est.
weleendline *pose en yew memo eiteer. II there I. no
bleolion answer seem E.

If

MAPLES:
I. He seek. bluntly and twenty le we specie/tem

A P C 0
No ewer

(IDCDOICD4)

II. She wecka every day so that she would Mown.
A a C

financially independent in her old ads. N. emir

Erece<DOM

Usage questions ask you to recognize writing that does
not follOw the conventions of standard written English.
For example, they test the use of appropriate verb
tenses. the agreement of pronoun with antecedent, the
maintenanCe of parallel structure, and the use of
Idiomatic expressiOns. Each question consists of a
sentence with four words or phrases underlined and
lettered. You are to choose the One underlined part that
must be changed to make the sentence acceptable In
standard written English. Remember that Me error
must be one that you Can correct by changing the um
derlined part.JI yOu think that the sentence is all right
as it is, mark the fifth choice, "No error." Read the en.
tire sentence and.consider each Choke before you se-
led yOur answer. SOnie Of the sentences am CorreCt, so
don't hesitate to mark the "NO error" Choke ft yOu
can't Ilnd a mistake. Keep in mind, however, that errors
ol word choice as well as grammar Or usage Can be in-
cluded.

Below am some sample usage questions and expla-
natiOns of the correct answer:.

1. Meet pew* win fine It sash( to adlult to the monk ayetwn
A

If yew become lernillar with It Were the cheer/ow

sows. No erne
E

The problem In this sentence Is that ol shift in pep
son. The writer begins talking about "most people"
and then changes to "you." The sentence could be
corrected by changing either "most people" or
"you." However, "you" Is underlined and "most
people" Is not, so, accezding to the directions,
"you" Is the only part ol the Sentence white the
change can be made. The constroction In choice (A)
Is acceptable, the Preposition in Choke (C) is the &C.
cepted idiom, and the number and tense of the verb
In (D) *gm*. The correct answer is (B). The revised
sentence would read "Most people will lind it
easierII they become..."

2. 12011zemeles Maim MAW men the Abominable Sew
A

men, bert no one hos preyed that suds e ("whin actually
'

sale*. No east

3 2
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The answer Is (A), In the context of this sententee.
the "having sun" Is not acceptable. In Standard
written English. you should write "Many travelers
claim tO have seen..." Choice (13). "but," links the
two parts of the sentence In a logical and appro-
priate way, and the expression at (C) and the adverb
at (D) are also acceptable.

M Ms aeilehles if remen's anpanitatione
A

trummun prelems thei nil mobs Me easier fer

markine ineirssm. He ow

Although the Woes expressed In thri sentence might
ba convoyed with different words and expressions.
the sentence contains no grammatical, Idiomatic,
logical, or structural errors. The answer Is (E).

How in she Mule M MUM Imen surge anelef. Olio.
Nuns ormaests MN modern physickms ars ne4 Me WV

A
News au. hme enempledre ours*, en Me Woks

C
Hewn%f

The er Is that of subject.verb agreement, BeCause
the subject of the sentence, "Holes," Is plural, the
verb must also be plural; "suggests" should be
changed to " suggest." Always check to au thit the
UM agrees with the SubleCt, especially when the
verb Is smisrated from the subject by a phrase or a
Clause OF w the verb cOmes before the subject.

(8).(0). &M(t)) e all acceptable In standard written
English.The a svirsrli (A).

Seed OMM2100.

ftwftyp kr el Ow Isalemine senhwess, seine part it aN

al ins mums' underlined. Under NOW Wantons* yen UN

fwe weys pnruIng Me underlined part. Seim the
smut MO the mut rilleslim sentues,anethsn is
Our and wleme1 awliwsniniell a, Onlidgully, and
Mashan she uses an yeir maws/ Wwel, lii
ilkwingsg Wow Min ressannwens el Mindersi writ.
lan Implish, Um( wile aSSails inat Manua Ow mew
Ing OW

Answer (A) is Mame Me same as We undwifurd um.
Moue (A) it yea 15551115 efighwi Olintentmi psalm no

mink"

EXAMPLE:
s. Rau plann I. mach cows: in foleirly
at eummer.

f Minnine (B) ars Munk,'
(C) hem planned

MI *Mk a Plu Itpta.s
Manocori

17
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Many ol these questions present complex faults In the
logic or structure of a sentence, errors that require sub,
stantial rewriting. The directions ask you to Select the
beat version of foe sentence, so you must Consider *A
lectIvoness of expression as well as corrutns31.1.00k
at tech of the flve choices Carefully before you setut
your answer, if you think more than one answer IS ac
ceptable, read each choice as Pan Of the entire Ilec
tuce; Sometimes a chOlce makes sense by Itself but
not u part of the sentence. Som. of the choices may
be grammatically correct and logically and structurally
consistent with the cost of the sentence, but they may
still not be the Correct response because they are
wordy Of awkward or because they lack force Of ern.
phasis.

Each of the choices le likely to deal with ntOre thin
one writing prObiern. 11 yOU are not careful, you may
pick an answer that COMIChl One problem but mates a
new one. Yoq.are More likely to pick the CorrCt
sponse if yot4ask yourself questions Ilke these; Is this
sentence gr4ymaticaity correct? Is it a complete son.
tents? Aro e elements In the ilentanC0 parallel? Are
the parts of the sentence linked in an appropriate man.
Renate the Ideas expressed or compared logically? Is
the wording clear and concise?

Below ma some sample Sentence coirection roues .
lions and explanations of the correct answers.

t, The snarler Noun anewshess ars the beim duke If you
ars lealUe He on eau le IM and minnow maim.

(Al an easy is 1111 mid efenermer model .
(6) a mrsdel Mat is easy 11111 and mummer
(C) an um model as far es lifting and mermuvedne gees
(DI a Model Wilk We Ogling and aim innovate;
le an sullytIfirldood Mee maneuvered medal

The sentence.tests directness and el fectivenesa of
expression. ChOlcss (A) and (E) are grammatically
correct, but ate not as well expressed as ChOlCil (B).
Ctmlce (C) le awkward. Choice (0) does not maintain
parallel structure. Only Choice (B) Is Clear, Concise.
and IcHcanStIc.

2. Anima Mau. us She OM Meek American I. win maim'
vid In Me BMA

(A) Allem Cilinswir-,c OM Wel Mack Am/flunk, win nogg
Monis charnplenehis endplayed lathe MM.

(NI Alines Climen, being Me Nest Meek Agendum Is win
'maks, tetras chwrManeldps, and playing lit ths

(C) Althea Mime& pi:tying Mktg 9110e, Mine me first Mack
Amedeen MI win maler Sera* enampluallIps,

(111 AMme OW*" taw *pod In tito INC*, was Igo first
Mask American MM. nurler tunes shamplushiPe.

(t) ANA.. MMus played In the IMOs, eke was the lkst
- Mack Arnexiimert. win maim mule crtampleneMps.

When a sentence makes more than one statement, It
Is customary to Indicate the refationshiP between
these statements. If the Atatements are equal In Irn,

pottance, rank, or degree, the writer csn Use a GM.
Junction like "and" or "but." Thls method of linking Is
called COOrdin ation. If one Statement Is to be smpha.

f)
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sized more than the other, lb. writer con use a con-
junction lae "because" ok"sInce" or othr Words
ilk* "who" or "that." This nathod of linking is called
su bordi nat ion. Soma imps. the Intention of th writer
dotermirms whiclymothod is most appropriate. In the
undorlined tartescsiabout Althia Gibson. th write(
has used "and" to join IWO statimonts about the
othiete, Th sentence (and th*rof ore choice A) is not
*flatly*. however, beeaute "and" cross not ads-
(lustily convoy thi relationship behian the two
statements. A mom Interesting sentences wUuld
cat* which one of th* statemonts was mom Im Dor-
tont to tho writer. TM only choice that does so M(p).
It is a well-constructed sentonce, one with appro-
priate subordination and emphasis.

lame Mom Pass sopmes sesselewslowati weft hese

MS St. eleemeass world Neal by haw* wateraim.

(A) Moose la We thai ealoolas. St. seienfleIs dli so hi Me
hope West the deowassols

pq When they moo sewed In Ma Om sapook. the
aslant*. did NM Me hope VW Me MiCeN1W161

to By plaebas floal In Vie lbws capita, So fops of Ifto
selerolleas vise NM Sta Assuateals

(01 The mbo0lole pissed Me floswasals hi Me boas copswil
In Me helm Stat Ihesejapsrs

10 The Mask" of Ike Alooresses hi Me tines capsule by
selefAbils was la Me hope INal (Mee papers

(.1
The pflmarPproblern with IIM *atone., Is that cco-
tains a dangling modifier. A dangling modiflor Is a
phrase, a clause. oe an adactive that seems to mod-
ify a word that 11 was not Intended to modify. Din-
piing modifiers ofton Mutt In aentincos tnst are am-
biguous or illogical. Modiflars should usually hi
Maid next to or dose to the word IMy ar*.nismded
to modify to avoid problome of a mtligu ty. Boca use of

if

0

Daiwa), the aginol sentence and choice (A)are con.
structid. the ohms* "Placed In the time capsule"
sent to modify "the scientists." He:4am, this re
lationship makes no sons...The writer doesn't mean
that the scientists were placed in tho time capsule
but that lh scannas placed tho documents In tho
time capsule. Choice (B) contains a similar error and
adds to It by using the pronoun "It" without OW
antecedwit. Choice (C) has a dangling modifier prob .
lem and Is further weakened by the distance be-
tween "them" and th word it refers to, "imp-
monis." Choice (E) does not hav a dangling moil-
Ile, but It uses th passive voice in an awkward
mamas and Is unnocasserily wordy. TM intended
idea of th Original tlntence is expreend
and logically onliin choice (0), thcorroet an saw.

4. Nine *a It woo a hel room Meares wen. eueerienally
WhNI the glens shuck.

(A) Nino ss woo 2 Iva moo
(B) WIllatsemease hal .
(C) Ware beim a Mimeos

Soesves Me roses wec hiS
(1) TPA mesa wall la

This question presents problems In wording and In
structure. Choices (A), (B), and (C) use exiressiont
that am not ordinarily used la standard written En-
Wish ("Suing as it was," "With th moon as.::"Due to
thee being"). Choice (E) joins two tontines's with a
corms, a method that is not acceptabla In star.dard
writton English.

What Is needed Is some indication of tho relation.
ship between tha first part of th* antence and the
**cond. Choice (0) solves the probIamth word
"because" elarillos th relationship hy indicating
that the situation describod in the first part affected
the situation described In the *second. The answer Is
choice (0).

:3 '27
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THE SAMPLE TES.T

The sample test ihat follows is the edition ol the SAT
given on April 4, 11111 (in New York State on June 5.
NM). It includes only five of the six sections In the ac .
lust test. The experimentsi section, Section 4 In this
edition, has been omitted because It contains ques-
tions that may be used in future edit ions of the SAT end
does not count toward Um scores. The sample test will
be most helpful If you take It under conditions aa close
as possible to those of the actual test:

Set aside two-and-one-half hours when you will not
be Interrupted, so that you can complete all of the
list In one sitting.

Slt at a desk with no other papers or books. You can't
take a Calculator, dictionary, other books, or notes
into the test rOOM.

Have a kitchen timer or clock In front of you for tim-
ing yourself on the sections.

Allow yourself only 30 minutes for each section of
the test.

Fill In the' sample answer sheet on page 47 Just as
you vapid at regular tcel.

Road the Instructions below. They are reprinted from
the beck cover of the test book. When you take the,
test, you will be asked to read them before you begin
answering questions.

After yOU finish tho practice test, read "How to Score
Your Sample Test," on page 14.

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST
end Test of Standard Written English

Yewlit have three hours to work on the questions In this test b'gk, which Is divided Into six 30-
rb'

minute sections. The Supervisor will tell you when to begin and Ad each section. If you finish
before time is called, you may cheek your wOrk on that section, but you Sue not to work on any other
section
Do not worry If you are unable to finish& seetion or if there are some questions you cannot answer
Do not w esm t me purzling dyer O question that seems tco difficult for you. You should work as
rapidry es yo.scen witherut sacrificing accuracy.
Students often sex whether they should guess when they are uncertain about the answer to a
question. Your test scores will be based on the number of questions you answer correctly minus a
fraction of the number you answer incorrectly. Therefore, It is Improba bit that random or haphazard
guessing will change your scores significantly. If you have some knowledge of a question, you may
IN able to eliminate one or more of the answer choices as wrong. It is generally to your advantage to
guess which of the remaining choices Is correct. Rememberehowever, not to spend too MUCh

on any one question.

Mark all your anawers On the separate answer sheet. Mark only one answer for eac h question Since
the answer Sheet will IT Machine scored, be Sure that each mark Is dark and that it completely fills
the answer space. In Oath SeCtiOn Of the answer sheet, there are spaces to answer 50 questions.
When Ihere me fewer then 50 questions In a section of your test, mark only the spaces that
correspond to the question numbers. Do not make stray marks on the anewer sheet. If you erase, do
socompietely, because an incomplete Pritsum may be scored as an intended response,

You may use the test book for scratchwork, but you will not receive credit for Information written
there,

00 NOT OPEN THIS BOOK UNTIL THE SUPERVISOR TELLS YOU TO DO SO.

19
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Sample Tes t

SECTIC44

Tirne-30 minutes
45 QUEST1QNS

For each question an this section, choose the best answer and blacken the corresponding spate en the answer sheet.

Each question below consists of a word in capital letters,
followed by five lettered words or phrases Choose the
word Or phrase that is most.nearly opposite in meaning
to the word in capital letters. Since some of the qua.
tions require you to dastinguish Bat shades of meaning,
consider all the chisices before deciding which is best.

Example:,

G000: (A) sour (II) bad (C) red
(D) hot (E) ugly a) @ co m

I. BAN: (A) borrow (B) regret
(C) permit (D) conquer (E) exaggerate

2. COMPRESSION: (A) equably (II) expansion
(C) expoeure (D) endurance (E) excitement

3. FRAUDULENT: (A) dynamic (B) masterly
(C) possible (D) genuine (E) abundant

4, PARASITE (A) expert (I) irnposter
(C) Instigator (D) self.assured snob

(E) self.sufficient individual

S. SPARSE: (A) thick (B) tidy
(C) wealthy (D) round (E) stkky

6. DENOUNCE: (A) overstate (B) acclaim
(C) destroy (D) refuse (E) hasten

7. FLY.BY.N1GHV: (A) unbalanced (B) moderate
(C) permanent (D) incredible .(E) modem

S. STERILEf (A) rens! (B) productive
(G) generous (1)) variegated (E) unalloyed

9. REJOICE, (A) defend agfinst (B) shnig off
(C) critkize (D) bemoan (E) discriminate

10. FANATICISM: (A) optimism (B) hedonism
(C) penitence (D) didsctictsm (E) apathy

11. 411%GIAL. (A) fully developed
(B) publicly announced (C) offensive
(D) provincial (E) miraculous

12. DIVERT: (A) bore (I) rescue (C) espouse
(D) judge fairly (E) question relentlessly

13. HACKNEYED' (A) integrated (B) appealing
(C) inventive (D) acceptable (E) improper

14. ALACRITY: (A) Indolence (B) bravely
' (C) wisdom (D) pungency (E) retention

15, BURGEONt (A) (alto prove
(I) shrivel and die (C) pursue 'nil capture

(D) disobey regulations (E) speak incoherently

20 Cboarist C 11101 by Clwast4tou TwObt Servitc-AN eleM. revrove4,

Esch sentence below has one or two blanks, each blank
indicating that something has been omitted. Beneath
the MIMICe aft fire lettered words Or HIS Of words.
CBOOK the word Or ftt of words that best fits the
mesrung of the sentence u a whole.

Example:

Although its publinty has been . the film itself
is intelligent, well.scted, handsomely pioduced,
and altogether ..1..

(A) tasteleas..respectable (II) extenssvemoderate
(C) sophistkatedLamateur (D) risque..ande
(E) perfectspectacular

,rD

16. Rather than wagon trains and the pioneer's
movement westward, msny American Indsans acted
as guides and companions.

(A', encounterIng..helping
(11) seekini.encouraging
(C) attacking.hindering
(D) welcomIngallowing
(E) repulsing..following

17. Although Ricardo looked tired, he was enormously
by Maria's election, a victory they had both

labored so hud for.

(A) elated (I) baffled (C) fatigued
(D) surprised (E) exasperated

IS. The earth's atmosphere surface temperatures by
dastnbutIng heat absorbed on the sunlit side to the
side In shadow.

(A) MUMS (B) ftlist3 (C.) generates
(D) moderates (E) amasses

19. Professor Greene's , detailed, and lucid lectures
match the only of her subject

(A) blithe (15) studious (C) jaundiced
(D) obscure (E) uproarious

20. It would seem that the of science, the building
and making of things, have stirred the American
imagination, but thst the roots of such activi.
ties have not.

(A) applications..theoretIcal
(B) hypotheses..practical
(C) formulas. actual
(D) offshooli.xxtrinsic
(E) products. _future

I VI TI NEXT PACE>

3 2
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Each passage below is followni by questions based on its content. Ardwer all questions following a passage on the basis

of what is stateA or in...2211d. in that, passage. /
(riw 100 015 Mt PI lwn Ilem 000.001 manna.. 115 IOUs C.04,01 In Mom 4 nt .00nosiy
.00811 Inn lennIons 0 Ma C040 11011 nknonons swims ssosea..)

22 It can be inferred that the committee of educational
consultants mentiOned In the passage recommended

that

(A) Latin be studied in the high Schools, but from a
text other than Caesar's Gallic Wan

(15) CatIV't Gallic Wan continue to be studied In
Amencan schools, but from a sood English.
translation

(C) the study of theclasilcs be dropped from
American school curricula

(D) Latin be studied from Caesar's Gallic Wars
because the style.lf riot the content, is
aPProPtiate for beginners

(E) an abridged version of the Gallic Wars, omitting
much of the military content, be published

23. Which of the following would the author probably
recommend as the best approach to the study of

'classics in American high schools?

(A) The classics should not be studied In any form
(B) The classics should be studied untie original

language, but a restricted vocabulary shopld be
used,

(C) An appreciation of the classics 'should grow out
Of a thoroush knowledge 9f them in their
original Iviguages.

(D) The classics should be read in English transla.
!Ions.

(E) The classics should be studied in relation to the
literary theories of the time in which each
work Was Written.

24. The author refers to Anstophanes and Thucydides as
examples of classical authors who are

(A) included In most high school courses
(B) of intrinsic interest to yoUng people
(C) destroyed by awkward translations
(D) of no Interest because of their difficulty
(E) difficult to relate to the rest of the literature

curriculum

25. According to the author, the um of the classics
in high schools was primarily based on the
instructor's desire to

(A) stimulate itudents' interest in languages
(IS) teach students aelfdiscipline and promote

a methodical approach to teaming
(C) develop In students a familiarity with a

pat ticular language
(D) give young people an appreciatiOn of contem.

porary achievements
(E) familiarize students with the important names

In Westem literature

(This passage was written in 1961 )

The classics are the great works of human intelligence
that. whether produced in luael, Greece, Rome, or
England, have demonstrated the capacity for being under.
stood over a long period of time arid in a variety of places
They introduce de student to the significant Ideas
common to Western civilization. But most students are
so busy learning the language of the classics that they
never become acquainted with the ideas In them.

I know not how many Gash Caesar slaughtered. But
I know that learning Lads from the Wilk Wan has killed
the interest of generations of Americans in the classics.
Mort than sixty years ago, a committee of educational
consultants aril:vied that the Gallic Wan did not belong
in the classroom. According to the commit tee. 'The book
is altogether too difficult for beginners. it is too military
in content to be generally interesting. Its vocabulary is too
restricted to marches, sieges, and battles to afford the best
introduction to subsequent reading." Yet, of the glory that
was Greece and Rome, this is what high school students
first encounter. And since they are forced to further waste
time by madman in the ongsnaLlhis is often their only
encounter.

The stubborn attachment to Caesar spnnp from an
underlying insistence that the ultimate purpose of reaching
the classics is to teach Latin and that therefore the simple
style of Caesar is approptiate. For the same reason.
Ifrowailf has been set as an impenetrable barrier to a line
of English literature by those who beheve that the study of
English literature must begin with the knowledge of the
Anglo-Saxon language.

However, if we use the classics to oker a slimpse of the
seminal ideas of Western culture, quite different texts can
be held forth. All students can read some Asinophants or
Thucyclides or Chaucer vnth interest. Inclusive lists are of
no importance, for these texts should be thebeginning,

rather than the sum, of their reeding. And they should
begin by reading the good English translations that are
available. No translation is, of course, the equivalent of
the original. Put the question is not whether The Cowls
should be read in Greek or in English:the question Is
whether it should be read In English or not read at all. It

Is more likely that a few students will be drawn to study
the language throush knowledge of Its literature than that
any will be drawn to the literature through drill in the

languase.

21 Which of the following best expresses the main )(lea
of the passage?

(A) The Gallic Wan Ls more appropriate today than
it was rnany yew ago. ,

(0) Most students are more Interested in learning
languages than in learning history.

(C) The place of the classics in high school has been
greatly overrated.

(D) Good English translations of the classics are
usually stylistically superior to the originals.

(E) The classics should be ueed in the high school
to present meaningful Ideas.

4000,

I CI IN TO TIE NEXT PACE>
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1
The renewed interest in ragtime is one of the

most conota casts of changing musical taste in
recent years, The resurgence began in 1970 when

y, a recording of eight rags by the inimitable Scott
e.S; Joplin appeared.

This recording was not a rediscovery of
forgotten mateitiil, fot ragtime had rematned
popular with jazz and Dixieland audiences. Jazz
musicians had altered the steady beat of the

rrOh music, adding syncopations and, in the process,
eliminating the contrasts that highlighted the
melodies: Dixieland MUSICUM had done the
pieces very fast, damaging the lyrical qualities.
But in the 1970 recording, the musie was played

(it) exactly as Joplin had wntten it. What emerged
WU a delicate music, with graceful melodies and
o)mpelling rhythms, that captrvated a !inseam
audience, Since then, modified ragtime recordings
have inundated the market.

r2o/ Ragtime W2S created during the last years of
the nineteenth century by itinerant black musicians
of the Midwest out of previously disparate de.
ments Fran the minstrel song they took the
melodic style characrenstie of banjo aceompam.

(30) mem, from the march they took the bass figures
and rhythms; from tht cakewalk theygook a
mock.serious combination of stately procession and
energetto impromation.

Presentday ragtime enthusiasts seem to delight
eV/ in emphasizing the difficulties that faced ragtime

composers. HoweVer, to cast a man such as
Joplin as an "all but.forgotten black American
genius" not only ignores important elements of
Joplin's life, but also misrepresents the develop.
ment of popular mum in the twentieth centuv
Within months of the publication of "Maple naf

. Rag," lopon became a nch and famous man and
lertlaMed so until his death. Also, the relstive
decline of ragtime cannot be blamed on hostility

(4O) to black culture, since another form of black
music,prz, became the new rage when the
original ragtime boom receded,

_The...attempuct_assimilate_sagtime_into_the._ _ -
romantic myth of the artist neglected by society

MI can be seen as part of an effort to recast ragtime
as "senous" or "classical" music. Admittedly, of
all the forms of popular music, ragtime is the
most amenable to "classical" treatment Unlike
jazz and folk music, ragtime it not improvfianny.

150 It n fully written out, with no reliance on aural
tradition, And unlike the work of the popular
songwriters, ragtime is winten for the solo pboo -
the preaminent classical instrument, Nevertheless,
it is also true that the rag is a modest form, with

Olt an elementary structure and technique. Burdening
ragtime wtth an unnecesssfy load of musica/ pre-
tension and political meaning may sink thiamusic
into a deeper oblivion than the relative neglect
from which it has been rescued,

22
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26 According to the passage, Dixieland musicians
altered the original style of ragtime music by

(A) lughbghting the melodies
(B) adding syncopations
(D) playing the music vet), fast
(D) giving the music a steady beat
(E) omitting the lyrics of the munc

27 By the statement "previously disparate elements"
(lines 22.23), the author is referring to the
fact that

(A) blacks had never before organized to develop
an authentic Pyle of music

(B) the source of a particular style of music had
never before been attributed to a particular
region of the country

(C) ragtime was the first black music to attract
a large and varied audience

(D) ragtime was the first black music In which
the piano rather than the banjo was the
dommant instrument

(E) ragtime was created by mixing various
aspects of other types of music

28. It can be inferred from the passage that, when it
was written, Scott Joplin's munc was

(A) overrated by cntics
(B) dismissed as unprofitable
(C) ignored by audiences
(D) acknowledged as imique and praiseworthy
(E) considered classical rather than popular

29 With which of the following statements regarding
ragtime would the author probably agree?

What is best In ragtime may be lost 111 the
effort to make it something it Is not.

If Joplin's ragtime did mote thin any other
style of music to revolutionize Arnencan
MUSIC.

III Ragtime differs in some important ways from
most other popular music.

-(A).lonly(B)-1and-ll only, .(C)..land 111 only,
(D) II and III only (E) 1,11, and III

30, In developing the passage, the author does all of the
following EXCEPT

(A) present evideme from other people to support
the views expressed

(B) give historical Information regarding the ongins
of ragtime music

(C) attempt io convey a feeling of the nature of
ragtime MUSK

(D) offer statements to refute certain aspects of the
opposing point of view

(E) descnbe a potential consequence of the opposing
point of view

3 3



Select the word cn aet of words that best ,ompletes each
of the following sentences.

31. Many of the officers were unsympathen,... even ,
to their new and inexperienced commander

(A) lukewarm (B) indulgent
(C) sernle (D) hostile (E) imparttal

32. The rural Republican and the urban DereCCIll Were
immensely different, and the that separated them
was not Baccessfull unng the postwar era

(A) bulwar
(B) achieved

) gulf..bridged
, (D) economywidened

(E) electorateenfranchned

33. Whereas his predecessors Were careful 10 stay
within the boundaries of factual evtdence.
Dr. Artman delivered an address that was
by pretentious and theorizing.

(A) marred..irresponsible
(B) undermined unassuming
(C) supported, flawless
(D) refuted, unvenfiable
(E) represented..unquestionable

34. Because of their extremely simple structures,
viruses have proved invaluable to those
scientists who are Interested in constructing

for the larger, more complex molecules.

(A) a cure (B) a response (C) an edifice
(D) a universe (E) a paradigm

35. Many early Americans, for all then dislike of
monarchy, firmly believed in society.

(A) a democratic (B) an idealistic
(C) a stratified (D) a historic (E) a flexible

^
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1
Each question below onsists of a related oan of words
or phrases, followed by fne lettered pain of words or
Orates. Select the lettered pair that best expresses a
relationship similar to that exprened in the onganal pair

Example.

YAWN:BORECOM .. (A) dream:sleep
(9) anger,madness (C) unticzmusfinent

(D) face . expression (E) impa tience rebellion
CD CD rD CD es

16. FOOD:STARVATION:: (A) liquoranebrianon
(B) water:saturation (C) heat:inflammation

(D) privacy:isolation (E) air:suffocation

37. TAPE RECORDER:EAR . (A) radioantenna
(B) camera :eye (C) phonograph:volume
(D) journal:hand (E) telephoneapetch

38. SUMMONS:ATTENDANCE
(A) allowance:money (B) bill:payment
(C) purchase:ankle (D) question:examination
(E) continuation:action

39. HOPE:DESPMRING. (A) confidence:friendly
(B) respect:governing (C) wattmess:huniorous
(D) jollity:gloomy (E) unconcern:poised

40. ACT:TRAGEDY:: (A) stanza:poem
(B) palette:artist (C) anventor.maclune
(D) gate:fence (E) cover:book

41. ENIGMA:MYSTERIOUS
(A) beginning:vague
(B) decision:cautious'
(C) memory: forgotten
(D) meeting place:random
(E) tumLig point :significant

42. WHELP:DOG:: (A) mule:horse
(B) kitten:pet (C) chIld.human being
(D) criminal:community (E) school:113h

43, ANNOY: ABUSE :: (A) alter :change
(B) encourage:prod (C) clamor:silence

(E).-.CoruidOldiscover

44. PARTICLE:AGGREGATE : (A) athlete:rivalry
(B) molecule:surface (C) asteroid:planet
(D) animal:herd (E) motor:power

45. UNWITTING:INTENTION::
(A) inconspicuous:strategy
(B) alone:assistance
(C) lavish: expense
(D) impractical:explanation
(E) futlleidlaappointment

S T O P
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, YOU MAY CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY

DO NOT WORK ON ANY OTHER SECTION IN THE TEST.
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SECTION II

mInuees

25 QUESTIONS

In this section solve eath problem, using any available space cn the page for scratchworls. Then decide which is the best
of the choices given and blacken the correspondang space on the 3111WCI sheet

The following information a for your reference in solving some of the problenu.

Circle of radius r: Area m r '2; Circumference = 2wr
The number of degrees of arc in a circle is 360.

The MINN In degrees of a straight angle is ISO.

Definitions of symbols:
m is equal to ii kss tfian or equal to
* to unequal to is greater than or equal to
< is kw than 11 is parallel to
> is gdater than 1 is perpendicular to

Note Figures which accompany problems in this test are intended to provide information useful an solving the problems.
ere drawn as accurately as possible EXCEPT when it is stated us a specific problem that its figure is not drawn to

scale, MI figures he in 3 plant unkss otherwise indicated. All numbers used are real numbers

Tnangle. The sum of the Mtlillfes an
degrees of the angles of a
triangle is 180.

If LCD4 is a right angle, then

(I) area of AA8C
AB X CD

2
(2y AC2 AD' 4.

I. If e2 I *y and x m 3, then y2 =

(A) 81 (8) 64 (C) 9 (D) 8 (E) 4

Red Blue Purple
Red Yellows Orange
blue Yellow ' Green

4. 11=-100-k6-400,114-kvieernultipleof 5;677;
2. The figure above shows asps of cdored Ow that and 10, then k v.

overlap to form other eclair* shown by the color
chart. Which two labekd thinguiar regiOns would (A) 105
be green? (8) 150

(C) 210
,.. (D) 300

(E) 350

£e5

9,

e,
3. In the figure above,If El I 92, 91 I Ey, and

E4, which of the following statements must
be true?

I. 9,12,
H. 221 14

III, 419,
(A) None OP lonly ,(C) !and!! only
(D) II and III only (E) 1,11, and III

(A) 1 and!!!
(a) 1 and IV
(C) II and V
(D) III and VI
(E) EV and VI

24
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5. In a restautant whele the sales tax on a $4.00
hanch is $0.24. what will be the sales tax due
on a $15.00 dinner?

(A) $0.60
(B) $0.75
(C) 50.90
(D) $1.20
(E) $1.74

1st R o w 0 1 0
2nd Row 0 1 1 0
jrd Row 0 1 2 1 0
4th Row 0 1 3 3 1 0
5th Row 0 1 4 6 4 1 0

6th Row -.

6. The nonzero numbers above form a triangular artay.
Beginning with the second row, each nonzero num.
ber in a IOW is the sum of the two numbers nearest
to it in the row immediately above. If a sixth row
13 added in this fashion, what will be the sum of all
the numbers in the sixth row?

328

9. If 111,111 + N= 181,111, then N

(A) 7 X 103
(11) 7 X le
(C) 7 X 103
(0) 8 X 104
(E) 9 X 104

10. In the United States in a certain Year, food roduc.
lion per person WM IS per cent greater than food
consumption per person. If the average duly con.
sumptiqn pet person in theUnited States in that
year was 3,000 calories, what was the average daily
production (an ealoties) per person in that year?

(A) 3200. (8) 3,450 (C) 3,600

(0) 3,850 (E) 4,500

11. 0.06 is the ratio of 6 to

(A) 1,000 00 100 (C) 10

1

(D) (E) iro

(A) 8 (8) 10 (C) 16 (D) 32 64(E)

A

D

above,

C

square.

7. If x is 3 positive integer and x2 +x = n, which
of tha following could be the value of n ?

(A) 14
00 15
(C) IS
(D) 23
(E) 30 12. In the figure

E

Aecr) is
If BE 2EC, then x

(8) 110 (C) 120(A) 100

(0) 150 (E) 160

Eg94--c=3-0,00

of the car
rear 1ignals

8. If one more of the Ilt signals co the rear
above were out, what per cent of all the
would then be lit?

CO ON TO ENE NEXT PACE>

(A) 25% (8) 331% (C) 50%

(0) 661% (E) 75%

25
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13. in the figure above, a rectangular piece of paper
ABCD is folded along dotted line WZ so that A
is on top of X and D looniopof Y and then
folded idong XY so that B Is on top of W and
C is on top of Z. A small semicircle S with
diameter on BC it cut out of the folded paper.
If the paper it unfolded, which of the fofidwing
could be the result?

14. 1( Ss - 3y =8 and x 2f, thin y

5(A) 7

8
(11)

(C) 2

(D) 5

(E) 4
If
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15. Arny is twice as old as M. Five years ago she was
3 times as old as Boll wst then. How old is Boll now?

(A) 20
(B) 15
(C) 10
(D) 5

(E) It cannot be determined from the Information
given.

16. (3x' - 4s +7)- (2s +1)(s - 5).
(A) s' +Ss + 12
(B) - Ss + 12

(C) s'- Sx +2
(D) Ss' - 13s + 2
(E) Ss' +13s +12

19. In lIABC. the ratio of the length of side AB to
the perimeter is 1 to 3. Moat is the ratio of the
kngth of side BC to the penmeter?

1(A) 7

1

01)

(c)

1
(D)

(E) It cannot be determined from the information
given.

18.
(N- 2XN- 4XN,7 6XN- 8)- 1

2
If N is equal to

(A) 1 only
-(B) 2 only
(C) 9 only
(D) any odd Inteyr
(E) any even Integer

'3 3

Is an Inkster
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19. Three equal sen4circles are drawn on a diameter of
the circk with center 0 as shown above. If the
area of circle 0 is 9w, then the &tea of the shaded

r region is

(A) (B) 4w (C) 2-1` (D) Sir (E) 111
2 2 2

20. If each angle of quadrilateral ABCD measures less
than IS0 . and if 3 of its angles each measure x*,
which of the following must be true?

(A) x > 60
(B) x = 60
(C) x < 60
(D) ABM is a parallelogram but not a square.

(E) ABED is a square,

21. The set P consists of all numbers which are the.
sum of 3 C011itclithe prime numbers. For
example, tTe nii=bet 109 is In P. since
31 + 37 4. 41 .109. The /east ahrLe number
in P is

(A) 13
(B) 17
(C) 19
(D) 23
(8) 31

23. How many minutes will it take a rocket to travel
4,000 miles= average rate is 100 miles every
t axcesds?

(E) 2,400,

24. If the average of x. y, and 801s 6 more than tha
average of y, r, and SO, what is the value of
x- z?

(A) 2

(11) 3
(C) 6
(D) 18
(E) It cannot be determined from the information

given.

4 cm

6 cm

25. The figure above shows how a rectangular piece of
paper is rolled fo form a cylindrical tube. If h is
assumed that the 4 untinsetar sidm of the rectangle
meet with no overlap, what is the sna, in square

the circular base region enclosed?s centimeters, of

(A) 16w

(8) 31
Pt-3,21 Q(6.2)

(C) 4w

0
(D)

R(2.-2)

22 The coordinates of points F, Q, and R are shown (8)
in the figure above. If PQ = RS and PQ IRS,
what ate the coordinates of S 7

(A) (2,6) (8) (2,7) (C) (2,8)
(D) (2,9) (E) (7,2)

STOP
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, YOU MAY CHECK YOUR WORK ON MIS SECTION ONLY,

DO NOT,WORK ON ANY OTHER SECTION IN 'ME TEST. 27
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SECTION III

Time 30 m inutes

40 QUESTICNS

FOr each question in this section' , choose the best answer and blacken the corresponding space en the envier sheet

Each question below consists of a word in capital letters,
followed by five lettered words oi phrases. Choose the
word or phrase that is most nearly opposite in meaning
to the word in capital letters. Since some of the ques .
dons require you to-distinguish fine shades of meaning.
consider all the choices before deciding which is best

GOOD: (A) sour (I) bed
(D) hot (E) ugly

(C) red

cb eta ao

OP.DINARY: (A) numeric/a (8) rational
(C) Impolite (1)) staunch (E) atmormal

2 ATHEIST, (A) believer (B) scholar
(C) recluse (D) expatriate (E) pauper

3, FLICKER: (A) rim slowly (B) bum steadily
(C) warm conpletely (D) fume (E) collide

4. SERRATED (A) underva/ued (10' a:venire
(C) smooth and even (D) loom and Beattie
(E) supremely cot fident

$ COSMOPOLITAN (A) Inder,she (I) Ineffectual
(C) antagonistk (0) parochial (E) deferential

6. HYPOCRITICAL (A) guileless (B) eccentric
(C) perspiCacious (D) untrustwbrthy
(E) 'vicious

7. ACCOLADE' (A) appetizer (3) censure
(C) recoil (0) seizure (E) referendum

PROPOUND:

(A) remove from consideration
(B) defend without evidence
(C) avoid without reason
(D) view with humaity
(E) rescue from imprisonment

9, EBULLIENT, (A) staid (B) anxious
(C) feminine (D) unique (E) respectful

10. EXCULPATE: (A) require (B) yield
(C) reinstate (0) vivify (E) convict

2*

91-170 0-82--22

Each sentence below has one or two blanks, each blank
indicating that something has been omitted. Beneath,
the sentence are five lettered words or sett of words.
Chocee the word or art of words that best fits the
meaning of the sentence as a whole.

Exa_pni ir

Although its publicity hie been , the film itself
is Intelligent. well-acted,fiandiontely produced.
and eltogethe:

(A) tasteless. respectable (II) evtennv: mod
(C) sophisticated.,arnateur (D) risqui..autk
(E) perfect. spectacular a) ao an

II. As tourism and industr,' develop gong the shores
of the Gulf of California. it is possible that the
increased human may drive the gray whales
from their calving sites.

(A) Recess-forsaken
(B) knowledge..impendIng
(C) activity..prefened
(D) indifference..destined
(E) coneern-despoiled

12. Because of its immense scope. critics have rightly
referied to the book 10 tire most ensmination of
minority concerns in the United States ever written.

(A) deficient (B) intuitive (C) obscure
(D) unaspIrIng (E) comprehensive

13. The of personality that strikes us in Julia
Cameron's best pictures gives her work a coherence

that Is in the work of lett accomplished Naomi/
photographers.

(A) Idea.,compounded (B) Image.dmplied
(C) theory-evolving (0) force. Jacking
(E) feeling..restrained

:3 3

CI IN TI TIE NEXT PACE>



14, In addition to the traditional functions of
collecting and drplaying, a museum enablisnes
the official of an artist's works, them
a prestige unattainable in a commercial showcase..

(A) utility..proposing 'for
(B) subiectinti..shanng with.
(C) styleconceding to
(D) importance_conferring on
(E) destiny..diverting from

IL Although Spalding the importance of the physical
necessities of life, her most successful endeavoe was ,

the of the condition of the kupoveridied.

(A) demotedalienation\ (I) emphaelmd. investigation
(C) accentuatedamelioration
(D) epitomized..delinestion
(E) thregerded. desecration

Esch question below consists of a related pair of voids
oe phrasis, followed by five MU/red pairs of words or,
phrases. Select the lettered pilrtat best expresses a
detionship \similar to that caromed tirdie 'anginal pair.

ExImPle:

YAWN:BOREDOM:: (A) dream:deep
(11) anger:mmlniii (C) smie:wnmemont
(p) face:expansion (E) ImPalienccribahoi

CD CD CD (D

16. SANDBOX:PLAY\
(A) picture:see (D) office:wink
(C) library:Wall* \(D) restaurant:ipilde
(E) londergarten: manipulate

17. TENANT:RENT:: (A) inimpenon:comealnioa
(B) perfornwr :ticket (C) brestoe:Interest
(D) client:fee (E) professor,: tuition

330
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19.

20.

21.

-

DAWN.DAY . (A) moon:night (B) star:sun
(C) week-year (D) buth:hfe (E) beginninrend

MALLET:POLO- . (A). putter:club
(B) bat:baseball (C) field:football
(D) puck:hockey (E) lane:bowhng

TERRESTRIAL:LUNG (A) marsupial:pouch
(B) floral.root (C)

(D) perennial:seed (E) canine:mouth.

DEFAME:REPUTATION::
(A) demoralize:misery (B) challenge:opinion
(C) promotenalem (D) disfigure:appearance
(E) jeoperdize:peril

22. NEUTER:GENDER:: (A) sincere:truth
(I1) uniform:erron (C) futile:hindrance
(D) nimble:energy (E) destitute:possessions

23. HONE:BLADE:: (A) cut:scissors
(I1) strike:bell (C) reduce:fat
(D) focus:image (E)

24. DEBATE:FORENSIC::

(A) decathlon:athletic
(B) applause:dramatic
(C) controversy:scientific
(D) anthology:descriptive
(E) diagnosis:experhnental

2$. ANNEX:BUILDING:: (A) tenure:office
(I1) rider:document (C),lease:apettment
(D) chapter:text (E) limb:extremity

CI H TI TIE NUT PACE>

29
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Each passaie-ielow is followed by questions based on its ontent, Answei all questions following a passage on the basis
of what is stated ommphed us that passage. a

new Cows. IN tr. Mt WIN CCM 1441!.1 tram ..441.4 Matorlol. TI,. klea COMM.. In Morn CC nCt notostarily
reibrciont Ills ol.A1Oci Ct tr.o eelcc Slccr, Cr (lug atIon0 TeitInc

One of the favorite operations of Me alchemists was
process they called "calcining." It consisted of placing a
mineral or 3 metal into 3 crucible 3nd heating it until It
was completely converted Into 3 powdery solid. Since this
powdery solid evidently resisted prologged heating better
than anything else, it was belie ted to have special "vartues"
and was called "cals." as fot example. the calx of aisenic.
Calcuung, incidentally, provided further proof of the super.
iority of gold because gold did not have a calx

In 1489 a German alchemist. Eck von Sulzbach, made
the startling discovery that the cab( of a metal weighed
more than the metal before calcining. The only explana.
tion he could think of was that 3 "ghost" had come from
somewhere and moved into the calx. thereby increasing its
weight.

We now know that Eck von Sulzbacts had come close
to the truth. Calcining a metal means. In present.day term.
inology. to oxidize it with the oxygen in the atmosphere,
and naturally the compound of metal plus oxygen will
weigh more than the metal Itself, But the fifteenthtentury
alchemist could not arrive at this conclusion because
Aristotle, whose word was still undisputed. had said that
air was an element that did not combine with metals Mow.
ever, the time was not far off when this statement was to
be questioned.

26 The passage ptimaisly answers which of the following
questions?

(A) Why was calcining a favorite process of the
alchemists?

00 Who was Eck von Sulzbach and how has he
influenced the progress of science?

(C) To what extent were alchemists influenced by
the teachings of Atistotle?

(D) What is calcining and how clki the alchemists
interpret it?

(E) How did other alchemists react to Eck von
Sulzbach's discovery of a shost"?

30

27 According 13 the passage. the calx of two ounces of
arsenic will weigh

(A) less than one ounce
(B) one ounce
(C) one and one.half ounces
(0) two ounces
(E) more than two ounces

28 The last sentence of the passage suggests tha t, af ter
the fifteenth century, some alchemists began to wom
der whether

(A) the calx of a metal had any special "viitues"
(B) air or some part of it could combine with metals
(C) Aristotle's description of gold was accurate
(0) calcining Increased or decreased the value of,0

metal
(E) the calx of metal really weighed more than the

metal did before calcining

3 3
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'That's right. My sirens were on the rnaplank
sad there was Annie on the quay. That was the first
time I thought of her at all. Annie is my wife, but the
won't then. I looked at her in the pouring rain with
tears In het eyea and the porters hitting up against her.

got to thinking of the things l'd said to het one sme
or anothei. You know the things you'ie apt to say to
a girl?"

"I do," rid the young man.
"1 hoed to get back for a few last words with het

but I had to keep standing aide to let people past.
"'Come on up, Manny.' shouted the lads from the

deck.
"'Goodbye. Manny,' Annie called in a hnie voice."
"You didn't go down!"
"Down I went. The boys called me to come back

but the wind blew thalr words away.
"'I knew you'd come to your senses,' Annie said.

Iftere's your fiddle?'
"liky God, if I hadn't left the fiddle on deck! I

glowed at Timmy Coynethat's the fellow`next to me
in the photo. He played the Viano m out band, by the
way.

" ibt fiddle!' I shouted against the noise and COO
&don of the boat pulling away. Timmy right away
ducks down then ups and rests the fiddle cam on the

. rols. 'Catch!' he *outs.
"A fellow in the crowd next to me kaps to catch it

but you know how slippery them wooden boards can be?
Well, down slips the fellow and fiddle and case and even
the little bow were nailed to imithereens. You should
hove heard the crowd laughing."

"What did Annie My?"
"'It's the hnd of God; she saki."

29. In the context of the poor. the phrase "That's
right" (lane I) surpots primarily that

(A) Manny tad the person he is addrOsh are in
complete arsonist

(B) the C011111rallti011 we are about to read is already

In Peoldem
(C) Mow Blow to recount hit exponence to

whomever will listen
(D) one story hits been told ind another is about

to bgin
(E) Manny wants his listener to behove-what he hat

told hbri

334
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30. It can be intoned that all of the following contributed

to Manny's decision to rejoin Annie on the dock
EXCEPT

(A) Annie's tears
(B) the sirit of Annie in the rain
(C) the sight of Annie jostled by porters
(D) the weakness of Annle's voice saying goodbye
(E) lie attitude of the men on the deck tmvard

Annie ,
-19

31. Itl the context of the postage, the fiddle is represen.
tame of all of the following EXCEPT

(A) frtedom
(1) Youth
(C) [elision faith .
(0) creative imagination
(E) unexplored possibility

31
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3
Those who thmkof evolution as merely a process of 33.

adaptation to particular er.rironments reyrd the emer-
sgence of life from the water as having been made possible
'by Its adaptation to the dry environment outside. Though

this hypothesis is not false in itself, it tepresents too shoat
view. In the long view, evolution has been toward an

evermereasing independence of the natural external envi.
ronment. whatever it may be.

Let me gwe an example. To this day, the development
of 3 fertiltied animal cell through the embryonic stage can 34,
take place only in a liquid environment. Therefore, the e

rust organisms to emerge on [Ind, represented today by
(top. had to return to the water to lay their eggs. 'What
finally brought about complete,Independence from the
water war she development of the amniotic egg, which
packaged the watery environment required by the embryo
inside a memb,ane or shell (I e., an amnion). So the liquid
environment that a human embryo requires is provided
inside an amnion inside the mother's womb. A human
emtiryo, unlike that of a fish. frindependent of the envi.
ronment eiternal to its mother, indifferent to chahges of
tempera ture indifferent. even, to whether the environment
is wet or dry,

The first human beings to emerge from the earth's
atmospheric envelope, in the 1960's. wgre able t? do so
because they packaged that atmospheri in their amniotic
spacesuits and spaceships, Thus, human beings are now
rble to visit the moon in spite of a lunar environment that
would kill them on contact 'What these astronauts rem.
sent is not adaptation to the natural environment but in.
dependence'of it.t

32. The author's primary purpose in the passage is to

(A) reveal the miracle of human reproduction
(13) offer a wider intIrpretation of evolution
(C) explain the larger meaning of the word

"amnion"
(D) illustrate the difference between a fro; embryo

31T3iFutnan embryo
(E) confpare the space age with the emergence of

hie from the water

32

35.

From the tone and conteist of the passage it can be
inferred that the author ti addtesung which of the
following audiences?

(A) Highly specialized scientists
(B) Marine biologistr
(C) Educated nonprofessionals
(D) Aspiring astronauts
(E) Environmental conservationists

The author uses the development of the amniotic egg
to illustrate which of the following?

(A) The freeing of the reproductive process from its
earlier dependence on :he external enviion.
ment

(B) The continual .lependence of life on a liquid.
extemai environment, despite the emergenCe of
creatures on land

(C) The adaptation of organic life to the external .
environment 1

(D) The independence of the first organisms to
emerge On land

(E) The adaptive nature of the evolutionary process

We :an infer from the psssage that the author sees
spacesuits and spaceships as examples of

(A) atmospheric adaptation
(I) artificial prosiest
(C) futuristic apparel
(D) a technological variation of evolu tiontry

!Rotten
(E) an Innovative packaging an modern technology

3 A.

i

>CO ON TO THE NEXT PACE .



Among economists, John Maynard Keynes ranks
with Adam Smith and Karl Mux in the Influence
that kis views hive exerted on the general public

gs, He had the vision to we thet economics lacked a
(J ) general theory or demand, and helnoceeded with

boldneseaod brilliance to construct one.
His thory produced the startling conclusion that

highly demioped industrial countries suffer from a
chronic deficiency of demand and thet this deficien.

1101 cy I. bound to grow worse as countries become
richer. Henet,rieCw1=celled on government to
assume a ACM ility end a new function: to
clot the growing gap between the power of proves .
sive economies to produce and the me of effective

111) private demand. Keynes magested two general lines
of action-that or controlling the size or the gsp
through chania irt the distribution or income and
that of offsetting the gap through greater govern.
ment spending.

(20) Keynes's theory contributed invaluable tools of
analyus to economics and started hundreds of able
economists in many lands studying the important
problems that the theory opened up. No one in the
history of economics hat doni as much as Keynes

(J1) to stimulate good work* But Keynes's theory has
turned out to be wronfin all its essentials. Although
intended to be a "general" theory, applicable to all
conditions, It was unduly molded by the depressed
Thirties, the period during which Keynes composed

00) it, Since then, economists hive determined that
advanced economies do not suffer from a clzronlc
defKiency of demand-they suffer from a chronic
excess of demand, It would be herd today to rmd
an advanced economy that is not struggling to con.

(J3) trot demand, and most of them are hiving only
partial success.

It is among the undeveloped economies, precisely
where Keynes did not expect to find a chronic :hon.
age of demand, that unemployment is endemic and

140) most oevem. Keynes's theory thin unemployment is
csuied by in excesive disposition to save obviously
does not explain the high unemployment in countries
that are too poor to hive any sarinp at all The high
unemployment in undeveloped countnes is best ex.

(41) plained by Marx's theory of unemployment-that
people leek work because savings are insufficient to
provide the growing labor force mth the tools or
production.

Why has Keynes turned out to hive been so
(S0) comPletely wrong? He made two basic mistakes. In

the first place, he assigned to consumers a relatively
passive role In detetmlning the demand for goods.
In the second piece, he overlooked the fact that the
development of investment opportunitlelis itself an

(55) expanding Industry, able to supply the community
with a rapidly growing number of investinent outlets.
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3
36. The author is pronarily concerned with which of the

following?

(A) Rebutting Keynes's theory of demand
(B) Presenting a theoretical approach to the problem

ofunernployment
(C) Extending the range of influence of Keynesian

theory,
(D) Contra.ring Keynesian economics mth Marxist

theories
(E) Establishing the economic responsibilities of

modern governments

37. It can be infened that the author attributes the
unsoundness or Keynes's theory chiefly to the fut
that it

(A) lacks conclusive proof and II untried
(B) rejects , positive course of action
(C) considers as universal some rules that pertain to

a specific economic era
(D) allows too many exceptions to its basic concepts
(E) does not concur with theories of contemporary

economists

38. Which of the followmg does the author particularly
emphasize as a Keynesian contnbution to the field
of economics?

(A) Formulation of a new attitude toward govern.
meet

(B) Analysis of the theory of Unemployment
(C) Development of a theory of income distribution
(D) Stimulation of the thought and work of other

economists
(E) Expansion of the theories of Smith and Marx

39. The author notes that one or the causes of unem.
ployment that Keynes overlooked is

(A) excessive private demand
09 insufficient swings
(C) governmental intervention
(D) lack of initiative
(E) mechanization

40. As used in line 39, the word 'endem.le- can best be
Interpreted to mean

(A) contagious and increasing
(B) exclusive and persistent
(C) unlikely to be found
(D) difficult to explain
(E) fume to the locality

S T 0
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, YOU MAY CHECK YOUR WORK ON MIS SECTION ONLY

DO NOT WORK ON ANY OMER SECTION IN ME TEST.

3 ,1
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SECTION V

Time-30 minutes
35 QUESTIONS

In this section solve each problem, using am available splt on the page fot scr
of the chokes given and blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet.

The following information Is for yout reference In solving some or the problems

Circle of radius r. Ana = irr,?, Circumference 2xr
The number of degrees of ale in a circle is 360.

The MIS= In degrees of 3 straight angle is180.

Definitions of symbols:
is equal to is less than or equal to

la is unequal to is veater than or equal to
< is less than Il is parallel to
> is greater than L is perpendicular to

Note. Figures which accompany problems in this test are intended to provide information useful in solving the problems.
T--are drawn as accurately as possible EXCEPT when it is stated in a specific problem that its figure is not drawn to
scale All figures he in 3 plane unless otherwtse mdicated. All numbers used are real numbers.

atchwork. Then decide which Is the best

Triangle The sum of the measures In
degrees of the angles of a
triangle it 110.

If LCDA is 3 right angle, then

(I) area of A AB X CD
ABC

2
(2) ACs = ADS + DC2

1. If 2x +4 9, then x =

(A) 2 (B) 3 (C) 6 (D) 12 (E) 14

2. (Bs.g)(2%./7)

(A) 41i (B) 72 (C) 96 (D) 298 (E) 576

On thenumber line above, a particle starts at 0
--andsnoves a distance of 2 to the tight, then from

there moves 4 to Ihe left, then 6 to the right, and so
on, alternating directitinTgidiengthenbig each
mow by 2. At the end of the fifth move, where
on the number line vnll the particle be located?

(A) -8 (B) 4 (C) +I (D) 46 (E)'410

4. In the figure above. x =

(A) 120 (B) 90 (C) 60 (D) 45 (E) 30

5. If x and y are positivedntegers and if iis I

and (x +y)2 = z.which of the following

CANNOT equal al

(A) 4

(B) 9
(C) 16
(D) 36
(E) 64

6. If a $27,000 prize was divided among three people
in the ratio of 2.3.5, what was the value of the
Largest sh re?

(A) $18,900
(B) $13,500
(C) $8,100
(D) $5,400
(E) $2,700

7. If y is some number between 4 and 10, which of
the following could be the average of the numbers
2,5,6, 8, 9. and y ?

(A) 4.3
(B) 6.2
(C) 7.8
(D) 9.1
(E) 10.0
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qtrations 8.27 each moist of two quantities, one in Column A and one in Column D. You are to
compare the two quantities and on the answer sheet blicken space

A If the quentity in Column A Is greater;
B if the quentIty in Column 1 is greater;
C If the two quamities are equal;
D if the relationship cannot be deternuned from the infortation given.

Notes.. L In certain questions. information concerning one or tIoth of the quantities to be compared is centered
above the two columns.

2. kl WW1 question. a symbol thit appeals in both coamms reprments the same thing in Column A u It
does in Column 11.

3. Letten such as x, ti, and k stand for real nurnben.

EXAMPLES I

Cciumn A Column I I Answen
_ I2 + 6 op cp I, cp

/
El. 2 X 6

E2. 180 - IGDCDCD

E3. p- q q-p 10)(ite>0

Column A

I. 6 +

Column

20

x + = 19
y+ 5 =14

9,

mb=c=dme

10. + 2b c+d+e

an

34,1

Column A Column

12. -0.013 -0 0$7

0

13. 3x' (3x)2

14.

p>q>

Pq

TELEPHONE RATES

Ftbm First 3. Each Additions]
P to Minutes Minute

Q 454 104

s 154 54

IS. The cost of a 20-minute
call from P to S

rye > 0
x <0

16.

16%of 2x =96.

IT. I6%of x 48

I GO ON TO THE NEXT PACE>

35
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SUMMARY DIRECTIONS FOR COMPARISON QUESTIONS

Answer. A if the quantity in Column A is yeller.
B if the quantity an Colwyn B is veater.
C if the two quanithes ate equal:

if the relationship cannot be determined from the infounation given,

Column A Column B

-7<n<-3

19. Volume of a cylinder Volume of a cylinder
with radius 2 with radius

x+y=8
x-y=12

A C3f WWI/ d kilometers in r minutes at a
constant rate of 60 kilometers per hour.

21.

LIST I: I, 2,3
LIST II: 2. 3, 4

x is a number chosen at random from List 1 and
y is a number chosen at random from List II.

22. The most likely value 5
of x +y

8

Note: Figure not drawn to scale.

x * 90

23. ,410 fc2 AC'

36

/

Column A Column B

x is an integer greater than I. denotes the

smallest positive biteger factor of x not equal

to I.

24.

n is a positive integer.

25. +(-I))n

Note: Figure not drawn to scale,

26. 2x x +36

Note- Figure not drawn to scale.

LOBC has an area of 12.

27. 8

340
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5
Save each of the remaining problems in this section using any available space for scratchwork Then decide which is the

best of the choices given and blacken the cocrespondins since on the answer sheet

0
32. The poulble scores on a weekly math quiz range

from 0 to 100. If Pat receives scores of 65 and 75
on the first two quizzes, what is the lowest pastille
score Pat can receive on the third in order to average
75 on the first 4 quizzes?

(A) 50
(8) 55

22. In the figure above, if ARO is equilateral. what (C) 60
(D) 65
(E) 70rs

Is the ratio
SR

(A) 12. OH (C) (D) I (E) 2

29. The difference between 6.1 hours and 71 hours

ts how many minutes?

(A) 40 OH 45 (C) 50 (D) 56 (E) 64

ex.).
30. For # 0,

ax

(A) aY (8) ;1;7 (C)

(D) 55Y (E) I -I- aY

Ss

31. In the figure above, which of the following must
be equal to I ?

8.6
IL

cad

+ d 35. In the figure above, what is the greatest number of
is nonoverlapping regions into which the shaded region

can be divided with exactly two straight lines?

(A) 6 (15) 5 (C) 4 (D) 3 (E) 2

33. In the figure above, the area of the semicircle is

(A) 36e (8) IS* .(C) 12* (D) 9% (E)

34. There are (ewer than 40 students enrolled in a cer .

tain class. U, at a certain time, ,3 of the students

ate absent from school and .1 of those in school

have gone to the library, what is the total class

enrollment?

(A) 18
(8) 29
(C) 28
(D) 32
(E) 36

(A) Nene (B) I only (C) 11 only

(D) 1 and II only (E) I. IL and III

STOP
IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, YOU MAY CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY

DO NOT WORK ON ANY OMER SECTION IN ME TEST. 37

3,10
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6
SECTION VI

Time-30 minutes
50 QUESTIONS

Thu section tests your ability to use standard written Eng tuh. the kind of English found in most college textbooks

Csreetions The following sentences contain problems In grammar, usage, diction (choice of words). and idiom

Some sentences are correct
No sentence contains more than one error.

1rou will find that the error. ii there IS one, is underlined and letteted. Assume that all other elements of the sentence
are correct and cannot be changed. In choosing answers, follow the requirements of standard written English.

It there is art error, select the one underlined pais that must be changed to make the sentence correct, and blacken the
corresponding space on your answer sheet,

If there is no error, blacken answer spste

EXAMPLE SAMPLE ANSWER

lie spoke bluntly and angrily to we 0 (-1-) (D (-1-D

A B
ictators. No ellOt

D I.

Most people tistm to the weather forecast every day,

but they know hardly nothing about the forces
A

t4t InDfluense the weather No error

2. flint and the other deleptes immediately accepted
A B

the resolution drafted by the neutral states

NJ error

De foundations of psychoanalysis were established
A

by Sigmund Freud, who begun to develop his
B C

theories in the 1880's. No error

4. Charter flights, although inip.h ess expensive than
A B

scheduled travel, is well known for late takeoffs

and other inconveniences No error

5 Many women reenter the rob market when their
A B

oty_s_g_iest children started kindergatten No error

6 After facing so many groups of anvy people,
A

Martin Luther King. Jr became accustomed to

confrontations that were unpredictable andeven

potentully explosive. No error

I SOON TO TNE NEXT PACE>

'34
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7. Duns the early Me idle Ages, before the develop.
A

ment of the pnnting press, virtually the only books

were those that arc labonously comed by monks.

No error

S. The decision that has lust been a reed with by the
A

committee members should serve as a basis for their

work us the years No error

9. In her novels, Neils Larson focused on the problems
A

of Young black women which lived an Europe and
C

Anwrica during the 1920s. No error

10 As general supervisor, Ms Rodriguez expects her
A

staff to work as carefully and as hard thery she

herself does No error

I I. People who dislike cats sometimes criticize thim
A

for being aloof and Independent; people who me

fond of cats often admire them for the same

qualities. No error

12. Only a few feet beyond those abandoned--A 11
and cmmbling buildings stand a beautiful

C 15
cluster of weeping willow tries. No error-r-

.340

13. In contrasting to the popular 'new, the
A

characteristic wsy of life of many Native
8

American peoples was neither nomadic nor

warlike, No error

14. Until recently, AfflefiCall drank five cups of
A

coffee fee every cup of tea, but now they are

drinking more of it. No error1"--
IS. All our neighbors are wondering what the govern

A
ment will do about the raising gasoline prices and the

shortage of oil. No error
E

16. There are certain areas of the southern United States
A

where snow has never fallen. No error

17. When Pelt was playing SOCCer. he was as talented as,
A I

or more talented than, baseba(I or *basketball.

C D
No errorE--

IS. The need, lf children often ate not taken

into account In the design of public buildings

nor residential areas. No error

I 0 IN TO TNE KIT PACE>

3*
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6
19. In a recent created wildlife refuge, the birds

A
We now buildIng theft nests, therebyr
greatly changrig the ecology of the area.

No coos

20, 13ecause flashes of light distract them, entertamers
A

often feTleit that people with a camera refrain from
a C D

taking pictures during performances. No CUM
E

21. Color blindness may handicap one in some
' A

respects but )ou can still function nonally

m almost all situations you encounter No CHOI

22 Rising at a rate of ten inches per hour, the Red River
A R

soon posed a ..VIIOUS threat to the residents of the

valley No error

40

23. Astronomy and astrology are both concerned in
A Ts

the heavenly bodies, but their purposes and

methods are quite different. No error

24. As the discussion between the two candidates
A

continued, they !mks more and MON 10111/11
B .

and with less and less dignity No error6
2$. The doctor lived in the tropics for three years

before he was inflicted by malaria No error

I TO ON TO INF NEXT PATE>
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The following sentences test correctness and effectiveness of expression.

Duccuons In each of the following sentences, some part or all of the sentence is underlined. Under each sentence you
will find five ways of phrasing the undeihned part. Select the Iliswer that produces the most effective sentence, ale that
s clear and exact, withoUt awkwardnety or ambiguity, and blacken the corresponding space Oil your answer sheet. In
choosing answers, follow the requirements of standard written English. but do not mike a choice that thanges the
meaning of the original sentence.

Answer (A) is always the same as the underlined part. Choose arlOreer (A) if you think the on:anal sentence needs no
revision.

EXAMPLE SAMPLE ANSWER

Ms. Rose planning to teach a count in CO (()
biology next summer.

(A) planning
(B) are planning
(C) have planned
(D) with a plan
(E) plans

26, Because dodo birds could not fly, so the wete
killed by thehogs and monkeys rought to t
Was by the explolers.

(A) fly, so they were _

(B) fly, they were kdled
(C) fly and they were killed
(D) ily, and thu allowed them to be killed
(E) ily, killing them

27. Performing before an audteme for the first time.
fear suddenly overcame the child and she could
not remember her lines,

(A) fear suddenly overcame the child and she
could not remember het lines

(B) the lines could not be remembered by the
child because she was overcome by fear

(C) the child was suddenly overcome by fear and
could not remember her lines

(D) the child was suddenly overcome by fear.
she could not remember her lines

(E) suddenly the child was overcome by fear, and
consequently not remembering her lines

28, Young people are not rejecting mainage, but
some postponing It.

(A) some postponing it
(B) some ate postponing it
(C) in postponed by some of them
(D) tt is being postponed
(E) some having postponed it

29 Violin makers know that the better the wood is
seasoned, the better the results for the tone of the
instrument.

(A) better the results for the tone of the instrument
(B) better the tone of the instrument
(C) better the result is for the Mir rument's tone
(D) resulting tone will be better
(E) result will be abetter Instrument tone

30 Although today many fabrics are made from
synthetic fibers, at One time all natural fibers
were used in their manufacture.

(A) all natural fibers kere used in their manu.
facture

(B) all fabrics were made of natural fibers
(C) they were making them all of natural fibers
(D) they made fabrics all of natural fibers
(E) their manufacture was of all nalutal fibets

31. Between three and four per cent of all children
born with hearing defects itnous enough to
require medical treatment.

(A) born with hearing defects
(B) being born with hearing defects that are
(C) are born with hearing defects
(D) are born with hearing defects, these are
(E) born with hearing defects which are

I CO ON 10 THE NUT PACE>



.6 Issued an Great Britain in (840, the first gummed
postage stamp in history was known as the
'?enny Slack."

(A) the first gummed postage stamp in history
was known as

(II) they called the first gummed postage stamp
In hlgory

(C) history refers to the first gummed pater
stamp as

(I)) was the first gummed postage stamp in
history.

(E) the first gummed postage stamp in history
being known ss

33. A number of parents are concerned about the
protection of high school athletes and the many
injuries being reported.

(A) athletes and the many Injuries being repotted
(B) athletes and numerous reports of injuries
(C) athletes because of teports of numerous injuries
(I)) athletes, but many injuries are being reported
(E) athletes, numerous injuries have been reported

34. Many infector fikns earn a great deal of money for
them producers, some extremely good ones do not

(A) Many Inferior fUrns earn
(B) Many an inferior film earns
(C) With many Inferior films which earn
(I)) llowever,many ulterior films earn
(E) Although many Inferior films earn

3$. Gas rationing would force CORSIMCIS to use their
cars less, %lie public transportation more, sank
evening gasoline.
(A) while consetving
(B) is well as conserving
(C) conserving
(I)) and thereby conserve
(F) to conserve

36. Dolphina lure a basic social organization, a system
of communication, and their brains al C
developed.

(A) snd their brains ate highly developed
(B) and highly developed brains
(C) with highly developed brains
(D) while their brains are developed highly
(E) but their brains are developed highly

42

345

37, The Romans built mmy magnificent aqueducts
and roads, they were Indy the great engineers
of the ancient world.

(A) roads, they were truly the great
(S) toads, consequently they were tmly the great
(C) roads snd as a consequence, they were tmly

the greatest
(D) roads: tmly the great'
(E) roads: they were Hilly the great

38. The Japanese began their remarkable postwar
recovery, but they were abliiiiiicover -from the
psychological effects of the war.

(A) recovety. but they were
(B) recovery, where they were
(C) recovery only when they were
(0) tecoveryonly When being
(E) recovery because it was

39. For wiccess in sports, It is importmt not only to be
In good_physeal condition but also to know the Met
of the pme.

(A) to be in good physical condition but also to
know

(B) being in good physical condition but also to
know

(C) to be in good physical condition but also
knowing

(0) being in good physical condition but also
knowing

(E) that one be in good physical condition but also
that you know

40. Frigided in 1910, the Urban League was established
snd has continuously had for its purpose the aim o
assisting blacks who live an large cities.

(A) was establuhed snd hat continuously had for
its purpose the alm of

(B) was established to aim in the purpose of
(C) has continuously had for Its purpose the aim of
(0) has always aimed at
(E) was with the purpoee of
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Note: The remaining questions are like thoee at the beginnmg of the section.

Direcuons In each sentence, 'elect the one underlined part that must be changed to make the sentence correct, and
sumrxe correspondmg space on your answer sheet.

If there n no error, blacksn answer space CD.

41.

42.

43.

45.

Idealists

attics would

Once an

EXAMPLE:

lk spoke bluntly and angrily to we

SAMPLE ANSWER

0 CD (13.

minutes, the

questions asked by

was obvious.

mote expensive

than

error

A e
s ctitors. No error

are not always as ignorant of realities as N! 46.

47.

.48.

49..

50.

After ihe had spoke for fifteen
A

like to believe. No error
A ,

wnator answered candidly the

Haien colony, Entree was captured by

the reporters, whose skepticiem

No errorA
the Brnilh

in the e.arly

ln 1941 and was united with Ethiopia

Demonstrating new products !!a
A

but more effective sales technique

1950's No error

u ""E
More women are competing in athletics as new

merely talking about them. NoA

oPPortunities

prognms

Mayor Jameson

was not

groups and

No error

for training develop and as sports

vALtioncl. No error Moscow's city officials plan doubling the size of

was eager to demonstrate that she

the dty's subway system, which

more than one hundred miles of

A
already includes

track. No errorA
prejudiced ln favor ofany partkular political

residents of specific UM of the dty.

debate, there is at least two sides toC

The speaker argued that neither

government have taken full responsibility

industry nor
A

No error

In any lively

for reducing the spiral of inflation.
D

The average taxpayer waits und

tax return unleae they rt to

April to file aA
an issue

new presented.

and five arguments for every point of

No error

A
receive a refund

,
of considerable slue. No error

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, YOU MAY CHECX,YOUR WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY
DO NOT WORK ON ANY OTHER SECTION IN THE TEST.
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HOW TO SCORE YOUR SAMPLE TEST

SAT scores are reported on Me College Board scale of
, 200 to KC A score of 200 Isn't necessarily qual to
s zero, nor does a store of SOO mean that you answered
\ every question correctly. The TSWE score Is reported

on a scale of:20 to 60 4 . The TSWE is not Intended to
%distinguish among students whoSe command of En..

batter than average, Therefore, students who
receive a scoref60.4 can conclude that the test is not
difficult enoug to measure the upper limits of their

There are two stegis inscorIng-

1, determining verbal, mathernaticai. and TSWE raw
spurs (counting the number of right responses and
subtracting a fraction of the number wrong), and

2. hiding the College Board scaled scores for the cor
responding raw Scores

YOU will understand the scoring process better if you
try tclapply it to the simple test you Just took.

Dilleimining Your Raw Score

For itor SA r verbal secitons and nye TSWE

questions in sections 1 and 3 weld the verbal
scord Cheek your answers against the table on page
45 Sian the verbal questions (sections I and 31 and
cou4 thy number of right answep and the number of
wrorio answers Count one point for each correct re.
sporise For each wrong response, subtract onsfourth
ot a 'point There is no need to count the questions you
orngted because they do not alleCt your scores

Raw score w number right minus one fourth of

Fot arampla, it you have 46 right responses to the vet
ba questions IA sections 1 and 3 and 31 wrong'qe
sdonses. then your verbal raw score is 46 minus ons

fourth of 3f, which equals 38 Or 46 - -1(31, a 381,
4 4

hielr roulds down to 38 (t he nearest integer)41 You caNfind your TSWE sews in the same way For
purists, if yOu havo 39 right responses to the ISWE
tqueatiohern soztion 6 and 10 wrong responses, then
, your TSWE raw ScOret is 39 minus ,rn0.10urth 01 10,

whoth equals 37 Or 39 -
4
1-00) , 36 which rounds

the number wrong

up MJ7

44

91 -170 - -113

For tiro SArmathomatIcal soctions

Determining the mathematical score Is a Mlle more
complicated because some of the questions contain
only four possible answer choices Instead of the usual
live. Count the 20 four-Choice questions (numbers a
through 27In section 5)as a separate score. Count the
40 Mils-choice mathematical questIont (all of Section 2
and numbers 1 through 7,and 28 through 35 tn section
5) as a second Mathematical 3COM. Obtain the raw
sCOres as follows:

Raw score for 20 four-cholce questions w number light
minus one-third of tlie number wrong

Raw score for 40 f ivwcholce questions -number right
minus one fourth of the number wrong

Add the results of the two scores to obtain one total
mathemstical raw score. For example. suppose you
have 10 right and 10 wrong for the 20 lour choice ques
lions, then, the raw Score is 10 Minus Onethird 01 10,

whIc? equals 6101 10 - i(10) 61And suppose

you have 24 right and 11 wrong lor the 40 five-choice
questions; then the ray/ Score 1s 24 minus onfhlourth of

1 1 111. which equals 21, Or 24 - -(11) w 21,
4 4 4

To obtain the total raw score, add 6.25 to 2111 or a

mathematical score of 28.(Round any scores with frac .
lions to whole numbers only after the two parts are
summed )

Finding Your 00111941 Board Store Range

Use the table on page 46 to find the range of College
Board scores for the SATwerbal. SAT-mathematical,
and TSWE raw scores you obtained on the sample test.
For example, in the column headed "Raw Score," find
your verbal raw score or the score nearest to It. In the
column headed "SAT-verbal." find the range of Coll ge
Board scores for it. Let's say your verbal raw scot is
36. The number closest to II Is 40. The column he ed
"SAT verbal" shows that the range of College Board
scores for a raw score of 40 is 460-480. The range for
your score of 38 would be somewhat lower.

The table shows a range of scores because there are
slight variations in the difficulty of different versions of
the test.On an easlar version of the test, the raw score
obtained would result In the College Board score that
Is at the lower end of the range, For a more difficult verr
sion, the raw score would result In the College Board
score IWO at the higlier end of the range.

let's take another *sample. Suppose your math..
matmal raw score Is 27 The number closest to it In the
column headed ' Flaw Score' is 25. The column headed
'SAT mathematical" shows that the range of College
Board stores lOr a raw SCOre0125 is 470493, Ths range
for your score of 27 would be somewhat higher.

3513
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When you take the SAT, your score Is likely to dillw
from the sconeyou obtained on the sample test. Pe Ople
perform at different levels at different times for reesons
unrelated tO the test itself. In addition, the precision of
any test IS limited because it /*presents only a sample
of all the possible quostions that could be asked.

RAW SCORES CONVERTED TO SCALED SCORES

COW. fivt low11.4.
Mr voltal Mr.mal rsIVI

14.e44.1 1444v.1504

1100

750770
75 710.730
70 VOW
65 30450
60 590420
55 560560 740.760
50 530-550 690420 60.
45 493510 640070 S7t04.
40 463460 600630 .52

4204-40 560.560 47 50 .
390.410 510530 42 45

25 350.370 470430 32.39
20 320-340 430450 31.34
i5 210310 380-430 26.29
10 250.270 010360 21 24
5 210240 290.320 20
0 200210 250260 20

'Maw Ka* hont4r riedlINnufalKtkAoll the nvfnbOt 010,(1

Nolo I mos k. (05 ,...0go EssnlsoNOS se. 541411 .11020
44 00 041 8Ir*0 horn movemor 1177 mt....IAA.. IOW sc.** in. 114
;a mow 4.04 Ns 50051414034 within th*s*I.V.I...

In addition io correct answers to the sample lest.the
table on page 45 gives percentages, which are based
on the analysis cbthe answer sheets for a random sem
ple ol students who took this test In April 1911 and
whose moan scores were 430 on the SAT-verbal sec-
lions, 470 On the SAT-mathematICalsoctions, and 43 on
the TVAIR. The poicentages will eve you an Idea of
how hard each Question was for students with about
average verbal or mathematical ability.

For example. III percentage for question 6 in verbal
section t indicates that 75 percent of a group of st
dents scoring 430 would probably answer this item cor-

46

rectly. The question, therefore, Is not very herd for
them. Othstion 10 would be much harder for such a
group.Only 32 percent got qUestion Wright.

After you have scored yOer WM, analyze your perfor
mance.

For instance, did you,ornIt cidestions because you
ran out of time before you reached the end of a sec.
Non? Reread pages 3 thiough 18. The suggestions In
them may help you pace yourself better.

Did you take' so long readlig directioni that you
didn't have enough time to answer questions? if you
become thoroughly fernier witN the test directions
reprinted In this booklet, you won't have to spend
much time reading them during the test.

Look at the specific questions you missed. Did you
get caught by a choicethat was only partly correct?
Flguro`out what step you overlooked In your reason;

, RECEIVING YOUR SCORE REPORT

About slx weeks after you Ore the SAT and TSWEiyou
will receive a report that includes your scores and pe
centile ranks. The percentile ranks shOw how yoor
scores compare with the scores of Wain other groups
of Studints who have taken the SAT and TSWE.With
the report, you'll receive a booklet. Your Stucleht A.
pOrt, which will help you interpret and understithd the
SCores, percentile ranks, and,other Information that ap.
pear on your report.Th booklet will also explain how
colleges uis your scones, tour counselor will havs ad-
ditional Interpretive material. 4

We hope that Tiklny the SAT has provided Infor.
mation that will Increase your confidence when
you take the test. Your suggestions and corn.
ments concerning the" Intents of the pookiet wilt
be welcome Send them to Collegellowd ATP,
Box 592, Princolon. NJ 06541.
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A Me1111111). to Stu:knit

The question is frequenIfy asked. What can I do about ralSing my SAT scores or
about making them better than they would be otherwise? The answer le Quickly
and Immediately probably nOt much; Over longer peclods it depends upon how
much time, effort, and concentration goes Into the prep/Amnon.

The Scholastic Aptitude Test measures the saitint 10 which your reasoning shill.
ty and Skills with words and mathematical concepts have been developed up to the
time yOu take the test. These are abilities that are related to academic success In
college and that grow Over a lifetime through learning ex perlenCes SUCh as those in
the famIly,In school, with your friends and associates, and in reading and Wives).
dent Study. The best preparation for the SAT is to ;lave hut varied opportunities 01
this kind and to have made the mosi ()Mem.

Ttle Skills asd abilities the SAT tests tend to*grow relatively slowly and at dither-
of fates tor different people.Whether you hay* more or lessot these abilities doo
not say,anything about your worth as an Indivickial Many other IndivIdol qualities
not measured by the SAT7SuCh as motivationy-creativity..and artistic skills, have
much to do with your sense of satisfaction and your-success In Ille.

It you or your parnts hee been thinking about special preparation'tor the SAT
outside your regular classroom activities, these Six points are worth remembering

1 The SAT measures developed verbai and mathemat
real reasoning abliities that are invoived in success
Sul academic work in colicge. it IS riot a test ol some
inborn and unchanging capacity.

2. Scoro on the SAT are subject to improvement as
educational exponent*, both in and out ol school.
Causes these verbal and mathematical abilities to
develop

3 Development of these abilities is related to the time
and effort spent, short term drill and cramming are
likely to nave Mlle effect, tongoterm preparation
that develops skIIIS and abilities can have greater
effect

4. While drill and practice on sample test questions
generally result in little effect on test SOW. Prep.
arallort of this kind can familiarly. you with differ .
nt question types and may help to reduce anxiety
about what to expect. You can help yourself to be.
(tome laminar with the lest by using the explana
lions and lull sample lest In this booklet

5. Whether Idnger preparation, apart lrom that avail
able to yOu within your regular high school courses.

is worth the time. efOrt. and money is a decision
you and your parents must make for yourselves.
results Seem to vary considerably from program to
program, and for each person within any one pro.
gram. Studies of specie/ preparation programs pr.
ded on In many high sChOols show variolli reeuits
averaging about 10 points tor the verbal section and
15 points lor the mathematical over and above the

/average Increases that would Otherwlfe be ex.
i Acted from Intellectual growth and practice. In
/Other programs results have rahged Irorn virtually
Inc/ Impiovement In scores to average gains as high
/as 25.30 points for particular groups of Student{ or
particular programs. Recent studies of cornmercial
coaching here Shown a similar range of results.

iYou should Satisfy yoursall Mal the results of a sp..
cial program Or course are likely to make edifier.
ence In relation to your College admissions plans

B. Generally, the soundest preparation for,the SAT Is
to study widely with emphasis on'acadernIC
courses and extensive outside rSsdingi SAT score
Increazes Of 20-30 point* correspond to gbout threw
additional questions answered Cermet! . Such a re-

,
suit might be obtained by Independent study In ad-
dition to regular academic cou a work

sloltes 00st esoo6. moo frt
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As E.T.S. sees itrm..

Standardized testing has
become education's latest scapegoat

By 5 3 Anderson

\)(,/ E AMERICANS have a long
history of explaining away any

dissatisfaction with our education sys.
tern by blaming successively vulneeabk
parties. First we blamed the students,
then we blamed their parents (indicting
Dr. Spock along the way), then we
blamed the teachers. and of course ad
monstrous always are blamed for
everything Sat ihe late 1970s brought
more bed news. Student scores on the
Seholastic Aptitude Test ) con.
unued to decline; many volunteers in
the armed forces were labeled incompe.
tent in bassc skills. colleges began to of
ler more remedial courses. the crime
rate went upall of this in spite of un .
precedented societal attention peid to
education legislation and innovation

Clearly, the time was right to nom
nate a new villain for the "what's.
wrong with-our-schools?' drama. No
group was more eager to serve as the
casting agent than those who most re
cently had been festured play
ersteachers. or more specifically. one
of the two maps teacher unions. With
out so much as an audition, the Na
limit Education Association (N I n../
quickly ptcked standardized testing as
the villain The choice was praised bY
the Natioul Anew-sawn for the Ad
varscement of Colored People, Ralph
Nader. several state legislators, and two
social scientists at the Harvard Medical
School

Their arguments against resting were
patterned after the logic of Lewis Car

Scoria Andew u sew/ rott.pormfent
of Mr fdarnonet Tann Srnwe

/6

roll, author of Alice's Adaentures ln
Wonderland' If minorities scored lowee
on tests. if test scores woe going down,
of students' stores on tests could be sm.
proved, then the trouble lay with the
tests. not with the schools. "If Only the
tests were cleared away," they saKt. "It
would be grand."

But tests, of course, have not been
'cleared away"nor arc they likely to

be. Educators would be wtse to recog
nire this fact and to redirect their ener-
tieS from damning tests to learning as
much as they can about them (see ac
companying article on page 23) Only
then can progress De made roward 1m
proving test scoresand determining
the proper role of testing In education.

Consider for a moment the factors
that contribute to a student's perfor
mance on any land of test, whethee It is
teacher-made oc standardized. If the
test is a good onethat is, both valid
(measures what it's supposed to
measure) and reliable (pelds consistent
result 1)then students scores arc deter
mined rust and foremost by knowledge
and skill Does /se know the answers to
the questions on the test? Can they do
the tasks that are required? We must
remember this at all Inres MCC is nO
magic that will enable students to suc
teed on a good test if they don't know
the subject matter or possess the skills
that the test measures (short of cheat
ins. that Is)

Let me tell you a story about the di
rector of research in a large public
school system. He was dismayed be
laase student scores on a national
standardized reading test had dropped
from the year before, and he refused to
release the scoecsto the supennten.

dent, to the press, to anybody. first he
asked the school system's tomputer
center to restore the tests, there must be
en error, he thought. There wasn't
Then he asked the computer people to
check all the mammal computations.
Still no error, After several weeks and
clamors on all odes to see the scores, the
bead of the computee center met the re.
search directoe in the parking lot 'HeY.
buddy." said the computer specialist.
"I think I've figured out how to get
thou test scores up."

"How? How?" asked the relieved re
search direct or,

"Teach those kids how to read."
Given that test performance is deter

mined largely by what students know
and can do, here arc some other pos
sibk, if lesser, Influences on test stores

I. Test dirtetluis. If the directions
say to select the lour probable explana
non for an event and a student selects
the mon probable explanation, then he
or she has missed the question. If one of
the choices for a Xi of mathematics
quations if, "The answer cannot be de
'crawled from the information given.'
and if the student ignores that choice.
the student's score might suffer. If stu
dents arc told to answer four out of five
essay questions, and they answer all
five, then they have wasted time that
could have been devoted to more com
pier e answers to four questions

2. Test pales. When there is limited
time lo take a test, students should pace
their work so they have sufficient time
to get through questions they know,
they shouldn't get hung up on questions
they're unsure of They should save the
difficult questions to ponder at the end
of the test

3 5
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Manaus. A hellbent essay can be
dulled by a sloppy or Illegible Parer. So
neatness cousts.So does attention to de.
tad. Matching question numbers to
spaces on the answer shed and corn.
pletely erasing answers when students
change lheil minds Can be of rriajOe km.
ponanee on a machine scored test

4, Physical emsdklems. There U. of
course. a rather broad range of mien
ance berme performance wtll be ad
versely affected by phyucal condition at
the test site. Relaunctp poor trebling, or
a telling r0001 thal 1511111k 100 warm.
might make the test taker uncomfon.
able. but neither is likely to jeopardize
test pnformance if the student is cap.
able of doing the Laski on the test

S. EawellseW ew physical health. A
slight cold probably would have httle in.
fluence on a student's test Perfotmance,
but a bad case of the flu with accosts.
panying fever stnously would reduce
the student's ability to perform test
tasks. (One of iny professols described
studies he did caling WorlaWar 11 that
showed aptitude test Korn wefe af.
reeled only slightly when recruits took
MIS right after an all night Much )

Mote troublesome ate eMOtiOnal dn.
turbances, the MOO relevant of which ts
called "ten anxiety " We know that
some people get 13104e anat.:WA about
test than others; we Alto know that
anxiety sanCS with how well prepared
students think they are and with what
they think is riding on the outcome. For
example, we would expect students lobe
more anxious about a test that was to be
used in determining their eligibility for a
significant award than ors rest that was
only one of several in s school course.
We shouldn't forget, however, that
there are a few among us who inually
like Inking tests and are maned to gm
our all in a testing Situation aaaaa dkss
of the purposes of the lest.

The Measurement and study of Ion
anxiety are complex and have chat.
kneed a number of psychologists
throuth the years. In spite of all the
work, we still cannot predict the number
of people In a liven population who will
have peralyzing test anxiety: the number
ptobably is small. On the other hand,
we know that a little anxiety ptobably
focilitatIng rather than debilitating.
(Think about your own Pelfolmance
when you know you are being fudged by
Important audiences ) Even though 1
don't believe test anxiety Is a serious
determinant of performance for many
people. I would oce dismiss its value as

las 1141
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an ego-saving devKe foe thousands of
students and then Parents, If the tem
"test anxiety" dsd not exist, we prob.
ably would have to Invent it to preserve
the self .coneepts of those who otherwise
would have to blame their own ipso.
lance or laziness for poor telt Per-
formance

blow mat we've examined some of the
major influences on test stores, we must
consider what we as educators and
teachers San dfi to reduce the negative
influences.

We certainly can design testing non
ditiOns tn whiCh direCtiOnS ate as CICar

No magic formula
will enable kids
to succeed on
a good test
if they don't

know the subject
matter or possess

the skills that
the test measures

as possible, test adminhtrators are
friendly and helpful, the physical esi .
vuonment is comfortable, and students
who are Ill are offered make up exams

We also can teach students testtak-
ing skillspeons, handling machine .
scored antral sheets, understanding
different types of questions, and so on
Familiarity with objective tests is not the
ptoblem it oace was. In the rust testing
seedy 1 ever dui (tn )fS I, at George Pea.
body College for Teachers). we found
that many of the freshmen had no previ.
ous exPertence with objective tests and
macame.scored answer sheets. So. we
Instituted practice ICSIS 10 try to even

,out any differences associated with the
mechanics of ant taking. Today, almost
all children are exposed to a variety of
standardized tests al they SO throuth
school

If we can identify the most ex
aremely anaiOtts students. we might be
able to recommend personal therapy for
them,

What can we do, though, about the
bluest factor that affects student

scores knowledge and skills? The best
answer to that is to teach reading, writ.
Mg. And whatever skills km demand
Unfortunately, if the knowledge or
skills are significant, this takes a rather
tang time. Everyone wants to know if
there ale any shot tcuts.

Enter coaching, one of the most con-
fusing elements of the debate on stand-
ardized testing The N t A and others
say that tests are no good a they arc
coachable. But this denies the link be-
tween education and the testing process
I think there IS little place in education
for tots on which performance cannot
be influenced by instruction. But 10 ills.
cuss coaching intelligently, we fast need
to consider the nature of the coaching,
the length of the coaching, and the kind
of test that is being coached for.

Coaching usually can be distinguished
from regular instruction by its duration.
in purposes, and its techniques-

Instruction generally is during a
long terrn period; coaching generally tri
volves a fcw hours, days, or weeks

The purpose of Instruction is to cle:"
scion skills, knowledge, and under-
standing to an appropriate level of
mattes yfor their own sake If students
do better on tests as a result. fine The
purpose of coaching, however, is to irn,
prove perforrnanCe OA a SpecIfIC caaRit
nation. If students improve their skills,
knowledge, and understanding as ase.
sult, fine.

A good instructional program gen-
erally includes alternative explanations
of phenomena and solutions to proi.
Inns, allows for plactice with varia-
tions, and psovides a certain amount of
enriching detailall of which will help
The student to understand as well as 10
know Coaching, on the Other hand.
concentrates only on the ktnds of pun
[ions that are likely to be asked on the
test, ot, quick solutions to typical prob
terns. and on associations of Int
language with certain types of re.
sponses. Drill is a significant pan of
most coaching.

I wet coeched in the evenings for
three weeks for my Ph D examination
in Getman, Because the examination
only required me to translate passages,
and because we were allowed the ust of
a dictionary, I did not spend much time
learning long lists of vocabulary words

didmemorize the Mick% and Common
ptepositions, conjunctions, adjectives,
and adverbs so I wouldn't have to spend
time looking them up My tutor taught
me hcm to look at a German sentence,

27



quickly peck out the subject and pads
cote. and determine *Inch words went
with each. And because we knew the
exam would be in my field (psychology).
we practiced on abstracts of ankles
from German psychologscal journals,
not on have( books or short stories, If
my object had been to learn to read
scientific Gerntan fluently so I could
keep Up with current literature, my ago;
obviocisIll7rould have taken a very dif
(trent approach, and if I really had
wasted to learn German. even more
rime would have been required

I passed the exam handily, but today I
know practically rto Gorman. UnfOr.

The amount of
time students
spend being

coached seems
to make a

difference in
test performance,

but only up
to a certain point

lunately, retention of facts learned dur
ing coaching frequently is poor Coach
mg seems to work best when a a of the
.reheiher. variety If a student has
been our of school for a few years or
hasn't melted &certain subject recently.
coaching can clear away some of the
cobwebs from skills the student once
had

The amount of lime students spend
bang cdached seems to make a differ

ten. perfounance but only up to
.. a point Studies of the s A t show a

1

positive relationship between the
amount of time spent sn coaching and
score increases The law of diminishing
returns, howeser. $00n beams io opts
ate, For example. an increase of 10
points on the s 'S 200 to SW-point
verbal Kale might be assocuted rah 12
hours of coaching. to increase scores by
20 points. however, might require $7
hours, 30 paths might require ISO
hours Extrapolating beyond existing
data, it appears that foe a 40-point gain
on the verbal portion of the LAT .
SOmethIng C101e tO 1,200 hours of
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sOashins rime v ....Id be required. That's
full-time schooang

Another problem The broader and
more general a int ss. ase mote difficult
a the task of preparing for it. That's
what makes hoahtung for apiitude tests
so difficult It would be impossible in a
couple of weeks AO leach all the words
that might be intruded on the vocabu-
laty section of ihe S.A.T. But if the test
were on American hteratule. you cer-
tainly could hit some of the !ugh spots in
two weeks And if Ike test were even
more sharply focused (testing knowl-
edge of the symbols for chemical ele
merits, perhaps), students probably
could learn everything they needed to
know, in less than iwo weeks.

Here's how I would summarize my
position on coaching:

Those who would condemn tests be-
Cause they are coschable ignore a funda
mental relationship between iessing and
teaching.

The success of coaching depends on
many factors, including student motive.
non, the nature and duration of couch-
ing, and the type of rest In general.
aptitude tests arc harder to coach for
than are achievement tests

Whether couching actually ult.
proves test scores, many student* beh
here coaching is helpful (often, they
say because a teducts anxiety). There
fore, schools should be well advised to
provide interested students with appro
prime opportunities to prepare for
testsespecially in int taking skills,
lust two cr three sessions should do.
this wal help avoid charges of inequity
between students who can afford even
sive commercial coaching courses and
those who can't

Tests are the latest scapegoat for
failures attributed io education. but the
label is not likely to stick, As American
Federation of Teachers President Albert
Shanker put a. "You can't blame the
I her masseur= for he-pat sent = fever. "
Considering the growing public and
legislative demand for educarronal ac
counter:Wily and productivity, tests.
probably will occupy a more, rather
than a less, important place in the edu
MOO Kent yr. -fluently. it behooves
educate'', lo learn as much about nica-
surement as they can us older to enamor
luting practices. io resist alappropriate
uset of tests in the WIWI systems, to
counter Ilse misuse of lett !Mulls In un
warranted attacks on education, and.
most important, to harness important
resting tools for their own decIsion-
making needs.

Take this
Tests are an easy mark for education s
critics, parity because tests are not well
understoodby educators of ihe public
Heer S a iaSh cOuise on the cutout
types of tests and what they are designed
to Accomplish. You can increase your
understanding of almost all types of
education ints by determining (I)
whether they measure aptitude or
achievement. (2) what kind of response
the student makes, (3) how the results
are interpreted. and (4) whO makes them
up

I Aptitude tests versus achieventetir
tests There is a difference between am.
hide and achievement tests, but it is not
always immediately apparent. Perform
ance on both types of tests depends on
what students have learned, not just
what they came into this world with. (A
wolf child would not do well on either
bind of test.) For example. Sample
contains two questions' Question A is
from a well knOwn meatlife of scholas
tic aptitude. Question IS is from a basic
skills achievement test. In general, so-
called aptitude tests measure stalls that
have developed over a long period of
rime, they also measure applications of
skills in new situations. It would be un.
usual to look at an aptitude test oucs
don and be able ro say precisely, "I
learned that on Tuesday or 'Mrs
Parker taught me that " Aptitude tests
are valued primarily fOr their predictive
value. We say that scores on aptitude
tuts provide some indkation of how
well people will do in college. at ihe po
hce academy, or sn advanced math. Be,
CaUK thc skals measured on aptitude
tests develop over a long period of time
and from a sanely of influences, it ss
nOt fair to blame the schools entirely if
the students score poorly on aptitude
tests. Unfortunately, schools were

-bramed-in-many-quartese-wherrx e. T
score declines became big news (Of
course, scisools shoulder part of the
blame if. after or 12 years of educe,
liOn. Students cannot handle words and
number concepts as well as students of a
few years before.)

Aduesement tests, on the other hand,
-gennally -are more easily undetstood
and appreciated by ihe public than are
aptitude tests Thai's because the ques-
ttons on achievement tests can be related
mote readily to school curriculum.
Scores on setence. history, literature.
and mathematics tests should be influ-
enced by the quality and recency of rele"

Hie AmliKore KnO01, BOARD JOURNAL
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crash course on test design
vast ossIttlytion as well at by the nu
denes inshnation to learn Ii is fair to
blame The school and the teachets- as
well as the students-1r students do had
fr on a test that yosers eraiptial the, 00
have sompleted or on a test that
kneasuret skills they has e been taught
fot seseral years

To oversimplify, the information
from aptitude tests is looking ahead
information Do students have the
knowledge or skills necessary so help
them susceed rn the future, The in
fotrnahon from achievement tests is
-looking back mformation Did the
students team what was taught, Of
course, if students art not tear sing what
the sihools ate teaching. and smohoots
find this out in a reasonable mi. they
kan inttaute procedutes to .emedy' the
situation Consequently. one hears few
er sharps Or test b.is leveled against
a,t,evernent tests than against aptitude
tests

2 Type of uhdent vesponle Re

sponses baneally ate of two kinds The
student must feCOinite the appropriate
answet lou 44estion ot problem, ut the
student must ptodume the answer
Resugnitiun questions On most Proles
sionally ptoduced lefty ale multiple
shOwe items Teachers frequently use
true, falsl Of matching items as well In
spite of populat opinion. multiple-
choice questions can provIde an elite
tive Measure of reasoning processes as
well as straight memory Look at

Sample 2. QUeStion C the question
does nO4 simply ask, "What areas of the
sand hare the highest population dem
sities'" Rathet.tt presents a novel %ilia
tion in which the student must infer
tnat.of the Chotees offered. pelf pop.
tenon density (choice A) is plausible

The most frequently used Produetion
tests ate short answer or fill in
the Wank" tests and essay quekhons
An etample of a thorbanpuer fest item
l"The sum of scores dinded by the
number of scores is called the

The student
mould wine in "mean." arithmetic
mean." or "average You Ptobably
arc familiar with essay questions from
Out own school days for example

Vi hal is meant by the statement that
f fame befote 1719, was sentralded but
not tinCitir- Or -Why did the Cher
fat Malt become an Uwe Of interns
tonal signifimanee,- Or, mote typical

-Desmtitie your summer vacation "

Of cOtirse. the better constructed the
questions and the clearet the directions
to students, the easier essay le.411. are 10

u.Ore But even then. scowls is not
simple To avoid biased and idlosyn
Milk %Coring. SCOrers need to tune in
advance a clear outline ol rust what
components will be scoted and,how
much weight will be giren to each Will
essays, for example. be stored for style
and mechanics as well as substance, A
successful scoring technique used bY
professional test makers (but rarely by
teachers) is called 'holistic scoring."
Raters agree on the Oa faCteristiCS that a
top paper will have and choose sarnpleS

that epitomize that standard: they do
the same for papers at each or the lower
ranks Scotts then ate assigned to all
papers by comparing them to the

samples
Production tests do have their prob

[ems They tan be tOugh to score: fewer
such questions usually can be Presented
in a Wen ktiod of lime, sO less
cornmehenstue Coverage of an area is
possible. So why do testers use suCh
questions at all, Because production
tests measure tharactenstics that recog,
ninon tests cannot If you want to find
out how well students write, there's no
subStitute for asking them to write To

Samples of major
types of test questions

Sample I

Qgesdbis A.(Trom als Oldie& test)
In the currency of the country of Ilg.15 dops are equal to I tif If 10 dops equal

decadop. what is the value in Os or 6 decadops7

(A) 1/15 (B) 21S (C) 3/2 (D) 3 (E)

chansloa Carom a. aelderesseat lean
If your local salts ma is 3%, what ts the total cost of a 12 70Iuneh7

(A) 12 77 (B) $2.71 IC) $3 CO

Sass* 2

ID) $3.51

Quatro. C.
The shading oft the above map is used to Indicate

(A) population dainty
(13) petcentage of total labor force in agnculture
(C) pet caytta In(001e
(0) death rate per thowand of PoPubuon

Sangiel,si 5.050nr SA./ INI,normod 5, wads.. of Eds.. out tellift Service.
the . ,e,yr,V4 ow or,

li lir 1931
29



Mk them questions about writing is not
the same thing You can think of Many
other examples translating a passage
from Cicero, speaking estemporancou
ly on a populat topic, analyzing a blood
sample, editing a technical manunopt.
making a soufflé, disassembling a title

Thes distinction between Arcognanin
anal productton tests As an irnponant
one A student who might ecognite ap
Propriate laboratory procedurm frOM
word and cucture dentiptions. lot
trample, might welt add wain to nil
phutuc acid, instead of rice reti.a, when
left a{one in the lab

3 Test miesPretorton Tens can or
interpreted in two ways by icfcrence to
the performance of Mtn people (norm
tefetensed) and by !detente io Aide
menial ttandaids tctiletion icfnencedi
In a norm referenced test, foi csample.
we would say that Betty $lore is in the
top quartet of notes of students An her
graduating class, or above the mean fot
g national group of twelfth graders, ot
st Me 60th percentile lot seniors in the
state Irmaning that 60 Percent of the
crate s seniors Scored Jewel than the
dtdi Tins esample alto indicates that.
with mow, to the skills measured.
Betty had more competition An ihe state
than in het own class (note Mai she
mood Mahn in het ,lats Irian she did in
the state as a whole)

Criterion referenced tests are inlet
pined accia' dine ro )udgments about
what onsitiutes apptoptiate pet form
ante highly satisfattoty, adequate, or
minimal depending on the test and the
purpose fot which it was given For
esampie, a group of teachers might
agree that a score of 60 was a passing
score on Test X or Mai ten correct
answers out of '2 items on a math quit
Andicatoi acceptable masteiy of a con
cern An important thing to keep in
mind Is that there are no untsetsal
criteria for such tests Sixty percent
might bc a passing Rote for one test but
not passing on an easier tells len correct
answers out of 12 items might be con
stdered mastery fot onc tonsept but not
lot another

It ts unfottunate that riterionAielet
enced and norm teferenced rneasute
Mail often ate viewed An sharp tonitasi.
sometimes with the attitude that using
onc is good practice and the othet

bad practice In fact, the Iwo ap,
proaches ficquently overlap and set
taint) ate useful supplements to each
other Moreover, normative considera
twins usually underlie the choice of
standards for criterion seferemed lens
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taithough these considerations might bc
implo,11 rather than esplicit) For
esample. we may set 50 wotds pet
minute with two Mots at the minimum
standard for graduation from a ihree
month typing course We don 4 sit ten
words pet minute or 150 words per
minute bccaufr these tales donut reflect
upnal typing tequitements ot verage
human capability both normative
notions

Whether telt users rely more heavily
on not mireferensed en on ctiterionre
termed interpretations of lest pm form
Once, they still must rely to a great es
tent unit/figment in setting standards or
cutoff scores la a school system expe
liaising sutplus. for esample.
the assiediting agency Might qualify
only chine teacher applicants who mime
above the 25th penentile on a test In
times of a teacher shortage the school
system might lowei the standard

A mysterious phenomenon As Mal
Many teachers and parents take ihe 50th
penentile, or the mean, as the implicit
standard of adequate performance
They will bewail the lad that little
Maria ot Fred is below ge without
stopping to think that half the children.
by definition. heve to be. In fact, it is a
mistoke to think of average as repre
tenting a single note. C is better to
think of average ay a range of sCortS
encompassing the middle third of the
group

Theie are many different procedutes
that educators use lo set standards ot
cutoff norm These vary in formality
and elaborateness The burden Is on
educators, howevet. to make the stand
ards they adopt explicit and to provide a
cleat rationale fot them This is of pa ra
mount importance if cutoff scores ate to
be used for such crucial decisions as
graduation, promotion. or admission to
a program of study

4 Test detelopers. By far the largest
numbci of tests arc those developed by
Individual teachers The trans of test
mg usually ova look this fact. For every
s,o,t there arc thousands of midterm
and final exams in mathematics and En
&tisk lot every standardized elementary
reading test, thousands of dittoed read
mg exerctsm arc used An clastrooms
Classtoorn tests tand othet evaluations)
are, and wilkontinue io be, the major
factors in promotion, graduation.
Anommeniations fut futon education
and employment, and students self ap
praisals of then academic fitness

The Iwo major types of outside
groups that develop and supply tells ate

state departments of education and na
Atonal testing agencies (Educational
Testing Service. American College Test
ins Program, Psychological Corpora
non. !lanolin, araCe, lovanovich.
Iloughton-Mtf CTB,McGraw-
!fill) Sometimes, states and. national
agencies work together, especially when
mate departments of edutation base
limited technical or technological
resources

In the case of achievement tests, those
developed and used to evaluate students
at the local !met and those selected or
imposed Itont outside sources should be
complementary A mandated state basso
skills test should not some as a shock to
a student, If the state test ts an appro.
priate measure of school learning. Alt

should look like the exercises students
already base setnfrequentlyin their
schools. A lack of congruency is a legitt
Mate concern of education critics
Fither schools have not prepared stu
dents properly, or the outside test is an
unfair reflection of school objectives

In the case of aptitude tests, you
would not expect tests developed by out.
side sources to beat as dose a relationi
ship to the tests norrmitly used in schools
(Teachers simply don 4 make up apti
lude tests I This ts not a fault For
example, a student Might encounter on
an aptitude rest a vocabulary word that
is unfamiliar What we hope is that
from an accumulated knowledge of
woids and how they arc used. Inc sru.
dent might bc able to deduce the mean.
mg from the structure of the word and
from the context

By now, you should be suitably an.
Pressed by the number and variety of
tests that can be devised ftom the four
classifications There are criterion ref-
erenced achievement tests that arc devel
oped by feathers and requite students to
produce the answers (this category
probably characterizes the largest num
ber of educational rests given and taken
in the world) There ate Criterion refer
enced, multiple choice tests that are dc
vcloped by stale departments of educe
lion to measure echievement in the basic
skills There arc normirefereneed, mut,
nple choice, aptitude tests such as the
ones O. Jailed by the Educational Test.
int Servite for the College Board, (Tests
of Ihis tyPc have been of greatest con
ccrn lo school Profile in recent Tars,
probably because they arc the ones over
which school people feel they have the
least direct control ) In the appropriate
circumstances. each type of test can bc
valuable Sterns I, Anderson

flit Mel gleAsSISCHOOL BOARD /CALM/At
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DEVELOPING
A TEST

Irt %IF I ()1,1h1r, 1 I

Flom the time a Stenclerchred hut 11 COocelved to tha
twyal It Is administered. dozens at mole at Invotrod.
Wit soeclaUsts.dttoss. rektowets, toochtrs. and
ototessois in the knowldo or MD to Ds oasoted
Al EduCadonst Testing Ssktc.. drowlOping Ill Intosts
new test lakes about two Yuri. and It tikes shout 11
mood tar each puestiOn 10 CN es through ah II
drkmMent Stages a

Shubturrno eranunatron3 an:1+,611N gotrial! are
en traordinenty corroorr. but not mysttorteuS To htho
011 ondirSI100Ing hi beObess. here are Its fught,ghts.

I. Defining EdveAtional Objective
70. deCrian 10 COnStrob1 a test of pidtbular

ephtudei Or ablutwernents obusIty (*butts frorn the
reeveats of eduCantes *NO see the need for toCh
telt (MO the dellsiOn Is roads. test *Wooers ask

Who wat take the test and f Or what dorOokes0
Wnat tan lost takers Is ordCtod to know
1004t In. field?
Hoe itethArt Mt takers ho able to use they
knOwldpIk a
Whit koctt of queshone shoutd Ow in the telt
and how many of each iond,
How long Should the test DO
How chf hbuit ShOuld tre tut be,

E Advisory Committees
At En, Mos. golf hens Are slushy 10 Swerert1

WIth the bolo of I l;r0r I OdrIttOti 41 111011$1fi 1110T go

10011 the uOuntry
ESCh lestrng program flat III Owl commdtwo of

adviser's for erantree, the NItienit Teeehef
CrehenitIOne ale being rowsol by S borwl of 25
teeeeti in abhor:4 idwroustabOn and teachet
educabOn workmg with ETS stall

S. Questl.m. Writlag
Once specifications time been ettsbnined,

decisions ate made On the typos of Ouitstloos to 010
Fos standardized lests.,ETS roost no:Wendy tided Ow

Oblectlkt. hhatttgle Choice lomat. although dorm
tests also Inchudo essak doe stiOna

Adylkofy committees. Outstd greens. and ETS
stilt what the 001711001,

An Example
Tne Cycle Sea In

Wnt tO. HOTS

II erbere
re are Ahrm1.
M... 0'4

T. I 14100e80
I.e.'s....
54.1... Mr**

N. I 10 14.1411
10/4'.1., oloy
Ov-, Y

$006111410.
Pt .4, {N.

.010rio 000$.
,CMCfe14...0.4.HMV" 4,
tKIV,), .04. OW Oa
.4.'4 114.10.

r
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4. The Pretist
Once questions are written they are administered

to a samcre group sirnter to the people for whom Me
test intended The pretest tens test developers
Severer thmge

The dill iCuity Of euen question
Whether individual quest 005 aro arnbCloouS 0.
reisweding
Wheftwt items +honk] be tensed or discarded
thhethet incorrect alternative answers shoo id
be ref:mated Or revised

S. Sensitivity Review
Before end after Me protest each test is

renewed to ensure that tee questions reflect Ine
Multir:uitural nature Of Our society and that
appropriate DOsiti It ,,,,, enCes are trade tO
rerricaities and women Eacn test +tern re renewed to
ensure that any word peraSe or description that may
be regarded as baled sexist of 15Cr51 i remnved

An Example
the Cycle Continues

Assemble the Zest

01.
1,1 4. .11. 1surr

[911 4 11.110

I.

, 1,41
A., . ......

. ....YU. 4.-60 Aet
_ 3,...- ....0.11,*

Ov,e, ..., a.

h .1 me .....,..

11. Won
..11
1- 4.04.1
.04, A.S.% .01,1

These oddments aro made by Sensitivity'
reviewers who are esproCially trained to identify and
eliminate material that rr.rdht b unfair or offensive 10
any group

IL The Final Phase
In the final phase test makerS analyze the pretest

data and choose appropriate Questions Ot the Drover
difficulty tO reflett the Sublett matter and to test
specific skills A proper distribution of content
accounts for differences 111 schbol curricula as well
as regonal dilferences rural-urban differenres, and
set and ethnic differences

After the test rs assembled, It ss reviewed by Other
specialists,somrnitte members, and SOrnetimes, bY
Outside esperts Each reviewer answers all questions
independently and prepares a tist of Correct answers
whiCh is then COmpared with the intended a n$wess 10
Verity agreement on the cOrreCt answer to each
question N. lest can go to press until the person
respensible certifies that at least three different
people tray. serried AS 'the correct enswers to every
Question

The test Is then sent to the es ternalCernmillee of
examinara ter review before going t Press

7. Test Validity and Disclosure
The test preparation process continues even alter

the test has been admin stored Continuing research
neCesiary to ensure that the Int is validthat it

does the 10b it IS deSigned 10 00
Alter the test is administered but before final

scoring takes place. preliminary statistical analysis of
each question is carried out. based On Several
thousand answer Sheets The results are reviewed
question-by question If. problem 15 found
corrective action, Such as not scoring the question is
taken before bnal scowl and score tenoning

AcCuraCy Of lest content is further strengthened
by feribaCk from students to the test center
supervisor alerting lest administrators to the
Possible existence of embiguousty wOrded items
This PriXess has been ettended through test
disclosure, which enables students tO examine the
duestiC4S and answers alter the test has been given
When lest development rrOrs Come Wright through
these Prot SSSSS appropriate croreCtive action is
taken

At every Stage of the process ETS doss all that is
possible to assure the accuracy and fairness of
indmidual test questions and the examinations as a
whole It 5 a dernanding and tone Consunvng process

but it s worth the effort ETS strives tO set high
standards in the field for Quality teats

Eon further ink...nation, contact tnforrnetron Dies Don
EIS Princeton. NJ C45.11

14 $
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Atta,heent

CEESTICITING IRE CCESTIEtS
7he Process for Challenging a Cuestion on an ETS Test

I. Test-Taker Inquiry to ETS

Test-takers may inquire about a question on an ETS admissions test in several ways:

(1) Speak to the supervisor at the testing center, who will

file a report to ETS concerning the test queTtion in dispute

(2) Write or call ETS irnediately after the testexplaining
the difficulty encountered with the particul

1

r question

(3) Write cc call ETS about a disputed question fter

reviewing the test gUestions provided the '

test-taker following-a,disclooed test admini4ration
,

2. ETS Staff Review 1

3.

Each inquiry is reviewed by two or more ETS staff rembers who have

major responsibility for the type of question in dispute. Additional

reviews by subject matter specialists, such as
university faculty in the

relevant field, are also frequently obtained -- depending on the nature of

the challenge.

EIS Pesmnse to Test-Taker

A letter, either explaining the question's soundness, or acknowledging

flaw, is then mailed to the test-taker. (If a flaw is'acknowledged,

the next step in the process is $8 below.)

4. Further Test-Taker Inquiry

If the test-iaker is not satisfied with ETS' response, he or she may

write ETS again to continue the challenge.

5. Additional Independent Review

Additional reviews of the disputed test 9iestion are obtained from a

combination of university faculty and/or other appropriate experts
outside EIS (such as secondary school teachers for the PSAT or SAT)

and senior ETS staff who were not involved ir developing the test in

question. Without prior knowledge of the test gpestion cc correspond-

ence related to it, the independent reviewers are asked to select an

answer to the question and justify their choice. They are then

given the correspondence between the test-taker and ETS and

asked to explain in writing why their perceptions are or are not

changed by these arguments.

3 t;
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. \ Second Fesponse to Test-Taker

,A second letter is then sent to the test-taker, either explaining
,the arguments in defense of the dhallenged question, or acknowledg-

ing a flaw. (To date, no test-taker has continued a challenge

beyond ETS' second.response.)..

7. Appeal Process

In\the event thact a test-taker should remain unsatisfied with
second response, an appeal process has been included in

the procedures for handling tnst question inquiries adopted
jointly by the College Board and ETS relative to College Board

progçams. (MS will recommend to other test sponsors comparable
procedures should the need arise.)

,
The College Board-ETS'appeal process calls for a judgment
based on all materials related to the case by a three-member
external appeal panel chosen by the dhair of the appropriate
College\Board Academic Advisory Committee (i.e., Mathematic's,

English), Science, etc.)

8. PossibleTutcomes

If a testItaker's challenge is substantiated at any point
before scores are reported, corrective actiim is taken immediately,

typically,\by deleting the disputed question prior to

scoring the answer sheets.

If a flawed\question is discovered after scores have been
reported, a determination is made by the test sponsor, with
consultationfrom ETS, relative to rescoring answer sheets and

rereporting scores. This decision may vary according to the

testing program. However, oonsiderations affecting the decision
include fairness to studenti-, the accuracy of measurement, how
the test is used,vand the extent of impact rescoring would have
on test-takers remaining in the admissions decision-making

process. Flawed questions are withdrawn from further use.

9. Errors are Rare

ETS, like other organizations, is not perfect. Othough mistakes
are rare, flawedippestions or mistakes sometimes slip through the
rigorous, 18-montb process that is used in developing and refining

tests. !Cut of 5,695 questions on disclosed tests from Jan. 1980 to

June 1981, only thiree were found to be flawed, less than 1/10 of

1%.] Whenever an i-ror is discovered, corrective action is taken

promptly and in aciordance with the guidelines statEd above.

Prepared by The Educational Testing Service, July, 1981.

;



t1S I ISI Alt61-1N<LIti SI
(Includes All idministrations)
January I, 1980 - June 30, 1981

my, toad. pnt., out. that:
0 (he lame rta)ority of inquiries atout test questions for all six program is (We by test-takers

,hortly after the adninistration of a test, and prior to the receipt of text qUesttons provided

lv test disclosure.
C

o a very small portion of the 1900 and 1981 inquiries were received as a resultvbf test disclosure.
GMAT GRE Aptitude LSAT SAT

,
(1) Reports by Test 89 3674

110
107

Center bupervisors /
(2) Direct Contacts to 1.1 20 . 11 15,7

MS before Scores
Deported

(3) Direct Contacts with 6 6 4 6

EIS After Fbceiving
Itst Cstions
Anwet

:WI PSAT

,/2 11

,

3 1

1

c

IUTALS

695

61

32

70tal Inquirle5 106 393 136 128

faulty CxestIons Identified by:,
r"

(I) ' 0 1 f' 1 3

(2) o o o 'o

()) o o I I

T,ual 0 1 2 4

6 21

2 0

o 0

0 I

2 1

708

7
d

o

3

10

adArge wirer due to multiple cements on a few questions.
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MI NO, tt NCIF,CE AND EDCCATION

Congressain Paul Simon '

Subcommitteeron Postsecondary Education
320 Cannon House Office auilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

\

Dear Congressman Simon:

July 13, 1981

I am writing to regtster with you my strong opposition to a
national "truth-in-testioq law. I am a historian of education at
Teachers College, Columbia University; my overriding interest as an,
educator is in the quality of American education. I see no valid
legislative purpose to be served in the enactment of federal legislation
regulating educational testing. Such a law would be an intrusion into
the educational process for spurious purposes and would introduce a
federal presenOe where none is needed.

'I base my opposition to such a law on the following facts:

1) No college or university is compelled to use a standardized
admission testf they ask prospective students to take such tests because
they want to know how they perform on a test of verbal and mathematical
skills and how they compare to others of their age who take the same
test; Anstitutions ask students to take these tests, because they feel
that taw tests are a-useful predictor of future performance, thus
enabling the college tvdetermine whether a student has the, requisite
skills to succeed and ta'place entering students in appropriate
programs. If postsecondary institutions do not want this information or
do not trust it, they do not ask for it.

2) Test scores serve a useful purpose in comparing students from
different secoodary schools and different backgrounds. Admissions
officials find that they need some objective measure by which to compare
the "all-A" student from a well-known high school and the "all-A"
student frpm ao unknown high school; because of the well-established
phedomena of grade inflation, college admissions officers can no lónger
be sure that al student with high marks is actually prepared to succeed
in an academically demanding college Program.

3) Few students fail to get into the college of their choice, and
everyone who wants to go to some college can get in, without regard to
test scores. The College Board polled its members recently and
discovered that only 8 percent of the nation's postsecondary
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institutions were competitive, in the sense of having more applicants
than places; 34 percent admitted everlone who applied, regardless of
their previous academic experience; and the remaining 58 percent
accepted everyone who met their requirements (such as, having a high
school diploma or a high school average of 80). In the last-named group
of institutions, everyone or almost everyone who aPplied was admitted.

4) In the face of declining numbers of college-age students, the
traditional admissions "game" has virtually been reversed. With the
exception of a handful of elite Institutions, ctAleges are now in the
position of competing for students, instead of students competing to get
into college.

5) Test scores, in short, keep no one out of college, but do
provide a useful piece of information that is helpful in matching
studentstand institutions and in diagnosing student strengths and
weaknesses.

6) One of the hidden purposes of "truth-in-testing" legislation is
to disrupt the process that makes standardization of test questions
vnssible. The reason that a standardized test is reliable is because the
questions on it are used and reused, which makes it possible to know
whether the test item contains any cultural bias or whether it is flawed
in ways not immediately apparent; a sub.itantial part of present tests
consists of questions that are being tried out, without counting on the
test-taker's score. If test items were disclosed every time a test were
administered, it would make the process of test-construction more
expensive and less reliable.

Most important, it seems to me, is the question of why federal
legislation should be written which would interfere with the standards
and criteria of postsecondary institutions. Behind the
"truth-in-testing" drive, I believe, are well-meaning people who would
like to ban standardized testing altogether. What they would really like
to ban is the competition to get into a few highly select colleges and
universities. Common sense suggests, however, that this competition will
exist whether it is based on standardized testing or on individual tests
administered by each institution that has more applicants than places
available. Common sense also suggesz.s that this is not an appropriate
ar.na for fedyral leg(slation.

Yours truly,
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Forgetting the Questions
The Problem of Educational Reform

DIANE RAVITCH

IT kkOL LI) BE:DIFFIt-L LI To FIND a sustained period of time in uur history
IA hp Americans felt satisfied with the achievements uf their schools.

From the early nineteenth-M-1E7Y on, it los been commonplace to find
a fairly consistent recitation of complaints about the low state of learn-
ing, the poor training of teachers, the insufficient funding of education,
the inadequacies of school buildings, and the apathy of the public. The
temptation exists to attribute the concerns of the 1980s tu this strain of
despair about the historic gap between aspiration and reality., this sense
that schools have always and will ak ay s fall short of their mission. But it
wuukl be wrung to do so, riot only because It would encourage unwar-
ranted complacency, but because the educational problems of the pres-
ent are fundamentally different from those of the past.

Om important difference is that so much uf the past agenda uf edu-
cational reformers has been largely fulfilled. In one sense, the educa-
tional enterprise is the victim of its ovvri successes, since new problems.
11c0,e arisen from the long-sought solutions li., ea.her prAlerns. Idcalistic
reformers, eagta- to .mprove the schools and to extend their promise to
all children, sought the approNiate lever of change. lf only teachers had
college degrees and pedagogical training, if on/y teachers would band
together to form a powerful teachers' union, if on/y there were federal
aid to schools, if only all children were admitted to sehool regardless of
ract or national origin, if only all students of high ability were admitted
to culltge, if only colleges could accommodate everyone who wanted to
attend, if only students had more choices arid lev,er requirements in
their course work, if only schools were open tu educational experimenta-
tion, if only there were a federal department of education.... The "if
only- list could be extended, but the point should be clear by now. All
these -if onlies- have been put Into effect, some entirely and others at

0 DLANE RAVITCH. associate professor of history and education at Teachers College,
Columbia Universit), is the author of The Great School Wars. Neu York City, 1805-1973
and The Revistorusts ReLtsed A Critique of the liathcal Atich,k on the Sk.houl.s She is cur
rently at work on a hietor) of American education since 1945
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least partially, and rarely have the results been equal to the hopes in-
vested.

In reality, many present complaints are reactions to hard-won re-
forms of the past. Though the educatiunal preparation of teachers is
more extensive than ever, at least when measured by degrees and years
of formal schooling, the education of teachers is still a subject of intense
criticism. The realization has dawned in many quarters that a credential
from a state unw ersity or a school of education is no guarantee that its

bearer knows how to teach or what to teach, loves teaching or loves
learning. Nur are today's critics delighted by the undeniable power of

teachers' unions. True, the unions have used their political clout to im:
prove teachers' salaries and 'to win vastly enlarged.federal education ex-
penditures, but unionization has not pioduced the educational changes
that some of its advocates had anticipated. Similarly, the sense of
achieveinent that should have followed the removal of racial barriers to

higher education quickly, gav e way to concerns about social strati-
fication, vocationahzation, and declining quality. The reforms of the
1960s were effective, though not in the way that reformers had hoped
Novi everyone who wants to go to college can go to some college, though

not necessarily that of his first choice. By 1980, at least one-third of all
institutions of higher education admitted everyone who applied, more
than one-half accepted must or all of those who met their qualifications,
and less than 10 percent were "competitiv e," that is, accepted only a
portion of qualified applicants. As college enrollments decline, the num-
ber of competitive colleges ciIJ grow fewer. Curricular reforms have
broken down the coherence of the liberal arts curriculum, both in high

school and college, su that students have a wide degree of choice and few

requirements. And a federal department of education has at last been es-
tablished, though with what benefits or burdens for schools and children
it is too soon to say.

Yet having won so many victories, some of truly historic dimension,

American education is still en-ibattled, still struggling to w in public sup-

port and approval, and, perhaps wofse, still struggling to find its own
clear sense of purpose. Paradoxically, the achievements of the recent
past seem to have exhausted the usually ready stock of prescriptions for
school reform and to have raised once again the most basic questions of

educational purpose.
Like other major institutions in our society, the schools are contin-

ually jtidged by today's demands and today's performance, and no credit

is extended by clients or critics for yesterday's victories. Which is as it
should be. School criticism, as I noted earlier, is nothing new. Behind

any criticism, however, are assumptions about what schools should do
and can do, arid criticisms have shifted as assumptions about thegoals
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and potentialities of schools have changed. Since the early nineteenth
century, the tenor of school criticism has been essentially optimistic, no
matter how despairing the critic, his working assumption has been that
schools are valuable institutions, that they have within them the power
to facilitate great social, moral, and political regeneration, and that more
money, or mure public concern, or better teachers could extend the
promise of schooling tu everyone. If more people had more schooling,
critics have contended, and if schools were amply financed and well
staffed, there would be enormous benefif to the individual, the society,
the economy, and the body politic. With relatively little dissent, Ameri-
cans have believed in schoolingnot because of a love of the hickory
stick and the three Rs, or as some latter-day critics would have it) be-
cause of the schools ability to make children docile workers, but because
Americans.are deeply committed to self-improvement and the school is
an institutionalized expression of that cornmitment.

Participation in formal schooling has grown sharply in recent de-
cades. The proportion of seventeen-year-olds who graduated from high
school grew frorri about 50 percent in 1940p about 85 percent in the
late 1970s. Similarly, the proportion of young people who entered college
;.;limbed from about 16 percent in 1940 to about 45 percent in 1968, at
which tune it leveled off. In no other country in the world does partici-
pation m formal schooling last as long, for so many people, as in the
United States. To understand why this broad democratization of educa-
tional participation occurred, as well as h y the 1980s began on a note
of disillusionment, it is useful to consider some of the expectations we
have attache& to formal schooling.

Until well into the twentieth century, only a small minority of Amer-
icans attended college. College was not only expensive but exclusive.
Many, perhaps must, colleges maintained quotas for some groups (like

Jews and Catholics/ and excludecrothers altogether (blacksj. After World
War II, more than two million veterans attended college, crowdingrand
sometimes overwhdrning America's campuses. The GI Bill launched the
world's first experiment in universal access to higher education. While
most veterans did not use their benefits to attend co)lege, the experience
of those who did benefited the indiv,iduals, the institutions, and the econ-
omy In light of the success and popularity of the GI program, the con-
viction that college should be a right rather than a privilege, gained

broad support.
While demands for expanded access to higher education grew steadi-

ly in the states and nation, other political forces combined to advance
the role of education as a weapon against poverty The notion that
knowledge is power was certainly not novel, nor was the very American
belief that schooling is an antidote to crime, poverty , and vice. The
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school proniuters of the early nineteenth century repeatedly argued that
schooling would give people the means to improve themseh es and
thereby break the cycle cif poverty. During the early 1960s, this tradi-
tional rhetoric was giver, new life by scholars and policy makers. Educa-
tional programs burgeoned as an integral part of the fedei-al gov ern-
ment's war on poverty. Jacob Bus had written in 1892, "the more
kindergartens, the fewer prisons", in 1965 Lyndon Johnson predicted
that ,the lives of children in the Head Start summer program would be
spent "productively arid rewardingly, rather than wasted in tax-sup-
ported institutions or in welfare-supported lethargy." The hope of elimi-
nating poverty and inequality provided the major rationale not only for
Operation Head Start but for general federal aid to education as well.

By the time the period of educational expansion reached a high tide
in the middle 11.)6Us, much was expected by a an e ty of publics. It was
hoped that more education would:

Reduce ineipiality among mdiNiduals and groups by eliminating illiter-
acy and culturaI deprivation.
Impros e the economy and economic opportunity by raising the na-
tion's supply of intelligence and skill.
Spread capacity for personal hilfillment by developing talents, skills,
and creative energies.
Prove to be an uplifting and civilizing influence in the nation's cultural
life by broadly diffusing the fruits of liberal education.
Reduce ahenation and rnistnbt while.building a new sense of commu-
nity among people of similar education and similar values
Reduce prejudice arid niisunderstanding by fostering contact among
diverse groups.
Improve the quaiity of civic and political life.

These hopes and expectations were a heavy burden for the schools to
bear Perhaps predmahly, they did not accumphsh all that was asked of
then, Must of the problern that were laid at the schools doors remained
just as problematic years later kand sume cntics would argue that the
pros ism, of more schooling had produced the opposite effect in every
instance Pov erty and inequa/ity did not cease, their roots were eisei
where. and the schools tk ere nut able to cure deep-seated social and eco-
nomic ills. While the disadvantaged reaiyed more schooling, so did the
advantaged. Many pour youths entered the middle class by using educa-
tion il opportumty, but others remained as pour as their parents. The
value of a high school diploma &dined not only because its possession
became nearly universal but also, and most important, because high
scIwol graduates were riot necessarily literatemainly because of the
vvell-intended effort to keep as man) youths in school for as long as pos-
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sible and to deny no one a diploma, regardless of his educabonal deNel-
oprnent. Society's investment in education probably did spur economic
development, but it did nut preverkt the emergence of skepticism about
the desirability of economic growth, in fact, It was precisely among the
educated 'and the achantaged) that economic growth became suspect
because of its association with the bureaucratization, centralization, and
depersonalization of modern economic life. It is impossible to gauge the
effects of increased schooling on popular culture or 'high culture. Televi-
sion, which invariably seeks the largest possible audience, undoubtedly
has more power to .1apc popular culture than schools do a mixed bless-
ing. since television disperses both sitcom pap and major cultural evenls
tu mass audiences,. Participation in popular culture and high culture has
surely been broadened, yet it is arguable whether the quality of either
11 AN been elcvated during recent decades. Nor is it possible to demon-
strate that incrcased educational participation has eliminated distrust
betwcen groups or contributed to a new sense of community. On the
contrary, educational institutions have become settings for expression of
mditaiit particularism along racial, religious, ethnic, sexual, cultural, and
linguistic lines. Very likely the differences among groups haNe been ac-
centuated in the past twenty years. But again it would be difficult to
hold the schools direct!), responsible for these trends. More hkely, It ap-
pears, the schouls are the stage on which such issues are acted out rather
than the cause of their appearance. Nor can the schools claim to have
improv ed the quality uf political life, since political partrApation has
waned along with public regard for political institutions. But, once
again, it was riot the schools that were responsible for the apparent ebb-
ing of civ lc commitment and the surge of political apathy, nor could
they es en serv e as a cuunterforce agamst sii-4-1 attitudes. The same atti-
tudes of distrust, skepticism, hostility, anti ..,,athy eroded the schools'
own status In the social order. The same confusions that pervaded the so-
cial atniuspliere also pervaded the schools. If they failed tu teach citizen-
shif). it was at least in part because teachers and parents were confused
about what a good citizen was and whether "citizenship" could be
taught ssithuut imposing a partisan interpretation. In short, a society,
that is confused and contentious cannot look to its schools to straighten
things wit, for thc schuuls will reflect the same confusion and contention.

In retrospect, It was folly to have expected the schools to transform
society ur tu mold a new kind of person. The schools are by nature lim-
ited institutions, riot total institutions. They do nut have full pow er over
their students lives everi total institutions, like prisons, have discov,
crud the difficulty uf shaping ur reshaping the lives 'and minds of those
they fully control . Schools are not fully independent in their dealings
wah students, they are interrelated with, and dependent on, families,
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churches, the'inedia, peer groups, and other agencies of influence. Nor

can schools be considered as if they were machines, all operating in the
same predictable manner. Teachers vary, administrators vary, students
vary, communities vary, and therefore schools vary. The schools, being
complex human institutions composed of actors with different goals, dif-

ferent interests, and different capacities, cannot be treated as if they

were all interchangeable.
As It became clear that more schooling would not provide any magi-

cal solutions, the utopian hopes once focused on the schools dissipated.
Having briefly been the repository of grand and even grandiose dreams
of human betterment, the schools became' a scapegoat for all the wide-

ranging problems they had failed to, solve. Having revealed that they
w ere but fallible instruments of social change and that any change they
promoted would oRly be incremental, the schools became the object of

rage and scorn. They were portrayed as intractable, bureaucratic, even
malevolent barriers to social change. But just as it was unrealistic to be-
lieve that the schools had the power to remake society by molding those
who passed through tlieir doors, it was equally unrealistic to assert that

they were powerlessy meaningless, superfluous institutions with no pur

pos e-other-than-the-jcare and feeding of their own employees
iNonetheless, when the dream of a school-led social revolut.._.ri faded,

sOtool criticism shifted in tone. The voices of liberal criticsthose who

yieved
that men and vtpmen of goodwill might work together to im-

prove schools by using this program or that curriculumdiminished to
mere whispers. They were drowned out by critics who believed that only
radical changes in teaching or in governing schools could "save" them;
by those who believed that the public schools were beyond redemption
and ought to be replaced by "flee" schools, and by those who advocated

the abohtion of compulsory schooling and the "de-schooling" of society

For a time in the late 1960s and early 1970s, bookstore shelves fairly
bulged with apocalyptic predictions about the imminent demise of school-

mg One book:playing on the then current phrase "God is dead," was
titled School Is Dead. While some of the writing of this period contained
sharp and telling portraits of insensitive teachers and uncaring bureau-

crats. others gave sent to undisguised anti-intellectualism in their attacks

or, acaderr»c standards, discipline, science, and rationality In ths larger
cultureand, alas, especially in academic institutionsa great revival

seemed to,sweep the land, casting.aside "old" doctrines of deferred grat-

ification, structured learning, arid professionalism while espousing mysti-

cism, Eastern religions, the oc.cult, astrology, and whatever else prom-

Ised to touch ahe spontaneous', untrained inner spirit.
These trends had curricular and programmatic consequences. In

colleges, students demanded, and usually won, the abolition of course re-
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quirements, the

tA

boption of pass-fail grading, the de-emphasis of com-
petition and t hng, and extensive choice in selecting their own pro-
grams of s y. As requirements for admission to college were relaxed,
high schools soon succumbed to many of the same pressures that had
changed the colleges, course requirements were eased, new courses
proliferated, academic standards dropped, homework diminished, and

adults generally relinquished their authority to direct student learning
At all levels, both in college and high school, educational adminisstrators

. reduced, to the extent possible, the schools' role as in loco parentis To

some extent, this period of student assertiveness and adult retreat was
the educatioaal side of the movement against the war in Vietnam, which

provoked youthful revolt against authority in many parts of the society
and the culturf. But even after the war ended, there remained a linger-
ing hostility tu science, technology, and reasonas though these were
the root causes of the hated war.

As the 1980s opened, it appeared that this wave of anti-intellectual-
Mu had spent' Itself, for complaints about the schools suggested entirely
different concerns. The well-publicized decline in Scholastic Aptitude
Test t SAT/ scores created a context for V or ry mg about a national deteri-
oration in the quality uf education. Not that the SAT scores were impor-
tant in themselves, but they provided a sense of a pattern-in the-carpet
that had not previously been definable. For several years college officials
had reported a steady increase ins, the number of freshmen who read
poorly and wrote atrociously , the phenomenon of remedial reading and

remedial writing classes spread throughout higher education, even to
dite institutions. The apparent explanation, at first, was that so many
nos students from poor families had begun to attend college, but analy-
sis ( ( the. SAT drup showed that the score decline continued long after
do socio-economic profile of the college-going population bad stabi-
lized Bits and pieces of evidence from other sources began to fit to-
crtcr Otfier standardized measures of academic ability reported score
-ctiries paralleling the SAT's. National newsmagazines discovered a
.4riting crisis and a literacy crisis. Educational malpractice suits were
-IPid by disgruntled parents because their children had received a high
s .,. 61 diploma in spite of being "functionally illiterate." The Council
' ! basIt Education, a lonely voice for liberal education since its found-
:41;T MS, found itself back in the educational mainstream, while still a
: v %nice for hberi.1 education. Demands for minimum competency
..7 ko flT1("d to spring up spontaneously in almost every state, though no

i! organization existed to promote or coordinate the movement
'.1.(erri for educational standards spread in the middle 1976s, th:-

.is f,,r testing grewnot only minimum competency tests for high
' '4-aduation but tests at critical checkpoints in the lower grades
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and tests for would-be teachers. Reaction against these demands was not

long in coming. The assault upon standardized testing-was led by con-
sumer activist Ralph Nader and the National Education Association. Na-
der released a lengthy attack on the credibiltty 9f the SAT, the most
widely used college admission test, and lobbied successfully in New York

State and elsewhere for passage of a "truth-in-testing" law.
While it did generate controversy, the dispute over testing was su-

perficial, for tests w ere neither a cause of nor a remedy for the under-

lying malaise in American education. Nearly all the educational con-
troversies of the 1970swhether over bilingualism or sex education or
testing or open admissions or busingdealt with some sect of the edu-
cational process that was of great importance to so constituency, but

none directly raised these questions. What do it mean to be an edu-
cated person? What knowledge is of most worth? Are the graduates of

oUr schools educ:ated people?
The very absence of such questioning suggests a failure in educa-

tional thinking. Educators and, most especially, educational policy-

.' makers have fallen into the habit of analyzing school issues almost en-
tirely in sociological and economic terin.s. In recent years it has been
customary to think uf schooling as a quantifiable economic good to be
distributed in accordance sv ith principles of equity or in response to po-
litical demands. The sociological-economic perspective has come to
dominate educational discussion and has informed public ailicy With-
out doubt It has contributed to necessary changes in patterns of school-
ing. by redirecting resources in a fair manner and by opening up access
to educational opportunities. But the functionalist peispective became
dysfunctional Olen it crowded substantive educational concerns off the
policymakers' agenda, when the desire to keep studentr in school was
unaccompanied by interest in what they would lea_n while they stayed

in school. What I am suggesting here is not a conflict between the func-
tionalist perspective and the educational perspective, but the danger of
analyzing the schools through only one of the two prisms There has
been a fairly peysistent tendency, I would argue, to neglect the role of
schools Xs educational institutions, to treat them as sociological cookie_
'cutters without regard to the content of their educational program
When I consider why this is so, I conclude that there are sevyal pos9ibte

explanations.
First, the sociological perspective has become dominant because it

relies on quantifiable data that are accessible. It is far easier to gain in-
ibrmation about years of educational attainment and socio-economic
status than it is to ascertain the conditions of learning in any given
schooL Educators cannot agree on how to ascertain the educational cli-
mate or even on what should be learned. Thus it becomes irresistible to
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deal with, perhaps even become the captive of, data that are both avail-
able and measurable. ,/ .

Second, the sociological persptctive is a useful adjunct to the concept
of the'schxul a. a tool uf social reform. By checking on who is in school
and fur.-how, many years, and un how their social background relates to
their choice of occupation, we can attcnipt tu monitor how educational
resources are allocated and whether schooling is contributing to social
progress. While it is neither new nor unusual to regard the school as a
ltvcr of social refurm rt is unusual and perhaps unwise, to see the school
soick as a tour of sue al reform and solay as a resource tu be redistrib-
uted One consequer$ c is that the school's diploma is confused, w ith the
learning tk,at It is supposed tu.,represent. In recent years, policy makers
have sought tu equalize educational attainmjnt yearkV schooling)
,A ithout regard to the quality of education. This is like putfingpeople- on
a diet of eightct ii hundred calories a day without caring whether 'they
are c Amu-lung junk fuud or nutritious food. Years-of-schouling, or a di-
ploma. has been treated as an end in itself. Thus we have seen courts re:.
quire schol districts to present a diploma to students who could not
meet IIIIffithulli statc standards uf literacy'. as if it was the diploma itself
tht y needed rather than the learning that the diploma is supposed to sig-
nify When school reforna,rs in the nineteenth century advocated urn-
v ersal education+ as a way of improving society, they meant a broad dif-
fusion, of kbowleJge and sk isdom, nut a broad diffu,sion of diplomas.

Third, educational analyst., have relied on the sociological perspective
because it is easier to raise the lever uf educational attainment than it is---;
to raise the les cl uf educational quality. Staying in school, not dropping
out, and getting a diploma represent a clear, unambiguous goal that
every oric can understand without quarrel. As sour, as,school officials be-
gin to define what liould be taught and learned during those years, dis-
agreements arise which are best settled by, making the schools all things. .

for all people.
For these reasons and others, educational policy makers have tended

to v ivy, schooling as an instrument tu achieve some other goal, only
rarely as an end in itself. To the extent that they du so; they rob school-
ing ut the very atti !butes that give it power. If a young marl or woman

- -has a high school diploma buf can scarcely read or %rite, then the di-
ploma is worthless. When a diploma, either at the high scliool or college

., level, represents a certificate of time sers ed but not uf the,gystematic de-
velopment of intelligence and skill, then it is difficult to know Ay it
should-have any inherent value. And of course it does not:

An educational critiquc of schooling w ould has e as its starting pc int:-
I believe, the idea that the essential purpose uf schooling is tu develop
the powers of intelligence. thinking, reflecting, ubsers ing, imagining, ap-
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predating, questioning, and judging. Beyond that, schooling has inany
additionpl purposes and serves many additiiinal purposes, both' for the
student and fur society. Educational literature teems w ith lists of the
many w,ays in \ 4. hich schools should meet indiv idual and social needs. But
the schools' first purpose is to eritissage and guide each person in the
cultivation of.intelligene and the development of talents, interests, and
abilities. Schools do many other things as well; they may provide food,
social serCces, psychological sen ices, medical care, and 'career guid-

ance. But no matter huw sv elLur_how poorly they fulfill these functions,
the-schools-must be judged in the firstinstance by how 1,S ell they do those

things that only they can do. We expect the schools to teach children
command of the fundamental skills that, are needed to continue learn-

mgin particulMt the ability to read, write, compute, sp'eak, and listen.
()rice they have clgimand uf these skills, they should progress through a
cumenlurn designed to enlarge their powers. Such a curriculum would

contain, for es ery student, history and social studies, language and litera-
ture, mathematics, science, and the arts. Students need to learn these
skills and disciplines in school because, except for those rare individuals
who can educate thehiselves vs ithout a teacl er, they are unlikely to have

another chance to 'do o.
sohools are responsible balriOTT);e ening a sensof the paIst

and for pros iding the ability tu thrrik about, and function in,,the.prescht
and the future. !shore than any other educational agency, they ought to
have an intelligent understanding uf the inexorable connection between

past, prvsent, and future. Certainly there is disagreement about the
meaning of the past arid how it relates to tL present and the future, and
awareness of such disagreements is often invoked to justify educational
aimlessness, aut ainch of what seems to bq dissensio?i is a chimera, dem-
ocratic debate ought nut to be confused ith chaos, hor should Plural-
istic politics tie confused with anarchy. Education Trocescis from widelyt

shared values, and we do . in fact, have v4idely shared values We may
not agree about boss depocracy is to be ac'hieved and about whether we
have, too-much or tou little of it, but few:would question the idea tbat

-each person has' the right as a citizen to;participate in the shaping of
public issues. We believe in the idea of selfTgovernment and in the great-
est possible involvement of citizens as vofers, as vplunteers in commu-
nity organizations, as\Tnembers of interestlgroups, and as spokesmen for
different' views. While ss8 may differ over particular educational issues,
there is general support for the idea that s4hooling is a necessary mecha-

nism for achieving society's goals to prepare tthe younger generation to
be thoughtful citizens, to enable each pe n to appreciate and contrib-
ute to die culture, toarperi the intellec ual and aesthetic sensibilities'
for lifelong enjoy ment, to develoueadIne. slot the educational, occupa-

- .
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bonal, and professional choices that each person will confront, to kindle
a sense ol responsibility for others and a sense of integrity, , to'teach chil-

'.. dren how to lead arid how to follow , and to acquaint young people with
the best models of achievement in es ery field sshilc encouraging them to
strive to realize their own potential. %

lf these are widely shared educational aims, and I believe they are,
then none of them should be left to chance. The curriciilum should be

:designed so that every student has the fullest opportunity to develop his
pow el's, Intelligence, interests, talent, and understanding. Es ery student
needs to know how to form and formulate his own opinions To dq so,"he
must learn how to read critically , how to es aluate arguments, lcisv to
weigh es idence, and how to reach judgments on fuses n. Every Stirdent,
to understand the world in which he will be a participant, shoi&ld be

kiss ledgeable about history , should master Sorlit. other language as wen
ds his oss II* t,hould discus er the pleasures of literature, especially its

pwer to reach across time andI w,c ltures and tu aaken our sense of uni-
s ersaht should study sLIence all litechnology , beth as a citizen who will
be asked to comprehend comp1ex issues and as an mdis idual ssho must
live ss ith constant, change. Sint,k we belies e that everyone shoold be
equally concerned aboat the prNerns of our SoClet). then we must be-.
hese that es ery one. es er) student, should be schooled In a w ay that
meets his need to know history. science, math( matics, language, the arts,
literature, and so on And et it is not simply on the grounds of utility,

anceind political s alue that the case for liberal education rests
Wrk do not treed to knoss hots to read Shakespeare. we can be,good citi-
zens...W-110-1A MIS knowledge of Athenian cis ilization. es en though our
----

"concept of citizenship is based on the very period ot which we are igno-
rant We must concern ourselves ss ith the surs is al of history, philosophy ,
literature, irid those other disciplines that may lack immediate utility
because,ss about them ours would be an intellectually impoveriThed and
spiritually illiterate civilization.

To some people, all this is so self-evident that it ought not be neees-
sat.> to plead for the s alue of an education olsubstance and content Yet
it is necessary, because of the widespread-disarray in high school and col-
lege curricula. In the face of changes that hae occurred in the past de-
cade or so. rnau educators seem unable to yemember hos% to justif) or

_-_____44:Ii:laur_diduipion liberal education. The_prr,p9sition that all students
should be subjeLt to curricular requirements that define the essentials of
a good education has become controversial, rather than a starting point
Ira defining the natiire of a good curriculum.

( onfr,,nled w Ali confb-tnig_de_mtuadfrom--those who scant reduced
reilar, ;tients and those cc ho scant curricular substante, mans schools
Lis t resols rd the dilemma I-) redming requirements %chile expanding

_
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electives. Thus students may take histor) courses to meet their minimal
graduation recwirement, but ma.v choose history courses that are little
more than classes in current events. Or they may meet their English re-
quirement by reading popular fiction, mystery stories, and science fl
tion. There is no harm in what is included, from the perspective df a lib-
eral education, what is unfurtunate is the wide body of knowledge that is
excluded when course proliferation and lax requirements are joined to-
gether. Professors regularly encounter students who are ignorant of any-
thing that happened befor2 the Civil War as well as anything that hap-
pened, or 'was vs ritten, outside the United States. They may have heard
of Plato and Aristotle in a survey course, but they have never reacrany-
thing w ritten by either and have only a dim notion (usually wrong) of
what they "stood for." Mention Dickens, Tolstoy, Conrad, or Melville,
and they have heard of them too, but they "didn't take that .course.''
Some professors who teach literature have been astonished to find stu-
dents who know nothing of my thology or the Bible, allusions to lob or
Icarus must be explained to those w ho have no Entellectual furniture in
their minds, no stock of literary or historical knowledge on which to
draw beyond their immediate experience. In a recent issue of Common-
weal, J. M. Cameron soberly observes that if Freud attended school
todal., he might not be able to think up the Oedipus theory because he
would pot have enough mythology in his head to do so. We seem now to
turn to telev ision or the movies to teach the histor, and literature that
were neglected in school. To permit kuow ledge to be fragmented, as we
have, bv serving it up cafeteria-style, v. ith each pergon choosing hether
to be minimally literate or to be a specialist, contributes fo the diminu-
tion and degradation of the common culture.,

0
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AMERICAN COUNCIL. ON EDUCATION
ONE OUPONT CIRCLE

WASHINGTON, 0 C 20034

'August 20, 1981

The Honorable Carl 0. Perkins
Chairman, Committee on Education and labor

U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, Dt C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On, behalf of the American Council on Education, representing over 1,400
colleges, universities, and the higher education associations listed below we
hereby request that this letter be included in the hearing record pertaining to
BR 1662, The Educational Testing Act of 1931. As organizations whose members

include nearly all of the colleges and universities in the nation:we are
troubled bv this proposed legislation and concerned about the impact its
enactment would have on the admissions process at colleges and universities.

We recognize that faculty, students, parents, and others have a genuine and
legitimate Interest in the nature and use of the standardized tests that play a
role in the admissions process at many higher education institutions. During

the past four decades, such tests have proven to be useful at many institutions

in assessing students potential for completing undergraduate, graduate, and

professional programs of study. In many instances, test results have been es-
pecially helpful to students who attended school s. and colleges not well known

to admissions committees and to those whose prior educational Work did not re-

flect their full potential for further study.

At the oubet we wish to make it clear that while acknowledging the in-
terests of students and others in the nature and use of sych tests and con-
curring with some of the stated goals of the proposers, we believe that
Congress should not enact any legislation at this time. Portions of HR 1662

are unnecessary in that they simply codify the current practices of most test-

ing programs and make no significant changes or improvements. Further, the

proponents of HR 1662--which would require the disclosure of test questions and

answers after each test administrationhave not demonstratel the need for this

major change in test program procedures on the basis of demonstrated educa-
tional benefits to students, on a definitive analysis of relative costs
and benefits to students or institutions, or on well-documented instances of
improper or harmful past practices. Finally, the portions of HR 1662 that

require test agencies to make public all studies conducted on behalf of
individual colleges would either impose unwarranted costs on colleges and
universities or severely limit the ability of colleges to develcip admissions

procedures that best serve the needs of both ttudents and institutions.

Historically, Congress has shown an admirable reluctance to legislate

matters at the heart of education and curriculum. College admissions pro-

cedures (including the evaluation of test results) are an outgrowth of and a

Teflection of the mission and goals of each institution; the information re-
quired from each student applicant properly reflects the ourriculuin'and

requirements of the institution and the educational Program to which

- application for admission is made. The subject of the proposed legislation is

an educational matter and properly the province of the faculty af each

91-170 0-42----25
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institution. Although the proposers disclaim any intent to interfere with

admission& procedures, it is our yiew that legislation which makes testing a

more costly process or which may affect the usefulness of test results to

colleges and universities does in fact interfere with admissions. Furthermore,

the history of legislative and regulatory practices raises fears that this step

threatens not only Interference with one factor in the admissions process but

makes all others vulnerable to further regulations.

The enactment of legislation in any area not previously subject to legis-
lation suggests the existence of an undesirable and intolerable condition that

can and must be remedied by law. Do such conditions exist in the area of edu-

cational aoilgssions testing? We think not and do not believe the proponents of

tne bill ilphibfore you have carried their burden of demonstrating a clear need

for such legiiIation.

Today, qualified students have greater ac,:ess to higher education in kbe

United States than ever before. More than 90 percent of the st4Arnts currently
seeking admission to undergraduate study are admitted to the colVege of their

first choice; more than 95 percent are admitted to some college. As the number

of 18-year olds declines, more and more undergraduate institutions can be ex-
pected to use test results for inclusive purposes to help ldentify and admit

all students able to complete undergraduate programs of study rather than to

exclude those who appear less to do so. At the graduate and profes-

sional levels, most institutions have already recognized the desirabilityof

broadening their student bodies and have achieved diversity through vigorous

programs of affirmative action, special academic assistance, and multiple cii-

teria for admissions. This has occurred in the absence of legislation

concerning the use of admissions tests.

hR 1662 prescribes specific items of information about each admissions test

that must be provided to students when they register for the examination. This

provision is unnecessary, in our judgment all the relevant information iS

alreidy provided to students.

The sponsors of admissions tests regularly providz information about the

nature of standardized tests and their content. The discloiure of test

questions and their correct answers is now an operational policy of many major

test sponsors. Those test agencies which have found it possible to do qso,have
already instituted the disclosure of test materials throughout the nation:

Test registration.booklets, among other things, include information about the

nature of these tests, the interpretation of test results, scoring procedures,

standard error of measurement, validity, tgt disclosure, privacy of scores,

test-score appeal procedures, and special services for handicapped student's.

In addition, reports and statistical data about testtakers, test revenues and

expenses, where not confidential or precluded from release by a contracting

agency, are already hailable to interested parties.

No persuastve evidence has been presented to suggest that test agencies are

now handling student test stores improperly. To the best of our knowledge,

test results are currently sent in identified form only to institutions and

agencies designated by the student--either by a specific request or by a

general permission applying to scholarship programs, special information

services, and the like.
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It is unwise to attempt to regulate the publication of research results.
Results from studies of test validity that are of general interest and applica-
bility should be and normaliy are published and widely distributed. Section 4

of HR 1662 seems an ineffective and objectionable way to accomplish this end.
The requirement that researchers associated with admissions testing programs
publish all of their work is at odds with commonsense and standards oT good

scholarship. Certainly, distinctions must be made.between preliminary and
final reports, between memoranda and more extensive treatments or analyses;
between papers prepared to stimulate discussion and those that present
conolusions resulting from the discussions.

Each year more than 1,000 studies ofotest validity and related matters are
conducted by or on behalf of Individual colleges and universities; each
involves students enrolled at a single InItitution and each examines the use-
fulness of admissions test results in conjunction with other relevant infor-
mation about the students as they relate to Indicators of program completion

and achievement at that institution. Currently, the results of these studies

are available to faculty and admissions officers at that institutionfor their
use in developing appropriate admissions procedures. None is of interest
beyond that institution, none necessarily has relevance for students at other

institutions. Yet, section 4 of HR 1662 requires that all studies of test
validity be made public if they have been conducted by a test agency on behalf
of the institution or if theyhave used data obtained from a test agency.

Individual institutions should be encouraged to conduct such studies. The

public filing requirement of section 4 of HR 1662, however, is likely to dis-

courage these efforts. The test agency studies prepared for an institution

consist largely of tabular material. They lack the interpretive context that

is known to admissions committees and therefore would be either unintelligible
or uninformative to other readers. It would serve no purpose to require the

puulication of such studies.

In developing test questions the threats of ambiguity,-bias, arid faulty
reasoning are always present--whether the wr'ter is a teacher, scholar, or

professional item writer. All test agencies conduct a review of admissions

test items prior to their first use with students in order to minimize the
possibility that these threats to test validity will obscure the actual abili-

ties of the students. The review conducted by persons familiar with the test
content and skills is an, Important step in the development of quality exmina-
tions, but many persons.are not familiar with the procedures used or with the

qualifications of the reviewers. Perceptions that admissions testilig programs

are,shrouded in mystery and secrecy onuld be changed if test sponsors Prepared
and distributed detailed descriptions of the review process used in developing

their tests. The prompt move to correct errors on national exams in recent

Months has gone a long way in further instAlling confidence in the equity of
the testing system. Test agencies might give cOnsideration,to the more
widespread adoption of the practice of Involving qualified reviewers nominated
by national associattons of teachers and faculty.

a
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We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to your committee and,

stand ready to respond to any questions that you or your staff may have.

Cordially,

it).°72J. W. Peltason

The following associations wish to join in this statement:

American Association of State Colleges and Universities

American Council on Education
Association of American Colleges
Association of American Universities
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universitres
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
National Association of Independent Collegds and Universities
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

cc! Members of the Committee ,

'

t
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AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
636 NORTH OTARH0RN sTATET C.ICAGO ,UINOS 63610 RHONE 13321 MI 6000 TWX 930 223 0300

August 4, 1981

The Meliorable Carl D. Perkins

Chairman,
Committee on Education and Labor
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: H.R. 1662,
"The Educationul Testing Act of 1981"

Dear Hr. Chairman:

The American Medical Usociation takes this opportunity to register

its opposition to H.R. 1662. This proposed legislation mandates that an

individual, who had taken a standardized test that was administered to
5,000 or more people would be able to receive"a copy of the test, the

correct answers, and his or her answer sheet. In addition, information

concerning the purpose and intended,use of the test, the subject matter
of the examination and what it purports to measure, and the reliability

of the exam would be provided to potential test takers.

The AMA supports the elements of the bill that would help establish

requirements to explain the purpose and use of standardized testing, and

that would allow the Secretary of Education statistically to analyze the

results of such testing. The A..ociation is concerned, however, that

H.R. 1662 would adversely affect the quality of standardized tests, and

\ 4r. in particuiar, the quality of the Medical Colldge Admissions Test (MCAT)

to the detriment of schools,.students, and the public.

One of the major problems of releasing test questions is the neces-

sity of developing new questions for subsequent testing. In developing

standardized tests that are designed to measure narrowly defined areas of

knowledge, such as the scientific segment of the MCAT, the poten.ial for

the creation of valid questions is not nearly as extensive as exists in

developing a test to measure general knowledge or verbal ability. Fur-

thermore, to create a statistically valid question for a-standardized
Neat, a common procedure is to pretest the question within an examination

without considering the answer in determining the test taker's score.

3
0
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The disclosure provisions of H.R.41662 would make it impossible to main-
tain the integrity and validity of test questions, incruding the pretest
questions. New questions would have to be developed wiLhout the cus-
tomary pretesting, and this could adversely impact upon the validity of
the examination as a testing device.

While the AMA is not involved in test development or administration,
we have long sought to encourage the highest standards of medical educa-
tion. Those standards can best be met by students who are qualified to
undergo a long and rigorous course of medical education. Even with the
variety of measuring criteria, it is difficult to evaluate a student's
potential for academic success in a medical education program. Admission
to medical school is determined by many factors, and not based solely on
the basis of a standardized examination. Other factors used in evalu-
acing potential medical school students include undergraduate academic
performance, personal interviews and faculty recommendations. Nonethe-
less, testing is very important in the admissions process becauseeit is

the single measure that is independent of local variables, such as degree
of undergraceitate program difficulty, institutional grading practices and

standards, and the academic ability of the applicant's peer group.

Coupled with individual judgment, experience, and creativity, a
physician must utilize scientific knowledge, observational skills, and
problem-solving ability to provide medical care properly. To.the degree
that standardized testing can aid in identifying any of ehese charac-
teristics, the tests do serve a valid purpose. The imposition of
specific disclosure requirements could make it extremely difficult to
develop and administer tests that will be effective in achieving their
objectives. We are concerned that the disclosure requirements could
Prove dierimental to an established methodology that has been success-
fully utilized in the process of selecting qualified medical students.

We urge the Subcommittee not to adopt H.R. 1662.

Sincerely,

07/.1

Sammons, M.D.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN VETERINARY MEDICAL COLLEGES

July 24, 1981

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins, Chairman
Subcommitteexn Elementary, Secondary,

and Vocationill Education
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
B-346-C Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins-.

Enclosed is a statement of the Association of American Veterinary
Medical Colleges on H.R. 1662. We regret that we could not request an
opporturuty to present our views at the hearings of your subcommittee and the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education on July 21 and 22.9

Sum we are vitally concerned with this matter, we mould appreCiate
having our statement Included in the record of the hearings. We will also
provide it to the members of both subcommittees. Thank you.

Sincerely,W4LAJ
Earl 0. Dickinson, D.V.M.
President

Enclosure

fit

1522 K STREET: N.W sum 28 WASHINGTON, Di. =05 202/659-2040
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The Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges appreciates
.

this opportunity.,to present its viev.. on IlR. 1662, the "Educational Testing

Act of 1981."

"Standardized" examinations are given for a numbcr of reasons. A few

of the very Important ones /ire. (1) to establish "norms" end identify those

who, for whatever reason, are at the extremes, (2) to provide some. long-

term and continuing basi, for comparisons whidh tay.be u§eful in evaluating
a

the total system, (3) to identify "areas" of strength mid weakness in the

examiuces both individ.lally and collectively, and (4) to provide another element

in the process used for selection Adraissions groups need all the help they

can get in making sound judgments on selections to highly competitive programs,
..

ant; licensing boards must deterfnine competency to pe.form and render reliable

se,rvh.c.> to the consuming public. In a purely academic setting, the educational.
N.

va,lue of providing feedback on examiOations has proponents andicpponents,
...

but in that setting there is general iceognition that such ploesdures do have

educationfil value. However "Standardized Testing" as drently. conducted,

whether it be for entry to the uniyersity or for professional lieensure decisions,
, - \

has ilifferent objectives. The state and Lational dimensions of these examina-

tions also imply an entirely different set of circumstances than that for an

examination in a given course in a given educational institution, and detailed

feedback is not essential.

Specifically, the Associ tion of Ameridan Veterinary Medical Colleges

speaks against the proposed legislation because:

(I) We fire not convinced that such proposals would solve any ills that

are perceived as currently existing. In !net, such legislation would

be,complicating and counterproductive to 'the overall objectives of

standardized testing as currently practiced. $

3 9 3
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(2) The body of knowledge is extensive and ,sampling is essential. As

major and impcirtant concepts are tested for in examinations, new

test items wbuld tend toward the trivial if questions and answers

were routinely published.

(3) Flexibility would 'be greatly :educed. Students now have ail oppor-
. a .4

tunity to take a number of examjnations in varied locations at
;P.

various times. For example, the Veterinary Aptitudq Test (VAT) is

currently offered 5 times' per year. There would be a move to
: -

many .fewer offerings per year and in the histanee of VAT probably
:

to once per year.

(4) The impact wowd be inversely proportional to the size of the

group affected. For example, most high school students in the

United States take the SAT and/or ACT test, and there is a
-

relatively low development cost per stattent as compared with ,

those tests for manyo many fewer examinees, e.g., human medicine

and MCAT and veterinary medicine and VAT where the devel,opment

cost would increase significantly.

(5) There would be a great waste of professional time in the redundancy

of new examination construction, detracting from the B))ility. to

evaluate, analyze, and improve.

(6) The tendency to produce a "levelling effect" in test performance

is a grave concern, since the advantages of innate ability and

concerted study effort on a broad front would tend to 'be negated.

Fsirness, objectivity, and capriciousness are not in cont%tion as these

are fundamental and obvious concerns of society. Examinees need to know

the nature and use of examinations and to be assured thartest scores aocur-

ately reflect performeneg. Feedback on areas of strength and weakness

3 9,1
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should be available. We believe testing servicds are sensitive to these ioatters

and,ore aot just the money-mongers some try to make then, out to be.

However, the profit motive is as real in providing services as-it is in selling,

hard meliondise, and the free enterprise *stem, I f it is to obtain, cannot

h hattered and beat by the very hand that it feeds.

Evaluation is as fundameatal to the educational system as the jury is to

the judicial system. An examination, whieh is on 'evaluation device, is an

exercise to determine a person's knowkdge, ability, and qualifications in a

prescribed area which may be miller broad or rather limited y scope. If a.

-person has both the questions or prohlems and the answersthere is in effect

no examination, and the fundamental objective of the whole proeess-7evalua-
/-

-tion--is negated. That the system is imperfect is recognized ord admitted,

but so is .113e political system, the judicial system, or rnjy other system

dinri-,ed by intrrerfeet people. ...efore the systeni is radically nipoloted it

sheuld be understood:. as it is being used and with the full reeegnitioo of

what radical changes will aeComplish.

As participants and eZIors in a health profession field, we support
0

the concept of standardized testing. Concurrently it should'be emphasized

that suefi tests are not *the only erherion used in arriving at judgment

decisions which must be made. Rather, test results are combined with other

academic and sociological data to provid. a breadth of. input in helping to

evaluate ability and motivation. Discriminating elements need to be horied

and refined and not brained or made more diffuse.

The Assodation of American Veterinary Medical Coll'eges can see no t

benefit to students, the general public, Aucational institutions, or the

educational testim "industry" from this bill, and we question wliether`the bill

wows! have the effects claimed fiy ifs proponents. We beljeve it is nscessary

..to rejeettilfs bill in order to preserve the systems of graduate professional

admissions as they now exist.



THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT1 OF 1981

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY; SECONDARY,SAND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,- JOINT-
LY WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDU-
CATION, COMMITTEE ON,EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington,-D,C
The subcommittee met, pursuant to Adjournment, at 10:00 a.m.,

in room 2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss pre-
siding.

Members present: Representatives Weiss, Erdahl, Craig, Wil-
liams, and-Kildee.

Staff present: John F..Jennings, counsel; William Blakey, coun-
sel; and Nancy L. Kober, legislative specialist.

Mr. WEISS. We will commence and if everyone will take their
seats we will proceed.

Let me at the outset indicate that as usual there are nfore things
happening around here than there are members to do them. As a
result with King Hussein and the Budget Committee hearings and
so on, our other members will be drifting in. Indeed, the chairman
of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee, Mr. Simon, has to
be at a suddenly called meeting of the Budget Committee and he
will probably not be able to be here this morning but asked that
his opening statement be entered into the record and that will be
done at this stage or the proceeding without objection.

[Opening statement of-Chairman Simon follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
ME-STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN OF THE-SUBCOMMITME ON POSTSECONDARY

^ EDUCATION

This past summer, the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education and the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education held 2 days of joint
hearings on the Educational Testing Act of 1981 (H.R. 1662) introduced by.Congress-
man Ted Weiss of New York. Interest by this body in the issue of Truth in Testing
began with the introduction of the Truth in Testing Act of 1979 (H.R 3564) by Mr.
Gibbons, our colleague from the State of Florida. Many of us have participated in a
number of hearings throughout the years so, that we could become fully aware of
the issues, and the pros and cons related with the enactment of test disclosure legis-
lation at the national level.

The joint hearings that-we held this past July, focused on testimony regarding the
field of test and measurement; how tests are utilized; changes occurring in the area
of testing; and, experience test takers of standardized tests have had. We have
heard the amount of time entailed in the development of tests, the manner in which
institutions of higher education utilize standardized tests for admissions purposes,
and what test scores on standardized tests like the SAT mean to students and par-
ents applying to college for the first time,

Interest continues in the issues of test disclosure and the nature and quality of
standardized tests among legislators, the public, the testing industry, and those in
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the education field. In September, the California Legislature enacted a test disclo-
sure bill. The Law School Admission Council has announced that beginning in 1982
the LSAT will be modified to deemphasize mathematical skills and provide a writ-
ing sample. An articile in the New York Times in which this announcement ap-
peared and a later article in the Chronicle of Higher Education also touched on the
steps being taken to examine the utilization of alternative modes of assessment for
admissions to institutions of higher education.

In an attempt to gather further data and allow for public input as to the direction
this body should take in regards to the Truth in Testing issue, we have invited
Gregory Anrig, the president of the Educational Testing Service and Dr. Philip
Rever, the director of the American College Testing Service to provide testimony re-
garding their policies with regard to disclosure and provide their views on the pend-

-ing legislation. We also have here present today, Ms. Mari Ann Austin, repretenting
State Senator Kenneth La Valle of New York to present testimony on the test disclo-
sure legislation enacted in New York. In additfbn, John A.D. Coopef, president of
the Association of Medical Colleges is present to discuss his organization's experi-
ence with test disclosure and their filing for an injunction prohibiting the enforce-
ment of the New York statute against the MCAT.

estiMony_that-these,experts_in-the-field of_testing., and. wilf-pro-
vide us today will assist us in our deliberations regarding H.R. 1662.

Mr. WEISS. As shonsor of the legislation which is our topic today,
I again want to eXpress my appreciation to both subcommittees for
conducting these hearings. Previous hearings on the Educational
Testing Act of 1981 have been instrumental, I think, in shaping the
debate on the issue of open testing as well as precipitating much of
the activitytwhich has occurred in the field of standardized testing
since this legislation was introduced in 1979. I am certain that the
testimony we receive today and tomorrow will show the continued
importance of public discussion of accountability and fairness in
standardized testing. ,

Since congressional hearings began on this topic in July 1979,
indeed since the adoption of legislation in the State 'Of New York
that same year, nothing short of a minor revolution has occurred.

- Major testing agencies have revamped their procedures for disclos-
ing some information on standardized eiams and this has height-
ened public concern about these test groups. Perhaps more impor-
.tantly a fundamental shift seems to be underway in the attitude
test takers everywhere bring to their standardized adinission test.
No longer are test takers routinely blocked from obtaining infor-
mation which might be both helpful and educational. These tests
now are finally being made subject to the public scr4tiny they de-
serve.

The real measure of the distance traveled can perhaps be seen by
the fact that ir- 1957 students were not permitted to even know
their test scores, which were reported blindly to colleges and uni-
versities. And until 1980 students were unable to see their own test
sheets. Now at least one major testing agency has decided that all
test takers shou:d receive their test sheets, a listing of correct an-
swers and the test questions as a matter of course. This testing
agency, the Law School Admissions Council, and others which have
implemented limited disclosure policies should be commended. Yet
in hearings held earlier this year there was widespread agreement
that most of the changes made by testing agencies since July 1979,
would not have occurred had it not been for legislative and con-
gressional involvement.

I continue to welcome suggestions and observations on H.R. 1662.
The experience with open testing statutes in New York State and
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elsewhere has shown that some refinements may well be appropri-
ate in that bill. ,.

Let me conclude by noting that the issue we are addressing in
this round of hearing is fundamentally the same issue we focused
on when the hearings began in 1979, insuring that testing agencies
are held appropriately accountable to the millions of students they
serve each year.

We have four important witnesses scheduled for this morning.
They will be questioned as members of the panel deem it appropri-
ate and then we will have a second set of hearings starting tomor-
row morning at 9:30.

The first witness who we're pleased to welcome is the new presi-
dent of the Educational Testing Service, Mr. Gregory Anrig.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY ANRIG, PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL
TESTING SERVICES

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommiCiee, I
am deeply grateful for the privilege of appearing before your com-
mittee today. I would have to confess that as I rounded the corner
and came down the hall today and saw the guards and the TV
lights and crowds of people out there I said, "My God, they didn't
tell me it was going to be like this." I was pleased to find out that I
was deferring that privilege to the King of Jordan and hope that
our hearings will be less eventful than that one obviously is going
to be.

My name for the record is Gregory R. Anrig, and I am president
of the Educational Testing Service. I appreciate very much, Mr.
Chairman, your opening comments in which you recognize the re-
sponsiveness of test organizations over the course of the last couple
of years. I too believe they have been responsive. I also'believe and
wish to recognize that these hearings have served a worthy purpose
in prompting and guiding that responsivenesS and, Mr. Chairman,
I recognize that you yourself had a very important roll in that and
would like to be sure to acknowledge that.

I have only held the position of president, of the Educational
Testing Service since September 1 of this year. That automatically
means I'm an expert in testing by definition, but I would have to
confess that only for two months have I been so. In appointing me
president, the ETS board of trustees selected a person whose entire
professional life has been in public service at the local, State, and
Federal levels of government. My two predecessors, as you know,
the first came out of higher education and was in effect a builder,
Henry Chauncey. My second predecessor, my immediate past pred-
ecessor, was an expert and a *scholar in testing and has grown up
really through the testing organizations both college board and
ETS. In contrast to that, for the last 81/2 years I've served as com-
missioner of education for the Common,wealth of Massachusetts

My selection as ETS president reflects the judgment of the board
of trustees about where Ed cational Testing Service is as a private,
not-for-profit educational rganization and where it will be head-
ing. This judgment also eflects, to some degree, the trustees' view
of the future of educational testing in America generally.
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I am committed to public service, the kind of public accountabil-
ity you called for, and the fundamental principle of equal educa-
tional opportunity. My actions in each of these areas, because I've
been a public official, are a matter of public record. A record on
which I stand proudly, and can be attested to by any member of
the distinguished Massachusetts delegation to the House of Repre-
sentatives.

I don't shy from public accountability. I welcome it. It has been
and is my position that anything has the potential to affect the life
chances of youths and adults should be subject to reasonable public
accountability. I believe that includes educational testing.

As education commissioner in Massachusetts, I testified in 1980
before the Massachusetts Legislature, it may surprise you, Mr.
Chairman, in favor of a so-called truth-in-testing bill on behalf of
the State board of education. But I want to point out that that tes-
timony was conditional. It was my position then and that of the
State Board of Education that public accountability in educational
testing was best achieved by voluntary action of testing organiza-
tions. We urged them to take the kinds of actions which subse-
quently, they have taken. As one with long experience in the devel-
opment and carrying out of law, I feel that a democratic society
should legislate only that which is absolutely necessary.

The question before your distinguished subcommittees of Con-
gress and before oganizations which conduct educational testing is
hoW best to achieve public akcountability in educational testing in
general, and specifically whether greater government intervention
is necessary to accomplish this end.

I felt it was important that I used the privilege of appearing
before this joint hearing today as an opportunity to present an
answer to that question. To assure you that my testimony repre-
sents the corporate position and committment of Educational Test-
ing Service, I recommended and on October 6, 1981 the ETS board
of trustees unanimously approved a trustee policy on public issues
which I am proud with your permission to submit for the record
today as the basis for my testimony which follows.

What you will find newest and what I will describe is the willing-
ness of the ETS board of trustees and the new ETS pre'sident to
raise these actions to the level of corporate policy commitment, to
directly involve the board of trustees itself as the final accountable

,body for ETS, and to invite outside examination both of our oper-
'ations and of our data.

This policy grew out of intensive discussions among the trustees
and among the senior staff of ETS. Although I consulted with rep-
resentatives of each of our client boards in developing tlie recom-
mended policy, I wish to make clear that my testimony today rep-
resents only the corporate position of Educational Testing Service.
Other organizations, including our client boards, have presented
and will present their yiews independent of the position I take
today.

-Tlie "issue of accountability 'before us, in my judgment, is not
"truth" in testing. My review of the many arguments advanced in
the debates of the last several years demonstrates very clearly to
me that no sides 111 these debates had a patent on truth. The real
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issue is openness in testing as the chairman has expressed in the
opening statement.

I believe it is possible to achieve openness in testing voluntarily,
without Government intervention, and ETS commits itself firmly
to that principle.

Openness in testing requires taking a position in the public's in-
terest, having standards for this position by which you are willing
to be judged, having a way to enforce those standards, and creating
a means to review and report publicly upon these actions in a
manner that has credibility.

As my first action after taking office on September 1, I recom-
mended that we voluntarily take such actions to demonstrate our
commitment and to do so not by presidential decision but by formal
policy of our governing board.

On October 6 the ETS board of-trustees formalized its support fo:
the principle of openness in admissions testing by official vote. Spe-
cifically, the trustees endorse the recent actions taken on release of
tests and test answers by the college board, the graduate manage-
ment admission council, the graduate record examinations board,
the law gchool admission council and, the TOEFL policy council,
that is the test of English as a foreign language. Further, by vote of
the ETS _trustees, those actions and commitments are incorporated
as policy 'for ETS in its services for the respective boards and will
govern ETS in the administration of those test programs.

Openness in testing, however, and I think this is important for
us to be clear on, involves far more than just test disclosure. ETS,
therefore, also has adopted as policy the public interest principles
proposed for discussion 2 years ago by ETS and the major admis-
sions testing boards with which we work, and I submit a copy today
for the record if the Chair approves.

These public interest principles affirm our commitment to the
rights of test takers in admission testing programs: The right to
know what is in the test, to have fair and bias-free test, to receive
accurate test scores, to have access to tests reg'ardless of handicap
or other special circumstances, to be informed about what the tests

° and their scores mean, to be protected in the privacy of informa-
tion about themselves, to the promotion of proper test score use.

In adopting the public interest principles, I believe we are the
first national testing organization to raise these principles from the
level of discussion to the level of corporate policy commitment. I
know and you know that the ETS position which I have just stated
requires specific standards if that general commitment is to have
real meaning. We, therefore, have developed a very comprehensive
set of principles and policies to govern ETS tests and services. They
have been tested as guidelines which are now by trustee vote in Oc-,
tober of this year to be called the ETS standards for quality and
fairness, which I also submit for the record. The ETS standards for
quality and fairness are designed to insure that our products and
services measure up to clear and strong specifications in the areas
of. accountability, protection of privacy, product accuracy, test
quality, responsible use of test results, and research and technical
assistance. These standards are fully consistent with and in many
respects exceed the current joint testing and measurement stand-
ards of the Amerizan Psychological Association, the American Edu-
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cational Research Association and the National Council on Mea-
surement in Education. As you know, Mr. Chairman, those are the
three -groups which are recognized nationally for standard setting
in the area of tests and measurement.-.

ETS will hold itself accountable to" these demanding standards
and the board of trustees has committed our organization formally
to do so.
. With regard to enforcement of these standards, ETS has devel-
oped and implemented a comprehensive audit process to assure
that all testing programs adhere to the ETS standards for quality
and fairness. These audits will review each ETS-developed testing
program at least once every 3 years, a process already begun. The
audits will be conducted under specific oversight by the president
and general oversiyht by the ETS trustee committee on public re-
sponsibilitSr, and I m already carrying out my responsibilities in
that area. If a testing program does not meet these standards, I
pledge ETS to work diligently with the program sponsor to bring
the test into compliance with the standards.

The trustee committee on public responsibility has been charged
by the ETS board of trustees to prepare and publicly issue on an
annual basis an accountability report on actions taken to adhere to
the ETS standards for quality and fairness. To aid the trustee com-
mittee on public responsibility, a visiting committee Will be formed
by persons from outside of ETS and its board of trustees who are
knowledgeable in the areas addressed by the ETS standards for
quafity and fairness. It is my full intent to include on the visiting
committee persons from organizations whkh have in the past been
critical of ETS. That, by the way, is old practice for this particular
person. I've always felt it was better to invite them in than to hold
them out.

A series of actions will be taken to broaden access to ETS itself.
While complaints from students and other test takers currently are
responded to earnestly at ETS and I've been very impIessed by
that, the process for responding differs from one testing program to
another. A uniform complaint procedure will be implemented
across all ETS-developed testing programs, closely coordinated with
each of our client boards to improve the way we can respond to stu-
dent complaints. I also have just designated an ETS student con-
cerns coordinator in the office of the president to monitor this pro:
cedure and to provide communications with students. She is a
highly competent professional staff person who already has earned
my confidence and -1,k;hose office is next to mine for easy access, and
she also I might add participates in all of the major management
planning processes of the organization. It will be her job to assure
that student concerns both are advocated and brought to those
areas of deliberation.

Actions have been initiated to increase further the variety of in-
formation about ETS tests available to individuals, schools, commu-
nity agencies and institutions of higher education. These will in-
clude new formats, such as audiovisual materials, videotapes for
public and cable television, and handbooks aimed at accurately in-
forming test takers and the public about standardized tests, the
skills which these tests measure, and what one should know about
taking the tests. The aim of these materials is to make readily
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available to all students, regardless of economic status, high qual-
ity information about the tests developed by ETS.

Finally, the trustee committee on research and development has
been working as late as yesterday afternoon to broaden and sim-
plify access to ETS-controlled test and research data, consistent
with our longstanding commitment to protect the privacy of indi-
vidual test takers. Recommendation to make these resources more
accessible to researchers and others through public use tapes will
be presented by the committee to the board of trustees in April
1981 and I anticipate speedy action pn this important matter. We
intend, also, to.work collaboratively with our contracting boards to
facilitate easier access to the data which they control in accordance
with their policies in this area.

The five elements which I have described and which are em-
bodied by corporate vote in the ETS trustee policy on publicissues,
demonstrate our commitment to openness in testing. These ele-
mentsan affirmative position on such 'openness, standards of ac-
countability, enforcement of these standards, public reporting and
organizational accessibilitycan and will be ' broadened and
strengthed over time, in close collaboration with the organizations
which contract for FTS services. We commit ourselves to that goal.

I am confident that such voluntary action is better Ihan Federal
legislation, Mr. Chairman. I don't have fo describe to you and the
members of your committee the reams of regulations, forms, and
bureaucratic guidelines which in the past have been sired by legis-
lation such as you now have before you regarding educational test-
ing. Legislation of this type inevitably leads to greater governmen-
tal intrusion into education, and will needlessly increase the' costs
of educational testing for thousands of test takers and their par-
ents who are your constituents.

The goal of openness in testing can be and is being achieved
without further legislqtion. In my judgment that is how it should
be. The New York State law is being carried out diligently by ETS
and its test sponsors, and a summary of these actions is submitted
for the record with the Chair's permission. By voluntary decision of
the respective test taking boards, the basic provisions of this law
have been applied on a national basis. Further legislation such as
H.R. 1662 is not needed or warranted.

To those who fear retrenchment from voluntary openness in test-
ing, I say judge ETS and others,both by our words and our actions
now and m the future and act accordingly. Don't legislate for the
future to remedy problems of the past which largely have been ad-
dressed. Don't impose regulation on the entire industry when the
major segments of that enterprise have already acted voluntarily
to meet the major goals of that legislation. If there is retrenchment
then you can'act. If there isn't, why act at ill?

ETS is firmly and fully committed to the principle of openness in
testing. To advance this principle for the future, I offer a challenge
and a proposal. I urge all profit and nonprofit testing corporations,
and those agencies of Government which test, to Ijoin with us vol-
untarily in an industrywide "Code of Fair Testing for educational
testing nationwide. I recommend that this voluntary_Code of Fair
Testing be based on the new standards now being developed by the
American Psychological Association, the American Educational Re-
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search Association, and the National Council on Measurement in
Education. I further propose that a panel be appointed jointly by
these three associations to monitor the industrywide Code of Fair
Testing and I commit ETS today to cooperate fully with such a
panel.

Thus, in addition to the actions which I've described affecting
educational testing service, the educational testing service board of
trustees and I offer to join other testing corporations and agencies
in a national effort to voluntarily promote openness in testing.

In the 2 months I've been at ETS I've been very impressed by the
people who make up the organization and by the quality of services
they provide to individuals and to institutions: ETS always his
stood for quality and equality of educational.opportunity and if it
didn't I wouldn have gone there. It is dedicated to continuing this
tradition in the challenging years ahead. I hope my testimony
today and the policy position of the ETS board of trustees make
this ceimmitment and this dedicatiorielear.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and your colleagues on the subcom-
mittee for the privilege of appearing before you today. I shall be
glad to respond to your questions.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Commissioner. Let me at the
outset commend you as the president pf the educational testing
service and tell you how welcome it is to have the attitude which is
implicit throughout your testimony. I think that underlying any

--possibility of success in this or any other endeavor that we under-
take_legislatively is the attitude of the people who are involved,
and I think indeed there is a new wind blowing and I welcome it.

I also want, without objection, to have all the appendices and ex-
traneous material thatyou referred to entered into the i-ecord so
that we'll have all that for our perusal dnd for any others who
want to look at the record of this-hearing.

[The information referred to follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP GREGORY R. ANRIG, PRESIDENT, EDUCATIONAL TESTING
SERVICE

Mr. Chairman:

My name is Gregory R. Anrig and I am President of Educational Testing

Service (ETS).

I have held this position only since September I of this year. In

appointing me President, the ETS Board of Trustees selected a person whose

entire professional life has been in public service at the local, state,

and federal levels of government. For the last 6 1/2 years, r ha;.,e served

as Commissioner of Education for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

My selection as ETS President reflects the judgment of the poard of

Trustees about where Educational Testing Service is, as a private,

not-for-profit educational organization, and where it will be heading.

This judgment also reflects, to some degree, the Trustees' view of,the

future of educational testing in America generally.

I am commi.tted to public service, public accountability, and the

fundamental principle of equal educational opportunity. my actions'in

each of these areas are a matter of public record--a record on which I

stand proudly--and can be attested to by any member of the distinguished

Massachusetts delegation to the House of Representatives.'
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y-frors-putplic-ecoountabillty.,__I welcome It. It has beenCIO

and is my position that anything that has the potential to affect the

life chances of youths and adults should be subject to reasonable

public accountability. I believe that includes educational testing.

As Education Commissioner in Massachusetts, I testified in 1980 before

the Massachusetts Legislature in favor of a so-called "Truth-in-Testing"

bill, in behalf of the State Board of Education. But that testiMony waI,

conditional. It was my position and that of the State Board of Education

that public accountability in educational testing was best achieved by

voluntary action of testing organizations. ;)e urged them to take the

kinds of actions which subsequently they have taken. As one with long

experience in the development and carrying out of law, I feel that a

democratic society should legislate only that which is absolutely necessary.

The question before your distinguished Subcommittees of Congress and

before organizations which conduct educational testing is how best to

achieve public accountability in educational testing in general, and

specifically whether greater government intervention is necessary to

accomplish this end.

I felt it was important that I use the privilege oi appearing before

this joint hearing today as an opportunity to present an Answer to that

question. To assure the Subcommittees that my testimony represents the

corporate position and commitment of Educational Testing Service, I

rscommended and on October 6, 198) the ETS Board of Trustees unanimously

approved a Trustee Policy on Public_Issues (Appendix A) which I am proud

to submit for the record today as the basis for my testimony which follows.
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This policy grew out of intensive discussions among the Trustees and

among the senior staff of ETS. Although consulted with representatives-

of each of our client boards in developing the recommended policyv I wish

to make clear that my testimony today represents only the corporate

position of Educational Testing Service. Other organizations, including

our client boards, have presented and will present their views independent

of the posit:1%1,T take/today.

The issue of accountability before us, in my judgment, is not

"truth" in testing. My review of the many arguments advanced in the

debates of the last several years demonsetates to me that no sides in

these debates had -a patent Cn truth. The real issue is openness in

tesing.

0
I believe it is Tossible to achieve openness in testing voluntarily,

without government intervention, and ETS commits itself firmly to that

principle.

Openness in testing requires taking a position in the public

inierest, haviAg standards.for this position by which you are willing to

be judged, having a way to enforce those standards, and creating a means

to,review and report publicly upon these actions in,a manner that has

ciedibility.

The ETS loosition. On October 6, 1981 the ETS Board of Trustees

formalized its support for the principle of openness in admissions testing

by official vote; Specifically, the Trustees endorse the recent actions

taken on release of tests and test answers by the Colle0 Board, the
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Graduate Management Admission Council, the Graduate Record Examinations

Board, the Law School Admission Council and the TOEFL* Policy Council.

Further, by vote of the ET'S Ttustees, those actions and commitments are

incorporated as policy for iTS in its services for the respective boards

and will gOvern ETS in administration of those test programs.

Openness in testing, hoWever, involves more than just test disclosure.

ETS therefore also has adopted as policy the "Public Interest PrincipleS"

(Appendix B) proposed for discusrion two years ago by ETS and the major

admissions testing boards with which we iork.

Thesej*PAlic Interest Principles" affirm our commitment to the rights

of test-takers in admissions testing programs:

to know What is in the test

to have fair and bias-free tests

to receive accdate test scores

to bave access to tests regardless of handicap or other

special circumstances

to be informed about what the tests and laheir scores mean

to be protected in the privacy of information about themselves

to the promotion of lloper test score use

In adopting the "Public Interest Principles," I believe we are the

first national testing organizatlon to raise these principles from the

level of discussion to the level of a corporate policy commitment.

nest of Ehglish as a Foreign Language
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Standards for accountability. The ETS position which I have just

stated requires specific standards if that general commitment is to have

real meaning. We therefore have developed a very comprehensive set of

principles and poliCies to govern ETS tests and services. They have been

tested as guidelines which are now, by Trustee vote in October of this

year, the 'ETS Standards for Quality ard Fairness" (Appendix C).

The "ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness' are designed to ensure
%IP

that our products and services measure up to clear and strong specifications

in the areas of: accountability, protection of privacy, product accuracy,

test quality, responsible use of test ,tesults, and research and technical

assistance. These Standards are fully consistent with and, in many

respects, exceed tile current joint testing and measuremeAt standards of

the American Psychological Association, the American Educational Research
0.

Association and the National Council on Measurement in Education. ETS

5n4
will hold itself accountable to these demanding standards and the

Board of Trustees has committel of organization formally to do so.

Enforcement of standaids. ETS has developed arid implemented a

comprehensive audit process to assure that all testing programs adhere to.

the "ETS Standards foi Quality ar.d Fairness. These audits will review

each ETS-deviabped testing program at least once every three years, a

process already begun. The audits will be conducted under specific

a ,review 'by the President and general review by the ETS Trustee Committee

on Public Responsibility. If a testing program ddes not meet these

, standards, I pledge I:TS to work diligently with the program sponsor to

bring the:test into compliance with the standards.
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,

0
Public reporting. The Trustee Committee oil Public Responsibfiity has

2.

been charged ty th ETS Board of Tnustees to prepareand pUbaicly issUe

annually anacco ntability report on actions taken to adhere to the "ETS
'

Btandards for Quality and Fairness.: To aid the Trustee Committee on

Public Responsibility, a Visiting Commattee will be formed of persons

from outside of ETS.and its Board,of Trustees,who are'knowledgeable Ch

the areas addressed by the "ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness." It

is my intent to include od the Visiting Committee persons from organizations'

which have in the paSt been critical of ETS.

,

Openness of the organization and its information. A series of actions

will be taken to broaden access to ETS itself. While complaints from sttpenes

and other test-takers currently are responded to earnestly at ETS, the i

process for reaponding differs from one testing program to another. A (

uniform complaint procedure will be.implemented across all ETS-developed

Oesting programs, closely coordinated with each of our client boards, to

improve the way we can respond,to student complain s. I also have just

designated ag ETS Silident Concerns CoordiAtor in the Office of tlie

President to monitor this procedure and tb promote communication with

students.

Actions have been initiated to increase further the variety of

information about ETS tests available to individuals, Schools, community

,agencies and institutions of highe; education. These will include new

formats such as audiovisual matprials, videotapes for public and cable'

-television, and handbooks aimed at accurately informing test-takers and

the public about standardized tests, the skills which these tests measure,

r:
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and what one should know about taking the tests. The aim of these materials
4

it to make readily available to all students, regardless of economic status,

high quality information about tests developed by ETS.

FihaIly, the Trustee Committee on Research and Development has-been

working to broaden and simplgyaccess to ETS-controllsd test and research

data, consistent with our long-standing commitment to protect the privacy

of individual test-takers. Recommendations to make these resources more

accessible to eestarchers and others will be presented by the Committee

to the Board of Trustees in April 1982 and I anticipate speedy action on

this important matter. We intend, also, to work collaboratively with our

contracting boards to facilitate easier acceft to the data which they

control, in accordance with their policies in this area.

Tile five elements which I have described, and which are embodied by

corporate vote in the ETS Trustee Policy on Public Iseues, demonstrate

our commitment to openness in testing. These elements--an affirmative

position on such openness, standards-of accodntability, enforcement of

these standards, public reporting and organizational accessibilitycan
c

' 3

and will be broadened and strengthened over time, in close collaboration

with the organizations which contract for ETS sertdces. We commit

ourselves to this goal.

I am confident that such voluntary action is better than federal

legislation. I'don't have to describe to your Subcommittees the reams of

regulations, forms, and bureaucratic guidelineg which, in the past, have

been sired by legislation such as you now have before you regarding

educational testing. Legislation'of this type inevitably leads to
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greater governmental intrusion into education, and will needlessly

increase the ;Oats of educational testing for thousands of test-takers

and their parents who are your constituents.

The goal of openness in testing can be and is being achieved without

further legislation. That is how it showid be. The New York State law

ip being carried out diligently by ETS and its test sponsors (see Appendix D).

Ey voluntary decision of the respective test-governing boards, the basic

provisions of this law have been applied on a national basis. Further

legislation such as H.R. 1662 is not needed or warranted.

To those who fear retrenchment from voluntary openness in testing,

I say judge ETS and others both by our words and actions, now and in the

future, and act accordingly. Don't legislate for the future to remedy

problems of the Past which largely have been addressed. Don't impose

regulation on an entile industry when the ma3or segments of that.enterprise

already have acted voluntarily to meet the major goals of that legislation.

If there is retrenchment, then act. If there isn't, why act at all?

A Challenge and a proposal. ETS is firmly and formally committed to

the principle of openne)4.,in testing. To advance this principle for the

future, I offer a.challenge and a proposal:

-- I urge all profit and nonprofit testing corporations, and

those agencies of government which test, to join with us

voluntarily in an industry-wide "Code of Fair Testing" for

educational testing nationwide. c

4 1
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-- I recommend that this voluntary 'Code of Fair Testing" be

based on the new standards now being developed by the

American Psychological Association, the Amer.ican Educational

Research Association; and the National Council On Measurement

in Education.

I further propose that a panel be appointed jointly by these

three associationi to monitor the industry-wide "Code of

Fair Testing' and I commit EIS today to cooperate fully with

such a panel.

Thus, in addition to thesactions which I have described affecting

Educational Testing Service, the EIS Board of Trustees and I offer to

join other testing corporations and agencies in a national effort to

voluntarily promote openness in testing.

F

I am new to EIS. I have been very impressed by the coomitment of

the people who make up the organization and by the quality of services

they ProNidellt individuals and to institutions. ETS always has stood

for quality and equality of educational opportunity and is dedicated to

continuing this tradition in the challenging years ahead. I hope my

testimony today and the policy position of the EIS Board of Trustees make

this dedication clear.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman and, through you, your colleagues on the

Subcommittees, for the privilege of appearing before you today. r shall

" be glad to respond to your questions.

,to

412
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Appendix A

PRINCETON. N.J. 08541

Board of Trustees Policy on Public Issues-

(adopted October 6, 1981)

The debates over educational testing are part of the democratic

process in the United States. 'The Board of Trustees of Educational

Testing Service has participated vigorously in these debates and has

learned from them. As Trustees of a publicly chartered body, the Board
recognizes its obligation to serve and be respsnaAve:so the worthy

purposes which led to the establishment of Eddcational Testing Service

thirty-four years ago.

It ir the Board of Trustees' intent in establishing this Policy to

make clear the corporate position of Educational Testing Service on
matters which, in recent years, have been the subject of public debate.

In taking this action, the Board is speaking only for Educational Testing

Service fo.r witich, by law, it is responsible and accountable.

The Board of Trustees reaffirms its position that the public interest

is best served by voluntary eelf-regulation in the educational testing

field, subject to public and media scrutiny, rather than by governmental
regulation administered by state or federal bureaucracies. It is our

position that'governmental regulation should be used as a last resort

onlY, when responsible Oducatidnal bodies fail to respond reasonably to

legtirsate grievances of the pUblic.

By official resolution voted on October 6, 1981, the Board of Trustees

of Educational Testing Service .formalized its support of the principle of

openness in admissions testiilg. Specifically, the Board supports the

i'ecent actions of the Colle0 Board, the Graduate Management Admission

Council, the Graduate RecordtExaMinations Board, the Law School Admission

Council and the TOEFL Policy'Council on release of tests and teit answers.

In taking this position, the Board, of Trustees incorporates those actions

se policy for Educational Te tins Service <in the programs it conducts for

the respective boards. We co it ETS to advance further, in concert with

our contracting boards, the p'inciPle of openness in testing.
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Openness in testing, hoyever, involves more than test disclosure.
The Board of Trustees, acting on behalf of Educational Testing Service,
therefore takes the following actions':

Adopts as policy for Educatio'nal Testing Service the "Public
Intlrest Principles" (attached), originally proposed for public
discussion on December 30, 1979.

Approves as policy the "ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness"
(attached).* These standards are fully consistent with and
indeed, in many respects, exceed the current testing and measurement
standards of the American Psychological Association, the American
Educational Research Association and the National Council on
Measurement in Education.

Endorses the process for systematic auditing by ETS of all testing
programs it conducts to assure adherence to the "ETS Standards
for Quality and Fairness." Such audits are performed on a cycle
so that each testing program is comprehensively reviewed at least
once every three years, with particular attention to provisions
in the standards to promote proper test use and to prevent test bias.

Directs the Trustee Committee on Public Responsibility to prepare
annually an accountability report, to be released publicli, which
is responsive to public concerns and evaluates actions taken by
Educational Testing Service in accordance with the "ETS, Standards
for Quality and Fairness." In carrying out this responsibility,
the Committee will be sss i s ted by a Visiting Committee of persons
from outside of ETS who are knowledgeable in the areas addressed

by the "ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness."

Approves establishment of a uniform complaint procedure for students
and other testtakera to provide ready access to Educational
Testing Service for student grievances about programs and services
provided by ETS. A Student Concerns Coordinator will be desiXnated
in the President's Office to support this procedure, consult with
student organizations and otherwise promote communication with

students. The Board recognizes that ETS serves individuals as
well as institutions and vill endeavor, in full collaboration
with its contracting boards, to resolve legitimate grievances
about programs and services provided by ETS.

* Formerly only adlinistrative guidelines entitled, "Principles, Policies
and Procedural Guidelines Regarding ETS Products and Services."

414
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The Board of Trustees further encourages openness in testing for

areas other than admissions testing, so that all test-takers vill

have full and open access to information about the purpose and content

of the teats they-take, the me,thod of scoring, and the proper uses and

limitations of the tests. ETS vill vork collaboratively vith contracting

boards and agencies to promote this objective.

The Board of Trustees further supports vide dissemination to schools,

institutions of higher education and community agencies of new materials

developed to help students and other potential test-takeri understand the

variety of tests developed by Educational.Testing,Service.
These will

include audiovisual materials, videotapes for use by public and cable

televisisn, and handbooks to be prepared for publication by the College

Board ancrby Educational Testing Service. The aim of these materials is

to make readily available to all students, regardless of economic status,

high quality information about tests developed by Educational Testing

Service.

At is the Board of Trustees' intent also 'to broaden access to test

and risearch data which are under the control of Educational Testing

Service. TheTrustee Committee on Research and Development is developing

policy recommendations to increase the availability of this information.

The Board expects to act upon these recommendations at its April 1982

meeting. -Further, ETS vill work collaboratively with its contracting

boards to facilitate expanded access to the test and research data which

they control, in accordance vith policies of the contracting boards. At

the same time, the Board of Trustees reaffirms its 'Iong-standing commitment

to protect the individual privacy of our test-takfrs in the release and

use of test and research data.

Finally, the ETS Board of Trustees herewith urges.all profie and

nonprofit testing corporations in the United States to join vith it inu

voluntarily developing an industry-wide "Code of Fair Testing" for the

development and administration of educational testing nationwide. We

recommend that this Code be based on the new standards being developed by

the American Psychological Association, she American Educational Research

Association, and the National Council on Measurement in Education. We

further propose that a panel be appointed jointly by these three

associations to monitor the industry-vide "Coaof Fair Testing" and we

commit ETS to cooperate fully vith such a panel. Thus, in addition to

the-actions we have taken on beht1f of Educational Testing Service, we

offer to jOin other testing corporations in a national effort to promote

openness in testing.

Attachments

4 I

4
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PUBLIC INTEREST
PRINCIPLES
for the Design and Use of
Admissions Testing Programs

By resolution dated October 6, 1981, the Board of Trustees of Educational

Testing Service formally adopted as policy for ETS these Public Interest Princi-

ples for the Design and Use of Admissions Testing Programs. These princi-

ples were originally proposed for public discussion on December 30, 1979,

by the leaders of Educational Testing Service and four other organizations

responsible for major national admissions testing programs. They address

concerns that have been raised about the design and use of standardized

tests in admission to higher education, e.g., public access to test questions

and answers, verification of scoring procedures, and appropriate use of the

information derived from testing programs. Educational Testing Service

strongly supports these principles and is committed to working with spon-
soring groups to implement the principles in the admissions testing pro-

grams with which it is associated.

Principle
A number of the principles enumerated below have been cornerstones of

most testing programs for some years. We believe it is important, however,

to reaffirm them here to provide a fuller view of our beliefs and our expecta-

tions for the future.

1

2

3

We recognize the legitimate interest of the public in knowing what the

tests contain and their efficacy in performing their intended functions.
Therefore, we will implement the principle of publication of test con-
tent to a degree limited only by reasonable safeguards of efficiency,

cost, quality, and the educational impact of the programs.

We fully support the principle of equity and we will continue to main-

tain and strengthen credible procedures for detecting bias and eliminat-

ing it from the content of the tests, while making such procedures visi-

ble to the public.

We recognize the need for routine procedures that allow the test taker

to arrange for verification of the accuracy of the procedures determin-

ing the score attributed to him or her.

4
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c We recognize that tests, together with the procedures for scoring them
and reporting the results, should be designed to providertest takers
with as much useful information as may be feasible about the specifics
of their performance on the tests.

'We reaffirm the right of individuals and institutions to privacy with
regard, to information by and about them, which should be safeguarded
from unauthorized disclosure.

We recognize the need,to formulate, maintain, and publish widely prin-
ciples of appropriate use of scores and other test formation derived
from testing programs and to be alert to and actively discourage mis-

413
cs.

We believe that tests should be readily available to all individuals,
regardless of conditions such as physical handicap or religious beliefs
that may prevent the taking of exams under circumstances that meet
the converiience of the majority.

6

7

8

use.
-

We recognize that both the institutions making use of test scores and
the test takers themselvet should have m6chanisms through which to
express their legitimate interests concerning the design and operation
of testing programs and the use of information derived from them.

Operational Elements
The separately constituted and governed groups sponsoring testing pro-
grams may choose to implement these principles in different ways. This
probable divTity steCrns from differences in The nature and purposes of the

tests in the several programs and from the specifics of their structure and
operation. Examples of possible apProaches include the following:

1

2

3

Each prospective examinee should be able to receive a full-length sam-
ple of each test, similar to the one he or she will take, with theintended

answers and with instructions for self-actministration and self-scoring.

For tests given to a sufficient number of students annually to support
the cost, at least one operational form of the test should be published
periodically, in addition to the regular sample. A specific schedule of
publication should be designated faeach progrAm.

Non.technical information about the testing program should be fur-
nished routinely to test takers, users, and the general public. It should

include a description of what each test measures, the error of measure-
mem, how the scores are intended to be used, and a summary of the

validity of the scores for the intended uses.

cl-fo
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A technical publication should provide information on the same topics
in sufficient depth to permit professionals in the field to assess the evi-
dence and the accuracy of the non-technical summary.

Studies of the use of the test by professionals other than those in the
sponsoring or administering agency should be actively encouraged and
facilitated by provision of the necessary data with safeguards for indi-
vidual privacy. The results of those studies should be published in regu-
lar journals and also incorporated in the technical and non-technical
publications.

.6 The test sponsor should ensure that operational forms of the test are
independently reviewed before they are given. The review should in-
clude the appropriateness of the content of the test and in particular
should seek to detect and remove potential racial, cultgral or sex bias

. or other influences.extrinsic to the characteristics, skills or knowledge
to be measured. The reviewshould also determine that the operational
form is fairly represented by the sample test already distributed.

7 Test takers should have the fight to question the accuracy'of scoring,
administrative procedures, specific questions in a test, or allegations of
irregularities in test administrations. Current procedures to deal with
this right should be reviewed and modified if necessary to ensure a fair
and prompt resOonse.

We hope communication of these principles and. operational guidelines
leads to greater understanding and constructive dialogue about the impor-
tant issues surrounding' testing. We stand ready to work with all interested
groups in discussion of the policies and improvement of the procedures
under which testing programs are conducted. -

0151303 *Y10119.292211 Printul en U $ A
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Adopted by the Board of Trustees October 1981
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PREFACE

s,

By resolution dated October 6, 1981, the Board of Trustees of Educational Test-

ing Service provided for standards for quality and fairness applicable to all ETS

activities.

RE IT HEREBY RESOIAD that the Board of Trustees of the Educational Testing

Service

1. Adopts as ETS policy and approves as EIS Standards for Quality and

Fairness the principles and policies previously set forth by ETS manage.

ment in its Publication entitled Principles, Policies and Procedural

Guidelines Regarding ETS Products and Services,

2. Endorses the procedural guidelines developed and published by man-

agement to implement these principles and policies;

3. Directs management to continue its program of monitoring adherence

to the proceduwl guidelines across us programs and services, to

revise the guidelines as appropriate, and to make an annual report to

the Board regarding sigh efforts;

4. Authorizes management to provide for alternative procedures which

can accomplish or hold promise of accomplishing the principles and

policiPs included in the Standards and to make provision for small,

new or specialized programs that have special needs; and

5 Directs dr Trustee Committee on Public Responsibility to prepare
annually an accouniability report, to be released publicly, which eval.
uates actions taken by ETS in accordance with the EIS Standards for

Quahty and !aimess

The Standards are designed to ensure that ETS products and services meet

demonstrab!e cliteria with respect to seven areas of basic importance:
Accountability, Confidentiality of Data, Product Accuracy and Timeliness,
Research and Development, Tests and Measurement, Test Use, and Technical
Assistance, Advice, and Instruction. The first three secr:ons of the Standards

deal with Issues that relate to all ETS activities: the responsibilities of ETS to

those affected by its activities, the rights to and limitations on access to data

collected by Els, and ihe control of quality and performance according to

commitments. The remaining sections concern issues relating to Els's main

endeavors: Research and Development, Tests and Measurement, Test Use,

and Technical Assistance, Advice, and Instruction.

The Standards are drawn from particular cicumstances and needs at ns and

reflect its objectives. Because of tbeir origin and purposes, the Standards may

not bA useful to organizations whose practices, programs, or'services differ

from Those of us,

42i
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The Standards are implemented by us management through proc'edural-
guidelines which pr8vide more detailed and specific guidance for EIS's diverse
programs and services. These procedural guidelines are reviewed and revised

from time to time by management as new or alternative approaches are
developed. Management also reviews special applications that are necessary

to meet the needs of particular programs.

Els belvves that the Standards contribute significantly to the quality and utility

of its products and services for clients'and consumers, us does not have com-
plete responsibility or authority, of course, to determine how ,the Standards
will be implemented in activities for which policy is substantially established
by a sponsoring group or institution other than ETS. Us, however, encourage's

and assists those groups and institutions to implement the Standards as their

activities are related to us products and services,

us reviews all its programs regularly to assess compliance with the Standards

as part of its quality assurance effort. To assist the Trustees to ensure that the

. Standards are interpreted and applied according to their spun and purpose, a
Committee of persons outside us who are knowledAeable in the spe-

cialized aspec ts of the Standards has been uthonzed by the Board to review
periodically the us assessment process. Beginning in 1982, the Committee on
Public Responsibility of the us Board of. Trustees will issue a public report
annually on hor, the organization is meeting these Standards

These efforts reflect us s determination to hold itself accountable to high man-
dards of performance in order tv safeguard the public interest and the interest
of individuals using its products and servic es.

October 1981

42

Gregory R. Anng

President
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ACCOUNTABILITY

Principle

s;111%

US acknowledges responsily'ry for the effective stewardship of its resources
to the New York Board of Regents Which has issued its corporate charter, to
the governing boards that sponsor and set policy for programs or services in
which E TS products or services are used, to the individuals and committees
that advise ETS with respect to appropriate policy for its programs, to the insti-
tutias and agencies that use US products and services, to persons who take
f TS tests (and pirents or guardians of minor persons), submit data for use by
us or for distribution to others, or participate in research and development
projects conducted by ETS, and to the professional associations that are con-
cerned with educational and psychological measurement and research

Policies
0

A, {Ts will furnish appropriate information to those to whom it is responsible so
they may make informed, independent judgments as to the effectiveness with
which ETS exercises its stewardship.

B US will seek, consider and, as appropriate, act on the views of those who
sponsor, use or are affected by Ers progranns and services,

C will seek to obtain advjce on ics actnates.andpohcies from qualified men
and women who are not employed or retained on a regular basis by as and
Who are drawn from appropriate professional disciplines, major philosophies
and points of view, different geographic regions, and the major ethnic groups
within the relevant population.

ID. EIS will support the activities of professional associations with respect to
devdopmg and implementing professional standards or codes, making avail
aole the results of current work, and fostenng peer review of its actwities.

Procedural Guidelines

1, Infoimation should be provided to sponsoring organizations with ).1i 1110 us
has contractual relationships in a form that permits evaluation of us services
in terinc of:

a. quality; c, costs; and

b. timeliness, d. responsiveness to legitimate comments Ur criticisms.

424
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2. Procedures should be established to facilitate communication with sponsors

by:

a. meeting at least annually to provide information and to receive comments

-on matters affecting the operations with which,they are concerned;

b. defining a mutually agreeable process to be used to transmit comments

from sponsors or others and a time period within which the evaluation of

comments will b2 completed and reports of actions to be taken by Ers can

be expected; and

c. makin&available periodic opportunities for sponsors to express opinions,

judgments and counsel concerning their attivities or programs directly to

us officers noknormally responsible for such activities or programs.

3. Procedures should be established for making available technical and other

information about EIS products and services to users so that they may eval-

uate the approppate use of the product or service and communicate com-

ments or critkisms to ETs,

4. Procedures should be established to communicate with, or provide informa-

tion to, persons who use or take EIS tee.,, who submit data for use by ETS or

for distributron to others, or who participate in research and development

protects conducted by US. This information shoukl be communicated by ETS

or the sponsor in such a way that these persons may understand their partici-

pation with respect to:

a, the identity and scOpe of the sponsor's responsibility;

b. the nature of the product, service or research by which they are affected;

o c. the way in which the_product, service or research will likely be used by

---Fatial5riaTialtutions or Olhers; and

d. the channels that have been established for addressing comments or criti .

cisms tops or to the sponsor and response thereto.

5, Organizational and program financial information should be recorded, pro-

cessed and reported in accordance with generally accepted accounting princi .

pies and under appropriate safeguards to insure accuracy.

6. An annual report that provides informationabout organizational activities and

finances should be published byPs on a regular basis and made available to

any person on pquest. Program and project reports, including program finan-

cial information, should b,e made available in a manner consistent with con

tractual understandings.
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7. Requests for Information that is not included in an existing pubhcaticnrshould
be considered by the appropriate sponsor and by US. If its disclosure is consis-

tent with applicable law, with EIS and Sponsor policy, and with contractual
obligations governing confidential or proprietary information, the information
should be provided. If complying with a request for information results in a
cost,to us or a sponsor or affects the normal schedule of fulfilling us s respon-
sibilities, us may provide the requested information in a reasonable period of
time and at an appropriate price for the services rendered. Procedures should
-be established, as appropriate, tolacilitate responses to these requests

8. Changes in federal statutes, regulations and case law that affect research and
development, testing programs, or advisory and instructional services should.
be monitored to ensure that ET5 activities and operations are in compliance as
relevant federal laws or rules change Changes in other statutes, regulations
and case law should be evaluated, as appropriate, for the same purpose.

9. All proposed new ET5 activities should be reviewed by counsel for comphance
with applicable federal law and state law, as appropriate. EIS officers and staff
should direct the attention of legal counsel to matters that might affect ETS
compliance.

10. Advice should be sought, where appropriate, from men and women drawn
from diverse backgrounds, inteiests and experience (e.g., appropriate profes-
sional disciplines, major philosophies and points of view, various geographic
regions, and major ethnic, handicapped and other relevant subgroups of the
population of interest) who are qualified to make a contribution to the direc-
tion and substance of Els programs and who are not employed or retained on

a regular basis by us.

11. Individuals who become members of an us external advisory, reviewor eval
uation committee should be informed about the results of the committees
work m a reasonable period oftime.

12. A reasonable accommodation should be made with respect to the profes-
sional responsibilities of the staff in order to permit staff members to attend
professional meetings, to contribute to the development of professional stan-
dards or codes, to participate in and benefit from the dissemination of infor-
mation on subjects of professionatinterest, and to stay abreast of current con-

cerns and accomplishments in related fields.

13. Ets should have effective procedures for peer review whenever it will contrifx
ute substantially to the quality of EIS work.

14 us should have effective and equitable procedures for handhng questions of
store authenticity arising in connection with the administration of tests
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CONFIDENTIALITY

Principle

trs recognizes the aght ut individuals and institutions to pmacy with regard to

information supplied by and about them that may be stored in data or
research files held by i r dnd the concomitant responsibility to safeguard
information in as files from unauthorized disclosure

Policies

A. us will ask mdividuals to provide information about themselves only if it is
potentially useful to those individuals, necessary to facilitate processing of
data or. serves the public interest in improving understanding of human perfor-
mance; Insofar as possible, individuals should be informed of the purpose for

which the information is requested.

13. The right of individuals to pnvacy regarding information about them.that may
be stored in the data or research files held by us extends both to processed
information, such as scores based on test-item responses, and the raw data on

which the processed information is based.

C. us will protect the confidentiality of data supplied by institutions or agencies
about themselves, and so identified, to the extent that such confidentiality
does not conflict with us's obligations to individuals.

D. us will not collect or maintain in its data or research files any critical informa-
tion that in its Judgment cannot be protected adequately from improper dis-

closure.

E, Ep will encourage the organizations with which it works to adopt policies and
-pvc.edures that adequately protect the confidentiality of the data transferred

-by Efsio those organizations,

Procedural Guidelines

1. Information about an individual, which has been identified as such, may not
be released by Rs to organizations other than those for which the information
was collected without the consent of that individual. A written exception may
be made in the case of research studies during which the Committee on Prior
Review of Research has determined that release of the data serves a public
need, that there is no satisfactory and reasonable alternative way of obtaining
the information, that the reapient researcher will use the data in appropriate

ways and that there are adequate assurances of confidentiality. .

4 P,
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2. Information about an institution, which has been identified as such, may be

released from Us only in a manner consistent with a prior agreement or with
the consent of the institution or with the approval of the cognizant EIS officer
and representative of the appropriate sponsor (if any).

3. An individual should be able, on payment of a reasonable fee, to authorize
the disclosure of information about himself or herself from program data files

held by ET5 to any appropriate recipient, provided that such authorization is in
writing and that disclosure is not inconsistent with other ETS or sponsor poll-

cits and d s not violate the privacy of other individuals. Identification of the

re er, through signature and_data file number, or other appropriate meth-

od, should Be required before any such informatiolits released.

4. In an emergency and when it is to the benefit of the individual, an authbriza-

tion by telegram or telephone for the release of personal data sheuld be
acceptable, piovided that such authorization includes adequate identifying
information and that such release is not mconsistent with other ET5 osspOnsor
policies. By pnor agreement vvith the inditidual, authorization by a designated
agency or institution should also be acceptable. In such instances, the individ-

ual should be informed that the disclosure has taken place.

5. If an individual is not competent because of illness or other considerations,

information about that individual may be released from data files only with
the consent of the individues parent or legally appointed guardian

6. Unless the access to confidential data can be safeguarded, as should not par-

ticipate in any time-sharing network, data bank, or other electronicdata pro-

cessing or storage system involving units outside US.

7. On submission of appropriate identifying information and payment of a rea-
sonable fee, an individual should be able to obtain information about himself
or hersdf in tts-held data files for the following purposes. to ascertain the

accuracy of personal or biographical data and to request verification, within a

reasonable period of time, of test scores or other processed information from
tests, questionnaires, or school records, provided such release is consistent

with sponsor policies

8 Procedures should be developed for systematically eliminating fromdata files

mformation that is Judged to be out of date and, hence, of minimal value.

9. Information from tts-held program data files provided by individuals for a
designated purpose should not be used or released for another purpose (such

as a validity study or research project) without the individual's consent except

when used or released in a form that cannot be identified with the individual,

4 2 (5
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10. EIS should refuse to provide personally identifiable informetion except in

accordance with these guidelines unless served with a subpoena or other
court order. In that event, ETS should make appropriate efforts to quash or nare
row/the subpoena or order or to obtain a protective order to minimize the
exposure of personally identifiable information.

11. At the time information is collected and to whatever extent practical, pro-
grams should inform individuals of the conditions surrounding the release and

confidentiality of the information about them.

12. IndQuals should be identified in En research files only by code numbers.
Information- linking the code numbers to names should be kept in a secure
location only as long as necessary for purposes such as follow-up studies or
collating new data, after which the names should be destr,oyed.

13. Every organization with which ETS works should be Informed of the confiden-
nal nature of any data transferred by ETS to that organization or collected by
the organization on behalf of Ets so that appropriate procedures can be
employed by the recipient organization to protect the confidentiality of such

data.
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ISROD.UCT ACCURACY
AND TIMELINESS

e 'Principle

Theaccuracy of us's principalproducts and the timeliness with which they are

made available are important parts of the responsibility [TS has undertaken

with respect to its sponsors and the diverse public it serves

Policies

A. ETS will establish standards of accuracy and timeliness with respect to each

principal product.

B. Els will use quality controls that are adequate to assure that its standards of

accuracy and timeliness are met.

C. us will make realistic delivery commitments and reasonable efforts to meet

those commitments.

O. Us will sacrifice the timeliness of the delivery of informabon if the &tired

accuracy of that information is substantially in question.

E. us will seek to inform those adversely affected if, subsequent to its release,

information has been found not to meet Els standards of accuracy

F. Us will seek to inform those adversely affected if there is a probability that

there will be substantial departure from us standaids of timeliness with

respect to a principal product.

Procedural Guidelines

1, Principal products should be identified and a standard of accuracy using units

of measurement appropriate to the type of product should be established for

each.
-

2. When appropriate, quality control should include an adequate and ind6)en-

dent recomputation and a visual reexamination of us-processed information

based on an appropriate sample of cases sufficient to identify errors with 1 the

limits of the applicable standards of accuracy..
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8 3. When the computational nature of the information is such that it is impossible
or impractical to determine the accuracy of the information by independent
recomputation, staff members who are technically competent to do so should
assesslts"reasonableness" as a part of quality control.

4. There should be a quality inspection of intermediate products when:

a. the accuracy of variable information (e.g., parameter data, algorithms),
verified by independent retomputation or assessment, influences the
nature of an EIS process or computation and is critical to the process that
generates an ETC principal product; or

b. detection and correction of errors would facilitate meeting tile delivery
, commitment on the prmcipal product; or

c. the nature of the principal product is such that it is impossible or imprac-
tical to determine the accuracy of the information by independent compu-
tation using the source data.

5. Quahty control for principal products that do not contain processed informa-
tion (such as bulletins of information or test books)f should include inspection
of a sample prior to release of the product. If the-product is released from an
outside vendor (e.g., outside publisher) or a sponsors agent, quality control
should include inspection of those components of the principal product that
contain cnucal mformation on Usprovided serv.ces.

6. Quality control of information given in fetter or telephone responses should
include a periodic iludit of a sample.

7. Failure to meet standards of accuracy and timeliness should be reported to a
designated us staff member for resolution.

8, A principal product that does not meet established standards of accuracy
should not be released until appropriate corrective action is taken, unless
release would be for the benefit of the score recipient and users and permis-
sion to release is gwen by the cognizant EIS officer.

9. If an error is found in critical information already released by us, the correct
information should be promptly cistnbuted.

10. Process control methods (e.g., a predefined schedule including a delivery date
and (ontingency procedures fur dealing with volume surge) should be estab-
hshed for the production of each principal product to help assure its delivery

by the scheduled delivery date

11 If it is likely that there will be a substantial departure from us standards of
timehness with respeu to a principal product, those who would be adversely
affected should be so notified.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Principle

A continuing program of research and development conducted in compliance
with professional standards with respect to quality and ethical proCedures is
necessary to maintain the high quality and social utility of trs contribytions to
education. This includes basic inquiry to increase understanding of educa-
tional processes and human development, evaluative and applied research in
response to the needs of the educational community, and research and devel-

opment to improve us products and services. Publication of thers Lilts of sig-
nificant its research is of benela to EIS and the proiession because it permits
others to use, build upon or improve ETS work

Policies

A. US will devote appropriate research efforts to improving-education through

the discovery.and conceptual integration of new principles and understand-
ing. This research will be aimed at extending knowledge of the learner and

learning processes, of learning environments and educational treatments, of

educational institutions and of the interacting factors that influence human

development.

B. EIS will devote appropriate research efforts to the improvement of the tech-

nical quality of EIS products and services. Among the important issues
addressed by this research will be problems of test development, reliability,
equating, validity, and meaningfulness of interpretation.

C. ETS will devote appropriate research and development efforts to the identifica-

nun of needs of the educational community and to the creation, improvement
and evaluation of instruments, systems and programs of service that meet

thesepeeds.

D. ETS will conduct its research under appropriate procedures that protect the

rights of privacy and confidentiality of human subjects or respondents

I OS will follow procedures to insure that cis research is of high quality Stan-

dards of quality in research refer to such matters as the identification of rele-
vant data, the choice of suitable methods of collecting and analyzing data, the

logic and objectivity ot analysis and interpretation, the exploration of relation
ships between research problems and findings, on the one hand, and existing
knowledge, theories and methodologies on the other, and the thoroughness

and care of project planning and management,

4.3
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F. us will undertake research only if its potential benefits cruiweigh the inconve-

niences of or risks to the subjects or respondents who are Involved.

G. us will encourage the dissemination of full accounts of us research in the

usual professional forums and will provide internal means by which the results

of us research can be puhlished.

Procedural Guidelines

1. To maintain the quality of operational programs, us should engage in the fol-

lowing activities:

a, study and research on the test development process, including systematic

developmentand evaluation of new item types and approaches,

b. studies to determine the sources of significant differential performance of

sex, ethnic, handicapped, and other relevant subgroups on EIS tests;

c. periodic evaluation of current approaches to aptitude and achievement

measurement to determine fairness, validity and appropriateness for signif-

icant subgroups such as minorities and women;

d. research related to reliability theory and practice, including cnethods of

determining the reliability of classification decisions; _ - -

e. study of the equating methods presently in use and development of
improved methods as limitations in the applicability of the present
methodsare observed; and

I. research tri advance mjasurement techniques and selection and classifica-

tion models relevant to fairness and validity.

2. Research projects should be undertaken in such areas as learning and cogni-

tion, personality and social influence, teacher behavior and instructional pro.

cesses, socialization and human development, and the economics and sbciol.

ogy of education as a means of improvingeducational policies and prictices

3. Efforts should be made to develop instruments and programs of service in

areas such as measurement, institutional and program assessment and evalua-

tion, instruction, guidance, financial ud, certifjgation and licensing, and tech-

nology that would be of educational and social utility.

4. Proposals for research to be conducted by US and involving human subjects

or respondents should be considered by the Committee on Prior Review of

Research, under its procedures for review, to verify.dlat proper arrangements
have been made for protection of the welfare and rights of human subjects,

4
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5. Researchers should not conduct research projects without the consent of sub-
jects and respondents.-In the case of young children, the consent of parents or
a legal guardian, or of appropriate institutional representatives, should be
obtained.

6. Each research proposal should be reviewed by one or more persons who are
competent in the field within which the proposal falls. They should be satisfied
that professional standards'of quality and ethical $anduct are met.

7. Identifiable data should be released from us to researchers other than those
who onginally conducted the research only when one of two conditions have
been met:

a. COnsent to do so has been given by or on behalf of the subjects oirespon-
dents or by those who have given consent on their behalf; or

b the Committee on Prior Review of Reseerch has determined that release of
the data serves a public need, that there is no satisfactory and reasonable
alternative way of obtaining theinformation, that the recipient researcher
wdl use the data in appropriate ways and that there are adequate assur-

\ ances of confidentiality.

8. After the data collection phase of a research project has been completed, sub-
jects should not be expected to provide additional data for d follow-up study
unless sUch participation was part of their original agreement to serve as sub
jects, or their consent for follow-up is obtained or the follow-up study has
been approve\d by the us Committee on Prior Review of Research.

\
9. The results of masures of performance based on experimental situations or

tests, the interpretion of which is, therefore, tentative, and whose applied
use 15 not yet supportable, should nOt be reported to subjects, or to the insti-
tutions providing the Subjects, unless there is relatively little danger of misin
terpretation or misuse of the information that would be harmful to those
individuals or institutions, \or unless the use is part of a feasibility study or
experimental condition. Stipulations regarding nonissuance of such reports
should be made to participants in advance of the data collection,\

10. The results of each research proje9 undertaken with respect to a particular us
program or sersice should be available for dissemination unless a specific
need to restnct publication to protect confidentiality or for other program pur
poses is identified prior to the beginning of the project and made know n to

i

the appropriate individuals.

11. The contracts under which researth is underyken fur agencies or institutions
outside us should permit publication of the results of the research unless a
5pecifk need to protect the research results is identified prior to the beginning
of the lesearch and made known to the appropriate individuals.

s
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TESTS AND MEASO REMENT-
TECHNICAL QUALITY OF TESTS

This section which deals with us testing :ictivuies is divided into seven subsec-

tions that are devoted to test development, test administration, reliability,

scale definition, equating, score interpretation, and validity.

(`

Ninciple
Ingh standards of quality and fairness in constructing. administering, reporting,

interpreting and evaluating Ib tests are central to /Ws capability to function

effectively as an educational service and research ormnizatton

Policies
A us will strive to develop tests in which the attributes measured, procedures,

followed, and criteria used will be unbiased with regard to a heterogeneous

group of examinees and appropriate to the usCfor which the test is designed.

B. Eg will establish standards for test-admirilstration processes that minimize

variations on test performance due to circumstances orconditions not relevant

to the attributes being measured,

C. Els will establish for its tests a high degree of reliability (accuracy of measure-

ment), consistent with the requirements and the purposes of the test

0. Hs will develo'p scales for reporting scores in a rational fashion, consistent

lt with the requirements and the purposes -If the test.

E. tts will provide equating systems, when appropriate, for the perpetuation of

scales for reporting scores at the highest level of precision practicable

F. t ts will make available to sponsors, institutional oygency users, and exam-

inees data for interpreting scores on US tests that foster appropriate use of

those scores.

C Recognizing that test validation is a responsibility of both test users and test

developers, Its will encourage and assist test users in their validation efforts

and will itself make available tests ;hat are designedlo meet professionally

acceptable standards of vahdurpt-OWad the use of such tests is consistent

with the pnmary purposes for which the tests were developed

H. t ts will adhere to appropriate professional standards, such as those published

in Standards of f ducanonal and Psyt hologual Tests and Principles for the Vali-

dation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures

44i
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ProOedural Guidelines: Test Development

1. Pohcy and substantive contributions to the test devdopment proce'ss should
be obtained from qualified men and women who are not on the fulkime staff
of ETS and who are drawn from dwerse.backgrounds and appropriate special
ties within professional fields (e.g., various kinds of insmutions and programs,
relevant philosophies and points of view. and major ethnic, hand:capped and
other relevant subgroups of the poulation).

2. Appropriate background information for use in the development of a test
should be documented at appropriate stages in the development process and
include:

a, the purpose for which the test is intended to be used;

b. the nature of the population that will take the test:

c. theielevant procedural, financial-or time constraints that will influence the
available test development methods and their hkely outcomes,

d for achievement tests, the kinds of curricula for which the test is designed,
and

e, for tob-related tests, the derpents in training or employment that are
related to performance on the lob.

1. f or each test. specifications should be developed and reviewed by a process
that provides information from the following perspectives.

a. Content and 51(4s-specifications should include the psychological, educa
tional, or other domains to be sampled, the relative weight to be given to
each domain, the appropriate lc.,01 of proficiency to be required within
each domain; a balance with respect to curricular differences.,

b, Test and Item Format-specifications should include the stem (question)
types that are most clearly related to content or skills to be measured, the
appropriite level of language or readin& requirements regarding clear and
comprehensive directions and sample items or the need for a sample test.
and whether free-response, multiple-thoice or other machinescorable for
mats can be used,

c, Psychometric-specifications should include the level of difficulty of the
test, the distribution of item difficulties (Wien pretesied items are used),
guidelines for evaluating the homogeneity among items within a test and
the relationship between subtests or tests, equating requirements, number
of items and time allotted,

(I. Sensitivity-specifications for tests should require material reflecting the
cultural background and contributions of women, minorities, and other
subgroups, specifications should also require a balance el eositive conno
tatioit if negative connotations are made in any references to these
groups.

13 a
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14 4, Except for tests designed to Measure rate of perforinance, the number

' of items in a test that has a specified me limit should be\chosen so that time

is not_ a decisive factor in performance, at least fqr the large majority of

examinees.

5. Subject matter and miasurement specialists familiar with thepurpose of the

test.and with the charactensucs of the intended population should review the

test items for accuracy, content appropriateness and the adequaCy with which

the items sample the domain

6. The individual items in ,a''test should meet appropriate technicar standards

su, b as tho'se contained in the manuals for item writers used in the test deyel-

()went area.

7. Individual test item and the test as a whole, should be reviewed to eliMinate

language, symbOls or content which are generally considered potentially

offensive, inappropriate for major subgroups of tbe test-taking population or

serving to perpetuate any negative attitude which may be conveyed toward

these subgroups. No item in any test should' include words, phrases'or

description that is generally regardedcas biased, sexist-or racist (e.g., demeao-

mg modifiers and stereotypes).

8 The items in a test should be reviewed by editorial specialists for clarity, acct.'.

racy, consistency, and, when appropriate, for conformity with standard edi-

torial style,

9, tests should contain clear and complete directions Enough sample problems

should be providea in test-plogram publications so that the examinee can

understand the nature of the task and thetestiaking procedures Where there

is a need to provide a general orientation to testing, as when testing yOung

childrep, practice testsincluded either in descriptive material or at the time of

telt administrationshould be used.

10. The typography, direction's, and arrangement of items in the test booklet
should1facilitate the task of test takers. When appropriate, tests should be

made available to handicApped individuals, such as sight-deficient cardidates,

through tapes, readers or special printing.

11 Methods should be employedio evaluate the appropriateness of items before

their operational use in a prbgram or before the reporting of scores Appropti .

ate methods include pretesting, oreliminary item analysis (using the hist oper-

ational use of items as an opportunity to identify inadequate items) or careful

review of the results of administering similar items to a similar population In

assessing the appropriateness of items before thir operational use, efforts

should be made to include represent:Awe sathples of the operational test-

taking population.

*.i
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12. The operational use of each test should be followed by systematic item anal-
yses using appropriate criteria and by test analyses These analyses should
include reliability, intercorrelations of sections or parts, and speededness..

13. Studies relating item performance to subgroups 'Should be carried out for new
or substantially revised tests when there are adequate data concerning suffi
cient santples of large subgroups whose education and experience may be dif
ferent from the majority of examinees.

14. The specificahons fur tests'in ongoing programs should be review ed fur iele
vance and appropriateness before each new form Is created. uts staff and
advisers should consider whether changes in the field, discipline or curricula
require a revision of the specifications.

15 When major changes are made in test speuficatiuns, consideration should be
given to the implications of such changes for score comparability and whether
it is necessary to change the test name or otherwise communicate to those
who interpret test scores that comparisons with earlier tests may be inap-
propriate

16. When test turms are used for a number of years in a program, they should be
reviewed penudically for their appropriateness. The frequencyuf such review
should be determined lay the amount of change occurring in the population ut
test takers or ihe subject matter domain. Test forms .hat are found to be out
dated should be revised or withdrawn from use.

438
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Administration

1. Information should be made available to prospective examineesand (in some

programs, to parents or guardians as well) in advance of the test administra-

tion with respect to the following, as appropriate:

a, the purpose of the test and what it measures;

b. the nature of the test items (including samples of typical item types),

c. the relevant instructions for taking the test, including instructions for

guessing, changing answers, and strategy involving speed and accuracy in

taking the test;

d, identification requirements and the consequences of not having identi-

fication;

e, the consequences of misconduct by the test taker,

f. background and experience relevant to test performance,

g the location of test centers, the test dates and special testing arrange-

ments that can be made,

h the procedures for registering for the test and changing the centers,

the structure ot test fees and fee waivers:

j. special arrangements available for administering tests to handicapped

individuals;

k. the reporting of scores,,

I. pricce-diires for canceling test scores by the candidate and reasons why El's

or the sponsor of the test might cancel scores, and

m, the procedures for iegistermgcomplaints.

2. Program publications should be reviewed for language or descriptions gener-

ally regarded as biased and offensive, f or example, the exclusive use of mas-

culine pronouns should be avoided as should the implication that all persons

in a given category (for instance, examinees, supervisors, counselors, or tedch-

ers) are either females od.males (unless, of course, the category is logically

restricted to members ofn a single sex). Illustrations, examples and practice

items in test-information publicationsshould represent males, females, minor-

ity and majority groups. and individuals in ways that indicate respe- z and

awareness of valuable contributions

3. The facilities at which tests re admihistered should he places that are conve-

nient fa :lie majority of examinees,!nonsegregated and comfortable At least

portions of those facilitiec should be accessible to and responsive to the needs

of handicapped individuals

\ :
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4. tts should enlist test t.enter upervisurs and stilff with demonstrated sensitivity
to the anticipated sex and ethnic composition of the examinee group, based
on puor experience. When appropnate, persons affiliated with institutrons
attended by significant numbers of those examinees should be anduded.
Mnority group supervisors andor proctors should be employed, and test sites

should be located in minority urnmunities whenever appropriate and
feasible,

5, Test center supervisors and staff stibuld be familiar with the procedures for
adrninotenng a standardized test am? should be provided with a description of
the testing program, a descrrption of the candidate population, and specific
instrucuons for administering the test. Instructions concern such subjects as
the duties of test supervisors, associate supervisors, and proctors, the receipt,
storage and return of test supplies, the admittance of examinees to the testing
rooms, the distribution of test materials, procedures to be followed in admin
istering tests to handicapped individuals, procedures to be followed m in
stances of suspected cheating, procedures to be followed in other cases of
candidate nusconduct, and procedures to be followed in case of emergency.

o test performance can be affected by the psychological atmosphere of the test
ing center Test supervisors should be informed of this and instructed to take
rneasures ti, avoid an adverse situation. Fur exampk, test supervisors should
be instructed, wheu it o appropriate and feasible, to have minority as well as
majority-group persons, women as well as men, read test directions and to
rewgnize questions from examinees following an impartial procedure

7 us should provide the test kenter upervisur with directions to be read aloud
to examinees before the test begins These directions should include informa
tion relating to procedures for markmg answer sheets, timing of test sectrons,
strategies fur guessing, time and duration of test breaks and examinees use of
unauthorized aids. Test supervisors should check to see that examinees under
stand their task arid the procedures to be followed,

8. Reasonable efturts should be made to eliminate opportunities fur examinees
to attain scores by fraudulent means by stiptlating requirements for identth
cation, assigning examinees to seats and requirrog appropriate space between

5 its

Appropriate procedures should be applieo atter the test adrmnotration lo
idemity swres ot questionable authenticity, to resolve issues of authenticity
and to prowde for prompt reporting of questioned scores found to be
authentic,

10, A systeinam prowni tor observing test administrations should be conducted
,by trained t s stall members or other qualified individuals, to review the test
mg pro( edures with the test supervisors, to ensure appropriate testing condi
toms, to ensure adequate maintenam e ot test security at the test centers and
m relay questions and concerns from the field to the appropriate EIS office.

4 4
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18 11. Testing programs should have detailed procedures for investigating and

resolving examinees' complaints of irregular test administration' o score

reporting.

12. Comments and suggestions should be solicited from supervisors by such

means as the Supervisors Comment Sheet and meetings of supervisors to pro-

vide us staff with information to improve future administrations.

13. Supervisors should be required to record and report to Us information on

irregularities (such as mistiming, defective materials, powerfailures and cheat-

ing) so that us can evaluate the possible effect of such occurrengs on exam-

inees test performance.

14. An individual who has taken a test shouldbe provided information that will be

helpful in interpreting scores on that test.

441.
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Reliability

1. When test scores are reported to institutional or agency users or to individual
examinees, information about the reliability of the test should be documented
and should include:

a. a reliability coefficient and an overall standard error of measurement (sev
eral indices may be provided if more than one method of assessing reliabil
ity has been used, alternate form information should always be provided if
available);

b. standard errors of measurement for score regions if decisions about indi-
viduals are made on those score regions and if the overall regions and the
overall standard error are judged inappropriate;

c. the formula(s) used to estimate reliability andior appropriate references,

d. a justification of the method(s) used to assess reliability,

e a specification of the major sources of measurement error accounted for in
the reliability analysis;

f a specification of the time interval between testings if alternate-form or
test-retest reliability is used;

g. the number of observations, the mean and standard deviation of the anal;
sis sample (ranges or averages are acceptable in cases where the reliability
information is derived from several samples),

h. speededness data; and

correlations of subscores within the same test or battery of which the test
is a part.

2. If reporting any of the reliability information required under Guideline 1 is
inappropriate, the reasons should be stated in appropriate program docu-
ments and, if possible, alternate information about consistency should be
provided,

3. Efforts should be made to provide reliability information in an appropriate
form to the examinees to whom the scores are reported.

4 The method(s) used for assessing reliability should:

a, take into account the most common sources of error generally considered
significant for test interpretation (e.g., guessing, instability over time, item
and content variation, and rater inconsistency); and

b be appropriate to the nature of the test, in order not to seriously over or
underestimate reliability.

442
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PrOcedural Guidelines: Scale Definition

1. Raw scores on a test or subtest (including percentages of questions answered

correctly) should not be reported by (is for individual examinees or in sum-

mary form for groups of examinees except under either of the following cir-

cumstances:

a. when it is anticipated that only one edition of the test will be offered for

use in the foreseeable future or it is demonstrated by appropriate empirical

procedures that raw scores on all the editions to be compared are inter-
changeable; or when raw scores on that test edition will not be compared

directly with raw scores on another test edition; or

b. when reported in comunctien with a scaled score and in a context that sup-

ports appropriate Interpretation, such as when a copy of the test itself is

available or when individual or group responses to individual items,
depending on whether individual or group performance is being assessed,

are available.

2 If a test or test battery yields multiple scores for an individual and scaled

scores are to be used directly (e.g., without reference to norms tables) in inter-

preting performance profiles, the scales should be normatively defined and

each should be defined with respect to the same population.

3. When different tests in a program are taken by different examinees whose

scores are to be directly compared, the scales for the tests should take into

account possible differences among the groups of examinees who take the

various tests,

4. Established scales should not be redefined except under compelling circum-

stances. If a scale is to be substantially redefined, the numerical values should

be changed substantially to minimize the possibility of confusion between test

results expressed on the revised scale and results expressed on the original

scale. An exception to this guideline may appropriately occur if the test in

question is one of a set of tests for which a single range of numerical values

(e.g 20-80) is used and the scales for other tests in the set have not been

redefined.

5. Scale properties that affect score interpretation and use should be described

in program publications available to the examinees and to institutional or

agency users.

6. Technical manuals and interpretive publications for institutional or agency

score users end examinees should indicate, in lartguage appropriate to the
audience, whether a distributively based scale is intended to be normative or

nonnormative. If it is intended to be normative, the groupshould be described

7. Whenever a normatively defined scale no longer conveys useful normative
information, all published descriptions of the scale should be changed

accordingly.
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8. Program publications should Laudon score recipients (users and examinees)
that scores received on different tests that are reported on scales that are sim-
ilar in appearance may not be equivalent.

Guidelines 9 through 14 apply only to scales established after guidelines 1-8 were
published on August 1, 1977.

9. If a scale is to be distributive, the choice between a normative and nonnorma
nye distributive scale should take into account:

a, the extent to which normative interpretation with reference to a particular
population will be appropriate and useful for all examinees who take the
test and for all purposes for which the scores are Intended to be used,

b. the probable time period dunng which the normative information con-
veyed by the scores will continue to be descriptively appropriate, and

c. the feasibility of identifying and testing a suitable group of examinees on
which to base a normative scale.

%.

10. The choice bets+, een a distributive and nundistributive scale should take into
account the use for which the test was intended and to which the test is likely
to be put

11. If a scale is to be defined wah reference tu standards of performance, the basis
fur establishing the standards should be determined empirically or rationally
rather than arbitrardy.

12. The cumentiunal grade yr age-equivalent score (the grade or age fur which a
particular scure is the average) should nut be used to establish the score scale
for a test ur system of tests. This type of score, as it typically has been derived,
should be avoided altogether as a basis for reporting test perforniance. Hmv
ever, the grade (or age) for which a particular scaled score on a test is the aver
age, referred to here as a grade (age) level indicator" to distinguish it from the
conventional gradeequivalent (age-equivalent) score, may be reported to
help in score interpretation, if the practices customarily followed in denying
and presenting grade-equivalent (age-equivalent) scores are modified in accor
dance with crs criteria that obviate the technical interpretive problems that
grade.equivalent (ageequivalent)scores create.

13 The choice ot a scale should take into account the likelihood uf confusion with
other widely used scales.

14. In establishing the number uf distinct scale values to be reported, considera
uun should be given to the relative importance of the need to avoid errone
ous &unctions arnung individuals (by reporting different scores for individuals
whuse true scores are the sanie)and the need to maintain distinctions that, on
the average, will be correct (by reporting different scores fur groups of individ .

uals whose average true scores are dif(erent).

4 4 4
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Procedural Guidelines: Equating

t Adequate equating should precede comparisons of the test performance of

two or more individuals or groups on nonidentical items or sets of items such

as test offerings in which successive, or alternate, forms are used inter-

changeably,

2. ftatistical methods selected for equating should be used only under circum-

stances that are consistent with the assumptions under which the methods

have been developed.

1 In regular and continuing testing programs that are available to users, inte-

, grated, long-range systems of equating the scores onall successive editions of

the test should be used and described in technical publications.

4. For those tests that are offered for institutional use (as distinguished from

externally administered tests offered in testing programs) of which only a

limited number of forms are available, equating of ne-w forms should be based

on specially designed studies in which examinees or groups of examinees are

selected by an appropriate sampling procedure to take the alternate forms Dr

alternate sequences of forms.

5. When test forms are equated with the use of common (anchor) items, the psy-

chological task of taking those items (represented, for example, by the direc-

tions, the context of the items and the speededness of the part of the test in

which the items appear) should be the same for all examinees.

6. When the common items used for equating are not representative of the tests

being equated, the groups of examinees used for equating should be as nearly

as possible equivalent,

7. 'In the continuing testing programs, statistical checks (e.g., check equating,

special scale-stability studies) should be employed to permit regular assess-

ment of the precision of the equating.
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Procedural Guidelines: Score lipterpretation

1. Effective test use and meaningful ;core interpretation should be supported
and augmented by:

a, the developmcmt of appropriate test norms based on administering tests to
samples from a defined population when there is a reasonable expectation
that a large proportion of the schools or other ono selected for the norms
sample will agree to'Participate; or

b, a rationally developed system of interpretation shared with'score recipi-
ents when score interpretation is not developed from normative data

2. Tests offered fur &Ire and described by us as standardized tests (as distin
guished rrum tests offered in testing programs) should have adequate norms
Of other information for use in interpreting test results.

3 When test norms are developed by administenng tests to samples from a
(Mined population, the resulting norms should be representative of any rele
vant subgrouncluding those defined by sex or ethnicity, in proportion tu
their frequency in the defined population. Such subgroups may be deliber-
ately over.sampled fur more preuse estimation of the statistical characteristics
of the population by procedures that take over-sampling into account Data
on the proportions in the sample and in the population, when available.

should be reported in an appropriate technical publication

4. The report of a special norms study should provide information on

a. the sampling design;

b. the participation rate of institutions or individual respondents in the sample

c. charactenstics of the participating instautions and individuals,

d. weighting systems used in preparing norms, and

e estimates of sampling variability along with an acknowledgment, when
necessacy, that such estimates do nut take into account biases arising frorn

nonparticipatron

5 When descriptive statistics bawd on program testing (as distinguished from

norms based on special norms studies) are-published, the following guidelines

should be used. .,

a both table titles and descriptive material should make it clear that the sta

tistics are based on examinees or participating institutions or other usue

agencies,

b the descriptive material should define the nature of the group by identify
mg the appropriateness of the sample and the factors that relate the back
ground of the group to test performance, and by acknowledging explicitly
that the sample is selfselected;
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C. when possible, reports should be prepared to show compansons of data
based on program examinees or institutional characteristics With relevant
data on variables from other sources; and

d. when information about interpretive data is prepared for different user
groups, the presentation, whenever practicable, should be adapted to the
needs and background of each group.

6. When norms are developed from program testing, the age, sex and ethnic
composition of the program norms group should be described whenever such
information about subgroup membership isavailable.

1

7. In testing programs, descnptive statistics should be compiled periodically
from a sarhple or entire population in order to monitor the participation and
performance of males and females drawn from diverse backgrounds, interests
and experience (e.g., major ethnic group, handicapped status and other rele-
vant subgroups of the population of intereSt).

8. If norms intended fo, use in the interpretation of individual scores are pre-
sented separately for males and females or for members of specific ethnic
groups, the rationale should be carefully described. Separate norms may be
justified for scores used primarily for guidance when access to theexpenences
needed to earn a high score is clearly related to subgroup membership and a
more direct index of access is not available. The existence of score differences
between subgroups does not in itself justify presentation of separate norms.

9. Descriptive statistics prepared separately for subgroups of the relevant test-
taking population, but not intended for use in interpreting individual scores,
should not be presented in a way that encourages their usefor such a purpose.

10. Institutional or agency users and examinees should be informed of the stan-
dard error of measurement of a score, and test interpretation materials should
point out the limitations of test scores and encourage score users to take into
account the possible scores a test taker might achieve on retesting.

11. Statistical data used in score interpretatiun should be revised annually except
when less frequent revision is judged to he appropriate as, for example, when
norms are based on special studies. A statement of the period in which the
data were collected should be included in any publication that presents the
data.

12. Institutional ur agency score recipients should be provided with interpretive
mateiials designed to be helpful for using scores in conjunction with other
information, setting cutting scores where appropriate, interpreting the scores
for special subgroups (e.g., ethnic minorities, males, females, and handl
capped students), conducting local normative studies, and developing local
interpretative materials
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Validity

1, us should provide evidence of the validity of its tests in relation to the pima
pal purposes ur intended uses of the tests. One or more of the following may
be applicable:

a, When test scores are to be interpreted in terms of degree of mastery of tbe
knowledgcb skills, or abilities of a domain represented by the test, content
validation evidence should be provided.

b. When test scores are tu be interpreted in terms of the prediction uf future
behavior, criterionrrelated validation evidence should be provided

When test scores are tu be-interpreted as a measure of a theoretical con
struct, construct salidation evidence should be provided

2 Evidence of content validity should be based (a) on a careful determination
and analysis of the dumain(s) uf interest and of the relative importance of top
;is within the domain, and (b) on a demonstration that the test is an appropn
ate sample of the knowledge or behavior in the domain(s). A report ori es;
dent e ot content validity should present descriptions 'of the procedures
employed in tim study, including the number and qualifications of experts in
solved if) mialysis uf the domain or evaluation of the relevance and appro-

priateness of the test

1 Construct validation should be based on rational and empirical analyses of
processes undedying performance un the test in question including, where
appropriate, noncogintne as well as cognitive furrtions. Empirical evidence
relevant tu the analyses should imlude results of investigations of the degree
to which test scores are feletod or unrelated to other Variables in .vays implied

by intended interpretations

4 Critenarelated validation should be used only why technically sound and
relevant c riteria are available ur can be developed and when other conditions
affecting feasibility %warrant the study.

a Criterion-related validalicin should involve as many performance variables

as necessary to permit evaluation of the effeuiveness of test scores for pre-

dicting the types of behavior they are intended to niCasure. .

ntenon-related validation should not combine variables tu form a single
(merlon measure unless stir h a procedure is justified by logical considera
tions or empirical evidem e or the prat tical requirements of the intended
use of the results,

c Criterion data should be t ollected in a way that permits an assessment of
rfie reliability uf each criterion variable, but with the understanding that
there may be several sources of irrelevant variation (e.g , sampling of cwt..
non content, source of criterion ratings or data, and so forth),

91-170 0-82---29'
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26 5. interpretations of correlations between test scores arid criterion variables

should take into account such factors as sample size, criterion reliability, pos-

sible restnction in the range of scores obtained in the yak/ay study sample,

and other contextual factors.

6. The method(s) by which any validation is accomphshed should be fully docu-

mented; such documentation should include approprrate details such as the

nature and reliability of the criteria, a description of ithe subjects used, the

materials surveyed and the qualifications of the expertS who made judgments

\ regarding the appropriateness and importance of test content.

Where adequate methods are employed to insure equivalence of scores on

alternate forms, it is not necessary that each new forM be validated. New vali-

dation studies should be made if revised tests have substantial changes, such

as different item types, or if they sample a revised performance domain,

8. When appropriate and feasible, the validity of a test should be investigated

separately for subsamples of the test-taking population.

9. When a name of a test is established, it should not imply more than is justified

by evidence of validity.

VI Information should be made available to institutional and agency users that

would be of assistance to them in planning and conducting focal validity

studies.

1
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TEST USE

Principle

27

Proper and fair sc ol is tests is 05(7)(411 tu the social utility and prpfessional
acceptance of Its work

Policies

A. us will set forth dearly to sponsors, insmutional or agency users, and exam
inees che principles of proper use of tests and interpretauon of test results .

b., us win egablish procedures by which fair and appropriate test use can be pro
moted and misuse can be discouraged or ehminated.

Procedural Guidelines

1. Program publications should:

a. deg rthe appropriate uses and caution against potential misuses of pro-
gram tests:

b. explain dearly that test stores reflect past opportunity to learn and Os
courage mg interpretations that go beyond reasonable inferences frorn
teg performance;

c. eniphasrze that an inclivIdual's test score should be tnterprded in the con-

text of other information about him or her;

d. provide appropnate information about test content, difficulty, and purpose
to help the institutional or agency user select fnsuuments that meet the
measurement requirements of the situation and avoid selecting, requiring
or using inappropriate tests;

e. rnvite nigitutional or agency users to consult with the program sponsor
andior us about their currern or intended uses of us developed tegs and
identify the offices to be contacted for this purpose_.

f summarize results ot research relevant to the use9 the test or cite reter

ences in which such results are reported,

g describe adequately and clearly scale properties that affect score interpre-
tation and use;

h advise institutional ur agency use'rs that decisions about the application of
single or multiple prediction equations, based on distinguishing charauer
isms such as sex, ethnic group or curricular emphasis or framing, shbuld be

, preceded by careful examination of social, educational and psychometric

factors;
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28 advise institutional or agency users that if examinee'grotiping based on test

scores is practiced, provision should be made for frequent review of group

assignments to determine actual performance;

j. stress that pass-fail or cut-off scores eslabhshed for such purposes as

admission, credit, or certification should be used as a basis for decision-

making only if the institutional or agency user has a carefully developed

rationale, justification, or explanation of .the cutting scorethat is adopted;

and .
k: encourage institutional r agency users to reexamine cut-off score policies

periddically to minimize or eliminate possible disproportionate exclusion

of members of any group such as men and wqmen drawn from diverse

backgrounds (e.g., maior ethnic, handicapped and other subgroups of the

population of intereit) in the face of other evidence that would predict°

their success or indicate their competence.

2. Special (nonprogram) publications should be developed and disseminated by

ETS to promote fair use of.tests and discourage misuse of tests.

3. Complaints or mformation about questionable interpretation or use of

reported tcores should be investigated by means of procedures designed for

detecting misuse. Such procedures should be docume ted, and records

should be kept of such complaints aiid their disposition.

4. In cases where a clear misuse is brought to its attention, us should inform the

sponsor and thiinstitutional or agency user of EIS'S opinion as to the misuse

and seek voluntary correction of the misuse. I( reasonable efforts to seek

voluntary correction are not successf4, ETS, in conjunction with the sponsor,

should take steps to determine whetheoo continue supplying tests of report-

ing scores to the institutional or agency user.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
'ADVICE, AND INSTRUCTION

Principle

h is dednated not only to ptOviding measurement progra.. md ( undm ting
research, but also to pngnoting im re,hml understanding of mwsuremen (and
test Use

'Policies

A. Eh will develoy, and oder instructional programs in the areas of measurement.
evaluation, and related research through such forms as publications, seminars,
in-service training, intensive residence courses. workshops, internships and
conferences Eh may undertake these activities independently or in coupera
tion with other agenues, professional groups or educational institutions.

B. Eh will provide advice and information on measurement related issues and
about us programs, research and services. In this activity, us will work, where
feasible, in collaboration with other professional organizations that shovs A
concern about measurement.

C. its will respond promptly to requests for advice, instructiun and technical
assistance related both tu programs and services offered by us and to the

of educational measurement, evaluation and research

D. Eh unfurni to high standards of accuracy and professionalism in its advi
sory, instructional and technical assistance activities.

E us will provide advice, instruction ,ind technical assistance to clients from the
private and public sectors and f Pim foreign and domestic government agen
cies to the extent that such services are consistent with us areas of expertise.
meet accepted professional and ethical standards, and reflect an understand
ing of and respect for cultural differences

F ts will endeavor to promote increased understanding of the purposes arid
procedures ,,tf. testing among professionat groups and in the public sector, its
will make thcs effort both independently and in coupelation svith other organi
zatiems that share this responsibility. -,

4 5 ?.
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Protedural Guidelines

1. Ms offices should offer advic7, inttruction and technical assistance, the staff-

, ing for such services should be determined by the nature of the services and

the expertise required.

\

2, The special requirements of audiences with varying needs. interests, cultural-

backgrounds and levels of knowledge should be considered when ETS pro-

vides technical assistance, advice, Or instruction.

1
3. New developments in research or lesting,should be considered when tech-

nical assistance, advice and instruction are offered.

4. Technical assistance, advice and iqstruction offered to institutions or agencies
should include guidance on how to use other information about examinees
(such as, previous academic performance, English as a second language, lid
family or cultural background factOrs) in conjunction rvith test score

!

, 1

5 Comprehensive collections or reference materials relating to tests, meai
ment evaiuition and related research should be develop mairitaine O.

made available to all us staff members aqd, when appropriate,
groups and individuals outside theorganization,

1

..

\

/
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GLOSSARY OF ERMS 11

,14 «oat s I he extent to %%Mutt a print mal prodin t ( ()Worms to its spe(!ti
catums a i mei tly reflects thy st lul e data %sithiri tlw speithed limits of tell
hility

henl (see sponsor)

intwor Permission grained b an ndisidual or that iridnadual s ra rent or
guardian to the use or release of data held by t is Sur ii permission granted
Upon receipt or a reasoilahle explartatu an tat the purpose of thy use or release
and a wasmoble explanation of the manner III V. hrt h die results %sill be
reported

00. al 10..1'mo...0 Inhumation that %sill be used to drass ,important inter
enc es (a) al ea aut the sporisAir is-appointed external Um illiatees, institutional
air agen, 1.1Wr rocacturiee sublet t or respondent, or (b) by the sponstrf
tutuinal ea' atteni s user exantirup sllhjer t or respondent and is hit Ii at nt or

re( t ii IM he harmful

I 5 irdiiire ..13, A si ale that is detined to yield eitlwr a spe( Med store de,
tribution or a wet itied Amon and standard lleN,kftion tor a particular !tr(ill!) Art
exatitirwes

C'el it Irustvl, ihe kis Board of trustees is the gin eming hody ot [is
There are 1- trustees StMeen are Out ted tor tour-war terms \ ess members
ot the Nord are elet ted by current trustees The President ot AS an IA,

(Ann

held i0,1j.00 1)40 lila, 101001-m0mi about indniduals and institutions
held try t Is and dement iNgn t provided serS lies ut (MN (11)14 processing
snirage retriesal and &semitone an

t hi Id Resew. h blies inhumation held by tt and generated through
Its t oridto ted researe h intended to result in the des elopment tit ness en nn
pr;lsed techniques and materials ten applu mum in str h areas as I. lasstounl
anon( non. e%oluation of progress (insane! educ animal goals, i ounseling of
students and dee P.100 mating of si hool administrators
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Exarnmee An individual who takes a test, developed and or administered by

EIS

institutional or-Agency User An organizational recipient of us-processed or

produced information

truerrnedraw Product Materials that are not released externally, but that are

necessary to the production of the principal product.

Nondismbutive Scale A scale that is defined without reterence to the ob-

served test performance of a particular group.

Nonnormanve Scale A scale that is based on the performance of any conveni-

ently available subgroups of examinees for whom the test is appropriate A

score on a nonnormatwe scale is not intended to convey information about

an examinee's standing in relation to a defined population 0

Nonnative Sca te A scale that is based on the test performance of a sample of

rbxaminees, selected as prescribed by a specified design, from a clearly defined

population. A score on a normative scale is intended to convey useful infor-

mation about the pertormance of a particular examinee in relation to the per-

fmmance of that population

Principal Product us-produced or processed matenals (e.g annual reports,

pertormance data, score reports and admissions tickets) that are released or

transmitted to a sponsor, is-appointed external committee, institutional or

agency user, examinee. subject or respondent, pursuant to a contract or pub-

lished commitment, Standards with respect to accuracy and timeliness are

applicable to principal products.
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Piai . lp ir 1h un lit,, in ir, i it Vf 'IM1I11W1 Selig totH Prim i duff, Diti-

,o (A Industrial )osainlatoo al I'Syt. kik ig5 , Aiuitrn an Psych( ilogn al Assoua

non Dayton I he Indtistnal trganitational Psycholtost, 1975

th ,Velrth nt An individual vs ho provides data It) a teSeattli prole( t in a man
ner and tor a purptise daterent front either examinees or subjects

'1,,,omrt Hut all, 11 WI professional...a inc upattunal assixialitals tederal state
Irn al lgitin ies public plicate lonodations 5 hit.lt contra( t o,ith k ts tor its

'this category includes theu govlx11111og boards, nutiobership arid ap-
Anted committee., or staft

tod (O.: chit ,thon,11 aud t'ss., lt,ts Amen( an Ns,. hologn at
xi 9 Anient ai i bit/4,111011,A Reseatt hi Assoc iation, and National

, nut iii :,r1'4e csurement in f(Iut anon 1A astungton, D.0 APA, 1974

A part na the larger populatii ii, vchii h is definable according to an
nas a iitemi as appropriate te g by sex rat e or ethru«rrigin, training or tor

real pre1 ),If.114. geitgral 401 in mita, an mile level handl( ap and or age)

i An individual Mai partly pates pi al/ Is tahlaatlit), ta experimental
teSeilfi hi ttiOjei,

It, L'i tie A Set ot anangetimias under +.shith examinees au s heduled
to take a test under st.undardized trnditi,rns, the tests are supplied Aith
instrut I,, 711S tor guar% and taking them, and arrangements are made tor s«ir
mg the tests ceportiaig the si mes, and providing interpretative information as
pall +it .1 inigoing Sets n e A program is characterized by its

ontinuing a hat& lei and by the an lusiveness ot the sena( es pros ided

TOM h f degree to ,s hit h a prim ipal product is released or delNered
its re( Tient vs ohm a predefined schedule
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

Appeniqx D

PRINCETON. N.J. 08540

October 30, 1981

SUMMARY REPORT OM TZST DISCLOSURE REQUESTS,

TEST ITEM CHALLENGES, HAND-SCORING REQUESTS,

AND TEST FEES

Educational Testing Service and its client boards voluntarily have implemented
nationwide the provision for test disclosure embodied an New York state law. The

summary which follows. documents the scope of this voluntary action for the 21-month

period from January f, 1980 to September 30, 1981. It is tangible evidence of whit

has been accomplished for openness in testing without federal legislation.

Test Disclosure Requests <January 1, 1980 tq September 30, 1981)

'Tests Disclosed:

Scholastic Aptitude Test, Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test,

Graduate Management Admission Test, Graduate Record Aptitude Tett,

Test of English as a Foreign Language

Number of Major Administrations: 48

Number of Major Administrations Disclosed: 29

Number of Test-Takers at Disclosed Administrations
(excluding PSAT): 1,175,000

Number of Test,Disclosure Requests: 48,743

Number of PSAT/NMSQT Test-Takers Receiving
Automatic Disclosure: 1,292,700

Average Response Time to Disclosure Requests: Less than 3 weeks

Note. SAT disclosed in New York only in this period; will be available
nationwide beginning in 1981-82 testing year.

Law School Admissions Test not included because ETS does not handle
disclosure requests for this test.
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Test Item ChaAlskies (Jwnuary 1, 1980 to September 30, 1981)

----1---.udesItLaw School Admission Test and special administrations disclosed)

Number of Test Items Disclosed:
6,480

Number of Test,Forms Disclosed:
40

Number of Test Items Challenged:
q4

Number of Flawed Test Items Resulting from

Test-taker Challenges: .
3

(1 each for the LSAT, SAT, and PSAT/NHSQT)

Humber of Flawed Test Irene Identified and Removed

Before Scoring by Normal Review Procedures:
11

(GHAT-I, GRE-3, LSAT-1, SAT-4, TOEFL-2;

10 different test forms)

Number of Tests Restored:
938,000

'Number of Scores Revised:
289,000

Hand Scoring Requests (July 1, 1980 to September 30, 1981)

(Available nationwide _for all administrations)

Number of Candidates All Administrations
(including SAT, GMAT, GRE, and TOEFL) 2,424,000

Number of Hand Score Requests: 1,241

Average Response Time to Hand Score Requests: Less than 3 weeks

Test Fe'es for 1981-82

Scholastic Aptitude Test

Graduate Record Examinatiik

Graduate Management Admission Test

Test of English as a Foreign Language

Law School Admission Test (Test and Registration)

:159

$10.50,

$24.00

$27.00

$19.00

$38.00
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES, 1980-81

Virginia B. Smiih, Chairman
President
Vassar College
Poughkeepsie, NY

Appendix E

PRINCETON. N.J. 08541

Paul F. Sharp, Vice Chairman
President Emeritus. and Regents' Professor
Center for Studies on Higher Education
The University of Oklahoma
Norman, OK

Gregory R. Anrig

President
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ

Charles R. Bowen
Director.

Plans and Program Administration
in University Relations

International Business Machines
Corporation

Armonk, NY

Ernest L. Boyer
President
The Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching
Washington, DC

John T. Caldwell
Chancellor Emeritus
north Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC

Alfredo G. de los Santos, Jr.
,Vice Chancellor for Educational

Develokment
Maricopa County Community

College District
Phoenix, AZ

Norman C. Francis
President
Xavier University of Louisiana
New Orleans, LA

Dorothy E. Gregg
Corporate Vice President

Communications
Celanese Corporation
New York, NY

F. Sheldon Hackney
President
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA,.

Kurt M. Hertzfeld
Secretary tothe Investment Committee
Amherst College
Amherst, MA

Elizabeth D. Koontz
Assistant State Superintendent

for Teacher Education
State Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, NC

Charles D. O'Connell, Jr.
Vice President and Dean of Students

The University of Chicago
Chicago, IL
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A. Kenneth Pys
Chancellor
Duke University
Durham, NC

Tows Rivera
Chancellor
University of California
Riveraidel CA

Stephen H. Spurr
Professor
Lyndon I. Johnson School of Public Affairs
The University of Texas
Austin, TX

Donald M. Stewart
President
Spelman College
Atlanta, GA

October 1981
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, Mr. Witiss. I have a few questions I would like to ask you, and at_
the outset I would ask also that in the event additional questions
occur to members of the two subcommittees, many of whom are not
here today because of other business, they may be submitted to you
in writing after tl3e close of this particular set of hearings and you
will have 10 legislative days in which to respond.

Mr. ANRIG. I d be happyto do so, Mr. Chairman.
,Mr. WEISS. Fine. You had indicated that you've been working

with the three major ,organizations that are involved in setting
standards in your areathe American Psychological Association,
the American Research Association, National Council on Measure-
ment and Education. Is that a change in policy? Has that not been
the case up to this point?

Mr. ANRIG. Mr, Chairman, there are two parts to your question.
The first is that the existing standards of those three organizations
independen'tly arrived at by those theee organizations have been
incorporated into the ETS standards for quality and fairness that I
referred to in my testimony. Those standards, however, were devel-
pped a number of yeqrs ago by those three associations. By their
own decision, quite separate and apart from any organization in
the testing field, they have decided to update and revise those
standards. That updating and revision is going on now independent
of any testing organization. It is being sponsored and directed by
the three assouations. What my testimony says is that our organi-
zation, Educational Testing Service, is willing to commit ourselves
to those standards because we would do no less whether or not we
felt the pressure to do so. We are prepared to do so when those
standards come out. They are currently being developed independ-
ent of any testing organization.

Mr. WEISS. Right, had there been standards previously?
Mr. ANR1G. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. And had ETS adhered to those standards pr,eviousiy?
Mr. ANRIG. That is correct. The standards of those three associ-

ations that have been currently in effect wtre used as the basis for
developing what I referred to as the ETS standards for quality and
fairness, and that's what we tested out over the last couple of
years. We feel that we have met those standards and indeed ex-
ceeded that and are committing ourselves to go that far by_corpo-
rate policy and beyond.

Mr. WEISS. I have my hands full taking on the testing agencies
rather than starting another round with them, but if their stand
ards have been ones that you've been adhering to I sort of question
how diligent they have been in setting standards.

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, I think first of all when I say that
ETS has been adhering to those standards, that doesn't mean nec-
essarily that all other organizations, are. I'm speaking now again
only for Educational Testing Service. Those standards, if you have
your staff take a look at them or to meet_with any members of
those three associations, are in my judgment profoundly important
and strong standards for quality and accuracy of testing. They
don't cover all the areas with which you have addressed yourself,
but they do cover many of the areas that underly your concern
about testing. And I think they are by all judgments of the profes-
sionals in the area very high standards.
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Mry WEISS. Okay, haye you conveyed the proposal and challenge
that is-incorporated on page 8 of your testimony to any of the other
testing organizations, or is this the first public setting-tb-Fth--"Orth-dt
proposid and challenge.

Mr. ANRIC. Mr. Chairman, I didn't want to take away in any
way from the prerogatives of your committee or hearing. I wanted
to express that first here, but I did have delivered to some of the
other orwizations that are affected by this, a copy of my testimo-
hy yesterday afternoon._So, they have been informed arSout it, but
the formal announcement of it I wanted to reserve for today's hears
ing, out o respeU to you.

Mr. WEI 'S. It's too soon yet to know what kind of response you
will be gett ng from the other organizations.

Mr. ANRI . I think it will be a wonderful question for you to ask
of them.

Mr. WEISS.\ Welf,-Eh-e-yhaven't even had a chance to think about-
it yet. In the course of the pag couple of years, we've had a
number of objections raised to what we were attempting-to do and
you touched on some of those. I wonder if we could sort of go
through4em again. The question of costs, fbr example. Have you
had occasion yet to undertake a study of what the total cost is of
queSTion development so far as ETS is concerned, and how that cor
relates to the proposed increases in the costs to applicants to take
that test?

Mr. ANRIC. First, with, regard to the correlation of the cost to'the
applicant fees, aS you know, Mr. Chairman, there is required in
New York State ap audit as I understand it of the increase in fees'
in connection with the Levale bill. If it's not required at least it's
being followed out.1So there is now an audit being conducted of the
college board expenses, specifically with regard-to the SAT, and the
results of that audit will be made available as soon as that's com-
pleted. That's beini done by the college board independent of us.

The question is, are there costs connected with test disclosure
and the answer to that clearly is, yes. Indeed, logic would indicate
that there would be. If you disclose forms of tests you have to de-
velop new forms and4 indeed, new forms are being developed. For
instance, in the grad ate management admissions test prior to dis-
closure we had to have two forms developed annually. Now we de-
velop four. With the graduate record examination two forms were
developed annually prior to dibclosure. Now we develop four. With
the scholastic aptitude test, before disclosure we developed 10
forms each year, I'm. sOrry, 7 forms each-year, now we're develop-
ing 10. That means that just at ETS alone' the number of people
who work on test development logically has to be expanded to-do
that. From a number of 42 to .63 just during this period of time. A
50-p'ercent increase to coknply. with_thelaw.

Mr.-WEISS. A 50-percerit increase in what?
Mr. ANRIC. In .terms of the number of staff to develop the tests.
Mr. WEISS. Yes, but that still leaves open the question as to what

percentage of the total amount of moneys that are taken in by ETS
are in fact spent on test development and what the percentage of
increase is due to the additional work that's required of ETS.

Mr. JNRIG. OK, those are two different questions. First, with
regard o every dollar that is spent by a teg-taker for the four
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major programs that we,administerthe college board admissions
testing program, the graduate management admissions test, the
graduate record examinations, and the national teacher examout
of every dollar paid, 9 cents of that dollar is fcr test development.
That doesn't really tell you much. That doesn't tell you what thes,
cost of test disclosure is. That just tells you what portions of the
overall costs of ETS go for test development. The actual cost of test
disclosure as we've been able to estimate them, and I would have to
say that this is an estimate, Mr. Chairman, becatise I anticipated
you to ask that question and I asked that it be drawn toget,hei..
We've hustled around, I've only been there for 2 months, so we had
to go around and do this; but let me give you our best estimates of
that, and these are good faith figures that are subject to change
but I think they're generally correct.

Iri. the first year, talc:ng all the programs that we administer that
were affected by test diselosure. Taking the internal costs that we
were incurring in terms of responding to that, it cost me something
to come here today for instance, you take all of the costs that were
involved directly with test disclosure, and in 1979-80 -that came to
an estimate of a little over $1.2 million for ETS. In 1980-81 because

I then we were developing the newer forms, we had a total cost esti-
mate of about $2.3 million. Arid for 1981-82, this year, be'cause
we're moving ahead in some of the programs to further test discic
sure, we estimate our costs will be ,about $2.6 million. Now, that
takes all of the costs that we could legitimately identify and we
weren't stretching this, that is, 1 said, don't put anything that's on
the edges of this thing. I want it to be, as much as possible, an ac-
curate picture of our direct, actual costs of test disclosure. They are
those figures that I've just spoken to you. Now, that may just be a ,
small part of a slice of a pie that says 9 percent, but it's a lot of
money. So it's important for us to understand that the worthy pur-
poses tha you're trying to accomplish do cost money.

Mr. W Ass. I appreciate that. Now, put that into context. Tell me
what the 'fees were prior to 1979 and tell me what the fees are cur-
rently.

Mr. ANRIG. Sure. In 1979-80 the fee for the Scholastic Aptitude
Test was $8.25. In 1980-81 it was $9.25. In 1981-82, this year, it will
be $10.50. -

Now, I think I want, to make a point on that, Mr. Chairman,
Back, as we used to say where I lived in your district, as a matter
of fact, we can get it for you wholesale, and it is. If you take the

. costs in 1954-55, way before test disclosure, it cost $6 to take the
admissions testing_program. If you just -put inflation on that, noth-
ing else, just inflation from 1954-55, the fee this year should be
$17.50. It is $8.25, or at least in 1979-80 it was $8.?5.

Mr. WEISS. Commissioner, don't take me back to 1954. Our ef-
forts to impose additional requirements on you only go 1ack to
1979. 4 -

Mr. ANRIG. Yes, I gave you those figures. . \
Mr. WEISS. Right. If I'm correct, what you're saying is it's gone

up,from $8.25 to $10.50, right?
Mr. ANRIG. That's correct, for the scholastic aptitude test.
Mr, WEISS. Right. So, there's an increase of somewhere around 25

percent. _

.1 4.
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Mr. ANRIG. Over a 3,-year period, during the arne when the infla-
tion rate -was-gping at a fttirly high rate also.

Mr. WEISS. But the actual cost increase as a result of the áddi-
tional iiurden was perhaps 9 percent. We have figures indicating it
may have been 5 percent.

Mr. ANRIG. No, that latter part is not correct, Mr. Chairman...
Mr. WEISS.,Teil me where it's incorrect.
Mr. ANRIG. The 9 percent that you're using is in reference, I be-

lieve, to the point I said that for every dollar spent on tests, 9 cents
of that dollar is for test development.

Mi. WEISS. OK, tell me what the percentage of increase has been.
Mr. ANRIO. I don'tiknpw, I majored in history..,
Mr. WEISS. Would you do the committee a favor? Find somebody

that majored in math.
Mr. ANRIG. And did well on the SAT:c -

Mr. WEISS. And develop a. presentation in response to the gins-
tion that r asked. 'You know the overall context. Don't limit your-
self to whatever flaws there may .have been in my question, bpi
ta.ke,the overall cost-increased expenditure area and try to develop
a response so that, in fact, we have a full statement directed as to
what the additional increases in fees have been, what ,the addition-
al costs have been, with the appropriate breakdowns and so on,
OK?

Mr. ANRIG. I'll be happy to do that.
[Answers to Mr. Weiss' questions follow:J
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EDUCA"IONAL TESTING SERVICE

Greg. Anng
Prem4tn,

The Honorable Carl Perkins, Chairman
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,

and.Nocational Education
The Honorable Paul Simon, Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education

320 Cannon House Office luilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Messrs. Perkins and Simon:

I

1,RINCETON. N.J. 08541

December 10,,1981

During the hearing on H.R. 1662 on November 4, Congressman'Weiss requested
addtttonal inforuation from ETS on several points: The number of studentp

tested by ETS in Karr adatctions programs, appeal procedures vhich students
can use in test securily_cases, and costs related to disclosure. I am

providing that information below.

I. Number of students tested. The attached table,(Table 1)
provides candidate volumes for major admissions and

placement programs. The numbers represent caildidates

in each program. However, it should be noted that many

students who take the Advanced Placement EXAM also take

the SAT and Achievement tests. Similarly, sone students

take more than one professional school exam, e.g., CAE
and GMAT. Thus, the total of 4,119,400 is not an

unduplicated one.

_

The enclosed brochure, entitled 'ETS in Fact," ptovides

linformatiou

for the 1979-80 testing year as well is

) additionaL-general information about ETS programs.

2. Soore validity procedures. We make every effort to give
every studetil an equal chance Auring_the administration

of the test il the test center. We-vant- to be awe some

candidate) do notIlave an unfair advantage over others.
Thus, ve take the matter of test Aecurity very seriously.
At the same time, students whose scores are questioned
through our security piocedures must be assured that they

are treated fairly.

The procedures ve use in investigating the validity of
questioned scores are explained in the encloeed booklet

entitled "Score Widity Procedures." In addition, some

test sponsors provide for third party mediation should
normal procedures fail to resolve the matter. As an

4
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2. (cOnt.)

exakple, I am enclosin g. the policy statement adopted by

ETSland the College Board which applies to tests sponsored

by ?e College Board.

3. Fee:Sncreases related to disc:osur

It is important to understand that test fees are set by

tbe Policy boards and councils that sponsor,each of the

testvig programs, nook by ETS. It is the policy of each\

of the councils to keeplfees as reasonable as possible

but eee increases required vary from prograri to program

deperiding on such faCtors as a) changes in program

servi es, b).the number of people who take ti,e test,

c) in lation, and d) financial circumstancesand reserve
requirements of the sponsoring agency. Costa of disclosure

are byt one factor. Since the passage of therNew York

StateUaw in July 19/79, the cumulative fee increasei to
date in the prograv administered by ETS which are

covered by the law tange from less than 12 percent to

116 percent. ,

'

Similarly, the portion of these increases that is
directly attributable to disclosure varies among programs,
depending on the number of test forms disclosed, number
of tes?-takers, and changes in test development, equating

and administration procedures. For example, for the Test

of English as a Foreign Language, no change was, required

in the number of test editions developed annually or in

the forpat of the test, whereas the Graduate Management

Admisston Test had a 100 Percent increase in new test
editions developed annually along with the development

and implementation of a new, much more complex and

expensive method of providing comparability of scores

earned at different administrations. Although it is

extremlly difficult to separate, the elements contributing

to fee increases, our best esticiate is that the increases

in test fees in 1980-81 directly attributable to disclosure

ranged Irom very little to more than 37 perdent. Test fee

increases for the current tesiing'year range from 0 to 20

percent. The increases were due mostly to a combination of

inflation and disclosure, with the larger percentage increases

occurring in those programs whish.had to incorporate sharply

increaped test development cost and changed test formats. A

Cable butlining test fees for the three most recent years is

attar ed (Table 2).

4. Impli ations of H.R. 1662.

Implications of H.R. 1662 are not merely a matter of costs.

Two sections, SecEions 3 6 5, include requirements that not
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4. (cont.)

only would increase costs but wou/d present serious problems

of feasibility at any cost.

Section 3 -

Although all programs administered by ETS already
provide most of the information called for in Section 3,

1

the requirement in Section 3(A)(3) for r.porting to test
subjects "the correlation between test scores and success
in the career for which admission is sought" calls for

information not now availablel In the unlikely event

that consensus could be reached on a definition of
success, it would take many years to collect such

information and at great expense. Most test materials
include statements saying that the tests are not designed
to predict success in a given field and the career paths
taken by individuals after completion of graduate or
professional training are many and diverse.

In Section 3(4)(B), "a comparison of the average score
and percentiles by major income groups" is called for.
Some programs do not collect income information from

candidates. Reporting such information would require
revision of the application form, of the data base and
the computer system for the program. For a test such as

TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) which has
many foreign candidates from many different countries,
the information would be uninterpretable. For graduate

and professional programa, some applicants are dependent
on parental support while others are selfsupporting
with typically low incomes; we would be dealing with

"apples and oranges."

Section 3(4)(C) calls for "the extent to which test

preparation courses improve test subjects scores on

average." Meaningful statistical averages or percentages

on the effects of special preparation are not available

for most programs. TOEFL, for example, is an achievement

eest for which additional preparation would be expected

to produce significant gains. The design for a research

prOject and the collection of data for one year would

cost about $75,000.
*

Assuming that the additional information called for
could be provided, candidate informational bulletins

1See enclosed statement, "SidebySide Comparison of H.R 1662, Provi ione

and Current Practtces of Guidance and Admissions Tests Administered

ETS."
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4. (Cont.)

would have to be expanded, with increased costs for

printing an. distribution. For TOEFL, it is estimated
that the additional cost of distributing an expanded
handbcsk worldwide alone would be about $92,000.

Section 5

The costs of implementing the full disclosure called
for in thts section would be twofold: 1) the cost to

candidates of decreased flexibility, convenience and
opportunities to take tes*Loaehl 2) dollar costs,
resulting in higher test -es.

Because of the problems associated with disclosing tests
for every administration in progrims. testing 500p candi-
dates or more, and technical difficulties associated
with developing new tests for the small numbers of
candidates saved at sgecial administrations such as
those for Sabbath observers And the handicapped, it is
highly probable that the policy boards would decide to
elimindte some administrations and even drop some tests
enttrely, particularly from the College Board Achievement
Tests and Graduate Record Advanced Tests.

'

We tried to estimate some test development costs using
the assumptions that the current level of test administsa-
Lions would be maintained and that no changes in length'
or format of tests would be required:

a. Admissions Testin5 Program of the College Board

1. SATs.

0

Annually 22 forms are used.
Seven SAT forms are disclosed.
Currently 10 new forms are developed each year.
Twelve additional ones would be needed, if

administration for special populations such as
handicapped are limited to one or two per year.

Additional'cost of SAT test development:
$1,320,000.

Additional cost per candidate, using 1981 volumes:

831.

2. Achievement Tests.

Ten Achievement tests would probably fall under
provision of H.R. 1662. Each is administered

' 10 times per year.
On the average, onk new form of each is produced
'per year.
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Mine new forms of each would be needed.
Additional cost of test development: $2,970,000.

Additional cost per candidate: $10.31.

3. Total additional cost of test development:

$4,290,000.

b. Graduate Record Examinations

1. Aptitude Tests.

Annually 10 forms are used in major administrations.
There are more than 100 special administrations

in large urban areas, the cosc of which are

not estimated here.
Three forms are disclosed.
Currently 3 new forms &re developed each year.
Seven additional forms for major administrations

would be needed (eliminating special

administrations).
Additional test development costs: $1,155,000.

Additional cost per candidate: $440.

2. Advanced Tests.

Six tests would proliably be covered by H.R. 1662.
Each is administered 8 times per year in regular

administrations, as well as in numerous special

administrations.
On the average, one new form of each is produced

per year.
Seven additional forms of each would be needed for

regular administrations.
Additional test development costs: $2,226,000.

Additional costs per candidate (estimated volume

1980-817: $37.10.

3. Total additional test development costs:

-$3,381,000.

c. Grad...4re Managpent Admission Tests

All 4 rerAlar administrations are disclosed'

curr,alely.
Monday administrations plus those for

handicapped students are not disclosed.

Currently 4 new forms are developed per year.
Four additional new forms would be needed,

assuming handinapped testing would be limited

to once per year.
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Addttional test development costs: $600,000.

Addttional costs per candtdate served on Monday
and in handicapped administration: $545.

Additional costs spread over aii candidates:

$7.73.

The assumpttons of no changes In frequency of administra-
tions and In format or length of tests are unrealistic.
For example, the dtsclosure of all SAT forms would
require changes in the PSAT/NMSOT program. At the

present ttme, two new forms of the PSAT/NMSQT are
developed each year from two undisclosed SATs. If

undtsclosed SATs are no longer available, new questions
must be developed and pretested specifically for PSAT/
NNW and new methods for matntaintng score comparabillty
introduced at a presently unknown cost and at least ao

two-year teal time.

Currently, the voluntary national policy of disclogUre
provides the flexibtlity requtred to maintain servtces
to special populations, e.g., handicapped, Sabbath
observers, mtlttacy personnel, students needing make-up

admIntstrattons. Programs such as CRE and SAT now ust

tests equated on large administratigns for those special
popultttons. Present methods of making scores comparable
(as well as one being developed) require a much larger
number of text-takers than are available in the nnn-

Saturday admintstrations. Other new methods would
require considerable research and, if effective, the

lengthening of the tests.

The problems for chi! Achtevement and Advanced tests
include those menttoned above plus the formidable task
of productng a sufftctent quantity of quality questions
on the salt topics in a subject area, should 8 to 10
ttmes the number of new forms have to be produced each
year.

Consequently, should H.R. 1662 be passed in its current
form, some of the tests may be dropped from the list of
offerings and admtntstrations of others Itmited to one

or two per year. Moreover, for New York thero is an

ironic twist. Should the policy !Ards decide to

eliminate any small volume administrations for Sabbath
observers, there would bedn concurrent elimination of
the compenion, regular Saturday administrations in New
York, be,:ause an amendment to the New York law requires
that nn equal number of opportunities to take the test
must be available to Sabbath observers.

7.1
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As you can see, the implications are far reaching. While the concept of

disclosure of teat content seems straightforward and one we support--the
variations among programs, services to students, and arrangements for
special situations are such that sweeping legislation, howsver straight
forward in intent, will have unintended effects. I repeat my strong belief,

as stated in my testimony, that the goal of openness in testing can be 2nd

is being achieved without further legislation.

I hope this information responds adequately to the questions raised.

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

GRA:jd

Sincerely

GregoØ R.
Pres'dint

472
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TABLE I

ETS TEST CANDIDATE VOLUMES FOR SELECTED NATIONAL PROGRAMS

Testing Program Sponsor Candidate Volume/ 1980-81

ELEMENTARY 4 SECONDARY LEVEL

Secondary School Admission Test (SSAT) Secondary School Admission Test 52,500

Board, Inc.

COLLEGE LEVEL

Admissions Testing Program (ATP) College Board 1,556,100

Scholastic Aptitude Test only 1,282,100

AchieVement Tests only 76,000

SAT and Achievement.Tests 198,000

Advanced Placement Program (APP) College Board 134,000 $1).a)
00

College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) College Board 247,000

National Teacher LkAminations (NTE) National Teacher Examinations 75,000

Policy Council

Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National College Board/National meLit 1,295,000

Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT) Scholarship Corporation

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) College Board/Graduate Record 225,300

Examinations Board

GRADUATE 4 PROFESSIONAL LEVEL

Graduate.Manage nt Admission Test (GMAT) Graduate Management Admission Council 219,500

Graduate Record Ex minations (GRE) Graduate Record Examinations Board 285,000

Law School Admission Test (LSAT) Law School Admission Council 110,000

Iotal 4,119,400
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR ARBITRATION OF

,,. TEST SECURITY ACTIONS FOR COLLEGE BOARD MROGRAMS

Test takers whose scores have been questioned deserve assurance that their
rights to confidentiality and fair treatment are fully protected. Over the
years, ETS and the College Board have tried to ensure that the interests

of both test takers and score users are given balanced consideration.

Test scores are cancelled or withheld only if there is a reasonable basis for
questioning them and only after a thorough review of the pertinent facts -
including an opportunity for the tes. taker to provide additional information.
Such actions are intended to ensure equity, not to be punitive, further, they
are kept in strict confidence. The ETS Board of Review, a group of senior
members of the professional staff, reviews all information about scores of
questionable validity including information that the candidate or his or her

designee provides. Only if there is unanimous agreement among three Board of
Review members that there is a reasonable basis for questioning a score is the

candidate notified of the review, given the preliminary decision, and informed

of the options.
. .

\ .

Candidates whose scores are questioned by ETS are offered the following options.

I. to provide additional information to the Board of Review that the
candidate oefle-ves woUTTI-ead to a different decision;

2. to eetest to Confirm the questioned scores;
3. to cancel the 'scores with no record vaintained of any questions

raised;

4. to submit all information on the questioned scores to the colleges
that the candidlte designates.

The procedures described above are based on established practice and procedures
for dealing with test ;Cores of questionable validity in order to ensurg fair

t

1

eatment-and-conf4denliality. In establishing the following additiona procedures,

E $ and the College Board provide an option for candidates to go beyond 'kw
e isting procedures by appealing an ETS Board of Review decision to an inaependent

t ird,party.

A bitration Procedures

1. The candidate is informed by letter of the Board of Review's preliminary
decision that there is a reasonable basis Yor questioning the validity of the
candivate's score and is given the four options specified above. In the same

letter the candidate is told of the availability of third-party arbitration if
additional information provided by the candidate to the Board of Review does not

persuade it to change its decision.

2. If the Board of Review concludes that doubt still exists about the authen-
ticity of the score after the candidate submits additional information, the
candidate is reminded that appeal to an independent third party is available

and is told to contact ETS if he wishes to initiate this process.

4 74
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3. On request to initttaie the arbitration process, ETS will send a copy of an

Arbitration Agreement Form (see attachment A) to be signed by the candidate.

4. Upon receipt of the signed Arbitration Agreement Form for third-party

arbitration, ETS will forward the request to the American Arbitration Association

with a summary of all information, along with copies of supporting documents,

that led to the decision to question the validity of the candidate's scores.

5. Upon receipt from ETS, the American Arbitration Association will send to

the candidate a duplicate set of all the materials provided by ETS that led to

the decision to question the validity of the scores and will lie the candidate

twenty-one days to reply. The candidate will be informed thaerwhile under
normal circumstances, the costs of arbitration will be borne by the college

Board, the arbitrator may at his discretion charge the candidate for a portion

of the costs (not to exceed 5200) if the arbitrator finds that the appeal is

without reasonable foundation.

6. All informatinn received by the American Arbitration Association from one
party will be pro%ided to the other party with the opportunity for a response.

7. Ordinarily the arbitrator's decision will be made within ten working days

of receipt of the necessary information from the candidate. (If no response

is received from the candidate within the allotted time, the arbitrator will

make a decision based on the documents already submitted.) Ordinarily, the

decision will be based on information submitted by mail. However, the arbitrator

will consider i request for a personal hearing if there are compelling reasons

to do so. The cost incurred by the candidate for such an appearance will be

borne by the candidate. If a personal hearing occurs, both sides Will be

invited to apPear. The results of the decision will be forwarded in writing

to the candidate and ETS.

8. If the candidate's appeal is denied, the candidate's score will be cancelled.

If the candidate's appeal is upheld, ETS will inform the candidate by letter of

the specific actions taken to implement the arbitrator's decision, including

that the original score reports have been released to all recipients originally

designated by the candidate along with, if necessary, an appropriate letter of

explanation.

Periodic Review

The policies and procedures described in this paper should be reviewed

periodically and may be amended or revised based on experience and changing

circumstances.

July OBI
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ATTACHMENT A

Agreement for Submission to Arbitration of Test Security Actions

On (date) , I took the (name of exam) examin5tion

administered by Educational Testing Service at test center.

ETS is withholding release or, if already released, planning to cancel
my score(s) because of a decision by its Board of Review that there is a reasonable

basis for questioning the validity of the score(s). I have been informed of my

options, namely: (a) rz tt to confirm the questioned scores, (b) submission of
additional information to the Board of Review that I believe would lead to a
different decision, (c) authorizing the cancellation of my scores, with no
record maintained of any questions raised, (d) release of all information on the

questioned score to those colleges I have designated as score recipients. I

have submttted additional information to the Board of Review which has not
Persuaded it to revise its original decision that there is a reasonable basis
for questioning the validity of the score(s). I am now choosing to submit the

matter to independent third-party review with the following conditions:

I. I understand that the third-party arbitrator wile decide only whether
ETS has a reasonable basis to question the validity cf my scores and to

withhold or cancel them.

2. I understand that ,the decision of the arbitrator is final, and I agree,

as a condition of submission of the issue as mentioned above, to be bound

by the decision.

3. Upon receipt of this agreement signed by me, ETS will forward
this agreement, together with a summary of all information in its
possession leading it to question the validity of my score(s),
plus copies of supporting dpcuments, to the American Arbitration-
Association (AAA).

4. The AAA will then write to me and give me the opportunity to submit in

writing my pdsition that the questioned scores are valid, as well as
any additional relevant materials supporting my position. The AAA will

also send me a copy of all materials submitted to them by ETS and will send
a copy of materials submitted by me to ETS.

5. I will have twenty-on days from the date on the AAA's letter to
me (as mentioned in Paragraph 4, 'above) to eubmit my information. Following

receipt of my information, the arbitrator will reach a decision within ten

business days. I will receive a copy of that decision, in writtngfrom

the AAA.

6. If I do not submit the information requested by the AAA mentioned in
Paragraph 5, above, within the allotted time, the arbitrator will make a
decision based on the information available at the expiration of twenty-one
days from the date of the AAA's letter to me offering me a chance to submit

information.

4
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7. I understand/that,the arbitrator's decision will ordinarily in based on

information sdHmitted by mall: However, the arbitrator will consider

requests for a personal hearing if there are compellihg reasons to do so.

If a personal hearing occurs, both sides will be invited to appear. I ,

understand/that any costs incurred by me in such an appearance will be My

responsirity.

8. If/the arbitrator's decision is ln my favor, ETS will inform me in

writpg of the specific actions being taken to implement the arbitrator's
decision, including that the original score reports have been released to

all recipients designated by me.

9. If the arbitrator's decision is not In my favor, ETS will cancel my

score.

i10. I understand that, under ordinary Orcumstances, the costs of the
arbitration process will be borne by the College Board. I further understand,

however, that, should the arbitrator find appeal is without reasonable

foundation, I may be charged for a porti these costs not to,exceed

5200 at the discretion of the arbitrator.

I have read, understoodand agree to be bound by this agreement. I am

aware of my right to have the advice of anyone I choose before I sign this

agreement.

4 7 7

(Candidate)

(varent or guardian ot the candidate,
if the candidate is not 18 years of age)

'Mate)

.401
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TABLE 2

TEST FEES

1979-80 1980-81 19U1-82

SAT ,
. 8.25 9.25 10.50

,

New York Surcharge 1.75 .50

_
.

.
. x .

GRE 14.00 20.06 24.00

.

GNAT
4 ' 12.50 73.50 27.00 .

TOEFL e
International Testing Program, 17.00 19.6 19.00

4".,

Special Center Testing 25.00 27.00 27.00

. .

LSAT AND LSDAS

Basic Registrati Fee ---- ' 16:00 18.00

LSAT 15.00 .
15.00 , 20.00

LSDAS
. .

1 18.00 15.09
.-
/ 15.00

LSAT only 15.00 31.00 38.00

LSDAS only 18.00 31.00 33.00

LSAT + LSDAS 33.00 46.00' 53.00.

ft.
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This pamphlet is intended to familiarize test
takersand their parents and other persons.
from'whom they may seek advicewith the
procedures for reviewing test scores of
questionable validity. Examinee.s and other
affected parties are entitled to know why certain
scores have been identified for review and the
procedures used by Educatiohal Testing Service
(ETS) and testing program sponsors either to
verify or invalidate scores that have been
questioned.

Y1-170 0-82----31

Educatkoal Testing Servke Princeton. NJ 08541 -
ETS is an Equal eiFportunhy Employer.

Capyright () 1981 by Educational Testing Service.
All rights reserved.
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A Matter of Equity

Test takers whose scores have been questioned
deserve assurance that their rights to
confidentiality and fair treatment are being fully
protected. Over the years ETS has made a
diligent effoit to ensure that the interests of
both test takers and score users are given
baianced consideration.
. Our. concern for equity is precisely why-we
are stringent in matters of test security. Test
thkers who attempt to enhance their scores
through improper means, such as
impersonation or copying answers, are abusing
the rights of the vast majority of those who take
tests unassisted and in good faith. The first
obligation of ETS and the test sponsors is to
ensure that some candidates are not permitted
to have an unfair advantage over 'any others. We
also have an obligation to institutions that
receive scores to provide them with information
that accurately reflects the abilities of test
takers. Thus, when persons register to take an
ETS-administered test, they sign, in effect, a
contract acknowledging that ETS or the test
sponsor for whom we are an agent (such as the
College Board or Graduate Record
Examinations Board) have the sole right to
cancel any test score if there is reason to
question its validity.

Test scores are canceled or withheld only if
there is a reasonable basis for questioning them
.and only after thorough review of the facts
pertinent to each caseincluding information
presented by the test taker. Such actions are
not intended to be punitive; they are kept in
strict confidence. Examinees who have had their
scores questioned are offered a retest or,
depending on the policies established by the
test sponsor, an opportunity to appeal the
decision.

481. .
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Following, in question and answer form, is an
explanation of ETS test security procedures and
steps that can be taken if test scores have been
questioned:

Q: Who assembles information about scores of
questionable validity?

A: Information is assembled by the ETS Test
Security Office under policies established by
the ETS Board of Review, a group of senior
members of ihe professional staff -
responsible for dealing with such issues.

Q: How are questionable scores first identified?

A: Such scores are most commonly identified'
through a computer check of all.score
differences following each test
administration. If the comparison of the
most recent score with a previdus score (pr
scores) reveals an unusual difference,
available information is assembled and
automatically reviewed for nandwriting
differences, indications of copying, an
exchange of.answer sheets, or for other signs
of possible irregularities. Questionable
scores also are brought to the attention of
the Test Security Office by score recipients
who cannot reconcile an apparent
inconsistency between a test score and other
information known about the candidate,
such as previous test scores or academic
performance. Othe,c test takers or test center
supervisors who suspect or have observed
misconduct also report such information to
the ETS Test Security Office. Occasionally
ETS receives anonymous letters alleging
irregularities. Such cases are reviewed, but
the specific contentof such letters is not
presented to the Board of Review for its
consideration.
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Q: Is a large score difference, in itself, sufficient
reason to cancel a score?

A: No. Such a score difference must be
accorhpaniod by at least one other indication
of an irregularity.

Q: What happens to test scores while they are
being reviewed?

A: Scores that have not been reported are
withheld pending final outcome of the
review, and are released only if cleared. If
the scores have already been reported, score
recipients are not advised by ETS of the
score status until final determination of the
case.

What happens during a review?

A: If the Test Security Office concludes, upon
review, that there is no reason to question
the score, the inquiry goes no further and, if
the score has not been released, it is
reported normally. If the score has already
been reported, any inquirers are informed
that the score is valid. (Approximately two
thirds of ETS reviews end at this stage of the
process.)

Q: What if there is a reasonable basis for
questioning the validity of a score?

A: If the Test Security Office finds that the
information assembled indicates reason to
question the validity of a score, the case is
presented to the Board of Review with a
recommendation for a specific course of
action. The Board then examines the
information and, if there is unanimous
agreement among the quorum of three
Board members that there is a reasonable
basis for questioning the score, the
examinee is notified of the Board's review
and preliminary decision. At.this time,
examinees are also informed of the options
open to them.
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Q: And if there is not unanimous agreement by
the Board?

A: If even one member of the Board determines
that there is insufficient reason to question a
score, it is cleared and reported according to
normal procedures.

Q: What options are available to a test taker
whose score has been questioned?

A: Three courses of action are open to the test
taker:
1. He or she is entitled to take a retest

under special supervision to confirm a
questioned scorer If performance on the
retest is reasonably dose to the score in
question, ETS will either affirm its
validity to score recipienfs who may have
questioned it (if the score has already
been released), or report the score
promptly to designated score recipients
(if it has been withheld). A test taker who
has been advised of possible
discrepancies may request the score
confirrnation standards for his or her
particular test from the Test Security
Office. If the retest fails to confirm the
questioned score, ETS will cancel the
score and, if it had been previously
released, so notify score recipients. The
basic test lees, plus any additional fees,
will be refunded.

(A test taker wht elects this option
should be aware that he or shewill be
required to provide, in addition to
regularly required identification, a

'Because of administrative difficulties, persons tested outside
the United States and Canada are not customarily offered a
retest for the purpose of confirming a questioned score.
They may. however, provide additional relevant information
to the Board of Review for its consideration or authorize
cancellation of the questioned. score.

485
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separate and additional recent
photograph which will be forwarded to
ETS with the retest. The examinee also is
required to name three responsible
individuals who can identify him or her
from this photograph. Each test taker
may be asked also to provide a
ihurn6print as an additional means of
positive identification at the time of the
retest.)

If an examinee elects this option he or
she may request, prior to learning his or
her retest results, that the retest score be
retained as the score of record. There is
no refund of fees when the retest score is
reported in this way.

2. A test taker may authorize ETS to cancel
the questioned score and remove it from
the record. The basic test fee plus any
ddditional fees will be refunded, and, if
the score has Aready been reported, ETS
will notify the score recipients that it has
been canceled. Recipients will not be
informed of the reasons for cancellation.
If a score has been held pending
investigation, no disclosure of the
cancellation will be made to designated
score recipients.

3. Test takers may provide the Board of
Review with additional inforfnation for its
consideration, such as other test results
or academic records or a doctor's
certificate attesting to physical
impairments that might affect
handwriting. (Character references are not
generally considered by the Board to be
relevant to the validity of a test score.) If
the Board finds the information
unconvincing, the examinee may submit
additional information,lake a retest, or
authorize cancellation of the score.
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A test taker who decides to take one of
the options descrded should contact
the Secretary of the Board of Review.if none
of these options is chosen, the questioned
score will be withheld and not reported by
ETS. If the score has already been reported,
score recipients will be notified only that the
score has been canceled; no reference will
be made to the reason for the cancellation.

Q: When must a-test taker select one of these

options?
A: If a score has-been withheld, there is no

deadline; the 'score in question is simply held
in an-inactive status.until such time as-the,
candidate deddes to respond.

If a:score has previously been released,
the examinee is notified of a date by which
he or she must respond. If there is no
response by tile stipulated date, the score
will be:cancelled, fees refunded, and score
recipients so notified. Score recipients will
not be informed of the reason for the
cancellation.

Q: Is there anything else test takers should
know?

A: The ETS Test Security Office encourages
examinees to call for further information
about the-options described above. In
addition, certain test programs have
established procedures for third party
mediation of test security cases. The Test
Security Office can inform test takers of the
specific test programs to which these
procedures are applicable, and underwhat
conditions.
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Additional Options

ETS views the nature and results of test
score validity investidations as strictly
'confidential. However, we recognize the
possibility that, based on the available
information, other parties could come to
different conclusions about the validity,of
a test taker's score. Institutions are not_
bound by ETS decisions regarding
questbned test kOres, and may make
their own judgments on the usefulness of a
test score for their own decision making.
Therefore, with a test taker's written

', authorization and the agreement of the
institution(s) involved, all information
pertinent to the investigation of the score
will be made available by ETS- to a
representative of the designated
institution(s).

While examinees should be aware that
not all admissions officers may be willing
to review the facts and make independent
judgments, this is a course'of action worth
considerkg.

Finally, each test taker is.ericouraged to
speak with his or her parents, tounselor or
other advisor before making a final
decision regarding the options available to
him or her. This is recommended if the
test taker is a minor. The Test Security
Office is ready to discuss any aspect of
this matter with affected examinees, and
the Board of Review will reconsider any
case in light of such discussion if
requested.
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Educational Testing Service (ETS) is a nonprofit organization
committed to development and administration of respon .
sible testing and financial aid programs; creation of advisory

ACADEMIC TESTING PROGRAMS
ETS develops andlor administers tests for vanous spon-
sors in the Uriited States and administers examination
programs in some 156 other countnes. Additionally, the
organization supplies related seryices. scoring tests, re-

-

,and instructional services; and research on techniques and
uses of measurement, human learning and behavior, and
educational development and policy formation.

cording, storing, and reporting test results, performing
validity studies, undertalthig program research. The num-
bers (to the nearest thousand) taking the tests ip.1979-80
are listed for several major piOgrams.

Testing Program Sponsor ' Candidate VoluMe/ 1979-80

Elementary & Secondary Level

Educational Records Bureau (ERB)

Secondary School Admission Test (SSAT)

ERB

SSAT Board

13,000
50,000 1

College Level .

Admissions Testing Prograth (ATP)
II II , .

4

CB 1,527;000
256.006



Test of Standard Written English (TSWE)
Achiei,emc,nt-Tests ong/

SAT and'Achievement Tests

Advanced Placement Program (APP)

College-Levitxamination Program (CLEP)
Comparative Guidance and Placement Program (CGP)

National Teacher Examipations'(NTE)

Preaminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National
Merit Scholarship qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT)

Test of English as a Foreign Languag4TOEFL)

CB

CB

CB

NTE Policy Council

CB/NMSCi
CB/GRE Board

76,C00
196,000

120,000

266,000'

76,000

1,270,000

282,000

Graduate & Profislonal Level
Giaduate Management Admission Test (GMAT)

Graduate Record Examinations (GRE)

-Law School Admission'Test (LSAT)

GMAC

GRE Board

LSAC

205,000

302,000

112,000

... \
'CBCollege Board. ERBEducational Recce...Bureau. Inc . ETSEducational Testing Service. "TSWEAdmultstered in conjunction with the SAT
GMACGraduate Manatement Adousston Councd: GRE BoardGraduate Record Examina. , " 'Number of examinanons administered
flops Board. LSACLaw School Admisston Council. NMSCNattonal Men! Scholarshtp Corp° " ' CGP Institkionally admanattred 40.000 individually Self 5.ortd 298 000
ration. SSAT BoardSecondary SchooIMmtoton Test Board. Inc
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DIRECT PANES FOR TESTING PROGRAMS

ATP 609-771-7600

GMAT 609-772-7330

GRE 609-771-7615

LSAT 215-968.1000 SSAT 609-771,7530
NTE 609-771-7330 TOEFL 609-771-7570

° ,Inquiries concerning other ETS testing programs should be directed to the Princeton Office. 609-921 9000. The cable address is EDUCTESTSVC. telex 134 3420

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
.,

Financial Aid Service

.

Sponsor
Volume/
1979-80

.
-

For information. write

School Scholarship ServiceSecondary Level
Schooi Scholarship Service (SSS) ° NA1S 36,000 . Box 599, Princeton, NJ 08541

.
College Leval \ College Scholarship Service
College Scholarship Service (CSS) CB 2,850,000 \Box 2700, Princeton, Ni 08541

Graduate & Professional Level
.88,000

G4duate & Professional School

Graduate & Professional School GAPFAC Financial Aid Service

Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS) Box 2614, Princeton, NJ 08541

'dBCollege Board: GAPFACGraduate and Professtonal Financial Aid Council. NAISNational Assodation of Independent Schools
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INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES

Institutional Service.

Seconder/ Level
Questionnaire for Students, Teachers, and Administrators (QUESTA I and QUESTA II)

Sponsor
-

SSRP

oollege Level .

ATP Summary Reporting Service (SRS) CB
Community College Goals Inventory (CCGI), ETS
Institutional Functioning Inventory (IFI) ETS
Institutional Goals Inventory (IGI) ---` ETS
Small-College Goals Inventory (SCGI) ETS
Student Instructional Report (SIR) ETS
Student Reactions to College (SRC) ETS
Student Search Service (SSS) CB
Undergraduate Assessment Program (UAP) UAP Coundl
Validity Study Service (VSS) CB

Graduate Level _____.....

Minority Graduate Student Locater Service (MGSLS) GRE Board

CB Cattle Board. ETS Ed ucational Testing Servi(e.'GRE BoardGraduate Record Examinatmns Board. SSRPSecondary School Research Program. Mc .
IMP CouncilUndergraduate Assessment Program Councd
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OCCUPATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS
The ETS Center for Occupational and Professional uing education/self-assessment, and selection in some 30
Assessment (COPA) develops andlor administers written__ occupations and professions. These include.
and performance tests for licensing, certification, contin-

Actuaries
Architects
Auto and truck mechanics
Business forms designers
City planners
Construction code inspectors
Contact lens dispensers
Data processing personnel
Dental auxiliaries

Engineers
Foreign Service Officers
Public housing managers
Insurance agents
Lawyers
Nurses
Obstetricians and gynecologists
Opticians
Pharmacists

Physicians
Podiatrists
Purchasing managers
Radiologic technologists
Real estate brokers and salespersons
Respiratory therapists
Social workers
Travel agents
U.S. Employment Service personnel

OFFICE FOR MINORITY EDUCATION (OME)
OME coordinates ETS's continuing efforts to help minori-
ty students gain access to and benefit from education at
all levels. OME collects information on barriers to minonty
achievement and identifies relevant research and ser-

vices. OME provides consultation and training for edu-
cators and students in such areas as bilingual education,
assessment, instruction, and test awareness.
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TEST COLLECTION

The Test Collection is probably the largest open library of
its kind in the world. It provides access to most tests and
assessment devices Rublished in the U.S., as well as
many of those published in foreign countries. Instruments

cited in the journal literature, but not available through
publishers, are also collected, and some of these can be
obtained in microfiche form from the Test Collection. In
addition, information on test publishers is provided.

ERIC/TM CLEARINGHOUSE
Supported by the National Institute of Education, each of
the 16 Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
clearinghouses is responsible for collecting, cataloging,
indexing, and abstracting unpublished -research and de-
velopment documents. Over 170,000 such documents on

microfiche, comprise the complete ERIC collection, which
can be accessed through a computer retrieval system.
Thee ERIC/TM Clearinghouse, located at ETS, is responsi-
ble for documents relating to testing, measurement, eval-
uation, learning theory, and human development.

PROGRAMS OF CONTINUING EDUCATION (PCE)

Programs of Continuing Education (PCE) offers work.
shops at ETS on subjects related to testing, evaluation,
and measurement issues that concern and interest educa-
tors. Topics include assessing basic skills, formative and
summative staff evaluation, assessment of programs in

special education, and analyzing students' writing skills.
PCE also produces instructional packages for use in
school districts' inservice programs. Packages include
content outline or tests, visual aids, background materi-
als, and copy for preparation of handouts.
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PROGRAMS. FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF WRITING
Programs for the Assessment of Writing reflects ETS's
long-standing interest in the teaching and evaluating of
writing and offers a wide range of program services and
other activities designed to help those in the academic
and business communities concerned with improving and

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The ETS International Office coordinates overseas activi-
ties of the organization and conducts programs as well as
instructional, research, and consultative protects abroad.
The curriculum of the instructional progam, offered yearly
at ETS, includes techniques in test development and pro-
duction; statistical analysis at the introductory, intermedi-
ate, and advanced levels; and program evaluation. The of-

RESEARCH

evaluating writing. Offerings include program and scoring
services, such as the development of placement and de-
scriptive tests of writing ability, and professional develop-
ment workshops and seminars.

fice also provides educational measurement and evalua-
tion workshops and courses tailored to the needs of
groups from particular countries or regions. International
conferenses and workshops arranged in the United States
and abroad help to initiate and further collaborative re-
search.

Divisions

Education Policy Research Instituti
Educational asSessmentOinance and governance

Measurement, Statistics and Data Analysis Research
Educafional technology; measurement methodology;
psychometric research; scientific programming;
statistical research
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Educational Research and Evaluation
Bicultural research; educational program-evaluation;
educational sociology, guidance, higher education,
instructional research, occupational and career research,
student development; teacher behavior

Center for Assessment and Research in Human
Development

Cognition and learning, infancy, personal/cognitive
development, personality and social behavior;
psycho-educational development; young children

Goals Funding Sources / 1979410

Basic psychological investigation

Service to the educational community

Development and improvement of operational programs

Expenditures / 1979-80

$8,225,000, including $5,690,000
from outside contractors and grantors

Projects / 1979-80

Major funded projects-98
(including program-related research)

52.0% Federal government
30.8% ETS support
3.9 % Foundations

.2% State and local government
13.1% Other sources

100.0%

1

204 data analysis specialists, economists, measurement
specialists, psychologists, research assistants, secretaries,
sociologists, statisticians
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE
Statements of Revenue and Expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1980

Revenue Expenditures

Tesfing activities $95,959,540 (90%) .Salaries, wages, and employee benefits $57,995,762 (54%)

Research, development,
and instructional services 8,970,101 (8%)

Professional serviCes

Printing and Materials

11,020,305

9,921,531

(10%)

( 9%)

Other revenue 1,864,689 (2%)
Depreciation 2,204,037 ( 2%)

Electronic equipment rental and services 4,805,231 ( 4%)
Total revenue $106,794,330 (100%) c Utilitiesarj.d.propety taxes 1,880,930 ( 2%)

Freight and postage/telephone
and telegraph -9;262,901 ( 9%)

Other operating and
administrative expenses 10,305,336 (10%)

Total expenditures $107,396,033 (100%)
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HENRY CHAUNCEY CONFERENCE CENTER

Who Can Use the Center

The Center, located at ETS headquarters in Princeton, is available to educational and research organizations and agencies and to
other groups that sponsor conferences or meetings for eduCational purposes. The Center can be used for meetings that last several

days or a few hours and for groups of 10 to 200.

Conference Facilit s

Meeting Rooms
The auditorium barn can be used in its entirety to seat up to 200 or subdivided intr separate meeting rooms Other meeting rooms are
designed for groups of 10 to 100. Facilities for film projection, slide/tape presentations, and other visual aids are available Support-

log services such as administrative and clerical assistance can be arranged in advance.

Accommodations
The Center has 100 bedrooms designed for single or double occupancy. The main dining room seats up to 200 guests

4

I - For Information

For reservations, schedule of rates, or further information, call the operations manager, 609-921-3600, oi write to the Henry

Chauncey Conference Center, Box 2605, Princeton, NJ 08541.
..
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ETS OFFICES
MAIN OFFICE NATIONAL RELATIONS OF FIC PUERTO RICO OFFICE SOUTHERN REGION

Rosedak Road
Pnnceton, NJ 08541
609-921.9000

William W Tumbull, President

1800 Massachusetts Avenue. NW
Washington. DC 20036
202-659.0616

Alice J. Irby, Vice President

Suite 1115
Banco Popular Center
209 Muoz Rivera Avenue
Hato Rey, PR 00918
809-753.6363

Protase Woodford, Director

Suite 2020 250 Piedmont Avenue

Atlanta. GA 30308
404-524.4501

Scarvla B. Anderson, Senior Vice President
Charlotte Rentz, Director

Alabama Kentucky South Carolina
Florida Missis'sippi Tennessee
Georgia North Carolina .Virginia

WESTERN REGION MIDWFSTERN REGION NORTHEASTERN REGION

Berkeley Oillee
1947 Center Street
Berkeley, CA 94704
415-849.0950

John W Evans. Director

Maska Montana
Northern Northern Nevada

California Oregon
Colorado Utah
Hawaii, Washington
Idaho Wyoming

Los Angeles Office
Room 216
2200 Merton Avenue
Los Angeles. CA 90041
213-254.5236

J Richard Harsh. Director

Arizona
Southern Southern

California Nevada

Southwestern Offlee
Suite 100
Southikist Tower
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, TX 78701
512-478.8191

Reginald A. Corder. Director

Arkansas
Louisiana

New Mexico
Oklahoma

Texas

1 American Plaza
Evanston, IL 60201
312-869.7700

Michael Kean, Director

Illinois Missouri
Indiana Nebraska
Iowa North Dakota
Kansas Ohio
Michigan South Dakota
Minnesota West Virginia

Wisconsin

111 Washington Street
Brookline, MA 02146
617-739.2210

George W. Elford. Director

Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New york
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Vermont .

For furtherinfcfirratiun regarding ETS programs and activities, contact the Information Division. Educational Testing Service. PrInceton-INJ 08541/
609 921 9000 The cable address is EDUCTESTSVC. telex 84 3420, Educational Testing Service is an Equal Opportunity Employer,
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SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON
OF H.R. 1662 PROVISIONS AND

CURRENT PRACTICES OF GUIDANCE
AND ADMISSIONS 'TESTS
ADMINISTERED BY ETS

Major Points:

Admissions test sponsors served by ETS already pro-
vide voluntarily most of the information about tests
required by H.R. 1662. For example they:

provide information about each test, its purposes, its
scoring, and the interpretation and use of scores, to
test-takers and institutions,

publish studies about their tests,

voluntarily disclose nationwide the questions on sev-
eral major administrations of each admissions testing
program each year:

H.R. 1662 would require the establishment of a bureau-
cratic entity in the Department of Education to collect
information, most of which is already publicly avail-
able, and to prepare a report to 'Congress on subjects
which have already been widely and thoroughly de-
b a tted .

This bill's forced disclosure of confidential documents
governing business transactions between non-profit
organizations is unprecedented. It represents unwar-
ranted governmental. intrusion into private business
affairs.
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KEY PROVISIONS OF H.R. 1662
(The Educational Testing Act of 1981)

Sec. 3 Information to Test Subjects and Postsecondary Education Institutions

Test agencies must include,in registration materials informatiun as to.

test's purpose!

subje Lmatter and knowledge and skills measured2

interpretation of test results, including test explanation, correlation
between score and future school success, standard error of mea-
surement and correlation between test score and career success3

effects on and uses of test scores, including extent of improved ac-
curacy in prediction over Grade Point Average, comparison of
scores according to income, andtextent of score improvement from
coaching4

form of score report, alteration of scores. and use in prediction5

accuracy of scoring, timeliness of reporting, and privacy
6

students' property interest in test results, retention, storage and
future use of scores7

time period within which students and institutions will receive
scoresf3-

special services for handicapped students9

test disclosure, test privacy, and appeal procedures10

institutions vi hich are test siaire recipients must also receive above
information1 1

Si utionts dm1 insinutiuns must b. notified f m ores arc (lela cd ten
dav,,12
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CURRENT PRACTICE OF GUIDANCE AND ADMISSIONS
TESTS ADMINISTERED BY ETS

(SAT, PSAT, GRE, LSAT, GMAT, TOEFL)

Sec. 3 Information to Test Subjects and Postsecondary Education Institutkns

1 Provided by all tests in registration materials.

2 Provided biall tesis in registration materrals.

3 All test programsprovide, either in registration materials or mater-
ials distributed at the time of score reporting, information on how to
interpret test results, including the standard errpr of measurement,
relqtionship of scores to first year grades, and the use of scores in
conjunction with grades in school. Most programs include statements
to the effect that the tests are not designed to predict future suCcess
in a given field and, consequently, do not include statements about
how well scores predict success or income.

4 See 3 above. This information is available in published research re-
ports for some programs; others do not collect income information
from candidates. ETS and test sponsors believe it is not desirable to
report this information in preregistration materials for candidates be-
cause it could be misleading since individual candidates in all income
groups can and do obtain scores at all levels.

Meaningful statistical averages or percentages on the effects of
coaching are not available because the results of those studies that
have been done vary so widely. Reports of all such studies are pub-
hcly available. All programs include general statements on the effects
af coaching in their registration or test preparation materials (except
TOEFL which is an achievement test).

5 Provided, where applicable, in registration materials and/or with
score reports.

6 Provided by all tests in registration materials.

7 "Property interest- is an inappropriate reference; however, the issue
of confidentiality With respect to retention, storage and future use of
scores is discussed in all registration materials.

8 Provided by all tests in program materials.

9 Provided by all tests in program materials.

10 Provided by all tests in program materials.

11 Institutions are provided the same information provided to test-takers.

12 Those testing programs which have experienced delays in score re-
porting have routinely notified students and institutions at the time of
regular reporting that a score or scores will be delayed.
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KEY PROVISIONS OF H.R. 1662

Sec. 4 Reports ind Statistical Data and Other Information

The Secretary must lze provided the following information:

any study. evaluation or statistical report about a test which a test
agency prepares or causes to be prepared, or provides data for1

I
a copy of service contracts between test developer and test spon-

soring agencies2

All documents so sulimitted shall be considered records subject to the
Freedom of Information Act3

The Secretary must report to Congress on relationships between test
scores and incomed race. sex, ethnicity, handicapped status. and
completion of test preparation courses4

Sec. 5 Promoting a Better Undefstanding of Tests

Test agencies must file wiith the Secretary and send test subjects.
upon request:1

a copy of test questions used in determining raw scores

the correct answers (and to test subjects. their individual answer
sheets)

a statement of -rules for. transferring raw scores (and to test sub-
jects, the raw score used to calculate the final score)

Test agencies may charge a nominal fee for this service2 ,

These provisions do not iipply to tests administered to less than 5.b00
per. year3

. t

DOcuments submitted to the Secretary re considered records subject
to the Freedom of Information Act.4
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CURRENT PRACTICE OF GUIDANCE AND ADMISSIONS
TESTS ADMINISTERED BY ETS

Sec. 4 Repoits andStatistical Data and Other Information -

1 Routinely ETS publishes studies it carries out, if not' identifiable with
particular individuals or institutions, or when not precluded from re-
lease by contract agreement. However, ETS and test sponsors cannot
be responsible for studies conducted by others based on data provided
by them.

2 ETS and its clients follow the typical business practice of keeping
their contractual agreements confidential.

3 See 1 and 2 above.

Routinely ETS publishes research findings on these subjects where
not precluded because cyf confidentiality considerations or contrac-
tual agreement.

Sec. 5 Promoting a Better Understanding of Tests
O.

1 All admissions test sponsors served by ETS have instituted Voluntary
procedures for disclosing their tests nationwide:

SAT: Four of six regular natiefial administrations plus a special
October administration in six slates are disclood.

LSAT: All four major administrations are disclosed.

GRE: Two of the five major adminirstrations of the aptitude test
are disclosed.*

GMAT: All four major administrations are disclosed.

TOEFL. Five ot twelve administrations are discpsed
'KAT: -zeit, or -me_ Itu str,die )33 an.
For all testing programs there is at least one opportunity for a Satur-- day Sabbath observer to take a disclosed test,

1Note: Constraints resulting from introducing a newly formatted
test in Oct. '81 prevents disclosure of additional GRE test
forms in the 1981-82 testing year; Three are planned for
1982-83.)

2 Nominal fees are charged for disclosure.

3" See 1 above.

4 Protecting copyright on disclosed tests is a concern of ETS and its
test sponsors. A perception by the publi C. that material that is "avail-
able" is not protected by copyright could lead to inappropriate
mercial uses of test material and might also jeopardize the security of
other undisclosed test matgrial.
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KEY PROVISIONS OF 11.R. 1,q62

Sec. 6 Privacy of Test Scores

Test scores may not be released to any party unless authorized by 4est
subject1

Test agencies may release all previous scores to designated score
i.eCipients2

Sec. 7 Testing dots and Fees to Students

Testing agencies must report to the Secretary

the closing date of their testing year

thecnumber of times a test was taken during the testing year

the number of test-takers taking the test once, twice, and more each
year

the number of refunds given to registrants who didn't take the test

the number of test-takers for whom the test fee was waived or
reduced

total amount of fees received for each test program per year

total ievenue received from each program

expenses to the test agency including test development and over-
head ccists

numbqr registering for admissions data assembly services and for
.score reporting services for which fees are charged

amount of revenue received for admissions data assembly and score
reporting services

expenses for admissions data assembly and score reporting services.

At
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CURREN"? PRACTICE OF GUIDANCE AND ADMISSIONS
TESTS ADMINISTERED BY ETS

Sec. 6 Privacy of Test Scorer

1 This is existing practice.

2. Thii is existing practice.

Sec. 7 Testing Costs and Fees to Students

Much of the information regarding test repeaters, refunds, and fee
waivers, is maintained by ETS but not regularly reported because of
lack of public interest. Information ibout ETS fees, revenues, and
expenses, except that which is considered confidential according to
standard business practices, is publicly available. Information con-
cerning data assembly services is not an ETS responsibility, but rath-
er one of the Law School Admissions Service.
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Mr. WEISS. Another area that we had some dispute over is a
question as to what the test developer or test giver ought to be
doing to bring to the attention of the test taker, that the informa-
tion included in H.R. 1662 is available to him or her. There have
been different approaches to that. The law school people have a
box on the top sheet of their test which the test taker simply has to
check if in fact he or she wants the results. It's not even going to
be necessary as of, I understand, this year or next year because
everybody's going to get them, but that was their approach to
them. The ETS approach was to have a separate sheet of paper
which the test taker had to locate within the packet and then
having located it, to make some notation on it, and then, I guess,
submit it in some way to ETS. The question, I think, I asked of a
witness from the College Board at the last hearing and I ask it of
you, why can't you make it as simple as the law school admission
people made it.

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, because you made an error that I
used to make all the time until I came to ETS and that is you as-
sumed that the College Entrance Examination Board and the Edu-
cational Testing Service are one in the samethey are not. Educa-
tional Testing Service is contracted by the College Board, by the
Law School Admissions Board, by the Graduate Management Advi-
sory Council, and by the Graduate Records Examination Board, to
perform certain services. The decisions on those programs are
made by each of those independent governing boards. We adminis-
ter whatever decisions those are that are carried out. Obviously we
try to influence those decisions and advise on them, but the deci-
sion jests with the separate governing boards which, in turn, con-
tract with us to carry out their decision.

My own feeling is if you're going to, release it, put it out there. I
have no problem at all with that, but 'that's not my decision. The
decision rests with the governing board. in fact, I think that's not
as big an issue as has been made of it. We're talking here about
youngsters who are going on to college. The difference of them
dealing with a checkoff point or filling out a separate form, they
are experts in filling out separate forms. They've been doing it all
their lives, and many of those forms I required as a state commis-
sioner. So I don't think that's a big issue.

Mr. WEISS. I think it is, because you know what happens. We get
the witnesses coming back to us telling us how unnecessary this
legislation is, arguing that the test takers don't want the results,
right? Now, it seems to me you can't really have it both ways. You
can't hide the request formI'm not talking about you, whoever is
giving the test at that timecan't hide the request form and then
argue that because it's not found or it's not sent in in large enough
numbers that students are not interested in submitting a request
form.

Mr. ANRIG. Well, two points, Mr. Chairman. First, you didn't
hear me today advance the argument on how many people are
asking or not asking for the forms. I don't think that's a worth-
while argument.

Mr. WEISS. Yes, but the College Examination Board people made
it.
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Mr. ANRIG. That's their perogative to do so. I can only speak for
Educational Testing Service, and you did not hear that referred to
in my testimohy nor do you see it other than in gross numbers in
the appendices to the testimony. I don't think that's an argument
we should get into, but that's my judgment and others are entitled
to theirs. The-second point is the forms have not been heavy. The
forms are there, I've seen them. They're not either complicated or
hidden. Is there 'a better way to do it? In my judgment, yes. I

-happen to like what the Law School Admissions Council is doing,
.but it's not -rny judgment. The judgment rests with the boards that
!govern those teSt-programs.

I think what is happening and I believe the July heating in-
ferred this was that over time, _people are going to be more alike
than different. I think you said that a couple of years from now
you'ie going to brag that you just had a gteat innovation by releas-
ing something like that and really you could have donea all along.
I was sympathetic to that testimony, but nontheless I don't call
those shots. That's-for somebody else to call. I don't think the pres-_
ent system is cumbersome for college-bound students. I saw nothing
in there that was eithei hidden or unduly bureaucratic or difficult
for a student to complete. It is different and I think it would be
nice if we had less of that difference over time and I think we will.

Mr. WEISS. I think that given the interrelationship between ETS
and the College Entrance Examination Board, it is probably fair to
conchide -that if ETS were to suggest how they do it that they
might at least get a sympathetic hearing. They may not follow it
but I think they would,listen to you sympathetically, wouldn't you
think so?

Mr. ANRIG. Let me put it this way, I would hope so and I'll cer-
tainly make that as a result of our discussion here today, Mr.
Chairman, I'll bring that comment back to them. But let me assure
you the sense of independence between the College Board and ETS
is almost as much as the sense of independence of New York State
versus New Jersey State.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I won't comment on that. Another area of some
dispute and I think you addressed it to some extent, is that we've
had testimony in the course of the last couple of years from schol-
ars in the field who told us'how much difficulty they had in getting
both in-house reports that, ETS had worked up or had commis-
sioned and;or some of the raw data on which those reports were
based.

Now, you were suggesting I think in the course of your testimony
that there is going to be a ckiange in that attitude. Some of the wit-
nesses we had told us that, they had to go to qourt to try to get
some of that material. Question, how is it goirlq to work in the
future?

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, that is an issue whick the ETS board
iof trustees had assigned to ts Subcommittee on .Resedrch and, De-

velopment because it wants ,to resolve that issue. In fact, the past
history has been that as far as I've been able to track it back and I
admit to being new at this that requests for information generally
were acceded to if the information mere available. Some of the re-
quests that came in were not for raw data, as I understand it, but
for data that was worked, that is to request that something be done
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about the data and then fulfill the request. Well, that has costs
connected to it. We're not in the business of being a research
brary for researchers in terms of asking us to do something pro
bono. The raw data, that is the basic data, and the data to the
extent that( we have worked it for reasons of our own planning and
evaluation will be put on what are called on public-use tapes.
Those public-use tapes will be available either through ETS or if
we can find a third-party kind of way of doing that we re looking at
that issue now, and that will be available at cost or very minimal
kind of cost for whateve'r that service is. My general feeling as a
rule of thumb is that if we have it we ought to let others have it,
and that the burden of proof on why not to do so should fall on us
internally and I've asked my own staff to approach it that way. If
we've got it, let's put it out there. If there's some sound reason pro-
prietary in nature or copyright in nature or certainly on the issue
of individual privacy where we should not do that, then let's prove
to ourselves why that should`be the prevailing decision on that. So
our basic approach will be that way. Those recommendations were
voted upon yesterday in the committee. They'll be brought to the
board of trustees at the April meeting of our board and I anticipate
very speedy action on that and I will be in support of that action,

Mr. WEISS. The other area you touched on along those lines deals
with test taker accessibility, complaints, grievances, and so on. Can
you spell that out? You said that you've got somebody who's been
specially assigned to deal with that because the testimony that
we've had up to this point indicates that yes, ultimately if some-
body fortunate enough and persevering enough that maybe they
will get a remedy. But there's no process at all as to how to start.
You send a complaint off to somebody or to ETS and it's just as
likely to be totally ignored as it is to be responded to.

How are complaints either as to scoring, grievances as to the am-
bience or the setting in which the examination was given, or what-
ever the various complaints, how are they going to be handled?

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, first of all the position that's been ad-
vanced as you've jast described it is not either true or fair. I be-
lieve you've been down at ETS and visited our Ewing site where
people can call in directly and they get the answer right on the
phone. What's my score? Was it sent to such-and-such a school?
What 'did I say on this particular part of the questionnaire? Those
answers are given by phone, calling into ETS, no matter where you
call in it gets switched over to that Ewing site, and there's a room
full of people doing that. I think you saw that during your visit. If
you didn't, come on back and we'll take you over there and have
you see it.

ETS works very hard at responding to those student complaints.
The problem I found as I looked into that very same question be-
cause I feel strongly about the accessability about an organization
including to those who want to complain about it was that a stu-
dent who once took the SAT complained one time one way and
then as he or she moves to graduate school for the graduate record
exam there's a different process, and if they want to go to law
school there's a different process. That's confusing to our consum-
ers. So what I want to have is one way, not on a centralized basis,
but one procedure that if you want to complain about anything at
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ETS whether in a regional office or calling into the main switch-
board or writing me, that it will be handled in the uniform way in
terms of being received, logged, assigned to a person, resolved, and
back to the complainant within a period of time that we set in ad-
vance. So that's something we're going to have in place. I put the
student concerns coordinator in charge of getting that in kAace. We
will have it.fully operational by January 1, and I think it s a prob-
lem I've identified and we can resolve rather quickly.

Mr. WEISS. We had a witness who took the examination and the
monitor concluded, surmised, perhaps suspicions vibrations, that
tile test taker had done something improper or unethical. The mon-
itor made that notation, and the student was then given a failing
grade, or low grade, or no grade. I don't recall specifically on that.
A teacher-instructor who knew that student very well spoke to the
student, in fact then spoke to the monitor, and obviously there was
nothing objective about the conclusion or determination of that
monitor. They had not, although at that point it was over 1-year-
old, they had not been able to arouse the attention of anybody at
ETS to the injustice that seemingly was done just as a matter of
process. Never mind the merits of the case, I don't know what the
merits are as far as the process was concerned, and I wonder what
you're doing or what your thoughts are about having a formalized
grievance procedure so that you don't have some personnel in
either ETS or the college entrance examination board or whoever
making what in essense are life and death decisions without the
right of due process.

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Chairman, a former Governor of New York State
used to start off his speeches by saying, "Let's get the record
straight," Al Smith. Let's get the record straight on this issue. I
used to be a principal and every time a student was sent to my
office by a teacher for causing trouble in the classroom when I
asked that student what happened I got one story. When I found
out what happened from others involved there was a different per-
spective on it. One of the problems of a hearing process such as
you're in in this situation is that a person comes before you and
makes an allegation. If there's not the opportunity to rebut that al-
legation on the facts of that, then it stands on the record.

Let me talk about our procedures because I can't answer that
particular case, I wasn't here at the time. But our procedures are
such that if a question of test security is what the policy that apply
here is raised, that is sent to a unit which deals with that very
issue and specializes in it. No single piece of evidence alone is
enough to establish that there's been a breach of security. There
must be a combination of evidence which is compelling, and that
evidence and those criteria are spelled out and published and I'd be
glad to submit them for the record. There is an appeal procedure
from that. There is nobody that is given a failing grade. They
simply are not given a score and they're notified that they will not
receive the score. They may appeal, or they may take the test oNer.
If they take the test over I believe if I remember correctly that's
done without charge. So the opportunity is given to take the test
again without charge and also there is an appeal route. The reason
I know this is I've already received an appeal from that procedure
and that appeal_eventually comes to the president of the organiza-

,
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tion. There's a very careful process. When I first heard that Iv
computer scanning we identified these problems I was scared to
death. As I got into the extraordinary combination of circum-
stances that must be present for a test security allegation to be
made, I didn't have that concern because there must be established
clear patterns beyond the individual instance of the test supervisor
in the center. In other words they would have looked also at the
pattern of test answers. And if you find similarity to the person sit-
ting next to them, that kind of thing, then you do begin to get into
evidence.

So the problem you had in that instance, I believe, was the stu-
dent coming into the principal's office and telling his or her side of
what went on back in the classroom. In fact, the policy of ETS in
that area are in print, are very clear, do include an appeals proce-
dure, and I'd be glad to submit that for the record.

Mr. WEISS. How long has that been in place?
Mr. SOLOMON. Several years.
Mr. ANRIG. Mr. Robert Solomon, the executive vice president of

Educational Testing Service says it's for several years.
Mr. WEISS. There's been no change in thpt process for the last

few years?
Mr. ANRIG. There has been change, but I'm not familiar with it.
Mr. WEISS. Would you outline the change for me?
Mr. ANRIG. Pardon me?
Mr. WEISS. Would Mr. Solomon?
Mr. ANRIG. With the Chair's position I'll call on Mr. Solomon.
Mr. WEISS. Outline what changes have taken place in. the last

couple of years.
Mr. SOLOMON. M.r. Chairman, the more recent change is that in

two programs, first with the law school admission test and more re-
cently with the college board scholastic aptitude test, the appeal
proceduresnow provides for going if the student requests to arbitra-
tion provided by the American Arbitration Association.

Mr. WEISS. When was that?
Mr. SoLomoN. The law school instituted that procedure at least 5

or 6 years ago, I don't recall exactly; and the college board institut-
ed that procedure this past year. The other programs for which we
administer tests are also considering the arbitration appeal route
as well. Previous to that was an appeal procedure but the outside
arbitrator was not part of that appeal procedure.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. So no longer will ETS or
CEEB be in fact the judge, jury, prosecutor, the whole works in the
situation.

Mr. SottemoN. We try never to be that, sir, but we have included
'the arbitration procedure now.

Mr. WEISS. All right, thank you very much. Then, I guess, the
last question I have is a factual one. How many ETS sponsored
tests are given annually?

Mr. ANRIG. In terms of numbers or the titles of tests?
Mr,, WEISS. No, numbers. How many SAT's for example?

ANRIG. With the Chair's permission', I'll submit that for the
record. I don't know that offhand. It's somewhere around 1.2 mil-
lion. I can tell you what it is, I've got a document here for 1981
which-is_not_quite the current year, but the admissions testing pro-
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gram, the SAT goes to 1,255,000 students. The total admissions test-
ing program, which would include the achievement test, the SAT,
is 1,527,000. That was for the-years 1979-80.

.Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Would you make sure that
whatever additional materials you will be submitting are submitted
within 10 days so the record can be closed within a reasonable
period of time?

[The information preferred to follows:]

--
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Issues of Effectiveness and Equity An the Coaching Controversy:

Implications for Educational and Testing Practice

Samuel Messick

Educational Testing Service

ABSTRACT

Multiple sources of controversy over coaching for scholastic aptitude

tests are addressed. These include disputes over the meaning of scholastic

aptitude, over the meaning of coaching, over the nature of the fundamental

research questions, over the adequacy of the empirical evidence for coachin,

effectiveness, over the possible implications of effective coaching for s&ident

performance and for test validity, and over the consequent ethical imperatives

for educational and testing practice. Three possible outcones of coaching

having different implications for college performance are discussed -- genuine

improvements in the abilities measured by the test resulting in commensurate

increases in test scores; enhanced test-taking sophistication (item familiar-

ization, guessing, pacing) resulting in increased test scores that are more

accurate assessments of ability; and, heightened test-taking artifice (strat-
..

agems and answer-selection tricks) resulting in increased test scores that are

inaccurately high assessments of ability. The first two if realized would be

beneficial from the standpoint of both test validity and student performance,

while the third is only incidental with professionally made tests. A fraMework

for gauging the practical utility of coaching effects is presented and several

ostensible yardsticks of coaching impact are discounted as largely irrelevant.
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Issues of Effectivenesa,and EqUity in the Coaching Controversy:

// Implicati4141or Elrational and Testing Practicel

Stmuel Messick

Educational Testing Service

The controversy over whether or not coaching works for tests of

scholastic aptitude such as the College Board SAT is in actuality A '

multitude of controversies -- over the peaning of scholastic aptitude,

over the meaning of coaching, over the nature of the fundamental research

questions, over the adequacy of the empirical eqdence for coaching

effectiveness, over the possible implications of effective coaching for

student performance,and for test validity, and over the consequent

ethical Imperatives for educational and testing practice. Since miscon

cepZions and'misunderstandings abound on each and every one cf these

points, discussions-of the coachability of scholastic aptitude test;

readily reduce to rhetorical and political posturing when what is needed

is more extensive rational analysis and scientific appraisal of research

evidence. And as we shall see, since much of the controversy reflects

poorlyarticulated ethical stances, what is also needed is a clearer

conception of the values underlying rival ethical imperatives.

In any,event, it is not so much a question of eschewing rhetoric,

because in essence test "validation is a rhetorical process" (Cronbach,

1980, p. 102). Rather, It Is a question of ensuring that the rhetorical

arguments reflect facts and rationales as well as values and beliefs.

Granted that "empirical evidence, task analysis, formal assumptions,

everyday beliefs, and valuations are intertwined in_the argurenc that
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supports a test use" (Cronbach, 1940, p. 101; Messick, 1980b, 1981b),

nonetheless the role of evidence should be central and directive in

tempering the tradeoffs embodied in our current best scientific judgment

about a valueladen issue such as coaching. To be sure, since it rarely

completely Oispels divergent interpretations, evidence -- thays, "both

data, dr facts, and the rationale or arguments that cement those facts

into a justification of...inferences" (Messick, 1980b, p. 1014) -- may

not fully determine the olacome or conclusion. Evidence does serve,

however, to limit the range of plausible alternatives. In an attempt to

reinforce the directiverrole of evidence in current arguments over

coaching, the present article summirizes research findings from 'studies

4
of
"
coaching for the SAT in the context of a conceptual analysis of the

meaning and likely import of the coadability of such ability testL The

intention is io illuminate if not resolve, in the light of recent.research

results, the central issues of meaning% effectiveness, and equity of

access inhe ent in the coac ing controversy.

Co troversies Over Meanin

As so often happ s.ln continuing controversies, the key terms -- in

this case coaching" and "scholastic aptitude" -- take on different

meanings or different proponents. Multiple meanings of test constructs

often lea to surplus or excess meanings thatju beyond defensible,score

interpret tions, and "excess meanings lead tq misuses and misinterpretations

of tests (Anastasi, 1980, p. 1). .1mputed meanings for scholastic

aptitude range all the way from "fixed endowment," which implieseat

valid s holastic aptitude tests should be 'essentially uncoachable, to
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"direct,learning outcome," which implies that they should be as responsive

to coaching or instruction as any other measure of educational achievement

such as tests of history or biolo,gy. But scholastic aptitude as measured

p by the SAT falls at neither of.these two extremes: The SAT measures

developed -- or more precisely, developing -- abilities
which are by no

means fixed but which by the senior year of high school are relatively

stable in their development. This implies that the SAT May indeed be

0

responsive to coaching or instr4Ction to some degree, but it should not

be nearly,as responsive as the typical educational achievement test of

subject-matter attainment.

Similarly, imputed meanings for coaching range all the way from

short-term cramming and simple practice on sample items at one extreme to

long-term instruction aimed at knowledge and skill development at the

other. -It is here maintained that any intervention program designed

to improve SAT scores may be considered an instance of coaching, wherever

it may fall along this continuum of meaning, but that such "coaching"

programs should not be averaged together in a single conglomerate category

because different program characteristics, such as duration or curriculum

emphasis on skill development, may be associated with differential,SAT

score effects (Messick, 1930a).

Scholastic Aptitude as Developed Ability

One important source of controversy over the meaning of scholastic

aptitude derives from differences In the popular and Lechni 41 uses of

elie term 4apt1Xude."The dictionary (Webster,
1969) denotes aptitude

as "capacity for learning...for) natural ability" (p. 44), "a natural
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liking for some activity and the likelihood of success in it" (p. 352).

In the loose language.of popular usage, it seems only a small slip to

move from "natural ability" to "innate ability" and from there to "fixed
0
ability." But it is a slip nonetheless and, from the standpoint of its

putative implications for aptit61e measurement, an enormous one. For if

aptitude constitutes fixed ability, then valid aptitude tests should

presumably,not be coachable. Any such tests that in fact prove to
7

be coachable are not valid measures of aptitude by this chain of reasoning.

,but rathet assess general educational achievement; they should therefore

be treated in selection decisions on the same basis as other measures of

achievement. If purported aptitude tests are interpreted as being more

fundamental or more instrumental in predicting future success than are
rl

typical achievement tests and if those so-called aptitude tests are

indeed coachable, then the issue comes to be cast in terms of fair test

use: By this line of argument, coachable aptitude tests are ipso facto

unfair to students not having access to high quality coaching programs.

-
But the equity issue is much more complicated than ;.his even granting the

foregoing simplistic premises, because coaching is a form a instruction

add coachable aptitude tests.are said to be akin to achievement tests,

which are expected to be responsive to instruction -- in this involuted

sense of unfairness where tests bear the burden for societal inequities,

educational achievement tests have always been unfair to students not

having access tO high quality instructional programs,.

In contrast to nontechnical dictionaries, a compendium of psychologi-

cal terms (English 6 English, 1958) asserts that "APTITUDE (which formerly

carried implica,.ons of innateness) has now been specialized in technical
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writing to refer to the fact that the individual can be brought by a

specified amount of training to a specified level of ability, either

general or special" (p. 1). Furthermore, "an APTITUDE TEST is merely one

formcf ability test,...a measure of present characteristics that has

been found to be predictive of capacity to learn" (p. 39) or, more

generally, predictive of fut'ure performance. Along these same lines, two

closely related but dislinct features of aptitude ase noted by Cronbach

and Snow (1977): Generally speaking, aptitude is "any characteristic of a

person that forecasts his probability of success ander a given treatment"

(p. 6) -- that is, aptitude is a forecaster of learning or performance;

speaking "psychologically, aptitude is whatever makes a person ready to

learn rapidly in a particular situation" (p. 107) -- that is, aptitude is

a facilitator of learning or performance. Both of these conntations at*.e

inherent in the typical rationales for int,erpretation and use of scholastic

aptitude tests.

Scholastic aptitude tests such as the SAT are not direct measures of

innate intelligence or fixed endowment, nor are they measures of subject

matter attainment as in the usual educational achievement test. The

SAT was explicitly designed to differ from achievement tests in subject

matter fields in the sense that its content, being derived from a wide

varlt, of substautive areas, is not tied to a particular field of

study; curriculum, or program. 'Me SAT measures developed abilities

of verbal and mathematical reasoning and
comprehension that are acquired

gradually over many years of experience and use in both school and

'nonschool settings, being exercised to some degree in all subjectmatter

areas at all levels of schooling as well as in response to reallife
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situations. According to Carroll (1978), "to the extent that tests of'

the SAT type are valid in predicting college or graduate-school success,

it rs undoubtedly because they pr6uide a good indication of the extent to

,--which applicants have at the time of testing developed or acquired, and

an exhibit through their performance on a test, certain generA4vinte1lec-

tual skills in handling verbal, quantitative, and symbolic informatiOn

that are contributory or even necessary to high-level success in academic

studies" (p. 78). In other words, scholastic aptitude tests are general

forecasters of academic 1Lrning and performance because they measure

general facilitator's of academic learning and performance.

A critical feature of this technical formulation of the construct

of aptitude is that scholastic aptitudes are viewed as developed abilities,

not fixed abilities, so one might expect high quality instruction over at

extended period of time lo iMprove them. But since these general intellec-

tive skills develop gradually over a number of years as a result of

.everyday experience as well as formal education, they may be relatively

difficult to enhance marked1; in late adolescence through brief courses

of intervention. This is in contradistinctioWto the specific knowledge

and skills tapped by typical educational ach.evement iests, which should

be relatively responsive to high quality instruction even in the short

run. As Carroll (1978) put it, "a low score,on...a [scholastic aptitude]

test is no guarantee that the individual cannot acquire, during a subse-

quent period, the skills and abilities that are tested, but it is an

indication, at least, of the probability that the individual could

acquire these skills and abilities, if at all, only with much expense of

time and effort and with careful instruction" (p. 78).
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Repeatedly throughout this discussion, contrasts have been drawn

between scholastic ability tests on the one hand and educational achieve-

ment tests on the other. In idealized form these two types Of tests

define opposite poles of a continuum, with most actual educational tests

-- by virtue of sharing various features of each pole -- falling somewhere

in the intermediate range. For example, scholastic ability tests measure

general intellective skills such as verbal reasoning by means of diverse

Tontent drawn from a multiplicity of topical areas, whereas educational

,a)chievement tests measure specialized knowlege and skill using relatively

circimscribed content drawn from a particular subject-matter field. Yet

an achievement test in political science, say, might include items to

Assess skill in reasoning with political concepts; to the extent that

Ach specific reasoning also reflects more general reasoning abilities,

the test might prove to be more broadly predictive beyond political

science to related fields.

In many ways, an educational achievement test is akin to a job-sample

test -- that is, a test in which the items present task and stimulus

conditions in roughly the same form and in the same relationships as

they appear on the job (or in the curriculum), thereby eliciting responses

representative of behaviors similar to those on the job (or in the course

of academic learning). Scholastic ability tests, in contrast, measure

reasoning and comprehension skills that contribnte to successful performnnce

in a number of important academic jobs. Although such ability tests might

not be as predictive as the job-sample test
for the specific job (or field of

academic learning), they are more generally predictive across a variety

ot jobs or fields calling for those reasoning.skills (Messick) 1981a).
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Among other things, the two types of tests differ in what Snow (1974; ,

Coan, 1964) calls referent generality -- that is, in the breadth or

varieiy of performances presumed to be covered or interpreted by the

respectively measured constructs of educational achievement and scholastic

ability. One implication of this difference in referent generality,

according to Snow (1980), is that "if one chooses to work with a relatively

specific vir-o'lachievement measurement, the best predictor...will be

elevant prior achievement, [and] next best will be general scholastic

ability...lf one chooses to work at a more general levei of achievement

construct, [such as college grade-point average,j the best...measures for

prediction purposes will be general scholastic ability, followed by

specific prior achievement tests" (Snow, 1980, p. 46).

Coaching as Instruction, Demonstration, and Practice

Just as thereis a progression or ordering of educational tests
-

ranging from measures of scholastic abilities at one pole to measuyes

of subject-matter attainment at the other, so there is a progression

of types of preparation for taking examinations ranging from.practice

on sample tests at one extreme to intensive instruction aimed at developing

knowledge and skill at the other. His,orically, coaching for scholastic

ability tests has tended to fall toward the practice side of this continuum,

emphasizing test familiarization and test-taking strategies, while

coaching for achievement tests has tended to fall toward the instructional

side, emphasizing directed study and review of subject-matter content.

This wide aLray of possible forms of coaching has led to heated controversy

over its meaning, because different parties often selectively restrict
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their referents to different,portions of the continuum. At the same

time, the full range of coaching possibilities has come to be applied to

any type of educational test, thereby
making preferential usage appear not

only restrictive blt arbitrary. For example, in regard to coaching for

the SAT, some writers have limited their use of the term to short-term

drill, test practice, and test-wiseness training (cf. Pike, 1978),

whereas others include under the same rubric virtually full-time instruction.

at specialized preparatory schools for periods of six months or more (cf.

Slack 6 Porter, 1980). Adherents of the former position underscore a

distinction between coaching and instruction, whereas adherents of the

latter position view such differences as immaterial, implying that

anything resulting in improved test scores testifies to coachability.

In an eirort to avoid disputes over what is or is not coaching,

we will here ,accept as coaching any intervention procedure specifically

undertaken to improve test scores, whether by improving the skills

measured by the test or by improving the skills for taking the test, or

both. Thus, for our purposes coaching may fall anywhere in the broad

range bounded by the two extremes of practice and instruction, embracing

any combination of test familiarization, drill-and-practice with feedback,

motivational enhancement, training in strategies for specific item

formats and for general test taking (including advice on pacing, guessing,

and managing test anxiety), subject-matter Wition and review, and

skill-development exercises. In this view, coaching for educational

tests is any procedure specifiCally oriented toward the improvement of

test scores as distinct from noncest-specific learning experiences and

cognitive growth -- which may also result in improved test scores. This
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broadly inclusive stance is consistent with the dictionary definition of

the word coaching, which is "to train intensively by instruction, demonstra

tion, and practice" (Webster, 1969, p. 150.

Controversies Over Effectiveneas

Even if we were to have agreement on the meaning of scholastic

aptitude as developed ability and on the meaning of coaching as any

intervention procedure for improving test scores, there would still

be ample controversy over the effectiveness of coaching and, indeed,

over the way in which the question of effectiveness is posed. As

Kaplan (1964) maintains, "Now we put the question reflects our values

on the one hand, and on the other hand helps determine the answer we

get" (p. 385). The challenge is to have sufficient recourse to relevant

research evidence so that our values do not solely determine the answer

we get. The problem is that research evidence is selectively sought in

the context of the question posed so that facts and values are intimately

intertwined in our efforts at interpretation. One safeguard is to

attempt to take values explicitly into account throughout the research

endeavor. Another is to pose the research question in alternative ways

so that data are collected and analyzed from alternative perspectives --

in the hope that convergence of evidence would lead to conseusus of

interpretation and that divergence of evidence would lead to exposure and

examination of value differences (Churchman, 1971, 1979; Messick, 197$,

1980b).

YesNo Questions Versus Questions of Degree

Studies of the effectiveness of coaching for the SAT have consistently
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poted the research question In categorical form, seeking to ascertainein

general terms whether or not coaching works and, if it does, to determine

the overall amount of score increment attainable through coaching (Messick,

1980a). Those viewing the coachability of scholastic aptitude tests as

primArily an Issue of fair testing practice tend to phrase the question

in this way. For them, coachability implies unfairness if student

access to effective coaching is not equitable or, at the least, if

examinees are not uniformly apprised, of the kinds of special preparation

they should undertake. However, if coachability is viewed not only as an

issue of fair testing practice but also as an issue in the construct

validity of scholastic aptitude tests as measures of developing abilities,

then the research question is more aptly posed as one of degree: It is

not just a question of whether coaching works or not, but of how much

student time and effort devoted to what kinds of coaching experiences

yield what level of score improvements. From this standpoint, it matters

to what Awes coaching is effective and by what means, for although

developed scholastic abilities may be further developed by relatively

long-term programs emphasizing comprehension and reasoning skills, they

should not be readily Improved by short-term programs stressing test-

taking strategies or drill-and-practice. This is not to say, however,

that programs of the latter type might not lead to some score Improvement

as a consequence of enhanced test wiseness or reduced anxiety about what

to expect.

The first viewpoint, by virtue of focussing simplistically on

whether coaching works or not, leads to a simple tallying of statistically

significant and nonsignificant coaching effects or to an averaging
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of attained coaching effects across available studies (Slack & Porter,

1980). The second viewpoint, by virtue of focussing on the relationship

between student time and effort devoted to coaching and the size ot

'associated score effects, leads to the calculation of correlation

coefficients across coaching programs between estimated coaching effects

and such indices of student effort as program contact time (Messick

Jungeblut, 1981). Eacn of these viewpoints thus provides a distinctive

organizing framework for summarizing the research findings'from studies

of coaching for the SAT, which is our next topic for detailed examina

tion. One might hope that such a juxtaposition of alternative ways

of integrating research findings would provide some closure on the

issue of coaching effectiveness -- and it does -- but the situation

is beclouded by a variety of flaws in experimental design that variously

distort the extant studies. This leads to yet another controversy, this

time over the adequacy of the empirical evidence for coaching effectiveness.

Categorical Answers Versus Relational Answers

Whether posed in categorical or in relational terms, the question

of coaching effectiveness must perforce be answered in comparative

terms by appraising obtained score gains associated with coaching

against the baseline of experiential growth in ability that may occur

over the same time period in the absence of any coaching program.

Since developed scholastic abilities continue to develop during the

high school years in response to both formal schooling and nonschool

experiences, any score increases exhibited by groups of coached students

need to be evaluated in comparison with the score gains of equivalent

91-170 0 -82--34
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control groups_of uncoached_students. A major source of disco'rd in

ummarizing the import of research results on coaching is that several of

the studies either utilized no control group at all or else employed

control groups tnat were seriously nnnequivaient to the treatment groups

receiving coaching, thereby rendering highly questionable both the size

-and-the meaning of obtained score effects. This is particularly unfortu

nate because those studies having no control groups at all happened also

to exhibit the largest score increases of any studies to date and to

entail coaching programs that were by far the longest in duration (Pallone,

1961; Marron, 1965; Coffman 4 Party, 1967), while among those studies

having patently noncomparable control groups is one of the largest

and most ambitious coaching investigations yet attempted (Federal

Trade Commission, 1979).

In the former case, there is no really satisfactory way in the

absence-of control groups to. adjust, the obtained score increases for

expected experiential growth in ability, although various adjustments

based on comparisons with national norm groups or with control groups

from similar studies have been attempted with debatable credibility

(Pike, 1978; Slack & Porter, 1980; Messick & Jungeblut, 1981). In the

latter case of nonequivalent control groups, regression techniques may be

used to control statistically for those group differences for which some

index or measure is available, but there is no way of adjusting tor any

unmeasured personal characteristics that might have influenced both the

student's participa'tion in the coaching program and that program's

apparent effecti'veness.

This is the problem of selection bias, which is a pervasive one in
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studies of coaching. It arises whenever systematic differences that are

correlated with the dependent variable -- in this case with SAT performance --

exist between the experimental and control samples. Systematic differences

resulting from student choice of the treatment rather than from experimenter

choice...of the student are called self-selection bias. To be sure, those

group differences for which reliable measures are available may be

effectively adjusted statistically using analysis-of-covariaftce techniques,

but to the extent that unmeasured group differences are also likely,

residual selection bias remains and the results are invariably equivocal.

\\For example, in the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) study (1979), the

Tched group differed dramatically from the uncoached group on a number

of .ihdices related to SAT performance, such as having higher school

grades\and parental income, making it likely that they also differed on

equally ertinent unmeasured factors such as motivation and parental

education. \Under these circumstances, the obtained score effects cannot

be unequivocally attributed to the coaching treatment and must be interpreted

as combined coaching/self-selection effects (Messick, 1980a; Stroud, 1980).

The standard prescription for avoiding selection bias is an experimental

design with random a'ssignment of participants to coaching treatment

groups and noncoaching c,entrol groups, for only with random assignment

can treatment effects be pTesumed to be independent of prior status on

any of a host of personal or,,background characteristics. At the outset,

no systematic dilferences are Tected between treatment and control

groups when they are constituted by random assignment, and if effective

control conditions are instituted and maintained, the only systematic

difference that should eventuate is that the treatment group will have
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been coached while the control group will not.

To date, three studies of SAT coaching have emplo ed random assignment

(Roberts 4 Oppenheim, 1966; Evans 6 Pike, 1973; Alderman & Powers, 1980)

and, given the power of randomized,experiments to obviate seletion bias,

one might. ordinarily expect heavy reliance to be placed on their results.

However, in all three instances the posttest used was a special adminis-

Cration of a retired form of the SAT or PSAT (Preliminary Scholastic

Aptitude Test) rather than a regular SAT administration. In each case,

for.purposes of equity, the plan was to make coaching available to all

study participants but to postpone access for the control groups until

after the experimental posttest; the intent of administering a special

SAT was to protect the control students from having test scores count on

their college admission records before they had an opportunity to be

coached. But precisrly because they did not count, these special admini-

strations may have been vieWed to some degree as practice tests, thereby

eliciting less motivation and effort than would a real SAT administration,

especially for the uncoached control students.

Warning signhls that this, might have beenrthe case were detected in

twO of the studies (Roberts 6 Oppenheim, 1966;. Alderman E. Powers, 1980),

in which some of the control groups were found to exhibit score decreases

In going from the pretest to the special SAT posttest when the expectation

from national norm samples of test repeaters is for score increases over

the same time period. 'Control-group score decreases were not obscrved In

the third randomized study (Evans 6 Pike, 1978) or, for that matter, in

all of the schools included in the other two investigations -- control---

group scores in 3 out of r4 schoolh did not-tiedrei-se in Roberts and

-ke"'
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Oppenheim (1966) while 5 out of 8 did not in Alderman and iowers (1980).

But there is no way of gauging how much the obtained score increases were

influenced by the different motivational conditions of a special as

opposed to a regular SAT.

Although the available studies of coaching for the SAT are methodolo

gically flawed in one way or another, the various defects entail sufficiently

divergent implications that any regularities or lawful consistencies

across the studies would nonetheless be compelling. Most of the studies

are subject to the influence of selection bias discussed earlier, which

severely comp;omises interpretations as to the sOurce or determinants of

score effects -- in particular whether they may be unequivocally attributed

to coaching experiences as opposed to personal or background characteriicics

of the (self)selected stUdents. In this regard, some of.the studies

involved control groups of uncoached students attending different schools

from tilt of the coached student: or else drawn from other extrinsic

sources such as testscore files, thereby confounding coaching effects

with school effects and numerous selfselection factors (Dyer, 1953;

French, 1955; Dear, 1958; Federal Trade Commission, 1979; Stroud, 1980).

In some other studies, control groups of uncoached students were specially

to matql available samples of commercially coached students

on a number of variables, but this still allows systematic differences

between the groups on.unmatched variables (*Frankel, 1960; Whitla, 1962).

Another defect common to several of the studies is an unfortunate

reliance on small samples of coached students, which results in imprecise

estimates of score effects and a reduced likelihood that real effects

will be detected as statistically significant (Frankel, 1960; Whitla,

5 3 2
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1962; Coffman Parry; 1967; Alderman Vowert, 1980). Moreoverlas--

have seen, some studies were subject to the unrealistic motiwtional

conditicns of a special as opposed to a regular SAT administration; which

very likely introduced biases in the estimated spes of scorp' )ts

(ROberts Oppenheim, 1966; Evans A Pike, 1973; Alderman & PoIT 1980).

Finally, and by far the most troublesome from the standpoiA of estimating

and interpreting coaching effects, some of the studies had no control

groups at all (Pallone, 1961; Marron, 1965; Coffman Parry1967).

All of theee studies are arrayed in Table 1, which lists fr.r

each coaching program the type of control-group design employed, the

size and statistical significance of the obtained score effect, the

amount of student contact time entailed, and the size of experimental and

control samples. This information is given separately for the the Verbal

. (V) and Math (M) parts of the SAT. The Studies are grouped into three

sections in order to obtain separate estimates of average score effect%

from those studies having control groups, those wittrlut control groups,

and those manifesting some evidence of distorted or biased results.

Included in this latter group are those coaching programs which exhibited

control-group score decreases (Roberts A Oppenheim, 1966; Alderman S.

Powers, 1980) as well as the study by Coffman and Parry (1967), which

waT marred by treatment-group score decreases and Other indications of

(

1
ivational difficulties. The estimates of score effect and of student

contact time in Table 1 are as given in Messick and Jungeblut (1981),

which each of the studies is summarized in detail. ,The score effects

for the control-group studies are either weighted intercept differences

batween experimental and control regression lines, when thee were
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available from.analyses of covariance, or else they are weighted average

score increases of eXperimental over control groups, weighted in the case

of multiple experimental or control groups hy.their respective sample

sizes. The score effects for the uncontr011ed studies were estimated by

reducing the reported score gains by an amoOnt approximating-the corres-

ponding experiential growth expected on the basis of both national norms,
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data and control-group growth in similar studies. See Messick and

Johgeblut (1981) for details.

To begin with, we note that a simple tallying of statistically

significant and nonsignificant score effects is not very illuminating.

Of the 17 Verbal.score effects derived from control-group studies (including

the suspect ones), 5 are satistically significant at the .05 or .01

level and 12 are not, but 10 of the latter values are based on treatment-

group sizes of about 50 cases or less compared with more than 100 cases

for each of the significant effects. If the 8 schools from the Alderman

and Powers (1980) study are combined -- including the suspect values from

Schools A, 8, a.d D, which serve to inflate the composite,estimate -- the

resulting weighted pooled effect of 8.4 could be adjudged:statistically

significant at the .05 level, and the overall SAT-Verbal tally would

become 6 significant and 4 nonsignificant. Of the 12 Math scote effects

from.control-group studies, 8 are statistically significant (all but one

at the .01-level) and 4 are not significant, two of the latter being

based on coached samples of 50 or fewer cases. Although such tallies of

significant and nonsignificant findings may tell us more about the slie

of samples and about the power of statistical tests than about the

effectiveness of coaching, even this gruss comparison tends to suggest

that SAT-Verbal may be somewhat less responsive to coaching interventions

than SAT-Math, which shoula not surprisi us given the greater curriculum

relatedness of SAT-M.

Inquiring about the average sizes of obtained score effects is

not very helpful either, because one getsstrikingly different answers

from those studies having >me form of control group versus those
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studies having no control group at all. Excluding the suspect studies

and weighting in each case by the size of the associated coached sample,

the weighted average SAT-V effect from control-group studies is 14.4

and that of SAT-M is 16.2, whereas the corresponding values from

the uncontrolled studies are 39.0-- or 36.6 (see Table 1) -- and 54.2.

1

These values represent average nuMpers of SAT score points on a-score

scale ranging from 200 to 800 points, on which typical score distributions

exhibit standard deviations of about 100 points.

Since the uncontrolled studies yield estimated score effects that

are far out of line with those of the control-group studies, we must

carefully appraise the credibility of the a4justments made for experiential

growth in lieu of control-group comparisons, for at first glance these

uncontrolled studies appear to warrant a more general discounting on

methodological gruunds alone. We must also consider the possibility that

even though the score effects from the uncontrolled studies are out of

line with those from the controlled studies, they may be in line with

expectations derived from systematic program differences between the two

types of studies -- in particular, the fact that the coaching programs in

the control-grocp studies,,with one exception, entailed about 20 hours of

student contact time or less,whereas the programs in the uncontrolled

studies, again with one exception, entailed about 300 hours of student

contact time. However, before addressing these two questions in detail

that .0, how defensible are the estimated score effects Irum the uncontrol-

led studies and how credible are they as student outcomes from long-term

coaching programs? -- we should first explore A further complication:

In some cases, the program score effects reported in Table I obscure

3 6
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eiAgent interactions between the size of individual score effects and

the personal or background characteristics of the students.

Although statistically significant interactions have been observed

in a number of coaching studies, the findings do not readily cumulate

into a coherent picture. For example, in a study of two highly selective

independent schools for boys, Dyer (1953) found that for students not

taking mathematics as seniors, those who were coached gained over 29

points more on SAT-H than those who were not coached; whereas for students

taking mathematics at the time, those who were coached gained only 3

points more than those who were not coached. In contrast, although

French (1955) noted the same pattern in attenuated form for boys, he

obtained the reverse pattern for girls: Coached girls currently studying

math exhibited score increases over the noncoached girls in two control

schools of about 20 and 30 points, respectively, whereas the coached

girls not taking math at the time exceeded their noncoached counterparts

in the two control schools by only 1 and 4 points. Thus, an interaction

between the size of SAT-H score effects and current enrollment in math

courses was replicated for males but the reverse was found for females,

suggesting that the relationship is either haphazard or systematically

moderated by the student's sex. In opposition to Dyer's (1953) results,

Dear (1958) found that the greatest coaching gains on SAT-M were for

students currently studying math, but no comparison can be made with

French's (1955) finding of a sex-moderated interaction because Dear's

..sample was not broken down for separate analyses by sex of student.

In regard to SAT-Verbal score effects, the only interactions

observe,' to date were uncovered in Stroud's (1980) reanalysis of data
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from the-FTC (1979) study. At one of the two coaching schools in the

FTC study (School A in Table 1), students exhibited combined coaching/

self-selection effects-that were statistically significant for both

ant,i,SAT-M, but no interactions were discovered for any of the

dozen or so variables that served as covarlates in the analyses of

covariance. However, at the other coaching school (School 8), though

nonsignificant score effects were obtained overall, two statistically

significant and independent interactive effects on SAT-V were observed,

one for race and the other for self-report,-d parental Income. On the

average, even though their number was quite small (N 13), black students

at School 8 exhibited significantly larger coaching/self-selection

effects on SAT-V than nonblacks. In addition, students reporting low

family income exhibited significantly larger coaching/self-selection

effects on SAT-V than those reporting high family income (Messick, ,)80a,

pp. 46-51). In contrast to previous findings (Dyer, 1953; French,

1955; Dear, 1958), no differential score effects were uncovered for

SAT-M, either as a function of years of math taken or of sex or of any

of the other covariates.

This sporadic emergence of statistically significant interactions

indicates that certain types of studenL, such as those with low family

income or males not currently studying math, might exhibit larger than

average score increases in some c.,aching programs. These are particular

instances o a more general possibility that we should now be ever alert

to -- that coaching programs, like other forms of teaching, may display

differential effects for different types or groups of students.

Since particular types of students may exhibit larger than average
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score effects in some coaching programs and since the score effeCts

exhibited in the uncontrolled Itudies were larger than the averige

effects obtained in the control-group studies, the discrepancy in the

average size of effects in the two kinds of studies may be partly

attributable to student differences as well as to, program differences and

design differences. This brings us back to the two questions that were

temporarily left in abeyance -- hoy defensible are the corrections for

experiential growth used in estimating score effects in the uncontrolled

studies and how plausible are those adjusted score effects as student

gains in ability due to coaching? The interpretive difficulties introduced

by the complete absence of control groups-were indeed compounded by the

special and self-selected nature of the students in the uncontrolled

studies. These studies (Pallone, 1961; Marron, 1965) were eas:h conducted

,in private preparatory schools that specialized in providing high school

graduates with a year of post-high school study aimed,at securing admission

to the U. S. service academies and selective colleges (the school involved

in Pallone's investigation was one of the ten studied by Marron).

In the absence of control groups of similar students, it is difficult

to appraise the import of the obtained score gains. Four methods of

adjusting for experiential growth in ability over the pretest-posttest

interval have been suggested as a means of salvaging these studies, but

these proposals are all questionable for one reason or another. The

authors of the original articles both suggested that the obtained score

increases be compared with normal expectations of SAT gains typical of

males during the senior year of secondary school, as revealed by College

Board normative data (Pallone, 1961; Marron, 1965). This is not a very
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satisfactory comparison, however, because the preparatory school students

in question, most of whom were high school grachiates, were clearly not

representative of high school seniors who take tbe SAT. Another sugges

tion wa. ,to comPare the obtained results with average gains in national

SAT administrations of junior to senioryear retesters having the same

initial average score levels as the preparatory school students (Slack 6

Porter, 1980). Again, this is not a very satisfactory comparison because

these private school students were not a representative sample of the

national population of test repeaters. Other suggestions involved a

comparison of the original score increases with the average gains of

control students In superior schools from other studies of proprietary

programs (Pike, 1978) or with score gains of control students in other

coaching studies who had average initial score levls roughly comparable

to Pallone's and Marron's groups (Messick 6 Jungeblut, 1981).

The point is that in the absence of comparable control groups,no

generally satisfactory estimate of coaching or instructional effects

can be made. But the fact Is that these four proposed adjustments,

though based on different and debatable rationales, yield corrections

for experiential growth which are not radically different from one

another. The lowest estimates of experiential growth were generally

produced by the Slack and Porter (1980 procedure and the highest by

Pike's (1978); on the average, the former fell about 10 points below

che mean of all four adjustments and the latter fell about 8 points

above the mean. The correction applied to each uncontrolled study

in Table 1 was the average of all four proposed procedures (Messick &

Jungeblut, 1981). This resulted in weighted average estimates of
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eXperiential growth in Psllone's case of 41 SAT-V points over a 12-

month testing interval and, in Marron's case, of 23 SAT-V points and 25

SAT-11 points-over a 6-month tesing interval. Given the highly self-

selected nature of the preparatory school students and the fact that

these gross procedures leave important factors of differential motivation

and growth uncontrolled, these provisional values for experiential growth

may still be somewhat underestimated -- and the cotresponding adjusted

score effects somewhat overestimated -- but they do not seem to be unreason-

able. Inckled, they appear to be in the right ballpark.

The resulting weighted average score effects from the uncontrolled

studies were 39 points for SAT-Verbal and 54 points for SAT-Math, which

brings us to the question of how credible it is to find such large score

effects associated with SAT coaching programs. Of course, with such

highly self-selected students_-- and especially in the absence of

control groups or refined ,ovariance adjustments -- these score effects

represent combined coaching/self-selection effects, and their size may

be as much a consequence of student characteristics as of program

effectiveness. on the other hand, the preparatory school programb in

question were not typical SAT coaching efforts, but rather entailed

"full-time exposure to course content that isdirectly related to the

verbal and mathematics College Board tests (both aptitude and achievement)"

(Marron, 1965, p. 1), undertaken "for students in their final year of

precollege work, including a large number of high school graduates who

were completing a year of post-high school study" (Pallone, 1961, p.

655). It should come as no surprise if such a iong-term'instructional

program with curriculum emphases on test-relevant knowledge and skill
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development were found to yield larger SAT score gains than short-term

yrograms emphasizing test familiarization and practice, as is the situation

with some of the control-group studies in Table 1. If this is the case,

then the search.for categorical answers to the simplistic question of

whether or got coaching works is seen to be futile, for the computation

of an overall average score effect across the range of studies in Table 1

would produce a misleading middle ground that fails to characterize the

results 0 either the long-term or the short-term programs very well.

As 'a consequence, there is little recourse but to seek relational

answeos to more complex questions of degree. Instead of appraising

the average size of score effects associated with coaching in general,

we should rather appraise the size of particular score effects in

'elation to the amount and kind of coaching, asking how much student

/time and effort devoted to what kinds of coaching experiences yield

what level of score improvements. In this approach, a natural first

step is to correlate the size of obtained score effects with available

indices of program characteristics. Unfortunately, data on program

characteristics that are sufficiently commensurable across studies to

permit a detailed comparison and evaluation of coaching procedurea is

typically not available. Indeed, no coaching study as yet has systemati-

cally investigated the kinds of instructional methods and materials that

may be most effective in improving SAT performance. Although program

descriptors that,apply uniformly across studies are rare in the literature*

on coaching for the SAT, the amount of student contact time in each

coaching program does provide a generally applicable Index of student

effort. Since, for the relevant research studies, those coaching programs
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_Involving relatively high amounts of student contact time also entailed

_structured curricula emphasizing knowledge and skill development, while

,the relatively low-contact programs emphasized test review and,practice,

,-this index embodies a confounding of program characteristics in these

(i1ata. Thus, student contact time in this context can also be viewed as a

e proxy for increasing curriculum structure and increasing emphasis on

skill development.
1

,
When all of the studies in Table 1 are ranked in order of their

obtained score effects and this ranking is compared With their ordering

in terms of student contact time in the respective coaching programs,

the two rank orders prove to be remarkably similar. As seen in Table 1,

the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient between SAT-V score

effect and student contact time across all 24 Verbal coaching studies is

.62, while that for SAT-M across all 15 Math coaching studies is .74. 1.

Both coefticients are statistically significant at the .01 level. If

Mt

the five suspect studies are deleted from the calculation for SAT-V, the

new correlation is .77 across 19 studies, which is also significant at

the..01 level. Thus, as anticipated, the suspect studies add consider-

able noise to the data set, but the relationship between SAT-V score

effect and student contact time remains strong with or without them.

The results for SAT-M, in contrast, are hardly affected by the lone

suspect Math coaching study: *Upon its deletion, the new correlation is

.71 across 14 Math studies, which again is significant at the .01

level.

In interpreting these sizable correlation coefficients, it must be

re*membered that as cans-order statistics they imply a regular monotonic

5 4 3
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relationthip between student,contact time and score effect butnot

necessarily a linear one. Indeed,.even though the time dimension is

covered in only a fragmentary fashion Ly the available studies, when

the magnitude of score effect is plotted against student contact time,

the relationship is distinctly nonlinear. To demonstrate this, when

linear regression lines were fit to score effects from coaching programs

requiring less than 50 hOurs of student contact time (all of which

included control groups), the extrapolated predicted score effects for

coaching programs entailing 300 hours of contact time (none of which

included control groups) were much higher than the score effects actually

obtained. In the case of SAT-V, the predicted 300-hour score effects

consistent with linearity were two to three times as large as the obtained

average score effects, whether actual or adjusted, and for SAT-M, three

to four times as large. This marked linear overpredictiod of score

effects for higher values of student contact time clearly indicates a

phenomenon of diminishing returns in coaching effectiveness (Messick &

Jungeblut, 1981).

Diminishing Returns in SAT Coaching Effects

As is frequently the case with diminishing returns, a logarithmic

transformation of the time dimension provided a much better representation

of the functional relationships. To illustrate, when linear equations

were fii to the regression of score effect on 491 contact time for those

coaching programs reqvirlog less than 50 hours, the extrapolated predicted

values for 300-hour programs (33 points for Verbal and 44 points for

Math) now deviated from the corresponding obtained average adjusted score

544
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effects by only about 3 to 5 points for SAT-V, depending on which %of Pallone's

(1961) discrepant values are included, and by 10 points for .SAT-M. Regression

lines fit to,all of the data in log time were very similar to those regression

,lines based only on
'control-group studies, differing from each other by only 2

or 3 points for\SAT-V and 8 points for SAT-M atAthe benchmark of 300 hours

(Messick & Jungehlut, 1981). These logarithmic equations based on the full

range of data4(e4luding the suspect studies and Pallone's discrepant values)

are plotted in Figure 1, transformed so as to r5late SAT score effect to

student contact time in real rather than log hours.
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As can be seen from Figu're l, according to the logarithmic models

fit to the obtained score effects
from the available SAT coaching studies,

a Verbal coaching program involving about 10 hours of 'student contact
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time would be expected to be associated with&average SAT-V score effects

of 8 or 9 points, while a 10-hour Math coaching program would be associated

with average SAT-21 effects of about 12 or 13 points. Similarly, the

corresponding values for a 20-hour Verbal and a 20-hour Math program are

13 SAT-V points and 21.SAT-M points; for 30-hour.programs apiece, 16

SAT-V points and 25 SAT-14 points; for 50 hours each, 19 and 31 points;

for 100 hours each, 24 and 39 points; for 200 hours each, 28 aad 47

points; and, for 300 hours each, 31 and 52 points. Or for uniform

10-point increases in expected average score effect, the associated hours

of contact time would be as fbllows: About 12 hours of Verbal coaching'

or 8 hours of Math coaching for an average of 10 SAT points; about 57

hours of Verbal or 19 hours of Math coaching for an average of 20 score

points; about 260 hours of Veibal or 45 hours of Math for an average of

30 points; and, about 11t;5 hours of Verbal or'107 hours of Math for an

average of 40 points. Thus, arithmetically increasing amounts of score

effect are associated with geometrically increasing amouna of student

contact time. For uniform 10-polnt increases in average score effect, as

in the illustration just presented, the multiplicative constant carrying

One amount of student contact time into the next higher amount is about

4.57 for SAT-V and about 2.37 for SAc*-M., The fact that Verbal entails

much more student contact time than Hath for the same amount of average

score effect -- at least for these logarithmic models fit to available

SAT coaching data -- is consistent once again with the expectation .hat

Math, being mure curriculum related than Verbal, should be relatively

more responsive to coaching intervention.

It must be emphasized that these logarithmic fdnctions are based on

5 4



existing data from available-studies, all of which involved students who

to.-a large degree were motivated-eo increase Lelr test scores through

coAching. Since such motivated students are likely to have beeh highly

task oriented, it Ls not unreasonable under these circumstances that

4

'student eontact time should be found to be direct15, related to average

'test score increases (Stallings, 1980). 1But we must remember two caution-

ary notes: One, that increases it student contact time are confounded in

these studies with increasing curricuinm emphases on knowledgetnd skill

development, so that other program characteristics that contacttime may

be a proxy for should also be taken into Accoulit in interpreting the

relationships and determining expectations. The other derives from the

pervasiveness of methodological flaws in the extant studies, which

compels us to consider the possible role of selection bias in interpreting

the basis of the functional relationships -- many of the longer-term

programs, such as the preparatory schools in Marron's (1965) study and

commercial coaching schzol A in the FTC (1979) stddy, %;ere not only

associated with larger score efkects but were also'highly ,ubject to

self-selection bias. With these caveats in mind, it digkears likely that
,

Improvement of,the comprehension And,reasoning skills measured by the

SAT, when it occurs, is a functlOn of the time and'effort expended sod

that each-additional Score increase may require geometrically incuasing

amounts of time and efforo. This developmental pattern of gradual and

\*--ldimlnishing increases in response to coaching or instructional experiences

is just about what one might expect with measures of stable, thoggh

developing abilities.
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Controversies Over 1m lications

Before we can preiperly appraise the import of an apparently curvilinear

relationship between student contact time and score effects associated

with coaching, we must carefully consider the different ways in which

coaching might operate to improve test scores. With respect to implica-
.

tions for educational and testing practice, it matters what processes

underlie improved test performance -- in particular, whether any in-

'creased test scores attributable to coaching reflect stable improvements

in the verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities measured by the SAT

as opposed to improved facility in overcoming inadvertant sources of

test difficulty,unrelated to these reasoning skills (such as test

anxiety or unfamiliarity with different item formats and test-taking

strategies), or some combination of the two. We must also consider the

extent to which any obtained score increases associated with coaching

are practically worthwhile in relation,to the investment of student

time, effort, and financial resouLCes required and in light of multitud-

inous factors that complicate this judgment. Depending on their source

and practical utility, SAT score gains attributable to coaching -- if

. they were to occur with any regularity -- would have important policy

iqplications for either educational practice or testing practice, or both.

implications for Student Performance and Test Validity

Of the potential ways In which coaching may function to improve

test scores, three major possibilities can be distinguished-(fiessick,

i98va); First, some coaching programs may genuinely improve the abilities
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and skills measured by the test, resulting in commensurate increases in*

test scores. Such s6re increases reflective 'of improved abilities

should threaten neither the construct validitY nor the predictive utility

of the,SAT, for any lasting improvements in verbal and quantitative

reasoning abilities should,lead to score increases on tests measuring

these constructs and should also serve the stident well in criterion

situations entailing these abilities,"as is the case in school and

college learning. Second, some coaching progtams may enhance test-taking

sophlsticatloa or reduce the anxiety often asSociated with .aking tests,

resulting in increased teSt scores that are nOw more accurate assessments

of student ability. Such score increases reflective of improved tdst

wiseness, by virtue of revising previous scores that were inaccurately

low because of construct-irrelevant test difficulty, should lead not only

to more accurate assessment of abilities but also 6 enhanced predictive

validity of the test. Third, some coaching rogram's may teach test-taking

stratagems and answer-selection tricks, resulting in increased test

scores that are inaccurately high as assessments of student ability.

Such score increases reflective of acquired artifice should not only
1

dilute the construct validity of the test but jeopardize its predictiv

validity as well. Some coaching programs, of course, may produce non

these effects or fore than one in various colibinations, so that in an

1

yarticular instance some mix a improved abilities, improved test wis ness,

and improved artifice might contribute to imeroved test performance.

The first two possible outcomes, if theY were realized, would be

good both from the standpoint of student periormance and from the sten

point of test validity. lhe third possibility is probably only a-minor
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problem with well-construc ed tests, because professional test makers

strive to minimize the use of)complicated or tricky item formats and to

avoid items that may be answered on the basis of clues unrelated to the

abilities tested. Moreover, test makers also strive to attenuate

the import of the second possible outcome of coaching by providing

iest-familiarization materials and practice tests to all candidates as

well as advice on guessing, pacing, reviewing, and the like. "With

well-made tests the concern is not that students will learn how to

capitalize on extraneous clues to inflate their test scores, for such

Llues should be rare and are further reducible through test analysis, but

rather that students learn to cope most advantageouSly with the test as a

standardized vehicle for demonstrating their abilities" (Messick, 1980a,

p. 65).

Thus, of three main possible outcomes of coaching, two are good for

both studeat performance and test validity while the third is a minor

and rarely demonstrable problem with professionally developed tests.

The second possibility -- that improved test wiseness might yield in-

creased test scores uf greater accuracy -- although potentially critical

for certain types of students who are relatively unpracticed and un-

oriented in the ways of standardized testing, is of debatable importance

for the generality of students. The principal reason for this surmise

is that various coaching programs have attempted to enhance test wise-

ness by drilling the student in different approaches to different item

formats and to allay anxiety by providing feedback on effective item

performance, but the available fragmentary research evidence indicates

that if this is all that is done such coaching will have little impact
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on SAT scores (Messick, 1960a). Coaching programs that emphasize test

familiarization and practice appear to be asocinted with small score

effects, if any, whereas programs that include skill-development compo-

nents tend to be associated with larger score effects which, on the

whole, seem to occur more for Ma,h than for Verbal. This can be seen

in Table I once we note that the former programs tend to be relatively

short-term while the latter programs are relatively long-term.

This leaves us with the first possible outcome.of coaching --

namely, that effective coaching programs genuinely improve the verbal and

mathematical reasoning abilities measured by the SAT -- and with the task

of ascertaining the credibility of such an outcome given the paucity of

directly relevant research evidence. No study of coaching to date has

systematically addressed this issue of improved abilities. Rather, all

of them have f-ocussed on the prior issue of first demonstrating signifi-

cant score increases associated with coaching befoie inquiring into their

causes. Since this second step has not yet been taken, at this point we

can only conjecture as to the likelihood that obtained score increases

reflect improved reasoning skills.

An important related question pertains not only to the improvement

of abilities through coaching but to the stability of that improvement

over the long term. If effective coaching does improve abilities, this

might occur via the development of new skills or, mo're likely, by the

rtrengthening, honing, and refining of existing skills through exercise

and challenge. Although increased test scores attributable to coaching

may reflect real ability improvement at the time of testing, this improve-

ment may be relatively enduring or transitory depending on whether
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critical levels of exercise and challenge are maintained in the student's

learning environment until the ability gains become stably consolidated.

Since coached scores, if they indeed represent improvements in

ability, should be just as valid or more valid than uncoached scores in

predicting academic success, at least in the first year of college, one

might turn to such predictive data if it existed for evidence of improved

abilities. However, such an approach is both indirect and ineffectual.

It is indirect because it requires not only that reasoning abilities be

improved by coaching but that the improved skills be both durably main-

tained over the freshman year and effectively utilized in college

periormance, whereas numerous countervailing factors -- such as social

adjustment problems and heavy involvement in athietics or other extra-

curricular activities -- may contribute to scholastic underachievement

and the gradual erosion of academic skills. It is ineffectual with

respect to inferences about improved abilities because the validity of

coached scores might derive not from improved abilities but from improved

accuracy in the assessment of existing abilities attained through enhanced

test wiseness. Thus, high predictiveness would provide positive evidence

that increased test scores attributable to coaching reflect either stable

imProvements in abilities or more accUrately assessed abilities which in

either ca*se were well utilized in college performance, but low predictive-

ness would constitute negative evidence only if plausible alternative

explanations for poor academic performance could be discounted.

Despite these Interpretive pitfalls, one coaching atudy -- that

undertaken by Mar.ron (1965) at ten specialized preparatory schools --

tentatively explored this Indlrect route by appraising the extent to
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which SAT scores after iong-term,coaching predicted freshman class

standings at the U. S. service academies and selective colleges. As a

further complication, however, relatively crude and approximate methods

of equating were required in Marron's study to achieve some semblance of

distributional comparability across the service academies and across the

widely diverse colleges that the preparatory students dispersed to.

Although the outcome is thereby rendered admittedly tenuous, the find-

ings nonetheless suggest that at the service academies the students did

less well academically than the test scores predicted, whereas at the

selective colleges the distributions of class standings and test scores

did "not seem to be inconsistent" (Marron, 1965, p. 22).

Thus, the possibility that effective coaching may genuinely improve

the comprehension and reasoning skills measured by the SAT is neither

strongly supported nor strongly countered by available data, mostly

because so little of it is directly pertinent to the issue. What would

be more germane are studies relating both uncoached SAT scores and SAT

scores after various kinds and amounts of coaching to multiple measures

of developed abilities and cognitive processes, along with indices of

test-taking sophistication and test anxiety. One might thereby determine

the extent to which coached and uncoached scores reflected the same

cognitive ability factors, the extent to which they entailed format-specific

5

variance unrelated to other methods of measuring these abilities, and the

degree to which they were differenraly affected by tst-taking skills

and anxiety levels. But in the absence of such studies, we have little

,,recourse but to glean whateVer clues we can from available analyses.

To assess even tentatively which way the existing data point, we
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must rely on indirect signals and bits of circumstantial evidence, most

of which are discernible in Figure 1. After all, What research evidence

there is about coaching for the SAT has been summarized in Table 1 and

statistically integrated into the curves of Figure 1. Those curves

suggest that SAT score effects -- as embodied in a logarithmic model

fitting the available fragmentary data -- are still Increasing, minutely

but steadily, up to 300 hours of student contact time and beyond. Each

additional amount of score increase entails geometrically more student

-contact, time, which is .a pattern more suggestive of developing-abilities

Chan of either enhanced test wiseness or acquisition of subject-matter

knowledge.

Subject-matter achievement ought to increase at a faster or less

diminishing rate in response to tuition, as indeed it did in Marron's

(1965) study, in which weighted average score gains on achievement tests

of English composition were almost one and a half times as large as

unadjusted weighted average gains on SAT-4/ while gains on intermediate

and advanced Math tests were roughtly one and three-quarter times as

large as on SAT-M. In contrast, it is most unlikely that enhanced test

wiseness or anxiety reduction would still be accruing positive effects,

however diminishing, after 300 hours or even 100 hours. Given the

circumscribed nature of the information and advice to be imparted and the

inevitable redundancy of repeated test practice per se, coupled with the

modest results of coaching programs emphasizing test familiarization and

item review, one might expect the effects of test-wiseness,training alone

to peak and level off within 10 or 20 hours of student contact time or

less. After all, 10 to 20 hours of test-wiseness training would be
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comparable to a onecredit college course in test taking.' Consistent

with this conjecture, the faster initial growth rates in the curves of

Figure 1 indeed suggest that score effects associated with the first 10

,to 20 hours or so of student contact time may possibly reflect a combina

tion of enhanced test wiseness and developing abilities, with the

former becoming progressively less important and the latter progressively

more importapt in the attainment of larger and larger score effects.

Implications for Guidance and Admissions

SAT Score Increases attribdrable to coachingt.it they occur with any

certitude, may have important implications not only for testing practice

but also for educational practice -- for learning and instruction as

well as for guidance and admissions. Before We can ponder potential

implications, however, we must confront the question of practical

utility -- how large does an obtained coaching effect need to be to have

practical significance for various_purposes? As we shall see, since a

number of factors must be taken into account simultaneously, this is a

complicated question which can only be answered conditionally. Nonethe

less, it would help to clailfy if not resolve the Issue if we could

underscore some of the relevant factors while at the same time didcount

ing other ostensible answers that turn out to be largely irrelevant to

the utility of cdaching effects.

In this regard, one commonly mentioned benchmark is 6..! standard

error of measurement of the test, which typically hovers around 30

score points or so for both SATV and SATM. The standard error of

measurement is the standard deviation of measurement errors from whatever
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source -- of major concern in connection with ! multipleform test such

as the SAT are those errors incumbent upon taking one test form as

opposed to other parallel or equivalent forms. A range of plus or minus

one or two standard errors of '.3easurement around a student's observed

score is usually taken as a confidence interval serving to bound, with a

given probability, the student's true score. Compared with this band of

plus or minus 30 to 60 points of expected error, most of the score

effects associated with coaching programs in Table I appear to be relatively

small. But these score effects, by and large, represent differences in

average score increases of coached groups over control groups, which

automatically takes the standard error of measurement into account since

it operates in simllar fashion in both the coached and uncoached samples.

From this perspective, the standard error of mea.aurement is irreteVnt

to the appiafiel of average score effects associated with coaching,

because these effects reflect differences over and above the influence of

measurement error. It is also largely irrelevant to the appraisal of

individual score effects attributable to coaching, provided they are

calculated as residual scores around regression lines based on uncoached

or pooled samples, as in analysis of covariance (Cochran, 1968). Such

residual scores also estimate coaching effects over and above the standard

error ot measurement, in addition to being adjusted for contaminating

,variance on any covariates included in the regression equation -- although

the size of the standard error does affect the size of the Individual

residuals. However, the standard error of measurement is by no means

irrelevant to individual score gains calculated as simple differences

between two testings before and after coaching. In this case,. negative
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errors of measurement in the first testing coupled with positive error;

in the second would inflate any coaching effect, whereas positive measur-

ment errors in the first testing coupled with negative errors, in the

second would attenuate it.

Another reason why the standard error of measurement is not an

apposite yardstick for gauging average coaching effects is that measurement

error is a random process affecting all test,takers irrespectively,

whereas coaching is a deliberate and directed process selectivefi

affecting only those test takers who engage in it. There is no question

of unfairness in connection with error of measurement, for it constitutes

rv

, the luck of the drsw in how well the sample of items on a particular SAT

form happens to match the individual's functional capabilities on a given

day. That on a different day or a different test form the individual's

score might be somewhat higher or somewhat lower is what is meant by

error of measurement, and it applies to everyone on a randomly probabil-

istic basis. In contrast, demonstrably effective coaching, being systematic

and selective rather than random and universal, would inevitably raise

questions of unfairness; as we shall see when such questions are addressed

In detail in the next section, however, they are neither new nor unique

to coaching. Nonetheless, in terms of social implications, since

a relatively large standard error universally applied might be tolerable

while a same-sized coaching effect selectively applied might not, there

are ethical as well as logical and statistiCal reasons to avoid comparing

the two.

Other oft invoked contexts for evaluating the size of coaching

effects are the SAT score scale, which ranges from 200 to 800 points,
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and the number of additioual items correct implicit in a given score

effect. For example, a coachini effect of 20 SAT-V points corresponds

to about three additional Verbal items correct while 20 SAT-M points

corresponds to roughly two additional Math items correct. A 20-point

coaching effect thus seems trivial when viewed in terms of additional

items correct or in terms of a 600-point potential score range. But the

choice of a score scale is arbitrary and, withip the limits of adequate

reliability and feasible testing time, so i the number of items in the

test.

Although the 200- zo 800-point SAT score scale is immaterial for

gauging the size of coaching effects, the distribution of test scores

along that scale is definitely not. In particular, the standard deviation

of the SAT score distribution, which is normally 141 the neighborhood of 100

points for both SAT-V and SAT-M, provides a highly pertinent yardstick

lor assessing coacAing impact. Although the numerical value of the

standard deviation is tied to the arbitrary score scale, as is the metric

of the coaching effects, what is not arbitrary is the number of standard

deviation units that a given coaching effect represents. Thus, a 201point

coaching effect is roughly a fifth of a standard deviation of the score

distribution, and It remains a fifth of a standard deviation under any

linear transformation of the score scale.

By casting coaching effects in standard deviation units, we are

a position to translate score gains attributable to coaching into

corresponding increases in percentile rank. That is, for normally

distributed tesp scores in general, we can now determine the improvement

in a student's percentile rank attendant upon a given score effect,
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but this peccentile change is variable, being contingent upon initial

score level prior to coaching. For eximple, if the initial uncoached

Table 2 .

-.2erceetile Cale A...elated with Wpoint Coithing [(forts
for 1616141 Scot... 10 S.n4M Deviation (SD) Unit.

boreal-Curve Vat (SD 100)
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..2 0 2.) 1.1 2.2

1575.1,00 SAT Valve. for Ce21e/0-1.1 Sonfors

Verbal ISO 110/ Meth (SD 117)

Zile Cain Llle Cain

20.oelet Wpoint 20-peint 10-poinc

Initial Coachlne Ceerhiee la1r1o1 Cooch166 Coashlos

Lilo Effect .2 Effect %Ile 2" act

At.4 1.4 1.6 92.0 1.0

91.9

$2.6

2.0

, 44
1.0

54

91.1

g14

2.9

A.o

1.9

66.2 5.1 2.9 66.6 63 1.6

50.2 7.0 10.0 49.2

31.6 - 1.2 9.9 MO 5.1 $.3

1.9 2.9 4.0" SA 3.1 5.0

1.0 1.4 2 4 1 0 2 1 0

score were two standard\deviations below the mean, a 20-po1nt score

effect would yield a peecentile. improvement of 1.3; if one standard

deviation below the mean, a 20-point effect yields an Improvement of

5.3 percentiles; right at the mean, 7.9 percentiles; one standard deviation

above the mean, 4.4 percen iles; and, tWO standard deviations above the

mean, only .9 percentiles (see Table 2). Thus, the largest improvement

in percentile i'ank ucrurs for initial scores at the mean of the score

distribution, with the amounc of improvement falling off as initial

scores deviate from the mean n either direction. Furthermore, a given

score effect yields slightly 4irset percentile improvements for initial

uncoached scores below the menin comparison with the improvements

associated with corresponding scores equally far above the mean. Althouel

the SAT score scale is not precisely normal and the standard deviation

varies slightly from year Co the corresponding percentiles and
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--percentile changes in the 1979-1980 national percentile tables for

college-bound seniors are within a point or two of these normal-curve

values, as seen in Table 2.

The percentage of test takers that a student surpasses by virtue of

a specific coaching effect may be keyed to a particular reference group

of interest, whether college-bound seniors, or females or applicants to a

specified college or whatever. This is accomplished by dividing the

obtained score effect by the standard deviation of test scores for the

corresponding reference group and then apprailing the,attendanC percentile

gain over initial score by means of normal-curve tables where appropriate --

or telse by using local or targeted percentile tables.

With:respect to the practical consequences of such percentile

improvements, we should note that low-scoring students,,who most need

whatever benefits coaching might accrue, gain relatively little in

percentile rank from a 20-point score effect. The same holds true for

high-scoring students, who nonetheless might strongly desire any add-

itional benefits derivable from coaching if they aspire to highly

selective colleges. Assuming a 20-point coaching effect, a student

with an initial uncoached score 1.5 standard deviations below the mean

would rise three percentiles (from a percentile rank of 7 to a rank of

10), whereas a student initially scoring 1.5 standard deviations above

the mean would gain about two percentiles (from a percentile rank of 93

to 95). For siores initially at the 50th percentile, a 20-point coaching

effect would yield about an 3 percentile improvement.

Given current admissions practices, it is unlikely that percentile

improvements of these magnitudes would substantially influerwe admissions
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decisions, except perhaps for students whose scores are at the margins of

admissibility to.variously selecfiN;e institutions at whatever level...,

Even here, other,factors are likely to outweigh a few additional percen-

tiles on the SAT, unless riqd cutitin! scoees are Mandated. Nor is it

likely that such improvements in percentile rank -- from 7 to 10,

from 50 to 58, 'from 93 to195 -- would,
dramatically alter student self-

concepts and aspirations, a/though any improvements ia performance or

ability slluld be realistically capitalized upon in student guidance!

Since popufar usage seems to:stress'gross categories -- suCh as being

in the,top halfthird, fifth, or tenth of-Lle group -- any percentile

changes that bridge those categories might have greater personal import

psychologically, but there is Ilttle evidence Lat they have special

practical significance over and above the perCentile change itself.

For example, a 20-point coaching effect would move a student initially.'

scoring half a standard deviaAon below the mean from the bottom third
4

tO the middle third of the norm group, albeit frbm the top of the lower

third to the bottom of the giddle fhird, but it is doutitful that this

gross charactetization would outimigh in practical decisions the actual
i , i

4 ,

change In percentile rank from 31 to 38,
r

.

The outcome for.a 30-point coaching effect is not .adically different.

As given in Table 2, the corresponding percentile changes are abOwt 5 '

percentiles for initial scores 1.5 standard deviations below &he mean

(from .7 to 12), leis than
12,iercentiles for inftial scores at the mean

(from'50 to 62), and 3 perdentiles for initial scores 1.5 standard

'deviations above the mean (93 to 96). In this case of a 30-point c4aching

effect, however, the percentile changes'close to the mean, having exceeded
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a decile, are more noticeable .nd might have practical significance in

selective instances. But coaching effects of these magnitudes, judging

from the available research evidence, are not easily attainable, especially

in Verbal (see Table 1).. According to Figure 1, an expected 201point

SAT-V score effect would be associated with about 57 hours of,contact

time for motivated task-oriented students in a Verbal coaching program,

while a 20-point SAT-M effect is associated with about 19 hours in a Math

coaching program. An expected 33-point score effe. would be associated

with 260'hours for Verbal and 45 hours for Math. These score effects, of

course, are average values expected to be associated with coaching

programs of ttietic durations, so some individuals would achieve variably

larger gains with these amounts of contact, time while other individuals

would attain variably smaller gains. Moreover, given the possibility of

interactions between score effects and various personal or background

characteristics oethe participants, certain groups or types of students

might expeqence markedly higher or lower increases than that typified by

the average score effect, but such interactions have not bgen well

documented.

If one focusses not on the test as a predictor of college perfor---

mance but on the predicted performance itself,.another potentially use-

f61 yerd:AIck for gauging coaching effacts becomes apparent -- namely,

the attendant gain in predicted criterion performance or college fresh-

mAn grade-point average (GPA) associated with an obtained score effect.

Howeve-; sin.e.this predicted cricerion gain is dependent on particular

grade criteria which vary widely from college to college and on the

numter and validity of other predictors included in the specific regression
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equation, it is woefully ad hoc as a yardstick for ,appraising coaching

effects.

In order to, get some inkling of the likOy magaitude of such pre-

dicted cricerion;gains, however, let us consider some characteristic

. I '

median correlations based on 827 SAT validity studieS (Educational

Testing Service, 1980). The median validity coefficient in predicting

college freshman grade-point average (G) was .52 for high school grade-

1

point average (8), .37 for SAT-V (V), .32 for SAT-M (M), and .58 for all

three predictors oombined. The' corresponding multiple+regression equa-
%,,

tion in standard-score form is:ZG .43Z11 .20Z1, + .10Zm .

It a student's test scores are augmented by a specific coaching effect

-in Verbal (Zvc, in,standard deviation units) and a possibly different

coaching effect in Math (Zm), the resulting prediction is

.43ZH + .20(Zv + Zvc) + .10(Zm + Zmc) . The gain in predicted

criterion performance associated with these coaching effects is

therefore (Z, Z,) .20Zvc + .10Zmc . Thus, for typical SAT stan-
vc

dard deviations of!about 100 points, a 707point Verbal coaching effect

yields an Increment. of .04 standard deviations in predicted freshman

grade-point average dhile A 20-1.oint Math coaching ef ect yields ar in-

crement of .02 standard deviations, resulting in a coMbined gain in pre-

dicted.criterpn pprformance of .06 standard deviations. For grade-point

averages on a 0- tia 4-point scale, th4 mediln standard deviation over A

fifteen-year period was approximately .66 (Bejar & Blew, 1981). Therefore,

the combined gain in predicted criterion performance associated with

20-point coaching effects in both Verbal and Math wouli amount to about

.04 uni'ts of CPA.
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In general, for linear regression, the gain in predicted grade-point aven.ge

associated with coaching is determined by multiplying the obtained Verbal or Math

coaching effect in standard deviation units by the respective beta coefficient for

SAT-V or SAT-M (a number usually less than one). As a consequence, given standard

deviation units of coaching effect will typically yield less than half that amount

in standard deviation units of predicted criterion gain, often considerably less

-- a sinsle test predictor with a relatively high validity coefficient of .5 gen-

erally has its unique contribution even further reduced by the addition of other

valid cJrrelated predictors. Thi.s, even .ith relatively high test validities,

a 30-point coaching effect (.3 standard deviations) would usually yield a gain

of less than .15 standard deviations in predicted criterion performance. In

terms uf predicted grade-point average, then, in contrast to SAT percentile gains,

an even smaller percentage of students would be surpassed by virtue of a particu-

lar coaching effect. Furthermore, to the extent that othcr valid predictors are

employed in addition to the test and that other background factors influence ad-

missions decisions, the import of any obtained coaching effect would be corre-

spondingly muted in practice.

As has already been suggested, any practical utility that coaching effects

might convey is likely to be greatest for that subgroup of students whose uncoached

scores are at the margins of admissibility to selective institutions of their choice,

in whatever score ranges those institutions deem marginal. But it should be remem-

bered that score increases attributable to coaching may arise in three possible

ways, and although any one of them might move a student from inadmissible to ad-

missible status in terms of test scores, they have different implications for

subsequent college performance. These three types of coaching effects are schema-

tized in Figure 2 in relation to admissible and inadmissible ranges of test scores

apd to successful and unsuccessful ranges of criterioa performance.
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Test Score

Figure 2

PossIble Coachirut Effects do Relatlos to

College Performeoce (Adapted fro. Hammond, 1550)

Type A coaching effects in Figure 2 derive from enhanced test-

taking sophistication or reduced test anxiety, by means of which un-

coached scores that were Inaccurately low because of construct-irrel-

evant test difficulty are raised to levels more accurately descriptive of

student ability. Some students invalidly deemed inadmissible In terms

of the formerly inaccurate scores might now be validly deemed admis-

sible in terms of the more accurate assessment of ability levels. Type

El coaching effects reflect genuine
improvements in the comprehension and

reasoning abilitiex measured by the SAT. Some students validly deemed

inadmissible in terms of low prior ability
levels might now be validly

deemed admissible by virtue of improved abilities sufficient for success-

ful college performance. Type C coaching effects derive from test-taking

stratagems and answer-selection tricks, resulting in iftcreased test

scores that are inaccurately high as assessments of student ability. As

a consequence, some students validly deemed inadmissible In terms of the
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more accurate prior scores might now be invalidly deemed admissible by

virtue of inaccurately high scores masking insufficiently high ability

levels.

Students, especially those from diverse cultural backgrounds, stress

type A effects; commercial coaching schools claim type B effects; 'and,

professional testing organizations denigrate type C effects (Hammond,

1980). As We have seen, there may be a modicum of substance in all three

positions, but the important point is that these potential effects are

neither equally likely nor equally consequential. For example, types A

and B, if realized, should enhance both student performance and test

validity while type C should be only incidental with professionally made

tests. To the extent that they occur, type A has implications for

testing practice and type B for educational practice:and both raise

questions of equity of access to effective coaching programs, which is

the next -- and final -- set of interrelated issues to be addressed.

Implications for Educational and Testing Practice

If coaching were to substantially increase test scores without

correspondingly improving the abilities measured, there would be important

implications for testing practice. Such an outcome would imply that the

test or the testing experience entails unintended sources of difficulty

that can be at least partially overcome by special preparation -- anxiety

over being evaluated, for instance, or unfamiliarity with item formats or

test-taking strategies. In addition, effective coaching,might reduce the

operative difficulty level of some Cest items by teaching answer-selection

tricks. As we have seen, the latter possibility is unlikely for profession:
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ally made tests, but to the extent that it does occur, the affected items

should be revised or eliminated and the procedures for test development

and analysis tightened. Although the former possibility -- that enhanced

test wiseness or anxiety reduction might lead to sizable score increases

-- is also unlikely-to be of major consequence for the generality of

students, it may be of special significance for certain groups or types

of students, such as test novices or those who are not dUlturally attuned

to standardized testing. This suggests -- even'though the available

studies find only small average effects, if any, associated with coaching

programs stressing test familiarization and practice -- that in the

interest of equity all test candidates should have an opportunity to

familiarize themselves with appropropriate test formats and to practice

recommended test-taking str*ategies. Such familiarization might be

accomplished, for example, through the diligent use of practice tests and

advisory materials similar to those routinely distributed by tht College

Board. Issues of equity of access to such test-wiseness coaching programs

and materials become Important mainly to the extent that individual

differences in test-taking skills per se influence test scores.

On the other hand, if score increases attributable to coaching

represent commensurate improvements in the verbal and mathematical

abilities measured by the SAT, then there would be important implications
4

tor edu.cational practice and social policy. To begin with, the func-

tional-characteristics of apy SAT coaching programs that prove to be

eftective would have direct implications for instructional practice,

tor although tnere is little question that the comprehension and reason-

ing skilis measured by the SAT are learned, there are large questions
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about how they can be taught. And if they can be taught, their status

as explicit objectives of school learning must be addressed. Since

comprehension and reasoning abilities facilitate educational accom-

plishments geneielly--- theSAT is related, after all, not only to

college performance but also to high school performance -- school pro-

grams stressing ability development as well as subject-matter learning

shoold.have synergistic effects on current and,subsequent educational

achievement. In addition, as Cronbach and Snow (1977) insist, "the

most important safeguard against rigidity of streaming is to make the

development of aptitude a deliberate goal of instruction" (p. 521). All

of this Implies, assuming comprehension and reasoning skills are teachable,

that the most efficacious approach to elementary and secondary education --

as well as the soundest long-range mode of preparation for the SAT --

would be school programs that integrate the development of thought with

the development of knowledge.

If coaching techniques for fostering ability development couldbe

specified which were not an integral part of the regular school experience,

then the issue of equity of access to special coaching programs arises.

The SAT measures the current leyel of developed scholastic abilities

facilitative of academic learsing. Whether this current level of devel-

oped abilities derives in part from special coaching programs pointed

toward improved test performance or,from general educational programs

pointed toward improved school performance or from extensive experiential

learning in nonSchool settings -- that is, frdm coaching or instruction

or experience -- is indistinguishable to the SAT. Thus, the issue of

equity of access to coaching programs that are effective by virtue of
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ability development, if such could be identified, is similar to the issue

of equity of access to effective schoolprograms or effective life

experiences, for they each have similar consequences for test scores.

Such ability-enhancing coaching programs raise important equity issues of

educational access, to be sure, but they are not new equity issues nor

are they unique to coaching.

Epilogue

To say that coaching for scholastic aptitude tests such as the

College Board SAT is controversial is certainly true, but it does not

come close to conveying the depth or dimensions-of disagreement -- as

in any long-standing controversy, there are deep-seated value issues

entailing multiple value judgments. Nor does it help, necessarily, to

trace the arguments of various parties, for often as not they are

speaking past one another by virtue of different assumptions about the

meaning of aptitude or of coaching and about how to pose the basic

question of coaching effectiveness. Moreover, even if there were agreement

on tho meaning of terms and on the nature of the research question, there

would likely be disagreement over the adequacy of the evidence and its

consequent implications. It does help, however, to spell out all of the

issues In detail as best we can discern them, s that a case may be made

for a particular position in contrast to rival alternatives.

Following this approach, we argued that scholastic aptitude was

neither fixed endowment nor direct learning outcome but, rather, de-

veloped (and developing) ability. We accepted as a working conception of

coaching any intervention procedure specifically undertaken to improve
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test scoreg, including training techniques ranging from short-term test

familiarization and practice to long-term instruction. Given the diversity

of empirical outcomes attendant upon this range of coaching procedures,

we felt compelled to ask not whether coaching worked but to what degree,

because the averages computed in pursuit of the former categorical

question yielded a misleading middle ground uncharacteristic of either

short-term or long-term programs. As a consequence, we examined the

relationship between the size of score effects attributable to coaching

and the amount of student contact time entailed in each coaching program,

revealing in the process rank-order correlation coefficients upwards of

.7. This relationship i'5-i-O-7;e-aiilitlinear, however, but approximately

1
logarithmic, with arithmetically increasing amounts of score effect being

associated with geometrica ly increasing amounts of student contact time,

which in the extant studi s may also be serving as a proxy for incrnasing

currliculym-emphas nowledge and skill development. Thus, SAT

coading effects -- within the limitations of the available fragMentu..,

datati- appear to be subject.to markedly diminishing returns.

Alle magnitude of individual score effects, transformed into units of

the standard deviation-of the score-distribution, Wild interpreted in

terms of the amount of improvement.a student thereby attained on the

average in corresponding percentile rank -- that is, in terms of the

per,:entage of test candidates that a student surpassed by virtue of a

particular coaching effect. This improvement in percentile rank, however,

i8 contingent on the student's initial uncoached score, with a given

coaching effect yielding its largest percentile improvement for initial

scores at the mean of the distribution and falling off as initial scores

deviate from the mean in either direction. For example, a 20-p3int score
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effect.for a student initially scoring one standard deviation below the

mean would yield an improvement of about 5 percentiles (from a rank of 16

to 21); if initially scoring one standard deviation above the mean, the

Improvement would be about 4 percentiles (from 84 to 88); and, if initially

at the mean, it would be about 8 percentiles (from 50 to 59).

It is unlikely that percentile improvements of these magnitudes

would substantially influence admissions decisions, except possibly for

students whose uncoached scores are at the margins of admissibility to

selective institutions of their choice. Nor is a coaching effect of this

magnitude easily attainable, especially in Verbal. According to the

logarithmic model relating student contact time to average score effect

based on the available SAT coaching data, about 57 hourS of Verbal

coaching or about 19 hours of Math coaching would each be expected to be

associated with an average of 20 score points or so. Thus, dependent

upon the initial uncoached score and its relation to the margins of

admissibility to a particular college and noting that geometrically

increasing amounts of student contact time are,required for larger and

larger score effects, the ultimate value judgment with respect to coaching --

Is it worth it? -- comes down to the individual case. The evidence and

and arguments summarized here offer a radonal framework for addressing

this issue.

But if obtained percentile incresies attributable to coaching

represent enduring ability improvement, then the question of worth

takes on a different character independent of initial score level or

questions of admissibility. The burden would shift to asking when, if

ever, ability development was not worth it and how we might incorporate

facilitative techniques into the formal educational process.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Mr. Erdahl?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Befere I

direct a question to our witness, I'd like to direct an observation or
question to you, Mr. Chairman. I really think you should be en--
couraged by the response to your proposed legislation. It seems like
you have struck the fear ocf the law givers into thefl hearts of the
test givers. My point would be if the voluntary policies of other
testing associations are, I guess I could use the word as concilia-
tory, as ETS they seem to have negated the real or imagined need
for your bill.

Mr. WEISS. If the gentleman will yield.
Mr. ANRIG. I'd be glad to second that motion, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. As I indicated at the outset of Mr. Anrig's testimony,

I am indeed Ileartened by the changed attitude. I'm also aware of
the fact that had it not been for the potential of legislation being
enacted I doubt if we would be 'at ale stage where we are right
now. So j think that perhaps legislation and perhaps the enact-
ment Of legislation may set them on an aven straighter path than
they're traveling now.

Mr. ERDAHL. I'm sure that many, as I am, are properly impressed
by your legislative clout.

Mr. Anrig, thank you very much for being with us today. 1 regret
that because of a, I might as well drop a name, breakfast meeting
with King Hussein, I was not here for the first part of your testi-
monY.

If you ha'Ven'f done it, could you give us a brief summary of your
background for the record because I think it's relative to the posi-
tion that you've taken-today.

Mr. ANRIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Through the Chair to
Congressman Erdahl, I've been a teacher, principal, and superin-
tendent of schools at the local level of government. Then for 3
years was in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
first as the Director of the Division of Equal Educational Opportu-
nities in the Office of Education, and subsequently as Executive As-
sistant to the U.S. Commissioner of Education. Following that I
went to the University of Massachusetts at the State level of gov-
ernment, and from the University Of Massachusetts was appointed
to.commissioner of education for the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts in 1973, a position which I've held up to September 1 of this
year; when I went to EMS; This is my first experience out of the
public sector and out of government. I must admit I'm enjoying it.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, another question. Does
ETS have a profile in the New York situation of the students,
either academically, income wise, whatever you want to say, a pro-
file of the students that request disclosure? Who are the students
that are asking for disclOsure anyway?

Mr. ANRIG. Throughrthe Chair, generally with regards to the law
school admissions test, you have a very high request fOr disclosure
and I believe it largely cuts across the whole spectrum of young-
sters and others who wish to go to law school. In the other areas,
however, you've had a much smaller request for participation
which either may be a result of the desire for the test or as Con-
gressman Weiss indicated the forms may not be as accessible as the
law school forms. But whatever the reason the people who request
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tend to be from upper income situations. By upper income, appar-
ently it's over the $30,000 a year bracket which is pretty-upper.

Mr. ERDAHL. Mr. Chairman, tomorrow we'll be hearing from
some people discussing and I think responding to qüestions about
the impact.of testingnot testing, excuse me, coaching. With that
in Mind, looking at the provisions of H.R. 1662, this requires test
agencies to furnish -a-statement on the extent to Which test prepa-
ration courses improved test subject scores on the average. Could
you comment on that kind of anticipating what we might hear to-
morrow?

Mr. AivitiG. Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, I'll be glad to do that
without legislation. We have a document hot off the press, "Issues
of Effectiv4iss and Equity, in the Coaching Controversy," it is in
my mind tflf.bgSt piece of information I've seen on the issue of
coaching. It's comprehensive. It includes all of the previous studies,
Porter and Slack aside, it doe,s include all the previous,studies. It's
been developed by Samuel Messick, the distinguished research sci-
entist from ETS who will be here tomorrow. If the committee
wishes to question him, he'll be available to answer your questions.
With the Chair's permission, I11 submit it for the record.

Mr. ERDAHL. I was just going to request that, Mr. Chairman, ask
unanimous .consent that that'be included as part of our record for
the committee and staff.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection, it's so ordered.
Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair to Congressman Erdahl, the issue

of coaching to me is debated by researchers-and will be debated by
them tomorrow, I'm sure. I look at it as an old teacher and I know
Congressman you do too. I've never told a youngster not to prepare
for a test and never will. You know, it goes against the American
dre3,m that practice makes perfect. We all beheve that. The impor-
tant thing isn't whether a youngster should practice for a test or
not, of course they should. It's a matter of what they expect to
come from that practice. It will not perform miracles and it's very
important that they realize that it won't perform miracles. Just as
your cramming and mine the night before an examination in col-
lege didn't make up for a semester of not doing our work, coaching
isn't going to make up for 4 years of not doing your work in high
school. The tests measure what you've learned. The aptitudes are
learned aptitudes, they're not genetic aptitudes, they're learned ap-
titudes. So if you practice you'll do better, but if you practice for a
short period of 'time you're not going to do very well. If you prac-
tice for a longer period of time, you'll do a little bit better, but it
doesn't make that much difference. For -instance, if you spend 20
hours of intensive coaching and practice,, including the homework
that goes with that, you probably can increase your verbal scores
about 13 points. If you spend 20 hours on math, a total of 40 hours
noW, that's a lot of time in addition to-goingto school. A total of 20
additional study on math you might ptill up your score about 21
points. What that ryally means is that on a scale of 600 points, a
lot of people forget that the SAT score is on a scale of 600 points,
you might increase 13 points on- one hand and 21 points in another,
that's two or three questions on the test, that's all. That's worth
doing, I'm not going to tell a youngster not to prepare for that, but
I want to be sure that he or she understands that it's not going to
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get him into Halliard. It's the 4-year record that counts in your
perf6rmance, notthe record of what you do in one 3 hour sitting at
the test. So I think -the issue of coaching from &teaching point of
view has become exaggerated beyand ists importande. I also think
it's important, however, not to deny that there is a rote. Ithink
that coaching can take place at home. It doesn't have to take place
at school. As I've said in my testimony I'm very determinedto pro-
vide inaterials readily accessible to-anybody of any economic level
so they don't have to feel the only choice is to go to a school and
pay ROO worth of tuition.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Anrig. This may be my
final question and-it maybe sounds a bit facetioushut. I don't mean
it that way. I would think that ETS could financially and adminis-
tratively handle the compliances required in this proposed bill, but
what about some of the smaller testing agencies? Would we see
ETSiend up as something of a monopoly in the field.

Mr. ANRIG. Well .first, through the -Chair, I wouldn't *ant to see
a monopoly out there. I welcome competition We've been winning
some of our competition and we've been, losing it. We've lost some
bids recently. The image of ETS as a monopoly out there' is just not
true.7here's about 3,000 different organiiations.

Mr: ERDAHL. I didn't say, sir, it wa% I said it Could become.
Mr. ANRIG. But you, gave me a good oportunity, I wanted to

make that point. There are other organizations out there and
they're competing with us now. The itisue of cost is real. If those
organizations can't pass t'heir coats on to the clients then I think,
that's very true. If they make their costa force the fees to be exorbi-
tant then people will say I'm just not going to take that test any-
more. So there is. a danger of that. We're not at that point yet.

Let me hasten to add, -however, that zrs because it is larje
should not be viewed as invulnerable to.that point. A year ago ETS
lost money for the first time in its history. When I was interviewed
I .said that was a new definition of not for profit. It made the a
little nervous: But our margin of revenues over expenditures is a
very small percentage. We operate on a fairly small margin. So we
can't afford that any more than some of the other organizations
can. The main point that you raise which is can these costs in
effect affect the welfare of the testing organizations out there, the
answer to that is clearly yes.

Mr. `ERDAHL. I hope that you're encouraged that your definition
position puts you in a unique league with the U.S. Government,
the Chrysler Corp., and others, Thank you very much for being
with us. Thankyou, Mr:Chairman.

Mr. WEIS& Thank you, Mr. Erdahl. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Ant*, the New

York TruthinTesting 1,4.,w is entering its third year. How is it
working from your Viewpoint.

Mr. ANRIG. Congressman, the experience I've had and I want to
stress I've only been in office ,since September so I'm new at this. It
seems- to me the law is working smoothly because of good faith by
all those involved. Good faith by the testing organizations, good
faith by the State Commissioner of EthiCation, and good faith by
Senator LaValle who is as you may know and I believe &spoke-
sperson is here 'for him today hail; amended his law to take care of'
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some of the problems that arose immediately after its passage' that
everybody recognized wasn't the intent of the law. So there's been
a good deal of flexibility both on the law sponsor's side as well as
those that are carrying out the law. One of the reasons I think it's
important .not to legislate at the Federal level is because there is a
statute in 'place which by voluntary decision of the test organiza-
tions now applies nationwide, and we ought to just see how that
works for a period of time. I tbink it's working rather well. I think
some of the cataclysmic predictions didn't cothe true. I think some
of the miracle predictions didn't come true either. So the best thing
to do based on my ,experience is don't legislate where you're not
sure, and it, seems to me this is an area we should watch for_ a
while.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Did ETS have_ a position on-the New York propos-
al prior to its'beconiing law? ,

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair, the Educational Testing Service
was in opposition to the New York State law.

Mr. WILLIAlfs. But you now support its implantment throughout
the nation on a voluntary basis?

Mr. ANRIG. The decisions of the boards which contract with- us,
the Law School Board, the Graduate Management Board, and so
forth that I mentioned, and the college board, their decisions have
been to apply what they are doing in 'New York State generally to
all States so that there's not orie State treated differently from the
others. There are some exceptions to that but in general that's the
position they've taken.

Mr. WILLIAMS. If the various states are allowed to voluntarily
abide by the New York State law, won't that pregent your company
and other testing companies with a patchwork quilt throughout the
country and make Cempliance and coordination very difficult?

Mr. ANRIG. With the Chair's position, the decision of the various
boards to iipply the New York State entitlements. nationwide I
think largely was based to avoid that. If each State started to pass
a New'York State-like law then you would find differences because
as you well know from your own experienee, going though the
State legislature someone always wants to put an amendment on
that's uniquely theirs. So then you would end up with the patch-
work. I think that's not advisable. One way to avoid that would be
Congressnian Weiss' proposal which is that of a Federal la*. I
happen to think that the remedy ls_at bad as the disease. So the
way to do it, it seems toll* and it's an obligation on our part to
respond is to say we'll respond to the issues that you've raised, that
the States are raisins and the Federal Government is raising. We'll
respond to that and do so voluntarily. It seems to me the record
shows that that has been the case.

Mr. WILLIAMS. So-the thrust of the New York law and Congress-
man Weiss proposal is agreed to at least by your testing company,
but you'd prefer that that be donethat that thrust be accom-
plished voluntarily throughout the country rather than by law. Do
I understand that as your position?

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair I'd like to state the position a
little differently than you just did, which it the position_ of the Edu-
cational Testing Service is in favor of openness in testing, we
commit ourselves to that, and we take,the actions that I've de-
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scribed in my testimony today. To the extent,those are complimen-
tary to elements within Congressman Weiss bill, then I'm certainly
Supportive of those elements which are complimentary but not in
general with Congressman Weiss bill, with all respect.

ME. WILLIAMS. Do we agree that the public has the greatest stake
in opennesiLand truth in testing?

Mr: Ar 4m9.- Through the Chair, yes. Affirmatively and becaUse
there-is a public interest, I believe that organizations like Educa-
tional Testing Service- have both the same -interest. and-an obliga-
tion in ,that area.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I guess that the question for the committee to
decide is given that there is I suppose near unanimous agreement
that the public does have this enormous stake in testing in this
Natioh, the decision then is should we alloW private organizations
to implant the -rules by which truth in testing 'will be achieved or
should that be done by the public through their representatives?

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair, Congressman as I said in my
opening testimony I'Ve been in.government all my life, and I've
seen the problem of first trying to legislate a remedy and- then ad-
minister it afterwards, and I don't have to describe that problencto
you, you face it all the time. What you intended isn't necessarily
what ends up being. The issue' is to look at the results. Are You
achieving the results that you want without Governmentaction? If
the answer to. that is yes, then don't take Government action. If,
you think you could achieve better Tesults, and that means not juit
in What you do but in what those who follow you will d6 also. I say
this as a lifelong bureaucrat. Then you.look at legislation. But you
say boy we might pais a law up here and it'd be a pretty good laW
and we. wanted to do the right thing, but look at those laws we've
done the right thing on before and what's happened to them and

owhat ends up being a burden on 16cal people. I jUst don't think I
want to head down that way. So I think that's a very appropriate
judgment f4-4he law givers of this country to make. 11/13, advice
would be-that you're achieving your goal without legislation, don't
legislate. But that decision rests with the Members of Congress and
I recognize and respect that fully.

Mr. WILLIA.Ms. I appreciate that. I do want to make the point
that as a lifelong observer of government.l want to\make the point
that not every problem has been made worse by government in-
volvement. In fact, I really think that a historical overview of the
past '50 years shows that most problems government has attacked
has been made better by the lawa that government has passed. I
don't know how political- that is to Eiay that in today's climate in
which government can do no good. But the hard fact is that gov-
ernment has done an enormous Etrnount of good in the past 50
years and indeed, has achieved results that woere almost precisely
what government intended to aéhieve.

I, like you, an a fornier administrator and a teacher, I've been
impressed by what can be achieved through testing and equally im-
pressed and concerned with the inexactness of testing. Whether it
was grade School or high school, I'could move test results simply by
moving the day on which I. gave the test from Monday to Friday. It
seems to. me there has been, and I'm going to take one side of this
and advocate it and then ask for your response, sir. It seems to me
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the tremendous focus that we have placed on testing in this Nation
has resulted in students or potential students having success or
failure based on a test or a very few numbers of tests. For example,
admission tests. rm wondering if yoa as an expert in this area can
speak to whether or not we overuse tests, Whether or not we apply
them incorrectly, and particularly whether or not we rely heavly
on admission test.

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair, I think you've raised some very
important points, Congressman. Let's take a look at what the
reSult has been.,Is it true that some-thing out there, maybe tests -is
stopping students from getting into colleges or getting into the col-
leges of their choice? I was interested in the letter that wag submit-
ted to the committee by the American Council on Educatioa that
represents most of the institutes of higher education. Accoralg to
their data 90 percent of the students currently seeking admission
to undergraduataatudies are admitted to the college of their first
choice. More than 95 percent are admitted tO some college. Tests
have not stopped people from getting to colleges or even to the col-
leges of their Choice. I, think a very strong case could be made quite
the opposite, that it has made that possible.

Now, the situations that you describe and both of us know that
that does happen, are misuses by individuals, of what a test should
be. It is true they are inexact, absolutely true; and if anybody'were
to take a single test as the determining factor for any decision,
whether it's promotion or diploma or admission to college or saying
the youngster is a ggod youngster or bad youngster, that's a wrong
action. To my knowledge every testing organization that publishes
tests takei that position. Now the question is, how can you guard
against that kind of abuse. The trouble is you can't do it by law.
You can't legislate attitude. An admissions officer who would let a
test be the determining factor is not doing his or her job. I say that

.on the record and anybody else in favor in representing the adinis-
sion field I'm sure would join me in that position, but there prob-
ably are people who do that trying to find an easy way to deal with
a large number of people. That's wrong.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Let me interrupt there, sir. Last year I believe it
was °last year we heard this legislation and a representative of ohe
element of the medical community came before us, I believe in op-
position to the chairman's bill, and based his opposition primarily
on this point if my memory is correct. Since the use of admission
tests the medical colleges with which his association dealt had a
sigraicant reduction in the number of drop-outs. On the face of it
thaWounds good and yet when I asked him if they were rel3Ting
almost sdley on admission tests to reduce that dropout rate, his
anaWer was yes. When I asked if they dealt with the relevancy of
curriculum to minorities, his answer was, no. And when I asked
similar questions his answer was no, we deal just with admission
tests. Now that Was from a representative of an association, that
has I suppose thousands of members in the medical community
across this country.

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair Congressman, there is in the au-
dience and on your schedule of witnesses somebody from the Medi-
cal College Admissions Testing program who is better able, I think,
to respond' to the point you just raised. Let me just answer it more
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in terms-of general questions of admission. Admissions officersin
general; and at least I have found especially so in the highly sele
tive institutions, bend over backward to find out additional infor
mation about students to that which is provided both by their
grades and their scholastic aptitude test scores. I was a little Con-
cerned on the recent Phil Donahue Atfow that you may have seen
with Drs. Porter and Slack from Harvard. They-were criticizing the
SAT and making generalities about admissions. I wish they'd gone
right down the street to their own admissions office at that univer-
sity to see what they were saying is not, in fact, what is done. I
have sat -in on admission discussions at that institution, and there
is-an enormous effort to try and find, out what underlies the back-

. ground of a youngster.- What more information could we find that
makes it clear that this is the youngster we would want have come
to this institution. Most admission officers, I think very much, try
to do that. Certainly most principals and guidance counselors try to
do it. But there is always the aberration. I would hope no institu-
tion would take a posifion that-would say that its sole determining
action will be based on any test score as et single determining
factor overriding any other part of the admissions process.

Mr. Citala. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Just one minute, are those efforts within the ad-

, -missions office inclusive or exclusive? Are they for the purpose of
bringing in the student or excluding those students that may not
be fit.

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair, mist institutions now we have to
remind ourselves are inclusive institutions. They're not sorting out;
they:re looking for students. That will increase over the next few
ye *s because of the drop in enrollMents which is characteristic
certainly of your State I believe and others as well. So the number
of students available to come to-the institutions is going down and
will, I believe, About 25 percen't nationwide. So- institutions are not
doing the sorting that niay have been characteristic back in the
1950's and 1960's for instance. The small numbers of institutiohs
that are selective, maybe 50 to 90 institutions in the country, the
highly selective institutions are very careful not to rely solely on a
test score. They really are very careful not to do that. I just think
that we're moving out of the period when that could be a potential
danger because there just aren't that many students and schdols
want to maintain their enrollment.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I yield.
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I was wondering if it would be

,possible if we could have the gentleman in the audience, tor.
Cooper, respond at this point specifically to the question of the
-Congressman.

Mr. WEISS. If you will we have the schedule set up and we'll take
it in proper order. Otherwise I think we're really going to dislocate
the -schedule.

Mr. CRAIG. OK.
Mr. WEISS. I appreciate the suggestion.
The gentleman from Montana, questions?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your generosity and

time.
Mr. WEISS. Mr..raig?
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Mr. ANRIG. 'May I, Mr. Chairman, just before we leave the Con-
gressman from Montana, I do want to say that as a lifelong Gov-
ernment servant that I do believe Government has done some-good
work, particularly in Massachusetts'.

Mr. WILLAMS. Especially in Massachusetts. -
Mr. Amu didn1 want to in any.Way deny that. It's just that

we've also' g t some problems. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CRAI . I'll let you two .discuss that. Thank you very much,

Mr. Chair an. A .couple of questions, I think the thing that con-
cernsm,ihost is that we seem to be saying-that your bill and-the
New Yôik bill are similar and, therefore, certain kinds of things
that ha e resulted from the New York legislation have already
come pass; and, therefore, certain kinds of expenses that would
be ecessary might not be arrived at with the passing of federal

gislation. My quick overview of that finds seven_rather major
areas of difference, indicating there is a real difference between the
New York bill and the proposed legislation we have before us.-

One of those areas that concerns me is, and possibly you could
address yourself to it, the bill we have- before us, in section 4, re-
quires testing agencies to reveal proprietory information in the
case of contracts withother agencies, and there's tic). similar Previ-
sion in the New 'York law for, that. How does your organization
view that particular provision and the potentiarproblems with it.

Mr. ANRIG. Through the Chair, . Congressman the position I
would take on it is from a position of an organization which, al-
ready takes its annual audit report and,publishes it. So we put 'out
on the table what our expenditures are, what our revenues are,
where they are, and Cooper and Liebring Comes in and audits it
and we publish it as part of our annual report. We do that by our
own decision though. I would find very intrusive Government
saying to any private organization, including a not-for-profit orga-
nization that you must provide what one could well call legitimate
proprietary information and submit that onto the public record.
There are organizations, our own included, _that have marketing
strategies. That if competition were to look at it could pick out
those strategies very easily by watching that over a period of time.
I'm sure if the-Chair were in a law firm and at atime future date
returned to the halls of Congress and Congres& were to say we'd
like that law firm of which you were a partnera high. partner I
might addwe want you to put your finances out on the public
record. The response to that would be pretty. strong. I think as a
matter of principles that is intrusive. That's Government intrusiep
into the private sector that I think is not,warranged. But again I
say ,that on the basis thatas a pr.actice the ETS Board,of Trustees
has always put .on the record its finances. But that is. not true in
general throughout testing organizations or any other business.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Anrig, by my reading of the pro-
posed legislation, are vl)e not saying in that section that-if you con-
tracted with a university to do a special kind of study for them, be-
cause they were interesteil in the type of student coming in, should
they be different from -other universities in Certain respects and,
therefore, were seeking specialized inforthation; that this would.
demand your disclosing this information if requeited by the public
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when, in fact, it might be the university's information. Do you see
that as a potential conflict? <

Mr. Akit1G. ThroUgh the Chair; F think the potential is there.
What I think the settions, partitularly sections 3,, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
of H.R. 1662, what they do is begin to cut in in away that I don't

. believe is true in any other sector of-the'economy to,the really pro-
'. prietary and private information which an organization, which is

iprivate, s entitled-to. And I think whether or not it would be true
as you just interpreted it, the fact that it raises that question just
indicates the-problems. How many law cases would be necessary to
resolve that Matter. How many lawyers would have to be hired to,
light that out in court. It's just an area we should get into in my
judgment.

Mr. CRAIG. Apparently before I came in, Mr. Chairman, you
asked the ,question as it related to costs- and compliance with the
New York law and I have read what -those ansWers are. Do you at
this time, or has your organization-at this time Made any evalua-
tion based on potential of additional compliance through the bill
that we-have before us? What additional costs Might be -incurred
obviously by the consume'r?

Mr: ANRIG. Through the Chair, there are some differences be-
tween the New York State !al and H.R. 1662 and I'm just trying
to look at the ones that have a particular coat impact.

Mr. CRAIG. You have done no study at this time? .
Mr. ANRIG. Not at-this time, Congressthan.
Mr. CRAIG. To make a determination-as w potential costs?
Mr. ANR1G. We could take a look at that if you'd Ve and I'd be

happy to try to do so.
Mr. Catiio. I think that would be important for the record.
Mr. ANRIG. Surely. More importantly though the earlier line of

questions you had is almost more important than the cost factor,
. which is the intrusion issue. It would in my judginent treat one

sector of the econon-4, in this area, the private testing development
organizations differently than any' other sector of the economy is
treated by the gavernment. I know of no other sector, other than
federal regulated drug companies perhaps, even there I don't be-
lieve it's true. I know of no other sector that is treated this way.
This is extremety intrusiVe.

mr. Casth. Thank you very much. I might say, Mr. Chairthan, in
the overall consideration of this question, at a time when we are
making an effort within Goveinment to deregulate, instead of in-
crease regulations, (and Congress has been on record for several
years as moving in.,that 'direction) that we move out into the pri-

- vate sector when we have large testing activities within Govern-
ment itself, the civil service type of testing and military. testing.
There has been real ,questioning of the -related acts that may be
unfair to those participants in those tests. Perhaps we ought to be
directing ourselves to the problems of GovernMent instead of pri-
vate industry, and I-see nothing in this legislation that encourages
that direction or offers any relaxation of potential pioblems that
exist within Government. I see nothing-in this legialatiOn that does
anything to guard against the institutions' Misuse of existing proce-
dure or test information. I think MA's another area of concern
tliat, if We're going to go into this, we ought to cover the water-
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front, as the case may be. Misuse can occur at a variety of levels.
Most assuredly it could at the institutional level, dependent upon
those making use of the test score itself. Thank you very much for
your testiinony.

Mr. WEISS. Thank yOu very much, Mr. Craig.
Just on the last point, without attemPtirig to engage in debate

between us, I don't want to tell the institutions how they ought to-I
conduct themselves. I dort want to set educational or admissions.
policy. I don't think that'sAppropriate. Indeed what this legislation
intends tosdo, and perhaps in, some instances imperfectly, is to pro-
vide for disclosure, period. We've tried to limit them to the infor-
mation surrounding the test zone.

Mr. Anrig, I'M riot sure Ptinderstood your response to one of the .

questions Mr. Craig asked you. Let me see if I can phrase the ques-
tion-and your resPonse. Are you suggesting that.if the intrusive as-
pects of this legislation were removed so that the only thing we
had left were areas which were clearly regarding information sur-
rounding the test itself an&disclesure of the tests and studies relat-
ing to the preparation of the test questions and analysis ethem
that it would be the scholars arid the students penodand we
would have thtcontractual and fee and cost queitions and all thow
other iritrusiVe things aside, are you-saying that educational test-
ing Service would support this legislation? ---

Mr. Aigalc. No, Mr. Chairman. .
Mr. WER3S. Oh, I thought we had arrived at a point of agreement.
Mr. ANR1G. GOOd try. No; M. Chairman, our position is clear,

legislation is not needed. The action is being- taken in the absence
of legislation, why legislate?

Mr. Wpss. I wanted to set the ret9rd straight.
Mr. ANRIG. I appreciate you doing so.
Mr. WEISS. I didn't want you to walk out of here and have your

Trustees suggest that you went beybnd their Position.
On the Coaching question that has been alluded to earlier-bY Mr.

Exdahl, y,ou are aware of the fact that before your assumption of
the presidency of educational testing the Federal Trade Commis-
sion came out with.a report in which it concluded that" indeed the
claim of the coaching schools were more accurate and valid than
that 'of the teiting companies aa to what 'the beneficial affects :of
coaching would be aS far-as test takers are cOncerned.

Mr. ANRIG. Mr. chairman, I'm aware that there was a Federal
Trade Commission study done by the Boston regional office which
as.I understand it was not accepted by the Federal Trade Cornmis-
Sion itself. Indeed the Federal Trade Commission or at least-the
staff of that Commission in Washington raised serious concern
about the study that was.done in Boston. My understanding is that
Miss-Lois Pine, a candidate for Lieutenant Governor in Massachu-
setts, will be here tomorrow and I'm sure she'll take an opportuni-
ty to describe what she did and why. The Federal Trade Commis-
sion itself- has done some further study tt my understanding is
that noblidy has hey're putting a Jot of isclaimers, including ori
the covers of/those tudies, about their own conclusions. The issue
to me is not 13 poin , 14 points, or 15 points. That's why I think
the:. coaching controveray is heading in the wrong direction if it
goes that way. The issue to me is how can we be sure that stu-
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dent and his or her parents understand the limits of what short-
term -coaching call accomplish. Understand the options as to where
the irffor,Enatioi4 for such coadhing, and-it doesn't-have tb take place

at a coaching.§chocd4 it can take place in the youpgster's study, or
bedroom, mor livfng room. That there ijk nformation available to
them. And-third that we help youngsteirsWho wanf to prepare for
tests to-do so Ajd-to do so accarately. I'm,concerned, for instance,
ona of the bookr that recently came out suggested. that on. the issue
of Kuessing and.- there is a way to guess on these tests when you
narrow it down-to two of the four options. It's given bad advice. So
what we've done is prepare a brochure which I'll be happy to leave
wAyou today which deals with the issue of guessing. It's all right,
it's-in the test design.

Mr. WEISS. Without objection that, tdo, is made part of tile
record.

[The information referred to follows:J
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Mr. ANRIG. the key issue is the information needs to get out
there and get out there more broasdly. I've said in my testimony the
educational testing service along with its client board will take-the
responsibility to do that and we are doing that in a lot of different
and new formats than have traditionally been available. I'm very
anxious, for instance, to get to community agencies on this issue. I
think they reach more kids that are poorer youngsters than even
the schools do.

Mr. WEISS. You do acknowledge the the information which ETS
had provided "-up to, let's say, 2 years ago in regards to coaching
and its,effeet could not be described as the model of clarity as far
as the test taker was concerned as t6 what he or she could expect
from beingcoached for that exam or SAT?

Mr. ANRIG. Again, Liiant to be clear that some publication's that
have been criticized are not put out by ETS,but rather,hY those
other boards that I've mentioned. But I don't want to walk away
from that issue. I think that in general the testing organizations
have tended to downplay .he effects of coaching. They're not doing
that to deny coaching, they're-simply saying it's not going to have
that much effect. Don't get your hopes up. You can't make up in 40
hours what you didn't do in 4 years. That was their intent in
taking that position. In stating that position, ,they inay have over-
stated it. My own feeling is the debate going on right now is mis-
leading the students. It!s giving them lope which is not legitimate
hope. The obligation is to make that clear, what it can and can't
do. I believe the publication which we have here is extremely clear
on that and it traces out the number of hours. If you put in this
number of hours-in this kind of preparation , you'll get this kind of
result for it.

Mr. WEISS. Do you know that it, was not until a hearing before
this subcommittee about a year ago or so that for the first time
ETS explained for .the record what it meant as to what kind of

Taching would not be helpful,,that in fact we're talking short-term
c ching and that it defined short term as anything up to 4 hours.

Mr. ANRIG. Yes; Mr. Chairman, as I started, out my statement,,I
think the hearings which have been conducted as a result of your
bill have been very hopeful in a variety of areas including on the
issue of coaching. The problem is to get the information out and-to
be sure the information is getting outslearly. Through your leader-
ship I think that the information is clearer now than it has been in
the past. It's interesting that of the number of press calls I get, I
get more on this particular issue than anything else. I think it is

____getting_a_loLoLnationaLattention_ancLthaes_good,..asiong_as_w_e_get
accurate information out and not inaccurate information. I do
think it's important to be sure to look_ at the conditions that were
placed both by the Federal Trade Commission itself and subse-
quently by the regional office on their own sttidy. So I wouldn't
take it as gospel. I'd hate to have misinformation getting out now
that we're beginning to,get clear information out.

Mr. WEISS. Commissioner, thank you very, very much, for your
testimony and for your patience in responding to our questions. As
I said at the outset, I think that the attitude which you evince
really is heartening. We look forward. to the implementation of
those attitudes.
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Mr. ANRIG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, it's been a.pleasure to be
here. I thank .the membersof the committee too.

Mr. WEISS. Next is the director of the American College Testing-
Service, Philip Rever. Will you correct nr_if I have mispronounced
your name? Is itis it pronounced as Reever or is it River?

Dr. REVER. Mr. Chairman, congratulations, you did a wonderful
job.

Mr. WEISS. Yes? OK.

STATEMENT OF DR. PHILIP R. REVER, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN

. COLLEGE TESTING_SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. REVEL Mr. Chaitintin, I am Philip R. Rever and-I am the di-
---rector,-not-of-the entire American college testing program, to my

dismay 'sometimes, but only to its Washington,,D.C., office,
ain delighted to appear before the two subcommittees at thi;

hearing because the topic of the hearing would indeed, have a
direct bearing on the American college 'testing, program's assess-
ment, a tollege admission and placement test 'which is taken by

o about -1 million students-each year. It would affect the tests that
we adMinister or develop for; other agencies_With which we have
contracts, for a variety of ser:Vices. We do, adhlinister medical col-
lege adinission tests though We do not develop their exaMination,
and we have xecently signed a contract to develop the law school
admission test though we do not administei'this examinatiOh. How-
ever, I will restrict my remarks to the effects of H.R. 1662 on the
ACT assessment and in that regard, I have prepared and submitted
to the subcommittees and with your permission I would like 'to
have entered 'into the record a printed statement, but I would
prefer to summarize the points that I have made in that statement
rather thin read it.

Mr. WEISS. That's fine. Without objection, your entire statement
will be entered in the record:-

(Prepared statement Of Philip Rever follows:)
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PRIPARRO STATEMRNT OF Dn. PHILIP R. REVER,THE AMERICAN COURGETESTING
PROGRAM

Mssrs. Chairmen:

I am Dr. Philip R. Raver, Director of the Washington, D.C.

Office of The American College Testing Program, Inc. (ACT). Because

H.R. 1662, The Educational Testing Act of 1981, would directly

affect ACT's Assessment Program, I am pleased to appear before your

subcommittees to present ACT's views on the Bill1. In short, ACT

opposes passage of H.R. 1662 just as it opposed passage of,H.R. 1662s

predecessoro.H.R. 4949, during-the 96th Congress.

ACT's reasons for opposing H.R. 4949 were fully discussed in a-

comprehensive statement submittedto the Subcommittee on Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education on September 10: 1979. Nothing

has occurred since ACT submitted its earlier statement that has

changed ACT'S views about the value, necessity, or educational

consequences of bills like H.R. 4949 on the ACT Assessment and

students. To the contrary, ACT's experiences in omplying with

the New York law have reinforced its concerns about the utility and

desirability of legislation modeled after the New.York law, e.g.

H.R. 1662. In addition, the actions taken by test agencies to

respond to proponents concerns about tests and test use in admissions

have made H.R. 1662 unnecessary in the absence of substantial numbers

1 The Assessment Program is'the formal name of ACT's college
admission and placement services. The Assessment which is taken
by about one million college bound students is the formal name
of the test that is the foundation of ACT's services.
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'of conflicting state laws that regulate test agencies. To

demonstrate that passage of H.R. 1662 is ill advisedand unnecessary,

the experiences of ACT in New York, the changed in ACT policies

governing public access to the Assessment, and the changes in hand

scoring policies made by ACT since the effective date of the

New York law will be reported and discussed in this statement.

ACT's Experience in New York.

In testimony before the Subcommittee on ElementSry, Secondary,

and Vocational Education on September 10, 1979, ACT reported that

compliance with the New York law would require a reduction in

'test dates, or test availability, in New fork, thereby seriouly

inconveniencing students. rn addition, ACT predicted that advantaged

students were more likely than disadvantaged students to obtain

,released test materials, a result of the legislation that was clearly

unintended. Evidence gathered to date suggests that ACT's concerns

were well founded with regard to the Assessment. ACT's experiences

are summarized below:

1. Because of the limited availability,of tests for relea'se-

to the public as required by the amended New York law,

ACT-reduced its test dates in New'York from 9 to 6.

2. The reduction in test dates has been accompanied by a

reduction in the number of students who take the ACT

Assessment in New YOrk. Since the effective date of the

NeW York law, approximately 4,000 fewer students have taken

the Assessment each year than during the test year proceeding

the effective date of the law. These 4,000 students did

not receive useful and unique data about themselves.

Irt
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For example, they did nut receive an inWest profile

which is a integral part of the ACT Assessment and which

is useful in plannin9 for college and careers.

3.----ACT will spend several hundreds of thousands of dollars

to incipse test prqduction to replace tests retired

at an accelecrated r te as required by the New York law.

4. Since the effective date or tbe New York law, very fow

students have requested and obtainol.cop,es of their

Assessment test materials. Specifically, less thae______

.2 percent of 1 percent (115 out of 79,723 students who

have taken the Assessment in New York since January 1, 1580)

have request.ed and received copies of their Assessment test

materials. To paraphrase Winston Churchlll, never has

ACT expended so much for the benefit of so few. Moie'

importantly, the extremely low demand for Assessment

materials caused ACT to carefully consider the appropriate

use of student fees to support changes in existing policies

and procedures.

5. Tha 115 students in New York who have ordered copies of

their Assessment test materials are not representative of

ACT tested students. For example, their average ACT composite

test score was 24.2 on a scale pf 1 to 36 with an average

score of about 19, 85.9 percent reported having a 0 Or

higher graderaverage in high school, 54.3 percent reported

594
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their family's income as $20,000 per year or higher.2

New York students who requested copies of their test

materials were decidedly advantaged according to traditional

indicies of relative "advantage."

After repeated assurances from witnesses during previous

Jegislative hearings that student demand for access to test materials

-was very strong, the exceedingly
small proportion of New York students

who_have requested copies of their Assessment materiars may be --

surprising to some. ACT was not surprised.

ACT expected little demand in New York and would expect little

nationwiL demand for access to their Assessment materials were

H.R.\1662 enacted because relatively
few students, about 4 percent

of All 'tested students, take the Assessment more than once,

i.e. "retake" the te't. Given the relatively few students who

retake the Assessment, the low demand for disclosure, 1,e. access

to test materials shdrtly after tests,are
adml_nistered, by New

Yo students was expected.

Low but .glier,demand for disclosure by New York students was

reported by the Colidge_Doard in previous testimony. Because

stuients believe, often
miikcr4ythat their performance on the

.SAT determines their
admissability to c egos, substantiallY

greater proportions of
students take the SAT mor -tban once (either

2 Comparable data for all New York tested students are as follows:

their average ACT composite score
is 20.0, 56.0 percent report a

B or,higher average high
school grade, and 36 percent a family

income of $20,000 or higher.
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by taking,the PSAT before they take the SAToor by retaking the

SAT). Based on the greater proportion of students who retake the

SAT, it would be reaSonable to expect greater proportions of

New Yerk students who have taken the SAT to obtain copies of their

SAT test materials. To avoid misunderstanding, it should be made

clear that according to figures reported during the previous

hearings on H.R. 1662, the proportion of New.Yerk students who

obtained copies of their SAT test materials was small, abuut Perrent,

but substantially higher than cumparable figures reported by.ACT

although the proCedures students fellow for obtaining copies of

test matCrials were similar. Clearly, differencestin student demand
.--

to,review copies of test materials are directly and primarily

related to students' perceptions about the use of particular tests

in admissions decisions.-

rn summary, ACT's experiences in New York havejended to

substantiate its concerns about the Newyork law and legislation

such as H.R. 1662. Tg the detriment of tests, test agencies,

students, and colleges; such legislation doeS not respect the

substantial differences among tesils, test agencies, test usage,

and student demand for di;closue. Therefore, Passage of H.R. 1662

is Ill advised.

Changes in ACT Policies Since January 1, 1979.

While ACT's experiences in New York support its view that -

enactmCnt df H.R. 1662 is ill advised, ACT has taken act'ion? ttrat

make H.R. 1662 unnecessary. Like other test agencies, ACT has

(a) modified its policies governing public access to the Assessment

;

!.

)0'
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and (b) expanded its scoring services as reported"below.

ACT has modified its policies governing public access to the

ASsessment-, just as other test agencies have, according to_its test

dovelopment capabilities, the psychometric foundations of its test,

the primary use of its test, and student demand for the

disclosure'as demonstrated by New York students. Prior to

September 1,-1981, ACT routinely provided copies of the issessment

to scholars and college faculty members upon their request..

Beginning this Fall, ACT alsomill:

1. send, at the beginhing of each test year, a Copy of a

recently retired ACT Assessment to each high school that

received one or more test score reports during the previous

test year and to any other high school that requests a

copy of the test.

2. invite students to order up to two recently retired forms

of the ACT Assessment.

Both changes reflect ACT's experiences in New York, ACT's retest

b'
rate, and the concerns ACT has raiSed about H.R. 1662 and similar

legislation in previous legislative hearings. Under these changes

students will have access to retired forms of the Assessment before

they take the test. If there are benefits to be derived from

receiving retired copies of the Assessment, these benefits will be

realized before the tests are first taken. ACT will not encourage or

cause an increase in unjustified or unnecessary retesting, a possible

consequence of the adoption of more extensive disclosure policies.

Because the two forms made available to students will be different

,fOrms than the one sent to high.schools, and because all three

forms will.be ones recently retired, all forms of the Assessment

597
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will be available for public review after they are retired.
,

Consequently, the public will eventually have access to all forms

the the Assessment.

In addition to providing greater public access to the Assessment,

ACT has expanded its hand scoring services. Prior to September 1,

1981, ACT hand scored upon request, and at no charge to students,

answer sheets irt.,t,..ts Iowa City, Iowa headquarters. Beginning in

he Fall of 198L, A?1..0111, upon request,.pronde hand sFring

service; at locations'where students can conveniently observe and

verify their scores. Should the hand scoring be done in ACT's

Iowa City headquarters or in one of ACT's 13 Regional offices, no,

fee will be charged to students. Nand scoring at other locations

will be arranged at the request Of students although an appropriate

7fve may have to be charged if additional costs arc incurred.

Accordingly, beginning this Fall', han,c1 scoring services have been

exOnded without incurring sabstantially increased costs that are

disproportionate to the demand for score verifiCation as experienced

in New York.

Although the changes reported above may be characterized as

expansions 00' existing policies, they were not made hastily. They

reflect ACT's concerns about the consequences of disclosure on

tests, test usage, students, and postsecondary institutions.

'Similarly, actions other test agencies have taken in response to

the New York law and pre%ious state and federal legislative
- _ _

initiatives reflect the psychometric characteristics of their tests,

the uses of,their tests, and the demand of students for their test

materials. Consequently, passage of H.R. 1662 is unnecessary.
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Just as ACT has modified and expanded its policies governing

public access to the Assessment and its hand scoring Services

according to its experiences in New York and its best judgment

about ways of responding to proponentS" concerns about tests and

their uses, other changes such as accelerating public access to

retired forms of the Assessment will remain un.der study. Such

changes will be made if ACT is confident they will achieve their

intended purposes without (a) jeopardizing the quality, value,

and availability of the Assessment, (h) burdeniug students with *

additional cols.for unwanted services, Or (c) adversely affecting
.

educatlUZ1O-F ) admission processes. Using the same criteria, ACT

has a lustrious history of iesponding at its own initiative to

concerbs about_testing and improving tests-and their uses. The

recent changes in policies as reported in this statement are the

most 'recent additions to this history and provide the foundation

for future changes in policies and programs.

Because H.R. 1662 is ill advised and unneceesary, ACT

respectfully urges that the Bill:not-be passed. 1 will be pleased

to answer any questions the members of your subcommittees may

have about ACT and its position on H.R. 1662.

5919
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Dr. 'REvEit,,In short, the Amerfcan college teshng prOgram op-
poses the passage of H.R. 1662 for the same reasons it has opposed
similar legislation introduced in 23 other States and in the 96th
Congress.

ACT views H.R. 1662 as both ill advised and unnecessary. It is ill
advised because it mandates,uniform test disclosure policies on all
test agencies without regard to Ple substantial differenceS among
tests in their psychometric fouh'clations, their purposes and uses,
and the student demand for disclosure as demonstrated in New
York.

H.R. 1662 has been made unnecessary in our view by the volun-
tary efforts of test agencies to respond to the concerns about tests,
about test uses, and test ageneies in previous legislative hearings.

Let me briefly summarize ACrs experiences in New York that
have reinforced ACT's opposition to H.R. 1662.

First, you should know, that ACT has complied with the New
York law within its capability to do so which is severely con-
strained by the number of available' tests to be madeto be dis-

-cloaerarasu aceetarated-rate-aw-required
Since the New York law became effective on January 1, 1980,
79,723 students have taken the assessment. Of the 79,723 students
less than two-tenths of 1 perdent, Or to be exact, 115 students have
requested and received copies of their assessment results and mate-
rials. The students who. have requested copies of their assessment
materials in New York are clearly advantaged according to tradi-
tional indices of relative advantage, and I have provided those inci-

C. dents in my prepared statement.
After hearing repeated assurances from witnesses in previous

legislative 'hearings that student demand for disclosure would be
very strong, some may be .surprised at the low demand for disclo-
sure for ACT assessment materials. To the contrary, ACT was not
surprised because Only 4 percent of the stUdents who take the as-
sessment each year takelt on moie than one occasion, that is they ,
retake the-test. This low retest rate can be compared to higher but .
low retest rates of higher retest rates 'of other testing programs.
The low request rate for ACT assessment materials in the State of
New York can be conipared to higher but low request rtztes re-
ported by the college board during the July hearings on H.R. 1662.

'Since both the college board and ACT use similar procedures for
informing students about disclosure and for students to follow in
obtaining copies of their test matedals and because other test agen-
cies have reported quite different request rates, ziotably the law
iiii-o-ol-admission council, it is clear that the dominant factor that
determines request rayslor-test_materials are the student percep-
tions about the use of particular teats and-admisSions decisions.

In summary, AGrs experiences in New York lonfirms-its opin-
ion that H.R. 1662 is ill-advised.

--2

To move to another point,.ACT believes that H.R. 1662, has been
made unnecessary by the voluntary actions of test agencies to re-
spond to ,the concerns that have been raised by the bill's piropo-
nents during previous hearings. In fact, in light of its experiences
in New.. York, ACT has modified 'its policies governing public access
to the assessment, and we have expanded our hand-scoring services
that have-been made available to students.
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Prior to September 1, 1981, ACT roinely Made available copies
of the ACT assessment to scholars and college faculty members for
their use and study. Begihning in the fall of 1981, this fall, ACT
also will send one copy f a recent retired assessment\ to)ach high
school in the count that received a score report the preceding
test Year and to-oth r high schook that request a copy of the in-
strument. ACT will ajso invite students to order up to tr copjes of

recently retired forms of the assesglnent:
These changes Mean that all forms of the ACT assessment will

eventually be made available tolhe public. Beginning irr,the fall of

1981, ACT will expand its hand-scoring service*, provide scoring
in locations students find convenient for observing and verifying

the scoring of their answer sheet. In previous years ACT has hand-,
scored at no charge and upon the student's requests answer sheets
in its Iowa City, Iowa headquarters. Beginning' this' fall, ACT 'kill

offer the same serviCe at its Iowa City headquarters and will offer
that service through its 13 regional offites, and scbring will also be
conducted.at .other, locations as requested by the Students although,

asmall--fee and-anlappropriate-feelniiy_be_charged should costs be

incurred in making-those arrangements. .

In summary, we believe that the bill beforethese twasubcommit=
tees is ill-advised and Unnecessary, and let me just ,speak for a(
Inoment about the future.

Just as ACT has modified and_ expanded its policies governing
public access to the assesement and its hand-scoring services ac-
cordhlOo- its experiences in New York, and its- best judgment
about ways of responding to proponent's concerns about tests and

their uses, other changes such as-accelerating public access to re-
tired forms of the asaessinent will reinain under study. Such
changes will be made if Acr is confident that 'they will 'achieve
their.intended purposes-without (a) jewardizing the qualitY;-value,
and availability of the assessment, (1o) uurdening students with ad"-.

ditional costs for unwanted services, or--(C) adverselY affecting edu-

cational admissions processes. .,

Using the same criteria, ACT has an illustrious history of re-
sponding atits own initiative to concerns about testing-and improv-
ing tests and their uses. The recent changes in policies as reported
in my prepared statement are the Most recent additions to this his-

tory and provide a foundation for changes in the future.:
I would be pleased, to respondlo the queetions that yotz and your

members may hive, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Rever, thank you very much. Again, for the

record, let me see if I can get from you certain factual information.
What is the number of students annually who take thl---.-the ad-

of'
missions testthe pest-secondary adMission test?

- Dr. RV/ER. This-past test year; I think it was jusf a few students

over 1 million students took-the ACT assessment nationwide.
Mr. WEISS. And would you have any information as to how much

of an overlap -the-re is? What percentage do you think, or do you
know, of your students also are- required toor do, in fact, take the
standard aptitude test?

-

Dr. REVER. Mr. Chairman, that information is quite elusive de-

spite our best efforts to obtain it, and we've not been successful in
doing that. There obviously would be some overlap, but primarily

-
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those students who would take both' exaMinations are those who
probably are located in different parts of the cotultry applying to a,
number -of different institutions that would require one test qver
the other or vice tersa. For example, as you May recall from our
,previogs testimony, ACT tests i.oughly 35,000 students in the State
of New ork. I would gue'ss that many of those students may
indeed also -take the scholastic aptitude test, though, I don't-know
what that-proportion-may bt tiriiPlY be-Cause they may be applying

,to institutions in the-State of New York which would typically re-
8. quire the scholastics aptitude test, but at the same time they may

, be subinitting ,an* application to a school spy in New Mexico in
which the.tYpifal institution will require the Acr.

Mr. WEISS. Agaitn, for the record, in very brief shorthand terms,
can you give us a description of the differences between your test,
the American college assessment test, and the scholastic aptitude
test?

Dr. REVER. I cambe very brief. We believe ours is better.
Mr'. WEISS. That's not a description.
Dr. REVER. I'm sorry. Our examination was developed initially in

1959 and it has four subparts. It is characterized by the Burrough's
Mental Measurements Yearbook as an achievemept examination
that is reflected in the title of the its four- subtesfs. We have one
subtesLon English usage, one subtest on mathematics usage, one
n natural sciences, and one on social studies. The examination

was not intended to be based un experiences of the college board
and ETS in their examination, was nut intended to be a so-called
aptitude examination, and I think the kinds of examination item
that appear on the exarnination would be judged by most observers

2. as highly related to the kinds ot curriculum content in high schools
and are less abstract, if you will, than the scholastic aptitude
items.

Now, you know, that those:kinds of statements are overgenerali-.
zations obviously, btit I think there- are some recognizable differ-
ences between the examinations if they're laid side by side and one

Scan review them, and that's quite possible.
'Mr. WEISS. Have you done.any studies or has anybody done any

studies for correlation as to the scores on those tests and perform-
, ance records in college?

Dr. RIVER. Indeed we have. We have probably, some studies, and
I will be happy to make thern available to the ssubcommittees on
the relative predictive validity of our examinations. In other words,
we have some institutions which, and this may in fact for your in-, , formation, be a pattern that has been emerging for a number of
years, ih-which institutions will accept results from either the ACT
assessment or the college board scholastic aptitud test for admis-
sions purposes. In some cases we have identified institutions in
which there were sufricient quantities of data available for stu-
dents who submitted seores for the SAT and for the ACT Assess-
ment in which regresaion equations or predictive validity ,could-be
established:1n bssence, I can sumniarize those for you.

Both examjnations studies the predictive validities of both exami-
nations produce comparable results. In other words, both eiamina-
tions are about equally predictive of first year cpllege grades. That

---marvary from institution to institution; and I've-given you a gen-
.
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eralization; btit I can provide you the data we have as a result of
Go Studies.
Mr. WEISS. Whatever, materials you can provide would be wel-
come. Have,you submitted to us a retired test for purposes of inclu-

REvER. I -neglectea to bring some but I will see that they are
delivered to the subcommitteei "tomoriow.

Mr. Witiss. They will be entered into the record.
[The information ieferred to I.011ow5:1

.
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TEST 1

ENGLISH USAGE

40 Minutes-75 Questions

In the passages that foltowceitain
words awe aro underlined and numbered In
the right-hand ,yop will find alternatives for
each underlined pert. kto choose the one that
boat exPresses Mit Idea, ma 5 staternent appro-
priate tor standard written Enggsh. worded most
consistently with the style and tone of the as
a whole. Choose the alternatie you consider

blacken the corresponding apace on your answer
sheet If you think the original version a beet,choose
"NO CHANGE " Read Aoch passage through once
before you begin to answer the questions which
accompany it You cannot determine most answers
without reading several sentences beyend the phrase
in question. Do sure that you have reed far enough
ahead each time you choose an alternative.

Passags I

Many peogile think of the desert as barren sn4

desolate. but a visit to Death Valley (Impanel slick an

opinion, Death Valley National Monument offers as many

attractions for the towist thin any teeme area. \

The valky center consists of a salt lake that had almost

dried up; close inspection of the lake

reveals-sakirystals in infinite variations,

Driving to Dante's Point frdm the lake, a half h-our'sdritee,

where you can slew the highest and lo loryt points In t

continental United States. In an hour's drive, you,can volt

a ghost ,town, hike uplekscope Peak, exploring any (ilk

...the colorful canyons, or climb down into a volcanic cra ter

A short trip will take you to the castle constructed 6y \

millionaire Albert Johnson, built in the'smiddle of the

desert, the calls look ten year, to complete Although

Death Valiey remains open all year, the summer

months extending from May through October, is too hot

be entoyible. Despite this extreme heat and lack of rat

6 0 5-

I. A. NO CHANGE
I. disposes
C. dispels
D. impels

E NO CHANGE
C. from
H. as

4 J. aver

3. A. NO CHANGE
IL has-
C. had been
p. was

4. F. NO CHANGE
When you drive to Dante's Point horn the lake, a
half hour's drive,

H. A half hour's drive from the lake takes you to
ante's Point, where
Atter you taken half hour's drive to Dante's Point
from the lake,

5. A. NO CHANGE
I. explore
C. you' can explore
D. can explore

F. NO CHANGE
C. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Because
H. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Even though
J. (Begin new paragraph) Although

7 A.

C.
D.

NO CHANGE
months. extending from May through October. arc
months, extending from May through October are
month, extending from May through October is

4
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vinous forms of life ft midi: the many plants and animals

living in Death Valley%demonstrates Darwtils theory that

thme who survhe must adapt io his environment

S. F. NO CHANGE
C. demonstrated
H. will demonstrate
J. demonstrate

A. NO CHANGE
I. its
C. Darwin's
D. their

Passage

hsery society nas customs 4nd beliefs

that are 1116111Inglul to some people; lItatIonat
60

go others these notions. frequently called

superstitions. are often based on fear

of the unknown or ms religious beliefs.

Neverthelessait is eonsidered bad luck -

V
to,spill salt masmuth as Judas-spilled it

Al the Last SupPer Crossing

one k fingers are physical acts acknowkdping

the cuatenee of a suPt1711tural being

The demotion of most Superstitions

has been forgotten People oho engage

in superstitious practices today do so

without knowing quite why Most people do not

cenousfy believe tFat breaking a infrre;i

will bring resell you, bad hick, but they accept

this superstition in a spirit ot fun This superstition.

however. o,riginated in an age when a relketion is

considered part of the soul Mirror breakage was thus

IL F. NO CHANGE
C. people. And
H. people.
J. people: or

H. A. NO CHANGE
11. In addition.
C. For example.
D. OMITnand begin sentence with /r

12: F. NO CHANGE
C. duc to the fact that
H. bicauie
J. for thc simple reason that

13. A. NO CHANGE
S. is a physical act
C. represents PhyliCal arts
D. represent a physical act

14. F. NO CHANGE
C. (begin new paragraph) Deriving
H. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Thc derising
J. (Do NOT begin ncw paragraph) Deriving

e 15. A. SO CHASGE
I. years' of
C. yearS of
[Lica Cs of

16. F. NO CHANGE
G. being
H. will be
J. was

3

-6 0 6

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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s si:rious iecident,'Even the ritual of wearing

wedding ring hsaa basis in superstition.

A woman wears a ring on the third tinier of her

left hand, ifs an ancient belief that a van-lens from
17

0
finger to Use heart. The wedding ring still IL E NO CHANGE

G. that
symbolizes the giving of the heart with the hand, H. one

J. your

17. A. NO CHANGE
I. hand. Because of
C. hand became of
D. hand, which is

pareage Ill

Theee paragraphs may or may not be in the
moat logical order. The'lest nein will ask you to
chow* the most logical orcler.

The format tradition stoned in the eighteenth

century. when slave poets Won to me contemporary

forms towrde aixiut realistic subjectL It continued into

the nineteenth century, as black poets added their

voices to the clamor for abolition, At the turn of the

century. Paul Laurence Dunbar WAS writing

lyric's. for capturing upects of folk life and that

were often in dialect.

(2)

Two different traditions have Contributed to

the development of modem black poetry. The first of

them. Ihe folk tradition bilins in the seventeenth

century. stiortlY after Afncans'were firm brought to

607 -

19. A. NO CHANGE
I. lyrics, to capture
C. lyrics that captured
D. lyrics that captured

25. F. NO CHANGE
G. tradition. beginning
H. tradition has begun
J. tmdition, began

4 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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America similar to slims. Combirung their memories
si

,cd. Africa with their experiences inAmenca, slave singers

composed various songs iusd spirituals to express their

feelings about slavery,

(3)

Ihe blending el these traditions eall be seen in

much twontieth-cemury Mack verse.

James Weldon Johnson praised his anonymous

predecessors in 0 Illsek and Unknown lords.'

Containing manyaltusions to the spirituals. this poem

Ass a fine example of tIse use of folk materials by a formal

poet. During the Harlem Renaissance or slid twenties.

bbek poets used techniques and subjects from

folk ide essentially for their poetry
ii

Thus, set and blues rhythms. ghetto experiences. and

-r

back speech has become sital elements of this poetry.

21. A. NO CHANGE
B. as
C. in Use manner of
D. just Ike

22. r NO CHANGE
G. Lending these
H. The traditions
J. Such traditional blending

23, A. NO CHANGE
I. poet, during
C. poet during
D. poet of

24. F. NO CHANGE
G. as essential elements of
H. for essential elements to
J. foi the elements which are essential to

25. A. NO CHANGE'
I. Howmei.
C. Nevertheless.
D. OMIT and begin .sentence with Jae:

24. F. NO CHANGE
G. voll become
H. became
J. have became

27. Choose the sequence of paragraph numbers that will
make the essay's structure most logical.

A. NO CHANGE
I. 1.3, 2
C. 2, 1, 3
D, 2. 3. 1

Prows IV

Jane Austen's reputation has,jrown

so steadily, that the bicentennial

celebration of ber birth confirmed bet

111-170 0-1112-10

21. F. NO CHANGE
. G. steadily

H. steadily-
J. steady.

5 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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fame se ark* not jun (or aa age,

btst fer all tien her Sic

sovelamere peldisked antonymous her

irducenty dunes her Wiese was

'alastist oomph* rd. Cm. cesturies

law. ;he is chenabed a kw writers

heti me bow

Ions * the yen of the American Revolution.

she see was resokitionaty is being England's first lady

of tilefliblie. DIN to succeeding. she charted
a

a sew corns for the novel of realism.

her cemributioas ouldinsecing even

Sk Walter Scott. Hy the twentieth

tumefy. nis Mame the object of

adt. Ripka& tem kir such

Wilts ware Janus.
J.

Jencks, consider Austen no less

writer ;ether anises*, Those

renders who fail to appreciate her an

looked upon as deficient. Not to like

Jane is to be personally inadequate

mid to lack **dies. Therefore. sr

reader is compelled to make not solely

a' Mowery judgment. bet instead a

chateau revelation.

609

23. A. NO,CHANGE
I. anonymous fwithout her name).
C. unknown.
D. anonymously.

30. F: NO CHANGE
G. *replete, sow
H. complete.. Although
J. complete. Now.

31. A. NO CHANGE
L Dee to the fact of her sumer.
C. Iletause of the fact of her success,
D. Swam of her sinless.

32. F. NO CHANGE
G. those of Sir Walter Scott.
H. that of Sir Walter Scott.
J. these of Sir Walter Scott's.

33. A. NO CHANGE
L was
C. an
D. vas to be

34. F.
G.
H.
.J.

33. A.
I.
D.

NO CHANGE
then
than
but

NO CHANGE
readers, who
rade*. which
raiders whoever

M. F. NO CHANGE
G. but also
H. but in addition
J. as well as

00 ON TO THE !err PAGE.
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Comic books may be the most

wiggly read mass medium in thc United Sates..

'Frail their beginning in thc

1930s (prior to World War II), comic
r

books have appealed both to young

maden and 11,sadults. Today millions

of comic booksre sold each month. with

a "pass oe probable readership of at

least three for each individual copy sold.

Grit books on their familiar. magazine, format

did not appear until 1933. when homier on Parade via

conceived. This magazine consisted of original .

reruns from Sunday newsoapir comic
1.4

Stripa and sold for ten cents.

They're instant populanty prompted tSe publication

two yeari later of comic hooka to use original material.

Afta 1935. comic book publication bern

to undertake tremendous proportions. In 19311. a

itersonalny named Superman appeared ot /Solon Comics.

es

le

37.1A. NO CHANGE
'IL 1930s (four decades ago).
C.. 1930s (when trey originated).
D. 1930s,

3g. F. NO CHANGE
G. probabk (Place after with a)
N. prolialdr(Plate after milt a)
J. probabli(Place after readershn)

39. A. NO CHANGE
L and every
C. purchased
D. OMIT

40. F. NO CHANGE
G. familiar. 1114$111ine
H. familiar masseuse.
J. &MIMI magazine

41. A. NO CHANGE
I. 1933. which was when
C. 1933. When
D. 1933. us which

42.-F. NO CHANGE
G. 411 new
H. only onginal
J. OMIT

43. A. NO CHANGE
I. stripe selling
C. strips which sold
D. strips, thcy sold

44. F. No CHANGE
G. The comic strips*
11.. Its
J. A magazine's

, 45. A. NO CHANGE
I. using
C. to utilize
D. and using

W. F. NO CHANGE
G. to assume
H. ,to take on
J. , OMIT

7 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Ispirrut est the map few e lisp rasp of know with

seperhemervateribmess.

Wry Imps spacialbir in horror

rd eriies. ray prate frame disturbod.

Coesopiontly. the comic book perishes roared a

arm Opal authority for review sad *Pan all,

matitial regard for primetion. Hoerr.

Awe prlishers who raid Not abide ley the code

seatiamed t.p,bb err bore of reetionsile tame.

The value of omit books as ea effective medium

4 orrewsiostioe. is poet. Ewa the' United Star

,

nevernmse uses the err book brut la °or drivee

\ . \sonsIck sediersa, air ray pavane species

prlio)Irpric robs to tear scierfsc. historic. sad

mond Firer \

PiesswV1

47. A. NO CHANGE
I. hems, having
C. heroes which bre
D. heroes eith

4. F. NO CHANGE
G. for review aad to rip
H. to review. sad to pdp
J. to review and judo

40. A. P10 CHANGE
I. communication are
C. oomaricatioe. are
D. ersmuniestion

SO. F. NO CHANGE
G. her
II. one's
J. its

SI. A. NO CHANGE
111. for dm purpose of teaching
C. iv order to teach people
D. so they on teach

In the Deoember cold. a man ribs .
ran the hoar sad rises the sand

re treat 4 him. Wiater is an unusual

time he strollir the Atlantic

hoer et New Jersey. the mare
a

the mem is them is err mere rural.

Trap he carries ao metal detector

or mideibeter squirter. this man is e

32. F. NO CHANGE
'G. Jersey and
/11,,Jersiry. but
J. *may. however

$3. A. NO CHANGE
B . However.
C. Nevertheless.
D. Even Othoush

0

00 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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liaison hunter. by the WW1 of
p.

; New Jenny Amelia, Spanish pieces of

eight his Washed up

after winter storms. Nonetheless. there

Is a treasure trove somewhere just

offshore and the wind and wave action

of gales brings it ashore bit by bit.
Ts'

immure of its cyclonic nature.

the wind here ptnerally bscks around

to 11w rest after a gab from the northeast.

brisk west wind blows sandST
anay from the sides of a coin, building

it up into a tiny column and

malting the coin stand out in relief.--='
To the careful observer, the telltale

(ink in'the mnd n mean treasure

or a bottle cap or rubber washer

Treasure huntinp as not

unrewarding along tbis coast, Ninety

yews ago two men rowed ashore

from a sailing vessel anchored

tols New Jersey inlet and later returned to
N

their ship with an ironbound chest. leaving

a seattenng Sisentsh coins around a

nastily dug hole\ Since then, anyone

with the eyes to sie them, has been

.

1
St F. NO CHANGE

C. Up that
H. On this
J. Around a

sk. A: NO CillANGE
.111: bowknot washing
Cs bad washed
D. we washing

56. V: NO CHANGE
G. Nevertheless,
H. However. "
J. Apparently,

37. A. NO CHANGE
I. offshore.
C. offshore. and due to
D. offshore and by virtue of

0. F. NO CHANGE
_G. them
-H. these
J. some of them

99. A'. NO CHANGE
I. has blown
C. blew
D. had blown

0. F. NO CHANGE
G. rnake
H. is making
J: made

si..A. NO CHANGE
N. (leein new parairaih)The hunting for treasures
C. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Finally. treasure

hunting
D. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) 'he hunting for

treasu rts

U. F. NO CHANGE
G. from
H. off
.1. around

0. A. NO CHANGE
I. them has
C. them. have
D. them have

612

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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' lIiSkiiSlFilUsIiSM *bete

fam Newnse, asi ass bat masa./ to-

wn, am thin a-kw eons at a time::

Naiennlen the mason waken of thi

ifing NM'S&Wil ionebsable

keep homing.

Pm14.16 Vil

Illemoniep

608

64. F. NO CHANGE
G. kb
U. dasert
J. anyone's

es. A. NO CHANGE
L Eels tow Asa
C. mete din
D. se more Men

ft F. NO CHANGE
G. with dent
H. in dent
J. doubtless

maim or motropton sato/inky is to most city_

ViddI ay. kind el malennel twain sprawl with its

ism issormict=/ta Porsitstiosassi its ors

saideninel urban proldwas.

_dr.insane. it only Manta --

Every mening, ears es.a both bpi an illespd

parking men Sanwa anal the walks,. san person

sanyied wine direstions.
SW

Therefint *plod by Hot typicolty wbott problems

of overansin aid eadwin. /Women Wen frem

Ms city at bops in at least am impasses

sw i.h5. Mere is sun trams of

0

67. A. NO CHANGE
D . T. booms
C. Whoa beeomied
D. Whoa eat Mem*

6L F. NO CHANGE
-G. esneet, at a metropolitan university.
H. anew ot a metropolitan nanny.
J. onset. at a metropolima in/veiny

O. A. NO CHANGE
P. (De NOT begin new. paragraph) Parkas. for

C.
anon
(Issin sew penman) Parkin for Wane.

D. (Ian sew prepraph) Parkin. for iosioace

711. F. NO CHANGE
G. a swine'
H. swans
J. may dreeties.

71. A. NO CHANGE
P. NNW.
. ott

DC

71spo.
Siam

72. 1. NO CHANbE
G. way: se napes, nem is
H. way: se eampou nets ars
J. way se ounpus: that arc

10 GO ON TO THE Nur PAGE.



an old-fashiOned sense of community. Hcre strangers

mem to appear as though they were less sumncious of

one another than busy city streets. Newcomers need not be

timul about asking fot direcnons.-though hurnwl, people..

are hapPy 10 help. men thOugh no Inc knows for sure

where anything is beyond hn own -.road" or street:

73. A:
S.
C.
D.

74. F.
G.
H.

NO CHANGE
to appear as if they were
to give the impression of being
OMIT

NO CHANGE
then
then on
than on

73.-A. NO CHANGE
I. directions (though hurried) people
C. directions, though hurried peopk.
D. directions. Though hurried. people

END OrTEST 1

STOPIDO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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.010

Tiirr2
MATINIMATICi IM410
50 Minwtes-40 elleStiOnS

O 111111CTIOPMW Cosa each probern. choose Me car-
. ront mom" and Mon Phoolson dm corresponding
some on your onswer.oheet.
D e not 'leo" ever pieblorne thet Nisi too much time.
Woe so many iss you cm Mon Mum lo In. Minn in

. the tine you he" PM
NOP Illustroalsdllgurse me not narmsmrlly drawn to

;Mlle MC us allitifled to IM in a plano LIMON
othendse Mot

.1. T. bey a New ear, Jetia4orremed Uø al a yearly
Warm nu ,if I perorat. Siam then mu o surly-
Payment preaby, she meld the low I. eat lump son
m the awl meathe. How mach simple imam lid
she MY?
A. S 30
L 311

C. 4 MI
D. S 46
G . 010

2. Which of tin Wowing ordered pain (a.,b) will satisfy
the impedes xyaxy2

1. ( 0. 01
11.1 2. 2)
Ill. (-2,-2)
IY. ( 2.-2)

F. I oaly
G, II eak
N. I awl II may
J. n ail III *ay
I. I.41. Ill, sad IV

(" +)OHO a
A. 32
D. 16
C. 0

t, D. -4+
I. OS

DO YOUR FIGURING-NENE.

4. ;rig riot ef a romespir :Wei 4 Moen snow
Mao I eldtk (o). he WA is 2 omen lass Mao 3
time II wiisb. WM*? monesiea repreemn the
velum ef the sold M.Obie mama
F. p(w
G. w (3w I)(w 4

J. w(3.. 2) w
N. Jw

S. 3.4 'iv- 2) w 4)

12 GO ON TO THE NEXT eA011.



S. lf the radius of a melt is halved. whet happens to the
Circumference of the nese eirde?

A. It namaim the.sitme.
S. It it halved.
C. P.,is doubled.
D. haquals
L II equals 2t,

10

I 6
2.4

H. 41
J. t.6ao.obo.o
K. 2,400.000,0

7. Ana. Rob. Carla, Dave. and Ellie want to play chest.
How many different 2-person chess games can be
stral-
A. 2
B. 13
C. 23
D. 32
E. 130

1 Which of the following quantities as NOT equal to
1.-7.4 for Aloe*
'F. :714
G. 71...4

H. 714
J. VA

L. Mary has 4 of het paper route to finish. and John
offers to deliver of what remains. What.part of the

original route does John deliver?
A.

C.'
D,

Do YOUR OIGUNIi.k.- ,HERL

C.

11. The ratio of the measures of the 2 smallest angles of a
tthingle it (IL and the ratio of the smalkst to the
largest angle is 13, What is the measure of the largest
a nee'

C. 77'
H. 90.
J. 10C
K. 133*

ci.

13 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAW.
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2
II. Which comedy initiates We following *At e-

1111111t: molt of Waking 7 tines a quantity by 4
is the auk as 12 Was than twins the quantity"?
A. 7x 4 ?. 2a - 12
I. 7(x 4) 12 - 2s,
C. 7( + 4) e 12 - (2 x)
D. 7x 4 12.- (2 .e174 a(2 )-- 12

A woke hes an area 0(44 square ceatimeters. 1(sach
side of the square is increased by 2 ossitineteri, tk
total wee it inereawd by how many square eenti.
111111111ra

F. 4
G. 10
N. 34
J. 44
C

13. Oa a blierwsisa tat. Toed 'waived S pohits for4key
corral mew aad Wit 3 Foists for *very wroag.-
awrwer. K she masked all questions, bow inemy did
ale mew oserectly I her score was 6
A. 46
3. 23
C. 14
D. 12
4. It

14. X is Mawr funnies of Y. In converting X to Y. an X
:wore of 5 is kaivalent to a bears of 35, and an X
scare of 11 is'equivalent to a I score of 65. What I
wore is equivalent to an X score 06 7
IF. 40
C. 45
N. SO
A OLW

(34x4-15"

A.- 7*
a 12i
C. 1211
D. 12*
C 13

'I6.,The mks of amnions shown below Ms a solanon
for whillwal,ausabers and b

-rrs 3.s. .
3x117.0

F. Osly wheal 0. b 0
C. Oely wine 0, b e
11. Only Own 0, b 0
J. Oelywhenie0.4.0

*K. For any a and b

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

14 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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17. lf (x et)(x b)a.v, 5e -6 for all x.then what is the
nous of lab
A. 2 '
II. 3
C. 5
D. 6
L

IL' Seth Wants to tut the tersest possibk eirck from a
=square piece of material Whkh equatiotiex presses the
numerical relationship between the side of the material
Island the radius of the circle or

sr:
s

W The formula I* a 1 IC. 32 is used to convert Celsius
temperatures to Fahrenheit temperatures. What Cel.
sius temperature is equivalent to 6P,Fahrenlwit?

A. 110 0
11. 122 4
C. 40 Cl*
D. 200'
L None of the abovIE

211. If a 2. I. what is the valUe x
F. p2
G. 4
H.

II. .2

21. Air, Stokes waxes I of a gymnasium floor. and Me
Wisner vlanes j of the remainder Wkat part of the
floor rtmains to be waxed?

A. M
I. 1
C. if
D.
E. if

21. How ts .00634 wr.tten in seienufic notabon?
, 6.34 A 103

C. .634 ItI
H. ,634 x 10 3

6.34 x 10'3
X. 63.4 x 10

15

DO YOUN FIGUPDNG HERE.

618.

GO ON TO THE NEAT PAGE.
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2 .

23, Last year. Jane earned 00 00 mowing tawns. This
year.she earned $6000. Compared to her earnings lase
year. by what percemise did her earnings this year
decrease?
A. 10
11. 20
C. 2.5
D. 33
L. 75

14. David wanes to cut stops ol equal wMth from a board 9
inches low H. males I cuts with a saw that wastes.* '
inch of wood enth each cut. How many inches wide soil
the strips be if be ends up 41th 4 scrap niece of wood 1..

of an lack-wide?

I r
F. I ir
G. I

M. 11
L
S . ;

Point t (0.4) is the center o( a circle. Point A ( -2 .6) is
1, one endpoint of diameter J of this circle. Whit are

the coordinates of point I? (Assume a Cartesian
coordinate systreb.)
A. (4. 11)
I. (-2,, 2)
C. (-1. 5)
0. (,2. 2)
K. ( 2.14)

14. If 2 .44. how much does y decrease Ill X decreases

(rons 10 to 5

F. 10
G. 17.5
H. IV
J. 25.0
I. 225.0

17. There are 3 numbers such that the second is 3 times the
first. and the thud is more than 4 tunes the first. If the
sum of Me numbers is 103. srha t is the lancet number?

A. 11I. 12
C. 12*
D. 43
L 54
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311. I. Mc diagram Wow, fine 1.6 pamIk1 to film M. Of
triansles'WXT, 717. WUZ, and ZYU. which pil(s)
of trisnoles iskwersimilar?

I. WUZ and WXT
II. TYYand Z11/

111, WUZ and TYT
F. I only

L
G. II only
I III oaly
J. 1 and it only
X: H and III only

49, Which expmsiom below are ALWAYS equal when z,
y. and :are all positive?

A. lxyl-sandfxy-z1
1. lx yl - and lx1 IA - =
C. asslx+ykcI
D. ,rIy-sisatix'sjI-si
1. x *IA

34. If dinner rolls cost c cents per roll. what is the cost in
dollars of d dozen rolls for any c > 0 and for any
d>0?

31. A wboel nnatm IS time per minute. How many
desmes does it rotate in 4 seconds?

A. 00
1. ISO
C. 240
D. MO
1.731

DO.-YOUR FIGUMNO HERE.

17 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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33. In how nosy different orders con Joe arraign 5
different books on a shelf?
A. 5
I. 10
C. 14
D. 30
Z. IN .

34. Torsi uses 30 fest af fasciae to enclose a rectangular
wit% tf Toni vents tbe pane to be se tarps as
poselbk,,whet digressions nt feet should the Judea

lover?
lilt by

G. 75 by 7.5
H. 5.0 by 10.0
J. 3.0 by 10.0
If. IA by 30.0

.311. Which yank Awn the equation x g y2

r D. r

I.

621
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31 The dimmer of **sank ie appraxiMately 4 times the
dimadow el the awn: The surface area of the moon io

'approximately what fraction of the ordeal area t(the
eat*? (Now: The stems area of a sphere of radius
fe 4erl4

37. What are the values of x that satisfy the inequality
ix..41
A. x -7
I. x -4
C. x 5 7
D. S7,<x + I

_E. 1Sx..7
31 The Isiah of a rearm& is 3 less than twice iti width.

x. If We arse of the realm& is 35;which equation can
'he wed to find 4
F. 20x 3) 35
G. 2x +1(2x) - 3 g n

. H. .44 (2x -,3): 35t
J. 20 -33 3S 2 0
K. 2x5 - 3x - 35 c 0

39 A rhombus is a peralkloarantwith equal sides. In the
Num below. A SCD is rhonibus. and the measure of
LEW= 34*, What the mend* of LIDA 7_

-

A

A. irI. w
C. 73'
D. 7Y
K. 17.4*

40. 6Sl - se 1. ?

F. 33
G. 1 1

H. 33
J. I It
K. 121

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

END OF TEST 2

STOPI DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO $O.
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& According to the passage, which statement about
adolescent personality chanys is true?

F. 'hey at influenced by cultural demands.
G. -They remain stable itntil early adtdthood.
H. They result primarily from physical development.
J. They result pnmarilyfront parental influence.

7. Accoed the passage. on what koala does adoles-
wet oissiveist occur?

I:Emotional or

II. Physical
III. Cu I
IV.

A. I and II only
D. I. II, and III only
C. I. II, and IV only
D. I. llIl. and IV

11-170 0-112--- 40

I. The author suggests that developneatal tubs mclude
those stab and goals that:
F. an individual must possess before reaching

maturity.
G. the social group expels an individual to master.
H. are acquired astir,* as a result of physiological

maturation.
J. are nose of tie above.

9. &tolerance can be contrasted with chiidhood upon
the appearance of:

I. primary sex characteristics.
IL secondary sex characteristics.

HI. emotional stability.
IV. feelings of dependeacy.

A. Ill only
D. I and II only
C. II sad IV only
D. I, II; and III only

21

694
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3
The increase in black political influence during the

19701 marks a woad era of Mack °power in Amens:By
191111. two beck Republican; served in tbc United States
Seems. and meaty black repsentatives from CIS soUtbern

-,:41 states servostiis Coawan These dramatic electoral break .
through. of Reconstruction, when fanner slabs held offices

Fgove, from school supedmendent to acing governor.

nserat.
the present UMW re black candidata in state and

Despite these joarallels. the Circumstance of political
climete.garcjailibation. location. ,aed degree of code-
radeace differ. During Recenetructios blacks were elected
m a nos chalets where many seeders whites had been
dieshanehised. Teday. blacks have been eketed in urban
resters when both Week and white vows jot to the polls in
free election. In 1876, blacks faithfully supported abe

- Republican ticket but their descendants have seethed tothe
-opposition, During Recomenctielt, the ate South was the
power Sac in the amen, aorthern cities provided the
great political opportunities. More imp:num black coo-
lness iafienced pomp of the Voting Rights Act of
1965: the Fourseeetli-and Fifteenth Amendments were ehe
benign work of the white Radical Republicans.

Despite thew insettaat differences, some people fear
the ocearresse e a white backlash like that of 1876. In
ads to wia the presidency, Rutherford I. Hayes agreed.to
withdraw Wend trees from the Soutb,Tbe Compromise
re 1876 creased , inauserable oppoetuaities Jor
hmathiseessee that electively elemnatml miaority'voteis
from the Folk sad remind Mack officials from govern-
ment. With the aequissemickof the Supreme Court, the
Fousteeath Amendment peraeties olupual protection
became mesinskaa, and the enactment of "Tun Crovr
laws isd I. the seerion of two sepses societies.

Strassies today seek to avoid a mpetition of that fate
by . privies fee increased Meek perch:swine to achieve

repreeestation. The Democratic ?any has
C="14esdaill to aenepu a twenty percent quota for non-

_,......wersenestrotien delsgos., aid preeideassal =Adidas*
sins phidgelo reward block supporien with suitable
Mere appeatients. The sissies of black mayors at the
Seal hive awl the Peck Caeca in Coasts indicates that
civil rishts praise has matured into the tradstional forms of
padeiesl invelvemeet seeemeally used by other ethnic sad

Fmally, the major changes that have
rendered a very !iffiest saahland from that of the 1870e
uneosarago the hope thee America will live up to its heritage
of pturalsem ate net revert to de pettern oLpost.11ecow
strectioet reaction.

lg. 'Which activity represents a traditional form of politi.
cal involvement?
F. NAACP voter registration
C. Black Lehmann Army attack on white police
16.--;11ack Panther party community, breakfast
J. Nose of the above

625

II. Which title best expresses the author's viewpoint?
A. Mack POWS' in Dixie
g. The' South Will Rise Asia
C. Racist Triumph in U.S. Politics
D. Mack Power Revisited

12. The whiteRadial Republecens would probably have
beers, oppoeed to thc
F. lith Amendment,-
C. Jun Crow laws.
H. Civil Rights Act of 1964.
J. Voting Rights Act of 1965.

If federal registrars were withdrawn from the South. a
, blackish reaction would he dlustreted best by;

A. southern white officiale finches ways to reduce the
black Assets.

I. black politicks resistms any lois of power.
C. black voters organizing registration drives.
D. tbe Supreme Court protecting black voting nghts.

14. During the posReconstruction backlash. southerners
would probably NOT have ksislated:

F. literacy tests.
G. grandfather clauses.
H. white primaries.
J. compulsory voter-registration laws.

IS. The American Espana of pluralism is best
illustrated by the:
A. World War II detention of JapanesrAmencens,
I. election of an Irish Catholic to the presidency.
C. K u Klux Klan's anti.Senkitic activities.
D. requirement that-all who wish to vete pass tests in

English.

16,,, Which future black sinters would the author probably
favor?
F. Masi demonstrations
G. Conventional political ampaigns arid voter

registration
H. Nonviolent protests and civil disobedience
J. Court cluilleages under the 14th Amendment's

equal protection clause

17. According to the first paragraph. which s fitment best
applies to black political powed
A. Certain parallels can be drawn between the post -

Civil War era arid today.
B. There hai recently been an unprecedented growth

in black power.
C. National polities ;has always provided greater

opportunities for black advancement tlian has
local government.

D. Limited success at the federal level indicates a need
for blacks to focus oialecal politics. '

go ON TO,THE NEXT MOE.
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IS. Sada could rooms twisty prow of the delepte
seats at a Democratic Convendos primarily because
they;

F. live kr the most popular stases with the tarps
mane, of eledumil votes.

G. have Pen badly umiiirrepsmated is the mot.
II. are Democrats who hold a high pereestage *hotel

mad looarelfiesa
J. ipastilli ebstribute a fifth a the vote foe Demo;

antic pesidestia camlidstas

23

3
I. I. the third paragraplw dm author impala that the

Supreme Court's role commies black rights darks
Hopes administntion was to:
A. bloom the mirly Amapa* of civil rights.
L resolve die dispute over the Ira elactios.
C. sadirmise the 14th Armadmest.
D. imam ou equal proteetioa of law. regardless of

nice.

626
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la 104. when Commodore Matthew C. Perry forced
Japan to open its doors to the West. the Land of the Rising
Sea was ruled by a military dictator celled the shogun.
Hobbs known as dahrtyosentployed warriors called mmunti
in their service. The *moral practiced a code of conduct
knows as larakido. which called for aappuku. or ritual .
suicide. if um were diamond. The sword was still the

waspos-

Tie shormal inability to resist Perry's demands led to a
rebelhon. aad Peer passed into the hands of the Emperor
Mutiolneo ia 111417. Nuked by an ieformal group of
advisors kaows se the onto. Mutable° saw that the only
way tie ovoid eamiag ander 'Western control' was to.
moderaize. Daring Ms reiga, Japan embarked on program
which converted k to a modern nation by 1%0.

---Xakinithe Nomad mations of the world as their
Cumple. the Jammu transformed the samurai into a
modern army and Navy. Thew armed foroes were tested in
the Sitio-Japanese. War of 1189445, which established
Japans hegemony OM Koss. The mirk intervention of
Russia. Frame. and Giraiii-prevented Japan front gaining
what k comidered to be its past reward for' this victory
coamesiont in southern Meachuria.

Japoesse rssenensust **ward Russia. combined with a
clash' oLiaarrests between Englend and Rua& in venous
parts of the werld, lei to the Anglo-Japanese Alliance of
1903. This agreement prowled Alan minim Russia's allies.
Japan Own provoked am/ snsn the Russo-Japanese War a
19%-03.

When Japes- esublished the puppet state of Wan-
t.ukeio in Manchuria. its conflict with the United States
begin. Japan's farther intoning into China led to war wkh
that limiest in 137; the United States respnnded with
eausemic saneness against Japan. Oa Deamber 1. 1941
Japan reused by attacking ',Pearl Harbor, the American
novel base in Hawaii. Ultimately, Jhe industriel misht of the
United Sudes began to prevail. and Japan was frustrated in
kiefforts to dualism the Far East by force.

hleackaria was oboe described as -the entitle, of con-
flict:* What mark Manchuria act attractive ,to Japan
and Russia?
F. It was usderpopulated and thus attractive tdover-

crowded Japan.
G. It could previde shortcut for the Traio-Stherian

Railroad to Vladivemok.
H. it was rick in coal and iron. which Japan lacked.
J. All of the above

21. Both the 'opening- of Japan and its ultimate defeat in
World War !lean be attnbuted in part to Ilse

' A. superiority of the individual Western fighting man,
P. West's advanced technology.
C. Chime influence on Japanese society.
D. poor choirs of allies by Japan.

22. Eextt feudalism differed. from Japanese (eudaliun
roli in the: -
F. fele of the daimyos.
G. weapons each used.
H. role of the peasantry.
J. Fescue. M sepputu.

23.- Osher than Thalund:Japan was the only count ry in the
.FarEast to escape domination bythe West dunng the
nineteenth century. According to the author, this is
best &unbelted to Japan's:
A. religious homogeacity.
P. system of alliances.

'C. large population.
I). astute leadership,

24. According to the passage, since Jape reacted to
American economic unctiond by attacking Pearl
Harbor, it is most likely that:
F. imports from Japan west important to the U.S1

economy.
G. the sanctions were effective, forcing Japan to react

to them.
H. Japan was economically self-suflicsent.
J. the U.S. was appeasing Japan.

25. The Analo-Japanese Alliance of 1903 resulted in part
from the clash between England and Russia over such
issues as:
A. Russian support for the Afrikaners in the Boer

War.
P. the boundary dispute in British Guiana.
C. Russian efforts. to oppose the Pan-Slavic move-

ment in the Balkans.
D. Russian expansion in central Aug. which posed a

threat to the borders of India.

24 The sew was most similar to:
F. the British civil service.
G, Andrew...Jackson's Kitchen Cabinet,
H. the US:Congress.
J. the seenttary of state,

27:----ThrAnOvieramese-MineeoAtehlastilittlimabnift
chugs in Britain's century-old policy of "Spkndid leo-
latioa,, mom dearly indicated that Britain:
A. recognized the dangers to its interests in the

developing system of European alliances.
B. would surreader its claims in China in order to

protect its interests in India.
C. was until* to maintain its naval strength.
D. shared the soals of the Open Door Policy.

211. At the beginning of the twentieth century. Japan felt
hampered by lack *tactless te raw materials for its
rapidly growing industries and by a shortage of living
space for itir rapidly growing population. Which other
mann believed itself to bt an the same position at the
semi time?
F. Germany
G. Great amain
H. Russia
J. Spain

24 00 ON TO ME NEXT PAGE.
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3
method of election the president by means of an

Mumma' college ma be criticized because:

'1. stases with small popidations are oter-
represemed.

II. pnielsatiu electors =snot exercise inde-
pendent judgmeot since the Coastitution binds
them to cart their vote for the candidate to
whom they are pledged:

III. a candidate migIU be elected president with-
out netting a majority of the populsr votes

A.
I.
C.
D.

H only
I sad II only
I sad HI only
I. II. and III

MI. Dun..the Ittle...Celtttlfy AD. the Christian Churcl
could charaitericed as Ming:
F. a hiply structured organization with widespread

support.
G. a popelar ingp t. aidoned by the Roman

Laws.
-IL an underground group of believers suleportUd

mainly by the Wein lower clams.
J. a hmuchical orpnization under the popes rule.

41. An amendment added to a congressional MU that is
irrelevant to the bill is called:
A. .11 filibuster. ,
I. a rider.
C. an sopoloment. ,

D. a quoram.

43. Reprdsen that, legal basis, load povernmeits in the
' United Statm rues,

F. Mail madam of the U.S. Constitution.
G. completely independent of state governments in

almost everymate.
H. leol auttiom n( the different states.
.1. increasingly ind ,endent of both sate and fear. '

0 ,

43. Clem mobility in the United States has been aided by
t .

1

.
I. aeographic mobility of the popuistion.,

II. availability of- plentiful riartinal Mictufeet.
III. etlestalltiOfiel elimination ofmtks ot nobility.
IV. policy of, univerml education,

. I. II. and Ill only I' . I. II. and IV only

. I, Ill, and IV only
. I, II, fff, and IV

6 24

o

Critics of the petroleum industry chap that it is as
Oligopoly, dominated by Um "rat ion! few huge com-
panies which stifle free companion. They c me that Mug
gaoling prim sod the mums hip Poiita, inde
oligopolistic control '

Most critics argue that this control utt s from
verging integroion: envied ill production, refiniz. di-
rt:bulk" Awl Marketing, the majors control the from
well to gas pump..This, critics argue. allows the Majors to
squeeze out smaller companies operation in onlymw phut. -
and thus to game astilletiaUy high prices. Fog, example. a
MICK LOIlld Set crode-oil goose at a high level, thereby
mains a large enough profit in production to offset a loss
in refining. An uniategrated refining conmatiy,
could not afford to pey the major such hish prices I'M
oil and would be boned out of business. Finally,
majors produce coel and uranium. Opponer**%of this
zooid cavvrefficurIon argue Mat this will prevent com
tion between different energy sauces aod 're ihe
control oyer the !Mire energy market. TIZie Cfitife

orderiag the morn to,operate in telly o
phase, Which would require Use divestiture, of Sell1111. Of ill
their meets and facilities is other phase The leffelelitie
would alio forbid horizontol diversification.

Industry .. spokesmen argue 'that these chugs are
groundless. They agree that the majors are enormous in Size

- and wealth but argue that size m itself does not produor
oligopolistic power. They point out thit there ate over a
hundred immensities involved in production, imilar
numbers in both refiniim and transport, lad several
husdnd thousand retailers. They also cloim 'that -the,
industry's conontiration radothe pereentage:UC the
market controlled by the top four compat17.le below
thirty-three percent io all phases of the industry, ermined
to 'luny-nine peromitlor all industries in the United States.
These spokesmeti also Weft that vertical integration pro-
vides major efficiencies which ultimately timer the tome of
their IMP products. It addition, several federal reguktioas
are supposed to prevem the majors from squeezaan out
unintegmted commies. They also claim that recent
increases in their profit mamas are due to a lifting of some
governinemal 'controls which hid unfairly depressed pcofits
and to the seed to &mom new exploration Worts. Finally.

_they-ahnoc_thettik7mist-mnd--jetrajtek-are-olten-I
together, and their development feCilefINGtalita
Unice. Horizontal diversification would therefore lead to
lower: not higher, prices for energy.

44. The oil companies claim- that some governmental
regulations have depressed their profits. Which tennis-
iion would be most likely to do so?
F. Placing a ceding on the price of domestically pro-

, duccid chide 'al
G. Allowing immediate deduction M drilling crisis in

computing taxable , income, which would make
exploration for oil 'cheaper

H. Granting permission to build the Alaskan pipeline
J. Granting the depletion allowarxe, which would

reduce the oil companies' taxes

GO 0146 THE NEXT PAGL
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45 . Which situation illustrates vertical Rntegration?

A. A salt company sells salt for both eating and
industrial purposes.

I. A food processing company grows, packages, and
sells its product.

C. A glass company makes windows for both houses
and automobiles.

0. 16one of the ahove

461. According to the passage, most critics of the oil
industry.would probably agree that:
F. Gag and uranium are bqter sources Ofenergy than

'petroleum.
G. increased competition in the oil tndustry raises

psoline prices.
H. polities aimed at conserving gasoline are futile end

counterproduc0e.
J. the oil conipanic., are gaining contrid of the entire

energy market, given present trends.

47. According to industry-spokes1 men. horizontal diver.
sification by the_maior oil compinies would result in.

I. more efficient development of energy re-
Sources.

II, an end to competition between different
eller ty sources.

I I, lower prices fdrenergy.

A. II only
S. !II only -
C. ) and II only
Dr.pand III only

46. Production of oil and gasoline from deposits within the
United States has declined in the last d:cade. Oil
industry spokesmen would probably argue that thus is
due to-all of the following reasons EXCEPT that:
F. federal law requires post-I975 airs to burn

unleadeil gasoline, which is harder and more
expensive'to refine.
governmental regulations discourage exploration
for new deposits.

It oil companies -are holding back production an
order to-dnve up prices.

J. new, offshore oil fields are much harder to develop
than those on bnd.

-Jr

62:5,
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49: When the author speaks of an "unintegrated* oil

company (saond paragraph), she means a company
c

A. does not make a big enough profit io stay in
business.

B. operates in only one phase of the industry.
C. cMries artificially high prica
D. contrals only a tiny percentage of the industry's

rnarket,

St Spokesmen for the oil industry argue that horizontal
diversification' will:
F. a;lid unnecessary and expensive duplication of

efforrin developing energy sources.
C. counteract the artificially high prices ,presently

being charged by the coal industry.
H. yield more efficiencies than does vertica1/4int4ri-

hon.
J. answer theyublic's greater demand for pil than for

coal and uranium.

SI. Spokesmen for the oil industry would probably agree
with all of the follovhng statements EXCEPT that:
A. vertical integration is a very efficient fore, of

industrial orpnization.
L governmental controls are necessary to protect

consumers against excessive fuel pdces.
C. the oil industry is more competitive than most

Amencan indusisjes.
D. oil companies need a good profit margin to

Support costly exploration efforts.

52. By "artificially high prices" (second paragraph), the
author means pita: that are:
F. high enough to produce a Iarr profit fiq the seller..
C. higher n free market competition would allow. I

H. the result of high demand and low supply.
J. the result 'of low depend and high supply.

END OF TEST 3

SiOPI DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD tO DO SO.
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TEST 4
NATURAL seteucts READINe-

35 Minines-52 Questions

DINICTIONI EaCh palm** In this test fifollowsd by
several question*. After reading a passage, choose the
best answer to mch question and blacken tin corm;
sOonding, space on your enamor shoot. You mayntor
tell)* Paelngs *Cohen m nroellarY.

A volcano is an opening in the card* anti through
whicts, magma (amalgamated 'volcanic pies and molten
rock) is discharped as Mvs. The volcanic pea that are also

-emitted are behaved tO be a combination of water. hydro-
pa, carbon monoxide and dioxide, nitrogen, argon:sulfur
sad its oxide eompouads,,,aad cklonne,_,

. The intemity of a volcanic explosion depends uP- on tbe
number and sue of the ps bubbleslotmed in the molten
rock beneath the earthh crust. Tiny bubbles of vonanic gas
rise within the magma, collide, and merge to form Inset
bubbles, until a/bubble of considerable size-and internal
pressure forma near tbc surface of the moben rock, This
new bubble Mips& until the pressure exertedmgainst the '
wall of the- bubble overcomes the surface tension of the -'

molten rick, whereupon the bultbk. explodes. The burst-
ing of.a mass of Mrge, higivprerre bubbles produces a
volanic eruption.

-Volcanoes are classified In-to a
least to mat intensive: Fissure, Hawaiian, Strombolisn,

Nuleanian, Plisiatu, and Pekan.

A F
tluriugh long

volcano expels large amounti- of lava
cracks in the earth's surface.

, The eruption of a Ilaw:i.i.ccomparldiveIT
, quiet and may form lakes of very fluid molten lava.

A Strombolian volcano emits luminous clouds during
relatively mild, recurrent eruptions. It shoots ash and hot
lava hipb into the air, where the lava cools into round dr
spindle shapes before falling to earth.

letween'sumessive eruptions; a Vulgarian volcano
tons a ping of hardened lava that

le blown out by innate
psalm pressure as large, destructive blocks of, rock. It
emits a law cloud tips and ash and may produce a thick,
short Wm flow or none at all. Volcanic dust permettec the
atincephent and causes cheap' in the color of the sky.

' 1

Gas within a PliAlan volcano tubes through great
Mares of lava. mann it up,asd solidifying it into a light

paious rock Abet. contains numerous tiny pockets of
pie. Froth and lava flow in glowing rivers down the
veins/soh candor.

The Taken volcano, rnos explisive andkestrunive of
al is characterized by the ors volcenIc dome. It

ants incandescent clouds of steam and ash and extreme0,
mobile avalanches of lava that,destroy everything in their -
paths.

I. Which type(s) of volcano would emit small, spindle-
like pieces of 1-ock?

I. Strombahan 1

II. Vulcanian
III. !titian
IV. Fissure

A. I only
B . I and IV only /
C. H and hllonly /
D. I, Ill, and IV onlig

2. The greatest probable denser at the time of a Fissure
volcano's eruption i the:

F. rapid low of nva.
resulting layer ,of.volcaniedish.,

H. reaction of hot voleanic gists with cool air.
J. release of large amounts of volcanic pun.

5. Which rnetedolopcal phenomenon most immediately -

follows a VulauMn eruption?
A. Rafe, bicauXe climatic conditions are.dinugted
P. Cooler temperatures, because new land I. formed -
C. Spectacular sunsets, because a large cloud of ash is

emitted '
D. Drought, because the lava flows absorb moisture

4. Why is knowledge about the coemosition o f volcanic
gases incomplete?
F. No safe method has,been devised for collection

samples a lases from,the cone of an erupting
volcano.

C. Methods for studying volcanoes are so new that
very few ps samples have been collected.

H. Methods for separating one gas from another are
quite inaccurate.

.I. -Some of the sues contained within the magma are
not inert

tie surface tension of magma allows a ps bubble to
escape(only when the pressure afisitli from surface
tension:
A. equals the preisure of thr,gs bubble,

exaeded by the ptessure of the, gas bubble.
C. is exceeded by the pressure of the molten rock.
I). i exceeded by the pressure of the surrounding sir.

5.
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A.tilebid type of volcano attains a great dome?
F. Mean
G. Stroabolian
N. Vuicanish
J. Hawaiian

Which seeprice,correctly ceders -Rowan's. ninon.
and Vukaman volcanoes. from the volcano that emits
the most ps and viscous lava to the one that emits the
kast ps and vimous lava?

A. Havienan. Tinian:Vale:anionI. Pijains. Vulcasien, If awaiiin
C. Flinian, Hallanon; Vulcanian
D. Vulcanian. Minion. Hawaiian

29

4
Larp blocks of rock-Arc armed from Vuleaden vol-
canoes because *Pressure: -

F. ejects loose -rock,aronsid the exterior of the
volcano.

C. causes volcanie ash aad dist to solidify into Imp-
rocks.

H.- disrupts the cone of the volcaso, blowing rocks
nito the air.

J. expels lava.with 'such force that kis returned to
earth as light_and. porous rock.

WhY do volcanic pis 'bubbles rim within the magma
ender the eartlis cruet?
A. Heat withie the magma transfers enerpy to the

bubbles, allowing than to rise.
I. The surface tension of tinybubbks causes them to

rise to the surface of the myna.
C. Since volcanic ps is lighter than molten rock, the

bulsbles rim.
D. The ps bubbles are too tarp to be constrained by

the mayo..
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Nitrogen is a;useful and versatile element, Found in
many vital siihstances. nitrogen compounds are important
*many biological and chemical reactions.

Atomic nitrogen (N) vs never found free ur nature. but
always in a combined state. As a diatomic gat (N2). it
constitutes the, tersest fradion of the earth's atmosphere. The
N2 illpleCule is held together by 3 covakm bonds, each
containing a pair of electrons. which make it extremely
stable. Diatomic nitrogen can be liquefied at -193.1 degrees
Celsius:which makes it a useful coolant in low-temperature
eXperimenti:

Whin nitrogen is combined with oxygen. compounds
abase properties depend on the molecular ratio of N to 0
atoms resultzNitrous oxide (N20). commonlyealled laugh-
ing gas, is a colorless. sweet.smelling gas that easily decom
poses. Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are
toxic atmospheric pollutants released in the exhausts of
combustion engines. Nitrogen dioxide combines with water
vapor to form nitric .acul (IINO,). which corrodes the
extedirs of buildings and statues. Nano oxide and nitrogen
dioxide are involved in a Sequence of reactions that convert
ozone in the upper atmosphere to ordinary O.

When nitrogen oxidd combine with carbon com-
pounds, the resulting compounds can bc explosive Nitro-
glycerin (C015140,) was far too difficult to handle safely
until Alfred Nobel found a way to absorb it onto finely
divided clay; thisproduct nealled dynamite Trinitrotoluene
(TNT) is another hydrocarbon compound into which
nitrogen oxide groups are incoporated.

Nitrogen is also important in a biological cyck calied
the nitrogen. cycle. A special group of bacteria can 'fix"
mokcular N. transforming it into nitrate (NOD. which
plants absorb fot food, These "nit rogenfixing" bacteria live
in the soil on the roots of certain Palate plants called
legumes Prints transform the nitrates inio plant protein.
and animals pt the plants and transform plant protein into
animal protein:Animal wastes contain urea KO(N11,1i) and
ammonia (NII,). which are converted to nitrates through
oxidation and bacterial action. Nitrogen-depleted soil ca n be
fertilized with these or similar compounds or rotated in
leguminous plants.

1. A panic-Met chemical reaction Mani only after the
substancei are cooled below-190 degrees Celsius. The
coolant used for this experiment is most probably:

F. ,gaseoui N20
(:. N2
H. gaseous O.
J. liquid N113.

A certain compound comauss 0 and N atoms in a 2,1
rano, Another compound contains these elements in a
3 2 ratio. One conclusion that can be reached about
these compounds is that they

A. are explosiVe.
I. haye different molecular proPerlics.
C. are identical compounds.
D. havi similar rates of reaction.
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12. Which description defines the properties of a diatomic
nitrogen molecule?

F. It is extremely eorrosive.
C. it contains S triple bond.
H. It explodes when reacted with carbon dioxide.

It quickly (MIS to decompose ozone.

13. The historic architecture of many cities ss slowly erod
in; became of industrial airpollution. Which chemical
is in pert responsible for this corrosion?

A. ST2
I. N20
C. NO
D. IINO3

14. The most likely composition of TNT is.
F. carbon, nitrogen. hydrogen. end oxygen
G. carbon. nitrogen. and hydrogen. .
H. carbon and nitrogen.
J._ nitrogen and sulfur.

15. &me persons behest Mat the operation of supersonic
aircraft will deplete the ozone layer. since nitric oxide
from exhaust fumes may tract-with the ozone This
reflects concern about which chemical reaction'

A. N2 +3112 21403
I. N2 + 02 2NO
C. H20 CO(NH2)t
D NO + +NO2

"" CO2 +2NN3

IC The niolecular property known as paramagnetism is
generally exhibited by compounds containing unpaired
electrons. lf,C, N. 0, iind'H have 6. 7, I. and I elec-
trons, respectively, which substanee is paramagnetic'

F. N2, which has 14 electrOns
G. N20. which has 22 electrons
H. NO2, which has 23 electrons
J. C3115N30., which has 116 electrons

17. Which of the following is NOT an integral pert of the
nitrogen cycle?

A. Charcoal
Air

C. Ammonia
D. Legumes

IS. In nitroglycerin (C3H5Ni0.). every oxygen atom is
bonded to a, nitrogen atom, and each carbon atom is
bonded to I oxygen atom. How manyoxygen atoms are
NOT bondcd to a carbon atom?

F. 0
G. 3
H. 6
J. 9

30 -GO ON TO THE NE7 PAGE. -
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27. la the cross section of rock shown below, fbe ?ock
layers art cut by an intrusive rock body and by a fault
AL Width sequetica best clescnbes the_chronological
occurrence of the events "depicted, from oldest to,
yotognt?

I. Deposition of layered units
II. Faulting

III. Intrusion
A. 1.11.111
11.'51. III. II
C. II, 111, 1
D. 1110, II

211. Which tecluiGiue should he used to construct a perma-
nent magnet rom an unmagnetized iron her?
F. 'ringing the' iron bar near a cod through which

alternating current is flowing
' C. Sawing the ends Off the bar to expose its magnetic

;

H, giroking the bar repiatedly in one direction with
one pole o( a strong magnet

J. Placing the bar in a strong electric field at a tem-
perature of O C

24. Became the specific heat of water is greater than the
specific heat of a metal, one knows that water:
A. has a higher specific gravity than most metals.
I. has more mass than most metals.
C. cools more quickly than an equal man of any

metal when the source of heat is removed.
D. needs more heat than isn equal mass of metal to

experience a rise in temperature equal to that of
the metal,

34. Which statement does NOT descnhe a property of a
base?
F. It ionizes to give hydroxide ions..
C. It turns htmus paper blue.
H. It tastes bitter.
J. It reacts with metals to give off hydrogen gas (III)

31. The great strength of the carbon-carbon bond in
diamonds is a result of which tuna of chemical bond?
A. IonicI. Metallic
C. Covalent
D. Amorphous

0

6 3,5

32. In the experiment depicted below, the eyespota of
euglenas,arraemovid, and the euglenas are placed in
beaker I under can Beaker A, which contains nor-
mal eug)enas. is placed under can A. Roth cans are then
placed in the light. After 24 hours, it is observed that
tneeuglenas'in beaker A have congregated near thi
light source; but the eugknas in beaker S art evenly
dispersed throughout the water.

am A caa

Oa out CIA 051
area Vet

One of the purposes of this experiment is to determine:

F. the effect of light on euglenas.
G. the function of the eyespots of euglenas.
H. whether euglenas always require light.
.1. if euglenas can photosynthesize.

33. Which type of reaction is illustrated by the chemical
equation given helow?

CII3CH= I3 13r5 Ell3V1111ClI3

Br Br

A. Elimination
M. Addition
C. Substitution
D. Replacement

In nuclear fission, the nucleus of an atom is split into 2
pieces. Two forms are involved in this processAhe strong
mucks, force, which is a powerful attraction arn.mg neigh-
boring neutrons and protons, and the ekerrkal force.
which is a repulsion hetween pairs of protons in the
nucleus. The nuclear force is the strongest force that occurs
in nature; however. its range is limited so that, like glue, it
acts hetween 2 particles only When they are touching each
other. On the other hand, the electrical force ;lets upon ail
protons regardless of the distance between them. Splitting
the nucleus into 2 parts leaves the nuclear attraction
between the nuclear particles within each half almost
unchanged, but tlermits the electrical repulsive force to sep=
mate thc parts or the nucleus. The energy of the fission frag-
ments is rellesed as motion.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Fission ts poesible only for those miclei that have a
lupe masher et protons and, therefore. &large imbalance
of electrical energy. let the probability that a nucleus will
spontaneously fluke is determined kry.the internal etruc-
tare of the suchals. Even though thoriumind uranium are
the heaviest elements found on earth (that is. they have
huge Numbers o(nsutrons and protons), tberhave low
probehilities for spontaneous fission. Otherwise their nuclei
would. have &rinsed away (as have niuch heavier ele-
ments) in the 3 billion years lance the elements were formed
in a stellar exploeion.

Adding neutrons to heavy nuclei can induce nuclear
fission, However, the process of adding neutrons is effec-
tivs in inducing (lesion for only one kind of naturally occur-
ring nucleus: uranium 235. The other naturally occurring
elements hiving heavy nuclei simply "swallow or absorb
neutrons without splitting and form different nuclei.

bemuse every lisaion event in an induced nuclear fis-
sion reaction releases one or more neutrons, secondary neu-
trons can aim induce fusion. if &duke:trial lissionakle
material is present. Thus, a char reacaon can be-pro-
duced. In a nuclear mayor, the thala reaction is controlled
so that precisely one neutron from each fission event results
in one other fusion event. If it is not controlled, the reac-
tion will proceed explosively.

34. Possible sources of &seer in the operation of nuclear
reactors include:

F. the release of fusion products
C. an uncontrolled chain reaction.
H. excess heat.
J. all of the above.

35 lf nuclear fusion did not produce secendary neutrons,
which of the following would NOT occur?
A. A chain reaction
P. Nuclear fission
C. An electricel force between protons
D. Natural thorium or uranium

34., The enemy released in a nuclear fission reaction has its
origin in which 'force?

F. Electrical
C. Gravitational
H. Frictional
J. Magnetic

4
37. Tbe electrical force bemire 2 protons that are on

opposite sides of an atomic nucleus causes the protons
to:

A. neutralize each other's charges.
I. attract each other.
C. repel each other.
D. change into neutrons.

311. If an element heavier than uranium were discolnrid
among tbe energetie.particles from outer space, the
authoncr would probabiy conclude that the element came

F. the fusion of an element in the earth's atmo-

G. =from a nuclear reaction on earth,
H. a resent stellar explosion.
J. a comet.

39. Which element ,has the highesrprobability of spon-
taneous fusion?
A. Hydrogen 2
I. Carbon 12
C. Onygen 76
D. Americium 243

4S. When nuclear fusion occurs in a laree mass offitsion.
able material, the energy of the fission fravients is:
F. released as motion and dissipated as heat.
Cr destroyed by fission.
H. used to reconstruct the nucleus.
J. used to attract the fragments into one mass.

41. The ay of the earth can be estimated by determining
the relative amounts of uryium 233 and uranium 23S
in rock samples. Such an estimate would be INVALID
if the semples had:

A. undergone chemical analysis.
II. contained a large percentage of thorium.
C. been irradiated with neutrons.
D. been heated to a high temperature.

42. According to the pnssagc, the primary difference
between spontaneous Sewn and induced fission is that
spontaneous fission:

'F. Messes a great deal of energy.
G. produces a chain reaction.
H. does not split the nucleus into 2 parts.
J. does not require the addition of neutrons.

33 00 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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In the mul-I1100s, Henry, Sates observed that certain

palatable butterflies of the family Pieridse, which closely
resembled epeamens of the butterfly family He liconunae,
successfully protected themselves from being eaten by %st-
int like the unpalatable and unacceotable Heliconirds.
This phenomenon, whereby a .harmkss and palatable
organism adepts to the appearance or behavior of a dis-
Catlett/1 *CCM in nide/ in evade predators, has been

"termed Itarinan mintkry.. Three animals are utUally
involved in this relationship: the model, the animal that is
avoidid for its unpstatabilitr the znimk, the animal that
successfully imitates the warning stimuli of the model, and
the reretver, the iniiind that notes and is deceived by these
likenesses,

Mimicry is not restricted solely, to appearance. The
development of mimetic color patterns is oftersaccompa-
cied by other changes. Mimetic resemblances show adapta

i
-

tions nvolving posture, movement, and sound. These
modifications are usually accomplished without any alter.
ation of the onpailism's anatomy. It is incredible that such
striking similarities can be produced in the mimic by differ-
ent structures and chemicals than those in the model

Since the mimic's successdepends upon the receiver's
awareness of the distasteful model, the adaptations that the
mimic set7ets are related to the receiver's learning abilities
and sensory capacities. The receiver mistakes the mimic for
the model because the receiver's senses are confused

, Sufficient; protection may be provided "even if the 'resem-
blance of the mimic to the niodel isnot exact. For instance.
in localities where the model is found very rarely, the iden-
tifying stimuli of the mimic need not be perfect. The pres-
ence of both' model and mimic at the same time and in the
same area. however, fequires the mimic to display a greater
degree of similarity to the model than when the model is
absent.

Scientists theorize that mimetic resemblances have
originated in a manner similar to other types of adapta
tions, that is, as responses :o environmental situations, 'Me

,probability of mimetic adaptation is influenced by several
,factOrs.,induding the size of the model population, the
amount of predation of the mimic and the number of
mimics resembling the same model, Throu ;.`. time, protecl
tive characteristics are adapted by !!mimic; modifica-
tions are continued untillhe organism &chimes a wider
tdry likeness to the model.

43. Which organisms wbuld be expected to have evolved
the largest numbers and varieties of mimics?

A. Mammals
S. bads
C. Amphibians
D. Insects

44. The receiver is imponant in Salesian mimicry because:
F. the receiver protects the model from predation
C. the receiver propagates the model and the mimetic

species,
H. without the receiver the adaptations made by the
' mimic 2re unnecessary.
J. without ,the receiver the bfe cycle V-the mimic is

incomplete.
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4$. As a member of a mimetic relationship,s model can.be,
described as an organism that:
A. escapes predation by some animals because of its

unpalatabibty.
11 looks like another animal because it is a member of

the same species.
C. adapts to the appearance of anothevanmal.
D. recognizes the warning characteristics of an ani-

mal before eating it.

46. For the purposes of mimicry, which charactenstic(s)
might an organism eventually adapt?

I. A body pattern
11. A digging behavior

III. A buzzing sound

'F, 1 only
C. III only
H. 1 and II only
J. I. II, and Ill

47. If a receiver did not have good eyesight, which chi ear.
teristic(s) blight d mimic and a model share for
protection?

I. A very intricate body pattern
II. A spiked appendage under the body

III. A Feculiar strong odor
A. I only
S. III only
C. I and llonly
D. 1, 11, and 111

411. According to the passage. nu metic species have evolved
in order to:
F.
C.
H.
J.

camouflage the model from the receiver
increase the amount of unpalatable,prey.
protect themselves from predators,
distract the receiver from the model.

N. Under which circumstance would mimicry of a bird
specie', most likely evolve over a long period of time?

A. A severe drought devastates the foltage of an entire
area, 'thereby elimin:i.ing the food supply of cer-
tain birds.

S. A forest fue denudes a hillside aria permanently
destroys the nesting sites of many bards.

C. A chemical is sprayed on certain bushes, and birds
that eat the berries of these bushes produce eggs
with brittle shells.

D. =An earthquake forces predators of cerlain birds to
search for new habitats, and these predators repro-
duce in great numbers,

$4. The receiver perceives the mimic as a model because
the receiver:

F. recognizes the waining stimuli of the model,
C. learns that both oratinisms are palatable.
H. attracts both the mimic and the model
J. has an acute tense of sight.

34 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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51. How does mimicry contribute to and support the
theory of evolution?
A. Effective mimetic resemblances are produced and

modified by the processes of natural selection.
I. Mimetic species show a change over centuries from

grater to a lesser resemblance to 311; model
s.

C. mimetic species originallbl possesses all the
re blances to the model species that it ever will.

D. The blame of the mimic to the model affects
features I are uhrelated to the behavior,of the
mimic.
'

4
52. A mimic does net need to closely resemble an impel-

amble model itone species inhabits a different area than
the other becnuie the:

F. receiver learns to associate a peneral pattern with a
bad taste.

G. mimic no Ioniser competes with the model for food.
H. mimic is not palatable prey for the receiver.
J. same receiver dccs not gather food from two dif-

ferent area},

. END OF TEST 4.

STOP! DO NOT RETURN TO ANY OTHER TEST.
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Actual Test
DirectiOns.

This booklet contains four testsEnglish Usage. Math-
matka Usage. Social Studies Reading. and Natural
Sciences Reading. Th four tests measure skills and
abilities that are highly related to success In college

During the -first half of the testing session, you will
cornplete the English Usage Test and the-Math.-
matics_Usago Test. In the second half, you will com-
plete ihe SochilStudiei Reading Test rind the Natural
Sciences Reading Test.

The questions In each test are numbered, and the four
or live', suggested answers for each question are
lettered,. On the answer sheet, the rows of Ovals are
numbered to match the questions, and the ovals In
each row are lettered to correspond to the suggested
answers

For each question, first decide which answer Is best.
Nest, locate on the answer sheet the row of ovals
numbered the same as the question:thin, locate the
oval In that row lettered( the same as your answer
Finally, blacken the oval Completely. Use a soft lead
pencil and make your marks heavy and black. DO
NOT USE A BALL-POINT PEN,

You may work on each' fest ONLY when your test
administrator tells you to do so,lf you finish a test
before timils called, you should use the time remain-
ing to reconsider questions you are uncertain about
In that teat. You may NOT look back to a test on which
time has already been called, and you may NOT go
ahead to enother test. To do so will"disqualify you
from the examination.

Your score on-each_tastwillbe_haset_only_o
nurnher of citleatiani you answer correctly. You will
NOT be penalized ior iuessing, HENCE IT IS TO
YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSWER EVERY QUES-
TION.

t '
If you change your mind about an answer, erase your
first mark thdroUghly before marking your new an-

make certain thiit yoir mark
fn the row of ovils with the same number as the
question,

Do not fold or tear the pages of your test booklet.
Keep the booklet iriss good a condition as possible

cio NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.

111,
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TEST 1

ENGLISH USAGE
40 Minutes-75 Questions

DIRECTION& In the, passages that follow, certain
words and phrases are underlined and numbered, lr
the nght-hand columfl you will find alternatives for
each underlined part. Yu are to choose the on that
best expresses the Idea makes the statement appro-
priate for standard wrtttlqt English, or is worded most
consistently with the sty' and tone of the passage as
a whole. Choose the alter &Bye you consider bust and

blacken the corresponding space on your, answer
sheet. If you think the once t al version is best. choose
"NO CHANGE: Read sac passage through once
before you begin to sns er the questions that
accompany, it. You cannot determine most answers
without reading several sin ences beyond the phrase
in question. B. sure that ybu have read far enough
ahead each time you c oose an alternative.

Piisige I

Most people auociaie the name, Count Dracula

with a legendary vampire. Theyalso think

'that Transylvania. the site of the

Counrs bloodthirsty deeds, is just as much
3

a fiction sis the Count himself. HowcSer. this view

would be mistaken: Dracula really did live

in Transylvania, a part of Rumania that
s

is near the Russian border, In fact, his'cartIc

still stands, perched high on a rock, in the

village of Bran
Dracula may never have been a vampire,

liut he was a ruthkw tyrant. He had

thousands of his subjects slaUghtered and

their corpses diaplayed at the border' to

scare off an invasion planned by the Turks

(the Turks practiced fire before

converting to [slaps) In the lift nth century.

If Dkacula were to Morn to, his

old haurts, he would find the customs

6 41

01*,

4

I. A. NO CHANGE 1

I. tunic COunt Dracula I
C. name. of Count Dracula.
D. name Count Dracula.i

1. F.. NO CHANGE
G. Counts' bloodthirsty deeds,
H. Count's bloodthirstrdeeds
J. Count's bloodthirsty deeds,

3. A. NO CHANGE
I. 'a fictiori, like
C. of a fiction like
D. fiction, just as

4. F.. NO CHANGE
G. would have been
H. is
J. has been

5. A. NO CHANGE
I. in Transyli a nia, near the Russian border, a part of

Rumania.
C. near the Russian bordcr. in Transylvame.in a part

of Rumania.
D: a part that is neafthefessian border o( Rumania

in Transylvania. t

s. F. NO'CHANGE
C. (before they were Converted to Islam, the Tills

were Cry worshippers) '
H. (before the Turks conVerted to Islam,

worshipped fire)
OMIT

_mum TO-THE NEXT-PAGE.



liale *aged. Journeys ere nada'

frequem4 by mkeit, oeaMonely by

bicycle, ma by ar. Typically. people

dill caster M villegid end shop in a,

antra merketplses. Chatting with
X-

.-neighbors and watching the passersby are

. vas they etioy doing. Ths caste*

pampa of soldiers, marching or stopping

pideetrises, cremes a depressing ominous

mmaphere thm Count Drool:would

, undoubtedly hoe found to his tildes.

7. A. NO CHANGE
I. Daly rarely by car.
C jourrlys by car only rarely.
D. Journeys are made only rarely by car.

S. F. NO CHANGE
G. hove hen
H. were
J. has become

S. A. NO CHANGE
I. depressing (and ominous)
C. depressing. and ominoue
D. depressing and ominous

Pomp N

Sojourner Truth and Harriet TuhmenL

two nineteenth-tentury black Amerkans.

have overcame the physical end mythological
II

birds; of slavery end Mame vocal cheMpitins

of freedom. These women contrilinted

significastly to the antielevery movement.

the Civk %jolt. and die V;aineng right,

After ha' vied gamed their freedom

Sojaunter, Tndlt:by Zara of legislation

and Harriet Thiesen by escapingbmb

wooer' worked Witte abolitionist mamma.

Their amply. religions convictions lad them to

s\

IL F. NQ CHANGE
G. Tuhmen-
H. Tubrnan,
J. Tuhmen

IL A. NO CHANGE
11. have overcome
C. overcome

-DI overcame

12. F. NO CHANGE
G. women's rights

`..H. women's right's

me
J. worsens t*ts' t

13. A. NO cHANGE
B. (Begin new peremaph) After when tty

am freetione, C. (Begin new paramaph) After the time their
frewiess was mina

D. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Whet after their
freedom was ge.med-

14. F. NO CHANGE
G. deep reltimis convictions

=Sedum religious eonvictions,
J. deeplirelogious conviction.

60' ON TO THE NEXT MOE.
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ea soft swan:ems ant sensitivity to

theism( of hymen liberation. ,Ithough

uneducated, she bade msey powerful addresses

at asitiskowy,sneetings. Hanle( Teheran. tom

Was penuareve At an antithwery center and.

madnessr as the Umbeground Ratd;e

an kiwi system of Wiping slims escape.

Called the :Moms ci the Railmad."

va6oes technimes were used by Telsman,

to pomade slaves mama* *h perils";

joinery., 5

Both worms coetributes t ti:e Ciyil ra,

Wort Soiorrrar Trigs Whored to tie

soldiers sad collected gifts for them.

Harriet Tubers's role. ea the other hand.,i
was a mere aeuve ose. At various

times. Tubsson eerved as a cook, a spy.

awes, nowt, aad a guemtla Woe.

lAet aid fumlly, these Women recopied the

simileritice between the predimasente of the

Mad Minis, Med of women in the asersenth

century. A. bid lensalm. thei,ressemd

4,1114114411116111 thee Aloe them "NMI

iseigii so the prelanws of both groups: r
N. ,

Siaca thiy seek speeches in sup' pelt If

rig14. fee wastes. Their Maphiag *mils

liftsa aid by modem kainists. .

643
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4

IS. A. NO CHANGE
S. of and sesiitivity to
C. to,and'aemetivey for

anesinsitivny for

Id. F. NO CHANGE
G. mitay powerful addresses Jive been made by

Somuraselluth
H. Solemner Treth Made missy powerful address,
J. many powerfull addresses sure made by Sojourner -

Thal.

17. A. NO CHANGE
R. Railroad,

Railroed; as
D. Railroad.sos

1S. F. NO CHANGE
O. Tubmaa's various teclmiques
H. Tubman, ming vlf10411 leChrk11/011.

^4. Tibetan used various techniques

II. A. NO CHANGE
R. therefore,
C. conssAuremly;
D. neve

IL F. NO CHAN"Gg
G. (liegin.aew paraaraph) These women finally
H. (Ilegiereiew essraph) Lam and finally, these

Samoa
J. ç stia tier paragraph) Finally, these women

11. A. NO.CHANGE
I. slaves sure( woman
C. slaves and of women,

slaves (sad of women)

IL F.
G.
IL
J.

13. 4.I.
D.

NC, CH A NG E
11900

within

NO CHANGE
However,
Aidsoe.
OMIT aadJsegia sentence with They

oo os To THE ilou'IDAGE.
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5.

like the %heti Star that lei Harriet

Tuissesii her escape to' fretriorn. the lives .

aad works of thaw two womse serves as
Na

!SPAY 50 guide.all whit fight for butnsn

Imola* aLs1 mak.

24. F. 'NO CHANGE
G. sem similar to
H..aervejust as _ '
J. serve as

114neelas IN

'An ideal. and:periect place.for a

short vacation,athe Slick Hills arca of

South Dakota prelims attractive experiences

so the outdoorsman, to the history enthusiast,

end to the person who enjoys cultural activities.

The outdoor4ype person who visitithe

Slack Hills discovers glistening lakes to

skim by boat or water skis; in addition. he.
71

finds pine-scented mountain trails where

you may otnerve such rire forms of

wildlife, as buffalo and antelope. After

asverrng a'fruh trouudinner, he may

sket,peacefullyInder a starlit sky:

ihw history enthosiass relives the past in

Deadwood, where legendery frontier,personalities

hv sys7n during tlw 'Days of 16" cekbration.

26. A. NO CHANGE
I. A perfectly, ideal
C. An ideal perfect
D. An ideal

26. F. NO CHANGE
G. outdoors people
H. outdoorsman
J. outdoor-type people

27. A.
I.
C.
D.

24. F.
G.
H.
J.

No CHANGE
skis. in addition;
skis furthermore,
skis, furthermore,

NO CHANGE
you might observe
he may obaerve
a person can ibmpse

29. A. NO CliANGE
I. wildbfe
C. wildlife, like
D. wildhfe as

644

00 ON TO THE NEXT4PAGE.,
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\
Among the most famous of these ire

Ca laeity Jane aid Wad Sell Hickok, Jack McCall,

murdedd kim as reiuk of a card gams, a

in Deadvasotaixca: also visit liar lune,

where Wien tribes once bell aerial.

Finally. where the tourist apprdistes
A

c cultural adivities, tbeseare spode!:

hueting elks, tbc Mack Hills Playhouse

prodie6rs and the-Padion Play. The

vast outdoor amphithotter wad for there

pertermancp is it'd( an extraordinary sight.

_

'5

/M. F. NO CHANGE
G famous ones of tbeie
H. two mod famous,of these
a. very most famous of Ihem

A. NO CHANG-E
I. whom Jaek-McCall during a add game slew
C. who was muidered by Jack McCall during a card

I pme
D. who, during a card gene, Jack McCall murdered,

32. F. NO CHANGE
C. (Do NOT begin new paragraPh) Finajiy. when

(Iegin new paragraph) Finally, whereI (fieFj"-'new P6Plizaphr Finally, if

33. . t4C 'CHANGE
S. to,hunt elk

,C. thebunting.0( the Alirs,
,

Pslene'sp W

Having been puzzled over old hindwritten

manuscripts, we wonder at the ornateness,

the elonpted letters, attly,he illegibility,

but forget that each writer was followingAbe

fashionable style of hie time. Tilose'styles,

identified by names, like Chancery Cursive,

t Gothic, and UncialpreveaPeras more than

\ iadvidua. h is no cciincideres that the

\signatures en the,Dedsration of Independence

deke us as so similar: for the Founding

Fathers. (ashion,nd only had shaped dress,

a'hd architecture, butaalso landwriting

\

6

6

34. NO CHANGE
G. Having been puzzled over old. and
H. Puzzling .river

. Puzzled over old, and

NO CHANGE
4. names, sudt as
C. names suchlas
). such names, as

M. 1. NO CHANGE
c. (Place after Fishers.)
H. (Place after had)
I. (Place after shaped)



,

OlaY yeslerdily oUr sraPdParellts

carefully copied 6'4k:wisp Palmer'or

Spencer scripti:Today we may have

lamed Massuactipeor Ciaive,:Yet we

re loilIer follow any commas styleAn an

ape 'of imernational rock and KA unites

drew, end the common deooldnidor of

television. which see* straw, that a

universal headwrisinp style &es not

reemerpm however, our ape is dominated by

manylommunication devims that create

leaser need Idr the handwntten

Perhaps ibis tedisiolopy makes In

indifkrent with the dictates of fasitin-n.

ConyeneIy, perhaps our individualized

scsipm allow us to be attractive. fanciful.

,pmetkal- evert illegibleit whatever slant

you C4OIC.

641,

5.

7

37. A. NO CHANGE
R. each

A C. any form of
D. any type of

312. F. NO CHANGE
G. (which seems straw)
H., it seems straw that
./. it mans striate that

39. A. NO CHANGE
L moreover:-
C. therefore,
D. thus.

40. F. NO CHANGE
G. less needs
H. less need
J. fewer need

41. NO CHANGE
L to
C. for
D. from

42. F. NO CHANGE
G. we choose.
H. I choose.
J. is chosen.

c.

GOON TO THE NEXT PAOL
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Pasew V

Wildentem areas are a uaique part

of our nabs: ad_Ird-praede sydem.

Differed front khe national parks and

eitissual fonds, the Wilderness Act of 1464'

estabished these eatiosal wildernees areas.

Areas ast selected to fiedusion

in the wilderness quad basun

sack end diary ow of them have not

yet hem changed by men. They ars plods

\tether* the earth and its community of life

are untraremded by rnan: At where man

himself I. a visitor who does not remain. ln

stscit areas, man must travel by foot or on

'horseback. Maud motorized vehicles ark

sot allowed. No.,' may buildinp be constructed,

timber cur, or roads may not be built.

Wilderness areal serve several purposes.

It provides pace for wildlife to evolve

freely, for plant life to grow naturally, and

((repo* to enjoy the "ionic of wildness."

647
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NO CHANGE
dee government passed the Wilderness Ad of 1364.
in 1914 tbe Wilderness Ad was passed by Cowers
aad establalsed these nodded wilderness areaa
motional ra, see areas were anabhernd with the
pasiage of the %Werner Ad of 1364.

NO CHANGE
for
with a vide to
bY

43. A. NO CHANGE'
I. they

'each of Morn
D. gym one of shed

43. F. NO CHANGE
G. it's
13; their
J. our

47. A. NO'Ciik4GE
I. man, where,
C. nun, to where
D. man, where

411. F. NO CHANGE
G. visitor, wbo
H. visitorthat
J. -visitor: who

43. A. NO CHANGE
"B. horseback because
C. honeback, in that
IX horseback: because

SI. F. NO CHANGE
G. or roads
It and no roads may be
J. and roads may not be

31. A. NO CHANGE
I. It offers
C. It serves as
D. They provide

GO ON TO-THE NEXT PAGE.



Pasuip VI

Mom people woild not chooie a

kopard as a how pet, Yet an American

womaa, whole husband was stationed in

India, for two years did-menege to obtain
, os

a baby Want leopard soon ;ter its birth

and to rear k is a companion for her family.

At fint her Plan,

.
which was to result in bringing one of

the most savage of the big catiinto her

hbusehold niet with opposition (torn Indian

officials, friends, and neighbors

worried about her safety, But she overcame their

prams and settled the leopard in her

home when it was only twenty-one days old.

As Cat (which Was its name) grew. its

energy and sue were the cause,of constant .

52. F. NO CHANGE
G. India for two years,
H. India ((or two years)
J. Indkaor two years,

53. A. NO CHANGE
V. baby, infant
C. baby and infant
D'. OMIT '

54. F.' NO CHANGE
G. First..
H. First off
J. Idthe first place.

55. A. NO CHANGE
I. brought
C. resulting in the bringing of
D. to bring

household disorder. And ii spite of mounting 54. F. NO CHANGE
G. Thus,

wreckage, the family grew to love their strange pet. . H. But
J. Although

&fore the fmily'returned to the

States, their Cat was placed in the 57. A. NO CHANGE
V. the
C. her
D. OMIT

Delhi Zoo. After a, heartbreaking period 54. F. %NO CHANGE
G.. Zoo. It was after
H. Zoo. !kit after

of weaning it from constant human companionship J. Zoobuconly after

to the solitary life of an animal behind bars. 54. A. NO CHANGE
in solitude

C. life all alone
D. lone life

5

648

GO ON TO THE NEXT.PAGE.
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Theo* prerapapha may or may not Win thi .
moat logical orftr. The last item will ask you to
choose kw mOst lOgicel order.

(I)

Feminism did not die. bur I depression,

war, and the Freudian belief in female

inferiority effectively thwarted muds

activism Deughters were content to ,

,zeonsolsdatn the pins privately ibeir

:rnothersiaid Won' publiel; In the mid-

sixties, however. feminism reenserged

spin. Although the fensinist'rnovement

might strike those under tweitplive as

novel and revolutionary, there is

ample evidence, that women have worked
115

for over three hundrid years to obtain

equal rights.

(2)

Although widely used,to identify the

women's movement, the term, feminism ts of
u

rather current coinage. NOt until the' IS90s did it

assume the meaning wc now accept. Sexual

"equality. Within today's political

content, it hns been'comfortably assimilated

Into our languane.
7F-

(3)

That conlemporaryhisionans have'

had to use the term delnonstrates that

history has traditionally avoided focusing

on women. Because our great historians

649

F: NO CHANGE.
'G. privatdy (Place after Daughters)
H. in private (Place after we:sr)
J. privatay (Place after consolidate)

G. A. NO CHANGE
I. once apin..
C. yet another time.
D. OMIT and end sentence with reemerged,

42. F. NO CHANOE
G. evidence; that.
H. evideoxe that
J. evidence. that.

O. A. NO CHANGE
I. term, known ea./minim,
C. term feminism
D. teals feminism

a. F. NO CHANGE
G. accept: sexual
H. have excepted; that being sexual
J. have accepted. That of Mxual

O. A. NO dHANGE
I. in
C. within
D. through

10 00 GN,TO THE NEXT PAOE.



have been males; there has been an
is

IllitiONCiotli, sexist. interpretition.

Coesequestly, women have remained

Mviib le in textbooks arid records, the

a...option being that they have made totiiI0ble

contributiMm. Feminism. moreiver, was rite

yieible a colonial America when women

'''2"mitiftorad fiii:74ftielikV4.C.4,450,4d.b714

**.,, Later, during the Revolution, Abinail Adams

\ implored her husband John to remember the men

.
mid be stmerous else they'd rebel. Adams,

howaver. affects io hawk indegndency.

(4)

TM'crucial year was I$IS, with the film

women's cOnvention meeting in"NeW York.'

They succodol in drawing up eleven

resolutions; the most controversial was the
73

demend for suffrage. 'Their adisinel suspended

during the Civil War Oornen wer'e compelled not

only to endure dislfranehisement until

1920, but also to suffer a arty-yea/

hibernation thereafter.

645

K. F. NO CHANGE
D. males. there's
H. males. There's
J. males, theirs

47. A. NO CHANGE
I. uacoveciously sexist hfterpretation.
C. interpretation which .ts. sexist, though tincon-

sootesly so
D. uacomeiove ly, sexist interpretation.

41.. F. NO CHANGE
G. records the
H. records. The
J. OMIT

et A. NO CHANGE ,
I. therefore.
C for example.
D. however,

LPL F. NO CHANGE
G. the rights
H. the Julies
J. OMIT

71. A. NO CHANGE
1. effects
C. effected

Oleo

#0.
72. F.' NO CHANGE

G. Women
H. The delegates
J.. People

73. A. NO CHANGE
)1. resolutions, the
C. resolutions and the
D. roolutions but

74. F. NO CHANGE
'G. War. However
H. War,
J. War. but

75. Chasm the sequence of paregreph numbers that will
make the emay's structure most logical.

*. A. NO CHANGE
1. 2, I. 3. 4.
C. 2, 3. 4, I
D. 4, 2, 3. I

END OF TEST 1

STOP! DO NOT TUNN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO $O. \
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TEST 2T

MATNEIRATICS USAGE

SO Minutes-40 ()stations

IMMECTION* Sokie, saCh problem. choose the cor-
rect answer, and then blacken the corresponding
apace on your answer sheet.
Do not linger over probliink that lake too Much
Solve as mony as you can; then return lo the others in
the time you have kelt.
Mciallluoratirk figures are not necessarily' drawn fo-
gad* an, are assumed to Ile In a plane unless
otherwise staled.

.-
I. The world*, limiest pm diamond. the Colinas. weighs

amprosinmmly ,I00 carats, If 5 carats equal I pm.
7 sal 31.'granw egkel 1 ounce, what is the approttniate

weight of this diamond in ounces?
A. .11+

H. 2
C. 20
D. JO
L 1,472

2. If mat of the following were regular polygons and were
inn:ribs/ in the some circle, which polygon would have
lie greatest area?
F. Triangle
G. Square
H. Pentagon
J. Hexagon
IL Octopi

3. In the rpm, I and I:ate perallel lines cut by the trans-
versal 4. If the measures of the Willies are as Amin,
then y'w

A. 40'
120'

C.
D. ISO'
Z.

4. In a certain gunk Sue meet try to gums the number 4"
that Iletty lwe written on a slip of paper. If Sue guesses
correctly. she receives 10 points; if she pusses incor-
rectly. shw-lowi 2 points. After 7 turns:lues total
score is 22. Hr., many incorrect guesses did she make?

F.
G. 3
11.4
J. I
C. 14
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DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.
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2
II. Wbst is the length of 211 is the figure shown below?

A. 6
I. 7
C. I
D. '1
L 10

12. A moo bought a new car for S4000. He arrenald to
cue.. total price at the time ant sale,' of the

in 30 -Inn, and the remaining balance at the
end o( 60 days. How muck vies due at the ead of 60
don?
F. $1.000
G. $1,300

-111. 12.000
J. 13000
K. 64000

Which Of the following would be a correct application
of the distributive property of multiplication over
additiOn?

A. K3 4).(2 3)(2 4. 4)
6 0. X3 4). (2

C. 2+(3.4)(2+3 2+4)
D. 2+(3.4).(2.3 +(2.4)
K. All of the aim

14. Sunnie 4 of a worker's salary is doductod forlorn,
tans. sod of noose tans are used for taty
eturso. V 63.000 of a worker's pay were used for
mibluty expendinns. thus which equation could be

. tetrad to dawning the worker's Wavy?

F. (4xX3)' 1..00

G. (34(4)*3000

H. 3/ 1.600

4. 3x+4x.3000
K. 4x .4ir 3,000

IS. The sum of id& certain number, and of therm
number is IS. Which of tbe following equation could
4.e used to solve for x?

A. -Pt-loll
I. x.+.1.34..111

C. fr 1$

D. fx IS

L IS

-, -

V

,E53
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DO YOUR FIGUMNG HENE.

e.
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IC A click- ts centered af.the °dila of a Canesian
coordmate system. If the coordinates of ore endpoint

of a diemeter of the tuck are (.4.4). then whai,

are the coordimites of dm diameter's ott endpoint? \

J.

17. A rectangle is 12 meters long and 5 meters wide. If the
kintth and the width of the rectansk arc increased by-
the same amount. by how many meters should each
dimension be increased to double esse area of'the
rectangle?

A. 1

N. 3
C. 4
D. 13
L

IL lifx is a real number and vi 2$ 1.1

F. 625 1

G. 51
H.
J. 625

#

It Which4hIph correctly dIustrates the raIntion
2ic

C.

Do roim FIGURING HERE.

I

IS GO 'ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.'
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2111. A. aquarium is 13 iodises keg. 1 1 snakes smelt. and 10

inches lugh. How mamy pilons of water are needed to
' ON it toJiscicobulowthctopsf 1 piton occupies 231

cubic wisest
F. 3 0

H. \
boo

K. 19.5

21. If Itei 6.4.e - 4

, A. -3 or 3

L 3 or -3
31 VicsC. --r--
.1.thra

D.

ISO 0 la 45.,then x.?

22. Which of tbe klIowinjtsç1se lamest numbee/
F. 5.0 x 107
C. 2.0x 10"
H. 2.1 x 10*4
J. 5.0x IV
bc-riaz 10-

23. If $3,164 was *tat fora car w ich was discounted to
114 percent of the original price. what was the otipnal
price
A. $2.100.00
I. 43.243.76
C. 14,412.24
D. 54600 00
E. 57.109 76

24. iittat positive salue of xsatialiv the luatioln 943. Si3
F. sori
C. 2
H. 3
J. 4
K. 9

25. A dealer buys nasoline from his wholes. er for 50e per
gallon, He must pay the following taxes on this cost:

17 2% Weal lighwiy tax
22 1% state highway tax
3% state sales tax

At what price (ia cents per gallon) mina he sell the
gssollna in order to make 2,1e per gallon reit/
A. 971
I. 74.6
C. 72.3
D. 72.1
L. 56 6

16 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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.71

26. What is the dhtaace between points e ana 6' m the

I

Cartesian coordinate system shown below, 1

2 ..(1.2)

I 413.1)

01 I 2 3

F.

H. 241
4. 3

27. If Mary rides her bkycle east at the rate of 16 lolo.
meters per It ourla nd returns met the same roulette the
rate of 24 kilometers per hour. how many kilometers
east can the t ra el if she bkycks for a total of 5 hours,

A.
111. 20
C. 40
D. 48
E: 100

28. Ihe recipe for lb cookies calls for cup sups. II,*
many cups of stigar will ,be needed to make 4 train
cookies'
F. I;
C. 2;
H . 3

J. 34

X. I

24. fr 31<4 stand ordy if which attic following es yek!

1.
> -6

x < 12
-4<x<12

0. s<-6orx> 2
F. > 6 o x > 2

1

M. if 814.2c I andf4001. I, thenJ(2).'
F.
C, 5It I
.1, 13

X. 34

FIGURING HERE.

17 GO ON TO-THE NEXT PAGE.
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31. If a side am equih tend triangle is meters m knatb.
what is du knob. ai metes. of Its *Maude?
A. 2,,g

24'
D. 4,5,e.
E. 16

;

32. The circle intent:4d In the square laeloj has a radius of
2.inches. What :is the area. in square inches. of the
shaded area?

'F. 4 .54*
C. 6.4e
H. 4(4.$)
L 2(1 Iir)

33. Which o( the lo0onina is One if set A uf 1.2.3.4.34.

73.9.10); In C a 13.6.1). and D (0.1.2,31?'

A. (CuD)CA
J. (8C4)and (CC44)

D11CD)Ind (DCA
C. (DCA) and (CCA.

(
L (DCA 3and HICA

34. How many different 7-dipit telephone numbers (for
emimple. 9234671) ean k written if the'Jipt 0 cannot
appear 41110111 the fed 3 dots? ,

F. Dx 2*x x 2.4#24 27;0'
G. Val* 7 x7x6als 4trxrara 2.4x2is2nx 2,4
J. 9altifal0x 10x 10a 10
Lit a x 7 10 rt, a La

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

'1

1-or a spivs% fraction,I. the numerator is halved and tbe
denotninstor is doublod, The rauking frattioei could -*
have been obtained bY multiPlymp th4 onipal frac"
tr) by which quinntyr(a 6..0)
A.

8. 4
C.

D.12

L 4

0 GO ON TO-THE NUT PAGE.
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.6.411c,RIRantiEB 1 If the knob °fa a 4.
a 6, and 4-1 a 2A. Men 4hat sit the kiwi' of Xer

, G: 12
H. 16
J. 19
111. 30

37. If 141.2 0.3010 and l4o7 a 4451. Iosm9$ a
A. .2150
B. .5007
C. 10152
D. 1.9912

2 W12

146t, le-- 3 a 0 a 7
l.
c.

14.41

1-3.41

K.13,-41

J.

i. (-3,i)
39. What value aim iereouired in order that the sraph

ya mx b pan thcough pews (1M and (-1,5)?
A. .3
I. -2

IC". 3 \
E. 4

N. r V1-7.1? 4727,then n =2
r.
G.

, J. 3

t. S

DO YOUR FIGURING/HERE.

'o

0
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TEST 3

SOCIAL STGOIES ftf..DING'

:\ 33 Al(ntues-32, Questions
t. 4

. psuicroffik tscripsillod hi this test Is lollor.d by
jswsral questions. Afterreeclingt a the

. engem to each agtestion and= the corer
ng scow on your answer Wiest Yea may refer

the pampa* as often ae nikessety.

The poment airmen of Sout Asia, who have
soutlytaisted *mina hiperzyielding Varieties-61nm or
new crops thescould be soW for lame profits. have baffled
Weevern_aconorniMs, The peasant:Ito pot seem to want
better-Mops and-more incense, a iskustioa some have /
smugly annhuted to the "cultstral backwapnese of;

"the peasants' actions make sel, however. pro the

peasant society,

- lark fret of pawls Itte: they live clew to the subsistence
hvelthe *mem amount of food *Wed to sunive, If a
crop faux oscura. they are in Intmegiate tenger of stare.
mg, therefore they prefer tradatiohal methods. which
produce only modest yields in good Pars lots archkely to
yield something even under poor conthuonl. Akhoush new
varieties of nee armlets much more food' an the long tun,
they are more, suesepuble to droup ,flood, or dame.
&caw the peasants can di affix addeionel risks, they
stick to tradmonal methods of cultivetion.

this subsistence ethic pervadee ;peasant life, First,
ramie* sill work trendodoualy herd to pioduce very
small Muses* in their crmrs yield. Second. social status
depeads on Me moray:0 one's income rather than the
amount. Although wage laborers genually,oulke-mort-
matey than formers, the farmers' position is preferable: in

&milady. pauses reefer to own a I le land rather then
poor times. farmers can at least est they have grown.

rent lerge plot, even though the lat will meld a larger
income in most years.

The Western poWers that colostied Southeast Asia

dm traditional lunadoma of the regio extracted large pop
Mere tragically tames* of the subeire ethic. Although

tione of the fanners' surplus* in sood years for taxes. they
/collected no linen in bed years and, if possibte. chstnbuted
/food to the hoary. Taxes were aho tested on Whips, not
individuals. Those whose crops had, One better could and
would pay mor. The colonial p4ieera reversed them

Althoush averap Inn wery lower they were the
same hi bad years as in good, and n one hod to pay the
lame amount. These policies heiptit produce a genets:
decline in the peasants economic 11-bans, widesprrrd
famines, snd ultimately, several poilant Mbellions,

659

Th; methods* taxation by the traditional king-
doms of Southeast Asia leaVed hasher taxes front
those peasants who were monanneally well off, Which
form ol taxation in the Unread Stases is based on this
tam principle?
A. Saks taxes on retail goodsi

eotheques

I. Taxes on liquor and malt:
C. Entertainnwer 'taaes on nightclubs and dis-

t). The progressive federal inctirne tax

3. The peasants resisted planting, Jab mops, which they
could have sold foe large profirs, hiainly because they

F. lacked the -knowledpe 'needed A-pow the -cish
crops

G. would have had to hire wag laborers an order to
pow cash crop. '

H. woitld hew had to pel-ingh.renie on the addi-
tional land needed to grow cish mop.

.I. felt that it was safer to grow 'crops that could be
thaa crop-diet had to bcoold.

3. Why would Sotitheast Asian peassidrwork, tremen-
dously hand only lo produce wry small increiserm
their crop's Pete? a

.A. 'For people living near the subsistemie level, a little
more food is wry valuable,

status in peasant society depends on the
amount of one's =dm',

C. The traddionarkinadome of the area place a con-
stant, lush tax burden on them.

13. The peasants fast to rea that this work is very
ieprolitable,

4. The authoes niam intention Ip this passage is Probably
to.
F. show that the apparently gnu onal behavior of the

peasants is rational, given the demands of their
economic situation. 1

describe the cultural backwardness of peasant
society,

H. show how the peasants could be he12ed by apply-
ing the knowledge of Western economics.

#. describe the techniques that succeeded in pentad.
ing pliant; to adopt new, more efficient methods
of cultivation,

20 Go ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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5.

S. Which Staten lellt best reflects the attitude of. the
peasants toward taxation?
A. What matters is not how much is taken for taxis.

but how much. is left,
I. A moderate tax that is always the UM< a prefer.

able to a tax that iasornetimes high. sometimes\
tow,
TaxatilM Is fair if everyone pays the same amount

p. Taxes should be loved on property. not on
income. '

4. Western ecosomists have been baffled by the behavior
of Southeast Asian peasants primarily because the
Peasants:

F. monstrated cultural isackWardness. _
G. temedioact contrary to their economic self-

mterest.
lemonstrated a lack of concern for social n-""..a.

J. stoutly resisted coming into contact with toe
economists.

7. The economic behavior of a United States plumbing,
supply business would be comparable to that of South-
cast 4sian peasants if it;

I borrowed heavily inrder to exPand rapidly.
even though this increased the 'risk of bent.

auptcy.
11 took actions that hurt its profit margin. but

helped it retain its present customers.
concentrated on selling products for which
there was a steady demand, but which yielded
relatively low profits.

A. II only
I. III only
C. I and II only
D. II and III only

It. Some economists in this country advocate a mjelive
income lex (instead of paying taxes. people =sung less
than a certain figure would receive money from the
government). Which of,the following polices of tradi-
tional Southeast Asian kingdoms would be similar to
the negative income tax?

I, In good crop years, large portions of farmers'
safplUSGS are extracted for taxes.

IL Taxation is levied on villages instead 'of
individuate.

III. In bad crop years.' no taxes are collected, and
food is distributed to the needy,

F. I only
G. II only
11. Ill Only
J. I and II only

S. Peasant farmers would be mote likely to prow the new
varieties of rice, which have higher average yieldr.4
their government:
A. provided them with fertilizers and mechanized

farm equipment to do so.
I. built facilitiel where they could safely store sur-

plus rice from good years until it was needed in bad
years.

C. mstructed them on the prone techniqueefor
cultivating thenew varieties.

D. instituted mass education programa to combat the
cultural backwardness of peasant soCiety.

21 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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3
From antiquity through medieval times. dreams sere

considered supernatural and prophetic manifestations.
Although mo&rn psycholoysts have been stuching the
nature and rneaningo(dreama. they still have no clesocut
dtfinTtiOn.of dreaming...However. much new information
about the dreaming process is available because of research
in sleep laboratories. We now know. for example. that a
tilislit's sleep is made up of several cycles of apprommately
nutety minutes In length, Each cycle is divided into five
different levels or stagni-of sleep. The most vivid dteaming
ocduU in the last way of the sleep cycle, which k calkd
RE,/ (rapid eye movement) sleep. People awakened dur-
ing this period of skep nearly always have clear memories

of.dreamsAkhough.dreaming.oceurs.during the.other
stays of sleep.it is less detailed and less frequent. We also
know now that dreaming a important to mental health. If
peopk are deprived of REM sleep for several nights. they
will begin tohallucinate during waking houri.Finally. sleep
laboratory research has also disproved several old m)ths
about dreamy Dreams do not usually take place in an
instant, Dreams that incoepotate color are not limited to a
Ten Profile. No one is dreamless,

,Siodern dream interpretation owes much to Sigmund
Freud. who thoseind that dreams serve two major pun
poses. First, they premrve sleep byarcotporaung external
stimuli into the ditammontent. &Wild, dreams arc the
expression of the subconscious mind and represent wish
fulfillment Freud emphasired that every dream has a
manifest COntent that expressed through symbols To
uncover the latent and more important meaning of the-
dream. one must interpret these symbols, which are Imply
sexual and universal. Modern dream interpretation builds
on, but greatly modifies. Freudian theory It does us by
emeritus/trig the manifest content ef the dream, by Support.
lag a wider nage of meaning than wish fulfillment, and by
tle-emphasinng the universality of symbols Modern thus,
fiats agrte with Freud that dreams are the activity of the
Unconscious Mind; bin they stress that the unconscious
often says what it means, puts forth much useful infonna.
lion. and uses persoral symbols that are meaningful only as
individuals ran inierptel,thern In the context of their own
life mom-tenets.

laThe best summary of the present state of reseamh on
\hear is that.
F. 'tient reMareh has proven earlier theorists accu-

rate on most points. A good synthens of work on
dreams is now needed.

G. although, relatively recent methods of research
have added much knowledge about the dreaming

'prooe4tIsere is much to be learned about the
physiological as well as the interpretive Wee's of
dreaming.

'H, what is not known about dreams at the present
tnne is probably not worth the research that would
bc necessary to obtain further information,

J: modern research so completely refutes earlier
theories that a breakthrough in dream research
seems imminent.

661

It. What has modern research revealed about deep?
A. Simile cycfic in nature.
B. Dreams take place in an instant.
C. Dreams may be prophetic.
D. Everyone needs at least seven hours of sleep

nightly,

II. The author's main intentiois in the law paragraph if
probably to.
F. compare and contrast Freudian dream theory with

more modes. 'einem theory.
G. describe the stapes of sleep tn relation to their

dream contest,
H. replant the use of symbolism in dream interpreta-

tion,
J. define the nature and purpose of dreams.

13. A man has a leairrent dream that ho home is on lire
Ile feels wrongly that the meaning of the dream it
relatird to two trautnatic events in hi childhood. His
grandparent?..home burned, and his church burned
His analyst insists that fire signifiee life. movement.and
vitality. -They cannot agree about the interpretation of
the dream. Wha: is the major difference in their
positier.s?
A. lb: man is showing the influence of a refiyous

beckground and is musting on a prophetic Inter-

I. ihetaanan'onlyst. is using a more modem approach lo
dream interpretation than is the man

C. the man is using fire as a universal symbol. The
analyst sees fire as a personal symbol.

D. The analyst sieslite as a universal symbol. The
man is Using Fire as a personal symbol.

IL A mychollyst working tii a sleep laboratory designs a
study in which she a wakerds ubjectsjust as they go into
the REM wage of sleep. Which area is she most likely
studying? ,
F sleep deprivation 4.
G. Dream deprivation
H. Eye movement patterns
J. Dream content

15. Manifest dream content is to latent dream content as
literal interpretation is to
A. direct interpretation .
B. symbolic interpretation.
C. psychic interpretation.
D. enact interpretation.

22 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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la. If sleep researchers were to disease( that -dream
dePrisation leads to.decreased memory. which conch,
sion- about the purpose of dreams would be most
!OliCar,
F. Dreams recapitulate events and information col-

lected by the waking mind. This recapitulation
may be a part of the memory storage process.

C. Dreams umte the individual with a cosmic
consciousness This unMn May be one of the bases ,
for memory storage.

H. Dreams proside In outlet for suppressed wishes
which, if inhibited, create emotional blocks that
decrease memory.

J. Dreads Supply the mind with new ways of inter.
preting remembered inf irmation,

0

I'

.17. f he history of the study of dreams suuests all of the
following predictions EXCEPT that:
A. psychologists will dmelop increasingly accurate

approaches to dream interpretation.
I. studies about the different functions of the two

hemispheres of the brain will complement dream
study.

C. better understanding of the body's biochemical
processes will bring about a clearer understandmg
of the dreaming procesi:

D. an intensified emphasis on scientific' research will
relegate dream stukly to the ,area of superstition.

It. Dream den:nation could conceivably be used as a.
F. means to improve mental health.
C. treatment for depression.
H. means to present insomnia.
J. brainwashing technique.

23° GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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3
When the Cl$II War erupted. many slaves deserted

their owners. sOught refuge behind federal lines, and
appealed to the federal officers for help. In the absence ol
an officsal federal policy.each commanding officer firmed

V individual pokey according to his needs and position For
example. General Butler, who realized the Importance of
slate labor to Mt-Confederate war elfon..declated run-
away stases 'contraband of war" am! forbade their return
Ultimately. the officers urird the government to formulate
an Wivet policy on this Buie.

_Such a poky.wasmot.establahed uatilisugust.11t61,
when the Confscation Act was passed. panty in response to
abolitionists' growing dissatsfaction with the federal
goVernment's failure to deal decisively with this Imponant
sssue this Act stated that any property, including stases.
ided with the knowledge or consent of the owner to aid
inturrectiorists against the United States was Lswfully sub-
ject to capture and confutation, The Act specified that
confiscated slaves were to be freed. but did not specify what
was to be done with them. or for them, thereafter. As the
Union army ',tithed southward arid more and more stases
sought refuge behind federal lines. the.problem of what to
do voth the freed slaves increased. In some cases, they were
put into special camps; in some caws, they were allowed to
farm confiscated lands. In all CURS. howeser. they faced
sesere problems of readjustment to a completely new way
of life Special commissions and bureaus were formed to
find ways and rnean$ to help them.

LIke the runaway slates. many of the slavef freed
tinder the Confiscation Act wanted to join the fight. but It
was not until the Spring of 11162 that Ltncoln finally allowed
blacks to enlist in the army. Until then, Lincoln had fared
thc afiennlion of the border states; he changed his mind at
the urpng of the officers in the field During the sunimer.
few black regimen were formed but were subsequently
disbanded When General Augustus Chttlairi assumed con-
trot of black recruiting In letsfieSseC. however, the pro-

.aram became successful. In the following year. serious
recruiting *gots begin in the Mississippi Valley Of the
total numbeeof black soldiets recruited for the war, more
than half were recruited in Confederale states that had
fallen to the Union troops, Black regiments became ari
impourant link in the chain of Civil War events,

It As more and snore runaway stases headed toward
Northern olio. Northern attitudes toward abolition
became increasingly negative primarily because the

A. neighbothocds that blacks mosed mi., began to
deteriorate,

B. blacks could not be assimilated as easily as
immigrants.

C. Northerners had wanted to free the staves but only
If they agreed to emigrate.

IL blacks competed with Northern workers for jobs.

663

f he Union recognized the right of blacks to bc free but
did not automatically grant them Nue Mattel with
whites This fact is supported hien 9f the following
circumstances EXCEPT,

I- black soldiers bang organized into separate. all-
black regiments.

G. black soldiers receiving medals of honor for their
valorous conduct during the war

H. black soldiers serving as cOoks, stewards. ,knd
officers' savants,

J. sery few blacks being officers._
21. Which ordering of events is cluonolopcally correct,

starting with the earliest event?

1 Emancipation Proclamation
IL Official federal approval of recruitment of

blacks
III Passage of Confiscation Act
IV Secession of Southern states from the Union

A. IL I. IV. III
U. III. IV, IL I
C. IV. II. III, 1
D. IV. III. 11, I

22, Du nng the war. Southern slaveholders were probably
LEAST likely to usc their slaves to
F. maintain the plantations in the absence of their

masters.
G. prepare food for trnaps.
H. carry messages behino Union lines.
J. help produce ammunition

23. By Ii65 there were many blacks in tbe North These
free blacks were likely to have been all of the followpg
F.XCEP

A. staves who had escaped through the Underground
Railway.

B. slaves who had bought their own freedom.
C. slaves who had been freed.
D. foreign immigrants.

24. The COnfiscation Act did NOT allow confiscation or
capture of a'
F. stave whose master was loyal to the U.S.
G. house in which Confederates had met regularly for

strategy sessions.
H. farm on uhich food for the Confederate army had

been grown,
3. slate who had killed his owner's horses rather than

let the Union army have them.

21. The Southern dtates typically a position
toward states' nests that was most TRADICTED
schen they:

4- maintained each state's right to detenmne its OWn
pOliCy on slavery.

B. rejected federal authority Over eCOn01111C policy.
C. upheld the right to secede from the Union.
D. encouraged federal action to recapture fugitive

dates,

24 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



Onetproblem readjustoset that fugitive slaves did
NO have to Dee was ahm
F. lack of worldly posessioas.
C. need te, barn how to vote.
H . nen to find a job.
J. need to find a place to live..

27. A nan sinny e who sotsOt refuge behind Union lines
before 1/62 would be LEST Id* to be sent to:

, A. eine in the anny.
_ farm coefiseateitenitory. _

C live ina nent refugee amp.r lad help from spent commissions.

Confiscation Act declared tunny slaves con-
bond if:

F. their owners had used them in the Confederate war
effort.

C. their owners had declared 'them fugitives.
H . they had 'voluntarily left their owners.
J. they lived in nonslave states.

OuestiOns 211-43 ate nOt bend on a reading
panape. You ere to &neuter then queethne on
this ben of your previous nhoolwork in the
sOcie stockier`

29. Ihe electoral whey has been mow frequently and
*untidy entailed because it:
A. ambles a pm:den to be elected with fewer

popular votes than his opponent.
I. is demonstrably inadequate, as proven by the dis-

puted elections of 1100. 1124, and 1876.
C. is outdated and overly simple.
D. allows the election of a kw weak pressdents.

3e. Which clause of the Fourteenth.Amendritent has been
the beers for mon Supreme Court decisions dealing
ash the awl rights of minorities? '
F. 7All persons horn or seturafired in the United

States ... are dliMas of the tinned States."
C. " when the right to vote is denied many o( the

male inn/Innis of sUM-Statt lia:h of
representation therein shall be reduced."

H . nor shall any,State deprive any person of life,
fiberty,.pr propefty. withoet lue process of lam
mOr deny. .. equal protection of the km."

J. "Mut neither the Unind Slata. ripi any State
shall pay any debt trimmed in an of men.
rection against the United States...."

659

31. All of the following legislatiVe powers check presiden.
liii powerEXCEFT;
A. Impeachment and removal from office.
I. changing the size of the Supremegourt.
C refusal to confirm presidential appointments.
I). overnding a veto.

32. An entrepreneur unshM to oSen a shoe store for
womm. To detennine winds commaty would pro.
vide the greatest numher of poteotial customers, she
should gather information about:

I. pendei rains.
II. total population,

111. economic statutes.
IV. compeCtom

F. I aad IV oily
C, L 11. and III only

Ill, and IV only
J. I. H. 112,and IV

33. One characteristic of instincts is tha.ilhey are:
A. imprinted 'shortly after birth.
I. the result of environmental mfluences after birth.
C. behavior patterns that vary within a species.
D. unlearned. inhented behavior patterns.

34. An open primary is one in which voters can:

/r. openly &dare allegiance to one piny,
G. entwine in the pnmary of more than one Party.
H. cast t.r votes without specifying a party

preferentx.
J. change their parties by pledging to support a new

party on election day.

35. One underlying principle of modern cultural studies
;trams that every culture must be:
A. judged in ks own contest.
I., visited before it can be properly judged.
C. judged in terms of economic and industrial

rove
I). j

p n
udged m terms of one's own moral inanderds.

D. The main function of tRjI4kral Reserve System is to.

.F. clear checks for commeicial banks
C. maintain the gold supply upon which the currency

is band.
H. control the supply of money.
J. act as a fiscal agent for the federal government.

37. A market.oliented economic system is frequently
desenbed as operating subordinate to 'consumer
sovereignty," This concept mans that:
A...advertisers h!..*c ka: or impox on iovrrcign

C011111111101:

I. producers, rather than consumers, determine the
kinds of goods and services produced.

C. consumers stake a careful inventory of their needs,
for the benefit a producers.

D. consumer judgments determine the amounts and
kinds of goods and services produced.

2$ GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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.1.. The piesedent has great independent authonty in for-
eign affairs. Without the consent of Congress. he can
do all of the following EXCEPT
F. send troops abroad.
C. declare war
H. prockim US neutrality

.J. enter into a. formal agreement with a foreign
nation.

..... 3P. The medieval serf's position in societycliffered from the
--7--Anterion-slave:sposition in.that-the-serf

A. was attomatically emancipated Upon the death of
his master.

S. was exempt from personal, household duties,
C. was forbiWen the Chsistian sacraments.
D. could rot be sold away frormthe land.

411. The New Imperialism of 1870-1914 was characterized
by the:

I search Nr new industrial markets.'
need Nr-new sources of raw material

III. search for new markets for financial invest-
ment,

IV. search for-strategically located areas to safe-
' guard trade routes.

F. Iaadllonly
C. II and IV only
H. I. II. and ill only
J. I. II, Ill. and IV

41, Jacksonian Democrats wire generally opposed to'

A. slavery, ,
I. the Spoils System
C. free trade
D. a centralised national bank

42. -Setween World War 1 and World War II, conditions in
Germany and the Soviet Union gave nse to govern.
ments that can bey be ekscribed as

F. commimist,
C. socialist,
H. democratic.
J. totahtarian,

43. Mom Sew England Puritans believed that Men of
wealth:
A. would never' go to heasen
I. should give away their wealth to the kis for-

tunate.
C. should pay a high tan to the Hatt.
D. should accept wealth as S sign of divine favor..

die

6 6 5

Since 1940, competition in congressional elections has
been declinMg. At least three major factors contnbotelo
this decline. First, incumbency itself guarantees many
advantages. The media routinely report on representatives'
actions, so incuinbents are better known than their chal-
lengers. Incumbents can mall several lettersa year to their
constituents without paying postage. fhey are entitled to a
number Of free nips to their district every year, so there is
little danger of their being isolated in Washington.

__Secondohe_tecanng olsommutetandiubeinrinuttce_
chairmanships is sometimes influenced by seniority. Hav-
ing more seniority than any challenger might also occa-
sionally help an incumbent to promote legolation favor-
able to the district, thus providing voters with great incen-
tive to reekct incumbents,

Third. representatives are increasingly- performing
valuable, noncontroversial services for their constituents.
Since the number both of federal programs and of the
people affected by them has mushroomed, mistakes
inevitably occur. Some people may fail to recent the any-
time due then'. such as Socal Security pornents or health
benefits. Others are adverseiy affected lby arbitrary bureau-
cratic decisions. Faced with the -compka regulations
surrounding federal 'programs. they often turn to their
representatives Nr .help. And because federal agencies
depend upon congressional approval for their budgets and
new programs, reprmentatives usually can heN. When
representatives complain fo an agency on behalf of con-
stituents, they nearly always receise quick cooperation, For
the incumbent who has performed such sersices for thou-
sands of constituents. reelection becomes easier

These trends disturb niany Observeri who believe that
representatives spend 'tptifmuch time on constituent str-
wet and too lade Aeltberating legislation. Con-
sequently, they feel that'the Housemay occasionally enact
poorly designed programs that Mate more problems for
the 'people than they solve. The representatives' case loads
burgeon, and their attention is further diverted from Ink-
lawn., Finally, these attici deplore the decline in congres.
sional turnover itself. They argue that a repicentative's
views change httk after election to office. Thus the only
way 19 get the House to adopt innovative policies is to elect
new representatives, something that is becoming harder to
do.

s

44. Federal àgenctcs are very responsive to' repre-
sentatives' mplaints because'

cies depend upon congressional approval
' or their budgets and programs.
a large oumber, of agency officials are former
legislators.

H. agency officials are ultimately responsible to the
president.
kgislators hive the right to appoint and to lire
agency officials.

"0 26 GO ON IP ME NEXT PAGE.



45. the political advantages that are enjord by incum-
bent legislators include the opportunity to.

I. reCCI.0 a large amount of attention front the
mass media

II. be closely identified with the federal bureau.
ersey.

III mad literature to constituents postage-free.
A. I only

-11. II only
C.I-and ill-only--
D. II and III only.

'

661

3
If. According to the passage. representatives increasingly

perform -nortcordroverstar services for their :Min.
stituents. Activities that could be consideld con-
troversial would probably include:

1. speaking at his' school graduations and other
honorary functions.

II. sponsoring leislationaors iss ues like tax reform
and gun control.

III. sections federal 'financing of district water
treatment plants.

46. Ilse passage can best be characterised at Ineing:

F. a patriotic tribute to Congreses role in siding the
average citizen, '

G. an openly critical attack on the behavior of several
powerful legislators.

H. an objective report on theisaid of congresoional
committees and subcommittees.

J. a review 'of factors that may influence COlIgref,
sional competition as well as iMpair legislative
performance,

17. The author slates that reelectio eau
the incumbent who performs mb,ny constituent ser-
vices What is the underlying *sec ption here'
A. Most representatives care atsout little except

getting reelected
II. People receiving such services reWard incumbenis

with their votes,
C. Incumbents are usually better kiown than them

'opponents.
1). Few people am satisfied with performance of

government agencies.

hy would -mutes inevitably occur in the
ministration of some federal proatams?

. Average citizens are demanding more and better
government services.

. A-Certain arriount of human error enters the
implementation of ayy program. .
Certain federal alencies. fike the Social Security
Administration, are more inept than others,

.:..Federal officials deliberately surround programs
witircoraplea regulations in order to discourage
public scrutiny

A. I only
a. II only
C. III only
1). I and II only

SO. According to the passage. entice of Congress believe
that the views of most representatives on major issues
arst

F. heavily influenced by the mass opts, ,
G. di:fated by the platform
H, irt agreement with e views of th&president.
.I. unlikely to change much over the COUrSC of their

CireerS.

SI. Actording to the passage, critics of Congress object to
the legislative performance of representatives mainly
because:

A. reiSreeentatises ginerally enact programs titat are
far too big and expensive.
many represeptatives spend so much time on cons-
mittee heanNas that they often neglect to voteOn
important legistisan

C. representatives residily give in to powerful special
Interelot groups.

0. representatives pay msre attention to constituent
terviees than to dela:orating new laws.

52. Which of the following cmstitutional provisions was
(were) designed to help v'eep Congress responsive to
changes in public opinion'

I. Congtess can oven '. a presidential veto with
a twas.thirds vote of both-horses.

II. Congressional elections are held evert' two
years.

III. Rills pertaining to the colleMion and expendi-
ture of federal revenue originate in the House
of Representatives.

F. I only
G. -II only

, III only
.1. I and II only

END OF TEST 3
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TEST 4
NATGRAL SCIENCES READING

35 -Minutes-52 QtaegiOnl

01101CTIONIk Each weir in this twat is followed by
BOW& questions. NW reeding a yeasede. choose the
hest answer to Inch question and blacken the COM-
spending vacs on your answer shalt, You may Wet
to the PUMP SI often as necessary.

placed :together in the same aquarium. male
Siamese f tins fish. Alm splenderst exhibit
behavior. Monk their aureseive behavior rare results
trt prolonpd physical contact between fish of t tame.
sprats, it umielly Heroines mist. A bioloais performed 4
experiments to learn more about the aggressive behavior of
the fighting fish. .

LApreimrnf I
fwo aquariums, each containing I. mak Siarrnee

fighting fish, were placed adjacent to each other. As soon as
the fah sitenNiand.esch other. they' Need their fins and
darkened in color. An occasional attempt at physical
contact was noted. After 2 minutes. one male swarn to the
heck of the tank and contracted its fins:4140.gs skin olor
lightened. Consequently. the other male stopped any
further asareseive behavior.

£eperunent
When a brightly colored. large female fish was substi-

tuted for the Malt fish in one aquarium, the male in the
other aquarium exhibited an aggreishe response. When
the large female fish was replaced by a lightly colored.

smell female fish, the male did not exhibit any agaressive
be ha Mr Neither female fish exhibited sgsressne be has lot
toward the male fish. Furthermore. when the 2 female fah
Wert placed in the seine tank, they did not exhibit attests-
shoe behavior toward each other.

I:lineament J
fo determine which visual cues elicit agSreStive

behatior in male Stamm fiySting fish, painted wooden
models were placed in an aquarium containing hinale
Siamese fiahtingfish, those models 0.4 I ne,y rese.obled
an awes:tie-male olamme-fignting fish elusted very
aggressive responses. Smaller models elicited reduced
response& The snore darkly colored the model, the more
intense the aggressive response. Models that were darkly
olored but had contracted fins elicited very little aures-
slit action. models-that were lightly colored but had
tstended fins also prodUced little aggressise action.

66-7

2*

APtfinkIM 4
This expenntent was designed to determine whether

male Siamese fighting fish mishit terntonality. A male
Shimese fighting fish was $209 in an aquarium for I hour
to adjust to its new enviroement. Then..another male
Siamese fighting fish was pieced in the same aquarium
This wcond mak was attacked immediately and responded
by contracting its fins and lightening in color. This
experiment ries repeated 5 times with different fish and new
waterLwith the same resells. The biologist concluded that
male Cansele feting hisl exhibit tantoriality,

Ifameml.male.and fern:le Siamese fighting fish were
placed tomt her in the sa me squirm m. one would most
likely observe:
A. the darkest atsd largest maledominating the other

Inh.
I. breeding behavior.
C. the largest fish attacking the smallest fish.
D. no aggressive behavior among the fists,

2. ly turning a light color and contracting its fins when it
encounters another male liaising fish, a male Siamese
fighting fnh is able to.
F. camouflage itself.
G. signal submissiveness and avoid physical harm
H. look like an immature lish,
J. indiote its readiness to fight

3. Which experiment supports the hypothesis that a
brightly colored female fighting fish exhibits tantor-
iality?
A. Expenment 2

Expenment .1
C. Experiment 4
D. None of the above

G.O.ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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4. Aggreashe behavior is NOT being exhibited when a.
F. stickkback fish defends its territory.
C. porcupine releases us quills.
M. cat arches its back and hisses
J. chameleon turns a dark color

S. To investigate further the territorially cimale Siamese
lighting fish, the ex perjmen te r should vary which of the
following Ssetorsin Experiment 47

A. Temperature of the water
I. Sine mid shape of the aquanum
C. Time of day of r crime/station
D. Salnuty of the .;

b. Suppose a large female Siamese fighttng fish has a
permanently dark scale pigmentation If this mutant
female were placid in an aquarium with a male
Siamsse lighting fiih. the male fish probably would:
F. ignore the female fish.
C. continuously attack the female fish
H. attack the female GA until the female attacked the

male.
J. attack the female fish. until the female flared its

fins.

7. Fish species S exhibits the same typc of aggressive
behavior as Siamese fighting fish. One could expect to
**tie agglayll encounters between:
A.- milei,of species g
I. 'females of Vestes N
C. a male Siamese fighting fish and a male of speraes

ir^ 8
D. males of trews ff and othei types of fish

S. The expenmental dim would support the hypothessi
that aggressive behavior
F. is not part of the courtship behavior of organisms
C. ihvolves recognizable visual displays
H. u behasiorthat is innate and not leirned.
J. is often exhibited between members of 2 different

Species.

Supposd 3 aquariums. eachsontaining I male Siamese
fighting fish, were placed next to each others° that the
fah in each tank could see the fish in every other mak.
Winch fish would exhibit the most aggressive behavior
towara each other?
A. The 2 gghtest.colored males
S. The 2 darkest-colored males
C. Me darkest- and hghtest-colored males

-s. D. Me lish wotild not show any aggressive behavior
toward each other.

IS. To elm tfy the results of Expenment 3. the biologist
should use models that:
F. show varying degrees of fin contraction and

extension.
C. have varying ginhs.
H. are made from different materials.
J. represent other species of fish

4
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Temperature ie a relative meatite of hotnesa or cold-

nese. Temperature chimps resuMrom the addition of heat
to or the removal ,of heat rr.pl a subetsme. In the early
n lonseMh unnury. the prer sling theory of heal Ain-
tamed therhearieris aflu called (Work. composee of
particles that could flow to and out of an oboes. The
caloric pukka were m witty repellent but were auricled
with &Home s5rength to all matter.11 was also amumed
Met the fluid was conserved in all interactions. In the
Week theory. the temperature of an Object was &redly
reteleil so the amount of calorie surrounding an atom or a
molecule of Ow obsect.

la the modern theory divest. temperature is explained
Iff the easier of raolecularkinetk enere :The hinetic
theory lempnes molecules to be in comment random
wotioa.eolhding with each other and the walls o(tbelj con.
taint/. le Sees, the distance between molecules ed
to ler very tarps in relation to the size of the les. In
ideal wee. them are no intermolecular forces lb affect the
motion of a molecule Women cotheiont.hewton s laws are
used i calculate Om form exerted by the walls of the con-
miser on the ges when the molecules chenge momentum
dunag the colbsions. This force is expressed as preseure
(force per areal; pressure is related to the vélume of the
coom4er and the average kinetic energy of the molecules.--

The kinetic theory explains the relationship that are
abeam! in nature ambog the pressure, volume, and
temperature of a pi, fempersture (expreseed in degrees
K elvin) is directly. proportional to the marmot molecular
kinetic mew the modum of pressure and volume is

-directly proportional tolemperature. The kinetic theory
also expinias a diverse amortment of axonal phenomena.
Evaporation is recopired as a cesoling,process because only
he fame moving molecules an Meek way from the liquid

at tempeeaturewbelow the boiling point. leaving behind the
molecules with less kinetic energy and thus lowering the
temperature. Most substances expend when hated because
the mereased kinetic energy of the molecules products an
inerease in the average separation distance between mole-
coke

11. Why is evaporation a COMM* trocess?
A. Molecules of a vapor hese less kinetic energy than

those of a liquid.
I. Water vapor conducts heat.
C. -Esaphmtion makes the surrounding ak damp,
D. The molecules with the greatest kinetic energy

-escape the bqu:d.

11. A gas ts confined In a container that has rigld
When its molecules are made to mon faster, how is the
gas affected? '
F. ft condenses to a Squid.
C. Iii volume increases.
M. he tempereture Inereaset
J. 'Its temperature decreries.

13. According to the caloric theory, the amountotcaloric
prowl t ma substance per molecule would be aniessure
of:
A. the temperature of the substance.
I. the mass of the substance
C. the preseure of the subtlanee.
D. none of the above.

0-* ,

14. When air- in a cylinder-is compressed by a slowly
moving piston. whet occurs in los system?
F. The oss cools, because the average kinetic energy

of the Inolecules Nausea
C. fhe number of molecules increases, linguae the

pas heats up.
Ilse temperature of. Um paincresses; because the

air nefecules lee eneriXes the) collide,With taeli
orNer -

J. The presaure increases, became the au molecules
faille more frequently with the walls of the
cylinder.

k

IS. An effective way to idcrease the` number of collifions
between the molecules of a ps and the walls of its
encloang container (s to:
A. increase the mass of the moledulet.
L increase the velocity of the molecules.
C. increase the fiat of the mokalles:
I). decrease the kinetic entry/ of thc molecules.

14. The force exerted oo the,,walls of a container by A
confined ps is dieseprretated to.

F. die channel in the moleCulee,momentum due to
their contemns With the wallet

C. a slieht loss in average speed Suffered by the mole.
cuter at the walls:

H. elastic collisions between ile molecules of the gas.
J. the attraction between the walla and the gas.

IT. Scientiats in the early nineteenth century most
probably mooned that -calo'ric repelled itself because
they observed thatl_

_._ Aheat floilis irOm hot *Neils to cold oncs.
I. caloric is conserved.
C. hot :Nem cousin more calork than co(d objects.
I). pies are highly compressible.

It:Which observation smells that heat is form of
' energy. hot a suketerce or fluid?

F. Stirring can warm* dquid.
C. Metal rods conduct heat
N. Most substances missend when heated.
J. Heat flows (roma hot body to a cold one

If. If teloric panicles esiated and had iteight. the caloric
theory would suggest that ar
A. a truant-it>, of water is heated. its weight &creaks.
I. a quantity of leadp cooled, its weight-remains the

same.
C. an object is hatted. its weight mamma
I). a Substance is heated, it eontrt us.

30 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE...7
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Ousstione 20.34 aro not based Ow a reading -
Paean* You arc to answer thommauestions On
Hs* basis 01 yobr previous schoolwork in the
natural acienCeS,

.

21. In the circuit show n below, what is necessary for The
currentdo light the lamp?

le leOM--
battery resistor

switch

Ia

F, The switch must be closed .
C. A galvanometer must be attached to the circuit
H.. Curren! must travel up arid down
J. Another cell must be added to the ry.

21-, A system Of gases is in chemical e4l,nium This
equilibrium may be disturbed by an inacasem.

, A. pressure
temperature
the amount of reactant

D. all of thc above.
,

22. Mercury is used in many thermometers, to measure
temreraturt because mercury W..

F. thc only metal that his a liquid phase
international aentific standard for ineasenng

temperatures
H. the only commonly Asada We substance* hat under

goes mes.kurable chsnans Math tonperature
J. a liquid that increases uniformly in volume as its

temperature MO
-

23. Minerals can be identified by their hardness on a scale
from I (softest) to 10 Oudot) Hardness tests were
made on :several minerals by scratching them with a
finganan inardness 23) and ascommon nail (hardness

S) Which mineral coutel be scratched by the commOn
nail but not by the fingernail,
A. Gypsuits (hardness )

CaMlio (halfdntss)i
C. (Nan; (hardness it
D. Sapphire o(hardness 9)

" 24. On what basis are aWlinsfs classified into phyla,

F. Source-of encralie'fortocomotion/ C, Type of habitat
H. Sue of torm and limby
J. Structure of budy..parts

665

4
23. A student wishes to test the hypotheut that the rate of

respiration irt humans dependson thianietiot of avail.
able px ygen. Hg designs a face mask that allows hint to,
rebreathe the same air supply continuallyehe asiumn
that thc amount of oxygen contained m the air will
progressively decrease. The chief" error in Ibis
procedure, is that.

A. a self.comeruded face mask allows tootnuch air to
leek out.

I. the effect of increased car1on dioxidecon-
centration is not aqpunted for,

C. Vie effect of thc presence a pitrogen In thc air
supply is not considered.

D.-the amount of oxygen is rioradiutad to account
for;varying respiration rites in humans.

31

24. A student conducts ,an experiment involving a
radioactive material And a radiation counter that
detects and counts particles of radiation. The student
figures that exactly,433 counts will, be:obtained in I
minute, This prediction is NOT appropriate because:
F., it is impossible to calculate thc tate or decay of

radioactive rnaterial.
J. no radioactive material could produce so many

panicles minute.
H. no radioactive material could produce so few

particles in I minute.
such-ajpredictiorican only be approximate.

27. 1-ossils are rarely found in igneous rock formitions
because 1111C011s rocks arc

A. cxtrcrstly hard,
11. scar .
C. involsed in frequent crustal shifts.
D. lottrj.d at very high temperatures.

-

21. If only tome of the offspring ol a pair of fruit flies are_
vestigial...tinged and cbony.coloted:u hat arc the gems.
typewo1 the oarents that %VC crossed? lv a recessive
vestigial.winged.e. recessive ebony-colored: V and E
dqminant wilddypeeharacters1
F. VsjfEE x wee ,
C,' vyEE a VvEc
H. _yske_t_ysce
J. V Et x VvEe

21. An ex
gas is
imme
water,
splint

rimenter addrily to hydrochlone acid, and a
produced She eo Kis the gas in a test tube

in water and t harremos es the tube from the
If she places a glowmg splint in the tube, the

IL

A. vigorously.
I. gl w se/y.6600y
C. lit off an mange smoke
D. caine a zipping noise

I GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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31. What do ineMbers of the halegen family (nuonne,
chlonne. bromine. iodine. and astatine) have In

" common? '

At cam weight
II illtiisg point

III enders rons in the outermost electron shell

F. II only
G. IlVonly
IL lband III only

/ rt. ind Ill

/ .
if. ,ltiappose that in an expenment. a bullet as fired from a

/Op on,the surface of the earth. and An identical bullet
is fired- from a gun on the surface of the moon
Identical guns are used in both situarkodSvand they are
fired al identical angles The bullet that travels further
is the onelired on the
A. moon, because the acceleration due to gravity on

the moon is ;Ter than that expenenced on the
cenh.

II. earth. because the bullet travels fame through the
earth's atmosphere than through the moon's

2 atmosphere.
C. eanh. because the bullet weighs more on the earth

than on the moon 0
D. earth. 'because the earth has a greater magnet

field than Me moon

Observational studies of slat clusters. groupsof
hundreds or thousands of stam bound tog( ther by their
mutual gravitaalasal attraction. have enabled sttronomers
to theorize hots% gad evolve. Since *be stars m any cluster
all formed simultaneously from_the same cloud of inter-stellar.gas and dust, all the stars In a cluster have Me same
age and chemical composition. However. differenttlusteM
have di( ferentagges. Thus, by comparinst the stars In young
clusters to those in old clusters. astroxidscrs ern speculate

. en the processes involved iiiihe life of a star.

Initially. attronomers determlisa_thich clusters are
young and which are old by considering two simple (acts:
(I) the amount of.fuel a star has evadable must, be related
somehow to its mass (law Mari start with-more fud than
small stars), and (21 a star's luminosity (total rate of radia-
tion) is a dispel measurement of its ratoof fuel LOC. Pbser
nations show that the largest skars are hundreds of ts et as

passive as. and millions of times more luminous Lls4n. the
snuaRst stars. But even though the Wit stem sta with .,

more fuel. they-barn out more quickly bpeause th Ilse
thetr fuel much more rapidly Man the small stars. ere.
fore. star clusters that contain a hish proportion of kright.
massive stars must be young.rind those that coitain 4 high
proportion of faint, small stars m.ust be old.

Using observational methods to determine the rinse
ages of clusters, astronomers hake founcrthat stars spend
moscof theirldetbram as mein sequence mars and that their,
temperatuma and luminos es are directly related to thar
masses. When the ayes le fifel is exhausted, the star
iiipally expands and its rfact cools until it becomes a red
giant Of red supergian . ter St shod Wilt as a mant or
supergiant star, the au! dies by either faiFng 4tiietly from .
view as a white duarf or exploding with tremendoin force',
ma supemove. The supernova scattms the maferial of the
stet back into space: ..cre stwill eventually be recycled ,
Mto a dew"generation of stop.

ro demonstrate ~sous by a nseolthad Mrthin a iett,e,
1 k

One ihOLN Mt up a container WO a thistle tube and'
membrane so that
F. a sugar solution is on both'udes or the meMbrine clkt
C:.,a sugar solutiOn don one iide andiptilled Wiltr is

on the other odt of the membrane.
if." &tilled water is on both aides of the membrane.
J. a sugar sotun.-.7- it on Oa side of the membrane

and the other nes of 'the Membrane lrempty.

33. A pipette n used to the laboratory to measure.
A. the clumsier of.small.,woes
I. the.weipht of.a. solid sample

- C. small drivnr.
D. a volu usd

.14, if red. blood. tells -art placed in-concentrated salt
solution. they with

zautate.
G. dissohe_
H. fuse_
J. %honk -
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35. In which stage are massive stars hot and blt)4, and
. Sinall stars cool and (shit/ a .

A. Main- siquence 4
I. Red giant
C. Red supermant
D. Supernova

..

*'34. Which' sequence correctly orders the/ stages that a
tmical star might undergo during Its lifetime?

I Maursequente
II Rod giapt

III Rai supeopant
IV. What dwarf

F. I..II. III
C. I.lI.IV
H. II, III, IV
.I. .11. IV, 1

32 GO 6N TO mg NEXT-PAGE.
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37. On the basis oP the information an the passage, which
group of stars could be classified as a star cluster?
A. All stars vssible to the naked eye
I. Two stars in orbit Around each other
C. Stars that pass each other doling their wanderings

through space
D. A group of many small and large stars

341. Which statement best describes why star clusters are
used to determine how stan evohe

, F. Stirs radiate energy in the form of heat aisd light
G. Star clusters are groups of stars that are grasita-

tionally bound together.
H. The stars in a cluster are all the same age.
J. All stars must esentually burn Aut.

34. If ncw stars of different masses were formed with equal
probability, and new stars were continuously forming
and cvnhinSi whtch statement would be consistent

_Ann the passage?

A. Masuse stars should be seen with less probability
than small stars. because massive stars do not Inc
as long as small stars.

S. Massise starsshould be seen with more probability
than small stars, because massive stars are larger
than small stars,

C. Young stars should be seen with more probability
than ogl stars, because young stars have more
energy than old stars -

D. Young stars should be seen with moresprobsbility
than old stars, because young stars haws different
chemical composition than old stars.

91-170 0A2--43
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4
44. Star clusters often contain many More main sequence

stars than red supersiants because, as compared to
main sequencestars. red supergiann are

F. brivr.
G. cooler.
H. fainter
J. more short.lised.

41. Astronomers Can Compare a star in a single cluster to
other stars en the same Cluster on the assumption that
all stars is a cluster

A. che by exploding as supernoVat
S. base ..approximately the same chemical Nellie.-

sition,
C. exist for only a few thousand years
D. base identical luminosities

42. Which group of SW stars (stars not associated with a
cluster) would base the smallest range of ages?

F. Stars with varying luminosities
G. All stars within a certain distante from the sun
H. Very massive stars
J. Stars millions of years old

43. According to the passage, which single satiable deter-
mines the length Of the main sequenCe lifetime of a star'

A. Luminosity
I. Chemiml composition
C. Mass
D. Number of stars in the cluster

33 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.,
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4
Radioactise decay occurs when nuclei spontaneously

Change their structures. To determine the characteristics of
the *ha. Ma. and gamma rays emitted_hy these changing
nuclei, scientists conducted 3 senes of aperiments.

First, the capacity a the vanous emissions t. datken
photographic plates was obsened, Sheets of different ,

materials were placed between thidecaying element and the
plate. Alpha rays exhibited the least penetrating abditr,
they failed to penetrate both paper and aluminum sheets.
acts rays. with intermediate penetrating power. passed
through scseral thicknesses of paper and aluminum sheets.
But gamma rays penetrated paper, aluminum, and several
other materials before they sy.de finally stopped by lead
sheets.

Second. the chemical properties of atoms that had
undergone radioactise decay were examined. Alpha emis-
siOns caused atoms to change to atoms of new elements
(called daughter atoms) that had 2 fewer positive cha rues n
the mittens. For example. uranium 2311.ernitted I alpha
particle to become thonum 234.an element whose chemical.
properties arc different from those of uranium. Beta emu-
sions resulted in daughter atoms of elements with either 1
more or 1 less positne charge in the nucleus than the
original atores, Gamma emissions left the chemical prop.
cases of atoms unchanged,These elperunents also demon.
stilted that many naturally occurting radioactive atoms
undergo a series of radioactive decays, until a stable
nucleus (one that does not dridergo radioactise decay) is
finally produced.

The last series of experiments measured the masses of
alpha and beta particles only Emitted particles (whose
velocities had been determined) were peso& into a strong
magnetic field. The interaction of the moving charge and
the Magnetic field deflected the,particles into circular
orbits, f he radii of these orbits %sere proportional to the
masses of the-particles. Alpha particles, which have the
same mass as helium nuclei, were found to have about 7.000
times as much mass as beta particles:beta-Particles have the
same mass as electrons. When daughter nuclei underwent
similar processes, those that had decayed by alpha rms.
sion had lost 7,000 timel as much mass as those that had
decayed bY beta emission. Those that had decayed by
gamma emission had lost no perceptible mass.

44. According to the results of the experiments. which
particles would most likely be stopped by a I.(oot lt)er
of water,

1 Alpha particles
II Btta particle,

III. Gamma particles
F., II only
G. III only
H. I and 11 only
.1. II-and 111 only
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4$. Which of the following charges can a beta pirhele
haSe?

I One unit of 'positive charge
II, One unit of negative charge

III. No units of positive charge
IV Two uniti of negative charge

A. III only
P . IV only
C. 1 or II only
D. 1 or IV only

K. Atoms with stable nuclei arc found more frequently in
nature than Atoms of the some element with unstable
nuclei, This Phenomenon occurs because atoms with:

'F. unstable nullet Undergo radioactive decay.
G. unstable nuclei immediately disintegrate into noth-

ing.
H. unstable nuclei readily absorb alpha particles into

' their nuclei.
.1. stable nuclei ate usually mixed with radioactive

atoms in naturally occurring samples.

47. What do these experiments suggest about the mass of
the gamma particle?

A. It equals the mass wan electron
B . a is so small that it is undetectable.
C. It equals the mass of a helium nucleus.
D. It is greateithan the mass of a neutron

41. On the bars of the first experiment only. one can
correctly conclude thaVrachoactive decay
F. originates in the ruclei of atoma.
G. changes the chemical structure of atoms.
H. occurs in a series.
.1. produces a variety of emissions.

49, The experimental results would support which state-
ment about the interaction between Moving particles
and matter?
A. Uncharged particles are stopped more easily than

cfiarged particles.
P . Particles with mcirlmass and more charge are

stopped more easily than those with less mass or
fess charge.

C. Particles with less'mats are stopped more easily
than those with more.mats

D. Particles witti a negatise charge are stopped more
easily than those with a positise charge.

54. To handle safely a weak, solid radioactive object that
emits only alpha particles,, what is thc minimum
precaution that one should take?
F: Wcanng plastic gloves and holding the object away

from expared skin
G. Transporting the object in a concrete container
H. Wearing leaddined gloves and clothing
J. lising mechanical hands to hol3 the object

34 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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51. The third series of expenments depends directly upon
which principle
A. Magnetic reds exert forces on moving charges.
B. For every action there is an equal nod opposite

reaction<
C. The earth's gravitational force is stronger on morc

massive pellicles than on kis matshe pankles.%
D. Ihe charge of a panicle depends on tts mass._

669

52. Ity ern.won of which type of particle does the
following radicedise decay of carbon oectli7

lac 141,4

F. Negatise alpha particle
C. Posittve alpha parlick

Negath,e beta pertick
'J. Gamma particle

END OF TEST 4

STOP! 00 NOT RETURN TO ANY OTHER TEST.

Answer Key to Simple Toot Booldot

Test 1 -Ensile!. Usagot
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Actual Test
Directions

.
This booklet contains fair twitsEnglish Us.:.ge.
Mathematics Usage. Soots, Stuches Reedrog. and
Nature 'S'ciences Reeding; The four teats mmiaure
skills and abilities that are highly related to success In

college,

Dunng the first halt of the testing session, you will
cOmplete the Eng lsh Usage Test and the Mathe-
matics Usage Test. In the second halt you will COM-
MOD, the Social Studies Reading Test and the Natural
Sciences imading Test

Th. questions in eech test are n umbered. and the four
cir five Suggested answers for etch question are
lettered, bn the answer sheet, thelows of ovals are
numbered to match the questions and the ovals in
each row am lettered to correspond to the suggestad
answers.

For eech question, first decide wnich answer is beat.
Nest. Meats on the answer sheet the rOw Of Ovals
numbered the same as the question. Then, locate the
oval in thaerow lettered the same as your answer,
Finally, blacken the oval completely. Use a soft lead
pencil and make your marks 'heavy and black. DO

0 NOT 4/SE A 8ALL-POINT PEN.

You may work on each test ONLY when your test
administrator tells you to do so. If you finish a Met
before time, is called, you, should use the time
remaining to reconsider questions you are uncertain
Snout in that Mst. You may NOT look back to a test on
which time has already been called, and you may
NOT go ahead to another test. To do so will disqualify

you from the examination.

Your score on eech test will be based only on the
number of .questions you anilwer correctly You will
NOT be penalized for gUessing. RENCE- IT .IS TO
YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANSWER EVERY QUES-
TION.

If you change your mind about an answer, erase your
first maik thoroughly before' marking Your new
answer. For each question, maka CC daily that you
;nitric in the row.of ovals with the same number as the

queetion.

Do not fold or tear the pages of your test booklet.
Keep the booklet in as good a condition as possible.

DO NOT OPEN THIS !BOOKLET UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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TEST 1

ENGLISH USAGE
Minutis-454uestkiess

0IMIC710141k In the pemagee that tollOw certain
words and phrases are underlined and numbered. In -
the right-hand column you will find alternative* for
each underlined park You are to choose the one that
best orpresen the idea, makes the statement appro-
priate tor standard written English, or is warded roost
conasaland*with the style and tone of lus paesage as
a who*. Choose dm elharnative you consider beet and

r.

blacken the corresponding apace on your answer
*heel If you think the ongmal version is best. choose
'NO CHANGE:* Reed each passage through once
before you begin to answer the questions which
accompany it You cannot determine moat answers
without reeding several sentences beyond the phrase
in question. Be aunt that you have reed far enough
ahead tech time you chow* an alternative.

Paseept

When I discovered a few mond* ago.

a small cactus struaglial tO survive is

me snide ol my patio, I faced a problem

Hist I was iMirepand to solve. This

cactus iras a prickly pear. i variety that

thrives ia the harsh climatk conditions

of downs. Inside my patio,.honever,

it haa been Mated sad Mows weakly;

its pedn'or braecheL rem*

'weak, thia. sad yellow. Moreover,

iacledad in dm evidasee was the Met that

sae end was danutpd by a deep split with

a line of gray titan sealing its edges. '
and Menthe* plant issmid forward.

Obviously. OW:leech shade sad water hod

weekenesind would break 'is damps]

pad. To save the prickly pear. I

decided thst moving it was manual; but

knowing nothing about transplanting cacti.

I called a neighbor to help. He-4'

677

2

I. A.

B .

C.

D.

NO CHANGE
When I discovered a man cactus struggling a few
months ago.
A few months ago, when I discovered a small cac-
tus struggling
When a few months ago. I discovered a small cac-
tus straggling

NO CHANGE
climatic conditions and temperatures
climatical conditions
climate-induced conditions

No CHANGE
was stunted and sickly:
is stunted and arc« war' .
grows stunted and weakly;

4. F. NO CHANGE
C. the evidence. including the fact that
H. the evidence revealed the fad thst
J. OMIT

S. A. NO CHANGE
L edges:
C. he edge.
D. their Mac

b. F. NO CHANGE
C. might hive broke
H. broken
J. must hsve broke

0

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



broke the pnekly pear into two pieces.

uprooted .t. laid each In shallow soil

beyond the wall, and cosered the roots.

adding sery little water.

In thc weeks following JfIctwards,

the recovery protess fascinated mc

Ike p.tds drained dr) to nourish expanding

roots When thc roots functioned, the

pads reilled.0Finally. seeing them crcct

and green. I knew both tr.ansplants had survived

673.

1
7. A, NO CHANGE

I. laid the prickly pear tiv shallow loll beyond the
wall, broke it into two pieces, uprooted it, and cov
cred the toors.

C. uprooted the prickly pear, broken into two pieces.
Uid eachin shallow soil beyond the walt, and cov-
ered the roots.

D. broke it into Iwo piccet.uprootcd thc prickly pear.
coserid thc roots. and Laid each in shallow soil
besond the wall.

}. NO CHANGE
G. II3o NO1 begin ncw paragraph) As succ,eeding

' weeks followed.one,another
H. (begin new paragraph) In thc succeeding weeks.,

that foflowcd,
J. IF3epn new paragrlph) In succeeding weeks,

9. A. NO CHANGE
I. finalV seeing them standing, erect,
C. Finally, with thcm standing, erect
D. I inally. standing Erect

a

Pew.. II
America the world's neher agricultural

country. was once Largely covered with

forests. Needing both timber but also

seitkrs felled trees anirremosed

stumps. many'of which were ten feet or

more tn diameter they had to remove

these stumps in order to clear thc land

tor huilding roads or railroads.

Tor establishing farming or homes

Imagine standing before a stump

it as big enough to hold a kinpure bed,
1.

F. NO CHANGE
C. Amerioa, the world's richest
H. Amato-41m world's richest
J. America. the world's most richest

II. A. NO CHANGE
1. as well as
C. and
D. along with

12. F. NOTHANGE
C. establishing farms or
H. the esublishment of farms or to NM
J. establishing farms. or

13. A. NO CHANGE
B. being
C. tha5 has a capacity
D. OMIT

3 00 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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1
Yee lave a Aoki; axes sad saws of

I.
different sims. Whet do you do firri

Tee WWII by sleeked e toe or more of

dirt away from the visible roots. Then you

eel them off below plow level end dose to

the stump, Since the lark taproot goes

_straight dovm from the center. one must
ii

get dowa under the stump to cut it,

Shoveling. chopping, !tieing, sad tarrying

sway the pieces that in tbe process.

Finally. when the taproot is almost,

sekred. a good team of hones

au able ar break the stump loose and .

toll it out of its hole, Now the stump'

cars k burned. The hole left by the stump

can he shoveled full. Only then is that

arm. a little larger than a king.siire

bed, ready k kplowk, pleinted. and
a

harvested. T1. is whet many of the early

settlers. sturnp-ranchers. not sod busters.

had La 4o to makeaAmenca a productive

agricultural country,

679
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M. F. NO CHANGE
G. shovel
H. shovel andJ. skirl,

IS. A. NO CHANGE
I. we
C. you or 1
D. you

F. NO CHANGE
C. pieces. ere
H. piecesthat is
J. pieces being

17. A. NO CHANGE
B. is
C. were

OMIT

Di F. NO CHANGE
G. it's hole.
H. its hole..
J. there.

It A. iNc CHANGE
B. (Do NOT begin nen paragrsph) The hole of the

stump
C. (Desk new paragraph) The stump's hole
D.* (Sewn new paragrafh )The hole. front the dump,

U. F. NO CHXNGE
C. and filled in full.
H. full to the brim.
J. in and filled full,

21. A. NO CHANGE
B. bed
C. bed
D. bed:

22. F. NO CH.NGE
G. settlers. tumprancliers. not sedbbsters
H. settlers (stumprenchers not sodbusters)
J. settlers (stumpranchers. not sodbusters)

ers

GO ON TO ME NEXT PAGE.
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Pomp Ill
The astray vacationer seeks relaxation by

escaping froM daily roug.ne. boweven sensitise

traselers want more than a change. Hence, they

must begin their Aurneys with: stamina.

alertness, and sufficient time'to absorb

the information they gather

Any tranekr r.w.:..-.4earn about local

tramportation and faciblies:but the

traveler Sitio seeks knowledge must also

karn national kw; and such local customs

like which proper side a the road go-a--
drive on or the proper 110101110 10 tip te

maid. although it is only human to observe

other people, such observation should be

tactfuL Nook want above all, to

satisfy their cunionny about their

own species. Therefore. go begin a

Journey with preconceiseci ideas of what

is good or bad, beautiful or ugly,

worthwhile and not useless dtmeens not

only the traveler. but also the unfamiliar

culture. Cti

the abihty go absorb impressions comes

with expenence and prevents the traveler

' from being neither over.wid by or bored

wits new scenes and c:stoms Sensitise

travelers never tire of their Journeys.

675

23. A. NO CHANGE
. routine howeser.

C. routine.
D. routine:but

24. F. 7.0 CHANGL
G. with such traits as the following:
H. with with traits as
J.

wi

25. A. NO'CIIANGE
. like

C. as thc
D, as towhich

E NO CHANGE
G. maid. because
H. maid although
J. maid. Although

27. A. NO CHANGEI. People want.
C. People wanting
DI People, wanting

lc F.
G.
H.
J.

29. A.
111.

C.
D.

X F.
G.
H.

A.
I.
C.
D.

NO CHANGE
what is worthwhile or useless
worthwhile or useless .
worthwhile and useful

NO CHANGE
grander and .

traveler but in addition
traveler, and also

NO CHANGE
impressions, which come
impressions come
impresisions coming

NO CHANGE
either overawed by or
neither overawed by and
either overawed by and

5 GO ON TO TNE NEXT PAGE.
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1
They are always refreshed and fulfilled

by h and of course, are always eager to 32. F. NO CHANGE
G. thenO

travel again. for they seek a kinship-, H. them and.

with all people.

legens, W

The recent emphasis on the equably

and dignity of an persons drawing allention 33. A. NO CHANGE
I. can draw
C. have drawn

to job titles, In many industries. the D. has drawn

names of jobs have been changed, although 34. F. NO CHANGE
G. changed, and

the functions perforMed by the jobholders H. changed; therefore
J. 'changed. howmer

have not. How long. for example. has it

been sines there has bemi an advertisement

for janitors? Today he has been reform:I 35. A. NO CHANGE
B. they have been

to as custodlid or sanhary,engineers. C. he n
D. they are

oebureaucratic reasoning behind

these Changes sugaests moreshan mete 44/

window ilressirikanot just that M. F. NO CHANGE
. c. dressing it's

:looser is always better." Some of the H. dressing. Its
J. dressing; it's

changes are meant to, upgrade the job and

give the persons performing for it an 37. A. NO CilANGE
I. for them .
C. within them

apprepriele sense of dignity To the D. it

extent. that new titles can-do this. fine; M. F. NO CAANGE
G. extent that

to ih;extent that they cannot, they should H. extent by which
d extent where

be rejected,

6 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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cormereed rekstedsh 'Involves

ehangmg the job title\ o rene sexist

overtones. Until mend for e mirk.

many job titles contain a sferen to the

scx of the person who most4ieque ly

performed that.job. Since the la\cs

for discomihation in hiring Wet finally
.17
been passed. t s AMR; that not only

kgal but also verbal barriers to jobs

be eliminated.

3. A. NO CHANGE
w I. connected

, C, con
D. OM

ANGE
C. ontainedc
H. containing
J. have

41. A. NO CHANG
I. on
C. about
D. against

,

Psiswp,V

Established under the terms of

Alfred Nobers will. the Nobel Prize, of

ail literary awards is the most prestigious.

Hating made a fortune from explosives.

Nobel regretted his violent consequences and 43. A. NO CHANGE
II. their
C. that
D. one's

seeking to promote. constructive and N. F. NO CHANGE
G. hating sought
H. in seaing
J. sought

creative not destructive. efforts. 4S. A. NO CHANGE
creativcand

C. crrative,but
D. creative.

44. F. , NO CHANGE
G. it's
H. its'
J. their \.

42. F. NO CHANGE
G. &weeds. is
H. awards are
J. awards. are

Assiring its winner fame and financul

success, the literary award is highly

coveted. The laureate. or connete. receives

S.

f

(%1

7 po ON TO THE NUT MON.
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1
aimedp. amniticate, and approximately

5100J)00: and, cusuomanly. also delivenng

11ww.th-

Irish acclaimed. laureates are

often enticized be:auie they hive not

always been popular dsoices. For example.

Amences lint Laureate. Sinclair Lewis.

who created in outrage with his nonels

entical of middk-class values.

'Pearl kick's selection, whose banese

peasant novels had not established kr among

enties as literary: Mso evoked;
5.

storm of protest. John Steinbeck was

not considered a first.rate Writer by the

T.. !sterner. That his choke was peculier

is shown by the fact that it created

little pubbe attention.'isuggening that

kW., not widely read in 1962. Finally,

Amencans viewed the novels of %NUM

laulkser as esoteric, dream. and unreadable.

Some American recipants 11;:rebee-i

repair and dramatic cholera The choice

cif O'Neil was applauded. hke
\ w

whom poetry of fragmented man captured

the spint thi twenties,'In.111-7.6.

'11.4ahciaa at chit:Moan Saul llellbw

created not ow estir,because of his

urban.:Moileis'Iteroes.-and lirst^e

all six_Nobel aWards went ro, Americans. r

68 3

47. A. NO CHANGE
$100.000. customanlyehe also delivers

C. 5100.000. An<eustomanly. also delivers
D. 5100.000. Customarily, he also delivers

411..F. NO CHANGE
G. (Seam new pe....4mph) Though acclaimed lau

MAIM
(kgin new paragraph) Though acclaiming tau-
reales; - _

J. (Do NOT begin new-paragraph) Though ac-
claimiag laureites.

NO CHANGE
created an outrage of people
creating an outrage
outraged people

NO CHANGE
Pearl BuclCs winning.
Me Pearl Buck choice,
The selection of Pearl Buck.

NO CHANGE
projected
was evocative of
was provocative of

52..F. NO CtiANGE
G. to have created
H. by creating \
J. due eo its enure

53. A. 40 CHANGE
I. as obscene. and ha to read. .
C. obscene. as Well as being aoreadable
D. obscene. and jirdpd i readable.

54 F. NO CHANGE
G. as was Elias poetry,
H. as was that of Eliot.
J.' like Eliot.

55. A. NO CHANGE
111. SR well as
C. and also
D. but also

4

QO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Pasargia VI

James Baldwin. a major American writer who
S.

can be called twenbeth.centurrAmos.

The biblical prophet Amos lised during

art age and time of tremendouc cultural

advancement and economic prospenty

ihat was accompanied by moral and religious

corruption. Baldwin feels to behest

ttat he has seen a similar decline in

America. Amos was extremely sensitise. and aware

of (he shortcomings okihe kangdomIhat

headdrmed. Baldwin (aho) has

demonstrated keen perctiption in assessing

the significance of social. Moral, and

political trends in-Amenea 1,n fact, in

his writings 05er the years. he has

accurately dermed America's problems

However, like Amos. Baldwin has protested

the actions that hc felt indicated a lack of

respect and adherence for the laws of God'
is

the luxunous lig-styles of th: wealthy

that were supported by their opp:essive economic

ex,plortation.of the poor, the lack of

responsibility of the pnink;ed for the

less pnvikged, and the need fOr justice

for all people. Critics smerely denouncea.

both Amo; and Bakiwin for then strong

stands On these issues.

the predictions of both Men were

consistently ;loom); so far. Baldwin's.

Si. F. NO CHANGE
C. A major Arnencan wnter, James Baldwin.
H. James Baldwin is a major American writer, who
J. James Baldwin, a major Amencan writer.

$7. A. NO CHANGE
I. in a time
C. in time
D. OMIT

St F. NO CHANGE
G. beheses
H. In his opinion. behests
J. feels and believes

St A. NO CHANGE
I. (Do NOT begin new paragraph) Amos was

extremely sensitive
C. (Begin new paragraph) Amos was painfully awart
D. (Begin new pa ragrai4) A mos wet extremelyaensi.

live

WI,. NO CHASIGE
G. Baldwin, also has
H. 'Baldwin also,has
J. Baldwin has. also'

al. A. NO CHANGE
I. Nevertheless. Ike Amos.
C. Similarly. like Amos
D. lake Amos.

O. F. NO CHANGE
G. foi and adherence to
H. as well as adherence to
J. ,ind a lack of adherence to

O. A. NO CHANGE
I. poor. The lack of
C. poorthe lack of
D. poor. to lack

684
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1
prolictions have been just as consistently

ascumbe. Man of his"catics have labeled

Isim the 'prongs of doom": apordingly

black Amnioes. kosuo and old.

1171brdieg him highly as a bone in their

sharpie In ebanp.

P. F. NO CliANGE
G. since
H. funhennore
J. but

16. A. NO CHANGE
B. regard hies
C. look up to him
D. have peat reprd for him

p_vs
The moo that *yam are becoming

a popular mode of transposition are- ,
cab 'vkalagsgy're pad forthe environment

n '

anl for your health. Ilut to have fun cycling.

you must choose your bike carefully.

If it is:not the right size. you will

becodie bred (exhausted) and eneomfortable.

An impropedy lilted bicycle wig also

inernse 11w dangerof your Miss control.

However. a Inke that is either too

heavy or cumbersome will reduce your pleasure

and elliciaseyoo'tbat you have spent much

enerp.to pia bale pouad.

In addition to qutitions of size and

weight, you must consider that of paring.

6 8 5

14. F. NO CHANGE
G. The reasons that
H The reason why
J. Why

R. A. PIO CHANGE
II: *haps; Oar
C. obvious. there
D. obviouK its

F; NO CHANDE.
G. care must be used in choosing your bike.
H. the Inke you those must be selected with cam
J. the Inke mast be carefully chosen by you.

O.' A. NO CHANGE
/A3 tired
C. bred and exhaustdd
D. tired, and cabstand.

O. F. NO CHANGE
G. (loin new peragraph) Since
H. DO NOT began new paragraph)Since__
J, (Do NOT beam new paragraph) Furthermiiie

71. A. 'NO CHANGE
I. you spent
C..you are spending
D. you'll spend

77. F. NO CHANGE
G. questions over
H. questioning about
J. questions for

io GO ON TG THE NEXT PAGE.
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1
The floors that should influence your

decision includes: the local twain. the 73, A. NO CliAlidEI. decisitin. includes
amount of cychng you plan to do. and C. decision:

D. decision mclude
the types of weather you'll face. Although

you might find it difficult to weigh

all these. in choosing a bicycle, MOO 74. F. NO MANGE
24 C. all dies: factors.

bike-shop owners are themselses enthusiastic H. All thcae factors
ihe.n

riders and are more than willing to pve

free advice. men if you don't buy a

bilie on his account. 75. A. NO CHANGE
75 I. due to them.

C. from them.
D. particularly from their store.

END OF TEST.1

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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TEST -2

MATHEMATICS USAGE

50 Minutis-40 Questions

D IRIC11ONIk Solve each problem. choose the cer-
met answer, and then blacken the corresponding
11PeCe on your anew sheet.
Do not linger onier problems that take too much time.
Solve as many as you can: then return to the others In
the tens you Neve left.
Note; Illustrative Nurse are not necessenly drawn to
scale and ererassurned to He In a plane unties
otherwise, stated,

I. A recipe alb for cure of flour to be usea with Si
cups of nulk. If ordy of a cup of flour it to be umd.
bow many cups of milk are needed?
A. 2

I. 3

C. 31

D.

L 31
2. The relationohm between the Number oldness cricket

chide in a maw (n) and the temperature (1) Is
expremed by doe (*mule =.t 40. cneket chirps
54 dew in a mister, what orthe temperature?
. i

G. W
It. 54*

I.
3. Which of the (*domes statemeiti u NOT true?
- A

L 7(0)242..2
C. 4(210 2):$(61)

---111. - 20 a

Tbe average weight Of 3 beset ix I$ prams. If one box
weighs 30 gram aad another weight 15 pans, what a
tbe weight, in pram. of the third box?
F.
G. 12
IL 15
J. IS
IL 21

ab YOUR FIGURING mane.

12 GO ON TO THE NEXT FAGE.
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S. - I41 ?
A. -II
I. -1
C. 1 s'
D. 11
L None of the above

6 Helen discovin ihai when.she Mulimbes the number
stored in the memory of her calculator by 6 she acts a
salue that is twice as large as she gets when she adds 12
to the number in the memory. What is the number she
has stored in the memory of the calculator?
F. 1.09109
G. 2.11111
H. 3 0000
J. 4 0000
K. 6.0000

7. Mr, Green paid 3700 for a can of point and a brtith. If
he had bought 6 cans of point and 2 brushes, his bill
would hove been 321.00. How much did the brush cost'

A. S 1,75
11. S 330
C, 3 4 20

S 3 25
L 510.50

L,0 06)3 4 33
F. 0 02371
G. 0 23110
H. 2.6670
J. 34161 .
K. 4 2010

U. If I 3 and r s 2. then AT 7
A. 216

C. 24

D. It
L

683

DO YOUR FIDUIONO HERE.

IL For what value of k es the average of 3. 5. and k equal
to 6 7
F. -6

G. -2

H.

J. J.
K. 10

13 00 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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11. In Caption/. 171107Y. ZCAN measures .fr. and
27 and C r ate of equal length. What is the measure of
44C1?

X
A.' 10
2. 3r
C.

104.
L 12r

12.i &PP 1

C.

H. 4

L
13. Whet is the largest prime factor of

B. 3
C, 7
D. 13
E. 42

14. Jack buys a shin ar 000, a tie tor S3 00. and a pair of
slacks. If the 4 percent sales taboo the total purchase
amounts to SI 04. how n.uth did his stacks cost?

F. $12.00
C. $13 00.
H. $14 00
J. $15.04
I. MOO

IS. la the figure below. 1t1 0 4. 1, If 4. and the MC431Ite of

Le 103, then the measure of ZR

A. 73
I. 105*
C. 133*
D.. 140*

130*

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

68 9
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IC Mt. ?CUMIN earns base salary phu a 17% cow-
.asissioa en his saki. Oat week he sold $700" of
snerchaadise and earned a total of 5250. How melt Ls
kitrPelff1Ofes bait Wary pet week?

C.
.$
5131,00

111._5233 00
J. 5361.00
K. M3140-

I7. 15./14-3 7-e4.. 2. thenlif(x).. SI = ?
A. x

I. 4fr -2)

C. .4fr+2)

0. 4fr. 10

K. 3x 1- 2

IL A and it ate tvolo nu where A = x< 4 sod
=IC 1. 3. 41. What is Use imeratetion (A f' II) of

the two sets?

G.

H.
1,2.3)

1.2.5.4,1

J. 41$ x<4)
K. xi I Lx 541

IL i4j1w diagram bele k the center of the eitek. aria
AN't diameter. OD bisects aux, Compared to the
Inmate of BAC the measure of GOOD tt:

8
A. oarthird AS large.
I. half a. large.
C. equal.
EC twice Ili WIG
E. three tinws as large.

S. In eight triangle AC/It_if sin A Sf and the kngth of
C 24. how long is TC?

685

15

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

e
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2
21. &I avensped 34 kioateters kr hour for the first 2

haus of ha motoreyek tnp aid teaseled the last 250
lutommers in 4 hours. What was IhWIt Weal& speed. in
kilometers per hour, forth{ entire tnp?

A. 47.33
& 41.25
C. 5300
D. 71.00
L % 50

21. A numeratioa system has * as Its bate. If
4, 4, 41011es 24. 24. 24,s 7
Ir. 72.
C. 14,
H. 12,

J. 120,

"L 200,
23. Pn ftASC.,_sf the length of Xi. Set 3xt 5x, the

th FIC 7x, 7xl IX. and the length of
Wrs JO, then for some real number. Jr. the
pernamer o( A ASCO7
A. x(15x1 1 lx - 3)

.415.0 Six 13)
C. x(15x, Ilx 4. 13)

, D. .32r(Sxl 3x - ))
L 3/450 ,3x)

24., A number x. is decreaeod by 7; when the result is sub-
tracted frost`12. the remainder is 1 Which equation
could be used to lind x ?
F. 7 -(12 x).3
G. 12 -4-71 3
H. (12 = - 7 r 3
J. 12 -47 - 4 s

(x -1)- 12.3

2L ?a_f_HD4)

A. 2"
2"

D. 2"
L

34. Mr. faneen's tate-home pa'2t7 Whit salary. If his
take.home pay is $224 SO, what is lacy (to the
extant dollat)1,
F. $90
C. $215
& $351
J. $312
IL None of the shore

27. VI(' '11/ equels which of the following?'

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.
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IL Whig if the area of A ADC?

.4

F, 4
6.

H.
J. 12

K. 24

'7

21. What is the kap h iii Centimeters of thettypoteause of -
a right triangle if- the knatlis'of hilias are 9 centi.
MLitt% and 4 centimeters?

A, vr$
I. 5

C. 4
LI. 13

E. 97

311. In the figure below. circle 0 has diameter ii_and
ut:nzent ilisuaret fi3i,Ilf;hccon;easure of LIAD 2. 23., what

F. 23?
C. 40.
H. 63?
J. 77J
K. $O'

31. fhe aet of all numbers. x;such that al- 1 < 3 is equal
to the set of an numbers, j, such that:
A. -VT < x <
I. .2 <x<2
C. x<-2orx>1
D. x < 2
E. x > -2

DO YOUR FIGUMNG HERE.

iz GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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2
32. WA -y S u 0 and 13x -fez 0. then iii7:-.,? DO YOGA FIOUINNO HERE.-

F. .15
G. 11
H. 112
J. 113
S. 123

33. PP,- 3x r. 11).?
A. 1.10,1)
S. 1-3.2)

C. 12.3)
D. 11..2)
I. 110.1)

34. In a piarticUlar basketball prne Sue scored of Ow
team s points, and Tammy scored another I of the
team's points.. If Sue scored 4 more points than

-Tammy did, how many points did the team score?

F. 14
C. 24
H. 30
J. 36

411

30. In the circk below-with diameter AB. the length of
i75 a 2../T and the measure of arc Al to. What is

the radius of the circle?

L
36. The product of 2 integers ts neptisc Their suns is

mime. How small could the larger of the two integers

F. .2
C. -1
H. 0
J. 1

II. 2

37. If Jancii 4 years younger than Mary. and Mary is 14
times as pd as Jane, what is the product of their ages?

A. 12
S. 43
C. 54

K. led

000N TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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311. When Meth wu 1 month old. she weighed 4 of her
birth weight. At 2 months, she weighed .1. of lief I.
month weight. and at 3 months she weighed 4 of her 2-
month weight. If her 3.month weight is 12.5 pounds,
how many pounds did she weigh at birth?

C.
F. 3 60

5,00
H. 6.25
J. 6 40
K. It 00

'A If lou.2 a .301 and log,3 a .477. then log1572 al
A. 1.556
I. 1 It
C. 2.033
D. 2.334
E. 2635

IL An ecologist owns the 30' x 40 rectangular lot ihown
below, She wants to plant a rectangular garden that.
will gage up half the area of the lot. t e length of the
garden is 13 feet longer then the width x, what apse.
non could be used to lind the width of the garden?

F. .0 13x. 400
C. xt 13 5 600
H. 1r 13 z 40
J. 2(x 131 s 40
If. Ax 131 a 1.200

9

40

30'

DO YOUR FIGURING HERE.

I.

2

END"OF TEST 2'

STOFt DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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TEST 3

SOCIAL STUDIES READING
35 Minujes-52 Questions

DIRECTIONS:Each PasarIge in the Hat is followed by
**vend questions. Mir reading a paosago, chOOss the
beat answer to each quitation and Igacken tie corre-
sponding space on your answer sleet You may reefer
to the passage astVn as necessary.

Congress recently passed legislation requiring the
government to fund the election campaigns of presidential
candidates The following speakers clocussIlps legislation.

Speaker 1
Private campaign contributions are the major source

of corruption in American prates. Wipe campaign eon.
trabilions are traded for favorable kvslation and other
favors. gather than debate the issues. candidates offer

ifirrag.hies for sale to the highest bidder. Furthermore, the
system bf private contributions jmposes no ceding on
spending Candidates can win simply by outspending their
Mak !he eats of eimpeening hare consequently soared
Public campaign financing will eliminate the corruption
and reduce thy wasteful expense of the present system

Speaker
Free, privately controlled areas of life have inereat.

come
ol:liviorusgotsoertshis

nctmegn.tgrol wlfa.snlytktdc.

expand government further.by having it finance election
campaigns. Private campaign financing has worked well.
NaturallY,, interest groupsfrom business to labor.
industry to environmentalists contribute geocroudy to
candidates supporting their views. Sul this insures that
candidates representing widely diffenng viewpoints are well
financed and can conduct vigoroM campaigns, Public
financing. lionever. discourages interest group panteipa.
lion aml undermines the plurabsoc. competitive nature of
Amerienn,politics.

Speaker
Since public campaign financing would substantially

limit the need for private contributions, opponents argue
. that it limits freedom of sPeech.Campaign contributions.

they say.are indications of suppo rt. and thus acts of speech
Perhaps theoretically valid, this argument is wrong in
Practice, Too often comnbutions pay for special favors; if
contributions ate atts of speech. why arc so Many given
secretly? Public Campaign financing would remove the
unfair advantage held by the rich. Rather than suppresifree
speech. It will help pve everyone an estuaPvoice

Speaker I
Public campaign financing has one overwhelming.

drawback. Whenever government handouts arc offered,
crowds always gather to lei a share of them, If the govern.
ment Pays candidates to campaign for office, the number of

candidates - 'especially onesssue and frivolous and!7
dateswill increase dramatically It is unfair to taxpayers
to institute another goserflMent VialWar

's

I. thy one.issue and fnvolous candidates:" Speaker 4
means candidates who,
A. have no chance of winning but run only to attract

publicity for themselves and their causes,
S. run for unimportant. honorific offices,
C. lack a broad educational baegground
D. are ineligible Jo receive government payments

under public campaign finineing.

2. When Speaker I declares that "the system of private
contributions imposes no telling on spending." she
means that:
F. most candidates finance their campaigns with large

contributions from a few private sources.
G. modern campaigns arc more costly than cam.

pairs in the past,
H. candidates can spend as much as they wish on their

campaigns.
J. almost all candidates need vast personal funds in

order to run for office.

3. When Speaker I claims that 'candidates offer them.
selves for sale to Me hig,hest bidder. she means that
political candidates'
A. simply pay voters to vote for them,
I. spend enOrmOus amounts of money on their elec-

tion campaigns.
C. arc more interested in making money than in

winning elections
D. tailor their positions on issues to atitict :arse

private campaign contributions.

4. Which of the following speakers would be most likely
to favor legislation requinng candid &tests, publicly d
close the'sources of all campaign comnbutioms

G. 2
H. I and 3
J. 2 and 4

20. GO ON TO,THE NEXT PAGE.



5. What iithe 'Wait advantage of the rich to whtch
Speaker 3 refers?

A. They woeld receive special favors:under public

I. Thor can tetaraord to run for public office.
tztalwilin

C. Pulite tummies financing would lusp. pnvate
moonbeams and thus benefit the dispropor-
boat*.

D. They ma make much larger ige contnIsu-
time mg tbss have more pokuicel irritate&

C. When Speaker 2 states tat advocates of punk
campus limaciag are 'oblivious. to this creeping
socialism; be mans that they:
F. ate unduly influeneed by special interest soups.
G. ;re Woe used by tocialtets to (bract socialite

aims.
U. fad to we the danger of too much sovernment

control.
J. issiousfy underestimate the high financial costs of

calitpotputg.

Which speaker is moot coneemeraleut the expense of
adobe eampaip financing to the federal government?

A.
L 2
C. 3
D. 4

4.

691

3
L If Speaker es argument against public, oasis

financing it valid. which rule might lawmakers Iasi-
tute to meet his *scams? ,
F. Candidates will sot naive Wadies wakes they

collect Aarge number of stpatene from sup-
porters ia all lifty states.

G. Candidata can applestent their peblic subsidtes
with private Plantations d they wish.

H. Candidates will have to forfeit della: is-pulshe
subsidise for every.dalar of singe coanburaits
day naive,

J. Caadidates must make public the lames dell indi-
viduals and orpointsons contnbeting to thetr
oiramiPs.

14 BY ',Dia,* 0.1108sti011 to Narration "handouts sad
-gnweys pe.h.r 4 imphatilathejLOPPoad ice
A. Aswan novernment employees to comnbutc

meaty tJ pohtical malt/ales.
B. high leaks of noverament spading in general.
C. eke "witeurful enpease of the present same" to

vaich Soaker 1 refers.
D. Ow pecgice of hoidens frequent &aloes. i

21 00 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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3
(elAmerica's ones ha Traditionally been the sptmg.

board that Igunched . migrant groups into the main.
_-_Stream of ourgculture rowded into miserable slums. new

atrivals took menial Jobs and struggled to educate their
children. The mania-or third generation achieved upward
mobility-Through eepnomic advaacemerkt, and political
oraantration-Most G ere able to merae eventually into the
grnirat psoulation and leave the shims. The frish.
Germans. Jews. Italians. and East Europeans each in tutn
followed this process until legisletion restneted foreign
immigration in the 1920s.

lut the flow of new peoples w repopulate urban slums
continued unabated. Harassed and disheartened by disen-
franchisement and the imposition of Jim Crow laws In the
South at the turn of the century. blacks began to mose to
northern cures in large numbers. Ernplo)ment opportunities
generated there by World Wars i ind II attracted thern as
did the chavec for their children to get a better education,

,

As bed been the case with foreign immigrant Naas,. .
moiWinto the slums. toorthe unskilled. low.paying jobs.
and placed }lieu unit in education, but things had changed
lndumnaliration had reduced the need for unskilled laber
Public policy decisions favonng government-supported
home loans all subsidnad highway systems encouraged
the anluent tolnose to the suburbs. With the urbanites
base _eroding. schools and urban conditions in general
deteriorated, Furthermore, racial diserovination against
blacks was particularly harmful ni housiftg Blacks who
saved their moneY and were able to afford better homes
found none avadalne to them They were restricted to the
ghetto,

IFortunately, the ballot box in the Notth wns color-
blind White flight combined with blaeLmigration nude
the black urban vote J significant factot in national as well
as local elections Orga titration into a blot sole had been a
standard technique used by lo reign im migra nt groups. a nd ,
blacks adopted the same tactic

t he 1960s. several melot American abet had elected
black maiors. Reapportionment of congressional districts
resulted va the election of blacks to the House of Bente-
sentatoes. Black kgislators served on important tom.
minces and were able to Influent the (dual bureaucracy g

to responolo their needs. 1 he city thus began to serve Afro-
s AMenrans in the same fashion asnt had earlier served

foreign Immigrants.

_-

II. Which factor best accoarits for the success of black
political efforts in recent years?

F. Republicans have successfully recruited many
black candidates

- 'G. Democrats base generally held the governorships
in a majority of the states, .

H. The Supreme Cnun has required that a certainl.
percentage of elecfetf officials Must be black.

A The ,number pf blink voters in urban areas has
increased enough for blacks to control local
politics to some degree.

-'697

11. Which of the followieg government policies encour-
aged people to move from cities to suburbs?

A. The federal highway programs, which enebled
people to Itye at some distance from the cityand
still commute to work

B. Legislation thit made interest miyments on hoine
twrasiages deductible ftom income tax

C. Gosernment guarantees for mortgages, which
brought,home ownership wile the reach of the
lower middle daft

D. All OT the abose 41/

12: Which sstuation best describes one effect of housing
discrimination ill urban areas?

Because only inferior, but lownen". housing was
available to blacks..they were able io devote more
of their income to other needs:

C. As more blacks competed for the limited housing
units,astritable to Wens. rents increased and the
peifeektage of income n...ecessaryjaprovit shelter.

'now mirkedly,-
H. Asoents rose for innertity apartments, housing

became a profitable- investment, and private
industry rOsponded by undertaking major con.
struensm profeces in black urban neighborhoods

J. As neighhorhoods beeamn identified with one rate
or the other. pressures were relax-d and the rate of
violent crime decreased

13. At the end of Reconstruction in I t77; one of the major
means of disenfranehiii.g southern blacks was thr

A. grandfather clause, which permittedcrinly older
blacks to vote.

- B. literary test, which ;vas subjective and admin.
tstered by white officials.

C. requirement that age be documented. which,few
'blacks could do

D. residence nquirement, which few blacks could
meet.

How does the Right to the suburbs affect the urban tax
diesel

E. It eluninatee from the urban,population those
people best able to finance necessary aty services
lhe tin of suburban shopping centers reduces -
congestion downtown

H. those whO remain inthc,city need very few city
umces.

.1: those who move to the subutbs are mostly middle.
aged, affluent people whose children.are grown.
and who thus need few city services.

Authe turn of the century. which difficultiei did blacks
base in common with eastern European immigrants?

I They had to master a new language,
II. Their agrarian background did not give them

urban job skills.
1114They lacked forniat education
IV. They faced relquout prryudice

A. 1 and III onli
I. II and III on y
C. III and IV only
D. II. 111. and IV only
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Spool movements mak whcn many people..aciang
together. become aroused about aspects of then skial life
that they strongly feel need to be changed. Reistionships
become so unsettled thm people have trosible adjusting; Ms-
turbing feeling of loneliness result. These feeling develop
spositaneotaly out of widespreid conditions of (initiation.
Individuals auempt to pin others like themselves in order
to tint better solutions to their problems. As they cons,
muaicate with-rothers. their sense of deprivation, injustice.
,snd impatience With the warproblems are Ming resolved
increases.

Social movements are designed to chinig or to resist
change in one or molt than one social iiiturutionor thir
system of rules tbat genern how pcopk act and bindle their
problems. these rules, which may havObecome laws.
reliable reistiorships in such areas as the family, govern-
mem. education. economic activity, and intergoup con-
tact. Many 5:4 these relationships hate acquired obhgatory
characteristics 'and are not easily cliangd Strong social
pressure is exemedapn individ=ls to continue acting as they
have in the pest. Efforts aimed originally at changing cer-
tain relationships are -counteracted and are often redirected
Islet to other goals. The growth of social movements is fre-
quently related to how successfully initial goals of those
movernhms arerhieved.

As people increase their participation in social move-
ments. then tws So ,previous Social rebtionships aft
weakened Constant interactAs with others provides a
sense of togetherness and mines participants to believe they
can accomplish almost any feat Their acts are motivated
largely by momentary emotional discomforts rather than
by customary social restraints. Traditional ways of behav-
ing gradually foie SOMeof their cohesi-ve power and can be
challenged, these hew ways of acting are repeated. becom-
ing both the examples for other people's conduct and the
bases for new social relatonships. laws, and institutions.

Membership in SOMA movepants tends to fluctuate
during the early peals's of thew growth:. with a small

:number of people,beinc firmly.eommitted and a much
larger number being ohlyanarpnally ineolved. The framer
'proup. which is the eore-of p sogal movenient. is usually
:orpmzed ardund a charismatic leader The,eider person-
'dies thr character of:the movement and actively seeks to
enlarge the membership. Through such activities as rallies.
ecreinoMes. parades, and pamphleteering. members
assOCIale with each other and conduct initial recruitment.
later, the met's* are. used to publicize goals. retain old
memhers, and attract new recruits. In time, thc organize.
tion of social movements becomes formarand established.
resembling in many respects the pattern of any other large
formal goup.

IL Which statement correctly describes the nature of
social relationships?

F. Social relationships force people tocortfocm an cer-
tain Ways. ,

G. Social relationships seldom Num* groups other
than the tardily,

H. Social relationships canjusually bit cbanged with,
out difficulty',

J. Uttk or no 'serungleni is attached to social rela.
tionships. s ,
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21. The otcurrence of which event best indicates the
success of a social movement?
A. 'the formation of a professional football teaM
I. The American Revolution
C. World War II
D. The selection of a corporation's premdent

22: Which actisity could molt likely be associated with a
social movement?

F. recipk having a stadium following the defeat of
their f...votitc team

G. the daily movement of people from the city t o the
suburbs

H. A letter.wrating campaign to solicit support for the
Equal Rights Amendment

J. A *soup of people passIng out leaflets to adVertase
a lotthcoming movie for a theater chain

23. Meeting conducted by members of SOCial Movements
often include songi and emotional speeches probably
because -

A. esery member must be given the chance to express
his views fully

R. it is essential to reinforce a sense of community
C. leaders can thereby maintain control of their

followers,
D. other qPPortunities for interpersonal communica,

lion are unavailable.

24. The author mipbes that during the early development
of SOCial mOWnlents, the relationship between the
leader and the core membetship is
F. direct and moil&
G. impersonal and weak
H. unpredictable and callous
J. accidental and undelined

25. Ihe people involved in social movements often con:
ssder their sdeas ''antiestablishment" because of
A. the ineffectiveness of bureaucratic regulations
I. then perception of weakness in the leadership of

' social movements.
C. their detachment from existing social constraints
D. the influence of ideas as sources of social power

24. According to the passage, which statement best

descnbes the relationship between social movements
and social institutions?
E. When social institutions fail. SOCial movements

cannot develop
G. Social institutions and social movements refa 10

the same kind of bzhavior
H. SOCial movements are more effective when social

Institutions aft strong.
.1.. Social institutions and s'ocaal movements hese

reciprocal influences.

27. Which circumstance is most likely to prevail during the
early pehods of social movements?

A. logical discussion of issues
I. Careful attention to democratic procedures
C. Uncompromising commitment to a position
'D. Willingness to appreciate all sides of a problem

24 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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31. Which pluaomenon could most accurately be calked a
social institution?

C. A longtime ((wedeln?
F. A elawroom activity

N. The way peoplija mined
J. A dever.bustriele practice ,

--Question* 20-43 anynot bossed on a rem:ling
peosago. You aro to answer thee* tpmetione on
Ifio two of your provious schoolwork in Mew
social studies.

The president helm shape public policy when ha
A. delivers the State-of.the-Union addrem.
I. makes hie, have address
C. hews exsanwe orders.ft Aloes all d the above.

,31/. Under knew ruff, a city government can govern its
readents with leo interference than otherwise from the:

F. sorarigtoverninent.
C.
H. trwang Court
J. state government.

31. Guam of the United Staten media a folkway when
they:
A. appleud the performer at arcus.
I. add chlonac to die city water *apply.
C. refuse to psy a debt.
D. obey fAt mhootione speed limn.

32. Reprdlese oftbe type of economic system. economic
-growth caa occur ONLY when:
F. velum of free enterprise and individual initiative

are presons
C. modal gained frem productive enterprises it used

to improve production.
H. II DOWN% tape, itra greet ckal of foreign trade
J. the population ie mowing.

3
33. Sleep, drug suttee. sad hyptione see all data dear

moutons thot can be desenbed as being
A. almonnal.
B. aroma
C. altered.
D. psychic.

34. The Supreme Court Mations in fade& v. Moots
, and Minn* v. Aritre were corned with:

F. legiskitive apportionment.
C. the rights ot amused peroonsr
H. religion. freedom.
J. the national gontrament's Power of taxation.

35. Whet is the impact of AIM oe nowt political parties
on the Amnon political system?
A. ilia; Uoually operate (onside the lepl government

structure..
I. They typeaally influesee the major polstiod parties

to promoie third.pany reforms.
C. They generally exwam Enid Feelers on politic

cakes& to oppose my major government changes.
D. They untidy prevent the election of mmor-panye

candidates.

Amonling to dm Coastitution. the House of
Representativesand NOT the Soaateperforms
which of the follow/tag functions?

1. Approving appoiatmets made by the
peceident

II. Approving treaties
Ill Origiastiag revomerad bills

F. I only
G. 111 only
H. I and 11 only
J. 1. H. and HI'

37. Which tax mierally affects people with lower incomes
more severely thee it affects people with higher
imams?
A. Estate and inheritance taxes
11. Salm tams on food and retail items
C. Comorate taxes
D. The progressive foileont income sex

hi 'The niseetaendrientury Populists were motivated
dddly by their desire to:
F. achieve Madge for the onus= flies.
C. put an rad to slavery.
H. maintain an equal lumber of free and slave states.
J. extead U.S. influence in world affairs

25 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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3, The Treaty of Versailles. which concluded World
Wm I. imputed whieh of the following conditions on
Germany?

I. Germany was loosed to pay allied war costs.
II. Germany ceded temtory to France.

III. Alhed forms pecupinf all of Germany.

A. I astly
D. I and II only
C. II and III only

IL and III

N. The terns Scrensbk foe AJ'ic.de1ectsn the period
when imperialism was eiterased by:

Affiams.orho stranded to regain control
their own destiny.

G. Europeans, who established colonies over most of
the continent

H. Christian denominaliOns. who competed for Afri.
can converts.

J. Europeans. who competed, vigorously with one
another for African slaves.

Q. A meinlawat sonety is orie?n which. -
A. a woman way have only one husband at a time.
I. a mak rasnies one of his mother's kin.
C mammy traced through the mother's kne.
D. children take both mothees and father's

names OW lairrianian

42. Whieb macaw best distinsuishes between thefeudal
and the manorial systems of the adiddk Ages?

P. retaliate% was based on fnOneyi while mania-
Irishmen

G. Faigainal was litoCiatad .With chivalry, while
ma/iodation was abnoeiated iionh chastity.

H. Feddalism refers to a political knd social
hire. Made manorialism "fen to an economic
strUnturn,

J. Feudalism refers'io an sconoric structure. while
manonalom refers to s political and social tartm-

43. Wore World War 11. arms /imitation agreements
typically established which kind of restrictions?

- A. Quotas oa naval armaments I

D. Selective Mints carmilitary mound forces
C. Courts of arbitration to handle liteensational din.

affrorwrasD. longs on mound.to-air miss
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The following speakers fitment different viewpoints on
the problem of' au pollution by automobiles

Snooker 1
If costumers wanted automobilei with expensive anti-

pillution devices, they could buy such devices as optional
equipment. The beauty of Amman capitalism hes in the
fact that theConsumer is king. The povernment should not
restrict the freedom M choice of sts citizens.

Speaker 2
Consumers are Willing to buy only those goods that

benefit them directly. When a rnotoist is driving his auto-
mobile. he breathes little. if any. of the pollution emitted by

hit car. Since he motives bilk benefit. he ;all noTivant to
buy the equipment. On the other hand, he would benefit
from antipollution equipment on the automobiles of other
motorists. but they too art unlikely to spend money for

tamest that would benefit someone else When the

be of a commodity go, to someone other than the
buyer. t nowt must step m to insure that the com-
modity is pc Antipollution equipment must be
required by law,

Speaker J
People should be able to buy any type le

they desire Whyriot measure the amount of pollution
rimed by 'every make. assign a monetary yalue to it. and
then impose a Waal license fee of an equivalent amount?
This would encourage people to chome automobiles with
lets harmful environmental impact.

Speaker 4
Incrwied taxes will Take automobile ownership more

expenfive Fewer people will be able to afford cars. Detroit
wig get sick. and automotive workers will he standing in
front of unemployment offices rather than assembly Imes.
Perhaps we Mould give s tax break to those companies Mat
are willms to hire engineers to develop cheaper antipollu-
tion equipment.

Speaker J
Competition in the automotive iodustry hal always led

to-better products. Power steering, automatic mamma-
non. and other improvements came about wuhout govern-
ment intervention. I am sure Detroit will eventually
improve the environmental impact of Its products.

44. Which speaker most clearly expresses the view that
people's economic decisions are motivated solely by
self-interest?

F._ I
G. 2
H. 3
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46. Which apeaker implies that Marmot trends can be
used to predict the future?

A.
R. 2
C. 4
D. S

IC Which government action wrld Speaker 4 most hkely
support?

F. Passing a law requinng equipment that decreases
automobile ems...ions

G. Establishmg art asency to study the impact of
urban pollution on the health of the citizens
Impoung a lin saks tax on automobdes with high

-e1111Usorls-
J. Awarding a bonus to the company that first

produces emission.lowenng equipment

47. Which pair of speakers Would differ most on the issue
of government intervention in the economy?

A. I and 2
S. I and S
C. 2 and 3
D. 3 and 4

IL When Speaker 4 declares that `Detroit will get sick." he
means that:
F. smog in Detroit will increase and cause serious

respiratory diseases.
- G. engineers in Defrod will become unemployed.

H. automobile salei will decrease throughout the
nation.

J. Detroit will be forced to default on its muniapal
bonds.

45. With which statement would Speakers 3 and 4 agree?

A. Antipollution equipment makes automobiles more
expemive.

R. Fighting pollution will increase unemployment.
C. Pnoe is the major determinant of consumer sifting.

mg.
D. People will never buy automobiles with antipollu-

tion denies.

St Speaker 3 recommends a tax morrow while Speaker 4
recommends a* tax decroate because they disagree
about Ow
F. seriousness of the pollution problem.

G. cost of solving the pollution problem.
U. effect of increased taxes on the demand for autos.
J. wilhopen of asiiiiinits to heespi tax euts:

SI. Which government anion would reflect Speaker 2's
economsc phdosophy?

A. Making seat beta mandatory equipman
P. Tying hawse fen to horsepower
C. Raising the federal ga101ine tax
D. Taxing people who benefit from living near public

transportation

$T. Some economists believe that large companies decide
whatAey want to produce and then use advertising to
persuMe consumers to buy the goods. This belief
CONTRADICTS the viewpoint of Speaker
F. I.
G. 3.
hi. 4.
J. 5.

END OF TEST 3

STOP! DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO $O.
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TEST 4
NATURAL WIENCES READING

3$ Minutes-52 Quations

DINECTIONI: Each eases. in this Nat lafoltowind by
several questionit. Atter reading a poems, choose the
bast answer to 'etch question ancl blacken the Corre-
sponding spictkon yoUr 1011WW shoal. You may refer
to the passage as often as pecessery.

111111CILY0i0ItAIIII are lagidy.ndapted for captunng
and digessWg insects tkraugh unume structures. Typically
green Masts, mmt insectivorous plants martsfacture food
by IrholoSWalgies mid ars capable of &beaching mtroaen
Irons the soirfluough they roots. However. insectivorous
plants ham evolved adaptations thatollow for the digestion
and the absoeption of nitropa-rich proteins through the
lee Organismn that art captured by specialized leaves.
provide the nitrogen neer/nary foe the plant to survive dth:
plant Ines in a nittogen-poor habitat.

The ,Pitcher Flan( is one ineectiverous plant that
1411rViM in wet Miry MIMS where there is nitropen
availeble in the sot This plant. which hat hollow leaves
shaped likespitehers or honk uses a pitfall trap to snare
commune Ih4htly colored leaves exude a sweet smell to
attract the insect. and nectar elands further entice the insect
tato Pe mouth of the leaf. Once inside, however, the insect
censot seedy escape. Downward-pointing hairs on the
inner walla of the pitcher hasten the insect's fall into a
cistern containing water and digestive enrymes. Once the
mom is digested. nitrogen and other materials are absorbed
into the leaf by special mils lining the cistern.

The Venus's-flytrap is another mini* ol an insactiv-
mous plant. Like the pitcher plant. its leaves ale adapted
for mem trapping. The leaves are himped in the center and
have sharp spans along their outer edges. When an insect
bruthes at lesat 2 of the interior trigger hairs, the leave:
snap shut like a mousetrap. Once an imect.is caught.
digestive fluids slowly thesolve its edible parts. After sewnl
days: the leaf reopens,

The suntleworant,, found in bop and wer peaty areas.
it another type ineemtvorous plant. Its method of trap-
," is ginner to flypaper thie awls of she 10111.141 are covered

II tentacles or shon hairs which bear a clear. sticky
liquid. An insect iinIah this bawd for slew and &Wm on
the gluelike dement thus becoming ammaly trapped, Soon
the plant leg bends, and the surrounding tentacles
encompass the insect. In time the insect is digested.

I. One &demotion of the pitcher plant that prevents the
escape of the captured Insect as the

A. sweet.snielling flower.
D. hollow leaf.
C. brightly colored leaves.
D. downward-pointing hairs.

-

2. Some insectivorous plants ,might be swetn-snielling
while other, might have a pungent odor because the
plants have
F. reached different evolutionary stages
G. adapted to different habitats.
H. adapted to attract different organisms.
J. different flower colors

1 The pitcher plant survives ip areas where most other
noninsectivorous plants do not because the
A. seeds of most other plants do not fall in the bog,
P. dinestive enzymes of the pitcher plant kill most

other plants.
C. lack of nitrogen in the sod prevents the growth of

mon other idants.
D. insects of the Area consume most other plants

4. Which factor was probably LEAST relevant to the
development of the trapping mechanisms of the.
sundew plant?

F. Favorable mutations* of the plant's genetic code
G. fypes of organisms captured by the plant
H. lock of nitrogen in the boggy sod
J. Color of the plants flower

5. An expenmenter fads to stimulate a sundew plant with
sugar, starch, and alcohol solutions but is successful
with solutione containing milk, albumen. and
ammonium salts. The expenmenter might conclude
that the sundew plant:
A. scteuivejy chooses its nutrient sources.
D. respond. more readily to albumen than to milk.
C. is sensitive to ionic tow, stimuli.
D. can dips' food in solute form more easily than it

can insects.

6. the digestive enzyme secreted by insectivorous plants
would be expected to be analogous to that enzyme
found in humans called:

F. pepsin,'
G. carboxylase.
H. catalam.
J. lactase.

25 GO'ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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7. If 2 trigger kin la the Venus's- flytrap art stimulated.
or if I tryperbair is stimulated twin. the leaf will dime.
TIWs adaptation has occurrad ia order that:
A. tbi ham do not sieriag shut for false idarma
I. an mama too . large kw the 117traF ele elope:
C. the leaves close whtsibrushad ay say foreign

material.
D. the phat can cktnically determine if the organism

0111.1111111 0100.011.

L The prickles si a thistle have evolved in order that the
thistle can he carried by:
F. wird.
WG. grating animak.

bud.:
J. boa

t. Which is NOT an mass* isf plant kaput/4W
A. Thick hark of in oak trac
I. Sha/low. 'Adapts:ad ram system a cactus
C. Red ham of an ,autimmal maple um
D. Nesdhp-type kat Of a ptas Inc

IL A Venus's-flytrap pleat in Mak uker normaI.:pMn-
,house coalitions and *emit fad aay bask. DOW this

plant survive?

F. Yes. kaki adsausts nitro,s is available in- the

G. Yes.,licanas the pima des 11011 need to mamma
with other plans for its markets.

N. No. because old, WWI, provide the nutricats
raceasary to swam Ms plant,

J. No. btrause.the Mat mkt adjast to the Rem-
lamas awironamm.

-70-4
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To undentand why objeeu float or sick when placed
MSC me *tidy the gmeral relational, between

the forms acting on an object immersed in water and the
motion of that object ia aster.

Newton's snood law defines the general relationship
betimes forces aad motion as

L
Where s the bookend*. of tbe object.

F the net fate acting on the object.
and m s the mass the object.

As Min at rest or taming in a straight hae with a constant
velocity has aro accekraties. Hems, tbe net (Oren acting
one Malaise be zero. If thean force MINI On as object is
arm time the sum of **forces mane m sac ditnalen mu*
meal theme of the forces &cannily the opposite direnion.

When aa ohject i ist wan. however., Iner May be
several forces same on it.The earth will exen a gravitatioeal
farce ow tbe object this downward force a called the weight
of dm Mien. livoyant force aits oe an object innnersed its
water m well. Archimedes' principle states that a body
immersed in a bquid is buoyed up with a force equal to the
weight Nth@ displaced limed.

A stuck,* conducted 3 experiments to validate
Archimedes' principle, The same steel block was used in all
the exponents.

Experinend 1
To detennine the weight of the sled Islock, the student

hem the Nock from a spring balance. The balance read 9.5
newtons.

Experiment 2
To determine the form of the water on the block, the

maim amm bug the block from the Wince The Nock
(but not the balsam) wits then stibmerned in a tank of
waw, The Neck did mucosa the bottom or sides of the
tank. The balmy road IL) ereettoos.

Experinted .1
To deterniai dot woMkt of *myna. &Nand by the

black. the modem pet ma magus% 5 7 newtons under
ths mak. Tbe mak was then filled to the brim with voter,
the link embesorgsd ia the tank. and the water Wet
merflowed Me brim was might In the pan. The minim a('
Or pan Owe the wow Om it roughs was 6 11 mmtens.

IL In &midmost 3, the studeot filled the tank to the brim
eriW tot

A. help dmerniee the iratial amount of water.
S. make witlicient mom to submerge. the Nock

complenly, e

C. enure aa socerate measure of t he amount of waser
depleted by the block.

D. maximise the buoyant fon* of the water on the
block,

705
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12. When an object * placed in water, the buoyant force of
the water on the object is equel to;

F. the weight of the object.
G. the weisht of the water displaced Ivy the object

when it enters the water.
H. the mass of the object milaplial by its miel.

'Mahon.
J. Ulm

13. In the figure below, the din:aims of the forces acting
on each of 4 objects (labeled 1 through IV) are
indicated by arrows, and the magnitudes of tbe rotors
(on newtom) are noted beagle the arrows. Which otOect
has zero net force acting on ir?

EtjSN ION SN SN

A. <1
B. 11

C. III
D. IV

SN ION

SN

ION

14. Why did tbe resillingi on the spring balance in Expert.
meats 1 and 2 Mtn?
F. The water does not teen a force on the block in

Experiment 1 but does in Experiment 2,
G. -The acceieration of tbe block was equal to zero on

tbe second expenment
.11. The force of the earth on the block in Experiment I

it pester than in Experiment 2.
J. The foice of theta* on the block in Experiment I

ialesotbaninEnpentvuesit2.

15. la the design of which of tbe following would builders
be LEAST likely tq use Arciamedes' principle?

A. Canoes
' S. Weather balloons
C. Submatines,
EL Rockets

On the ham of &moment 3, what is the weight of the
miter, in newtons. displaced by the block?

F. 00
G. LI
11. 5,7
J. dl

a()) ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



17. hi Expenment 2. what is the buoyant force of the
water, in newtons. on the Mock?
A. 0 0

r. IL 1.2
C. $ 3
D.O.S

Use the following inforrnation to answer qtass-
pions 111 and 111.

The table below lists the masses sad net forces'
wins co 5 *as.

Object Mass (kii) Net Force (19)

II
III
IV

10
40
30

Jo
so'
30
10

Is. Whirls of the $ objecte,would have the greatest
accelemtion?

F. 1

G. III
H. IV
J. V ,

I. Suppose the 3 objects all had net force of 10 newtons
actmill upon them. Which object wouli have the
greatest acceleration?
A. I
I. II
C. III
D. IV

Otrnetions 20-34 are-,not blood on a reeding,
passage. You are to:answer these questions on
the basis of your previous schoolwork in the
,natural sciences.

M. To adneve the habit Dyne possible MN a Bunsen
burner. one should adjust the burner so that the Dime

F. as small as possible
G bright yellow.
H. pale blue
J. pale bfue with a darker blue inner core.

21. Which materisi does NOT act as a conductor?
A. Crpper wire
I. Silver metal
C. Salt water
D. Glass tubing

31

I.

4-
23. A person hypothesises that a roam nit lie earned if se

electric ft:Manatee, which swede in the middle el the
room, is left open while hapersies. After e Iseg pined .
of tune, however, she observes that the wagentere of
the room is increasing rather than !encasing. Which
statemeat exploits this eceurrenee7

F. The git that. leaks from the refrigerator relearns
kat m It expands.

G. The kering compartment is tiot open.
H. The refrigerator moor nenerates heat:
1.. The refrigerator is not pinverful enough to tool the '

MOM.

23. If A man who I. left-headed and blue-eyed (both
recessive traits) metrics a woman who is left.handed
and brown-eyed, their children coidd inherit which
traits?

I. Left-handedneas and blue eyes
II. left.handednas and brows eyes

III. Right-handedness and blue eyes

A. I oaly
I. II only
C. I or 11 only
D. 1 or III only

U. Dew..
,
which is essentially moisture condensed out M

auhe
.

, t will form when there is!
F. a decrease in temperature.
G. an increase in baronsetrie pressure
H. a decrease In barometric pressure.
J. an abeam of wind.

25. astern** define a NM is a ripened ovary. According
to this germinal. which food is a fruit?
A. Sweet potato \
5. Turnip
C. 'Cucumber
D. Meet

36. Air bubbles mrnersted deep umber water mereenrie ,
volume as they nee to the swims bees .se lhc /
F. pressure inside the Nibbles inermeas.
G. air Made the bubbles &erases in temperature.H. air.in the bubble dissolves in the water.
J. pressure of tlw water on the bubbles decreases.

37. SUM molds maim coaduct pbetosyntheeie it must be,
true that in their interaction welt their envireesnent
they:

A. must inhabit areas rewiring 1 hews ssithalit
order to Donna*.

S. mum obtain organic nutrients from their environ-
ment.

C. deplete rhe_oxygen in their eaviroimeet, aed
therefore their growth is limited.

D. tend to lose orpnit nutrients to their annroatnest.

00 ON TO THE NEXT

s
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211. Tbs bias& Mewl of pan MUMS Oat aye an no

antattiort Comm &Masa the molecules Man ideal gas.
Which obasmadoa steppe& this amemptisa?

F..,'Oeisse at aid temperMuros and pressures are

114011
G. Goes wad to patty at hip pressures and at cool

miugaratten.
N. The maw mho& of all game at standard

maymatuni aad pressure is approximately 22.4

j. burrs.
Gases ipmasseously expand m occupy all the
*maw available to them.

fo &tontine whether kisotmx se an electrolyte in
wow. oee should:
A. maw= es solubility is water.
B . newt& the demity of, the bermeneend-water

solatica.
C. msuasuse id. COntrAndion to the conductivity of

tab,
D. observe its electronic *Ora in water with a

sgectroseopt,

II. In which property do X rays and light rays cliff&
F. Waveliegth
G. Sneed
H. Chaise
J. None of Mee above

31. The genes in a cell would be immediately altered if the
experimenter substituted jid the cell one.

A: amino acid for another in a protein.
IL Auction& for anothEr in DNA.
C. mecleotsde for another in RNA.
D. meat \for another in a earth.

32. What does the Pam diagram o( carbon dioxide shown
bekw reveal about carbon &nide,

prenue 5.2
iso aumoglom)

5.0

-It -51
Newnan. VA' Car/

F. Tremendous pressure u needed to liquefyearbon
dioxide at -p C.

G. Carbon dioxide cannot mist as a liquid at normal
atmospheric pressure.

H. Carbon dioxide cannot exist as a gel Wow
-7111. C.

J. The triple point of carbon dioxide occius at C
.and I 0 atm pressure,

33. 'The earth's equatorial radius is pater thin its polar
radius due to the:
A. earth's rotation.
I. gravitationa attraction of the sun,
C. invitational attraction of the moon.
D. higher temperatures near the equator.

34. Adenosine triphosphste (ATI.) usimpostant to the
WOW transport system a the cell invokers because it
provides the cell membraae with the miseatary:

F. fluid,
G. entry.,
H. isotopes..
J. chlorophyll.

Theoutial and physieal molecular models:which Mow
how electrom farm the bonds that hold molecules together.
are ussd by chemists to illustrate reletionships between
atoms in a molecuk. One theoretical motmulat model place's
electrons in concentric orb& around a Casual moat; each
orbit or shell bass maximum capacity of elmIrons A full
outer shell is resorted as the most stable electronic coo-
Smiration that aa atom can have. A bonding theory intro-
duced by Ltd/Mules this principle. Lewis assumes that (I) a
bond between atones involves 2 electrons that are shared by
the storm they join. and al each atom is surrounded by.4
pairs. or I. electrons. Exceptions to this octet theory occur In
the ealeS of the lightest elements Hydrogen needs only I pair
of electrons Nr a complete outer shell. beryllium, boron, and
aluminum someway form compounds with. respectively,
2, 3. and 3 pairs in their outer shells,

Stunts:id models can illiterate the octet theory a
Lewis. &muse only the electrons in the outer shell of an
atom come in contact when 2 atoms bond together, only the
outer electrons are depicted in the model. The atoms'
electrons add arranged to pm each atom in the molecule a
group gig electrons. The following shows how the
individual outer eledront. relmesentsd doll, bend m
carbon Motide: the short boa represent electron pans
in the molsade.

'To translete 'these theoceteal structural models into
physical model'. the chemise determines the aim owl shape
of the molecule. The size of each atom in the molecule can
bc estimated by calculating Me atom's radius from (I) the
experimeneally determined bond length between bonding
atoms .4 and (e4.43), and (2) the electroneptundes of the
2 atoms. ,

Ass

The radius (r) atom .4 then may be calculated by the
formula: bond

sentroneedbolyd Meese
x between

rbarlorptTOA ekatoneininny1 A me
IAAII

The radius of I is then equal to t he bond length minus the
radius of A.

32 GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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The mehmadife skip is damorated by the number of
shut of skiesem paws mensanshas der emu& atom.
Typically. Me sets are arnamed m epee ie that they am

=gby the poem imams sad eagle peemble. The
ra 16110111410 memo.

°Emmy anneal
NNW

Tormandra son of
*ow

ITV
1 '

itA-111I

I
' a

powonoodr
At 11 Awn

1111

hioral Memel roof
*am

1i5c-51
iponnonowdo

Me falai am 10
La.m.2s.nekbono
peon moody kw
want mai

7.c..F
'',

1'0.0.0

35. The primary factor that detenninm:the shape of a
moiscale es the:

I -A. amber ems di datum pairs surrousdiag the
rsolecules central meas.

L boat( demartie between 2 atoms se the meleade.
C. meal sumbre af electrons Is the'melocide.
D. 1=1:f the radii of tadnolial atoms in the

36. Wthe must mem tie mien& were airrounded by 3
sets af Meares -pairs. the pommry of the molecuk
would probably be:

I. herr,
IL tripled phtw,

IIL istralsedral.

H. I oS
F. I

, II

A II or III only

X/. Hydrepi (H) Ma 1 &dna in its outer shell. andi
(N) hes 5. Which symbol accurately depicts

the Meatreadet strumpre for plHs?

A. H H

6. 11:44.H

N.H HC.

H:11,H

30. The snootiest model for taboo dioxide depicted in tlge
second paragraph maples that:
F. a doable bead csa he foaled batmen 2 atoms.
G. $ electrons farm t bonds.
M. earliest Monde is me a stable roolecuk,
J. may half of carbon's outer shell electrons arc used

to form the bonds with oxygen.

4
39. To eakelste the eke of ea Mem in a melmale, sae

Needs to /UMW the:

I. electrimegativity af that mem sad et die oar

11, bead &tame trims awe te the one te
to whs. it is

which it is beaded,
III. amber ef sets af Warm pairs sprreeadisg

the central atm.
IV. taut washer af eta:tress surressdina that

atom.

L III
C I

D. III and iy saly

411. Mardis% to the Lewis theory. the *arm that me
invoked m beadily PP bat
F. 'contributed by both bead*, atoms.
C. tmasferred from cme moss as the other.
H. sbate3 bY both "am regardless af the sketreae

murk.
J. paired with 4 ither electmas I. form Miailtag

wet. e

41. sets of elestreas are ususlly foetal separate% by the
paw eseable domes aad eagle became:
A. electron shells van be Mehra poly into equal psis.
S. atoms are nem stable st the eftill 0t molar

poem& shapes.
C. the emend atom attracts the sumne elation pass..
D. septive cheeps cause die elestreas to repel each

othr,

41. The lorid1i411 beta. the hydrogen and carbon
atone in CH. Is 1.09 angstroms. asd the share-
nwbvity for carbon is 2.5 sad that for hydrous. ii 2.1.
Wird equation Mould be sled to fore the /Wake(
the carbon atom?
F. r I.09

G. x 1.09

M. r (24 +.2.1) x Jay

J. 2.33.IL

43. Hydrapa meth osly 1 pair of elsetroas for a eemplste
oela ANL Which itatematt is INCONSISTENTIva
thi medel of hydrogen?
A. rtday. atoms are mot Wand at the centen ci

I. Hydrogen atoms do not determine the pouncing'
of MOM molecules.

C. An outer shell containing t electrons is required
for a stable configuration.

1). Only the outer shell electrons are involved in
bonding.

33 ' GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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the coatinents is as undersell ledge of rock
the contoormal Sher At its wine, the coutinentid

slope berm: the coatinental slope drops to the deep-ocean
nom belmit. Much of the deni-ortan floor is
coveted with nden and trenches. Only Me rebyeserAt.
scattered below and beyond the coati:metal elope, art flat

"smooth. 11.ough them rocky bottoms are as lugpil as
Mt 0( Ow sealloor, they are covered nth greet thick.

of sedimentssand. soh, aed day.

How did these sedirmenti come to the Ariel plains? A
y of a Ina eanliquake that ongiasted on New-

s contieental dope helped preside information
Med die might of these sediments. After the

cart sake. undersea telegraph cables1 snapped. If the
eanlIquiske itself had been renponsible fot the hrtakape, all
the cables should have broken 414 nearly the same inmost.
The data in the Welt below, however, reveal otherwise.

DouSile Salta
Eke of COMMONIal 110* a Befall

Calk kelt (ai liewawark *ha F.4e1144.14

Ia as *hie 10
240

10 410

11 730

12 700

11 War

Scientists hypothesized that the earthquake had
started an undersea landslide whirls broke the firstS cables,
Sediments then filled the water, increasing its density. This
much den* water tape to flow down the slope. pthering
more sediments and increasing its speed, and snapped the
cables in its path. Reaching the flat floor of the abyssal
S oma, the sediment-dense water slowed, Finally. the se&
meets settled ourd the water. foeming a layer with the
roamer mathriah at the bottom sad the finer matenals at
the top.

Columnar wimples of sediments in the area revealed a
graded. I anew bye: of sediments that contaieed the
rtmains of continental-shelf or Femme. Thus, the edentate
concluded. these flows of mdiasent.ladee water. called
turbidity cwrents. mist have created the abyael ;Mins.
Such currents need.only a WHIM treileauseato. sem kind
of disturbanie lauds as a etorm or an eanhquakel to set
them ie 1110604, sad an unobstructed path to the sealloor.

Turbidity currene's ales aecoont for subenatine
canyesen. for years. mantats believed that these canyons
WIC minimally above sea level ea the continental margins
aed had been format terrestrial nvers. Now tr have
concluded that turbsdar currents must have mend them

44. Sediments that cover the abyssal *ins are carried
them from:
F. deep-oceas trenches.*
G. the continental shelf,
H. submanne canyons.
J. coastal rivets.

2
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44. In the diagram below. which numeral indicates the
most hkely location of an abysmal plam?

A. I

I. II
C. I I

D. IV

K. Compared to the orpnierns hying on the abyssal
plains. 'those creatures inhabiting the continental
;helves art bed adapted toa habitat which is:
F. shallower.
G. colder.
H. smoother.
J. darker.

47. Suppose a certain submarine canyon becomes deeper
after storms and shallower clueing quiet weather Thts
okervation woultoffer mignon for the hypothesis that

A. cause weathm that resembles earthquake actukty.
I. set off landslides.on the continental shelf that fill

submarine canyons with eediments.
C. set off turbidity currents in submarine canyons char'

carry accumulated sediments beyond the continental
slope.

D. set MT turbidity currents in submangr canyon that
carry accumulated sediments onto the continental
slope.

45. Which datement supports the wandista' hypothesis
that the first II caber were broken by the landslide
pnerated by the Neofeuedland earthquake?
F. The cables were witlia lb/ kilometers ef the edge

of the centMeetal shelf.
G. The cables broke aimed al the imitaat Ike 'snip

quake incurred.
The cables were located quite dem to onc another. ,
Turbidity currents mead an unobetnated path if
they art to stay in motion.

H.
I.

GO ON TO TM NEXT PAGE.
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Actual Test
Dinclons

Tho boiltist Ponta* foUr taileEn001 1,.10041
atelhowarkis Uwe. SINAI Studios Readins awl
Natural Se Nom RENIIng-The four tires measure
selle met Oldies Met ere highly related le woven In
toils..

Writ" the 441 half el the testing esselen.. you will
**mettle the English Deep Teel and Ms Mathe-

Teel. In the emend MK you will Com-

ets*, Pedal Studies essiling Teti and t10Natural
Test.

each lael are numberei. end do four
el 110 isuppoted mowers for each question are
lettered. On Ilet mower sheet. the rows of Pole are
numbered le match Me, gusslions and the *vale in
sich row ere littered to correspond to the suggsled

Pa each queedon. 101 decide which anewei is best.
40181. locale on the answer *beet the .row of ovals

numbered do Ism as the question.,Then, locate the
eval in thet row istlered the smite ea your answer.
Fkolity, blacken the oval completely. Ueit a softy lad

10011 and-Make-yourmerkiihsevy and-Wadi. DD-
NOT USE A 1141.LP0INT PEN. .

You may wont ony,rdrat OMLY when your test
adminkenttor tells to do so. If you finish a lest.
before time is called. you should uiS 'MS time
Iwnekting to reconNcist questions you arriuncertiin
ahout In Ilut lest You may NOT Ink back to a lest on
snieh time hes already been called, and yeu may
NOT ge ahead to Mother Mt. TO do 0 will Magus*
mu from Pi sitiminstien:

-.Eour sem OQ Such SIM will be Need enly on the
number.of questions you answer sorreiray. Tout-04M
NOT be welled for guessing. HENCE IT IS yo
YOUR ADVANTAGE TO ANS',YER EvERY tOVES.,

TIM

It you champs prior mind about an armor, Wise your
first mark thoroughly beferi modem your new
answer For 'each question. make certain that you

Mark kith* row of oaks with the same mintier as Ms
quesbon.

Do not fold or tsar the pages of youilest booklet.
Keep the booklet in as good a condition as posella.

f.

DO NOT OPEN ftIrSOOKIET 1MTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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Summary

This investigation compared the predictive validity of the ACT

tests wi-th the SAT and SCATles$4 for a Sample of 21 colleges and

universities. Grades in specific courses as well as over-all grade

point average were studied. Multiple R's were computed for each

test battery, The ACT and SAT testkpowsessed about the same

degree of predictive validity, and:both were bettor predictors than

the SCAT.

Predictive results vried from ichool to school and from

course subject to course subject, thereby suggesting that predictive

validity.for individual colleges and universities and foi specific

ii.ubject matte; areas.should be established. Ir additcon, a college's

choice between the ACT or SAT probably can not be made on the basis

of their relativpredictive validities, but rather should be made o'n

the basivoithe total programs of services offered by the respective

testing agencies.

7 .1 3
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Comparative Predictive Validities of the American College Tests -
and Two Other Scholastic Aptitude Tests

Leo Munday

Standardized tests of academic potential are used in nearly all

American colleges and universities for admissions and guidance purposes.
c,

Institutions have a wide variety of such testz,irom which to choose.

While many considerations are relevant to this choice, a major consid-

eration is predictive _validity.

This, report compares the predictive validities of three of the

most widely used tests of scholastic potential. These were the American

College Testing Program's tests (ACT),..the College Entrance Exam-

inatio4 Board' Scholastic Aptit e Test (SAT), -and the Educational

Testing Service's Schoora OtIllege Ability Test (SCAT). The ACT

battery consists of tests in English, mathematics, sOcial studies, and

natural science; it requires 180 minutes. Both the SAT and the SCAT

have verbal and quantitative parts; the SAT reqUires 180 lates and

the SCAT requir_es 70 minutes:

Procedure

Sample. Both ACT and SAT scbres were available for freshmen

at five colleges and universities which participated in the 1964 ACT

Research Service. ACT and SCAT scores were also available for

students at six, other colleges and Universities.

Additional data from three other studies were made available to

the investigator. 1 In two of these (Chase, et al., 1963, Klinghlhofer,

7 1 4
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1964), the ACT and SAT tests were administered to randomly selected

r

purtans of the entering class. SCAT scores were also available for

rtuly all of Klingelhofer' student,. In the,other study (Eeat,

1962), both ACT and SCAT wemadministerecLat eight colleges; and,
1

at two of these, SAT results were available for a segment of the same

groUps. Altogether, data we;e available for students at21 colleges

and universities.

Since sorne of the cblleges subdivided their samples by sex or--
curriculum, ,we obtained a total of 29 groups from the 21 colleges. All

. -

tests were taken prior to college instruction, ind all grades Were

ear ed durinithe freshman year. Table 1 describes these iiistitutions

in terms of their enrollment, control, level of instruction, and geo-

l.!traphic reiion.

Table 1

. Selected Institutional Characteristics of Schools

in Thi s' Sample

'College
Total

-Enrollment _Level of Instruction
Source of
Control

Geographic
Region

1 3,910 Offers M.A. Degree State 14TeirCoast
2 19,557 Offers Ph.D. Degree State Rocky Mtn.
3 930 OffemM.A. Degree State New England
4 2,040 Four years-liberal-arts Private New England

280 Junior College Church Middle West
6 580 Four years-liberal_arts Jhrch Middle West
7 ,614 Junior College Private New.England

8 1,423 Four years State South

9 954 Offers M.A. Degree Church Southwest
10 31,581 Offers Ph.D. Degree -State Middle West
11 2,488, Offers Ph.D. Degree Private Canada
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Total
Enrollment

Table

Level of Instruction
Source of

Controldollege
Geographic

Region

12 33,956 Offers Ph.D. Degree State Middle West
13 5,374 Offers M. A. Degree State Middle West
14 3,664 Offers M.A. Degree State Middle West
15 6,571 Offers:M. A. Degree State Middle West
16 9,863 Offers Ph.D. Degree State Middle West
17 16, 843 ,Offers Ph.D. Degree State Middle West
1 4,624 Offers M.A. Degree State Xiiddle West
19 4, 146 Offers M.A. Degree State Middle West
20 17, 024 Offers M.A. Degree State West Coast
21 354 Junior College Community Middle

Atlantic

Criteria. Over-all freshman GPA was available for all but one

sample. Additional criteria include GPA's in the following specific

freshman courses: English, mathematics, social science, humanities,

and science. ,.

Statistical Treatment. Multiple correlations (R) were computed

between the four ACT scores and each criterion. The same procedure

wis followed for the two SAT scores and for the two SCAT scores.

In the application of test results, scores are usually combined

with high school grades. However, high school grades were not routinely

-4Witalkltr-49MV foirrollagss-antt-universttiesT_P_r_og

We assumed that all tests would have similar correlations with high

4ichool grades, and therefore the increase in validity obtained by add-

inchigh school grades to test.scores would_be xelatively, constant.

This assumption was not fc;rmally tested, but it is consistent with most

of the literature in academic prediction and with the experience of

ACT's Research Service. 2

716
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(R)_were _averaged '

using Fisher's z procedure (Edwards, 1950). This procedure was not
-

strictly aipropriate, 3 but it provided a convenient summary of two

columns of R' that took cognizance of relative sample sizes.

Results and-Discussion

Table 2 compares the validity of ACT and SAT for predicting

over:all grades.

Ok

Table 2

Comparative Validity of ACT and SAT

for Predicting Over-all Freshman Grades

College Group NC
Multiple Correlation

ACT SAT

1 Men 308 .33 .38
2 Men 445 .37 .33

20 Men 175 - 183 .47 .38
1 Women 469 .42
2 Women 700 .50. .42

20 Women 223 - 232 . 54 .45
3 All Freshmen 127' :45 .44

12 All Freshmen 433 .48 .48
All Freshmen 531 .1* .41

1 Vocational Majors 202 .37 .33
,4 Busineis Majors 264 .41 .41
4 Secretarial Educ. 215 .38 .64

11 Science Majors
-Majors-

187 .43 .40
umanities 6-

11 Soc. Sci. Majors 149 .41 .43

Totals 4594 - 4611 .44 44 .42**

*When two N's are given, a different sample took each. test; ACT N is
given first.

**Computed ky transforming R's to z's, weighting by N, and retrans-
forming to R's. (Edwards, 1-950).

,
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__Table_3-summarizes-these.data and.predictive-validities-in other-

academic areas for theen two batteries.4 A similar summary of ACT-

SCAT comparative validity is found in Table 4.

Table 3

'Comparative Validity of ACT and_

for PrediCting College Freshman Grades
or

Over-all
Criterion Area

English Math Soc.Sci. Science
No. of Colleges
No. of Correlations
Ranke of N's

8
13

127 to 700

5

10
123 to 585

4
6

30 to 605

5

10
97 to 261

- 4
11

62 to 254
Total N 4594-4611 2427-1988 1,033-1406 1452-1461 1576-1524
Range of It's, ACT .33 to .54 .27 to .61 .40 to .66 .23 to .70 .31 to .72
Range of R's, SAT .33 to .64 .29 io .67 .35 to .66 .23 to .66 .30 to .70
No. times ACT higher 9 6 5 7 9
No. times SAT higher 5 4 1 2 1

Mean e, ACT . .44 .45 .51 .48 .52-
Mean R5, SAT .42 .43 .49 .44 .50

* Computed by transforMing R's to z's, weighting by N; and retransforming
to R's. (Edwards, 1950). At one institution where sample Sizes for .'
some criteria were not available, the average sample size for that school
was used.

_ 'Table 4

ComparatiVe Validity of,ACT and SCAT

for Predicting College Freshman Grades

,Criterion Area
English S. Sci. or Hum. Sci._ or MathOver-all

No. of Colleges
No. of Correlations

15
17

5

6
5
6

3
5

Rangn,of Ws- 66 to 1857 108 to 255 135 to 227 108 to 204,
Tótal N 9376-9771 993 987 165
Range of R's, ACT .30 to .69 .51 to .72 .35 to .64 - .36 toW.54
Range of R'a, SCAT .25 to,.-10 .41, to .74 .23 to .62 .24 to-.58.
No. times ACThigher 16 5 5 3

No. times SCAT higher 1 1 "0 2
Mean R*, ACT .53 .57 .53 .44
Mean R5, SCAT .49 .51 .44 .40

* Computed by transforming A's to z's, weighting by N, and reiransforming
to R's. (Edwards, -1950)
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ale-table s-iugge s eve r al-conclusions.

1. Predictive results varied widely from one cainpus to the next.

The specific validity of-any test should be eetablished for the indiladual

5college.

2. Differences were noted in the'predictability of curricular and

sex sukgroups at individual colleges. These results imply that complex

colleges should develop several different.equations for predieting grades

so that various contingencies can be taken into account.

3. The ACT and SAT tests po sssss ed about the same degree of

predictive validity. The slight predictive advantage tO ACT shown in

Table 3 is too small to be of any practical consequence.

4. ACT appears to be a -reliably better predictor than SCAT, both

,in terms of over-all grades and grades in' specific courses.

There are, however, certain limitationsdnherent in these con-

clusions. In the first place, because the 21 colleges were not Selected

to be representative of any known population, the statistics can be

applied in a strict sense only to the sample institutioni. Since a

reasonably diverse group of institutions was involved, however, and

since the results from college to college were similar, this limitation

is probably not serious.

Secondly, we did not know Whether one or(the.other test had been

used for admissions purposes. Whatever the situation, the teit tuied

for admissions would be at a disadvantage.

'And finally, while sample sizes for specific courses were

712
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oecasionallr so-small that-these-samplensfebably-produted-unstatile

,

correlations, the average R's reported in Tables 2, 3, and 4 are exceptions

to this deficiency.

Within these limitations, we can safely conclude that all three

tests po sssss useful predictive validity. SCAT scores were least pre-

dictive,'probably beciuse SCAT is a much,shorter test than the other two.

The slight,predictive advantage enjoyed by the ACT battery is probably.

a function of its more comprehensive nature (four .testa as.opposed to,

two) and iti content (which is explicitly related to typical college fresh- "

man courses).

Most collages today participate in onoi,of the two national testing

programs -- ACT and .CEEB -- whose tests were compared in this,study.

Other colleges will likely make a choice soon. Our findings suggest

that'differences in valldity between ACT and SAI" were so slight that

this choice might better be made on the basis of such other considerations

as availability of scores, type of reports on individual students, costa,

convenience te the student, and special services offered by the test-

ing agencies.

91-111 0=-81--41
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Footnotes

Grateful acknowledginent is hereby made to Dr. Kenneth Eelk,

_Dr. E. L. Klingelhofer, and Dr. Clinton Chase kr their cooperation.

;An illustration of the imPortance of adding high-school grades

to test score data' is found in the ACT Technical Report (American

College Testing Program, 1965). For almost 600, colleges, the median

correlation of,ACT scores with college freshman GPA was .53; when

t high school grades are added, this correlation is increased to .64.

3The assumption that all iamples came from the same,population

was not'thought to be tenable.

4Tables which give individual-correlations for each grooP and

eaCh criterion.are in the appendix.

5Colleges participating in either the American College Testing

ram or the College Entrance Examination.Board Program are

to receive kcal validation studies at zg cost-as an aspect a
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Appendix 1

Comparison of ACT and SAT

The Prediction of College English Course Grades
Coll ge , Sample Nc ACT-R SAT-R

Men 211 .27 .41
Women 369 .46. .29
Vocational Students 142 .39 .36

1 Freshmen 123 .38 .33
4 Business Majors 257 :46 .34
4 Teacher-and 214 .42 .67

Secr'l. Educ.
4 Teacher and 215 .28 .49

'Seer% Educ.
10 Freshmen 585 - NA Al .55
10 Freshmen - NA - NA .56 .50
11 Hurnanities Majors 165 .39 .40

The Prediction of College Matht atics Course Grades
C011egn Sample

r

N* ACT-R SAT-R

103 .51 .46
259 . .62 .57
215 .42 .66

30 - 37 .66 .62
39 - 605 .53 .42

187 .40 .35

,- 3 Fresh en
4 Busine s Majors
4 Teache and

Secr'l . Educ. I 1

10 Freshm, n
10 Preshm n
11 Bei,e ajors j

\ .
*If two samples wer% in olve-, th numb r on the left is the size of
the ACT sample; on th4 right, th size t. the SAT sample. At one
school, not all of the 's were available NA refers to "Not Available."

e
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, APpendix 1 (cont.)

The Prediction of Specific College Social Science Cohhise Grades
College &Pimple N ACT:R SAT-R Courise +

_. . .
10 Freshmen' 1 99 - 92 .55 .54 .4 Economics
11 Social Science 135 .49 .44 EconoMics

Majors -. !
a

1,0 Freshmen 180 - 188 .70 .66 Government
19 Freshmen 130 - 1t,33 . 52 I. 41 History
11. Social Science 107 ,46 .32 fftsto.'y

Majors
10 Freshinen NA - NA .66 .58 Sociology
11 Social Science 130 .38 .42 Sociology

, Majors
Women 139 . 44 ...42 Social Science

3 Freshmen 125 . 31 34 Social Science
4 Business Majors , 261 . 23 . 23 Social Sciende

The Prediction of Specific Colleg4 Science Course Grades
Cater Sample ACT-R SAILR Coi.irSe

1

1

3
10

10

10
11

10

,

10 ..

11

Men 14 .50 .48 Science
Women 25 .46 .46 Science
Freshmen 114 .31 .30 Science
Frerbmpl NA - 7 .55 .54 Anatomy

-Freshmen_ IP - 7Z 62 .55 Biology
Freshmen 11

Freshen

Science Majors
Freshmen NA - NA . 69 .65 Zoology

63 - 57 .40 .50 Geology

187 .45 .41 Physics /7:13 .72 .7-9----CEimistry
Freshmen 201 - 232 .65 .62 . Chemistry '
Science Majors 186 .35, ,33 Chemistry

m
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Apprendix 1 (oont,-)

The Prediction of Other Collegecradcs
College Sample N ACT-It SA -R ;Course-

4 Business Majors 260 .16 .35 Accounting
grades

4 Teacher aud
.Secr'l. Er:uc.

215 .22 .47 Accounting
grades

lb
10

Freshmen
Freshmen

75 - 94
48 - 188

.48

.69
. 69
.56

thiO'ation
Fine Arta.

10 Fgeshmen 42 - NA .54 .38 Pklosophy
11 HumanitiesMajors 165 .32 .34 Ph osUphy
10 Freshmen , NA.- 'NA/ .62 .59 y'sy hology

.10 Freshmen NA - Nk . 46 .19 Mus c
10 Freshmen NA - NA .72 .43 Busi ess
10 Freshenen , NA - NA .45 .37 Foreir

Language.
11 * Humanities hofajors 14 .28 :41 Langua 1:1
10 Freshmen NA - NA .40 .39 Speech

a

'7 2:0
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Appendix 2

Comparison of ACT and SCAT

The Prediction of College English Grades
College Sample N ACT-R SCAT-R

5 Freshmen \ 255 .58 .45
6 Freshmen 159 .55 .4r

. 7 Medical Secretarial - 108 -57 . sz
7. Business 135 , . 53 .45
8 Freshmen 205 .51 .49
9 Freshmen 131 .72 .74

. Th Prediction of College Social Studies and Humanities Grades
College 'Sample N _ ACT4t SCAT-R Area

5 Freshmen 27 .64 .02
,

Soc. Stud.

6 Freshmen 156 .63 .45 8oc. Stud.
7 Business 135 .55 .44 Soc. Stud.

8 Freshmen 197 .36 .24 Soc. Stud.
,5 Freshmen 137 .35 .23 Foreign

Language

9" Freshmen 135 .53 .53 Theologi

The Prediction of College Natural Science and Mathematics Grades
College Sample N ACT-R SGAT-R Krea

o

5 Freshmen 121 .54 .44 Science

7 Medical Secretarial 108 .41 .34 - Science
a Freshmen 197 .36 .24 Science

7 Business 135 .51 .58 Math

8 Freshmen 204 .40 .41 Math*

728
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Appendix 2 (cont.) 0

The Prediction of Over-all College Grade Point Average
College Sample N ACT-R SCAT-R

5 Freshmen 159 .58
/

.51
6 Freshmen 164 .67 .48
7 Medical Secretarial 108 .40- .36
7 Business . 54 .

8 Freshmen 't ,,
.135
205 . 54 .53

9 Freshmen 135 .,69 .70
12 Freshmen 1857 .150 -.49
13 Freshmen - -1457 48 .42
14 Freshmen 263 ,. 49 .44
15 Freshmen 647 .1.61 .57

,16 Freshmen 1875 i . 51 .47
17 Freshmen 1371 / .59 .55
1 g Freshmen 66 ' . 53 .44
19 'F reshmen ' 387 ' . 54 " .52
20 Freshmen Men 175 - 338 . 47 ;42
20 Freshmen Women 223 - 455 . 54 .45
21 Freshmen 149 .30 .25

,
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PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF
THE ACT TESTS AT
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PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF THE ACT TESTS
AT SELECTIVE-COLLEGES

AINTIIACT

Throe audios. each dealing with an aspect of comparative validity of ACT and SAT at selective

colleges, are Inc luded. The f irst study Considered the predict ive efficiency of the ACT test scOres
*Ad ACT test scores plus high school grades at 120 colleges, aspirated into three groups
according to average college ACT CompOilte. Prochctive eniciency was not found to vary

IIPPreciibly at various points on the score scale.For 40 colleges where the mean ACT Compos ite

was 24.5 or higher, themedian multiple R using the ACT test scores was .46 and using the ACT
test scores plus high school grades was .56. Sy contrast. at the 40 colleges Where the mean ACT
Composite was 15.5 to 20,0, the median multiple R using the ACT test scores was .46 and using

the ACT test *cores plus high school grades was .56. TN difference is negligible. The median
corretation of 41 using ACT last stores and high school grades at selective colleges compares
favorably with .54 reported in CEES materials as the median correlation using SAT test stores
and high school rank at colleges defined by the same level of selectivity. Further, when the 40
colleies with the high mean ACT Compie dee are analyzed more closely, there is nOfe tendency
for the predictive efficiency of ACT test scores and high school grades to decline asCollege mean

ACT Composite goes up. The second Wily concerned four selective colleges where all students
had taken both the ACT and the SAT,Atall four of these cottages. the mean ACT Composite score
wee above 24.5; theiman SAT Total Wore was above 1200. In all four cases. the ACT test scores

gswe a better prediction of freshman overall Grad* Point Average than did SAT. The median ft
with ACT was .407; with SAT..316. The third study took place at the U.S.Air Force Academy, a
highly selective institution. A focus of concern in this study was to correct f orSelection on one of

the tests, in this case the SAT, by designing the study in such a way that priorselection of students

by the SAT would non* an extraneous factor in the analysis of the comparative predictive

validity of ACT snd SAT. 1Jsing the conventional formulas for ccemction, the comparison of
correlation coefficients again favored the ACT over the SAT..56 t o .52 foi Sample 1, and .51 to .43

for Sample 2. Finally, when CEEB Achievement Untie in English and mathematics were added to

the two SAT scores in a multiple. the R Obtained was comparable to o r be low that achieved bythe

ACT testa alone. The evidence In the three studies points to the conclusion that ACT and SAT

scores typicalty yield similar rssufts at selective colleges. and where they do not the ACT is
usually favored with higher correlation coefficients
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PREDICTIVE VALIDITV OF THE ACT TESTS AT SELECTIVE COLLEGES

Oscar T. Lonna's.,

When The American College Tasting Program
(ACT), With IR college admissions and guidance
battery, was introduced,. at the beginning of the last
decade. some college educators were concerned
about whether this new battery would predict
freshman grades as well a olderexaminations such

ths Scholastic Aptitude TIMIS (SAT). The
consensus of studies published since that time,
however, has been that the ACT- Asseisment
Predicts grade. for typical college populations
generally as effectively es or better than the SAT
battery (Boyce t Paxson, 1965; Burns, 1964; Chase,
et el., 11163a, 1963b; Lins, Abell, A Hutchins, 1905;
Lenning a Maxey, 1972; Mundey, 1965; Passons,
1967; Zimmerman & Michael, 1967). Furthermore,
by 1971 TOSS than 2003 higher education
Institutions wore participating In the ACT Program
(The American College Testing Program, 1971, p. 3),

In spite of the general acCeptance of the ACT
Assessment. one question hes no t been answered to
everyone's setistaction. Although they would agree

-that ACT is se efficient a predicto r as SAT for typlial
colleges, it hes' been the subjective contention of
some that ACT.should not predict as well at SAT fOr
highly selective colleges having a preponderance of
students with exceptional academic ability There
has been no objective evidence to Support such a
belief; rather it has been based on the fact that,
unlike the SAT, the ACT was not specifically
designed for use by highly selective colleges.

It Was the porpou of this projeCt to collect all
available objective information bearing -bn the
question of comparative predictive validity of the
two tests st selective colleges. Three separate
studies provide stich date. and they are su m marizid
here.

The first study presents correlations typically
obtained with ACT data at colleges having quite
different ability levels. This not only addresses the
question as to whether validity miles appreciably at
various points on the score scale, bot also permits
comparison with validity Nuns on the SAT
Isported by Anise (1971). The second deals with
four selective colleges where all students had taken
both the ACT and SAT, and comparison of
predictive validities was thus possible. The thud Is a
case study of one selective Institution. the U.B44ir
,Force Academy.ln this study corrections we,: made
for selection, so that this extraneour.actor wotild
not boar on the results.

.7 he authm grehttuity acknowledges several people who helped
with mis report FM* Is %Won J. Weston MM. United States Air
Force Academy. CaoluaNdr el Me third study Mannad here
Second am Nancy S. Coke.l.eo A Munday. and E.James Maxey.
$1 of the ACT firemardh and Desstopment Drolsion. Foimorty a
member of the ACT 1%ton/I and Chnssiopriwnt Melt N. author
a now SoniorStaff Auecistow.th the National Conan toe all9nor
Education Management Systems/Western Int 00000 te

Commiseien on Highs( Educahon.
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Study 1: Predictive Efficiency of the ACT Tests al Selective Colleges

Samples and Design

Basic and Standard Research Service, records for
the yea ri,1970-72 were searc hed to identify colleges
having an ACT Compoeite score mean of 24 5 or
above This score was chosen as a cut-off because it
corresponds to i SAT Total roof 1.100, using the
Chaie And Banat T o 1966), an
permits compar n of ACT data with t AT data
reported by Angolf,(1971) for colleges with a SAT
Verbal mean of 550 or higher.

Forty colleges having an ACT Composite mean
score of 24.5 or above were found and included. For
colleges participating more than once in the ACT
predictive research services during thOSC 3 years.
their latest. data-Wire used for the study. The
freshman student group sizes hinged from'96 to
4.976, with an average of 740. Because colleges
participating in these research services art
instructed to include either all or a repiesentatwe

, sample of their freshman class. it t.as eisurned that
tie groups were representative of the entering
freshmen at those colleges.

Next equal size samples of medium and low
ability Colleges were sought for comparison with the
40 high ability colleges. All colleges participating in
the 1972 &sic and Standard Research Services
were listed in` ACT college code number order A
table of random numbers was used to select a
Starting point and the total number of colleges was
divided by 39 to determine the number of colleges to
skip each time before selecting a college. (This
procedure in effect providei random selection
within geographic strata because each state has a
certain range of cod* numbers assigned to it.) If the
college fell Into the ACT Composite mean score
range of 290 to 24.5, It was placed into the medium
comparison group. If not, adjacent colleges in the
ordered list were checked, alternating front and
back, until a CPIlege falling Into the proper score
range, was foUnd. Then the proper number of
colleges from the point of landing was skipped and
another mediuM college selected in like manner
(institutions such as nursing schools, business
at hoots, and vocational schools were not nc luded.)
This process Was carried en until a group of 40
C011e9ee VMS selected.

The table of random numbers was used once
again to select a new initial starting point. Identical
procedures were then deed to seleCt a stratified

2

0

7 3.1

random group of 40 colleges with ACT Composite
means between 15.5 and 20.0.

Frequency tabulations of validity correlations for
the three groups were prepared, and a median
correlation wtr, calculated for each group.Th is was
done for ACT test scores as predictors (T-Index
multiple correlations), an d also for ACT test scores
plus high school grades as predictors (TH-Index
multiple correlations).

An additional procedure that involved only the
high ACT Composite score group of colleges was
used. Frequency tabulations of validity Correlations
were prepared separately for six different ACT
Composite score mean levels. Once again, this was
done for both T-Index and TH-Index multiple
Correlations

Results and Conclusions

The results of the study are presented In Tables 1
ani 2 Table I presents validity correlation distri-
butions 'and medians for the "three groups of
colleges. Considering the restricted range or greater
homogeneity for the high ability colleges in
comparison to the other two groups, the true
predictive efficiency for the high ab ility group would
seem to be tompaiibte to thatfor the medium ability
group and better than that for the lower ability
group. Such a finding implies that the predictive
vaiidity of the ACT tests Is as fully satisfactory for
ti.A.at selective institutions as it is at more typical
colleges and universities.

Angoff (1971) reports median multiple corre-
lations of .52 for men and .56 for women at selective
colleges using the two SAT scores plus high school
rank as predictors. Based on ACT-SAT equivalency
tables, Angolts colleges and our 40 colleges with

'The Sas ic Resesrch Service and the Standard Retearch Service
AM tvio predictive research services offered each year by ACT
College off icials can use reports provided by thew services to
analyzethepredoctiveerfocieneyolACTdata tor their car puethe
grading Practices on campus. and other rectors

THilndex d actually opt a multiple Correlation It is
developed by obtaining grade predictions baud on a multiple
using the lour tests and on another multiple using the lour
student mooned high school (intent 7rie graS. PrOCIICIIOns are
then averaged separately for *rich student The result tor each
student is lie TH Index predicted grade. To obtain the TH,Inder
multiple Correlation. the THilndmi predicted grades are
Correlated against the actual grades received by the students
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TAILS 1

ACT Teat Nul, Cerro Wens with Owing OPA l.
Colleges In Three thiparole AWN Ist.blean asegos

:=se
Ittbatval

Villilsy Frequenefes

ACT Compoeife Moan
15 5-20.0

ACT Composite Mean
20 0-24 5

ACT Composite Mean
24.5 +

T-Index TH-lndex T-lndex TH-lndex T-lndex TH-Index

65 1 7, 3 17 1 e
110-64 2 6 3 I o e

55-56 3 10 5 5 5 15

50-54 5 A 10 3 5 8

45-40 12 0 e 2 14 1

40-44 . 5 4 5 4 10 2

35-30 5 2 1 1 3 0

30-34 3 2 4 0 1 0

v25-29 3 1 1 0 1 0

15-24 1 0 0

Median R T-lndex 46 50 46

Median R TH-lndex se 63 56

Number of Colleges 40 40 40 40 - 40 40

Noes. The top roue Includes au cohere thirtluttatong in the ACT Weeklies. reseerch forma that had an ACT Composde
mien for thou students of 14.5 or above Irk numbers of coileges with ACT Corneae, moans tn the other two range: were
selected at random as bleed on thnr 1971.72 Inertmen

mean ACT Composite scores above 24 5 represent
tho same level of selectivity. The midpoint for
Angoffs correlations Is 54, which could be
considered as the index of SAT predictive accuracy
at selective colleges. In contrast, the median
multiple correlation for the ACT TH-index is .58 for
slmilirly defined selective Colfritges (see Table 2).

The difference between correlations of .56 and .54
I. small. And, the two groups ofcollegesmay not be
as comparAble as one would think. The ACT-SAT
equivalency procedure used in this study to
determine what 'ACT score would correspond to a
SAT Verbal of 550, is not precise. It may also very
welt be that" there are -lome basic differences in
characteristics between the ACT selective colleges
and the SAT selective colleges which could cause

3

one group to be more prod ictable on grades than the
other group. cin the other hand. If such biases do
exist, they could Just as easily favor SAT as ACT.
Therefore. even though the data suggest that ACT,
predktion compares favorably with SAT prediction
at selective colleges (with any difference favoring
ACT), we must wait for predictive studies using the
two tests on the sem* students for a definite
conclusion.

Table 2 presents valWty correlation distnbutions
and medians for specific ACT Composite mean
ranges for the high group of celleges. The numbers
of colleges In the various cells aro too small to draW
definitive conclusions, but there does nof seem to be
substantial interaction between predictability and
ACT Compolifte mean score level.
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Study 2: Validity Comparison of ACT and SAT on Santo Students at Selmer! Colleges

Data in i study previously published by tanning
and Maxey (1973) suggest that the ACT battery can
predict gradss at selecthe colleges at least as wall as
the SAT battery. All of the ACT Standard Research
Servicelecords: f or the 3 years from 1969 through
1972 leers searched, and 17 colleges that had
included ST scores as- COcal Prechchim in their
studies werit found. For these institutions,ACT idd
SAT data wore available for the same students. It
was found that ACT had decidedly better prediction
than SAT al over half of the colleges, but that SAT
wee a definitely better predictocal only one of the
colleges,

Four of the 17 colleges haPpsned to be selective
institutions (ACPCompoilite mean acores above
24.5 and SAT-Total means above 1200): all students
in each college had taken both ACT aid SAT. As
shown by th4 multiple correlations given in the two
right-hand columns of Table 3, mall fourcases. ACT
gave better prediction of freshman Ova ralIGPA, than
SAT

Some of the colleges used different teats for
selection Colleges A and B used ACT, C6Ilege C
used SAT: ancL,c_c_ItIge 0 used ACT ind SAT
(whichever the studimrtook first) This is pertinent
because the test used for selection will generally
yield a lower correlation with a. cnierion than
another equally good predictoravailable (Gullasen.
1950). Foi this reason the overall rMults In Table 3
are Conservative, because If formulas for prior

TABLE 3

Validity Comparison of ACT and SAT

ACT
Composite' TC

Mean Wan' RACT 'RSAT,

College A 619 27.4 1250 .421 .307
College 13 116 26.1 1263 .325 .257
College C 299 25 8 1212 .392 .325
College D 1,159 24.6 1206 .473 .410

Median .407 .316

'election were applied, the disparity between the
median ACT and SAT Rs would Increase,

The only conclusion one can draw from this
evidence Is that when the same students a t selective
colleges are tested with both ACT and SAT, ACT is
at least as efficient a predictor as SAT and generally
is better. Of "course, we must remember that only
four setective colleges were studied, and that they
may or may nof be representative of selective

sallege3 In general However, for these four
colleges. the difference favoring ACT was quite

Study 3: Validity Comparison of ACT and SAT on Same Students at a Selective
Institution with Corrections Made for **melon'

SamPlet and PrOcedures

The study took place at the U.S. Air Vorce
Academy. Two different samples were used for the
study: the second *shied as a replication sample.
SAT had been required of all entering cadeft: but
some had also ',ken the ACT Assessment. A search
was made of the ACT Assessment Program files to
determine which Of the freshmen-in 195745 and
111111149 had taken both batteries. Student Sample 1
for the study conelsted.of the 199745 kr Force
Academy freshmen who had taken both the ACT,
end SAT (n v 271): Sample 2 Included the 1 osa-ao
freshmen who had taken both ACT and SAT (n v

5

348):Sample 1 had an ACT Composite mean of 27.7
and a SAT Total mean of 1250: Sample 2 had an
ACT Composite mean of 27.2 and a SAT Total mean
of 1249. As an Indication ofhaw academiCally able
these groups we, one shodld keep In mind that
national norms for enrolled freshman men have
Composite mean of 20.4 for ACT (The American
College Testing Program, 1971, p, 87) and a Total
moon of 945 for SAT (Angoff, 1571. p. 83).

'TM study Nos` originally publabad iv 'Pnwliction at a HigMy
SOMA* Institution ahlif Cambay Hasa Non Made for
Sobetion ACT vanes SAT' by it J, Mown and 0 T. Lansing,
CoHar eel UniaWalfY., 1573. 48, WM With slight rayakm. it
sems Ws by pwininion of th journal editor.
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E'ricl of freshman year overall GPA was the
criterion for the study. Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients (r) were calculated between
overall GPA and saes on each battery subtest. In
addition, stepwise multiple-regression analyses
were conducted and Multiple correlations (R)
computed. For each battery. the computer program
Initially entered, that predictor variable having the
maximum zero-order correlation with the criterion
At iach succeeding step, the variable Was eddied
which prOduced the greatest redUctlon in the error
or residual sum of squares or, alternalrvely, ehich
produced the maximum increase in

Because of the selective entrance requirements. it
was assumed that the observed correlations with
GPA would not give good estimates of the pre-
dictive fficiency of the two batteries. Increased
homogeneity results in tower than normal
cOrrelations which underestimate the predictive
efficiency. This result might be expected Mr ACT as
vied as for SAT (even though SAT was used In
selection), considering the high correlation typically
found between SAT Total and ACT Composite.
Therefore. all the predictor correlations with GPA
were corrected for hOmogeneity using the
correction _formulas for multwariate selecticm
outlined by Gulliksen (1950.pp 156-166) (Also see
Lord and Novick, '1968, pp, 146-146.) As Gulliksen
noted (1950. p 158), the equations for multwariate
selection become "almost prohibitively complex"
unless matnx algebra is used.so matrix notation will
be used in the remainder of thisektion

Although selection to the Air Force Academy is
also based on a number of other variables (e.g .
physical aptitude, athletic activities index,
nonathletic activities index), onlY two explicit-
selection variables were of concern for this study.
(a) SAT Verbal plus CEEB English Achievement and
(b) SAT Quantitative plus CEEB Mathematics
Achievement. Three incidental-selection variables ,
were of concern for correcting the SAT correlations
with GPA (SAT Verbal. SAT Ouantitative, and
College Freshman Overall GPM; and five were of
concern for correcting the ACT correlations with
GPA (ACT English, ACT Mathematics,. A CT Social
Studios. ACT Natural Sciences, and College
Freshman Overfill GPA), Incidental-selection
variables are those variables of concern for which
there is not a specific cutoff score but for which one
would expect homogeneity to be affected because
of their suable correlations with the explicit-
selection variables

If X represents the explicit-selection variables and
Y represents the I nc iden ta I-select ion variables and if
upper case letters refer to the applicant group while

6
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lower case letters refer ta the selected group of
students. the mUltivanate-selection equation is

Cyy Cyy C*55C-tXCxxe' 1Cr"eyC-aXICCXy

where:
Cxx and cxx arp 'the varianci-covariance
matrices for the explicit-selection variables. and
Cyy ano Cyy are the variance-covariance
matrices for the incidental-selection variables,

Standard deviations and intercorrelations for all
explicit and incidental variable were calculated.
The variances and covariances were, in turn.
computed from three and substituted into the above
equationland the equation was solved, This
equation as solved separately for each set of
incidental vanahleeand for both student samples
under study, The corrected correlations between
the ritedictors and the overall GPA were contained
In the relu Ring Cyy Matrix. These correlations were
then Squared and multiplied by WO to give the
percentages- of-criterion -(overall, GPA)liiirce,
accounted for by the predictors,

Results

Intercorrelato ns. means. and standard deviations
for the two study groups are shown in Table 4.
Incidental-variable dati were availablionly for1968-
69 applicants Since it was known that the
academy's applicant group vanes little on thee
variables from year to year. these data Were used for
making calculations for both of the study groups
The zero-order correlation between thetwo explicit-
selection variables for the applicant group (a large

lomat of which was not selected for admissio n) was.6.
The explicit-variable means and stendard deviatiNs
for the applicant group were as follows

SAT Verbal plus CEEB
English Achievement

SAT Quantitative pl is CEEB
Mathematics Achievement

Mean S 0

1065 7 165,3

1215 4 169 9

One should note how able and homogeneous the
two student groups were, in comparison to the
applicant group.

Table eehows that three 'of the four Student
,Sample I ,ACT subtest correlations with GPA are
appreciably larger than both SAT subtest
correlations with GPA For Student Sample 2. all
four ACT correlations with GPA are larger than both
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TAILE 4

Intircorrefatione, Means, and Staneierd Drovistions
'for the Two Groupe of Ciedels

(Student Sample I va NOS are above the diagonal and Student 'Sample 2/values are below the Orsgistrial)

VarMble 1 2 3 4 5 / I
Student

Sample 1
'Means

\itudent
Seine" 1

6.13.'s

1 SAT-V . CEEB Egg. Ach
2 SAT-0 4 CEEB Math. Ach
3 .SAT Verbal
4 SAT Quantitative
5 ACT Englikh
6 ACT Mathematics
7 ACT Social Studies -
8 ACT Natural Sciences
9 ColMge Oversil GPA

34
32
87 29 _
31 88
52 19
21 50
42 06
39 22
16 29

88
29

28
39
19
46
43
20

33
91
30 /
20
52
12
24
22

51
22,
41

I

2

11

i12/
38
24

a
50
22i

9

24
33
33

51
16
53
17

41
35

152

28

36
26
43
27
35
51
57

30

27
35
a
29
24
39
33
32

1160.4.
1341.5'
5800
670,4

23.9
30 2

, 27 2
28 A
21

114.7
119:7
66.6
60.3

2,6
3 0
3 2
3 3
0 6

Student Sample 2 Means

Student Sample 2 s.p.'s

1166.61321 5

112 9 110 3

587.6

61.4

661.3

54.4

23.2

2.8

29.5

3 0

27.0

3 5

28 6

3,6 0 6

Alste, liv. 0OfroLatora nave WWI lOondt0 10 tho nearest nundreOth and tbe (*claw pomts 0.91E1

SAT correlations with GPA These results woh Id be
expected to change after corrections for selection
have been made.

Table 5 gives the observed correlationS with G PA.
the corrected correlation; with GPA. and the
adjusted percentage of vananci accounted for by
each pred ictor. The ACT data accounted for m o re of
the overall GPA variance than did the SAT data for
both student samples: 31.8% versus 27.4% for
Student Sample 1, and 26.1% versiie 18.4% for
Student Sample 2. PerSons more inMrested in
predictive- Correlations should note that the
corrected mugiple Rs for SAT are .523 and 429,
while those for ACT are .564 and.511 for Student
Sample 1 and Student Sample 2, respectively.

Also of interest to Ai r Forc Ac adem y oftiCiale Was
how much the CEEB English Achievement and
Mathematics Achievement Test scores added to the
prediction obtained with only the SAT stores.
Officials felt that theadditionil half day ottesting for
each student should add appreciably to the
predictive efficiency of the SAT scores-alone,

91-110 13-82.41

7

Table 6 gives observed correlations with CPA.
corrected correlations with GPA, and the adjusted
percentage of variance accounted for when the
CEEB Achievement scores were added as
predctors along with the SAT scores. The liddition
of CEEB Achievement scores for Student Sample 1
brought the corrected multiple R atmost up to the
corrected R obtained with the ACT tests. For
Student Sample 2, however, the corrected SAT
correlation after the achievement tests had been
added as predictors was still appreciably below that
for the ACT tests.

Discussion

The results suggest that ACT scores can be at
Mast as predictive, and likely more predictive, of
grades at highly selictlye Institutrons than SAT
stores. This conclusion seems even more evident
when one considers that data at colleges reported In
Munday's study (1965) suggested the possibility
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IStudiarit &WTI*, (N 271).
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SAT Multiple
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.354 .523 I 27.4
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ACT MathIsnhtecI
ACT 5oct11 Studies
ACT Scionces
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Reg bn Analysis
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SAT Verbal .201 .353 1 12.5 ,
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SAT Multiple
Regression Analysis .265. .429 1 11.4

_..,

ACT English
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ACT Social Studios
ACT Natural Sciences
ACT Multiple
--Regression Analysis
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%,e1 OPA
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.237 .380 14.4

.387 .503 25.3

.328 .441 19.4

.321 .438 19.0

.444 .584 31.8

.241 .357 12.7

.327 .444 19.7

.277 .349 12.2

.302 .401,, 16.1

.408 ,511 26.1 ,-
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ler MO'

Student Semple 1

CEEB EnglieAch. >186 15.1

'CEEB Mathematics Ach, .344 .507 25.7

SAT MultiPlo
Regression Analysis .354

.

.523 27.4 ,
,

SAT + CEEB Ach. Teets
Multiple Regression ACT Multiple
Analysis .404, .555 30.8 Regression Analysis 1 .444 564 31.8

Sim/silt Semple 2

CEEB English Ach. i .089 .275 7.6

CEEB Mathematics Ach. .285 .438 19.2

SAT Multiple
Regression Analysis .265 .429 18.4

SAT CEEB Aoh. Tests
Multiple Regression ACT Multiple
Analysis .255 AM 21.7 Rigresalon Analysis 1 .400 .511 26.1
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that ACT might more often predict better than SAT
for women, and that this studylnvolved only men. It
should be remembered, however, that this study
pertains only to c te institution, an institution with a
verY ePeCialized purpose.Whether the same results
wopfd occur at the more prevalent types of selective
Itolleg'..s and universities must be determined by
similar research in those typos Of institutions.

Another important limitation of this study. one
which also appears tO be a problem of some of the
studies cited, should be inentioned. ACT's
experience hat been that siiidents who take bOththe
ACT and the BAT tend to have characteristics
different from those of students who take oniy the

:
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battery that is required. A sample cc Id be selected
at random, and theme not submitting scores on th e
second battery could be tested on this battery on a
residuel basis so that the sample would be
representative of the entire freshman class. Thew.
however, one woulp have 'the protilem of 'a
difference IP motivation between the testing for the
required battery and t hat for the battery mit required
for "Thranes. Testing et different dines for different
tests (e.g.. long-periods between the testing arid
testing occurring at different times of the day) may
pose other potential problems. It wou Id seernthat a n
experimental design tO overcome such problems is
needed.

Conclusions from the Three Studies

Each of thestudies reported here contains certain
limitations, and applicable limitations have been
noted in the discussions of each. However; the bulk
of the evidence indicates that ACT and SAT are both
valid predictors a t stischveas wallas at more typical
Colleges Where ACT and SAT do not yield similar
results, ACT is usually favored with higher
correlation coefficients While ills premature to say
that ACT is generally more valid. it is fallacious to
state that SAT is generally mai valid.

In conducting any on,campus study compering
ACT and SAT. seleetNe Institutions should heed the
precautions pointed out in the three studies
presented here. It is imperative that student

motivation and other testing conditions be
controlled for the Iwo test batteries and ttiat
corrections be made for selection,

Because both ACT and SAT generally have
adequate predictive vilidity, predictive validity
differences between the two battenes perhaps
should not be the factor determining which battery
will be of most value. Selective institutions (ea well
as more typical colleg es and universities) ma y iddge
which of the two testing programs to uie on grounds
other than relative predictive validity. such as
college services prOvided by the. testing. agency,
usefulness to students, and value In the admissions
process.
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ABSTRACT

This report mvestigates the validity of prediction equations based on ACT test scores and high
school grade, it presents separate results for prediction equations based on ACT test scores
only, on hiyn school grades only. and on both kinds of prediction Jointly. It also includes a
discussion of the relationship between the validity of the prediction equations and the ler,gth ot
lime the'y have been m use.

The study is based on data collected from a random sampler of 260 colleges that participated in
the ACT Research Services from 1972-73 to 1976-77 Separate prediction equations for each
college were calculated from data for the years 1972-73,1973-74.1974-75. and 1975-76 These
prechchon equations were then applied to data from 1976-77 freshmen, and the predicted and
actual grades were compared,

The accuracy of. the prediction equations based on ACT test scores and high school grades
Jointly was qUite stable over time The mean absolute error of prediction ranged from .53 to .55
over the tour years, the proporhon of students whose predicted grade was within 20 atheir
earned grade ranged from .24 10.25. and the cross-validated correlation ranged from ,55 to .56.
A similarstability was noted in the accuracy of grade predictions for males and females
separately.

Cradtgoad/ctighs Oased Only Op 4CT.teet_ScOres,had,iislightly smaller mean absolute error
than gra`die predictions based only on high school grades. and shoWed slightly greater stability
over time The mean absolute error of predictions based only on test scores was about .57 for
the whole four-ye ,Penod. FOr predictions based Only on high school grades, the mean
absolute error ranged from 57 to .60 over the fouryear period.

One can conclude that although most colleges experience some change in their students'
academic abilihes, their curricula, or their grading practices over a period of lime, freshman
grade average can in most cases be accurately predicted using equations as old as four years It
is ACT policy that colleges update their predictiOn equations at least every three years if they
are to receive grade predictions for future applicants, The data from this study suggest that
more frequent revision is not generally necessary In considering whether revision of equations
is necessary before the required date. college researchers should, of course. determine whether
some change has occurred which would necessitate an early revision
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THE VALIDITY OVER TIME OF COLLEGE FRESHMAN GRADE PREDICTION EGUATIONS

Richard Sawyer
E. James Massy

A problem commonly encountered in predicting
college freshman grades from standardized test
scores and high school grades is the validity over
time of Me prediction equations. Changes over time
in thestistribution of ability among entering stu-
deMs, in a colleges entrance requirements. in its
freshman curriculum, and in instructors grading
polidies can be great enough to make old predic-
tion equations Inaccurate. Deterioration of
the accuracy of grade predictions has obvious
negative implications for both colleges and
students On the Other hand. collecting and
reporting the data needed to reviSe prediction
equations can Pe expensive and time-cOnsuming.
Therefore, many college researchers would
naturally want to use prediction equations asIong
as possible before updating them

To accOmmodale the time Schedules of colleges,
ACT updates its prediction equations each fall
using data collected from- Students who were
freshmen in the previOus year Prediction equations
are, therefore, based on freshman grades that are at
least one year old Because most students who take
the ACT Assessment in the fail of one year will be
college freshmen in the fall of the next year,
prediction weights are typically calculated from
college grades that ate at least two years older than

the grades being predicted To minimize the error
from out-of-date equations. ACT requires colleges
to Participate in its predictive research services at
leaSt once every three years if they wish to continue
to receive grade predictions for future applicants
Thus, predicted grades are typically based on data
that are two to four years older than the grades
being predicted

The primary purpose of this report is to document
the relationship between the validity and the age of
grade prediction equations based on ACT Assess-
ment test scores and high school grades. A second
purpose is to summarize the validity of focally
developed grade prediction equations based on
ACT test scores only. on.high school grades only,
and on out,- kinds of predictors jointly A third
purpose is to suggest various techniques far
evaluating local prediction equations

Prediction equations were calculated for a

probability sample of individual colleges using data
from the yearS 1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75,...ond
1975-16. The predicted °grades from these
equations were then compared with the actual
freshman grades earned in 1976-77 and the
comparisons are stated in termS that are easily
interpreted and used

Previous Research

There is relatively little published research un the
rah's, at which predictive accuracy declines over
time Hills. Klock, and Bush t1965) compared the
predicted and earned grades of students at seven
colleges in Georgia Over a three-year period They

- found Mat the average correlation between the
predicted freshman grade average and the actual
grade average one and two years later was 64 and
63. reSpectively The average correlation between

freshman grade average and predictors in the base
year was 67

'Bowers and Loeb (1972' found that in predichr,
grades tor freshmen at the University of Illinois, the

1
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weights fOr ACT Composite scores were unstable
over a five-year period They found that the weight
for high School percentile rank as a predictor of
freshman grades was more stable

Perrin and Whitney (1976) studied the ACT scores.
Mgh school grades, and freshman grades from a
national sample of student records They found
very little difference in the accuracy of expectancy
tables two and three years older than the freshman
grade expectancies they were predicting.
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The ACT Assessment Prpgram

The ACT Assessment Program is a comprehensive
evaluative, guidance, and placement service for
students and educators invoi.ed in the transition of
students from high school to college This program
is based on the ACT Assessment, which consists of
four acadenbc tests, sethreported high school
grades. the Student Profile Section (SPS). and the
ACT Interest lmientoty The prograM also includes
a number of supponing research services.
described below.

The four academic tests of the ACT Assessment
measure abilities in the subject areas traditionally
identified with college and high schodl programs
English, mathematics, social studies, and natural
sciences The English Usage Test measureS
students understanding and use of the basic
elements of correct and effective writing. the
Mathematics Usage Test measures their mathe
matmal reasoning and problem-solving ability, Me
Social Studies Reading Test measures the
problem solving skills required in the social
studies, thu Natural Sidence Reading Test mea-
sures- the critical rea&Oning and problem-solving
skills required m the natural Sciences. The
arithmetic average of the scOres on these four tests
is the ACT Composite score, which is often used as
a measure of overall academic ability. ACT test
scores are reported on a standard scale that ranges
from 1 to 36 More detailed desCriptive and
technical information about ACT test scores can be
found in the Techrucal Report lot the ACT Assess-
ment Plogram (1973)

When students register for the ACT ASSessment
Program, they report the last grade received in each
of the tour subject areas pnor to the senior year of
nigh school The arithmetic average of these four
gradesdefined as the high school averagepro-
vides another measure of overall academic ability
Maxey and Ormsby (1971) investigated the
accuracy of sethreported high school grades and -
found trot about 78% of the students ieported their
grades correctly.

Another component of the ACT AsSessment
Program is the Student Profile SeCtion (SPS)
Through the SPS. students provide information
about their background. extracurricular acCom-
plishments. specral academic needs, housing
pial,s. financial need planned major, and career
pMris Students complete the SPS when they
register for the ACT Assessment\

The ACT interest Inventory measures students
preferenCes for job-related activities in six basic
interest dimensions Science, Creative Arts, Social
Service, BusineSS-Contact. Business Detail. and
Technical Students complete the Interest Inven-
tory when they register lor the ACT Assessment

information from all these sources the ACT tests.
high school grades SPS. and Interest Inventory is
urganiZed ,nto individuai Student Profile Reports
sent to students and colleges With the summary
information provided by the Student Pwlile Report.
students and educators can Make informed
decisions and plans

The ACT Predictive Research Services

ACT otters without charge to colleges two general
plans for precticung freshman grades. Each plan is
designed to meet the varying needs and resources
of collegiii which yit ACT data

The Basic Research Service requires minimal effort
by a college on reporting data. To participate in the
Basic Research,Service. college personnel simpty
mark on a comPuter.generated roster the overall
grade point averages ot each of their freshmen A
minimum data bast of 100 records is required
Through the Basic. Research Service a college can

1

.gr

2

obtain predictions of overall freshman grade
average based on the lour ACT test scores and ,he
high school average. 11 they have data tor at least
100 students ol each sex colleges can also obtain
separate prediction equations for males and
females, During the 1977-78 academic year, 461
colleges reported grades for 126,880 freshmen
through the Basic Research Service

The Standard Research Service .s designed for
colleges that want to predict specdrc courso
grades develop prediction equahons fur sub
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groups of students. Or use predictors other than
ACT test scores and nigh school grades A large
variety of research studies can be accommodated
by the Standard Research Seriice Bata can be

supplied either through punched cards, optically
scanned cardsf or magitetic tape During 1977-78,
185 colleges reported grades for 150,998 ituderas
through the Standard Research Service

Data lase

This Study is based on a sample from a data base
consisting of student records submitted by institu-
tions through their participation in ACT's predictive
research services, The institutions represented in
this data base partocipated in the ACT predictive
research services in the academic year 1976-77 and
in one or mure of the academic years 1972-73,
1973-74, 1974-75, and 1975-76 Therefore 0

grade3 earned by the 1976-77 freshmen at tricsai
msfitutions were available for comparison with
grades predictedsfrom equations developed in one
Or more of tne four preceding years. There are 605
colleges repreiented in the data base

Because the data in the Study were collected from
colleges participating in ACT's predictive research
services, on Some respects they are not representa-
tive of stUdents nationally

Colleges using the ACT Assessment are located
mainly in the Rocky Mountains, Great plains.
South. and.Midwest With comparatively fewer in
the East/Northeast and on the West Coast

Privately controlled inatitutions are relatively
underrepresented among colleges that use the
ACT Assessment. and Publicly controlled institu-
tions are overrepresented

Because participation in ACT s research services
is voluntary, the data base is sell-selected even
among colleges that use the,ACT Assessment
Program

The results of the study are, therefore, not
neer esanly representative of the results that would
be Jbtained if data from all colleges in the nation
could somehow be collected One should be
cautious, therefore, in applying the results to
institutions which do not usi the ACT Assessment
of do not participate rn ACT'S predictive research
services. NeverthelesS, the study will suggest major
trends and extend knowledge in this area beyond
the results ivarlsble to date.

To maximize the number of colleges from which
data were availa6le, the variables used in the
predictions were restricted 10 the following
Specifications overall grade average as criterion,
high school grades and ACT scores as predictors,
and subgroupiqg on sex

Most of the grade everages in this study are from
the first semester of the freshman t, ar Colleges
participating in some of ACT's research services do
have the ciption of pooling grades from previous
years, or reporting grade averages based on the
entire freshman year, ACT does not maintain
records of individual colleges', choice-of-criteria,
However, from exAmioing prOdkktion voluMes
throughout the year, we estimate that over 60% of
the colleges in the data base reported first semester
grades for the current academic year, and the rest
either reported lirslyear cumulative grade averages

,or pooled data from previous years

Simple Design

To reduce the computational costs of this study,
weights were calculated and prediction equations
were cross-validated on- a probability sample of
records selected from the-above data base The
sampling was carried out in two stages.

First, a random sample of 260 colleges was selected

3
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from the 605 colleges in the data base Weights
were computed from all Student records submitted
by Riese 260 institutions in the academic yeara
1972-73, 1973-74. 1974-75 and 1975-76 Observe
that not every instittitie' supplied data in every
year. The number of colleges by year in the data
base and &irritate os displayed in Table 1
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TABLE t

Summery of Dale 'aim and Sample tor Crees-Valldadon Study

Year

Number of
'colleges in
dots base

Number of
colleges

In sample

Number of student Number of 1171-77
records for student records

computing weights for crose-validation

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

451

494

520

605

187

203

207

211

260

97.985 13,732

114,331 15.589

108,118 t5.412

109.207 15.384

For each college In the sample. a random
subsample of the 1976-77 student records as then
,solected, The differences between actual 1976-77
grades and predictions based on 1972-73 equa-
tions. 1973-74 equations, sod sO on, were sum
marized, Thus a cross-validation was made Wall of
the equations developed from data in the four years
preceding 1976-77

At the tone the study was done. 1976-77 grades
were the most recent available for cross-vgligating
prediction equations developed-from earlier years'
data. Computational costs prevented replicating
the study using earlier base years and Cron-
yahdation years,

It was anticipated that the validity of gc4cle
predictions might vary according to differenc s in
the composition and affiliation of-the colle s. BY
taking note of theSe differences when debt) ing the
Sample, it was hoped that greater precisi9I in the
Inferences might be obtained. In thrs study.
separate samples were selected herd strata of
colleges determined by their control, type, and size
The stratifie,Thon variables wero-
r/ The control of a college, public or private

The type of a college. as determined by the
highest degree level it offer

Type 1 Two-i.ibt less than four years of-work
beyond Grade 12includes junior colleges,
technical institutes, normal schools

Type Z Only the bachelor's or last professional
degree-7Includes those institutions offering
courses of study leading to the customary
Bachelor ot Arts or Bachelor of Science degree
and all those degrees which entitle the possessor
tO enter the profession Indicated.

Typo 3: Master's andier second professional
degreeincludes those institutions offering the
customary first graduate degree and any degree
earned in the same field after the bachelor's or
first professional degree This type of institution
does not offer the Doctor of Philosophy or
equivalent degrees,

Type 4. Doctor of Philesophy and equivalent
degreesincludes those institutions which are
considered universities

The size stratum for a college, as determined by
tho number of students for which the college
reported 1976-77 freshman grades

4
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Ceti:gory I, 100 students or fewer

Category 2: 101-200 students

Category 3: 201-500 students

Category 4: 501-1000 students

Category 5 1001* students

Colleges do have the Option of reporting grades lor
a sample of 'their freshman class, proxided the
sample sizei5.100 or larger Moreover, colleges can
pool data from Previous years in order to attain the
required minimum sample size Therefore, the size
measursIn this study is not necessarily the same as
total freshnian class size, However, for about 704
of the institutions, the number of records in the data
base is within 30% of the estimated freshman
enrollment

The subiampling rates for 1976-77 records were a
function of the size strati for the coliege 'sample

744

These subsampling rates and the number of
colleges selected from ach size stratum are
nisplayed in Table 2.

,
These sample sizes..were chosen to yield a 95%
chance that thrp Mean absolute error (defined
below) estimated from the sample would be within
the lolloWing limits of the Mesh absolute error
computed from all records in the data bas!'

t 01 grade units of the mean absolute error of all
students in ail colleges.

z .03 grade units of the mean absolute error for
all students in each size Stratum

"The second condition was Imposed to permit the
use of the sample to study the effects of college size
on predictive accuracy (results not reported here)
*Examination of the sampling-yariancos estimated
prom the data indicated that these precisions wore
attained'.

TABLE 2

Stratification and Subeampling for the Cross-Vollziehen Study Sample
by Size Stratum--

Size Number of colleges Number of colleges Subsampling rate

stretuan in data base In sample for 11176-77 roc

100 or fewer 47 3s 1/2

101-200 221 75 1/4

201-500 202 t63 1/4

501-1000 70 44 1/6

Over 1000 65 40 1/16

Total 605 260

5

7 4 /
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Prediction Equations

Prediction equations were caltulated from the
1972-73. 1973-74;1974-75, and 1675-76 data using
a standarcheour-irarlable multiple hnear regression
of college heshmin grade averageorithe four ACT
test Stores

Y ao

+a, ACT English score

+a/ ACT Mathematics score

sa3 ACT Social Studies scOre

+a,, ACT Natural Science score

where ao,, ai, a), a,. and a5 are regression Weights
calculated from the base year 'data. In the ACT
Standard Research Service this prediction is tailed
the T.Index.

Predichod equations were also caltulated using

the four Self-reported high school grades only m
a multiple linear regression equation (H Index).

the avehge of the T Index and 1-i Index (the TH
Index)

-

the four ACT test scores and the lour high school
grades in an eight-variable multiple linear
regression equation.

Past reseaith has shown that the correlation
between the TH Index and Irishman college grade
average is only slightly less than that fdr the
traditional eight-variable multiple linear regression
equation.(Toctinal-Riport (or the ACT ASsess-
ment' rogram. 1973).

Previ us'research also iuggests that the relation-
ship high school gradei. standardized test
score , and ffeshman grade average_ differs bor
males nd lemalei (Technical Report tor the ACT
Asses men( Program. 1973). MoreOver. colleges
often lett to receipt separate predictions by sex

-For ttes4 reasons, prediction equationa were
calcula ed separately for males and females in each
college as well 4 for ait students in e college.

Some collegei in the sample submitted student
grade data witliout identifying the sex of their
student's Therefore, the sum of the number of
males and females from which the separate.sex
equations were computed is less than the total-
number of records from which the combined-sex
equations were Computed.

Croes-Validation Statistics

error of prediction It is actually this ciU;ntity that
the usual least-squares regression methodsseek to
minimize. Because the mein squared error is less
directly interpretable in practical terms than the
MAE. It was not used here.

The difference between the predicted and actual
119777 grade average for a student is called the
error of ,iredictiOn The magnitude of this error,
ignoring the direction, is called the abSolute error
of predicon If the absolute error of prediction is
averagedbver a group of students (for example. all
the students in &college). the resulting number is
Callectthe mean absolute error (MAE) of prediction
in that grow) of students This statistic has an
immedia4e relevance to the quality of grade
predictions. ror example. if the MAE in predicting
grade average in a college is 46, then. on the_
average. there-A an absolute disCrepancy of 45
grade units between the predicted and actual grade
averages in the college '

A related measure Of prediction quality that is
Sometimes used is the mean squared error, whtch is
the average over a group of students of the squared

6

Another useful measure of the quality el prediction
for a group of students is the proportion whose
predicted oracle is within a certain range of the
actual grass, In this study we report the proportion
of students whose predicted grade average is
within 0 20 grade units of actual grade average: this
proportion will be denoted by the abbreviatiosP20
An absorute error of 020 grade units reciresents a
high door& of accuracy in prediction. The statistic
P20, therefore, measures the proportion of students
for whom extremely accurate grada_predictiolli____
were poss.ble Some researchers may consider
prediction errors larber than 0 20 to be quite

7 5 b

-
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act plabte, -"Oalogous proportions tsucli as the
pro orhon /of students wtose proolgted grade
aver ge is withinA) 50 grade units of the actual
grad point average) could be computed for then)

Proba ly the most commonly used measure of
Predict ve efficiency is cross-validated r. that is,
the Pe Toon correlation between the- Predicted

grades Generally this coefficient
is tom red with the correlation coefficient-
calcula froth, the base yearfdal4-tn give art Ind
cation of the accuracy and itability of the
prediction uations Because it is so widely used.
this statist is reported in addition to MAE and P20 .

A limitation of this statistic is- dlustrated by Me
hypothetical ata in Figures la and lb. These plots
suggest that else conclusions could result from
using Cross.v Waled aS ttAss..4...measureof
prediction qua ty hi uutTls, Cross.iandated r

Predicted grade 11verago

a

Figure I. two situations in crOS5.validaiv. i gives a false indication of prediction qualify

is near 1 yet in both cases the prediction is hot ve4/1
good In the fi-st instance, the predicted grades ere
consistently ;o4ti low. in the secOnd flay, 'are
systematically too lOwYor low-ranknig Student's and
too high-for-high.ranking students. Thus,/a large
crose.validated r d es not-guarantee st4ess in
rgethction. A low value of cross-validated'r Will indi-
cate poor prediction, howeveiT beciuse, if the L

predieted and actual grades have, tittle linear I,

relationship, they cannot be very close to each
Other

A justification sometimes advanCedfOr the
correlation coefficient IS that r measures the
proportional decrease in squared errOr horn that \

which, would result 4 the mean grade were
Predicted for each student Similarly, r- talusS into
accOunt the effect on prediction due tu the inherent
variability of students grades

"4-

1'

'

Predicted.grade average

7
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Computations

he prediction equations And cross-vandation
/stabstits for eiph college were computed by a

custom prograin using tt IMSL subroutine
package IIMSL. 1977). The program was tested ont
data from three colleges over a three-year period 1\

Every Computation on these.data was compared
with brie obtained from the SPSS statistical
PaCkage (Niele Hall, Jenkins, Stembronner, and
Brent. 1975) and, where feasible, with one

ett
The results of the analyses are displayed in Tables
3a-3d. 41ed. 5, and 6 They indicate that for
studnts as a whole (irrespective of their college),
the- Accuracy of all four kinds of prediction

.equabons was quite statil oyer the- lour-year
period Studied The same is generally true of the
accuracy of the prediction equations for colleges,
although a feW individual colleges do show some
instability

Tablet 3a3d display.the cross-validation statistics
for ad students in the sample. Over the four year

computed by hand In all cases, the cross-
ValidatiOn statistias foreach college were within
s .001 of each other, and in a majority of cases they
were within 0001

Tne crossvalidation statistics frorrireach college
were summartzect through SPSS routi.les.The dat
were Weighted to take into account the ditf.re9IiAl
sampling ratei in the various sirata

Its

period, there is np marked increase or decrease in
any of the -three stati.,Ics for the four kinds of
predictions For the T Index, E kir the total
group of students is about ,57. is 22- 23, and r

48- 49. For the H lodex,'there is slightly more
0,eterioration over time mAg ranges from "57- 60,
P20 from .21- 23, and/ from .49- 51 The TH Index
predictions have an MAE of 54- 55.a P20 of ...23-.24,

'and in r Of .55-.56. The eight-variable inrestion
equations showed virtually the same results: MAE
from 53-.55. P20 from 24- 25, and r frpm 55-.56.

TABSE4
Accuracy of Prediction of le7e-77 Student Grade Average

hem Equations Developed in Yeers 1972.73 through 1e754$

IndexACT.Tes1 SCores Only)

Year In which prediction equation was developed

197243. 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

t

Group
Cross-validation

statisde

Total group

Males

Females
is

MAE

f,20r,
MAE'

P20

MAE

P20

57

.23

.48

.61

21

.43

.56

53

57

.22"

48

.61

.20

.43

.55

.24

.so ,

.57

.23

-49

.60

21

.43

,55

.25

51 ,

.57

.23

.40

.61

.21

,43

,55

.23

,51

8
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TABLE 3b'

Accuracy ot Pr;diction of 19711-77 Student Grad. Average
from Equatiaris Developed in Years 1972-73 through 11175-70

(H Indsx-High School Grades OnlY)

Gra*
Crom-,Validation

statistic

Year in which prediction equation was develoPai

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 197546

Total 9roup

Males

Females

i MAE

P20

r

MAE

P20

r

MAE
P20

r ,

/
21

.49

.62_

.21

46

57

.24

50

59

.23

,49
,

.61

.20 -

.46

55

.23

.53
N

I

.57

22

.50

.60

.22

.46

.54 -

,2,544

1
57

.6 -
i
;51

1.60

l.21 ,

.48

54 /I ',V-

TABLE 3c

Acciracy of Prediction of 1971147 Student Grade Average
from Equations Developed in Years 1972-73 through 1975-78

(TH Index)

Group
Cross-validation

statistic

Yew In which prediction equation was developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 /1975-76
C

iotal group MAE 55 .55 .54 64

P20 23 .24 24,

55 .55 .56 .56

..falos MAE 59 .59 57 .58

P20 '---, .22 22 .23 \ 25

Females I MAE

I P20 .24 24 26

r sa 58 .59 59

7 5.3

9

1

.
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tTABLE 3d
Accurecy ot 'diction of lt7d-77 Student Grad* Awl:age

front Equetioni.5eveloped in Years 1972-73 through 11175-711

lEighWanable Multiple Linear Regression)

Group
. Cross-validation

Thar In which predietion equation was devefoped

statistic 1972-73 197344
f

1974-75 1975-76

Total group MAE 55 54 0 ,54

P20 24 .24 .25 24

55 .55 : 56 56..,

/
Males MAE

P20

59

22
1

5 9

23 le .23 23

50 .50 50 .51 .

Fiimates MAE 53 52 51 51

P20 24 .25 6. 25

57 57/ 59 59

The T Index predictions were somewhat more
stable mer time than the H Index predictions The
reasons tor this cannot be easily deterMined, but
could be related to changeS in high school
curricultan or inflation In high school gracles.

Although the 11 Index r's are slightly but constartly
target than the 1 Index r's the statistics MAE and
P indicate that, on the average. the T IndeX
rethilted In slightly better predictions than did the H
index That the H Index na larger than the T index r
is consistent with Sather published research (ACT
Technical Report, 1973) The results Mr MAE and
P20, hciever, s.iggeit that abmething like the
situation Illustrated in Figures la and lb occurred
Jflrflany.of thkolleges,

Further examination' of the Prediction ett-c;-t;----
revealed that the H Index predictions based on the
1972-73. 1973-74. 1974.75, and 1975-76 data under-
estimated the criterion on the average by .14, 10.
04, and less than 01. respectively The 7 Index

,prhdictions based on data from these tour years
often overestimated the critirion. but by an average
Of only 05, 05. 05. and 03, respectively Thus, the
H index tended to underestimate the criterion, and

10

the amount of underestimation increased with the
age of the pfediction equation The T Index tended
to overestimate the criterion, but by a fairly
constant a/nd small &Mount over tirne

Prediction equations developed tor males *and
females separately show the saMe stability in
quality, is the total group equations The
predictions (or females were somewhat more
ace-Mite (eight-varlable multiple regression MAE
51-53, P20 = 2)4,26, r - 57:59) than the predic-

tioos for males, teight-i,ariable multiple regresSion
MotE 54). 51, P20 .22 23. - 50-5i) This result
is consistent with earlier analyses ot-W..1 g.ride
predictions (ACT ,rechnical Report, 1973)

it should be noted the these resula pertain to
separate-sex prediction equations. rather than to a
total group equation The cross-validation results
ion predictions made hom combined-sex equa-
tions, however. are ,virtually identicN to those
for predictiOnS made from the separate-sex
equations This would indicate that there is little
average benefit in developing separate-sex
equitions.

5 4



Tables 4a44:1 display tt;e college medians of the
crossvalidation -statistics, The numbtri in this
table show ttmt measures of prediction quality for
students &crass all colleges are also typical of the

Group/
E Total group

Males

Females

Goup
..--u-

fotal group

.

comales

measures, of prediction quality
colleges. The same .stability in pre
over the IOU! years is evident,

TABLEa

Median Codege Cross-Vaddation Stktlellcs forPrsdctlon Equations
Developed from Data in Years 1872-73 Muth 11175-711

I4T-indexACT Test Scores 0

I ,

MAE

P20

f

Year In which

1972-73 1

.55

.23-

48

MOE .60

P20 22

r "4 ,44/ MAE .54

,
l'

P20 .23

r .50
i

7ABLE-4b -

or individua.l-
iction

*diction equation was developed

73-74 1974-75 1975-76

56 .55 .55

.22 ,22 f

.48 48

ii .60

2,I .20 .20

,4

t

.44 .42

54 53

24

\
24 .23

52 .53 51

Median College Cross-Validation Statistics for Predicion Equations

11

Developed from-Data1n-Years187243'through1875-711

ill IndexHigh School Grades Only) _

statistic

-

Year in which prediction equation was developed

972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
1

MAE 58

P20 .21

r 48

MAE .60

P20 .20

45

MAE 57

P20

54

II

755

60 54
1.57

21 .23 .23

SO .49 50

.59 .59

0 .21 .22

47' 45 48

54 53 kl .63

,22 24 23

53 54 ,55
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-TABLE 4c

Median C011eqe CrOss-Yalidation Statistics for Prediction Equations
Deiiloped from Detain Years 1972-73 11,irougii 1975.76

(TM Index)

Group
Cross.valldation

stetistic

Year in which prediction equation was developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

\ t

Total group MAE .53 54 52 52

P20 24 .23 24 24

r .55 .56 56 .56

Mafes MAE ' 56 i 59 \56 .56

P20. 22 21 0 23

r 54 54 3 .55

Females MAE 52 51 50 50

P20 24 .24 25 24

1 58 60 .60_ ----- .59-

TAEILE 4d

Median Colley* Cross.Yalidation Statistics for Prediction Equallons
Developed from Data In Years 1972.73 through 1975-76

(Eight-Variable Multiple Linear Regression)

Group
Cross-yaildation

statistic

Year In which prediction equation wis developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

Total group . MAE 53 53 .52 .51

P20 24 24 25 .25

r 54 .55 56 56

e$

Males MAE 57 60 57 56
I

P20 .21 .21 .21 .23

r ,52 51 .51 ,.51

Females i. MAE 52 .51 - 50 .52

P20 .25 25 26 .25

r 57 57 59 58

12



Table 5 presents a frequency distribution of MAE
for the sight-variable ,regression among,colleges
for the four years studied. For about 72,5-78% of the
colleges, the MAE is 0 60 or less, Thus, the MAE
reported in Table 3d !or students ( ir all colleges is
fairly typical of the,MAEs in moit colleges indi-
vidually For a small proportion t2%-4%) of
colleges, MAEs in the range 0 80-1 10 occurred

The relative stability of the quality of predictions
Over all students and colleges could mask
instability in particular colleges Table 6, which
addreSses this Issue, is a freouency distribution of
the differences ietween MAE for eight-vanable
multiple regress, )6 equations developed in 1975-76
and MAE for the equations developed in 1974-75.

o

1973-74, and 1972-73 The results indicate that for
most colleges. MAE is quite stable from year to
Year The number of colleges with a larger MAE
from 1974-75 prediction equations than from 1975-
76 prediction equations is approximately the same
as the number of colleges with a smaller MAE front
1974-75 prediction equations than from 1975-76
equations, Moreover, about 99% of (he differences
In MAE aro in the range -.10 to 10..Stightly more
colleges have a larger MAE trom equations
developed in 1974-75, 1973-74. or 1972-73-than
1975-76. but the chi ferenCes in mAE ire concen-
trated in the range of 10 to 00. In summary, the
MAE for over 90% of the colleges remains stable,
even over a period of four years

TABLE 5
,

Proportion of Colleges with Various Ranges of Mean Absolute Error
In Predicting 1976-77 Freshman Grade Point Average

tEight.variable Multiple Linear Regression)

Rang* In MAE

Year in which prediction equation wa; developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974.75 1975-76

-0
00-01 00 00 00 00

01-02 00 ocr 00 .00

02-03 00 00 00 00

03-04 07 08 .12 09,

0A-05 31 31 29 36 '

05-06 34 34 ,37 33

06-07 18 21 :15 13

07-08 09 05 06 05

08-09 02 02 01 02

09-10 00 00 00 01

10,-11 00 00 00 0 t

13

7 5 7
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TABLE4

Stability of Mean Absolute Error across Four Years:
Proportions of Colleges with Various Differences in MAE from

1975-7g Equations and MAE from Equations Developed In Earlier Years

(Eight-Variable Multiple Linear Regression)
t a

Range of rfifference In MAE
from 187548 equations and
MAE from older equation

0 50 to -0,40
40 to -0 30

0 30to -020
-029 to -0 10
0 10 to 000
000 to 0 10
0 10 to 0 20
0 20 to 030
0 30 to 9 40
0 40 to 0 50
050to 060

Earlier year In which prediction was developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

.00

03
69
.28
00
oo
01
oo
oo

.oa

Suniniary and Conclusions

the stability oi oieduction equations based on ACT
scores arid high scroui grades was tnvostigated fur

shatified random sample of 260 collegei that
parli4ipafed On the ACT Research Services during
the period of 1972-73 to 197647 Separate
prediction equations tot each college were
calculated hem data for the yea rS 1972-73. 1973-74
1974-75. and 1975-76 and applied to 1976-77
freshmen Prediction errors for 1976-77 grade
averages-were tnen summarized

The results indicate that for most students and
colleges, the quality al the prediction equations J5
quite stable over the four ears The mean absolute
error al prediction using an eight-variable multiple
tegrossion equation ranged from $3 to 55.Itie pro-

of sluderan v9r ,-.ne predicted grade was
within 20 or then earned giage ranged Ilifin 44 44
25. and the cross-validated correlation ranged
lrOm 5$ to 56 A Similar stability was noted in the
accuracy of predictions fOr males and females
using separate-sex prediction equations

Wade iiiieanAiurnk based un lost scores only had a
slightly smaller mean absolute error than grade

14

piedictions based on.high school grades only and
showed slightly greater stabinty over lime. The
mean absolute error ol predictions based on test
scores only was about 57 for the whole four year
period For predictions based on high school
grades only. It ranged from 57 to 60 over the four
year period

One can conclude from this study that although
most Colleges experience sOrne change in their
students' academie abilities, their Curricula, or
grading practices over a period of time, freshman
grade average can in most cases be accuiately
predicted using equations which have been in use
for as tang as four years. It is ACT S pulley that
colleges update their prediction equations at least
every three years if, they aro to receive grade
predicn_e.e f..tt rotas apphconts Lr data nom 11515
study suogest that more frequent revision is not
generally necessary. In considering whether
revision of equations is necessary before the
required date, college researchers should. of
Course. determine Whether sOThe change has
occulted which would necessitate an early revision

758.
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Mr, Weiss. What kind of request form do you have for the test
takers if they want to get copies of the answer sheet or results or
the test questions?

Dr. REVER. In New York, we provide a special iniert to our ex-
amination and students are informed about the-procedures for ob-
taining copies of the examination. We have recently changed the
procedures so that there is an order blank on that special insert
that can be.conipleted and returned to Iowa City. We would antici-
pate as a result of that, indeed, we will receive-increased percent-
age of students who request copies of the ACT assessment. Howev-
er, at the very, very low rate in which we have received rateS, that
increase would have.to be magnified many, many times over to-get
a rate of request for materials comparable to that of the college
.boards or the one that its--

.,Mt. Weiss. Can that order form be simply a request form=be in-
cluded with the test when the test taker completes it or ,does it
have to be separately taken and Mailed once the test taker leaves
the examination room?

Dr. REVER. I believe the question you're asking is, is that a part
of the standard registration document that Students submit to Us to
register for the examination. No, it is not. It is a, separate docu-
ment that would be submitted separately:

Mr. WeiSs. Or is it a document that in fact is part of the exami,
nation packet itself, that when--

Dr. REVER. Right.
Mr. Weiss. A person takes the examination can simply fill out

the form and sendand hand it in with the test that he or she is
takingr

Dr. REVER. That's possible though under our current proce-
dureswell, all I'm saying, we do not do that. In other words,
when a student sits for the examination, we do not provide them
the opportunity to order copies Of the test materials. They are pro-
vided that opportunity

iwhen
they receive their registration materi-

als or they can do it ndependent of that, whichever they-prefer.
Mr. WEISS. You-were here, I believe, diming the testimony of Mr.

Anrig and =heard; or did yen, hii-challenge and,proposal urging,all
profit and nonprofit testing corporations and those agencies gov-
erning which test to join with E'M' voluntarily in an industrywide
code of fair testing for educational testing nationwide, and there
are some other elements? What's your response to that invitation?

Dr. REVER. Indeed, Mr. Chairman, we will review that invitation
and that challenge with great interest. We will respond to that in
due course as we've had an opportunity to review it. I think you
and the concerns you've expressed in these hearings are cognizant
of the fear of test agencies, not ACT but of other, of being dominat-
ed by the values and goals of ETS. ACT had' maintained &degree of
separateness from that as part of our competitive environment. I
think we would' be somewhat skeptical in looking at that though
the spirit in which it's offered, I believe, is one in which we would ;
find very comfortable and would in fact 'reward or we find a great
deal of comfort in the work of the three associations Mr. Anrig
identified in establishing standards for tesfs. We find that, in the
past, they've been conscientious, that the advantage to that is they
are third parties to the process of testing. They are not test devel-
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opers and -they are not students, but they are scholars,wid psycho-
metricians, and we find that may be the best arena or process by
which such standards and guidelines .may be developed. I don't

think Mr. Anrig intended to say that ETS will dominate thia-proc-
'ese. I think he's cognizant of concerns of other test agencies and
their _relationship with ETS.,So I can promise you that we will ear-
nestly study that, that we will work with Mr. Anrig to bring that
to fruition if that seems to be in students' interests and in the in-
terests of education an_d ACT. a

Mr. WEIss. And finally, I am correct in listening to your testimo-
' ny that you make the test questions, answers, and scoring sheets

available only to students who take the test in the State of New
York. Is that correct? .

Dr. REVEL That's not correct. If I'll restate. Maybe it is correct
but I just misunderstood your qUestion. At the current time, stu-
dents can obtain* hand. scoring services at virtually any lOcation
throughout this Nation. Students in New York are the only stu-
dents that can obtain copies of the ACT asiessment shortly after
it's administered. Students throughout the Nation can obtain re-
tired forms of the ACT assesiment, forms that were retired last
year. We intend to follow this pattern as we observe developments
and our judgment so indicates that that pattern may well be ex-
panded and in- fact we continue to look at that with great deal of
interest.

Our concern has been, quite frankly, that the very low interest
that we've experienced among New York students probably is an
accurate estimate of what we would experience nationwide.' One -

must understand, and we have repeatedly emphasized this, our ex .
amination is quite different from other examinations. The kinds of
students that we test are someWhat different from othersfrom
other test agencies. The use to which the instrument is placed is
quite-different from other instruments. Not saying that the uses of
other instruments are bad. In fact, they are indeed' appropriate. It's
just that our instrument is used in. different ways. We believe stu-
dents see that. We believe students iind'erstand that, ahd the low
reauest rate -which is related to the very-low rate at which we find
stddents taking the examination on more than one occasion Sug-

gests that we would be better off, for exam. 3, by letting students
see a copy of the examination before they, you 'know, the likelihood
is they're not going to take the examination more than once. So we
have chosen to provide access to examinations before they take it
and made that freely available so that if there are benefits to be

\ derived, they would_be derived before the student sits for exAmina-
tion.

Mr. Wstss. Not the examination that they're going to be taking?
Dr. RIMER. No, no. This would be a retired fortn.

r. WEISS. Right. ETS does the same thini, and!has been doing
so fiircyears.

' Dr. FtEvls. Indeed. Indeed. Right.
Mr. \INN. Do you know if aim are coaching courses that are

directed taward the ACT tests? \
D. Rrni. I've seen and I don't mean to pick on Mr. Kaplan,

I've Seen an adver mnt of Mr. Kaplan'S recently that indicated
that )they are now red to help atudents prepare for the ACT

1
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assessment. I recently identified an organization, I believe, in -thec,
State of"Connecticut that does a mail order home study cotirse-that
they claim will help students prepare far the ACT assessment.
There are some Init I cannot really say the number of them. Our
guess is they are reldively few.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Rever, my Concernour COncern, I think, on

the committee is the same as yours, and that is No, 1, the tests be
useful, and No. 2, that their application not create a negative in
education, In trying to mike that determination, one tends to zely

-some on studies that are done, of tests and their ramification, I
guess, those whPthose of us who have some doubt abouttests rely
on the tests of tests to determine whether or not they'rethey're_
valuable. Let melet the cite to you one study which was conduct-

. ed by the University of Missouri's Columbia School of Medicine
concerning admissions.

Quoting now\from the study; "Neither of the cognitive measures,
college GPA's or MCAT's, correlated significantly with letter rat-
ings after 4 yeais of medical school."

Another s dyfromthe University of California at Berkeley..
stated, quoti , "It must be concluded that ratings of internship .

performance pr those students were not related to and could not
be predicted bY MCAT scores," and an additional study which was
conducted by he American Medical Colleges Association said,
quote: "An ad issions policy based exclusively on GPA'; andAor
MCAT scores would proportionately exclude minority applicants

education'. '
I'm quoting noW from a study that was done some time ago, in

that last quote, some time ago in 1977. I think test have be-eii. im-
'proved dramatically since then, and I want toI want to empha-
size that fact. I think tests have been improved dramatically., but I
place those quotes in the record because my interest in the
chairman's bill goes to (a) t,he usefulness of the test, (b) their dem- .
onstrated relationShip to the student's eventual performance as a
phYsician or a dentist or a lawyer, and finally, that we be absolute-
ly certain in this society through whateVer means we have-to take
that those tests for admissions to America's colleges, which means
admisSion to a piece of American pie, not exclude minbrities. You
rmiy want to comment on my--

Dr. REVER. Oh, indeed, and I may have trouble recalling all of
the points you made, but let me try and address myself to some
very specific ones and you may want to call others to my attention.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Sure.
Dr. REVER. The issue of the usefulness of examinations cannot be

determined by correlation coefficients. We haVe and we encourage,
in fact, institutions to do everything within their power to destroy
the predictiVe validity of the ACT assessment. Now you may find
that strange The,reason we encourage institutions, to do that is be-
cause they have, by destroying the predictive validity Of the ACT
asseisment, perhaps used examinations appropriately in helping to
guide students or design their curriculum program and provides
whatever services they may need in improving their study skills or
improving their study development or whatever it may be so that
they can beat the predictions.

10
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The object of a prediction is not to guarantee what the future of
the student's going to lookiike it is to, indicate to the Student and
to the institution what kinds of assistance or difficulties the stu-
dents may indeed encounter.

Consequently, zero correlation,coefficients are often more greatly
valued by Acr and other test organizations than correlation coeffi-
cients in a range of .70 to 1.0 because depending upon the institu-
tions purposes, correlation coefficient that highpredictive.validity
that highmay be indicating to the institution they are doing a
disservice Ao students arid not fulfilling their societal obligations to
educating students that deserve.to be educated, and with regard to
test bias and the selective admissions selections ofthe admission
of minorities or let's just say the disadvantaged, I would like to call
the subcommittee's attention to a recent, and this came across my
desk yesterday, issue of the American Psychologist. This is my per-
sonal copy. I refuse to give it to you, and in it let melet me give.
you the title. Just a Minute. It is Testing: Concepts, Policy, Practice
anid Research.

In this document you will find a contribution by one of the fore-
,most authority on bias and selection and indeed we are talking
about bias in selection when we're talking about excluding the dis-
advantaged from. selective educational programs such as law
schools and medical schOols.

Nancy Cole (phonetic), the University of Pittsburgh, one of the
leading observers and scholars-in orthe theory of selection
and in psychOmetrics concluded that indeed no matter what kinds
of -theoretical or mathematical scheme one employs in selecting
students to introduce fairness into the test process that ultimately
it is a value judgment that will dictate the results one achieves. In
other words, there are no answers to the question of are tests
simply biased and used against disadvantaged students. Tests are
not biased according to some definitions. According to the most
simple-minded they are, but that's a hardly useful definition. What
we've observed, I, think, in education, particularly in selective insti-
tutions over the past few years, is that indeed minorities and
indeed the disadvantaged have been represented to a greater
degree in entering classes than they were years before. Tests have
remained the same. Their, performance On tests has been roughly
the same although minbrity students' test scores have been tending
to go up certainly, not enough to account for the in,:reased propo*
tion of their representation in entering classes among selected in-

itution.
I, as an obser*or and some time follower of these phenomena,

haye not identified any conclusive empirical evidence that would
suggest that tests have kept minority and disadvantaged students
out of institutions, and in fact the evidence is in the opposite direc-
.rn. We know, for example, that using standard prediction tech-

it works to the advantage of minorities and disadvantaged
' to have taken an examination as part orthe.admissions process be-

cause we tend to overpredict their performance in college.
That has many implications arid I don't mean to try to make this

into an admission psychometrics decision theory statement, but I
think one needs to be very careful about the kinds of statements
that are made about how tests have affected students when, in fact,
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thereis a wealth of _information saying that tests have been help-
ful, they continue to he-helPful, an& our intent, and washare, this
intent with Mr. Williams to malvi sure 'they are useful.

I think the eVidence to date has tended to Support our view that
indeed they have been useful and indeed are helpful and valid for
their Purposes.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Whatwhat efforts in the preparation of tests is
made by testing coMmunity tp assure that tests are not biased
against significant,groups of American citizens?

Dr. REVEL That's a very good question, Mr. Williams. I think
test agencies, in my short experienceI've been with the American
college testing pror-ram for 12 years aii&was in their research and
development diviewn for I before moving to Washington, D.C.
During my experience in our research and development division
which develops the ACT assessment and other tests, we go to great
pains fo see to it that certain kinds of bias are excluded from the
examination. We have eveey test item reviewed by a panel of rep-
resentatives tit minoritielt and otber disadvantaged Students to
identify_and to ferret out objectionable or what might be Seen, on
its face as culturally biéd language and,concepts and the like. In
addition to that, when the examination items are submitted or '
taken-by a representative saMple of studenti 'for standardization
purpooes, we identify students according to their race and look at
the pattern of, responses that they pravide to particular items and
to the entire,examination and compare that patterns of responses I,

to the majority, white students. By doing so, We intend to identify
emerging patterns that may be entirely unrelated to the education-
al background of students, but again may giveUS some clues to
items that may disadvantage partioular kinds of students- for rea-
sons beyond their control. '

There are other kinds of bias that are present but in essense
what We've done is we've tried to eliminate what we call facial bias
or.item bias by having the examination items extensively, reviewed
by panels of persons and by looking at the statistical characteris-
tios of the item accordinetothe race of Student's whe'Ve taken it
under eiperithental conditions.

Mr. WILLiAids. Thank you; Thank you, M. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Bever, thank you very nitich for your testimony

and for your patience in getting-through_the morning with us. You
will forward some of those materials that we discussed?

Dr. REVER. Indeed I will.
Mr. WEISS. If you'll do it within 10 days, it will be appreciated --
Dr. REV& Will do it tomorrow.
Mr. WEiss. Good. Thank-you so much.
Our next witness will be Mary Ann Austen legal couhsel, repre-

sentating State .Senator Kenneth Lavalle of New York, who I
might note belongs to t e other paitY

Also, the last time you appeared before was just about 1 year
ago.

Mrs. AUSiEN. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. I guess We iiiiroduced,yot'as Miss Mary Ann McLean.

I'll extend the-committtO congratulations and best Wishes to you.
Mrs. Aus-riN. Thank you very much.
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STATEMENT/OF MARy ANN AUSTEN, COUNSEL
to
STATE

SENAyOkKENNETR P.`LAVALLE OF NEW YORK

Mrs. Ausrm. Mr. Chairman, my name is Mary Ann Austeni-and:
I serve as póunsel to Senator Kenneth P. Lavelle, the s nsor of
New YorIçS truth-in-lending law.

1..etmØ extend his apologies for pot appearing before this com-
mittee ay; however, he had pioviously scheduled legislative
hea gs .which could not be rearran 'ed.

I appreciate-the opportunity-to be- ere in his place, ancLI hope to
provide you with information which should aisist in your decision
-to-report H.R. 1662 favorable out of 'committee.

It has been almost 21/2 years since truth-in-testing legislation was
signed into law in New York. Thel dire predictions of the opposin
have not become a reality. The testa are still offered, the students
still take them, and the colleges Still use theni. All-of the players,
that is the test agencies, the colleges and most\ importantly the stu-
dents have accommodated the changes and haye gone about theie

-business. B., all reports, the atmosphere is quite calm. It is impor-
tant to emphasize this fact to you, expecially-td those -of you who
remember the early hearings back in the summer of 1979 when the
testimony threatened certain chaos from the demise of a time hon-
ored System. You might say that we who haVe always supported
test disclosuie had -more faith in the resilience °of the testing
sistern, than those who ran it. We believed the process could.sus-
tain the neCessary changes and we, as you nbw know, were right.

Our first consideration has always been /the students, and we
would not have persisted along a eourse that wOuld
ability to_pursue higher education. -If the- teats Were an essential
part of-fhe idiniseions prOciii, then they ,would adapt, and-they
did. Our goal has always been to improve the product and the proc-
ess by which crucial determinations of selection are -made. -We-be-
lieved both aspects of our goal, that is improved product and pr6c-
ess, would be athieved through simple disclosure. We -have never
stated.nor even i'mplied that Government shOuld playa mit in the
development 6r analysis of the content of ,any of these exams.
Rather throUgh discicisure we would permit the experts to debate
this iesue among, themselves and allow, the industry to improve
itself.

We were told originally that there was a finite nurober,Of quality
questions for these tests. Then later we were told that although
there were many possible questions it took time to ,constrAict them
and we were .warned that haste Makes waste. Our position;, howev-
er, was that. scrutiny produce's the best 'product. ket me' Simply,"

uote E. BelVin Williams, the senior vice president for testing at

. ETS, incidentally, as you recall, was one of our leadint oppo-
nents. Mr. Williams stated in a Times artiele that diclesure pro-
dueed. a "health reexamination" of the organizatfon's intefnal pro-
cedures for develoPing and administering exams. an the issue Of
test quality, he added, "I can say with absolute Certainty that' the
quality did' not go down on anY of our teets. TO the COntrarY;if is
better than-ever. -

Again, our only concern is for, the primary consumer of this Prod-
uct, that is the students. As stated in New York Times editorial in
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March of this year, altho h the emphasis on college entrance ex,
aminations is declining in colleges across the Nation, they Still play
an impoitaiit role in the iuitures of rriore,than 1'million studentS a
year. College admissions may bemrne better ibr this change. Most
important, the students, who take the tests will-feel they're fairer.

I am here today to state that test disclosure is working well
New York and that enactMent of a Federal law,, that is H.R. 1662,
would at least finalize the issue of disclasurewhich now appears to

, have few refil enemies. It is important that there lie a single stand-
ard throughout the coimtry to which-the tegt agencies must
adhere. It. is important to pass this,bill to put fin end to the lobby-
ing that is otherwise forced to go on in every State that considers
similar legislation. Such lobbying, of courie, is p 'd for with Eitu-
dent -fees and thatand,..the fact that better use ould be made of
this money is indeed,Obviotii,

I said that there wereff.w real enemies to the issue of disclosure,
Now I say this in light of the industry changee that have occurred
since the enactment of' our bill in; 1979. Within the first Tew
months; the boards which administer the law school adniissions
test, the graduate management adrnissions tist, and the gradiiate,
record ekam decided to apply New York's disclosure requirements
nationally. They, -believe4 that stSidents deserved this service re-
gardless of their address,: fid t realized that spreading the cost
among all t 0-students would r ce the price increase they felt
waseuecw y tolimpose. Therefo e, this change has been in effect
for Iwo yeérs noW. College Board, Who administers the PSAT and
SAT, made a similar decidorraht six months ago. Coincidentally,
their action came very shbrtly after the discovery by a few high

. school stUdenta pf errors on the pSAT and SAT, errors I might add
that when cOrretted made new students eligible for scholaFships
ranging from totals of $1,090 tO t8:000.116 -importance Of that dis-
covery to those students is alwo Vious.

These tests, the SAT, GRE, GMAT, and LSAT-aomprise the vast
majority of this Market and th0 have all moved to,disclOsure na-
tionally. It haS become an `practice and it should be
codified with this lgislatioq. If 11 people and indleiStries Were per-
mitredto act voluntarily, as agencies appear to be asking
yon now td allow them to do, t en there would be no laws. Pre-
servethis.practice of disclosure ask thatyou enact H.R. 1662.

I wOuld now like to focus my specific remarks on 1661 to bill sec-
tion 1, ehtitled testing costs and-fees to students. Most importantly,

annually disclose inform
tion regarding the vOlume of tes given and the fees=collected for
this section requires...the test aget;ies to a-

those tests as well as Je expenses incurred for the development of
these tests. An analy s of this information is vital to determining
what students are a ually payi g for when they. register to take
these exams. That is, we believe chat the fees exceed the cost of the
servide.

Test agencies do not appear t be concerned with the price of
their product. After all, most sturfents are compelled to take these
exams for admissions to program in-higher education, and in mbst
cases, there is Only one/test Ewa* able_Without competition where
is-the incentive to écondfnize?
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We /have never received data to refute our contention, for exam-
pie, that _only .:5 percent of the students' test fees used to develop
the SAT question. Now, this morning we were told that it was 9
perent. Even 9 percerit is ;something that does not bear out their
responses as was being brought out by, the chairman. We are,
therefore, distressed by the excessiVe fee increases as a result of
dfsclostire legislation. Disclosure of the information requited in
1-1.12: 102 would'explain all of this..

I wOuld also like to add at this point that we are delighted to
learn that only- inflation is causing the increase-in these costs and

. these fees-since up to now we've been blamed by passing this legis7
lation for these ináreases, and this morning we- were told that by
virtue of the inflation rate they should be higher t an they are
mitv. This is the first that 'I've heard of this, and a4 I say, we're

/ &lighted to learn of- it. I would like to add. that wh n-
includjngwhen they were stating the different fa tors that go
into the 9 pereent that was used for test developmerjt when they
were trying to analyze those pieces or those activitie of the test
agencies that are relevant to disclosure legislation, I don't believe
they included their lo b Jig costs WhiCh in New York exceeded
$20,000. I think that's jafther piece of information that ought To
be included when they gije you the list of activities relevant to the

, .-disclosure legislation.
As legislators, your/c cfstituents will ask you why tl-ase fees are

increasing. Before S,oti
4

ept the industry's explanation, you have.
--a-right to see the facts.

In closing, let me again state that Federal legislation is neces-
sary for 'the continuativi of test disclosure. Voluntary disclosure
for the Nation Was done only-after disclosure waS required in New
York State; and,furthermore, as you all know, what is given volun-

,

Willy cn easily be taken away.
k you for the opportunity to appear today, and again let Me

r -----

xtend Senator Lavalle's apologies for his unavoidable absence,
- [prepared sfatement of Mary Ann Austen follot,Vs:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY ANN M. AUSTEN COUNSEL TO NEW YORK STATE
SENATOR KENNETH P. LAVALLE

MR. CILAIRMNIMY NAME IS MARY ANN AUSTEN AND I 5.211: CCYJN.S.7., TO SEYATOR

KENNETH P. LAVAILE, THE SPON,SOR OF NEW YO.PA'S -TZSTING J. LET Mr.

11/1., PAiArIOUSLYMS APOLOGIES MR NOT APPEARLNG BLTORE Tia.s C.G.

SCHEDULED 1=1.M WHICH RE COULD NCT

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO,BE. "1-3 TO

You Wm INIFORmATION tarcu sitcom ASSIST iN Loa,.

FAWRABLY CUT OF COMTra.

IT HAS BUN MIDST TWO AND A HALF T:,T..-E.-",-.SEE., LEC,ISLATi:ON %AS

SIGN'S> zrro KAri IN NEW YORK. ME DIRE PRLD4.CTIONS (Y: m OPPOS2IC.4 HAVE %or

moors A REALM; THE TESTS ARE STILL OFFE:, TLE,STLEEN:S STEL TA.0 Tirll AND

nte pap= sum USE 'MEC ALL TIM PUYI, '2..AT ha:Lars, nir,

couzas AND MOST DsoRrnarLy ITE STUDENTS ..AVL ACCUM=CAEZ C.IAN,Z.S AND XT,

DONE CN ABOUT THEIR BUSINESS. BY ALL iraoms, ATMOS2.ER.: LS QUITE CALM. IT

IS IMPORTANT TO EvIllASIZE MIS FACT TO ?Dv , rA) Ti.C6:: O.' YOU tC10

THE F.ARLY HEARMS IN nre SUMMER OF 79 Mat TL1 VESTIPONY JLO a:CAIN CLACS

FROM ME DENISE OF A TLME HCNORED SYSTEM. YO.., MiGHT sAY THAT N:-.0 LAVE AVIAn

SUPPORTED TEST DISCDDSURE HAD FORE FAITH LN THE. RESINCL 6-: TIE TESTING SYSTF,M

'MAN MOSE WHO RAN IT. WE BELIEVED THE PR=SS 03,11-43 SLETAIN 'ET :ECESSARY CHANGES

AND WE, AS YCU NEN ICC1, WERE RIGHT.

CUR FIRST CONSIDERATION !US ALWAYS BEEN Aic. STUD:ZiTS WOAD NOT Awl

PERSISTED NANG A COURSE MAT WOULD HAMPL.H 4. AY j MU= Elk/CATION.

IF TuE TMTS WERE AN INTEWAL PART OF ME Aav...5b,ZONS PROC-..SS ZEN 111Y WCULD

AND 'HEY DID. OUR COAL HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO ..V.,,C,VL : A:7 :%:LE .-SOC's

WHICH CRUCIAL DETERMINATIONS OF Si:LEL-no\ A.A.. AND ASPIfirs or

EAPPIELD ppm= AND PROCESS WIX.4., Z. DISCIOSA,S7.

WE BAVE NEVER STATED NDR EVO/ LVLIk.D MA. r.'1.71Y A Rou IN TIM

DEVELOP:WI` OR ANALYSIS OP THE COWEN. T or ANY THE TILTh. NW. E.R rarare

DISCLOSURE WE WOW PERMIT THE EXPERIS TO tELIAT.. A-aso TIDVSM,Vr AND

k.DOW THE INDUSTRY TO--I.MPROVE ITSELF.
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Tow cy2.x.,a -Tyr l. uks A FINITE'NINDER OF WALITY cuEsuas FOR

T1WE T=S. 7.LT,`.4 w t'ERI; 101.3 7,7,7 X,Ti ant TIME WER4 MANY POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

.TT ICOR TV% CONSTR.CT T',L71 AND PT' 7:;;;','. '47X'M TPAT "HASIE MAKES WASTE." CUR

a

POSITION HOWEVER VUSS TPAT SCV2I' DL3t IILE nr.,sT PRava. LET IC SIMPLY CONE

E. B.V..VIN WILLIAYS TVZ SMOR tcL 2.-csrxgr F.D11 rissvING AT LIS, (LNCIDENTLY AT

TILE SET Ers ;IF= ,-1,s; OrYONTN7S ON MIS Issum . AS. WILLIAM STATED IN -A

. N.Y. TD= ARTIME MAT DIFC'_,; "IO7-CFM "A HEALTHY Fe-DCMINNTION" OF THE

ORGANIZATIONS INTERNA.. o OI'..VMOPINO AND ADMINISTERING EXAvS. ON TM-

ISSEE OF 7,...sr 10 r: "I CAN ,AY 'AM ABSOLUTE CRETAINTY THAT 'I151 QUALITY

DID NOT GO DN ON ANY D7 O',^2 TFS. lV THE OWTRARY, IT IS BETTER MAN EVER,

(N.Y. TT.= NOVDTER 23, 19q9).

AC= 9uR ONLY CONCE`V IS MI TIE PRIvARY ccNsumF.R OF MIS now= THAT IS

"DC srmwrs. AS STIVID IN A MCv YoRK TroT.....5 EDITORIAL EN. MRCH, 1981:

AIth7,tah the aTahasis colleqe entrance examinations-is
declini.na in co2.'pges across the nation, they still play an
i-x>rtart role in t-le futures of more than a million students
s year. College adrussions may beccso better for this change.
Most ..,,por, the students who take the tests will feel
they're (aicr (N.Y.Tirr._s, march 20, 1981).

I AM E.P.RS 70PAY 10 STA= TEAT =Sr DISCLOSURE IS WORM* WEIL L',1 *Id YORK AND

T9AT racry= OF A =MAL SIN. 1662 WOUID AT uor FINALIzE TEE ISSUE OF

a:ECU:MRS WHIZ! MY.. 1P')1XIS 7) WW1' FM %FAL MIMES. IT IS IMICEFANr THAT THERE

BE A SI!'.CLE STANDIOD CVNTRY TO wfual THE %mat' AGENCIES NUST ADIERE.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO PASS TNIS BILL TO P'JT AN END TO TIM'IABBYMG TEAT IS (MEW=

rop= TO OD ON IN EVZRY STATL THAT CONSIDE.RS SIMILAR LEMSLATION. SUM/ABBY/NG /S

0" 'Xi.:9SE ?OR NIllI S".1,00lt' IES AND THAT HEWER USE COULD BE MADE OE THIS HANEY

xs rz).7-2D corwss.

I SAID TPAT ENT211ES '10 THE ISSUE OF DISCLOSURE. I SAY THIS

IN LIGHT OF TM I"."),:STRY CHANGES 'MAT HAVE OCCURED SINCE THE merman OF OUR BILL

IN ICH ADMINISTER THL LSAT, GMAT

AND GRS DECIDCD TO APPT,Y NMI YORK'S D.UCLOSURE RIDWIMSNZI'S NATIONALLY. THEY J3ELIEVED

CINDIYlS EFS.77,7M 71L5 SL*W1C2; XXIARD:-U,S OF MIR ADDRESS AND '1151Ff REALIZED THAT
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, SPREADET.; TIM COST Av= ALL TIM =paws %can RECO= THE PRICE DIcREASE nEY FELT

WAS, N=IESSARY TO INTOSE. THSTaVIM, MIS gmcE HAS BEM LN EFFMT FOR n10- YARS
r

NOti. COLLEM BOARD, WHO Allv.MISTESS THE PSAT AND SAT, MDE A SIMYLAR DECISION.,

WEIR ACTICN CAME MT( snoRrx ArrErt nm DISCOVERY BY A FEW HIGH SCHOOL sigens OF

ERRORS CN THE PSAT ma SAT. ...:RPORS I MICHF ADO, THAT MEN COPS:W.1'ED MADE NEW SILDENTS

EL,' 'GIME FoR,sciaLA.RsuPs ,cvc ma,. Tams OF $1000 tO $8000: nE frpoRrmcE

07 THAT DISCOVERY TO TEOSE srumws IS OBVIOUS.

w TI11 TESTS, E SAT, ORE, GANS AND LSAT COMPRISP. THE-VAST 'MAJORITY THIS

MAItcc.'"F . h . EY HAVE .ALL :%0VM TO DISCLOSURE NATIONALLY. IT HAS ral BEEOCE AN

ACM"'TED PRACTICE AND IT SIC= BE =Ir.= WITH THIS LEGISLATICN. iF ALL PEOPLE

a AND DIXSTRIES WERE PEmerrm TO ACT VOLCNTARILY -- AS THEY APPEAR TO BE ASKING YOU TO

,TIM'N THERE WOULD BE NO !MS. PRESERVE THIS PRACTICE OF DISCUOSURE; I ASK

'rem Ycu mncr 1662.

I *AMID NCH LIM TO FIXTS MY 'SPECIFIC COWINIS 61,11. R. 1662 TO wiz; memo'

SEMI =rum, Alm= CCSTS AND FEES TO =mgrs.. '

4
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Mr. WEISS. Ms. Austen, thank you very much for your testimony
and for coming down to testify on behalf of Senator Lavelle.

Had New York considered including the equivalent of section 7
in its legislation?

MS. AUSTEN. At the time We were doing this, that seemed to be;
although it was one aspect of the total amount of information we
were trying to obtain, we felt that it was suCh a new issue-that-we
did not want to cloud the' issue with so many aspects, and in fact
our goal at the time, which as it was, was improved testing infor-
mation to students about the questions themselves and the reports
and the statistics done on them, we didn't want to, as I say, cictud

lhat with this other information which they would'have used, they
meaning the test agencies, in their lobbying efforts. We felt, per-
haps the detriment of our main goal so we excluded it. It's some-
thing that Senator Lavelle is extremely concerned with now be-
cause of the increasing test fees. With everything else incseasing,
this is one additional thing that his constituents and everyone else
would like the burden reduced on, ahd it's something that he's seri-
ously looking at now in New York.

Mr. WEISS. Well, it must be gratifying to you to find that a piece
of legislation which originally was objected to so violently now is
being cited as-being-so effective as to preclude any further legisla-
tion in the fieldhere or any pNce ehie.

Ms. AUSTEN. Wonderful. It's quite a different tune.
Mr. WEISS. I gather that there are still some tests which are not

being pfTered or to which the legislation does not apply because of
legal -action.

MS. AUSTEN. Yes.
Mr. WEss. Could you touch on that briefly?
Ms. AUSTEN. Yes; there are, believe, six exams. There was a list

compiled by the State Education Department upon the passage of
this legislation of tests offered in New York that fell under the
definition in our bill of tests for admission to postsecondary institu-
tions, and the list was approximately 26 tests in length:-Originally,
the State Education Department...announced that 20 of them were
leaving, leaving onlY 6, the 6 which most of us think of, as a matter
of fact they are the ETS-tests- but in an,V case with the passage of
some legislationwe were unaware of some of these tests exist-
ence. They're very, very small tests. Sometimes one test is made up
by an individual, for instance one is offered to some nursing stu-
dents that other larger teststests that are available take gare of
in other parts of.the State. They were a iegional and much more

We passed legislation when we-found outabout some of-these-in
their size. We included which was a portion-of your first bill that

was anerce-Mption for small tests. We included an exemption for
small tests, however, reqUiring them every 3 years to put one of
their tests on file so that there was something for some sort of dis-
closure of their tests, however recognizing the burden of a 500, for
example, person program' as opposed to the 200,000 SAT progiam
most of them have come back. 'There are a few that have not come
back for one reason or another. It's -not within my knowledge at
this point to know ir, in-fact, they're given anywhere else anymore.
They may just not exist anymore. In any case, the slack has been

C.
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picked up by 'other tests. Apparently we have not had any come.
plaints about students wanting a program but not being able to
take an exam and having to go to another State. The one exam
that is notthat is.given,.however, not subjected to the law in any
respect is the MCAT which is the test for admission to medical
school, and that is as a result of an injunction-that was obtained'by
the Arnerican Association of Medical-Colleges in January of 1980,
and that is stillhas still not been determined on the merits. It
was an injunction. The issue is copyright, and, as I stated in My
testimony last year, the test for injunctions in copyright matters is
much less demanding than it is in many other areas because of the
nature of copyrights so the issue of whether or not there is a copy-
right violation here has notyet been determined, and we submit

icontinuously and especially n light of the time that has gone by
and the fact that everyone has adjusted so well evidenced by the
testimony today. This is right up there with motherhood and apple
pie at this point seemingly. They still contend that, aSsuming that
they haven't dropped the suit, that they cannot comply, that they
are still burdened by the finite number of quality questions that
they always stated which was an argument that ETS posed origi-
nally in spite of what they're saying now, and also it's interesting
to note that the dental admissions tests which is a similar test in
the sense that it is composed primarily of mathematics and science
has been disclosed in New York. They don't have a problem, in
fact, they are exempt by-virtue of how many Students take the test,
but in spite of that, they're disclosini anyway. They seem to be
able to construct a test of that natufe which seems to suit their
purposes in terms of all testimony that came out when they origi-
nally testified about wanting to curtail the kind of student that
couldn't. make it all the way through. Their test accomPliShes that
goal which is apparently also a goal of the medical schools: They
can disclose, but the medical schools contend thex still cannot. I
just wanted to point, that out. It's still pending.

Mr. Ws!ss. Thank you very much and again our appreciatiOn too.
Mr. Williamsn

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Austen, we under-
stand that the New York Act has-been amended since it was first
adopted. .Can you tell us generally the nature of those amend-
ments?

Ms. AUSTEN. Well, one of thein was. the exemption for smsll
volume tests'which;-aSI say, was a portion of the section rather of
the original bill.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Is that a major amendment?
, Ms. AUSTEN. Ys, it was. It permitted testing to continue that we
eit,as,Lsay,was....o.verburdened bthis regulation. The precedent
exists for exclusion exemptionifor sñiäIl businaWs in- many-other
kinds of regulations. It'ssornething that occurs all the time. We're
often asked if it's good for one, why isn't it good for all. Well, the
fact is, its smallness sometimes cotinis 'for something. It was that
exemption.

There was also a clarification that the bill onlyor the law
would only apply to tests given in New York rather than.used in
.New York. There was some question the College Board brought
suitthat if a test was given to a student in Idaho, for example,
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who applied tt Columbia in New York, that if Columbia used that'
exam because college board was givinea different test in different
States=they were giving one SAT test in New York and a different
one in the rest of the countrythe test that was used by the admis-
sions.officer in 'New York would come under the purView of the leg-
islation and therefore would have to be disclosed and would spoil
theirtheir action to give a different test in other States.

There was flexibility given in the law for the special tests that
are, given for handicapped students, walk-in students, makeups,
and Sabbath observers that created some flexibility to allow the
test agencies to run a particular exam a few times because of the
low volume of the takers to use that for a couple of years and then
disclose it. I belieVe that Was the---

Mr. WILLIAMS. As you know, there are those of us who are con-
cerned that Aesting, and. by the way professional licensing proce-
dures also, are hurdles that may be overly high and prevent signifi-
cant segments of the population from achieving their educational
and professional goals. Many Of us; and the testing community, I
think, is among them are concerned that economic advantage leads

-to socioeconomic advantage, leads to scholarship advantage, leads
to college, which leads to economic advantage and the tests may
.not reflect that cycle. They may speed it up. How does the Truth in
Testing: Act in New York assist in-slowing down that cycle and low-
ering those hurdles?

Ms. AUSTEN. Well? I think it did nothing to accomplish that goal
immediately.lt began a process which over the years-we hope will
begin to address itself to that problem. There were a couple Of
things. Firat, we felt that by exposing the exams .to all students
rather than the students who take these coaching courses that in
effect had the exams for $300=in Long Island now -we have..stu,
dents taking the coaching courses for the PSAT at $250. It has
getten totalliy out of hand but we felt that by putting thein on file
and now vkuit ETS is doing you don't have -to goour bill permit-
ted you to gO to the Commissioner of Education to get the exam if
you hadn't taken the exam yourselrthe retired exam. ETS has, to
my knowledge, has opened their files. If they have disclosed' it any-
where,, it's available to anyone or simply writing in. So by hiving
that, by making available other tests without-having-to pay tidmis-
Sion to a course, We felt that students who could take advantage of
just preparing themselves by not learning new things, just looking
at the exams themselves andkperhaps having-soineone do on an in-
formal- basis the coachinga teachei perhaps or a parent or whom-
everwe felt that that would begin to close that gap, that we
would not have the economic barrier' to a coaching setting that ex-
isted.

There was also, it came to our attention, a geographic barrier. If,
you Wchappeirto-live-near-a-centet-ima_metropolitio area that
offered these courses:you couldn't take them no mattehow much
you had so there were those two barriers. We felt we've begun to-
closethat gap.

Second, we felt that all this information that wati coming out
about the test that was .again pointed nut earlier this morning, the
coachability of the tests and some of these other -things that they
are so willing, to give out now were not available a couple of years
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, ago. Fop le that assisted in these studieewere -unable to get some
of the information so we felt Chat reports that would come out as a
rekdt of this new openness would show admissions people, we can't
change how admissions occur legislatively, we felt. There has to be
so much flexibility that that wasn't something that we felt could be
regujated, but we did feel that admissions officers were blindly
using these tests because they felt that they did so much. They
could-determine who was a qualified student and ,who wasn't.

At our hearing we had admissions officers parrot exactly testimo-
ny that had been given to them by testing agencies. The relation-
ship had occurred over the years and they were blind believers,
and I want to tell you that they are somewhat enibarrassed at.this
,point and there are quotes that I have that have been reported in
major newspapers and so forth. When these errors came out in the
exams, these people were astonished. They were supposed to be in-
fallible, not only as to the correct answers but also as to what they
predicted, and they're not and the admissions people are now
they have to in good cohscience think back. what am I really using
this tool for and how am I going to use it in the future, and we feel .
that that again change over the years will change the process but
.!t's not an immediate change.

Mr. WEISS. Ms. Austen, you might beI'm sure that you're
aware of a group whose executive director testified before us in
July, the East Harlem College and Career Guidance Center. They
operate in East Harlem and because of the availability of the tests
now, they're able at no _cost .at all to set up a program for kids in
the East Harlern community who before wouldn't have thought
°about taking the SAT because they were just convinced that they
could/lever pass those examinations so that, in fact, just sheer dis-
closuie is having, I think, some very profound societal effects, and I
think that your analysis is quite accurate.

Again, thank you very, very much and we hope that tbe next
time we invite you down we'll be a little closer to having Federal
jegislation on the books.

Ms. AUSTEN. That could be.the bill signing ceremony.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Well, I suspect you're going to have to testify

before the Senate before that happens.,
M S. AUSTEN. OK. - -
Mr. YEISS. Our next and last witness for the Aay is Mr. John

Cooper, president, Association-of Medieal Colleges. Mr. Cooper.

STATEMENT OF JOHN COOPER,TRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF
MEDICAL COLLEGES

/Mr. COOPER. Thank you very much Mr. Weiss. The association
appreciates this opportunity to report on its continuing experience
with legislation and legislative proposals relating, to standardize
testing.

I am Dr. John A. D. Cooper, president of the Association of
American Medical Colleges. It was felt so important for me to be
here today that I left our association's annual meeting of some
3,900 medical educators to do so. We hope our testimony helps. the
subcommittee to determine that the purposes of these hearings
have been accomplished and that further consideration of this bill
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is not warranted. We strongly believe this to be a rational conclu-
sion, from the information presented at these hearings and from
the accumulated nationwide experience during the.intervai since
thielegislation was Tiret introduted.

We Wouldiike to review-briefly the reasons why we tare told that
this legislation isllecessary.

First, there is widespread concern in the States about this
matter.

Second, we can expect a "proliferation of State-level disclosure
laws that will create -a complex regulatory web of for iest givers."

Third, test sponsors are not sufficiently accountable:
Fourth, test disclosure is necessary to detect and prevent scoring

errors. ,
Fifth, test disclosure is necessary to equalize access to coaching

courses.,
We believe that none of these reasons are valid mations for legis-

lation either at the Federal or State level.
Part of the response to the question of widespread concern was

offered by Barbara Lerner in her article in the March 1981 issue of
American Psychologist. Shea reviewed the data from 10 different
public opinion surveys. In none of the 10 was she able to find evi-
dence of any widespread concern that proponents would lave us
believe exists.

But what has been happening at the State level? Mr,- Perkins
began these hearings over 2 years by cautioning those present that
the issues under consideration were traditionally the province of
the States, Directly -related to the issues raised by Mr. Perkins,
testing legislation has been studied. quite explicitly in ,.almost one-
third of the State legislatures during the past 2 years. The result to
date has been most instructive. Not a single State has passed legis-
iation in this area since hearings on this subject were begun by the
U.S. Congress. The message from this ,accumulated experience
should be unmistakable. It should at least signal yery clearly that
there is a great amotint of doubt in a- great many States about the

,wisdom of such legislation.
There is overwhelmihg evidence from State-level activity also

easily disposes of another phantomthe second reason for legisla-
tion, that is the "proliferation of State-level disclosure laws that
will create a complex regulatory web for test givers." Recent
amendmOhts to existing New York and California law do not alter
this conclusion.

A ye*, important 'finding of these State inquiries has been- the
repeated recognition of -the diversity and complexity of the issues
being addreised. It was,recognized that one test is riot pretty Much
like. another and that the purposes of-tests vary widely. We have
attempted over a nurhber of years to bring this point to the atten-
tion of those who would have such legislation including,Dr.'Sunder
Lavale and Ms. Austin.

Our test does,- differ, from the other test and as a matter of fact
that was.recognized by Representative Marks in California in his
amendment and we were exempt from that amendment on the
,hasis that it is different. We do use a different procedure thah are
used by the other test designers for the construction and the vali-
dation of the test. , .
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We spent a, lot of money to develoP what we thought was a mu&
more effective tesf. tests which gave much better inforination to
those who took it and those who were using the test results in
anyway. We think that has keen accomplished and we want to con-
tinue to mafe the point that we are different.

The, circumatances under which the tests° are adminiStered and.,
the .vir` ys in which test scores are used were found to be variable..
1nshOtt what may have appeared appropriate and equitable to re-
quire ne program was seen-to be inappropriate and destructive for
anotlêr. Our medical college admission test is the_ case in point.
We ave argued that the MCAT is a 'highly specialized achieve-

t examination with specifications drawn very tightly to insure
m ximum, relevance to medical education and to providepaximum

idance. to the candidate for his or het preparation for the test.
We did disclose the nature of those restrictions for any legislation
that was introduced in either California, New York, or proposed in
the -national Congress.

The MCAT manual which the students can obtain ata -very low
cost provides them with very explicit instructions on the areas-in_
which the test items are drawn. Anctsecond, it provides them with
a test which permits them to and how the individual types of ques-
tions are developed. It also provides them with a test which they
can use themselves in trying to determine their preparation, their
readiness to take a test of this kind. Data were collected from- a
cross-section in developing-the questions. Data were collected-from
a cross-section of approxirnately 150 medical faculty to determine
what they considered as relevant to the study and practice of medi-
cine. Testimony was heard last summer from an MCAT examinee,
Ms. Carolyn Bennett, that she and her colleagues considered the
MCAT a fair representation of what Students should know to get-
-into medical school.

All of this is now in serious jeopardy as a result-of this bill. Dis-
closure of test questions and answers as required by the New York
law and by H.R. 1662 would destroy the MCAT since under these
conditions there simply is not a sufficient supply of questions that
would ineet the specifications of the teSt. Disclosure is also incom-
patible with the conditions under which the MCAT must be admin-
istered with the result that .our ability to write and test new ques-
tions and equate new forms would be seriously compromised.

These kinds of considerations wer-, apparently persuasive in sev-
eral States since we were advised a number ot times that should
legislation prove feasible, the MCAT would be excluded. The same
issues, by the way, were fundamental in our pleadings before the
Federal court in the northern district of New Itork that led, to our
being awarded Et_ preliminary injundtion preventing New York from
enforcing-the disclosure praisions of its law against the MCAT.

The third issue raised dealt with the accountability of test-spon-
sors. I have explained in previous testimony how the MCAT pro-
gram is directly -accountable to the 126 menical schools of the
United States, their faculty, students, and administration and how
we provide for the continuing counsel of the candidate's premedical
faculty..Proponents direct the issue of accountability not only to
test contents but also propme extending disclosure to all Studies,
data.analyses, reports, and so forth as though test sponsors control
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all research and evaluation associated with the test and have no
reassn to feel accountable to the public which it servei; On the oc-
casion of our last -appearance in this forum, we submitted three
early stUdies cOnducted independentiy of the AAMC is a demon-
stration that the te4 spbnsor is not the sole source of information
abont a test. We have. now counted 2P indapendentlk prepared
'studies relating to th interpretation 'and use of the new MCAT
that have' appeared in s he literature, Appendix A includes 21 of
these citations for your rusal. The list cites studies conducted. at
15 different,sch6ols. In ad tion, the AAMC has developed a cooper-
ative-arrangement with oth r schools *to stimulate their interest in
conducting local Studies the will contribute, at the same time to
nationally, aggregated infor tion. The result is that O'er a
schools are actively engaged i studying the effectiveness of the
MCAT 'and Will be preparing a 'des for publication that the test
sponsor has no opportunity to co trol. Contrary to the claims of
the bill's proponents, it seems that high degree of accountability
exists in this situation where appro mately one-third of the insti-
tutional users of a test are actively-in lved in the evaluation ofits
effectiveness.

The fourth reason cited suggested th t the test disclosure was
necessary to detect and prevent scoring rore. The term "scoring
erfors" as we have underatood it have been used in at least two
ways: One, to refer to an incorrectly calcul ted score, and two, to
referto a question that has ambiguities in th correctsolution that

' has been identified. It is our contention that he exposure of test
questions and answers as required- by H.R.166 \is a classic case. of
killing fleas with a sledge hammer. If:a seriouS\,pipblem exists in
this regard, other' review mechanisths preserving the security of
the examination materials are certainly available to prOVide the
necessary assurances. In ,the MCAT program we have instithted a
series of cheeks and balances both before and after the administra-
tion of every test. in order to achieve the higheit probability of de-
tection of an error of either kind. We have detailed in preyiouates-
timony all of the steps taken in the develdpm t and testing of
each individual question. In addition te these safeguards common
to the industrY Eta a whole, we have special flog ryouts before a
question is ever used where samples comparable t our examinee
population are engaged in a dialog seeking a variety f reactions to
questions under development. And that sample does i clude minor-
ities among others. In addition, after each administration we have
an elaborate formal score verification process that is designed to be
a final ,cheek on poeisible problems in the scoring of\ an answer
.sheet, questiona with potential ambiguities in the keying of the cor-
red answer, and the potential erzors in the determination of scaled
scores and their equivalency with previous forms. These Checks
employ visual inspection of answer sheets, comments froM\examin-
ees who have taken the test and those coMments-are immediately
for-warded tO the test developers and are acted upOn, a riview of
item characteristics, and sophisticated statistical techniques.
Though we are confident that we have instituted every reaSonable
precaution against errors, we continue to evaluate our s stem
through the ongoing use of teams of external consultants wh are
recognized as leaders in their field.
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Ahd with your permission I would just like to give their qualifi-
cations so that you can evaluate the kind, of people that we're
using. Dr. Robert Lynn, professor Of educatiOn, University of Illi-
nois,,who is president of'the National COuncil on Measurement in ,

Education. Dr. Laurie Shepherd, professor of education, University 17-
of Colorado, president-elect of Pie National' Council on Measure- '
ment in Education, \former edRor of the Journal of, Educational
Measurement. Richard. Jaggar, professor of education, the Univer-

: sity of North Carolina in Greensbore, (former editor of the Journal
of Educational Measurement.

The question then .is what woad, the exposure of all test ques-
tions and answers contribUte? The afiswir is that it would-not only
destroy the current test specifications at least for the MCAT, but
would result in the need- to produce greater quantities -of material
with a corresponding loss in available resources to maintain the
current checks on question quality. In short, the proponents of this
legislation' are in one knse in ari envious position. For test sport-
sors, on the other hand, it is a, Catcb-22. If disclosure is mandated,
m6re poorer auestions will result and More scoring errors will be
identifiea; JUStifying, ofcourse,.the imposition of the law to begin
with and the intrusion of the Federal Government into the educa-
tional matters that are by long tradition' the responsibility of the
priyate sector.

A fifth ream we.have heard cited iii support of testing legislar- -
tion is the heed to equalize-access' to coaching courses. This seems
to be a major justification since considerable attention is planned
for the subject tomorrow 'at hearings there. Several subquestions

. have byen raised or implied in the discusiiion of coaching-courses.
First, can theraffeet-test performance, how much, and-is that bad?.
Second, if some can increase performance, should the U.S. Congress
attempt to equalize access to them? Third, how does H.R. 1662 ad-
dress the issue?

Concerning the impact of test preparation courses that they can
have on 'test performance, we have been trying tiolellect some em-
pirical data about Participation in such experiences and their asso-
ciation with changes and performance on the MCAT. The deeper

, we probe the area, the more complei, the more contaminated-with
, uncontrollable factors the question becomes, and the morethazard-
ous any usfful generalizations seem. For example, our data is WA-
unteered by the ,candidates. We do not have access to the list of
people that are taking' the coaching courses, It reflects a wide cs-
parity of review-experiences, the participants have diffe4-ing levels
of motivation) they start With different 'backgrounds, et, ,cétera. '

With these caveats, we are tentatively concluding that though dn
the average examinees acknowledging particiPation in coMmercial
review courses exhibit gains in performance on a second .adminis-
tration of, the MCAT) the gain is only slightly greater than tbatob-
served for those repeating the test after the, same interval, but not
reporting 'participation in a formal course. The magnitude of the
average incremental pin is on the order Of one-tenth to one-half of ,

a scaled score point.. The magnitude of the change assotiated with
the group is not reporting participation jn a commercial review
course is on the order Of one-fourth to one sealed point. To report
more specific figures at this time we think would imply a'stability
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and the confidence for these results that we have not yet been able
to establish. We did find consistently that the'higlier gains were for
the content specific sections. of the test, that is biology, chemistry,
and physics "and that the gains observed at the lower ends of the
ranges were associated with skills analysis, reading, and quantita-
tive testa. As related initialiy at the lower levels on the Sills Analyi

Reading,and quantitative subtests gained least froth the typical
review couti experience. _Since these test preparation experienaes
tend to`he Mayfly content oriented rather than emphasizing the

a development of basic thinking skills, such a test preparation expe-
rience is likely to- have relatively little payoff for examinees 'with
essweiI developedthinking skills.

If as it now appears there may be an effect on moil' scores asso-
-ciated with participation in a review course, is that-bad? Changes

.4 in .performance on the MCAT as a result of a test preparation
course are not a threat-to the Validity of our test. In fact, to: the
extent that a test preparation course or any .other effort that the
&A-Went uses to increase and gain knowledge enhances the

(Candidate's knowledge or- skills measured-by the test, the MCAT
\would he invaiid if it *did not reflect that improvement. In this

_ regardrit should be understood that we regularly monitor the Teak-
. age of test materials'from the program to assure otirselves that.,ma-

terials tensed onfau sequentlorms have not been,com romised.
In summary, none of these data have caused us Idharbor con-

cerns about the validity of the test. The .magnitude Of he changes
within ireasonable b6unds, and the type of change and *nteractiOn
amongitypes of performance even offer evidence for the construct .
validit3f of the test, that is the diagnostic value of the s "lls sub-
tests. We are continuing our research and .will report speci kc find-
ings aa we eStablish the stability of our earlier indications.

The isecond isstie related to coaching wail whether the U.S. ton-
gress should try to equalize accessio test preparation Courses or for
that Matter to any resource that might he -effective in imptoving
petforinance. Proponent's simplyproponents imply that it
shouldbut the issue has not been directly confronted Should the
anisweebe yes, theft.new legislation Will bei.equired.

ThiS brings us to the last issue Which is Whether H.R. 1662 ad=
dresses the concern about equalizing access. Presumably the link is
in the increased availability of test questions and answers resulting
ftom mandatory disclosure. In the comments accompanying the in-
troduction.of H.R: 1662, this statement is Made and Dquote:

And it (the testing legislation) would leasen inequities among students creatsd by
emperisive coaching schools by giving everyone equal access to mforthition about the
test and the qUeitions themselvesnot widen the gap between Students.

At best, this. is an unproven assertaon. At Worst, testing legisla-
tion will eiticcerbate the probleifi in the sense of the above quote in
that it will widen the gap,.

Tirato from the experience of the college boards in New York, we
know that the small numberi requesting their questiOns and an-
sivers-,fewer than 6 percentdisproportionately mtire are frbm
the higher socio-ccoriomic groups and from thoie already achieving
high scores on the test. If there is P benefit to having access to
questions and answtts, whom -then *ill it benefit most? Clearly
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not the flisadvantaged. If the test preparation experiences continue
to be expensive and therefore access for the disadvantaged, contin-
ues to be limited, we see nothing in H.R. 1662 that will change
That. .And if there is any value to such experiences, advantaged
groups in the population will continue to be the primarrbenefici-
aries. It also seems quite, reasonable that putting more information
into the hands of the operators of such courses will only enhance
their potential to offer effective programs of prekaration. It is prV-
dictable also that test preparation, courses may be made more at-
tractive by their being perceived as the collector and organizer q)f
the flood of questions and answers that are suddenly available. Un-
explained, uninterpreted, unorganized bursts of questions and an-
swers will only succeed in increasing dependence on external sup-
port while satisfying the resource requirements of the operators in
the testpreparation business to make money.

We fail to see how these arguments advance the support of H.R.
1662 surwive the careful scrutiny 61 evidence or logic. This inter-
vention w.ould be contrary 6 the ctearly expreSsed views of the
people that Federal presence should be reduced. With the severe
restriction in available resources it does not seem Icgical to spend
the public purse on unnecessary regulatory initiatives. In our view
these hearings have amply demonstrated ,all the fundamental "flaws
of H.R. 1662 and we urpe that the st:bcommittee not report -this
measure to the full committee. Thank you yery much for your kind
attention.

[Prepared statement of John Cooper follows]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN COOPER, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN

MEDICAL COLLEGES

Chairmen Perkins and Simon, and Atmbers-of.the Subosnmittees on Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education, and on Postseoondary Diudation:

The Association of American Msdical Colleges (AAMC) appreciates this

opportunity to report on its continuing experience with legislation and

legislative.proposals relating to standardized testing. I am Dr. John A. b.

Cboper, the President of the AMC. I felt it was so important to be here

today,,that I left our Association's Annual Meeting to do so. We hope our

testimony helps the subcommittees determine that the purposes of-these

hearings have been scam:Ai-shed and that further consderation of this

bill is notAparranted. We strongly believe-this to be a rational condlusion

from the infoymation presented at these hearings and from the accumulated

nationWide experienT during the interval since this legislation was first

introduced.

We would like to review briefly the reascnswhy we arn told that this

legislation fLS necessary.

/There is widespread concern in the states about this matter.

2. We can expect a "proliferation of state-level disclosure laws

t:hat will create a complex regulatory Web for test givers."

3. Test sponsors axn not sufficientiy accountable.

4. Test disclosupe is necessary to detect and prevent scoring errors.

S. Test disclosure is necessary to equalize access to coaching courses.

Presented by Dr. John A. D. Cooper, President, Association of American

Medical Colleges, before the House SUbcommittees on Elementary, Sedondary,

and Vocational Education and Postseoondary Education, Committee on Education

and Labor, NeveMber 4, 1981.
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Part of the response to the question of widespread concern was offered.

hy Barbara Lerner in her article in the March 1981 issue of the Arerican

-Psychologist. She reviewed the data from 10 different public ppinion surveys.

In none of the 10 was she able to find evidence of the widespread concern

preponents would have us believe.

But what has been happening at the state level? Mr. Perkins began these

hearings over two years ago hy cautiuning those present that the issues under

consideration were traditionally the province of the states. Directiy related

to the issu's raised by Mr. Perkins, testing legislation has been studied

quite explicitiy in almost one-third of the state legislatures during the

past two years. The result to date has been most instructive. Not a single

state has passed legislation in this area since hearings on this sebject

were begun in the U.S. Congress. The message from this accumulated experience

should be unmistakable. It should at least signal very clearly that there

is a great arount of doebt in a great rany states about the wisdom of such

This ovenftaming evidence from state-level activity also easily disposes

of another phantom-- the second reason for legislation, i.e.-the "prediferation

.of state-level disclosure laws that will create a caiplex regulatory web for

test givers." Recent amenlrents to existing New York and California law do

not alter this conclusion.

A very inportant finding of these state inquiries has been the repeated
-

recognition of the diversity and complexity of the issues being addresSed.

It was recognized that one test is not pretty much like another and that the

purposes of tests vary widely. The circumstances under which they are

administered and the ways in which test scores are used were found to be
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quite variable. In short whatmay_have arwared appropriate and equitable

to require of one program was seen to be inappropriate and destructive for

another. Cur Medi.cal College Admission Test (MCAT) is a case in point. We

have argued that the:mCAT is a highly specialized achievement examination

wdth specifications drawn very tightly to insure maximum relevance to

nedical education and to provide maximum guidance tb the candidate for

his or her preparation for the test. Data were collected frame cross-

secticn of approximately 150 nedical faculty to deternine what is relevant

to the study and practice of nedicine. Testimony wets heard last sumMer from

an MCAT examinee, MS. Carolyn Bennett, that she and-her colleagues

considered the MCAT a fair representation_of ,.lt students should know to

.get into medical school.

All of this is now in serious jeopardy as'a result of this,bill. Dis-

'closure ottest-gNestions and answers as required by the New York law and

'by H:R. 1662 would destroy the MCAT since under those conditions there simply

is not a sufficient supply of*estions-that would'ireet the specifications

of.the test. Disclosure is'also inompatible with the oonditions under which

the MCAT Mist be administered with-the-result
that, our.ability to write and

test hew questions and equate new forms would be seriously compromised.

'These kinds of ocnsiderations were apparently
persuasive in several

states since we/were advised a number of times that should legislation prove

feasible, the4CAT would be excluded. The same-issues, by the way, were

fundamental in our pleadings before the federal court in the Northern

District of New York Chat led to our being awarded a preliminary injunction

preventing New York from enforcing the disclosure provisions of it law

against the MCAT.
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The third.issue raised dealt with the accountability of test sponsors;

Ihave,explained in previous testimony how the MCAT program is directly-,

accountable to the 126 medical,schools of the United States, their faculty,

students, and adninistration and how we provide for.the continuing counsel

of the candidates' pre7medical faculty. Proponents direct the issue of

accountability not.only to test contents but also propose extending dis-

closure,to all studies, data analyses, reports, etc. as though test

sponsors control all research and evaluation associated with the test

and have no reason to feel accountable to the pUblic it serves. On the

occasion of our last appearance in this forum, we subsnitted'three early

studies conducted'independently of the AAMC as a demonstration that the

test sponsor is not the sole source of information about a test. We have

now counted 21 independently.prepared studies relating to the iaterpretation

and use of the New MCAT that have appeared in the literature. Appendix_A

includes 21 of these citations for you perusal. The list cites studies

conducted at 15 different schools. In addition,-the AAMC has also developed

a cooperative arrangement witn other schools to stimulate their interest in

conducting local studies that will contribute at the same time to natlonally

aggregated information. The result is that over 40 schools are acti:Vely

engaged in studying the effectiveness of the MCAT and will be preparing

articles for pUblication that the test sponsor has no opportunity tO-control.

Contrary to the claims of the bill's proponents,'it seems that a high degree

of accountability exists in this situation where approximately one-third of

the indtitutional users of a test are activeli involved in the evaluation

of its effectiveness.
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The fourth reason we cited suggested that test disclosure was hecessary

to detect and prevent scoring errors. The
term "scoring errors" as we have

trtderstood it has been used in at least two ways: 1) to refer to an incorrectly
,

calculated score and 2) to refer to a question that has ambiguities in the

correct solution Chat has been identified. It is our contention-ihat the

exposure of test questions and answers as required by H.R. 1662 is a classic

case of killing fleas with a sledge hammer. If a serious problem exists in

this regard other review mechanisms preserving the security of the examination

materials are certainly available to provide the necessary assurances. In

the MChT program ue have instituted a series of checks and balances both

Were and after the administration of every test in order bo°achieve the

highest probability of detectioa of an error of either kind. We have detailed

in previous testimony all the steps taken in the develoanent and testing of

each individual qaestion. In addition to these gafeguardg cormnxl to the

industry as a %bole, ue have special fieldtryouts before a question is ever

used ubere samples ccnparable to our examinee population are engaged in a

dialogue seeking a variety of reactions to questions under development. In

addition, after each administration we have an elaborate formal score

verification process that is designed-to be a final-check. on poqp.iblP problem

in the scoring of an answer sheet, questions with potential ambiguities in

the keying of the correct answer, and the
potential errors in the deterndnation

of scaled scores and their lquivalency with previous forms. Mese checks employ

visual inspection of answer sheets, oanrents from examinees who have taken the

test, a revicsoof item characteristics, and
sophisticated statistical techniques.

Though %e are confident that ue have instituted every reasonable precaution

against errors, ue continue to evaluate our syston through the ongoing use
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of a teamt,of external consultants who are recognized as leaders in their

field. /he questionthen is what would the ecosure of all test questions

*and answers contribute? The answer is'that it would not only destroy the

curre specifications but would result in the need to produce greater

quantities ofteterial with a corresponding loss in°available resOurces to

maintain the current cheCT,zon question quality. In short, the proponents

of this legislation are in one sense in-an envious poSition. For-test

sponsors on/the other hand, it is a Catchr22. if disclosure is mandated,

more poor,qurstions will result and more scoring errors will be identified,

justify/ing, of course, the imposition of the law to begin with and the

intrusion of the federal government into the educational matters that are

by ng tradition the responsibility,of the private sector.

The fifth reason we have heard cited in support of testing legislation

// is the need to egualize.acoess to*"coaching" courses. This seems: to-be a

major justification since considerable attention is planned for the sUbject

tomorrow. Several subquestions have been raised or implied in discussion of

"coaching" courses. First, can they affect test performance, how much, and

is that bad? Second,,if some can increase performance, should the U.S. Congress

attempt to equalize-access to them? Third, how does H.R. 1662 address the .

issue?

Concerning the Impact test preparation courses can have on test perfo

ue haVe been trying to collect some empirical data about participation in uch

experiences and their association uith changes in performance on the MA

The deeper ue probe the area, the.more ccaplex, the more contaminated yith

Incontrollable factors the question becomes, and the more hazardous any useful

generalizations seem. For example our data is volunteered by the carialates,
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it elfects a wide disparity of review experiences, the participants have

differing levels of motivation, they start with different backgrounds, etc.

With these caveats, we are tentatively cOncluding that though on the average

examinees acknowledging participation in commercial review courses exhibit

gains in-performance onsa second administration of the MCAT, the gain is

only slightly greater than that observed for those repeating the tebt after
,.y .

the same interval but not reporting participation in a formal course. The

magnitude of the average increpental gain is on the order of one-tenth to

one-half of a scaled score point. The magnitude Of change associated with

the gvoup not,reporting participation in a
connercial review course is on

thd order of onefourth to one scaled point. INozeport more specific figures

at this time would imply a stability for these results that We have not -

yet been able to establish. We did,find consistently that the higher gains

were for content specific sections of the test, Ley Biology, Chemistry,

-and Physics and that the gains observed at the lower ends of the ranges

e associated with the Skills Analysis: Beading and,Quantitative tests.

A rela but very interesting observation suggeSted that those sobring

initially at the loWer,ley,!lson the Skills AnalYsis: Rewiing and

Quantitative suhtests gained leas fran the typical review course experience.

Since these test preparation experiences to be heavily content oriented

rather than em'Ohasizing the development
of;basic tiIfngils, such a

test preparation experience is likely to,have relatively little 17k-IY6If--for___

examinees with less wellideveloped thinking skills.

If as it appears there may be-an/effect on,MCAT scores absociabad'with

participation in a review,course, is that bad?'Changes in performance on

the MCAT as a result of a test preparation course pre not a threat bothe
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validity of our test. In fact, to the extent that a test preparation Course

or any other effort enhances the candidate's,knowledge or skills measUred

by the test, the MCAT would be invalid if it did not reflect that improvement.

In,this regard it should be understood that we regularly monitor the leakage

of test materials from the program to assure ourselves that-materials reused

on sUbsequent forms have not been-compromised.

In summary, none of these data have caused us to harbor concerns about

the validity of the test. The magnitude of the change-is within reasonable

bounds, and the type of change and interaction among types of performance

even offer evidence for the construct validity Of the test, i.e. the

,-diagnostic value of the skills subtests. We are continuing,our research and

will report specific findings as we establish the stability of our early

indications.

The secdnd issue related to coaching-whether the U.S.. Congress sNuld

try,to equalize access to test preparation courses or for that matter to any

resource that might be effectixe in improving performance. ProPonents imply

that it Should, but the issue has not been directly confibntee. Should the

answer be yes, then new legislation will be required.

This brings us to the last issue which is whether H.R. 1662 addresses

I

the,concern about equalizing access. Presumably the link is in the increased

availability of test questions and ans./elm-resulting from mandatory disclosure.

In the comments accompanying the introduction of:H.R. 1662, this stabomant

is made7,"and it (testing legislation) would lessen inequities among students

tr

created by ekpensive coaching schools by giving everyone equal access to,

information about the test and the questions themselves -- not widen thp gap

between students." At best, tills is an unproveh assertion. At worst, testing
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legislation wilyexacerbaV the problem in the sense of the above quote

in that it willitwidenthe gap. First, from the experience of the College.

Boards in New 'ork, we know-that of the small_numbers requesting their

questions anr answers (fewer tha45%), disproportionately more are from

the higher io-economic groups and from those already achieving high

scores on the test. If there is a benefit to having access to qUestions

and answers, whan then will it benefit most? Clearly, not the disadvantaged.

If test preparation experiences continue to be expensive and therefore

access for the disadvantaged continues to be limited -- we see nothing in

r a

H.R. 1662 that will Change that -- and if there is any value to such

experiences, adVantaged groups in the population will continue to be the

primarysbeneficiaries It also seems quite reasonable that puttingxore

information into the hands of the operators of such courses will only

enhance their potential to offer effective prograMs of preparation. Ii

is predictable also that test Preparation courses may be made more

attractive by their being perceived as the collector and organiler of the

flood of questions and answers that are suddenly available. Unexplained,

uninterpreted, unorganized bursts of question and an-sWers will only succeed

ig increasing dependence on external support while satisfying the resource ,

requirements of the operators in the-test preparation business to make money.

We fail to see,haw any of these argments advanced to support H.R. 1662

survive the careful scrutiny of evidence or logic. This intervention would

be contrary to the clearlyexpressed-views-of the people that federal- presence

:should be reduced. With the severe restriction In available resources it

does not seem logical to spend,the pUblic purse on unnecessary regulatory

initiatives. In our view these hearings have amply demonstrated all the fundamental

flaws of H.R. 1662 And we urge you not to report this measure from the subcommittees.

Thank you for your kind attention.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much Dr. Cooper. We appreciate you-
'taking time away frein the national meeting and coming to testify
.before our subcomittees. I, think I'll reverse the process. Mr. Wil-
liams.

4

-Mr. CooPsii. With your permission I, of course, don't have the'ad-
vantage a the . earing record here with me. 'I did call and hava
someone leave the national meeting and go to our offices and try

.and.revieW the hearing recoi;ds'because I wondered if I'd had leave
of my senses in making the statements that-Congressman Wirliams
said I had. We could not find it in the hearing records. And I can

. assure you that we do have the lowest attrition`rate in any profes--
sional school in the medical school. That is due not to the MCAT
,tests alone. It is due to the very detailed, and extensive work that
admissions committees do in evaluating the grade---;the past per-
formance, the MCAT examination, the activities of the students,
the interviews, and lettemof recommendations. And the MCAT ex-
dmination in some of these preliminary tests which have been pre-
liminary eXaminations which have sven reported do indicate that
it does add to the sele,:tion, but in no.,way do I think I have:ever
said that the MCAT was responsible for the lowering in the attri-
tion rate. idn't mean to say it anyway.

Mr. WE ss. You and Mr. Williams will explore that further as
you both m appropriate. Mr. Williams.

Mr. Wu, IAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Cooperony earlier
reference as to a peraon I said at the time, I couldn't call his
dtkrne-or w at association he was with and referred tti the fact that
hewas rep -= nting soine element within the medical-community.
I've since f nd the hearing record and. for the record let me de-
scribe in mo e detail what took pla6e.

Mr. James Graham, assistant secretary, Council onjjentail Edu-

cation of the merican Dental Association appeared before the sub-
committee in August 1979. And spoke at length about his
association's s port for admission- testing. And indicated that the
attrition rate : perhaps three times as great before the institu-
tion of a testing rogram then after.

As Preeall he ted that their attrition rate was 20 to 25,percent
befOre the dental timissions.testing program was inaugurated and
now wasor then '''as down to,approximately a 7-percent rate.

My point to him was this, the association obviously, had kept
good records through the years about the numbers of students who
drbpped out of dental schools and I asked them if they had kept
equally 00 records on why the students were dropping out or who

the studeffts were that were dropping out and his answer was
"No, it has not." I then vrtnt On- to explorenow, let me comment
about that! I think that that says a great deal in itself. I think that
says reams about a lac ota pursuit concerning who's dropping out
and .why and then that lack of pursuit, in turn, says A great deal
about. the-lack-of an effdt to prevent that attrititionthrough some
means other than sim ly not allowing that student into that
school. Perhaps you'd car to comment at this point.

Mr. COOPER. I am sorry Mr. Williams you'll have to address those
questions and comments t the dental st:hools -because that does

not apply to.the medical scilOols. We do know how many drop out.
We do know the names of he students. As a matter of fact we
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have extensive records going back many years with regard to the
reasons for the dropouts, because some medical students interrupt
their program to do a year of research. We know whether it's on
thebasis ofecadeinic performance, on the basis of family problems,
and with the redwing support of medical students financial sup-
port by the Federal Government we're finding more students'
having more difficUlty in going through a regular series of the mg-
ular course of study. They have to get out and work. bit we do
have information. We do know how many drop out and for what
reasOns. There are some that ate emotional reasons. And-ye have
all ofthat. So, the statement that you made and attributed, tb the
meeical school does pot apply to the mediCal schools.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, let me correct you again. I didn't attribute
it to medical schools, I attributed it to a gentleman who represent-
ed an association of some element of the medical community and I
was accurate with regard to that statement.

I appreciate the fact that your association takes every opportuni-
ty to maximize opportunity for minorities and disadvantaged
Americans. I'm from Montana. Our disadvantaged Americans are
the original Americans. Very little is done by anyone to maximize
their opportunity in medical schools or any other professional
athools in this country. Very little is done for those people. It's
notthere is no intentional grounding of the American Indian, it's
jusf thatI think, as we'd all agree, enough isn'tisn't being done
and many of us live with the American Indian or near the reserva-
-tions or in States where the American Indians Eire very sensitive to
the fact that that's a groupalonuwith some othersHispanics
and blacks and others who really aren't being brought into the pro-
fessional mainstream the way we might have done jt in the past
half century'or century.

Mr. COOPER. Mr, Williains I couldn't agree with you more. I am A
native New Mexidan and I think we have more Indians than you
do-and I. am very sympathetic and have worked with the Indians
and the university which has done a great deal in New Mexico.

, And New Mexico, as you know, the majority of people in New
Mexico are of Spanish origin. And I have an office of minority af-
fairs. ,We have active programs in recruitment not only at the
medical school but interesting these people in undergraduate prep-
aration for medicine and as a selection, of Medicine as a career. I
can say-that Andy Young address-Ave7-1 justyeeterday after-
noon and . we have a minority program every year. And in our
annual meetingito discuss what ways people have found to increase
the interest of these students. How they have been able to -retain
them. Let me tell you again, sir, that the reduction, in Federal sup-
port has played an Unprecedented role in reducing their interest
because the minority students simply: One, do nUt have the fund-

. .jng and second, they are not accustomed to the level of loans.and
with the interest rates of the loan which are 31/2 points above the
Treasury-91-day bill. They just can't consider that kind of-funding.
We have fought very hard to keep that exceptional need scholor-.
ship program in and it is completely inadequate.

That's how we can help get these people in medical schools and
keep them there. In addition to that, we have developed a similar
minority_ applicationrninority exercise-for admissions committees.
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Thosewe have taken actual case records and showed these and
these have been given without cost in most of the medical schools
now in the United States-and we're repeating them. We work with
admissions committee members to show them that you have to use
nontraditional criteria in qmitting *these students. And I'm very
proud of the fact that irr medical schools we have students with
very high MCAT records and very high GPA records that are not
admitted to any medical school because they are found lacking in
the other aspects of V. admission process. And we have whites
with low MCAT's and low,GPAYs and we have minority students
with low MCAT's and lo* GPA's admitted.

The admission committees of these countries in the medical
schools work very hard and have not been slavish to the use of
GPA's or MCAT's or any other single criteria as has been claimed,
at least, in the discussions we had in New York that law schOOls
do. We have not done that. And I think the evidence shows that we
don't. I am as concerned and I am bilingual in Spanish. I learned
to speak Spanish befoie I did English. I am as concerned as you are
about-the inadequacy of it. But A.ndy Young stood up in our minor-
ity:meeting and said I'm not going to lay it on you. I was just out
at Stanford in the graduation exercises for the MBA class and ihe
number of blacks iri that_was really enormous. He said you"ye in a
hell of a competition because we used to be able to only increase
our social status through law or through medicine or through reli-
gion. Now, we have many other opportunities. And you're going to
haves a tougher and tbugher time increasing the number of stu-
dents interested in medicine. We are working on it though, very
hard.

. Mr. 'WILLIAMS. I applaud your efforts. Nay I ask you a question
about one statement in your testiMony. When you were referring
to equalizing access to tests, you said that the legislation before us
would exacerbate the problem and you used as a point of demon-
stration the fact that in New York only a small number are re-'
questing test questions and answers. Fewer than 5 percent. And
said that disproportionally more of those are from the higher,socio-
economic groups and from those already achieving high scores on
the test. That's saying that equalizing access will not benefit the
disadvantaged.

I guess,that raises two questions. First, do we deny access simply
because the wrong people are taking advantage of it and second
isn't this further- demonstration that disadvantaged students=eco-
nomicaTly or socioeconomically- disadvantaged,students are because
or thebecause of their history less likely to vigorously pursue
these tests? Isn't that further proof of the chilling effect that tests
have on those who are already some firghtehed of testing authori-
ty?

Mr. COOPER. A . responsible test agency- would never use those
same questions on subsequent tests. 'the only advantage of having
the test before you, would be to show what questions you didn't
want to study. That may be an advantage. But you- would not
repeat those questions.

We provide in an MCAT manual that has been submitted for the
record, to Mr. Weiss, and to members-of-the committee and I'll be
happy to submit_ it again, extensive information to the students. I
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think it's $4. That gives how the test questions were derived. What
are the criteria and we do have very narrow criteria. They have to
be questions that a student taking a first year.course in chemistry
not at Harvard, but across the country would have expected to
have had knowledge-about-and be able to answer.

Second, it has it, relevance,-as we have seen through the groups
that the-questions to what they think they Should know to get into
meoical school. We tell them that. We tell them what areas we're
going to examine in. We tell them the types of questions and show
them examples of how those questions are developed, and how they
go about thinking about those;questions. And then we give them an

_actual test. That test is the same test that they would have gotten
by having one revealed excePt that it was one that we developed
and used experimentally at the beginning which is exactly like the
test we're using now. That test is as good as gettinp the one that
you have. We will not use those questions either. But it gives you
all of the-information that's valid and useful from- a test that is re-
vealed.

By the way we have provided long before legislation was intro-
duced in the State or here, we have provided opPortunities for
hand scoring of tests when students ask about them, say there are
problems. We have provided that long before legislation is intro-
duced. We have no problem complying with most of the interests
which we agree with, that you had. We agree with them because
we have instituted, we think, measures to think it. The only pne
that we disagree with is the main one. Now, there may be some
others, but the main one is revealing the test.

We do comply with Califo- rnia. We have no problem in the finan-
cial information it's all available out there, but in revealing the
test questions we can not do and maintain the kind of tests that we
develop.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, sir, I appreciate theappreciate the
dialog here this afternoon.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Cooper, picking up right there I must tell you
that yoU have me confused, and that may not be your problem, it
may be my problem. If I heard you correctly, you've just said that
no responsible testing group would ever repeat the same questions.

Dr. COOPER. If it was revealed.
Mr. WEISS. OhN4K.
Dr. COOPER. You have a responsibility to the other test takers,

you know, that /lb one has an advantage.
Mi." WEISS. Then I did mis-hear you. -

Dr. COOPER. if you reveal the questions you certainly would not
incorporate thbm. We are re-cycling questions.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Now, what percentage?
Dr. COOPER. We have to.
Mr. WEISS. What percentage of your questions do you re-cycle?
Dr. COOPER. That, I'm sorry. We can provide it. It's just begin-

ning because what we have done is over the years developed a
series of test forms. We are noW reachand we would like toeon-
tinue to develop new test forms. Now, we are running into the
problems I have identified of the availability of additional ques-
tions which fit our criteria. I can't tell you the percentage, it is
small so far, but I think will increase with time.
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Now, I'm sorry, that I don't have any of my staff here because I
left them up there.

Mr. WEISS. Rig h 't. OK. Again to just review matters,that you've
testi
takers that you'll testing them on are, at least in the heart sci-

fied to prevw sly, The test areas that you advise your test

ences: Chemistry, Ohysics, biology, in the first year of the average
college course; is that right?

Dr. COOPER. Well,Ithe first course. It may not be in the first year.
--Willi. Firat deuite", right. -OK. And what you've testified to

i is that ason that you think that it would be inappropriate,
' wrong to disci questions and the tests is because there is a

limited number of qu s.that you can ask within those subject
areas, is that correct? i

Dr. COOPER. It woirld be impossi 1 or us and to maintain the
tests. Lei me say that the old MCAT tests 'oh We felt Was inad-
equate, the questions there we could have reveirechNoproblem be-
cause those questions-Can be developed in huge numbersvere
dissatisfied with that approach. That's why we -spent $11/2 million
to change the test. The present questions are very restricted -to,
onethe criteria that iou just said, and number two, to the exami-
nation by groups of medical faculty and so on that these kinds of
questions are indeed, 'they believe, relevant to what a student
should know in coming to medical school. .

You know, what are the dynamics of the Space Shuttle. Those
are g 4iod physics questions. They are not related to medicine. ,,,
That's why.the new test is the one in which we have the trouble If
we had not changed our MCAT test and had the same kind of gen-
eral qttestion, we 'vmld have less problem and, I don't know, we
may ha had no probleM in revealing the question because you
ca tethOse-questiOs by the-thousands.

iss. So, what you're saying is that you limit the area
which is tested within the particular hard sciences?

Dr. COOPER. Yes. I
,

Mr. WEISS. Such a narrow focussuch a narrow scope that in
, fact you have just a very Bruited number of questions that can pos-

sibly be asked? I .

Dr. COOPER. .They certainly are much more limited than they
were before:There's one o her problem.

Mr. Wiiss. But your ans er'is yes?
Dr: COOPER. Yes. One ot er \problem and that is we have a more

elaborate evaluation syste cif the questions, I think, than most
other test groups have. W 're hot a testing agency. This is a small
part of,the overall activity. 1

'Mr. WEISS. Right.
Dr. COOPER. Let me just o th ough what happens. We have tests

written by faculty membe . W have editors, AIR does under con-
tract. They're reviewed by the . Then they're reviewed by mem-
bers of a test committee. en here's a field try out administra-
tion on a selective basis to examining popidations. We get a group
of college students that mi ic---k

Mr. Arms. Doctor, I don t want to shortcut you but are you fa-
miliar at all with the proc that\ the Educational Testing Service
uses?

_. Dr. COOPER. Yes, sir. I'm ot personally, no. Our people are.
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Mr. WEISS. Your people are. Because I must tell you as-one who
was part of a congressional delegation of this committee that went
down to Princeton and werit through the process with them, I was
impressed. They do exactly the kind of thing that you're talking
about. They take people in the field, the topmost eiperts in the
area, and- they toss the questions around. They field test, they use
them on an experimental basis. If they don't meet the criteria that
they set up, they toss them out because they feel that in some way
the way the question was-phrased, perhaps, is wrong. Yet in spite:,
of all of that they've had the recent experience within.this single
calendar year of having two questions discl:osed by high school-stu-
dents who took in one instance the SAT and the other the PSAT
that having gone through all,the expertshard scientific or math-
'ematical- questions--

Dr. COOPER. This doesn't go only through experts, Mr. Weiss. We
have students take ihe test and the students tell us whether they
are--

Mr. Wits.% Students too.
Dr. COOPER. Well, I don't know what
Mr. WEISS. You're not suggesting that the students arelikely to

be more expert than the----
Dr. COOPER. No, but if there's ambiguity in the tests, students are

bright. And if there's ambiguity in the question that makes the
question change. If the student says you can't tell which is the
right answer here for the following reason, that question is thrown
out. That was the problem in the teat. There was no correct
answer.

Mr. WEISS. Are you sayingbecause again I-7--as I listen to your
testimony are you saying that what our legislation seeks to achieve
and what New York has done is appropriate for the other disci-
plines in other areas but that your test is so unique that it should
not be applied to your area? Is that what you'ie telling us?

Dr. COOPER. We don't know about what happens in the other
areas. That's for them to answer. We know that this legislation we
can,not live with.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Now let me see if I can ask you just a few other
questions. Most of the collegesmost of the professional schools
are going into an area of scarcity as far as student supply is con-
cerned. I. assume-that that's not true as far as medical schools are
concerned?

Dr.SOOPER. No, sir we have had a traditional ratio of about two
applicants per position. We are concerned, as I said before, about
two things. One about applicantsin the applicant pool. And we
have every applicant that applies we have biographical data on
them so we can study the changes. We are concerned about the ap-
plicant pool coming from more affluent families. The family aver-
age incomeaverage family income of those applicants is going- uP,
And they are notthey are coming, more and morewe have
about a 13 to 15 percent physicians' children go to medical school.
That's been bonstant for years.

But now other professionalsstudentschildren of other profes-
sionals are going up and the manufacture, you know, the upper
level and the ones from clerks, from agriculture, and from the
lower middle class are not going. We are concerned about that and
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are going to work on it. One of the problems for ;that is the finan-I
cial support. It's very difficult now for a middle-Class familypar-i
ticularly lower middle class that has accumulated debts hrough
dergraduate college and then additional debts that they mill accti-
mulate through medical school.

We have students with $75,000 to $80,000 of debt before they
leave medical school. So we are concerned about the nature of the
applicant pool and we work,en that and we are-terribly disturbed
and we have had two task forces. We led the way in 1971 and ap-
minted a task force to say what is it we-can do to,get the under
.retiresented minorities in. We didn't achieve our goals, and in 1976
we appointed another task force to say Why:didn't we achieve our
goals. And now we're working on further input. Wehicave an exten-
sive progrant

We are not happy with that component but as far as number it
remains aboUt 2 to 1.,0K.

Mr. WEISS. Would youdo you have information as to what per-
centage of your applicants, in fact, attend the preparatory courses,
the coaching schools?

Dr. COOPER. As Isaid, we ask a question on the application to the
MCAT application, you know, the form that a student fills out. We
ask them to tell us if they .did. We have iio other way to get that
information.

Mr. WEISS. What do they tell you? What percentage do you get
back?

DT. 'COOPER. I can't give you the percent. I can get that 'for you
and send it to you. But we did compare, as I pointed out in my tes-
timonyoh, we took those that took the coaching course and took
the MCAT more than onceafter the coaching course,

Mr. WEISS. Right. Right.
Dr. COOPER. And we studied that. But you know, that's very un-

reliable information. In spite of the fact we try and make sure that
they understand we're not going to tell anybody about that coach-
ing bUt---

Mr. WEISS. Right.,
Dr. COOPER. But we can not, we do not have access to Mr. Kap-

lahs',, you know, list ofstudents and so forth.
Mr. WEISS. Wouldn't you assume that the student who is compet-

ing to get into a more restricted areamedical school and who-
comes from the higher economic strata is more likely to attendto
take the coaching course than the student who comes to be ad-
mitted to college where in fact the colleges are looking for custom-
ers at this point rather than the other way around? And where
there's a larger percentage of lo-ir-income applicants?

Dr. COOPER. I can speculate with you on it. I assume the-more
money you have, you know, the easier 'it would be. But our study
shows it doesn't do much for you.

Mr. Wits's. No, no but I'm trying to establish first as to whether
in fact, there is a high percentage or if you know Whether there is
a high percentage of the people who take Your test who in fact
attend the coaching school. And you're telling me that there is rio
way of knowing *hough you, assume that if they got money
they're mere likelyTo attend those courses?
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Dr. COOPER. 0 the other hand, you might expect that the whole
educational process of those from more affluent families would be
considered to be more adequate. And they might feel less need to
have a coaching course than those who come from a disadvantaged
educational baekground. Whether those latter can afford the
course, I don't know. But, you know, we're just speculating here,
Mr. Weiss, but, maybe there would be fewer Harvard graduates
fewer Harvard graduates of whatever economic level take the
course, than from East Branch State Teachers College take the
course, sif.they could afford it. I think the Harvard students feel
that thef may be better prepared. You know, Ldon't khoW. Were
just speculatinv,.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I can only give you my experience with the
cram courses for taking the bar. And my experience was that
everybody took the cram course no matter what law school they
went to. No matter how good their grades were. They wanted that
extra little bit of insurance and if they could afford, they took it.

Dr. COOPER. I don't like to comment on one of our sister profes-
sions but it iswe do not:have, you know, the cram course idea in
law schoolsome of my lawyer friends that have gone through it
say the law-school yoh go to for 3 years and then you learn what
you have to pass on the exam in the cram course. It has no rela-
tionship to what we learned in law school. I don't know what the
situation is, but that is a tradition, I think, with law schools and
law students.

Mr. WEISS. You are-in a profession where youngsters graduating
from college know tKat the scarcity of seats is such that they may
be lucky if they get admitted to a foreign school, never Mind to an
Americahmedical college,

Dr.-COUP& I think:the lhtter is not so,difficult.
Mr. WEISS. Well, given that kind of scarCity it would not, surprise

me at all if you had percentages running into the 1980's or ,1990's
of medical &Alege applicants who took the cram course.

Dr. .COOPER. I would seriously doubt that, Mr. Weiss. Seriously
doubt it.

Mr. WEISS. Maybe we'll get some insight into that tomorrow. Let
me touch on another area with you. You've indicated that in a
sense thisand you correct me if I'm misstating or missummariz-
ing your testimony. You've indicated that the legislation in a sense
is a waste of time and you cite the ETS figure that only 5 percent
of the people who took the test requested the answers: What you
didn't cite was the 60-percent figure from the law school. Now, if
you wereableif you were to make available to your medical col-
lege test takers the-test ilpon requests or upOn even the payment of

nomihal fee to citwei`'Ithe expenses, would you speculate as to
what percentage of the people who take the MCAT would in fact
request their answers and the tests sheet, questions and answer
back?

Dr. COOPER. I have no speculation aboui that, Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Would you not guess that it would be extremely high?
Dr. COPPER: I really could not speculate. I don't know.
Mr. WEISS. Would you not like to find out?
Dr. COOPER. We can't find out because it's impossible for us.
Mr. WEiss. Well, you could runyou could run a test.
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' Dr. COOPER. We do have the MCAT manual which has la test hi
I.

Mr. WEISS. No, I know,IT knew.
Dr. COOPER. And which is no different from the test they would

receive. I I
, 1 %

Mr. WEISS. You could run a test. You could run this kind of test:
you could put on top of the test packet a sheet which said if we
)were to tell you that we would make available to you for $5 to $7,
410 the testthe scoring sheet with the keys and the questions and.

1

answers, would yOu request7-would you be willing to pay'.for
would you be willing to it? Why can't you run a test like
that?

Dr. COOPER. The reason is that we, no matter what the answer
was ancl you may be right Or I may be right in saying I don't'kno*,
we- pou d not ever fulfill tin,it and maintain the MCAT exam.

Mi. WEISS. Well, the reason I asked you is beeause it seems to me
that's infair of you to come in here and say that the response to,
the S4T of ETS of 5 percent proves that, on top of all the other
probleins with this legislation, it's unnecessary. You don't know
whether in fact, in your area, it's unnecessary or not and I'm will-
ing to bet you that you would get in excess of 50 percent. How is
that? Probably closer to 95 percent; but in excess--

Dr. COOPER. We could both.speculate, but you know--
Mr. WEISS. But you know, it seems to me that you could meet my

challange very easily. You don't have to--
Dr. COOPER. I don't thjnk it would be fair ito the students, Mr.

Weiss, because we could never fulfill--
Mr. WEISS. Yoh would tell themyou could tell them listen we. .can'l give it to you but supposing we, made it available, would you

be interested in ordering it. Be right up front with them. .

Dr. COOPER. I frankly don't see the value, of that kind of---
Mr. WEISS. Well, it would allow you-to come in here after you got

your response back with something a little bit more than you are
drawing conclusions which don't apply-to your area.

Dr. COOPER. I don't think that one answer would change our
opinion. Whether it was 100 percent or 5 percent. The fundamen-
tals of this legislation with regard to this specific test are simply
that we cannotwe cannot comply and maintain the same test.

Mr. WEISS. Well, you know, the one thing I don't want to get
intowith you is an argument that says yes it is onci yon say no it
isn't. And so I'm not going to get into:a discussion with you other
than to comment in passing that your vieW of the finiteness of fac-
tual information to be tested is so strange coming from an educa-
torjust is so strange. I mean it seems to me that people with
imagination and with,,knowledge and with love of the subject area
that they're testing ought to be able to find reams and reams of
questions. You know, when I think of material that has been dis-
closed to the lay public over the course of this past year on public
television alone, it seems to me that there are tremendous areas
that you could,test.

Dr. COOPER. Is that included in average 4-year courses in chemis-
try, physics and-biology in the colleges?
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Mr. WEISS. It's like saying well it's not in my catacism and there-
foreI mean I don't know how to argue with that. It's a very diffi-
cult argument to.pick up on.

Dr. COOPER. The other .problem we have is we've tried to point
out before,, the number of tests we give and I must again repeat the
elaborate validity and equating we use withwe had to put
samplewe had to put questions in otir testi which are not graded
for the test but graded to evaluate one of the questions and No. 2'
to equate with different tests. We haye a limitedunlese we make
up and make the students sit for days for an MCAT test, we
simply mith the other test components we 'have, cannot incorporate
enough of these questions to permit us to validate and equate tests.
So, it is not only the development of the tests, it's the elaborate
scheme we have used to evaluatevalidate and equate tests.

Mi. WEIN. How long did youfor how many years did you use
the tests that was displaced by the cUrrent test?

Dr. COOPER. Dr. Moss, who by the way was a member of the fac-
ulty here at George Washington University first gave a test, it was
called the Moss test. And then Dr. Moss came to the association
this was I must say before my time, in the 1930's. And we began
giving the Moss test then, the medical college admissions test and
that, test went until weit was modified. But there ,has been a lot
of change in the scienceand so on of measurement. And we were
concerned and beganit took us about 4 years to complete our
studies and to get the input from, the broadest group of people
before we changed our test. So, we started in the early 1970't So, it
-wairbetweenlet's say 1940 and 1970.

Mr. WEIN. Thirty years.
Dr.'Cookas Thirty years, yes, sie"`
Mr. WEIN. And I bet you thought it was a pretty, good test while

you-were giving it.
Dr. COOPER. Yes, but mist tell you that there has been really sig-

nificant improvement in our knowledge of evaluation and -testing
and ways that the knowledge has improved in all areas and we
have taken 'that into account.

Mr. WEIN. The reason I asked the question is here you are now
thinking that this FS a pretty good test and I suspect that in about
10 years you'll come along and say we ought to throw that test out
because itwe now have a really good test. You knoW, there are a
lot of people in the psychometric field, I mean people who have de-
lioted their lives to it, who come with some very serious and, pro-
found questions about the whole realm of testing. And I'm not sure
that in fact it's acCurate to say thgt we know so much more and
therefore the test We're giving today are so much better. Indeed, I
think you can spell out an argument for saying that there is so
much doubt about the whole field of psychometrics that people who
spent their careers have,expressed.grave doubts as to whether in
fact there is inherent work or value of notif more harm than
good is not acilleved by those tests. You know that I'm sure be:
cause you're in the field.

Dr. CAOPER. You mean you're tdvocating abolition of standard-
ized testing?

Mr. VEIN. I'm not because Fm not at that point at this stage,
but what I'm saying to you is that I think it'swhen you commit
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yourself, as you have, body -and soulL--heart and soul if you will to
this specific test that you're giving currentlY, you may be lettikg
yourself in for-7-for a big downer when, in fact, you realize that"
maybe it isn't what it's cracked up to be.

Dr. COOPER. We are anxiously awaiting the information that is
coming from these independent studies outside on the value of this
test in making decisions. That's for them to decide. Not for us. And
we are awaiting it and We want to look at it along with you and

. anybody else With regard to what we've done. The preliminary in-
-dication is that the new MCAT is substantially better than the old
MCAT for their purposes. Now, whether it is or not we'll have to
wait the kind of studies that are being-done.

Mr. WEISS. Why aren't you fellows pulling that suit together so
that you have a deposition in New York as to what your rights
are?

Dr. COOPER:I would never' try and take the place of our legal
firm. And Ithat is for them to work out.

Mr. WEISS. That's the best answer you've given all day. Does
council for the minority have.any questions? No. Dr. Cooper--

Wr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman will you yield?
Mr. WEISS. Of course, Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Dr. Cooper, I found particularly instructive your

concerns and the concerns of your association about the lack of ap-
propriate funding forfor financial assistance to college students
particularly .minoritr and disadvantaged. And if it's appropriate,
sir, I think that the chairman of the Subcommittee on 1)ostsecon-
dary Education, Congressman SimOn of Illinois, and the chairnian
of the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, Chairman Perkins of Kentucky would also find your
association's specific thoughts in support of appropriate financial
aid very instructive. And if you and,your association think it Would
be appropriate, I'd encourage yOU to send a letter to those two
chairmen and I'd appreciate having a copy of that' letter outlining
your concern about the lAck of financial assistance in gas area.

Dr. CoOPER. Well, let me sat,. sir, we welcome that recommenda-
tion, of course. This legislative area is largely within Mr.
Waxman's subcommittee in the House and Mr. Waxman is very
sympathetic. He, as you know, has some difficultiei in these kinds
of programs now in the-House and the Senate is very difficult. But
our association this year took a standa step which had never
been taken before and they identified two priorities that they
'would work on fOr Federal legislation. One was student assistance.
Two was biomedical research. The reason fois that is we feel that
only the Federal Government can support. We did not work on ca-
pitation, on Special project grants, on all of these other things. But
we are deeply concerned about the lack of support for the medical
studentthe applicants and let me say we havewe \have worked
very hard in every committee except this one. But we would be
very pleased to bring it to the attention of whoever can"be helpful
tous becauie we are deeply concerned.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Again; Dr. C,00per we appreciate your taking the ime

away from your other activities to appear before us to testify.
Dr. COOPER. Thank you, Mr. Weiss.
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Mr. Woo. The hearing stands adjourned until 9:30 tomorrow

morning. Same room.
[Whereupon the hearing was adjourned until 9:30 a.m. Thursday,

November 5, 19g1.] . J
-

[Additional information submiitted for the record followsl
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PREPARep STAMM'? Of THIt AMERICANDINTAL TZON

The Ameri an Dental Association opposes the enactment of the bills,

H.R. l6ft and H.R. 1312, pending before,the Committee. In order to

understand the Association's objections to this legislation it is

necessary to recognize the purpose and.unique nature of the two

national testing programs administered by the American Dental

^

Association.

DENTAL ADMISSION TESTING PROGRAM

The Dental Admission Testing Program (DAT) is an entrance examination

required by all of the 60 tental schools in tRe United States. The

DAT' was initiated in'1946 *for the express purpoie of reducing the

unacceptably high attrition rate which was then occurring in dental

education. It was not and is not intended as'an instrument for

predicting career success. During the 1930's and 1940's the annUil

attrition rate in dental schools approached 25 percent. Following

the intrOduction of,the DAT and its acceptance as an entrance require-

ment, the attrition rate was-reduced to only 7 percents-4V level which

has generally been maintained since 1950.

80 J
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Much of this success in reducing'attzition results fiom the ability

of the DAT to mpasure fine manual dexterity. In order to graduat

from dental school, the student must have the proficiency io-pratice v

what is commonly called General Dentistry. General Dentistry, like

.the medical specialty of surgery' as opposed to,the:practice of

pest other professions, requires,a high.degree Of manual technique

proficiency. Not everyone has the fine 'manual dexteray to Master

the technical skills to practice 'dentistry. The-DAT has developed

non-verbal, perceptual and space relation tests which oyez: the

years have demonstrated a proven ability to measure and evaluate

the 8pplicsn6 fine manuk dexterity. 'The format of these tjests

is non-verbal in nature. It is a series of drawings of two and

`

three dimensional objects which the test subject must relate to.

Because there is a finite limit to the number of wayd to rep4resent

a box or tr/angle on a drawing,.the number of test forms that can

be produce is of necessity severely limited. If the Dental

Admission estins Program was required to disclose the actual tests

after eac administration, as the legislation now proposes, within,

a very sh re time these kind of manual dexterity tests would have.

to be di continued. This issue is cmstral to our objections to

the legi lation as presently structured.

- The Den l Admission Testing Program is the only entrance examinaton

that corjtains tests which measure abilitibs other than academic.

A dimin tion in quality of the ober portions of the DAT, -for example
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its science tests or its reading comprehension tests, coul be

tempensated for in part by.separate criteria such as grades in college.

Without the manual dexterity component of the DAT, however, ental

schools would have m criteria to discriminate the ability to

perform fine manual dexterity and as a consequence it can be p edicted

that the attrition rate in Aental schools would again rise to

unacceptably high levels. This reason alone coMpels the Assoc1a ion

to op4se ehe legplatiqn.

The Association further believes that the numerous disclOsure

requirements contained in H.R. 1662 are not relevant to the pu4os s

of the bill. 'For enample, Section, 7(2) mandates dis:losure of infor..

matipn regarding refunds given, fee waivers or reductions granted,

income received, and expenses incurred by the test agency: The

expenses are to be categorized as fixea or attributed to a specific

purpose or program. i. is unclear how this information will assist

the Secretary of Edudatipn inefurthering the purpose of the.bill. '

Some provisions of H.R. 1662 would be impossible to carry out.

Section 3(a) (3) would require the Dental Admission Test Agency to

determine th rrelation between DAT scores and sucdess in dentistry.

There is, hoever, no praceal way to measure success in a career,

as-each pract tiaaef aefines'success according to his or he

personal and p.Ofessional goals.

In addition to the above noted concerni, the Association wishes to

V
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emphasize,that the DAT program has for years provided a broad range

'of useful information to dental applicants.

1) It has released an example copy of an exact form of the Dental

Admission Test which it has entitled "Dental Admission Test Prepara-
.. .

tion Materials." These materials are istributed free of charge to

all applicants who register for the DAT. It has done this.to

neJtralize the error measurement that has been Introduced into the

test scores by test preparation courses. Not all potential candidates,

for reasons of economic circumstance or geographic location, have

identical access to preparation courses. The Association feels that

whezi,a ca"ndidate studies for a test, he or she ought to be able to

study the material which is actually zontaifiqa.in the test at the

difficulty level it will be tested, This is especlally important

for the net-verbal, perceptual apd space relation tests contained

in the program. The American Dental Association also believes that

it is asaisting the dental schools to more accurately judge the

ability of the candidates by eliminating the above types of bias

that might'be present in their admission decisionS.

2) Annually, the American Dental Assodlation conducts a complete

statistical analysis of its tests along with validity studies which

ate participated in by all dental schools in the United States.

The Statistical analysis contains a complete item by item analysis

of the test to deteit i... not only how reliable the teats were as
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a whole, but,also how each specific item in the testiperforMed. The

analysis alsO contains additional studies to determine the effect of

repeating the test more than one time. These studies have been

cersied_on since the ineption of the program and are fully published

and clistributed free of charge to anyone who has requeSted copies

of the/ft. These studies along with other useful admission information

are bound together under the title Handbook for 0Ye-Dental Advisors

and annually distributed free of charge to all pre-dental advisors

at all under-graduate, post-secOndary institutZons across the country.

In this waY, the Amerian Dental As;ociatlon feels that it fully

informs and makes available all information that is necessary for

an applicant or advisccr to judge the quality or content of is

Dental Admission Testing Program. 7.,e additional, and we believe

unnecessary, requirements of H.R. 1662 and H.R. 1312 would substantially

increase the DAT application fee.

The_Association alo objects to the provision of H.R. 1312 which

stipulates that knowledge examinations based for entry into an

educational program or a career must be scored without relation to

the distribution of scores produced by the examinatiOns. Both the

%DAT Science exam and the National Board Examinations (noted below)

are scored Using a distribution-referenced scoring system. This

scoring system allows for consistency among scores and equivalency

.of scores from various editions of tte examination. Until criterion-

based scoring procedures are refined to provide identical interpretation

803
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of scores from testing date to testing glate, a distribution-referenced

scoring sy.stemis the fairest and most reliable way of measuring the

cognitive skills necessary to practice dentistry.

NATIONAL BOARD EXAMINATIONS

a
The Council on National Board Examinations was establishpd in r928

as a standing committee of the American Dental Aasociaiion for the

purpose of providing and eonducting written examinations for use at
t'.

the discretion of state boards of dentistry in.licensing dental'

hygien'ists. Currently, over 12,000 candidates for dental litenses

and almost 6,000 candidates for dental hygiene licenses participate

in National Board programs each year.

The dental examination battery consists of seven, 100 item examinations,

.t4hile the dental r.ygiene examination is a single examination consisting

of 360 items. In the interest of serving the public, state boards

of dentistry, candidates for licensure and the profession, these

examinations are adminTered three times a year at testing centers

throughout the United Stlies. To insure examinations of high quality

that are fair and 3ust to participants, two to three new ed5tions of

each dental examination and one to two editions of the dental hygiene

exaMination are developed each year. During any year, at least four

different dental examinations are released with answers a.na statistical

analysis of test items..to licensure candidates, dental school faculty

members and interested individuals. Dental hygiene examinations are

also released regularly, bpt,with less frequency due to the length

-
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of the examinations. The American Dental Association therefore

believes that, through its cureent policy of releasing National

Board examinations, it fully responds to the extent of the disclosure

clause. Our concern relates to having undue r?strictions placed on

its examination program that would 3eopardize the quality of

examinations.- Publishing all Zest items after their use would

.seriously deplete the test item fi/es and cause examinations to

become less reliable and less valid.
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THE EDUCATIONAL TESTING ACT OF 1981

THURSDAY,-NOVEMBER 5, -1981

Hot; F REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELIMEN---
Ally, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION JOINT-

LY WITH THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDU-
CATION, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION. AND LABOR;

Washington, 7).e:
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a.m., -in,

room 2175, Rayburn House Office, Building, Hon. Paul Simo'n
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education) Prl-
siding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Simon, Miller,
Kildee, Erdahl; Petri, and DeNardis. .(

'Stiff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy L. Kober, legisla-
tive specialist; and William Blakey; counsel.

Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee, on Elementary, Secondary, aga
Vocational Education and the Subcommittee on PostsecondarY
Educatien will resume its joint hearings on H.R. 1662, the Educa-
tional Testing Act Of 1981.

I will enter this statement in the record which touches on what
happened yesterday. Let me just say that our colleague from New
York, Mr. Weiss, who has introduced the legislation has, I think,
through the oversight of the subcommittee and through the action
that's been taken by various organizations, caused considerable
progress to be made in this area and thotie of us who are on the
subcommittees and on the full 'Committee appreciate-that.

[The opening statement of Congressman Simon 'follows.]

wrENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROMr
THE STATE or ILLINOIS, NOVEMBIER 5, 4,81

The subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,.and Vocational Education and the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will resume its joint hearings on H.R.
1662,,the Educational Testing Act of 1981.

Yesterday's witnesses presented testimony on: One, why H.R. 1662 should or
should not be enactedLtwo, the new policies enacted by the teiting industry, in re-
sponse to New York Statei test disclosure legislation; and three, the areas that
have been amended in New York State's test disclosure legislation,

number of yesterday's Witnesses also talked about the area of coachirg, an area
oh which many of the witnesses here today will present testimony. A number of the

tneises on yeaterday's panel indicated that they were not opposed to coaching.
Dr. Cooper of the-Association of American Medie.al Colleges testified that the Associ-
ation found that through-coaching the "higher gains were for content specific sec-
tions" of the MCAT (areu such as biology, chemistry, etc.) as opposed to the skills
analysis section (reading and quantitative tests). Mr. Alrig from the ETS,!ndicated
that they do not tell students not 'to attend coaChing scnools or programs, but that

ihe does question how much a student can improve n the short run in skill areas
that should have beendeveloped in the 4 years of high school study.

(807)
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The role and impact of coaching is an area in which this committee seeks more
information and therefore, we are happy to have before us today a group of people
who are involved in the areas of testing and coaching. We have David A. Goslin who
is the executive'director, assembly of behavioral and social sciences at the National
Academy of Science ,and his colleague at the Academy, Mrs. Alexandra Wigdor,
study director, Compfittee on Ability Testing. We also have present Mrs. Lois Pines,
former regional director of the -Federal Trade Commiision Boston regional office.
The FTC's Boston office Was responsible for release of a study,entitled, "Coaehing
for Standardized Admission Tests." Qur fourth witnesswill be Mr. Stanly Kaplan,
founder of the Stanley Kaplan Educational Center. Commissioner James Millerof
the Federal Trade Commission was unable to be with us today, but will submit writ-
ten testimony'for the record.

The witness Fm.going to take first is MrsaLois Pines, the former
regional director for the Federal Trade. Commission from, the
Boston regional office. The Boston office was responsible for the re-
lease-4)f the study entitled "Coaching for Standardized Admission
Tests" arid we're very pleased to have Mrs. Pines here.

I might add that we have a caucus right, now of the Democratic
members. of the Budget Committee. We're putting together the
second budget resolution. and I'm going to have to excuse myself to
Mrs. Pines and-the other witnesses, at -least iemporarily. Fm going
to turn the gavel over to Mr. Erdahl at this point. If you can come
on over here.

We thank you for being here and my apologies.
Mrs. PINEs. Thank you, Congresiman Simon.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you,.Mr. Chairman. We're delighted to have

you with us, Mi. Pines. You may proceed in any way that you
, wish. Your stateirient will be entered in its entirety into the record

and you can give it or summarize it,lvhichever way that you might
feel more comfortable.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF LOIS PINES, FORMER BOSTON REGIONAL
DIRECTOR, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Mrs. PINE.% Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
My name is Lois Pines and I'm delighted to have the opportunity

to be here this morning to testify on H.R. 1662, the Educational
Testing Act of 1981.

I firmly believe that the disclosures required by this legislation
are essential to insure that the individuals who take Standardized
admission tests, as well as the institutions which utilize them, fully
understand the benefits and the limitationi of those particular
tests. In my view, the issua,really is a matter of marketplaCe fair-
ness.

The 21/2 years during which I served as the regionat director of
the New England office of the Federal Trade Commission made
clear to me that without full and fair disclosure,,ceniumers of any
product or service cannot make a reasonable decision with regard
to their purchasing, nor can they fully exercise their rights in the
marketplace. In this particular case, where the service purchased
can and very often does permanently affect the purchaser's educa-
tional and professional life, full disclosure is all the more impor-
tant. Surely if consumers have the right to be protected by laws re-
quiring disclosures in such areas as credit and product labeling,
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they have a right to full disclosure regarding the testing services
that shape:their futures.

Disclosure legislation in the education sphere is not new and as a
State legislator from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I spon-
sored and wrote legislation that provided for-the disclosure of stu-
dents' cumulative-educational record in the public schools, not only
to students but also to their parents. That legislation became effec-
tive in Massachusetts in 1973.

Experts in the testing field, who have previouily testified before
your committee, have cataloged the many dangers that are inher-
ent in the widespread use of standardized admission tests. The pre;
dictive validity of the tests has been questioned. Concerns about
racial, economic and cultural bias have been raised. Other critics
have stressed that these multiple-choice tests cannot identify the
truly creative or independent thinker; that such individuals may,
in fact, be penalized by the tests. Personal qualities of importance,
such as motivation, judgment, creativity can simply snot be meas-
ured by these testa. My testimony today will focus on still another
area of concernthe degree to which these tests are subject to spe-
cial preparatiowor what is commonly referred to as coaching.

During my tenureat the Federal Tralle Commission, my staff at
,the Boston regional office conducted an investigation regarding
coaching for standardized admission tests. The investigation was
spawned by concern that commercial testing schools were making
unfair and deceptive claims of effectiveness.

The focus shifted, however, after .the Federal .Trade Commission
staff conducted a statistical analysiS which found that coaching at
one commerical school was effective, raising its students' scholastic
aptitude test scores an average of approximately 25-points in both
the mathematical and verbal sections of the test. Staff reviewed
other studies on coaching for the SAT anct learned that other =re-
searchers had also found coaching to be effective. Our staff then
undertook a review of the materials on the SAT distributed by the
Educational Testing, Service and College Board. The question
became ETS and College Board fully and fairly disclosed the bene-
fits of coaching for the SAT?

Our investigation culminated with the Commission's release of
the Boston regional office's staff report on the Federal Trade Com-
mission Investigation of Coaching for Standardized Admission
Tests, copies of which you have. I believe that the staff report
makes the need for H.R. 1662 absolutely clear.

One only needs to read the report's comparison of what the stud-
ies on coaching showed and what ETS and College Board were
saying to conclude that students and educators have been misled.
The report documents that the information sea to students and
educators regarding coaching has been repeatedly in conflict with
the research on that particular issue.

For eiample, in 1968 *hen the College Board trustees were tell-
ing students and educators that coaching would not work, that
such endeavors corrupted education, researchers had already con-

. s
Aitcted.studies-showing.coaching gains of 29 on mat1.ancl.60,points
on the verbal section of the test. After yet more research attesting
to the effectiveness of coaching, research at dines sponsored by Col-
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lege Board, students Were still being told in the fall of 1979 that
cramming does not raise scores.

Now ETS and College Board try to play-a semantic game in their
defense. They explain that all they meant by saying that cramming
would not help was that a few hours of drill on sample questions
would not help. I fear that the students and educators reading the
ETS and College Board materials may not have been able to grasp
such a fine distinction. When you have no other source of informa-
tion, it's difficult to read between the lines. Coaching for the SAT
can help. Coaching can mean significant score improvements, yet
students and educators were led to believe that it would not help.

Full and fair diselosure 'has clearly not been the standard by
which ETS and College Board have judged their material on the
SAT, It. is true that very recently, in the faceof much public dis-
cussion-and pressure, students have been given a moracomprehen-
sive statement 'on the coaching issue. However, absent a legislative
mandate of H.R. 1662 insisting on full- and fair disclosure as the
norm, there will be no assurance,that eyen- these modest recent im-
provementa will continue. .

In fact, there is no reason to-believe that misleading statements
will continue to appear. ETS's reponse to the Boston regional office
report is a case in point. A senior vice president for research at
ETS was said to have argued that the FTC's findings were flawed,
that ETS studies have indicated much lower gains, 10 points or so.
Yet ETS continues to rely on studies which its own researchers
have criticized as being irrelevant to today's test takers or to an
assessfnent of the effectiyeness of-a substantivaand well consircd-
ed coaching program. Moreover, a quote from One of ETS's public
relations officials is even more astounding to me. On May 18, 1981,
that official is quoted as saying, "We don't believe that short-term
cramming can make a difference. These are aptitude tests designed
to measure potential ability and can't really be studied for."

Mandating disclosure about the effectiveness of coaching would
result in both practical and psychological benefits in the SAT con-
text. On the practical side, students would fully understand the po-
tential of coaching and be better able to decide whether such prep-
aFation is right for them. Also, schools would be better able to
Counsel their students on the question of preparation and decide
whether to offer such preparation themselves. On the psychological

--side, students would be encouraged not to view their three-digit
SAT scores as the final work of their mental capabilities, For if
scores can be improved by coaching, the test is not measuring some
unchanging and innate capacity to learn. It is not measuring apti-
tude.

The Boston regional office's staff report documents yet another
reason why H.R. 1662 is essential. The report highlights the fact
that a number of serious educational policy questions are raised by
the finding that coaching for a standardized-adrnission test, such as
the SAT; can be effective.

For example, the implications of coaching for test validity must
be eiamined. Questions are raised about the meaning`of an exami-
nation designecl to,measure verbal and mathematical abilities said
to be developed over a lifetime of learning if scores pan be mean-
ingfully changed in a few weeks or nionths of coaching. Validity
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may be further questioned if coaching is 'helping students gain in-
flated scores rather than helping them demonstrate their actual
Skills and abilities.

Perhaps the most important question raised in the repok is the
question, of fairness. Is it fair to rely on a test that is subject to
coaching, if that coaching is not equally available to all?

The evidence reviewed in the staff report indicates that the un-
equal access issue is important. All test takers.do not have access
to coaching. Commercial programs- are available to-students whose
parents can afford to spend $200, $300, sometimes $400; but what
about students whose parents do not have these resources? Schools
in wealthy neighborhoods may be able to offer effective coaching
programs, but financially pressed schools may not. Moreover, the
report indicates that the very students most in need of coaching,
those who may well have the most to gain by it, may have the least
access to it. For example, there is some evidence-that the degree to
which one benefits from coaching is dependent on one's parental
income and rade.

Before the answer to the unequal access question can be found;
however, some very fundamental -questions about the test itself
must be answered. What skillS and knowledge does the SAT actual-
ly measure? What is the Value of developing such skills and knewl-
edge? And, finally,, what is the value of training students to demon-
strate those skills on any particular-examination?

The staff report does not answer these important questions. In-
stead, it encourages experts in the testing field to devote their time
and-yesources to finding these answers. In that regard, the Federal
Trade Commission specifically asked the U.S. Department of FAu-
cation to consider the- important educational questions raised in
the report.

At this time, however, it is difficult for independent experts to
consider and conduct the necessary study and research. The test
agenciesexercise enormous control over what research is done and
by whoin. They have even controlled the extent to which research
findings receive repeated citation and which findings are treated as
no more than footnotes.

-H.R. 1662 would break this monopoly power by assuting that in-
dependent researchers have access to the information they need tp
be able to study ancLevaluate_the_tests-Specifically,_thialegislation,
H.R. 1662 would require the publi6 disclosure of- the test formsand
the scored correct answers. It would require. the full disclosure of
all studies in which the teat agencies have been involved, whether
those studies support or refute their positions. If such information
is not placed in the public 'domain the questions raised by our
report cannot be pursued. Likewise, without this disclosure, the
concerns raised by other critics, such as the possibility of economic
and racial bias in the tests, cannot be effecavely addressed. The
impact of standardized admission tests is far too strong to permit
only those with a self-perpetuating interest in the outcome to
review the validity of the tests.

For the role that standardized-test scores play in the educational
and professional lives of millions of Americans should not be
under-rated. Here, too, the Boston regional office's staff report pro-
vides, I believe, very important information. The report notes that

91-170 0-82--62
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a 1979 survey conducted in part by College Board revealed that
over half the competitive colleges responding viewed test scores as
a very important factor, and almost 2 percent considered test
scores the single most important factor in making admissions deci-
sions. Approximately 40 percent of both the public and Private in-
stitutions responding to the survey indicated that they had mini-
mum SAT scores below which applicants generally are not consid-
ered eligible for admission.

'TI'S and College Board respond to critics' concern about the im-
portanbe of the SAT by explaining-that many colleges are simply
no longer that selective. Such statements are of-little -comfort to
the student with a combine&score of 975 who wishes to attend a
school that has a minimum requirement of 1,000. It is little comfort
to students whose SAT scores are not high enough to assure admis-
sion to the college of their choice because they were -unable to
obtain effective coaching. These test takers have a right to review
the questions asked and to assure theinselves that their responses
were correctly scored. They have a right to learn from their past
mistakes and by the experiences of others. Section 3 of H.R. 1662
would give test takers, the students, those right's.

Millions of -studenth and parents are traumatized each year in
confronting the SAT. Yet the marketplace cannot now guarantee
that the best testing instruments are being used to evaluate our
children. For students cannot choose to ignore these tests and their
advocates cannot now effectively review them. Only if all partici-
pants in the testing marketplace have access to the test questions
and the answers, and to all relevant research, can we be sure that
the'tests used are valid and fair. A dollar figure can simply not be
placed on the lost potential, if access to college and to the profes-
sions is controlled by inadequate measurement tools.

In conclusion, I believe that the Boston regional office's report
represents an important question, an important addition to the_
debate on standardized admission tests. I hope that the report and
mY remarks will be helpful to the committee in its deliberations on
H.R. 1662.

I'm personally very disappointed that the Federal Trade Commis-
sion and Joan Garrity who was the lead attorney for my staff, who
prepared this report are not With you today ana I very much hope

ittee-will have the opportunity to hear from the Fed-
eral Trade Commission with regard to this matter. '-

I'd be delighted to answer any questions and very much hope
that members of this particular committee will believe that the
work done by the Boston office of the Federal Trade Commission
was valuable and that youll aSsist in insuring that the Boston re-
gional officz is one of the 10 regional offices that the Federal Trade
CoMmission continues -to have in place working to protect the
public.

[The prepared statement of Lois Pines follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOIS G. PINES, FORMER DIRECTOR, BOSTON REGIONAL

OFFICE, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Good morning Mr. Chairmen and members of the Subcommittees. My name is
Lois G. Pines. I am happy to respond to the Subcommitte...s' invitation to speak
today on H.R. 1662, the Educational Testing Act of 1981.

!Q-A'. 7'y
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I firmly believe that the diSclosures required by H.R. 1662 are essential to insure
that the individUals who take standardized admission tests, as well as the institu-
tions which utilize them, fully understand the benefith andthe limitations of those
tests. In my view, it is a matter of simple marketplace fairness.

The two and one-half years during which I served u the Director of the Boston
Regional Office of the Federal Trade COmmission made clear to me that without full
and fair discloeure, consumers of any product or service cannot Make reasonable
purchuing decisions nor can they fully exercise their righth in the marketplace. In
this particular case, when the service purchased can, and very often does, perma-
nently affect the purchaser's educational and professional life, full discloeure is ell
the more important. Surely, if consumers have the right to be protected by laws re-
quiring disclosure in such areas-as-credit and product labelling, they have a right to
full discloeure regarding the testing services that shape their futures.

Discloeure legislation in the education sphere is not new. As a state legislator in
Massichusetts, I sponsored legislation that Orovided for the discloeure of studenth'
cUmulitive public school records to students and their parents. That legislation
becami effective in 1973.

Experts in the testing field who have previously testified before you have catalo-
gued the many dangers inherent in the widespread use of standardized admission

ta. The predictive validity of the testa has been questioned. Concerns about racial,
onomic.and cultural bias have been raised. Other critics have stressed that these

m ltipleTchoice tells cannot identify the truly creative or independent thinker; that
such individuals may, in fact, be penalized.by the testh. Personal qualities of im-,
monk importance, such as motivation and judgment, can simply not be nieasured
by th eS ttests, My testimony today Will focus on still another areeof concernthe
degree ;which thetie tests are Subject to special preparation or-"coeching."

During y tensure with the FTC, my staff at the Boeton Regional-Office-conduct-
ed an inv igation regarchng.coaching for standardized admission tests. The investi-
gation w pawned 13y concern that commercial coaching schools were making
unfair and d e tive claims of effectiveness.

The focUs sh' ted, however, after FTC staff conducted a statistical analysis which
found that coaching at one commercial school was effective, raising its students'
ScholasticlAptitutke Test scores an average of approximately 25 pointh on both the
mathematical and erbal sections of the test. Staff reviewed other stUdies on coach-
ing for the SAT an learned that other researchers had also found coaching to be
effertive. Staff then dertook a review of the materials on the SAT distributed b
the Educational Testing Service and College Board. The question becamehave
and College Board fullY\and fairly disclosed the bénefite of coaching for the SAT?

Our investigation culminated with the Commission's release bf the Boston Region-
al Office'S Staff Report on the Federal Trade Commission Investigation of Coaching
tor Standardized Admission Tests. I believe that the staff reliort makes the need for
H.R. 1662;absolutely clear. \

One only needs to read the 'report's comparison of what the studies on coaching
showed and what ETS and College Beard were saying to conclude that students and
educators; have been misled. The eport documents that the information sent to stu-
dents and educators regarding coa ing has been repeatedly in conflict with the re-
search onf that issue.

For example, in 1968 when the Col ege Board trustees were telling students and
educatorsithat coaching-could-not wor , that such endeavors "corrupted" education,
researchers had already conducted st dies showing coaching; gains of 29 points on
math and 160 _points on the verbal sectionsof the test. After yet more research attest-
ing to the effectiveness of coaching, resetirch,at times sponsored by College Board,
students were still being told in the fall of 1979 that cramming does not raise scores.

Now ETS and College Board try to play a\demantic gime in their defense. They
explain that all they meant by saying-that "dramming" Would not help was that a
few hours bf drill on sample questions would ribt help. I fear that the sistudents and
educators reading the ETS and College-Board Materials may not have been able tO
grasp such a fine distinction. Whin you have no\ other source of information it is
difficult to read between the lines. C,oaching for the SAT can helpcoaching can
Mean significant score improvementsyet students\ d educators were led to be-
lieve that it would not help. \an

Full;and fair disclosure has clearly not been the s'ta dard by which ETS and Col-
lege Board have judged theirMaterials on the SAT. It' true that very recently, in
the face of much public discussion and pressure, studen have been given more
comprehensive statement on the coaching issue. However, absent the legislative
mandate ofH.R. 1662 insisting on full and fair discloeure akthe norm, there will be
no usuronce that even these modest recent improvements wi l continue.
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In fact, there is reason to believe that misleading statements will continue to
appear. ETS's response to the Boston Regional Office report is a case in point. A
senior vice president for research at ETS was said to have argued that the FTC's
findings were flawed, that ETS studies had indicated much lower gains-10,points
or so. Yet ETS has relied on one study for which it says it cannot even find the
underlying data. Its own researchers have criticized many of the other studies on
which it relies as being irrelevant to today's test takers or to an assessment of the
effectiveness of a substantive and well constructed coaching program. Moreover, a
quote from,one of ETS's public relations officials is even more astounding. On May
18, 1981, that official is quoted as saying"We don't believe that short-term cram-
ming can make a difference. These are aptitude tests designed to measure potential
ability and can't really be studied for."

Mandating disclosure about the effectiveness of coaching would result in both
practical and psychological benefits in* the SAT context. On the practicil side, stu-
dents would fully understand the potential of coaching and be better able to decide
whether such special preparation is right for them. Also, schools would be better
able to counsel their students on the question of preparation and to decide whether
to pffer such preparation themselves. On the psychological side, students would be
encouraged not to view their three digit SAT scores as the final word on their
mental capabilities. For if scores can be improved by coaching, the test is not Meas-
uring some unchanging and innate capacity to learn. It is not Measuring "aptitude."

The Boston Regional Office's staff report documents yet another reSson why H.R.
1062 is essential. The report highlights the fact that a number of serious education-
al policy questipns are raised by a finding that coaching for% standardized admis-
sion test, such as the SAT, can be effective.

For example, the implications of coaching for test validity must be examined.
Questions are rathed about. tho meaning of an examination designed to measure
verbal and matheinatiéal abilities said to be developed over a lifetime of learning if
scores can be meaningfully changed in a few weeks or months ofcoaching. Validity
may be further.questitmed if coaching is helping students gain inflated scores rather
than helping them demonstrate their actual skills and.abilities.

Perhaps the most important question raised:in-the report is the question of fair-
ness. Is-it fair to. rely on a test that is subject to coaching, if that coaching is not
equally available to all?

The evidence reviewed in the Staff report indicates that the unequal access issue
is,important. All test takers do not have access to coaching. Cornrnercial programs
are available te students whose parents can afford the $2004300 prices, but what
about students.whose parents donot have such resources? Schools in wealthy neigh-
borhoods may be able to offer effective coaching programs, but financially pressed
schosols may not. Moreover, the report indicates that the very students most in need
of coachingthose who may well have the most to gain by itmay have the least
access to it. For example, theire is some evidence that the degree to which one bene-
fits from coaching is dependent/on one's parental income and race.

Before the answer .0 the unequal access question can be found, however, some
very fundamental questions about the test ithelf must be answered. What skills and
knowledge does the SAT actually measure? What is the value of developing such
skills and knowledge? And, finally, what is the value of training students to demon-
strate those skills on any particular examination?

The staff report does not provide answers to these important questions. Instead, in
encourages experts in the testing field to devote their time and resources to finding
the,answers ln'that regard, the Commission specifically asked that the Department
of EducatiOn consider the important educational policy questions iaised_13.--the
report.

At this.tirne, however, it is.difficult for inslepeadenLexperts-M conduct the neces-
sary sttidy and research. The test agencies exercise enormous control over what re-
search is done and by whom. They have even controlled the extent to which re-
search findings receive repeated citation and which findings are treated as no more
,than footnotes.

H.R. 1662 would break this monopoly power by assuring that independent re-
searchers have access to the information they need to be able to studY and evaluate
tfie tests. Specifically, H.R. 1662 would require the public disclosure of the 'test
forms and scored correct answere. It would require the full disclosure of all studies
in which the test agencies have been involVed, whether those studies sUpport or
refute their positions. If such information is not placed in the public domain, the
questions raised in the report cannot, be pursued. Likewise, without this disclosure,
the concerns raised-by other critics, such as the possibility 'of economic and racial
bias in the tests, cannot be effectively addressed. The impact of standardized admis-
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sion tests is fartoo strong to.permit only those with a self-perpetuating interest in
the outcome to review the validity of the tests.

For the role that standardized admission test scores play in the educational and
professional lives of millions-of Aniericans should not be underrated. Here, too, the
Bmton Regional Office's staff report provides important information. The report
notes that a 1979 survey conducted in part by College Board revealed that over half
the competitive colleges responding viewed test scores as a very important factor,
and almost, two percent considered them the single most important factor in making
admission decisions. Approxithately forty percent of both the publio and kivate in-
stitutions responding indicated that they had minimum SAT scores below which ap-
plicants generally are not considered eligible for admission.

ETS and College Board respond to critics' concern about the importance of the
SAT by explaining that many colleges are simply no longtz that selective. Such
statements are little comfort to the student with a combined score of 975 who

_wishes to attend a school that has a...minimum requirement of 1,000. It islittle com-
fort to students whose SAT scores are not high enough to assure admission to the
college of their choice because they were unable to obtain effective Coaching. These
test takers have a right to review the questions asked and to assure themselves that
their responses ,were scored cOrrectly. They have a right to learn from their Past
mistakes and the experience of others. H.R. 1662 would,give test takers thOie rights:

Millions of students and parents are traumatized each year in confronting .the
SAT. Yet the maiketplace cannot now guarantee that the bftt testing instruments
are being used'io evaluate our children. For students cannot choose to ignore these
tests and their advocates cannot now effectively review them. Only if all partici-
pants in the testing marketplace have access to the test questions and answers, and
t6 all relevant research, can we be sure the tests used are valid and fair. A dollar
figure can simply not be placed on'the loet potential, if access to college and to the
professions is controlled by inadequate measurement tools.

In conclusion, I believe that the Boston Regiona'. Office's retort represents an im
portant additi6n to the debate on standardized admission tests. I hope that the
report and my remarks are helpful in your deliberations on H.R. 1662.

I strongly urge that you support the bill.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much for your statement, Mrs.
Pines. The staff has just informed me that there is a reasonable
possihility,that the FTC will be submitting some written-testimOny.

You know it, I'm sure, that Mr. Weiss has arrived, the principal
author of the bill and from the majority side and I would at this
time relinquish the gavel to my colleague from New York.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Erdahl, thank you very much -for assuming the
chair and I want to apologize for not having been here earlier. The
Senate Committee on, GoVernment Operations is holding some
hearings which affected some of my constituents and I had to tes-
tify so that's my reason for not being here.

I want to welcome you, Mrs. Pines, for being with us and for
your participation in this issue over the course of the years. I don't
know what to expect from the ?IV these tlays, so I'm not sure that
the word that they're going to make a submission is necessarily
good news. We shall wait and see.,

Mrs. Pmts. I rrsikht remind you, Congressman Weiss, that when
the ,report was Wiled by the Federal Trade.Commission in May of
this year, it was.cdone so with a unanimouri vote-of all 5 members.

Mr. WEISS. Yes; but there have been some changes.
Mrs. PINES. Dhave notedAhat.
Mr. WEiss, Yes; in any event, we hope for the-best. .

Do you have information orNwould that really have been at staff
level as to the manner in which the study was set up, can you tes-
tify to that at all as to who was interviewed and on what basis, and

.so on?
Mrs. Pirms. When the original study was done by the Federal

Trcde Commission, I was not the Regional Director and I would.
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I with, for example, a 40-hour course?
that ETS has been much mere specif-
year or so up through yesterday as to
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eitactly what they meant and what they mean by the kind of teach-
ing which,has no impact, littl impact, greater impact And I think
that we're perhaps-getting cl to a point --here we're using lan-
&age ink the same way and'I think; that partly,has been the prob-
lem that ;we've had in arrivi g at mutual conclusions in that we
were usingwe seemingly vf Using the gene language but in
fact we were not. I think that . e're getting.there.

Mrs. Punts. I guess I woul ask for a clarification, are they
sayinvare they agreeing' that coachingdid they refute the Fed-
eral Trade ComMissfiOn's report esterday? 1

I
Mr. Wriss. No. NO. Theywe really I don't think had very much

to. do by *ay of refutation. I t ink what they'reWhat Commis-
sioner Anrig was flaying. was th t in a sense, the discussion abOut

-.- coaching is sort offirrelevant an ,second that the amount of differ-
I ence. it makes obviously depends n 'how much coaching or prepare-
I tion work is done and I donq thi k anybody has disputed that.

IThe earlier position that ETS had taken was quite different as

Mrs. Firms. AbSolutely.
the teitimony indicates.

1 Mr. Wimp. OK.Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAin. Thank you very uch, Mr. Chairman, I than/- you

again for being with tis today.
From your testimony, maybe I ave.arrived fit an improper con-

'elusion, are you against testing pe se or the-standardized tests?
-Mrii. Pim& Absolutely riot.
Mr. ERDAHL. What are some of he alternatives to testing for a

school ar institution to at least for ast-fer themselves and for the
students potential academic succ ;.:: ? You, mentioned in yciiir re-
marks, I believe-that Some schools establish a cutoff for admission
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of a combined SAT score of 1,000. The person that scored 975 was
out.What ofthe person that scored 300?

Mrs. Pum. Our report did not deal with_ whether or not there
should-be testincr, our report and, my comment dealt with the issue
of whether coaching could be effective in assisting a student in
raising his or her scores. And once you deterinine or yOu accept-e
fact as I believe now has been done, that coaching can be effectiO:
in assisting a student in raising his or her scores. Then that, I be-
lieve, calls into question the validity of that. particular test with

., regard to what it is that test is intended to do.
1 am not here recommending that no testing or no standardiZed

. testing be utilized, but what we've attempted to do is to raise clues-
- tions which we think educators are best able to deal with.

ETS for years has represented that coaching would not help and
that all one needed to do was to have a good night's sleep and a
good breakfast before you took that particular test that day and
what the Federal Trade Commission looked into was the validity of
that particular statement and we concluded in our report that they
have misrepresented the evidence with regard to coaching.

Mr. EaDiath, Mr. Chairman, that leads to another question, when
does one, either the taker or the giver, when do we cross the line
from studying and cramming and coaching? I think that may be a

. fuzzy question, but I think it's fundamental. If it's wrong to be ._
coached-for a test, is it wrong to try to cram or to_study?,

You mentioned about the students traumatized by ETS tests. I
suppose a lot of us when we were going to school were traumatized
by any testi. I'm not sure that that is our goal to get away from
that potential trauma Or pressure. That maybe is good.,Could you
tell me when do we cross the line between studying, cramming and
coaching? ,

Mrs. PINES. Well, as Chairman Weiss indicated, we're dealing
with seinantics in terms of what this issue is all about. ETS kasical-
ly stated that for years that one could not prepare for their test.
What we established was that indeed there have been various stud-
ies that appear to be quite valid that do substantiate that coaching
hasbeaen helpful.to students in increasing their scores.

Certainly I would imagine that most educators would pncour-...6e
students to continue to Study and to learn and to improve them-
selves eduoationally. And when one particular teit has the magni=
tude that the SAT has, then obviously a great deal of scrutiny
needs to be given to that test and the circumstances that surround
the giving of that test.

It's not an ordinary test, because the SAT is the single most im-
portant factor used by 2 percent of the colleges that responded to a
survey dohe by the Colfege Board.

Mr. ERDAHL. That statistic surprised me because I would have
thought, that it would have been used by at least 50 percent. Other
criteria surely come in Whether its high school scores, evalt 16 (n
by teachers and a lot of things. I'm not trying to-challenge you, b t

assumed that it was ubed by more.
I frankly was surprised that only i percent used that as a major,

Mrs. PINES. The single most important factor however let me \
check my statistic here, but many of the schools used it, most of

,

\.
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the schools use it and the question is to what degree do they rely
upon it.

Mr. ERDAHL. We had some hearings on this last year where
many of the university schools and others.testified they used high
school rank and other indications but that testing is one of_the
tools used I supposed for them and for the student to give Some in-
dication of potential academic achievement and whether he or she
is going to survive in that school.

Mrs. PINES. That's correct, however, when 56 percent of the
school, it's almost 57 percent of the schools, cited the admission
score as a very important, factor and 33 percent considered them
one of several factors. An enormous amount of weight is obviously
being placed on one test. Oftentimes to the excluSion of the aca--
demic record of that student over their entire, high school career.

And for that -reason we felt that this' was a verY important issue
that the public needed to have addressed and examined carefully.

Mr. Ea4m. I don't thinktit really excludes the other things, but
.maybeand you're entitled to your opinion, maybe that's too much
weight-Put on it.

You have mentioned the Atudy several times., I have not read it
yet, but I have a copy of it and evidently, .as I 'understand it, this
was released under a blue cover and designated as a staff memo-
randum. Its date was September 1978, but it was released in May
of -1979. I believe that was the time you were Regional Director
up at Boston, is that correct?
N rs. Plus. I had become Regional Director in March of 1979.

.YjLEAHL.OK.
Then I m going.tQr4jdjclaimer that ajopears on the cover of

the report and would ike toillave you comm nt on that.
It says, note, this memorandum is being placed in the public

domain because itapight make a contribution to the public debate
on the issues addressed. The views and conclusions expressed in
this memorandum are those of staff members of the Boston Region-
al Office of the Federal Trade Commislion. Those views and conclu-
sions have not been adopted by ,the Commission or any individual
(commissioner. ,

Moreover, the Commission spcifically believes that some of the
conclusions in the study are riot supported by the evidence ob-

1',tained in_theinvestigation.
-Could you comment on that disclaimer and why didn't at least

one of the members of the Fed ral, Trade Commissior express a
willingness to he identified with tile staff report?

Mrs. PINES. I don't believe that the Issue was placed before the
Commission with regard to a decision op the adoption of the report.
The Federal= Trade Commission prepares many staff reports on nu-
merous or hundreds of issues over a pOiod of time. Ec nomic anal-
rsis as well as a statistical analysis, u h as that one.
\ And the issue -was not 'whether r not the Commission should
adopt the report, it never was brou to the Commission for such
adoption.

\ Mr. ERDAHL. So, you claim that t e disclitimer is mit really a
judgment on it but just the fact that t ey didn't consider it?

Mrs. PINES. AbsolutelY and indeed, this pdrticular report which I
submitted to you today was indeed ad pted by the Commission and
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was voted to be distributed by a unanimous repo t and this yeport
relies upon the statistical analysis that was done in the report
whichyou have before you.

Mr. ERDAHL. Again, I'm not trying to be contentious here, but
staff has just handed me a copy of the brief report and it,says the
views contained in this docuthent are those of the staff of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, the views have not been formally adopted
by the Commission. If I could 'respond to your other observation,
somebody on the Commission Jr some other staff members must

Lhave made a judgment becau the closing sentence is, moreover,
the Commission, specifically be ieves that some of the conclusions
in the study are not supported by the evidence obtained in the in-
vestigation.

Is that disclaimer placed on by the Commission or a commission-
er or other staff?.

,Mrs. PINES. That question ought to be asked of the Federal Trade
Commission when they appear before you. I am not here represent-.

,ing the Commission, I am here as an individual this morning. I was
the Director of the Office that prepared this report and not that
report.

Mr. WEISS. By this report you mean the small staff summary, is
that the idea?

Mrs. PiNt.s. Correct.
Mr. ERDAHL. I'm still a bit confused. Just so we have it straight

because I understand that this was released in May 1979. The date
on it is September 1978, but it was released at a time during the
period that you were in factI'm not trying to cross-examine you, I
don't want to make it appear that way, because you've been a very
cooperative witness and you gave us some good testimony. But it
was released during the time that you evidently were the Director
but you said you were not involved in the-first report?.

Mrs. PINES. That's correct, I was not personally{involved in the
preparation of the original report. The report that I believe that
you have before you was released by the Bureau of Consumer Pro-
tection in Washington.

ERDAHL. I don't know about that, but, Mr. Chairman, it says
It's a staff memorandum of the Boston Regional Office of the Fed-
eral Trade, Commission, the effects of coaching on standardized ad-
mission examinations.

Mrs. PINES. That's correct. Let me try to explain.
ERDAHL. OK.

/Then I'm probably taking more of my time, but please-make an
e'xplanation and I yield back to my colleagues, but go ahead.

MrS, PINES. Part of my tenure at the FTC, the Boston Regional
/Office "clict an analysis. The Office of the Bureau of Consumer Pro-
tection in Washington did a reanalysis and they issued an addition-

,
/ al report. At that time I had become the'Regional Director of the

Boston Office, however, I personally did not participate in any way
with to,the. issuance of that report or the research done on
which tha report was based.

Mr. ERDAL. OK.
Maybe this will clarify it. Are the report or reports, are they the

result of a gi up of:studies, two studies or one study?
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Mrs. PINES. The original statistical analysis was don_ o:ice and it
was reexamined and reanalyzed several times. This particular
report with regard to coaching for standardized adinissions tests
was basedwas an additional report that was based upon the find-
ings in the statistical analysis that coaching could be helpful and
effective for students.

It was also based upon additional research done by my staff with
regard to the other studies that had been done by EPS and others
on the issue of coaching per se. So, that I was not involved with the

--study-done-by the -Federal Trade-Commission initially -prior to-my
tenure relative to the analysis of the effectiveness of coaching for a
group of students that were carefully analyzed.

Mr. ERDAHL. OK.
Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. DeNardis, I'm sorry, it's a long:morning.
Mr. DENARDIS. Mrs. Pines, thank you for your testimony; this is

a subject of great interest to me as a former educator, teacher,
social scientist for the past 16 years before my election to this body.
I'm apt to want to scrutinize testimony on this subject, therefore,
more carefully than might be normally expected. And I was inter-
ested in the exchange between you and Congressman Erdahl.
think there is one further question= in that if I may. Immediately
inside this-blue front cover of the 'report there appears a full page
statement from the Bureau of Consumer Protection, which I
assume is in the FTC--

Mrs. PINES. In Washington.
Mr. DENARDIS. The headquarters bureau?
Mrs. PINES. I don't happen to have that report with me_because

waS not planning to testify on that report.
Mr. DENARDIS. This is dated May 1979. You were the Director at

that time?
Mrs. PINE& I had just become the director. Although, as I told

Congressman Erdahl, I was not involved in the preparation of that
particular report in any way. That was issued out of'Washington
and although the initial research and work had bean done by the
Boston regional office, it was .befofe I was personally there and I
had no affiliation with that report.

Mr. DENARDIS. Well, in the interests of truth in testifying, let us
just clarify this and say for the record that there doe§ appear a,
statement by the Bureau of Consumer Protection dated May 1979,
which further, disclaims the Boston office report and in fact, says
there are several major flaws in the data analysis making the re-
sults unreliable. I think that should be noted for the record.

I think you have been very forthright, however, about (your in-
volvement with this and I'm not questioning that, I'm just ques-
tioning the document: You were the director for a time ari'd during
that time you reissued a report

Mrs. PINES. It wasn't a- reissuance of a report, it was a different
analysis.

Mr. DENARDIS. A different analysis.
Mrs. PINES. This is a different report than that report.
Mr. DENARDIS. But as Congressman Erdahl has noted, the dis-

claimers still appear.
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Mrs. PINES. That is common practice by the Federal Trade Com-
Mission.

Mr. DENARDIS. At any rate, what we're trying to do is to estab-
lish your interest andinvolvement--

Mr. MILLER. What is the ,common practice?
Mr: WEISS. Are you asking Mr. DeNardis to yield tn you?
Mr. MMER. Yes; if you would just for a minute because I have

the same confusion. We have a disclaimer on the cover---
Mr. DENARDIS. I would be very glad to yield to my colleague

froM California.
Mr. MILLER. We apparently have not cleared up the problem of

what is the impact or the status of the report with the disclaimer
on the cover. You mention that the report has been adopted unani-
mously. Is it a matter of changing the cover to reflect that? I think
we have some confusion on the panel here still.

Mrs. PINES. Congressman Miller, the common practice of the
Federal. Trade Commission is to put this, disclaimer on practically
everything that comes out of the Commission. And the Commission
did vote to issue this report by unanimous vote and in addition, the
Chairman of the Commission pursuant -to the -recommendations of
the staff wrote to the Department of Education referring this
report. Copies of this report were sent by the Chairman of the
Commission to the members of the Congress who are interested in
this particular issue.

Mr. MILLER. Well, for the purposes of this committee, if I can in-
terrupt you, what does that mean, that they stgaid behind the
report, that they have found no .flaws in -the -report as they have
analyzed it, md they think the methodology is correct, what does
that mean? oes it mean that they basically believe it's correct but
it's not, going to get their good housekeeping seal of approval? I
don't underStand what that means.

Mrs. PINES. The Federal Trade Commission did vote unanimous-
ly, to forward this report to Members of Congress, to issue it to the,
public and to forward a letter to the---

Mr. MILLER. But it hasn't been adopted by--
Mrs. PINES. Secretary of Education, but indeed to the best of my

knowledge such yeports are never dealt with iny differently than
this report.

Mr. MILLER. I guess it's a luxury that those of us in politics don't
understand. I don't understand how I could put something out of
my office and say it doesn't reflect my views and it hasn't been
adopted, but it's out there. Where's the accountability for the
report, thes all I'm trying to establish.

Mr. WEISS. Well, if the gentleman will yield, I assume that if the
FTC were to send a representative we could clarify that position,
but we're not sure at this point as to whether they will in fact send
someone in person.

Mr. MILLER. Just send the committee a letter explaining the pro-
cedure and how this is done. I'm not trying to attack the validity of
the report.

Mr. WEISS. We will ask, so that the record is complete, for the
FTC to explain what their Various notations and grading on reports
which are released by their office.

[Information referred to followsl
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Hon. Paw:Smart,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondaiy Education, Committee on Education and

Labor, Houle of Representatives, Washington, D.C..,
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank yog for your letter of November 10, 1981.
In response to your questions:
(1) FTC reports are published with a disclaimer whenever the reports 41ave'

been adoPted by a vote of the Conciniseion.
(2) Reports issued,by regional offices are handled in the same way.
For example, the statement Mr. Muria, Director of the Bureau of Consumer Pro-

tection, submitted to your joint hearings c6ntained a disclaimer for the very same
reason: to.distinguifkstaff views from formal Commission positions.

Please let me know if you have any further questiiiiii.
Sincerely yours, _

JAMES C. MILLER III,
Chairman.

Mr. WESS. Mr. DeNaidis.
-

Mr. DENARDIS. Yes. So, we havewe have -established at least
this, that one; you are an independent witness, you are appearing
here on your own and second, you have presented us with some re-
ports which have not been adopted by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion,\ but which may, be interesting and illuminating Within a
narrow range of reliabilify.

Mr. WEIss. You may expand on that.
Mr. DENARDIS. And,. that third, I understand that you are now

engaged in a political campaign in the State of Massachusetts. Is
that true too? .

Mrs. PINES. Fm planning to be.
Mr. DENARDIS. Good luck. I. don't know what you're 'running for

or what, label you bear, but we're glad to welcome you to the politi-
cal arena.

Mrs. FINE& I've been there before.
Mr. WEISS. Mrs. Pines, if youI'm sure Mr. DeNardis would

want you to have the opportunity to respond to the cornment ques-
tion that he jUst put to you in HS entirety in anywaY that you
would like, right?

Mr. DENARDIS. Certainly, Mr. Chairman. I was going to go on but
you may respond to that, but I was going to go on and ask you an-
other question if I might with respect to your testimony on page 7.

Mr. WEISS. Before you do that, do you want to expand on the
characterization that Mr. DeNardis made of what you testified to
as far as these reports are concerned?

Mrs. Ppm. I'm concerned with Congressinan DeNardis's com-
ments obviously. An enormoui amount of work and effort went
into this analysis, I oversaw the work personally and the Federal
Trade Commission has adopted this policy with regard to issuing
their disclaimers on everything from press releases to all of the
staff work that's done on an ongoing basis and it's common ordi-
nary practice for the Federal Trade Commission. I'm not comment-
ing on the validity of it or the acceptability of it or the process and
certainly I would ask the FTC, although they have no reason to re-
spond to me at this time. To forward to you--

Mrs. WEISS. We'll do that.
0
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Mr. Pms.They're common ordinary the analysis of this proce-
dure-that has been adopted.

But I would certainly hope that the members of this committee
would not allow the adoption of a disclaimer to detract from the
*rk that was so carefully done- and analyzed and read carefully
by all members of the Commission before the Commission took
action based upon this particular matter.

Mr. DENARDIS. I would say that it's not merely the lack of adop-
tion by the -Commission that concerns us but it is their comment
about the validity or lack thereof of-the conclusions :based on the
methodology and the evidence ekamined. And since you have now
just stated that you personally supervised the work, it is now aP-
propriate for me to ask you what background and experience you
have in the design of research and the analysis of empirical data,
which I would not have asked had you not said you personally su-
pervised the work.

Mrs. PINES. sorry, Congressman, you obviously misunder-
stood what I attempted to say. I did not supervised the initial
-report, I- am- only-referring-to-this-pa rticular-report--

Mr. WEISS. Instead ofmay I make a suggestion, instead of talk-
ing about this rePort and that report, perhaps if we put a date on
the report. When was the small report that you have anything to
do with issued? ;

Mrs. PINES. The May 1981 report.
Mr. WEISS. All right.
So, we're talking about the 1981 report, but you had nothing to

do with the 1979 report, is that right?
Mra. PINES. That is correct.
Mr--.'WElaS. Thank you.
Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for helping us clarify

this. On page 7 of your testimony, the second paragraph, you talk
about the role of standardized admissionthe role that standard-
ized admission test scores play in the educational and professional
lives of millions of Americans. You go on to make the point that
over half of the competitive col1ege5-responding viewed test scores
as a very important factor and alMost 2 percent considered thern
the single most important factor in making admission decisiona.

The Weiss bill as I read it and as I understand it.does not affect
how admissions counSelors and admissons committees deal with the
standardized test scores and I just wanted--

Mrs. PINE.% Absolutely.
Mr. DENARDIS. OK.
So you're not saying that, however much you might be raising

that asa point and taking issue with this--
MrS. PINES. No.
Mr. DENARDIS. You're not taking issue with it. Then let's simply

clarify it, that this bill does nothing to correct the inappropriate
use of test scores?

Mrs. PmEs. I'm not suggesting that it's an inappropriate, I'm not
making a value judgement with regard to how the ,edvcational in-
stitutions utilize the particularany tests or other educational in-
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formation that they utilize which to make their decisions. Howev-
er, we are' merely stating the conclusion of the ETS,or the College
Board study where schools were interviewed and asked to what
-degree they relied upon theSAT.

And based upon the responses of the institutions merely point
out that the institutions are relying very heavily or many of them
are relying very heavily on this particular test and thereby putting
forth the question if- they rely on the test and coaching can be help-
ful and students or some students or many' students do net have
addeas to ceSching, what does it mean Ter the future of that partic-
ular student who may score at a lesser level than would be needed
to gain admission to that particular institution.

Mr. PENARDIS. Well, what would the adoption of this bill do te-
remedy that situation?

Mrs. PINES. I believe that the adoption of the legislation would
provide for fuller and fair disclosure to the public with regard to
the test results and test scores and in addition the information that
the statistical information and other date gathered by the test
agencies and thus give indipendent reseWchers the opportunity tO
do the analyses that might be helpful in terms of making the edu-
cational judgements or adding tO the discussion with regard to the
educational arena with regard, to these educational policy isaues.

I think that the bill is important because it provides students
with an opportunity to see their tests, ascertain where they went
wrorig and in some cases aS I'm sure you're Well aware, when ETS
chose to do that, in one instance, a particular youngster found that
he had answered the Astion correctly although ETS had called it
wrong, thus forcing to alter or to raise 240,000 youngster's
scores because they had answered the question in a similar vein.

Mr. DENARDIS. Be that as it may, isn't it true now that there is a
considerable amount of voluntary disclosure as the result of the
pressure of this legislation and legislation in several States? The
fact of the matter is there is considerable amount of voluntary dis-
closure at this pcint.

Mrs. PINES. There is voluntary disclosure. There is some volun-
tary disclosure at 'this point. I think, however, that it's very impor-
tant that this legislation be passed so as to insure that limited vol-
untary disclosure is expanded to cover all tests in all circum-
stances.

ETS has for many years failed to disclose much of the informa-
tion that I personally should have,been made public. ETS chose not
to report the findings of several studies with regard to coaching in
their own literature. I think that it's important for the public to
have full access to all the information so that ari appropriate anal-
ysis can be made. It would -end the monopoly that ETS presently
has with-regard to the information gathered by them and the anal-
yses done by them and I-think that, inthat that's very important
when we're-talking about an issue that affects millions of students
who take this test. And their futures are obviously critically de-
pendent on What happens to them in ttie taking of this one test in
their lifetime.

Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you. I have additional questions but I
would yield to the chairman who would like to pass on to ,another
member.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, I appreciate your cooperation,
we'll come back to a second round, if any member wishes to ques-
tion.

Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You at some point in the

report-4 think it's on page 12, try to show the preciseness with
whichwithin some institutions, the SAT is used. Either with the
combined grade point score or at our own University of California,
you have a sliding scale depending upon the combined grade point
and SAT. Then in your executive summary you suggest that the
College Board has submitted some descriptive materials prepared
for the 1980-81 testing year, talking about whether a 10 point or 15
point gain could be made by various coaching programs.

Actually, for a combined 25 point increase and then a suggestion
that the Commission feels in some instances that may even be
higher and there's.also a question raised in the executive sum-Mary
whether that first_suggestion of 10 or 15 points is_in fact.going to

inc reeled".
I still have a concern that I don't see that it is answered either

by the legislation or by the testing service and that is what -hap-
pens to kids diarran't partake in coaching. And as we've heard
over the life of the hearings, this does have a serious impact on the
future of these young people.

I encountered it last week or the week before when my son came
home and told me he was going to take the PSAT, I guess, and
then suggested 'what coaching could do for him. I tried to suggest
that yes, no, maybea lot like the report here.

But he was convinced if he enrolled in a coaching course he-was
going to pick himself up 50 or 100 points. I assume that was based
upon locker room talk at the high school, but it was obviously very
prevalent that this is what everybody was going to do.

I'm very concerned to what happens: one, the extent to which
students are being Misled about what coaching will or will not do
and to the extent to which those students who are not able to par-
ticipate in coaching, if it does have an increase of somewhere be-
tween 25 poinfs and 100, what happens to those students. And I
echo that concern apd I think we can get as bogged down as we-
want on disclaimers, but this has not yet been answered by this
Educational Testing Service and it has not yet been answered by
the Commission or this committee.

I dare say there is a whole host of students that are being left
out.

Mrs. PINES. I would agree with You, Congressman Miller, and
that's the reason that I chose to come today on my own because I
felt that this Was a very important issue.

There are many students who are unable to perform well on a
standardized test. However, the Federal Trade Commission merely
pointed out the evidence so that the educators and the Department
of Education and the Congress too, could deal with this particular
subject. The Federal Trade Commission and certainly myself are
not educational experts and we did not put ourselves forward as
educational experts, however based upon the information that we
have, we believe that these are important educational issues that
need to be dealt with and we hope that by putting forth this report
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we wotild encourage the educational people to consider thiS issue
carefully.

Mr. MILLER. Well, I wish they would and I think to some extent
the committee may be misled in that we have, had testimony from-
certain law schools and- medical schools and certain universities
suggesting that what tbey really do isto look at the whole person
and make these individualized determinationi.

I suspect that for the vast Majority of students who apply to col-
leges and universities thatis not the case. And:that in 'fact there'is-
a formula worked out and you can engage in special pleading if
you don't get in.and try to present your caSe.

I think we're being misled when universities-and-law-schools-tell
.us that that's in fact what they really do, I justi don't believe that's
true for the _overwhelming number. It sounds good and it kind of
makes the issue go away because nobody iS really being harmed:
Butl 'don't think that's-so -in your-evidence-tbat -you-presented-out-
of the University of California undergraduate,apPlicatiompacket of-
1981-82 or the others suggest that that is not 'the case.

MrS. PINES. That's is why we felt that it wai\ important.
Mr. MILLER. I, don't know how many 'thousands of students apply

to the University of California system each year as freshman, but
I'd be very surprised if each one of them got a little interview here
to detetmine whether they really had inner qualities that would
get them 2.79 to 3.01. I Just don't believe that that happens and'
therefore, I think you have what appears as a discriminatory test.
Where the discrimination can possibly be overcothe by the expendi-
ture of Money, at that point I think we'vogot a policy problem that
we've got to cope with.

I don't know if our testing bill is the right answer or the wrong
answer, but I think we've got a problem here that suggests that the
students are being excluded or potentially being excluded for that
reason.

Mr. WEISS. Will the gentleman yield on that?
Mr. MILLER. Yes, I'd be delighted to yield, I just want to thank

you very. much for your testimony and your statements.
Mrs. PINES. Congressman Miller, I appreciate your ,comments

very much. I too have a youngster who is now a senior in high
school and waiting for the decision from the colleges to which he
has submitted an application. And I share your concern as a parent
who- had gone through this process and you'll have another year to
cogitate on it.

I'd also say that I bad the opportunity to appear before you sev-
eral years ago with regard to the asbestos issue and very mych ap-
preciated the leadership that_you and Congressman Perkins pro-,
vided in that area.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you for your nice comments, but you'd love
to see what EPA has done to that one. Don't go into thoSe pld
schools right at the moment.

Mrs. PINES. Well, I'm happy to Say, in Masachusetts where I was
a State legislator at the time and the chairman on Me Commission
on Asbestos that we have done a great deal and we've analyzed all
of our schools and we've made those changes where needed and we
continue to monitor those schools that have potential problems for
the future.
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Mr. MILLER. God-bless you.
Mr. WEISS. Yes, I thank you for yielding. Just on the question of

noaching and what the benefits of this legislation is to those who
otherwisewould not be-able to afford, even if they were aware of
the fact that coaching was available or that it could be helpful.

We had testimony at our hearings in July from a young man
who it, the executive director of a 'college and career counseling
program in _East: Harlem, New York City and what he pointed out
was that because of the disclosure provisions of the New York
State law, he is now able to compete very effectively with Mr.
Kaplan for example, -thatwithout having the kids subjected to the
fees,, which they could not otherWise afford; even though Mi.
Kaplan's program provides scholarships, he can!t cover everybody.

And so indeed the disclosure provision provideian opportunity for
-Aids who-otherwise -would-not have had-the opportunity for coach-

ing and could not compete on an equal level.
Mr. MILLER. Well that's very helpful. I guess many of Ua in poli-

tics draw-on our own experiences. I remember when I was graduat-
ing from college and took the LSAT. lktr Scores really stunk so I
took -them a second time on the theory that you could improve

,them. They went down and mylather begged me, don't take it any-
more, he said; or I won't be able to help you. So he helped me and I
got a special interview with the dean of the law school. My father
was chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, they needed a
building and I got into law school, I did very well in law school, but
I would have been excluded based upon that test. I didn't know-
there was coaching, I don't know if coaching would have helped,
but there was a lot of suggesting that coaching wouldn't even have
helped.

Later when I graduated -from- law school; thdre came the State
bar exam. I signed up with one of these bar review courses with a
fellow who nobody had ever heard of but gave guaranteed results
and it worked. I passed the bar on the first time. And I suspect
that 'the manner in which this fellow approached it for the bar
would be considered outrageous ,by those people that gave the bar,
by those people who now practice law.

I'm very concerned that people still could be precluded because I
still have friends that have taken the bar 14 times and still trying
to, jump the hurdle that is precluding them from practice, from
professonal life, from entering professional school and now even
being precluded from entering college and universities. And I'm
very disturbed about that system.

I'm not suggesting that we'rn -going to develop a system that
treats everyone as equals because clearly that's not going to be the
case. But I think we've got to ask ourselves when a single event in
a person's life can change the course of that individual's like, you'd
like to know at least that you give him the best shot you could.-
Whether that's providing Federal scholarships to Mr. Kaplan's
school, I don't know. But you'd like to believe that they all started-
out with the same shot.

Thank you.
Mr. Wziss. Thank you, Mr. Miller. Mr. Petri.

- Mrs. PINES. Could Iexcuse mecould tjust respond to the inti-
tial question.
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Mr. WEISg. You still remember it?
Mr. MILLER. This is a test.
Mrs. P,INES. I'd like to underline what you've indicated, .Mr.

Chairman, with regard to the importance of the legislation as it re-
lates to coaching because the legislation in.section 4 specifically re-
quires that the statistical data be made available and the analysis
-be made evailable and thus there'd be an 'opportunity to better un-
-derstand-or at least have our educators better understand; statisti-
cians bette able to make judgments with regard Ito whit kind of
coaching .ddes help. And that information is not presnty availa-
ble.

So I belie the, bill is important in that it pro hat,-diselo-----
sure andin ependent-researchers-wukrhiffiThiCanct analysis
would be ableto be made which presently cannot he made because

, the information is not-available from the Educational Testing Serv-
ice..

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, I'd like to thank you for taking the time

to come and 'offer testimony here today. I'm sitting here listening
to all this trying to figure -out whether there is a clear linebetween
coaching and education? I mean we know that seniora do better
than first graders and you could say that they've heen coached' for
12 years and then take the test. Kids go to sumther schools that
are oriented more towards the examsis that ;something that

N

should be a concern?
I went to.school jn the Midwest where only three of us in my

class even heard of or evens took the educationalI tests and then
there are kids going 'to extra schools and such who 'seem to ;go year ,

after year through educational courses oriented toward that. Some-
,
,/

how I suppose you could say that those of us from other Parts of
the country are at a disadvantage if we're not oriented in that way,
but is that really true?

Is there some clear idea of what coaching is and ,what edUcation
is and how you separate one from the other? 1

Mrs. PINES, Well, I think that's really a major issue that we're
dealing with, Coaching at the present time is availeble to very few
youngsters nationwide, and it appears that those Youngsters that
have had access to coaching have benefited from it or many of
them have benefited &omit.

And it appears that some kind of coaching or drill may not be-of
help and in fact, in the analysis done originally by the FM, there_
were two coaching programs that were studied. One which iwas,

helpful and one which was not helpful. So the issues really be&irne,

what kind of coaching is helpful and to whom is it available. And

are you precluded from access to that coaching because of_your
income or your rates, the way you.live, geographic location.

And those are the issues that I personally believe need to be
raised and, that's the reason the report was published and the
reason that I felt that it was important to come here -to it.

Mr. Perim And so what we're trying to do is to addreis ourselves
to someone who attempts to help a Student get a better score apart
and aside from whatever school or whatever other thing they tap-
pened to-be engaged in and the person does that for money, is that
theidea?
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Mrs. Pms..Well, the issue is really what kind of coaching or
education is,available to students generally. Some public schools as
well as private schools provide a coachitg program as part of their
academic curriculum in some parti of the country.

But again, on a 'limited basis.
Mr. Prrai. But,should we redulate that? What are we trying to

get at-here?
Mrs. PINES. What I'm trying to-do is--
Mr. Wuss. Gentleman, if you will yield. Perhaps,' can place into

context what we're*doing,here today. We've had a series of hear-
ins starting in I, think July of 1979, on the issue of the truthsot

led truth in testing legislation. And we touched on various as-
pects of the field and various aspectsof the legislation.

One of the -issues that has cropped up and which is in- fact
touched' on the legislation as far as disclosure is concerned is on
the effect of coaching, on the taking of various tests, disclosing that
information.

We have not had, a session that was devoted specifically to Ihe
coaching issue although frorn_time-to-tinielh Soine of the panels
we've had_some--expitatian of the issue and so what we did for

--toddy is to put together a forum for exploring that issue and that's
What we'radoing today. We're trying to cover various aspects and
indeed we'll have some experts testifying in addition to Mrs. Pines,.
who will be touching on different aspects of the issue.

Thank you, Mr. Petri, Mr. Kildee.
Mr. Mum: I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. %%is. Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman; maybe I

should plead a bit guilty, because we got off on tomaybe_ they're
, not tangents but a little different area about the report itself. I
think, Mr. Chairman, you properly zeroed in on the focus of today!s
hearing Which is the consideration of the impact of this coaching
on the testing and I would share that concern. I'm not sure if your
bill addresses it, but it seems.to Me that we have to be concerned
that if siecific coaching is available to students that might have
the money to pay for it, or might live in an area where it's availa-
ble, then we have questions. How do we address that? Should that
be part of the high school curriculum, should it be something man-
dated by the Congress, which we've kind of-shied away from doing?
Should it be subsidized in some way? I think it raises some very
serious question.

Mr. Chairman, I'm not _sure
Mr. %%0.1f you'll, yield just on that one point.
'Mr. ERDAHL. Of cOurse I yield!
Mr. WRIsti Again, at page 4 , of the legislation under section 3,

sub 4, sub C;, the requirement is for statementdisclosure on the
registration form of statements t concerning the effects-on and uses
of test scores including C, the extent to which test preparation
coursr improve test subject Scores on average expressed as a per-
centage'.

And again, all that this legislation does is to seek disclosure, we
are not, regulating \ anything.

Mr. ERDAHL. ThRtik you very much. I understand that but it does
raise a bropler question if we find that in fact your bill if it's
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passed would come up with that conclusion. As Mr. ,Miller said,
maYbe as meinbers of the Congress wecan afford to send our sons
and daughters to a coaching School maybe other people can't. I
Ihink that your,--
2 Mr. Wyss. Next bill.

Mr. Eankm. Next bill. OK.
.Mr. Wyss. Not this one.
Mr. EEDAHL. OK.
But then, Mr. Chairman; I would ask this as a requetst that I re,

ceived froth our colleague, Bill Goodling, who couldn't be here
today that came through staff just a fe* minutes ago, We have had
what couldhe described as some rather strong Charges against MS

- for maybe their failure to disclose and so forth. -understand we
have a person- in the audience who I have not met, Dr. Mesic I be-
lieve it's pronounced, ! think that he is regarded as ETS's coaching-
expert and I Was Wendering if it would be proper at this time 'or
something during the 'Course Of this hearing to see if he hal, any
response to any questiens.

I see from the witness list that this individual is not included on
yeur formal -list, Mr. Chair-than.

Mr. Wziss. I think that ETS will probably tell you that if it
wasn't for the honor, they'd just as: soon walk. They have been
given perhaps more otan opportunity to participate in the series of
hearings than theY would have liked if they had the chance to
make the determination.

Obviously if- the time permits and we've <gone through the wit-
nesses whom we specifically invited, we'd' be :pleased to put them
on. We had, as you know, the president of WS testifying yesterday.

Mr. &DAHL. 'Yes, I *as here.
Mr. Wiles. On some of those iseues, lnit I do have people from

the National Academy of Sciences velo 'have been invited to come
down and I want to put theni on next. I'd like to put Mr. Kaplan
.on and then if after that we still have tinie and the menibers want
-to hear additional,witnesses, I -would be pleased th be as accomino-
dating as you *ant.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I think that's
most reasonable and again; ma'am, thank you very much for being
with us today, I

Mr. Wiass. Mr. DeNardis.
Mr. DENARDIS. Following up on your review of section 3A, sub-

section 4, and subeection C, which deals with the prevision on
coaching. I guess I want to clarify with you first, that thie has to do
with the test agency. The test agencY shall provide thfs informa-
tion and -make Statements concerning the use of test scoree, bid
wouldn't that, Mr. Chairman be dependent upon the PriVate coach-
hilagency proViding that infOrmation Ao the test agency?'

Mr. %us. Again; if the gentleman Would 'yield. Part of the prob-
lem that we'Ve had and I think that we've deVeloped it so that
we've alnioat come to a 'meeting Of the minds is that there had
-been information gathered by various researchers including ETS
and its researchers as to what the impact of various kinds of pre-
paratory courses would be.

However, in submitting the information to the registr t, even-
tual ,test teiker,.the impression until we started in-this w le proc- /
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ess, indeed up to a year or a year and a half ago that ETS created
was and quite liberally was that coaching was in essence a future
effort and we had a panel about a year and a half ago in which ive
explored the extent to which some of their own research had not
been disclosed and so what we're really asking is that if you've got
the information as to what the impact is, for crying out loud, don't
con people into not faking preparatory courses or coaching courses
when in fact you've got a test which may determine what you're
going to be doing for the rest of your life.

And I think that on the basis.of the exchange that we had yes-
terday and even before that with ETS, I think we've fairly well

.come alOng at this point where they recognize what they were talk-,

ing about was short term less than 4 hour drills. What everybOdy
else is talking about were in,fact Courses which iran 20, 40 hours or
longer. And everybody agrees now that if you take the longer
courses; yes, you're going to improve your scores. There may still
be a diffetence as to exactlya What the average may be but we're
coming pretty close to th'at.

And all that,we're asking is the disclosure not from the coaching
schoola, but from the objective researchers as to what the impact of
those courses.are. I

Let thelet the test takers inake theirown judgment as to
whether they want to take coaching courses or not. I don't_want to
force them. That information ought to be disclosed honestly and pb-
jectively.

Mr. DENARDIS: As rrecall from my son's packet last year as he
prepared to take the test, isn't there a reference made to that in
the packet that is disfributedZ

Mr. WEISS. We're getting there, yes. If you were to check the
stuff they had,2 or 3 years ago.

Mr. DENARDIS. Well, I think, Congressman Weiss, you have done,
the whole field of testing a great service. I really mean that. I
think this billthe mere existence of this,bill has had a salutory
effect on the whole testing field .

think the question before the committee is should we Actually
enact it into-law. .

Mr. WEISS. You want to stop me on the 1.yard line. Is that what
you're saying?

Mr. DENARDIS. Well, very often the threat of legislation brings
about reform without its actual enactment.

Mr. WEISS. Right. Thank you.
Mr. DENARDIS. I have no further questions.
Mr Wsiss. Mrs,.Rines, thank you very, very much, we appreciate

yolk perseverance and you're taking your own tinie to come here
and testify.
' Our .ntrit witnesses are David A. Goslin, executive director, as-
sembly of-behasiioral-and social sciences, National Academy of Sci7
ences and Alexandra Wigdor, study director, committee on ability
testing, National Academy of Sciences.

I welcome you both and dppreciate your 1:atience in standing by.
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.STATEMENT OF DAVID A. GOSLIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AS-

SEMBLY OF BEHAVIORAL AND. SOCIAL SCIENCES, NATIONAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SpENCES,
IVASHINGT*\D.C.
Mr. Gosiari. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, it's a pleasure to be here.

My name is David Goslin, I'm the Ei(ecutive Director of the Assem-
bly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, which is one of the eight
major divisions of the National Reseerch Council, the principal op-
erating arm of the National Academ) of Engineering,

In accordance with the Academy's Congressional Charter enacted
in 1863, the Assembly responds to- r4luests from executive branch
agenciee and from the Congress-for edvice opepecific scientific and
technical questions involving behavioral and sciences and on
occasion takes the initiativein prot stu 'es on topics of na-
tional concern.

Currently, the Assembly ie repo/101e for supervising the actiiyi-
ties for 30 major committees and panels, involving over 500 distin-
guished behavioral and social scientists and other experts, and /ad-
dressing a wide range_of significant topics including national stEitis-
tical programs, child development research and public policy, law
enforcement and the administration of justice, population an de-
mography, basic research in the behayioral and social thcie ces,
human factors, vision and hearing, substance abuse, and agi . As
you know, members of Academy co mittees serve without compen-
sation othe than travel and other ne essarrexpenses.

The Assembly's Committee on 4bility Testing was formed in
1978 to undertake a broad examin tion of the uses and POtential
fibuses of standardized ability tests in American society. SupPort
for -the -committee!e work was prov ded by the Carnegie Corpora-
tion of 'New York, the National Ins itute of Education, the Nation-
al Institute of Mental Health, the Office of personnel Man ement
and the Ittleson YoundatiOn.

Given it's broad mandate, a special-effort was made art eh-asel-
to appoint as members of the comMittee a diverse group of out-
standing scientists and other experts a majority of whol had not
been involved in the existing contro ersies -about tests.

Mr. WEISS. We do have a live qua iuny at this point, I'm going to
remain and will continue the hear ng but anybody who vants to
go, we'll be here when you get back.

Mr. Gostm. The chairman of the Committee on Ability Testing,
Professor Wendell Garner, is a distinguished experimental ychol-
ogist, a member of the 'National ACademy of Sciences and former
dean of the graduate school at Yalq University. His ached le un-
fortunately, did not permit him to b present thie

Among other Members of the co mittee are Burke Ma chall,
former Solicitor General of the Unit4d States and now prfesor Of

, law at Yale University, Philip Kurland, distinguished profess r of
, constitutional lt(w at the University \ of Chicago, John Tukey,"--ro-
fessor of stati tics at Princeton that many think_ is the,rnost di tin-

ished -steti tician in the United States, Sociologitht Willi m
well of .the niversity of Wisconsii and chairman of the rec nt

kationalComriission on Research, Mrcus Alexis, forther Comm s- ---
sioner of the Interstate, Commerce I Commission and Histori



Oscar Hand lin. Two nguished psychometricians, Lee Cronback
of Stanford University d Mel Novick of the University of Iowa
also served on the comrni tee. A complete list of committee mem-
bers will be submitted as pact of Alexadra Wigdor's subsequent tes-
timony.

The committee has completed its report, which is nowundergo-
ing final editing prior to formal rilblication by the National Acade-
my_Press. In light of the reporeisignificance and the comPlekity of
the issues it addresses, the full report will be released to the public
on February 2, 1982 at a day-long symposium sponsored by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences. I and the Academy's new President,
Dr. Frank Press, hope that you and/or members of the committee
staff will be able to attend. 1Ve will be in touch with your commit-
tee staff regarding specific plans for this event.

Mr. WEISS. I thank you for the invitation.
Alexandra Wigdor, study director for the committee is with me

this morning to offer substantive tstimony on behalf of the commit-
tee. She's a legal historian, trained at the University of Maiyland
and has directed staff work for the committee during the last 11/2
years. .

Finally, let me add a word of personal perspective on this project
and on the legislation being considered by the subcommittee. For
thefirst half dozen years of my career as a sociolOgist, from 1961 to
196,8, I realize that's 7 instead of 6, I participated in the series of
studies conducted by the Russell Sage Foundation on the social
consequences of standardized testing. In addition to authoring two
of the several volumes that resulted from this work, twas responsi-
bile for preparing the foundation's report, "Guidelines for the Col-
lection, Maintenance and Dissemination of Pupil Records," which
subsequently served as a-basis for what is now known as the Buck-
ley amendment. It was clear to us at the foundation in the early
1960's that the problems associated with the widespread use of
standardized tests in our society transcended the many technical
issues of validity and test bias that were being argued then and the
have been so hotly debated in the, intervening years. At the heart
of the controversy that has sur?ounded testing are the central
questions of what qualities, talents, and skills the society values
most and how best to nurture them. As John Gardner put it in
1958, "the !greatness of a nation may be manifested in many ways
in its purpose, its courage, its moral responsibility, its cultural and
scientific eminence, the tenor of its daily life. But ultimately the
sourceofits_greatnessAs in the individual who constitute the living
substance Of the Nation." If this is true; then the means that are
used to differentiate one individual from another and to reward
those attributes most highly valued will determine not only the for-
tunes of individuals, but alSo that of the society. It is my hope and
expectation that the Academy's forthcoming report will make a sig-
n' want contribution to What-will and should be a continuing na-

, tional debate on these issues.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should-now like to intro-

duce Alexandra Wigdor, Study Director of the 'Committee on Abili-
ty Testing. Following her statement, we are prepared to respond to
questions that members of the subcommittee may have.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of-David Goslin followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT Of DAVID A. GooLov, Exturrivz DIRECTOR, ASSEMBLY Or BE-

HAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES, NATIDNAL.VARCH COUNCIL, NATIONAL ACADEr

mit or SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am Daviu Goslin, Executive Director of the Assembly of Behavioral

and Social Sciences, one,of eight majAslAeisions of the National re-

\

search Council, the principal operating Agency of the National Academy of

Sciences. In accordance with the Academy's Congressional Charter, en-

:,

acted in 1863, the Assembly responds to requests from executivi branch

agencies and the Congress for advice on specific scientific and technical

questions involving the behavioral and social sciences and, on occasion,

takes the initiative in proposing studies on topics of national concern.

Currently, the Assembly is responsible for supervising the activities of

approximately 30 major committees and panels, involving over 500 distin-

guished behavioral and social scientists and other experts, and address-

ing a wide ,range of significant topics including national statistical

programs, child development research and public policy, law enforcement'

and the administration of justice, population and demography, basic re-

search in the behavioral and social sciences, human factors, vision and

hearing, substance abuse, and aging. As you know', members of Academy

committees serve without compensation, other than travel and other neces-

sary expenses:
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The Assembly's Committee on Ability Testingsas formed in l9/3, to

undertake a broad examination of,the uses and potential abuses,of-stan-
..

dardized ability tests in American society. Support for-the Committee's

work was provided by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the National

Institute of Education, theyational /nstitute of Mental Health, the

Office of Personnel Management, and the.Ittleson Foundation.

Given its broad mandate, a special effort was made at the outset to

appoint as members of the Cousnitte a diyerse group of outstanding sci-

entists and other experts, a majority of whom had not been involved in

existing controversies about tests. The Chairman of the Committee, Pro-

fessor Wendell Garner, is a distinguished experimental psychologist, a

member of the National Academy of Sciences, and former Dean of the Grad-

uate School at Yale University. (His schedule, unfortunately, did not

permit him to be present this morning.) Other members of the Committee'

include: Burke Maishall, former Solicitor General of the U.S. and now

Professor of Laws: Yale University; Philip Kurland, Professor of Consti-

tutiOnal Law at the University of Chicago; John Tukey, Professor of Sta-

tistics at Princeton Uhiversity; Sociologist William Sewell of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin and Chairman of the,recent National Commission on

Resea;ch; Marcus Alexis, former Commissioner of tne Interstate Commerce

Commission; and historian'Oscar Mandlin. Two distinguished psychome-

tricians, Lee Cronbach of Stanford University and Melvin Novick, Univer-

sity of Iowa also served on the Committee. A complete list of Committee

xembers will be submitted as part of Alexandra Wigdor's subsequent tes-

timony.

The Committee has completed its report,,which is now undergoing

final editing prior to its formal publication by the National Academy
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Press. In light of the report's significance and the complexity of the

issues it addresses, the full report will be released to the public oit

February 2nd,1982, at a day-long symposium sponsored by the National

Academy of Sciences. I and the Academy's new President, Dr. Frank Press,

hope-tha-t-TOU and/or members of the Committee staff will be able to

attend. (We will be in touch with your staff regarding specific plans

for this important eveht.)

Alexandra Wigdor, Study Director for the Committee, is with me this

morning to offer substantive testimony on .behalf of the:Committee. .Sandy

is a legal historian, trained at the University Of Marylind, and she has

directed staff work for the Committee during the last year and a half.

Finally, let me add a word of personal perspective on this projett

and on the legislation being considered by this subcommittee. For the

first half dozen years of my career as a sociologist, from 1961 to 1968 I

participated in the series of studie4 conducted by the Russell Sage Foun-

dation on the ociail consequences of standardized testing. In addition

to authoring two of the severil volumes that resulted from this work, I

was responsible for preparing the Foundation's report: Guidelines for

the Collection, Maintenance, and Dissemination of Pupil Records, which

subsequently served as a basis for what is now known as the.Buckley

Amendment. It was clear to us at the Foundation in the 'early 1960's that '

the problems associated with the widespread Ose of standardized tests in

our society transcended t.minsny technical issues of validity and test

bias that were being argued then and that have been so hotly debated in

the intervening years. At the heart of the controversy that has sur-

rounded testing are the central questions of what qualities, talents, and

skills the society values most and how best tonurture them. As John
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Gardner put it in 1958, "the greatness of a nation may be manifested in

many ways in its purposes, its courage, its moral responsibility, its

cultural and scientific emminence, the teno; of its daily life. But

ultimately the source of its greatness is in the individuals who consti

tute the living substance or-the nation."* If this is true, then the

means that are used to differentiate one individual from another and to

reward those attributes most highly valued' will determine not only the

fortunes of individuals, but also that of the society. It is my hope and

expectation that the Academy's forthcoming report will make a siinificant

contribution to what wi/l, and should, be a continuing national debate on

theseAssues.

With your permission, Mr. Chjirman, I should now like to introduce

ilexandra Wigdor, Study Director of the Committee on Ability Testing;

Following her statement, we are prepared to respond to questions that

members of'the Subcommittee may have.

*The Pursuit of Excellence: Education and the Future of America,

Special Studies Project Report-V, copyright by Rockefeller Brothers Fund,

Doubleday and Company, Carden City, NY 1958p. 1.
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Mr. WEIss. Thank you very much. Miss Wigdor.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDRA WIGDOR, STUDY DIRECTOR, gemi-
MITTEE ON ABILITy TESTING, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF _SCI-
ENCES, WASHINGTON; D.C.

Ms. WIGDOR. Thank you. Thanks, Dave. Since Dave has already
introduced you to the cominittee and its mandate I'll get right on
with my remarkS about the bill before you and about the
Committee's work.

As I understand it, your primary interest-is the use of standard-
ized tests for admissions to colleges, universities, and ,professional
schools. You'll obviously not be surprised to learn that the commit-
tee found that many j.4,nior and community colleges, most 4-year
colleges and virtually all graduate and professional schools require
applicants to submit standardized test scores to admissions offi-
cials. It is somewhat surprising to learn, however, that the great
majority of undergraduate institutions are not very selective, that
test Scores and indeed GPA's are likely to present barriers only to
those who rank very low among high school graduates and to that
small portion of applicants who want to attend very highly selec-
tiVe and prestigious schools.

The situation in professional sciiool admissions is very different.
On suspects that the public perception of admissions test as being
the great makers and breakers of educational opportunities result
from the situation facing law schools and medical schools, where
it's not uncommon to find 5,000 applicants competing for 120
places.

Despite the evidence that most -undergraduate institutions hie
not very selective. The.committee felt that many of the impulses
.expressed., in the movement for test disclosure are well founded.
Openness in the exercise of power is important tO the American
concept of equity. It seems a reasonable !mplicition of that princi-
ple to take the view that the allocation of educational opportunity
is an exercise of power and that it ought not to be 'conducted en-
tirely behind cloSed doors.

To place the issue of- test disclosure in perspective, it is worth
noting that it was not until 1958 that the College Board decided to
report scores to students. Prior to that tiMe scores had only been
offered to the admissions officials, not to the students. That was
the beginning step in what has become a bigger and bigger move-
ment toward openness. The Buckley amendment was a much great-
er step in that direction. The committee felt that the truth it in
testing movement is in the spirit of these developments. It is an im-
portant assertion of the interest of students and of society in gener-
al in the allocation of educational opportunity.

As a general principle, the committee believes that it is desirable
that the entire post secondary selection process be open and
known. In addition, there-are very specific reasons for encouraging
test developers to make more information available about their
testing programS than has traditionally been the case. Oneof the
biggest sources of problems with testing in, America in .the
committee's judgment lies with the misunderstandings and the
misinterpretations of test results by test users, test takers, and the
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public in general. The committee concludes in its report that %Yell-

developed and well-researched admissions .tests can be useful selec-
tion aides if admissions officials understansl their limitations. Like
the sponsors of this bill, howeyer, the committee realizes that the
usefulness depends on having the knowledge, knowledge about the
nature of the test and what it purports, to measure, knowledge
about the scaling methods used to give scores meaning and particu-
larly knowledge about the limitations of tests.

Insofar as the bills before you then stem from a desire to pro-
mote More knowledge about tests and about the appropriate use of
test scores, you'll find thecommittee's reports to be consistent with
your efforts. The (cpmmittee has been Tully cognizant-of the need to
improve public understanding of this widespread technology.and it
expects its report to be an important source of information to test
users, tea takers, and indeed policymakers.

-While the C,?mmittee agrees with this need for information, how-
ever, it found the question of how openness can best be achieved
extremely difficult. Three important queetions present themselves.
First, will disclosure result in substantial benefits to test takers?
Second, will disclosure of test forms have dilatorious effects On the
validity and reliability of tests? And third, is regulation by the Fed-
eral Government the best means to promote openness?

The first and most important question is whether full disclosure
will 'Bring substantial benefits to test takers, and, if so, to which
test takers. The committee is skeptical about the assumptions and
expectations expressed by many supporters of truth-in-testing hills.
Two claims have been made: the first of them deals with test qual-
ity, the second with test fairness. Supporters have argued that such
laws will provide an external spur to quality assurance by allowing
test takers to judge the quality of the tests being used to make de-
cisiona, about them. In the -committee's opinion, this is highly un-
likely prospect. Most test takers do not have the expertise among
other. things, the statistical expertise' required to make any serious
kind of analysis of the adequacy of the test or its research base.
This is not to say the disclosure-will not reveal ambiguities in test
items; errors in scoring, we all know that there have been,three or
four instances of that already and to that extent it's been very
useful. But in terms -of a deeper analysis of the value of tests and
the research-that lies behind them, it's a highly unlikely prospect
that disclosure will help. The more likely as;Ject is that wider
acces6 of the research community to the data basis will be useful
and M that sense opening up the data basis to the researcht,commu-
nity niight indeed aid the improvement of tests.

The committee did hear complaints by various parties that the
testing companies have not always been as open as they might be
to bona fide researchers and insofar as that is the case, the com-
mittee strongly recommends that the testing companies revise
their policies.

Supports of truth-in-testing laws have also expressed the hope
that disclosure will somehow make the testing process fairer, ,par-
ticularly that it will be fairer and to the benefit of disadvantaged
minority students. The Educational TestiAlg Service has released
some data about the first two administration's of the SAT since the
New York law that casts some doubt on that hope, it turns out that
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most of the students that asked for copies of the tests afterward
and their scores or their answer sheet reported significantly higher
family incomes, this is self-reported obviously, but nevertheless
they were falling in the higher group and they had higher scores
on the tests. Given-this early and very partial data it doesn't seem
likely that the hope that disclosure is going to help disadvantaged
students is a very real and accurate hope.

Dave Goo lin brought to my attention a study of "Sesame Street"
that adds some 'corroboration to my fearthe committee's fear
that is more advantaged students will be the ones who benefit
most. Researchers found that "Sesame Street" was indeed valuable
to disadvantaged children who watched it but it was more valuable
to middle and upper class middle children, they watched it more
regularly, they had mOre reinforcing experiences in their daily
lives, they got more out of it. One suspects that that might also be
the case with disclosre.

-

While the committee was not convinced that full disclosure,
therefore, would benefit the,students and particulkr disadvantaged
students, was equally unconvince& that the disclosure was going to

° bring about the demise of standardized testing. You've' heard testi-
mony from a lot of testing companies and I think over -the last
couple of years that testimony has changed a bit. Nevertheless,
some of the companies remain convince& that "disclosure will de-
stroy the validity and the reliability of the their tests. Others have
been much more optimistic about the likely effects and feel that
they are going to be able to develop new equating techniques, de-
cvelop sufficiently large item pools and so on tha they will in other
words, be able to rise to the challenge.

The committee felt that the experience ot the last 2 years seems
to bear out the more optomistic predictions. Largely-because of the
preisure brought by truth-in-testing supporters, we have a number
of experiments going on right now. You're all' familiar with the
California and New York laws, there are partial and full disclosure
experiments underway. The client boards of-three and as I under-
stand it now four of the major admissions test have decided to dis-
close their test nationwide. Educational Testing Service has insti-
tuted public interest principles by which they will commit them-
selves in their relationships with colleges, universities and their
client boards to making more information available and otherwise
being more open.

Apparently, the College Board is going to introduce new equating
techniques with the SAT in 1982 that ouglit to solve some of the
probleths -or at least experimentally they'll see whether they solve
some of the problems the current techniques face with disclosure.

It's clear that so far none of these innovations has destroyed test-
ing, what isn't yet clear and we'll only know in time is whether
test standards can be maintained. Whether the realiability and va-
lidity of these instruments can indeed be maintained or indeed
whether they'll be improved through disclosure.

With regard to the final question that I raised, there are those
that claim that only Government regulation of testing companies
can insure openness. Proponents of Governemnt oversight of the
industry have drawn analogies to various regulatory precedents.
Some use the analogy to public utilities, that the testing companies
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have a monopoly as public utilities do and, therefore, ought to be
regulated. Some draw on, the example of sunshine laws to justify
opening up the process to public scrutiny. Some use truth-in-lend-
ing, truth-it4advertising models for the protection of consumer in-
terests.

Committee on ability testing did not find these arguments totally
, convincing. First, the committee did not see evidence of systematic

abuse by the testing companies serious enough to warrant Govern-
--ment intervention or at least to make it imperative.

Second, the analOgies are an ,important r pect misleading. There
are three participants in -the testing pro4ss, that is the testing
company, the educational institution and the student. The bills
before you reach only one of those particip nts, the testing compa-
nies. The actual decision-makers, that is qhe _educational- institu-
tions, will not be reached-by this legislation and therefore, the
actual use of tests, will not necessarily be-effected in-anyway.

Thus while supporting the general principle of openness, the
committee was not,convinced of the desirability of Federal legisla-
tion. '

In sum, in the committee's judgment, none of the three basic
questions raised by H.R. 1662, that is will 'disclosure benefit, -test
takers, will disclosre compromise the tests and is Federal regula-
tion the best route to openness, none of these' questions now allow
cleat-cut answers..

This led the committte on ability testing to propose as its major
-recommendation of test disclosure a policy of watching and wait-

-ing-..-Thie recommendation is not a veiled proposal to do nothing,
but it is a call to a different plan of action than you are not consid-
ering. Instead of speculating about the technical costs and consuM-
er benefits of disclosure, the committee believes that the States,
Congress, and the research community should monitor th.) develop-
ments of the next few years so that an parties can made a better
informed judgment about creating a woikable balance between
openness and testing and objective assessment of acadernic ability

This committee further recommends that the Departnient of
Education .through the National Institute of Education embark
upon a positive program of. monitoring the experience with test dis-
clo8ure that is now underway. Because the conditions exiit at pres-
ent for an impitical investigation of the affects of various kinds of
disclosure plans, NIE has the perfect opportunity and with your en-
couragement would no doubt seize the opportunity to underwrite
the collection and evaluation of data needed to provide the basis of
future policy.

That ends my formal remarks, we will be delighted to entertain
questions.

[The prepared statement of Alexandra Wigdor follows:]
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STAMM? OF ALUANDRA K, WIGDOR, ON BZHALF OF Mx COMMITFRZ ON
--AVILITY TWIN& NATIONAL AOADINILOTL_Sam211-/

/ : I

g Committee on Ability TestIng was converied fn

.

1978 at time of widesgread Controversy over the use of
\ i _-

standard tests in the schools,-for college and

universit admissions, 7and-fOr the selection 6f employees.
--

\

b

Its centra task was to conduct a broad examination of the
/,

rofe of tei ing in American life. Because the charge to
-

,

the Committe call.lf_on-,-a-stt-idy of testing from a sonial__, CN ___, ,-
_perspectiye, he members have been.sensi,tive,to the need

to gp beyond q estións of-technical adequacy, and to

lore the im lications of test use for indiviabals,

minonity groups institutions, and society as a whole.

The report of the Committee, which will be published

in February by the NatiOnal Academy Press, might best be

characterized as white paper on testing'. It is intended

to describe accuxa ely the theory-ARC] practice of teiting;

to illuminate compe ing,interests in a balanced fashion;

and, ultimately, to\help those who make decisions with
\

tests or about testing to reach better-informed judgements
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than is now the case. , The report is pot a document

written pr'imarily by or for psychometripians and testing

,specialists;.it represents the consensus of a multi-
,

'1

tdisciplinary group of Social scientists ancllegal experts,

A majority of whom have no connection with testing, add it
1

is addressed to policy makers-and test .userslawmakers,

judges, educators, personnel adminiitrators, and the

journalists and commentators whet do so Much to shape

.Oublic understanding of testingjOsues.,. .

-
1

My .r,emarks today will focus'on:what I understand to
1

pT your pqmary.interest, that is, the use of standardized

tests in selecting applitants for,admission to colleges,

graduate salools, and professional sáhools. You will not

be Surprised to learn that the Committee found that many ,

junior and tommunity colleges, most four-year colleges,
I

and virtually all graduate and profeisional schools

require applicants to submit scores on ability tests tor-

the-use of admissions offitials. It is surprising,to
\

learn, howeVer, that the great majority.of undergraduate

institutidns\are-not very selective, and that test scores

(and GPAs) are likely to present barriers only to those

who rank low'among high school_graduates and to that smAll

group of appLants who want to ittend the most selective

colleges and Universitiesfor the most part, the elite 1

private schools. The situation in,professional school .

admissions is,, of courset Very different; it is probable \

91470 82*.-54 1, 8461
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that the public perceptIon of admissións tests,as;the

great makers and breakers of educational opportunities

derives #ruch. from the,situation facing law sáhools and

medicel schools, where it is not unccmmon to find soot)
, , / ,

i

applicants competing fory5.20 places.

Despite the strong evidence that most uncergraduate

institutions are nOt very selective, and that'test scorep
. i

play a wignificant role only for 6 very small portion of

1

etudents,,,,,the t'ommittee felt that many' of the impulses .

pressed 1-nthe movement for test disclosUre are well ;

foun'ded. Openness in the exercise of power is importanlit

to the American concept of equity. It seems a reasonab/e

1

application of the principle of openness to take the view

,
that the allocation of educatiOnal opportunities shoull'be

recognized as.an exercise of power that-Cught not be
1

conducted,entirely behind closeci-doors.?
.,1 ;-

, -

To
, .

place the issue of disClosure,in perspective, it
1

is worth noting that before 1958- LestreSults were reported
r I

i

only to deSignated college aiid univer'sity admissions
.

offiders. In thatlyear, the Colleyi Board decided'to

inform test takers .of,their SAT scores. The so-called

Buckley Amendment of J914, which riguiies educational
!

institutiOns-receiving federal financial assistance tc

/.
,

> allow students (or their parents or guardians) access to
t

.

their acaCiemic files, represents a further step in the

direction of openess with regard to information used to- ,-

seia
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make educational decisions. The truth-in-testing movement

is in the spirut of these developments. It is sin impor-

tant assertion'-of the interest of students, andl1 of society

in general, in the a.aocation of educational opportunity.

1

As a general principle, the Committee believesthat

it is desirable that the entire post secondary selection

process be open and.known. In addition, there are very,

spectficreasons-for encouraging.test developers to make

more inforMation available about their testing programs

than has traditionally been the-case. One of the biggest

sources Of probleus-with_testing in America, in the Com-,
/

mittee's judgment, lies-with the misunderstandings and
1

misinterpretations of test results bYtest users, test

takers, and the public in general. The Committee con-

cludes in its report that we1l-developed/00 -researched

admissio, ns tests "can be useful selectfdn aids if adMis-
N

sions officers respect their limits."I But, like the

'sponsors of H.R. 1662, the Committee recognized Wet Lhe

usefulness,of tests depends in farge,Measure upon
,

knowledge possessed by the-participants in a selection

decision (both the 'user of test results and the tcst

takerj--knowledge about the nature of the test and what it

rdrports to measul'h, the scaling methods used to give-

s scores meaning, and the limitations of the test.

,4 Insofar as the bills before you stem from a desire

to proMote more knowledge,about tests and more appropriate

50
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use of test results, you will find the Committee's r port

to be cons

\

stent with your efforts. le Committee 4s

r.been fully .ognizant of the need to imilrove public

understandi g of this-widespread echnology, and expects

,its report o be an important source of infOrmatioh for

test/users, test takerse tr)d policy mak rs.

/
,

While ithe-Committee agrees with th sponsors of the

1bills under discussion, abput the need for\ more generally

IL

available information4bout the apprOpri-

1

q

ate uses, and limitati3OnS of standardizeditestS', howeVer,

i 1

1

it found theLueston of how openness can pest be achieve-d

very difficut.Three basic questions prIrent themselves:.
t I

1. .Will/disclosure result in.substantial'benefits-
\

to test takers?--: -- i

2. Will disclosure of-test forms.,shortly after SoMe

or 611 administrations have damaging effects on
.

.
thelvalidity or reliability of the'tests?

.3. Is regulation by the federal g
I vernment the best

meas to promote 'openness? ,

1. Thi lirst and most important question is whether
1

(

full diSclosuref, that is, dlsclosure of the.actual test
,

questions .and,,answers, will bring substantial benefits to
1

test takers, and if so, to which test takers. The Commit-

tee Is skepiilal about the assumptións ahd expectations

expr ssedlby many ,supportds of truth-in-testing legisla

tion ! Twb.claims have been made: one concerns teit
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quality and the other test fairness. Supporters have

argued that such laws %lill provide an external spur to

quality assurance by allowing test takers to judge the

quality of tests used to make decisions about their

edttational future. HoWever,- expertise far beyohd the

capacity of most test takes is required for any serious

analysis of the adequacy ci-c. A test and its research base
\

\

(although disclosure may be, And occasionally hai'been,

useful in turning up ambiguities in specific items-end

errors in scoring). Wider access of the research com

munity to test data is far more germane to improving the

quality of test.5. :Mere have tlen complaints that the

testing companies de'.:nt always welcome bona fide

researchers from outside the organiiation. Insofar as

this is the case, the policies ought to be revised.

Supporters of truth-in-testing laws have also
_

expressed the hqpe that disclosure will somehow make the

testing process fairer, and particularly that it will

benefit disadvantaged and minority students. On the

question of which students will benelit from test

disclosure, an Educational Testing Service staff analysis

of the first two SAT administrations since the New York

law took effect indicates that the students who requested

a copy of the test booklet and answer sheet had signifi-

cantly higher mean scores and higher (self-reported),

family incomes than those who did not. The hope that
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.disclosure will improve the competitive position of

disadvantaged and minority students is not borne out by

this early evidence, although it is just that--very early

and partial evidence. Some corroboration is offered by

the'study of the children's television program, Sesame

Street, published by the Russell Sage Foundation in 1975.

The creators of the program intended tbat it enrich the

early learning experiencs o ddvantaged children,

which it did. But.the i fant iewers from middle- and

upper middle-class homeib

. watched the program mor regularly and had more

reinforcing experiences in their daily lives. The

experience with Sesame Street suggests that while full

efited even more because they

disclosure may behf some benefit in terms of student

performance, it its, likely that the best students will

'receive the most benefit.

2. While ,the Committee is not cohvinced that full

disclosure would be of much benefit to the the student,

either in terms of test quality or in improving the

performance of disadvantaged test takers, it was equally

unconvinced that full disclosure would cause serious

problems with regard to test validity and reliability in

large testing programs. As you are well aware, many test

developers have expressed concern that test disclosure

will have negative effects on the quality of the tests.

Some feel that the pool of possible items is so limited
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and item development so difficult a process that

disclosure after each administration of a test will soon'

give.test takers what amounts to prior knowledge of the

test questions. They have also expressed the concern that

the reliability of the tests, which relates to the

consistency of test scores, will be reduced because full

disclosure rules ,out the traditional equating techniques.

But there are other test developers who feel that the

industry will be able to respond to these challenges, that

they will be able tG develop new item pools and new

equating techniques rapidly enough to maintain test

quality.

The experience or' the last two years seems to bear

out the more optimistic predictions. Largely because of

the pressure brought by supporters of open testing,

experiments with various kinds of test disclosure have

been set in motion. California and New York have passed

state'"truth-in-testi.ng" laws. The California law

requires that facsimiles of postsecondary admissions

tests, along wi'h validity lata and scozing

be filed with the Postsecondary Education Commission.

Test takers are to be given information about the purposes

of the tests, the nature of the subject matter, scoring

procedures, and sample questions, thus placing a legal

obligation on test publishers where formerly voluntary

action sufficed. The New York law requires full

;',3 54.
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disclosure. Under the terms of the Lavalle Act, test

producers must file with the Commissioner of Education and

supply to the test taker upon request the actual test

questions and answers within 30 days of administration.

In addition to these state disclosure laws, some of

the testing companies and client boards, despite continued

concern about the effects of full disclosure on test

. quality,'have begun to respond positively to-the

challenge. The Educational Testing Service has developed

"public interest principles" to guide its staff and its

relations with the client boards and colleges and

universities that use its admissions tests. Of more

immediate consequence, three client boards, the Law School

Admissions Council, the Graduate Management Admissions

Council, and the Graduate Record Examinafion Board, have

decided to disclose their examinations nationwide. And

new equating techniques are being developed and apparently

will be used on an experimental basis with the SAT in 1982.

None of these innovations has brought about the

immediate and total collapse of standardized admissions
4

testing, although the long-term effects for good or for

Ill remain obscure.

With regard to the final question, there are

those who claim that only.government regulation of the

testing companies can ensure openness. Proponents of

governmental oversight of the industry have drawn
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analogies to variolis regulatory precedents: some argue

. th.at testing companies have a monopoly on the instrUments 7

of human resource allocation that would justify their

treatment as a publlc utility; some draw on the example of

sunshine laws to justify opening up the process of test

development and validation to public scrutiny; others
A'

believe that "truth in lending" and "truth in advertising"

provide models for the protection of consumer interests.

The Committee.did not find thelse aguments totally

convincing. First, trfe Committee did not see evidence of

systematic abuse by the testing companies serious enough

to make government intervention imperative. Second, the

analogies are misleading. There are three Participants in

the testing process: testing company, educational

institution, and aspiring student. The proposed test

,

disclosure bill does not directly influence the behavior

of the actual decision maker, the educational institution,

and, therefore, will not necessarily have much effect on

how tests are used. Thus while supporting the general

principle of openness, the Committee was not convinced of

the desirability of federal legislation. Nor did it find

self-evident the efficacy of the laws currently in

operation or unáir discussion in the states for

significantlY improving tests or the way they are used.

. In sum, in the Committec's.judgment, none of the

three basic questions raised by H.R. 1662Will disclokure
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benefit the test takers?). Will disclosure-compromise the

tests?) Is federal regulation the best route to

openness?--allow clearl-cut anSwerS at present. This led

the Committee to propose, as its major recommendation on

test disclosure, a policy of watching and waiting. This

recommendation is not a veiled proposal to do nothing.

But it is a call to a 4ifferent plan of action than,you

are now considering. Instead of speculating about the

technical costs and consumer benefits of disclosure, the__

Committee believes that the states, Cohgress, and the

research community should mon4or the developments of the

next few years so that all parties can make a better

informed judgment about creating a workable balance'

between openness in testing and objective asessment of

academic ability.

The decision of the three client boards to disclose

their tests nationwide, together with the existing state

opeh-testing programs in New York and California, provides

all parties to the truth-in-testing debate with the

opportunty to establish the effects of disclosure

empirically. The experience , these efforts over the

next few years will indicate whether full discloiure is

technically feasible, what the financial costs will bt,

ether there are improvements in the quality of

admfscsions tests, and whether the hoped for benefits

accrue t,o sudents.

857



lila Committee further recommends that the Department

of Education, through the National Institute of Education,

embkrk upon a,positive program of monitoring the

experience with test disclosure. Because conditions

now exist for an empirical investigation of the effects of

various plans for ,tel,t disclosure, NIE has the

opportunityand,with your:encouragement would no doubt

seizeitto underwrite the collection and evaluation of

data needed to pro ide the basis'for future Policy.
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Mr. Wass. Thank you very much. I think there had been a re-
quest for Dr. Goa lin that the list of the members on the committee
on Ability Testing be entered into the record.

Ms. WIGDOR. Yes.
Mr. Wiwi. That will be done at this point.
[Information submitted by Alexandra Wigdor followsl

41.
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Mr. WEISS. C0DIA you describe tor us the methodologY that was
used by the comnfittee in coming tolits conClUsions?

MS. WIGDOR. Yes, indeed. I don't think I'd'call it a methodology,--'
cbut

Mr. WEISS e process. ,

MIL-WIG R. The process, yes. The committee's investigatiOn in-
volved a umber of }ciao of strategies and in the first place We did
hold ouf own hearings 2 years ago, at which time we had repre-.

ientatives of tetting companies, test users, student asiOciations,
various advocacy groups, some of which for exaMple, represented
minority interests, the Urban League was there, NAACP, and the
Association-OlBlack Psychologists. I can't remember the full list at
the moment. Butrat-thuie hearings We asked people b-Oth to giveiii
their impressions about standardized testing in general and about
Specific issues. Some of the people did speak on test disclosure

In addition to that, we invited written-subinisiiioni fromaii I re!.
member 175 intereated indiViduals and organizations and compiled
a- huge library of their experiences with testing, their problems
with testing, so on and so forth. That was one kind, of activity that
was aimed at trying to allow everybody who hadliminterest in test-
ing issues in general and a disclosure and specific to make sure

I

that the committee was aware oftheir position.
Another kind-of activity-included marshaling t,he research litera-

ture. Now, Academy committees do not themselVes do original re-
search, what they do is bring together and sumniarize the best ei-
isting research. This is done through literature searches through
various kinds of connections with scholars Working in the field, so
on and so-forth._

" As part of its information-gathering effort, the Conimittee also
leaned upon the services of experts outside its own meMbership.
We have as part of the report-7-appended to the report a collection7--
of 11 signed papersra .couple of theM done by Committee and staff
people, Most of them done by otitside experts, one of the oncollege
admissions.

These papers again brought 'together_ the best of the researeh fOr
the Committee's consideration. 'Oimmittee membership itself, of
course, included years. and years and years of experience and ex-
pertise on various kinds of issues, not always very obvious. ".

For example, I think both of the members of the committee who
are on law school faculties have sat on laW sChool adMissions
boards. Many of the Members have had that sort of dreadftil expe-
rience so that they had personal experience ,yrith the prOblems
facing admissions officers and personal experience of how theproc- ,
ess really works, how the decisions really .are .made, what role
scores play. In other wOrds, that kind of firsthand -knowledge. al

Dave, have r missed any of the obvious wAys in /which our Com-
mittee got it--

Mr, Gosum The obvious way that you've missed is- that the Coin-
mittee met many times. -

MS. WIGDOR. Yes.
. Mr. Gosurz. I'm sorry the.most obvious thing thr.A Sandy left Out

is that the Committee met Many times over a 3-year peried and -
Mr. Wziss. By many, how many times would you say?
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MS. WIODOR. think we had',a total-Of 12 meetingS, one of them
being a 4-day meeting, most of the rest beirg 21/2-day meetings.
And that was of the full conimittee. In addition to that, the com-
mittee in the last Pk year hroke- up.intO Working_groups, writing
groups, four or five committee-menibers got together-in -three dif-

-ferent writing groups and they met ,on an average of three times,
the writing groups and then hack into the full Committee, so it was
a great deal of contact. Sharing of knOwledge of information, work-
ing out positionS, Working out the wisdom that--- -

Mr. WEISS. And were there position papers orispebific.issues pre-
sented to that group with-- .

Ms. WIGDOR. Yes. .

Mr. WEISS. Froposed..option4-for juNment or conclusions to- be
-adopted--anethen there was-a vote taken? Did the cOmmittee Ulti-
mately come Po a, deCision that they Would stiS, yes or no as to a.

iparticular concitiSion? ,--

MS. WIGDOR. Yes; me used the technique of position papers to
, start getting the-comMittee to form basic opinions and thenGas the

writing groups got to-work, drafts were,circulated aMong-the whole
committee, everybody responded in Inititihg to .the various drafts,
fhings were redrafted, Where there wadifférence- of opinion mOre
information was gathered; -more discussion was held until gradual-
ly we had what is a genuine document of consensus.

Now, this is not lot say that every i'lernber of that coMmittee
agrees with every single word in the, report; you never get 18
people to agreeto every-word of_anythhig.---

Nevertheless, it is a document that represents the consensus
. opinion and I think a genuine consensuS. We have had an unbelieV:

able amount of participation of the committee members in the
writing process and in working out-positions-and-policies.

Mr. WEiss. And the-whole processto& how long?
MS.-WIGDOR. The' first Meeting was -held FebruilrY 3 and-4, 1978;

, 1it's been along proCess.
I

Mr. WEISS. And you will have your report rgeased February of
1982, fight? .,

. . Ms. Winoii.. That's right.
Mr. WEIss.'Roughly 4 years from begi nning to endof the process
Ms. WIGDOR. That's right. I miglit alk add thatthisis true of

any Academy -report, butPit's true of Ours that it went through a
doublelevel of review as all Academyireports do. It's reviewed by
the Assembly of Behavioral and Social-Sciences, of which Dave is
the executive director, that review inv lved six members of the as-
sembly who read the report and wrote writtengave us written
comments , to which we responded. Thereafer, the report went

.. through review by the Report Review iConimittee of the'National
Academy of Scidnces. These reviewers vre not iiiimarily kat sci-
entists, but scientists who as a generq ule look at the adequacy of
evidence so on and so 'forth and we ha very helpful comments at
that level of review as well.

That prot-Pf_Pss assures that sloppine doesn't slip through, that
the committee does indeed have the d4cumentation to aupport its

, position. So on and so forth. We found, i very useful process.
Its had a_sood deal, in other words, a good deal of peer review.

, , .._
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' Mr. W 10. So that's it, again, just to be sure that I am correct.
/This wai riot:any kind of independent research, original research,

thalematio githerect by it and submitted to it, with the. original Work
fircademy undertook. It was really a study based on infort

having leteen done by others and out of all that--
M . Q6sLix. Including the members? -

. WIGDOR. InclUding, yes.
Mr. ,Wriss. Including the thembereand out of all of that, a con-.

sensuii document was arrivedat which takes.in rough form the po-
sitioni,asOutlined-iii the testiinany that you-gave-us:

M. 'Mama. On disclosure, which is just one of a very large
' \Knurriber of issues, yes; but-this is the position of the coMmittee on '

disolosures. .

/ Wkiss. On disclosure, right.
/ 1101.s. Wionon. For college admiSsions or postsecondary dmiisions._

I/might-7
/ *Mr. Wins. Did you find that the committee's pOsitiors changed

.; as a result of developments that occurred ddring the int&im of the
study? -Aaof 1978 there was no legislation on the books -anyplace.
Legislation here had not n introduced and the conclusion that
you've coine to Ow that tre.got legislation on the books is "let's
watch and see how it Wor, ut and let's monitor it closelY."

Ms. WIGDOR. Indeed theti es, indeed that is the case.
One of the reasons tlmt this project took 31/2 years is that so

many activities sudden!y ere underway and the committee felt
-that since its mandate was to look at testing from.a social perspec...
tive, social imiiact of testing, 'that it must indeed be cognizant of
what's going on in, society. We have been at your hearingaior the
last 2 years. We have been following these developments very close-
ly. Obviously when the Committee was first formed they did not
know tho. viould be talking about test disclosure. yes, they have
been m nitoring these delrelopments: _

. WEISS. The committee did 'not know-that it w,ould be talking
about test disclooute?'

Ms. WiGnoa. Did not know that -test-disclosure N:vas going to be
an important part of its-report.

Mi. WEISS. OK, That sort of obviates mrnext question which web
going t6 be, was-there then a change in, in position frorn FebruarY

, 1978 to-sometime hi 1.980, sometime after the time when the NeW
York legislatinii-fai adopted, for eitample? Had there been a
change/of position 6n the part of the members of the committee9

/Ms. WIGDOR. That's really .a question I can't answer, at least"
think in the way you_ want it answered. Yes, in our-sense there is
alwayS change when you've got 18 people with different- kinds Of
experiences and eipertise getting together and educatily; one an-

her. Yes, there is change. I Wouldi-sayi:that half the inenibera of
the ,coMmittee, those who arenot testers, psychologista or in some
other way connected, with or having experienae 'testing, they
didn'l know disclosure was an issue to begin with. They knew it bY
the time things were moving, here and in New YOrk. Iri thataense,
oecourse, there was change-.7Feoplerffeii-ailated. I would say yes,
-91:tinion evolved: I think that the questions, the fundamental- quo's-
tioni, have rex-Mined pre* Much the same. That, is to say they
Were not sure in the begin,ning what the effects of full disclosure
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would be on tests and they are still not sure of that. They have not
found, there has not been enough time for enough evidence to be in
to make that kind of assessment.

So in that sense, that question remains and I would say the other
question, that is, is this really going to benefit students and, par-
ticularly, is it going to benefit disadvantaged students? That ques-
tion still remains as the central question and the committee feels it
has no real answer yet.

These things have remained cOnstant overtime and the commit-
tee found fhem very troubling questions.

Mr. GOSLIN. At the same time, I can remember ,the first meeting
of the conimittee and there was a very clear commitment on the
part of members of the committee to the concept of openness.

Ms. WIGDOR. Yes.
Mr: Gomm/. ',And that has remained constant and is reflected

cle ly in the committee's report.
r. WEISS. Well, I wonder if you would expand on that a little

b4. I find a seeming conflict or perhaps contradiction in the com-
mitment to openness, except in the implementation of steps which
wOuld in fact lead toward greater openness.

Ms. WIGDOR. Obviously we'll have, to define degrees andx well,
define terms first, and talk about degrees of openness.

Mr. WEISS. OK; what do you mean by openness?
WIGDOR. By openness, not what I mean, but what I think the

committee means by openness:, Mr. WEISS. Right - -

Ms. WIGDOR. Would be something, I think you've even used the
word yourself, getting away withdoing away with the mystery.

Mr. Arms. Doing with-- .

Ms. WIGDOR. The mystery that has--
Mr. WEISS. Yeah, right.
Ms. WIGDOR. Sorry. That has traditionally surrounded tests.

There was, I think, a carryover from the early days of testing when
the expert was put on a pedestal and-so on. There has been a tend-
ency in our society to shroud these instruments in mystery.

The committee, I think, feels that that is extremely detrimental.
This is a too widely a used technology to be allowed tO be thought _ -
Of and used that way. So the cOmmittee iS entirely in agreement
with you that We've got to do away with the mystery that test
users and test takers simply need to know a lot more about tests
than they do.

I think we are, the committee is not convinced, in terms of your
position, is that the ultimate step, that is making the answer, the
questions and answers available afterward, not convinced that this
isan absolutely essential step to take. Not convinced that ies not.

\ Mr. Gosurr, It's.not convinced that itisn't either.
\ Ms. WIGDOR. Right. But, just, you know, that is where they then
ciraw the line, ofthere is still an unaswered question here in
terms of balancing openness against the technical adequacy of thefifets.

If\ full disclosure, if after how ever many years it takes to see
what\ kinds of new equating techniques the companies can come up
with, ond so on and so forth, if it turns out that disclostire is not
having,any detrimental effect on the test, the committee would say

91470 0-82--55 864
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unanimously, of course, make them available. If nothing else it will
give the students a little peace 'of mind.

if, on the-other hand, it would destroy the usefulness of the test,
the committee would say you should draw the line before that.
Make facsimiles available, make much more information about
scaling arid °what sZores mean and the limitations of tests. Make
much more of that kind of information available, but draw the line
on full disclosure if it will ultimately destroy the quality of the
tests.

Mr. WEISS. Let me cite two examples for you. You're familiar
with them. 'The law college admissions council has decided to go
the full, total route of openness. The medical college admissions
group has gone 180 degrees the other way. They've gone to court to
prevent the New York law from applying to them. They had Dr.
Coopey testifying yesterday that the information that they test is
so liniited and so finite that they have limited number of questions
that_they can ask And, therefore, disclosing their tests would in fact
do harm to the entire testing process.

Now, these are two professional organizations, that is organiza-
tions dealing_ with two of the -major test-taking factions in this
country, coming to those conclusions.

I assume that you looked at the approaches that are taken by
those two professions and I wonder if you have drawn any conclu-
sions atall from the varying positions which they take.

Ms. WIGDOR. The committee did not -and does -not in its -report
support one or the other of those positions. It does, I don't think it
does in the report, but it did in its discussions, point out a basic
difference between the situation of the Law School Admissions
Council 9nd their test and, the medical emm and that is the law
school test is not as curriculum bOund. There is no common pre-law
undergraduate education as there is premed. Therefore, their test
is designed to be less curriculum bound than the medical school
test is. Where that test, as I understandjt, I'm not speaking as an
expert, their test is much more dependent on having had 'Chemistry
and having had zoology and having had biology and so forth. 'It's
much morehound to a specific premed curriculum.

That means that their concerns_could_he,justified_ and the other
position could be justified as well. I'm not an expert and I'm nok
really in a position to say. The committee did not excel

I would say only that there might be something there that both,
both positions could be justified. Not that either of them is because
of the differences in the examinations. -

First, one. of the real problems in talking about testing is we talk
about tests but there are tests and tests and tests and each-test has
its on character and, it§ own uses and we're generalizing when
sometimes the generalizing is. not furthering our understanding.

Mr. WEISS. Without wanting to be at all pejorative---
Ms. WIGDOR. Yes?
Mr. WEISS. WS sort ofin talking about these two groups, it puts

me in Mind of talking-to two people, one of whom says the world is
round and the other one of whom says the world is square and yo,u
come along and say, I guess either ode of you could be right.

Ms. W1GDOR. Depending on what world you live in.
Mr. WEISS. Well, I, I-- .
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MS. WIGDOR. WS not that they're--,.----
Mr. WEISS. I think, I think that that's why some of us, perhape

all of us, are going to have a problem with the report that you
come out with;
. Mr. GOSLIN. Another answer to that same question is that not

enough time has passed yet to see what the potential results of.the
policies taken by those two organizatione are. I think that there is
a natural experiment going on: The law school- people did one
thing. The medical school people did another. And it will be used
consistently with the committee's report that says let's wait and
see what happens.

Mr. WEISS. Is the-re, any reason-I'll give you a ball right over
..-plateis there any reason why, given the description, that you

friVe us as to how the committee arrived at its conclusion, given
the process that you have observed these subcommittees going
through over the course Of the last 21/2 years, is there any reason to
believe that the conclusion that you have come to is any sounder
than the conelusion that we may come to?

Ms. W1GDOR. Yes. Xf I may be so-bold.
Mr. !WEIS& Go ahead.
Ms. WIGDOR. You have a great many things on yoUr plate all the

time. You cannot &vote it, although your staff people, I'm sure,
devote a great deal of their time to the problems of testing. You

,peolole cannot deyote- the kind Of time that the committee was able
to do to these questions, I think. I'm just assuming that you have
so many responsibilities in this case.

Mr. WEISS. This cominittee has, in 2 years, met a dozen times.
You iri 4 years and your committee have met a dozen times. I
assume that your people, that is the members of your committee,
do othenthings than just devote thernselvesto the committee.

Ms. WIGDOR. Yes; indeed-we do.
' Mr. WEISS. They have professional lives.

MS. W1GDOR. Yes.
e Mr. WEISS. This is sort of a sideline for them.

Ms. W1GDOR. Yes; indeed they do.
Mr. WEISS. We are, for better or worse, almost professional at

-being Memliers of 'Congress andthis, most of uS, is the Ma* com-
mittee assigninent that we have.

W1GDOR. Yes.
Mr. -WEISS. Again, within that context that I asked as to, since

you're not claiming any independent research or statistical objec-
tivity or whatever, why your conclusion is any sounder than ouri.

Ms. W1GDOR. All right.
Mr. Wm& And I, don't knoiv what ours will be. I know what

mine is, but I don't kndw what the committee's will-be.
Ms. W1GDOE. Let- me approach the answer differently. Obviously,

my :first thought was not a very good one. -My first reaction to your
question was obviously .net a very good one. I think, perhaps, we
can get aobetter answer by looking at the functions-you-are trying
to make in-policy.

The committee is titing, not to ble Congress anct make policy, but
to evaluate on the basis of scientific evidence, questions about test-
ing and then suggest, 1?n the basis of their knowledge of the law,
their knowledge of government, their knowledge of the society, the
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sociologists, possible policy alternatives for people like you, policy-
makers, to thinkabout.

Those that came to the committee were experts. Each of them
representing a different area of expertise and it was on that level
that they talked. It was on that level that they gathered and
looked at information and then came to the conclusions. I think
that probably is the fundamental difference between their group
process over the last .4 years and your group process over the same
period of time.

Mr. WEISS:Well, it's also possible to suggest, and again-I do not
do this suggesting ulterior motive, but independence, it's also possi-

ble to suggest that since an awful lot of the people on the commit-
tee have Shad or continue to have some involvement with the Very
field that is being questioned and explored, whereas our people are
not, to that extent , involved that we perhaps may be more objec-
tive about it.

Mr. GOSLIN. This is a classic problem that faces every single com-
mittee of the National Academy of Sciences. No matter what con-
troversial issue we are addressing and there are several issues.

One is how, you separate the scientific evidence, the knowledhp
« base, from the policy consideration, from the political consider-

ationS, and it is not in general the task of the Academy to do the
job of the Congress. We are suppoied to say, what do we know
about a problem and we leave the political judgments to those per-
sons elected to exeqise that responsibility.

It is also always a problem in composing it's committees to find
the experts that are both independent and-expert and you ath't gel
to,be expert unless yoti are involved in a field-and, therefore, you
are no longer independent. And we =have thie problem -with all
Academy committees whether we are looking at the effect of flu-
orocaibons oh the ozone layer: Do* Chemical Co. scientists know
more about fluorocarbons -then anybody else, because they make
them, so we may want somehody.like that on a comniittee and we
certainly wOuldn't have wanted to compoge a committee on ability
testing without having as a member of that committee some people
who, know_a_hell of _a lo_t about testing.

We also feel that it is very-important to try to balance thdie
kinds of expertise with many other kinds and, indeed with some in-
dividuals who come with a very broad perspective, like Bert Mar-
shall for .example, and so that's always our dilemma and we try to
do the best we can in putting together a comthittee that has a, bal-
ance of- perspectives and L ean only leave it to you to judge from
the list of members of the- committee and from the report itself
when it appears as to whether we have done a reasonable job.

Mr. WEISS. The suggestion that Doctor Wigdor made as to the sci-
eagle-nature of the testimony that was presentedI think that's
what YOu saidYou know, we received much of the same teitimo-
ny, rsuspect.

Ms. WIGDOR. No, I did not.
Mr. WEISS. Well, how did scientific get into the last answer that

you "'pile us?
Ms. Mama. Sorry, I meant that there were members of the com-

mittee who were qualified. Statisticians, for example, who were
qualified to do analyses of tests and present to the rest of the com-
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mittees who did not have the quantitative abilities really expert
opinions about the tests. That's what I mean by scientific. There
were legal scholars who were in a position to .present to the other
committees who did not have their expertise expert information
about the requirements of law or whatever. In other words, each ol)P
theie people on the committee had some' kind of scientific or qther
expertise with which he could bring or she could bring to the prob-
lems. we are lookinrat. In that sense I meant scientific expertise.

Mr. WEISS. You know frOm observing these hearings that we too
had some scientific testimony. On both sides of the issue, I might
say, anchmahy times those people were in diametric oppostion with
one another.

MS. WIGDOR; I beg your pardon?
Mr. WEISS. Pardon?
M. WIGDOR. I didn't hear your last question.
Mr. WEISS. I said some of them were in diametric opposition to

one another and, again, I don't know the composition of your
board. I don't know who the members of that committee are, but I
would be surprised if it in fact included people who were very
strongly -questioning of the field of psychometrics AU the whole
testing area and, if, in fact they would. come up with-the kind of
conclusion that you suggested. That is, of just watching -aiid let it
go by to see how it develops, because the impression that we got in
the course of our hearings was that there really is a very serious
amount of soul searching going on.in the field at this point, on the
part of people who have spent tEe bulk of their lives in the field, as
to whether what they are doing .is at all yalid, whether it's con-
structive, all kinds of questions.

Ms. WIGDOR. Lcan assure you that within the membership of the
committee, the opiniontranged very widely as to the value of tests.
There were a number of committee members who considered them
extremely valuable for selection,.for assessment. There were other.
Committee members who thought they were relatively trivial in the
grafid,scheme of things.

Mr. %Ass. Somebody who said they were postively harmful?
Ms. WIGDOR. Yes. Fin trying to remember and be absolutely ac-

'curate. There were comniittee -members who-argued that position
very strongly. I think what the committee did not have in it's
membership were people who were essentially advocates and I.
think that the AcOemy tries for the very reasons Dave has dis-
cussinghefore, Co avoid that,kind of committee composition because
we are aiming for reports that. are dispassionate, that cah weigh
and balance anti look at,the whole situation.

In regard to the second part of your question, yes, there obvious-
ly is, diametrically opposed" opinion offered in part by people who
are considered experts, in part by laymen, and I guess the
committee's position, instead of just sitting in the middle, is saying,
look, a lot of these questions simply cannot be answered yet and
until you can answer them, solUtions aren'tknown.

Mr. Gosurr. Moreover, I don't see any reason why our committee
and your committee 'can't come out in a different' place. You're op-
erating on the rationale for your decision may include some things
that were not part properly of the rationale for our committee's
proposal.
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Mr. %Ns. Alla was asking foy was whether in fact there was
any reason to consider your COnclusions to be at a higher level
than- ours.

Mr. Gosuri. At a diherent level. I wouldn't put ,higher or lower
On that.

M. WIGDOR. I would say there's certainly reason for our report
tp receive, at your hands, a goOd deal of serious consideration. I
would not say that this, our report should be the only or one of the
two or three determining-factors in your decisions.

Mr. NxIss. I guess I have one substantive question. I thought
that process was important to go into, especially since we don't
have the reporfitself in front of us.

MS. WIGDOR. Yes.
Mr. WEIss. The title of your committee is, Committee on Ability

Testing.
Ms. WIGDOR. Yes.
Mr. WEIss. And we have had some exploration from time to time,

not as to the word ability, but as to the word aptitude because
that's what the SAT, -the A in the SAT is aptitude, and I think in
the course of these hearings, we've moved at least some 'extent in
redefining what is Meant by the word "aptitude," and I wonder
how you defined the word "ability."

. WIGDOR. That name, that word was chosen, thanli you, that
word-was chosen with, some malice aforethoUght because the tradi-
tiOnal words, "aptitude" and "achievement," are loaded with all
sorts- of baggage that destroys rational discussion at this pofnt.
"Ability" was chosen ap a more neutral word and, in a sense, an
umbrella word. The words "aptitude" and "achievement" were
-thought to be, originally I guess, two different kinds of things. One,
native ability that was there in the genes and the other from what
you leaped in school.

Theommittee's,position is that this is an unnatural distinction
therefoie, it uses the word "ability" it uses "achievement" and "ap-
titude," it couldn't avoid it entirely. It tries to make the point that
these are words that talk about two ends of the continuum. No
knowledge-springs full blown from someone's brain. No knowledge
is only a product of experience, it is a Product of environmene and
the brain working together and that's what we mean by ability.
Whatever the developed ability is at the moment of testing is what
we are talking about. It comes from a multitude or sources.

,Mr. %His. Thank you.
Mr. Erdahl.
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you, Mr. Chaitman.-Let me, Doctor Wigdor;

just read from a couple observations yoou make in your statement.
From these I will have a-question and another observation.

On page 2 it said: ,
It is surprising to learn, however, that. the great majority of undergraduate in-

.stitutions are not very selective and that test scores GPA's are likely to present bar-
riers only to those who rank low among high school graduates and to that small
kroup of applicants who want to attend the most selective colleges and universities,
for the most part, the elite private schools.

And then the other observation was toward the end of your state-
ment on page 10:
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The proposed test discloeure bill does4not direetly influence the behavior of the
actilal decision maker, the educational institution, and, therefore, will not necessar-
ily have..much effect on how tests are used.

I understand from Chairman- Weiss' perspective, his bill does not
attempt to get at any one or group of testing companies, but rather
what impact tfie tests have on students. Obviously, the bill would
have some impact on testing companies. I'll ask both of you, what
in your educated judgment is the ultimate impact on the student or
potential students to a university or institution of learning?

Ms. WIGDOR. Of full disclosure?
Mr. ERDAHL. Yes, right, of the bill. That's_what I mean, the

impact of the bill.
Mr. Gosiiri. You're getting back to the bill?
Mr. ERDAHL. Yes.,
M. WIGDOR. I think, you -know, you put the two statements to-

gether, for a majority of applicants in undergraduate institutions;
disclOture ',probably will not affect their educational future. They
were going tolie accepted anyhow.

Mr. Gostiz./. Or not accepted. .
Ms Wionm. Or not accepted anyhow, right. No, for the majority,

.they're.going to he_accepted.
For the minoripes at the two endsthat is, the students who

aspire to attend a highly selective schoolI mean disclosure comes
after the fact. I'm not sure, I'M not sure What the effect woilld be
in either, for either of the groups for whom testing might make a
difference.

If the assumptions of some supporters, perhaps Mr. Weiss, I don't
know, if some supporters of disclosure are correct, if the assump-
tions are correct that test quality will improve because of disclo-
sure, everybody benefits, and particularly those for whom the test
score is a real criterion of admission.

If test quality declines, I guess everybody loses a little bit.
Mr. GosmN. The more a test taker knows about the requirements

of the test and what kinds of skills he'll be required to demonstrate
on the test, the better. The more likelihood that mistakes or errors'
can be corrected or there js an appeal, the better.

It seems unlikely to-me that very large numbers-of test takers,-
very large proportions, are going to ask for their, doing to ask for
their answers and full copies of the tests and so on. We haven't
seen evidence that that--

Ms. WIGDOR. Well, there
'Mr. GOSLIN [continuing]. Is widespread.
Ms. WIGDOR. No; there is, however, some interesting evidence on

that. Apparently the number of students who will request their
teSt forms is very much a function of how much they *have to go
through to request them.

Mr. GoBLIN. Like everything else.
Ms. WIGDOR. Right; I mean if you've got to pay your $4.25 and

write a letter, not many are going to request. If on -the other hand
you can check off, when you walk into the place, more are going to
request. So that's; that all remains to be seen. That's one of the
questions that remains to be seen.Our people actually are going to
ask for this information. If they do, is this somehow going to
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reduce test anxiety for the next generation or something. It's not
obvious that it will have any dramatic effect, but it might.

Mr. EIWAHL OK. Another question and obviously yöii don't have -
to .answer, but for reasons that the other- witness is not here, you
might not Wish to respond to this, but I think both of you were
here when the previous witness talked about the FTC's work on
testing. Would.either c)f- you care to comment on that?-

11s. WICDOlt. Only briefly and not as myself being--an expert. -I -

can only repeat some of the general conclusions that the committee
drew-about the coaching question.

One, they Were not convinced, they were not satisfied with the
kind of.evdence that is available.on coaching. The research studies
are, have a lot of problems. The FTC data analysis had some prOb-
lems and the other's do, too. It's very hard to get comParable
groups, some of Whom have taken a test and some of whom have
not, and compare scores. From a scientist's point of view, the data
iiin't very clean. Therefore, it's sort of hard to make any accurate
astiessment of the value of coaching.

On the other hand, when you start talking about long numbers
of hours, you're talking about learning. The committee realized
that, there is a problem of semantics and ultimately caine to tke
condlusion that although information is partial, the research base
is not terribly gaod. It would be, since these tests are so wide-
spread, it Would be Useful -far Schools, high schools, to Make a
modest effort to inform students, coach students if you will, on test
taking techniques.

I. mean clearly all students should know -whether or not on a test
facing, them it pays to guess. Some students dOn't know that. So the
compf dee. felt that it would be important fer high schools to make
sure that the students go into the testing situation knowing the
basics of- test behavior.

.

In terms of any longer term coaching in the high schools, the
cOmmittee felt that in so far as the Content Of any ooachirig inatito-
tion was real content just things they should be learning anyhow,
reading and writing and arithmetic, fine, you're riot going to lose
anything. On the other hand, if it makes a real distortion of the
.high_school- curriculum, it's probably not a very goad idea at all.

ERDAHL. Interesting observation. It coincides with.something
we heard earlier today and this is riot an official definition, but I
guess mine. If you study for 4 or 5 hours before the test with some
special people it might be coaching. If you do it for 30,. 40 hours, it
might be roore of a learning eicperience. agree that We get into a
question of Semantics, but you made the point about soine basic
things. I hope that our schools would strese them; Whether to move
along, don't skiR, if you donl knowguess, Ihese thing's that I
thinlc most Of us had to do to surviVe testa. -

Ms. WKWOR. Sure, and I think that the testing companies can
alio contribute a let by making that verY information much more
explicitly available to test takers in their information padket.
There is no reason not to instruct students in test taking tech-4
niques then. They may indeed it right now. I don't know. They
didn1 used to.

Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much and thank you, Mf. Chair-
man:
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you'.
On the question of how important it is,since the majority of stu-

dents get into their college of the first choice, in any eventansl it's
only those who apply to'the elite schools whip might pr might not
be, disadvantaged by not being, not taking the coaching courses or
no having their test scores improved by the minimal number of
joits, that would in factdon't you think that that's important as
to vhether in fact someone gets into one of the elite schools or not
if hat's what he or she has his or her heart set on.

Ms. WIGDOR. WS important to that individual. The committee
as not convinced that it's socially important enough to justify or

/require legislation and I think the committee was particularly
bothered by two thingS that are present in the movement for truth
in testing or test disclosure.

One, there seems to be a gyeat hope that somehow the disadvan-
taged, the minority student, is really going to benefit from this and
then this other thing, the privileged student, I Mean the._ students
we're talking about who want to go to the elite schools are-by and
large the privileged members of our sodety. The two impulses do,
not coincide if you see what I mean and I think the subcommittee -----
would Saynotice there is a- hesitationI think the subcommittee
would say that the fate_ofthe very privileged student, is fairly well
taken care of in this society anyhow and probably should not, that
concern probably should not be the baSis for national legislation.

Mr. WEISS. Pm very rarely identified with being overly concerned
aboUt the rights of th.e overly privileged, but I must tell you that I
would be concerned if in fact we adopted policies or didn't adopt
policies because they only affected the rights, of the advantaged,
and I'm not sure that you've really thought yo,ue,position through
as carefully as you would like to.

MS. WIGDOR. That's probably .quite true. I'm responding _to a
question.

Mr. 'Wm& Yeah.
Ms. WIGDOR. And I'm on the spot and you notice I hesitate*
Mr. WEISS. Yeah.
Ms. WIGDOR. Nevertheless, I point out that there is a problem

with the hopes of many that truth in testing is going to help the
disadvantaged and the question you've asked about what--

Mr. WEISS. As a matter of fact, it_may very well be that- it's the
disadvantaged minority kid who wants to get into Harvard or Yale

-.*ho may in fact be the beneficiary of the additional 25 or 30 or 40
points which will make the difference as to whether h or she is
cut off or nOt.

Ms. WIODOR. OK. let me answer your question a better way then.
I am now thinking throukh the report and`through the chapter and
indeed the committee would have given you a-different answer and
that is, and perhaps this is one of the more important points of this
dikussion of college admissions. That is that no test- -score should
be the sole factor in admissions decision.

Mr. WEISS. That's true, but in 'the bisis of your research, have
you in fact not found that a large number of colleges and universi-
ties use the test scores as a cut off?

Ms: WIGDOR. Yes. And that is to be recommended against. Yes,
that is Rue.
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It's usUally a very low cut off, nevertheless, we recommended
against it's use. .

Mr. Gosubj. It depends on the school, obgiously.
Nita. WIGopa. It depends on the school, yes. We do indeed recom-

mend against the use of scorescut off points, with these ldnds of
tests and some other kinds ai well. Yes, indeed.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I thank you very, very much for your testimo-
ny. I look forward to 'reading the full text of the report and, per-
haps, we will have you back another-time when we _have the.bene-
fit of the report itself.

MS. WIODOR., Thank you, and I hope -we can look forward to
seeing you February 2.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I look forward to it.
Mr.'Gosurt. Thank you Very much.
Mr. WEIN. Mr. Kaplan, you have been the personification of pa-

tience.
Mr. KAPIAN. Inside, not so, not so true.
Mr. WEISS. Well, I very much appreciate your volunteering to

come down, responding to our request to come down. Then patient-
ly sitting through everyone else's testimony and, without objection,
your entire statement will be entered into -the record and ,you may
,proceed as you so desire. You may read it in it's entirety, excerpt
from it, summarize it, whatever you think is mist appropriate.

[The prepared statement of Stanley Kaplan followsj

IP
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PptiPARICOTATIMICNT op STANLZY H. KATLAN, FOUNDS11, STANLZY H. KAPLAN

IkmcAvomAL Cpcnii

'Gentlemen:

I appreciae this oPportunity to speak al;out H.R.1662.

Permit me to introduce mrself. I am the founder-of.the
\

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center and halie dedicated more

than 40 years to-the,development and review of academic

skills and content in preparation for tests at the,high

school and college levels. I began my career as an educator
s

long before most, standardizeck tests were even a glCam in the

testmaker's eyes..
a

FirSt let me say that I support.the basic premise of

n.A. 1662 -- that the public (including citizens, educators,

and students) should, be made fully aware of the subject

matter, uses and procedures in which standardizea tests are

developed and administered. I am pleased that H.R. 1662,

while suggesting constructive changes in standardized test

procedurea, ticies not attacx standardized tests themselves.

Standardized tests do have theirsplace in the admissions

picture -- a very important place. They, more directlY test, 9
4

the skills and abilities that are needed by students at .

higher levels of education. One's grade point average is an

insufficient criterion ay itself, Lo evaluate skills and

abilities. Secondary schools and colleges have difkerant

standards, and grades are frequently inflated. Ceitainly

standardized tcsts, together with the student's GPA, give a

more accurate picture of the student's ability than does

either measure independently.
V
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Standardized te.7,.ts are important in evaluating the
/:1

't

t

skills of an increasing number of adUlts/who are returning

to school after many years. StaXrdized tests Also serve

1 ;

as an liel)ent device for motivating students to sit down

for serious study. hen phe Wirtz report_ waq released

-* ,

' , _, .

shcying the steady d cline in SA': scores,.enrollments in my
-

classes showed a dramatic increase despite the decreasing

importance of SAT scores in college admissions. Parents

were concerned aboUt their children's weak math and verbal

-- --.skills which-they believed might impede their children's

success at college. -Standardized tests also help to identify

-- -underachievers including disadvantaged students. My years

of eXperience as an educator and as a test pr arer have
. ,

shown me t4t an economically and socially disa vantaged

student scoring a 550 (on a 200to 800 scale) ha as much

potential as a student born with a golden educatiotal spoon
a

in his\mouth.

I have dealt with.some ot the_benefits of standardiNd

testing because there art. many who would like to eliminate

ndardized admissions tests', and view this bill as A first

step toward the eventual elimination of all standardize&

testing as a means of evaluatinc, students for postsecondary'

school admis:sions:

To repeat, the basic premise of H.R. 1662, is sound.

I beliee, however, that-certain,provisions in the bill are

all-advised and.unworkable. One of thesu provons, qection

8 7 ,5-
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-5, requires testing agencies to release to the test subject

a copy of the test questions aioag with an answer key and a

copy of the test subject's answers. This poses a number of

problems. Test construction Is a time-consuming and expensive

,process. It includes writing test items and then standardizing

tnem so that the test subject can be properly evaluated.

The nature of some tests restricts the number of test items

that can be developed. Accordingly, valid tests,cannot be

produced on an assembly line basis. If tests are to be

released after every-administration, the number of test

administrations must necessarilyAecline -- perhaps to zero.

This is clearly borne out by events that have occurred since

the New York State Education,Act took effect. ror example,

the April LSAT exam was eliminated. The GRE exam in New

. York State will not be given next April or June, although it

will be administered throughout the rest of the country.

-e LSAT and GMAT will be administered in June'On a Wednesday

0.-- evening. The AAMC has obtained an inju.ciction against applying

the disclosure provisions of the New York law to the MCAT.

wall volume exams such.as the VAT, OCAT, PCAT, DAT and

College Board Achievement Tests were not administered in-New

York State until a series of amendments-exempted these tests

from test aisclosure. The reasons are clear 7- tests, cannot

be mass produced at will..

In,view of these problems, why should we even have test

disclosure? Proponents of test disclosure claim that there

is a need to release test questions to students E,o that they

It/
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will not have to.pay large sums of money to coaching Ichools.

There is no evidence at all to support this proposition.

Students are not`attending coaching school, to obtain test

questions; they are looking for academlc interaction with a

teacher. Students are looking for an organized commitment

to review materiaks they may have learned years.ago, and te

improve skills that were never fully developed. After all,

questions of the type that appear on the tests have been

aliailable in review books for years.

Releasing test questions has, instead of leading to the

demise of coaching schools, encouraged their growth -- with

some schools even advertising they have.the released questions.-11/

After all, when the Reyents examinations were important in'

New York State, I had thousands of students ifteparing for

theseAxaminations even though the exams were ieleased, and

even though I myself wrote the test explanations in the

Barron's Regents Series. The CPA examination is perhaps the

most coached-for examination; yct the questions are released

along with full explanations. As I had predicted in a

letter te Governor Hugh Carey before the New York Standardized

Testing Law was enacted, my enrollments have increased

significantly for the released-tests -- LSAT, GMAT, GRE,

and 'SAT -- but have remained at a plateau fur othqr tests.

*/
-'See attached advertisement from the New York Times (p. 8).
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In addition Lo some of the problems I Lye with test

disclosure, I am concerned that some.of the scatistical

correlations the bill mandates may be difficult to develop.

How'can one make any correlation between tast scores and

success in a career? After all, how does one measure success?

How can one draw conclusions about tbe extent to which test

preparation courses improve test scores? There are literally

thousands of programs of all kinds given in teacher's

basements, in community centers teaching adult education, in

high schools, and in colleges. It is impossible to identify

the students being coached, vr to develop a statistically

valid means of measuring the amount of improvement because_

of coaching. Besides, even if copclusions could be drawn

about the extent ,to 'which test preparation courses improve

test scores, the "poorer" cram courses would be permitted to

take a "free ride" on the benefits afforded by effective

test preparation courses.. All test preparation courses are

not created equal. Even now, there are "quack" correspondence

courses that are using the results of the FTC investigation

concerning the SAT to promote other test preparation. courses "-

that wore.not evelt.studied by the FTC.

Another.problem I have with H.R.'"i662 is that the

disclog,ures introduce j number of inequities. Requiring the

testing agency to release information has proven to be

extraordinarily costly, and has already been reflected in

the prices paid by the students to take standardized'tests.



It is unfair to expeci the economically disadvantaged student

to pay these increased costs. I also believe it is unfakr

to require disclosure on high volume tests while exempting

low volume tests from disclosure. If it is so important to

see the test questions, why deny the student who is taking a

low volume test this "important" opportunity?

So far my testimony has offered only criticisMs of

various provisions in the proposed legislation. I do:

however, have some suggestions/ In section 4(a)(b), for

example, it would be'more meaningfdl to determine the

xelationship between the grade point average of students and'

their income, ethnic, sex, and handicapped status rather

than the relationship between these demographic factors and

a standardized test score. Af'ter all, it is the GPA, and

the achievement level throuyh high school and college that

still the significant factor in,admissions. A standardized

test is sipply a mirror of academic achievement in school.

With regard to the release of examin7.uion questions, I

have found in my talk's with thousands of students that their

chief concern revolved around the correct scoring of their

examinations. Their interest in actually seeing and gding

over the questions was minimal. After all, they had already

taken the test. I have at times offered to go over questions

students may have had about their released tests. But there

have been very ew takers. My suggestion is that testing

organizations be required to send each test subject a copy
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of that .;ubjecL, answer grid and a copy of the correcited

answers so the student can check the scoring. I do not

believe that tests should be released after each administration,

but instead once in every four administrations and to every

student before-he Or she takes the test. Releasing tests

once in every four administrations would lessen the pressures

on the testing agencies, allow the tests to be given more

frequently, 4nd still give consumer grobps and educators an

opportunity to judge the accuracy, ambiguity and possible

cultural bias of the questions.

.1

Finally, I would like to say bravo to section 2(a) (2)

of the proposed legislation. I agree that "there is a

continuous need to insure equal access for all Americans to

educational opportunities of higher quality." The testing

process, however, has only minor relevance to the equal

access of educational opportunity. When we talk about equal

access we should emphasize assistance to deteriorating

schools and to disadvantaged students who just are plain not

learning. In fact, there are many who aren't even aware

that equal educational opportunities are available. We must

endeavor to provide adequate education to, all, so that

everyone can fulfill his full potential. This is the area

in which we should concentrate our energies. This is where

the consumer -1- the student -- is being shortchanged. Given

equal educational opportunities there should be fewer

inequities as far as testing is concerned.
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STATEMENT OF STANLEY H. KAPLAN, FOUNDER, STANLEY H.
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Mr. KAPLAN. Well, I appreciate being last because one learns a
lot from theoprevious speakers and, therefore, I sort of scrapped my
whole official presentation that we submitted, that I submitted,

- and from there I have taken some notes. It follows along the same
line*-but I have learned a lot from this and I hope that you may
find valuablessome of the--

Mr. WEISS. Kii-d-there's no fee involved?
Mr. KAPLAN. SO I appreciateI, myself, decided to come here.

When I was at the National Education Association convention to
which I was invited, in Michigan, -to speak on how to prepare for
the SAT. The NEA is quite opposed, in general, to: standardized
testing or at least very much in favor of the release- of_t_est ques-
tions, bdt Congress-person Chisholm, in a speech, she was talking_
about this truth-in-testing if you want to call it that. I like to call it
standardized testing or something like that because I think the
former is a sort of pejorative appellation, but she said if we have
this bill passed, then students will no longer have to pay $300 to go
to coaching schools and since my fee is about $300, I figured she
was talking about my program. That's the reason why I felt I'd like
to present some of my opinions, some of my views, because I have
had the Most experience directly, I hear this talk about coaching,
the effects and I experience this with students.

I'd like to tell a little bit about myself. I'm the founde. of the
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Centers. I've always-loved idteach,
from high school on when I was paid 25 cents an hour as a tutor,
and believe me, I have been coaching long before a standardized
test was a gleam in a testmaker's eye. These tests weren't ard'und
and I don't think that coaching should be tainted. It's not a tainted
word. I think there are many, many beneficial effecti of coaching.
Coaching existed long before the SAT or the others came about.

I today meet former students who are professionals now, doctors,
lawyers, who might have dropped out of high school, might have
dropped out of college-if they didn't have the support at the time.
That's why when you have coaching, it's not unfair, coaching is re-
medial work. It's a kind of supportive Work. It has nothing to do
with admissions testing itself,-It will always be here. What will you
do if the standardized testing act goes through? You'll be finished. I
say there will always be a need for coaching, forpreparation for
tests, Tor remediation.

I'd like to say first of all that the basic premises of this H.R.
6612, is it? Is that the right number? 1662, sorry.

Mr. WEISS. We change the numbers every few years anyhow, so
it's all right. .

Mr. KAPLAN. The premises are excellent and I'm in support ofi
many, many features of this bill. But, obviously, from my being
here, there are certain features I ohjecCto, from experience.

I believe it's most important thit the test subject be made aware
of the uses and procedures of the test. Even facts about coaching.
Remove the mystery of the test. I think that's.great because there
hits been a lot of misinformation that has been going around.
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I have a copy of a College Board bulletin from the---4 must have
it here somewhere. Yes, from the 1950's and this is from the Col-
lege Board on the SAT. "If you feel you need coaching or tutoring
aid, get it -well in advance of your test date. Seek the aid of good
teachers who will help you to analyze, to read with understanding,
to reason through problems, to. Iook for implications,'! and so fo5th.
"The result of attempting to improve your scores by practicing
with questions is not worth the effort. And to this-Thilosophy I to-
tally agree and I was doing this for many, many years.

Then in the 1960's, apParently the position of the,c-pllege Board
changed. It felt that coaching didn't help and when r was on a Na-
tional Public Radio program in, the 1970'§, 1977, I- believe, Dr.
Knowland from the gollege Board, I believe, and I asked him, why
the change? The test hadn't changed. Why did the position of the
College Board change? And he said, and I can understand it, be-
cause ,the of proliferation Cif cram schools and which weren't
having much of an effect. The result was that the College Board
felt that they- should not endorse these kind of programs which
would cause the proliferation of the coaching schools, of cram
courses.

Then, as Tm sure you're well aware, the position of the College
.Soard has gradually changed in the late 1970's and the 1980's until

now, in the bulletin entitled "Taking'the SAT," which is issued to
every student, point No. 3 states:

Development of the:-e abilitiesthe iibilities tested by the SAT, is iviated to the
'me and effoq spent. Short-term drills and cramming are likely to have little effect.

lngQti'n preparation that develops skills and abilktfes can have greater effect.

This is the kind of thing that I would like to see disclosed be-
cause it certainlyakes a separation betWeen cram courses and
-there has been a lot of-discussion about this, and long-range coach-
ing and I think that's imp-Ortant.

Also I think it's important triat-tke meaning of the word "apti-
tude" be clarified. It's been bandied aboutsuite a bit today. The
American Heritage Dictionary defines aptitude---asdnate abilities or
developed abilities. They've got both of them and they're. boAli t .
the same defihition. '

-I have suggested many times that the A in SAT be changed frori0
aptitude assessment, because that's what the SAT is really ,

doing. It's-assessing yourabilities. It's not pinpointing you as being
a certain kind -otstudent as an IQ does and that you'll be at that
level for the rest of your lives, but I found out, in my talks to par-
ents, in radio and talk shows, that many, many parents and stu-
dents are concerned that they have been listed or blacklisted as a
550, 400, or 700, thaVs not a blacklisting, of Course. The point is I
don't believe that the SAT should be a label and the ETS has gone
along with that. I've had many, many students taking the LSAT

and the GMAT, the GRF, these are the same kind of tests; test the
same kind of skills as the SAT; they come to me. "I- did Very poorly
'On the SAT. What does this mean? Does this mean I won't do
well?" Again they have that -label and, I've said that it's only an
assessment. My reply is, "You might have been a little pipsqueak
in high school, never read, weren't motivated, watched television
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all the time." Suddenly you matured and I say, most of you, I guar-
antee if you took the SAT again your score would be much higher
because you have improved. An improved student can get a better
score. If you don't improve, if your skills aren't stronger, then you
won't. ,

,
OK, I was saying I felt that the basic premises of the H.R. 1662

are excellent. We need more openness. However, I'm very happy to
see that this bill did not attack standardized tests ,per se, because
tests do'have values.

First of all, the tests are goal oriented. In other words, they te'st
skills that are specific and this is why I am talking, for example, to
many,-many deans of admission, members of admission committees
at various professional schools. They've said that these tests are a
better prediction of success in the first year of law school or medi-
cal school, than the grade point average. After all, the professional
schools go to the testmakers,and tell them the kind of skills they
need tested, the kind of skills they *feel will be most helpful in the
professional schools. The testmakers then go about and make a test
to test these skills and I know that many of my students have _re-
ported back to me when they were in college, when. they were in

law,school or medical school that the kind of skills that were devel-
-. Oped in my progrims were very helpful later on. So I'm, glad to see

'that my kind of programs are not just for the tests, but for improv-
ing the skills of students to do bette'r later on. ...

-,Sb this is one value of the tests. They are goal-orierited and,
therefore, can provide some more accurate assessment of the stu-
dent in reference to Where he is-headed.

Also, there is the problem of grade inflation. Marks can be way
off the wall. I know there are certain 'colleges in California where
the average grade is about an A . I attended a workshop at an
AMC convention where there was a discussion on admitting high
school students to 6-year medical programs and they were talking
about the criteria, the criteria they needed for these 6-year medical
programs and everybody mentioned the Acr or the SAT and my
question, was, "What about the grade point average? That's the
most important criterion" and they said, 'Well, everybody comes to
us with perfect averages and there are still three times as many
applying.' They come with the 4.0's and there are still thrde times
as many applying as we can accept so what can we, do? So, there-
fore, we use the SAT for determination for a decision.

.

Of course, there are other factors too, but this test certainly, to-
gether with the GPA, can form a more reliable basis for decision
than either one alone. Other values of the tests? There -are adults,.
many more adults, today taking these examinations.jiaii4 d saxi,
the median age of the students in my Schools is ovF25. There-are
parents, mothers who want to go back to professional work. Adults
want to change their careers. Now you can tell me, how accurate
c a record, an academic GPA be, when the academic record may
be 1 or 20 years old? Therefore,:this test again, can give some idea
of whe? e the adult is at the present time. ,

Also, I ieve tests are a very motivational device for learning. I
know, I've h rd many times from parents and students: Momny
says read. The "c ild watches television. Then Mommy says, '"If I

-
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suggest that reading because it will be on the SAT, all of a sudden
they start reading."

The Wirtz report which was issued, I believe, in 1978, told about
the decline of SAT scores. With that report came an immediate in-
crease.in enrollment of my students, a tremendous increase. I was
wgndering why until I realized that parents weren't interested in
SAT scores because-it was relatively easy to get into most, except
the mos&competitive schools. It's relatively easy to get into college.
The SAT scores are not that important. Colleges are looking for
students. But what the parents were concerned about was the lack,
the weakness of the math,and verbal skills as shown by, the Wirtz
report and, therefore, they were worrying about how then- children
would do at college, not about a SAT'acore.

Also, I believe these tests can identity under-achievers. There are
many people who don't work at their real potential. They are bored
at high sehool: I'm talking about the SAT now. And, therefore,
their grade point average may be below what it really should be. I
knoW the SAT has provided many opportunities, when the student
did wellto allow the student to proceed on to a college. When I
say under achievers, I'd like to address the fact of the disadvan-
taged student because many, many disadvantaged students may
have great grade point averages, but so many colleges distrust the
grade point averages because of the inflation and when the student'
does better or does reasonably well, then the SAT is an excellent
perSuader as far as the college admissions committees are con-
cerned.

I wOuld say, very strongly, that if a disadvantaged student from
a disadvantaged background can achieve say a 500, 550 on the SAT
or on the LSAT, even below a 500 on the LSAT, then that student
has as much potential as an advantaged student who achieved a
700 and was also born with an educational ,golden spoon in his
month, his or her mouth.

-Also, some mention was made of the test validity and I've spoken
to many people; many admissions committee Members and I would
pose this question, "Who are the peoPle to go to to find whether
the tests are valid?" You go to adinissions committees. The admis-
sion committees are under'no compulsion to use the results of the
tests, if the tests didn't work out to their satisfaction. They can im-
mediately dispense with these tests.

I do know, for example, that Ithis is just an isolated caseI
spoke to a dean of a dental school down South. The school was
having trouble getting students, so they decided td lower The stand-
ards for the DAT and most of those, who had the lower standards,
flunked out after the first year. So.apparently these tests do lave
some validity, but of course, I'm not the expert in terms of making
scientific investigations.

The reason why I have been talking about the values of these
tests is because there are Many people who argue against the tests,
who would like to see the tests eliminated; and I believe that these
same people are supporting the test disclosure provision of this bill.
Hopefully, they expect,that` the weaknesses or the increased unre-
liability of the tests might eventually lead to what they hope will
happen, namely, the elimination of standardized admissions tests..
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I do know, I spoke to a member of the admissions committee at a
medical schoolI know the AAMC is much against the release of
the tests as you mentioned beforeand this admissions committee
member said that if the MCAT isn't given, then wel1 go back to
the students that are coming from the Ivy League school types be-
cause their grade point averages are much more credible and, of
course, then we're back to the situation of the 1930's and the early
1940's where if you went to elitist schools you had a much better
chance of getting into elitist colleges and elitist professional
schoolkas

saiNow I d, there are many, many helpful provisions and valu-
able provisiozs in the bill, but I believe there are some that are un-
sound and even unworkable.

From my experience, the biggest concern that students have had
is whether they were scored properly or iinproperly. I think that's
impntant. But releasing the questions of the test, I think creates
problems, and actually, I think it's almost a tempest in a teapot.
Because I've spoken to many of my students after the testI've
even offered to have them bring in their released test and we'fi go
over it with them. They showed no interest. After allyhey've
taken the test already.

Of course, one might say, they might take .it over again. But
most are not interested. And for example, if you take the LSAT
again, then for most law schools, they take the average of both
scores. And that's not so good. And it would be- a much better
ideaand I'll approach that in a momentto release tests before
they-take. the examination. I don't mean the test they're going to
take, but othera.

But I still think it's a very, very difficult proCedure in terms of
Malting these tests. I know_1,...mysP1f, in making up my testsI
have a large staff. I make up materials for the test, and I don't
have to standardize them. And it's still a tremendous, tremendous
problem.

And the result, of course, is the number of test administrations
decline, and in some cases I'm afraid if it's impleinented, the
number .of test administrations for certain exams may decline to
zero. Now, what's some evidence Of this?

The April ISAT has been eliminated. The GRE in New York
State will not be giyen in April or June. The June tests, a very
popular testing date for the ISAT and the-GMAT test day; these
tests will be given on a Wednesday evening. I don't know how
eager you would be to take a test on a Wednesday evening after
you've.worked at a job all day. Of course you'll say, well, let them
take it another time. But the June testing date has always been a
very popular testing date.

The MCAT, as you mentioned, is not subject to test disclosure,
because of an injunction in New York. State. But I do know that
the VAT and the OCAT and PCAT and the DAT and achievement
tests were not given in New York State until they received exemp-
tiOns by a series of amendments.

Now why did they do this? Why didn't they give the tests? Be-/cause I believe they felt it was almost impossible and incredibly 'ex-
pensive toproduce these tests. And that's why they rather would
not hays given them in New York State.

8 8 6
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Now of course, if it's made a national law and the testing organi-
zations have to release the tests. j suggest they might only be
,given, perhaps, once a year if they find that's necessary. But I
don't believe this is in the interest of the students, because if a stu-
dent gets sick, then he has to wait another year. And that's not
good. _

Now why have test disclosure? I'd say one of the most important
reasons for having -test disclosure was the statement that students
would no longer have to go to.coaching schools where they get the
questions from the tests.

Now the assumption was they get the questions from Ine, or kam
coaching schools. But they could also get the questions from text-
books for $5. I have a staff make Cip our own questions and I be-
lieve they're of a little better caliber than the ones from the text
books, but they're available. But as far as students -not needing
coad ing schools, the evidence has beenand this is the main point

ted to get athas been quite to the contrary.
I found from my experience that students aren't interested in

questions. They're interested in learning. They're interested in an
efficient way-of organizing the study materials, reviewing the ma-
terials. They're interested in the interaction of a teacher, not just
having questions. Now someone mentioned that the students will
see the question and see where they went wrong. I doubt very
much if the student will see why he or she went wrong, because
there's just a key. (B) Why is it B? The student doesn't know. He
knows he has that wrong, but he doesn't know why he or she had
that. wrong. And there are no explanations that are givenea-4EL_,
where the mistake was made.

And as I mentioned before, the students aren't even interested,
*cause I offered that class after they got the test -back, to have a
workshop to find out where they went wrong. And nobody showed
up.

Now I mentioned all this in a letter to Governor Hugh Carey
before the truth and testing law in New York State was enticted. I
predicted that there would be a run to coaching schools, a rush to
coaching schools, once the questions were available. And it turned-
out.juk as I Predicted.

Now how. did I know this? I wasn't any kind of seer into the
future. I- went by past experience:The regents examinatioris have
always been released. And I myself was the author in 16 titles of
the Barron's regents series, with full explanation. And when re-
gents were important for admission to the New York State schools
in the 1950's and 1960's, the studente flooded my programs. I had
thousands preparing for the regents examinations, even though all
the questions were published with full explanations, published by
me:

So obviously, there's more to it. They need a commitment. They
need the -interaction with teachers. Take the CPA; this is another
reason-I knew this would happen. The CPA is the most coached-for
test that I know of in the country. Almost everYbody takes the

TPA course. Andyet all the questions are released with all the an-
swers explained completely, and yet everybody rushes to coaching
schools.
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So the result is, I'M glad to say, that enrollments in my pro-
grams for the released tests, the LSAT, the GMAT, the SATdid I
leave one opt? GRE, I don't know if I said thathave greatly in-
creased. But the ones that haven't be.m released, have stayed at a
plateau. The DAT, the VAT, the MCATthey've stayed about the
same. - .

So you would think it would be to my interest to release all the
questions. Unfortunately, rm an educator, and I seriously think
that the reliability of the test will, be compromised and the stu-
dents are-being hurt, and I think the best approach wonld be some
kind of compromise initerms of test disclosure, which I'll talk about
in a moment. - tSo anyhow, 'the ole effect was counterproductive. In fact, i.
haveand I think i s in the released copy to youa copy of an ad
from a one day cou by Barrow. But it's not the Barrons of the
Barrons educational Series. It's another, near Brooklyn College, an-
other Barions sto ir which apparently is giving a program for the
SAT. And here is, in a highlighted point, "Practice and learn On
actnal exams. Our day 7-hour program is designed to significantly
boost your SAT score this fall. TherSAT is probably the most ini-
portant test of your life. Barrons, the people who know."

Now, obvious, I'M not trying to denigrate any particular coach,
ing program; but .this is where I think the FTC really might come
in hanf#. Because to say..that in a 1-day 7-honr program one can
really significantly'improve SAT scores, I -think .is a farce. And I
know that there are other cOrrespofidence courses, six lessoni in
math, and six lessons ieverbal, $125 each; $250 for six lessons
that's sent through the mail.

And .they have the cheitzpahlet's use the Word--to include in a
comparison of their program with my program. They put, "Stanley
H. Kaplan's program is this." And the probleth iti that, of the 20
points they point about the Stanley H. Kaplan pit.. am, about "21-!'
of them are wrong. So this is where I say the Flt can certainly
come in, can certainly be-very useful. So that's, I think, an allnsion
te tlie difference between cram courses and longer courses. -

By the way, a 'lot of talk was made about ,the Frc. Ths FIC in-
vestigation started with-me. I'M glad to .say--or I'm sorry to sayI
don't-know which to saybecause I stated in an ad in Boston "Pre-
pare for the-SAT," and:the SAT,
saysaid you really canl prepare for it. nd obviously I sincerely

College Board. I should

felt I could. I've been doing it fOr 30 -years. '
So the result was an investigation. 'Now I still disagree with the.

_results of even the Boston Frc report,, which said, improvements
could be made, and,the FrC Boston region report, watrnot released.
And when I.show copies of it, ralways have marked on it in very
big letters, so I won't be considered having done thinp that were
really'not ethical. I have on the top of each pne, "This is from the
Bosten regional office report, rejected by the nC i Washingtorkas
seriously flawed." _

But I still would go along with many of the poi ts there- in the
Boston report that improvements in the SAT can go up to 50 points .
each. IC means 100 points, which is about what I find. Although
here in Washington, the report was much more dilnted. ,

.
.
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Now of course, these are the statistics thadi L've gathered. Now
the college' board has said, that my statistics come from Students

id co
that are And I'll plead guilty to,thitt,But nonmotivated
studentson' me to me. Byt most nonmotivated students- really
aren't interepted in college.

Well, anyhow, with the FTC investigation,L really find that we
need a lot niore invettigation in terms of what SAT improvement
can be madeand this is imppitantin terms of seeing that false
claims are not made by test preparation organizations. Because I
think there the consumer is endangered.

Now what are some of the inequities that 1-believe Ire implicit
in this bill? Section 5. Firat of all, students will lose the opportuni-
ties to take testat because as I- have shown before, fewer tests are
now being administered.

Also there are hicreased costs with the release of tests. It costs
money to release tests and therefore, the students Pay more. How
of course, -you'll say, well, the student doesn't have to reguest the
test, and then he doesn't have to pay. Unfortunately this isn't true
all the time. BeCause the LSAT since, I believe, the spring of 1981,
now makes it mandatory for .everybody to get nis test back, Wheth-
er the test taker wants it or not. And the cost is built in. It used-to
be $15, I believe. Now it's $20.'

(
-So therefore, even thotigh the student doesn!t want to see his

test, he must'still pay the additional $5. Also if the, committee feels
as the bill purports to saythat the release of ,test questions is

. --Ory important, then what about those under 5,000 tests where the
student won't see the gnestions? After all, you Can't play it both'
ways. If it's important for the students to. see the questions, and I
know there are practical considerations involved, why should some
people be:punished, just because they're taking a telt under a ,000
administration.

Personally,-as I said, I don't think theyfie being punished. I don't
think most of them wane to see their tests. So therefore, don't
think'that's much of an argume-it.

Mr. Wziss. Your argument.
Mr. KAPLAN. No, Mine. Mine..I'm sorry.
Mr. WEISS. Your argument, OK.
Mr. KAPLAN. I appreciate any clarification -on your part. But,

what are my:suggestions? One suggestion I think is very important,
-and Rve been asking this for years and yeara,. is that the student

receive the official answer key and-his answer key because moat of
the concerns of the students were whether they mismarked the
grid. Was there a scoring error? Now for example, just t,lie other
day someone spoke to-me about her friend's daughter who had
failed- the.bir exam. Andshe was very concerntd. She thought.she
had passed. The test it not released, but she went up to Albany and
saw her test and found there was a clerical error, and she actually
had paised with flying colors. Now obviously, for E student -to see if
he or she is scored correctly is certainly, certainly necessary and
only just.

Now how about students seeing a test before-he or she takes the
test? I think that's very important. But I don't believe every_ test
has to:bereleased because of that. My suggestion would be te, re-
lease one out of every four administrations. And the student be
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, gilien this test weeks before, not after the test. This way he'll have
time to prepare.. Now the students see -the test only after-the fact.
In fact, although the s011ege board says they began producing a
former SAT-begire the New York State law, I-think the fact that
the New York.State law was iinplernented and that there iVas more
of a conseiotainess of what admission testing was all about, has
really accelerated the pace of disclosure on the part of the college

\ ..

And I would certainly sayin fact, I would like to see this wgit-
teti into lawthat every high school be mandated to administer
one of these-tests in a test-taking situation for the junior class or
the, senior class, because just to givd this to the student doesn't
mean anYlhing. .

I hold coirrses for students who had taken the Junior SAT, and
they didn't-do that well. They are now with me to prepare for the
test in, the fall of.the senior year, and usually when I ask how
many have taken this released test, many of them had never even
sieen it, and most of them who had seen it didn't bother with it. So
wherein is the value? .

I ;think there has to be some' intercession on the part of the
school ayftems to really make sure that they know what the test is
about. Nintat the direcDons are about. How to pace, when to guess,
when not to guess. Th could be done by giving the test under the
time restrictions with the pressures of an actual test, with people
ill around, and then going over the test, and going over the kinds
of pitfalls the students fell into,

This, I think,_ makes a lot of sense. Also I would. suggest that
when you're. talking about the relationship of the admission test
scores with incoine, sex, and so forth, I myself-7it is my opinion
that it's-the wrong

to
em hasis. I think the GPA is'a much more im-

portant factor co r. After all, test scores are simply a reflec-
tion of what the Stu t has learned in school. I certainly =believe
that if one reads the statistics you find that if you get a 7,51 you're
in this economic statits, if you get a 600, you're in this economic
status, if you.get a 400, you're in this economic status. However, if
one looked at the grade point average, uninflated grade pointed
averages, one would find the same thing., These are beautiful statis-
tits about:the _relationship of scores and dollars. But as far-as I'M
concerned, it's a red herring. I'Ve worked with disadvantaged stn-
dents, and I see there's a direct relation hetween achievement, eco-
nomic leiel, and parental supervision.'

Now:1140.4e mention has been made about unfairness. Of course,
all through life there is quite a bit of unfairness, and I agree. How-
ever, the parents always want thdhest for,their children, and Mil-
lions are being sent to private schools because they're ,getting a
better education. They're .getting better math and verbal skills so
theY'll do:better on the sAT.

Does anyond thinkthat vie should have legislation abolishing pri-
vate schools to remoVe this inequity and. this.unfairness? You men-
tioned, I,believe,, somebody from ,FAst Harlem. I believe his name
was Patrick Shields, a very- knowledgeable gentleman. He has

;these questions available. But I don't know, Representative Weiss,
if you're-aware of the fact that he contacted me and we gave him a
program at no charge. A program in preparation for the SAT. Of

board.
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course, he called me very late and it was a very short .course. But
at least they received some 'kind of input as far as -the test-taking
skills and as far as basic points which we felt would be very impor-
tant.

In Texas, at,the Health Science Center in San Antonio, they re-
ceived--this is the third year now,-they received Federal funding
via MIS, to take about 50 disadvantaged students who had pretty
good grade ,point ?ragesreasonably goodbut poor MCAT
scores. They were brought to San Antonio, and they were paid $100.
a Week, and they worked at the hospital,Ao see if this fitted in with
.their plans. They also worked with us on the MCAT's, and they
have to attend.

FOr 2 years, the results have been,pretty good, and from what I
understand, their performance in Laedical school is also pretty-
good.

See, the big problem is opportunities. This is where I say hravo,
bravo, bravo, to one of the points of the bill and to one of the pur-
poses of the. bill that there is a cOntinuous need to assure equal
access to all Americansto insure equal access to educational op-
portunities of higher quality. But test disclosure is not going to do
this. There is one way of getting equal access and that's to expand
'the opportunities, expand outreach into schools.

I go to-medical schools, and they ask me do I know any minority
members who might apply. They're looking for them. But many
minority students absolutely have no -kind of supportive work, no
advice, -no ideas of the oppOrtunities. The minorities don't have this
image of themselves as going into professions. The result is they
don't trainin science, for example-at the high sChool level.

And if some do go to the colleges, they, flukk out the first year. If
you wish evidence -to that, I met-a Dr. William Roth, Will Roth, at
the AAMC Coniention and he was trfing to work with some mi-
nority students and found it didn't work because you can't start
from scratch at the college level. The college level is n'at the point
where remediation starts. It should start much, much before.

I believe this Texas experiment is working out very well with
Federal funding. So I would think it's very important that the Fed-
eral Government help.

In other words, if test preparation helps, I believe the challenge
is to see that everyone has the opportunity to be as well prepared
as possible in schools that have ad.equate facilities and have skilled,
dedicated and well-paid teachers.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS: Mr. Kaplan, thank you very much. The bells have

just rung. There's a vote on the floor. And I would like, if it's con-.
venient for you, to take a recess for about 45 Minutes and then
come back and engage in some dialog with you. If your schedule is
too tight, then we'll forgo that opportunity.

But if your schedule allows, that would be very worthwhile.
What plane are you catching?

Mr. KAPLAN. I'll have to see. I'll try to makeI had an appoint-
ment to meet someone, a very important appointment.

Mr. WEISS. What-time?
Mr. KAPLAN. But this is more important-2 o'clock.
Mr. WEISS. Oh, welt* that._
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Mr. KAPLAN. Because I would-rto me, I was looking forward to
the other way around, your questions. Because that's when, I learn.
I don't learn from what Lsay.

Mr. WEE& OK. Then Supposing we oome back here athow
about 1:30? Is that all right? Then perhaps we caw let you,go about
2 o'clock and maybe you'll satch a 2:30 or 3 o'clock shuttle

Mr. KAPLAN. I can reaCh this otherno, the .apiointment's here

Mr. Wyss. In Washington?
Mr. KAPLAN". Yes. --
Mr. Wziss. You'll do it?
Mr. KAPLAN: Td be here all day tomorrow if you want to speak

to-me.
fReeess-for 45 minutes.]

_-Mr. Wrass.The Subcommittee on Elementary and Secondary and
Vocational Education and post Secondary Education will come to
order, and we will resume our hearings to H.R. 1662. Mr. Kaplan
has been good enough to adjust his schedule so that he could be
with its again this afternoon, will conclude his presentation, and
then we may have a feW questions to ask of him. Mr. Kaplan.

Mr. KAPLAN. There was one item that I hadn't referred to and
thit was in terms of the impossibility of really finding out effects
of coaching- schools, because there are so many different types of
coaching schools.

But also I am afraid that sometimes when coadhing is approved
.on one level, then everybody gets .into the act. And, cram schools
which perform nothing at all will ride on the coietails of those
whose performanceahave reilly upped the level of the kind of im-
proVement yon can get.

For example, I know there's an outfit in California that adver-
tises the FTC has now said that coaching helps. And they're pre-
paring for the MCAT. But the Fre, report in Boston judged only
the LSAT and SAT and the -released report only the SAT. People
are generalizing, well, if you can prepare for the SAT, now take my
program on the MCAT. %cause.the FTC has given the approval to
all kinds of coaching, whichcof course, is a veryit'S a very dan-
gerous thing to Say, and I think it serves no purpose and can cause
a lot of damage, because not all coaching courses are created equal.
There are good ones and there are bad ones, and there are quacks
and I think the FTC, as I said before, can do a good' job in -that
area. z

Mr. Wziss. Well, Wow tell me hOw We could -dektPiOth that prob-
lem. Hoist can you really prevent preparatory courses-or coaching
schools which don't meet your standards from entering the field?

Mr. KAPLAN. Well, I couldn't .do anything, But I think the FTC
could put up a series of guidelines, in terms of advertising claims.
Because they Send me up the wall. We promise you everything--

Mr. Wass. Well, they may send you pp the wall. I don't think
that that's one of the criteria for the (.FTC getting into the act
though.

Mr. KAPLAN. Well, that's it. Because one cannot claim just be-
cause one student received a 750obviously the implication is that

-eourserand-youll-get-a-750An-ether-w
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to beyou can't take a few and advertise itof course, it's mis-
leading as far as the consumer is concerned.

All I'm aslcing is that there should betalk about truth in test-
ing. Truth in advertising.

Mr. Muss. \Right.
Mr. KA.PLthi. DoriT riiielead. The most' important test of your

lifeit isn't the moat important test of your life, and you shouldn't
seduce people into taking the course, 'because of a rash statement

e that which is completely false.
,E1138. You know that the new chairman of the FTC doesn't

see very m *ustification for the FTC getting into the false adver-
tising area. Yo ad about that?

Mr. KAPLAN.Nes, I've d about that. To my regret.
Mr. Wins."0K. Go ahead.
Mr..KAPLAN. Pm lookmg for another-letter that I wanted to read,

and then I'll be happy, because I think it'l ost importantyes,
here it is.

Because there seemed to be a lot of focus on the unfairness,That
some people can \afford and some people cannot afford these pro-,_
grams. And I just, wanted to read a letter of which I think tells a
lot in terms of what coaching courses can do, and what a test can
do.

This is a letter from the Valley Opportunity Council near Spriing-
field, Mass. We gaVe a program for the ,SAT during- the a
year ago, 1980. It's \ dated October 1, 1980. I just wanted to a it
rather.than just introduce it into the record, because 1 think what /
,they say calk-be very, important:

We at the HealtkCenter Careers for Minority Students Projects support your ef-
forts to find ways to increase the participation of low income and minority students
in programs which provide students with test-taking skills and review of fundamen-
tal concepts of math and English. It has been our experience that exposure to this
kind of a program is yet another avenue by which ,the ed4ctionally unaware stu-
dent can begin tO understand the process of upward educational mobility.

All too often these studenta whose families have no experience in poet secondary
education, findAhemselvei Unable to fulfill career dreams because they're unaware
of the complexitY of requirements which must be met before they ean acquire the
formal education mandated by today's highly technical occupations.

The steps. toward college *hich the middle and upper class students take for
granted as they pass througb high school, remain a inystery to the disadvantaged
student. In fact, the midd e class student and his or her family is becoming more
sophisticated in maneuvering their way through the college entrance maze.

The disadvantaged stud nt is expressing no comparable enlightenment. Like a
soccer player suddenly pia ng football, he can't possibly-score until he learns the
rules.

And this is the impsrtant part: s

Test preparation progra s pi4ivide a unique opportunity for &advantaged stu-
dents to immerse themsel in\ an environment whose goal is college entrance.
They begin to see themselv a\ new way. They begin to understand the challenge
and how they, must rayon We ecognize that our project I. only a beginning and
are anxious te involve -as r1any other resources as the student requires. The test-
taking skill develópnient is 4ertainy orie of these resources.

And that's about it.
Mr. WEIss. Right. Who *rote that statement?
Mr. KAPLAN. That vas writteri by a Jane 13. Baatz, B-a-a4z. She

is the coordinator for t is oportunity council.
Mr. Wiriss. I see.
Mr. KAP
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Mr. WEISS. Good. Thank you very much, Mr. Kaplan. I realiy ap-
preciate your testimony. I'm going to ask you some 'Laic qaestions.

Mr. KAPLAN. Right.
Mr. WEISS. And if you will, try to be as direct in yoar responses

as you can. Sometimes the questions may not lend themselves to
being-s-to giving brief responses. But I will try to phrase them in
such a way that you can. .

Tell Ine how youi' SAt courses are structured. We have in the
record some indication as to how your preparatory course works.

Mr. 'KAPLAN. Right. Well, it's basically the same as _the other
courses. What we have is, for the SAT, is 11 4- to 5-hour class ses-
sions held once a week for about 10 or 11 wks. And in that, we
give the basic concepts. We review the basics of arithmeticbe-
cause they've had it before. It's a matter of review. We don't teach.
We review. We go over the basics of arithmetic, algebra, geometry.
They Might have had it, but forgotten. Or never really understood.

And each time we test them to make sure, one, they've under-
stood the concepts that we've given them, plus two, theyire getting
used to some of the test-taking-techniques arid pressures.

But then I compare this to a tennis coach who gives 10 half hour
lessons. And what does the tennis coach say? He says, "Go out and
practice."

And we have permanent centers. I think that's a very essential,
part of any kind

Mr. WEISS. What-kind of centers?
Mr. KAPLAN. Permanent. Peririanent centers. In other words,

they're riot just hotel rooms, where you rent hotel roomirand then
disa_ppear.

Mr. WEISS. I see. Right.
Mr. KAPLAN. We have permanent centers with facilities, where

the students can work. And we have, what I call, our test-n-tape
center. The test-and-tape approach where they can, first of all,
review the lessons they'sre had in class, beeause sometimes they're
afraid to ask the teacher a question. Sometimes they want to hear
it at their own pace.

But then we have it all organizedand this, to me, is the crux of
itbased upokthe concepts we've taught in class, we have a whole
series of tests that,we made up. But we use the Socratic method,
not just give an answer to the test. Each test introduces concepts
and goes over the whole procedure on whicir the concept is based,
and the procedure -by which you anal:fie and think it out and get
to the answer.

Sn it's not just a question and answer. Sometimes the discussion
may take 15 minutes just on one question. That's why our. cassettes
sometimes are rather lengthy. But in this way, for example, in
Math on the SAT, you can take 1 question and make up what I call
10 different questions, exactly the same except entirely different. If
you understand the concept, you learn how to think a little bit.
ItInd I'm not trying to-make this too lengthy, but it reminds me of
a student, and I think that's very important what she said. She
said, "You know, Mr. Kaplan, I never thought of thinking." This
happens all the time. Because too much work at the high school,
the elementary school, unfortunately, even the coll;fge, is a matter

teof memory. And these sts get you off that kick memory, and
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get you starting to be "able to relate to cencepts and to reason
things out.

So we have about 250 to 300 additional hours. But there are
menus and if students feel weak in certain areas, they can select
those areas in which they feel weak. And this is the basic ap-
proach. Students can begin in Januarymost doof their junior
year. They take the teat, say, in May or perhaps Mareh. And in
that time, they've had the time to go over the basic lessons and
also to attend oor test and tape, centers. But then they can contin-

0 ue on. Past that test--through the summer, many of them take it
again ih the fall. So they continue on. In fact, many take it beyond
the test date. In fact, I metand this was a most vitalizing experi-
ence to vas I was in Columbus visiting one of my centers, and I
met a youngster who was applying to a parochial school in Ohio.
All he needed was about a 550, and on his PSAT's he had scored
that already. But he felt there were some things to learn. And he
scored, a 750 and 780 when he took the test in May. Now, I was
there in June. He was there. I said, "Why are you here?" He said,
"I feel I'm still learning."

And that's the whole basis upon what my organization is based.
In other words, not for the test. Of course, they're coming for the
test. But to improve the-math and verlial and reasoning skills. And
that is a synopsis of what My program is like.

Mr. WEISS. How about the 'lessons in how to take a test itself?
Mr. KAPLAN. Well, we don't have lessons in how to take the test

itself, per se. We're constantly, as I say,- we give tests in class.
We're constantly going over, pacing them, telling them when to
guess, when not to guess. And so- it's constantly gone over, in fact,
not just in one specific lesson.

Now, of-coinse, for very, very cram courses, that's one thing that
can be done. As I mentioned before in my testimony; that's some-
thing that schools can do, is to give a sample test and go over it.
And explain the procedures. I think that will be-extremely helpful.

Mr. WtisS. Now how long have you been giving your courses?
Mr. KAPLAN. For the SAT?
Mr. WEISS. Right.

, Mr. KAPLAN. Because-I've been tutoring and coaching since 1938,
for the SAT. In fact, you know I had never heard of these tests. A
student came to me, someone I was coaching for the school- sub-
jects, and said, "Look. We have to take an examination of the
SAT." And I said, "What's the SAT?"

And -when they showed me the booklet, I realized itc waS all .the,...
math and verbalskills I'd been teaching all along. I said, "Well, r
can prepare you for this." And so then it began to mushroomit
was the same test for allso instead of teaching individually, you
could have groups of students:

And word of mouthin fact, I didn't advertise until 1970. The
FTC came to me in 1974. lefore that I didn't. But when other cram
courses came about which I felt needed an addressing to, that's
when I began to advertise to show the students had a choice in
terms of selecting various coaching courses, if they wanted to.

Mr. WENS. A* tell me again, it is your conclusion-that--the-
ncejn.scere,_betweerusometkid iiho takes our test takes your
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course, and those who tio not, is what? About 50 points? Is that
what you said?

Mr. KAPLAN. The average improvement is 50 points in the math
and 50 points in the verbal. And interestingly enough, many times
the verbal improvement is more than the math. You know, talk
about cultural bias, one would think that the verbal would be more
culturally biased than the math is.

Arid yet from Tithat I understand, statistics from ETS show that,
eved:though both,scores are low, the math is lower on a relative
scale than the verbal. And how can there be a cultural bias as far
as the math is concerned? That's hard for me to see.

Mr. Wziss. And have you .published studies in this field as to the
improvement that--
, Mr. KAPLAN. The FTC. I don't publish the studies. Nci. But Iin
fact we have about aI would say at least about a 90-percent re-
sponse on the SAT. It's very difficult for the LSAT and, for the
GRE, because students are mobile. But here, they're at home. We
cah talk to the parents.

And we get about a 90-percent response. And our average im-
provement has been about 100 points. And believe it, I've heard of
some coaching courses keeping records and the poor scores are
thrown in the wastepaper basket. The good scores, they keep. I've
heard this from advisers in terms of evaluation of programs. And
our improvement is 100 points total.

Mr. WEss. Is thatand has that beeri fairly consistent over the
years?

WV KAPLAN.- Fairly consistent. Weil, I ,wouldn't say that. At:ts
been going down. I Would say in the 1966's the improvement was
perhaps 175 points altogethei. That's because students were more
mofiVated to wOrk.

I used to haVe class sessions; something like 32 .class sessions.
That means 32 times 4-128 hours. And therefore, you could- have
a much more intensive review if it was all in class. But the stu-
dents, aren't willing-to come to class that /ilia. The SAT's aren't
thafimportant.

You know, for the LSAT,,the median score is about a 530, above
the average. For the SAT, the median "score in the math is about a
420,. and the verbal about a 460. Aridor maybe the other way
around. But the point isone of the reasons I think is that people
aren't paying much attention to the SAT. And therefore, if you
don!t work at it, you're not going to improve.

n11-fr. Witss. And you know, there have been suggestions over the
coue of the years that courses, such.as yoursin fact have gotten,
some of the ,.qtfestions from the kids who've taken the examina-
tions. Do you want to address yourself to that at all? As to whether
you utilize any of the test questions that have been given by de-
briefing the kids who have taken them, or anything Of that--

Mr. ICAPLAN. Let me say this. Deb_riefing-doesnit-help-.-We &Cali
idea_of.thekinds-of-coneepts iliet are given. But I know this was in
the Boston FTC report, and there WilB one organization that boast-
edin fact, whenever they went to talk to pre-law societies, that
they regularly sent in people to take these examinations to get ,the
questions.
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And on the LSAT, the- FTC report on the -LSATthis is the
Boston report. They *ere at thebOttoin Ofthe list in ternis of effec-
tiveness. l.f people cothe In just to Memorize queitions, you've gOt

lems. And my course is-not based upon having the questions. I-
. . 't see any kind of result, unless YOu have the exact question.
But ulually 'it's more treuble thanbemuee- people cannot, When
they go in, they-cannot remember" the questions per se, unless:they
steal the teet. 'The result is their impressions, like having an im-
pre'esion of elephant; One is the tail, and one is thewhatever. The
impressiont or the questions are entirely' different.

It is -very, very -diffiCult to Memorize- questions just aa they are.
So therefore, when a student sees a question that is very much the
same as it was on the test, ordinarily the student says, "Well, I
don't hive to read the question. There's the answer." And that's
trouble.

Sanie students have come to me and said', "YOu know, Mi.
aplan, the exam wag exactly the wayyou had-all the questions."
These students are going to get the 450. But the-itudents who say,
"Mr. Kaplan, you know, it was altogether different." These are the
people Who let the 600: Because what they thought was the same,
r -ftll7 wasn't the same. The former had learned to memorize, not
to think.

And I tell all My students when they come in at the first lesson,
-"If you're coming here to think you're going to get the questiona,
please- get your money back now. 'We teach you to think, to- under-
stand, to learn; and then you'll-get the material."

But L do admit that if there are any new .eoncepts that are given
, on:the tests and t1zet4tudents 'Come to uswe -don't ask them, de-

-.brief them, "What are the questions? What problems 'did you
have?"

And if- there are iiroblems,;-we taka note of ,them, and 'therefore
introduCe them into otir prOgrams. That's not the same thing. Tin
deed set, against qUestions just being memorized and given In the
course, becaude it's a fraud as far as the student is concerned to
think that he's going to be able to do that well because of it.

Mr. Wins. Do you have any idea at all as to What percentage of
the people who take the SAT examination, in fact, attend a formal
preparatory Course,- such as your school or any of the-other schools
around?

Mr. KAPLAN. It is very difficult. That's extremely difficult to, be-
cause there are so many teachers in the basement of their home.

Mr. Wyss. Right.. OK.
. Mr. KAPLAN. They give courses, and schools, they give their own
preparation. I knoWVames Madison High School and; Lincoln High,
Schobl "for years were.giving- coaching-course-a;
--14K-Witiss. Do you have any way of making mini kind Of intelli-
gent 'estimate as to the percentage of teat takers of the professional
testsrLSAT or MCAT, who in fact, take preparatory coursei?'

Mr. KariAN. I would say that's much highet, because it's much
more important. And I would say perhapsWell, perhaps, the
MCAT'a, that's, you know, half.

Perhaps the LSATit's harder though, may-oe 10 to 20 percent. I
don't know. You see, even if you have a textbook, I mean, that's a
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Mr. Wzisa.
Mr. KAPLAN. I mean you're working with the book.
Mr. Wiles. Right
Mr. KAPLAN. And some people can work with the book much

better than they can work in class. So to estimate how many
people use a review book, I clon't know. But it must be a great
number.

I would say a person wouldhe pretty silly to go into the test cold.
-And if he's going to -Coach himself by means of review batik, fine.
But to take-the test cold, I think is certainly a very inappropriate
method of attack.

Mr Wws. We had testimony both at the beginning of these
hearings back in 1979, and then yesterday from Dr. Cooper who
represents the MCAT.

Mr. KAPLAN. Yes.
Mr. Wines. And you know, they just developed a new examina-

tiOn which they're very ,pinud of. .

Mr. KAPLAN. It's not that new. Since 1977.
Mi. Wass. Right. Well, relatively new.
Mr. KAPLAN. OK.
Mr. Wass. And they're very proud of it. .eirmi they take the posi;

tion that becauie the test focuses ona particular area of the begin-
ning college course, and a number of science areas, that if they
were to disclose those examination questions and answers, that, in
fact, they wotild run ,out of questions to ask.

And I wonder if you have any comment on that at all?
Mr. KAPIAN. Well it's very difficult to give a de Thrii'W-wiswerlpt ,/

from my 'knowledge, and I was a major at science in collegeTri7-------,
fact, I applied .to medical school, but being the tender Jge of 171
was turned down. Alio my name was Kaplan, but that'ti another

- -story. There is a bulletin, the MCAT bulletin, of inforinatiOn, and it
lista a series of all' the topics-in all the sciences, biolOgy, chemistry,
physics, math. And they list the topics they're going to ask. And
they promise qin a itack of Bibles it will be only these topics.

Therefore, they're narrowing themselves down to a very limited
area. Of this Is good information for the students, becaline the stn.-
dent knows exactly which areas to go over. hi fact, the bulletin
leaves out Magnetism. Why, I don't know. Buta student, when he
sees that magnetism isn't included, right aWay says, "I won't study,
review magnetism."

ITench it in my course anyhow. But I say, our
jobis to give you a science review. And so it. won't be,on the test.
So what? You learn something. Maybe it'll help you in medical
school. Because they do use magnetism principles in medical
school, too.

Well, the point -is that because the- basis for items is very nar-
rowed, I can see Dr. Cooper's point of view. But I cannot see Dr.
Cooper'sipoint of view of not, at least, releasing, say, a test every 2
years. The bulletin hass sample test, but it's not a full sample test.
They have a small sample test of aboutthere wete 300 questions

,Lon the test, and they have a sinall sample test of abdut 75 ques-
tions. NOw the bigger one, they didn't give it the first year. But the
next year, they released a bigger test of 203 questions.
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And I asked once Why not a ,whole test of 300 iitiestions. They
said because we don't have that many questions to release, so we
can't even:giye one full test.

So the A.WC mustreally be convinced that they can't do it they
can't even releaie enough questions for one complete test. Of
course, these questions are standardized, and some are very, very
sophisticated, and they, Might be very, very difficult to be able to
put those 4ueetions tOgether.

And I know as far' as remembering questions of thoee kind of
'teats, forget it Because if You try to-remeinber them, you're giving
the itudenta more problems.

Mi. Weiss., What kind of experience have your students had with
the MCAT?
, Mr. KAPLAN. I would say very good experience.

Mr. Wins. OK.
Mr. Hakim Especiallythe minorities have improved very pig-

nificantly. They experimented in Texas,that was a definite scien-
\ tific.proposal Waiuse here you had the students, They had taken

\ the MCAT once. They took my program over &the summer, about
200 &airs. Aid they took the test again after. And so here you
kave a pretty good kind of evidence, and-it did, for theni, produce a

_---1"/Dirrilnzus. Ca n you quanti fy it?
t improvement.

Mr. KAPLAN. The improvement was something about, I Would
say, 1.2 Points per subject. Something like, that. Not as much as
other itudenta, because remember, these are disadvantaged/ stu-
dents who haVe had poor backgrounds to start with.

But in other Words, the percentiles would go uP, say, from a per-
haps 120 or 30 percentile to maybe a 50 or 60 perCentile, in many
COM. Some just from a 20 to a 40. Some didn't improve at all. Bit
the fact that Dr. Medina, who is in charge nf the program, asked
for its continuationlor another 2 years, and it vias continuedthis
is the third time we've given it. I was just told yesterday that HHS
had given them anothergrimted another pioposal for the continu-
ation of another 3 years, ,shows it must be some poeitive effect of

-So-that-as-far-as-your-school-and-roTif -Obi:uses are
conceinad, the fact that the lICAte are not released at all beyond
that one sample that they provide, is ,not ait doesn't limit you at
all in being able to instruct your etude* in the subject area of the
test?

Mr. KAPLAN. That's right. Because, in fact, I've never had more
heli from the AAMC, because they have, that whole syllabus.
Before I was floundering. There may be some bOtanY. Now I know
exactly which areas width' will be coVered 'by the test. I still
expand on it. But they've been very% helpfu l..

ut you see, you still need review. Becaule in math they say, go
back and review the contents of a second year ra textboolc.
Now when is the last time a student who's in his j ior year in
college been conversant with a second year high soh 1 algebra
textbook?

And a good student can study on his own. But you see, twist-
ingly enough, we have, for instance in Boston, students fro
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courses. Why? Because everybody admits you_mast review. The
AMC in its booklet says you must révieW: But students find that
they need a commitment, because they have so many-things-to-do:-
If they don't enroll in a course they really won't review. Their time
is very, very, very consiirained. And therefore, they are looking for
opportunities of having /an efficient means 'of review. And our pro-
gram provides that. I

, Mr. Wyss. Mr. Kaplan, we have to break again. There's a vote
on the floor. We'll be biack in 10 minutes. The committee stands in
recess.

[Recess for 30 inifiut
Mr. Wins. Mr. Ka , again, the committee will resume hear-

ings and, again, my a reciation to you. We were talking about the
MCAT and your capacity to teach that within the perimeters of
what they test, even though they have not disclosed any of their
examination questiont except for the sample test that they provide.

Mr. KAPLAN. The simple test give a very gOod idea of what it's
about. In fact, you know, the first exam that was given, we did
very well with it-even though it was an entirely new test. And the
samples that they gave were in excellent .guide for making up
questions. We have a large ste.ff that's coatinually making up new
questions, based upon, what we think are important.

Mr: Wiass. Have you had occasion from time to time to review
the SAT questions.and 'determine what percentage of them addresS
specific subjects and what percentage of, them really are reading
comprehension? '

Mr. KAPLAN. Are, you talking about the math or the verbal?
Mr. Wks's. Verbal.
Mr. KAPLAN. The verbal? Well, as faras I'm concerned, the com-

pletions are a short form of reading comprehension. In fact the an-
algies are really another form of 'asking the vocabulary questions.

In fact the SAT, when they give their scores, gives a subscore in
the vocabulary, and then subscore in reading comprehension. So
even thoagh there are four types of verbal questions, there are
only two.subscores. Do you follow what I peen?

Mr. Wyss. Yes:Yes, I do. Do indeed.
Mr. KAPLAN. So percentage wise, I mean, reading comprehension

is reading comprehension. I don't understand what the alterna-
tives--

Mr. Wins. It's reading comprehension, rather than specific sub-
\ ject matter.

Mr. KAPLAN. Well, no subject matter whatsoever. You don't have
to have any previous knowledge. In other words, the ACT some-
-times-gives-questionain their reading classes based upon previOus,
knowledge.

Mr. Wares. Right.i
Mr. KAPLAN. But here, you're told in the College 'Board direc-

tions, that all information is obtainable in the paragraphs that
you're reading. Did I make that clear?

Mr. Witss. l'es. Yes, you have.
IsAhere a requirement for there to be a previous knoWledge of

English grammar?
Mr. KAPLAN. Yes; definitely. Because there's one section, you

know, :the- writing ability section, standard written English, and
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that is i definite requirement-,you certainly esto know a verb
and
solicntorrtgink

erittiiaYeosu"hgevlolualo: dangling participle! and

Mr. mos. Now you have courses,--you have classee that you
give aroupd the country now. lathat right?

Mr. KinArt That's correct.
Mr. Wins. How Many locations?
Mr. KAPLAN. 105.
Mr. 'Weis. 105 different locations. And: tunas, brit you tell me

if I'm wronf that You have different ethnic cOMpoeitiOns in Your
itudent bodies, de - . . on where those kications ere.

Mr. Karis.N.,That's
Mr. WzissHse yo.u - . able to determine either through anY

kind of formal analyme or really by just some impressions that you
have as to variations in performance of the students from various
parte of the country on the SATs?

Mr. KAPLAN. I don't know matter in different parts of the
country. I do know it's, when it is advantaged and disadvantaged.
And that's in all parts of the country.

Mr: Weise Expanden
Mr. &mix.. Yee. The disadvantard studente, for exa

4i* you an example in my own milieu of New York City. The stu-
deita condo in with a very limited knowledge of math: They're in
their junior year of high school and can't handle their
tion tables. TheY can't multiply frictions. Their don't know what
decimals are. And yet, they're supposed to take an SAT.

. I'm net saying, rm not using this in anY derogatory fashion-
Mr. Wass. Yes, right.
Mr. Kanix.I'm just being very objective,
Mr. Weiss. Right:
Mr. KAPLAN. In vocabulaiy, their vocabulary is almoet nil. Fm

not talking abbut street vocabulary. I'm talkingI don't mean that
in &pejorative *sense also, but the common vocabulary, fine. But if
you take a -word like "adamant", you mean stubborn, well, they
have problems.

Mr. Weiss. What was the word? I'm sorry.
Mr. 11.ArLiri. Adainant. Adamant.
Mr. Wyss. Adamant?
Mr. KAPLAN. Yes. So that's a word one doesn't say to his friend,

"I'm adamant." He'll say, "I'm stubberre
Mr. Wires. Right.
Mr. KAPLAN. And. so therefore, obviously if you're going to go to

college, you have. to have certainly a itronger vocabulary in order
to be able to read and yen have to haven lot of experience hi terms
of reading passage, how- to get inferences from the passage, how to
Connect ideas, ind 'find out the ideas that are being presented.

These are experiences that, unfortunately, the students haVen't
hadthese disadvantaged students, because they've gotten a very,
very inferior education. This was the point thataddressed in
terms of equal/opportunities.

The big, problem is reaching' out. I belielfe very much Ihe
way the Citholic Church believei. "Give ine a child froth 1 to 6,
and I'll hIve him for the resthim or her, for the reat of my life."-

us amount that has to be done in terms of a die-
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.ciplined kind of education and a tremendous amount of assistance
on the part of government, to provide these opportunities.

But there are=still there are other minonty groups who are not
disadvantaged, and they perform just as well. I'sre had Manyand
I frequently askI see a black student who adored 709 on the

, on the SAT, and I say, "By the way, what do your folks
do?" "Well, my father is a physician. My mother's a nurse." What-
ever.

Family participation, family encouragement, is entremely impor-
tant. don't know if,xou've heard of the Beasley School in Chicago.
That's-a real demongtration:-The Beasley School in Chidign. where,.
the superintendentshe waa oh "60 Minutes" oncesaid, "If GOd
had believed in permissiveness, God would have issued to Moses
the 10 suggestions." Which I think is very, very meaningful.

It's a disciplined, oriented kind of program. Students wear uni-
forms. The parents have to sign contracts with the school to go
over the homework, to participate in the homework, and attend
PTAs. And if 'they don't, the children are dropped. It's a very, very
successful school.

The trouble is, it was $5 million federally funded project and it
stops .at the eighth grade. What happens from there oh, I don't
know. But to me, if you don't give the disadvantaged what they de-
serve, then we're going to getas the advantagedmhat we de-
serve in terms of the problems later on. And I couldn't feel mdre
stroflgly about that.

. sass. Have yoti been able to determine whether there is a
diff rence in performance on either part of the SAT: based on geog-
ra ythat is, what, part of the countryi the test is given? Or by
ge , der? .

r. KAPLAN. No. Neither by gender, nor race.
cept, of course, yin saying; in terms of disadvantaged.

haven't notice&any differende.-0Nourse, I dan't,IIiiiiren't-ei,
ined all statistics throughout the country, but Lvisited all parts

o the country, talked to Dv:administrators, and I've asked this
q estion 'anuniber of times.

Arid -of course, yeti realize I'm going on the basis rif a smaller
mber of statistics, because in different parts Of the country,

t ere's different,amount of interest in terms. of preparing for 'the
AT. This is a point that was brought outor wasn't brought out

forcefully, that mofit people throughout the country aren't inter-
in the SAT on the ACT as far as the performance, -because

hey're joist used as aort efiguides. You!re.accepted but -the college
ook tipon itthe scoresas guides to channele you once you're to

llege. But they're riot usea for.adinissions purposes.
In Ohio, if you have $400 in cash, you're accepted: So therefore,

the SAT, since the standards are so low, except for the competitiVe
colleges, the standards are very Minimal and therefore ,the SAT
score or need for coaching is insignificant.

Mr. Wziss. Do you find that the students Who 'come to you for
the most part go for the-more competitive colleges?

Mr. KAPLAN. I would say there are scime that come to us just be-
cause of thq,rioth and verbIll skills. But I would aay, yes, more or
less, they go 'for thenot the very competitive colleges. But I think
-part of it -is that it's-a combination of both.
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The.parents want to be ured that the children willverform at
college at a reieonahle lave And an SAT score which reads out
the math and verbal skills, e parents feel coaching may be of
helpin_giving.this 'kind or

Mr. Wails. 'You don't reall believe that the people who, ri to
yOur courses go an order to ha a refresher course in the
matter, rather than to get a bet r grade on the SAT, do you

Mr. KAPLAN: They Come-for For both.
Mr. Wins. Wouldn't you t1. that the- overwhelming perceht,

age, people who -come to-take y courses, take it. in order -to. MI-
'prove ,theit 'thence of.gettinga er grade.* thecourse?

Mr. KAPLAN.1 would_ say so, yes:
Mr. Weiss. ',would think acit
Mr. Kast.eis. ButTni just saying t ail the parents:rveheard;,

sak that their children have learn ,a lot. And thelefors, Cveñ
though theY're looking for a better score; they realiii-4es been
said to me manY, many tines. "We' coming here: to. get.
nium SAT !Score. We also realize t our child Will learn a let
based Upon what they've heerd from o er students."

ditildn% whets% "improve your ath and verbal:Skills,' and. I

get mink. students. When I -say, "pre for the SAT," -th:ey alL
come. But Whether ther know it or not, their're gettiii-eliemeit.
dous education as far sis math and ve skills are-ConceriiedSo
thit's the deiicetI have io use. That's, the device.

But I'm satisfied as an ethic:eta' that they're learninge,anetang.
Mr. Weiss, That's -doing well-by doing gobd oreon,ethiug;**right?'
Mr. Kameas. Something like that.
Mr. Wills. Right. Listen, I reilly very much appreciate fileteati4 -

mony that you've given us. I guees one final question. . 1

How ,did you feel durini those years, which were until rerY-
cently, when the college entrance fixamifiationard 'people 'kept
on saying, nothing you can, dOliy wit); Of prepiration goink to
help you. That you've either got it 'or you don't have it. ,And don'
bother trying to iorepare forthre;d- tests.

Mr. KarsAN. I kept srAyitig-, "This isn't se. This isn't so." And'
-sparf; to ,.advisers. Tlie isn't se.. In fact, this is interesting: A

_s.a lawyer called -neup freim liVashiegtoo and suggested' siie
lawyer, after the `-11.41 Donahue Show" about let's get rid' of the \

the ETS because of all the students I lost over the years who be-
lieved, what El% had raid, that you can't prePare.

But of course, I'm not concerned about1hat. I'mjust -0ery happy
about the fact that even ths- college board and ETS have acknowl-
edged the fact that the SAT is net*11,1 don't think they really
meant it to be 'a telt of innate aptitude. But they have acknOwl;
edged the fact that it is an achievement type of -test, and therefore,

Abet you can be helped._ And au long-range program cap help, while
cram course', tist-likely,

And) certainlY tubscribe' to, that. But someone here asked me,
'don't you Provide financial aid"- Suppose you can't afford it? Be-
cause this is unfairness. And w try to- go tal au- 41w abrisers
throughout the country, 'elementary, high school, ind al, college
level and profesidopalschool leVel, letting theni4urow thatif a stu-
dent is disathientaged, and cannot afford the program. I don't Mean
reluctant to pay, biit cannot afford' to payif we get the documen-
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tation or the school, we will provide the service even though they
Can't pay., ,

Mr. Wmss. And, isn't italso somewhat ironic that the vrc stud-
ies were-precipitated by a question as to whether your claims were
valid or not as to whether, in fact, you were able to help people
.prepare 'for those tests? And it ended up being ail inquiu into
whether the collwge entrance exaMination board, and EIS, +,vas
being accurate in its representation that in fact you couldn't pre-
pare for it?

Mr. KAPLAN. Sometimes, you knowthis is interesting that I'm
suiRicious that that's what theythe ,ITChad in 'their mind
originally. That 'they knew that my work was, you knOWthat my
programs were producing results. And this was sort of a indirect
way at showing that,the claims of the testing service weren't neces-
sarily what they professed to be:

:So I'm not siire= / -,. .

Mr. Weiss. You're really an optimist at heart, aren't you?
Mr. KAPLAN. Well, Itclo know that Arthur Levine resigned right

afterand he became the lawyer fi r NEA, National Educational As-
sociation. And he's El/ strong supporter, antitesting supporter. So

l again, I don't know ;what -the origmal purposes were. But some-
where along the line, as the inveffgation went along, I felt they
weren't targeting me. They were targeting the testing services.

Mr. WEISS. That's /how it workedlt.
Mr. KAPLAN. But; that'swell, I think, you know, it worked out

at the end. --: .. I. .

Mr. Weiss. Right/. ,
..

. ,

-Mi. KAPCAN. BLit i think all along, I kept getting a feeling that
that'sthat-was Ole target.
' Mr. Weiss. You carry your shield'of innocence. And apparently,
-it's worked very well.

Mr. KAPLAN. Well, I don't think iks a matter of shield of inno-
cence. I think it was a ratter of confidence that knowing what I
was doing, and \ I had full confidence in knowing the outcome. Be-
Cause I couldn't have mated for 40 years. You can fool some of the
people all the time an -saorth

But until 1970, I h --never advertised at all. It was all by word
of mouth. It was only after 1970, as I said, before this came about.
So -I don't think that more than 100,000 people over the years can
be wrong. And it's .a very satisfying thing as far as I'm concerned.

-ME Wiiii. Well, again, I'm.grateful to you for coming down, for
spending all of this time with us. And I'm sure that if we ever have
need of calling on your knowledge and wisdom and expertise, that
you will.make yourself-available to us.

Mr. IctisLon Have safchel, will travel.
Mr. Wriss. Thank you very much. .,

I understand that Mr. Messick had to leave, but that Mr. Good-
ling has indicated that he will submit questions to Mr. Messickin-
*riting, and those questions and answers will be then be included
within the record.

The hearing now stands recessed, subject to call of the Chair.
[Whereupon the hearing was recessed subject to call of the

Chair.] , ..
[Material submitted for inclitsion in the record iollows:]
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PRILPAIltiD STAMM:M.0r ASSOCIATION OnAMICSICAN PUILISHSits, INC.

This statement is submitted.on behalf of the ;rest Committee of the .

Association of American Publishers (AAP). AAP, which is the general assnciation

of book publishers in'the United States, includes riong its members companies
from the standardized testing community. Several companies, however while

members of the:AAP Test Committee, are not members of our association; namely,
Harcourt Brate JovariovIch'and Science Research Asseciates.

While several of our members provide tests for college entry, most of
our members are the source of tests which are used in elementary and secondary
schools or by private enterprise for hiring and promotion. Our concern,

therefore, encompasses both the Weiss and Gibbons bills pending,before this
committee -- especially as they may be combined -- and our testimony
consequently deals With,each of these measures in some detail.

r-:
,Before commenting on specific provisions of each bill, we should like

to make'some general observations.

Pending, Legislation Discriminates Against Smiller Companies

The Commissioner of Education of the State of New York, Hon. Gordon
Ambach, in his October 16, 1979 report stated that some 20-of 26 admissiOn tests
which hadaeen available in New York in 1979 would be withdrawn from use in the

State in 1980. It is interesting tonote in this regard that the tests which
have been'the spotlighted targets of criticism -- tests from the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) and American College Testin4CT), the-giants in the

field -- would continue. But other tests, the produets of smaller comparites and
administered in less-than-carload lots, were the ones being withdrawn.

While the New York State statute has since been amended so thAt_the
tests furnished by the smaller companies can smive, no similar effort hik been

made to alter the pending legislation. Much hap been said at these hearjn6s
about the shortcoMings of ETS and its Scholastit Aptitude Test (SAT) andhhow the
pending legislation is needed to correct their alleged abuses, but the fIct is

that the Weiss bill, as experience with the 1979 New York statue after which it
is modeled indicates, will permit ETS to continue its operations at the expense

of its smaller; profit-making competitors. It brings to mind the Old Mac
Sennett silent comedies where the custard pie was aimed at one individual Dut

hit,another. It is the smbller companie., which are getting the custard pie in

the face.

This unconcern for the fate of the smaller tests was most recently
milted up in the November 4 testimony of Mary Ann Austen, Counsel to New York
StAte Senator Kenneth P. LaValle, the sponsor of New York State's

Truth-in-Testing Law. When asked about tests which were no longer being given

in New York State, mes. Austen, who had preflously discoursed on the "success"
of the state statute, said:

There are a few Liman test7 that have not come back
for one reason or another. It's -- it's not within my

knowledge at this point to know if in fact they're

given anywhere else anymore. They may just not exist

anymore. In any case, the slack has been picked up by

other tests.

In other words, the New York sponsors of truth-in-testing legislation
have never really bothered to find out about the smaller tests which were
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displaced by their law. Rut never mind, the big boys have taken over. _
Section 5 (b) of the Weiss bill does exempt tests given to less'than

5,000 persons from the provisions of Section 5. ,However, two things must be

noted -in this regard. Firs/, Sec. 5 (b) applies to only one provision --
Section 5 -- of the Weiss bill; smaller companies are still covered by the other

Oarts. Second, it shouldlee emphasized that the 5,000 national exemption
exteoded by Weiss is-the s-ame as the exemption contained in the amended New York

hill for that one state alone. In summary, the 5,000 Weiss exception is of

little meaningoand effect.

Inaddition to ignoring the improvements which were made in the New
:fork State law to keep the Waller companies from being unduly penalized, the
Weiss bill has added other refinements of its own 9ot contained in the New York
statute which are inimical to the smaller test makers. One of these, Sec. 4 (a)

(1) (8), requires filing with the'Secretary of Education a copy of the contract
where one test agency produces.or develops a test which is Sponsored or
administered by another agency. Another, Sec. 7, requir.Os filing with the

Secretary the dollar amount of fees received for each test program, the total

amount of revenue received from each test program, expenies of the test agency
by test program, overhead expenses of the test agency and other proprietary
information.

It has never been demonstrated how consumers will be helped by these
-

provisions requiring'disclosure of proprietary data. The argument has been made

that since public utilities reveal this information, our testing companies
should be held to the same standard. I guess that would be fine if resting
companies, like public utilities, were under the law also guaranteed a profit.

A Double Standard
-

It is unfortunate that the proponents of "truth-in-testing"
legislation have not seen fit to advocate similar standards'for the Federal
establishment itself. The Gibbons bill, HR 1312, for example, requires that job

entry examinations meet certain prescribed requirements. It seems strange that

the Congress should impose these requirements upon the private sector -a
requirements which for the most part have not undergone trial -- without first
imposing thenvilion tests given by the Federal government itself.

If the testing practices to be imposed by the pending legislation are,
in fact, important to protect "the rights of individuals and the national
interests" and "to protect the public interest" it seems only proper that the
very first step should be taken by the Federal government itself in the
interests of the many individuals taking civil service examinations each year,

as well as the many who ta'ae armed service examinations.

In this connection, we would also like to invite the Committee's
attention to Sec. 3 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (PL 93-579) which added a new

Sec. 522a to Title V of the U.S. Code. Subsection (k) -- "Specific Exemptions"

-- of that sectide permits an agency head to "exempt any system of records

within that agency" from certain disclosure and access requirements of the

,statute. The law includes among these exemptions the following:

(6) testing or examination Materials used sololy
to determine individual qualifications for appointment
or promotion in the Federal service, the disclosure of
which would compromise the objectivity or fairtess of
the testing or examinationTrocess;

.' -.

So what ive see here is, tot only that the Congress is relOCtant to apply
'

so

i

called truth-in-testing standards to the Federal establishment, but it has

(

en cted legislation to exempt Federal agencies specifically from such a
re uirement. At the very least, one would expect that the proponents of

\tru h-in-testing would ask for repeal of thisprovision.

*$ ee Sec. 3 of I-1R 1312 and Sec. 2 of 1662
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Legislation Does Not Deal With a Principal Problem

The "NAACP Report on-Minority Testing', published by_the NAACP Special
Contribution Fund, stated fhat "it cannot be over-emphasiled that the
qualifications of the examider or test user are eedal to, if not more imPortant

than, the tests which are used, since even-the best instrument in the hands of

unqualified users can lead.to disastrous results." We agree. Unfortunately,

thi-s principal issue is not touched by either of the.bills pending before-this

comMittee. Here is an area where consumers of tests can be helped without
imposing Federal controls or running-the 4anger of restricting academic

freedoms. It is alield ripe for positive effort.

The AAP Test Committeeltakes some pride in pointing out that one of

the positive recommendations we have made in this area was enacted into law --
Sec. 503(b)(4) of the Education Amendments of 1980 (PL 96-374) authorized
teacher centers to provide training-to faRiliarize teachers with developments i

testing as well as in curritulum development and educational research.
Unfortunately, the effett of this provision could well be diluted by the
Education-Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981'1Title V-0 of PL 97-35)

which consolidates the-teacher.center prograM.

What we strets here, however, is that if the Congresswishes
protect the consumers of tests, it must deal with the area which the NAACP
jreport emphasized as "equal to, if not more important than, the tests which are
used"; naively, the qualifications of the test examiner or test user. These

'hearings cen never be considered complete until this question is adequatelY

,dealt with. Not to do so is to perform a disservice o those who are said to be

the objects of the pending legislation's concern.

An Unresolved Issue

After enactment of the New York State law, aftermhittrtbe Weirs bill
is generalljiyatterne4,7the Ameritan AsSociation of Medical Eolleges challenged
the cOnstitutionality, of the lavvin the Federal Distrvct Court in.Rochester,

N.Y. with resiect to property rights of the Association iii the medical

examination.

A federal district judge issued a temporary inJunction against
enforcement pf the requirements of the law. The AAMC also argued thet the New

York law requirements violate the Copyright Act with respect to the medical

admissions est. Until these issues are resolved, the Committee should refrain

from moving on theyending lejislation.
,

HR 1312 (Gibbons8111)
/

There follows some comments on specific provisions of the Truth in

Testing Act of 1981 (HR 1312) intOdu ed on January 27, 1981 by Representative

Gibbons:

I. Sec. 2(3) includes oral xaminations within the definition of

"test". This could present difficulties both in enforcement and definition.
For example, is a person interviewed by a personnel director or a college

admissions officer being subjected to a "test"?

-defines "test score" as a numerical value. Besides-the

obvious compJications with-respect to oral examinations, is it the intent of

this legislation to mandate that all procedures be reduced to numerical values?

This would seem to preclude a simple "pass-fail" or other non-numerical scores.

On the face of it, this provision woUld seem both to bp unwarranted given the

current statements of need and to have the potential for unanticipated

consequences at variance with the central purpose of providing information and

insuring equitable treatment.

3. Sec. 2(5) includes in the definition,of "persons" the term
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"societies". Does this include labor unions? Does this bill govern tests for
..admittance_into_labor_unions,....espeeially,when,such admittance.controls entrance

into an occupation?

4. Sec. 6 raises questions as to who specifieally shall be required.to
furnish the friTgiation required in subsections (b) incl.:4c). Admissions

-procedures to institutions of higher learning...and-to occupations are
represented, in practice, bya variety Of arrangements between agencies which
produce tests and the institutions, organizations and commerical concerns who

use these tests. In the area of occupational admissions, the test producer
usually is-not directly or indirectly involved in the actual administration of
an examination and thus would not be in a position to complY with all the
disclosure--rovisions of this section.

5. Sec. 6 (a)(1) and (2). It is not clear what is meant by a

"detailed" description.

6. Sec. 6 (a) 3). Ihe term "reliability" has not been defined. Given

the number of interpr,tations of this concept as it currently applies to tests,

it should be more thoroughly examined. Further, the Committee should note that

when an examination is prepared for a particular purpose, reliability
information may not be available prior to the administration of the examination.

7. Sec. 6 1b)(2). lle-rrequirement that individuals.be "ranked" in
relation to,other individuals isinconsistent with Section 6 (c) which prohibits
grading of tests of knowledge or dchievement on the basis of the score

distribution of examinees. RaOing individuals 6y total test performanCe may
also be contrary to the logic ou which the test was constructed and_ifixonfliot---

with currently .4g.g.21±1:-PCD.r...edUres-of-eonsidertng-tetT--g6RTW-ilements in the
overal-rpnrili characterfting an examinee.

8. Sec. 6 (b)(3) requires that the testing agency specify cutoff
scores for admission to Institutions of higher education or occupations. This

is unreasonable both from a technical viewpoint and in terms of a testing
agency's capability to fulfill the requirement: Such cut-offs are generally

umtnown tO khe testing agency in both academic admiss,ions and occupatlonal
teiting programs. Decisions on cut-off scores are under the control,of the
adMitting or hiring institution and would logically change with-changing levels
of achievement Or aptitude, size of the eximinee population, and available jobs

or spice. The use of single cut-off scores is discouraged by the testing
agencies based on their potential misJse as a mechanistic way of using test

information. The use of cut-off scores would also tend to minimize theuse of
other criteria and-would be detrimental to considerations placed on criteria

_other than test results contained in the totality of a potential entrant's
- abilities.

When applied in the occupational teSting area, the use of cut-off
scores would also tend to lead to a situation in which no differential
decisions, based on test performance, could be made above the cut-off score. In

the long run this situation could eventuate in randon hiring of minimally
qualified individuals rather than the hiring of those deemed best qualified.

9. Sec. 6 (b)(4) should be deleted becausk the term "further

information" is unclear.

10. Sec. 6 (51, In-addit-ion -to the-conf44ct-between-this-section-and
Section.6 (b)(2), this section also calls for the differential treatment of the
scores obtained from achievement tests and aptitude tests. Such differential
treatment implies a distinction in theory_between the way two types of test are

treated that is not in agreement with current professional thinking in testing
methodology. The requirement that no test which measures knowledge or_
achievement Shall be graded on the basis of the distribution of scores of othPr
test subjects also assumes a static level of ability in ourpopulation over
time, and/or a static capacity across institutions to accept admissions or hire

applicants. Both .nsumptions are neither desirable nor supportable. Further,
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if'such,a requirement were,promulgated in occupational testing, it would assume
the-existence-of-a-difinft-Ge-list-of-minimUm-skilli-necossiry for jObLeatry.

Such definitive lists do not currently exist and their absence would, we

believe, lead-to pressUies at the federal level to mandate what such a list

would include; or; in,effect, a federal specification of minimum job entry

skills'. This wbuld clearly be a violation of both institutional and state

prerogatfves,and sheuld-he avoided.

11. Sec. 8. The effective-date of an act Such as this should be no

earlier than 6WiTie-ibnths after enactment to
provide-adequate time (a) for the

promulgation of the final regulations and (b) subsequent alteration of test

materials in order to comply with the law.

-In summary, we feel enactment of HR 1312 would result

foreseen and unforeseen.consequences and would present dilemmas

and compliance.

11.11 1662 (Weiss Bill),

There fbllows some comments on,speCific-provisions of

Testing Act of 1981 (HR 1662) inte0clueed on Februaey-4, 1981 by

Weiss and'others:

I% Sec. 3 Cana calls for_Providing the test cuhject with the__

in a myriad of

of enforcement

the Education
Representative

___torre4ations-between tat scores and-"success" in a career. Beyond the

realiiation that the Presentation of correlations to test subjects is unlikely

to communicate information that the test subject can understand, the Committee

should note that meaningful correlations between test scorei and Career success

are almOst never aVailable due to the difficulty of defining what is meant by

"career success". This provision, if implemented for occupational testing,

would mandate determining "success" in a career for which admittance is sought%

Would this require that each profession or occupation be,tested or reviewed over

the years throughout the career span in some measurable form so a correlation

would be ginerated between that score od an individual's test score? This

provisiOn ii unclear and.unenforceable in the present context of occupational

admiisions testing.

2. Sec. 3 (a)(4)(8) requires the compaeison of teSt scorei-by income

group. Information necessary for this analysis if not routinely available would

require much more paper work, Would potentially be viewed as an invasion of

privacy, and-would probably generate more miiunderstandings about the tests.

3. Sec. 3 la)(4)(C) requires the expression as a percentage of the

improvement in test scores as a result of a test preparation courie. The

information to form such a statistic is not ,likely to be available to the test

producer sufficient for any meaningful Interpretation to be%made and would

depend alMost entirely on the content of a specific test preparation course when

Conpared to,a specific te5t.

4. Seq. 1 (a)(9) refers to "handicapped test subjects", a term which

is not defined. The COmmittee will recall the difficulties that entued because

of the lack of a clear definition of "handicapped" in Sec. 504 of the Vocational

Rekabilitation Act of 1973 (pt. 93-122). That 43-word section eventually

resulted in some 26 pages of regulations.

5. Sec. 4 Frgo--.----t4E-6-a- see no reason terF1hirpropr kory es ng

company should be ob igated to.reveal to its competitors-the terms of contracts

with its customers. This is an invasion of privacy and one that would place any

company complying with this provision at a distinct competitive disadvantage.

This provision is not in the New York State statute or in any of the testing

bills proposed in the states, and does not belong in any Federal statute. This

provision is also violative of the spirit, if not the letter of the Privacy Act

of 1974 (PL 93-579).

6. Sec. 5 presents particular problems for proprietary test
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publishers. These _tests, when used for admittance into an occupation, are

frequently administered by inclividual_maolei_to demiry_for
employment by the company itself. They are administered frequently,,usually
many times during a,year, and usually to a group of no more than several dozen

applicants. As a matter of fact, these tests are quite often sold in quantities
that rarely exceed 1,500 copies to an individual purchaser for use over a period

of time.

We see two problems, if disclosure of test questions and answers are
mandated in the occupational testing area. First, the security of the test, for

the purchasing company's purposes, would be breached. It would be urifeasible

and uneconomical -- and, considering the quantities, a great bother to the

Customers -- to substitute a new test to be given within a month or so and to
repeat that procedure again and again throughout the year. Beyond financial and

adiinistrative considerations, it is also highly probable that no such
replacement tests would be available because the cost of test development and
data gathering to support reliability and validity would increase'to the point
where,it would.not be financially viable to continue th'e publication of

occupational admission tests. Secondly, the tests in question are copyrighted.
HR 1662, if applied to,occupational entry testIng,,wohld force'the test__
publisher tp5 in effect,_give away his copyrighted material substantially befor
the exPiration of its useful life. The entire issue of test copyright should
thoroughlY explored by-the'-Committee.

We Strongly Pppose any applications of Section 5 to proprietary
occuOational entry tests.

7. Sec. 5 (b) is a mischievous provision. It has been iterated time
and again at the hearings that HR 166R contains an exemption for small tests.
However, Section 5 (b) only exempts small tests from the provisions of Section 5
alone, not from the other provisions of the bill. In addition, an exemption for
5,000 nationally, as is pointed out 'elsewhere in this testimony, is the same-as

the exemption given for one state alone, New York, :Any-rational-exemption. -
should be applied to the entire bill and should'be a.national-level, not a
state-level, figure.

8. Sec. 7 (21. With respect to paragraph (A), (6), (C) and (0), this .

information is not available to proprietary testing agencies. It should also be

noted that these mandatory provisions are not inthe New York State law.

9. Sec. 7 (2)(F) would obligelesting agencies to reveal their revenue
from each testing prograa. This is proprietary Information which would only
serve the purpose of Informing competitive companies and would place the
reporting company at a competitive disadvantage. This provision is violative of

the spirit, if not the letter, of the Privacy Act of 1974 !Pl. 93-579). Also,

this provision is not PI the New York statute or in any of the bills proposed in
the states and does not belong in any Federal law.

10. Sec. 7 (2)(4also mandates the release of proprietary information
which would only be to the advantage of the competitors of the company providing
it and which would place it at a competitive disadvatage. This provision is not

in the New York statute or in any of the bills introduced'.A the states and also
does not belong in any Federal law.

11. Sec. 8 (Al is inconsistent with Sectibn 431 of the General
ut-at4on-P-rov-Tilrineet4on.--431-prov4des- that within-.54xty.-days after the

enactment of legislation, the Commissioner of Education must submit to Congress
a schedule showing when it is planned to promulgate final regulations. These
final regulations must be issued within 180,days after the submission of the

schedule. It should be noted that the Office of Education has difficulty

complying with this provision.

12. If HR 1662 Is enacted, the effective date should be no earlier

tban twelve months after enactment to provide for promulgation of.the final,
regulations and subsequent alteration of test materials ed comply with the law.
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Since HR 1662 contains major provisions whieh are not in-the New York statute,
tt---cannot-bi-argued---that-as-a result-of-complyinCwith_the_Ow 'fork law "tinting

agencies wilt have no need for additional time to prepare for comOliance with a

Federal-statute.

In addition, we should like to append to our testimony a brief study

'the Weiss 8111 and the New York State Law"; which outlines some principal
differences between the Weiss>bill and the New York law after which it is

oitenSibly patterned.

Position on Derivative Norms

Publishers-of standardized tests develop scales and norms for their

"tests. These result from the national standardizations Ulla publishers conduct.
IA contrast, derivative'norms are norms for a locally-constructed test that his,

been equated in,some way to the publisher's test so that-the publisher's.scales
and,norms can be used-for the locally-constructed test.

because of the close relationship of this issue with some of the
discussions at thesi-hearings, we should like to includeAs part of our
testimony the brief MP "Statement of Position on DeriVative NormS". (Attachment

Conclusion

There are those who would wish to abolish all standardized testing.

National Education Association Resolution 77767 states: "The National Education

Assotiation strongly encourages the elimination of group standardized
intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests." On the other side of the coin,.

-wi are reminded that Irwin Polishook, Vice President of the American Federation
of Teachers, asserted that while testingthas some flaws, abolishing--standasikzed
testing would be "an eMotional and damaging strategy" that would m.deprive-us of'

a valuable education tool, to which there is no alternative." That is sound

advice.

*Attachment A
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sF1E-WEISSIIIECANIFTHE-NEW-YORKITA1E-tAii

Attaonhaeuz..6,

According to Rep. Weiss,his bill, the Educational Testing Act'of 1981, is
modeled a ter the 1979 New York State statute. In this connection, the following is

worthy te:

1. ile the New York statute has been amended twice since its enactment to
cOnform with the experience gained in administering it, the Weiss bill his remained

unchanged since it was firit introduced in July of 1979.

(a) As originallytenacted, the New York law-had eight sections. Five Of

these eight sections have been amended. These sections comprise the substance of the

law and deal with definitions, background reports and statistical data, disclosure
of-test contents, notice, and disclosure of test scores. The three unamended sections

each consist of a single two-line sentence and are concerned with regulatiens,
violations and severability,

(b) Two new sections were added to the tiewYork law by-amendments, provi4ing
for (i) special administrations of tests for religious observers, and (ii) creation
of, a six-person advisory committee.

2. There are-some major differences between the Weiss bill and the New York
statute wherein the Weiss bill goes beyond-the New York law in its application

and severity, as follows:

(a) Sec. 3 (a)(3) of-the Weiss,bill calls for thetest agency to provide
the correlation "betweenlest scores and success in the career for which admission is

sought". There is no similar provision in the New York lam*.

(b) Sec. 3 (a)(4)(8) of the lieiss bill calls for the,test,agency,to compare

scores by income groups. No similar Prrivision is in the New York law*. .

Sec. 3 (a)(4)(C) of the Weiss bill requires the test agency to report-

. "the-extent pp which teSt preparation coUrses improve test subjects' scores on average,

exPreised'as a Percentage". ;No similar;Oovision ii in the New'Yorklaw*.

(d) Sec. 4 (a)(1)(8) Of the Weiss bill requires test agencies to reveal
proprietary information, in this case contraCts with other test agencies. No similar

provision is IM the New York law*.,

(e) Sec. 5 (b) of the Weiss bill exempts tests adMinistered to less than

5,000 person in a test year. The New York statute 'is much more complex. Very simply
stated,.tests administered to less than 5,000 persons must only be disclosed every

.three yeari. The Wetss exemption applies tacSec, 5 only,

(f) 'Sec. 7 of the Weiss bill requires the submission of proprietary
in/ormation including the revenues and expenses of the test agency for each covered

test program. No similar provision is in the New York statute.

(g) Sec. 8 (b) of the Weiss bill provides,,for a civil penalty of not to

exceed $2,000 of each violation. This is four times the $500 penalty provided by

the New York law.

. No similar provision in the California statute.

91-170 0-92.58 912,
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AttaohMont

STATEMENT OF POSITION ON DERIVATIVE NORMS

This statement has been prepared by the members of

the Test Committee of the School Division of the Association

of American Publishers (4A2),* which inCludes most of the

taajdr publisheri of nationally-normed test initruments.

The Test CoMmittee of the Edhool-Division of the

Association of Americsn Publishers believes it is important

. to explain some of the legal and psychometric concerns arising

from the preparation and use by others of norms derived from

copyrighted nationally standardized tests.

Background of Standardized Teiting

It is well known that the development and publication

of a standardized test is both complex and expensive,

Sophisticated psychometric skills are required to prepare

An:instrument whose components are so interdependent: item

content, response devices, technical analysis'and norMing.

The integrity, accuracy'and usefulness of a%standardized

test depend upon the quality of expertise used in its cons- .

truction and the interrelationship.of its parts. Functionally,

no aspect of the test can be viewed separately from the entirety

of its use. A test's norms are as integral to the testing

instrument as are iti test item,,. The.information which

norms convey is only valid to the degree that the test itself

is valid.and has been administered under proper control.

*The Association of American Publishers, Info. is the major

national Association of publishers of general books, text-

-books-and-educational-materials-_in_the__United States.
4
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Standardization is achieved by adeinistering a certain set

of test instruments under carefully prescribed and controlled

conditions; it is not a'"by-product" of testing but at once

Its means and its end.

Standardization for major achievement and aptitude

\tests is a huge undertaking, requiring extensive research,

detailed documentationi and the cooperation of large numbers

of students, teachers, and administrators. Two important

\

functions of a standirdizaticin program are to yield a se't

of norms based on the performance of a-sample of school

population and to yield sufficient information to judge the

dequagy of,the selected sample. It is not unusual for
I

dredi oethousands ofchilren to be tested in order to

n the samples needed for the norming process. The
-

er'S investment-in a standardization for a major

very large part,of the tOtal cost of developing

theftest, e answer instruments and accompanying technical

Psychometric C cerns

Recenthere has been a trend toward equating

tests developed at \the local or state live/ to nationally

normed tests. From psychometric standpoint, publishers

, have several concerns.

\K..) When a publisher prepares norms fgr it* own tests,

it represents that a studers standing is based on a large

representative sampling of the publisher of derivative

\
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norms represents.that a student obtaining a given raw score

on lace/ test would,have achieved a certain national norm

standing if that local.test had bit; nonmed nationally.

The use of derived norms with local teats also implies that

the local test is the psychometrequivalent of tha standardized

test, i.., in overall quality of content and design and

iri coverage Of specific skill areas and levels.

Tn fact, to properly equate one test to another,

the two tests must match each other in both content,and levels

of difficulty of test item sequence.: Furthermore, both4tests

.must haye a suffiCient and,comparable spread of ability over

the entire range being tested to ensure.valid results.

We do not debate the quality or usefulness of local

tests. We do beiieve sufficient evidence exists to justify

,

our view thSt any assumptions or representations that a local
4

test using derivative-norms is the equivalent of the nationally-

noried and-copyrighted-test to-Cdirah it was.equited Are unfair

to Students, the educational community, and-finall to test

fpublishers.
,

The harM to students when derive ve-norrn .

invalid is obviouS. .ducational decisions aboutltudents

may be made on the,basis of fallacious information. _Similarly;

the reputation of the test publisher%b.national norps, and
. 7

of necessity its testing instruments, can be comprbmised

by the use of invalid derivative norms. Therefore,
,

we _believe publiihers have both a vested and_/

915
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proper interest in aisuring that locally or state-developed

tests meet eitablished research design itandards before
-

their norms are used for equating purposes.

14_441itY

Converting local test scores)to the national'

normative data owned by the standardized test publisher is

not undesirable but the.local or state test developer should

rememher'the normative data ar not in the public domain.

They are the property of itslkiblisher and the norms them--

selves are copyrightable under copyright law. Local test

programs should hot misappropriatethe publisher's-substantial

investment of time, money, and-expertise,expended.in the

itandardizatimn-process.

The unlicensed copying of national testing norms

developed by individual publishers is a violation,of copyright

law. Unlawful copying can occur whenever the data are copied

without the publisher's permission, for the purpoie of

creating a derivative norm, whecher the copying is done by

hand, by photOaopying cr by some othee Method. Also, under

the copyright law, inputting normative data into a computer

'entails copying and therefore violates the publisher's copy-

right unless explicit permission has bzen obtained.

Still another kind of copyright infringement occurs

when &Copyrighted work is revisedor recist without the

publisher's permission so that a "derivative" work 4.-s created.

<.
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c

Therefore, il'preperation of a lOCal ,tist the-

ounlicensed use of a publisher's national norMs, create
, \

derivative ,norms, then an unlawful '"derivative wor " results.*
.. 4

CoUrt decisions protect the rights of pub ishirs

-in test-materials. For ihstance, A test publilher's\copyright

'in its answer media was upheld in the case of HarcouA Brace

IL Wor14 v, Graphià Contrbls Ccirp., 329 F4Supp. 517 (S.NN.Y,
-,

1971). The publicationof solutionoeto test questions as

' held to be an infringement of the publisher's copyright

the-questions in Addison-W4sley Publisning Co. v. Brown,

223 F. SuPp. 219 (E.D.N.Y. 1963)., as the court-concluded
.:

-that the product of the publisher's "original and Ireful

: effort" had been unfairiY used by the defendants,

*Derivative Works: Under §101 of the Cordright A. of 1976,

.the copyright proprietor hai cerr.iin exclusive :fights to

-its, intellectual property, including the right io prepare

derivative works:

A "derivative work" is a work based upon one or more
preexisting works, such as a translation, musical arrange-

ment, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture
version, sound recording, art repro0" tion, abridgment,
condensalon, or any other form in W..1:Oh a work may

be recast transformed, or adapted. A work consisting

.of editorial revisiOns, annotations, elaborations, or
other modifications which, as a whole represent an
,original'work of authorihip, is a "derivative work."
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...lust as the more tests differ, the less reliable

is the use of derived norms, the more similar a local test

is to a standardized-test, the greater is the likelihood

of copyright,infringement of the test itself. Verbatim copying

is.not necessary for infringement of copyright of a teSt.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. v. rown,

-,As a legal matter, the linkage of thename and

reputation of the national test to tests of others raises

serious questions ,of trademark infringement and unfair

competition ;under Section 43 of the Lanham ActSee,

Coca-Cola Co. v. Gemini Rising, Inc., 346 F.Supp. 1183

(E.D.N.Y. 191:7

o

2); Dallas Cowboys Cheerle'aders. Inc. v. 14,ussycat

Cinema, Ltd., 67 F.Supp.t366 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd, .604 F.2d

260 (2nd Cir. 1979).
0

In summary,,we consider that local and state test

developers have a,professional and+legal responsibility to

publishers' tests and related normative data. Arrangements

for proper legal )nd paychometric safeguards few both developers

and publishers,exists in the form of licensing arrngements

to ensure proper use add application of publishers norms.
-

Further Information may be obtained by writing to the

.Association of American ?ublishers atpie ?ark Avenue, New

York, NY 10016, or the individual teq publisher.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY J. Mums, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF CONSOMME

PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMWSION

(The views expressed are those of a member of the staff of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, and do not-necessarily represent the views of the Commission or of any in-
dividual Commissioner.)

Mr. Chairman and Membeis of the Subcommittees: I am-pleSsed to provide the
views of the Federal Trade Commission staff regarding the possible -benefits of
coaching for standardized admission tests. My remarks represent the vieivs of the
staff-of the Bureau of.Consumer Protection, and do not-necessarily represent those
of the Commission or of any individual Commissioner.

Because I assumed my duties as Director Of the Bureau oTto nsumer Protection
on October 5, 1981, my involvement with the. issues before you began only recently.
The Comniission's staff; however, has,been intereited in the effectiveness of coach-
ing for standardized admission testsjor some time. In particular, our Boston Region-
al Office recently concluded an inveitigation that focusedTprimarily on coaching for
the Seliolastic Aptitude Test ("SAT"). As you know, that test is used to evaluate ap-
plicants for admission to hundreds of colleges and universities across the country
each year. The staff initiated itii investigation to determine whether commercial
coaching schools were making deceptive or unfair claimii regarding the effectiveness
of their test preparatfon-courses. For example, some &aching schoOls claimed an
ability to raise-students' scores on the SAT by as man as 100 points. At the same

. time, however, the Educational Testing Service ("ETS 2 which prepares the SAT,
maintained that coaching would do little to improve a student's test performance.

To help determine the accuracy of these conflicting Claims, the CommiSsion's staff
undertook a statistical evaluation of the effectiveness of two coaching schools that
offered programs for the SAT. This research indicated that coaching at one of the
two schools raised the SAT M:ores of its students 1?) an average of approximately-
twenty-five points each on the mathematical and verbal sections Of the test. This
finding led the staff of theBoston Regional Office to review other research on the
question of coaching for the SAT. The Maff, found Oat a growing number of studies
have shown that students can sigrificantly improve' their SAT scores through coach-

\ ing. ,

-....In light of this evidencz, the staff reviewed thh descriptive materials about .the
SAl-that ETS, the teitmaker, and College Board' the sponsor of the test, provided
to students aiiii-edueator&-Although the harsh criticisms of coaching levied in mate-
rials distributed in the late sixties had been modified in recent years, the staff found
that even the later materials did not appear to recognize the possibility of meaning-
ful score gains through coaching At the direction of the Commissidn, these concerns
were raised with ETS and College Board. College Board responded by submitting
1980-81 descriptive materials that included a new message to students, providing a
more comprehensive explanation of the poesible benefits of different forms of coach-
ing.

A more detailed discussion of the research reviewed by the staff, and of the need
for improved disclusures to stude is and educators concerning the benefits of coach-
ing, is contained in the Staff Re rt entitled "Coaching for Standarized Admission
Test." A copy of that Report is a nded to this statement. As the Report notes, the
emphasis that colleges and universities place on SAT scores lends great significance
to disclosure of information regarding the benefits of' coaching for standardized
tests. Students cannot make informed choices regarding special preparation unless
they know, that such preparation' can affect their scores materially. Simillrly, if
high schools, college and universi ies do not know of the benefits of coachin , they
may place Undue emphasi5 on stan1ardizeI admission tests and may err in a vising
students to forego special preparat on for the admission test. In addition, both stu-,-

dents and Iucatori cnuld benefit from information about which of the various
fOims of coaching are moot effective for sUidents.

I
As the foregoing summary indicstes, ithe investigation of standardized admis-

i siontsts focused on assuring that or nizations involved inthç standardized testing
I industry disclose to students and ed4cabr5 the potential be &its of coaching. Of
I course, the conclusion that coaching can mateerially affect students' scores on
1
I

standardized tests also raises significa t issues of educational policy. For example,

\ the Staff Report notes that the meani g of a testrdesigned to measure skills devel-
oped ouer a lifetime of learning is unc r, if sdorts can be meaningfully improved
in a few weeks or months. The Report 1O notes that although coaching can materi-
ally affect sceres, it may nothe equally ailable/to all students.

Although the staff's findings highlight these ahd other issues, they are beyond the
statutory mandate and expertise of the kedera nade Commission..For this reason,

1

/
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the Commission referred these educational policy issues to the Depar' aent of Edu-
cation, the agency with special expertise in this field. These issues also merit serious
studyby the Subcommittees and by the Congress. o

Thank you.

THE NATIONAL PTA,
Washington, D.C, November 18, 1981.

Mr. BUDDY BLAKEY,
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Eucat ion,
Cannon House Office &aiding, Wlshington, D.0

MAR Me. BIAXILY: I have encheed five copies of a statement that the National
PTA is very eager to submit for t e record on H.R. 1662, "The Educational Testing
Act of 1981.' Our office has spoken to Mark Pinsky, of Congressman Weiss' staff
and it is our understanding that sending you this letter is the proper procedure for
submitting such a statement.

If there is a problem, or if you would like us to submit more copies of the state-
ment, please notify me.

Think you very much for your help.
Sincerely,

SUANNE RUDLEY,
Policy Analyst,

Office of Government Relations.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND irEACNERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we wish to thank you for the
opportunity to submit testimony on H.R. 1662, the Eilucational Testing act of 1981.
The National Congress of Parents and Teachers (PTA), an organization of over 6
million members, is deeply concerned about the testingissue..

The PTA endorses the Educational Testing Act as an important step in providing
students, parents and educators with more information About standardized tests.
The PTA's support for this legislation is not to be construed as opposition to testing,
but rather, viewed as a concern that the public be better informed of the nature,
purposes, uses, and limitations of standardized tasting. The PTA feels that the pro-
posed legislation ensures the proper use of tests by requiring testing companies to
disclose information which will help reduce misunderstandings and avoid misuse.

We would like to comment briefly on the major concerns of parents and teachers
which have prompted the ryA to endorse thii legislation:
(1) Accountability in the testing process

From early childhood through entry into professional schools or jobs, standardized
\ feet, make significant judgments about our children. Yet no portion of the public

school system is less understood than the facts about standardized tests, their assets
\ and the r limitations. The National PTA is deeply concerned that testing programs
\ are be ng authorized without any broad--public discussion of the issues. As parent,

and ttzchers, we feel it is important to achieve a greater degree of accountability in
the testing process, yet such a review of publi discussion is difficult because of the

\security that surrounds these testa.
Due to the- mask of "security," the public has been unable to dispassionately

'evaluate the claims of test makers. Information about the teeti and the testing proc-
age is minimal andgis rarely shared "after the fed" with those mod intimately con-
cerned; etudente and their familia. These teets serve as gatekeepers to the future
for our children by developing patterns of expectation by teachers and school sys-
teins that often are totally unrelated to a child's true capabilities. Because the
.paWer to test is the power, to influence curriculum, there is a tendency to reinforce
cunjculum patterns that respond only to the ultimate goal of "looking good" on the
national tests.

An \evaluation of assessment requires a great deal more information than is now
availasle to parents and students. The barrier, of "security" now-keeps us at arms
length from the process. That is why we look to legislation-like H.R. 1662 as a way
of not Only accomplishing specific improvements, but as a method of providing us
withmore information about the testing process and use of the testing results which
shape chilren's lives.

920 ,
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01 The Purpose of testing: To improve children's education
For years, experts have told us that there are flaws in the present norm refer-

enced standardized testing process and that we must use it because 'it is all we
have." Aa parents, we are no longer convinced of that arguiiiiiii;iind insist that
standardized testa be used to complement the educational process, not dictate a
child's educational futuie. Testing must be responsive to the major goal of a public
school systemthe improvement of the education of children. We are happy to note
that many school systems tire moving toward testing systems more in keeping with
local goods. Children are being tested in every classroom not so much to compare
them with other children in distant school systems, but to determine whether they
are learning in accord with the objectives of each local school system, and to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the system itselfin implementing these goals.

(3) The alternative of national sampling
Sampling on a national basis may be all that is necessary to provide meaningful

national comparisons. But nationwide tests are not adequate substitutes for careful
local assessments, since the approximately 16,000 local school districts produce a va-

riety of local educational objectives, and different timetables at which specific skills
are emphasized. Unless we are planning to move into a national curriculum, these
differences of timing and emphasis will continue to exist. A child should not be pe-
nalized because a local school system has chosen a different sequence than the test
maker. Nor should these important determinations pass from the hands of local
school boards who are accountable tO their communities to the hands of test produc-
ers who are not accountable at all.

(4) A balance between teaching and testing
Is'more time being used in a classroom for "testing" than "teaching?" As public

school students return to classes they can expect to take more tests than ever
before, which leads to questions such as: (a) Is -this an effective use of the profession-
al educator's time? (b) Is this the most productive use of a child's limited classroom
time? and, (c) Are there ways we could get the answers we need without further
disrupting the already fragmented school day?

.(5) Testing on what has been taught
The PTA advocates that children be tested on what they have been taught. We

need the results of such tests to know whether the system or the child is responsible
when learning does not proceed at an expected rate or in a certain pattern. This
essential if there is to be any accountability of local schools and if testing is to be

used as a developmental tool so-that a teacher can specifically pinpoint the next
appropriate steps for each youngster.

(6) Test development
(a) Parents and teachers are concerned about who partizipates in test construction

and the basis on which these people are chosen. This information would be useful in
understanding the way in which teats are constructed.

(b) It is critical to know what tests purport to measure so that judgments are con-
fined only to what is measured. Testing companies repOrt that they are blameless
for the misuses of test results, yet there are often conflicting points of view among
school systems about what test results indicate and What information can be
gleaned from the test scores. If it is mandatory for test manufacturers to define the
purpose of the tests, parents and teachers will be better able to restrict:the use of
such data to the purposes for which they were intended.

(c) There is an information void on how standarized tests address the unique test-
ing needs of handicapped and disadvantaged youth.

(7) Test usage
(a) We desperately need information on how tests are usedt when and by whom.

Discussion is necessary to determine how selective we have been in accepting a
whole range of testing to which we subject children.

(b) Multiple choice or phort answ,er types of questions limit ihe ability to measure
a full range of skills. For example, the ability to write well, to organize and transfer
thoughts to paper, requires testing of a written sample, yet for many years we have
tested writing skills by multiple choice questions. Why? Because it is easier to score.
We reduce writing to the rote priciplee of grammer, spelling and punctuation, and
then wonder why children's writing skills have deteriorated. We must recognize
that methods of testing must,rely on criteria other than "what the computer can
efficiently score."
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(8) The responsibility associated with testing
There is no clear indication of who is responsible when national tests backfire or

are misused. At present, some problems are caught by random spotting, other are
suspected and only verified when a test taker has been able to review the disclosed
teat questions. Ts the test maker responsible? I. the school responsible? Or, is it only
the student user?

=-.` ,Certainly, tests are only one measure of a peraon's ability, but because they are so
brosid13r, used, the significant questions about their effect and reliability must be
thorouWy aired and other potential measurement techniques carefully considered.

As parents and educators, pro support,the principles of H.R. 1662 as a means for
requiring-the disclosure of information which will address the eight' concerni just
raised and we feel that thelollowing are hallmarks of,thelegislation:

(a) The bill provides for tbe standard error of measurement to'be shared not only
with teachers,' but with test takers anct their parents. Many parePto..will,--for the
firet time, be aware of the broad_range-of-preconon evident in these scores, even
though life and careeedieiliTsis are being made of the basis of a few ,Points.

(b) The legislation includes protections to the right of privacypifimily and test
takers in ensuring that research will be limited to data which 'are not personally
identifiable, unless aPproved by the tart taker.

(c) The bill mandates the release to test takers of their actual test questions and
answers within a reasonable period following the tests. Also important is a proce-
dure for review of a challenged test score within a reasonable time frame. We are
hopeful that the section which will require a description of special services to ac-
commodate handicapped students will allow schools to deal more effectively with
the needs of such students for differentiated testing. We are finding: for example,
that many students with writing difficultiee can'be tasted appropriately by oral
tests. To try to force written tests on such younpters is cruel and unproductive.

In closing, we would like to emphasize several points:
(1) Charges have been made that these proposed changes will dramabcally in-

crease the cost of testing and damage test makers' ability to compile qu'ility test
questions. This would be a poor excuse for maintaining a system of testini which is

"lalling under serious challenge. Schools and families now spend over a quarter bil-
lion dollars a year on testing, and the appropriate question might well be "are we
buying instruments that tell us what we need to know? We cannot evaluate the
changes that may be necessary unless we can review what the true costs of the pres-
ent system cover.

(2) Testing. is a lerge private for-profit industry which has a tremendous impact on
a public phenomenoneducation. The public has a right to scrutinize this industry
and to hold it accountable.

(3), Parents, teachers, and students should be able to review tests and testing ma-
terials to ensure that they are understandable. This is particularly important for
tests like the SAT and the accompanying disclosure form. There is evidence to indi-
cate that the present method for requeeting a copy of the SAT and scored answer
sheet is confusing students and is causing a low request rate for this information.

(4) There should be further study as to the effects of coaching on test scores. If
coaching has a aignificant effect, this should be acknowledged, and thaw who use
tett scores as an important indicator of ability should be informed.

(5) The National PTA does not seek an end to testing. But we are seriously con-
cerned that the present degree of the art of assessment is far less precise than we
haie been led to believe. We feel the questions about our present testing methods
will not be put to rest until parents and teachers are able to make decisions based
on much more information than is now available to us. That is why this legislation
is so important. We seek the information that will give all of us dependable data to
help determine the course of our public schools and the,appropriate direction for
our children. The National PTA stands rot.* to participate in any reasonable effort
to reach-that goal.
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Dr. Samuel Messick
Viee President and

Distinguished Recearch Scientist
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541

Dear Dr. Mer:siek:

Since you are a recognised,expert in the area
of "coaching" tor standarised tests, I have several
que'stions which I would like you to aedress for the
hearing record on the Cducationa1 Tes,ting Act of 1981.

I would appreciate your prompt reply.

(1.) Is toe ETC coaching study seriously
Ilawd and, if so, how: Is it possible
to use thc r7^ findings in a technically
sound way to o;timate the benefits of
coaching and, if not, why not?

(2) Is it possible to estimate the benefits of
coaching for the SAT from other coaching .

studies and, if so, mhat are the likely
score improvements attributable.to coach-
ing?

(3) Since SAT score improvements associated
with coaching seem to increase as student
time and effort devoted to coaching in-
crease, would it not follow ihat students
should be coached for as long as necessary
to attain the desired score level?

(4) If coaching can improve SAT scores over
and atove the experiential growth that may
occur anyway without the coaching program,
are them not important issues of equity in
the access to coaching programs?

Your cooperation is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

William P. Goodling
Member of Congress
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The Nonorable-William F. Goodling
&use Of Representatives
Lonsmorth Nouse Office-Building.
Room 1713
vashington,-DC 20515

PRINCETON. N.J. 08541

November 30, 1981

DEC 219131

Dear Congressman Goodlingr

In connection withthe bearings on the Educational Testing Act of 1981,
I appreciate the opportunity to answer for the record the four questions
addressed to me in jour letter of November 16:-

(1) Is the FTC coaching study seribusly flawed and, if -so, how?
I. it possible to use the FTC findings in a technically
-sound way=to estimate the benefits of coaching and, it not,
why not?.

The FTC coaching study is seriously flawed by virtue of enmloying a
research design that cannot control for selection-bias or self-selection
bias. Selection bias refers to illy systematic differences between the
coached*and uncoached students *elected for study that may affeet SAT
performance -- in-addition to the fact that one grout, was coached and the
otherwms not. If-these systematic group differences result from student
choice of the coaching program rather than from experimenter choice of the
student, Ihey are called self-eelection btea. Thus, in the absence of
appropriate controls, certain personal faCtorstharacteristic of students,
attending a particular coaching proSram, suCh as their motivation or career
aspirations, may be responiiblt, at least in part, for subseouent SAT
performance that appeari to be the result of the coaching experience.

The standard prescription for avoiding selection biae is an experimental
design entailing random assignment of students to coaching treatment groups
and noncoaching control groups, for Only with random assignment can
coaching effects be presumed to belndevendent of prior statue on any of a
host of personal or background characteristics. The FTC coaching study did

not employ random assignment but, rather, compared students attending two
selected coaching schools with uncoached students (selected frOm College
Board test files) who took the SAT during the same time period in the same
geographical area. In the abesnce of randomization, tiiieze is an inevitable

equivocality in the interpretati of these results because some unmeasured
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personal characteristics might have influenced both the students'

to participate in the coa u sequent SAT performance,

ten to inflate the coaching program's apparent effectiveness.

When demographic and personal characteristics of the coadhed and un-
coached grOups-in the FC studyvere contrasted, it was found-that the
coached-group vas significantly higher than the uncoached group in high
school class rank, parental income, most recent English grades, most recent
math grades, and number of yearsfef math taken. In additiOn, the coached

group Included,significantly more nonpublic school students than the .

uncoached group. Although appropriate statistical adjustments were made
for theie and other preexisting group differences for which measures were
available, there iszho way to take into account unmeasured.factors also
likely to differentiate the groups, such as student motivation.or level of
parental education! In the absence of random assignment of students to
coached and uncoached groups and especiallv-in view of the large and
extensive differences confounded in the nonrandoMized groups ultimately
analyzed in the FTC study, any score effects derived from these data must
be interpreted as-eombined coaching/self-selection effects. In the-absence

of random_assignment, there is no technically sound way to disentangle the
effects of coaching from the effects of self-selection im the FTC study,
but some rough estimates of the likely proportion of each might be obtained
by contrasting the FTC results with the findings of all other SAT coaching
studies, some of which employed random assignment. This approach Is
discussed:In the response to the next question.

(2) Is it possible to estimate the benefits of'coaching for
the SAT from other coaching studies and, if so, what are
the likely score improvements attributable to coaching?

The FTC Coadhing study is not unique In being seriouily flawed -- all of
the available studies of coaching for the SAT are flawed in one way or another.
Most of the studies were subject to the influence of eelection bias discussed
in response to question (1), which severely compromises interpretations as
to the source or determinants,of score effects -- in particular whether they
may be unequivocally attributed to coaching experiences as opposed to personal
or background,characteristics of the (self-) selected students. In this

regard, some of the studies involved-control groupi of uncoached students
attending different Schools from those of the coached students or else drawn
from oaer extrinsic sources such as test-score files, thereby confounding
coaching effects with differential school effects and numerous self-

selection factors. In some,other studies, control groups of uncoached students
were specially constituted to match available samples of commercially coached
tudents on a number of variables, but this still allows systematic differences
between the groups on unmatched variables. Another defect common to several
studies is nmunfortunate reliznce on small samples of coached students, which
results- in imprecise estimates of score-effects and a reduced likelihood that

0.
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real effects Will be detected as statistically significant. Moreover, instead

-of using a regular SAT administration, some studielvinvoked unre'aliatic,

!motivitional conditions by administering a-special SAT that did Act count,on
the clollage admissions record, which very likely introduced biases in the

stimated.sites of score effects. Unfortunately, the three studies Osing

random assignment also employed special SAT administrations which, precisely
hecause they did not count, were probahly viewed to some degree.as Practice

tests, thereby eliciting less motivation and effort than would a:real SAT

administration,.especially'for the uncoached dontrol students. Finally, end

'by far the moat troublesome from the standpoint of estimating and interpreting

coaching effects, some-studies utilized no,control groups at all. Hawever,

although the available tudies of coaching for the SAT are methodologically
flawed in one waY-or another, the various defects entail sufficiently divergent

hiplications that any regularities or 184ful consistencies cutting across

these studies would nonetheless be compelling.

indeed, a particularly striking regularity was observed cutting across all

of these studies -- namely, a remarkably-high rank-order correlatiOn, -

*garde of .7, between the obtained,eize of score effects associated with
coachins and the amount of studentjcontact time involved in the coaching

program. That is, the greater the student time and effort devoted to coaching,

the larger were the associated scare improvements over those obtained by

uncoached control students. However, this relationship was distinctly non-

linear, indica marked diminishing returns in coaching effects, especially

for SAT-Verbal. Tha s, eacfoadditional increase in score effects associated

with coaching appeared to require geometrically increasing amounts of student

tine and effort.

: 8y fitting mathematicaLvadels to alis nonlinear relationship, it is

possible 'to estimate the average coaching effects likelY to be asseciated

with coaching programa of different durations. According to these MOdels,

an average of 10 SAT score points (on a score scale ranging from 200 to 800

points) would be expected to be associated with *bout 12 hours of Verbel

Coaching or about 8 hoUrs of Math coaching; ah average of 20 scare points
lioeld be associated with about 57 hours of Verbal coachins or about 19 hours

of Math coaching; an average of 30 points with about 260 hours of Verbal

or 45 hours of Math coachins; and, an average of,40 points with about 1185

hours of Verbal or 107'hoUrs of Math coaching. Of course, these figures are

not results of any'actual'coaching program -- rather, they ate theoretical

itimates of average score gains-that might be expected consistent with
available data. -Nevertheless, these figures may be helPful to our thinking

about some of the issues associated with coaching. They suggest, for example,

that the time required for motivated students to achieve average score

inereases much greater than '20 to 30.poinis over the experiential growth

they would have attained without any coaching rapidly approachee that of full-

time schooling, especially for Verbal.
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. (3) Since SAT score improvements associated with coaching seem to
increase as student tine and effort devoted to coaching
increase, would it not follow that students should be coached
for as Icing as neceisary to attain the desired score level?

As discussed in response to question (2), the relationship-between student
time and effert devoted to coaching and the associated coaching effects is
distinctly nonlinear, indicating marked diminishing returns in score improve-
ments attributable to coaching. Although in principle it might be possible
under these circumstances to coach students for as long as necessary to
attain the desired score level, in practiee the time required would become
unrealiatiCally long. According'to the mathematicalmodels fit to the
available SAT.coaching data, a Verbal coaching program 260 hours long would
be associated with an average coaching effect ofi30 SAT-V score points over
and above what comparable students would have gained during the same testing
interval without coaching, while a Verbal program 1185 hours long vould be
needed to achieve an average score effect of M) SAT-V points. :thus:for
motivated Students to attain.an additional 30 to 40 SAT-V scofe points on
the average through coaching, somewhere between a third of a school year to
more than an entire school year would_need_te be devoted_full.77.t1me_5ole1y.
to Verbal coaching. To be sure, greater scoreeffects are observed for
SAT-Math, but 107 hours of Math coaching would he associated with 40 SAT-M
points and 254 hours with 50 SATT41 points, which still approach a full-time
commitment to Math coaching for about a third of the school year. Moreover,

the available coaching research suggests that score gains much greater than
about 10 or 20'points depend increasingly on genUine skill development as
opposed to improved test Viseness. This implies that the verbal and quantita-
tive comprehension and reasoning skills measurid by the SAT -- if they are to
be systematically developed as abilities facilitative of school and college
perfOrmance -- might be better developed not by special coaching-programs
over the short run, but rather over the long run by regular school instruction
that integrates,the development Of thought_with the development of knowledge.

(4) If coaching can improve SAT scores over and above the experiential
groWth that may occur anyway without the coaching program, are
there not important issues of equity in the access to coaching
programs?

If coaching were to substantially increase test scores without correspond-
ingly improving the skills and abilities measured by the test, there would be
important implications for testing practice. Such an outcome would imPly

that the test or the teiting experience entails unintended sources of
difficulty that can be at least paytially overcome by special.preparatiOn --
anxiety over being evaluated, for instance, or unfamiliarity 4lith item formats

or test-taking strategiea. This suggests -- even though the available studies
find only small average effects, ir any, associated with coacbing programs
stressing test familiarization and practice as opOosed to skill development --
that In the interest of equity all test candidates should have an opportunity
to familiarize themselves with appropriate test formats and to practice
recommended test-taking itrategies. Such familiarization might be accomplished,
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for example, through'ihe,Jiligeni 40 of practice.tests and advisory materials
imilevto those routinely OttribuOd by-the Collegeloard for the SAT.
/seues_of equity of access to such test-miseness.coaching programs and
materials become important to the eitent that student difference's in test-

taking skills pr se-influence unit !scores.
v.

On the other hand, if score increisee,attributable to cosching-represent
commensurate improvements in the Vertal andamatheiiiicil abilities meisured
by the SAT,,then there would belmpo tant implications-for educatiorial
practice and sooial policy. If coaci,ling techniques for fOsiiring ability
deVeloOment could be'specified-that were not an integral Part of the regular
school experience, then the issue ofequity of access to special coaching

programs arises, It is unfortunate ,that menrof the etudies of coaching that
'have-been conducted to date (including the FTC study)-vere not focussed
carefully enough on the content of coaching progreme.and how they are like

and unlike ordinary sctoOl.instruction. The SAT measures the current level
of developed scholastic abilities facilitative-of academic learning. Whether

this Cnrrent level of developed abilities derives in pert from special
,coaching programs pointed toward improved test performance or from regular
educational programs pointed towardImproved school performance_ or from ,

extensive experiential learning in nonschOol settings -- that is, from
coaching or instruction or experience -- is indistinguishable to the SAT.
Thus, the issue of equity of access to coaching programs that are effective
by virtue of ability development-, if such could be identified, is Similar to
the iseue of equity of access to effective school programs or effective life
experiences, for they each have similar consequences for test scores. Such

ability-enhancing coaching programs raise important equity issues of educational
access, to be sure, but they are not new equity issues nor are they unique to

coaching. These are issues thai many educators are paying close attention to.

Lhope these' responses are helpful to your deliberations, and'I greatly
appreciate,the oppocunitr-tb contribute them. For the record, I am alsb

submitting three pubhcations in which thee. issues are discussed in greater
detail in.the context of available scientific evidence. The publicatiOns are

entitled; (1) The Effectiveness of Coaching for the SAT; (2)-Time and tiWthod

in Coaching for the SAT; and, (3) Issues of Effectiveness and Equity in the

Coaching Controversy. / am also appending a brief resune of my credentials

as an expert in the field of educational and peychological:measurement.

Again, thank you for thit privilege=of partiapating in the hearing Process.

Enclosures

db

111-170 0-82le

Sincerely.yours,

d'et4 41- 1 a "4;4'.

Samuel Messick
Vice President for"Risearch
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Samuel Messick

Samuel Messick is Vice President for h and Distinguished

leseLrch Scientist at Educational Testing ervice sild Adjunct Professor

/
of Psychology at City University of New Yo/k Ce ter. He earned

A Ph.D degree in psychology at Princeton Univeraity i 1954 and has

won a nuber of fellowship awards, includ ng aPPoirt4nt as, a resident

fellow a the Center for Advanced Study in the Beha ioral Sciences at

Stanford. He has published over 100 articles in cientific journals and

is the author or editor of a dozen books and mon on such topics

as Problems in Human Assessment and Individuality in Learning. He has

been elected President of two major professiooal 61.anitatiOns in the

field of measurement -- the Psychometric Socie y and the Division of

Evaluation and Measurement of the American Ps chological Association.

He has.served on theeditorial boards of ten !tient fic journals, snd
. .

I

I.

.

for seven years ie was Editor of the Review of Educational Research, a

journal of the As4rican Educational Research sioCiZtion.
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Preface

This report ex'amines evidence and arguments about the effec-
tiveness of coaching for the skr. It views the issue as being much
morecomplicated than the simplistic question of whether coach-
ing works or not. Coaching in and of itself is notautOniatically to
beeither rejected or encouraged; it has to be analyzed and evalu-
-atedit matters what, materials and practices are involved, at
what cost in student time and resources, and with what effect on
student skiffs and-attitudes as well as test scores.

The s;if measures developed abilities of verbal and mathemati-
cal reasoning and comprehension that are acquired gradually over
many years of experience and use in both school and `nonschool
settings. Sy virtue of this graaual development, these intellective
skills are relatively difficult to improve markedly through brief-
courses of intervention in the final -YeaTnr two of high chool
when the SAT is typically taken. Since these abilities are l9rned
in manifold wayi through both instruction and experience, One
would expect high quality instruction over extended periods of
time to improve them andfhence to increase SAT scores. Indeed, -
score gain across the high school years-is the typical pattern ex-
hibited by students taking the SAT. Since coaching at its best is a
form of teaching, the key questions are whether the coaching ex-
perience is of sufficient quality and sufficient duration to yie\ld
significant skill improVement as well as score improvement ovei,
and_abOve the experiential growth that would have occurred re-
gardless oflhe coaching program. If significant improvement re-
quires relatively la.rge amounts of student time devoted 'to coach-
ing, then the rtroblem becomes expanded to include questions of

, the difference hetween coaching and instruction and of the in-
strumental rolnof comprehension and reasoning skills in school
learning as well as their status as explicit objectives of school
learning.

Thus the issue is not just whether coaching works or not, but
how much student time devoted to what kina of coaching orpe-
ilexes yield what level -of score improvements in comparison
with the level of experiential growth occurring without those
coaching experiences. Moreover, since students with different
personal and background characteristics often exhibit different
performance characteristics and probbly even learn in different

9 32
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ways, -we should be alert to th . possibility that coaching pro-
grams, like other forms of teach ng, may have.differential effects
for differelit\kinds of students

The.secondsprinting of this report incorporates the changes pre-
viously noted on an errata sheet prepared after. the firstprinting.

Many individuals have contributed to this effort_ We would
like to thank Thomas Donlon!, Garlic forehand, and Winton
Manning for their careful reviekv of the manuscript; Nathaniel
Hartshorne for his editorial compents; Rex Jackson and Stephen
Ivens for their helpful suggestions on the presentation of argu-
ments /and of suMmary data; Lloyd Bond, Robert Glaser, and
Robert Linn for their advice on esearch and policy implications;

I/
and, Anthony Bryk for his com ents on one of the applications of
the growth model included in ihtt firstprinting of this report. /Spe-

cial thanks go to John Tukey for ihis general review of the anaysis
and its ramifications and, in pahicular, for his gentle insistence
that student contact time in some way or other holds the liey to
understanding coaching effects. . .

I

vi
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This report presents a critique and reanalysis of the Federal Made
Commission's (Frc) study of commercial coaching fot the Scho-
lastic Aptitude TeSt (sm.). The Frc study is one of the Jargest stud-
ies of coaching ever done and one of the few studies of commer-
L al coaching extant, so it merits ,careful examination. But it is
not the only coachibg study ever done nor is it free from prob-
lems of design, so it should be eXamined in the context of.prior
findings.

The,fitst partof the report summarizes,the major results of ear-,
lier studies in a way that draws special attention to the strength's
and limitations of the various study designs. One of the most im-
portant 0 these.design features is random assignment of examin-
ees to coaching treatment groups and noncoaching control
groups, for only with random assignment can we consider treat-
ment effects to be,independent of prior status on any of a hostOf
personal or background characteristics. With random assign-
ment, there are no systematic differences between the experi-
mental and control groups initially and if effective control condi-
tions are maintained, the only systematic difference that will
eventuate is that one group will have received coaching and the
other will not. In the absence of randomization, as is the case in
the nc study, there is an inevitable equivocality in the interpre-
tation of the results because some unmeasured personal charac-
teristics might have influenced both the student's decision to par-
ticipate in a coaching program and that program's apparent effec-
tiveness. That is, the same personal factors that led.a student to
attend coaching school may be responsible, at least in part, for
subsequent SAT performance that appears to be the result of the
coaching program. A number of factors that might lead a person
to seek coaching may also by themselves explain why such a per-
son would subsequently perform better than expected on the out-
come measure or.posttest; for example, a student might not have
scored as well on the PSAT or SAT as.le or his parents expected in
light of high schooLgtades or,, in, contrast, he might be highly
motivated to earn a high score to compensate for a prosaic high
school performance. Thus, the effects of self-selection are con-
founded with effects of,the coaching treatment in nonrandomized;

1
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studies and, consequently,, self-selection 'factors afford plausible
rival explanations for thc results, or for part of tile results, that
might otherwise be identified as coaching effects. In such non-
randomized designs, researChers usually attempt to control sta-
tistically for those potential self-selection factors that have been
-measured and to analyze the lata in alternate ways to assess the

sensitivity or robustness of the findings under various plausible
assumptions, but there is no way to adjust statistically for self-
selection factors that have not been assessed.

An historical appraisal of the effects of coaching on the SAT is
complicated because most of the investigations prior to 'the Frc

study were concerned with diverse special preparation programs
tyPically offered by secondary- schools. Furthermore, some of

these studies used nonrandomized designs and therefore are ham:
pered by the same problems of interpretation that affect the Fir
study; some were also poorly controlled and-involved small sam-

ples. On balance, the average effect associated with participation
in a, coaching or special preparation program according to those

earlier studies that included some type of control group was less
than 10 points for the SAT-Verbal score (on a scale running from
200 to 800 points) and less than 15 points or so for the Math

score. For example, two studies were conducted using random

assignment of students to coaching and control conditions, dne
dealing with SAT-Math and the other with sAT-Verbal: In a study

by Evans and Pike (1973) an average effect of slightly over 1'6
points for sAT-M was obtained-for special preparation involving
seven 3-hour sessions witli 21 additionaL hours of homework;
Alderman and Powers (1979) estimated an overall special prepara-

tion effect across eight secondary schools of al-out 8 points for

sAT-V. However, for particular groups of students and for particu-

lar coaching treatments, estimated effects of over 20 points were

also reported in various studies. Although substantive content of
the coaching programs was not systematically evaluated as part

of these-studies, the smaller effects appear to be associated with
short-ierm cramming or drill-and-practice and the larger effects,
found more often for Math than Verbal, with longer-term inten-
sive programs involving skill development. In addition, results in

at least two earlier studies suggested possible -interactions for

sAT-M a's,a function of years of math taken and sex. Relatively
consistent with this historical context, the yrc study found negli-
gible effects for students attending one coMmercial coaching

schnO1 and average score increases of about 20 to 30 points for

both sAT-V and -M for students attending another school (where
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the coaching program entailed 10 four-hour sessions plus home-
work).

Because random assignment could.not be employed in the Frc
study, this 20- to 30-point effect for students attending onc school
is actually an estimate of the joint effects of coaching and self-
selection. This confounding of treatment and self-selection effects
iS one of the major issues addressed in the critique of the Frc
study that, follows in Section III. It is impossible to determine
with confidence whether the effects reported by the Frc study
may be attributable in whole or in part to self-selection not con:
trolled under the study design rather than to any impact of the
coaching program as such. No statistical reanalysis of the data,
given the study design, can fully solve this problem.

Neverthelesc in an effort to contribute further to an under-
standing of this complex issue of coaching effectiveness, we com-
missioned two major reanalyses of Frc data. The first one .fol-
lowed an analysis-of-covariance type of model similar to the Frc
approach, but included additional background scores as covari-
ates. Furthermore, this first reanalysis introduced an important
refinement in that estimated effects were obtained relative $o the
regression line for noncoached students rather than for pooled
coached and noncoached students as in the Frc analysis. This re-
analysis covered all three commercial schools in the FTC data Set,
including one for which no analyses were undertaken by the FTC
because of its small sample size. The overall results were similar
to the general Frc findings. inconsistent and negligible effects for
students at two schools and for students at the third school com-
bined coaching and self-selection effects of about 20 to 35 points
for both Verbal and Math scores. In addition, for students attend-
ing the two largest schools, this study investigated interactions
between the size of effects and the characteristics or backgrounds
of the students. Two interactions, one involVing race and the
other self-reported parental income, were uncovered for students
at one of the coaching schools, the one exhibiting negligible
effects overall, but not at the other and only for sAT-V, not for
sAT-M. The sample of black students was very small and.some-
what atypical, but black students at that one school exhibited
larger coaching/Self-selection effects=than nonblacks. Similarly,
independent of the race interaction, students reporting low paren-
tal income exhibited somewhat larger coaching/self-selection
effects than those reporting high parental income.

The second Tanalysis employed a model which
takes account of differential rates of growt in SAT scores over

3
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time, ifthey-occur, for the coached and noncoached groups. How-
ever, this analysis does not adjust for self-selection factors br
other differences between the groups on background variables un-
related to differential growth. Because this analysis required
three test scores for each student, it was undertaken only at the
largest coaching school,.the one for'which the Frc found a correla-
tion between coaching school attendance and SKr performance.

--Differential growth iivthe abilities measured by the SAT appeared
to operate in these data more for the Verbal score than for the
Math score. The resulting estimates of the combined coaching/
self-selection effect, taking differential growth into account, were
about 17 points for Verbal and 30 points for Math.

After reviewing earlier:studies and the rrc study, the present
report then considers the implications of the findings for testing
practice and policy. One key issue is the extent tb which in-

_ creased test scores attributable to coaching may represent stable
long-term improvements in the verbal and mathematical reason-
ing skills measured by the SAT or instead reflect the overcoming of
inadvertent sources of test difficulty unrelated to these reasoning
skills, such as difficulty associated with test anxiety and unfamil-
iarity with different item formats and test-taking strategies. No
coaching study, however, has yet directly addressed this basic
question of whether obtained score increases reflect stable ability
improvements or increased test wiseness.

The sAT measures verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities
that develop over many years of experience and use in both non-
school and sthool settings, and it is difficult to improve them
with short-term interventions at seventeen or eighteen years of
age, when the sKr is typically taken. Nonetheless, these abilities
are learned, and effective learning experiences that facilitate their
further development and result in test score increases should be
welcomed. Such score incrf..0...s reflective of improved abilities
do not invalidate the stcron the contrary, they contribute to the
test's construct validity as a measure of verbal and mathematical
reasoning abilities and presumably also to its predictive utility,
since the improved abilities should serve the student well in cri-
terion situations (such as-school or college learning) that entail
verbal and quantitative reasoning by analogy, induction, 'or de-
duction. Issues of equity of access to coaching programs that may
develop these abilities are basically similiar to issues of equity,of
access to effective school programs or to effective nonschool
learning experiences. Thus, any score increases that may repre-
sent mal. improvements in the underlying abilities measured

4'
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would obviously have implicati6ns for instruction and educa-
tional practice. No study to date has systematically addressed the
question of what kind of instruction may be most effective over
what period, for what kinds of students or groups of students, in
improvin& sAT performance. Data that would permit a detailed
comparison and evaluation of the_ commercial coaching -programs
covered in.the Frc _report have not been' made.ayailable.

On the other hand, any score increases that may resultfrom the
reduction of construct-irrelevant difficulty on the test have impli-
cations for testing practice. Such sourees of difficulty should be
eliminated to the extent possible through astute test-construc-
tion procedures. For this reason also, prospectiveNexaminees
should he provided with test familiarization materials sample
tests that can be taken at homt, and other aids to effective _test
taking, such as those prepared and distributed by the College
Board. Issucs of equity of access to coaching 'programs that help
overcome such extraneous test difficulty become important to
the extent that student differences in test-taking skills per se sub-
stantially influence test'scores.
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Before the FTC Study:
The Context of Prior Findings

on Coaching for the SAT

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was developed as a measure of
academic,abilities, to be used toward the end of secondary school
as a predictor of academic performance in college, and as a stan-
dardized supplement to the secondary school record available to
:college admissions officers. The. SAT was explicitly designed, to
differ from achievement tests in school subjeCts in the sense that
its content is drawn froth a wide variety of substantive areas, not
tied to a particular course of study, curriculum, or program.
Moreover, it taps intellectual processes of comprehension and
reasoning that may be influenced by experiences outside as well
as inside the classroom. These intellectual skills are exercised to
some degree in all subject-matter Areas at all levels of schooling,
as well as in response to real-life situations. These skills are
thereby learned in manifold ways and gradually develop over time
as a function of both instruction and experience. The growth of
these acquired abilities thus tends to be slower than growth in
achievement areas such as French, chemistry, ancient history,
and trigonometry, whidi are pritnarily.learned as a function of
curriculum and instruction. In addition, the SAT is intended as a
prospective measure for the prediction of future academic perfor-
mance rather than as a retrospective measure for the,evaluation
of past school-related attainment. The specificitem content on
the sAT attempts to sample the sort of cognitive-Skills underlying
college-level performance: reading With comprehension, under-
standing vocabulary, verbal reasoning, computational skills,
quantitative reasoning, and problem solving.

Thus, the purpose of the SAT iS to predict academic succeSs in
college:It was.designed to reflect verbal and mathematical abili-
ties that are acquired over an extended period and hence caA be
expecied to be difficult to improve substantially- thrbugh short-
term instructional efforts...However, these reasoning abilities are
learned and if-effective learning eicperiendes, including effective
coaching programs, facilitate their development, one would
expect not only increases in SAT scores but also increases in crite-

7
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rion performancein this case, performance in college. Such
increases in test scores and academic performance do not invali-
date the SATrather, they.contribute t4o its construct validity and
predictive utility. Coaching or special preparation programs that
increase test scores that were inaccurately low because of anxi-
ety, for example, or test unfamiliarity would also improve the
validity of measurement by virtue of reducing the prior invalidity
of measurement. If, on the other hand, special preparation or
coaching efforts result in a substantial increase in test scores
without a corresponding positive effect on the level of verbal and
mathematical reasoning abilities measurecLby the test, the. value
of the test scoies fo- admissions purposes would be undermined.

Thus-, three majorlpotential effects of coaching may be distin-
,,,x4shedi.first,,some coaching progranis may improve the abilities

'tkriti-skills measured .by the test, resulthig in.commenSurate
increases in test scores; second, some coachink programs May
enhance test-taking Sophistication or 'reduce anxiety associated
with taking tests, resulting in increased test scores that are more
accurate assessments of ability and skill; and, third, some coach-
ing programs may teach test-taking strategies and answer-selec-
tion tricks,f resulting in increased test scores that are inaccurately
high. Some coaching programs, of course, may produce none of
these effects or more than 9ne in various combinations. The first
two effects, if they were realized, would be good from the stand-
point of the student and good from the standpoint of test validity.
The third effect is probably minor with well-construdted tests,
because test-makers should strive to minimize the use of compli-
cated or tricky item formats and to eliminate items that may be
answered on the basis of clues unrelated to the abilities tested.
Moreover, test-makers should also strive to reduce the.import of
the second possible effect of coaching by providing test-familiari-
zatinn.rnaterials and practice tests to all candidates as well as ad-
yice on guessing, reviewing, pacing, and the like, in part to re-
duce apprehension about what to expect. With respect to the first
type of effect, if coathing or special preparation programs can im-
prove the abilities measured by the SAT, the effective components
and techniques should be identified and incorporated more wide-

in secondary- and possibly elementary-school instruction.
There is little question that the verbal and mathematical abilities
measured by the SAT are learned, but there are large questions
about how they can be taught.

There is a progression or ordering of educational tests ranging
from measures of scholastic and intellectual abilities at one pole,

8
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with content drawn from a variety of substantive areas, topea-
sures of academic attainment it the other pole, with content spe-
cialized by subject-matter field. The SAT falls toward the first
extremeit taps general intellectual processes that develop grad-
ually over many years of experience and use both inside the class-
room and in everyday life, and these processes should therefore be
relatively difficult to enhance markedly through brief courses of
intervention. The typical educational achievement tett falls
toward the other extremeit taps speeific knowledge and skills
acqoired through the. normal course of classroom instruction or
independent study, and this knowledge and skill should therefore
be relatively responsive, to instructional intervention, even in
bri,ef.courses. Similarly, there is a progressionof types of prepara-
tiop for taking exatninations rangingjrorn simple, practice op
sample items at one extreme to theprovision ofintensive instruc-
tion aimed at developing ability. and-knowledge ,at the other ex-

. treme. What has come to be called "coaching" is now 'generally
considered to fall anywhere in the broad range between these two
extremes, entailing some combination, Of test familiarization,
drill-and-practice with feedback, training in strategies for general
test-taking and for specific item formats, subject-matter review,
and skill-development exercisesalthough widespread usage of

the term in the past tended to underscore drill and cramming
toward the practice end of this range. The important point, how-
ever, whatever the special test preparation is called, is whether or
not it leads to significaqt test score increases and, if it does,

, whether those ,increases represent genuine long-term improve-
ments in the knowledge and abilities measured by the test as op-
posed to enhanced test-taking skills irrelevant to the purposes of
teSting. The studies that have been undertaken in this area, in-
cluding the Frc study, have tended to focus on the prior question
of whether or not special preparation may produce score in-
creases. Because of the relatively modest effects identified, there
has been little impetus to consider whether any obtained score in-
creaies represent improved abilities that endure over along term.

Although there was considerable variation in the score in-
creases observed for particular groups of students and for particu-
lar programs or treatments, the earlier studies on the average
reported score increases associated with special preparation, rela-
tive to score increases for control groups, of less than 10 points on
SAT-Verbal and less than 15 points on sAT-Math, on a score scale
ranging from 200 to 800 points. Studies lacking control groups
yielded larger effects but since they differed from control-group

94E
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studies,not only in design characteristics but in critical program
characterists, their 'interpretation is especially problematic. In
spite 04 anaploarent consistency of results when some type of con-,
trol-group comparison was included, many of these studies had
methodological weakneSses that detract from the strength of the
conclusions drawn. We now summarize the results of these ear-
lier studies and consider in detail their particular strengths and
weaknesses. The F-rc study will beorana yzed in the next sectiOn of
this report. -

Studies With No Control Groups

Three studies.have 'been conductedthose by Pallone in 1961, by
Marron in 1965/and by Coffman and Parry in 1967that lacked
any control group for evaluating unusual patterns of score'
change. Pallont (1961) looked-at the effects of short- and long-
term intensive developmental reading courses on SAT scores of
students LI a private school for boys. The courses were under-

,taken "for students in their final year of pre-college' work, in-
cluding a large number of high schooligraduates who were com-
pleting a year of post-high school spdy in preparation for en-
trance into the U.S. government academies" (p. 655). According
to Pallone, to iniprove the skills measured by the SAT, "not
'coaching' methods, but instruction of a developmental nature in
reading and' vocabulary skills was indicated. Improvement in
Scores could be expectedonly if the basic skills measured by the
test were first strengthened" (pp. 654-655). This program provid-
ed focussed instruction to strengthen reading-achievornecat-alon
with intensive practice in reading skills, inCluding such special
skills- as skimming and critical reading, as well as a briefanalysis
of typical 'verbal analogy test items. Approximately 20-Ruderits-
participated in a six-week summer pilot program that met for 90
minutes daily. Substantial percentile, increases corresponding to
mean reading achievement were reported on the basis of pre- and
posttest results. An average score increase of 98 points was ob-
tained on sm.-Verbal ,from the March 1959 to August 1959 admin-
istrations. The long-term pro-gram covered a six-month period
from September to March with daily meetifigs of 50 minutes
each, From March of 1959 to March of 1960 for some 80 students
who completed the long-term course, an average sAT-V increase of
102 points was reported, although the difference in mean scores
in Pallone's Table 3 (p. 656) was only 84. The students who par-

10
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i
ipatefl'in the summer program also_campleted-t4-1-ong-ter-,

re ing.course. The mean increaseln their Verbal Scores for' the.,
per d from March 1959 to March 1960.was almost 122 pointS, or,
an a erage of about 24 points over the increase reported after:the

,

sumfrier course. Tbe special quality of the sample and:-.the lack of -

coii-41 groups seVerely limitabe implications of these fiiidings
vis-.4-1kis coaching. Furthermore, the instructional focus on skill_
development and the intensive and long-term nature of the pro-

I

'grams piut Pallone's efforts close to what Ordinarily would be con-
I

sidered 'instruction" in contradistinction to "cbaching," as,Pal-
lone him elf insisted:

_ In the bsenee-of-e-WroLgroups of similar students at this pie-:
paratory s hool who were not taking pallone's course, it is diffi-

I

cult to ass ss the import of these score gains. Pallone 11961) sug-
gested co paring them with normal eXpectations of gains! Of .,

about 35po on sKr-V during-the final secondaly school year,
which woui4 yield an instructional nr program effect oi about 83

points for.th summer pilot program (prorated for the five months
between test ) and about 74 points for the long-term program.
This is not a ery satisfactory comparison, however, since Pal-
lone's student were not representative of students in their final '

year of high scF1ool who take the SAT. Slack and Porter (1980) sug;
, gested,compari g Pallone's results with average gains in ndtional,'

administratn of junior- -tot senior-year fete§teis having :the
same initial_ave age score levels as Pallone's students, Which, yields prcy-tted i structional effects of 85 and 79 points, respec-
tivelyjor tht; su mer and long-term programs. Again, this is not
a very satisfactory comparison because Pallonee-private schonl t
students were hot a representative sample of the national popula7
tion of test repeate, s. Pike (1978) suggested comparing Pallone's
results with averaglgains of control students in superior schoolS
from other studies qf proprietary programsfor example, thoSe
conducted by Frankel (1960) and by Whitla (1962) .described

.

below. When adjusted for time differences between pre- and poSt-
test,s in these studies, this comparison leads, to instructional
effects of .about 75 and 53 points, respeetively, for the summer_
-and long-term programs. If compared withscoregains ofcontrol

. students in other coaching-studies who had average-initlif scOre
levels roughly:comparable to Pallone's groups, namely ih this in-

_ ___ _ _ _ =

stance a SerectiOn-ofctifitioT ichoOlg from the study by_pear_ ,
1(1958) described below $1 the adjusted instructional effects are 80

.1
and 65 points, respectively. The,point is that in the absenc'e of
comp rable control groups, no generally satisfactory estimate of

. ..---

_
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instructional effects can be ort'ained::if an average is.taken across
the four adjustmentslust suggested, the.resulting estimates of in;
structional effects are 81 ah4 68 points, respectively, for, the sum-
.mer and long-terin programs. These values are very likely still
overestimates, however, because none of the_ comparisons can
take into account the highly self-selected hature,ofTallone'g.pri-
vate school students, many of vhoni were completing a Ozist-b.
school year highly motivated to increase their chances:bf entering
service academies or selective colleges. But given the.dveiall size
of the .effects, even with somewhat larger adjustnients, it seen-ks
likely that Pallone's (1961) intensive summer and long-term ef-
forts at ,"instruction of. a developmental nature" may have suc-
ceeded to,same degreg.inzstrengthening basic skills measur,r1 by
the w. .:..1

Marron (1965) examined SAT score gains for students at ten
well-known preparatory schools that! specialize in preparing high
schoel .graduates for admission, tnithe service academieS and
selective colleges. The instructional programs entailed "six
months of full-time exposure to cOurse contefit that is directly
related to the verbal and-mathematics College Board tests (lioth
Aptitude and Achievement)" (p. 1). A sppc,ial administration ef
sAT-V and -M and Collcge Board achievement tests (English com-
position and intermediatf or advanced math) at all ten schools in
Septenibet 1962 seried asithe pretest, while theposttest was!tiie
regular College Board, admissioni testing administration in
March 11963. It should be,noted tha't if the leverof motivation and
effort oh a specialpretesuthat did not count for college admission
Was nok comparable to that on the regular posttest, din instruc-
tional effects in Matron's study would likely !be overestimated.
Since si4nificant differences were obtained amoRg the ten schools
with respect to both the'September preiest scores.and the Mareh
posttest scores and these latter differenCes remained significant
in, analyS,es of covariance adjusting _for pretest levels, theffieiall
results wre reported separately for groups of schools ha4ing non-
significant differences within group.. Score gains on sAT-V were 77
:points foi,group .1 (2 schools, N = 83), 56 points for group 2 (6
schools, N = 600), 47 points for group 3 (I school', N=5), àn4 35
points for group 4 (1 school., iv 726); the, weighted -average TN
increase over all groups' was,58 points. Score increaseshr SA
were 83 pOints foE group 1 (4 schools, N = 232),. 78 points for
4rottp 2. (3 SchoolS, N =405); and 72 points for grouP 3 (3 schools,
N. 78); the weighted average sAT-M increase over all groups was
79 points. iVeighted average gains on achievement tests were 83

12
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1
points 10 English coTposition, 133 points -for intermediate
math, and 127 points for advanced math. Again, in theabsence oi
comcol groups, it idifficult to aPpraise the size of-these instrup-
tional'effects,but it Appears that on a 'relative 'basis achievement
test scores imProved much more than SAT scbreson the average
about,half again as Much.' --., / 'L

Marron (1965) suggesled cdrm3aring the SAT score gains with
those considered typical for males in their senior year in ieebn- _

dary School, which he repoited'based on College Board 40 /
porn s for sAT-V 'and 43-peints for sKr-M over a 10-mi nth tes

%
mter al. Prorated for the six-Month -testing interval in MairlOn s
study, this yields an adjusted weighted average ,of 34 points fo
sAT-.V a d 53 points for sA.T-M. As-was done for Pallone's (- 961

, results, e suggested adjustrrOntsOf Slack and Psirter (1930 rid,:
.Pike (197 We also applied '03 Marron's 'figiires, along wit ari

adjustment ased on score gains of control students in 9ther
,-- coaching studies who had, average initial score levels rorighly

comparable to Marron's groups. If an_average of all four of 'tltse
adjustments is taken; the resulting weighted average valms are
35 points for sAT-V and 54 points for sAT-M. But again, none of
these adjustments is very satisfactory because nonof tht sug-
gested, comparisons takes into account the highty self-selcted,'
nature of Marron's students, thereby leaving,ithpor,tant 'factors of
differential motivation and growth unconttolled. In any eyent,

.the relevance of Marronsell 965) study to the issue of "coaehing"
is arguable, since six months of-Jull-time exposure to courseicon-
tent directed at verbal and mathematical knowledge and s'kills !

would ordinarily he considered "instruction.' 12 ese score 'gains,
whatever comparison groups they Are contrasted vyith, mightthet-
ter be interpreted/as testimony to the learning ankkill devellop-

- ment that highly motivated high school graduates can accorn="
plish with six months of full-time concentrated effort on focussed

. \
'curricula. A

In anattempt to explore iurther the effects of developmeritaf
reading instruction on sAT-V scores, especially in light of Pal-
lone's (1961) findings, Coffman arid Parry (1967) undertook a
study of three groups of college freshmen who took the sAT-Y -

before And after completing a,cours,e.in acceleratedfeading. T'ller
course was described as stressing sPeed of reading with,relatie
accupcy. Pre- and posttest scores based on special administra-
tions of t11,-; SAT were available for two small groups of 10-and 9
students who elected- an ,eight-week course meeting six hours
each week. Pre- and posttest sAT-V scores were also available for
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25,students w.hose course-met three hours a week, for 15 weeks.
For the eight-week cou ,id, the increases in sAT-V Viere 3.5 and 9.9
points, while a 28.9 mean loss was observed for t c group taking
the 15-week course. -This score decrease in -the 5-week course
may stem from problems of test administration and score-equat-
ing since timeconstraints dictated the -use-of a $hortened,sAT-V
for that group. It may also reflect problenis in the motivation of
students who take a special SAT when they are already,in college,
as may the relativeli modest score increases in the ,other two
groupsalthough all of these students were prbsiithably moti-
vated to enroll in the course, Which explicitly entailed_taking thc
SAT. In addition, the luck of conol groups,is again a factor that
seriously impairs the usefulnessnf these results. Although these
findings are In sharp contraSt to the score increases-reported by
liallone, the accelerated reading program studied by Coffman and

. Parry appears tO be conside:ably different froM Pallone's develop-
mental readiriffienlum and apparently iot as directly rele-
vant-to the skills measured by the SAT.

)'
t.1

Studies With Nonegalvaient COntroli Groups
_ .

Aisecond methodological weakness obtains;in three other earlier
Stuies: Although each incorporated -control'groups, these groups
were drawn from schools different from thos providing special
preparation (Or the experimental st(idents thus confounding-
treatment or preparation effects with school effects.

Dyer (1953) studied seniors atEFOIighly selectiveindtpendent,
school's fot bO-225 students at one school- served as the treat-
ment group and 193 students at the other school served as the
control group. The students at both sch2ols took ehe SAT twice%
oncein Septenther 1951 and'again in March 1952, The two groups

-of students were similar with respect to length of fink enrolled in
.tbc scFlool, level of SAT txores, and The revel and number of
foitignTlanguage and" Math courses taken. The experiMental
group completed .12 verbal practice exercises in 30- to 60-minute
sessions and'five math practice exercises in 60- to,90:.minute ses-

'sions. The'control variables in an analysis of covariance were in-
itial SAT scores, ntiniherof years each student had been enrolled in
school, and the:number and level of foreign-language anclmathe-
matics coueses taken in the senior year. The estiinated increase
in score for the treatment group over the-control group was about
41/2. (4.6)-points in Verbal and about. 13 (12.?) pointS- in Math.

14
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When ,he students were divided into t ose who were nOt taking
mathennatics courses as,semors and tho e who were, the o-math
boys who were coached gained pver 29t points more tb n those
who w4re not coached. In contr st, it ivas foUnd that the 'boys
taking iathematics who were côiched gained 3.3 points more
than th se taking mathematics ho w re not coached. Dyer's
conclusi ns were (1) ihat coaching on sA -Verbal is not likely to. ,.

be effect ye; (2) coachi9 on sKr-Math wi I be of some 'advantage
/only if tIie students coached are not alre dy enrolled-in regular,

( math col MS.
Inj 95. , John W. French reported a stu y conducted at three

schohls. the students at School A (N= 1581 pursued their regular
courses 1,t4th no atteMpt at special prepa lation for the SAT and
served as a control itoup for coaching in binth Verk1 and plla

hthe stude ts,at School B (N= 110) served as treatment group fitorf

Verbal an as a control group for Math; Ind, the students at
School C IN =,1611 served as a treatment gmup- for both Verbal
and Math ,11The special preparation program in Verbal at School 43

differed from the one atSchool C in that the flormer primarily em-
phasized vocabulary for a total of '4 Iii'hours,, While the latterre-
viewed 10i Verbal exercises -more representative of sKr-V skills.

1
The students were all seniors who planned to'go to _college' In
addition, some students in School C participated who were-en-
rolled in a technical course. All students took the SKr in Septem-
ber 1953 at'ul again in March 1'954. The data were subjected Ito an
analysis of:covariance, using SAT scores earned in September 1953
,as.the independent or control variable and SAT scores earned in
March 195'14 a& the depcndent or outcome Ifariable. The results of
French's analysis were miked. The advantage in Verbal score for

boys and liirls, combinedwho were coached over those who were
not coachpd was foundlo be.18 points in.,ine school and 5 poidts
in anothei ,Ithe one with the vocabulary pnaching prograM). The
se:ire increase in Math for boys and ,girls combined who were
coached Over those who were not coached was shown to be 6'
points when compared to one control schoo1 and 18 points when
compared to the other. Thus, the largest benefit resulting from
Poaching for groups of boys and girls combined was 18 points in
Verbatand (18 points in Math. When broken down by sex and cur-
lent .eprollment in math &urses, the sAT-M data indicated that
oacluld b Ys not studying math at the time of co ching showed
miter. Inc eases over control students than did, coached boys

Iliho were tudying math, by about 4 points in one' school and 10

ii theothe . This pattern of higher coaching effecs, for boys notl

15\
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,

currently studying math is consistent with the Dyer results. In

contrast, coached girls not studying math at the time showed'
smaller increases over control students than did coached girls
who were studying math. Coached girls cnitently studying math
exhibited score increases of about 20 and 30 points over the non-
coached girls currently studying math in the two control schools,
whereas the coached girls not studying math exceeded their non-
coachecounterparts in the two,rnath control sdhools by only 1
and 4 points.

French also investigated the effects of using soMe identical
items in coaching and on the posttest. Shortly before\ the March
SAT administration, the students in School C were given a pra.-
tice test containing 50 verbal and reading items and 34 math
itemS, half of which had been included in the previous practice
exercises of the coaching course. Students at a fourth schoOlivho
received no special preparation seyved as a control group. The raw
scores on the,familiar and unfamiliar halves of the test were each
converted to the SAT 200- to 800-0oint scale, and in an analysis of
covariance the score-cn the coached kerns wa; predicted from the
score on the uncoacheci 'items. A compari' ;on of the results
showed an increase of 15 ponits' on sAT-m and/47 points on sAT-v
for the coached over.the uncoached:.,tudentc,-on the projected full-
length test made up of itenis explicitly coached. These findings
relate to a test made up of items identical to those on which stu-
dents received coaching, and it is unlikely that this 'situation
would ever arise in practice. Nevertheless, in 1974 June Stern in-
cluded'an identical subset of iterns in the Ail SAT administration
and again in the November adeninistration withno èxperimelital
coaching intervention. She found that the aVerage net gain in Ver-
bal as well as in the Math score was approximately 17 points for
repeaters of identical items over gains for repeaters oi non-identi-
cal items. Clearly, if just taking an identical subset of items twice
yields a 17-point increase, the effects of coaching on identical
items, if one had access to them, could be substantial%

In 1958, Robert Dear reported a study to determine whether
longer periods of coaching in small groupstwo class periods a
week for 6 weeks and for 12 weekswere likely to be more effec-

tive than the shorter-term coaching studied by Dyer and by
French. In Dear's study, 6 public and 4 private secondary schools
were chosen randomly from a list of schools from which at least
45 students had taken the SAT as juniors in May of 1956. A treat-
ment group from each school was selected at random from stu-
dents who volunteered for coaching. A second\ group of nine

1,6
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schools_from the same geographical regionthe New York-New
Jersey-Greater Philadelphia areawas drawn at random as the
group of control l_hools. All students eligible for the study had
indicated an interest in being coached. Three students were
selected from each school from each of three ability levels-90
coached students and 81 control students. Of these, 71 coached
and 79 uncoached students took the SAT in May 1956 and in
March 1957. The coaching program began in mid-November and
continued through mid-March with weekly coaching sessions
supplemented by one additional hour of homework each week.
Most students repeated the SAT in January 1957, halfway through
the coaching period, and again in March 1957. The January re-
sults showed about a 22-point advantage for 60 coached students
on Math, but a 21/2-poirit disadvantage on Verbal. The control
groups for this January administration included all uncoached
students (N = 526) in both the same schools and the Contml
schools who indicated interest in being coddled. The March, ad-
v`antage for the coached students on Math was about 24 points.
The Verbal score results, unfortunately, were not determined be-

cause of a. significant difference in the slopes of the regression
lines for the coached and uncoached growls.

Studies With Matched Control Groups

A third. methodological problem occurs in studies in which con-
trol and experimental students, although from the same school,
are not assigned randOmly but are matched on selected measures,
thereby still permitting systematic differences between the
groups on other nonassessed variables. In 1960, Edward Frankel
published the first study on the effects of commercial coaching on
SAT scores. Frankel selected 45 'high school students who had
taken commercial coaching courses and matched them with 45
control students from the same high school in the following,
ways: (1) their pretest scores on the,May 1958 SAT were within 10
points of each other on both Verbal and Math; (2) they had taken
the same form of the SAT in either December 1958 or January 1959
to serve as a posttest; and, (3) they were of the same sex. Within
each pair, one had taken a commercial coadhing course involving
roughly 30. hours;of coaching in classes of about 25 students be-
tween May 1958 and January 1959.,In brief; Frankel found an 8.4
point advantage for coached students on Verbal and a 9.4 point ad-

vantage on Math.

17'
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In 1962, Dean Whit la compared the score increases of 52 still
dents who had attended an intensive 10-hour course in improved
study habits, redding skills, and math concepts at a proprietary
school in Boston with the score increases of a comparable group
of 52 students from the same area who had not taken a coaching
course. All of the students had taken the SAT in March or May of
their,junior year and, in addition, were administered a special SAT
in the fall of 1959 when the study began; the January 1960 SAT
served as the posttest. The average V and M scores of the two
groups_were within one point of each other on the sPring SAT and
within two points on the fall pretest, suggesting that the two
groups were not only well-matched in terms of initial level but
also in terms of growth rate over this period. Whit la found an 11-
point advantage for the coar hed group onyerbal but a 5-point dis- .
advantages.= Math whenthe posttest was compared with the fall
pretest; there was a 10-point advantage on Verbal "and a 7-point
disadvantages= Math when compared with the spring SAT.

Studies With Randomized Control droups

Three studies employing a randomized design have been carried
out. The first one, by Roberts and Oppenheim (1966), utilized the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PsAT) as both pretest and
posttest. In contrast to earlier coaehing studies that involved
highly. seketive and effective private schools and specialized or
suburban public schools, the Roberts and Oppenheim study was
undertaken to investigate whether students receiving less ade-
quate instruction might especially benefit from special prepara-
tion. bata were collected from 18 predominately, if not entirely,
black secondary schools in rural and urban Tennessee. In- 6
schools coaching consisted of special instruction in verbal mate-
rial, in 8 schools coaching was for mathematics, and in 4 schools
no special instruction was provided. Within the treatment
schools students were assigned randomly to coached and un-
coached groups. The instruction was provided in 15 half-hour ses;
sions over a 4- to 67week period. tie results, showed small in-
creases for the coached groups over the control groups: about 11/2
(1.44) points on PsAT-Verbal and less than 1 (.81) point on
PsAT-Math, increases which correspond to about 14 points on
sAT-Verbal and 8 points on s,AT-Math. This advantage of coached
over control groups, however, was due as much to score decreases
on the part of the control students, possibly signaling problems in

18
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motivation or attrition, as to score increases on the part of the
coached students.

Atecond randomized study, conducted by Evans and Pike
(19n; Pike & Evans, 1972), examined intensive coaching efforts
in the math area. A sample of 509 students in 12 schools partici-
pated in the-study. The coached students received 21 hours din-
struction and 21 houys of homework, over a 7-week period during
November and December 1970, directed. at one of the 'following
item types: Regular Math (RM), Data Sufficiency (Ds), or Quanti-
tative Comparisons (pc). Three randomly chosen groups of stu-
dents were defined in each school:one to be instructed in QC, one
in either RM or DS, and one as a control group. These Foups took
the SAT first in October 1970, whichserved as ?, pretest, and again
in Deainber-1970 (posttest) and April 1971 (delayed posttest).
The pretest and posttest were special administrations of the SAT,
whereas the delayed posttest was a regular administration. The
three experimental groups were given special preparation during
November and December, and the control group received instruc-
tion after the 'December posttest. On this schedule, all groups
received instruction in test-taking skillsbecoming familiar
with testdireetions, pacing, and appropriate strategies for using
partial information and guessing. All groups also had instruction
in math contentnumerical facts, numerical and basic algebraic
skills, and in particular mathematical areas such as inequalities.
In addition, there was practice on one of the item types for stu-
dents-in-each respective experimental grotqS. The study revealed
score increa4es beyond those experienced by the control group for
each of the three e.Rerimental groups coached on a particular
item type. However, because the EvansPike study was-designed
to investigate the relative susceptibility, of three item,, formats to
special instruction, it is difficifit to say just how large the effects
were in terms of SAT scores. The authors' best estimate of score
increases reflective of coaching for all four groups over -the total
period from Octobe,r to April was about 25 points. The average in-
crease over the control group-lor the three experiniental item-
type groups, weighted according to their respective samPle sizes,
was 16.5 points over the period from the October pretest to the
December posttest. Pike (1978) later conjectured that, still-keep-
ing withimthe total 21 hours of special preparation, a judicious
combination of inStruction for both RM and DS, the two major
item-types then in sKr-M, would be expected io yield coaching or
special preparation effects of about 33' i)oints.

In the.third randomized study, Alderman and Powers (1979) in-

19
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vestigated the effectiveness of existing secondary school pro-
grams that had been initiated by the schools to improve1the per-
formance of students on the sKr-Verbal scale. Students at each of
eight schools-for whom PSAT scores were available were randomly
assigned to a special-prepagration group or to a control group. Ac-
cess to the sampreparation course was delayed for controFstu-
dents for the' purpose of this study. A special administration of a
retired SAT was used as the posttest. Across the eight sOiools,the
overall increase in sKr-V attributable to special preparation was
about eight points, which is statistically significant at the .05
level. The actual effects ranged from -3 points at one school to
+ 28 at another. Differences in effectiveness between the coach-
ing programs were not statistically significant from school to
school, however, and the best Statistical estimate of the range
was from 4 to 1'6 points. Nor, apparently, did the control groups
react in comparable fashion from school to school, possibly re-
flectingdifferences in motivation or seriousness in approaching a
special SAT. The largest school effect of 28 points, for example,
resulted in part from a control-group decrease almost equal in
magnitude to the treatment-group increase (-11 score points in
going from the converted PSAT to the SAT for the control group ver-
sus + 13 score points for the treatment group, which yields a 28-
point school effect after covariance adjustments are made). An
attenuated form of this pattern occurred at two other schools,
whereas the remaining five schools showed varying degrees of
score increase for both treatment and control groups. Overall,
only one-tenth of one percept of the total variance in sicr-V scores
was accounted for by special preparation alone, while school'at-
tended-taken alone accounted for 24 percent of the Verbal score
variance. Furthermore, Scores on the PSAT-V and the Test-of Stan-
dard Written English accounted for 54 and 39 percent ofsAT-Ver-
bal score variance, respectively. The authors concluded that the
school attended and scores on earlier tests of verbal and writing
ability contribute much more to determining sKr-V 'scores than
did special preparation as typically offeredi by secondary schools.

Another, more subtle methodological problem has emerged in
the process of reviewing these coaching-studies having random-
ized control groups, namely the problem of engendering and
maintaining realistic motivation for taking the posttest SATpespe-
cially for uncoached.control- students. Developing realistic Moti-
vation and effort for taking pre- and posttests is a common re-
quirement of all coaching studies. However, the three experi-
ments that employed randomized control groups happened also

20
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to use as the posttest a special administrationflf the SAT. or PSAT.
rather than a regular administration. These special administra-
tions may' have been viewed to some degree as practice tests that
did not count for the record, thereby eliciting less motivation and
effort than would a regular SAT administration. Warning signals
suggesting this possibility were noted in the Alderman and
Powers (1979) Study, in which control- groups in three schools
were found to exhibit score decreases in going from P Legular PsAT
to a special SAT, even though...the expectation is for a score in-
crease from an October PSAT to a Spring SAT of upwards of 10 or 12
points, which is the bisal estimate provided by national adminis-
tration samples. Such control-group score decreases may substan-
tially complicate the interpretation of the results. One- way of
yiewing the Alderman and,Powers analysis, for example, is that
their appraisal of the import of within-school intercept differ-,
ences,tacitly implies that within each of the eight schools the
effect on student performance of taking a special rather than a
regular SAT operates consistently for both uncoached and coached
students on thc average. Differences in performance between
these groups at a given school may then be used to estimate

.coaching effects on the implicit assumption that any resluced mo-
tivation and effort on the special sAT posttest would have lowered
mean performance levels of both groups io about the same degree.
.Such assumptions are not as apparent when the analysis is
viewed, in terms of sampling fluctuations across eight indepen-
dent samples: The control-group score changes fromopretest to
posttest ranged from -11 to + 30 with a mean of 8, and ihe treat-
ment-group score changes ranged from 3 to 44 with a mean of 17;
the 9 point, overall advantage for the coached over the control
students, when adjustments for covariat are made, corresponds
to the 8 point coaching effect reported ifr...e study.

Control-group scores also decreased in the Roberts and Oppen-
helm, (1966) study, which similarly employed' a special adminis-
tration posttest, in that case a special PSAT. Unlike Alderman and
Powers, who used a regular administration of the PSAT,a$ a pre-
test, the -Roberts and' OppenheiraTtetest PSAT was a special ad-
ministration as well. None of the nonrandomiied coaching stud-

reviewed-earlier displayed control-group score decreases, and
thexposttest in all of those studies was a regular administration of
the sq.although Dyer (1953), French (1955), and Whitla (1962)
did use\special °pretest administrations and thereby introduced
the, possibility of other biases. The remaining,randomized study,
conducted by Evans and Pike (1973), employed special adminis-.

9 5.3(
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.tradon skrs as both pretest and posttest, but their delayed post-
test was a regular sAT administration. Pike's (1978) subsequent
interpretation of score.increases from posttest to delayed'posttest
as reflecting the long-term consolidation or continuance of, gains
due to coaching becomes jeopardized from this vantage point by
the plausible rival interpretation that those score gains instead
reflect increases in motivation and effort in going from 3 special
administration to a regular one.

Comparison of Results Across Studies of Coachinv

For numerous
1

'7asons, including the .diversity of design limita-
tions and the differences in sample sizes, it is difficult to compare
resats across these several studies in a meaningful way (cf, Pike,
19.78). tableliTiiiFigEras one such attempt for those studies
having some kyin of control group. The size of coaching effeCts
reported there vere calculated uniformly as follows: When analy-
sis of covarianc was performed, the reported values are intercept
differences be ween the experimental and control regTession
lines, weight in the case of multiple experimental or -,control
groups y their respective sample sizes. In four studies nonreport-
ing analyses of covariance, the values in Table If-1 are average
score increases of experimental over control groups, again
weighted in the case of multiple experimental or control groups
by their respective sample sizes. Two of these latter studies (by
Fiankel and.by Whitla):involved statistical matching, and two (by
Roberts and Oppenheim and by Evans and Pike) involved ran-
dornizatipn. Averaging these results over all of the studies in
,Table II-1, weighting in each case by the size of the experimental
sample, yields 9.1 points for Verbal and 13.0 points for Math (tlie
unweighted averages are 8.5 points for Verbal and 12.3 points for
Math).

For those studies having no control groups, a summary is pro-
vided in Table 11-2. The special preparation programs summarized
there focus on ,verbal or mathematical cdnteat knowledge and
skill development and entail the largest amounts of student con-
tact time of any of the studies reviewed, which would ordinarily
lead one to characterize them as instruction rather thartcoachin8.
These programs range froT 45 hoursof student contact time ovet:
6 weeks to 48 hours over 8 weeks to roughly 100 hours over 6
months to,virtually full-time over 6 months or approximately 600
hours. In contrast, the most intensive of the control-grOup stud-

22
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Tabló 11 -1

Average Differenc.e Between Experimental and Control Croups in Studies of-SAT Interventions (Adapted from Donlon)

Sample Characteristics

School Level Sex
ssr Verbal Significance ..11 sar.Marh Sisnificance N

Characteristics of tlie Special Preparation Differenee LeveP Exp /Control Difference Level, Exp /Control

Dyer 119531
Control, different school

French 119551
Control, dilfercnt school
Frenchil9551
Control, different school

Private

Public

Public

Dear 09581 Public,
'Control, same and Ps Private
different schools

Dear 119581 Public
Control, same and & Private
differ s. nt schools

Frankel 09601 Public
Control, URIC school
statistically matched

Whir 14119621 Public
Control, statistically & route
matched

Roberts &Qppenheim Public
1196M
Randonimd
bans & Pike ,197 I i iNte
Randomized

Alderman & Powers
119791

Randomized

Public
& Private

1.1 S Seniors M Twelve-30.60minute sessions for verbal,
five 60.90 mintite sessionS for math

11 S. Seniors M+ F Ten verbal and tet.i math coaching
.sesstons using Mc item materials

II S Seniors M +F Total verbal coaching 4Ik houm math
coaching was ten sessions using Yrs item
materials

Fl S Seniors M + F Approximately 6 weekly Zhour, 2.person
Coaching sessions, plus 1 hour of home.
work each week

81 S Seniors M + F Approximately 12 weekly 2,hour, 2person
coaching sessions plus 1 hour of homework
each Week

II ,S Seniors M +F Ten 3.hour,25.person sessions of
coaching

II S Seniors M +-F Commercial proprietary school. Five
2,hour sessions plus intensive homework
Verbil and maih

II $ Juniors M. F 755 hours of programmed instruction in
testtaking and in verbal and math ......

content
II S Juniors M ..F Test-taking skills, math content Seven

3hour sessions, 21 additional hours of
homework

H S juniors P4 . F Varied st rategics, at eight schools,
centeringiin reading and analogies; time
range 5.45 hours

Ayer.ige weighted by sixe of experimental 8.114k

4 A 03 225/193 12 9 01 2251 193 '

18 A 01 161/158 6 2 01 1611158 ;

5 0 , 05 110/138 18 0 01 161/110

-2 5 N S. 60/526 21 5 01 601526

-,- 2.36 .01 711116

8 4 N S 45/45 94 PIS 45/45

11 0 N S. 52/52 -53 NS. 50150

14 4. 03 154/111 8 1' NS 188/122

No coaching for ssy.V 16 5 03 288/129

8 4 05 2191320 No coaching for stpM

9,1 13 0

Ihs 1,..hia ...11 es is ai, intststpt Jiiititntes between regression lints tor expo mental and tontrol groups or jot Frankel, 33hitla, Roberts & Oppenheim, and Pilo. N.( F.vansl average store increases
ia i Vt,riniental user.,untrol groups, both weighted in the case of multiple experimental II) control groups by thur respective sample sizes,

,I$

'As shown (IV coaching effects reported in original text. _.
,

'Not calculated variances and regression slopes differed significantlY for experimental and cont rol groups
'This study employed the MAT as tot h prc and posttest, the averages shown have been converted lo the SAT score-seak ranging from 2.fk to,,$00points
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ies summarized in Table 11-1 were 30 hours (plus homework) over
10 sessions (Frankel, 1960), 24 hours (plus 12 hours homework)
over 12. weeks (Dear, 1958), and 21 hours (plus 21 'hours hOme-
work) over 7 weeks (Evans & Pike, 1973).

In the absence of control groups, instructional or program-ef-
fects were estimated in Table=II-2 in the manner described earlier
that is, by adjusting the average score gains reported in each
study by the average of four adjustments, thOse suggested by (1)
the authors of ink.eoriginal irticles, (2) Slack and Porter (1980),
and (3) Pike (1978), as well as (4) the average score gains of eon-
trol students in other coaching studies,who had roughly comPar-
able.initial score levels. Averaging these estimates over all the
studies in Table 11-2, weighting in each case according to group
size, yields 38 points for skr-V and 54- points for skT-M (the un-
weighted averages are 39 points for Verbal and 53 points for
Math). Given the dubious and provisional nature of the adjust-
ments and the highly self-selected character of the students in
each program, these values are still probably overestimates of
program effects. But their general magnitude suggests that the
verbal and mathematical reasoning skills measured by the SAT
may be enhanced to a measurable degree by long-term and inten-
sive instruction, at least-for highly motivatedstudents-,

Granted that there is some oyerlap-or blurring of the distinction
between coaching studies in.Table II-1 and instructional stUdies
in Table 11-2, the tiyo types seemed sufficiently different to war-
rant separate treatment. Accordingly, overall averages were not
gomputed lot the-total combined set of sthilies because possible
differences in impact might thereby be obscured. In contrast,
Slack and Porter (1980) have chosen to- combine both types of
studies in a single table and to report overall weighted average

, score increases of coached groups over uncoached control groups
(or norm comparison groups); these weighted aveiages were 29
points for skT-V and 33 points for skr-M. However, their table in-
cluded French's (1955) study of identical items, which hardly
seems appropriate, and a-study by Lass (1958) which we'viewed arT
too informal to treat quantitatiVely, and it did not include the
studies by Alderman and Powers (1979) or by Evans and Pike
(1973). If the French identical-iteins tudy is deleted from their
table and the two missing studies are atided and some corrections
are made in, the effective sample sizes of the studies by Dyer
(1955) and Pallone (190), the Jevised weightyd aterages are 25
points for Verbal and 33'points for Math. Further, if the score in-
creases oken from ihe syudies by Pallone (1961) and Marron

24
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Table 11-2

Adjusted Average Score Gainslin Studies of-sATInistruetional Interientions Haring INlo Control Groups

Sainple Cheroctervrics I 44' sc.Vetbal ssr.Marlz
Adjusied Avereage Adjusted Average

School :Level Sex ,Chareeteristics of the Special Poparation Sco lnscrease' N Score Increase'. N

-

Pallone11961)

Pallone 11961)

erivate H.S. Seniors M 90-minute dray Instruction anti Practice-
& Graduates in developmental reading skills over

6 weeks

Private H.. Seniors M 50-minute daily instructiim and practice
& Graduates in developmental reading Skills, with

alms on logical inference ind analogic'
analysis over months

i

Marron 119651 Private H S. Seniors M Fulllime daily sessions ayned at verbal . Group )
&Graduates -----and mathcont ens and tuss.salting skills Group. 2

- I over 6 months ,
. Gro6p 4

, I Group 4
Coffman & Parry 119671 Public College M +F 6-hours weekly instruction in accelerates,

, freshmen ` reading over! wccks

541
33
24 I
12

41

35

20+

80-

83
fiX)

5
26

,` 19

Group 1" 59
Group 2' 53
Croup3: 46

232
405

7V

Weighted Average 38 . 54

"To estimate Instructions or program effeelioiiiiiki seore-inereases in the Pallope 11961) and Merton 119651 studies were adiusted by the average of four Alum-
mcnts those suggested by 111 the 1mi/torso( the original artielesPallone suigested 35 poirits on 0;0/ as normal expectation of gains during the final year rif see.
ob-duy sc hool 115 points for the 5-month inteival between tests in the short-term program), and Mirron suggested 24 and 26points, respectively, for sodol and -IN,
as typical gains i Of high School seniors over p months,121SHek and Porter 11980)iverage gains in nal io6a1 idininistrations Of tunior-io senidrlear retesters -,
having the same initial average score levels as Pallones and Marron's groups; and 131 Pike 11978)average gains of control stildents in superior Schools htini
Other studies of proptiitary programs, ai'w ell es.14) average gatns of Control students in other studies who haveaverage initial stor e levels roughly comparable 1,6
Pallone's and Marron'sgroups i ,- .

"The 1-5.week program in Coffman add Pairy 119671 was not included because the 29-point mean decrease in-scores was considered at yPieal end possibly indite.
tote of Motivational and test adminiat rat' riili problems. , /

'The t.vo 8-week programs in Coffman a d Perry 119671 were combined, but *Joist ments were made only by the Slack and Porter (1980) procedure,which at ;trio.
ated by only a few points an already tesiUouS effect None of the suggested-compilhson groups of sKr takers abpeared to provide even remotely reasonablefiard-

N3 sucks (of gauging suite gains of students already enrolled in a college not requiring tbe sm..
CPI ' i/

_9,51 .
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,

11965) are adtusted. by the average of fOur suggested control-coui-
-trasts-r-as was done in this report's Table II-2,-;rhe a`djusted
,weighted averages of Slackand ortei_become 22 pointi for-Verbal
and /8 points for MaTh.

Thus, the overall effeet of averaging together the two-types of

. studiesthose with control grou-ps and those withoutis to-raise
the estimates of al,erage coaching effectS based On tontreil-group ---
studies alone (Table 011) by,:about 13 points on Verbal and 15
points on Math. This assumes that the adjustments applied-to the

score gains in studieslaclaiqgeontrol groups were large=enough
cct- appropriatel,/ for, the experiential growth of self-selected

students that woulll nave occurred regardlesS of the programl
This combined averaging-of Slack and Porter- (1980) is misleading
not only because the adjusiments.are -questionable, but because'
the coMbinedave,rages obscure important differences between
Che special-preparation .lifograrris in the two types-of studies. As
-indicates' earlier, .a coniiisonOf the brief program descriptions
in Tables II-I and'11-2-reveals that tbe programs. in studies lacking
control groups/happened also to and, intensive
with respect to student contact ti e, while the programs in con-
trol-group studies_ were relatively ishort-term and nonintensive.
The former programs alseventailed'orgarilzed cUrricupm content
and skill, development as well astcst review, "vhereas the lat.ter

, programs tended to emphasize te$ review and practice eiercises.
Rather ,than averaging across -tihese -studies, which inevitabl

precipituzcs arguments about -4_appropriate _size of the s
effects -to be -included from unaintrolk .. studies, -let us instead
rank the studies in order of the reported\treattnent vs. control

group contrasts and when conqol grimps ,are not available in
order Of the-reOrted st.ore increates. Thatis, for sAT-V Pallone's
(1:961)long-term aird sumMer proigrams.would be ranked 1 and 2,
respectivelyrfollowed by,Marroq's 11965) fotir groups, etc. This

:procedure grants that the score effects hi the studies lacking con-
trol groups are larger in an ordinaltsense than thosein the control-
group studies,'Ilitir irtakes no Pas doh with rvspect to how mach
larger.. If the prograMs are then a o ranked ir terms'ofl'the num-
ber of student contactliours invo ved And.a Spearman tank-order -
correlation coefficient computed Table I1-3), the rank correlation
is found to be .60 across 22 stu ies for sKitV and ..80 across 11
studies for sKr.-M. Both coefficien s are significant at tile .pl level
(DiXon 0,,Massen 1951). 1f-five karticularly suspect studiies are
deleted from the calculationi for% Kr-V, theAew'correlatIon is .731
across 17 studies, which is aiso si nificani at.the .61 Jeyel: Iri this

-;
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Corre lations,Between Rank Older of Score-Effect
and Rank Order of Student Cpntact Time for Studies of SAT interventions

Willi and Withom Control Groups

Verbal?,

/Study

.11 Dyer 11953)

roma 119551 V&M

French 119551 Vocah

1/car 11958)
Frankel 119601

Whit1,1196p
Attlerman &
Powers 11:1791.

' School C
SehouhE
Wool F
Sehoo1C,
School 11

Pallonet1961,
Short
Long

_Marron i1966 t
Croup(
Croup 2
Croup 1
Croup 4

Student -Rank
Contact Pank Score
Ttme Time E.efect

10 hours' I 1 13

3 hours' 12, 7

4 5 hour% 17 12

6 hours 13 5 16

is hours 8 '11

5 hours . 15 5 10

10 5 hours 10 17

6 +hours 1.3 5 15

5 hours 15 5 14

II hours 9
4S hours 5,

nouts
100 hours'.

YO hour. / 3

hours /
¶

4
Ifg) hours
IN).

Math'

SW),

Simian! oRdtrk

Conroe Rank Score
Trine Tune Wear

119531 ---13 3 hour?
French 119551' 1,3 hours

Dear 119581 Long 12 hours

Dear 11958) Short 6 hours

Fraiikel 119601 15 hours

Whilta 119621 hourN

Evans & Nkt.21197.11 21 hours

Matron II 'i65)
Croup 1'
CrTup 2'
Croup 3.

300 .

300 hours
300 hours

BankOrdo Correlatioh 117 %Ludas.%) Rank-Order Corrslation

/Roberts &
()pie bhrun tI9669, 3 hoe"
Mderman
PoWers11979,

School 7 hours
School B 1(1 hours

offrhan &
St ) IU hour%

Pankl19671. ' .48 i;uts
7.

9

2 1

2 2
2 I

74 i Iii studiest

Roheits &
Oppen helm 119661' 3 8 hours

kank Orcler CorieLinon (if 122 stud:en liaintaki coudanon SII I mudiesi

'Whcn only a total student contact tims was availahls, it was assumed that half ills `tuns was ch. voted to Ver
hallio Math

'Each of 120XTICISO was estimated to requirea 50.minute class peru

"Each ofcl0 cranses was estimated to !Num: a %minute clr..

'54001%-r1, ma 1) woe suspect booms of sontricliroup sttire don. ass and hems wets onintsd in dam.
TakulationibaSed on )7 stochyst they arc includscl htlow in cakuIations based on all 22 studies

'Roberts & Crppenheim 19661 was suspect hesause of contrin-group &noses and hone wat omitted from
I the ca1clulat ions for Verbal haied tin II studic arid hir Math based on 10 st tulles .

Koffman & Parry i19671 veal staspixt 13.caust of trimmentgroup scum dccre.scs AU other indications of
mot wasoma1 problems And 11.4.ncc w ommid !loth th aieularions basal o'n 17 studio The 25-week po
gramiowa. drorpcd altogether betai s c. entrootttiscore decreases, and the two 8 week programs

' were cumin ncJ, yivIding a wright d aiatragcscorclid(ccl tif 6.5,
...I. of S Jouble.length ono o was on:mated to requirifThCiTIM-n ute class/synods

"Frerich's1195S) Math coaching nip was contrasted %nth two control groups, one in a school having ho
witching and one In schIH4 ham viscahulary coach ng.'thtsc tworrnparisons XC combined. yidding a
s4ighted avenge score cffcci of II
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latter calculation, Schools A, B, and D from Alderman and Pow-
ers (1979) were eliminated because of control-group score de-

- creases, as was the Roberts and Oppenheim (1966) study for the
same reason, and the Coffman and Parry 11967) study was
dropped because of treatrhent-group score decreases and other in-
(ications of the low relevance to the sAT of both the accelerated
reading program studied and the samples of enrolled college stu-
dents employed. If one suspect study, namely Roberts and Oppen-
heirn (1966), is deleted from the calculations for sAT-M, the new

. correlation is .74, which is also significant at the .01 level. These
rank-order êorrelations are summarized in Table 11-3 It should be

noted that although the various coaching programs required dif-
ferent and unknown amounts of homework, this rank-correlation
procedure tacitly assumes that thc amount of homework in each
case was roughly proportional to the number of student contact
hours, so that the overall orderings would not be markedly
changed if homework were taken into account.

In interpreting these sizable monotonic relationships between
student contact time and score effmts, it must be remembered
that Mese arc rank-order correlations between average values of
different samples or groups, and correlations between averages
are typically much higher than correlations between individual
differences within groups. Furthermore, these rank correlations
are dominated by the relative consistencies between the two
types of studies with respect to the ranking variablesthat is, the
control-group studies are all relatively low in both student con-
tact time and score effects while thc uncodtrolled studies are all
relatively high in both student contact time and score effects It
must also be remembered that the relatively high:contact pro-
grams entailed structured curricula emphasizing content knowl
edge and skill development while the relatively low:contact pro-
grams emphasized test review and practice. With this confound-
ing of program characteristics in mind, it appears 4hat increases
in student contact time (possibly serving as a proxy for increasing
curriculum emphases on content knowledge and skill develop-
ment) are systematically associated on the average with increases
in SA'c scores. However, even though the time dimension ig cov-
ered irk only a fragmentary fashion by the available studies, when
the magnitude of (adjusted) score effect is plotted against student
contact time, the relationship appears not to be linear but approx-
imately logarithmic. There is somewhat more variance or noise
around the,line of best fit relating score effect to log contact time
for sAT-V than sivr-M, but only the Pallone (1961) results appear to'

28
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be particularly out of line -in this logarithmic formulation. 'Con-

. siderably more research is needed, of course, with special yrdp-
aration programs entaaiing more than 40 hours of student con-
tact time to fill n the gaps on the time line. But, if this suggested
logarithmic relationship has substance, then each additional
increase in SAT scores may require geometrically increasing
amounts of student contact time and of all the curricular effort
that comact time may be proxy for.

In summary, the average coaching effect across studies having
some type of control group was less than 10 points for skr-Verbal
and less than 15 points for sAT-Math. The special preparation pro-
g:ams in these control-group studies tallied to be relatively short-
term and relatively nonintensive in terms of student contact
time, three of the longest and most intensive being 30 hours of
student contact over ten sessions, 24 hours of" student contact
over 12 weeks, and 21 hours over seven weeks. For particular
groups of students and particular coaching programs, the score in-
creases ranged as high as about 18 points for Verbal and about 24
points for Math ioreven somewhat higher if interactions between
years of math taken and sex are considered). The larger score in-
creases tended to be associated with the longer and more inten-
sive of these relatively short-term programs, especially in Math.
The average progiam effect across studies having no control
groups could only be tentatively estimated, because there is no
good way of taking into account the experiential growth of self-
selected students in the absence of comparable control groups.
The amounr of their experiential growth and skill development
could be considerable in this case, because all of the programs in
the studies lacking control groups happened also to be relatively
long-term. In addition, they were relatively intensive in terms of
student contact time. The briefest of these programs was 45
hours of student contact over six weeks, and the longest was vir-
tually full-time over six months. The provisional estimate pf
average program effects for these noncontrolled studies was 38
points for Verbal and 54 points for Math. Although the substan-
tive content of the coaching progfams was not systematically
evaluated in any of these studies, overall the smaller coaching
effects appear to be associated with short-term, relatively nonin-
tensive practice and review, and the larger effects .(which-occur
more for Math than for Verbal) appear to be associated with
longer-term, high student-contact programs focussing on skill
development.
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III

Beyond the FTC Study:
Critique of Assumptions and Inferences

This section draws together the major points made in several
reviewsAdertaken at Educational Testing Service (us) .of the
Federalade Commission's (FTC) study of the effectiveness of
commercial coaching schools in raising scores on the College
Board Scholastic Aptitude Test ISAT). The separate reviews over-
lap somewhat in their criticisms, but they are reproduced in full
in the Appendix since someAdditional points not covered in this
summary are raised. The comments that follow are limited to the
revised statistical analyses issued by the rrc Bureau of Consumer
Protection IBCP) in March of 1979, undertaken in response to the
several major 'data-analysis flaws observed in the memorandum
issued previously by the rrc Boston Regional Office (1978).

Before proceeding to develop the critical arguments, we will
first briefly describe the object of this critique, namely the FTC
study of the effects of commercial coaching on the SAT. Students
enrolled in two New York City area commercial coaching schools
during the testing years 1974-75, 1975.76, and 1976-77 served as
the experimental or treatment group, and a random sample of un-
coached persons 'who todk the SAT during the same three-year
period in the same greater New York metropolitan area served as
a control group. Data from a third coaching school were not ana-
lyzed -becauseof its small sample size. Six subgroups were ana-
lyzed. (1) high school juniors taking tin. SAT for the first time in
April 1975 (76 coached and 607 uncoached students), 12) juniors
taking the SAT for the first time in April 1976 1247 coached, 617
uncoached), (3) seniors taking the SAT for the second time in No-
vember 1975 (98 coached, 396 uncoached), 141 seniors taking the
SAT for the second time in Noveember 106 1177 coached, 387 un-
coached), 15) all high school students taking the sAT for the -first
time on any test date during, the three-year period 1417 coached,
1763 uncOached), and, (6) all high school sr,..1.1ents taking the SAT
for the second ti,mc during this period (316 coached, 1267 un-
coached). Statistical analyses were actually -based -on smaller
samples than these largely because of missing student descriptive
data.
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Since the coached and uncoached groups might differ from each
other in a number of ways po,ssibly relevant to the treatment, the
demographic and personal characteristics of the twosroups were
contraste0.. It was found that the coached sroup was significantly

,higher than the uncoached group in high school-class rank, paren-

tal income, most recent English grades, most recent math grades,
and number Of years of math taken, in addition, the coached
group included significantly more nonpublic school students and
fewer public school students than the uncoached group Before

multiple regression analyses controlling for these and other back- t
ground variables were conducted, the possibility of differential
coaching impact on good and poor students was first discounted
by noting a lack of interaction between PSAT scores and coaching

treatment.
The multiple regression analyses, which controlled for PSAT (or

virt-

first SAT) as well as for the several relevant background variables,

yielded neglible effects for students at one school and statistically
significant effects for students at the other, where the impact for
SAT-Verbal was found to be 30 and- 27 points, respectively, for
first- and second-tithe SAT takcrs over the pooled time periods and

0 and 28 points, respectively, for sAT-Math over the same per--
ods. Since these values represent combined coaching and self-
Aelection effects by virtue of the confounding between Ore-ciist-
ing group differences and the coaching treatment, the FTC report
then presented an analysis of potential self-selection bias. In a re-

sression analysis- of the pooled .treatment Slid control groups,
coached students were found to achieve lower, PsAT (or first SAT)

scores than were predicted from their background characteristics,
whereas uncoached students scored slightly higher tban expected

given their personal and demographic background This type of
sea-selection was charatteristic of students attending the afipar-

ently effective coaching school but was not generally found at the
ineffective school. In an effort to eliminate the self-selection
effect of this underachievement on the PSAT (or first sAT), the re-

gression analyses were repeated dropping the PSAT (or first SAT)
from the set of covariatcs. As a consequence, the estimated
efreaS Were greatly reduced. For example, the effects for sAT-V

and -M 'for first-time SAT taker's over the pooled time perioas in
the previously effective school were 11.5 and .55, respectively,
which are no longer statistically significant, the effects for sec-
ond-time SAT takers over the same period were 16.2 and 16.6, re-
spectively, for sjyr-V and -M, .which remain statistically signifi-
cant. It was then argued that this reanalysis would be appropriate
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only if the underadnevement on the PSAT for coached students
were due\to chance. Since an analysis of PSAT scores for students
coached between their first and second sAi exams revealed a simi-
lar pattern of underachievement on both the PSAT and the first SAT,
it was concluded that the phenomenon was not random but was
characteristic of stndents self-selecting coaching, that is, they
were underachievers on standardized tests and would likely con-
tinue to be test underachievers in the absence of coaching There-
fore, it was argued, the prior results showing coaching effects in
the 20- to 30-point range for both sta-V and_ -M at one coaching
school were.the most defensible findings. Those findings still rep-
resent estimates of combined coaching and-self-selection effects,
however, since this attempt to analyze self-selection as under-
achievement on standardized tests did not alter the confounding
of coaching with pre-existing group differences or otherwise elim-
inate the effects- of unmeasured self-selection factors.

The most fundamental issue concerning the erc coaching study
is that it undertakes an interpretation of available data as a substi-
tute for collecting experimental data. The fact that the data are
then from records and files necessarily liuts the study out of
reach of the kinds of experithental controls that would permit
clear, unambiguous interpretation of findingsi.e., it is a quasi-
experiment rather than a true randomized experiment. Such a
study does not involve random assignment of students to coach-
ing and noncoaching conditions, and in the absence of randomi-
zation some interpretive equivocality is inevitable. We hope to
reducebut cannot eliminatethis equivocality by conducting
mulople alternoive statitical analyses. Summaries of two such
reanalyses are included in Sections IV and V of this report and the
full texts are reproduced in the Appendix.

The Power of Randomized Experiments

The value of alandorrlized experimeni warrants discussion here
To conduct a true experimental study of coaching, one assembles
a large group of students representative of the kinds of individuals
about whom inferences and generalizations are to be drawn.
These students.are assigned at random to either a treatment (or
experimerAalj subgroup to receive coaching or to a control sub-
group for whom the coaching experience is to be delayed. To
increase precision, before the treatment subgroup takes the
coaching course, a form of the sm could be administered to both
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subgroups as a pretest. Or, to avoid possible pretest-treatment in-

teractious, a different instrument might be used as a ,pretest or
some other proxy measure of ability or achievement used as a-co-
variqe. Effective control conditions should be established to

.mainfain motivation, avoid attrition, and otherwise assure that
the two groups remain comparable except that one receives
coaching and the other does not. At the end of the coaching peri-
od, the 'SAT is administered as a.posttest to both treatment and
control subgroups. The experimental data may be analyzedfin any

one or a combination of, several ways. For example, the analysis-
of-covariance model uses pretest and other pretreatment varia:
bles to adjust for any-differences that might exist between the two
randomly assigned subgroups on those variables. Since by ran-
domized design and the maintenance of effective controls the
only systematic difference between the two subgroups is that oiie

- received coaching and the other did not, differences observed n
the outcome or posttest measure can be confidently attributed to
the coaching.experience within some rahge of standard error.

In a nonrandomized design or quasi-experiment such as the -r..c

study, in which the coached students were those who had- 6n-
rolled in coaching schools and the "control" students were
drawn from another source, there is no way of discounting alter-
native reasons for the difference observed on the outcome or post-
test measure. The difference might result from the coaching ex-
perience or, on the other handl might simply reflect differences in
the chOcteristics of the two groups existing prior to the coach-
ing experience. One powerful feature of the randomized expeii-
ment in this regard is that we can attach probabilfties to the like-

lihood of these alternative events. Thus, although we have other
reservations regarding the analysis and interpretation of the rrq
study, our chief reservations .are those that relate in one way or
another to_the nonrandm_tZed nature of the study.

Confronting Treatment
and Control Group Differences

As a consequence pf the nonrandom assignment of sukjects in the

Frc study--,--indeed, the highly s'elf-selected nature bit the treat-
ment groupthe data offer numeieus opportunities for alterna-
tive interpretations. The Erc-Ba(1979) report recognizes the lim-

itations of quasi-experimental datP and takes care to avoid the
type of simplistic analyses undertaken by the Boston Regional
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Office 11978). The au analysis takes proper note of the fact that
the coached and uncoached groups differ at the one percent level
of significance,on several key demographic variables relevant to
sik-r performance, e.g., class rank, parental income, 'ethnic back-
ground, high school type {public or nonpublic), most recent En-
glish grade, most rec.ent math grade, and expected years of math

It is noted in this regard that the BcP analysts took account of
certain ,demographic items available to them from the Student
Descriptive Questionnaire isDQ), but excluded others -That seem

, at least as relevant as those that were included. For example, the
SDQ data provided by the College Board and ETS for the study in-
chided such variables as students' level of educational aspirations
and their parents' level of education; but these variables were
omitted on the master tape released by BCP for reanalysis

There are, in addition, some refinements that might have been
introduced in thc 13C1' analysis, but were hoe'.

o'
It might have proven useful to conduct additional analyses of
interactive effectse.g., 'the coaching effect with sex of stu-
dent, with mmority status, with the number of previous I'SATS
taken, the number of years of math study, and high school
grades. Analyses to assess possible interactions with treatment
have been undertaken by ETS. ,

In comparing coached and uncoached students, it would have
been informative to report the demographic nrofiles for each
coaching school separately rather than combining them across
schools and risking the chance that important school effects
might be obscured.

Although the primary olifective of adjusting kir the indepen-
- dent variables was fulfilled, it might have been more informa-

tive if these variables had been entered into the analysis seri-
atim rather than simultaneously. This would have made itios-
sible to examine the incremental effects of each variableTs it

0" entered into the regression system.

The Bane of Self-selection

We have some major questions regarding the formulation of some
of the hypotheses and inferences drawn in the Frc report aboui
the nature and impact of self-selection:
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Thi Frc report suggests that the control group "may in fact
have received some,form of coaching other than formal enroll-
ment in a commercial coaching course" (p,. 2), in which case
the, apparent benefit from coaching, as observed in this study,
would have been an underestimate of the real coaching effect
However, data from a study by Powers and Alderman (1979) on
the effects of using the College Board booklet Taking the SAT
suggest that coached students may be more likely than un-
coached students to engage in additional methods of prepara-
tion. Thus, under these circumstances the Frc analyses -would

be more likely to overestimate the effects oi commercial
coaching schools by failing to account for other ways in which
coached students may have prepared for the test.

The, hypothesis is offered in the Frc report that students who
are coached before taking the SAT for the first time are serious
about their test experience and do not plan to take it a second
time, while those- who are uncoached ate not as serious since
they do plan to take the test a second time. If this is so, then
higher scores obtained by coached students may not be due to
coaching but to the difference in how serious the students are.
The results showed that coached students were, in fact, not
less likely but morelikely than uncoached students to take the
SAT a second time and the conclusion is drawn that the issue of
seriousness is, therefore, not a cause for concern. However,
consideration should be given to the counter-hypothesis that
because coached .students were more likely than uncoached
students to take the SAT a second time, coached students are in-

.
deed more serious and more determined to persist until they
obtain satisfactory SAT scores.

In considering the possibility of self-selection, PsAr (or SAT)

scores were predicted froth a composite of demographic charac-
teristics including family income, most recent English and
mathematics grades, and class rank, among others, for the'
pooled sam4so1 coached and uncoached students. These pre-'
dieted scores were then compared with actual initial PSAT (or
sKr).scores. The coached students were found to earn lower ini-
tial Pskr (or sAr) scores than expected from their background
characteristics, whereas uncoached students, on balance,
score,d slightly higher than expected given their personal and
demographic characteristics. Thus, tbe coached students on
the average achieved lower initial PSAT,(Or SAT) scores than Un-
coached st,udents having the same values of demographic varia-
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bles. It is concluded that coached students "tend to under-
achieve on standardized tests". and, further, that coaching is
"effectiye for underachievers." The terminology is rather un-
forturtat in that it is easy to slip, as happens occasionally in
the Frc Teport, and refer to the coached students as "under-
achievep"a term that is generally applied 0.. students whose
gradesfin school are lower than one would expect on the basis
of test scores' or prior achievement. In fact, the.comparison of
demjographic profiles presented for coached and uncoaclied stu-
d ts indicates that the coached group earned higher grades in
English and mathematics and had higher class ranks than did
the uncoached studentsbut they did not score as well on'the
PSAT as those accomplishments- would have led one to exiCet.

In contrast io the hypothesis offered in the Frc report that
"the students who choose.to go to a coaching school represent
those individuals who sCored lower than they expected on the
SAT" (p. 23), a number,Of other hypotheses about self-selection
are at least as plausible and consistent with the data. These in-
chide self-selection on the basis of family income, attending
private schools, etc. The point is that, we simply cannot tell
w.ttli any certainty on what basis self-selection occurred. Eor
example, students -at Coaching School A, which charged $225
for the course, were found to be "underachievers 'ow stan-
dardized tests," whereas students at coaching School B, which
charged only S75,-were not.

In the rrc regression analyses, the estimated effects of taking
the PSAT twice prior to taking the SAT Were found to be larger,
although less precise, than those attributed to coaching These
effects on sAT performance of repeatnrg the PSAT are unusually
high relative to what we know about the impact of prior test
practice or test repetition, suggesting the operation of 'some
form qf self-selection bias in these data.

A major conclusion of the study is that "coaL hing can be effec-
tive for those who do not score well on standardized tests"
11).35). On closer examination we note that this conclusion
not substantiated in data-analysis because the FTC regression
analyses, by virtue of not investigating interactions with treat-
ment, estimate the same effect of coaching regardless of demo-
graphic characteristics of the subjects. Consequently, there is

. no evidence in the FTC study on this point of differential effec-
tiveness of coaching. Rather, this conchision is based on con-
jecture, as follows. One school produced significant coaching
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effects and the other did not; stu dents at the effective School A

tended to bcunderachievers on standardized stests'while those
at the ineffective School B were not. The rrc-r4ort then notes
that coaching can be effective toi-underachievers on *standard-
ized tests because it was at School A, rather than arguing that
underachievement on standardized tests and attendance at
School A are confounded and that self-selection affords a plaus-
ible rival interpretation for the obtained effects or for part of
those effects. It is then spetulated that "if only underachievers
can be helped, it is possible that coaching at School B would be
effective for such students" (p. 36). Furthermore, in School A
sself-selection in the sense of "underachievement on standard-
ized tests" was not apparent on one of the test administrations

Athe_second-sKr-Verbal taken inlvsy, -and-the conclusionis
(Irawn that "coaching at School A can be effective,. for all stu-
dents, not just for underachievers" (p. 35). Although qualified
in the FTe report, for conclusions of this importance to be
drawn with such generality one would expect both the data and
the analyses to be more directly.supportive.

Additional Puzzlernents

The rrc report describes some findings, that warrant clarification
sand further research:

The effects of coaching on the Verbal section of the SAT were
,found to be as large or larger than the effects on the Math sec-
tion. This result seems contrary both to intuitionthe Math
test is much more curriculum-f elated than is the Verbal test
and to the general trend of results from earlier studies'that the
Vexbal test is less susceptible than is thes Math test to special
preparation effects.

The rrc report gives data showing that the effect for students
attending Coaching School A was significantly greater On
SKr-Verbal in 1976 than in 1975 and greater on sKr-Math for
second-time takers than for first-time. takers. These, varia-
tions are potentially important, and an examination Of their

sources might illuminate the relative effectiveness of coaching
practices.

The analysis revealed that attendance at School A was associ-

ated with larger effects on SAT performance than attendance at
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School B. Considering
,the fact that the tuition at School A is

,three times the tuition at School B, it isnot surprising that the
self-selection effects di.cussed in the report are stronger for the
School A stpdents th4li for. the School B sludents, who might
thereby be expected to be more similar to the uncoached stu-
dents. Such a view would put more stress on.the School B find-
ings than is given inthe rrc repoit.

At a more specific level, there is some concern that the proce-
dures used for constructing the samples in- the rrc analyses
may have introduced biases ;elated to the effects under investi-
gation. For ekample, the rrc noted that testing histories were
identified for 1568 of the coaching school saidents 'bur not for
600 others. This represents-an i0ttrition of about Q.Bpercent, a
highly significant loss, In addition, all students who did noy
respond to the Student Descrippve Quegtionnazire.were
dropped from the analysis. The study showed_a significantly
lower rate of response to the items on the SQ9ipproximately
64 and 67 percent for the coached and uncoached students; re-
spectivelythan is typical of the Colreg. Board candidate
group. The usual response rate for the candidate group-is about
86 percenf.

New Perspectives on the FTC Data

In an attempt to clarify some of the points raised in this critique,
ETS undertook reanalyses of the data include4 on the master tape
released to the public by the rrc. As part of our effort to under-
stand the conduct and implications of the rrc study, ETS invited
Dr. T.W.E Stroud, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario, to
design and carry out addiiional analyses of the rrc master tape
data. As the first step in his independent reanalysis, Dr. Stroud
successfully replicated the results as reported by the rrc. Having
as;ured the accuracy of the FTC computations using their statisti-
cal design, Dr. Stroud 1.ndertook a reanalysis of the data for all

.0 three coaching schools using a similar analysis-of-covariance
model, but differing from the FTC analysis in two important
respects. The rrc analysis employed a pooled regression equation
across both coached and uncoached students using, along with
other variables, PsAT-V in predicting coaching effects on the
sKr-Verbal score and PSAT-M in predicting sAT-Math effects. In

contrast, Dr. Stroud employed a regression equation defined by
the perforinance of uncoached students only and, in addition, in-
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- eluded both PSAT-V and -M in predicting coaching effects for each
area .on-the.skr. This analysis is preferable not because it is
more precisely controlled througlythe inclusRm of acklit,ional co-
variates, but because it more appropriately contrasts the perfor-
mance oikoached students with predicted -levels based on un:
coached sr udents rather than a mixture_ of tht'... two. This approach
results in valid estimates with.fewer assumptions and_enables ex-
amination of interactions in a straightforward manner (Cochran,
196B).

This reanalysis indicates that, given their backgroun& charac-
teristics end pretest levels on the BAT, students enrolled in one of
the three coaching schools studied obtained significantly higher
sAm_scores than did uneoached students by about 20 to 35 pOints
in both Verbal and Maththe same neighborhood as the Fre esti-
mates. The estimated effects of coaching for the other two
scliools were not statistically significant. These are estimated
combined effects due to coaching and self-selection (self-selec-
tion in terms of students who seek and complet commercial
coaching programs as opposed to those students kçho do not),
since it is not possible to estimate cbaching and s f-selection
effects separately with these data. No interactions w e uncov-
ered at Cmching Sehool A for either skr-V or skr-M. At = oaching
School B, however, statistically significant and indepen e\nt in-
teractive effects were obtained on skr-V for race and self-reported
parental income. On the average, even though their numbefwas
quite smA LN =13), black students at School B exhibited
cantly larger coaching/self-selection effects on skr-V .than non-

,.blacks, and students reporting low family income exhibited sig-
-ficantly.Iargergoaching/self-screction Verbal effects than those

reporting hijih family income. A detailed summary of the Stroud
reanalysis follows in Section IV, and the complete report appors
in Appendix-2.

A second study of the data was undcrtdken by,DOnald A. Ro ck,
Senior Research Psychologist at urs..Since w,e know that gains in '
SA1 scores-can be expected from the junior year to-the senior year
of high school, Di. kock applied a statistical model incorporating
growth effect.s. For the treatment' or eXperimental group, this
study Mcluded only those J ud n ts at the largest coaching school
(School A) for whom three sets of test scores were available, a
PSAT and two administrations of the SAT. The control group in-
chided only those uncoached students for whom thek same three

sets of test scores were also available. The coached students, who
were labeled "underachievep" in the,r. t- report, performed bet-

- g
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ter than the uncoached students on the PSAT and were alsto higher
in high school rank-in-class and family income than were the un-
coached students. As would be expected, the coached students
also scored higher than their uncoached cohorts on the first SAT
administration, but in the case of the Verbal area_scored differen-
tially higher. That is, during the period from taking the Psgr to
taking the initial SAT, prior to attendance at the coaching school,
the verbal skills of the coached students appeared to grow more
rapidly than-those of the uncoached students. In Math, however,
both the coached and uncoached students showed similar group
growth rates during this preintervention period. When the con-
founding effects of differential group growth rates are controlled
for, the estimated coaching effect on rhe Verbal score !about 17
points) is substantially smaller than that for the Math score
;about 30 poinss). The fact that these two effects are different
from each other, andziot the same, is consistent with the results
of earlier studies and With expectations that Math, being gener-
ally more curriculum-related than Verbal, might be more respon-

- -sive-to-special-preparation. A-detailed-summary olthe-Rock-study
s in Section V, and the complete report appears in Appendix

Most of the criticism in this section points up the limitations
of the FTC data and the limits on inferences that can lie drawn
from such data. Within these limits, further analysis and inter-
.pretation may still prove to be illuminating. In this spirit, we
next attempt to estimate the combined coaching/sdf-selection
effects using more refined methods and to investigate the possi-
bility of interactions between siz of effects and student- back-
ground characteristics. We also attempt to adjust statistically for
that portion of self-selection effects that is embodied in differen-
tial group growth rates.

3.
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ly

Esti illation of COmbined Coaching /
Self-Selection Effects in the FTC Study:
Detailed Summary-and Elaboration of

the Stroud Reanalyses

In an effort to obtain more precise estimateo of the combined
.coaching/self-selection effects in the rrc data, Dr. TW.F. Stroud

of Queens University, Kingston, Ontario, at the request of ETS,
designed and conducted additional analyses introducing several
refinements over the procedures used by the rm. It will be re-
called that the rrc study was based on six subsamples: (1) high
school juniors taking the SAT for the first time in April 1975 or (2)

in April 1976; (3)-Ingh schoolseniors taking-the-sAT forthe-second
time in November 1975 or (4) in November 1976; anti, (5) all high
school stvidents taking the SAT for the first time on any test date
over the three-year period 1974-1977 or 16) taking the SAT for the
second time on any test date during that period. Data for students
at two coaching schools in the metropolitan New York area were
included, while data from a third coaching school were left unan-
alyzed because the number of students was considered too small,
A control sample of uncoached stude ts consisted of every 150th
individual in the ETS files who took he SAT during the given three-

year periodin tbe-same greater N w ork area.
The following background variabres, roughly in decreasing

order of tHeir importance, were controlled for in the rrc regres-
sion analyses: pretest score (PsAT-V when the first sAT-V (5AT1-V)

was being predicted, sAT1-V when the second sAT-V (5AT2-V) was
being predicted, and similarly PSAT-M when predicting sAT1-M
and sAT 1-M when .predicting sAT2-M), self-reported grade in
English or Math, self-reported rank-in-class, self-reported years of

English (A math taken, self-reported parental income, sex, race,
high school type (public or nonpublic), and number of PSATS
taken. Time between pretest and posttest was also included as d
covariate, but it did not improve prediction significantly. The rrc
regression analyses were based only on students with complete
data on all of these variables. For each of the six subsamples, sep-

arate regression equationi predicting sAT-V and sAT-M were corn-.
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puted for pooled coached and noncoached students, using dummy
variables to represent attendance at Coaching School A and
Coaching School B.

Overall, the FTC analyses showed that students at Coaching
School A, on the average, scored significantly higher on thc SAT
than noncoached students. The amount of advantage oh a 200- to
800-point score scale falls somewhere between 14 and 38 points,
which are 95% confidence limits for the differences in adjusted
means (the median lower confidence limit and the median upper
confidence limit over the 12 analyses, for sKr-V and -M in the 6
subsamples). Students at Coaching School B (lid not do signifi-
candy better than noncoached students, their score effect falls
somewhere between median confidence limits of -12 and + 19
points. In any event, since the coached students in this nonran-
domized study differed signiL,antly from the noncoached stu-
dents in a number of ways that could have influenced both their
decision to attend coaching school and their performance on the
SAT (such as having higher rank-in-class and higher parental in-
come),_these obtained_score differcnces between coached and un-
coached groups represent a confounding of coaching effects and
personal factors that cannot be disentangled with the available
data. Among these personal factors influencing attendance at
commercial coaching schools, for example, are motivation to
earn a.higher test score and financial means. The rrc data.set in-
cludes a rough proxy for financial means in the form of self-
reported parental income, but it includes no proxy for motivation
or for a host of other important ways in which coached and nod=
coached students are Iikely, on the average, to differ, such as in
career aspirations or in level of parental education Attempts
were made in the regression analyses to control for student differ-
ences in reported income, but there is no way that statistical ad-
justments can take unmeasured influences into account. As a
consequence, the score effects reported in the FTC study must be
interpreted as combined coaching/self-selection effects, as must
the findings of the reanalyses that follow.

The reanalyses undertaken here differ from the FTC analyses in

a number of respects:
In the FTC analyses, verbal pretests (PsKr-V and sKr1-V) and ver-

bal background variables (e.g., grades in English, years of English)

were used to predict sKr-Verbal scores, and quantitative pretests
and background variables were used to predict sKr:-Math scores
However, since the inclusion of both verbal and quantitative vari-
ables improved prediction of each scorp, both verbal and quantita-
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tive pretests and background variables were used in the current
reanalyses to predict both sAT1-V and -M for juniors and both ,
sAT2-V and -M for seniors. The only exception was "number of
years of English," which was dropped from the analyses because
it did not add to prediction in any regression equation when the
other variables were already entered.

The ,current reanalyses dealt only with the .peak test dates in
1975 and 1976 (subsamples 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the rrc study). Sub-
samples 5 and 6 for the pooled time periods were omitted because
of their heterogeneity.

Only students with complete data were included in the Fir
analyses. In contrast, Stroud used missing-value techniques so
that students not reporting parental ipcome, race, or rank-in-class
could nevertheless be me ianingfully nclud,ed in the analyses.

In the.rrc study, students enrolled in coaching school who did
nocreceive coaching prior to the sAT administration in question
were added to the uncoached group. Since the representativeness
of the control sample is thereby eroded, theiie students were ex-
cluded from thepresent analyses.

All three coaching-schools in the rrc data --set Vverdirieluded-in
the presenCanalyses, and effects-and standard errors are estimated
for each school separately. In addition, smoothed estimates are
provided for the three schools which utilize the empirical Bayes
concept of "borrowing strength" across samples and which
allow, under cettain assumptions, for the possibility of predicting
coaching/self-selection effects in the same schools in future

years.
In a key departure from the rrc methodology, a multiple regres-

sion equation predicting each dependent variable (5AT1-V and -M

fot:,juniors and 5AT2-V and -M for seniors) is constructed in the
present approach on the respective junior and senior sampks of
uncoached students rather than on a pooled sample of coached
and uncoached students as in the rrc study (Belson, 1.956). This
procedure yields an unbiased estimate of the treatment effect in
the presence of interactions between the size of effects and values
of a covariate; it is also the recommended procedure when the
control sample is much larger than the treatment sample (pro-
vided that the relative contribution of sampling errors in the
control-group regression line to the variance of the effect estimate
is negligible) (Cochran, 1968). These regression equations are
then applied to the coached students to predict the SAT scores they

would have expected had they been uncoached students with
their same values on predictor variables. Since we wish to assess
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the average score increase of those coached, we adjust.the control
group from one mean to the other. Residuals from these regres-
sions are then calculated. for students at each coaching school,
and the average value of these residuals is taken to represent the
combined coaching/self-selection effect fo'r each school. Com-
bined coaching/self-selection effects, together with standard
errors (including the sampling errors of the regression line), are
reported in Table IV-1 separately for juniors and seniors in each of
the two administration years for each of the three coaching
schools. The overall results are similar to the FTC findings,
although more precisely estimated with smaller standard errors
Combined coaching/self-selection effects were statistically sig-
nificant for one coaching school and negligible and inconsistent
for the other two coaching schools. The significant effects ranged
from about 27 to 34 points for sAT-V and from about 20 to 33
points for sicr-M. Smoothed estimates based upon empirical
Bayes procedures present a similar pattern in Table IV-2, with the
size of,the effects somewhat moderated and the standard errors
soinewhat increased.

Table IV-1-
Coaching/Self-Selection Effects and Their Standard Errors

SAT- VERNAL SAT-MATH

1975 sArl-V 1976 sArl 1975 sATI-M 1976 sArl-M
School Effect S E Effect S.E. School Effect S E Effect S E

A 27.44 6.66 34.13 5.23 A 22,36 7.45 20.37 5785

Juniors B - - 4.16 6.38 B - - 3.71 7.14
C 17.88 11.19 25.64 14.10 C 27.68 12.52 -23.32 15.79

1975 sA72-v 1976 sAr2-17 1975 sAT2-M 1976 sA72.ffM

School Effect S.E Effect S.E School Effect S.E Effect S.'E

A 32.07 5.86 31.34 4.51 A 22.54 6.41 32.62 4.93
Senitirs B 11.12 10.16 4.76' 8.05 B 26.40 11.10 8.07 8.80

C -10.47 14.02 20,30 18.70 C 24.34 15.33 -21.57 20,44

Another advantage of the present methodology, in addition to
yielding valid estimates with fewer assumptions and usually
greater precision than the Frc approach, is the straightforward
manner in which potential interactions may be explored. This is
accomplished in general by correlating the coached students' re-
sidual scores, which represent individual coaching/self-selection
effects, with whatever student characteristic or background vari-
able one suspects might be associated withdifferential effects.
Variables yielding significant correlations then serve to identify
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Table IV-2

Smoothed Estimates of the Mean Coaching/Self-Selection
Effects at the Three Coaching Schools

Juniors
0E1,

SAT-VERBAL sivr-MATII

School' Ellect S E School itcct S. E

A 28.5 9,2 A 16.9 18.6

B 9.7 12.8 B 7.8 23.0

C 20,9 10.7 C 8.4 19.5

Seniors
lsKr21

Sihool Elko S E Schwl

A 28.4 12.1 A 24.0 15.1

B 9.4 12.3 13 17.2 15.3

C 6.1 15 0 C 12.0 17.6

subsets4:4 the coached student population that systematically ex-
hibit greater coaching/self-selection effects than others. As previ-
ously suggested, it would not be surprising to find a number of in-
teractions in the Err data for such variables as "years of math
taken," which revealed differential score effects for Dyer (1953)
possibly moderated by sex as it was for French (1955)or educa-
-tional-or-culturaLdisadvantageinent as anticipated but not con-
firmed by Roberts dnd Oppenheim (1966).

In the present exploratory analysis of interactions, as an overall

test, two-multiple correlations were computed for the coached

students, one predicitng the individual Verbal coaching/self-
selection effects and the other the individual Math effects, using
as predictors the same set of variables that had served as control
measures in the initial regression equations computed on un-
coached students. In the uncoached group, of course, these varia-

bles would be uncorrelateo.with residual scores. These predictors
included PsKr-V and -M (or sKrl-V and -M), high school type,
rank-in-class, years of mathematics, self-reported parental in-

come, grades in English and math, sex, and race or minority

group membership. (Two minority grouping variables were in-

chided: Group 1 refers to Asian Americaris, Hispanics, and other
nonblack minoritie* Group 2 refers to blacks). Only persons
with complete data from the *three largest cells of coached stu-
dents were included in this analysis, namely the 1976 juniors and
seniors of School A and. the 1976 juniors of School B; the sample
sizes were 103, 102, and 85, respectively. For the two School A
samples, neither the multiple correlation for the Verbal effects

nor the multiple correlation for the Math effects was statistically
significant. For the School B juniors, the multiple correlation for
the Math effects was also nonsignificant but that for the Verbal
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effects was significant at the .05 level. An examination of the in-
dividual correlation coefficients between each predictor and the
Verbal residual score revealed that Group 2 (black vs. nonblack)
was the most significant predictor variable. The most important
piedictor after Group 2 was entered into the equation was self-_
reported parental income. Group 2. correlated .288-with the Ver-
bal residual score andincome correlated -.250, both of which are
statistically significant at the -051evel. The partial correlation co-
efficient between Income and Verbal residual score after partial-
ling out Group 2 was -.258, indicating t-hat the effect of income
and the effect of black vs. nonblack were essentially_separate
from each other in this sample of School B juniors.

The interaction with Income indicates that among coached
juniors at School B those students reporting lower parental in-
comes exhibited larger coaching/self-selection effects on sAT-Ver-
bal than did students reporting higher parental incomes. Since
students with low family income may have had less access, to
learning resources at either home or school, this interaction
might have arisen because some of them chose to attend-coaching
school as a limited-cost effort o gain short-term intensive access
to such resources, which-they -then-used-to good-compensatory
effect. Or, as we have previously suggested, since both motiva-
tion and financial means are probably instrumental hi sleciding
whether or not to attend a commercial coaching school,it. is not
unreasonable that coaching school enrollees having lower than
average financial means might have especially strong motivatiq:\
to perform well. It should be noted, however, that no interaction
with parental income was uncovered for either juniors or seniors
at School A, where the required financial investment is three
times that of School B. The reason for such apparent differences
in the effects of parental income in SchooFB as opposed to School
A is not obvious, unless the nonreplications signify that this in-
teraction is one-of those rare random events that achieves statisti-.
cal significance by chance. On the other hand, the ilinge of in-
come was so restricted at School A-50 percent of the students
reported parental incomes in the top category of more than
$30,000 a yearthat a significant correlation with residual scores
would be difficult' to obtain.

Plausible interpretations for the interaction with black vs. non-
black are even less obvious, For exampl at first glance one
might expect this interaction to be associated with disadvantage-
ment. But if so, It is unrelated to economic disadvantagement
because the Interactive effects of black vs. nonblack in School J3
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are separate from the effeus of self-reported parental income; id
this sample, unlike the general population, these two variables

are uncorrelated. Nor is.educationaLdisadvantagement or devel-
oped ability level implicated in any simple way, because there

were no differential effects associated with pretest score level or
with high school grades. Neither was this Group 2 interaction
replicated in School A, but in this case ;t had no opportunity to
occur there because only three black students with the requisite
background scores were identified in the School A data set

In an effort to clarify the nature of this Group 2 interaction, test
score and background data were examined for all of the coached

students who identified themselves as black and who took the SAT

either as juniors or seniors during the peak month of either ad-
ministration year and-for whom the information necessarylor the
missing-yalue regression equations was available. Fifteen such
students were identified, 13 of whom attended Coaching School
B. The average Verbal coaching/self-selection effect for these 13
students was 46.7 points above that for white students at Scbool
B, which is statistically significant at the .001 level. The average

effect for these 13 black students also exceeded that for
whites, but the difference was not statistically significant. The
Verbal effects-forthe-other two -blackstudents_ eneeded the cell
mean for their respective coaching school by 24.6 points on the
average. Six additional black students were identified who had
taken the SAT at nonpeak-adMiniations; their Verbal effects
exceeded their corresponding cell means by 52.6 points on the
average.

In terms of background characteristics, the total gi-o-Up-of black

students identified reported parental incomes ranging from 5. --
thousq.nill to more thAn 30 thousand dollars per year, with a mean
of $Th,500. These students, in the main, were in the top third of
their high school class and earned grades of B or better in both
math and English, but their scores on the PSAT or sKr1 were rela-,

tively low. This pattern of lower test scores than.might have been
expected from background characteristics is reminiscent of the
type of self-selection attributed to School A students in the FTC
report, but such "underachievemerit on standardized tests," it
will be recalled, was not found to be typical of School B students

on the average. Since the Group 2 interaction might thus be an-

other example of self-selection effects, data were examined for
coached and uncoached black students in the Alderman and
Powers (1979) randomized study of high school special prepara-
tion programs. Only 8 coached black students were identified

973
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but their individual sAT-Verbal coaching effects were estimated
anyway, especially since the interaction in question-was based on
only 13 black students. Using the same within-school regression
equations employed by Alderman and Powers, the black stu-
dents' coaching effects were found- to exceed their respective
school mean coaching effect by only 8.4 points on the average, in-
dicating little differential effectiveness for blackstudents. Using
within:school regression equations based only on uncoached
white_students, as a parallel to the regressions Stroud used for un-
coached students in general, the coached black students scored an,
average of 3.8 points below the level predicted had they been un-
coached whites. In contrast, the coached white students scored'
an average of 9.2 points above what would be expected had they
been.uncoached. Eight uncoached black students scored an aver-
age of 18.2 points below their expectation had they been, un-
coached whites with their same values on the predictor variables
(in this case PSAT-V, PSAT-M, and Test of Standard Written En-
glish). The average residual score for the coached black students
was thus 14 points higher .(-3.8 vs. -18.2) than that of the un-
coached blacks, while the average residual for the coached white
students was 9 points higher than the expected value for un-
coached whites. Hence there is little indication that coaching, at
least in the form of high school special-preparation-programs-as
opposed to commercial coaching, works differentially better for
black students in the absence of self-selection effects.

Whatever the basis fOr this black vs. nonblack interaction, it
does not appear to be minority status in general, because Group
(Asian American., Hispanics, and other non-black minorities) did
not yield a significant interaction-Indeed, when data for some 40
nonblack minority students were exarnined, their individual
coaching/self-selection effects bore more resemblance to those of
white students than black students, with the Verbal effect being
only about 8 pointsrhigher than the corresponding Cell means on
the average. Tending to elevate that average, however, were 8
Asian American students, 4 at School A and 4 at School B, who
exhibited Verbal effects about 46 points greater Than their cell
means on the average.

One possibility is that the Verbal SAT entails additional dimen-
si s of difficulty for blacks, and possibly for Asian AmericanS as
well, tkat might be overcome by special preparationsimilar per-
haps to.t.4 test sophistication factor found by Vernon 11962) in
the multiple-Orme responses of British students relatively unfa-
miliar with suchlests, but not in the responses of Amuican stu-
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dents. (This would be-particularly plausible if some of=the black
students in the ETC sample were nonindigenous to the American
educational systemfrom the West Indies, for example.) Coun-
tering this hypothesis, however, are the findings of Rock and
Werts (1979), who compared factor structures for sAT-V and -M
across Native American, Mexican American, Asian American,
Puerto Rican, black, and white samples and evaluated the degree
to-which the same factors were being measured in 'each popula-
tion. They.concluded that both sAT-V and -M were measuring the
same things across these populations, in the same units of mea-
surement, with equal, accuracy as indicated by -equivalent stan-

\ dard errors of measurement. Moreover, on the average, sAT-V cor-
relates equally well with college performance for whites and
blacks, as does sAT-M (Breland, 1979).

Nonetheless, differences in tcst-taking strategies and in tcst so-
. phistication more generally might still be at the root of the Group

2 interaction at Coaching School B, but it is difficult to limit that
interpreNtion to black IA. nonblack differences per se. For exam-

, ple, in low-income, inner-city samples that :were 75 percent
black, Flaugher and Pike (1970) found more random responding
on the PsAT than appeared in national administration samples as
well as a tendency for the more able students to omit more items,
which is counter to the usual trend. When patterns of guessing
and omissions on the Graduate Record Examination were con-
trasted for black and white samples matched on total score leV-e1,
however, no differences in the response patterns of black and
white students were obtained (Pike, 1980), suggesting that the
previously observed patterns might possibly be characteristic of
low-scoring students in general rather than being specific to
inner-city blacks.

In suin, the meaning of the Group 2 interaction for sAT-V at
Coaching School B is both intriguing and perplexing. Even though
it is based on only 13 students, the size of the effect was quite
large and highly significant statistically. It is clear that well-con:
trolled randomized studies of the possible differential effective-
ness of coaching or special preparation for the SAT are needed to
clarify this issue and to draw implications for practice.
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V

Disentangling Coaching Effects
. and Differential Growth:

Detailed Summary of the Rock Analyses

To recapitulate briefly, the Frc study is a pretest-posttest design
in which subjects could not be randomly assigned to experimen--
tal and control groups. In the language of Campbell and Stanley
(1963), it is a speciA case of a quasi-experimental_design known
as the nonequiVarent control-group de---Sign--. ale trtie exper7
ment with random assignment and effective control, the only
rival explanation to the treatment being the cause of the results is
sampling error. However, in the nonequivalent control-group de-
sign, both sampling error, and possible selection bias are plausible .
rival hypotheses to account for the treatment effects obtained.

The FTc analysis and the Stroud reanalysis both relied heavily
on the ability of models in the general tradition of analysis-of-co-
variance (ANCOVA) to rule out rival hypotheses by making linear
adjustments in treatment and control group means for the effects
of covarying factors. However, if growth.is occurring in the de-
pendent variable (that is, in the verbal and mathematical abilities
measured by.,the sAT), then one of the key ways in which nonran-
domized treatment and control groups might differ prior to any
coaching.intervention is in the rate of this intellectual growth If
the treatment and control groups do differ in growth rates prior to
coaching and if these differential rates can be estimated from
time series data, even if only lihearly from two testing occasions
prior to coaching, then another kind of adjustment model can be
employed to correct for those self-selection effects embodied in
differential group growth that were not predicted from the avail-
able covariates used (Bryk & Weisberg, 1976, 1977:, Using such a.
growth model, the reanalysis presented in this section shows in
some detail that the Verbal data from the FTC study indeed display
differential group growth rates and tha. estimates of the coaching
treatment effect are subject to growth adjustments beyond those
predicted from available ANCOVA covariates. The Math data, on
the other hand, do not exhibit differential group grOwth and since
the growth model does not adjust for group differences on

S.
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,

background variables unrelated to differential growth, the Math
coaching effect is better analyzed by ANCOVA.

More,specifically, the Prc analysts did not investigate tlr; pos-
sibility of, differential group growth rates for coached and un-
coached students as a rival hypothesis for part of the score in-
creases ob'served. Campbell (1969) suggests that if two groups
start out at, time 1 with divergent means, those with the higher
mean very likely mature or grow at a greater rate than those 'th
the lower mean. Campbell calls this the interaction of select on
and maturation. The rrc analysis of the group demographic varid-
bles provides evidence that= coached students represent a sejf-se-
lected population different from uncoached students in a number
of-ways in9lutling having higher mean pretest scores. The differ-

irent groups .dre members of different populations living in differ-
ent environments. The different environments interact with dif.,
ferences in ability, to create and maintain different levels of
performance and different rates of growth, suggesting that thense
of a statistical model incorporating differential group growth
rates is called for..

An interrupted time series design comprising three data points
was used to estimate the relative growth rates of coached and un-
coached groups during a period prior to the formal coaching inter-
vention. That is, the following design used observations (0) of
test performance at time to and time t1 to estimate growth rate in
the absence of a formal intervention (I) for both the treatment
group (P) and control group (C). Fdrtunately, the majority of indi-

Coaching Program Group (P) 00 , 01 I 02

Control (C) 00 01 02
tO t t2

Viduals who attended the most successful coaching school
(Schqol A) had three testing sessions, with a coaching interven-
tion taking place between time t1 and t2.

Figure V-1 presents means and standard deviations of the Ver-
bal test scores at three points in time. Similar data are presented
for Math-test scores in Figure V-2. The three testings consisted of
the PSAT, the sivr taken for the first ;ime in April as a junior, and
the SAT taken for the second time in November as a senior. Only
one of the three coaching schools in the FTC data set had a large
enough student population to iurnish sufficient subjects with all
three data points. The coached sample included 192 individuals
while the cOntrol samplu numbered 684.
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Verbal Gains Over Three.Time Periods for Four Populations

The pattern of verbal data in Figure V-1 suggests that the ob-
served group differences at posttest may well beleflecting differ-
ential growth rates as well as treatment effects. Not only is the
classic growth phenomenon of increasing means demotstrated in
Figure V-1 for both the coaching program students and the con-
trols, but it can be seen that the slope of the line from the PSAT ad-

ministration (to) to the first SAT administration (t1) is considerably ,

steeper for the coached group than for the control group. The dif-
ference in mean score from-to to t1 for the coached group is 22
points while the difference for the unrmailied control group is 10
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Figure V-2
Math Gains Over Three T.,inie-Periods.for Four Populations

points-23a discrepancy of 12 points. On the other hand, while
there appear to be significant differential group growth rates in
the Verbal area, this,does not seem to be the case for Math (see
Figure V-2). This is not unreasonable since mathematics is a skill
which requires practice if students intend to maintain or increase
their level ofachievement. In sATMath, the slopes of the lines for
coached-and.control groups are nearly parallel, with the mean dif-
ference in Math score from to to t1 for the coached group only 3
points larger than that for the control group.

In addition, mean scores for the national College Board GAT
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sample tested in April of the junior year (ti)41nd retested in No-
vember (t2) of the senior year are also plotted in figures V-1 and
V:2. These plots represent the 1975 and 1976 populationS. Inspec-
tion of the verbal plo,ts (Figure V-1) suggests that gains of 12 to 17
points from April to November appear to be commonplace for

0 4 junior to senior retesters. The fact that the control sample shows
a gain of 11 points over the game interval from too t2 suggests
that they are reasonably representative of junior to senior reteit-
ers. 'Similarly, in Figure V-2, the April to November gain in
sAT-Math folk the control group is consistent with the 17-point
gain for the 1975 and 1976 junior to senior retesters in the nation-
al sample. The control group's rate of gain is consistent and linear
o'ver both plotted time periods to to tiand.t, to t2.

An adjustment index may be derived from these data which
takes into consideration differential group gro Wth rates in the ab-
sence of formal intervention. If the coached group grows at a
faster rate than- the control group prior to intervention, as might
be expected by virtue of its higher initial mean score, the adjust-

. ment index (b*) in the growth model is.greater than unity, in `con-
trast to the adjustment index (b) in the traditional ANCOVA model
for test-retest data which is typically somewhat 1-ss than unity.
Using adjustment indices derived from the Frc data, treatment ef-

t. fects were estimated for the growth model and contrasted with
the effects obtained from the standard ANcovA model,

Table V-.1 presents ANCOVA and growth-model adjustment in-
dices and coaching effects, as well as the mean growth rates for
tile coached and control students for Verbal'and Math, Th,ese esti-
mates of growth are based on the time period between the first
and pcond testing (to to. t I) and thus are not confounded with the
coaching iPtervention. The estimates of growth rates assume lin-
earity of growth, which would seem .to bc a reasonable assump-
tion given the restricted time periodand, even mere importantly,
given that the obServed data for the control group on both Verbal
and Math conform quite closely to a linear growth model. If one
were to expect a deviation from linearity, it would more likely be
in the direction of a steeper slope (in the absence of intervention)
between the second and third testing since the motivational level
would be at least as great during this time period as in the previ-
ous time. yeriod between taking the Kid. apd the junior-year SAT.

The estimates of the coaching effect under the grawth-model
are about 17' points on Verbal and 31 points on Math. Thisfinding
'that the Verbal effect is substantially less than the Math effect is
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in marked contrast to the ANCOVA estimates of quite comparable
V and M effects. The growth model appears to yield an estimate
of the Verbal coaching effect that is more consistent with earlier
studies and with exi ctations that Math, being generally more
curriculum related than Verbal, might be more responsive to
coaching or special preparation.

The results for sivr-Verbal in Table V-1 call into question the
adequacy of the standard ANCOVA to correct for selection effects,
when they are present in the form of differential group growth
rates not predicted from available covariates. The ANCOVA adjust-
ment index (b) is approximately 1.0 for the Verbal data and some-
what paradoxically 1.25 for the Math data, which is the one situa-
tion displaying little or no evidence of differential group growth
However, since the growth rates appear io be static for the Math
data, the ANCOVA model is probably the more defensible approach
for.estimating the coaching effect for Math because ANCOVA con-
trols for all available measures of-pre-existing difference, not just
those related to differential growth.

In summary, then, examination of testings at three points in
time suggests that. (1) the traditional ANCOVA approach used by
the rrc is inadequate for the Verbal data because of self-selection
effects which are at least partially captured in differential group
growth rates, (2) a more appropriate growth-related adjustment
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Table V-1
Mean Growth Rates, Adjustment Indices, and Estimated

Coaching Effects Under Different Mode) Asaumptions.

Average
Cmwth Rate'

Mani VAlontht

Athostment Itulices
and Their Estimates ni Cowhing Effects,

Grwrh Model AN( OVA

Verbal
Prograth 3.294 L485 16.946 .993 28.065
Control L654

Mathematics
Program . 2.354 1.102 30.558 1.252 27.625
Control 2.048

Mu: elVtragc gam m points istr month is estimated in tfo: ahsence of intervention
(dowth model estimatts h; and a: art do. adiustment index and the stinultd cfIt
based on the group growth rat,. estimates in tilt tirst column lhe ANCOVA estmattc
arc the standard sumits .If (VW 4( Using the list ut ontrol variables presenttd
labk Apptndix 1 AN( OVA b, is the tut adoodnunt index, when Used in du
HUJI AM OVA WAWA ii yields the elket estimate a,
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model yields Verbal coaching effects about one-half the size
reported by the FTC; and, (3) the Math data are more consistent
with the ANCOVA model. Thus, the resulting rr.c estimate of the
coaching effect in Math is more likely to be reasonable given the
available control variables *than is the growth model estimate,
since the latter does not adjust for group differences in back-
ground variables unrelated to growth. This is not to say that the
FTC estimates of the Math coaching effect, as well as those of the
present analyses, are not oyerestimates (or underestimates), since
the only self-selection causes that have been adjusted for were
those reflected in differential growth rates and/or available demo-
graphics.
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VI

Implications for Educational and
Testing liolicy and Practice

..-
-.........s_ (.......,

In summary, the Frc study of commercial coaching found negli-
ble effects for students atten-ding-one coaching schooi and com-
bined coaching and self-selection effeets of_als_mut 20 to 30 points
on both SAT-<, and -M fOr students at another schoolThe reanaly-
sis by T.W.F. Stroud, -Using a.more sophisticated irialysjsAir
covariance design and all three coaching schools in the Frc dila
set, yielded similar overall results: combined coaching/self-selec- ----------

tion effccts in the neighborhood of 20 to 35 points for both sAT-V
and -M at one school and'\inconsistent and negligible effects at the

.

other two schools. The effects due to coaching per se at the orfe
apparently effective school are probably lower than this, how-
ever, because of the confounding with self-selection factors that
influence both attendance at that coaching sChool and' perfor-
mance on the posttest SAT. As we have seen, for exaMple, when
factors related to differential group growth rates in the treatment
and control groups were taken into account in the reanalysis con-
ducted by D.A. Rock, the, combined coaching/self-selection
effect for sAT-V dropped to about 1-7 points while that for sAT-M,
which did not exhibit differential group growth rates in these

, data, remained at about 30 points. But it is impossible to deter-
mine with any confidence whether the effects obtaine'd in the Frc
study may be attributable in whole or part to uncontrolled self-
selection factors rather tha t any impact of,the coaching pro-
gram as such. \,

Thus, overall, the Frc stu y appears to reveal considerable vari-
ability in the coaching/se f-selection effects associated with
coaching-school attendance wit\h an estithated combined effect
for students at one school o ! AbOut 20 to 30 points On SAT-Math

1

and very likely about half tc two-thirds that (as reflected in cor-
1

rections for differential rour growth rates) on sAT-Verbal. In addi-
tion, the sporadic emergence of si nificant interactions indicates
that particular types of stud nts, s ch as those highly motivated
to achieve, or students with part'icular cultural backgrounds,
such as blacks or Asian Ariericars, might sometimes exhibit
larger score inéreases in sorie co imercial coaching programs
Further research is needed oz this problem since the samples of

1
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blacks and other minorities in the FTC study were exceedingly
small and somewhat atypical. On balance, however, thc overall
findings for commercial coaching appear generally consistent
with -the results of prior studies on- thc effectiveness of special
preparation programs offered by high 'schools, especially the
longer and more intensive ones.

To pursue this latter conclusion in more detail, let us inquire
how the results of the FR: reanalyses jibe with thc rankings of
prior coaching studies in regard to studcnt contact time and mag-
nitude of score effects, as summarized in Table 11-3. Thc coaching
progi am at School A in thc FTC study-entailed 40 hours of student
contact timc while that at School B involved 24 hours. If it is
assumed that roughly half that time in cach case was devoted to
Verbal coaching and half to Math coaching, then thc Verbal stu-
dcnt contact time of School A would receive a rank of 8 whcn
added to thc rank-order correlations of Table 11-3, while the asso-
ciated Verbal combincd coaching/self-selection effect iusing the

- weighted average of estimates from Table IV-1) would receive a
rank of 7. Thc rank for the Math student contact timc at School A
would be 5, while that for the associated Math combined coach-
ing/self-selection effect would be 4. Thc corresponding values for
School B would bc rank 10 for Verbal student contact time and
rank 13 for combined sisx-V effect, and rank 7.5 for Math student
contact time and rank 11 for combined sAT-M effect The consis-
tency in these associated ranks between student contact tithe and
magnitude of combined coaching/self-selection effects, espe-
cially for School A where thc associated ranks differed by only
one ordinal position, suggests that the rrc results arc of a compar-
able order with the results of prior studies. With the values for
School A included, the ritw 'correlations between rank-order, of
student contact time and rank-order of score effect arc .77 for
sivi--V across 18 studies and .78 for sisx-M across 11 studies. Fur-
ther, if thc statistically unreliable values of School B are added,
thc new correlations become .77/for sA-r-V across 1,9 studies and
.74 for sAT-M across I 2 studics.

If it were to be shown that relatively intensive coaching could
sastantially irriprove scores for some students on thc SAT, this
would have important implications for both educational and test-
ing practice. In considering what these policy implications might
be, it would be important to know whether any increased test
scores attributable to Loathing represent stable improvements in
the verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities measured by the
SAT or whether thcy reflect improved facility in overcoming inad-

. vertent sources of tcst difficulty unrelated to thcsc reasoning abil-
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ities, such as difficulty associated with test anxiety or unfamiliar-
ity, with different item formats or test-taking strategies. The for-

mer case would threaten neither the interpretive validity nor the
predictive utility of the sAT, for any genuine long-term improve-
ments in-the abilities-measured should lead to score increases and
should also serve the student wdl in coping with the demands of
college learning, which typically entail the same kinds of verbal
arid quantitative reasoning by analogy, induction, and deduction
as are-measured by the SAT. The latter case, by virtue of pointing
to construct-irrelevant test difficulty, has double-edged implica-
tions. If improved test wiseness increases test scores that were in-
accurately low because of construct-irrelevant difficulty, a more
accurate assessment of ability level would result and the predic
tive value of the test should be enhanced. On -the other hand, if
improved test wiseness leads to test scores that are inaccurately
high, the interpretive validity of the test would be diluted and its
predictive validity jeopardized. In any particular instance, of

course, some combination of improved abilities and impr9ved
test wiseness might contribute to improved test performance.

None of the studies of coaching or special preparation con-
ducted-so far has systematically addressed-this issue ofirnproved
abilities; rather, they have all focused on the prior issue of first
identifying any score increases associated with coaching pro-
grams before inquiring into their causes7 this second step has
never been taken and, as A consequence, at this point we can only
conjecture as to the likelihood that obtained score increases re-
flect improved reasoning skills. On the one hand, the verbal and

'Although no coaching study has directly addressed this basic question of wheth-
er score Increases reflect Improved abilities or increased test wiscness, Marron
(1965( did broach the issue indireuly by investiganng thc extent to which SAT

scores .ifter special Instruction predicted freshman class sumdings at the U S
service academies and at selective colleges. This appraisal is indirect because it
requires not only that the verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities be irn
proved by instruction but that they bc effectively util"zed in college perfor-

mance, whereas thcrc are numerous countervailing facto s, athletics and extra
curricular activities among them, that contribute to schi lastic underachieve-
ment. Thus, high correlations would provide positive evK encc that increased
test scores reflect improved abilities being well utilized in cIlege performance,
but low correlations would constitute negative evidence only if plausible rival
explanations lor poor auulemic performence could be disco inted As a further
complicanon, rdauvely crudc and approximate methods of equating were re-
quired in Marron's study to obtain some semblance of distrib nional comptirabtl-
ny across the service acaikmtes and across the widely diver e colleges that the
preparatory students dispersed to, thereby rendering the utcome Admittedly
tenuous Nonetheless, thc findings suggest that at the service academies the stu-
dents did less well aca dap Nally than thc tcst scores predyctcd, wheicas at the
,scleetive colleges thc diWbutions of class standings and test scores did "not

;Seem to be inconsistent" (p. 22).
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mathematical reasoning abilities measured by the SAT develop
over many years of experience and use in nonschool and school
settings, and, it is difficult to improve them markedly with short-
term interventions in late adolescence or young adulthood. On
the other hand, the-more productive special preparation programs
were relatively intensivethe one commercial coaching school
where students exhibited significant average effects, for example,
involved 10 four-hour sessions plus homework, which is about
the equivalent of a one-semester college course. And the effect on
scores, while valued, was not marked. Whether due to coaching
or other factors, 20 score points or so on a score scale ranging
from LOU to 800 with a standard deviation of 100 amounts to,
fewer than three additional items correct. It is thus quite consis-
tent with the notion of gradual development of reasoning abilities
to argue that intensive study over many sessions might yield
modest but genuine improvements in reasoning skills.

It would be.important to investigate whether, and to what ex-
tent, coaching or intensive special preparation programs may lead
to improved abilities and, in any event, to consider how secon-
dary schools might be able to improve their students' academic
abilities over the longer haul. Since reasoning abilities facilitate
educational accomplishments, school programs stressing ability
development as well as subject-matter learning should have a syn-
ergistic effect on current and subsequent educational achieve-
ment. The verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities measured
by the sk.T are related, after all, not only to college performance
but to high school performance as well. The function of the SAT is
to measure validly and uniformly across different groups and dif-
ferent settings the current level of developed Scholastic abilities
facilitative of academic learning, in an effort to improve the accu-
racy of forecasting subsequent academic performance at the col-
lege level. Whether the current level of developed abilities facili-
tative of college learning derives in part from intensive special
preparation programs pointed toward test performance or from
long-term general preparation programs pointed toward school
attainment or from extensive experiential learning in nonschoot
settingsthat is, from coaching or instruction or experienceis
indistinguishable to the sAT. The issue of equity of access to
coaching programs that are effective by. virtue of ability develop-
ment, if such could be identified, is thus similar to the issue of
equity of access to effective school programs or effective life expe-
riences. Thus, coaching or special preparation programs produc-
ing increased test scores by ,improving the abilities measured
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would have important implications for educational practice and
social policy.

In contrast, if coaching or special preparation programs may
lead to substantially increased test scores without improving-the
abilities measured, there are important implications for testing
practice. Such an outcome would imply that the test or the test-
ing experience entails unintended sources of difficulty, such as
anxiety over being evaluated or unfamiliarity with different item
formats or test-taking strategies, that can be utercome by special
preparation. Issues of equity of access to such special preparation
become important to the extent that individual differences in
test-taking skills per se influence test scores.

Although one might expect the typical coaching program to
reduce unfamiliarity by drilling the student in different ap-
proaches to different item formats and to allay anxiety by provid-
ing feedback on effective item performance, the fragmentary
research evidence suggests that if thiS is all that is done the
coaching will have little impact on test scores. The coaching or
special preparatiun programs that emphasize drill-and-practice
appear to be associated with small effects, if any, whereas pro-
grams that include skill-development copponents tend to be
associated with larger effects (which, by and large, seem to occur
more for Math than for Verbal). Nonetheless, following accepted
principles of good test practice, tegt makers should strive to
reduce construct-irrelevant test difficulty wherever possiblefor
example,hy avoiding arcane item types, complicated instruc-
tions, esoteric or culture-specific content, undue speededness,
and the,like. Substantial efforts should also be made routinely to
increase test familiarization and test wiseness, such as the Col-
lege Board has done by distributing a sample SAT and answer key
to all candidates along with strategic advice in the booklet Taking
the SAT. With well-made tests the concern is not that students
will learn how to capitalize on extraneous ales to inflate their
test scores, for such clues should be rare and are further reducible
,through ,test analysis, but rather that students learn to cope most
advantageously with the test as a standardized vAicle for demon-
strating their abilities. To ensure the fairness of the admissions
testing process, then, test makers should attempt to make clear
to all prospective test takers what the test measures, what kinds
of items and. formats, will be encountered, and what kind and
level of prqparation the test presupposes, as well as providing
practicematerials and advice on effective test taking. This should
be done noti just to minimize thee effects on test scores of student
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differencq in this regard, but to increase tbe validity of the test
and to enhance the value of the testing experience for each indi-
vidual.

Finally, what advice does alLthisimply for the prospective SAT
taker? If this advice were based mainly on a summary of the re-
search findings as best we can interpret them at this, point, the
studept might be told something like this:

The verbal and matheniatical reasoning abilities measured by the
SAT develop over years of experience and use both within and out-
side,of school. In preparing for the test, a review of mathematical
concepts may be beneficial, especially for students not currently
enrolled in mathematics courses.

Studies of the effects of drill-and-practice.on sample items or of
last-minute cramming show little score increase, although such
practice may serve to familiarize-the student with different item
formats and to reduce apprehension about what to expect. The Col-
lege Board distributes test-familiarization materials to all candi-

_dates and-recommends that they take the sample sAr provided,
carefully review-the answers, and read the booklet on Taking the
SAT.

Studies of students attending special prcparation programs avail-
able in many high schools show a range-of effects averaging less
than 10 score points on Verbal and less than 15 points on Math for
programs requiring an average of about 20 hours or so of total stu-
dent contact time. Part or-all of these score increases may br due to
factors ottwr_than the special prepbration program offered, such as
the level of motivation or priokeducational experience of the stu-
dents. And- individual students or certain sroups or-types-of-stu-
dents might rience larger increases or possibly even losses.

A,_ recent, stu of students enrolled in commercipl coaching
courses shows va lability in average score improvement depending
on which course the.students attended. negligible effects were
found for students attending two of ;the three coaching schools
studied, while average effects in the 2o- tb 30-point range for Math
and perhaps half to two-thirds that for Verbal were associated with
attendance at the third school, which, entailed about 40 hours of
total student contact time. Even for students attending this latter
school, however, it was not at all clear ,irhat proportion of the score
increases was due to-coaching experiences as such rather than to
motivational and other_ background characteristics typical of the
students taking that course. Again, individual students or certain
groups or types of students might experience larger increases or pos-
sibly evenfosses. '

There have been no systeniatic studiês comparing the rclative
e,Vectiveness of different types of coaching programs, whether they
be commercial or school-based, lq alone their relative effectiveness
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for particular groups or ty'Pes of students, but the larger score effects

, appear generally to be associated with longer-term intensive pro-
grams emphasizing skill development in verbal and mathematical
reasoning.

In any event, whether due to coaching or to personal (actors,
score increases of 20 to 30 points on a 200- to 800-vint scale corre-
spond to approximately three additional items correct, and compar-
able or larger effects might be obtained if students were to devote

the same level of effort on a regular basis to classroom instruction
and independent study.

Although further research is needed to clarify the nature of the
relationship, it seems very likely that improvement of the com-
prehension and reasoning skills measured by the SAT, when it
occurs, is a function of the time and effort expended. Further-
more, each additional increase in ability may require increasing
amounts of time and effort, probably geometrically increasing
amounts. But since the time required to achieve average score in-
creases greater than 20 to 30 points or so, especially in Verbal,

-may rapidly approach that of full-time schooling, the soundest
long-range mode orpreparation for the SAT would appear to be a
secondary-school program emphasizing the development, of
thought as well.as knowledge.
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Appendix
Critical Notes on the FTC Coaching Study

Critical.Notes pn the FTC Coaching Study

DoNz L. ALDERMAN, November 16, '1979

Staff Memoranclum of the BostOn Regional Office. (BRO.

The disclaimers and reservations attached to the Boston memo-
randum make it quite clear thst, the Federal Trade' Commission
(Frc) itself found serious flaps in this staff report. Yet it may be
useful to enumerate those criticisnis as well as to offer further
comments on specifie detaifs sikce the "revised statistical analy-
ses" conducted by the Frc's Bureau of Consumer Protection (mi)
in Washington accepts /lie data-set and repeat3 several assump-

, tions of the Boston memorandum.
The note on the cOver of the Boston memorandum goes further

Tha usual disclaimers in stating-that" 'Ithe-Commission sPecifi,
cally believes that some of the conchisions in the study,are not

, supported by the .edence obNined in the investigation!' This
strong disavowal of certain conclusions may be attributed to
"several major flaws in the data...analysis," quoeng from the RCP's
notice to recipients of the Boston memoranduni. The notice cites
four specific flaV;s: (1) comparisons are made "for groups of
coached and cncoached stiidents withdut controlling:for Cliffer-
ences which may exist in personal and demographic characteris-
tics of tthe students in the two groups;" (2) failu:e "to provide
tests of statistical significhnce which are necessary ,to interpret
the results" (i.e., whether differences may simply be due to
chance occurrences rather than treatment effects); (3) defects that
coneern "the method used to present the findings from the data
analysis" (e.g., discussion of results in terms of a nonexistent
subpopulation of students); and, (4) "all the limitations absoci-
ated with (a nonexperimént design)."

These Points stressed by th Frc focus on theistatistical an5ly-

sis and give inadequate attenti n to the data editing which neces-
sarily took place prior to. the s age of statisticalanalysis. More-

the.itibiequent Bo; repolf reffitS-several Weak assumptions
made in the Boston memorandum. 75
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Assumptions and Data Analysis

These additiAal comments concern some of the BRo's assump-
tions and some of the steps taken in constructing the final data
base. But the design of the study would itself preclude any defini-
tive conclusions. Numerous alternative explanations exist for
any differences in the test performance of the two comparison
groups (i.e., "coache'd" and "uncoached") since students in
these groups differ markedly on key demographic characteristics
(see Table 1 of the RCP's report, pp. 8-11). And the statistical anal-
yses undertaken in the BRo memorandum exacerbate these initial
group differences by ignoring them. Nevertheless, I offer a few
additioifal comments:

Scope of inferences.The 13Ro me aorandum assumes that "valid
inferences about the coachability of othtsr examinations can be
drawn from the specific results we obtalii for the SAT and LSAT."
Given- the .pre-existing differences evident in, the comparison
groups, there is not even a strong basis for inferences about the
SAT and Ism let alone any other .examinations. Indeed, the
results themselves show inconsistencies across test adminis-
trations, commercial.schools, and examinations.

Representative sample. The enumeration of the study's as-
. sumptions (no memorandum, p. 49) begins with a statement

concerning the sample's representativeness of the entire ski
and LSAT candidate populations. ;Although the control group
was a random sample drawn from' history files, the "coached"

group is obviously very different from the population of candi-
dates (see Table 1 of Bcp's report). The release of BRo's technical
appendixYsEtcl,",..whisli.gives_ demographic profiles by compari-
son group, should confirm the weakness of this assurnption.

Consistency of treatment iffects. Another assumption was
that the "coaching school (effect) is consistent dUring the
study period lp. 49)." Certainly the consistency of treatment
effects ac.oss schools or test administrations should be an open
question subject to investigation rather than conjecture br
assumption.

Treatment self-selection and control contamination. The
strangest assumption made in the into memorandum is that
"the effects of enrollee self-selection, if any,, and of coaching of
presumably uncoached studgrits offset one' another (p. 49)."
There is no way to estimate the extent of treatment contami-
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nation in the control group since there were no data collected
on this issue, and the BRO memorandum made no attempt to
identify a component of score change which might IQ attrib-
uted to self-selectiOn in the treatment group. Yet the statement
appears that these unknown and unspecified effects offset one
another.

Data editing. The steps which led from tIle ETS tapes and the
commercial schools' enrollment rosters to a final data base
were difficult to follow in the BRO memorandum. If my recon-
struction of these steps is accurate, substantial numbers of stu-
dents enrolled in commercial coaching courses were ommitted
from the \final data base:

NumberofStudents

ISAT SAT

Enrollment in commercial course 11,006 2,286

Matches with ETS test files 9,029 1,777

Students with results from one or two test
administrations 6,894

Students with CPA PAT) or PSAT (SAT) 4,662

Students with known sex and ethnicity. 2,830'

Final "study group" in treatment (coachdd)
condit ion 3,509' 603

Ip :8)

Such sizeable losses.fand gains!) raise questions about possible
changes in the nature of the sample at each step of the data edit-

has.already been noted elsewhere that the number of com-
mercial school enrollees without SAT testing histories seems high
(N = 5091. But the reduction in sample size from the number of
cases with testing histories to the final "study group" is twice as
large.

Revised Statistical Analyses
of the Bureau of Consumer Protection

The BCP report is a much stronger technical document than the
BRO memorandum. Its conclusions must be subject to the same
qualifications since the study necessarily involves comparisons
against a nonequivalent control group, but the BCP report ac-
knowledges these limitations and takes care to qualify any infer-
ences from the results. Furthermore, the explanation of the steps

77
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taken in editing and in analyzing the data is far better than that
contained in the BRO memorandum. Nevertheless, they indicate
that SAT testing histories were,identified for 1568 coaching school
enrollees but were not located for "approximately 600 -individ-
uals identified from thecoaching school list" (p. 5). This attrition
rate is about 28 Krcent Ind represents-a significant loss. More-
over, the response rate:forpe SDQ for the coached and uncoached
students (64 and 67 percept, respectively) is considerably lower
than that typically foundToi SAT candidate groupsabout 84per-
cent. Such high attrition rates from each source may have intro-
duced biases relevant to cOaching and its effects.

The BCP report, despite its inherent limitations, provides infor-
mation on a topic of concern and interest. On the whole, we
should welcome the report as a contribution to the literature on
coaching. The effects (see BCP report, Table 3, p. 20) correspond to
three additional items correct on each of the sKr-V and sAT-M and
probably incorporate several components, including self-selec-
tion, instruction, and coaching. Moreover, those effects held just
for School A. School B had negligible impact on SAT scores. If we
view or demonstrate these effects as probable overestimates aris-
ing from comparing nonequivalent groups apd confounding sever-
al possible sources of score changes, three additibnal items cor-
rect seems not to represent a dramatic gain. The same effect
might be found for students devoting comparable effort and time
to independent study or regular academie courses covering typi-
cal subject matter.

Comments on selected points in the Bpi report follow:

"Underachievers." The act' report suggests that coaching at School
A was "effective" for "underachievers:: an estimated treatment
effect of 25 points was found at School A for students whose SAT
scores were lower than might be expected on the basis of their high
school grades, class rank, and other demographic characteristics
Usually students whose school grades seem high in relation to their
test scores would be called "overachievers." And that term, "over-
achievers," seems more consistent with the demographic profiles in
Table 1 (BCP report, pp. 8-11), coached students had higher class
ranks (31% in the top tenth of their class), reported larger parental
incomes (41% with $30,000 or more), attended nonpublic schools
more often 1415% in nonpublic schools), had higher English grades
(55%.w\ith an A in their latest course), and had higher mathematics
grades (p)%-with an A in their latest course) than control students
These students in the coached group were riot underachievers or
disadvantaged, they were overachievers and. middle-class
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Adjustment for-self-selection. Th; dropping of MAT as a covariate
/and the concomitant increase in the standard error of the esti-
mated treatment effects/ in attempting to compensate for self-
Flection left me puzzled_ After confirming students' self-selection
into the coached group by noting unaccounted differences in PSAT
(RCP report, Table 4, p. 26), PSAT is dropped as a covariate in the re-
gression analyses. If we extend that argument to all other indepen-
dent variables which show significant differences between the
coached and uncoached groups (130. report, Table I, pp. 840, the
only covariates left_would be sex and expected years of English. The
point is that all of ihe_ variables, dependent and independent, show
self-selection and no statistical analysis will fully compensate for
the nonequivalent control group.

True experimental design. The BCP report takes the position that a
true experiment with random assignment of students to compari- -
son groups would be unethical ("as it would require denying access
to commercial coaching to students who want it" Ilia report, p.
31), expensive, and time-consuming. But our own most recent
study of special preparation for the sAT-V did follow a true ex-
perimental design by delaying iather than denying access to the
treatment.

The FTC memorandum from the BRO and report from the BCP do
not close the question of the impact of commercial coaching en-
terprises. It has not been runquivocaIly shown that such pro-
grams cause score gains on national admissions tests. Indeed, no
amount of rekarch can disprove, the possible effectiveness of
coaching. The possibility will remain open since there is always
another program or a different student population. Even-an exper.:
imental study showing no significant effects this year would not
be conclusive evidence, regarding new programs and diffdent stu-
dents next year. But we can perhaps clarify this-issue by explain-
ing sources of score, changes on major admissions tests and by
studying the impact of regular academic programs.

79
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Critical Notes on the FTC Coaching Study

DONALD E. POWERS, November 19, 1979

A

The claims made for the efficacy of special preparation or
"coaching" by hose commercial or proprietary schools that offer
such prpaf1on programs for standardized admission tests is a
J2wpefoncern of the Federal Trade Commission (rrc). The Com-
mission deserves support for adaressing this thorny issue and for
assembling what appears to be the first credible set of data from
which inferences about the effects of commercial coaching rea-
sonably could-be attempted. As a result of the FTC effort we now
know something more about the effects of commercial coaching.
Through further analyses that are possible with the rrc data base,
even more may be learned.

The FTC shouki also be apPlauded for acknowledging the limita-
tions inherent, in the type of quasi-experimental study that was
conducted, for recogniziug.the serious flaws in an earlier report
issued,by its Boston Regional Office, and for attempting to rectify
some of these flaws through reanalyses.
. Nevertheless, with respect to the more technically adequate
report issued by the Fir's Bureau of Consumer Protection (sal in
Washington, a number of comments can be made regarding: (1)
the general reporting of results; (2) the assumptions underlying
various analyses and findings; (3) the design and analysis strate-
gies employed; (4) the testing of hypotheses; (5) the logic in-
volved in drawing. inferences; and, (6) the reisonableness of
results. Needless to say, perhaps, these categories may have sub-
stantial overlap.

81
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Reporting

In terms of style, the Bo, report is generally well-written, with a
minimum of technical jargon. However, four relatively minor
poinxs might be made.

The report's title, "Effects of Coaching on Standardized Ad-
mission Examinations," seems to suggest that the results of
the study pertain to a variety of standardized admissions tests,
which include both aptitude arid achievement measures, and

to a variety of coiching methods and courses. Since the study
has been restricted to specific ,types of coaching and to one par-
ticular aptitude test (the SAT), a title more adequately reflecting
the narrower focus of the study would have been more appro-
priate.

The report's executive summary is selective in focusing on the
results at,only one of the two schools involved. Inclusion of a
statement concerning the lack of effectiveness of the second
school would have been appropriate.

The report's summary of an average effect of 25 points "on
both the verbal and math SAT exams" at one school obscures
some important information about the effects, namely that the
eifect on Verbal scores was somewhat higher than the effect on

Math scores.
-

Detail for some especially relevant descriptive information is
omitted from the report. Table I of the BCP report, which shows
demographic profiles of coached and uncoached students, fails
to provide the statistics for PSAT scores, which are acknowl-
edged in the narrative to differ for coached and noncoached stu-
dents. The omission of data on the PSAT is glaring because of the
report's contention that self-selection is based ,primarily on

--theie earlier test scores.

Assumptions

Like most quasi-experiments, the Plc study rests on a number of
assumptions, both explicit and implicit, that can be examined for

reasonableness:

The BCP repo) t states on page 2 that:
Conversely, a non-experimental control group may lead to an un-

82
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derestirnate of coaching benefits, that is, the uncoached students
may in fact have received some form of coaching other than formal

enrollment in a commercial coaching course. They may, for exam-
ple, have attended a course offered by a school in the not-for-profit
segment of the Industry or have engaged in extensive self-prepara-
tion. These unmonitored efforts, if they occur and if they are effec-
tive, would tend to increase the average test scores of the "un-
coached" students. These increased scores, containing a compo-
nent properly attributable to coaching, would tend to shrink the
apparent benefit from commercial coaching.

In the absence of any data, this assumption would seem rea-
sonable. However, some reworked data (Table 1) from the
study of the effects of the booklet Taking the SAT suggest that
coached students may be more likely than uncoached students,
except for the use of College Board publications, to also engage
in other methods of preparation. Thus, by rrc reasoning, their
analyses would actually be more likely to overestimate the ef-
fects of coaching by failing to account for the other ways in
which coached students may have prepared.

Moreover, the fact that coached students may prepare more
diligently than uncoached students would seem to suggest a
motivation to do well on the SAT that was probably not cap-
tured by any of the variables included' in ,the FtC study. (It

should be noted that the coached students in Table 1 reported
"attending coaching sessions outside school," but not neces-
sarily commercial coaching schools-of-the type-studied-by-the
rrc.) Hence,_ the reasonableness of this rrc assumption thaf
preparation efforts on the part of the uncoached studentS
tended to shrink the apparent benefit from commercial coach-

ing may be questioned.

The assumption that, compared to -nonexperimental studies,
experimental studies of the effects of special preparation are
impractical, unethical, expensive, and time-consuming can be

questioned by citing the recently completed experimental
study of special preparation programs offered by secondary
schools by Alderman and Pcmsers.

The FTC study attends to the importance of self-selection, but
apparently implicitly assumes that all stUdents use the same
basis for choosing to attend coaching schools, i.e that self-
selection is uniform. This assumption attributes a simplicity
to self-selection that may not be warranted.

.
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Table 1

Use of Various Preparation Methods by Coached and Uncoached Students

Method oi Preparation

(1) 121 131 fa) (51 161 171 IS)

Answsred Reviewed Read Test Attended - Attended

Questions in Read Reviewed Math Vocabulary or Reviewed Other Preparatory Preparatory Coaching

About the sAr Taking the sAr on Own English on Own Material on Own Rooks Session at School Outside School Other

Croup N% N%,N% N% N% N% N% Ns96_ N%
Coached 46 74,2 28, 82.3 34 '54.8 43 69.4 10 16.1 44 71.0 17 27,4 62 100.0 10 16.1

N = 62

Uncoached 978 76.5 563 92.0 361 28.2 545 42.6 110 8,6 636 49.7 189 14.8 00 0.0 147 11.5

N = 1279

Total 1024 76.3 5913 91.5 395 29.5 588 43.8 120 8.9 680 50.7 206 15A 62 4.6 157 11.7

1.69 3.84 20.16 17 18 4.10 10.67 7.27 L23

p = n.s. p < .05 p < .001 p < .0Q1 p < .05 p < .05 p < .01 p = n.s.

glace is 34. 11,4t....,s 612. 3ftase is 646, Source, Powers, D. E. Siudents Usc of and Reactions to Alternatwe Methods of Preparing for the sAr In ptogress,

0 `i
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Design and Analysis .

The rrc presents the inherent limitations of the non-experimen-
tal nature of the design used. The application of multiple regres-
sion analysis as the primary data analysis technique seems ap-

- propriate. However, the following additional refinements in
analysis might have been useful:

A more careful entry, perhaps serially, of variables or sets of
variables in the analyses, instead oientering all of them. simul-
taneously, might hav.e been even more informative. A careful
examination of the collinearity of variables might also have
been desirable.

Additional analyses of possible interactive effects might have
proven useful. The rrc researchers did testifor PSAT coaching in-
teractions and concluded that they need not be taken into ac-
count. However, a number of other interaction effects could
have been included in the analyses, such as the interaction of
coaching with:
number of previous PSATS
number of years of math, and
high school grades.

Including more interaction terms would presumably have
resulted- in a better feel for-the-joint-effeots-of-coaching_and_
other important variables or the conditions-under which coach-
ing is most effective.

separate analyses for each coaching school, and/or more so-
phisticated procedures for pooling data, could have been-con-
ducted, given the acknowledged differences between the stu-
dents attending the two coaching schools. Iniportant effec6
may have been obscured by merely combining together data for
all students at both schools as in the demographic profiles.

Hypothesis Testing

At times the rrc study is too selective in the testing of plausible
aypotheses. This defect is especially evident in the analyses of
self-selection bias.

As one &ample, on page 18 of the BCP report, the-hyp-dtheas iS
presented that students who are coached before they take the

91470 0-82---44
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SAT for the first time are serious and do not plan to take it a sec'.
ond time, while those who are not coached are not as serious
because they do plan to take it a second time. This hypothesis
is tested by showing that coached students were more likely
than their uncoached counterparts to take the SAT a second
time and'that, therefore, the, issue wa not a cause for Concern.
However, no consideration is given to the couriter-hypotheSis
that because coached students were more likely than un-
coached students to take the exam a second time, they are
more serious and more determined to persist until they obtain
s'atisfactory scores.

The FTc study acknowledges the potential for biased estimates
of effects resulting from student self-selection. However, the
study focuses on only one possible type of self-selection bjas,
i.e., that students choose to attend coaching schools on the ba-
sis of how their first score (sAT or PSAT) compares with what
might be expected from their high school rank, -their parents'
income, etc. This hypothesis is tested by regressing first SAT
score (and PSAT score) on demographic variables and showing
that coached students, on the average, obtained slightly lower
than expected SAT and. PSAT Scores, whereas noncoached stu-
dents did slightly better than expected. However, similar anal-
yses using each of the demographic characteristics (instead of
PSAT and SAT scores) as dependent variables might very well
have shown similar, or even more dramatic, differences be-
-tween-coached- and-uncoached students, suggesting self-selec-
tion on other variables.

One plausible alternative hypothesis is that self-selection
operates primarily on the,basis of familyincome, an hypothesis
that is supported by the demographic profiles which show a
very strong relationship between attending coaching schools
and family income. It seems highly likely that regressing fami-
ly income on other demographic characteristics and PSAT scores
would show that coacheck students come from families whose
incomes are higher than expected from pther demographic

'characteristics, and that, therefore, self-selection might well
be based primarily owparental income (i.e., on one's family's
ability and willingness to pay for coaching). The same analyses
could be applied to any of the other available student character-
istics.

The following observations sugsest that self-selection on the

86

basis of family income is not only consistent with the vrc data
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but also at least equally plausible to self-selection based on ex-
pectations for PSAT (s4-r) scores:

(1) One wonders how precisely students can estimate, or de-
velop strong expectations for, how well they should per-
form on 'the PSAT or SAT according to their personal demo-
graphic profiles, i.e., how closely statistical ekpectations
correspond to student expectations. As an example, would-

a student having a particular demographic profile (white
male ranking in the, top tenth of his class, from a family
earning $21,000 a year, having taken four years of math and
cibtaining an excellent grade in his latest math course) ex-
pect to get a PSAT-M score of 56, as would be predicted frb'm

-the Frc-generated regression equations? How likely would
he be to seek coaching if his actual score was below this, or
to forego coaching if his actual score exceeded 56?

(2) Differences between coached and noncoached studenis on
,ra.riables other than family income could be explained on
Or basis of incidental selection. If students were to base
thekr decisions to attend coaching schools solely (explicitly)
bn t eir parehts' ability to pay, differences on most other
demo raphic variables (e.g., PSAT scores, grades, attendance

priv te 5chools) could be merely incidental because of
the posieve correlation of each of these variables with par-

inco e.
-
(3) Differences In self-selection were detected for students at-

tending the t o coaching schools in the Frc study. SO
selection of the type hypothesized in the study was noted
for School A, w ich charges $225, but not for School B,

- which charges onlW5. This pattern is consistent with the
alternative hypothes s that family income is the major self-

selection variable.

Testing other types of self-4ction bias seems very important
in light of the Frc conclusion that coaching is effective for "un-
derachievers," which is define in the report as being the same
as self-selection.

Logic and Inferences

Several-of-the-conclusions drawn in the.rrc eport are, open to fur-

ther consideration.

1 0 1 0
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The analysis of self-selection bias shows that coached students
had unexpectedly low scores on both a previous sivr and the
PSAT, frorn.which it is concluded that students who tend to en-
roll in coaching schools are those who do worse than expected
-on standardized. tests. The fact that, on the average, those
choosing coaching schools do worse than expected on both
previous exams (sKr and PSAT) is used to infer that self-selection
is not on the basis of scoring lower than expected by chance
(i.e., that because the phenomenon is noted for two tests, it is
not by chance).

However, this analysis rules out only that self-selection is
not based solely op obtaining by chance an initial skr score that
was lower than expected. It does not rule out the hypothesis
char self-selection is based on scoring low by chance twice (on
both the PSAT and the first sm.). That is, those students who are
unlucky twice may be the ones choosing to select coaching.
Using the Erc technique, we can reason that if, say, about one-
fifth of all students tend to be unlucky, i.e., score below expec-
tations on each exam, then about one In twenty-five would be
expected to be'unlucky both times. Given the relatively small
percentage of all examinees who attend commercial coaching
schools, coached students could very well come primarily from
this doubly unlucky group.

A major conclusion of the study that rests on the analysis of
self-selection is that "doaching can be effective for those who

--Awnot stole-well Dp standardized tests" lp. 35), and that "if
only underachieverg,can be helped, it is possible that coaching

t the second school would be effective for such students" (ex-
ecutive summary). Because of its policy implications, this con-
clusion deserves critical analysis. The reasoning from which
this conclusion results is faulty because self-selection of the
test underachievement type was noted for only one of the two
schools. That is, there are underachievers at one school but not
at the other. This confounding of particular school with type of_
student does not allow the type of conclusion madein the Frc
reliort. It is not. possible to conclude from the Frc analysis of
only two schools whether the nature of the program or the type
of student in attendance is responsible for the apparent effect
on test scores. An analysis of the effects for under- and over-
achievers within schools is needed to make an inference of this

nature.

Related to the major conclusions listed above is the extremely
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weak argument 4hat because self-selection was not detected at
School A for one exam-ithe 197 Verbal exam, for which coach-
ing was effective), then coach' g at School A can be effective
for all students, not just under Ichievers. Not only is this infer-
ence not justified, but the rea nableness of the finding Upon
which it is based [i.e., that sel -selection was not detected for
one portion (Verbal) of onc exa (the 1975 administration) can
be questioned]. It is difficult t understand how Gr why self-
selection should be different in ne year for only one par.t ofIthe
exam.

Findings

A number of the report's findings, Jwhile possibly corre'ct, can be
classified as either counterintuiti e, curious, or needing further
explanation or clarification.

The finding that the effects of coading on the Verbal part of
the sAT,werc as large as (in some instances larger than) the ef-
fects on the Math section is counterintuitive to what we know
about the develop:Tient of verbal and math abilities as mea-
sured by the SAT. This somewhat unexpected finding could
have been givenfurther attention in the report.

Table I on page 20 of the rrc report shows two estimates of
effects that are significantly different statistically for subsam-
ples,but these differences are not nientioned report. The
first is the difference between estimates for Verbal efiects for
subsamples 1 and 2 for School A, suggesting that School A was
inore effective in 1976 than in 1975. Since School A was well
established before 1975, this difference may deserve some
attention.

The second significant difference 'is between subsamples 5
and 6 for Math at School A, suggesting that School A's instiuc-
tion is more effective for second-time SAT takers than for first-
time SAT takers. Possibly, these signifiCantdifferences merely
reflect,the relatively large number of significance tests. How-
ever, at least the very large difference in year-to-year effects on
Verbal scores for School A should have receivedlsome mention.
Or should,we believe that such fluctuations arc typical of this
kind, of study?

As mentioned above, -the analysis of self-ielection discussed in
the final sectitm of the report concludes that self-selection Was

1012
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i'in:effect-for-SCho oLAImeach of_theiest datealor b th of the
exams, with the ,sole exception of the 1975 verbal e am" (p.
35). This is a_curious finding, since there should-be no, reason
to believe that that self-selection would be different for this
partitular exam, especiallysince self-selection was,cletecid for
the Math portion of the same administration.

The finding that School A is more effective than Schoà B
deserves more attention. This rIsult seems reasonable sirt\ce
School A offeo a longer, and more expensive, course than does
School B. However, another hypothesis can be offered to
count for the apparent difference in estimates of the effective-
ness of the two schools. Since the tu' tionler School A is three
times that of School B (and assuming selection is, related to
cost), it seems likely that the uncoached control group is more
like the students coached at School B than those coached at
School A, an, itypothesis that can be easily tested with the Frc
'data.

If this is so, then the analysis empleyed by the Frc would be
less likely to yield biased estimates of effects for School B than
.for School A, since the coached and uncoached students would
also be less likely to differ on some other uncontrolled varia-
ble(s) relafed to SAT scores and to attending coachit ; schools.

Severahof the analyses in the F-rc report yielded larger, though
less precise, estimates of effects for the variable NEWSPSAT ide-
,fipethas4he-mumber-of-tisNri_talcen_before tbe first sA.T) than (or

90

coaching at either School A or School B. These estirnateS are
summarized in Table 2 but not mentioned in the Frc report.
Such large (and hi the case of subsample 5, significant) esti-
mates of the effect of taking a second PSAT seem, intuitively,
much, too high. However, if they- are correct, they place the
smaller estimates of the effecls of coaching in a much different
perspective. It seems more probable, however, that the large
effects attributed to retaking the PSAT rriay be Overestimates be-
cause, of some other factor that covaries with both SAT scores
and the tendency to repeat the -PSAT and also qtfite possibly,
with attending coaching schools. It may also r0Ult from small
samPles. In any event, g we are asked to take the results of the
FTC analyses at face value, the appropriate (and much less ex-
pensive) recommendation to students preparing for the SAT
would be simply to repeat the PSAT.

Finally, such a large PSAT effect does not seem reasonable be-
cause 'most of the coaching courses prace a premium on prae-

Q
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Table 2

Effects of psivr Practice and Coaching
(Summarized from Fre report)

Sam& No /Test Test

Variable

1,11.WN/KAT

tl vs 2rsAkss) Go geh I Coach 2
_

2/First ,
Vethal

Effect \

S.E.

43.8

54,9

44.5

6,0

3.5
6,9

2/ Fi Effect 23,4 26.5 0.2
'M a ..,;.E. 58.4 6.4 7.3

5/First I Effect 41 7 29.7 -1.8
Verbal - &E. 14.4 4.4 5.7

5/First Effect 4 L3 19 2 5.4
Math . S.E. 14.8 4 5

2/First
Verbal

Effect

S,E

65 9

83.9

26.8

9.2
0,8

10.6
INAT deleted)

2/First Effect 80.6 7.5 8:8
Math S.E. 85.4 9.3 10.7

(P1AT deleted)
,

'5/First Effect . 68.2 11.5 -2.3
Verbal S.E. 22.7 6.9 8,7

(PSAT ddeted)

5/First Effect 51.7 0.5 13.4

'Math `. S,E 22 3 6.7 8.6
(isAT deleted)

tice, which is distributed over time, and might be expected to
be more effective than an additional PSAT.

Table 5 of the FTC report contains an apparent error. The value
of the estimate of the impact on the Math SAT for School A,
sample 5, has been recorded as 5.5. However, the correspond-
ing regression analysis in the appendix indicates a value of 0.55
(p: C-I0).

The fact that the Frc study has stimidated discussion of an imc
portant issue and has raised many additional questions may be\
one of its major contributions. The critical attention that the
report has attracted-should hdp as better understand the effects
of coaching on admissions tests.
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Critical Notes on the FTC Coaching Study

DONALD A. ROCK, December 17, 1979

The rTc analisis (Boston Memorandum) and reanalysis (Washing-
ton Report) of the effect of commercial coaching on admissions
test score gains applied standard ANCOVA procedures in an attempt
to statistically equate two different populations. The rrc report
itself documented that_the two populations differ nn both demo-
graphic and ability variables. Conclusions based on such analyses
are only valid if. (1) strong assumptions can ben-lade about the ap-
propriateness of the statistical correction used in eliminating the
measured pre-existing differences, and (2) all upmeasured pre-
existing differences are unrelated to observed differential gains
over the time periods in, question. Subsequent reanalyses at the
Educational Testing Service suggest that (1) and (2) above are
ytely to be untrue in some cases and only partially true in others
Sorneof the failures to meet assumptions were empirically dem-
onstrated-lAppendix 3),and their consequences' with respect to in-
terpretations outliFfed7Problems with the FTC analysis and reanal-
ysis, some statistical and some logical, are as follows:

(1) The FTC authors report that approximately 600 scores for
coaching school enrollees were not found in the SAT files.
This, I think, has serious consequences-for their conclusion

. If these 600-individuals cancelled their scores because they
did not think they did well, then one would expect the esti-

, mates of coaching effects to be biased upwards.

(2) The rrs reanalysis of test scores at three points in time sug-
gests that the standard ANcov'A approach used by the FTC wri-

\
---..
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inappropriate for the verbal data because of self-selection. ,

effects which were at least partially captured in differential
group.growth rates. More appropriate growth related adjUst-

Nment models yielded verbal coaching effects about one-half
the Size reporteii by the FT9 report.

The mathematics data jvcre found to be more consistent
with the standard ANCOVAfr1ode1 and thus more likely to yield

reasonable estimates of ctiaching effects given the available
control variables, This.is not to say that the Frc and the ETS re-
analysis estimates of the mathematics coaching effect are not
overestimates, since the only self-selection causes that have
been controlled for were those reflected in differential growth
rates and/or available demographics. One missing piece of in-
formation is the reliability of the pretest scores. When indi-
viduals self-select to treatments, ,commonly held psychomet-
ric wisdom suggests that the standard ANCOVA model can be
expected to underadiust to the extent that the pretests are less
than perfectly reliable, thereby yielding an overestimate of

the coaching effect.

The Fit concludes that the students . ..
who attended the most "effective" school tended to be under-
achievers on standardized-exams, i.c., thcy scorcd lower on stan-
dardized exams than would have been predicted given-their per-
sonal and demographic characteristics (including such factors as
grades in school and class rank). If this underachieving was ran-
dom rather than s)/stematic, thc results showing thc benefits,of
thc coaching received at School A might have been overstated.
Analysis was conducted, howeveyhowing that the underachieve-
ment by the students was not duc t,o chancc, and probably would
have continued in thc absence of coaching. .

(Executive Summary)

the above conclusions were based ori examining the size and
direction of the deviations from the weighted pooled tegression

/ lige. The regression slope and intercepts for this pdoled regres-
1 / slop line were primarily determined by the noncoached popula-

1 / tion since the ratio of noncoached to coached individuals is ap-

I / proxtmately 4A in this sample. TheTrc report of larger mean de-

! / viations for the coached group is therefore not unexpected The
/ directions or sign of the deviations Would depend on the way in

/ which the regression hyperplanes differ. The Frcanalysts do not

i
appear to have tested the critical assumptions of homogeneity of
the within population regressions before they carried out and in-
terpreted the difference in mead residuals. It would appear that

\
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any conclusions about coaching as working best for "wider-
achievers" is not warrantcd based on this type of analy

A more satisfactory, yet still inconclusive, analysis would be
centered on the coached population only, and would include the
regression of the first SAT on the PSAT score and significant demo-
graphics as control variables. This analysis would be repeated for
the-second SAT. That is, the second spa would be regressed on the
first SAT and control demographics. The comparison of the rela-
tive sizes- of the regression weights associated with the PSAT and
the first SKr would indicate if a particular subgroup of the coached
population benefits more from coaching" The problem here is
that this comparison would only be valid if one first shows that
the growth rates of subsets of the coached population are the same
in the absence of intervention.

e.g , lf tile raw score regression weight is greater than UO for the mi. hut less
than I 0 for the first snr, then one could infer that when background varubks are
controlled,,low seoring ndividuaIs gain more from coachmg Since we don't
have rehability estimates_for the PSAT and SAT for this population, such conclu-
sions would have to be tentative.,
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Appendix 2

Stroud Report

Reanalysis of the federal Trade Commission Study of
Commercial Coaching for the SAT

T W.F. STROUD

Abstract

SAT scores of students attending three commercial coaching
schools are compared with those of uncoached students by means
of multiple regression techniques. The techniques differ from
those used in the Federal Trade Commission (Frc) reanalysis in a
number of ways which are described in this report. One essential
difference is that the SAT scores were predicted using a multiple
regression equation based on uncoached students rather than
pooled across coached and uncoached students. Residuals from
predicted values based on this equation. were then computed for
coached students; these residuals were averaged within peak test
administration mon ths within coaching schools to produce
coaching/self-selection effects. Bayesian methods, utilizing the
concept of "borrOwing strength" 'or "smoothing" to obtain esti-
mates for smaller schools, were employed to estimate the overall
effect at each of the three schools, averaged out over years.

The general impression given by this analysis is similar in spir-
it to that given by the Frc reanalysis: for the school with the
strongest coaching/self-selection effects, smoothed estimates of
the effects averaged over years range from 16.9 points-on SAT-
Math for Juniors to 28.5 .points on sAT-Verbal for juniors, with
standard errors in the range 9.2 to 18.6; for other schools the
smoothed estimates of thz effects tend to be smaller.

In exploring interactions between the coaching/self-selection
effect and various background variables, it was discovered that at
one school showing Overall negligible effects black Students ex-
hibited a much higher average coaching/self-selection effect (46
points) than whites. This interaction appeared to be separate
from an interaction with parental income, which was also found

to be statistically significant.
97
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Summary Of Background

This report is a reanalysis of data which we first analyzed by the
Boston Regional Office of the Federal T ade Commission (FTc)
11978) and then reanalyzed by the Bu au of Consumer Trotec-
tion (nu) (1979) in the rrc central off e in Washington, D.C. The
purpose of the original study was 4 determine how much effect
preparation under the guidance of commercial coaching schools
had on the Scholastic Aptitjti e Test (SAT) scores and the Law
School Admissions Test/It'SAT) scores of the clients of those
schools. The reanalysis(of the SAT data was undertaken by the scp
because serious defects had been discovered in the original Bos-

ton office analysisi specifically, observational studies had been
made on two groups, coached and uncoached students, and re-
gression lines of SAT score .on Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test, (FsAT) score had been compared with no attempt either to
present standard errors or to correct for values of background vari-
ables. There are, in fact, systematic differences between coached
and uncoaehed students with respect to such background charac-
teristics as high school achievement, race, and self-reported par-
entatincome. There are also systematic differences in the distri-
bution of these variables for stt.dents attending the two schools
included in the trc,(1979) reanalysis.

The purpose of the present study is an independent investiga-
tion of the SAT data analyzed and reanalyzed by the rrc. Extensive
use is made here of background variables, as was done in the Frc
reanalysis. However, this reanalysis differs from the FTc reanaly-

sis in a number of ways. These ways will be described, following
a summary of the FTC reanalysis.

The FTC data set began with about 2000 enrollees at two coach-

ing schools in the metropolitan New York area during the period
1974-77 for whom SAT scores and background data were available
There were 600 enrollees whose names were not found in the ETS

file of test-takers in certain, zip code areas of Connecticut, New
Jersey, and New York which were considered to be primary mar-
ket areas for the participating coaching schools. Most of these,
presumably, had not previously and did not subsequently take
the SAT or did not take it in the metropolitan New York area,
There was also a third coaching school whose enrollees' data
were not analyzed by the FTC, because the number Of individuals
involved was considered too small. A control group of about 2500
uncoached- students was chosen from among persons taking the
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SAT during the same Aree-year period in the same geographical
area using a systemAtic sample of every 150th student in the file
proviiled by Educat4onal Testing Service (ETs).

In the FTC reapalysis, Multiple regression analyses Were pet-
formed on six snbsamples:

1. High sc)mol juniors taking the SAT for the first thri`e in April
1975. (76 coached and 607 uncoached students)

2. High school juniors taking the SAT for the first time in April
1976. (247 coached'and 617 uncoached students)

3 High-school seniors taking the SAT for the second time in No-

vember 1975. (98 coached and 396 uncoached-students)

4. High school seniors taking the SAT for the second time in No-
vember 1976. (177 coached and 387 uncoached students)

5. All high school students taking the SAT for the first time on
any of the test dates over the 3-year period. (417 coached and
1763 uncoached students)

6. All high school students taking the SAT for the second time on
any of the test dates over the 3-year period. (316 coached and
1267 uncoached students)

Background variables included in all regression analyses,, in
roughly decreasing order of importance, were: pretest score (PSAT

Verbal or Math when 5AT1, the first SAT taken, was being pre-
dicted, sATI-Verbal or -Math when 5AT2, the second SAT taken,
was being predicted, using the Verbal pretest to predict the Verbal
score And the Math pretest to predict the Math score), self-
reported grade in English or math, self-reported rank-in-class,
self-reported years,of high school instruction in English or Math,
,self-reported parental income, sex, race, high school type, and

number of PsNrs taken (for predicting 5AT1). Coaching school
(School kor, B) was entered as a dummy variable. Time between
pretest and test was also entered, but it did not increase predk-
tion significantly. Only those students with complete data were
entered in the regression analyses.

The analyses showed that students from School A scored signif-
icantly higher, on the average, than uncoached students. Ninety-
five percent confidencekn its for the differences in adjusted
means, based on the mell5n lower confidence limit and median
upper confidence limit over thc 12 analyses (6 subsaMples, Verbal
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and Math scores), were 14 and 38. Coached students from School
8 did not earn significantly higher scores than uncoached stu-
dents, with median confidence limits of -12 and +19.

The ttc.11979) report then preSenta a regression analysis pre-
dicting PSAT scores from the same background variables as above.
When actual and predicted PSAT scores were compared, the stu-
dents coached between the PsAT and 5AT1 had significantly lower
residual scores on the PsAT than the uncoached s.tudents. They
thus appeared to be "underachievers on standardized tests." A
similar analysis was carried out for sAT1 scores. TheJinding was
that students coached between 5AT1 and 5AT2 had significantly
lower residual scores on sAT1 than uncoached students. The con-
clusion, as reported in the FTC- reanalysis, was that obtaining pre-
test scores that were lower than predicted fioni background vari-
ables might have been a factor in enrollees selecting themselves
for coaching schools. Since pretest was the strongest predictor
variabh: in the coaching regression analysis, this self-selection
effect could accountior some of the difference hetween adjusted
means of the coached and uncoached groups.

The nrc reanalysis then attempted to control for this self-selec-
tion by recomputing the original regression analysis with the pre-
test removed from the set of covariates. In this analysis the ad-
justed means for coached students at School A were above those
of uncoached students, but the-difference was not s4nificant at
the 5% level (inedian confidence limits of -5 and + 30). Finally,
in an effort to see whether this self-selection in the form of un-der-
achievement on standardized tests was consistent or random,
both PsAT and 5AT1 scores were predicted for students who were
coached between 5AT1 and 5AT2. Since residual scores for both
PSAT and 5AT1 for these coached students were found to be nega-
tive and sigmficantly lower than residual scores for uncoached
students, this was taken as evidence that the underachievement
was "consistent" rather than "random." Hence, when the scores
of these students improved after attendance at coaching school,
the improvement was attributed to coaching rather than to any
self-selection effect. .

It seems quite plausible, however, especially since the, coached
groups are so small, that students may have selected themselves
for coaching on the basis of negative measurement errors in both
PSAT and 5AT1. In any case, we are dealing with an observational
study where the self-selection effects are likely quite complex
and it is not possible, from the data provided, to disentangle the
effects of self-selection from the effects of coaching. How much is
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_
a coaching effect and how much is a self-sefection effect may be
speculated upon, but itcannot be determined from the data

Differences Between This Analysis and the FTCReanalysis

In the Frc (1979) reanalysis, verbal background variables (e.g ,

PSAT-V, grades in English, years of English) were used to predict
'SAT-Verbal scores a.id quantitative background variables were
used to predict SAT-Math scores. It was found, however; that both
Verbal and Math PSAT Scores were important in predicting both
sAT1-V and- sAT1-M. Similarly, 'both 5AT1-V and -M scores were
valuable in predicting both sAT2-V and sAT2-M for the seniors.

-The number of years of English taken did not additionally con-
tribute to the predictive value of any regression-equation when
the other variaiirErwere already entered.

The Frc reanalysis,dealt with the six subsamples given earlier
The analysis presented here deals with therpeak 1975 month and
peak 1976 month onlysubsamples 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the Fir study
and omits the combined subsamples 5 and 6 which were re-
garded as too heterogeneous.

An additional difference is that missing-value techniques were
used here so that students who did not report parental income,
race, or rank-in-class could nevertheless be included in the pres-
ent analysis; such students were excluded from the regression
equations in the F.-a:reanalysis. Furthermore, in the Fir reanaly-
sis, students from the coaching schools who did not receive their
coaching prior .to the SAT administration in question were added
to the sample of uncoached students. Since this destroys the rep-
Jesentativeness of the systematic sample of everY 150th un-
coached student, they were excluded.in thQpresent analysis

Although the FTC'S data set involved three coaching schools,
only Schools A and B were used in the FTC reanalysis, because the
enrollment in School C was considered to be too small. Further-
more, the student populations from Schools A and B were fre-
quently amalgamated so that the report -refers to "coached stu-
dents." The position taken here is that each coaching school is a
separate population and thus the three coaching schools are iden-
tified separately. Estimates are provided for these three schools
which utilize the empirical Bayes concept of borrowing s'trength,
and which also allow for the possibility of predicting coaching/
self-selection effects in the same schools in future years (under
certain assumptions).
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Aims_ofThisiinalysis and SJimmary of Statistical Methods ,

Students who select a coaching program at a commercial coach-
ing school tend to differ in two major ways from the vast majority
who do not do so, namely, .,motivation and financial means.
Those who do not have higher-than-ayerage financial means
must, be even more strongly motivated. Although there arc many
students who do not obtain coaciiing who are highly motivated to
do well on the SAT, there are also many Whosefmolivation is poor.
A reduced motivation was concluded to be one of the factors in-
volved in the skr score decline of I.Nent years (Wirtz et al,, 1977).

The view-taken in the present analysis is, that the data provide
no way of distinguishing the-effect.of-coaching-frorn the effect of
self-selection or motivation. There is a tough proxy for financial
means (self-reported parental income) but there is no proxy for
motivation. There may also be other factorOn the-self-selection
into coaching which we have not pinpointed. Therefore, differ-
ences in MT score after coaching between coached students and
uncoached.students will be called combined coachinglself-selec-
tion effects.

Because of the obvious differencesap character between the
coached and uncoached populations (e.g., higher grades and rank-
in-class, higher parental income, and higher percent enrollment

, in private schools for coached students), it would be unreasonable
to suppose that the mean SAT scores, after controlling for all co-
variates, imaginable, would be exactly the same. Hence; an hy-
pothesis of no coaching/self-selection effect was avoided. In-
stead, the coaching/self-selection effect at each coaching school
was estimated along with a standard error for the estimate. A
coaching/self-selection effect whose magnitude exceeds a certain
number of standard errors (say ,2 or 2.5) would be regarded as
being "significant" intthe traditionaPsense.

The analyses contained lierein were performed separately on
four dependent variables. SAT1-V scores of juniors, sKr1-M sdores
of juniors, sKr2-V scores of seniors, and sivr2-M scores of seniors.
As indicated earlier, analysiS was restricted to students whose sKr
was taken in the peak month (April for juniors, November-for se-
niors) of 1975 and 1976.

The first stage of the analysis was to obtain a multiple regres-
sion equation for juniors and a multiple regression equation for
seniors for each dependent variable based on the sample of un-
coached students. Next, these equations were applied to the
coached stuOents in order to predict the SAT scores-for the coached
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students as-if-they had been uncoached students with the same
values of predictor variables. Residuals from these regressions
were calculated. The coaching/self-selection effect is thought of
as the typical value of these residuals. Separate coaching/self-
selection effects, together with standard errors, were calculated
for each of the two administration years for each of the three
coaching schools. The third and final stage of the analysis was an
empirical Bayes smoothing .of Ahe effects across administration
years and coaching schools. The analysis is described in greater
detail in the following-three sections.

The basic aim of these analyses was to estimate the magnitude
of the coaching/self-selection effects. If these combined effects
are small, this puts a ceiling on the effects due to coaching at the'
three schools considered. If these combined effects are large, one
can only speculate on how much of the effects can be attributed
to coaching and how much to self-selection.

Regression Equations for the Uncoached Students

The modol-forthe da-rafoi.ihenlcoached students is

)30 + Er71,61X,I)* e, , i=1,2,...,N (J)

where Y, represents the score on the dependent variable 5AT1-V,
5AT2-V, or SA-1.2-M of the ith student (junior or senior, de-

pending on the dependent variable), N is the number of un-
coached students, and X represents the score on the jth predictor
variable of the ith student. The set of p predictor variablei in-
cludes a dummy variable representing the administration year.
The error e, is assumed to.have constant-variance 02.

Although the Y, were measured for all students, some students
had X,, missing for one or more j. Thus, instead of obtaining the
coefficients /31 in equation 11) from a least-squares regression
program, the following method was .used. The maximum-like-
lihood estimates of the means, variances, and covariances of
(Y,, X11, X12,...,X1p) were computed using the program based on a
multivariate normal model for all variables with some observa-
tions missing (Rubin, 1974). Estimates of the coefficients )30-and

(j = 1,...,p) were obtained from the resulting estimates using the
sweep operator (swp) on all predictor variables. )( all variables
were observed on all individuals, the estimated as so _obtained
would be the least-squares estimates. This method-is more effi-
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cient than that of computing covariances using pairwise-observed
data and provides consistent estimates under more modest condi-
-tions (Rubin, 1976). 1

Regresion, coefficients were also computed jfor use viiith
coached,students who had one or more of the pred3ctor variables
of race, high School rank, and parental income missmg. For exam-
ple,,for a sydent who had all three of these variables missing a re-
gression ecivation which did not involvd these three predictors
was used. T obtain this equation, one begins witlithe matrix of
maximum-li elihood estimates referred to in the preceding para-
graph and ap lies the swp operator to the set of all predictorvaria-
bles excluding race, rank, and parental income. ThiSyields (he re-
gression coefficients presented in the-last column of Tables _la to
Id, which show all regression coefficients for predicting stal-V,

.SAT1-M, 5ivr2-V,,and 5ivr2-M, respectively. Columns;2 to 7 give re-
gression coefficients for other missing variable patterns, and col-
umn-l-gives the complete-data regression. The list of all predictor
variables studied appears in Table le.

Estimates and Standard Errors
of the Coaching/Se1kSe1ection Effect

The next step is to predict the SAT scores .of coached students
using the equation (1) which was developed for uncoached stu-
dents. Denote by b0,b1,...,bp the estimates of (30,[31,. .,[3p obtained
from that analysis. Define

= bo IbiXstil (2)

for the ith student from coaching school s taking the sKr in year t
whose background.data (Xst11,, XSI12, .../ Xstipi is complete. For a
student with missing data, background variables comprise a:
smaller set of predictor variables having subscripts in the subset
A C (1,2,...,0 (and whose scores are missing in the complemen-
tary set Ac), define

= boA + E bit Xsio (3)

where 11;' are the regression coefficient estimates ,kased on an,
equation using only the variables in th,e set A. The values_of1:,
and b, for the subsets A being considered are the values presented
in Table la to le. Ys represents the predicted score of the (s,t,i)th
coached student, ignoring the fact that he was coached.

For each coached student, the quantity dst, = ir, is then
1
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computed. This is the residual of hi7 actual score from his pre-
dicted score and represents the estimated coaching/self-selection
effect for that one student. The average of these residuals within
the Is, t) cell, denoted by iTL, is an unbiased .estimate of the
parameter 75; which is defined as the average difference between
the value of-E(YIX) under a "correct" model for coached students
in the (s,t) cell (which may be a different value for each sludent in
the cell) and the value Of E(Y X) under the uncoached mbdel (I).
If one assumed a strictly additive coaching/self-selection efferct
according to the model

Ysti =13o + L,,1f31X5 + (5st + esti , (4)

where )30, 131,...,t3p are the same parameters as in the uncoached
modet then it would be better to use, instead of a, a weighted
average which would be minimu -variance unbiased under this
model. However, as pointed ou -in Cochran and. Rubin (1973,

p. 424), .(15, is an unbiased estim te of -gm even when
take on different values in the co hed model.

Tables 2 and 3 show the ple sizes for the uncoached stu-
dents and the coached st ents, respectively. Table 3 also shows
the number of students ho were removed from the analysis of
coached students becaifseof rare or extensive missing data pat-
terns. To have include4jhese data patterns in thefanalySis would
have made the comput ng task much more onerous and was not
deemed to be worthwhile.

Table 4 shows the estimated'coaching/self-selection effects ast,
together with estimated standai-d errors. These standard errors
are calculated on the assumption that model (3) holds 'for the
coached students.

SmaathedEstimates for the Three Coaching Schools
and Predictive DistributionSfor a Future Year

Bayesiapmethods are recommended to predict the coaching/self-
selection effect in a future year. The strongest advantage of
Bayesian Trediction is that a predictive distributionofor a future
value can be obtained, which can be made to incorporate uricer-
tainty,due to the effects of sampling in the observed data, uncer-
tainty due to year-to-year fluctuation, and uncertainty due to not
knowing certain quantities such as variances between schools
and variances between years. An additional advantage is that in-
formation from, schools with large numbers.of students ean be
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used to improve the estimates for schools with smaller numbers
of students. (In problems involving larger numbers of groups, a
general improvement can be brought about by smoothing all
predictions toward the grand mean.) In this.section the Bayesian
analysis is incorporated into the model and the smoothed esti-
mates of the Verbal and Math coaching/self-selectiOn vffects for
each school.a-veraged over years is presented. These smoothed es-
timates also serve as point predictors for a future year. Standard
errors for these predictions are also shown. The validity of these
predictions and standard errors depend. upon the following
assumpt ions:

1. The obserVed ds, are unbiased estimates of the coachirg/self-
select ion,, effects 6st, the standard errors shown in Table 4 repre-
sent the iincertaintyof these-estimates,

2. The quantities*, wiihin school s for different r, both past and
future, bre noemallY4distributed about the expected effect bZ
for tha school, whith Temains constant within the future
range b ing predicted. The variance of the 6s, about 6: is the
same f r each school s. The value being prsdicted is 6,, where t
represe ts a future year.
a

In the Bayesian analysis, the prior distribution of the expected
effects 15: is a normal distribution. The standard_ deviation of this
distributihn arxl the standard<leviation of the 6,, within school
have independent prat- distributions which are each ayproxi-
mately constant over the range of plausible values. The posterior
means and standard deviations of the 6: are shown in Table 5.
The means and standard deviations of the predictive distribtitions
for each 6,, (s = A, 4, Ci t = a future year) for the four dependent
variables ijuniors' si 1-V and sAT1-M, seniors' sta2-V ancl
-M) are shown in Tal>le 6.

Interactions between Coaching/Self-Selection Effects
and Background Variables

Tile question now arises. is the coach. gese1f-selection effect
greater for some subsets of the stuclent population than for
others? To explorecpossible evidence of such interactions, a mul-.
tiple regression analysis of the Verbal and of the Myth individual
coaching/self-selec,tion effects was performed on the set of vari-
ables which had been used to predict, the SAT scores. This was
done for the three largest cells 'of coached students, namely the
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sKr2 seniors of School A and the 5Kr1 juniors of Schools A and B,
all from the 1976 peak month administration. Only students
,with no missing values on background variables were entered in-
to this exploratory analysis; the sample sizes were 102, 103, and
85, respectively. For the two School A cells, the sums of squares
and degrees of freedom for multiple regression and for residual are
shown iii Table.7; the F-values of 1.106 (Verbal) and 1.119 (Math)
for seniors and the F-values of 0.606 (Verbal) and 0.735 (Math) fir

t. juniois are not significant:
For the Sehool 13 juniors, the sums of squares and degrees bf

freedom for multiple regression and for residual are also shown in
Table 7; the F-value of 2.112 (Verbal) is significant at the .05
level, while the F-value of 1.587 (Math) is not. To diseover which
variables contkibuted most -to the analysis of the Verbal ,individ-
ual coaching/self-selection effects, the squared correlation coeffi-
cient (r2) Was calculated between this dependent variable and
each of the predictor variables; these are shown ir Table 8. The
most significant predictor variable is itAcEf(= 1 for black, &for
nonblack) with r2 = .0830. The square of thc partial correlatiOn
coefficient (ri,) was calculated between every other predictor-
variable and the Verbal individual coaching/self-selection effect
and is also shown in Table 8. The most important predictor varia-
ble after RACE2 is entged is,mcoME, with r 3tACE2. .0664, or r
= -.258. This differs little from the r2 = .0626 (r = -.250) ignor-
ing RACE2, indicating that the effect of self-reported parental in-
come and the effect of black vs. nonblack are essentially separate
from each other. Both these effects are statistically significant at ,

.the .05 level.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the studytofdiffer-

ences in the coaching/self-selection effect across races or-Minor-
.* ity groups.

Table 9 shows values of background variables and of the indi-
vidual coaching/self-selections effects for coached students who
identified themselves as blacks Who tooksAil as 'a junior or who
took 5Kr2 as a senior during the peak administration month (and
who Were thus included in the analysis of this report), Theje is a
Strong tendency for both the Verbal and Math coaching/self-
selection effects to be above the average (cf. Table 4). For the V.:r-
bal effects the pattern is striking, thirteen out of fifteen effects are
above average and the remaining-two are only very slightly below
average.

A significance test was performed bktvieen the blacks and
whites from CoachingSchool B, since 13 Out of 15 wached blacks
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were coached at that school. The Arriable studied was the.Verbal
individual coaching/self-selectiq'n effect, the null hypothesis was
that the 'mean for blacks equals the mean for w'hites. Since the
overall Verbal averages for the three School B cells (197juniors,
1975 seniors, 1976 seniors) were within a fairly narrow range
(4.16-to 11.12, from Table 4J, the students fiorn these cells were
pooled. -

The-results of this black-white +iparison are shown in Table
,-10. (The data set used exchides 18 s,tudents who identified them-
selves as-belonging to other nonblack minority groups and who
are among those listed-in-Table 12!.)-Equality of population varT
iances for black and, white coaching/self-selection effects wap
not assumed. Tbe Welch approxiniate t-test wasnsed (see, e.gl,
Brownlee, 1965, p. 299). The 2-sided test showed significance at
the .001 level, with.the-average for Oacks being 46,7 points abo e
that for whites. The average Math icoaching/self-selection eff ct
for blacks also exceeded that for white, -but the difference was

. ,

not statistically significant.
There were five black juniors ta ing 5AT1 and one black:senior

taking 5AT2 at times other:than peak adininistration month& so
their scores have not been included in any analysis described so
far. A tabulation of their data appe rs in Table 11. The Verbal ef-
fects are higher than the correspont ing cell averages in fiv cases
out Of six; the average of these six Verbal effects is 52.6 , dints
above the average of the corresporiding cell average valu 's. The
Math effects are higher :than the 9e11 averagesiour times out_ni___
six, averaging 13.6 points above cell average. This patter4 is vir-
tually the same as that observed for the blacks who.took the SAT
in the peak administration months

Finally, the data for:students wl-o identified themselve as be-

Table 12. Both peak-month and onpeak-onth sAT-tak .rs arein
iilonging to minority groups othe: than black are prese ted in

included. The individual coachlim/self-selection effect bear
more resemblance to those of white students than to th se of
black students.

COnclusions

The year-byiyear estimated effects
as given-in T ble 4,_are of a similar

,\ Fit report (1 79), in:that for School
effects rangei from 20 to 34 SAT po

108 023

r coaching schools A and
ize to those presented in the
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ts (from 3 to 6.9 standards\
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errors) and for School 1he effects are nonsignificant except for

the seniors' sAT2-M in lc 5 (26 points = 2.38 standard errors).
F9r School C the estimates-fluctuate markedly from year,to year,
the strongest effect being the juniors' 5AT1-M-in 1975, + 2.2 stan-
dard errors As compared with -1,5 standard errors in 1976.

The smoothed estimates of the school-')y-school effects lver-
aged over years, given by Table 5, are only slightly smaller for
School A than the unsthoothed estimates. However, the standard

-deviations shown in Table 5 are larger than the within-year stan-
dard errors of Table 4, reflecting the year-to-year fluctuation ex-
hibited in the data. For a future year one would predict a positive
coaching/self-selection effect at all schools (Table 6), but with a
standard error.greater than the value of the.predicted effect except
for sivr-V at School A (predieted effect = 1.8 standard errors for
juniors, 1.3 for seniors) and sAT-V for juniors at- School C (pre-
dicted effect = 1.3 standard errors). .

It is impossible to judge the extent to which each of these
effects is due to the coachingprogram or rather -to personal char-
acteristics underlying self-selection of the coached students
However, in a randomized experiment (Alderman and Powers,
1979; Rubin, 1979) which was designed,to be free of self-selection
effects, special preparation programs offered in eight high schools
had estimated coaching effects ranging from 6 3 to 12.5 SAT

points, or 0.9 to 1.9 standard errors. The larger estirriates derived
from the.data analyzed in this report are consistent with the pos-
sibility that both the motivation to do well on tests, as exempli-
fied by enrollment in a commercial coaching school, and the
coaching program itself contribute to a small gain in SAT scores

There, is a clear and strong positive differenbe in the coaChing/
self-selection effect of blacks over whites at School B, as shown
by Table 10. Whereas the average effect for the 132 whites ana-
lyzed here was virtually nil, the average coaching/self-selection
effect for the 13 blacks was 46 points, or 4.47 standard errors

= 10.39)'. -One possible interpretation of this phenome-
non is that blacks have an initial disadvantage.in test-taking that
can be overcome by coaching. However, it is_also possible that
there is a greater difference in personal factors such as motivation
between blacks who enroll in a coaching school:and blacks who
do not than between-whites who-enroll and whites who do not.
We caution-that it would be unwarranted to take the relative un-
importance of the cocfficients for race in the multiple regressions
(Table 1) as evidence against the hypothesis that blacks are disad-
vantaged in test-taking. The strongest predictor variable in the
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multiple regression is the pretest (BAT or sAT1), and a race effeet
could conceivably be operating there.'

To summarize, this study has shown certain relatively small
but unmistakable effects of coaching and/or of self-selection.
Further study is needed, perhaps ih the form of additional ran-
domized experiments, to shed, more light oh the subject of what
portion of these effects is.due to coaching.

440
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Table 1a

Regression Coefficients for Predicting sATI-V Scores for Juiniors
(April Administration)

For Complete Data and Various CoMbinations of Missing Variables

(For narhes of predictor variables see Table le)

Vanable No 1 2
Equation Number

4 5 6 7 8

0 -113 -136 112 -136 -109 -133 -108 -132
1 .37 - 19 .33 -.23 .99 .44 .97 .41
2 1.692 1.908 L680 1.896 1.745 1.958 1.730 1.945
.3 -.033 .181 -.042- .173 -.052 .161- .146
4 -3.14 -3.99 -3.04 -3.87 ' -3,77 -4:61 -3.59 -4.42
5 .4817 .4786 .4958 .4940
6 -6.1 -6.5

,

-8.5 78.9 -
-1.4 -3.8 -4.0

8 .3131 .3151 .3107 - .3116
9 13.3 14,1 13.4 14.2 13.4 14.2 13.6 14.4

10 .174 199 .182 .208 .232 .257 .247 .273
11 1.093 1.197 1.096 1.201 1.142 1.245 1.153 1.258
12 7.122 7.217 7.126 7.222 7.140 7.235 7.148 7.244,

Tble 1b
Regression Coefficients for Predicting SAT 1-M Scores for Juniors

(April Administration)
For Complete Data and Various Combinations of Missing Variables

(For names of predictor variables see Table le)

Variable No 1 2 3
Equation Number

4 5 6 7 8 -

0 -61 6 -85 7 -65.0 -88.9' -60.2 -84.2 -63.5 -87 4
1 -8.43 -8.99 -8.43 -8.98 -8.19 -8,75 -8.19 -8.74
2 .028 .246 .063 .278 .049 .265 .082 .296
3 1.575 L792 1 571 1.785 1.567 1.784 1.561 1.775
4 -8.67 -9 52 -8.39 -9.23 -8.92 -9.76 -8.60 -9.43
5 .1889 1858 1870 .1853 - - - . -
6 18.1 6 7 17.1 10.1
7 -16.8

..17

-17 1 - - -17.8 -18.1 - -
8 .3163 - .3135 - .3153' - .3130 -
9 -14.1 -13,4 -14.4 -13.7 -14.1 -13.3 714.4 -13.6

10 7.984 8,00 '7.968 7.993 8.006 8.031\ 7.992 8.018
11. 6.871 6.976 6.904 7.009 6.890 6,994 \ 6.926 7.030
12 1.478 1.575 1.474 1.571 1.485 1.582 1.483 1.579
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Table 1c

Regression Coefficients for Predicting sKr2-V.Scores for Seniors

(November Administration)
For Complete Data and Various Coinbinations of Missing Variables

(For names of predictor variables scc Table le)

Variable-No-- 1 2 3

Equabon Number
4 5 6 7 8

0 -24.3 -24.2 -26.8 -26.7 -276 -28,3 -30.1 -301

1 8.53 8.53 8.51 8.51 8.20 8.19 ' 8.17 8%16

2 .568 .568 .590 .589 .586 .591 .609 .613

3 -.128 -.129 -.149 -.151 -.148 -.141 -.167 -.160

-.56 -.55 -.14 -.13 -.17 -.19 .23 .21

5 -.260 -.260 -.256 -.256 - -
6 2.3 2.1 4.0 4.0 -
7 -13,2 -13.2 -12,5 -12.6 -
8 -.001 - .008 - ,008

9, 4.99 4.98 4.85 4.85 5.03 5.05 4.86 4.88

10 -.974 r.973 -1.04 -1.04 -.767 -.775 -.843 -.851

11 .709 .708 .730 .729 ,675 .678 .695 .697

12 3.358 3.358 3.363 3.362 3.375 3.377 3.379 3.381

13 .5706 ,5706 .5698 .5698 .5651 .5652 .5643 .5643

14 .0110 .0110 .0141 .0141 .0111 .0111 .0141 .0141

Table Id

Regression Coefficients for Predicting 5Kr2-M Scores for Seniors
(November Administration)

For Complete Data and Various Combinations of Missing Variables

(For names of predictor variables see Table le)

Vonoble No 1 2 3

&Numb Number
4 - 6 7

0 -8.8 -143 -12.2 -17.7 -11.9 -18.2 -15.2 -21.4

1 -2,59 -2.65 -2.61 -2.67 -2,90 -2.97 -2.92 -3.00

2 - 356 -.313 - - .284 -.340 - 291 - 310 -.262

.3 .686 746 .656 .715 .668 .734 .640 .706

4 -9.33 -9,53 -8 73 -8.94 -8.96 -9.19 -8.40 -8.63

5 -.240 -.246 -.232 -.237

6 2.2 2.2 3.8 3.8

7 -18 3 -18,3 -17.7 -17.7

8 .074 .073 .083 .082

9 -9.37 -9.16 -9.53 -9.33 -9.32 -9.10 -9.52 -9.30

10 8.627 8.55 8.54 8.46 8.82 8.74 8.72 8.64

11 3.652 3.675 3.681 3.704 3.621 3.646 3.650 3,674

12 -.026 -.010 - 019 - 003 -.010 -.008 -.004 .014

13 .0972 .0980 .0960 .0969 .0920 .0929 .0910 .0918

14 .5329 .5332 .5,371 .5374 .5329 .5333 .5371 .5375
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Table le
Predictor Variables Used in Regression Equations

Number Val 'able Name

0 y-Intercept
1 Administration year (0 =1975, 1=1976)
2 Self-reported-English grade (out of (00)
3 $elf-reported Math grade (out of (00)
4 High School type (0 = public, 1 =other)
5 Self-reported parental income (in thousands)
6 RACE! (1 if Oriental, Native, etc.; 0 if otherwise)
7 RACE2 (1 if black', 0 if otherwise)
8 Self-reported rank (scaled out of 100)
9 Sex

10 Years of mathematics
11 PSAT-M-

12 vsKr-V
13 sATI-V
14 SAT I -M

Ta We 2

Numbers of Uncoached Students With Complete Data
and With Various Missing Data Patterns .

11975 and (976 combined, peak administration months)

Pata Parton
Number of lumors

Taking int I
Number of Seniors

Taking sfra2

Complete 711 517

Missmg: Income, Race, Rank . 1 1

Iricome, Race 9 6

Income, Rank ... 12 6

Income 143 94

_Race, Rank... .. ... ...... , 0. .. .

Race .. , ....... ........ 10 7

Rank .. ........... , . 19 15

. Other Background Variables ,

PSAT . . , . . .......
56
0

37

67

PSAT & Background 0 17

Total Students Used in Analysis 961 768

In analyti.. ii Iunioi, only sludcrat with 'KAT scoies woe includcd I

113
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Table 3

Numbers of Coached Juniors With Complete aneWith 11-...omplete Data

Data Pauern
School A

197$ 1976
School B

1976
School C

1975 .1976

Complete
.

49 103 85 16 9

Missing: Income, Racc, Rank ... 0 2 1 0 0

Income, Race... ...... 3 3 0 1 0

Income, Rank .. ..... 3 I 2 0 0

Income ....... , . 14 19 12 3 2

Race, Rank . .. 0 1 0 0 0

Race 1 4 2 , 1 1

Rank 1 1 6 0 1

Total Students Used in Analysis, . 71 134 108 21 13

Other Data Patterns
' (not used in analysis). . 5 4 3 3 1

Total Coached Students with PSAT
and some background data . 76 138 .11.1 24 14

Numbers of Coached Seniors With Complete and With Incomplete Data

Data Pattern
School A

MS 1976
School 8

1973 1976
School C

1975 19Th

Complete 45 102i IS 24 7 4

Missing: Income, Race, Rank 0 0 0 0 0 0

Income, Race 2 1 0 0 0 0

Income, Rank .... 2 2 1 0 0 0

Income ...... 10 13 2 9 1 2

Race, Rank 1 0 1 . 0 0 0

Racc . _ .... 5 3 0 0 0 0

Rank 0 2 2 1 0 1

Total Students Uscd in Analysis. 65 123 2) 34 9 5

Other Data Patterns
(not used in analysis) 5 7 0 0 1 0

Total Coached Students with PSAT
and some background data . . 70 130 21 34 10 5
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Table.4

Coachmg/Self-Se1ection Effects and

SAT-VERBAL

1975 SATIN 1976 sArl-V

Their Standard Errors

SAT-MATH

1975 SAT! -M l976sArl.M
School Effect S E Effect S.E School Effect $ E Effect S.E'

A 27,44 6.66 34.13 5.23 A 22.36 7.45 20.37 5.85

juniors B 4,16 6.38 B - 3.71 7.14

C 1788 11.19 25.64 14.10 C 27.68 12.52 -23.32.15.79

1975 sAT2.V 1976 sKr2-V 1975 sAT2-M 1976sAT2-M

School Effect S.E Effect $E School Effect $ E Effect $ E

A 32.07 5.86 31.34 4.51 A 22.54 '6,41 32.62 4.93

Seniors B 11.12' 10.16 4.76 8.05 B 26,40 11.10 8.07 8,80

C -10,47-14-:02 -20:30 18-30 C- -2434 15-.-33 -21.57 20.44

Table 5

Smoothed Estimates of Cm-clung/Sell-Selection Effects

, /Posterior Means and Standard Deviations)

JLINIOlts TAKING SAT1

Verbal Quantitative
School Mean SW Devtanon Mean Sul Devianon

A 28.5
9.7

20.9

School Mom

28.4
9.4
6.1

A

e'

9,2
12.8
10.7

16.9
7.8
8,4

186
23.0
19.5

SENIORS TAXING 5AT2

Verbal Quantitative
Snl Deviation Mean Sul Dewatton

12.1
12 3
15.0

24.0
17.2
12.0

15.1
15.3
17.6
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Table 6

Predictive Means ancl Standard Standard Deviations of
Coaching/Self-Selection Effects for a Future Year

JUNIORS TAKING SAT I

Verbal . Quantitative
School Mean Sid Deviation Mean .5141. Dewat ion

A 28.5 15.7 16.9 35.9
9.7 18.0 7.8 38.4

20.9 16.7 - 8.4 36.4

SENIORS TAXING SAT2

Verbal 'Quantitative
School Mei., Sid, Deviation Mean Std. Deviation

A 28.4 21.6 240 28.7
9.4, 21?8, , 1712 -, .24.8
6.1 23.4: 12.0 30.1 ,

Table 7

Multiple Regression Statistics for the Regression of the Individual
Coaching/Self-Selection Effect on Pretest and Baclqround Variables

(1976 Peak Month Mministration)
School A luniors .

SAT IN sATIQ
School A Sensors

SAT2.1/ 5ar2.Q
School B luniors

SATIN SAT IQ

Regression: SS 21396 23353 27461 32367 61005 40070
Regression: DF 10' 10' 13 13 11 11

Residual: SS 324662 292338 168088 195754 191707 167531
Residual: DF 92 92 88 88 73 73

It2 .062 .074 .140 .142 .241 .193
R .249 .272 .374 .377 .481 .439
F .606 .735 1.106 1.119 2.112 1.587

!The pro.h,tot .anahk PIMA 2 ihiaLk nonhladc,1 was ommcd sum ihut. wut. nu blat.k btu& nts An this cell

116
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.
'Table 8

Squared Corrdanon Coefficients-between the Individual
Coaclimg/Self-Selection Effects and Each Predictor Variable Zero-Order

Correlationlr2) and Partial Correlanon after Entering RAcE2 fr121
1School l Juniors, Aprilip76 IPeak) Administration, Verbal Only!

Predictor Vinohle r' ' r!itnorl

Self-reported English grade
Self-repo:Jed Math grade .. ,

1High school type
Self-reported parental income,
RACE1 £

RACE2 4

Self.reported rank.,
Sex /
Years of mathematics i

PSAT-V .. .... ',.. .... . .. . , . , ... . ..,

PsAT-M.... . ....... . ... .. , . ..

4

.0001 .0005

.0006 .0002

.0598 .0524
.0626 .0664
.0304, .0429

_
;0830
.0168 .0093
.0492 .0433
.0121 .0140
.0211 .0282

101 .0004

49188 117
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Juniors

I

' Table 9 \

Background Variables arid Individual Coaching/Self-Select ion Effects for Coached Students Identified as Black

Coaching Adm. English Math , H.S. Potenual _Rank In ,Years of rsAT sArl cpal i is% Effect

i. School Date Glade Grade Mk.. lncontj Class _Sete Malh V M - V M V M V M

-076 85 95 NP 7 70. F _ 4 39 33 f 390 380 -0.7. 12.d

B 4/76 85 75 NP - 70 F 2 40 42 r 460 450 48.4 64.7

13, 4/76 85 85 NP . 5 70 M 4 31 43 400 360 69.3 -62.9'

B 446 85 95 P \17 70 M 4 1 49 49 610 560 136.0 42.6

B 4/76 85 85 _ P 10 - M 4 49 36 480 400 24.0 -10.2-----5, 85 '95 P - 70 -F- r- -4- 33 58 450 550 66.9 8.6
. i

B 4/76 k 95 75 NP 35 85 F 2 45 43 500 500 20.2 91.5

B 4/76 95 85 NP 35 -8-5, F 3 53 O. 610 510 76.7 86.6

C 4/76 85 85 NP 10 70 M, 3 31 31 390 310 70.2 -23.3
.,..

A 11/76 85 .95 P 29 95 M 4 , 35 46 400 460 420 560 35.9 , 78.5

B 11/75 85 85 NP 8 - M 2 38 48 460 580 500 560 69.2 29.0

B 11/.76 75 85 NP - 30 F 4 41 38 440 390 460 360 36.5 -34.5

B 11/76, 85 85 NP 35 50 M 4 32 34 290 350 340 -330 39.3 -17.5

43 11/76 85 85 NP 5 70 F 4 35 29 290 250 320 280 1.1 4.8

B 11/76 85 85 NP - 50 F 3 33 33 270 280 320 390 17.4 98.4

0
him, NP - Nonpublic
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Table 10

Tesrof Equality of Mean Verbal Coaching/Self-Selection Effect
for Blacks vs'. Whites for Coaching School B

\ Peak Administration Months, 1975 and 1976,Junior 5,91 and Senior mil pooled)
Blacksw Whites y

Sample Size N = 13 Ny = 132

Average Effect = 46.494 Y = -.255

Sample Variance .= 141)41.7 s2y = 2370.5

t =
,s1 syz

Degrees of Freedom (Welch) = 16.2g

P < .001 (twosided)

t Dims = 4.00

;7 V,
4.165

Table 11 . .
1

Data for Six Black Coached Students Who Took
the sKr at Tiines OtherThan Peak Administrations

Junior al or Senior ISI I I I I,
I S

Adminis6tration Date t, . 6/75 12/7 5. 6/76 12/7 6 6/75 6/75

Coaching SChool A B. 41 B. C A

Ecnglish Grade ....... , . 87 85 75 85 95 95

Math Grade 85 95 85 95 85 85

High School Type 0 .1 1 0 0 0

liarental Income 10 19 29 35 8

Rank in Clas 83 85 70 85 70 50

Sex 1 1 2 1 1 2

Years of Math. 3 3 4 4 3 !

PSAT-Y . . . . ,. , . . , ....... 29 32 39 33 54 . 33

PsKr-M 41
.

41 43 38 47 34

sm-1-V ...... ... ....... . 410 450 400 410 550 280

SKr 1-M ... . u. .......
sta2--V

1

stal-M

..... 490

'

3%0 430 47,0 490 360
450
430

c/ss Effect Vit.. .... ... 82.7 103. 4 11.9 51.5 17.2 138.

Average c/ss Effect tvr...
c/s1 Effect imp

...... 27.4

68.9

4.2
-45. 8

4.2
8.1

'4.2
44.8

17.9,
-9.4

32.1

98.6

Average c/ss Effect (M)2 22.4 3.7 3.7 3.7 27.7 22.5

Catculared from regression equation based on nearest Peak Admintstratwn Daze

lAvcrage u. or M. cfka for Coaclunx School st nearest Peak &Winn...atm Date

91-170 0-82---66= ;*. 0 4 is)
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Table 12 / -- ,

(Z,

"a

I4ckground

Alan AMilican
lutliorc

Seniors

l'oct to Rican

Juniors

Sams

Other Nonfilack

Ninon

Schlora

Vanab1es4na Individual Coaching/SelfSekction Effects tur Coached Stutlents Identified as Nonblack Group M:/tststIElleltesct

/ t.
Coaching Adm English Math If S, Pinerloal Rank in ! Years of r$AT . cAr1

Schosil Date Grade Grade Type' Income Class Sex ! Math V M V M V M V M

A
0
8
8
A
A

, A
11

C
A
8
8
8
13

8
B
8
13

13

5
B.
11

11

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

.A
A
13

8
B
B
C
A
A
A
A
13

H

'

/

,

4/76
4/76
4/76
4176

11/76
.11/76
11175
I I/75
11/76
1/76
4/76

12/75
4/76

12/76
4176
4/76
6/76

/6/76
11/75
11/76
11176
11/76
11/75
.4/76

4/76
4/76
4/76
4/.76
4/75
4/76
3/75
4/75
4/76
4/76
4/76
4/76

4/76
11/76
11/76
1 1 /75
12/75
11/76
11/76

, /45
9;
95
9;
75
95

, 85
85
75'
85

/75
85
95
85
84
85
95
95
96

. 95
95
85
95
67-
95
95
95
93'
95
8;
95 ,
95
96
95
84,
83
95

85
65
95
85
85
75

93
95
95
95

95
95
95
fii
95
9;
14

-85
85
65
75
85
95
85
ns
95
95
85
9;
85
94

, 83
---' 85.

95
95
85
65
85
94
93
75
75
95

95
85
95
85
95
85

P
r
P
p

NI,
n
l'

NP
NI'
NP
NP
NI'
NI,
NI'
NI,
NP
NP
NP

P
NI'
NP
NP
NI'

P
P

NI,
P
r
P

NI,
P
P.

NI*
NP
NI,
NP
r

r
NI'
NP
NI'
NI'
1'4P

35
.10

10

15
23
21
25
15

El
2_
s
7

15
10
4
7

16

14
17
16

24
29
15
16
15
I 1li
8
7

21
7

21
16

25
14
17
;

=
11

4.-
.95
50
95
85
7(1

s;

30
50
70
70

J. 50
40

85
85
50
95
95
70

85
S;
95
70
70
95
9;
70
70
95_
Si
ill
Sil
95

Si

"77i
11i

70
ill
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\ Appendix 3
\ Rock Replort

Dis,entangling Coaching Effects and Differential Growth
,.in the FTC C IllffillerCial Coaching Study \

\
/ \1;

DONALD A. ROcK C \

The Frc studylis-a, pretest/posttest design where subjects are not
randomly assigned to igroups. In the nomenclatUre of Campbell
and Stanley 11903), we have a special case of a ci:uasi-experimen-
lal design known as the nonequivalent control-group design In
the classic expriment with random assignment the-only rival ex-
planation to the treatment being the causal factoris sampling
error. However, for tb_e nonequivalent control-group design, both
sampling error and possible selectkin bias are plausible rival hy-
potheses.

The rrc Bostpn Regional Office analysis (1978) and the rit Buk-
reau nf Consumer Protection reanalysis (1979) relied heavily on
the ability of) the traditional analysis of dlovariance model
(ANCOVA) to rule out rival hypotheses. In order to accept the Frc's
interpretation) of their ANcovA results zs providing reasonable
estimates of Ithe treatment effect (coaching), rather stroIng
assumptions fiave to be made about the appropriateness and com-
pleteness of their covariance adjustment ,model for the data set
The reanalysis presented-in this paper will show in some detail
that the verbal data do not support the strong ,assumptions, re-
quirled to arrive at tileir point estimates of the verbal coaching
effeqt. The Mathematics daia will be shown to be more consis-
tent' with their specification of the analysis of covariance model
and hus attire, ikely,to produeje reasonable estimates of the math
coae ing effec s. An adjustment procedure appropriate for the
verb 1 data wi I be outlined and applied to the data. iNew esti-
mates oithe coaching effect will be computed and comPared with
the r sultsbased on the standard ANCOVA model.
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The statistical design and data base used in the Frc analysis can_
best be depicted in the Campbell & Stanley framework as follows.

TREATMENT (coaching) 01 I 02

CONTROL 01 02
t1 ;2

where the O's are observations on the treatment and control sub-
jects at two different points in time, t, and t2. The I indicates a-
formal intervention has taken place for the treatment group at
point in time between the first and second observation. The
ANCOVA model traditionally used in estimating the intervention
effect in this-type of experiment can be formulated in terms of the

-general linear model

Y, (t2) = b, Y, (t1) + b2 çf + el ,

where Y, (t2) = posttest score,

Y, (ti) = pretest score,

= dummy variable (1 = treatment, 0 =control) indicat-
ing presence or absence of treatment, and

e, = random error term that is assumed to be uncorre-
lated with treatment group membership.

The size of the regression weight b2 in relation to its standard
error leads to a judgment about the presence or absence of a statis-
tically. significant treatment. The sign of b2 indicates the direc-
tion of the effect. In this particular example, a finding of, a signifi-
cant positive b2 would be interpreted as evidence for the presence
of a coaching effect. A finding of a negative b2 suggests that
coaching has a debilitating effect on posttest-scores.

A more realistic model might be

Y, (t2) = I Y, (t1) + b2 +d' z + e, , (2)

where z = vector of variables which are assumed to be causes of
self-selection, and d = vector of regression weights associated
with the self-selection causes. Relevant causes of self-selection
might be negative self-perception of test taking skills, motiva-
tion, ability to pay for formal coaching, etc.

In the Frc study we have no direct measures of these self-selec-
tion-Variables and thus must rely on proxies. To the extent that
the preteet Y(t 1) and the proxies_ orely incompletely (or incor-

(1)
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rectly) measure the causes of self-selection, the estimated regres-
sion weight, b2,, will be biased. In statistical Parlance the assump-
tion of the independence of the error (e1) and the treatment no
longer holds. Furthermore, if the coached-group has an initially
higher mean on the pretest and if the pretest and the other causes
of self-selection which are either imperfectly measured or not
measured at all are positively related to the treatment effect and
the posttest score, then we can expect the ANCOVA model in (2) to
overestimate the treatment effect. Conversely, if the missing or
incompletely measured control variables are in general negatively
related to the treatment effect and posttest score, then one can
expect ANCOVA to underestimate the treatment effect If they are
uncorrelated with the treatnierit snd-the posttest (as would be the
expectation in random assignment), then b2 would give an unbi-
ased estimdte of the treatment efect. Obviously there are Many
other more complicated patterns of relationships which could
occur and for which no simple predictions can be made about the
direction of the bias.

Of parucular concern here is the fact that motivation is either
incompletely measured or not measyred at all by the available
demographic eontrl variables. Since mit: of the consequences of,
_motivation is learning performance, one would expect a measure
of motivation to be positively correlated with both performance
at the posttest and self-selection- for the treatment (coaching)
One might argue that differential motivation would be at least
partially captured in the, pretest score and/or other covariates in
the vector z and thus be partially controlled, but in general that
will not be true lithe differential motivation is reflected (as is the
likely case) in differential learning or growth rates. That is, even
if differeptial motivation were completely measured, the statisti-
cal correction employed by ithicovA is a statk correction. The
ANCOVA adjustment only makes a correction for differences found
at the time when pretesting takes place. The treatment does not
occur at the time of pretesting but at some later date when, if
there is differential group growth, the groups will be further apart
than they were at pretest time. The traditional A NcovA correction
adjusts for the differences found at pretest tithe and not the
greater group difference that would occur (because of differential
group growth xates) iust previous to the intervention which in
this case takes place at an unknown period of time after 'the
pretest.

This underadjustmenthias in the presence of differential group
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growth can be made a little clearer if we examine tlie ANCOVA

model in the following form:

a = (-r.p(t21 'c?,(t2)J 'Vc(tIJJ , (3)

where irp(t2) and -irp(t1) are, posttest and pretest means for the
coaching program group, Yc(t2) and Yjti) are the parallel mea-
sures for the control group, and a is the estimated treatment
effect. The pooled within-group regression coefficient b is, of
course, the adjustment index. If theie is reason to believe that the
following differential development or growth process is taking

place:

then any adjustment based on the initial group differences at pre-
test time (t1) rather than at tx will overestimate the treatment ef-
fect unress b, the adjustment index, is equal to d21(11. In fact, any
adjustment based on group differences at time tx will still over-
estimate the treatment effect (although substantially less than an
adjustment at ti) unless the adju*tment index is greaterthan 1 0
In general, most pre-post ANCOVAS based on data from nonequiv-
alent control group designs yield bs a 1.0. The "net effect" of the
adjustment made by the FTC analysts using an ANCOVA model sim-
ilar to that outlined in equation (2) was equivalent to using a b of
approximately 1.0 in equation (3) for the verbal data and some-
what oyer 1.0 for the mathematics data Clearly, the traditional
Atqcovn model as posed by the FTC analysts will not always be ade-
quate if individuals are growing at a different rate over time. To
deal adequately with data generated by growth processes, correc-
tions for initial differences must take into consideration (1) the

.126
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time variable and 12) measures of differential group growth rate in
the absence of formal intervention.

The FTc analysts did not investigate the possibility of differen-
tial group growth rates as a rival hypothesis. Their verbal ANCOVA
model imphcitly assumed (and its validity depended upon it) that
the observed group differences at.pretest time were invariant over
time in the absence of a formal treatment. This assumption is re-
flected in their use of a "net" correction index of b 1.0. Con-
versely, since the Frc mathematics ANCOVA yielded a "net" cor-
rection index slightlynver 1.0, the Frc mathematics results im-
plicitly assumed a srowth model. Campbell (1969) suggests ,that
if two groups start out at time 1 with divergent means, those with
the higher mean mature or grow at a greater rate than-these with
the lower mean. Campbell calls this the interaction of selection
and maturation. The different groups are members of different
populations living in different environments! The different envi-
ronments interact with differences in ability and create and main-
tain different levels of performance and different rates of growili
A special case of this differential growth phenomenon is the so-
called "fan spread" model which postulates that increasing varia-
bility within group accompanies increasing mean differences over
time (Kenny, 1975). The "fanspread" hypothesis is only one pos-
sible explanation and is sometimes used to arrive at a correction
index when group growth data in the absence of intervention are
not available. In its strictest sense a solution is obtained by the
use of an over.identifying restriction depending on the stationarity
over time of the ratio -of mean differences to changes in the
within-group variability. -Rather -than make any such assump-
tions, we will use the obstrvcd data to estimate group growth
rates in the absence of intervention.

An interrupted time series design could provide an estimate of
the relative growth rate in the absence of a-formal intervention.
That is, the following design uses growth data gathered between
time to and-t, to

P 0- 0 I 0

C
tO ti t2

the F rc analysts of the gruup tlemographu. variables does provide evidence-that
individuals in the self-selected population tend to come from different socio
economic environmems than the contro)s
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yield an estimate of both the program (P) and control (C) group
rate of growth in the absence of a formal intervention. Fortunate-
ly, the majority of the indiyiduals who attended the Most suc-
cessful coaching sshool (School A) had three testings with a
coaching intervention taking,place between time t, and ti. Fol-
lowing the growth model development of Bryk and Weisberg
(1977), we assume that the treatment effects a constant incre-
ment for each subject exposed to it. Denoting G(t) as the actual
,growth for individual i under whatever conditions prevail, we
then have at pogttest

Y1(t2) = G1(t2) 0,cr , (4)

where o = 1 if the subject is in the coaching program and c = 0 if
the subject is in the control group. G,(t2) is the cumulative
growth of the ith subject at the time of posttesting G(t) is com-
pletely determined by two parameters: r, and r,. That is:

G1(t) = 1r,(t ri*); t r (5)

where r, is an individual's growth rate and r, is that point in an
individual's development at which he achieves a prespecified al-
though arbitrary level of performance. For the purpose Of this
study, the E(rd = r , that point in time when the two ,groups'
growth lines intersect. At this point in time, the groups are at
equivalent levels of knowledge. (See Figure 2).

Figure 2,

In this study, wc are interested in Cstimating r for individuals in
both the coaching program group and the control group based on
the time interval between the first and second testing, i.e., before
the intervention took place. Thus, the estimation of r for the ith
subject in the coaching program is

= lYpt (th) Yin (t01))/(fli t01) (6)
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That is, the gfowth rate is the difference between a subject's _test
scores at timc to and ti divided by the time interval measured in
months. The expected value for an individual selected at random
from the treatment group (A,p) is (Yp(t1) Yp (to))/T, where T is
the average time lapse between first and second testings for indi-
viduals in the coaching program group. Similarly it can be esti-
mated for the control group from the data based on the first and
second testing. It should be noted that in the case of random
assignment Arp =

A more appropriatePadjustment index which takes into consid-
eration the possibility of differential group growth rates 1.4p and
AT, as well .as different Ts can now be derived. In terms of the
general linear covariance model, which does not assume differen-
tial growth rates, we have the estimated treatment effect a in
large samples as

a E (Yp (t2)) (t2)) bignIEIVp (t111 EIVe It1111

(7)

Let a be an Unbiased estimator of the treatment effect under the
assumption of a differential group growth model; then

a =1E(Vp (t2) 'tip) (t2) Arc tan
b (ti) /.4p to! (t1)

(8)

where to is the average time interval between r and the third
testing, t2, for individuals in the coaching program. Similarly tp 1

is the average time between r and the second testing for the
coached individuali Parallel notat is used for the control
group.

Then a = 0 when

it (T 2) (tc2)
= b*

ftp (9)\
Thus b* represents the theoretically correct adjustment coeffi-
cient IOndeed the differential growth rate model holds.

Figure presents means and standard deviations of the verbal
test scores at three points in time. Similar data is presented for
mathematics test icores in Figure 4. The three testings consisted
of the PSAT, the SAT taken for the first time as a junior, and the SAT
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figure 3

Verhal Gains Over Three Time Periods for Four Populations

taken for the second time as a senior. Only one coaching school
(School A) had a large enough subject population to furnish suffi-
cient subjects with all three data points. The coached sample in-
cluded,192 individuals while the controls numbered 684.

The verbal data in Figure 3 suggests that the observed group dif-
lerences at ,posttest may well be reflecting differential growth
rates as well as treatment effects. The classic growth phenome-
non of increasing means is demonstrated for both the coaching
program people and the controls. While there appears to be a sig-
nificant differential group growth rate in the verbal ar a, this does
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Figure 4

Math Gains Over Three Tithe Periods for Four l'otiulations

not appear to be the case for mathematics. This seems reasonable
since mathematics is a skill which requires practice if..one in-
tends to maintain or increase one's level of achievement.

Additional plots of the total College Board, sample who were
tested in April of their junior-year and retested in November of
the senior year are also shown. These.plots are presented for 1975
and 1976 populations. Inspection of the verbal plots suggests that
gairis of 1 -17 points from. April to November appear to, be com-
monplace for jun enior retesters. The fact that the control
sample shows a gain of 11 points over approximately the sante in-
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.
terval suggests that they are reosonably represeniative of junior-
senior retesters. The control group's rate of gain is consistent
over both plotted time periods.

Table 1 presents ANcovA and growth-model adjustment indices
and coaching effects, as well as the mean growth.rates for the
coaching program and control individuals for the verbal and
mathematics areas. These estimates of growth are based on the
time period between the first and second testing and thus are un-
confounded wit', ,any formal intervention. Our estimates of
growth rates assuine linearity of growth but this would seem to
be a reasonable assumption given the restricted time period and,
even mord importantly, given that the observed data for the con-
trol group conforms quite closely to a linear growth model. If one
were to expect a deviation from linearity, it wouldlnore likely be
in;the direction of a steeper slope (in the absence of intervention)
betwgen the second and third testing since the motivationallevel
would be at least as great during this time period as the previous
time period.

The estimates of the coaching effect under the growth model
are about 17 points on Verbal and 31 points on Math. This finding
that the Verbal effect is substantially less than the Math effect is
in marked contrast to the ANcovA estimates of quite comparable
V and'M effects. The growth model appears to yield an estimate
of-the-Verbal coaching-effecethat is more conaistent with earlier
studies and with expectations that Math, being generally more
curriculum related than Verbal, might be more, responsive to
coaching or special preparation.

The Verbal results in Table 1 call into question the ability of
the standanE,ANcovA to correct for selection effects when they are
present in the form of-differential growth rates. The ANcovA ad-
justment index (b) is approximately 1.0 for the Verbal data and
somewhat paradoxically 1.25 for the Math data, which is the one
situation which displays little or no evidence of differential group
growth. However, since-the growth rates appear to be static foi
the mathematics data, the ANCOVA model, which controls for all
available measures of pre-existing differences, would appear to be
the more defensible approach for estimating the mathematics
"coaching" effect.

An additional point should be discussed here. The original FTC
analyses as well as the reanalysis as outlined here do not take into
consideration the possible bia%ing effect of using a faliible covari-
ate (pretest) in adjusting for pre-existing differences. If the relia-
bility of the tests increased with each, testing, one would expect
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the twolroup,s if trilly froth different populations to de,monstrate.
increased 4vergence over time in the absence of ineerventOn.
This phenpmegon would not seriously affect the growth mOdel
approac bu t very well could have a biasing efiect on the ANOtIVA

estim e of the coaching eff,ct. That is, Arqcovit would yield an
.

overestimate of the coaching effect._Similarly, if the reliabilities
are constant but less than LO (as surely they- must be), then
Arqcovit would underadlust for pre-existing differences on the pre-
test, thereby yielding an overestimate of the coaching effect The
data were not available to investiga:te these possibiliiies.

Talile

Mean Growth Rates,-Athustment Indices, and Estuihtted
Coaching Effects Under Different Model Assumptions

Adnishnent indices

Verbal

Averaxe
and Thm Estnnato Goachmx Met s

Gtowth Raw*
tEtontv Monthr

11.

Growth Model AN( wit

h:

Program 3 294 1.485 16.946 03
/ -

28.065

Control 1.654

Mathern'atics
Program 1354 1102 30358- 1,252 27.625

-Control 2M48

the averag, gam in punts per month is ommatcl in tht .Ih'nL ut mitreention
Growth model ttimatcsh; and a: art the arInc.tnicnt in& x and tht t %Mimed tiktt
ha.ed on the group glowth Mt . emomme in Me 1..4 eoltunn the AM MA l,11111310
are the .s.tnarttl lMIMAICs using the lot id coma vanahh, pie.ented in
Tahk 2. Appendix t lb. AM tiVA Ii. I, tilt dalthIlIhnl Mat; wht med in the
ioual AM m A equation 'furl& 1 he e lit et estima te

Table 2 .

Analysis of Covsariance Models

hplanatinv Vatiables

Dependent Variables

Verbal Posttest
E

Moth Eovtot
h

SAT 1 -V
...

.8024 .023$ .1538 .0253

SAT I .M . - -. 1307 .02.35 .; .7760 .0251

Rank S
.4286 .1319 .3201 .1003

Sex . 2.0659 3,5128 13A507 17389

Latest Grade in English .5944 .3134 -.5246 .3335

Latest Grade in Math -.1336' _.2559 /6165 .2723

High Scho(a l Type., 6.4684 3.6079 -8.5227 18402

Log (Income) - -L8385 2.8870 4,0852 3.0728 ,

Coaching . 28.0638 4.0403 - 27.6247 4.-3001....

Years of Math . -2.9292 2.2961 8.7692 2.4400 ,

Years of English t 7.0633 3.0307 -2 8102 3.2258

Multiple Correlation , R = .8803 R = .8964

J.
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Surnnraiy and Conclusions

The rrc data based on individuals who dttended the largett and
most sucCessful coaching school Were reanalyzed. The eXamina-
tioa of teitings at three.pointS in time suggested-that: (1)-the tra-
ditional-ANcovA approach used by-the nt Was inadequatefor the
Verbal data because of self-seleetion-,effects which were at least
partial-1'y captured in fferential grOup,growth rates, (21-more ap-
propriate growth-related adjustment_ models yielded Verbal
coachihg effects about one-half_the size reported by the rrc, (31

--the-M'afirdata appeal-0 to be-somewhat more consistent with the

ANCOVA model ancrthus the resulting rrc Moth coaching-effect
estimate is more likely to be rçasonable given the available con-
trol variables. This is notto say ihat the nc and the present esti-

. mates. of the matheinatics coaching effect are not overestimates
lor underestimaCes), since the only self-selection causes that have

- been controlled for were those tfiat were reflected in differential
growth rates and/or available demographics. One missing piece
of information is th,e reliability of the tqc scores at each adminis-
tration.. When individuals self-select t¢ treatments, commonly
held psychometric wisdom suggests that as the reliability of the
pre-test becomes significantly less than !unity, one can ekpect the
ANCOVA model to underadjust, titerebyiyielding an overestimate
of_coaching effect. In geneial, the extent of this source of error

would be small compared to the cofise'quences of-using the stan-
dardn.NcovA mod'el in-an inappropriateisituation.

If-threliability of the pretest was djfferentlOr the 046 groups,
tben aimost any ANCOVA or variatibn of Amovik\would in general
yield biasedresults. It would-tior be 4pected, however, that the
group refiallilities would be sufficiently different to significantly
change' the above conclusions. An adpional problem with any
reliability correction is _that while-there. is-evidence here that the
groups arc from different populations nd therefore regressing on
different means, there is no way of k owing from the available
daia what the apprdp-Wrneaps are.
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Time and Method in Coaching 'for the SAT

Samuel Messick and Ann Jungeblut
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey

An exhaustive review of studies of coaching for tke,Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) reveakd them to be methodologically flawed in a variety of ways Despite
these flaws and the attendant noise obscunng the results, some definite regular-
ities emerged relating the size of score effects associated with coaching to the
amount of student contact nme entailed in the coaching programs. Rank-order
correlations between these two variables were upwards of .7 for both SAT.
V(Verbal subscak) and SAT-M(Math subscale). The relationship proved to be
nonlinear, however, with arithmetically increasing amounts of score effect being
associated with geometrically increasing amounts of student contact time, which
in these data may also be serving as a proxy for increasing curriculum emphases
on content knowledge and skill development as opposed to item review and prac-
tice. Thus. within the limitations of the available fragmentary data, there appear
to 1c diminishing returns in SAT coaching effects, especially for SAT-V. Ac.
cording to the logarithmic models fit to the data, the student contact time required
to achieve average score increases much grever than 20 to 30 points (on a 200.
to 800-point scale) for both SAT-V and SAT-M rapidly approaches that of full-.
time schooling.

The controversy over whether or not the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is coachable
is fueled by both misconception and miscom-
munication. The misconception centers
mainly around the nature of thc SAT,
whereas the miscommunication centels
mainly around the nature of coaching.

The SAT is not a measure of subject-mat-
ter attainment, such as the typical educa-
tional achievement test in biology or Amer-
ican history, nor is it a measure of innate
intelligence or fixed endowment. Th: SAT
measures developed abilities of verbal and
mathematial reasoning and comprehension
that are acquired gradually over many years
of expenence and use in both school and
nonschool settings. By virtue uf this gradual
development, these intellective skills appear
tu be relatively difficult to improve markedly

Ve wish to thank Donald Alderman. Albert Beaton,
.tvhn Carroll. Robert Linn. Frederic Lord, Donald Pow
er Ledyard Tucker. and Bary Wingersky for their care.
fulsreview of the manuscript and their many helpful
commentsSpccial thanks go lo John Tukey, whose sug .
gestion that washing effects be examined in terms of
score gain per sontact hour provided the impetus for
this anolysis

Requests for reprints should be sent to Samuel Mes.
sick. Lducational Testing Service. Princeton. New ler.
sey 08541'
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through brief courses of intervention in the
final year or 2 of high schdol, when the SAT
is typically taken. But since these abilities
are learned, albeit in manifold ways through
both education and experience, one would
expect high-quality instruction over ex-
tended periods of tilite to improve them and
hence to increase SAT scores. Thus, the
question of the degree to which the SAT is
coachable depends on what is meant by
coaching, a point about which there has been
not only marked contention but lax com-
munication. Some writers restrict their usage
of the term to practice on sample items and
last-minute cramming (cf Pike, 1978),
whereas otheirs include under the same ru-
bric virtually full-time instruction at spe-
cialized preparatory schools for periods of
6 months or more (cf. Slack & Porter, 1980).

In an effort to uncover some regularities
in the results of coaching studies that go
beyond a simple scorecard of significant and
nonsignificant findings or a conglomerate
averaging of score effects from different
coaching programs, we review all of the
available studies of coaching for the SAT
regardless of the way the term is interpreted.
We view the issue as being much more com-
plicated than the simplistic question of
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whether or not coachinworks for the SAT.
Rather, the key*questions are how much stu-
dent time devoted to what kinds cf coaching
experiences yield what level of score im-
provements in comparison with the level of
experiential growth that would have oc-
curred anyway without those coaching ex-
periences. This latter point, that coaching
et tects must be evaluated relative to the ex-
periential growth in ability that may occur
regardless of the coaching program, under-
scores the need for comparable control gromit
01 uncoached students in studies of coachig
effectiveness but comparison with equiva-
lent control groups has by no means been
the rule Since this point is critical in inter-
preting the import of experimental findings,
the summario of the various coaching stud-
ies draw special attention to the strengths
and lumtations of the study designs. Before
these studies are examined in detail, how-
ever, further clarification of both the nature
ol the SAT and the nature of coaching is
offered.

Coaching for Developed Abilities and
Subject-Matter Learning

The SAT was developed as a measure of
academic abilities to be used toward the end
of secondary school as a standardized sup-
plement to the high school record and letteis
of recommendation typically available to
college admissions officers. The SAT was
explicitly designed to differ from achieve=
ment tests in subject-matter fields in the
sense that its content is drawn from a wide
variety of substantive areas, not tied to a
particular course of study, curriculum, or
program. ft assesses intellectual processes of
comprehension and reasoning that are ex-
ercised to some degree in all subject-matter
areas at all levels of schooling, as well as in
response to real-life situations. The item con-
tent of the SAT attempts to sample the sort
of generic cognitive skills underlying perfor-
mance in college. reading wift comprehen-
sion, understanding vocabulary, verbal rea-
soning, computational skills, quantitative
reasoning, and problem solving.

There is a progression or ordering of ed-
ucational tests ranging from measures of
scholastic abilities at one pole, with content

drawn from a variety of sttbstantive areas,
to measures of academic mastery at the
other pole, with content specialized by sub-
ject-matter field (cf. Anastasi, 1980, Snow,
1980). The SAT falls toward the first ex-
treme it taps general cognitive processes
that develop gradually over many years of
experience and use both inside the classroom
and in everyday life, and these processes
should therefore be relatively difficult to en-
hance markedly through brief courses of in-
tervention. The typical educational achieve-
ment test falls toward the other extreme
it taps specific knowledge and skills acquired
through the normal course of classroom in-
st.-uction or independent study, and such
knowledge and skill should therefore be rel-
alively responsive to instructional interven-
tion, even in..brief courses Similarly, there
is a progression of types of preparation for
taking examinations ranging from simple
practice on sample items at one extreme to
intensive instruction aimed at developing
ability and knowledge at the other extreme.
What has come to be called coaching is here
considered to fall anywhere in the broad
range between these two extremes of prac-
tice and instruction, entailing some combi-
nation of test familiarization, drill-and-prac-
tice with feedback, training in strategies for
specific item formats and for general test
taking (including advice on pacing, guessing,
and managing test anxiety), subject-matter
review, and skill-development exercises
There is little question that the verbal and
mathematical abilities measured by the SAT
are learned, but there are large questions
about how they can bc taught Thus the
functional characteristics of any SAT coach-
ing programs .hat prove to be effective
would have important implications for ed-
ucational practice.

The effect of coaching or sPecial prepa-
ration programs on SAT performance has
become a question of increasing concern to
students, their parents, secondary schools,
and colleges. A recent survey conducted in
seven Northeastern stales (Alderman it
Powers, 1980) indicated that perhaps as
many as one third of the secondary schools
in the area offer a program of special prep-
aration for SAT-V(Verbal subscale), with
programs in SAT-M(Math subscale) prob-
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ably at least aa numerous. Commercial ur
proprietary coaching programs are also quite
widely availabk m urban and a uburban t.um-
munities eueral Trade Commission j I TC1,
1978). Studies have been conducted period-
ically OVer the past 30 years to investigate
the effetas of buth school-based and pro-
prietary programs on student performance
on the SAT. The results uf these studies are
exiffioned with parucular attention tu prub-
Iterf f reseach design.

Problems of Method and Interpretation in
SAT Coaching Studies

In the evaluation of coachtng effective-
ness. a key feature of research design is ran-
duni assignment ul cxaminees to coaching
treatment groups dud noncuachtng control
groups, fur only with random assignment can
we. consider treatment effects tu be indepen-
dent,uf prior status on .my of a hum of per-
sonal ur background characteristics. Vs, ith
random assignment. no systemat ic. differ-
ences are expected between the experiment.d
and control groups initi.dly, and-if effective
c.untrul conditions are maintained, the only
iyatemati c. difference th.0 wdl eventuate IS

unc group will have received (..uadung
and the other will nut. In the absence of ran-
dumtzation, there is an inevitabk eouivo-
c.ahty in the interpretation of the results
because some unnieasurcd personal char-
acteristu.s might have influenced both the
student N partnapattun in the t.maching pro-
gram and that program apparent effet,-
tiveness. rilat IS, t.,ertain personal factors
characteristic of mudents attending a par-
ticular t.maching prograni, such as motiva-
tion r career aspirations, may be respunsi-
ble,-.11 least in part, fur subsequent SAT
performance that appcom to be the result
of the.coachmg experience. Thus the effects
of klecttun or of self-selecttun arc con-
founded with effects of the coaching treat-
ment in nonrandomized studies. Conse-
quently, -,election f.ittot iI fud plausibk
rival explanations fur the results or fur part
ul the results that imght otherwise be iden-
tthed as coaching effects. Selection factors
include all systematic differences, whether
measured urrunmeasured. between the t.:X-
pertmental and control groups that are %An.-

related with the dependent variable. in this
case SAT performance except, of course,
that the experimental group received the
cArachtng treatment. whereas the control
group did nut. If these systematic differences
result from student choice of the treatment
rather than from experimenter choice of .the
A udent. they are called self-selection factors

In nunrndomized designs, researchers
usually attempt to control statistically, using
regression techniques like anabrsis of co-
variance, for those potential selection factors
that have been measured Attempts are also
frequently made to analyze the data in al-
ternate ways to assess the sensitivity or ro-
bustness of the findings under various plau-
sible assumptions. However, there is no way
to adjust statistically for selection factors
th'at have not been assessed. Since very few
uf the studies reviewed here employ random
assignment and those that do have other
problems of maintaining realistic control
conditions, the specter of selection bias arises
continually as a plausibk altenative inter
pretation of apparent coaching effects

As our review underscores, the available
studies uf t-oaching for the SAT arc meth
odulogically flawed in various and divergent
ways. Most are subject to thc problem of
selection bias just discussed, which severely
compromises interpretations of the source or
determinants of score effects Others were
subject to disturbances of student motivation
or of control t-onditions, which .ery likely
int wduced biases in estimati:ig the size of
.scure effects. Still others were based on small
samples of coached students, which resulted
in estimated score effects that vvere hnpre-
usely bounded. Several studies suffered from
conibmations uf two ur more of these prob-
lems. In searching for regularities among the
findings, especially between the size of score
effects and key characteristics of the coach;
ing programs. we attempt to discount studies
having likdy biases in their score estimates
while at the same tune trying to take into
account the greater variabty a estimates
from studies with small sample sizes Al
though the statistical significance of .esults
Is documented (see Table I), the issue of
coaching Is addressed more in terms of es-
timalion of score effects than of rejection of
the nuH hypothesis. Finally, we turn to the
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problem of interpreting the deternunants or
sources of the educed relationships and con-
front once a6in the pervasive confounding
influence of selection bias.

Although there was considerable variation
in the score increases observed for particular
groups of students and for particular coach-
mg programs, the studies conducted in the
1950s and 1960s as well as two more recent
studies (Akierman & Powers, 1980, Evans
& Pike, 1973) yielded averagr score in-
creases relative to control groups of about
9 points on SAT-V and about 13 points on
SAT-M; on a score scale rangmg from 200
to 800 points with a standard deviation of
about 100 points (Messick. 1980). If the
average dfects for two conimercial coaching
schools studied brthe FTC (1979, sec also
Stroud, 1980) are added, the average SAT-
V increase becomes 14 points and the av-
erage SAT-M increase becomes 15 points.
Studies lackineabylcontrol groups whatso-
ever yielded larger adjusted score effects -

on the average, 38 pomts on SAT-V and 54
points on SAT-M- but sine4 they difkred
from control group studies not only in design
characteristics but in critical program char-
acteristics as well. their interpretation is es-
pccially problematic

Studies With No Control Groups

Three studies those by PaHone m 1961.
by Marron in 1965, and by Coffman and
Parry in 1967 lacked any control group for
evaluating unusual patterns of sLore change.
Pallone exaniined the effects of short- and
long-term intensive developmental reading

'courses on SAT scores of tudents in a pri-
vate school for boys The courses were un-
dertaken "for students in their final year of
precollege work, including a large number
of high school graduates who were complet-
ing a year of post-high school study in prep-
aration for entrance Into the US, govern-
ment academies" (p (.55). According to

_Pallone. to improve the skdls measured by
the SAT, "not 'coaching' me.hods, but in-
struction of a developmental natureln read-
ing and vocabulary skills was indicated. Im-
provement in scores could be expected onh,
if the basic skills measured by the test were
hrst strengthened" (pp, 654-655), This pro-

gram provided focused instruction to
strimgthen reading achievement along with
intensive pratalce in reading skills, including
such special skills as skimming and critical
reading, s well as a brief analysis of typical
verbal analogy test items Approximately 20
students participated in a 6-week summer
pilot program that met for 90 minutes daily
An average Score increase of 98 points was
obtained on SAT-V from the March to Au-
gpst SAT admimstrations The longtterm
program covered 6-month period with
daily meetings of 50 minutes each For some
80 students who completed this long-term
course, an verage SAT-V increase of 109

points was reported over a 12-month period
from pretest to posttest, although the dif-
ference in mean scores in Pallone's TOIL, 3
(p. 656) Is only 84. The students whovpar-
ticipated in the summer program also com-
pleted the long-term reading course, and
their mean increase in Verbal score over 12
months was almost 122 points, or an average
of about 24 points over the increase reported
fte: the summer course The special quality
of the sample and the lack of control groups
severely limn the implicitions of these find-
ings is-a-vis coaching Furthermore, the in-
structional focus on skill development and
the intensive and long-term nature of the
programs put Pallone's efforts close to what
ordinarily would be considered "instruc-
tion," in contradistinction to "coaching," as
Pallone himself insisted

In the absence of control groups of similar
students at this preparatory school who were
not taking Pallone's course, it is difficult to
assess the import of these score gains Pal-
lone (1961) suggested comparing them with
normal expectations of gains of about 35
points on SAT-V during the final secondary
school year. which would yield an instruc-
tional or program effect of about 83 points
for the summer pflot program (prorated for
the 5 month, betOeen pre- and posttests) and
about 74 points for the long-term program
(which had 12 months between pre- and
posttests). Or, if the difference in mean
scores is taken as 84 as in Tallone's Table
3. the long-term instructional effect is about
49 points. This is not a very satisfactory com-
parison, however, since Pallone's students
were not representative of students in their
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Una! year of Mih school kkho take the SAT.
In a reeent resiew artiele on the SAT. Slaek
and Porter (1960) suggested comparing Pal-
lune s results with average gains in national
administrations of junior- to senior-year
retesters haying the same initial aserage
score les els as Pa llone's students, whieh
yields prorated instruetional efhets of 85
and 79 (or 54) points, respeetisely, fur the
summer and 1u4v-term prugranis. Again,
this is nut a sery satisfaetory eumparisun
beeaum, Pa dune's prisate sehuol students
were nut a representatise sample of the na-
tional population of test repeaters. Pike
(1978) suggested comparing Pal lone's re-
sults with average gains of euntrul students
in superior sehools from other studies of pro-
prietary programs, and this eumparisun leads
to instruetwmal effeets of about 75 and 53
(or 28) points. respeetisely. fur the sunimer
and tung-terin programs. If eumpared with
score gains vat control students in other
eoaehing studies who had aserage initial
seure lesels roughly comparable to P-allune's
giuups, the adjusted instruetiumd effeets are
80 and 65 (or 40) points, resist:v.-lively.

The point is that in the absenee of com-
parable euntrul groups, no generally satis-
faetury estimate of instruetumal effeets ean
be obtained. If an aser ige is taken aeross
the four adjtAtments just suggested, the re-
sulting estimates of instructional effeets are
81 and 68 (or 43) points, respeetively, for
the summer and lung-terni programs. These
salues are seri, likely still userestunates,
huweser, beeause none of the comparisons
ean take intu aecuunt the highly ,self-seleeted
nature of Pallune's (1961) pris ate school stu-
dents. many of whom were completing .1
post-high-sehool year particularly motivated
to increase their ehances 01 entering service
aeadenues or selective colleges rsleserthe-
less, gisen the userall sin of the effeets, even
with somewhat larger yidjustments, it seems s
likely that Pallune s intensise summer and
long-term efforts at instruetion uf a devel-
opmental nature sueeeeded in strengthen-
ing basic skills measured by the SAT.

Marron (190) esainined SAT score gains
for students at 10 well-know n preparatory
schools that s'peeialized in preparing high
school goduates lor admission to the sersiee
aeadenues and seleetise colleges The in-

structiunal programs entailed "six months
of full-time exposure tu course content that
is.direetly related tu the serual and inathe
mattes College Board tests (both Aptitude
and Aehiesenient)" (p,I). A special admin-
istration of SAT-V and SAT M at all 10
sehuuls served as the pretest, whereas the
posttest was a regular SAT administration
b months later, It should be noted ' if the
lesel of motivation and effort on a special
pretest that did not euunt fur college ad-
mission was nut eumparable to that dn the
regular posttest, the instruetional effects in
Marron's study would likely be useresti-
mated. This issue did nut arise for Pallune
(1961) because both pre- and posttests in his
study were regulai SAT administrations.

Since signifieant differgnces were ob-
tained among the 10 sehouls with respect tu
buth the pretest seures and the posttest
seures and these latter differenees remained
signifieant in analyses of eusarianee adjust-
ing fur pretest lesels, the us erall results were
reported separately fur groups of schools
having nunsignifieant differenees within
group. Seore gains on SAT-V were 77 points
for Group I (2 schools, N = 83), 56 points
for Group 2 (6 schools, N = 600). 47 points
for Group 3 (I school, N = 5), and 3`5 points
for Group 4 (1 schoolV = 26), the weighted
average SAT-V increase over all groups was
58 points, Score increases for SAT NI were
83 points for Group I (4 schools, N - 232),
78 points forsaroup 2 (3 sehouls, N 405).
and 72 points for Group 3 (3 sehouls. N
78), the weighted aserage-SAT NI increase
uver all groups was 79 points. Again, in the
absenee of euntrol groups, it is diffieult to
appraise the size of these instructional ef
feels

Marron (1965) suggested comparing the
SA r seore gains.with the gains eonsidered
typt al for males in their senior year in sec
undary sehoul, %Melt he reported based on
College Board data as 40 points fur SAT V
and 43 points fur SAT NI over a 10-munth
testing interval. Prorated fur the 6-month
testing interval in NIarron's study, this yields
an adjusted weighted aserage of 34 points
fur SAT-V and 53 points for SAT-M. As

dune fur Pallone's (1961) results, the
suggested adjustments of Slaek and Porter
(1980) and Pike (1978) were also applied

I 0 6
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to Marron's figures, along with an adjust-
ment based on score gains of control students
in other coaching studies who had averuge
initial score Levels roughly t.omparable to the
scores of Marron's groups. Taking the av-
erage uf all four uf these adjustments, the
resulting weighted average values are 35
points-for SAT-V and 54 points for SAT-M.
But again, none of these adjustments 15 very
satisfauory because none of the suggested
comparisons takes into account that Mar-
ron's students were highly sell-selected,
thereby leaving important factors of differ-
ential motivation and growth uncontrolled.
In any esent, the relevance of Marron's
study to the issue of -waling is arguable,
since 6 months of full-time exposure to
course content directed at verbal and math-
ematical knov.ledge and skills v.ould ordi-
narily be considered Instruction.

In an attempt to explore further the cf-
lects of developmental reading instruction
on SA f-V scores. especially in light of Pal-
lone s I96 I ) findings. Coffman and P.trry
t 190) studied three groups uf college fresh-
men who took the SA T-V before and after
completing a course in actzlerated reading.
The t.ourse was described as streming speed
of reading with relative accuracy. Pre- and
posttest scores based on spedal administra-
tions of the SAT were availabk for t wo small
gromps of 10 and 9 students who elected to
takTan 8-week course that met 6 hours each
week. Pre- and posttest SAT-V scores were
also asadable for 25 students whose course
met 3 hours a week for 15 weeks. For stu-
dents m the 8-week Loursc. SAT-V scores
increased 3.5 points in one group and 9.9 in
the other. A 28.9 mean loss was observed for
the group taking the 15-week course, pos-
sibly because of problems of test adminis-
tration and score equating, since time con-
straints dictated the use of a shortened SAT-
d for that group. It may alsu reflect prob.
terns in the motivation of students who take
a special SAT when they are already in c.ol-
lege. d$ may the relatively modest score in-
creases in the other two groups although
all al these students were presumably mo-
tivated tu enroll tn the course, which exotic-
nly entailed taking the SAT, Again, the lack
of contrut groups SU luusly impairs the use-
fulness of these results.

I 0"

Studies With Nonequivalent
Control Groups

A second methodological weakness ob-
tains in four other coaching studies. Al-
though each incorporated control groups, the
control students attended different schools
from those providing special preparation for
experimental students or else were drawn
from other extrinsic 4urces such as test-
score files, thus confounding coaching effects
with school effects and With myriad other
self-selection factors.

Dyer (1953) studied seniors' at two highly
selective independent schools for boys 225
students at one school served as the treat-
ment group, and 193 students at the other
school served as the control group. The stu-
dents ,al both schools tockk a special pretest
SAT and, 6 months later, a regular SAT,
which served as the posttest. The experi-
mental group completed 12 verbal practke
exercises in 30- to 60-minutc sessions and
5 math practice exercises in 60- to 90-minutc
sessions. The control variables in an analysis
of covariance were initial SAT scores, num-
ber of years each student had been enrolled
in school, and the number and level of for-
eign language and mathematics courses taken
in the senior year The estimated increase
in score for the treatment group over the
control group was 4 6 points in Verbal and
12.9 points in Math When the students were
divided\ into those who were not taking math-
ematics courscs as seniors and those who
were, the no-math boys who were coached
gained over 29 points more than those who
were not coached. In contrast, it was found
that the boys taking mathematibs who were
coached gained 3.3 points more than those
taking pathematics who were not coached
These findings' provide the first example in
studies of coaching of an interaction between
size of effects and student background char-
acteristics, alerting us to the more general
possibility that coaching programs, like other
forms of teaching, may have differential ef-
fects for different kinds of students

French (1955) conducted a coaching study
employing dual trtment and control groups
at three schools. The 158 students at School
A pursued their regular courses with do at-
tempt at special preparation for the SAT and
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served as a control group fur coaching in
both Verbal and Math, the 110 students at

4 School B served as a tteatment group fur
Nerbal and as a ,..untrul group fur Math, the
161 students-at School C served as a treat-
ment gruup for both Verbal and Math. The
special preparation program in Verbal at
School B differed frum the une t School C
in that the former primar.iy emphasized vo-
cabulary fur a total uf 4 huurs, whereas
the latter reviewed 10 verb.d exercises more
representative of SAT-N skills. The pretest
was a special admmistratifin uf the SAT:
with a regular admmistrauun 6 months later
serving as a posttest. An nalysis uf covari-
ance, using pretest scares as the control vari-
able and posttest scujes as the dependent or
outcome variable. Jhuwed an ,divantage in
Verbal store fur the coached groups of 18
points at School C and 5 points at School
B (die unc wdh the vocabulary coaching
program). The score increase in Math was
6 points when compared with scores.'of
School A and 18 points when compared with
scores of School B. V4t hen broken down by
sex and current enrollment in math courses,
the SAT-M data indicated that coached
buysmot studying math at the time uf coach-
ang showed greater increases over control
stu'dents than did coached hoys who were
studying math, by about 4 points in one
school and 10 in the other, This pattern of
higher coaching effects fur boys not cur-
rently Mudying math is consistent with the
Dyer results. In contrast, coached girls not
studying math at the time showed smaller
increases over control studenb than did
coached girls who were studying math.
Coached girls currently studying math ex-
hibited score increases uf about 20 and 30
points over the nuncoached girls currently
studying math in the two control schools,
whereas the coached girls not studying math
exceeded their nuncoached counterparts in
the two math control schools by only I and
4 points. The interaction between size of
coaching effects and current enrollment in
math 4ourses thus appears in these data to
be moderated by the student's sex.

Dear (1M) undertook a study to deter-
mine whether longer periods of coaching in
small groups two class periods a week for
6 weeks and for 12 weeks were likely to be

more effectwe than the shorter term coach-
ing studied by Dyer (1953) and by French
(1955). In Dear's study, SIX public and four
private secondary schools were chosen ran-
domly from i list of schools in which at least
15 students had taken the May SAT as ju-
niors. A treatment group from each school
was selected t random Iron, students who
volunteered for coaching A second group of
nine schools drawn at random fthm the same
geographical region the New York New
Jersey Greater Philadelphia area served
as control schools. Three students were se-
lected from each school from each of three
ability levels 90 coached students and 81
control students. Of these, 71 coached and
79 uncoached students took the SAT at reg-
ulat administrations in May and again ten
months later in March. The coaching pro-
gram began in mid-November and continued
through mid-March, with weekly coaching
sessions supplemented by 1 additional hour
of homework each week. Most students re-
peated the SAT in January (8 months after
the iyetest),-which was halfway through the
coachmg period, and again in March (10
months after the pretest). The January re-
sults showed about a 22-point advantage for
60 coached students on Math, but a 2
point disadvantage on Verbal (relative to he
average adjusted score increase of the con-
trol group). The March advantage for the
coached students on Math was about 24
points. The Verbal score results. unfortu-
nately, were not determined because of a
significant difference in the slopes of the
regression lines for the coached and un-
coached groups. In contrast to DyeCs (1953)
results, the greatest coaching gains on SAT-
M wcre for students-currently studying
math, but no comparison can be made with
French's (1955) finding of a sex-moderated
interaction, since the De,4sample was not
broken down for separate nalyses by sex of
student.

An ambitious investigation of the effects
un student test peiformance of commercial
coaching fur the SAT v.as undertaken by the
FTC in 1978, with extensively revised sta-
tistical analyses being issued the following
year (FTC, 1979) Students enrolled in two
New Yurk City area commercial coaching
schools durmg the 3 testing years of 1974
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to 1977 wry ed as the experimental or treat-
ment group, and a random sample from
College Board test-score files of uncoached
persons who took the SAT during the same
3-year period in the same greater New York
metropolitan area sered as a control group.
six subgroups were examined (a) high
school junior, taking the SAT for the first
time in April 1975 (76 coached and 607 un-
coached sludents). (b1 juniors taking the
SA b tor the last time in April 1976 (247
coached. 617 uncoached). lc) seniors taking
the SA C tor the second time m November
14)75 (us coached. 396 uncoached). (d) se-
niors taking the SAT tor the second time in
November 1976 (177 coached. 387 un-
coache(l), te) all high school students taking
the SAT tor the last nine on any test. date
(luring t he 3 -year period-( 417 coached. 1.763

- uncoached). and t 1 ) all nigh school students
taking the SA I ld'r the second tune during

' this period 1316 coached. 1.267 uncoached)
Statistical analyses were actually based on
smaller sanMies than these largely because
of missing student descriptive data

When demographic and personal char-
acteristics of the experimental and control
groups were contrasted, it was found that
the coacted group was significantly Ing er
thairifie uncoached group in high scho )1

I.

class rank, parental income, most recc t
English grades, most receno math grades.
and number of years of math taken. In ad-
dition, the coached group included signifi-
cantly more nonpublic school students than
the uncoached group Although statistical
adjustments were in ide for these and othcr
preexisting group differences for which mea-
sures were available, there was no way to
take Into account unmeasure.d factors also
likely to differentiate the groups, such as
motivation or level of parental education. In
the absence of random assignment of stu-
dents to coacbcd and uncoached groups and
especially in view of the large and extensive
differences confounded in thc nonrandom-
ized groups ultimately analyzed, any score
effects derived front these data must bc in-
terpreted as combinti.d coaching/self-selec-
tion effects. .

Thc I.TC used multiple regression- tech-
niques-Co-control for group differences on
the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test

c -

(PSAT) or on the first SAT when two were
taken as well as for differences on several
relevant background variables Although
they found negligible effects for students at
one commercial coaching schbol. statisti-
cally significant effects were obtained for
students at the other school, where the im-
pact for SAT-Verbal was estimated to be 30
and 27 points, respectively, for first- and sec-
ond-time SAT takers over the pooled time
periods Score effects of 19 and 28 points.
respectively, were estimated for SAT-Math
aer the same periods. The program at thc
school in which students exhibited signifi-
cant average score Increases (School A) in-
volved 10 4-hour sessions for a total of 40
hours ul coaching, whereas that at the school
showing negligible overall effects (School B)
involved a total of 24 hours of coaching
Agaiii. because of uncontrolled differences
bet %keen the coached and uncoached groups,
these estimated score increases of 20 to 30
points for both SAT-V and SAT-M at one
coaching school represent combined coach-
ing/self-selectiron effects.

Two major reanalyses of t e FTC (1978,
1979) data were subsequently ndertaken to
address a broader set of iss cs with more
powerful analytical techniques A third re-
analysis (National Education Association,
1980) reexamined some of the samc ground
covered by the FIC analysis but in a rela-
tively primitive fashion, adding neither novel
findings nor better controlled or more precise
estimates. In thin first major reanalysis,
Stroud (1980) applied an analysis of co-
variance type of model that differed from
thc FTC analysis in two important respects-
The FTC analysis used a pooled rcgrcssion
equation across both coachcd and uncoachcd
studcnts using, along with other variables,
verbal prctcsts and background measures
(such as PSAT-V and English grades) 'in
predicting scorc cffccts on SAT-V but quan-
titative pretests and background variables
(such as PSAT-M and math gradcs) in pre-
dicting SAT-M effects. In contrast, Stroud
employed a regression equation defined by
thc performance of uncoached studcnts only
and, in addition, included both verbal and
quantitative pretests and background vari-
ables in prcdicting coaching effects for each
area on-the-SAT, 'This -dnalysisls.not_oniy
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more precisely controlled through the inclu-
sion uf additional covariates, hut it more
apprqpriatdy contrasts the performance of
coa4d students with predicted score levels
they would have expected had they been
unctiached students with their same v,dues
onyredictur variables. This approach results

vahd estimates v,ith fewer assumptions
abo lacilitates straightforward examination

,of interactions (Cochran, 1968).
Struud's (1.980) reanalysis indicates that,

given their background characterlstics and
pretest levels, students enrolled in one uf the
two coaching schools studied by the FTC
(S,..hool A) obtained significaoth higher
SAT scores than did uncoached students by
about 20 to 35 points in both Verbal and
Math the same neighborhood as the FTC
estimates. The esurnated effects for students
at thc other school (School B) averaged
about 5 points in Verhal and 7 in Math and
were nut statistically significant. These are
estimated combined effects due to coaching
and self-selection, since it is nut possible, as
noted previously, to estimate coaching and
self-selection effects separately with these
data. Stroud also investigated the possibility
uf interactions betvceen size of effects and
the student background variaoles included
as cuvariates. Ito interactions were uncov-
ered at CoaChing School A fur either SAT-
V or SAT-M. At Coaching School H. how-
eve:, tatisticlly significant and indepen-
dent interactive effeLts were obtained on
SA FA fur race and self-reported parental
income. On the average, even though their
number was quite small (A = 13), black stu-
dents at School B exhibited significantly
larger coaching/self-selection effects on
SAT-V than nonblacks, and students re-
porting low family income exhibited signif
iclintly Luger coaching/self-selection Verbal
effects than those reporting high faimly in-
come (Messick. 1980, pp. 46 51). In con-
trast tu the finduus of Dyer (1953) and
rench (193 S), nu Aliffeiential score effects

were uncovered fur SAT-M, either tis a func-
tion uf years of math taken ur of sex or t)1.
any of the other covariates.

In the second major reanalysis of the FTC
data, Ruck (1980) employed a statistical
model that takes account uf differential rates
uf growth in SAT scores over time, if they

occur, fur the coached and noncoached
groups. If growth is occurring in the depen-
dent variable (i.e., in the verbal and math-
ematical abilities measured by the SAT),
then one of the key ways in which nonran-
domized treatment and control groups might
differ prior to any coaching intervention is
in the rate of this intellectual growth. The
statistical growth model employed by Rock
does not adjust for self-selection factors dr
other group differences on background vari-
ables unrelated to differential growth, as
analysis of.covariance can. However,-it does
correct for those self-selection effects em-
bodied in differential group growth that
were not predictld Om the available co-
variates used (Bryk & Weisberg, 1977).
Since direct application of the modd re-
quires estimation of differentyl growth rates
from time series data, even if only linearly
from two testing occasions prior to coaching,
only students having three test scores could
be considered. For the treatment or experi-
mental group, Rock included only those stu-
dents at the largest coachMg school (School
A) fur whom three test scores were availahle,

PSAT and two administrations of the
SAT. The control group included only those
uncoached students for whom these same
'three test scorei were also available The
treatment group numbered 192 students and
the control group, 684.

The coached students performed better
than the uncoached students on.the PSAT
and were higher as well in high school rank-
in-class and family inconl:. As would be ex-
pected, the coached students also scored
higher than their uncoached cohorts on the
first SAT administration but in the case
of the Verbal are.: scored differentially
higher. That is, during the period from tak-
ing the PSAT to taking the initial SAT, prior
to attendance at the coaching school, the
verbal skills of the students, who subser
quently were to be coached apOared to grow
more rapidly than those of the uncoached
students. In Math, however, both the coached
and uncoached students showed similar group
growth rates du fing this preinteryention pe-
riod. When the confounding effects of dif-
ferential group growth rates were controlled
for, the estimated coaching/self-selection
effect fur SAT-V dropped to ahout 17 points,
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whereas that for SAT-M, by virtue of not
exhibiting differential group growth rates in
these data, remained at -about 30 poira,
Thus, by taking dIfferential group growth
rate% into account, thc estimated SAT-V
effect was-reduced to about half that in the
F.TC (1979) rcport or thc Stroud (1980) re-
analysis, Furthermore, the fact that Rock's
estimate of thc Verbal effect is substantially
less, than the Math effect is consistent with
earlier findings and with expectations that
Math, being -generally more curriculum re-
lated than Verbal, might be more responsive
to coaching or special preparation.

Studies With Matched Control Groups

A third methodological problem Gccurs in
studies in which control and experimental
students, although from the same school, arc
not assigned randomly but arc thatched on
selected measures, thereby still permitting
systematic. differences between the groups
on &her nonassessed variables.

Frankel (1960), in thc first study ever pub-
lished on the effects of cOmmercial coaching
-on SAT scores, selected 45 high school stu-
dents ,who had_ taken commercial coaching
courses and matched them with 45 control
students from the same high school on'the
basis of (a) having takcn thc same two reg-
ular SAT administrations to serve as pretest
and posttest, (b) having pretest scores within
10 points of each other on both Verbal and
Math, and (c) beingpf the same sex Within
each pair. one student had taken a com-
mercial coaching course involving roughly
30 hours of coaching in classes of about 25
students during thc 7- to 8-month period
between pre- and posttests. In brief, Frankel

e, - found an 8.4, point advantage for coached
students on erbal and a 9.4 point advantage
on Math.

W hitla (1962) compartd the score in-
creases of 52 students who had attended a
10-hour course in improved study habits,
reading skills, and math concepts at a Po-
prietary school in, Boston w..h thc scort in-
creases of a comparable group of 52 students
from thc same arca who had not taken a
coaching course. ,All of the studcnts had
taken a regular SAT in March or May of

1

0:6

their junior year and, in addition, took a spc-
cial SAT in the fall of their senior year when
the study began, the January regular SAT
administration provided thc posttest The
average Verbal and Math scores of thc two
groups were within 1 point of each other on
thc s'pring SAT apd within 2 points on the'
fall pretest, suggestin that the two groups
were not only well matchcd in tcrms Of initial
level but also in terms of growth rate over
this period. Whitla found an I I-point ad-
vantage for thc coached group on Verbal but
a, 5-point disadvantage on Math when the
posttest was cpmpared with,the fall prctcst; 0.
there was a 1,0-point advantage on Verbal
and a 7-point disadvantage on Math when
compared with thc spring SAT. Notc that
the term disadyantage does not signify
score decrease on the part of thc coached ,
group, but rather a failure of their scores to
increase as much as those of thc control
group.

Studies With Randorni:ed Control Groups

Three coaching studies have used a ran-
domized cic,r4n. Thc first one, by Robcrts
and Oppenfieim (1966), utilized, the PSAT
as_both pretest and poshest. In contrast to
earlier coaching studies that involved highly
selective <and effective private schools and
specialized or suburban public schools, the
Roberts and Oppenheim study was under-
taken to investigate whether students re-
ceiving.less adequate instruction might es-
petially bcncfit from special preparation.
Data were collected from 18 predominantly,
if not entirely, black secondary schools in
rural and urban Tennessee. In 6 schools

. coaching coniisted of tpecial instruction in
verbal material, in 8 schools coaching was
for mathematics, and in 4 schools no special
instruction was provided. Within thc Veal-
ment schools sti-dents were assigned ran-
domly to coached and uncoached groups
The instruction was prov,ded in 15 half-hour
sessions over a 4- to 6-week period. The re-
sultkshowed small increases for the coached
groups over the control groups about 11/2
(1.44) points on PSAT-V and less than 1

s(.81) point on PSAT-M, increas'es that cor-
respond to about 14 points on SAT-V and
8 points on SAT-M. This advantage of

-"lb"
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coached over conYrul groups, however, was
(fix as mush to ,score de/eases on the part
of the control 4tudents, possibly signaling
problems in. motivation ur athitiott, as to
score increast,;s on the part of thescoached
studentg.

A second randomized study, conductC'd by
bans and A/x(1973. Pike & bans, 1972),
examined intensive coaching efforts in the
math area. A sampk uf 509 students in 12
schoo6 participated in the study. The
coached students received 21 hours of in-

, struction and 21 hours uf homework, over
a 7-week period, directed at one of the fol-

.- lowing item types. Regular Math (RM),
%Data Sufficiency (DS), or Quantitative
,CumparNons (QC). Three randomly chosen
groups or students were defined in each
school. une to be instructed' in QC, ()neon
either RM or DS, and une as a cuntrui group.
These groups tuok the SAT first, in October,
which served as a pr ;test, and again in Pe-
ceniber (posttest) and the following April
(delayed posttest). The pretest and posttest
were bPel.411 administrations uf the SAT,
whereas the delayed posttest was a regular
administration. Thr three experimental
groups were given special preparation during
November and December, and the control
group received instruction after the Deem-
ber posttest and prior to the April delayed
posttest. On this schedule, all groups re-
ceived instruction in test-taking skills be-
coming familiar with test directions, pacing,
and appropriate Jtrategies fur guessing and
using partial information. AU groups also
had instruction in math content numerical
facts, numerical and basic algebratc skills,
and in particular mathematical areas such
as inequalities. In addition, there was prac-
tice on one of the item types fur btudents in
each respective experimental group. The
Jtudy revealed bLure increasebeyond those
experienced by the control gruup fur each
of the three experimental groups coached un
a particular item type I I SAT-M score
points fur QC. 19 points fur DS, and 25 fur
AM. However, because the Lvans and Pike
(1973) study was designed to investigate the
relative gusceptibthty of three dein formats
to special instruction, it is difficult to say just
how large the effects vv.itild be in terms
coaching fur SAT-M. Their best estimate of

score increases reflective of coaching fa all
four grotips uver the total period from Oc-
tober to April was about 25 points. The av-
erage increase over the control group fur
the three, .experimenta1 item-type groups.
weighted according tetheir respective sam-
ple SIM, was 16.3 points over the period
from the October pretest to ill? December
posttest. Pike (1978J later conjectured that,
still keeping within the total 21 hours of sp

kil pleparation, a judicious,combination of
instruction fur both RM and DS, thc two
major it.= types'then in SAT-pi!, wutild be
expected to yield coaching kspecial prep-
aration effectskif about 33 points,

In the third randomized study. Alderman
and Powers (1980) investigated the effec-
tiveness of existing secondary school pro-
grams that had been initiated by the schools
to improve the performance of students on
the SAT-V scale. Students at each of eight
schools for whom PSAT scores were avall-
abld were randomly assigned to a srskial
preparation group or to a control gcoup.
Access to the same preparation course was
ddayed fur control students fur the purpose
of this study. A special administration of a
retired form of the SAT was used a Ow
posttest. Across the eight schools the overall
Increase in SAT-V attributable to special
preparation wals about 8 points, which Is sta-
tistically significant at the .05 level The ac-
tual effects ranged from .- 3 points at one
schoof to 28 at another Diffelences in cf-
fectvieness among the coa.Oing programs
vtere nut statistically significant from school
to school, however, and the best statistical
estimate of the range was from 4 to 16
points. Nor, apparently, did the control
groups react in comparable fashion from
school to schoolpossibly reflecting differ
ences- in motivation or seriousness in ap-
proaching a special SAT that did nut count
fur college admissions The largest school
effect of-28 points, fur example, resulted in
part from a control-group decrease almost
equal in magnitude to the treatment-group
increase ( II-score points in going from the
converted PSAT to the SAT fur the control
group versus 13 score points fur the treat-
ment group, which yields a 28-point school
effect when -covariance adjustments arc
made). An attenuated form of this pattern
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.....
occurred at two othcr schools, whcrcas the
remaining five schools showed varying de-
grees of score increase for both treatment
and trol groups.

Amicr, more subtle neethodological
problem has emerged in the process of re-
viewing these coaching studies having ran-
domized control groups, namely, the prob-
lem of engendering and maintaining realistic
motivation for taking the posttest SAT, es-
pecially for uncoached control students. De-
veloping realistic,motwation and effort for
taking pre- and posttests is a common re-

--_ miirement of all coaching studiei. However,
the three experiments that employed ran-
domized control groups also used as the post-
test a special administration of the SAT or
PSAT rather than a -regular administration,

,.. so that the control-students would not have
scores counting on their record before having
access to, special preparation. But by virtue
of not eciunting for college admissions, these
special administrations may have been viewed
to some degree as practice tests, thdrcby
eliciting leks motivation and effort than
would a regular SAT administration. As in

y's the study by Roberts and Oppenhcim (1966),
warning signals suggesting this, possibility
were noted in thc Alderman and Powers
(1980) study. As discussed earlier, control
groups in three schools were found to exhibit

e
score decreases in going from a., regular

ca PSAT to a special SAT, even though the
expectation is for a scorc increase from an
October PSAT to a spring SAT of upwards
of 10 or 12 points this is the basal estimate
provided by national administration sam-
ples.. Such control-group score decreases
substantra4 complicate thc interpretation
of intercept differences...as estimates of
coaching effects (Messick, 198'0, pp. 20- 22).

As noted, control-group scores also de-
creased in the Roberts and Oppenheim
(1966) study, which similarly cmpliyccl, a
special administration posttest, in that case
a special PSAT. Unlike Alderman and Pow-
crs (1984), who used a regular administra-
tion of the PSAT as a pretest, the Roberts
and Oppenheim pretest PSAT was a special
administration as well None of the nonran-
domized coaching studies reviewed earlier
displayed control-group score decreases, and
the posttest in all of those studies was a reg.-

ular administration of the SATalthough
Dyer (1953), French (1.955), and Whitla
(1962) did use special pretest administra-
tions and thereby introduced the possibility
of wrier biases. The remaining randomized
study, conducted by Evans and Pike (1973),
employed special administration SATs as
both pretest itd posttest, but thei- delayed
posttest was a regular SAT administration
Pike's (1978) subsequent interpretation of
score increases from posttest to delayed post4
test as reflecting the long-term consolidation
or continuance cf gains due to coat hing be-

comes jeopardized from this vantage point
by the plausible rival intth-pretation that
those score ga:ns instead reflect increases in
motivation and effort in going from a spdcial
administration to a regular one.

C'ompanson of Results Across
Studies of Coaching

For nuMerous reasOns, including the di-
versitrof design\limitations and dr differ-
ences in sample sizes, it is diffidult to-com-
pare results acros,these several studies in
a meaningful way (f Pike, 1978). Table I
represent4 one such aitmpt for those studies
having some type of control group. The size
of* coaching effects reported /here were cal-
ciliated uniformly as follows- When analysis
of covariance was performed, the reported
values are intercept differvccs between the
experimental and control regression lines,
weighted in the case of multiple experimen-
tal or controltgroups by their p,spective sam-
ple sizes. In four studies not reporting anal-
yses of covariance, the valueiis in Table I are
average score increases of experimental over
control groups, again weighted in the case
of multiple experimental or control groups
by their respective sample sizes. Two of these
latter studies, (by Frankel, 1960, and by
Whitla, 1962) involved statistical matching,
and two (by Roberts & OPpenhdim, 19667"
and, by Evans & Pike, 1973) involved ran-
domization. Averaging those resuits over all
Of the studies in Table 1, weighting in each
case by the size of the experimental s*ample,

yields 14.3 points for Verbal and 15 I points
for Math (the unweighted ave(ages are 10 4
for Verbal and 13.0 for Matbj.

For those studies having no control groups,

if
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a summary is provided A n Table 2. The spe-
cull preparation programs summarized there
focus on verbal or mathematical content
knowledge and skill development and entail

- the largest amounts of student contaet time
-of any of the studies reviewed, which would

, ordinarily lead one to eharaeterize them a S
instruction rather than coaching. Thcsc pr
grams range from 45 hours of student c n
tact time over 6 weeks to 48 hours ove 8
weeks to roughly 100 hours over 6 month
to virtually full-time over 6 rnonths or ap-
proximately 600 hours (assuming six 50
minute periods a day for 24 weeks), T
45-, 48-, and 100-hour programs were
voted solely to spetaal preparation in =V
whereas thc full.time programs
both Ni cabal and Math preparat on, presum-
ably with eadi reeeng roughly equal 300-
hour coverage. In euntrast, the most inten-
sive ota he cuntrol-gruup studies sumniarized
in Table were 40 hours uf student t.ontact
time divided, presumably equally, between
Verbal und Math (Stroud, 1980) ,md 2!
hours over "! weeks devoted tu special prep-
aration in Math only (Evans & Pike, 1973),
in addition, School I-1 in Alderman and Pow
ers ( 6980) entailed 45 hours uf student eon-
taet time over 10 weeks in ,erbal prepara
tion only.

In the absence of control groups, instruc-
tional or program effects were estimated in
Table 2 in the manner described earher
that is, by adjusting thc dverage score gams
reported in each study by the average oi four
adjustments, those suggested by (a) the au-
thors of the original articles, (b) Slaek &
Porter (1980), and (c) Pke (1978), as well
as (d) the average score gains of control stu
dents in other coaching studies who had
roughly comparable initial score kvels Av-
eraging these estimates over all the studies
in Table 2, weighting in each ease according
to group stze, yields 38 points for SAT-V
and 54 points for SAT-M (the unweighted
averages arc 39 points for Verbal and 53
points fur Math). Given that thc adjustments
were dubious and p:ovisional n d that the
students in each program were highly self-
selected, these values are still probably over-
estimateis of program effects. But their gen-
eral magnitude suggesb that the verbal and
mathematical reasoning skills measured by

Ne.

the SAT may be enhanced to a measurable
degree by lung-term and intensive instruc-
tion, at least for highly motivated students

Granted that there is some merlap or_blur-
ring uf the distinction between coaching
studies in Table I and instructional studies
in fable 2, the twu types seemed sufficiently
different v., warrant separate treatment Ac-
eurdingly, overall averages were not com-
puted for the total combined set of studies
beeause possible differences in impact might
thereby be obscured In eontrast, Slack and
Porter (J 980) have ehusen to combine both
types of studies in a single table and to report
pverall weighted average score increases f
coaehed groups over uncoached control
groups or, when control groups were not

over norm eomparison groups This
assunies that the adjustments applied to the
score gains in studies tacking control groups
were large enough to correct appropriately
for the xperiential growth of self-selected
students that would have occurred regardless
of the program. And indeed, the adjustments
made by Slack and Porter, being derived
from normative i.ata of dubious relevance
to thv preparatory school students in ques-
tion, were snialkr than those based on the
average offouradjuslments as applied in-our
Table 2. Because of this and various over-
sights in their tabk, the combined weighted
averages of 29 points for SAT-V and 33
points for SAT-M that they report are more
like 22 and 28 points, respectively (Messick,
1980, pp, 24 26) Such combined averaging
is misleading not only because the adjust-
ments may be questionable, but because the
eombined averages obscure -important dif-
ferenees between the special preparation .
programs in the two types of studies As in-
dicated earlier, a comparison of the brief
program descrtptians in Tables I and 2 re-
veals that the programs in studies lacking
control groups happened also to be quite
lung-term and intensive with respect to stu-
deal contact time, whereas the programs in
Lunt rui- group studies were relatively short
term and nunintensive The former programs
also entailed organized curriculum content
and skill development 3 welfas test review,
whereas the latter programs tendd to em-
phasize test review and practice exercises

Rather than averaging across these two
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types of studies, w
hich inevitably precipi-

x
tates arguthents about the appropriate size
of the score effects to be included from

 the
uncontrolled studies, let us instead rank all

7.
the studies in order of the reported treatm

ent
3

versus control group contrasts and w
hen con-

trol groups are not available in order of
the reported score increases. T

hat is, for
SA

V
V

, Pallones (1961) long-term
 and

sum
m

er program
s w

ould be i'anked
I and

5
2, respectively, follow

ed by M
arron's (1965)

four groups, and so forth. T
his procedure

grants that the score effects in the studies
lacking control groups are larger in an or-
dinal sense than those in the control-group

;
studies, but it takes no position w

ith respect
to how

 m
uch larger. If.the program

s are then
.4

also ranked in term
s of the num

ber of stu-
-

dent contact hours involved and a Spearm
an

rank-order correiatioh coefficient com
puted,

the rank correlation is found to be .62 across
24 studies for SA

T
-V

 and .74 across 15 stud-
les for SA

T
-M

. B
oth coefficients are signif-

.:
icant at the .01 level. If 5 particularly suspect

2
2

studies show
ing signs of probable biases in

ys ;
the score effects estim

ated are deleted from
the calculations for SA

T
-V

, the new
 corre-

;
lation is .77 across 19 studies, w

hich is also
r. ;I

significant at the .01 level. In this latter cal-
!.

culation, Schools A
, B

, and D
 from

 A
lder-

;
E

=
m

an and Pow
ers (1980) w

ere elim
inated

i4g1
b

r
§

2
ecause of control-group score decreases, as

w
as the R

oberts and O
ppenheim

 ( 066)
3

.72 I
study for the sam

e reason, and the C
offm

an
si,5

and Parry (1967) study w
as dropped because

-
t

;
of treatm

ent-group score decreases and other
16

..,tZ
 .3

indications of the low
 relevance to the SA

T
of both the accelerated reading program

;
17

studied and the sam
ples of enrolled college

students em
ployed. Further, if the R

ock
; 4-` .z1.3

(1980) estim
ate taking account of differ-

'
2

2 ;
elnial group grow

th rates is substituted for
<

the Stroud (1980) estim
ate of SA

T
-V

 ef-
1

fects at School A
 in the FT

C
 (1979) study.

the resulting rank correlations are .60 across
24 studies and .76 across 19 studies. If one

;
-7.;

suspect study. nam
ely, R

oberts and O
ppen-

beim
. i.. deleted from

 the calculations for
SA

T
-M

. the new
 correlation is .71, w

hich
i s also significant at the .01 level. T

hese
rank-orde

correlations are sum
m

arized in
T

able 3. It should be noted that although
the various coaching program

s required dif-

:7-



Table 2 .
Adjusted Average Score Gains in Studies ce. SAT Instructional Interventions Without Control Groups

Sample characteristics

Study School Level

Pa llone (1961) Private High school seniors
and graduates

Pa llone (1961) Private High school seniors
and graduates

Marron (1965) Private High school seniors
and graduates

Characteristics of the sPecial
Scx pieparation

SI 90.min, daily instruction and
practice in jlevelopmental
rcading skills wer 6 weeks

SI 50-min. daily instrucloM and
practice in developmental
reading skills, with stress
on logical inference and
analogic analysis over 6
months

Is1 Full-time dah sessions aimed
at verbal and mathematical

0 content and teststaking
skills oser 6 months

6shours weekly of instruction
in accelerated reading over
8 weeks

Coffman & Parry Public College freshmen M and F
(1967)

Average weighted by pre of experimental sample

SAT-Verbal
SAT-Math

to

a
so

z

Adjusted
average score

increase'
Adjusted average

score increase'

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
group 4

81

68 (43)"

54
33
24

3

12

44

38 (36)'

20+

80-

83
600

5
26

19

Group l'
Group 2'
Group 3'

59
53
46

54

232
405

78

Note SAT Scholastic Aptitude Test: M male; F female,
To estimate instructional or program effects, average score increases on the Pallone 1196 and Marron (1965) studies were adjusted by the average of four adjustments.

those suggested by (a) the authors of the original articlesPallone suggested 35 points on SAT-Verbal as normal expectation of gains during thc final ycar of secondary

school (15 points for the 5-month interval between tests on the short-term program). and Marron suggested 24 and 26 points. respectively, for SAT Verbal and SAT-
Math as typical gains tor high school seniors over 6 months. (b) Slack and Porter (1980j- average gains in national administrations of junior to-senior ycar rciesters

having the smile initial average score levels as Pallone's and Marron's groups. (cr Pike (1978j- average gains of control students in superior schools from other studies

of proprietary programs, as %ell is, (d) average gains of control students in other studies who have average initial score levels roughly con :arable to those of Pallone's

and Marron's groups
Due to discrepancies in Palione s tables, there as some uncertainty as to whether the,aver.age adjusted score effect in his long term program should be 68 points or 43

points (sec page (95).
Thc 15-week program in Coltman and Parry was not included because the 29-point mean decrease in stores was considered atypical and possibly indicative of motivational

and test-administration problems
The two 8-week programs in Coffman and Parry were combined, but adjustments were madc only by the Slack and Porter procedure, which attenuated by only a few

points an already tenuous effect. None of thc suggested comparison groups of SAT takers appeared to provide even remotely reascnable yardsticks for gauging score gains

0 of students already enrolled in a college not requiring the SAT.
(.11

.

a
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ferent and usually unknown amounts of
homework, this rank-correlation procedure
tacitly assumes that the amount of home-
work in each case was roughly proportional
tv the number of student contact hours, so
that the overall orderings would not be
markedly changed if homework were taken
into account.

In interpreting these sizable monotonic
relationships between student contact time
and score effects, it must be remembered
that these are rank-order correlations be-
tween average values of different saniples or
groups, and correlations between averages
are typically much higher than correlations
between individual differences within groups.
Furthermore, these rank correlations are
dominated by the relative consistencies be-
tween the two types of studies with respect
to the ranking variablesthat is, the con-
trol-group studies are all relatively low in
both student contact time and score effects,
whereas the uncontrolled studies are all rel-
atively high in Woth student contact time and
score effects. It must also be remembered
that the relatively high-contact programs
entailed structured curricula emphasizing
content knowledge and skill development,
whereas the relatively low-contact programs
emphasized test review and _practice. With
this confounding of prograin characteristbs
in mmd, it 8ppear that increases in student
contact time (possibly serving as a proxy for
increasing curriculum emphases on content
knowledge and skill development) are sys-
tematically associated on the average with
increases in SAT scores, However, even
though the time dimension is cthered in only
a fragmentary fashion by the available stud-
ies, when the magnitude of (adjusted) score
effect is plotted against student contact time,
the relationship does not appear to be linear
Since the form of this relat!onship might
enable us to predict the rough magnitude of
score effects expected to be associated with
coaching programs entailing given levels of
student contact time, these data plots war-
rant careful examination.

Diminishing Returns in Coaching Effects

Attempting to approximate the general
form of the function rektting score effects

91-170 0-82--tA

to student contact tithe in coaching pro-
grams is difficult with the available data for
two reasons One is the fragmentary way in
which the time dimension is covered by the
existing studies, especially in the range be-
tween 30 hours and 300 hours, the latter
representing half-time devoted to either Ver-
bal or Math coaching in a 6-month full-time
preparatory school program, the other is the
inevitable v,ariability or noise present in stud-
ies having methodological flaws Barring the
collection of new data, little can be done
about the first difficulty But with respect to
the second, we can attempt to mute the effect
of noise to some extent by excluding from
consideration, at least initially, data from
studies already identified as being particu-
larly suspect namely, data from Roberts
and Oppenheim (1966), from Coffman and
Parry (1967), and from Schools A, B, and
D of Alderman and Powers (1980). Al-
though these suspect data points will not be
used to fit any functions, they will be plotted
subsequently to see how aberrant they are
with respect to functions based on the re-
maining data.

ror somewhat different reasons, the data
for Pallonc's (1961) summer and long-term
programs will also be excluded initially and

subsequently_plotted in rclaiion to identified
functions in the same way Here the primary
reason is uncertainty aboUt how to estimate
student contact time for these programs
Pallone's long-term program is described as
50 mutates of daily instruction over 6 months
or approximately 100 hours, but since the'
students were also attending preparatory
school full-time during this perbd, it seems
,more appropriate in the absence of control
groups to estimate their contact time for
Verbal preparation at 300 hours, as was done
for Marron's (1965) preparatory school stu-
dents. There is also some uncertainty, arising
from discrepancies in Pallones own tables,
as to whether the average adjusted score
dicta for his long-term program is 68 points
or 43 points (see Table 2). Moreover, the
summer program is described as 90 minutes
of daily instruction over 6 weeks, or approx-
imately 45 hours, but since the students
might also have been attending other sum-
mer preparatory courses during this period.
it is impossible in the absence of information



Table 3
Correlatwns Between Rank Order of Score Effeci and Rank Order of Student Contact Tone _for Studies 4 SAT Interven,;ons With and Without
Control Groups

Valour

Stud>
&aka contact

tome (howl
Rant
IITC

Rank star
r flat

Dyrr (19531 10 11 13

;ands (11.53)
WIWI and Math t Y t4 t
Vocabutuy 4 5 19 14

Doi 0951) 6 13 5 It
Panic! (1910 SS 9 12

WIntta (1942) 5 17 5 11

RldarroalA Ponca own,
School C 103 12 11

School E 6 133 17

School F 5 17 3 16

&Foci G
55

II 9

School 11 4 6 5 10

P411.4 (1941)
Short 4}

6

2

Long 100 3
Marron (MD

Group 1 300 2 5 1

Group 2 307 2 5 i
Group ) 300 2 5 5

Group 4
nc (1,79.su.d, 19so)

300 2 3 6

Sams( A 20 $ r
rthno4 II 12 10 1Y

Raatmlier coerclahon 77 (19 studots1'

Roberts & Oppottun (I 'WY 3 t
Aldanu. A Paws (19107

School A
School B 10

School D 10

&nun A Parry coop at

Raakorder cardatron 94 (24 stud4s).

Math'

Mad)
Soudent contact

tome (hours)

R.ftk
Im

/can scorc
clicct

Dyer (1953) $ 3 II 5 9

FrcRi (1935Y SJ II 5 10 3 CI7

Dar (195t) >
.4Long

Short
12

6 51:
4
7

C ss,
M

2 ranl.r1 (1960) 15 $ 12 r
Whstb (1962)
Evans A. Mr (1973s

5 14 IS k
rn

Group QC 105

Group DS
,21

21 Fi
Group RM 2 S 4 PC

>z
0
>

hfarron (19657

Z
Z

Group 1 X* 2

1
8

Grour, 2
Grt.p.)

300
300 2

2

3
Z0

rpc atm Strou4.19t0)

M
07r

sci....4 A 20 Y C
School B 12

Rank.orda am dot:. 71 (14 slain)

&dais & ()wolfram (1996).
3 t

Rani:order coadatron 74 (13 Ruda)
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about their program
s to estim

ate w
hat the

effective student contact tim
e for V

erbal
preparatiO

n m
ight have been. If a control

group had been available of sim
ilar students

attending the sam
e sum

m
er school but w

hO
w

ere not taking P
allone's course, then the

average net score increase.for P
allone's stu-

dents over the control students could have
been associated w

ith the 45 hours of student
contact tim

e in P
allone's course description.

In addition, since P
allone's sum

m
er course

w
as a pilot program

 involving only about 20
students, it seem

ed prudent to give it little
or no w

eight in fitting functions.
W

ith these exclusions, 17 data points re-
m

ain for S
A

T
-V

 score effects and 14 data
P

oints for, S
A

T
-M

 effects (see T
able 3).

W
hen these (adjusted) values are plotted

separately for V
erbal and M

ath scores as a
function of their associated student contact
tim

es, the resultintarrays appear nonlinear.
w

-11
T

his m
ay be dem

onstrated by contrasting
p.

the linear function that best fits all of the
c)

V
erbal (or M

ath) data points w
ith the linear

function that best fits only those data point's
tow

ard the low
 end of the tim

e dim
ension,

that is, all but the full-tim
e program

s. If the
overall relationship w

ere approxim
ately N

il-
car, these tw

o regression lines w
ould be quite

sim
ilar to each other. B

ut their slopes, as w
e

shall see later, indeed differ by a factor O
f

4 or 5, w
hich m

akes an enorm
ous difference

over a tim
c range of 300 hours.

G
iven this broad tim

e range and the fact
that the data points are clustered at the tw

o
extrem

es, the nature of the nonlinear rela-
tionship is better revealed analytically than
visually. T

he linear least squares regression'
equation for the 17 V

erbai studies is V
.

7.336 +
 .079T

, w
here V

 is S
A

T
-V

 score ef-
fect and T

 is tim
e in hours (N

=
 17, r=

 .66).
T

his equation is dom
inated by M

arron's
(1965) four V

erbal groups at 300 hours of
student contact tim

e,lor w
hich thc predicted

score effect of 31 points is close to thcir ad-
justed w

eighted average (sec T
able 2). B

ut
the predkted values at the low

 end of the
tim

e scale are out of line w
ith the data

e.g., thc predicted w
ore effect for 1 hour of

cO
ntact tim

c is 7.4 points; for 10 hours, 841
points; for 20 hours, 8.9 points; for 30 hours,
9 7 points; for 50 hours, 11.3 points. T

he
linear regression equation for the 13 data
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points toward the low end of the time scale,
ignoring Marron s four groups fur the mo-
ment, is le 4.322 r .335 T. (A 13, r
.37). The ifiedicted values toward the low
end of the scale are now more in line with
the data (e.g., 4.7 score points for 1 hour of
contact time, 7.7 fur 10 :lours, 11.0 for 20
hours. 14.4 fur 30 hours. 21.1 for 50 hours),
but the predicted values toward the high end
are out of line (e.g.. the predicted score effect
fur 300 hours of contact time is 105 points,
which is three times as large as the adjusted
weighted SA FA eff.ct fur Marron's four
groups and almost twice as large as their
unadjusted weighted as erage). Thus, t ht.

regression line based un data frum-coaching
programs entailing less than 50 hours of stu-
dent contact time projects an expected score
effect fur programs uf 300 contact hours that
Is two to three times higher than the average
effect .autually associated with those 300-
hour programs in practice. Consequently, as
student contact time increases, there appear
tu be diminishing returns in SAT-V score
effects associated with coaching.

similar picture emerges fur SAT-M.
The line.tr regression equation fur the 14
Math studies isA7 12.699 + .1347, (A'
14, r .89). Agiiin, this equation is domi-
nated by Marron's (1965) three_Math groups
at 300 hours uf student contact time, fur
which the predicted score effect, of 53 points
is close to their adjusted weight a verage (see
fable 2). But once more the predicted values
at the low end uf the time syle are out of
line with the data for example. 12.8 score
points for I hour, 14.0 fur 10 hours, 15.4 fur
20 ljuuss, 16.7 for 30 hoursind .19.4 fur 50
1<rs. The linear regression equation fur the
II data points toward the low end of the
tune scale, ignoring Marron's three groups
momentarily, i 1sf 4.900 r .7137, (A
1 I. r = ,49). The predicted values toward
the low end of the scale, .is they were for
Verbal, are now more in line with the data
(e.g.. 5 6 score points for 1 hour, 12.0 fur 10
hours. 19.2 for 20 hours. 26.3 for 30 hours,
and 40.5 fur 50 hours), but those toward the
high end of the scale are out of line (e.g.,
the predicted score eflect fur 300 hours uf
contact time is 219 points. which is over four
times as large as the adjusted weighted SAT-
M effect fur Marron's three Math groups

0 To

and nearly three times as large as their un-
adjusted weighted average) Clearly, astu-
dent contact time increases, there appear to
be diminishing returns in SAT-M score ef-
fects as well.

As is frequently the case in situatiuns with
diminishing returns, a logarithmic transfor-
mation of the time dimension provides a
much better representation of the functional
relationships, as is seen-in Figure I-for SAT-
V and Figure 3 for SAT-M. In this formu-
lationill logs are to the base 10 The solid
line in Figure 1 is the regression of SAT-V
score effect on .student contact time in log

1..(T), based on all 17 data points dis-
cussed previously, its equation is V

6.587 + 15.155/.(T), (N = 17, r = .70),
The dashed regressiu3 line in Figure 1 is

based on the 13 data points toward the low
end of the tune scale, omitting the values for
Marron's (1965) four Verbal groups, its
equation is V = 7.768' + 16.418L(T),
(N = 13, r = .47). In contrast to the dis-
crepant regression lines obtained when a lin-
ear fit in real lime was attempted for 17 and
13 data points, these two regressioh lines in
log time are very similar to each other for
example, the predicted SAT-V score effect
corresponding to 300 hours of student con-
tact time (2.477 log hours) is 31 points by
the first equation and 33 points by the sec-
ond. It should be noted that these predicted
values,even though based on an unweighted
least squares solution, closely correspond to
the adjusted score effeet-for_Marron's largest
group (N = 600) and that hiS other_three
more deviant groups entailed much smalkr
sample sties (N = 83, 5, and 26 in descend-
ing order of score effect) According to these
logarithmic functions, an estimated zero
SAT-V score effect is obtained at somewhat
less than 3 hours, suggesting that additional
data points in this region may require more
curvature in the function or, more likely,
that a threshold or critical mass of coaching
effort must be attained before positive score
effects are exhibited.,

The triangle in Figure 1 corresponds to
Rock's (1980) estimate of the SAT-V icore
effect taking differential group growth rates
into account for students at School A in the
rrc (1979) stildy. Even though these two
logarithmic regression equattons were based
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Figure 1. Regressions of SAT-Verbal score effects on student contact time in logs, with those studies identified as suspect omitted
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on Stroud's 1,1')80) estimate fur &Fund A.
the Roelcestiniate is dearly more consistent
with both regression lines. The regression
equation substituting Roek's estimate of the
SA 1.-1, effeet for Sehool A in the FTC data
fur Stroud's estimate is = 7,544 +

15.221 L(T), (N - 17, r = .74), which is
very similar to the regression equation based
on Stroud's estimate but, by virtue of the
greater congruenee of Rock's value, reflects
a somewhat higher eurrelation among the
data points

I igure 2 expands the data base repre-
sented-in hgure I by adding_the data points
eieliacTiridiA7The hve urcles in I igure
2 correspond to the live suspeet data points
of Roberts and Oppenheim (196(0, Coffman
and Parry (1967), and Sehouls A. B, and f)
hum Alderman and Powers (19801, It ean
be seen that these points are somewhat nois-
ier than the rest, the correlation between
SA effeet and lug time hung .59 fur 2,2
data points but .70 fur 17 points. However.
as is apparent in I igu re 2, the regression
equation based un 22 data points dues nut
differ dramatieally from the other equa
tions. 2.405 + 12.5664( T), (N =
22, r .59).

Finally, the squares in f igure 2 eorre-
spond tu the two disrt.pant estimates uf ad
justed SA1- effeets for Pallune's (1961)
lung-term program (sec Tahle 2). Vv hen

plotted at 300 hours (2.477 log hours), as
previously argued, the smaller of these es-
timates (43) is quite eunsistent with the lug
arithmie regression systent fur 13, 17, and
22 data points, whereas the larger estimate
(68) is deviant but nut incompatible. The
logarithmic regression equation for rite 23
data points ineluding the 43-point estimate
at 300 hours of student euntaet time is
k -4,025 + 14.2531.( T). (N = 23, r =
66). substituting the larger 68-puint esti-
mate at 300 hours fur the smaller value,
the equation hecomes = 6.673 +
17.089L( 1 ). (A 23, r .66). The first
equation is quite similar to the three plotted
in Figure 2 and the seeund equation is not
markedly different. As eumpared with the
Figure 2 estimates of 33. 31, and 29 points
for a benehmark 300 hours of student con-
taet time, the regression equations ineluding
Pallone s data yield 31 and 36.points. Lven

TOT;

when Pallune's estimated score effects arc
plotted at 100 hours of student contact time
(taeitly treating Pallone's eourse in isolation
from other verbal preparation likely accru-
ing fyont full-time schS1o1 attendance), the
respective regression lines arc still quite com-
parable to those shown in Figure 2: For 43
seure-effect points, V = 3:618 +

14.166L(T), (N = 23, r = .62), and for
68 seore-effect points, V = -4.973 +
16.051 1,(T), (N = 23, r = .59). These equa-
tions yield estimates of 31 and 35 points,
respeetively, fur the benchmark of 300 hours
of student contaet time., Nevertheless,_if
plotted at 100 hours, these data points for
Pallone's long-term program are quite de-
viant, partieularly the larger value of 68
points, but the reported score effect for Pal-
lone's summer pilot program appears to be
aberrant in this logarithmic formulation for
any plausihIc range of adjustments for ex
periential growth or any plausihle range of
student euntaet time. In sum, the logarith-
ime regression system relating SAT-V seore
effeet to log contaet time based on 17 data
points appears to be quite rohust under the
addition of the noisier values availahle from
a half-dozen other studies all of which arc
questionable for one reason or another.

The solid line in Figure 3 is the regression
of SAT M score effect on student contact
time in log hours- based on 14 data points
(see Table 3); its equation is M

14.072 + 26.646/J71 = 14, r = .91).
The dashed regression line in Figure 3 is
based on the 11 data points toward the low
end of the time scale, omitting the values for
Marron's (1965) three Math groups, its
equation is M - 7.911 + 20.7751.( T),
(A = I I. r .51). In euntrast to the marked
discrepancy in regression lines obtained when
a linear fit in real time was attempted for
14 and I I points, these two regression lines
in lug time arc very similar to each other
although they are not quite as consonant as
the eorresponding lines in the Verhal data,
as might be expeeted beeause of the smaller
samples of data points. For example, the
predieted SAT M effeet eorresponding to
300 hours of student euntaet time (2.477 log
hours) is 52 points by thc first equation and
44 points by the sceund, an 8-point differ-
ence. (v.hieli is a far ery from the I66-point
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Figure 3. Regressions of SAT-Math score effects on student contact time in logs for all Math coaching
studies

discrepancy in the same 300-hour estimates
based on a linear fit in real time to 14 and
11 data points. The one circle in Figure 3
represents the Roberts and Oppenheim
(1966) data, which can be seen to be quite
consistent with these logarithmic regres-
sions, the regression equation including this
additional data point is Af 12.451 +
25.7631.(T), (N 15, r = .91). Agim, ac-
cording, to these logarithmic functions, an
estimated zero SAT-M score effect is ob-
tained at around 3 hours or somewhat less,
Indicating that the threshold x:if coaching
effort needed for positive score effects, if
such be its import, is roughly comparable for
Verbal and Math although the slope of the
Math function is more than half again as
steep as that of the Verbal function.

In regard to appraising the goodness,of fit
of _the data points to the proposed logarith-
mic model, it can be seen in Figures I and
2 that the largest residuals for SAT-V are
associated with Marron's (1965) Groups 1
and 4, vtith Stroud's (1980) estimate for
FTC (1979) School A, and with three of the
five spspect studies. This is attested to by
noting that the root-mean-square residual
for 22 data points is 10.9, which-Is reduced
to 10.5 by eliminating the five suspect stud-

0 7 j

ies, further reduced to 8.4 by dropping Mar-
ron's four groups, and still further reduced
to 6.6 by substituting Rock's (1980) FTC
School A estimate for Stroud's. The good-
ness of fit for SAT-M as revealed in Figure
3 is even better. The root-mean,square re-
sidual for 14 data points is 7.3 whereas that
for 11 data points is 7.6. Although it would
be desirable to evaluate the size of residuals
in relation to the standard error of their as-
sociated score-effect estimate, many of the
studies did not report standard errors, nor
could they be readily calculated from the
information given. Nonetheless, there was
some indication that deviations from the
model vere at least partially a function of
sampling error because the larger residuals
tended to be associated with studies having
smaller sample sizes. The rank-order cor-
relation between the absolute value of SAT-
V residuals and the size of their correspond-
ing treatment-group sample was .30 for the
regression model based on 17 studies (still
using Rock's estimate), whereas the rank-
order correlation for SAT-M residuals based
on 14 studies was .56. Although the former
coefficient is not statistically significant, the
latter value is. Overall, then, the proposed
logarithmic model, however adventitious it
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may appear at last glance, offers al plausible
hypothesis fur the relationship between in-
creasing student contact time and increasing
score effects in programs uf coaching and
instruction for the SAT.

Tu recapitulate briefly, substantial rank-
order correlations were noted between SAT
scoC effects in coaching studies and thc level
uf student contact time entailed in each
coaching program (sc.- Table 3). This reg-
ularity of monotonic relationship appears
nut tu be linear, however, but approximately
logarithmic, at least within the limitations
of the fragmentary data.. f this suggested
logarithmic relationship has substance, thcn
each additional increase in SAT scores as-
sociated with coaching may require geo-
metrically increasing amounts of student
contact time and ul all the curt icular effort
that contact time may be proxtfor. For ex-
ample. according tu the logarithmic function
for SAT-V based un 17 data points, an av-
erage score increase of 10 points un a 200-
to 800.point scale would be expected to be
associated with approximately 12 hours of
student contact time In a Verbal coaching
program, but 20 score points wolidd require
57 hours. 30 score points would require 260
hours, and for 40 SAT-V score points a totak
of 1,185 hours would be required (although
the biter extrapolation is far beyond thc
range of the data). Similarly, for the SAT-
M function based un 14 data points. An av-
erage score increase of 10 points would be
expected to be associated with approxi-
mAtely 8 hours of student contact time, but
20 score points would require 19 hours, 30
score points would require 45 hours, and to
attain 40 SAT-M score points would require
a total of 107 hours. The fact that Math
entails less student contact time than Verbal
tor al given amount of score increase is con-
sistent once again with the expectation that
Math, being more curriculum related than

erbal, sHould be relatively more responsive
tu instructional intervention.

It must be emphasized that these func-
tions apply to existing data and that thc
available studies all involved students who
to a large degree were mutivated-o, increase
their test scores through coaching ur special
preparation. Such motivated students arc

likely tu have been highly task oriented, and
undcr such circumstances it is not urireason-
able that student contact time should be di-
rectly related to average test score increases
We have also cautioned that increases in
student contact time arc confounded in these
studies with increasing curriculum emphases
un content knowledge and skill development,
su that other program characteristics that
contact time may bc proxy for should also
be taken into account in interpreting the re-
lationship and in shaping expectations In-
deed, thc tel ms time and met hod were paired
in thc title of this article partly to underscore
that student contact time and aspects of
coaching method are confounded in the
available coaching studies and partly to
highlight the importance of recurrent flitsvc
in experimental method that serve to obscure
;he functional role of contact tjjiie in un-
derstanding coaching effects Speaking of
methodological flaws; we must finally also
consider the possible role `of selection bias
in interpreting the basis uf the observed re-
lationship, because many of the longer-term
programs such as the preparatory schools
in Marron's (1965) study and the commer
cial coaching schools in the FTC (1979)
study were not only associated with larger
score effects but were also highly subjectAo
self-selection bias.

With these caveats in mind, it appears
likely that improvement of thc comprehen-
sion and reasoning skills measured by the
SAT, when it occurs, is a functiorr of the
time and effort expended and that each ad-
ditional score increase may require incrcas-
ing amounts of time and cffort, probably
geometrically increasing amounts If this is
thc case, the time required to achieve av-
erage scorc increases much greater than 20
to 30 points (on a 200- to 800-point scale)
rapidly approaches that of full-time school-
ing, especially in Verbal, hcncc it quickly
becomes unfeasible to augmcnt the already
fulf-time requirements of secondary schotil
with sufficient additional contact time de-
voted to coaching to obtain large improve .
ments in comprehension and reasoning skills
over thosc afforded by a high school edu-
cation. As a consequence, thc soundest long-
range mode of preparation for the SAT
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would appear.to e a secondary school pro-
gram that int rates the development of
thought with the development of knowledge
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American Dental
Hygienists'Asso:iation

Kothl000n O. fen le% 1.1.0.1t. fresiden
1484.4. Simms. Execunre DtratoP
Ihrt F. Milw IILDepury Manager, Federd "Wm,

November 25, 1981
ea

NonorabAe Carl D. Perkins
ChairmaR -

Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education

2365 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins:
6P

At this time, the Assogiation is not in favor of federal legislation
to regulate the testing industry. There is still no evideoce that

such legislation is needed. The Association feels that the results
,of the NatiOhal Academy of Sciences study on standardized testing,
soon to be released, should be carefully assessed by the subcommittee

prior to recommending enactment of federal legislation. The Assoc-

iation believes that much more evidenee favoring the need for federal

regulation of the testing induAtry should be compiled than the sub-
committee has already included in the hearings r.,cord.

Recent testimony presented to the subcommittee reinforces the view
that the threat of posaible regulationllas already impacted on 4the

testing industry and currentJa, disclosure of test'information to
students and parents is aligady occuriing on a voluntary basis.
Educational Testing Service (the giant in the field) has reversed
itself and is complying with provisions of the legislation on its
own initiatives. The law school association has..set a full-disclosure

policy fot the LSAT's, etc. In addition to the voluntary actions
taken by soMe of the majors in the-business, the climate in Congress
and the 4ecutive Branch of the federal government is clearly anti-

regulatpry. In short, it is our view that the real or remote
possibility of :federal regulation has already produced reforms in
the testing industry of a substantiye nature, to the point that
enactment of a Truth-in-Testing law now seems redundant. Tpt

1% abgence.of scheduled FTC witnessmon the second day (November 5)
of the recent hearings was probably not ir&dvertant.

tl

ff.4
.4

Washopen Office Suttc 1006 1101 176 Street 14.w. Washmgcon. D C 20036 (202)8334024

1.
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The Dental Hygiene Aptitude Test is the only currently available
instrument that is specifically designed for applicants seeking
admission to dental hygiene schools. This test provides informa-
tion to the applicant on his or her standing compared to others
with comparable educdtion. Evidence shows that this type of infor-

,mation is useful to admissions officers.

If this proposed legislation is enacted, the Dental Hygiene Aptitude
. Test would be adversely affected, since the cost of developing new

examinations each year would be prohibitive and diminish its
desirability to institutions and to prospective dental hygiene

students. To preverse the integrity of the test, at least three
test forms would have to be developed annually. Costs would triple

in order to: maintain a suitable size item pool, cover costs for
extra printing, ship addistional testsbooklets and construct new

subtests. These costs, of course, would have to be passed along

to the consumer; i.e , high school graduates applying for admission

to dental hygiene sch ols.

The DHAT scores ;re not the only criteria used by institutions in
admissions screening. P sonal interviews, grade point average,
other test scores, and life experiences are also part of the
selection process. The DHAT can offer an applicant who has long
been out of school information on the likelihood of academic
success; it can also identify individuals who may require
scholastic remediation. It is obvious that the DHAT can be

a useful admissions tool.

'The Association believes that any legislation at this point would
be detrimental to the DHAT and to the colleges that use tnis
instrument as an initial screening device. The gain in predicting
academic success, as compared to selection of students at random,
is large enough to warrant its use. At this point, the Association
believes that the pro-regulation side of the debate has failed to
make a convincing,case for regulating an Industry which maintains
the highest standards of professional integrity in the public
interest. it!

Sincerley,

,541-n..Lek .

Kathleen D. Smith, RDH, MS

. President, ADHA

cc: Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education

ADHA Board of Trustees

UJ&3
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SOUTH MILWAUKEE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

101 Sflosath Av.," Sowth 1001.04... Wil"ftlta

7.1..7414-315 41172

IC SO

R. W. StSral,S4Printenhod
N. S XeIn. triatIpal
D. J. VlnioVeitn, Aut. PtIot.
P.Sintylg, Ant. his.

December 3, 1981

Honorable Clement Jr. Zablocki
2183 Rayburn House Office !Wilding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Zablocki:

It would be appreciated if the-enclosed letter were forwarded

to the committee that is considering "truth in testing" legislation.

Yours truly,

.118:do

Enclosure

7
Joe Baer
Director of Guidance
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SCI,UTH MILWAUKEE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

11:1 C.ft...0. A S4Atk../AA.;..{..,. Was. II.

Cr Tel.744-5315 5)172

The College-Board
888 Seventh AvenUe
No: York, New Yotk 10019

Gentlemen:

R. W &haw, SWeinftat4t
S Klon, ?Imes's!

D 3. vandeeveld., 41,L.
P. Str.A. AM. b.

December 3, 1981

The Guidance Department at South Milwaukee Senior Nigh School is
deeply disturbed by the trend to coach students for the S.A.T. When
the College Board itself outlines a six weeks course for counselors
to coach students, the situation is out of hand. No outside agency has

the right to tell counselors how to use their time, and if our students

sre going to compete, it appears we must start coaching. Many schools,

particularly large city schools, will not be able to provide counselor

time to provide such courses. Again we "hurt" our minorities. Your

latest statistics show that S.A.T. scores did not decline last year

for the first tire since 1968. Mow much of this statistical change

is due to coaching?

Another disturbing trend in the College Board program is the ten-
dency to test students at the tenth grade level for the PSATINMSQT and

at both th eleventh and twelth grade for the S.A.T. The increasing

\la
costs and th ressure.on students to take tests for practice are

very negative ctors. For years we believed College Board when they
stated that-coaching-and practice did not significantly influence test

scores. Now College Board advocates coaching and tests for practice.

We have always supported the College Board and its testinf program

in the past. This is no longer true and we now believe that if this
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trend touard coaching continues, perhaps we should eliminate testing
as one of the criteria for college admissions since not all students
will be coached or take practice tests.

s. Yours truly,

-..4.-,-

Eunice Kahn Joe Baer
Counselor Director of Guidance

Alan liansis --

Counselor Wallace Swanson
Counselor

JE:do
cc. Ann Fritts, President National Association of College Admissions Counselors

Kathy Bourne, President, Wisconsin Association of Secondary School and
College Admissions Counselors

Senator William Proxmire
Senator Robert Kasten
Representative Clement Zablocki
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